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WARY
ream New Faces With Vet

Greenlight for the Greenfelts

May Hypo

To Aid

Saratoga’s Slow Start

Inclement weather and
shuttered casinos have brought
Track is
attendance.
sub-par

preem session,
and handle considerably lower.
However, word has been passed

along that the greenfelts are to
open tomorrow night (Wed.) and
Re-],
that’s expected to hypo biz.
sort’s attendance is generally below last year. Natives say maybe
people are healthier or the war
scare is keeping them near home-

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Fear that Hollywood’s support of

Buddy De Sylva Biopic

mark.

2,000 off last year's

Hollywood, Aug.

near capacity; Lilt St.
Cyr at the Helm. The Brook, with
‘Gigi Durston, is way off.
There’s no late business anyCafe men expect late
where.
shows to develop when the season
fully gets under way but at this
point local businessmen are wearing the look of a bettor who lost
show,

is

the exhibitor fight against televi-

prevails this year.

Wise money
this

resort

says, the best ad
can have this year

_

_

Revealed

it.. ....

»

For Brit. Pic Prod.
•London, Aug,

A net deficit of upwards of $11,000,000 was estimated by Lord
Archibald in a House of Lords debate as the cost of British producThere were 82
tion during 1949.
pictures made during the 12-month
period at a total budget of approxiBox

Fearing that it might be “misinterpreted” in view of present world
conditions, Maxwell Anderson has

withdrawn his “Both Your Houses”
from both professional and amateur
performance.

he

:

,
1

Playwright thought

had ^already

withdrawn

G.

new company

Via

RKO.

revenue, after allowing for admission tax, approached
$200,000,000, but British producers
received only $20,000,000 as their
share.

Th&t meant a deficiency in

the home market for British production of over $22,000,000. Generous estimate of overseas earnings

was

around $11,000,000,
(Continued on page 47)

Webs

which

Screening

ing him the screen rights.
Evans figured on doing the pictures after his tour next season in
“Disciple.”
Couple of years ago
he did “Man and Superman” both
in

H’wood’s ‘What

Who Needs

It?’

War?as

Boom

Brings Free-Spending Era
By ABEL GREEN
1.
'

is

like this:

the, of

They’re

'

'

great

not* as

.

showmanship

to

Holly-

work, but learned that it was pre- wood.”
sented last week at the Berkshire
Hollywood today sees hotels
playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass., so booming, almost like the war
he notified his agents of the nix years; niteries and eateries doing
yesterday (Tues.).
better; people with money worryAlthough the drama was the Pul- ing more about inflation, hence
itzer Prize-winner of the 1932-33 spending now on such material
season, its militant liberal theme things as building materiel on the
might be considered to have sub- theory that it’s a staple.
versive connotations now. AnderThe* Coast is still rather unsure
son figured. That possibility was about the war news; looks upon
apparently accentuated by the fact the Korean situation as (1) somethat, for last week’s strawhat pre- thing akin to a bad dream, and
sentation, the script was revised (2) who needs it?
here and there to give it a topical
Hollywood today is reveling
value. Whole matter was brought more than ever in its swimming
to the author’s attention by A pools,
bathing
golf,
sunshine,
friend who saw the Stockbridge beaches, sunshine, tourists, God’s
showing.
(Continued on page 47)
.

New York and on

tour,

and was

anxious to star in that, too, in a
picture. He wasn’t long in getting
a
reply from Shaw.. On a perThe four major networks have
started the job of screening their sonally-handwritten ha’penny^ postpersonnel to determine the num- card, GBS dispatched this reply to
ber of eligibles that might be Evans:
“Quite out of the question. The
called up for military service.
Those facing such calls include a film rights to the -two plays would
number of key men holding re- cost $160,1)00 to start with. Not
The film actor who
serve status, such as Sylvester L. your job.
(Pat) Weaver, NBC’s top tele exec; speculates is lost; Films: don’t help
They kill them. So does
his aide, Fred Wile; Dave Sutton, plays.
television.
Stick to the boards.
CBS’ tele sales exec, etc.
Keep
off
the screen.”
Networks want to get some idea
as to how they’ll shape up, manpower-wise, should the potential
hVotilcL
candidates for mobilization
be
.

worried about
television.
Grosses are perking
and seemingly the picture business
is not going to resign from the
world.
Hollywood accepts with grim
humor a. crack ascribed to 20th- grabbed
Fox veepee A1 Lichtman, “As soon
as the aircraft factories start working three shifts, watch the return
*

Bernard Shaw

j

$42,000,000.
office

Hollywood today

SO ANDERSON YANKS IT

for their

Plays, Sez

1.

.•„

‘HOUSES’ TOUCHY TODAY,

sending
world during the last war may be
pictured in a musical planned by
Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna

Pix and Video

in 1949

Hollywood, Aug.
.

1.

of USO-Camp Shows in
entertainers around the

doing the right thing by trying to
groom new stars but they aren’t
going about it in the righVway, according to many indie exhibitors.
Few of the newcomers with stardom potentialities yet have the
marquee lure to carry a picture on
their own, the*exTiibs claim. As a
result,
they think the studios
Should return to the system once
featured by Metro of always teaming a youngster on the rise with an

It would star A1 Jolson, doing
both his own singing and acting,
Should theatre TV become big sans Larry Parks, who depicted established star.
as predicted, it’s felt, it may force him in his two autobiog films *for
Metro, as well as some of the
films into a secondary spot in the- Columbia.
other big studios, it’s recalled, origatres and put exhibitors in the
inally broke in their fledglings
driver’s seat in film rental deals,
either in shorts or B films. Then
even, for the choicest product.
when the* studio figured they had
Hollywood execs' attitude to thethe necessary background and Exatre TV was revealed in an inperience, they gave them a crack
formal gab-session on the subject
at a top A picture, but slotted them
here last week, participated in by
opposite an established player.
William Perlberg, prez of the
Kill
Robert Taylor, for example, got
Screen Producers Guild; Oliver H.
his first Metro chevrons* in the old
P. Garrett, ,exec of the Screen
“Crime Doesn’t Pay” two-reelers,
Writers Guild; Art Arthur, exec
and both Lana Turner and Van
secretary of the Motion Picture InJohnson broke in with the old “Dr.
dustry Council, and Nathan L.
Mickey Rooney,
Kildare” series.
Halpern, theatre TV consultant to
Pittsburgh, Aug. 1.
a member of the “Mickey Mcthe Theatre Owners of America
George Bernard Shaw, who was Guire” shorts while a kid, gained
and other exhib organizations. Hal- 94 last week, recently got off some
his first prominence as the star of
pern, who headquarters in New cryptic observations on films and
the “Hardy Family” series.
York, was ofi the Coast for a TV in a‘ note to Maurice Evans.
Today the star aspirants are in
speech Friday (28) to the Southern Actor was interested in doing both
California Theatre Owners Assn., “Devil’s Disciple” and “Man and that transitional phase but the main which he blasted Zenith Radio’s Superman” in pix, and he wrote to jors, either through lack of time to
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 6)
GBS asking him whether the playwright would be interested in sell-

$11,000,000 Deficit

sneak,
.

Pic

tions.

would be newspaper reports that

Word
wheels are not spinning.
could be passed along to interinvestiSenate
later.
parties
ested
gation may have frightened many
prospective attendees, but it’s generally axiomatic that no matter
what, greenfelts will be running
at Saratoga, whether okayed or

Work

'

Crowds are mately

comparatively parsimonious, most
hotels are below capacity, but
prices compare with former years.
There were times when Albany inns
had a bonanza via the Saratoga
overflow but no such condition

US0

Hollywood, Aug.

1.

sion may become a boomerang is
B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva biobeginning to haunt film execs. Film
pic is up again, with the passing
industry is afraid that theatre TV,
of the songsmith,
heralded as the boxoffice answer to
Comedian-writer Sid Silvers is
video, may attain such potency that
working with DeSylva’s stepson,
it will relegate films to a minor
David Shelley, on the project.
consideration in exhibitor opera-

>

eight straight races.

Jolson’s

The

base.

The major niteries hope to wind
up with a healthy season. Piping
Rock opened last night (Mon.) to
a 75% house, Morton Downey and
Riley’s
Frank Libuse topping.
Lake House, with a burley-style

Urge

the B.O., Exhibitors

Major Hollywood studios may be

Saratoga, Aug. 1.
Saratoga season is still a question

Stars

.

.

off.

lo

Top

Shubert

interested.

.

only.

tf-amauA

ROOF

NEW YORK

NOW

Boxtops Admish Fee
Chicago, Aug. 1.
Hadocol, patent medicine conpicking
cern, is
up one of the biggest talent tabs in recent years, to
plug the home remedy. Gate fee
will be a box top of its product.
Over $125,000 will be paid out to
Mickey Rooney, Connee Boswell,
Roy Acuff, Minnie Pearl, Anita
Martell, Sharkey’s Dixieland band
and a host of clowns for 16-day
arena tour of the south starting
21.

by Sid Epstein, of
Chi William Morris office.
set

„

This has nothing to do with an
abortive idea about a “Shubert
Cavalcade” of the best from old
“Artists
& Models,” “Passing
Shows” and sundry Shuberts’
“Nights” (“Night in Spain,” “Night
in Paris,” etc.), revues.
This was
primed for the Broadway stage

Waldorf Astoria Hotel

125G Medicine Show,

Tour was

Georgie Price, vet of many Shuis talking with John
to emcee and narrate a
“Shuberts’ Passing Show” program
Hudson Motors is
for television.
bert revues,

STARLIGHT

Mickey Rooney

Aug.

SHUBERT ‘PASSING SHOW’
HAY BE VIDEO PACKAGE

PRESENTING

The Hour of Chari
All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

and Choir

EVELYN and Her Magic
Under the Direction of

PHIL SPITAIM

Violin

Wednesday, August

MISCELLANY

ED WYNN

By

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Pix
Chevalier’s 39
I’ve never picked a Kentucky
Paris,' Aug. 1.
Derby winner, a maijQr league penArthur Lesser has sighed Maunant race or an Army-Navy football game correctly in my life, but rice Chevalier to a series of 39
that doesn’t stop me from indulg- weekly TV half-hour shows in
ing in America’s favorite hobby of Which he’ll warble two songs and
making predictions about .almost emcee guesters.
Stanzas will be filmed in Paris.
anything.
The trouble with predicting is Meanwhile, Lesser is returning to
York in an effort to\ snare a
out
New
prognosticator
that it puts the
General Motors*' Buick
oh a limb. Many times these guys sponsor,
But one of division reportedly may bankroll.
fall off on their face.
^
my inventions is a limb that is
shaped like Betty Grabie’S. Any-

TV

Edinburgh, July 25.
Plans are under way to hold a
“Harry Lauder Week” in Portobello, the late minstrel’s birthplace
near here, during final week of
this year’s Edinburgh International
Festival. Aim is to raise money for
a memorial variety theatre.

<

body who falls off of my invention is just plain careless/
Armed with this invention, back
in December of 1947, I went out
on a limb with a list of 10 predictions about the future of television,
in a letter I wrote to a Chicago advertising agency.

War

,

new medium under my

WILL MAHONEY
Starting Aug. 10
Bellevue CJasino, Montreal,

tuition.
.

Rushed Into Par Release

Productions*

Smith

«

1

.

Hitler-Eva
Braun film, “Magic
Face,” bolted without notice two

belt,

(Continued on page 53)

have

Canada
of North American
In Middle of Prod. Continuing tour
Continent
Vienna, Aug/ 1. \
Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Irving / Reis, /director of Mort

Today, almost three years later,
with a full season of experience, Bri skip-Bob
in the,

proposal'

Suggested, shduld be used to set
up a school of variety where young
entertainers could be given free

THE INIMITABLE

Reis Out of Vienna

the

is now editing and
rush into early release a one-

Paramount
will

1950

Washington, Aug. 1.
U, S. Defense Dept, set a farreaching precedent this week when
it nixed a request by the five newsreel companies for release dates on
film footage turned over to tlie
reels arid television stations. This
footage is shot by the Army Signal
Corps In Korea and pooled for use
Decision gives the
by all media*
TV field a decided advantage over
they can rush the
since
reels,
the
clips for early telecasting while the
reels are bound by semi-weekly*

been sent to Sir Andrew Murray,
Lord Provost of Edinburgh Profits
from the proposed theatre, it’s Issue

Chases

Jitters

of

Details

2,

dates.

Question never came up before
because TV was only in its infancy
during the last War, when the reels
were customarily supplied with
Defense
Signal Corps celluloid.
Dept, officials in denying the reels*

request for specific release dates
take the position that news should
not be held up but rushed to the
public at the earliest possible date*
Execs of the five reels have .already decided to cut down on the
use of Signal Corps stuff in view
They will
of the adverse ruling.
depend on tfieir own exclusive footage and are planning to up the
number of newsreel cameramen
assigned to the Korean front. In
asking for an even news break with
video, the reels claimed that it
would insure the widest possible
use of the footage, since it is inevitable that "the theatres Would cut
down on clips which have played
on local tele stations several days

hour film which, tells the Stories of
three Medal of Honor winners and
their exploits in the Italian camhad assembled at Vienna locations.
paign of the last war. Par is speedHe worked throughout Monday
ing release because of the awak(24), but; then scrammed with only
ened public interest in miltary matII
ISRAELS,
JOSEF
By
suitcase.
a small
ters stemming from the Korean
crisis. Pic, made in the east with
Reis wired co-producer Briskin
Salzburg, July 25.
A. J. Richard, head of its newsreel
that his pregnant Wife, plus War
Salzburg’s 30th annual Festival
fears, prevented his concentrating of Music and Drama is about to company, as producer, had been
upon the film/ Director hasn’t been swing intQ gear With opening per- planned, however, before the North before.
Previously, TV stations had reseen here since his flight. Mean- formance of Mozart’s “Don Gio- Koreans went below the 38th parquested the newsreel companies for
while, B-S Productions are. plan- vanni” with star-studded Vienna allel.
Large amount of footage for the servicing of sequences shot by reel
ning a heated protest to the Screen Opera cast led by Willem FuertDirectors Guild and are also map-: wangler.
Town is already count- film came from the U. S. Army’s cameramen in Korea. This request
ping .legal action.
ing up what it believes Will be top archives. Balance of pic is derived was promptly rejected by the reels.
days before the picture’s rolling
date when the entire cast and staff

;

,

GETS CANADIAN NIX

.

Ottawa, Aug. 1.
Canadian censors last week nixed
use in advertising of Samuel Gold*
Wyn’s ‘’Our Very Own,” a /“clinch”
still widely: employed in U, S. copy.
Photograph was of Farley Granger
and Ann Blyth in a tight hold,
dressed in bathing suits on a beach!

'

‘

.!

>

.

*

L

‘

Scene in Which the clinch apWas not deleted from the

pears

apparently figured
that the context of sequences rethat might
be in the advertising still alone.
film. Bluenosers*

/ Reached in Paris through assistance of the Music Corp. of America, Frank Tuttle is due here today (Tiies.) by pl^ne to take over

j

moved any connotation

It’s now anticipated
Will get underway
within a week. Long active on the
Hollywood scene, Reis more reKid Series for
cently directed “Enchantment” arid
quondam film “Roseanna McCoy”: for Samuel
Karloff,
Boris
menace, is switching to the role of Goldwyn.
“Uncle Boris” in a new WNEW,
“Face” reportedly is based upon
N- Y., series beamed for the mop- Hitler’s last days With his paraKarloff, who scored.]
pet market.
mour before the Allied Armies enas the monster in the “Franken- tered Berlin.
Cast is headed by
stein” pic and is how starred in Patricia Knight and Luther Adler.
“Peter Pan” on Broadway, will Budget is said to be arourid
spin disks from children’s albums,
$800,000/
read poetry and tell stories.
program direcIdea of
tor Dick Pack is to give the stanza

Reis’ chores.
that /‘Face*’

WNEW
.

WNEW

AWAIT SAG MOVE

a brotherhood pitch, through antiprejudice records and tales dealing with youngsters of many lands.
It will go into a Sunday afternoon
period late this month;

from Paramount newsreel clips, Video is sending its own cameraeven Austria’s previous banner with footage from both woven to- men to the Far East in addition
Hotels have been gether to make a sustained Story, to its being supplied by the Army,
year of 1938.
By concentrating on three medal
Rattle came into the forefront
sold solid for miles arourid.
winners, Par execs 'hope to avoid last week, when the five reels
Tickets for gll events have been
the episodic nature of newsreel each sent Wires to their Washing-:
“unavailable” since a few hours
ton reps instructing them .to peticompilations.
after boxoffices opened in May.
Quentin Reynolds has done the tion the Defense Dept, for set reIt’s Well-known, however, that scalThe reps thereupon
lease dates.
pers have plenty of ducats for commentary in the film: Pic, which contended With Government offilatecomers at; prices ranging from has yet to be given a title, includes cials that the practice of setting no
twice to five times the b.ov figure, in its footage a followup of what release dates was ^‘sloppy,”
They
depending on whether it’s “Don became of each medal winner in asked for
Wednesday release for
Giovanni” with Ljuba Welitsch civilian /life following “the war. Monday malceup and Saturdays for
and Tito Gobbi; a Yehudi Menuhin Italian campaign, was chosen, it is Thursday makeup.
the
concert with the Vienna Philhar- said, because it is considered
Signal Corps has been supplying
monic (the two top draws) or a toughest in the European- theatre. reels and video with 3,000-4,000
chamber music serenade (low on
The reels, however,
feet weekly.
the musical totem pole). The trahave been using far' more of their
ditional open air “jederman,” as
U.S.
own stuff than of official Governoriginated by Max Reinhardt in
ment clips.
the Cathedral Square, and Oscar
LATIN
KarlweiS' in an Ernst Lothar proThe “one man’s loss is another’s
duction of “The Spendthrift,” by
Raimund, are top dramatic num- gain” axiom is being vividly drambers on the 1950 menu.
atized in the current American and
DESPITE SPINE
Town has just gone^through big- Latin-Aiherican tourism. The war
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 1.
gest orgy of repairing, rebuilding has dented Europe, sent Florida
tourist take of all time, exceeding

.

WAR SCARE BOOMS
AND

.

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Next move is up to the Screen
Goldwyn, Disk Jock, Actors Guild to break the, deadlock and cleaning up since war’s end.
EC A dough has been poured into
Pix Too in a jurisdictional dispute With the much
To Plug His
of this* especially hotel reTelevision
Authority
over film
disk
will
turn
Samuel Goldwyn
habilitation.
Scaffolding is still
Membership of coming down as the streets begin
jockey for a four-week run on thesps in video.
WNBC, key outlet of the NBC web the American Federation of Radio to fill up with license plates from
in New York. Indie film producer Artists and other affiliate talent Belgium, Sweden, England, Calisigned a deal with WNBC station unions adopted a resolution at a fornia and Switzerland.
Lots of
manager Ted Cott to provide a TV A meeting Sunday night (30) U. S’, show biz and picture people
commentary for recordings taken calling for both factions to appoint are on hand, including Anatole
from the soundtracks of Holly- committees for coordination of Litvak, Cornel Wilde and wife, Pawood musicals. .Shows are to be rates and working conditions.
tricia Knight, Turhan Bey, Hal
aired in the 7:30 Tuesday night
Meanwhile, AFRA exec-secretary Wallis, Wm. L. Shirer, Moft Brishis
slot, starting next week (8).
George Heller declared that
kin and Luther Adler. More are
Goldwyn will tape the shows in group is ready to deal with a com- expected during festival’s 40-day
N. Y. this week, prior to his re- mittee named by SAG and the run.
turn to the Coast on Friday (4). Screen Extras Guild, but as yet
Gambling casino has opened up
Goldwyn, who follows Leopold there had been no notification from
in Barock Bar,, operated by French
Stokowski in the new lineup of the Guilds of their intent to adju-

Sam

BREAK

booming to a new summer peak,
and the fashionable hostelries in
Arizona and Southern California
now are snarled for accommodaThe management of the
tions.
Waldorf-Astoria knows of several
bridal couples Who were almost lit-

Own

erally snatched off deluxe ocean
liners arid shipped off for Florida,
Puerto Rico, Mexican or Cali-

!

j

j

disk jocks rounded up by. Cott, Will
do the shows as part of his publicity buildup for his two latest
films, “Our Very Own” and “Edge
of Doom.”
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tioned that

doesn’t prohibit

it

performances for groups
of which the performer is a
member. A A promptly designated Barry an honorary member and cleared the way for
gratis

.

Inc.
.

Hew

154 West 46th Street

York 19. N. Y.

the cuffo stint.
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is

week* Gertrude Law-

continuing as co-star with

Dennis King in “Traveller's Joy”
at the Cape playhouse here this
Week. She also intends trying to
play a scheduled engagement in
the comedy next week at the Country playhouse, Westport, Conn. She
has been advised by her doctor to
rest for several weeks, but is playing with a tightly strapped back
and is remaining in bed whenever

backward into
she
Although

lapsed, throwing her

shallow

water.

falrired^twlcr-bristaBe; she- insisted
on going on Wednesday night, and
played matinee and evening per-

formances Thursday (27)
X-ra
examination Friday morning 28)
.

<

Cape Cod

hospital, Hyanriis, revealed the injury to be a fracture
instead of a bad bruise, as had
at

been supposed.
Both the Cape and Falmouth
playhouses are operated by Miss
Lawrence’s husband, Richard Aid-

y-

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
AddictionYo alcohol has led
many people to many places—
notably to Alcoholics Anonymous. It remained for comic
Dave Barry, however, to get
into
A the easy Way.
Barry became the group’s
first “honorary” member last
week after AGVA, of which he
is a member, nixed a gratis appearance before the group. In
turning it down, AGVA men-

.

I’o

i

rence

fornian honeymoons instead by
doting parents.
The airlines are largely credited she is not in the theatre.
for the Florida boom because of
The star received the injury last
their excellent campaigns on .cut- Wednesday afternoon (26V when a
rate passage, package deals, etc. small footbridge near the Falmouth
Schoolteachers, clergy and kindred playhouse,
colConnamessett,

wliite-collar patronage from the
syndicate under government lidicate differences, Heller remains
Carolinas and Georgia traditionally
cense^-Locals-are-supposed-to^behere through’ Ifie^weelTtb set up a
look advantage of Tlorfda’s Hiovv
barred from wheels arid tables,
meeting of committee should the
summer rates* but the war has sent
Guilds accept a proposal for wash- which are geared to trim foreign- the northerners south in a manner
.ers,
Hotel and restaurant prices
up of the points at issue.
which may finally realize Florida’s
naturally up 30 to 100% for the
hope of becoming 8 summer resort;
month of the big take.
as well as a winter haven* akin to
8 2
what has, been happening to the
Riviera.

Subscription Order
Please send

!

Despite a spine fracture sustained

in a fall last

rich,

Serutan’s buy of 100 minutes of
time weekly on ABC, through two
cross-the-board ~ shows, will bring
the web around $350,000 in time
fees.

\

Anti-Red Info Pic
Sent to Servicemen
Washington, Aug.

1.

Three hundred prints of a 30In line with recent interest in minute “informational” film, pronews, Serutan will take a five- duced by the Army Signal Corps,
minute newscast in the 12:25 p.m. are being sent to American milisegment,, starting Sept. 18. Com- tary posts throughout the world for
pany is also buying a 15-minute showing to servicemen.
It’s exstanza, to start Sept/ 11, which will pected that over 200,000 Army
probably be slotted between 2:30 troops alone will view the film
and 3 p.m. with an informal com- within the next month.
mentary by Norman Brokenshire
Purpose of the film is to alert
being mrilled* Sponsorship' of the seryicemen to the dangers of comVictor Lindlahr strip was renewed. munism and techniques which may
Agency is Roy S. Durstine.
be- used to weaken their morale.
-t

4

»<,.

-iv

v.Jj

•

—
Wednesday, August

Hollywood, Aug; 1.

Howard Hughes

is

f

reportedly

k

RKO

with an offer to sell his
interest in the RKO productionflirting

If

Becomes Trans-Lux
Howard

Hughes’

in-

•

in the RKO circuit
goes to Harry Brandt’s TransLux chain this week, as anticipated, it will mean that for
virtually the first time in the
history of the industry there
will be no components of the
Radio - Keith - Orpheum name
on a theatre marquee. Brandt’s
intention is to give the circuit
the Trans-Lux moniker.
Tag. goes back almost 45
years to the combination of
the B. F. Keith vaiide houses
in Boston
with Martin F.
Beck’s Orpheum theatres. The
“Radio’’ got into the title in
1928 when Radio Corp. of
America entered the picture
with, the advent of sound.
Radio - Keith - Orpheum took
over the interests of Keith-

distribution company to a syndicate
headed by L. Lawrence Green, oneand until retime counsel for
cently a member of its board.
Green group is offering $3.50 a
share for Hughes’ 920,000 shares,
or a total of $3,22Q;000.
topper is understood waiting consummation of tt^e currentlypending deal with Harry. Brandt’s
Trans-Lux syndicate for purchase
theatre
of control of the
chain before getting into final netheatre
The
gotiations with Green.
deal may be signed in New * York

terest.

RKO

RKO

RKO

Thursday

(3).

Green is reported already to
have made some agreement or is
planning an attempt to make an
agreement—with Stanley Kramer
to supervise "RKO production if he

—

.

succeeds in gaining control of the
company. Indie producer Kramer
has had numerous deals tossed at
him, and as far as can be learned,
has listened to all, but signed with

Albee-Orpheum and Orpheum
Circuit, Inc.

-

-

Hollywood,;- Aug.

1.

man Krasna in setting up their
own indie unit currently. They
aim to detour the old capital gains
pitfall

favor of a royalty ar-

in

-

4 Out of 7

this week from a top spokesman
for the prospective buyers.
Contracts. for takeover by Trans-Lux of
Howard Hughes’ controlling (24%)
interest in the
theatres may
be inked tomorrow (Thursday).
Schwartz, it was said by a
spokesman for Harry Rrandt, who
heads the Trans-Lux syndicate, is
considered “a key man” in the
deal. Whole
theatre organization, as a matter of fact, will

’Curtain’

Countries Continue

To

RKO

Play American Films

’

Despite the. mounting heat of the
propaganda (and real) war, four
out of the seven major Iron Curstill playing U. S.
the same token, pix made
by Russia and other Communistcontinue to find
orbit nations
screen time in this country.
On the other hand, the flow in
both directions is gradually drying
up. Hollywood product is having
a more and more difficult time
penetrating the curtain, while the
Commie-made pix are down to a
bare minimum of bookings in

tain countries art

RKO

By

|

continue intact, it was stated, with
changes to be made only if ‘hvhen
we have our feet well under the
table we discover people who are
not doing a day’s work for a day’s

pay”
Switch in control of the circuit
will not take place until Jan. 1,
1951, the final date permitted by

New York

federal court for
American theatres. Continuing to Hughes to divest himself of his
show Yank pix are Bulgaria, theatre holdings, Hughes’ aim in
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugo- keeping the houses until the last
slavia. Counted out are the Soviet
minute is, of course, to reap their
Union, Hungary and Rumania.
profits for the benefit of the assoTop of about a dozen U. S. ciated production-distribution comhouses show Russe pix, none of pany, which has been operating in
them On an exclusive basis. Stan- or close to red ink.
ley, N. Y., is the most regular,
Final meeting on the deal Was
while other occasional bookings are held in New York last Friday (28)
given in Brooklyn, Chicago, San by Brandt and his rep's with Noah
Francisco, Los Angeles and a few Dietrich, Hughes, principal negoother cities.
tiator and ch^rman of the
Oddly .enough,^U.-S^ eompanies- -board— and Tom Slack, - Hughes,
are continuing to get coin, although counsel.
immediately
Lawyers
not much, out of one of the Soviet(Continued on page 18)
orbit countries— Czechoslovakia. In
addition, they are getting very nice
sums out of Tito’s independentlyminded Yugoslavia, with which
they have a deal that is now in its

the

.

.

rangement by which creative work- 20%

all

ARTHUR KELLY PLANS
TRY AT INDiE PROD.
Arthur W, Kelly, until recently
v.p. of United Artists, is
planning to go into indie production if he can set up a deal. He’ll
head for the Coast next week in
an effort to arrange financing for
exec,

,

his initial pic, “Half-Caste.”
Kelly had planned to film the
yarn three years ago, during a hiatus in his long association with
UA. He was out of the company
at that time after 'having become

U.

rep for J. Arthur Rank. He
on making the pic following a break with the British pro( Continued on page 6)
S.

was

set

WALL ST. EYE OPENER

Figures aired by United Paracircuit in its recent halfyear financial report on various
buying-and-selling transactions in
compliance with the anti-trust decree are acting as ah eye-opener to
Wall Street bankers. The latter,
apparently taken in by recurrent
reports of the imminent demise of
the theatre biz through the pubonslaught of television,
licized
have been bearish on exhibition to
of withholding loans and
point
the
refinancing of flickeries, Now they
are beginning to revise their estimates.
What is jogging these bankers
into renewed interest are the substantial sums both being paid by
UP for partner holdings and being
planked out by the pards for UP’s
Besides this, there Is the
slice.
readiness of outsiders to pay hand( Continued on page 6)

mount

.

is

Dallas/ Aug. I,
substantially the same as the old
hope of removal of the one. It provides a guarantee of

tax $17,000, Q00 yeariV out of Britain
theatre
admissions’
dashed by the Korean war, Inter- for Yank companies.
state circuit chief Karl Hoblitzelle
New pact is a victory in a sense
has come up With a fresh plan.
for the Americans in that it eliminHoblitzelle ’s scheme calls for ates the incentive plan for inand
.

ers in other fields get a tax advantage.
Wald sees in the new plan a

hypo for indie
semi-indie pic-making.
With the
break it gives Holly woodites suffering under a top tax load, he
sees another influx into the indie
field, such as was experienced at
the close of the last war when deferments and capital gains became tremendously popular.
f Such a move would give a further spurt to Holly wood’s already
growing
trend
toward
semiautonomous units at most studios,
Wald-Krasna deal how being negois on that basis,
tiated with
and there are flocks of similar artremendous

;

cutting existing b.o. scales by the
amount of the proposed tax slice.
Exhibs would rely on cheaper
tickets to stimulate biz.

'

at

creased production in England
which the British wanted and to
which; U. S. companies unanimously objected.
Yanks lost out, however, in their demand for an increase in the $17,000,000, although
some minor technical changes^ in
the new pact may give them a
small amount of added coin.
Minor changes from two-year
agreement that expired June 13,
but which continues temporarily in
,

v

RKO, Paramount,

Washington, Aug. 1.
Capital gains setups still exist,
Complaint against any of the
but have been waning for several majors for claimed violation of the
reasons.
First has been the de- anti-trust decrees will have to be
cline in biz, which has taken as- pretty drastic for the Dept, of Jussurances of profits Out o£ indie tice to take action at this time. The
filmmaking. Many creative people Government lawyers have decided
have been mote anxious for a Sure to hold off on all gripes—‘and they
dollar on a .studio payroll or at a have* files crammed with them
stipulated fee per pic than to take until the decrees are given- a
a chance on a loser. Most Holly- Chance to take effect. D of J does
woodites are starting to overcome not want .to go riding off in a
their fears or else are willing to dozen directions while the main
take a chance for lack of any other suit is still in the litigation stage.
(Continued on page 6)
That strategy is behind a D of J
decision to take no action on Paramount’s “Samson and Delilah” although it has received a number
of formal complaints from Allied
These exhib orgs have inunits.
formed the Government that Par
is allegedly demanding a $1 minimum' admission for the Cecil B.
DeMille opus. No action will be
taken to quiz Paramounters On the
Washington, Aug. 1,
gripe.
U. S. Government is becoming
Same policy is dictating the Govimpatient with the disorganized ernment’s stand on the New Y6rk
efforts of the fil— industry to set
( Continued on page 47)
up liaison agencies with Federal
bureaus and departments in the
C. C. Moskowitz Back
Herbert Edcurrent war crisis.
Charles C. Moskowitz, Metro’s
wards, chief of State Dept.’s overseas motion picture division, de- veepee and treasurer, returns to
clared today (Tues.) that he wished the homeoffice today (Wed.) from
the industry would set up one a three-week visit to the Coast.
body for liaison purposes “rather Moskowitz had trekked to the stuthan have everyone running to dio to study production costs in an
effort to bring down pix overhead
Washington j&parately,”
Edwards made his observation in the upcoming season.
He has had a series of huddles
before entering a meeting in which
he and other officials confabbed with Louis B. Mayer and Dore
Schary, M-G’s production toppers.
(Continued on page 23)

force until the new deal is inked,
include elimination of the “B Pool”
-—an incentive for greater exhibition, of British product in the U. S.
Substituted for it will be a provision for converting pounds into the
coin of other soft-currency coun-

(Continued on page 23)

H’wood’s 'Unfriendly 10’
New “York headquarters of the
National Council of the Arts, Sciences and Professions: will begin
screenings shortly of “The Hollywood Ten,” a 20-minute documentary, in an attempt to find an indie
distrib to handle it. Pic, made by
the NCASP’s Coast chapter- at a
cost of $2,500, tells the story of
the .10 Holly woodites who subjected themselves to jail sentences
by refusing to answer questions of
the House Un-American Activities
Committee three years ago.
Film is made up of newsreel clips
of the hearings before the J. Par(Continued on page 22)
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‘Flame,’

ception is “All Quiet on the Western Front,” snaring good to smash
biz in many Situations on a reissue
basis to point up the public’s inter-

war themes

Your Gun,”
most keys, is

Francisco. “Annie Get

now on holdover
still

in

showing considerable strength

also doing boff biz in new
playdates; such a^ its smash $18,000 in Toronto. Other M-G musical is “Duchess of Idaho,” weak
in New York but fair to good in
other spots,

and
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In followup position this round
are “711 Ocean Drive” (Col), “Our
Very Own” (RKO), ‘‘Rogues of
Sherwood F o r e s t” (Col) and
;

currently,
- Consistent value of a star’s per- “Friend Irma Goes West” (Par),
sonalling is being pointed up by “Men” (UA) is doing fine in its
the sock biz of “Flame and Arrow” second N. Y. week and solid in its
AWB). With Burt Lancaster, tour- opening round in Boston but only
ing the country to do acrobatics, ‘fair in Frisco.
“Stella” (20th) is
“Flame” climbed back up into, top slim in both Los Angeles and St.
place this' week.
Grosses range Louis, “Treasure Island” (RKO)
from colossal $27,000 in Detroit to is good to nifty in most spots,
nice $12,000 In Kansas City, alRecent plethora of westerns
though the film is disappointing in seems virtually to have run its
Boston with $12,000.
course, although “Broken Arrow”
Otherwise, Metro musicals are (20th) is doing big on its N. Y.
pacing the field, with the two or preem and “Winchester ’73” (U)
three dates played so far by “Three continues strong in holdover spots.
Little Words” presaging big- things
(Complete Boxoffice Returns on
ahead. “Words” soared to smash
Pages 10-11);
est in

WC2

London

Own’ Hot

While heat and holdovers com- $22,000 in otherwise moderate
bined forces this week against the K.C. and hefty $25,000 in San
nation’s film boxoffices, a number
of key cities reporting to Variety
are indicating generally fair business.
In most cases, though, it’s
the pure escapist fare, such as musicals and derrlng-doers that are
drawing heaviest grosses in the
face of wilting weather. Sole ex-

11

612 No; Michigan Ave.

Single Copies

‘71

Y

19, N.

.

Annual

^

,

6311

„

Heat;
RKO Escapist Pix and Musicals Buck
1

second year and working very well.
Yank product is sold in all the
(Continued on page 20)

s. films

last-minute session today (Tues,)

With

Warner Bros., Columbia, Republic
and Monogram.

'

London, Aug. 1.
agreement
hammered out by conferees at a
,

Hew Ahglo-U.

,

is

Attorney entered the film business via the legal department of
Sol Schwartz, exec v.p. of the
the B. F. Keith Corp. in the *20s. RKO circuit, will continue as
(Continued on page 18)
operating head of the chain when
it passes, to Trans-Lux ownership
and management, it was learned

pix.

.

.

rangements

associated with Green in
the efforts to gain control of the
production-distribution setup has
not been revealed. Reports are thalf
it may be N. Peter Rathvon, former
president of RKO, with whom
Green was close when he served
on the board. Green repped the
minority stockholders on the directorate,

.

Revolutionary concept for giving producers, writersK directors
and’ actors a' tax break 1st behind
the plan of Jerry Wald and Nor-,
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Hollywood, Aug. 1.
“Vith the completion -of “Smug-

It

Was Among

Trenton, Aug. 1. +
Ill
a tongue-in-chqek opinion
which shrewdly plays for the yocks Pre-Trial, Spitalny
behind 20 years of incessant bickFilm
on
ering between Walter Reade, big
Phil Spitalny, Who is pressing a
New Jersey theatre operator, and
damage
suit
against
his RKO partner in the Trenton- $600,000
New Brunswick chain, Judge Michael Curtiz Productions, and
be exWarners,
is
scheduled
to
Jayne of the Jersey superior, court
has ordered a splitup of the part- amined before trial Aug. 17 under
Decision comes after a a ruling handed down last week by
tier ties*
supreme court Justice
Y.
It repre- N.
string of court battles.
sents a victory for RKO since the Charles D. Breitel.
Spitalny claims that the Warnercompany started the suit after
Curtiz film, “My Dream Is Yours,”
fruitless dickerings.
While the need for a partner contains a sequence which unfairly
his
competes
with
“Hour of
antibreakup is based on the RKO
trust consent decree, which re- Charm” through use of an all-girl
quires an end to all joint theatre orchestra similar to his. Orch leadholdings, Judge Jayne’s ruling is er is also required to produce
actually founded ori a finding that pertinent books and records.
management has been “paralyzed”
Iby the failure of Reade and RKO
to get along, in running the 12theatre chain.
With both sides
each: owning 50% of the stock,
stalemate has followed stalemate
in steering the circuit, opinion
pointed out.
Their partnership, court said,
"was born in an environment of reSkouras- theatre chain lashed
sentment.” To back this, opinion
cites colorful testimony of Reade, out this week at RKO, Universal,
20th-Fox
and Warner Bros, as well
maintained
throughout
the
Who
trial that RKO picked up the 50% as Jules Joelson, Bronx circuit op•lice for a bauble because E. F. erator, in a $3,045,000 triple-damAlbee, then head of RKO, forced age counterclaim filed in the N. Y.
Skouras
the transaction through a threat to federal district court.
bar his vaude acts from the the- outfit, headed by George Skouras,
at
the
same
time
revived
an old
atres. At that time, vaude was the
feud with RKO by citing a statebig attraction, pix merely fillers.
Reade was eloquent in relating ment purportedly made by the comhis troubles getting along with pany in December, 1948, that the
in excerpts cited in the opin- Skouras operation “was a menace
A
AM
Afll J 1%A J Ml «TAM Allf
£
ion. At one point, he testified on and should be driven out of the
RKO, which operated the theatres: industry.”
"They had a new member of the
As a matter of fact, the four
board every Friday. They had a majors are in the middle, since
new general manager evei’y Mon- they are also named defendants in
day. They had during the regime the original Joelson complaint,
of 1931-1943 about 50 executives which seeks over $1,000,000 damby name. If you would give me ages against the distribs and the
.time, I will tell them to you.”
At Skouras chain.
Counterclaim to
another point. Reade disgustedly this complaint by Skouras seeks
Described RKO’s designees -in the dismissal of the Joelson action beJersey chain as “dullards.”
sides money damages and an inOn the same theme, Jersey exhib junction against the four majors.
had more to say. Referring to the
Court battle revolves about the
(Continued on page 22)
Crotona and Park Plaza theatres,
both Bronx Skouras houses, which
are in competition with Joelson's
GUILD
Luxor theatre. Skouras claims that
RKO conspired with Warners•to.
deprive the hjpuses of their first-

Exam

4-

WBV Buy-Ups
Warner Bros, has suddenly
renewed its program of buying
up its own common stock, on
the open market as a way of

Pa Kettle Back on the Farm/’
“Double
Tramp,”

WB

“Saddle
Crossbones,”
Mail/’ -‘The

“Wyoming

.

Sleeping City,” “Tomahawk,” “The
Desert Hawk,” “Frenchie,” “Shakedown,” “Deported,” “Kansas Raiders” and “Under the Gun.”

reducing the company’s outstanding shares. From June 26,
July 31, Warners picked up
225,600 shares at a cost of $2,792,355.
Purchases bring the
total of outstanding stocks to
a reduced figure of 7;070,000

.

Kansas Milling Co.

sharers.

Control from Alcorn

a killing in the grain market, is
understood to no longer hold an
active interest. in the single film he
made.
Ownership of the pic,
“Johfiny Holiday,” released by
United Artists, has reportedly been
taken over by the Kansas Milling
Co., which advanced Alcorn the
production coin.
“Holiday” is expected to repre-

'

.

PRODUCERS

UP TO 104 MEMBERS

Lewis Blumberg Joins
Fox as Indonesia Aide
Lewis Blumberg planed for Indonesia yesterday (Tues.) to take
over the job of assistant managing
director of Zero Corp. Blumberg;
•on of Nate J, Blumberg, Univer«al’s prez, has resigned, as general
manager of United World Films’
television wing for his new spot.
UWF is the 16m and video subsid
•f U.
1

In making the switch, Blumberg
•llies himself with Matty Fox, his
uncle, Who is UWF’s board, chairman as well as a Universal director.

Fox has an

interest in Zoro

•s well as being exclusive agent for
the Indonesian government in
handling its TJ. S. buying requirements.
Understood that Blumberg will
remain iii Indonesia for at least two
years. Prior to his departure, he
was tendered a luncheon at Villa
Sweden by top execs of U, UWF,
J. Arthur Rank organization and
Monroe Grcenthal ad agency.
,

1

its

theatre divorcement.

Net

$7,316,000

dumped

into litigation,

Kaufman

share to the

!

I

FC

assignee.

Only 11 films are now left of the
group turned over to ELC by FC,

sent a loss of possibly $600,000. In
release for about six months, it has
played off slowly and has 3,500
contracts sold for. an estimated
gross of $225,000.
On that basis
it is expected to do a top of $600,-

it is indicated.
Many of the producers have pulled out -their pix
because
of
the
merger
film
impasse.
of
profits in the
Goodly number of these filmface of still-sliding gross revenues
000 total domestic gross. Out of in the industry is spotlighted again makers have approached MacMilthat comes UA’s distribution fee of in the nine-month financial report len on their own to handle the
about 30%, representing approxi- of Warner Bros., turned loose this product. ELC head, hpwever, inweek. Warners airs a net take of sists that he is doing nothing to
mately $180,000.
Pic Is believed to have cost about $7,316,000 for the three-quarter induce this action. Latest to take
$800,000, and »mbre than $200,000 vnark, eiid'ed May 27, a whisper this step is the Chemical Bank
additional was spent on advertising lower than $7,363,000 netted by the ^Trust Co., backer of 12 films, which
and prints, Alcorn also maintained company in the comparative period has yanked these pictures from
a large office staff on the Coast at of 1949.
The take held firm FC and handed them to ELC.
While Kaufman argues that FC,
He
had an although Warners’ gross dived to
a heaw weekly nut.
•
_
—
_
.
nounced1 1his_ Iintention
of entering $94,504,000 in the current semester in whose shoes he stands, has legal
indie production on a large and against $101,242,000 amassed in recourse and will move if necessary, MacMillen asserts that his
continuing scale.
three-quarters of ’49.
Fred Meyers, former eastern diOther film companies have been company took no action detrimenvision manager of Universal, who showing up with similar fiscal re( Continued on page 6)
was hired by Alcorn as his rep on ports. While the mid-year statesales, is now reporting directly to ments offer no explanation for this
L. A. to N. Y.
Kansas Milling.
fact which has been peculiar to the

Buoyancy

&

|

!

!
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Harry Ackerman

’50 stretch, the strength of

PENTAGON BRASS STUDY
KOREAN COMBAT REELS

net totals
generally credited to tightened
studio costs. It is understood that
the economies of two years ago

Brian Aherne

is

Julie Bennett

,

Milton JBerle

Anson Bond
Alton Brody
Lester Cowan

and more which have been bulwarked in the past 12 months are
Washington, Aug. 1.
Pentagon high brass is analyzing progressively showing up in the
(Continued on page 18)
the military situation in Korea
through pictures made by combat

Owen Crump

,

of the Armed Forces.
of the footage is offered by
Defense Dept, to newsreels and

cameramen

*

.

Much

*

Sam Engel discussed the general
guild program, especially moves to
obtain better clarification of basic
producer responsibilities and producer credits in studios.

.

,

run nabe status. Warners is ac- TV stations.
Hollywood. Aug. 1.
pressure on
Film taken at the Korean front
Screen Producers Guild has cused of using illegal
along.
is being flown to the Signal Corps
reached membership total of 104, 20th to go
counterclaim asserts, Photographic Center; Long Island
Since
1921,
ft was revealed at meeting last
Crotona and Park Plaza, have had City, N. Y., for processing and asnight (31), figure representing 85%
In Decem- sembling into a Staff Film Report
first-runs in the area.
of producers eligible to join. Member, 1948,. they were relegated be- of the Armed Forces for military
bership committee chairman Arhind Joelson’s Luxor because of use only. The finished product is
thur Hornblow reported that Cecil
the alleged conspiracy. Now Skou- turned over to top-level officers of
B. DeMille is latest to join.
ras wants an injunction barring the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Meeting
included
unanimous
Joelson from seeking any better Marine Corps.
adoption of a resolution of mournrun and clearance than seven days
,A similar series of Staff Film
ing which will be sent to Ella
behind the Park Plaza.
Reports, made by Signal Corps
Ungar, widow of Arthur Ungar,
Skouras and RKO fought a pro- Army Pictorial Service, contributand to Daily Variety, of which he
longed battle over division of their
was editor at the time of his death partnership holdings in six Bronx ed to military planning during
World War II. The current report
last week.
William Perlberg preThat fight finally ended is a unified project of all the servhouses.
sided. Jesse L, Lasky was named
in a compromise in which an out- ices, designed to expedite informachairman of committee which will
side appraiser was brought in.
tion to top-level planners. All phoaid and supply advice to younger
producers.

be

said, unless current dickerings with
Wijliam Q. MacMillen, ELC prexy,
wins a different and better deal for
EC’s creditors,
MacMillen has countered by
serving notice on Kaufman that the
FC pix, now being hooked by ELC,
will be returned to the assignee
Friday (4) unless ah amicable
agreement is worked out before
that date. Whatever the change in
arrangements may be, MacMillen
stressed that he will not consent
to upping the share of distribution
fees paid over to Kaufman.
ELC
prez describes the handling of FC
product, none of which is new, as
“tail-end selling” on which his
compapy cannot afford to reduce
its fees by forking over a bigger

Only other major to have
embarked on a similar policy
is Paramount, which has steadily reduced its issued shares
by buy-iips during the past
three months. Warners gives
no reason for renewing the
policy dropped several years
ago.
It is believed, however,
to be acting in preparation of

Roland W. (Ronnie) Alcorn, who
hit Hollywood last year With a purportedly heavy b.r. derived through

I

4" V*»

Preparatory to slapping a suit
against Eagle Lion and Its parent
company* Pathe Industries; because
of the merger with Film Classics
which never came off/ Irving Kaufman, FC assignee for the benefit
of creditors, has applied to the New
York supreme court for permission
to sue.
The abortive merger will

..

,

RKO

r.

to

years.
In the editing rooms or ready for
immediate release, in addition to
“Island,” are “Harvey,” “Louisa,”
“The Milkman,” “Katie,” “Ma and

•'

•

1

gler’s Island/* Universal-International has a backlog Of 17 features,
the largest on that lot In recent

Its

Jft

TECHNl 6-HONTH NET
SKIDS

Sam Goldwyn
Nathan L. Halpern
Radie Harris
Ted Husing

TO $989,766

Technicolor’s net take for the
months of the current year
skidded to $989,766 from the record high of $1,147,720 which profits
hit during the comparative period
of ’49. Earnings are equivalent to
$1.07 per share on outstanding
first six

common

against

$1.25

last

William Keighley
Sam Levenson
Louis L. Lifton

Anthony Mann
Bill

Charles C. Moskowitz
Hildegarde Neff

Buddy Pepper
Cole Porter
LeRoy Prinz
Otto Preminger

Glenn Rose
Harry Ruby
Hall Shelton

Herb Silverberg
Robert Stoite.
Genevieve Tobin
Michael Todd, Jr.
Ivan Tors
Pat Weaver

SENJOHNSON AGAIN

RKO

Mauldin

Tex McCrary

year.

Second quarter is down from both
the first quarter of this year and
the .second stanza of last year.
Three reasons for the slide are
listed by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
Techni prez.
Interference with
plant operations due to the conversion to acetate (non-flam) stock is
one cause. Reduction of prices of
tograph services are consolidated V2 C. per foot on certain prints also
under the unification of military bit into profits. Speedup of ceragencies.
tain machines which will ultimateMeanwhile, Army Signal Corps ly increase output helped account
#
has initiated action to organize a for the dip.
limited number of skilled photoWashington, Aug. 1.
graphic cameramen into units comChairman Edwin C. Johnson prising one officer cameraman, two
N. Y. to L. A.
(D., Colo.) of the Senate Commerce enlisted still cameramen and two
Mab Anderson
Committee went after Roberto Ros- enlisted m.p. cameramen. These
Warren Coleman
sellini again last week, this time units will be equipped and trained
Howard Dietz
with a resolution which- would bar for immediate dispatch to augment
Robert
Emmtett Dolan
any pictures produced by the Ital- Signal Corps cameramen in the
Todd Duncan
ian film director from being dis- field.
Eve Hebert
tributed in this .country.
Fred Hebert
The resolution expressed “the
Raymond Katz
sense of the Senate that motion Dietrich Heads Sate
Richard W. Krakeur
pictures which h^ve been produced
Lotta Lenya
Re-Elected at
or directed by persons who U) were
David Lipton
active members of the Italian FasIn the first meeting of the
Philip Loeb
cist Party or the German Nazi board following its renaming by
Irwin Margulies
Party, at any time during the pe- the
Company’s stockholders in
Arlene McQuade
riod in which the U. S. was at war Dover, Del., all officers of the
Eli Mintz
with Italy or Germany, respective- parent company were elected for
Alexander Paal
ly; or (2) are known to have colanother year. Heading the slate
Larry Robinson
laborated with German S. S. troops, of those
are Noah
Guy Spaull
in Germany or Italy at any time Dietrich,
board chairman, and Ned
Paula Victor
subsequent to Dec. 11, 1941, and E. Depinet, prez. Howard
Hughes,
.Betty Walker
prior to May 8, 1945, should not controlling
stockholder and probe transported in interstate com- duction chief, again
remained in
Y. to
merce in the U. S. for exhibition the background With no
official
Jay Bonafleld
purposes.”
title in the parent unit.
Arthur Brown
In a statement accompanying his
Other officers tagged again are
Alfred de Liagre, Jr.
resolution, Johnson said that Ros- Gordon E. Youngman, vlp.; J. MilDr. Ercole Graziadei
sellini was an “active Fascist” and ler Walker, veepee and secretary;
Arthur Krock
belongs to a group who ate ene- William H. Clark, treasurer, and
Anita Loos
mies of our way of life.
Garrett Van Wagner, ‘Comptroller.
Jerry Whyte £

Arlene Dahl
Harry Danziger
Jinx Falkenburg
Helen Ferguson

Europe to N. Y.
Ellis

Amall

Earl Blackwell

Mary Chase
Howard Clurman
Lou Cooper
Richard de Rochemont
Bob' Duke
Leland Hayward
Charles Henderson
Vic Hyde

I

Erie Johnston
|

George S. Kaufman
Peter Lawrence
Arthur Lesser
Howard Lindsay
Joshua Logan

RKO

Leueen MacGrath
Joseph Mankiewicz
Mitzi Mayfair

renamed

James Mulvey
Bert Parks

V

Paul Muni

; t

Europe

Sylvia Siegler

.

Leonard Sillman
Frank Sinatra
.

,

Zadel Skolovsky

Dorothy Stickney

Tamara Toumanova
Josh White
John Wildberg
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Back from the Coast with a hatof

ful

new product

fpr

release

i

ELC

through Eagle Lion Classics, William C. MacMillen, ELC’s prez, attests to the Upswing of the company's fortunes in the hot Hollywood competition for choice pix
As the ELC topper sees it,
deals.
plenty of name producers who
wouldn’t sit across a table And talk
terms 12 months ago are now showing every evidence of doing business with the Pathe/ Industriesowried distrib.
While MaclVtillen carefully avoids

operate in place, of the old EL
unit. If Joseph Bernhard, prez
of the defunct FC outfit, insists, name of ELC will be
changed but not' its corporate
format. One of the big reasons
for preserving the new company is the fact that it is not
obligated on the big Pathe Industries’ debt to the First National Bank of Boston as is the
-

mentioning United Artists, it is
number of producers
who heretofore released their product through \UA are now eyeing

ELC

as a possible outlet.

old company.

MacMil-

In tying up with several
producers, his company has been
aided by a $1 ,200,000 Syndicate
fund used for bankrolling pix.
trek.

in

past year since the Edward
Small deal fell through,” MacMil“The record of the past
year justifies our optimism.” ELC
chief Was referring to negotiations
for the partial takeover of the
the

len said.

company by Small which ended

in

a stalemate.

..

Robert Montgomery film (“Eye
Witness”! for three months and a
(Continued on page 22)

20th’s Regional Sales

Meets Replace Nat’l
Session for 3d Year
Scries of regional sales meetings
being held by 20th-Fox this week
are planned to replace the company’s national sales conference
for the third successive year.. Decision to repeat the meets on a regional basis was made for both
economy and efficiency reasons.,
By holding a confab in each di-

20th
has
headquarters,
found it can save considerable
money.
Field sales staffers, instead of traveling from all parts of
the country to a central point,
travel only to the city in their territory, with several execs going out
from the homeoffice to address the
meets. By holding a series of regional meets, moreover, 20th has
found it can take time to discuss
local problems, which it would be
impossible to do if it had one big
national meet.
Six meets this week are patterned after the central division
convention held last week in Chicago.
Speech on upcoming product made at the Chi meet by sales
Veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., Is to
be read at the Washington parley
by assistant sales manager W. C.
Gehring, while division managers
Herman Wobber will handle the
assignment
in
San Francisco;
Harry G. Ballance in Atlanta; E. X.
Callahan iri New Haven, and Arthur Silverstone in Toronto.
In

vision

.

the obligation so far as the new
company was concerned. That
agreement stands. Failure of
the merger results in Pathe
owning 100% of ELC’s putstanding stock. Some 50% pf
the stock was to be issued to
Bernhard and outside backers,
It remains in the treasury.

Irv Lesser Returns

Mystery which continues to
shroud details of the recent top
echelon changes at ’United Artists
has' served three weeks after the
Prd« deal was announced- only to make

Irving Lesser, prexy of
being experienced by independent ducers Representatives, Inc., indie
pic
sales representation outfit, redistribs.
Latest evidence was seen
this week in decision by the Selz- turns to his New York headquarnick
Releasing Organization to ters this weekend after a month
He’s been in England,
slash away almost its entire salffs abroad.
force at the homeoffice and in the France and Itaiy looking into currency and production problems.
field.
Other indications Of the strainLesser’s brother, Sol, Coast proing for. economy were* clear in the ducer, whbm he represents and
recent effort at a merger by Eagle whont he saw in Europe, will be
Lion and Film Classics arid a simi- home at. the end of August. Latter
lar attempt by Monogram and Lip^ has been abroad for four months.;
pert Productions. Neither melding
was consummated, but the attempts
point clearly to the necessity of
paring distribution overhead to a
’

—

<

'

.

•.

minimum

to

keep

heads

above

water.'

United Artists and Motion Picture Sales Corp. are two more indie
distribs who’ve been having a hard
fight to

keep

alive.

UA

veepees Al Lichtman and

,

:

banking and indie producer problems that the company had been
suffering.

Break

come

in the veil
this week, it
=

,

may, however,

was said yes-

terday (Tuesday) by Mari Kravetz,
corporate secretary and the marl
credited with putting the new deal
together; He said the exec board
meeting which was held yesterday
and Will be continued tpday may

announcement of

result in
cial

Frank L.
cate

'

finan-

backers of the Paul V, McNutt-

now

McNa mee-Kra vetz
iriJ

syndi-

McNutt, Mc-

control.

Namee, kravetz and Mary Pickford comprise the exec board.
Most insiders are of the opinion
that the sessions may result in announcement of plans for the future, but that it is unlikely that
there will be any revelation of
backers. Belief has been growing
.both in New York and on the
Coast that the shape of the deal is
considerably different than that
supposed arid that little or no
money has changed hands.
According to UA insiders in a
position to know, there has been
no evidence as yet of new operating
coin having been made available.
Such funds are virtually a necessity,, since UA’s rental take last
week was only around $250,000
(after & comparatively good $280,^
000 the week before), giving it a
net in distribution fees of about
$70,000. Operating costs run around

has been

has just about managed to
continue operations via* paring its
homeoffice force to skeleton proDivision of opinion has nowportions and letting its fieldmen cropped up iri Paramount’s board
go in favor of giving its product of directors on whether the comto franchise-holders.
pany should abandon its plan to
Hardest hit by the^new shape of unload its extensive holdings in
things are those distribs without DuMont Television. One faction is
an assured source of product. With currently pitching for the major to
indie
producers
experiencing stay in the DuMont; operation and
greater and greater difficulty in to extend its participation, and
obtaining flnancing-^and having possibly its hoidngS; in the TV outeven a harder time showing a profit fit. That opinion is being furthered
once they’ve made a picture— dis- by the expectation of large Govtribs dependent on this type prpdernment war orders for tele sets
(Continued on page 23)
which would insure DuMont of
Eagle Lion will cut the overhead
steady profits for the next few $85,000.
losses of its shuttered studio by
years.
renting stages to indie producers
Trade opinion is that while Miss
;
will
make
no
immediate
entry
but
Because the price of DuMont Pickford and Charles Chaplin may
into production itself, William C.
have
trusted their stock in UA to
stock on the iriarket has fallen
MacMillen, EL’s prez, said this
along with other TV shares since McNutt, they are by no means out
week on his return from the Coast.
the Korean crisis, Par has tabled of the picture. Chaplin, it is beUltimately his company may, go
its plan of trading its DuMont lieved, may have received some
back into filmmaking if it piles up
shares with its own stockholders. coin, but Miss Pickford’s activities
enough ready cash to do the job
DuMont stocj^ is selling in the as a v?p. have led to the concluright.
It will not be hurried into
Selznick Releasing Organization neighborhood of 16. Price is not
(Continued on page 20)
this course merely because it has for the second time within the past
regarded by Par’s directors as
an idle lot.
few years is in the process of dis- right for an exchange whereby a
Partial reopening of the studio pensing With most of its staff.
stockholder would tiirn in Parawas arranged by EL’s topper white Among those leaving SRO are mount common arid in return reon the Coast. He rented space for Mannie Reiner, who was to head a
ceive DuMont shares held by the
two days to Irving Allen for pro- new department for distribution in
filin company.
duction of a three-reeler on the the U. S. of foreign-language pix,
This plan was originally anstory of Gilbert & Sullivan, jack and Sol Edwards, assistant, sales
U.S. Coin Demands
nounced by Barney Balabart Par’s
Schwartz, indie filmmaker who re- chief.
v
In return for adopting a selfduring the company’s stockprez,
EL,
also
taking
leases through
is
Indications are that topper David
limitation on the number of pix
over stage facilities for at least one O. Selznick is pulling in his horns
on page 23)
( Continued
they send into Italy and accepting
pic.
on all distribution activity and will
a ceiling on rentals there, U, S.
MacMillen estimates that his maintain, only a skeleton organizadistribs are demanding a considercompany will take a net rental of tion. Outfit has no new product
INN.Y.
ably better break on unfreezing
$40,000 or thereabouts by reason of
;

*

,

these two rentals.

However, his

company will still bear a loss for
the year because the overhead is
substantial. His understanding with
Schwartz is that EL need hire no
(Continued on page 16)

“LEGALIZED BINGO'
IN
New attempt ito

bolster the boxoffice through a form of “legalized

bingo” was kicked off by Skouras
Theatres last week in one of its
houses in Bound Brook, N. J.
Idea is an audience participation
contest currently being aired over
television stations in New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago, in which
theatre patrons can win cash prizes
by giving correct answers to ques.

Charles Einf eld are slated to speak tions.
Titled “Telephone Game” on TV
at the Washington and New Haven
the idea is owned by indie program
sessions.
producer Harry Goodman, who sold
it on an exclusive basis for theatres
Similar to
to the Skourag chain.
bingo, the game has customers
If they
using numbered cards.
can answer a question correctly,
they fill in a space under the numHollywood, Aug. 1.
The Bing Crosby-Hopalong Cas- ber called. Then the first one to
sidy film, “Partners,” has been have all the spaces filled wins.
shelved at Paramount due to diffiTheatre management is putting
culties with story fine.
Studio has up $100 per week. Winner each
moved up “You Belong to Me,” week gets $5 and then comes back
originally slated to follow “Part- at the end of six weeks for a
ne i'S,” as Bing Crosby starrer, to chance at the jackpot, which will
fin October start.,
Shelving is tem- total the $600 minus the amount
porary.
previously paid out. According to
“Belong” is art original by Rob- Goodman, the game, involves no
Ji't
Riskin, with screenplay by element of chance, and so cannot
Charles Hoffman,
be legally construed as a lottery.

SNAGS DEFER

more severe the enyployee morale,

.

losing almost $20,000 a week, while
Neil Agnew and Charles Casanave’s

MPSC

—

s

.

tfiat time, we would get a
on Monday and set it for release
on Tuesday,” he added,
“There was a time, not so long ago,
when we had exactly two pictures
for release; ’Trapped’ and ’Port of
N e.W York/ Our situation is so
improved that we can hold up a

“At

film

addition,

'

Serge Semenenko, bank’s
exec Veepee, agreed to waive

icn speaks With considerable satisfaction of Aome of the deals which
he closed on his latest Wester it

“We’ve come from nowhere

to Operate

Although the merger of
Lion with Film Classics
now looks to be a goner, Eagle
Lion Classics will continue to

evident that a

Slip in grosses during the past
few years, resulting in hard times
for indie producers, is reflected
currently in the economic' pressure

in immediate view and presumably
will hold manpower at a bare minimum until “Gone to Earth,” joint
ly produced by Selznick and Sir
Alexander Korda in England, is
ready for release. That may be by

Christmas.
Included in the layoffs are all
the field staff except for a couple
of division managers being temporarily retained. Residual selling
on SRO product has been handled
for several years by Eagle Lion
and it will continue to peddle the
most recent releases, “The Third
Man” and “Fallen Idol,” plus previous product, to minor accounts.
Selznick is currently in Hollywood laying out plans for co'-pro-

(Continued on page 23)

War

.

Embarr&ssnieiit

Changed theatre prospects caused
by the Korean* war comes at a

when it may. embarrass efforts
of the. Big Five to unsnarl their

time

theatre
by the

partnerships

Government

-as

required

anti-trust de

cree. Because wartime generally
spells a boost in theatre revenues,
the possibility of increased profits
is believed likely to make both
sides eager to hold on to theatres.

PAAL BACK

their coin.
Although they've succeeded in thawing virtually all of
their iced lire, they want an arFresh from huddles with the rangement that will permit them
Rank Organization, indie producer to get dollars at Close to the offiAlexander Paal returned to New cial rate of exchange, rather than
York last week after three weeks at the heavy discounts which
While in Britain he theylve had to give.
in Europe.
conferred with Rank’s production
Italian
producers have been
chief, Earl St. John, on an Anglo- pushing for the
limitation on U. S.
American filmmaking deal. As a imports rind the exhlbs for ceilings
discussions either on rentals, which puts the Yanks
result of the
“Goodbye U.S.A.,” a George Tabori in a tight spot. While they don’t
yarn, or another Tabori script with like a quota,, whether self-imposed
an Egyptian locale may go before or not/ feeling among most disthe cameras.
tribs is that if they don’t adopt an
Trekking to the continent, Paal import limitation themselves, the
talked over a picture venture with government will slam one on.
Real Film of Hamburg and also
As a result, they might adopt the
Zurich to meet Mme. required restrictions if the Roman
visited
the
fiscal
of
authorities will come through
Romola Nijinsky, Widow
famed late dancer. Producer re- with approval of the financial deal
vealed that following completion of they want. Plan now being negoReal Film’s new studios in Ham- tiated fey the Motion Picture Assn,
burg this fall, he plans to. roll of America is based on an Italian
“Princess and the Gypsy” in Eng- offer to permit the companies to
lish and German versions. Written
(Continued on page 18)
by Geza Herczeg, the story will be
lensed in Anscocolor.
.

;

Paal, who holds the film rights
Nijinsky’s life, disclosed that
Mme. Nijinsky is sending biographical material to French writer
to

Jacques Comparieez, who is workIn the past few years the majors' ing on the shooting script for the
main difficulty was this inclination upcoming picture. It will be made
by pards to cling to their houses* in Paris and London during 1951.
Producer, who planed to the Coast
hence the hurdle is raised further.
Another obstacle which is expect- Friday (28)/ also revealed that final
ed to prove embarrassing is the prints of his “Tale of Five Cities,”
increased uncertainty which way turned out in association with
theatre profits will go, depending Boris Morros and Maurice Wilson,
as it does on world events. This are due to arrive in the U. S. next
A western hemisphere
is likely to hamper negotiations month/.
deal is yet to be set*
which Are haw a must. ^
.

SUES FOR 2S WEEKS’ PAY
Los Angeles, Aug. 1.
Suit for $9,800 was filed iri
superior court against the Screen
Directors Guild by William Holman, who claims he has that much
coming in pay for the remainder
of his one-year contract as executive secretary;
Holman declares he was discharged by the Guild in June with
.

-

28 weeks

still

to go

His salary was*$350

a;

on

his pact*

week.

Wednesday, August 2, 1950
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Continued

Bankers Trust., N. Y. has stamped f
okay on the deal it has had pending
for several weeks for financing of
the Jerry Wald-Norihan Krasna

Phonevision a6 economically unfeasible and acclaimed theatre TV
for its future value to the film in-

Minneapolis, Aug. 1.
In revolt against present film
costs, North Central Allied members are serving an ultimatum on
distributors to lower their terms or
face wholesale closing of theatres.
A series of the organization’s regional meetings are whipping up
the resistance;
Bennie Berger, N.d A president,
and S. D. Kane, the body’s executive counsel* are conducting the
With grosses declining
meetings;
and costs rising, the only hope for

.

a pact with the Howard Hughes-controlled lot.
Bankers’ commitment is to pro?
vide a minimum of 50% of budget
for a program of 12 pix to be made
within a period of 18 months. Ceiling on the budget of any one pic is
Producers can go any
$1,000,000.
amount higher "than that if they
chbose with financing from other
sources,: but the bank’s participa- many
in working

>

'

oiit

tion stops at that point.
costs,
Another stipulation is that the
bank will advance 60% of the budget if it succeeds in getting another
to become a partner with it in
Harry Watkins,
loan deal.
v.p. in charge of the Radio City
branch of the ihstitution^ Who was
recently oh the Coast to negotiate
the agreement, feels that the nevv
unit has every chance to be a good
.

the-

as yet.

amount

—m

it

in the Lincoln theatre,

watchman

it

i

i

j

tomorrow (ThurS.) or Friday.
previously
Under
announced
20th plans, which presumably are
the company will order units to equip 22 Fox-West
Coast houses if the demonstration
proves successful.
Before those
are installed, 20th must devise
some riiethod of linking the houses.
It is considered doubtful whether
the Federal Communications Commission will act in time to provide
20th, along with the rest of the
film industry* with exclusive theatre video channels.
If so, 20th
reportedly will put in a bid to
still in effect*

.

j

-

was *
making

..

I

i

tr
"'w, " n
Krasna.

the deal with Wald and
If the loan deal is finally made,
however, it will be between WaldKrasna arid the bank. Arrangement calls for RKO to put up
second money-financing and guar-

..

.

,

.

’

.

Distributors releasing
telecasting
national

A

tests were originally
start Sept. 1.

films for

the
over
Phonevision system can expect an
average film, rental of no more
than $250,000, Halpern said. Even
“under the most favorable conditions, it is doubtful that Phonevision would bring Hollywood film
rentals exceeding $500,000 for its
few top films, as compared with
$4,000,000 to $5,000,000 for such
films from theatres,” he told the

required, to

of the

which they were

TV

1

Commission held Zenith to strict
conditions, which the firm volun- at
Grauman’s Chinese, theatre,
teered after it was called on the Hollywood,, and
be aired as supplecarpet for offering arrangements mentary entertainment
to the the[

4- «

atres’ regular film programs.
If
20th decides to greenlighttho plan,
it Will be the first company to set
up a theatre TV chain on, such an
ambitious basis.

% 4>

FC Creditor
Continued from page 4

j

Joseph Bernhard, FC prez.
MacMillen
fell through,
said, because FC could not deliver
on its agreement. As a consequence
outside capital,, not EL, balked at
turning over funds necessary for
M ^ » Jk
the company.
For his part, Kaufman labels
MacMillen’s offer to return all films

tal to

Merger

.

j

4.

k

[

..

'

Par

•

——

i

.

*

.

r

*.

I"?™

FC that the new company took
“What
over “a hollow gesture.”
good is that offer,” he said* “when
we are without offices, exchanges
and personnel rail of which* we
abandoned in contemplation of the
merger.”
Objective of present negotiations,
Kaufman said, is to see if handling
of FC pix by ELC without the rner« er originally contemplated “can
done on a fair basis.” Referring
*° EL, Kaufman declared: ‘They
?***} * ake everything ^and say formerely offering
6^**. 3D0Ut
f ces -eawied with: that~alsosuhject to conditions and the clearing,
of liens.” Kaufman referred to the
fact that ELC is paying FC 10%

—

;

i

i

j

i

,

0,1 lt *

:

;

[

-

UA

unit* Team is now finishing “For
time Was Heaven’s Sake,” their last picture
Barney
for 20th-pox, which they plan finThey may
ishing in September. Bill Periberg
script.
Kelly then had the produc- is producing and George Seaton is
ated.
tiqn coin all set via Motion Picture directing the picture, which stars
[Finance Corp., but said this week Clifton Webb, Joan Bennett, Robhe’ll have to start all over on ert Cummings and Edmund Gwenn.
It
is
understood the writingmoney, casting arid the rest of the
pro ducing-direc ting
t e a
has
package.
continuing
to
financing
from Par, in line
is
100%
Meantime, he
serve as producer’s rep for Charles, with that studio’s new unit producChaplin, He’s now handling sales tion format. They will make two
supervision of the “City Lights” pictures a year for five years at
v;
Release plans for “Half- Par.
reissue.
;<
r
i 3
V5<']
t
X
i'f«
;i W-.
to the

partner

fold.

at

Glazer,

.

that

who

/ Wrote
the
agairi be associ-
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Kaufman

special productions, live - and film,
f
television
this fall at the Orpheum,
for television in homes. .The, the-,
a Sherrill Corwin downtowh Operaatres will continue to exhibit the
tion.
While no negotiations have
best current film features for years
been started at thlJ time, Corwin
to come because they provide the
intends to start moving through
orily sound financial structure to
the necessary channels to bring
support them.”
local football games to his screen
Video’s Inroads
as soon as the
installation of
Impact of television on theatres large-screen TV is complete. Alto date is debatable according to though football is planned as the
what survey is being used, Halpern kickoff for the Orpheum, there is
said, while admitting there was no a possibility that the theatre may
question that it has affected the also feed off the television circuit*
boxoffice. Public purchases of TV being set up by National Theatres
sets leave less money for filmgoing in 22 of its Southern California

|

resents

implications

Bernhard burned his bridges
behind 'him wlien he went ahead
“We
with merger arrangements.
entered an agreement arid began to
deliver in good faith.
We closed
our offices and exchanges. We performed up to the date of the merger whatever we could.”
that

j

His

distr ‘ b
,

pix being handled on a makeshift
basis.
Unplayed contracts turned
over by FC to ELC are estimated
at $1,900,000, out of Which the latter company Will earn about $575,-

’

tumed

1_

to

.

Perlberg-Seaton Start in Oot.
Perlberg-Seaton Productions will
Continued from page 3
start functioning at Paramount in
ducer, but called it off- when he re- October
a semi-autonomous
as

.

With the exception of occasional
sports events to which it might
have access, 20th plans to program
special shows for the large-screen
video skein. These would originate

[
•

•

;

Teflegraph

to lease special cables to carry the
signals from the point of origin to the 22 houses.

setups,
eight-week period in gains
with receiver manufacturers to inpants were not bona fide shareto come to an
stall devices to provide for Phonein a film, but were using,
holders
agreerrient with RKO. .^There’s a
vision outlets and for the appearthe arrangement strictly as a tax
good likelihood of an extension, dodge.
ance of ads heralding the Immisuch
as
them,
of
Some
however, before a second eightnence of the development.
Marx and Frank Ross,
week stretch starts in which Wald Groucho
Conditions imposed were (1)
have been forced to pay up on
has the right to repay Howard
that no agreements be made with
deals at regular income tax exhibs.
Hughes the $150,000 the RKO own- such rather than the* 25% capital
manufacturers to include
other
ardstick
Phonevision
Y
rates
er gave Warner Biros, to release
Marx got clipped on.
gains tax.
Phonevision figures Were arrived Phonevision decoder outlets in
Wald from his contract.
“Night in Casablanca,” while Ross at by Halpern after research based their receivers; (2) that contingent
Negotiations are moving rather
with “Devil and Miss on the assumption of a nationwide royalty credit offers to other mangot; hit
slowly, albeit, satisfactorily; it is
Jones,”’
Phonevision operation in all areas ufacturers encouraging them to insaid. If there is a stumbling block,
Wald and Krasna have been as- where there are now stations or stall the outlets be withdrawn; and
it will undoubtedly be on the issue
sured by their attorneys that the applications for stations, and gives (3) that Zenith does nothing to. enof autonomy. Wald-Krasna want a
plan is not only perfectly the system 100% saturation in set courage competitors to put in the
virtually free hand on scripts and royalty
acceptable legally, but that it is ownership.
Yardstick used to ar- outlets.
finished product, while Hughes is
Commission added that it was
on a well-established prin- rive at the- potential viewing audiinsisting on considerable rein in based
AM M
4 L a''
Ml Am AM fy AM
k
the extension
on Zenith’s
W-K unit ciple in book and music publishing. ence was the same as used in radio, granting
independence.
their
Pacht,
by
represented
representation
which has about 40% of sets
that it has advised
wants to make 12 pix a year for five W-K are
Tannenbaum & Ross. Wald calls it turned on at the peak listening dealers carrying misleading ads
years.
concerning Phonevision that Zenith
“the ASCAP plan for Hollywood,” time.
borrowing the tag from the AmeriHe made a strong pitch for the- would pay rio part of the cost of
can Society of Composers, Authors atre TV, predicting a nationwide such ads and that if further mis& Publishers.
hookup able to bring Broadway leading ads appeared Zenith Would
United
Plan provides that the partici- first nights, national sports events, cancel the franchises of the dealers
Continued from page 3
for
salary
pants draw a nominal
special TV productions and other involved.
some prices for theatres put on the their work. Which is in the nature outstanding entertainment to theof an advance by a book publisher atres all over the country,
One some 300*000,000 theatre admisblock by the chain.
An indication of the amount of to an author. The advance is fence to be hurdled when this sions in this area alone,” Halpern
if
the
but
royalties,
takes place is state and local cen- declared.
money passing hands is the $4,738,- against future
000 more or less that UP is forking royalties prove insufficient to sorship and the variance between
“Theatre television presents the
over for the interest of A* H. Blank cover it, it does not constitute a what is permitted on the legitimate most natural and logical television
and others in the 59 theatres of debt by the author to the pub- stage And in a film theatre. Hal- potential for the motion picture inpern wasn’t pessimistic, however, dustry,” he told the
the Tri-States chain. Publicizing lisher,
^CTOA-ites;
Similarly, the nominal salaries believing
of this deal on the Street is, in the
'— — when the problem
v
is
aw
o that
Theatre tfilcvision Hoc q
i j i>
w.ords of one UP exec, “showing for work-m- Wald-Krasna projects, -actually with us, it will be lickedT^ f^ty-j^^
rr«.
i
u Lbe 1 utuie aui. au ae&meiui oi me inagainst future He
advances asrain.<jf
will be t/lvanrM
these bankers that the theatres are «7iii
pointed out that it
would
dustry. Fitting' easily into the ingoing to be around for a long, long royalties. Royalties will be spread quite a trick to editorially censor
dustry operating pattern, theatre
out over the life of the picture, intime,”
as
cai e int
a tele vision can make television
?.
the
J*
_
,
P
?,
i
Bankers* allergy to theatre deals cluding reissue, TV and other sub- theatre and was flashed on thehandmalden of film features, to the
Is shared also by the big insurance sidiary rights. Royalties are taxa- screen.
better
entertainment and informacompanies, traditional bankrollers ble at full income rate, but Will
The evolving Holly wood film tion of the public.” He emphaon realty mortgages. It is figured generally be much more advantage- production pattern for
the foresee- sized, however, that theatre TV is
being
that' their interest is due to perk ous
to the recipient by
able future,” Halpern said, “will designed to supplement, not supalso.
spread over a period of years than be first major film features
for thewould be the receipt of a lump atre exhibition and( second, lesser plant, quality feature films.
Lo Angeles _gets its first theatre
sum for participation in a picture;

left

&

American Telephone

I

Wald-Krasna agreement
Continued from page 3
with Watkins does riot hold good if
the indie unit fails to coriie to terms opportunity at working.
negotiations
moves
with RKO and
Secondly, the Treasury Dept,
elsewhere.
frowned on some of the capital
W-K have less than two weeks has
clairriing the particiantees.

be housed

for the unit was delivered to
-the Movietone studios yesterday
(Tues.), which means that the demonst ration will probably be held

.>

i

said to

guished from the Paramount intermediate film method; Final lens

*

.

,

unit'* is

in a cabinet considerably .smaller
than the earlier models turned out
by RCA. In Addition, the controls
are worked by regular theatre
from the booth,
projectionists
Which obviates the necessity of
Willis returned the fire, and after having a special engineer seated
more shots had been fired by. the alongside the unit/ It will still feaCops, whose- ranks had been aug- ture a simultaneous projection sysmented by deputy sheriffs pnd con- tem, based on a series of reflecting
stables from nearby communities, and enlarging mirrors, as distin-

certain theatres, estimated up to
5,000 in number, from closing
down this year or going out of
business' entirely, and if theatre
TV can turn the trick, he said,
then why not let it be theatre TV
instead of B films, bingo, or some
boxoffice
supplementary
other

i

.

New

j

i

•

can use
RKO,' which
’
,,r ' ,J

film

if

.

•

commitment

Bankers’

1.

Willis,

!

with Bankers and Guaranty Trust;
N, Y„ in the past. Watkins has
made no. approach to any other
.

W.

s.

.

involved is too large for the .bank
to expose itself beyond 50% without a partner.
It is very usual for two or more
banks to join together in such
Bank of America and Seloans.
curity-First National in Los Angeles
have frequently been partnered

bank

1-e

he emerged with upraised hands
and was recognized as the watchman.
Apologies were made all. around,
lule.
arid then. the cops tried Without
Too Big a Wedge?
uc « ess to find the person who
Production exec claimed, how- ?
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
ln lne cal1,
By the third week in August ever, ttiat if theatre video can
Warners will have a. total of 11 pix mean so much to the- boxoffice,
in a poshooting. Studio will actually have then “exhibitors will beus around,” adding:
six lensing by end of this week sition to push
on
top
rentals
we
get
can
“How
with two more slated for Aug* 14
best product if theatre TV
start and three others due Aug. 21. our.
Halpern
position?”
'that
Starting this week are “Lullaby holds ......
P oi nted -out that once a house
of Broadway” and “Jim Thorpe
producers-distributhe
shutters,
American,” joining already
All
shooting “West Point Story,” /’The tors will geth.ho rentals from it. in
Enforcer/’ ‘Only the Valiant” and addition, he told the Holly woodWashington, Aug, 1.
“Raton Pass.” Next pair due are ites: “Nobody knows how to turn
Zenith Radio Corp. now has two
Named Desire” and out pictures as well Aas. you. The
“Streetcar
My Fancy” with “Opera- quality Of your pictures, conse- more months to get first-run pic“Goodbye
i.-Pacific’’
“Strangers On a quently, will enable them to hold tures for. its Phonevision tests. The
Train” and “Story of, Folsom” their position as the fundamental company was given a breather by
lure at the boxoffice, with theatre
slated for Aug. 21.
TV only as a supplement to the the Federal Communications Commission lastjweek to begin its 90features.”
In his speech to the SCTOA, day experiment with 300 trial subscribers in Chicago by Oct. T, The
Hrilperri brushed off Phonevision*

bank

the

moneymaker; but that

har

Louis county, last
assumes a role as a Kinloch, St.
week thought cops were burglars
the
at
films,
feature
to
supplement
and they believed him to be a safeyei;y-ieastmustusurpthe place of cracker, a shooting duel ensued.
B films in many double bill houses. But no one was injured.
This would mean an end to B. picResponding to a call that a safetures and so throw thousands of
was in the building/ the
Hollywood, craftsmen out of work. cracker
armed with revolvers, riot
Halpern, in rebuttal, noted that cops,
tear gas surrounded the
B?& have been inadequate to keep guns and
the man inside to
many theatres from shuttering. If theatre, ordered
fired a warning shot.
and
emerge
they, don’t have the power to keep
video;

,

exhibitors is reduced
is arguing.

Louis, Aug.

St.

C

Because

*

television unit; after considerable
delay in construction and testing,
is finally to be demonstrated for
:T?
20th ox horrieoffice execs and engineers this week at the Fox
Movietone studios, N. Y.* Success
the
model will determine
of
whether 20th goes ahead with
plans for its 22-theatre TV circuit
on the Coast next Winter.

St Loo, False Alarm

Periberg, carrying the ball for
the Hollywood execs in a subsequent informal gabfest with; Halpern, pointed out that large-screen

NCA’s

.

Agreement,,
unit, at RKO.
while verbal, is nevertheless firm
successful*
are
Krasna
if Wald and

4

Wed

RCA’s new and improved theatre

dustry,

,

indie

Demonstrated (or 20th This

RCA

•

*

Assignee feels that ELC should
pay “adequate fees,” meaning a
boost from the 10% provided in the
current pro-tern agreement. Court
permission to sue would free liis
hands in reference to disputes with
FC producers also if the need for
or other entertainment, he pointed Fox-West Coast houses. NT plans court tiffing should arise.
out. “In the Los Angeles area, for production of special entertainKaufman is preparing a volumiexample, it is estimated that the ment and sport* events to supple nous list of claims against FC*
public has invested $170,000,000 in ment regular film bills in the the- Aggregate liabilities* he said, “run
television, sets, - the equivalent of atres.’
-'i'*
it
r v
to
y r it y \
y ( fo
.

[

-

j

f

'

i

;

1
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Theatre Owner* of America this fr
week warned member theatres to
examine carefully state laws on
lotteries and to prepare careful

•

Dearth of new story material
which has been troubling studies
ever since the end of the war has
Los Angeles, Aug. 1.
protracted than at any
Bulk of the estate of Rex Ingram, been more
previous time in film, history, ac-

M

:

0

public: wants.

.

nition.

Second reason is that such yarns
have an added value in their timelessness.
They have no political,
Screen Employees Guild has vireconomic or wartime overtones, so
there’s no chance they’ll be out- tually abandoned plans for a mass
moded by current, fast-moving public demonstration in the Times
events. Also, since they generally Square area to protest N. Y. whiteuse Simple sets and costumes and collarite layoffs by the major film
lend themselves to use of young companies. Union, comprising both
and unknown players, they are ad-publicity and Office workers at
afl
the major homeoffices, still
economical to make.
Big problem so far as the story plans an appeal to both the public
eds are Concerned is that most of and companies, however, and has
the published magazine and hook scheduled a conference Aug. 17 of
material along this line has insuf- delegates from each company to
ficient plot.
It’s usually nothing start the drive rolling.
but a few incidents and It takes
SEG will probably carry its mes-

proximately 20%, while the num-

.

While terming the decision “a ber of pictures has been increased
very favorable one” for Minnesota
to 43, a gain of 14 oyer the preexhibitors, Levy warned that it is
vious season’s program. This connot “a blanket license for exhibidition is the result of Dore Schary’s
tors to operate bank night in other
dictum, announced a year ago—
states.”
He declared that if ex- more pictures and more economy
hibitors wish
to operate
bank in filming.
nights in other state*, they must
Production huddles on the Parabe prepared to show similarity of
mount lot, instituted since the
laws to the Minnesota law and exiting of Henry Ginsberg as stusimilarity of operation to the Aldio chief, has resulted in a decision
bert Lea system.
to boost the lot’s annual film outWhile" warning that other state put
to 30 yearly. The upped pace
courts might not follow the Minnewill become effective in October
sota decision, he said that similarand carry through for the next 12
ity of laws and operation “would
months. Production boost reprecertainly warrant affirmative acsents a 50% hoist in output, since
tion on the part of those exhibitors
the company has been averaging
who wish to install bank night.”
20 films yearly since the war.
Another significant change has
followed the Ginsberg resignation.
Samuel Briskin, production exec
GUT Mgrs. Interest

1

,

quite a bit of expensive writing at
the studio to turn the material into
a screenplay. -Likewise there’s a
complaint that too much of the
published family -type story is
overly contrived.
20th-Fox’s eastern story ed, Bert
Bloch, has been a leader in efforts

!

the necessary permits;
Conference will elect a delegation
to forward a plan to stop layoffs to
Leslie R. Thompson of RKO,
negotiator for the, majors in labor

To Delay

Nate

Jt

was feted Friday

(28)

by

Blumberg, Universal’s prej,
which top U execs
Rydge arrived from Engweek en route to Aus-

a luncheon

at

attended.
land last
tralia.

Circuit operator in an informal
talk credited the growth of his circuit to a standing rule that his lo-

They

Chicago, Aug.

1.

"*Ftl!Tr"diSTribWofs^have jPailecT’tp'
accept their share of the losses resulting from the prevailing boxoffice decline, exhibitors charged
last week.
Indie operators, who
met. here last week for Confabs preliminary to the National Allied
States Assn, convention, assailed
the distribs for “Cushioning themselves against the shock of the current business decline by increasing
domestic film rentals.”
Boxoffice receipts, the
exhib
leaders point out* have declined
nearly one-third in the last three
months over a corresponding period a year ago.

Grinieff Sties

Banks Estate

Los Angeles, Aug.

1.

Jacques

Grinieff, foreign film
distributor, filed Suit here against
the estate of the late Monty Banks
for $13,695.
Plaintiff declares Banks promised to pay him that amount in
this, country in 1949 but failed to
So through with the
payment.

Money was due on several pictures
!?
which Grinieff sold Banks
Italian distributiori rights in 1946.
'

when

a

"

.

ratification by the membership of the tent at the next gen-

final

Another

B-K House,

Garrick, in Folderoo
(Chicago,

Balaban

&

Katz

Aug, 1.
which

circuit,

several years ago lost dominance
over Loop exhibition, will lose another house When the 900* seat Garrick shutters within the next two
Weeks. With sister house, Apollo,
torn down, the present action
leaves the circuit with a scant three
Loop houses and only half-interest
in a fourth.
Garrick, which had been on a
reissue policy for over a year, has
been .the weakest link in the cirLoss of
cuit’s downtown chain.
downtown dominance left the small
Previous
to that,
house floundering.
and B quality
while showing
picts It had been a potent draw for
the circuit.
Passing of the Garrick, accordofficials, is attributed
ing to B &
to an unfruitful search for suitable
first-run product.
:

Projected trip to the U. S. of two
reps of the German film industry
meeting in September.
temporarily stalled due
Decision to allocate a major por- has been
sudden illness of one of the
tion of its fund-raising activities to to
delegates. Both were to have been
the hospital, is a reversal of an
guests of the Motion Picture Assn,
earlier decision last spring, when
of America’s Advisory Unit for
tent felt the hospital charity was
Foreign Films.
.too/ large a Job. Decision followed
German emissaries, Curt Oertel
a series of conferences held since,
H. Klagemann, are not expectthe beginning of,June with toppers and
ed
to arrive now for at least a
of
Variety
Clubs International
arid
members of the hospital’s month. Previously the MPA A had
hosted .delegates from the Italian
finance committee.
and French film industries. DurAnnual cost of
the
eral

operation of

about

In
$200,000.
adopting the hospital as a major
charity, tent 35 is not obligated to
raise all this sum, but as much of
it as it can supply.

A

K

‘

ing short U. S. stays, the overseas
reps are briefed by the
as
to how they may best market their
product in the Yank, market.
Meanwhile, the Advisory Unit
held its fifth trade screening for
film yesterday (Tues.) at
a
foreign
Denver Variety’s jamboree
RKO’s homeoffice projection room.
Denver.
Aug. 10-12 picked for first French pic, “Barry,” was gandered
three-day jamboree put on by Den- by indie and affiliated foreign film
ver Variety Tent 37. Starting with distribs who attended at the Unit’s
Screenings are deregistration at club rooms, main invitation.
events -include stag dinner, golf signed to help producers arrange
tournament and screenings.
U. S. distribution deals.

hospital

.

is

,

On all fronts, U’s skipper painted a brightening prospect. Domesgrosses of all companies in the
past five weeks “have improved
greatly,” he declared.
In England, Germany and several other
European countries the turn has
been made and business is "‘very
good.” Blumberg is not concerned
with the dirge-singers; he sees the
industry as a “great business
which will be here for many, many
tic

:

years.”
•As' for his own company, “I feel
that we are on the right track. I
think the production side has
plenty of problems but I’m sure
the most serious of these are behind us.”
has just ended its
most successful sales drive in five

U

years* he said, in which it came
within $2,000 of the record made
in 1947.
If the same b.o. conditions prevailed now as then, U
Would have grossed $300,000 more.
*

For his British partner, J. Arthur-Rank, Blumberg had kind
words.

able to us,”
The specialized houses playing
quality foreign-language and British imports have suffered no recent dent in revenues, Blumberg.

(Continued on page 18)
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practice,

at one time, the
majors are now firing “two or three
Los Angeles, Aug; 1.
gobert Rossen won a legal de- here and there.” As a result, sinceceed Ginsberg, Briskin has become cision over Hal Wallis in superior -the axings have been “undramatic,”
they haven’t received the publicity
second in command.
court, where Wallis had asked
Heretofore, Briskin has been in- Judge William B. McKesson to given earlier waves of layoffs. Firactive in top strategy councils on order Rossen to start work im- ings mean that those who are left
the Par lot. Currently, he is in mediately on the scripting Of on •company payrolls are forced to
close daily huddles with Freeman. “Sound of Years,” under a contract speed up their work and also jvork
overtime, according to the union.
Nonetheless, Par may yet take on signed last year.
Union, as a result, plans to pitch
a production exec Who would work
Currently Rossen is working on
for special severance pay, higher
it
is
IJnderstood
under Freeman.
his Own production, “The- Brave
ready to ticket One “if the right Bulls,” for Columbia release. Court overtime rates and other measures
to discoRrage the firings.
While
man comes along.”
ruled he was not under exclusive
Significant boost in Par and M-G contract to Wallis and could not be SEG has a double, severance pay
in
its
contracts
some
with
of
clause
studios’
cut
the
intended
to
prod is
held accountable if delayed by
the companies, it has none ^at all
big per-picture overhead charges. other work.
with
for
some
of
the
others.
As
At the same time, it would keep
overtime, the union hopes to rethe. sales force operating on a betstrict its amount by seeking double
ter rounded schedule. Frequently
Y. VARIETY
pay.
SEG spokesmen claim the
in the past, distrib end has found
majors would not be forced to pay
itself short on new product.
any
overtime
if they maintained
Metro will continue to make
Board of directors of New York staffs full enough to get the work
costly productions, Tike “Quo Vain
working day.
done
normal
the
Variety club, tept 35, voted Mondis ” fr om time to time, but Js
"!
rounding up stories capable of be- "day "flightr 3IT tty adopt 'The” ~V^ilT
ing filmed on limited time sched- Rogers Memorial hospital in Sara- Delay
Gentian Reps’
nac, N. Y., as one of its major
ules and on budgets less than $500,charities;
Measure must undergo
000
O.O. Trip to U.S.

N

Disavow Losses In'
B.O. Lag, Allied Hears

Distribs

year

Bulls’ group were axed

-

managers must be interested in,
every social activity in their community as Well as taking a lead in
all welfare and civic projects. “The
boxoffice returris under such a
cal

policy speak for themselves.
are bigger every day.”

To Wind -Brave

its fiscal

According to SEG, contrary to
previous

Activities as B.O. Aid big part in laying out the studio’s
Norman B. Bydge, board chair- new production blueprint. Next to
man of Greater Union Theatres of Y. Frank Freeman, named to sucAustralia,

relations.

Wallis Pic

“is expected to end
most favorably.”

.

Major

to Paramount along with
William Wyler, Frank Capra and
George Stevens When Par absorbed Liberty Films, is playing a

•

Despite all his troubles,
Rank would emerge “bigger and
sage to the public via distribution
stronger than ever/” he declared.
of leaflets in the Times Square loRank Was faced with the same
cale.
These will allege the majors
problems as the American jiixites
are still firing whitecollarites, deand he “is putting his house in orspite a marked upward trend in
der.”
“He will surprise a great
their profit statements this year;
number
of people.” U’s ties with
Union gave up plans for the dem*.
the Britisher “are extremely valuonstrations because of difficulty in
obtaining

(Continued on page 20)

who came

Selves in Community

-

’Snow White’ Reissue

Hollywood, Aug! 1.
Walt Disney is readying “Snow
White” reissue for early spring,
cording to vet story editors. As with key-city
showings slated for
a result, a number of companies
around Christmas.
Full reissue*
are attempting to generate screen rate
may be pushed ahead for holioriginals by name and semi-name
day period.
writers, rather than just sitting by
Film Will be sandwiched beas they used to, waiting for matween
release of “Treasurer Isterial to pour in.
land” and “Alipe in Wonderland.”
Being sought particularly by major lots are homey, little American
stories.
There are a number of
reasohs for this, but prime is the
fact that pix on such themes have
been outstandingly successful recently (“Cheaper by the Dozen,”
“Ma and Pa Kettle,” “Father of the
Bride”), and so the studios have
been given the idea that’s what the

before
operation
Who died July 21, goes to his
launching bank nights in their the- widow, Alice Terry, former film
In a report to members, star, under his will filed here for
atres.
Levy, TOA -general probate and disposing of more than
Herman
t
$200,000 in cash and real: estate.
counsel, urged exhibs to “proceed
Half the estate is inherited putwith caution.”
right and the rest forms a trust
Levy reported the result of a fund from which the widow will
recent decision of the supreme draw the income for life.
court of Minnesota, declaring legal
a bank night system in Albert Lea,
Minn. Basis of the decision was
the fact that participants in the
bank nights were not required to
buy tickets or appear in the theatre to participate, or to buy
tickets to claim their prizes.
Minnesota state law declares illegal any “scheme for the distribution of property by chance
among person* who have paid; or
agree to pay, a Valuable consideration for the chance.” Court ruling
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
flatly stated the Albert Lea operaProduction costs on Metro's 1949tion did not fall under this defi59 schedule have been reduced apof

methods

Sharp ppswing in prospects for
the film industry generally, and
Universal specifically, was pictured
yesterday (Tues.) by N. J. Blumberg, U’s prez, following his return to New York from a fiveweek trip abroad.
Obviously
elated over a steady surge in U’s
gross take, which is giving the
company its best business in five
years, .Blumberg. declared that U

MPAA

On

‘Hot’ Pictures

To

Supersede Earlier Dates
William F. Rodgers, Metro distribution veepee, last week said
that exhibitors showing “mitigatr
ing circumstances” will be allowed
to play “hot” pictures prior to
films licensed for previous playdates.
He referred specifically to
requests, by exhibitors to be allowed to play “Annie Get Your Gurt”
before other Metro pix bought for
previous showings.
The statement was contained in
a letter to Allied States general
counsel Abram F. Myers thanking
him for his recent opinion on the'
matter. MyerS had told exhibitors
that there was no way to force
Metro to allow prior dates on
“Annie” if other films had already
Jbeen. contracted.
Rodgers said that “if there are
any deserving cases, because of recent purchases of a number of pictures, or due to conditions beyond
their control, “Where any theatre
owners 'would be held up in playing “Annie” and “Father of the
Bride,” special attention would be
given these cases.

Lipton Back to Coast
After
Bally Talks

NX

David Lipton planed for the
Coast over the weekend after twoweek huddles with Universal h o.
execs on campaigns for a number
of Universal’s
chief
“•Louisa,” “The

Ad-pub

upcoming

releases.

plans
iot
Milkman,” “Desert
Hawk,” “The Sleeping City,” “Saddle Tramp” and “Deported.”
Big contingent of stars will assemble in Chicago for the world
preem of “Louisa,” Aug. 11. Following the ballyhoo in the Windy
City, .stars, will scatter to 26 key
Taking
cities for openings there.
part in the junkets will be Ronald
Reagan, Charles Coburn, Ruth
Hussey, Spring .Byington, Edmuitf
Gwenn and Piper Laurie.
set
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Omaha Slow) Good
10yz G

Irma -Vaude

52G, ‘Sidewalk’ 15G

for ‘Comanche’

Qmahat Aug. 1.
Despite some worthy offerings,
there is a slight recession in the
locaHb.o. Among new films, “Comanche Territory” at the Orpheum
“Caged” pt the Paris holding up.
amount is light. “Winchester ’73,”
which had big week :at the Paramount last week, is skidding on it s
moveover to Omahii. “Bright Leaf”
With a hot weekend sandwiched estimated for current stanza, after
at the Brandeis is disappointment in between muggy weather during doing same last week. Holds/V
as the Gary Cooper name is usual- the wriek, New Yorkers headed
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$i;50)
ly draw. One of the brighter spots outdoors, resulting in a generally
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
i$ “Aimie Get Your Gun;” Metro’s mild
dip at Broadway deluxers stage-show topped by Bert Wheelbig musical is set f Or at least $8,- from the upbeat registered last er, Topi Arden, Sonny Dunhann
500 on its second wOek after tre- week. Number of holdovers also prbh (2d final wk)'. Slumped to
mendous first week.
$34,000 for frame ending tonight
didn’t help business any.
Estimates for This Week
Samuel G61dwynrs “Our Very (Wed.), after mild $40,500 for
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- Own” at Victoria, backed by a full* opening round. “Lady without
65)
“Comanche Territory” (U) and scale ad-publicity campaign, is Passport" (M-G) #plus Pearl Bailey
“Father Mkkes Good”
(Mono). topping the newcomers with a good' Kirby Stone Quintet, Jay Marshall*
Good $10,500. Last xWeek, “Buc- $33,000. With the exception of Jack Fina orch heading stage laycaneer’s Gi*i” (U) and Mills Bros., “Third Man,” which preceded it, out opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75>
stage revue, at 20-80c, a smash this marks the best opening week
Top ^-“So Young, So Bad” (UA) (2d
at the Vic in some time.
$23,000.
money,
though,
is going to “The wk).
Current stanza heading for
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
-City Music Hall, acceptable $12*500, affer good $1.5*“Bright Leaf" (WB). Disappoint- Men” at Radio
is racking up a hefty second 300 for opening found. Holds for
ing $6,000. Last week; "711 Ocean which
Week gross of $122,000. Strong, another week.
Drive” (Col), good $8,006.
word-of-mouth is aiding this one
Globe IBrandt) (1,500; 50-$l 2fi)
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- k considerably, “
65)— “Caged” (WB). Light $9,000.
^-“Mutiny on Bounty” (M-G) and
Only other new picture is “Dpy at Rapes” (M-G) (reissues)
Last week, “Winchester ’78” (U),
“Underworld Story” at the Rivoli (4th wk). Doing fine, with' sturdy
fine $12,500.
which, on the basis of a brush off $11,000 anticipated for this, round,
State (Goldberg) (865; 20^75)—
from
the critics, is heading for a aftdr hefty $15,000 in the previous
“Annie Get, Yomr Gun” (M-G) (2d
mild
$11,000. “All Quiet on the week. Continues.
wk).
Still smash at $8,500.
Last
Front,” ripening another
Western
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$l. 20)
week, terrific $10;000.
reissue
run at the Park Avenue
“Destination Moon? (EL) (6th
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-r65) this tinfe,
is
underscoring the
—“Winchester ’73” (U) (m o.) and public’s interest in war themes wk). Fifth week ended 'Monday
night (31) dipped to $14,000, still
“Harbor pf Missing Men” (Rep).
with a brisk opening round t>f $10,- good at this stage of run, after fine
Light $8,000. Last week, “Johnny
very, good for this
$15,000 in the -previous week.
Apollo” (20th) and "This Is My 000 in sight,
Holds until Aug. 15* When ."TreasAffair"
(20th)
(reissues),
good sureseatef.
holdovers
is go- ure Island" (RKO) is due in.>C
money
Big
for
$9,500.
|
ing to “Bi'oken Arrow,” in its
Palace (9fCO) (1,700; 55-$lf20)—
with
second week at the Roxy with the “Mystery
(M-G)
Street"
Andrews Sisters and iceshow on vaude. Up' slightly over .house
Film is sighting a great average, with about $19,200 sighted
stage.
$65;000 but, due to prior bookings, for week ending tonight (Wed.).
winds this week. Same holds true Last week, “Peggy” (U> with
for “711 Ocean Drive” at the Para- vaude, fair $19,000. “Great Jewel
Backed by- the Louis Robber” (WB) with new vaude laymount.
.Jordan Five, Fontanfe -Sisters, Rudy out v opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Cardenas and Bob Chester orch
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
heading the stage layout, the Par
“Friend Irma Goes West” (Pak)
grossed a big $60,000 second round plus Louis Prima orch, Garry Morbut has a new bill opening today ton, Modernaites, T. and M. Co(Wed.),
nine on stage opens today (Wed.).
“So Young, So Bad” prilled a In ahead, second and final round
mild $12,500 at the Criterion, while of “711 Ocean Drive” (Col) plus
Boston, Aug. 1.
Biz spotty around town this "Ducliess 4 of Idaho,” with Bert stageshow. bright $60,000 after
stanza with “Men" at Astor and 'Wheeler* Toni Arden, and the great $75,000 for first round.
“Treasure Island” at Memorial Sonny Dunham "orch on stage at
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)
reporting brisk turnstile activity. thd Capitol, dipped to a dispoint“All Quiet on Western Front”
Other newcomers, “The Torch” at ipg $34,000 for its second and final (Reialart) (reissue)' (2d wk). Initial
irame.
frame ended last night (Tues.) with
the Boston, “Great Jewel Robbey”
Estimates for This Week
at Paramount and Fenway, and
brisk $10,000.
In ahead;, seventh
Astor (City Iriv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50) and final round of “Rocking Hors©
“Flame and Arrow” at Met are -only
“Edge of Doom” (RKO), Opens Winner” (U), fair $3,000.5"*
mild. “Duchess of Idaho” at State
and Orpheum is not bad for sec- tomorrow (Thurs.) after special
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefelpreem tonight.. House has been lers) (5.945; 80-$2.40)— “The Men”
ond week.
closed for the last several weeks (UA) plus stageshow (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
for renovations.
'Sighting hefty $122,000 for week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1,20- ending tonight (Wed.) after soaring
“Men” (UA). Opened very big $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (93d wk). to
great $133,000 opening round.
Thurs. (27) and holding up nicely. Marathoner continues to show
Continues.
Should nab solid $18,000. Last strength,
with
another
$6,000
44-981-^
Rialto
(Mage)
(594;
week, “Panic in Streets” (20th)
“MemoWis Belle” (Par) and “Flywound up 4th week With slim
ing Hellcats” (U) (reissues). Mild
$2,800,
‘711’ Fair 9G, Seattle;
$5,000 exbected for week ending
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)
tonight (Wed-). “Mask of Korea”
“Torch” (EL) and "Rider From
‘Sidewalk’ Eyes
(Indie) due in tomorrow with bally
Tucson” (RKO). Slow $9,000. Last
Seattle, Aug. 1.
tied in on Korean war,
week, “711 Ocean Drive” (Col) and
Fair summer pace prevails as
90Rivoli
(UATrPar)
(2,092;
“A Canterbury Tale” (Indie) sur- the burg is perking with the Korean $1.25)—
“Underworld Story” (UA)
prised with okay $13,000.
situation* which means more de- (2d wk).
Fair
$11,000
estimated
~
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) fense jobs in the area and activity
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and at nearby navy town, Bremerton. for initial w©ek ending last night
(Tues.). Jn ahead, fourth and final
"50 Years Before Eyes” (WB).
Estimates for This Week
stanza of “If This Be Sin” (UA),
Thin $4,200. Last week, “Return
Blue Mouse (Harririck) (800; 59- weak $3,100
of Frontiersman” (WB) and “This 84)—“Winchester ’73” (U) (3d wk).
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)—
Side of Law” (WB). Tepid $3,800. Hot release from Orpheum. Indi“Broken Arrow” (20th) plus AnMemorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85) cating good $4,000.
Last week, drews Sisters, iceshow on stage (2d
“Treasure Island” (RKO) Pacing “Capture” (RKO) and “Colorado
wk). Continuing strong with robust
town with nifty $21,000. Last week, Ranger” (Lip), slow $2,300.
$65 000 expected for round ending
“Winchester ’73” (U), Fair $10,Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59- tomorrow night (Thurs.), after
500 for 2d week.
84)
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) and great $85,000 for initial frame.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40- “Snow Dog” (Mono.) Heading for
85)
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) fair $7,000, Last week, “Lawless” "Panic in Streets” (20th) plus
Frances Langford, Pegleg Bates
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 20)
and iceshow on stage opens Fri!

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Tremendous business of “711
Ocean Drive," at the Woods, is
Chicago
setting the local pace.
entry of “My Friend Irma Goes
”
Lee,
Dave BarWest witK Peggy
bour and quartet arid Myron
Cohen onstage, appears passable.
"Curtain Call at Cactus Creek,”
with “Captive Girl,” spears tidy
Hapless, bowK
biz at the Palace.

I
.

Estimates Are Net

ever,

is

come;
& The

“The Great Jewel Bob-

ber” arid “Once a Thief” at the
State-Lake entry of
Roosevelt.
"Where the Sidewalk Ends” looms
And the Garrick, continuweak.
ing its reissue policy, is passable
“Back to Bataan” and
with
"Marine Haiders.”
Holdover “Crisis" at the Oriental, with Dick Contino as booster
onstage, appears strong in second

parenthetic

j

admission

—

;

;

•.

,

viuwav

;

YV):

Cincinnati, Aug.

j

1.

Third ffariie rif
stanza.
This is a normal round along
ter '73” at the Grand is still fresh.
“Con- the flicker front, which has been
holdover,
United-Artists*

and “The Palomino,”

average in second week.
Estimates for This Wrick

is

—

Chicago (B&K} (3,000; 50-98)
Friend Irma Goes West"

“My

(Par) with

Peggy Lee, Dave Bar-

bour and Myron Cohen topping

Par at $52,000. Last
week, “Flame and the Arrow”
<WB) and Margaret Whiting and
Bill Snyder orcli onstage, $42,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)
‘‘Back to Bataan” (RKO) arid “Marine Haiders” (RKO) (reissues).
Tidy $6,000.
Last week, “Angel
and Badman” (Rep) arid “War of
Wildcats” (ex-"In Old Oklahoma”)
stageshow.

—

(Rep), $6,000,

thinned by shuttering of the MidStates Shubert for balance of sum“711 Ocean Drive,” frontmer.
runner of four new bills, is sturdy.
Matching it is “Father of Bride,”
chesty holdover. Other first-runs
are “Crisis,” “Panic in Streets”
“Flame
and “Shadow on Wall.”
arid Arrow” is a hotsy secondrounder.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
“Crisis” (M-G),
Modest $9,500.
Last week, “Flame and Arrow”
(WB), aided by opening-day p.a.
of Burt Lancaster, bright $13;500.

—

1

—

Capitol

—

—

>

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Great Jewel Robbery” (WB) and
“Once a Thief” (UA). Light $9,000.
Last week, “Cariboo Trail” (20th)
and “Hidden”Room’V (EL), $7,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

Strong $6*000. Last week, “Back
to Bataan” (RKO) and “Marine
(RKO) (reissues), oke
Raiders”

—‘‘Where Sidewalk Ends”

$5,000.

'

$7,000;

Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 55-75) r“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (m.o,).

—

Last week,
$15,000.
Passable
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
Crown*'. (M-G), “711 Ocean Drive” (Col). Sturdy
in My
“Stars
$9,000.
$12,000. Last week, “Love Happy”
T
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50- (U A), modest $9,500.
98)— “Convicted” (Col) and “The
Palomino” (Col) (2d wk). Average
Last week, $10,000.
$8,000.

Woods (Essaness)
Ocean Drive”

“711

(1,073;
(Col).

98)

—

.

$3,300.

L’rille

—

80)
(Indie)
(587;
(Indie) (2d wk). Mediocre
$3,700.
week,
Last

DoO; flame’ 8G,

'Rogues’

r
Louisville, Aug. 1.
on the dull side this week.
Amusement dollar seems to be
spread in many directions, namely
Biz is

Folks just
attractions.
seem to come into the downdistrict in the hot weather.
All houses are slow-paced this

outdoor
don’t

town

week. Mary Anderson, with “Flame
and Arrow,” teed Off briskly, but
slowed after "Rogues Sherwood
Forest” opened Saturday (29) at
Loew’s State. Pics are somewhat
-similar 4n- theme, which— doesn’t
help.
Best grriss on the week
looks to go to the State, where
modest $11,000 is indicated;
Estimates for This Week

Mary Anderson

(People's) (1,200;

45-65)—"Flame and Arrow” (WB).
Burt Lancaster opus teed off to
brisk start, but slowed. Looks good
Ipr neat $8,000. Last "week “711
Ocean Drive” (Col) about same.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000,
45-65)— “White Tower” (RKO) and
“Armored Car Robbery” (RKO).
Looks like slow stanza, likely poor
$8,500, Last week “Stella” (20th),
with bally preem, p.a’s of stars,
etc. registered solid $12,000 and
m.o.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)
,

—

‘Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)
and “Custom Agent” (Coi). Teed
off Saturday (29), but getting nice
play to indicate satisfactory $11,-

Last week “Winchester ’73”'
and “I Was Shoplifter” (U.),
about same.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)
,
‘Love That Brute” (20th) and
‘Lost Volcano” (Mono). Shape as
good fare, but b.o. results weak.
Possible $3,500 in sight, puny.
Last week “Rocketship X-M” (Lip)
and “Operation Haylift” (Lip),
000.
<U)

—

modest $4,000.

.

—

;

•

—

•

—

—

*

.

Smash

Last week, “Duchess of
$42,000.
Idaho” (M-G), $10,000.

World
“Fanny"

.

f

,

(Mid-States) (2,000;. 5575)— “Panic in Streets” (20th).
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)
“Winchester *73” (U) (3d wk). Pert Fairish $7,500. Last week, “Stella”
Last week, $li;000.
$8,000.
(20th),
with lift^ from first-day
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)
visit of Victor Mature arid troupe,
“Crisis” (M-G) arid Dick Contino hotsy $12,000.
onstage (2d wk). Palatable $38,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
Last week, $49,000.
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).
'
5Q-98)
Palace (RKO) (2,500;
Plenty chesty $12,000 followup of
“Curtain Call at Cactus Creek” smash $17,500 unveiling.
(U) and “Captive Girl” <U)/ Brisk
Keith’s (Mid-Statris) (1,542; 55Last week, “Spy Hunt” 75)-^-“Shadow on Wall” (M-G).
$11,000.
(U) and “Armored Car Robbery” Thiri $5,000.
Last week, “WinOJ>, $8,000.
chester ’73” (U) (2d wk), all right

(20th).

—

'

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

“Winches-

victed”

‘Arrow’-Andrews Sharp 65G, 2d

2d;

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
Without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

.

7% G

v
Detroit, Aug. 1.
Personal appearance by Burt
Lancaster is shooting “Flame and
Arrow” (WB) and “50 Years Before
Your Eyes” (WB) to tremendous
biz at the Michigan. For the first
time in months, hou^e had to hang
out SRO sign. “Stella” is doing
mildly at the Fox, and “Lonely
Place” looks so-so at United Artists. “Winchester '73” is slipping
badly in second round at the
Palms. “Annie Get Your Gun”

looks steady in fifth and final week
at the Adams.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)
“•Stella”- (20th) and “Destination
Murder" (RKO). Mild $20,000. Last
Week, “Night and City” (20th) and
“Isle of Samoa” (Col) $17,000 in

—

—

day

2d week.

“Three
Detroit)
—(United
“Flame and Arrow”

Michigan!*
000; 70-95)

(4,-

;

—

—

—

,

70*
—"All Quiet(Balabbn)
on Western Front”

(2,900;
95)
(indie) and “Nightmare” (Indie)
(reissues). Slim $6,000. Last week,

“Rocketship XM” (Lippert) and
“Golden Gloves Story” (EL) $5,000
in 2d week.

—“Three

Little

Words”

.

(M-G).

Hefty $25,000. Last week, “Skipper Surprised His Wife” (M-GV
fair $13,000.

Paramount
and

“Flame.

“Destination

(Par) (2 ,646; 60-8$%--

Arrow” (WB) and
Big House” (Mono).

Words” (M-G> opens

j

55-$2).

“Flame and Arrow” (WB) plus
Big $20,500. Last week, “Return Jane Pickens, Buddy Lester headof Frontiersman" (WB) and “This liningi stage layout (4th—final wk)*
Side of Law" (WB), riiild $14,000. Fine $38,000 expected for stanza
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)-- ending tomoirow night (Thurs
),
“Men” (UA). Fair $12,500. Last after heftv $40,000 in previous
week, “Mystery Street” (M-G) (2d round, “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”
wk), $8,000.
(WB) with Toni Harper, Billy Vine,
Orpheum (No. Coast) (4,448; 55-. 3 Lind Bros, and Martez and Lucia
85)—“Good Humor Man” (Col) and on stage opens Friday (4).
“Congolaise”
(FC).
Backed by
Sutton (R. & B) (561; 90-$1.50),
two previews, $9,000. Last week, —“Winslow Boy” (EL) (9th wk).
*73”
“Winchester
(U) (2d wk), (6 Dipping slightlv to about $6,500
days), oke $10,500.
after
oke $7,800 for previous
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; frame, -Holds.
55-85)
“Johnny One-Eye” (UA)
Trpris-Lux (60th St.) (T-L) (453;
(2d wk), $6,500* Last week, tepid 74-$1.50).— "Kind
Hearts,
Coro$10,500.
nets” (EL) (8th. wk). Continues
Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener) strongs with brisk $8,300 for cur(370; 85-$D—“Kind Hearts and rent frame, after slightly better
Coronets” (EL) (6th wk), $3,000. $9,000 for preceding week. Holds.
Last week, $3,300.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95Clay (Rosener) (400; 85-85)
$1.50).— “Our Veiy Own” (RKO)
“Tight Little Island” (U) (3d Wk), (2d wk). Initial frame enejed last
$2,200. Last week, $2,800.
nicht (Tues!) climbed to good $33,Larkin (Rosener) (400; 85-85)— 000.
In ahead, 25th-final session
“Tight Little Island” (U) (3d wk). of “Third Man” (SRO), satisfactory
$2,300. Last week, $2,600.
$8,000

—

.

Downtown

Little

next Wednesday (9),
Strand (WB) (2,776;

(WB) and “50 Years Before Your
Eyes” (WB). Colossal $27,000. Last
San Francisco, Aug. 1.
week, “Crisis” (MG) $16,000.
Sudden warm temperature hit
weekend biz. “Three Little Words”
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)
“Winchester ’73” (U) (2d wk). and “Flame and Arrow” are outSlipping to $11,000. Last week, standing,
Estimates for This Week
terrific $21,000.
v
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60United Artists (UD) (2,000; 7085)—
“A Modern Marriage” (Mono)
95)
“Lonely Place” (Col). Fair
“Iroquois and “Triple Trouble” (Mono). Thin
Last week,
$12,000.
Trail” (UA) arid “Destination Big $10,000 despite hefty exploitation.
Last week* “White Tower” (RKO)
House” (Mono) $14,000.
(2d wk), only $9;500.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“Love
"Foreign Legion” (U) and “Young That Brute” (20th) arid “Where^
Daniel Boone” (Mono) (2d wk). Sidewalk Ends” (20th). Okay $15,Slow $7,000. Last week, $11,000. 500,
Last week, “Rock Island
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95 >— Trail” (Rep) and “Golden Gloves
“Ari'nie Get Your Gun” (M-G) (5th Story” (EL) plus p.a. ripening day
Steady $8,000. Last week, of stars, thiri- $11,500.
wk).
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
$ 10 000
.

(4).

State (Loewis) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
Get Your Gun^^M^G) (12th
wk). Heading into windup of rim,
with steadv $12,000 expected, after
about $13,000 for preceding rriund.

-^Arinie

*

*
.
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JOHNSTON PLEA FDR
‘Annie,’ Treasure,’ ‘Odette’ Holdovers
HEALTHIER BRIT. FILMS
*

Montevideo, July

18.

-f

ized radio advertisers In Argentina

mulling

plans to Coinbine
withstand the
“touch" system,, as practiced by
departgovernment
Argentine
ments.
This system consists in commandeering the advertisers* time. But
as the so-called "commercial” networks' are now all owned and conare

forces, in

trolled

um

an

effort; to

by a government

consorti-

the authorities are reluctant
relinquish the corresponding
revenue, so eventually the advertisers find; that they are expected
to pay for time which they have
not been allowed to use.
In the old days, before the Ar?*
gentine networks were "liberated”
and passed into the ownership of
people connected with the government, the private corporations
which operated them had to foot
the bill whenever , air time was"
commandeered for official broadNow, of course, any losses
casts.
on this account hit the government
people in their own pockets, so they
are somewhat more reasonable in
their demands for time. Recently
they have thought up a new angle
—that of making the advertisers
pay for any time which they have
under contract, even if it has been
"confiscated.”
When v the advertisers protest
against this, they are given a
friendly hint to quiet down and
pay up; otherwise they might find
themselves in difficulties. Difficulties, can mean anything from government inspectors finding "unsanitary conditions” in their plants and
shuttering them, or import permits
for much-needed raw materials being held up indefinitely, forcing
them to shutter.
The only defense for advertisers
,

to

;

would be to form an association.
There are no alternative media to
fall back upon.
Newspaper and
magazine ads are restricted, in view
of the paper shortage, this in turn
stemming from the dollar shortage
and government confiscation of paper stocks held by the opposition
newspapers*
Latest semi-official estimates put
the number of radio sets in Argentina at over 2,000,000, of which 60%
are believed to be equipped witli
shortwave. However, most people
in the radio Industry qualify this
as a very low estimate? A census
taken in 1947 should reveal what
the accurate ^figure of set ownership is, but the Peroh government
has never allowed any statistics to
creep outside the official files.
Television is so far only a dream
in Argentina, *nd except for the
a
demonstrations to be made at a
medical convention in the near future. it is likely to remain a dream
until dollars are available.
;

MEX FOM BIZ NEEDS
MORE PRESTIGE FIX

.

London, Aug. 1.
strong and healthy

A

plea for ai
British motion picture industry
which could, stand on its own and
!

Agency execs and Yank-capital-

*

‘

on English

Restrictions

Newsreels May Be Lifted
London, July 25.
Present .restriction on newsreels
which limits their length and until
the recent court of appeal decision;
made it illegal for exhibs to cancel
their contracts, may be revoked
within the next three months,
Statement to this effect was
made in the House of Commons
by Hervcy Rhodes, parliamentary
secretary to Board of Trade.
Harold Wilson^ he said, Was examining the order and in the light of
the present raw stock prospects,
expected to be able to revoke it.
,

develop on an enlarging and invigorating scale, was made by Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, when
speaking at a luncheon of the Kinematograph Renters' Society for exQuits 20th, London,
ecutives of the Royal .Naval Film
Corps, in London last' Thursday
Alter 33 Years Service
(27).
Honor guests were the
London, July. 25.
Duchess of Kent and Lord, Louis
Charles A. Pyne, who has been
Mountbatten. Ellis Araali, James
with 20th-Fox in London for 33
A. Mulvey and J oyce O’Hara were
years and has been shipping arid
also present.
print -manager since 1929, has reIn a speech that was mainly por
signed; He held the record in the
litical from the point of emphasizcompany for length of service.
ing Anglo-American ties of friendSuccessor is Norman H. Nesse,
ship, Johnston asserted that a powgeneral manager of This Modern
erful British film industry would
Age, who was with 20th before the
keep Hollywood on its toes and pre- war.
vent it from deteriorating,

Londorir July 25.

There were three new bills in
the West End last week but the
big money makers were a trio of
pictures that have been held over
for some weeks. “Annie Get Your
Gun” continues to do sturdy West
End business, arid its third Empire

Pyne

;

.

week

netted $21,000.
Disney’s
“Treasure Island” ended its fifth
roynd at the Leicester Square theatre with a handsome $8,700 arid
'has now moved over to the New
Gallery for an indefinite stay. The
British-made “Odette” finished its
seventh Plaza week at over $7,000
and has now moved to the Carlton*
Where it grossed over $2,500 in its
1

Lord Mountbatten, ciudfirian of
the film corps, paid tribute to the
"non-commercialism” of the motion picture industry in its relaHe likened
tions with the navy.
the association between them to a

first

Paris,
festival

Another film

Aug.

at

ful in their negotiations with Sir

Stafford

Cripps

David E.

A

than the Admi-

ralty*

Griffiths,

KRS

who

Sydney, July 25.
major upbeat in Australian pic

presided, recalled the
tion of the
14 years' ago and Technicolor pic, “The Bushranger”
expressed the pleasure, of the in- (tentative “title), using frozen coin.'
report has it that Columbia is
dustry in being able to provide entertainment for sailors in all parts mulling another local pic via
However isolated frozen coin. Col has already made
of the world.
members of the fleet might be, two pix here, "Bangle River” and
they could be sure of film enter- “pacific Adventure.”
burgh and Biarritz*
I
move is now underway by a
Antibes affair is being organized tainment at least twice a week,
group of independent financiers, Stays, indef.
by Cinematheque Francais in co-

RNFC

.

A

A

operation With the International
Federation of Film Archives* No
other American film company be-,
sides. Warners has yet indicated
participation, but new pix will be
shown from six European countries
and Japan. Older American films
will be featured in a series of tributes to John Hustdn, Charlie Chaplin, Mack Sennett and Thomas Ince,
ea^ly director-producer whose films
were
particularly
admired in
France.
Warners has been singled out for
kudoes on the basis of their social
pix of the ’30s> with "I
a Fugi-

ABP

Chairman Claims

with top backing coming from
Charles Munro, iridie loop operator, covering the formation of a
new production unit. Idea calls
for three pix annually Under the
megging of local directors, with
U. S. stars for marquee lure. This
new company would operate in as-

Empire (MG). (3,099; 50-$ 1,60)—
“Annie Get Your Gun” (MG) and

’

Ace

British Pix

Still

London,. July 25.
Despite the

stage show, Handsome $21,000 in
third round, better than, many
opening weeks since the vaudfilm
policy ’ was introduced*
Stays bn
...

two more weeks,
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500;

at least

downward trend

of sociation with the new studio run
boxoffice receipts, pictures of out- by Commonwealth Film Laborastanding appeal continue to attract tories. The McCreadie Bros., inaudiences Vas high as ever.” Sid die producers, are also said to be
Philip Warter ih his statement, as looking for U. S. coin to continue
chairman, to stockholders of Asso- production.
The McCreadies reciated British Picture Corp. point- cently completed ’’The Kangaroo
London
In
the
Greater
this
ed
up.
Kid”
area it is admitted that attendance
tive from a Chain Gang” and "The
Top producer in the Down Unand
receipts have dropped by a
Black Legion” slated for screening.
der field
currently
is
Ealing
greater percentage than in other
All films shown at Antibes will be
Studios at Pagewood. Unit has alSir Philip
parts of the country.
in. their original form, without subready completed three pix here,
asserted that it's by no means certiles and with all censor cuts re^
“Overlanders,” ’’Eureka Stockade”
tain that television is as yet a seristored wherever possible.
and ‘‘Bitter Springs,”' with “PrePresent factors
competitor.
Screenings will be held daily ous
lude” now on the floor. Ealing has*
from Aug. 20-Sept. 10 in the audi- with which company has to Contend major production plans locally >f or
torium of the Antibes Musee Gri- are the high cost of living and the 1951. Universal-International and
maldi and the town’s open-air mar- general spending power of the pub- Greater Union Theatres, which
lic.
ket. Preliminary drumbeating menfinanced ^Charles Chauvel with
In a review of thri company’s
tions number of top artists arid
“The Rugged O’Riordans,” may
production
activities. Sir Philip adwriters as likely to attend, Includalso back the Aussie director in
mitted that during the last year
ing, Picasso ( whose studio is In Anthey showed a loss. But he hopes another pic.
tibes'!, Fernand Leger, Jean* CocIt’s understood that if the 20th->
that the more "realistic quota”- of
teau, Jean Paul Sartre and Albert
30% which operates as from next Fox Aussie production^experiment
Camus. „
js successful, other top U. S. disOne special feature of the festi- October, will provide an oppor- tribs may bow into the local field
tunity of presenting pictures of
val will be a series of 16m screenwith
frozen coin.
"reasonable quality*”
ings of new experimental films by
Markets available to British films
w.k.
of

—“Bitter

,

-

—

Am

(RKO). / Concluded its fifth week
with handsome $8,700 arid has how
moved to New ^Gallery theatre
shuttered for redecorations and reopening Aug. 3 with “Trio” (GFD).
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45$1.60)—“Gun Crazy” (UA) arid
“Great Plane Robbery” (UA).
Double bill nabbed a useful $2,000
in its first weekend and estimated
to wind opening week at about

.

men

other

fields,

Nfew Gallery (CMA)' (1,376; 45$1.60)
“Three Husbands” (UA)
and “Ellen” (UA). Dual bill dropped
to $3,300 in its third week. “Treasure Island” (RKO) in from today
(24).

Odeon, Leicester Sq. (CMA) (2,45-$1.60)
“Winchester ’73”
(GFD) and “Peggy” (UI). Disap'

pointing $5,100 in third Week for
this big double bill. “Panic in the
Streets” (20th) opens July 27.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)

200; 45-$l. 60)—“Abbott
in “Foreign Legion”

se-

Wolfe Cohen, Warners* foreign
chief, planes out of

New York

"Heiress, ” Haymarket (7fi).
"His Excellency,” Princess (10).
"Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (12).

to-

day (Wed.) for an extended South

American survey.
First stop in Cohen’s itinerary is
Rio de Janeiro. He then hops to
Buenos Aires, Santiago, and Lima*
before returning to the h.o.

"Home
,

Wyndham

appropriate and acceptable to the
High Commission.
—

:

-

—

-

(2,-

&

Costello
(UI)
and
“Shakedown” (UI). Opened to surprisingly good $7,600. Continues.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$ 1*60)
“Furies”— fPar). Opened to very
strong $4,200 for first three days
and estimated to wind first week
at over $8,000.
i

ished

-its

“Odette” (BL) finseventh round at $7,000.

Warners (WB)
“Portrait

(1,735; 45-$ 1.60)

of

Clare” (AB-Pathe).
Did very poor $1,500 at the weekend after adverse press notices.

Estimated to wind

-

1

Wolfe Cohen Traveling

—

200;

T

Dublin, July 25.
Proposals are before the Ifish
Dept: of Industry and Commerce
to assist in developing an Irish
film industry, according to Liam
Cosgrave, parliamentary secretary
to the department.
Con Lehane asked ih the Dail
(Congress) whether the government proposed to seek powers to
compel Irish exhibs to show a
quota of Irish-made pix, receiving
a promise that the suggestion
would be borne in mind with other
proposals*

—

.

UFA

.

*

^4,200.

artists,

;

45-$1.60)

Springs” (GFD).
Australian-made Ealing picture ended
third stanza with moderate $2,700.
Brjtish-made “Waterfront” (GFD)
in ffrom July 27.
Leicester Square (CMA) (1,753;
45-$1.60)
“Tr e a s u r e Island”

•

’

quences, versions of case histories
of people who almost committed
suicide but at the last moment decided that they could manage to
go on 4*for another day.”*

pk>

'

production is seen here before
prexy, year’s emL_ Twentieth-Fox gets^ unfirst
foundaP- derway shortly with Aussie’s

do not permit » sufficient rfeturn Allied Commission
writers and at least one Hollywood
on the successes to offset losses on
Mexico City, July 25.
producer trying his hand,
Robert
Speeding
Breakup
Mexicari pic trade needs prestige Flaherty and Paul Strand are inevitable failures, and government
Frankfort, July 25.
much more than it does coin, among American documentary pro- finance and quotas do not provide
The
recent
governthe
answer.
In an effort to speed liquidation
Andres Serra Rojas, head of in- ducers expected to attend,
ment measure for a production pool and deconcentration of UFA Films,
dustry’s
bank, they semi-official
x
is welcomed as a slight recognition
Banco Nacional Cinematografico,
top German film combine Which
of the industry’s troubles, but did
‘Horseto Open
S. A:, declared here recently.
has been under Allied control since
nqt provide "anything like a satisThe banker said what the indusEdinburgh Fete factory solution of the problems. 99 1945, the Council of the Allied
At
try must get is a better name by
High Commission last week voted
Edinburgh, Aug. 1.
producing high quality pix, and
to publish* an Allied High CommisFor
the
British
first
a
time
feasion law harmonizing and consolirecommended that the way to hike
world prestige of Mexican pix is ture film,. "The Wooden Horse,”
dating all previous Military Govto devote five films yearly to that has been chosen for showing at the
ernment rulings on the matter. A
( Figures show weeks of run)
opening performance of the Edintype of production.
draft of the new law was presented
London, Aug. 1.
burgh Film Festival next month.
"Ace of "Clubs,” Cambridge (4)» to the Council July 20:
"The Wooden Horse” is an adapMove was prompted by a request
"Beau Strategem,” Lyric (66),
tation of the Eric Williams’ prisdnMoguy-f JRome Deal
last month by the Bonn ‘govern"Brlgadoon,” His Majesty’s (68).
camp
escape stoiar. The film, like
ment for leave to carry out liquida"Carousel,” Drury. Lane (8>.
Rome, July 25.
tion of the combine under their
"Castle In Air,” SaVoy (34).
Leonide Moguy, French director, the' book, is based on the actual
own auspices, High Commission
"Cocktail Party,” New (13).
has set up a co-production .deal experiences of British officers in
It
the
war.
Was
"Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (5). gave its tacit consent by declaring
with Minerva Film? of Rome for *m Germany during
by
Ian
Films
Wessex
produced
for
(40).
"Eli*.
Here”
Strang
Slept
the Bonn government could pass
new pic, / "Domanie un Altro
subsequent legislation replacing AlGiorno” (“Tomorrow Is Another Dairy mple and directed by Jack ' "Fallen Anvels,” Ambass. (34).
Lee.
"Folic* Bergere,” Hipp. (43).
lied legislation providing it were
Day’’), from an Original written by
"Golden City,” Adelphi (7),

Moguy, who will also direct.
The film will involve three

Costello

'

Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton.
He hoped -that Johnston and his
colleagues would be more success-

1.

aimed

A

by .the current personal appearance .‘of the
stars at the Palladium, finished its
first round at over $7,600. The new
AB-Pathe picture, “Portrait of
Cldre,” did a Very mild $3,200 in
its opening week at the Warner
and has been pulled.
All estimates are net, but don’t
include admission, tax* Admission
prices listed are inclusive of tax.
Estimates for. Last Week
Carlton (Par) (i,128; B5-$1.60)—
“Sands of Iwo Jima” (BL). Finished Its third stanza at $5,800 arid
followed by “Odette” (BL), which
moved over from the Plaza. Latter
got $2,500 in first three days and

love affair comparable to that of

cashing in on loose tourist coin
afloat. on the Continent this year
Is now past the blueprint stage.
This one will be held In Antibes,
French spa near Cannes, and .Warner Bros, films will play a big part.
Antibes shindig Will compete for
the dollar with at least a half-dozen
other festivals in such Yank-gathering locales as Venice, Cannes, Edin-

three days.

The new Abbott

ture, possibly helped*

$3,200.
(WB) in

first

“Damned

week

Don’t

from Friday

Economy Key to

at

Cry”

(28).

Exit

Of

Swedish Full Features

-

Stockholm, Aug.

Italo- Anglo

1.

Full-length features will no longer be made by any of its members
'Rome, July 25.
after Jam 1 Swedish Film ProducBritish Film Producers Assn, has ers Assn, declared Saturday (29).
"Latin Quarter,” Casino (20).
delegation from the Organization said its decision was
invited a
"Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (2).
Italian picture business for a series necessitated by rising «costs and
"Oklahoma,” Stoll (165).
of conferences to examine the pos- heavy taxes*
"Ring Round Moon,” Globe (27). sibility of a closer collaboration
To fill the void left by the omis"Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (7).
between the film industries of the sion of features, producers plan to
"Streetcar,” Aldwych (43).
countries.
two
concentrate
upon shorts, newsreels
"Touch Sc Go,” Wales (11).
Those going to London from and commercial pictures. Industry
"Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (112).
"Venus Observed,” St; Jas. (28). Rome are Eitel Monaco, president here has been in difficult straits for
of Anica; Renato Gualirio, head of the past two years. Most observers
"Worm’s View,” Comedy (17F).
Lux Studios, and Roberto Dandl, blame the high admission bite as
CLOSED LAST
[the seat of the industry’s trouble.
“Background,” Westminster (10)* independent producerat Seven,”

(21).

"Ice-Capades,” Empress’ GO).
"King Rhapsody,” Palace (45).
"Knights Madness * Yic. Pal. (20).
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A GREAT PICTURE
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^Superb entertainment. Among the
^

year's best pictures
-POST

Well worth making... well wprth seeing
—HERALD TRIBUNE
0
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>
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'Fine and arresting. Striking, affecting, rewarding!
—TIMES

Ranks with the handful of extraordinary

do

credit to

Hollywood

!

films that

—time

fine film !^

A movie

to see!
-SEVENTEEN

—LIFE
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^Wonderful !^
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STANLEV KRAMER’S

MARLON BRANDO ‘TERESA WRIGHT
Produced by STANLEt KRAMER

Directed by FRED

ZINNEMANN

.

"The

• Story

Men

and Screenplay by CARL

with Everett Sloan* • lack

FOREMAN

• Associate

Webb

• Richard

Producer GEORGE GLASS

•

Erdnu

• Virginia

farmer

•

Dorothy Tret • Howard

Si Job*

Music Composed and Directed .by OIMITRI FIOMKIN
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Tomorrow Goodbye

Kiss

Hollywood Aug.

1.
Warners release of William Cagney pro*
Stars James Cagney; features
ductlon.
Barbara Payton, „ Helena Carter, Ward
•

Bond,

MecLane,

Adler, 'Barton

Luther

Brodie, Rhys Williams,; Herbert
Directed by Gordon
eyea, John Lltel.
ouglas. Screenplay, Harry Brown, from

Steve

S

Horace McCoy's “Kiss Tomorrow Goodcamera,

bye”;

Marley;

Peverell

music.

Carmen Dragon; editor, Truman HP Wood,
Tradeshown July
Walter Hanhemenn.
Running time, 102 MINS.
Jfames Cagney
Ralph Cotter,
li, *30.

* .Barbara Payton
...
. ... ...
Margaret Dobson,, ........ Helena^ Carter
Ward Bond
Inspector Weber
Luther Adler
Mandon. .... ;. * . .
Barton MacLane
... ...
Reece
Jinx Raynor..
Vic Mason ... . ...... v. Rhyfl WiUiams
Herbert Hey**
Ezra Dobson........

Holiday.

.

. . ,

;

.

.

. .

.

.

, . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WUliam Frawley
Byers
Karnes
. ... .. •» , .-.Robert'
Uet Grav
Kenneth ^Tohey
•S3: Fowler ;; tf ....
pah.Wf®
Dlst. Attorney ;,T
11 H*J®b*l;
Doc Green
-.jr®**
....... John Halloran
.
Cobbett
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

-

Returning James Cagney to the
tough gartgster character that originally won him popularity, “Kiss

Tomorrow Goodbye* shapes up
“

as

strong boxoffice pic.
Yarn opens with the trial of an
assorted bunch of heavies and then
quickly* segpfes into a* flashback to
tell how circumstances put them in
Flashback kicks
the courtroom.
off with a jailbreaki and the pace
doesn’t slow down as -it takes Cagney through a series of murders,
robberies and romantic episodes as
a cocky crook* handy with gun,
fist and the ladies.
Character is tough, but Cagney
gives it an occasional light touch.’
He starts displaying his wanton

it

.

'

meanness, immediately by ruthless-

'

of a big city. On the staff of the
Miniature Reviews
hospital is a young Negro doctor,
liked and respected for his ability
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”
by the other medicos.
(WB). James Cagney in one of
The racial question Is forceably
his rough; t o ugh gangster
raised when two hobdlum brothers
characters. B.o. prospects good.
are brought into the prison ward,
“No
Way Out” (20th).
injured in a gunfight. The Negro
Social - /injustice melodrama
doctor takes over and one of the
dealing ?vHth* race - riot hys *
brothers dies during examination,
teria.
Exploitation heeded.
The^ narrow, warped mentality of
“I Shot Billy tlia Kid” (Upthe other brother, slum-bred with
pert).
Adequate west6rn-type
all the prejudices of such an: enstory about tracking down; of
vironment, charges the doctor with
Billy the Kid.
murder. He refuses to permit an
“Portrait of Clare” (AB-PV
autopsy that would prove the docSlow-£aced British-made dotor right, and incites his gang of
mestic dtama;
/
hoodlum friends to riot. Equally
prejudiced, $ group of Negroes
turn on the hoods. There* is a
Kid,; is pretty fair stuff for mo$t
blpody battle that fills thechospital,
audiences, with/som*, light touches
but the doctor walks out when the;
humor and vrith an adequate
mother of a white victim spits in of
performance iit’ the title role by
his face;
Barry. Robert Lowery is exThe Darryl Zanuck production Don
cellent As Pat Garrett, the sheriff
is lensed with row-key lighting to:
brought Billy’s career of muremphasize the melodrama as Story who
to an end.
.
moves towards the climax that der
is simply one of the, hunt
Tale
finds the Negro doctor ambushed
and final slaying of the killer, with
at the home of a white friend, a
attempt made to show that
sequence that is set up too obvi- some
Billy might have been able to -‘go*
ously iii a preceding dialog scene
straight if he had been given a
in which the brother overhears
chance. While this is scarcely jusplans of the Negro’s friend to be
the history of the lad who
away from home./ True to his tifiecf'by
killed 22 men by the time he died
medical code of ethics, the doctor,
at the ripe old age of 22, it sharpalthough wounded, cares for his
ens up 'th$ story; line and makes
would-be slayer until, police and
him a more interesting character.
medical aid arrive.
^ Plot deals also with Billy’s love
series of strong performances
for a pretty Mexican girl, ably
support the melodramatic intenportrayed by Wendy Lee. Humor
tions of the script. Richard Widis supplied in good measure by the
mark’s work as the vindictive
antics of Wally Vernori, father of
brother is exaggerated just enough
the girl. Support is good all down
of prejuthe
.

.

1

’

f

;

-

,

...

A

.

"

partner,

jailbreak

his

killing

to

heating the latter’s sister into romantic submission and staging a
daring daylight robbery of a marWhen two crooked cops try
ket.
to shake, him down, Cagney frames
them with a hidden recorder and
then uses them to further his own
criminal aims. It’s the ladies Who

'

Stampede

.

•

No Way Out

Hollywood, July 28.
20lh-Fox release of Darryl F. Zanuck
production.
Stars
Richard Widmark,
Linda Darnell, Stephen McNally; features
Sidney Poilier, Mildred Joanne Smith,
Harry Bellaver* Stanley Ridges, Dots
Johnson.
Directed by Joseph Mankiewicz.
Written by Mankiewicz and Lesser S.amuels; camera, Milton Krasner;
editor.. Barbara MdLeart; music, Alfred
Newman. Tradeshown July 26, '30. Running time. 104 MINS,
Ray Biddle
.Richard Widmark
Edie
Linda Darnell
pr. Wharton
Stephen McNally
Dr. Luther Brooks.
Sidney Poitier
Cora ........... .Mildred Joanne Smith
George Biddle..
..Harry Bellaver
Dr. Moreland.
...... .Stanley Ridges
Lefty..,,,
........ Dots Johnson
Glayds
Amanda Randolph
•

.

,

Mathew Tompkins.
Connie

4

John .....

he

"

line.

.

Direction by William Berke is
good for the type of picture, although the action slows down at
times. Berke also produced. Photography by Ernest Miller is of the
best; especially shots of horsemen
Other technical work is
riding.

Dag.

very good.

The Wooden Horse
(BRITISH)
London, July
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of giraffes are all familiar scenes.

tion

bag.

But these sequences are well con- regular theatres

.

.

; , .

Will

Wright

Harry Lauter, Harry
Don. Kohler, -Ray Hyke

Carter,

.

.

.

.

Orderlies.

I

Lensman Herman Schopp had
veritable field day
aboriginal
dances

release;

recording
There is some effort towards givalong
with
Coming as it does on the flag end earthy scenes which depict the ing “Holy Year” more general apby some striking shots of
peal
/pre-marital
the
paranointment
of
of the market for social-document
Rome’s buildings, monuments and
Gilb.
films, “No Way Out” will have to tially unclad bride.
as Well as the superb art
squares
depend strongly

lyhoo.

In a

on

fullscale bal-

number

of top delux-

in

I SH©*; Billy (be

Kid

.

:

a shield;

when

its

theme is
good returns

social

.
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i’ilm is an« attempt at a Gallic
thriller which does notj
come off. Stilted* treatment* imcharacters
plausible
and tele-

psycho

.

1

V

.

.

.

.

Anthony
linson

good scenes,

with David Tom- contributed an interesting musical
background much too ominous for
its visual .accompaniment. Mosk.

Steel,

the lone wolf, capably
portray-* the three ^escapees. ITirst
two have the heavier parts, with
the third providing the necessary
lighter^ note.
The characters in
the prison camp, the German officers, the friendly
French arid
helpful Danes are, /played by a
as

competent

ArNliin

Takes a Wife

(RUSSIAN)
"(Songs)

.

Artkino release of Resa Takhmasiv and
Directed
Nikolai Ieschenko production.
by I. Efendiev. Screenplay; S. A. Bit-

cast, prominent among
Uzair GlidjibeWhom are David Greene, Peter Rakham; music and lyrics, Atakishe.v
and
kov; camera* All Sattar
Burton and. Patrick Waddington.
Mukhiar Dabashev. At Stanley theatre.
Jack Lee’s direction- is simple N. Y., week of July 29* '50. Running time,
and straightforward, and he might 100 MINS.
L.. Belbutoy
have made more of the escape had Arshin
Mi Kftlantarly
Djagar
he occasionally shown the adven- Veil
L. Abgulayey
'

.

;

Portrait o! Clare

(BRITISH)
London, July 20.
AB-Pathe release o£ ABPC picture.

housed

in the city’s

many

beauti-

Johnston, Richard Todd,
Directed b.v Lance ComScreenplay* Leslie Landau* Adrian
Alington;
from Francis Brett Young

fort.

story; camera,
.Clifford Boote;

Gunther Krampf;
music,

Leighton

At London* London, July 19,
ning time, 100 MINS.
Clare
............ Margaret

'50.

editor,
Lucas.'

Run-

Johnston
Robert Hart .........
.Richard Todd
Dudley Wilburn .-. ........ Robin Bailey
Ralph Hingston
Ronald: Howard
Steven.
.Jeremy 'Spehser
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Aunt. Cathie,
Thirza

.Marjorie Fielding
.Molly Urauharfc

.

Bissell

Dr.
Sir

Becket

...

Bould

Boyd ............... Anthony Nicholls

Joseph Hingston

.......

.Lloyd Pearson

Lady Hingston. ............. Mary Clare
Bates.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S.

i

Suleiman

Gulchokra
Asya .
XcUi
.

i

1

.

;I. •Efendiev’
.... . . . , ...
.... ...
A. Gusian-Jado
...... ........L. D.ievanshirov.
...

.

.

Bek

Sultan

.

...

.

R. Mustaf eyava

;

«

,

.

t

• * « • • !>• * t.« t • •

«

Mckhialiey

*

•

Qriffiths-Moss

(In Russian; English Titles
Even under normal world conditions this Soviet entry would
probably draw slim patronage*
Film, following a light Opera pattern, is an amateurish: job, with
most of the story told via songs
that tend to become monotonous
before the pic reaches the halfway
mark.
Film offers nothing of artistic
merit and its appea 1 is limited,
strictly to Russian-speaking audiences. Yarn revolves around a
rich merchant who wants a wife
but refuses to adhere to the anof being
cient Oriental c^ust
niatched to a girl without seeing
Instead the merchant
her first.
poses as a clothpeddler, which enables him to toqr the city and also
keep a weather eye open for m
«

dm

gal of his liking.

Plan works/With

me rcha n finally landing a
charmer. Pic’s topper, however, is
one
the windup when the merchant
acter.
The method is more
gets hitched along with his servant,
cessful in the novel from which best friend and aunti who respecthis has been taken, and its trans- tively m a rry his gal’s servant,
fer to celluloid is Very nearly a cousin arid widowed father.
static
biographical
study of a
L. Beibutov as the merchant. L.
woman who eventually finds hap- Djevanshirov as the girl who wins
piness after a tragic youth. As a his affection, A. Gusian-Jade as.
boxoffice proposition, it falls in her father, I. Efendiev as the merthe dubious category a nd is a chant’s best friend and M. Kalandoubtful starier for the American tarly as the merchant’s aunt turn
market.
in average portrayals, L. AbguFor 100 minutes, the film uri- layev as the merchant’s servant
lends
some comedy relief. Singing
Spools in leisurely style and at no
stage does the tempo rise.
The is handled capably by all consnail-like pace with which the plot cerned. Efendiev, Who also diunfolds
Induces an $ir of rected the work, could have cut
pic down from, its present overmonotony.
long running time of 100 minutes*
Francis Brett Young’s
story,
Gros
told in flashback form, describes
the experiences of Clare (Margaret
the

“Portrait of Claire”
built primarily around

is

a

story
charsuc-

'

'

'

Johnston), whose hustiamj dies
shortly before their first, child is
born;
For 10 years she lives a
lonely life centered around her

*

EL Stays Clear
Continued from page I

young son (Jeremy Spenser) and

.

eventually marries without love technicians. Schwartz will supply
a local lawyer, played by Robin his own men while EL’s added nut
Bailey.
That marriage ends in is only in the hiring of one or
failure, but she later finds happi- more additional
guards. EL will,
ness with his
cousin Richard rent to others on similar terms, if"

.

.

.

.

:

1

. .

*
Annahella
Maria Casares
Paul Bernard
Jacqqe$ Serviere
Andre ..... . ......
St. Germain ............ Henri Crsmieux.
.Delniqnt
Prospere » v * ............

Fanny*
Marthe

JacaueS

•

ful churches and cathedrals. NonHollywood, July 28.
Catholic audiences, however, are
Lippert release of Don Barry pro
plugged to the hilt,
ductlon.
Stars
Don Barry, Robert likely to become restive with ef- Todd,
appear likely. For the general Lowery,
Wally Vernon* Tom Neal; fea fect of repetition lent by generous
market, however, it is a long, tures Wendy Lee. Produced and directed
Miss Johnston, whose performWordy, film with spotty prospects. by William Berke: camera* Ernest Miller: footage devoted to processions, and ance as Clare dominates the plot,
screenplay, Orville Hampton; editor* Car
ritual.
From timte-to-tiriie, skill in is
Race riot hysteria is the "theme Pierson.
accomplished actress worthy
Reviewed July 27, *50. Run photography is driven across
by of anmuch
of the Joseph L. Mankiewicz-Lesser ning tJfne, 5V A^NS.
better material.
Her
Billy.
... ,v
.... .. .Don Barry superb shots of pilgrims from all
Samuels original script Story is Garrett.
sincerity
and pleasing
.Robert Lowery castes and cliques in appealing at- genuine
told with words father than the Vicenti
style show up nicely. Todd is most
.Wally Vernon
Tom Nea titudes of piety.
action required for pictures. There Bowdre
inadequately served in what is, to
..Wendy Lee
Pic is produced by Edmund all intents and purposes, a minor
is one brief sequence of rioting, Francesca .... ...
Wallace.
.Claude StroUd
but that doesn’t come until after Ollinger ......
..John Morton Reek, head of 20th’s newsreel unit, role. Young Spenser infuses some
Henry Marco and directed by Anthony Muto, life into thfe film
60-odd minutes of dialog buildup. Juan
and plays the
Billy Kennedy
Dialog burden makes for a slowly- Poe
Grant
Archie Twitchell company’s Washington office chief. kid part in an impish, unprecocideveloping, long 106 minutes.
Man
Jack Perrin Excellent narration is handled by ous manner.
Ronald
Howard and
Richard Farmer Father Robert I, Gannon, former
Story deals with the social prob- McSvveen
Bailey are adequate as the first
Mrs. McSxveen.,
.Felice Richmond
prez
of
Fordham
lem of the Negro. It shows the SherifF
University,
whose
and
..
Jack
second
Geddes
husbands, and one of
,
problem without attempting to ana- Maxwell.
.Tommy. Mpnroe diction is clear and simple. Back- the
best
acting
performances
ground hymns of the Sistine Choir comes from Mary Clare as Clare’s
lyze 6r pose a cure-all for racial
This sloiy, as (old through the add to the devotional tenor of the overpowering first mother-in-law.
prejudice.
Settings are a large
county hospital and the slum area eyes of the man i ho shot Billy the pic.
Myra*
ers,

time; 90 MINS.
•

After months of arduous labor, graphed plot put pjc in* hokum
Name actors are- wasted.
the break from the camp is made, class.
appeal in the
arid the film then traces the ad- There is some U.
ventures of two of the escapees name of Annahella.
from Germany, through CopenGoaded into hitting his cou&m
hagen into Sweden* The third pre- a man thinks he has killed him.
fers to be a lone hand, but they He hidqS him in
trunk in his
all meet again, in Stockholm.
Then, starts a series of
cellar.
Some of the best drama in the strange visitations. The victim’s
film come$ after the prison break, .ex-mistress gets, spirit messages
where the two ex-airmen, with from him, and the supposed asforged papers, make- for a port arid sassin is goaded into attempted
finally, with the aid of French suicide.
After some eerie hapforced-labor workers, board a boat penings arid a few offbeat complifor Copenhagen on th^ir last drive cations, all is resolved happily.
for freedom,
The> subject is
Maria Casares,* Annahella and
crammed full of exciting situations, Paul
Bernard try vainly to make
but is handled in a phlegmatic something out of their one-dimenmanner. There are no individual
Lensing is murky
sional roles.
heroics and every incident is unand editing static. Jacques Gas*
derplayed.
tanier has directed at a slow pace
Thesping standard is universaland missed punching home a few
ly good all round. Leo Genn and
Yves Beaudrier has

A commendable degree, of docu- Stars
mentary fidelity has been estab- Robin Margaret
Bailey,
the

.

;

:

Wire/.camp^ Yjirri tracek the exploits of three officers who, after
receiving approval from the camp’s
“escape committee,” cover up their
tunnel-digging by means of a vaulting horse. While the other occupants are using the “horse” as a
pretext for keeping fit, tlie trio
takes it in turn to burrow underground 'With the wooden horse as

Dawson

Cunningham

/ Dali.

i,

. .

features,
Jacques
Bernard;
Serviere.
£
Henri Cremieux* Delmont, Directed by
First hall' of the .pic tk played Jacques Castanier.
Camera, Georges
within the/jprfecincf^ of th.eT’barbed- Million; editor, Borsoutzsky; music, Yves
Beaudrier. At Olympia, Paris. Running

stamjij of realism.

.

ROME PILGRIMAGE FOR

special-effects

D©

.

and the loping flight

Hollywood’s

.

1950

•

lished in this picturization. of
escape of three prisoners of war
from a German camp* The long
and torturous period of preparaIntion is faithfully recaptured.
evitably, treatment rules out a fastmoving production, and although
this won’t harm it as a boxoffice
attraction at home, it may have a
limiting appeal when it eventually
reaches th6 U. S.
To all intents and purposes, the
There
cast.
around Lake Victoria, through film has an all-male romantic enor
part of the Belgian Congo and a are no subsidiary
is conEverything
tanglements.
Chidf points
section of Uganda.
ingeniously
the
on
of photographic interest are pyg- centrated
mies, flora and fauna of the wilds,
and a tribal wedding ceremony.
Closeups of lions attacking their
prey, hippos wallowing in their

waterhoies

)

;

2,

planned escape by ^three officers
L’Hovtune Qui Revtont
The
from the air force camp.
Loin
theme gives capital opportunities
(The Man Who Returns from Afar)
for consistent suspense, which are
(FRENCH)
maintained with sublety and inParis, July 25.
genuity.
Film was, lensed almost
Cine-Selection release of Pierce Gerlh
entirely oil location, and the Ger- production. Screenplay Louis Chavance.
man and Danish settings have the Stars Annabclla* Maria Casares, Paul

.

.Frank Richards trived. and - most filmgoers will
Whitey
........... .George Tyne
A distant Deputy ....... .Robert Adler graciously accept these bits of
Ro< ky .....
.......... .... Bert. Freed camera hocus-pocus.
.

t

1

Directed by Jack Lee.
Screenplay, Eric Williams; camera, G.
Pennington-Richards; editor, John Sea- tures of' the third, instead of conbourne, Sr., "Peter Seabourne; music. Cut- centrating entirely on the two printon Parker. At Palace theatre; London, cipals.
Eric Williams’ screenplay
Running time, 101 MINS.
July 25, '50
.Leo Genn from his own novel is a workmanPeter. ....
.David Tomlinson like job, arid G. Bennington-RichPhil
.... Anthony Steel
John.
David Greene ard’s camera work is competent.
Bennett ....
Peter Burton
Nigel
Senior British Off icer Patrick Waddington
Goodliffe
> ,Michael
.Robbie ......

David Tomlinson.

Catholic club screenings as well as
•located In strongly-Catholic nabes. Its almost comconcern with
exclusive
pletely
Church ritual; processions and
Deputy Sheriff ..........
Jim Toney
High point of “Jungle Stam- events of . Catholicism takes the
Luther’s Mother
...Maude Simmons
Day Deputy
is
the
native
wedding. film out of the category of general
Ray Teal pede”
Dr. Cheney
.... ........
....

Kowalski
..

.

.

25.

British Lien release of London Film*
presentation of Wessex Film production.
Stats Leo Genn; features Anthony Steel,

However, an accompanying narra
Twentieth-Fox has made its own
by Ronald Davidson make the pilgrimage to Rome to produce a
scenes more significant.
devout and often-stirring cinematic
Some incidents such as an ex- study of the tremendous convergpedition
member’s fall into
ing of Catholics on the Eternal
snage-infested pit as well as
City this year. Titled “Holy Year,
leopard’s nocturnal attack on
1950,” this 42-minute documentary
..Bill Walker camp worker are patently out of
appropriate for Church and
is
Ruby Dee

.

.

Mac

>

,

^eine^laf, August

type
emphasize
diced mentality found among too
large a portion of the country’s
population. Linda Darnell reads
the part of a girl from the slum
very well. Stephen McNally,, white
doctor whose professional esteem
for Sidney Poitier/ the Negro
medico, helps the latter, does compelling work, Poitier » splendid.
prove to be his undoing and plot
Zanuck has cast the. story exends with Cagney sprawled dead, pertly, filling the large list’ of
shot down by a jealous girlfriend.
smaller parts with types that fit
Cagney has two femme stars to and deliver expertly. Among these
court in the footage. Barbara Pay- are Mildred Joanne Smith,’ Harry
ton impresses as ;th© girl who first Bellaver, Stanley Ridgds, Dots
falls victim to his tough fascina- Johnson, Amanda Randolph, Ruby
tion and then kills him when he Dee, Bert Freed, Maude Simmons,
tries, to run off with Helena Car- Ossie Davis and others.
ter. Latter is very good as a bored
Technically, the production is
rich girl attracted to Ca&riey.
given firstrate support, from MilWard Bond and Barton MacLane ton Krasner’s lensing to Alfred
put over their crooked cop roles, Newman’s music score.
Brog .
and there’s a standout performance
of a shyster lawyer, by Luther Ad- ^
Jungle
ler.
Among the other very capable
(DOCUMENTARY)
players are Steve Brodie, Rhys
Republic release of George Breakston
Williams, Herbert Heyes and John and Yoi’ke* Goplen production. Directed
by Breakston. Camera, Herman Schopp;
Litel.
editors, Philip Cahn and Sam Starr; narGordon Douglas’ direction of the ration, Ronald Davidson; special effects,
Harry Brown script has jtist the Howard and Theodore Lydeoker. TradeRunning
shown N. Y.,- July 28, '50.
kind of punch behind it to put over time,
40 MINS.
the story.
Script was based on
Horace McCoy’s story of the same
Stampede” is good
“Jungle
title.
William Cagney has given exploitational fare.
A pictorial
the production good casting and account of an African expedition
technical support, Rating mention led by producers George Break- are the lensing by Peverell Marley,
ston and Yorke Coplen, it’s not
the Carmen Dragon music score suitable for deluxe bookings but
and tight editing by Truman K. will prove a satisfactory filler for
Wood and Walter Hannemann.
twin-bills at secondary houses.
Brog.
Starting from Nairobi* in British
East Africa, the^ safari journeys
ly

.

.

.
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MacMillen

insists that there is
relationship between the
company’s ownership' of a studio
arid its possible production plans in
the future. “Neither will dictate
the other' so far as policy is concerned,” hg.'said* “If we were to
be offered the right price, we
would sell the lot. Even if we do

very

little

.

not own a studio,
produce elsewhere/

we

could

still

1

“Our company is going (o' avoid
the errors of the past,” he declared.
“It is foolish to make pictures just
because you have a- studio which
is costing moriey.
All you do is
multiply your losses.”

Wednesday, August

2,

1950
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ALL OVER

THE COUNTRY

Month — one

Picture of the

of

mg
as

as

is

a

-Los

ress

4

Has the impact
end

of a 'Lost

Week-

—Parents* Magazine

.

Highly unique 0

—Look

.

among
film

Coronet

j.

r •

x

•

starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN
a* Young Jo*

Gilll*

*

GLORIA SWANSON
at

Norma Desmond
JACK WEBB and CECIL

NANCY OLSON FRED CLARK • LLOYD GOUGH »
ANNA Q. NILSSON • H. B. WARNER • FRANKLYN FARNUM

with

•

Produced by

ERICH von STROHEIM
6.

DeMILLE

•

at Max von Mayerling
HEDDA HOPPER ' BUSTER KEATON

CHARLES BRACKETT

•

Written by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder and D. M. Marshman, Jr;

Directed by

BILLY WILDER

x
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

New Owners
Continued from page

.
„ the con
w hicJi
went to'work on
was submitted to'both siaes y
day (Tuesday).
,

To New Peak; Other Theatre
Ranking third

+
Dallas, Aug. 1.
point of drive-

in theatres last month, the Dallas
exchange area pushed further up-

Some

and

this territory,

more are ^ being readied

for

five

sale of his interest in the theatre end of the company. He

an

Local sector,
unveiling*
boasting 205 fresh-airers as of
July 15, is eclipsed only by the
Charlotte afid Atlanta areas.
Biggest of the outdoor theatres
to open recently is the Seymour
Road Drive-In, at Wichita Falls,
which Charles Weisenburg is operating. Spot has space -for 650 cars
plus 250 chairs for walk-in patrons.
However, Charles K. Keith, who
purchased a 30-acre site at Forest
Park, will likely carry off size
laurels there on a soon-to-be-eonstructed 1,000 to 1,500-car drive-in.
early

paid approximately $9,000,000
for the stock and is now about
to sell the theatre chain alone
for around $7,000,000. At the
same time, he has an offer of
better than $3,000,000 for his
interproduction-distribution

.

est.

aspect of the theatre sale is that the plan of refiled with
organization of
the New York federal court
pursuant to an anti-trust decree signed by Hughes calls
for^the theatre company to
give $10,000,000 to the production-distribution firm prior to
Since Hughes
divorcement.
owns 24% of the approximately 4,000,000 shares of RKO
stock outstanding, his equity
in the $10,000,000 gratuity is

in

RKO

ozohers have also preemed
Paris, Taylor.
Eastland. Construction
already in progress or

Anson,

Dallas,

Heame and

on others is
due to start shortly at Corpus
Christi, Brady, and San Antonio.
Opening of Charles Tigner’s drivein at Conroe has been delayed because of a projection room fire.
Damage is estimated at $12,000.
Plans already have been drawn
for a

new

,

Ledgewood, N, J.
Garden Auto-Torium, drive-in at
Ledgewood, N. J., operated* by
W. P. “Bill'’ Smith, running fambargain night on Tuesdays,
ily
a carful of people are admitted for $1 plus 20c. tax. The
idea has caught on, since many
summer camps are situated in the
Lake Hopatcong region near the
ozoner and in order to beat the gate
camp directors are packing as
many as 20 juves in station wagons
and trucks. That’s about 6c. a head,
but the kids who save on the gate
money equalize by purchases of
pop corn, hot dogs, ice cream and
Smith operates own
cold drinks.

when

$7,000,000 for

24%

.

.
!

over $7,000,000 for his 24% stock
interest in the chain. Included are
interests in 150 houses. Of these,
e C C
u iS 88.
Qo'
nr°sn *wUl
Anot
to hold

1

?

A system to combat the inroads of television on the picture industry
through use of home pictures shown on a new “visual phonograph” was
Film distrib
last week by
proposed
' a New York industrial designer.
?
hv
decree signed by
trustf iiL
manufacture a d distr ibute the new home projector, while exhibitors would retail the set and rent and sell reduced films for home
In addition a dozen houses of
th flnt :
Hugh es with
Hughes

aV

xrour nninwick cireI1
^« whiPh rico arid Walter

illff

Reade

a

riv<mlv^riartnered
-JT P.

are

use, according to the plan,
The engineer, Russell R. Kelley, has designed a “visual phonograph,”
a self-contained projector using 10-inch wide plural image film and a

1

!

week synchronized phonograph attachment playing plastic-coated cardboard
set and uses 12m film.
in “take aDDroDriate records, The projector looks like a television
Kelley, who estimates his system would double the gross of a film,
mMsnrpc” nnipcQ dissolution of the
would have exhibitors rent and sell the reduced films to the public
partnership is accomplished in 15
riavs
Brandt is exDected to take after they have played off theatrically.
B
Kelley who claims, to have designedthe first industrial '16m selfa hand ln the negotiations if Ins
contained projector, estimates that at the present price of raw stock
deal goes through and, it underand costs of printing plural image film, exhibitors could sell a 75-minute
stood; will permit Reade to buy out
’

t

;

.

1

feature film

RKO interest.
RKO likewise holds

the

a 20% interest in Metropolitan Playhouses,
N. Y., headed by George Skouras.
In that case, too, Brandt aims to
sell the interest to Skouras for the
purpose of making his new chain

compact unit, of which he’ll have
full control. For the same reason,
a splinter interest
holds in a Canadian
sold if a proper deal
Added to the RKO

Odium Eyes Legal
Action Vs. Hughes

On RKO

Chain Sale

When Floyd B. Odium, Atlas
Corp. chief, returns from Europe
next week he will go into huddles
with his attorneys to determine
whether to take legal action on the

RKO

which

chain will be
can be made.
chain will be
14 houses now owned by TransLu^. Brandt himself also has an
interest in more than 100 theatres
These, his
in the New York area.
spokesman stated, will not be immediately affected by the RKO

However, when

sale.

mined
„ Tr(_ how they _ will

RKO

, .

,

houses, the

T-,

a

it

fit in
ii

^

“The

RKO

J

m ake

:

i

sar iiy
—
V

.

Metro
I

•

studioites

'

•

have been surprised

,

.

'

at the strength of the public’s

,

Hollywood’s morals get a going-over in the September issue of ModScreen, which hits the stands Aug. 8. Fan mag devotes 25 pages to
a “morals section,” highlighted by an overall piece tagged “How Sinful
Are Movie Stars?”. Written by Lloyd Shearer, the main yarn is said
to be based upon material gathered over the past three months by a

|

ei*n
1

i

1

Mag anticipates great interest in the section and
press run by 50,000 copies.

trio of researchers.

has hiked

its

Reports that many newcomers have moved into the drive-in field were
confirmed last week by Oscar Light stone, who heads S.O.S. Cinema
Supply’s outdoor theatre division. Neophytes in fresh airers serviced
by S.O.S., he said, are a complex group who originally were tobacco
farmers, poultry raisers, plumbers* liquor dealers,, hotel keepers, potato
farmers, bowling alley operators, cattle ranchers and fur trappers,

‘

Fights Drive-In Ban
Greenfield, Ind.
Jacob Smiler filed suit to fight
action
of the Hancock
recent
the
County Zoning Board, denying his

'

MT

avmudiucui;
iukuiv publicized
uuuiu.u,cu troubles
uuuujica icvcuujr
recently caucuexperisympathetic reaction
x cav,wwu to
iu the
uic highly
enced by Judy Garland, company’s suspended star. Recent sneak preview on the Coast of “Summer Stock,” Technicolor musical in which
j
j_
_„a of cards from
*
J:
the audiMiss Garland
the bill, brought on a raft
heads
ence in which unsolicited commisseration with the star’s lot was expressed.
Understood a number of the cards noted that the actress
had added avoirdupois but qualified that observation with the .sentiment
“we’d rather have her fat than not at all.” Actress’ troubles started
when the studio ordered her to take off weight.

n

’

'

we made

Group’s bulletin points out that it isn’t urging exhibs to “unnecesthat would tend to bring about artisupplies”
— f
g 0 about— buying
*
ficial shortages.
However, it adds that “we do believe ‘a stitch in
time saves nine’.”

.

RKO

that theatremen

organization’s current
that some of the mis-

plentiful.”

|

RKO

affiliate,

•

war and its problems,” states the
“should be remembered sufficiently so

We should
last time Should not repeat themselves.
qareful checks on machinery, buildings, appointments, furnishings and plan on replacements, where needed, while materials are still

takes

:

&

’

lor 24 hours for $1.50.

last

bulletin,

!

circuit to a syndi- be
i nv
melded into the new Trans-Lux
cate headed by Harry Brandt. Odsetup.
ium contends that he still holds an
Bond Issue
option to meet the price of any
The deal will be financed via a
bidder for the controlling interest
bond issue to be floated by Kuhn,
of Howard Hughes. Latter, in turn,
The exact
Co., N. Y.
maintains- that Odium lost his op- Loeb
refreshment stand and therefore tion when he failed to meet a bid amount that the Brandt syndicate
gets coin both ways Tuesday night.
is determined by the fivemade by the Stanley Meyer-Matty will pay
year earnings (1946 to 1950, incluFo^-Cliff Work trio last year.
Acsive) of each of the houses.
Ontario Bldg. Booms
Close associates of Odium say it countants have figured out the proToronto.
topper
Atlas
the
that
unlikely
is
be
may
grosses
While Ontario
portion of each theatre’s net for
off somewhat, nevertheless theatre would pick up the option at the the neriod that belongs to
Brandt
construction, both conventional and $7,000,000 price tag which
(varying with the percentage of ils
drive-ins, is booming in the prov- reportedly will pay if his acquisi- interest in the particular house).
ince. Annual report of the Dept, tion of the Hilghes interest is These figures are all added up, and
of Motion Picture Censorship & closed this week. However, one in- then the syndicate pays 24% of the
Theatre Inspection of the Pro- teresting point arises if Hughes total, repping Hughes’ stock intervincial Treasury shows that 24 all- fails to follow the timetable proThe final figure has not been
est.
year hduses and eight outdoor the- viding for ^notice to Odium of a
totaled up yet, but it is understood
_n
atres were unveiled in the 12,
,
Odium could
forthcoming sale.
000 al? cl
betw eil 6 A000
Dionth period ending March 31.
f likely
.J
then offer to buy out Hughes at It$7,680,000, most
near tlie
of
11
that
out
Report pointed
$4,500,000, price set in the option, latter.
the new standard houses replaced
ownFollowing completion of the
outmoded theatres to bring about and sue Hughes if the
Legally, Hughes portion of the deal, other
refused to comply.
a total of 516 outlets which screen er
imposed
penalty
the
stockholders will be given the op35m film exclusively. Drjve-ins this would be
throughout Canada have set a peak under the terms of the option it- Lon pf selling their theatre shaies
of 53 operations. Some 22 of the self for a failure by Hughes to rec- to Trans-Lux at the. same prjce as
ozoners already have opened this ognize Odium’s right to meet the Hughes—something over $7 per
year and three more are due to price.
These payments will be
share.
preem in the near future.
Success of any suit started by made out of the Kuhn, Loeb bond
Odium must, of course, hinge on issue, size of which will hinge on

sale of the

it

protect their interests.

with the
1

$7.50 or rent

pendent Exhibitors of Boston, ah Allied

j

deter-

is

for.

Cocking an eye to the future in view of the Korean war, some exhi bi tors are ordering new equipment, fresh carpeting and making essential repairs to their facilities, a check of theatre sup'ply companies
sh.ows.
Upbeat in refurbishing is pointed up by a suggestion of Inde-

;

a

$2,400,000.

.

•

Deai will give Hughes something

fireproof booth.

Bargain Nights Paying Off

^

P

.

,

An added

4

New

i

tomorrow.

Shrewdness of Howard
Hughes’ deal for the purchase
of RKO two years ago is coming to full light currently With

nine

ozohers with a total ear capacity
of around 4,000 have just been

opened in

.

anticipated, inking will ta

Payoff for Hughes

in

ward during August.

Briefs

—

unusual for any community event and certainly for Hollywood
was the tribute paid Louis Sobol and his bride, Peggy Strohl, herself a
Broadway p.a. Thq who’s who turnout at ChasOn’s for the stag; the
Betty Hutton candlelight-dinner-dance at the swank Bevhills Hotel’s
Crystal Room two nights later; and finally the wedding breakfast entourage to the Santa Barbara Biltmpre the next day (Friday, July 28)
g 0 boIs in a whirl. The genuine affection by the film commukept
y. joumal-American’s syndicated (Hearst) fiolumnist was
n ^y to the
vividly manifested by a top turnout, hostessed by Miss Hutton. George
Jessel, who emceed, Bob Hope, Milton Berle, Danny Kaye, Dinah
shore, et al., did an impromptu show,

An

3

j
!

j

;

,

j

j

.

t

1

Columbia had lined up 30 newspaper correspondents for a junket to
“Guided Missile” location at Point Mugu, where the Navy tests ils
g u i ded missiles. That was before trouble flared in Korea. Last week
j^ aV y told Columbia that the scribes could visit the station but would
b, e kept i n restricted areas and prevented from interviewing officers.
So the junket was cailed off

In a pitch toward improving its goodwill among the public, Oil Inwant dustry. Information Committee of the American Petroleum Institute
recently completed a 28-minute documentary based upon the impact oil
has on the American people s everyday life. Labeled “24 Hours of
Progress, the film was ’produced by Louis de Rochemont with a narra.tion b y ^‘P11 Bellamy. Pic will be distributed as of Sept.- 1.
since there are no separate theatre
'
shares now, call for the issuance of
..
,.
T
„
, „
Lippert Pictures, distributing a~~7~7Z
batch of sold Hopalong Cassidy oaters,
certificates to RKO narent comThey then Ls rea Hing go ° d re£\ul ts f rom merchandising tieups with HC licensees,
pany stockholders
Promotion and exploitation deals, according to Lippert general sales
either sell these certificates to the
Brandt group which trades them niana 6 er Arthur Greenblatt. have been hied at various .locations for
and bava "definitely whetted b.o. interest.”
in for stock when the new theatra about 60 da
company is set up next Jan. 1, or
f^hold on to them and trade them
Each
in for stock themselves.

RKO

stockholders
his contention that the option still how many
stands.
As for Brandt, he is in- to sell and how many want to ride
demnified by Hughes on any pos-, with the new company.
Mechanics of the changeover
sible claim by Odium or others.

application to erect a $100,000
drive-in on U. S. 40,. east of CumResidents of the
berland, Ind.
area objected to the proposed
theatre, and both the zoning and
appeals board turned Smiler down.

1
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.
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Warners’ Net

.

.

.

i

Continued from page 4
ability of the companies to
dwindling b.o. returns.

resist

^

|

In holding to last year’s figure,
lip the identical stockholder will also get shares in
Continued from page 5
per-^hare equivalent earnings. In the RKO production-distribution
each year, nine-month total is $1 company equal to the number he
Continued from pa£« 7
remit to the U. S. a certain num- per share on outstanding common.
now holds in the parent company/
ber of dollars at the official rate During the present year,
asserted.
“When we started with and people generally are the same
put
if an equivalent amount is loaned
British, films, there were only 70 the World over.
“They have the
aside $4,500,000 for federal taxes
to Italian producers.
theatres of this type. Now we es- same likes and the same dislikes.
and $600,000 on contingent liabilitimate 850 of these houses in the It does not follow that a story can
Americans have signified their ties against $4,900,000 in ’49.
Offer
country.
Before another year, be good domestically and not forwillingness to this provided that
Earned surplus during the period
Continued from page
there may be 1,500-2,000 of them. eign-wise.
they are permitted to make the
It just does not add
to $57,718,163 after payclimbed
These theatres bring in an audi- up.”
loans to a Rome bank of their own
in dividends. He later became assistant general ence
that does not usually go to
choice, which would then make ment of $5,471,250
Both Blumberg and Al Daff, U’s
counsel
of
Keith-Albee-Orpheum..
the movies.”
loans to producers, and that the Cash holdings are at $21,429,112
foreign chief, who sat in on the inAfter formation of /RKO in 1928,
Blumberg noted that U recently terview, have a feeling that the
bank would give them a guarantee and Government bonds add another he became cbunsel for the picture
longterm
Meanwhile,
$6,327,760.
of dollars back when the loans maday-and-dated
“A
Run
for
Your
dollar
situation may ease because
company.
He resigned in 1930 to Money,”
ture.
That would probably be in obligations which just after the go into private practice with
Bank-made pic, in 12 New of the war crisis, Daff pointed out
Mauwar approximated $30,000,000 have
three years.
York
arties.
“One
day
we
may that the U. S. is stockpiling mateGoodman, former general
now. been cut down to $11,015,053. ripe
see 50 of them playing a film day- rials and increasing its purchases
Additional earnings beyond that
Film inventories come close to counsel for RKO. He is current- and-date.”
which is freed and the equivalent
abroad.
practicing
in
ly
New
York.
Of this sum, $9,475,914
amount loaned to the bank would $25,000,000.
In his five weeks overseas, U’s
Hughes is under obligation of
Daff thumbnailed the Far East
is the estimated value of pix in refor
“compensation
be available
lease after” amortization.
Com- an anti-trust decree to sell his 24.% topper conducted 37 .meetings of status of the film companies. Comdeals,” under the American plan.
interest in the RKO theatre chain distrib personnel and exhibs.
He panies are getting all their money
These are trades of lire for goods pleted and unreleased films are by the end of this year. He is per- toured provincial England and out of Formosa, Hong Kong, Maor services for which the Yanks valued at $7,231,327, and pix be- mitted to retain a similar interest Scotland, holding nine conclaves in laya, India
and Siam.
In the
can, in turn, get dollars in the U. S. fore the cameras cost $8,176,124."
in the production-distribution com- General Film Delivery offices and Philippines,
70% dollar remitTotal costs and expenses for the pany, however. There have been nine in Eros offices.
or other countries.
“CompensaGFD and tances call be made. Indonesian
tion deals” would be made -at only nine-month operating period a number of previous offers for Eros both handle his company’s remittances
come to $450,000 year-'
a very slight discount from the of- amount to $88,387,158. Operating purchase of the latter, but Green’s product.
ly for the industry,
ficial
rate, under the plan for and general expenses make up is said to be the first which Hughes
One conviction which Blumberg
Blumberg goes to the Coast at
has not yet been $51,255,917 of this figure and amor- has taken under serious considera- has carried back with him from: the end of the
Which the
month for an intization of pix costs, $29,132,219.
able to win government okay.
L ,on *
l his first trip abroad is
that exhibs determinate

Export Limit

Warners racked

Blumberg Heartened by Upturn

WB

:

.

Hughes

\

j

1

i

MPAA

period.
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First, "Cinderella”; then'Treasure Island”,

and now, "Beaver Valley"—
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S.V.VS.

THE SENSATIONAL
TICKET-SELLING
SHORT FEATURE!

'

'"Novelties of this kind are the

to a feature, will

kind of tonic the boxoffice
needs.” — Hollywood Reporter

great deaf of class.”

— Boxoffice

.'W '4

"Beautifully told in color,
sound and music, and with a
good dramatic pattern, this

Thirty-two minutes of Technicolor wonderment.”

— Daily Variety

short feature should
attention.”

»

"Delightful, refreshing entertainment. The audience should

J?

command

_ Variety

"The photography of wildlife
has probably never been

it with avid delight.
There should be more like it.”

greet

A

— Film Daily

equalled ...»

_M

.

P. Herald]

&

%

"The legion of

"An unusual, and, in many
ways, an extraordinary subject
and a notable follow-up of

fans

who fondly remember
'Seal Island' will be
eager to see it ... As
a companion piece
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spectacular collection of

animal shots in natural habitat
. .
Should prove a great hit.”
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OCEAN DRIVE

/

bobbed
picture opened u]

Aii exciting circumstance has

the last few days.

can

You

A

more

claim to busting records of

t

wouldn’t believe us

if

we

all'

did.

BUT WE DO CLAIM, WITHOUT EQUIVOCATION,
THIS IS 1950 TOP, TOP BUSINESS,
^SWSWWSfSf

«S$Sa@Sf8333£9SSS$388!£dS&'

Check with the Paramount Theatre in New York.

Check with the Pantages and Hillstreet Theatres
and throughout the Los Angeles territory where the
picture opened day and date.
Check with the Allen Theatre
a. . .

in Cleveland.

at,*

*>*

Check with the

J.

P. Harris Theatre in Pittsburgh

wi(Vi™vnr¥¥iTiV»*»Trrfl™ *Mvy««w

Check with the Brandeis Theatre in Omaha.
Here

is

a motion picture story that

is

part of

today’s headlines.

Here

is

an advertising campaign with sound

in

Let’s all get

ibution of

we

Released by COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION

7.T5 .v.v.v«y.v,’,v/.v.'.v.v.vi ,i',
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NEW YORK
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Vania We<
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Nixon several years before it was
down this spring, managing
MriidVi
li Aolua .noou
near
North Shore Musical ftheatre
Chicago for the summer.

torn

,

,

I

[

i

.

j

theatre, Garrett, Ind,, to the Alliance
Theatre Corp., Chicago.
Robert. E. Lee, who manages the

LOS ANGELES
Distributors, headed by

company’s Riviera theatre at Anhandle West Coast releases Of 27 derson, Ind;, will be temporary
J
Arthur Rank films, starting manager at the Gale;
with “Beware, of' Pity,” co-starring
Paramount theatres, resting at Cedric Hardwicke and Lilli
Bronxville, Palmer.
N. H.
hospital,
Lawrence
English Films Corp, will reN. Y., after a heart attack over
Mrs. Louis de Roche mont, wife
release
“Memphis Belle,” 1944 of the producer, elected vice chairthe weekend,
Paramount release of a U. S. War man of Warner House Assn, in
Department presentation, to tie in Portsmouth,
with current Korean trouble.
Fenton D. Scribner, Nashua exRoyal Films will distribute 16 hibitor, headed Savings Bond drive
/‘Treasure Island,” at RKO-Orphteum, tied Up with one of city’s German; pictures in American art in that city which resulted in total
biggest department s t o r e s for theatres, "among them “The Cap- sales of $169,331, or $57,273 above
treasure hunt hook-up and got tain of Kopenick,” “ Song Goes the local quota.
Around the World,” “Countess
Visual Center in Derry granted
large gratis display advertising.
Maritza” and “Storm Over Asia.” permit to erect a projection booth
O. E. Maxwell, 28 years with AlRealart Films is re-releasing two for an outdoor theatre at Comeau’s
to
enter
tec Service, resigned
Wild aiiimal pictures, “Nagana” and Beach.
bus inoss for himself.
“The Big Cage,” filmed by UniverRobert O’Brien, Paramount The-' sal in 1933, with Mickey Rooney
nrirmAim
litres cxcc, in from New York with headlined in “Cage” although he
crew of engineers to supervise in- played bit role.
A1 Broder, brother of Realart
stallation of Radio City theatre’s
Harold Wirtheim, western sales Pictures prez Jack Broder, named
big screen tclevisiori.
manager for Monogram* teed off assistant to Jack Zide, franchiseAbandoning plan to build a new on tworweek tour of Omaha; Des holder for Michigan territory.
shbwhouse, Will Levy will mod. Moines, St. Louis, Milwaukee and
Paramount moved its sub-ad ofernize his Heights theatre at Co- Kansas City in connection with the fi C e for mideastern district to Delumbia Heights, Minneapolis distribution of “County Fair.”
troit
from Cleveland.
Heading
suburb.
new setup is Milton Hale, formerly assigned to Par’s PhiladelFay Dressell, RKO branch manST.
Hale Marshall, who
phia office.
ager, vacationing at Detroit Lakes,
A. C. Loch, operator of the 400 previously headed Cleveland ofMinn., resort.
Louis Orlove,. M-G-M exploiteer, seat Vanita, Herculaneum,.. Mo., free, assigned to Washington,
shuttered house upon expiration of
in from Milwaukee.
Owner A. L. Burke
Ben Marcus, Columbia district his lease.
hasn’t indicated Whether he will
manager, in from Kansas City.
Mary Seibel, daughter of EV resume operation;
New 900 - seat Rose theatre
A cry room included in the face- opened
Seibel, Minnesota Anuis. Co. adat Morton, Tex., by Wallace
pul* head, subject of a picture lifting job being done at the Far- Blankenship Circuit. T. J. Simpstory in Sunday Tribune mag sec- rar-Turner Orpheum, 500-seater, son named manager^
Bill Parker, will

,
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;
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MANCHESTER,
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MINNEAPOLIS

DETROIT

.
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LOUIS

.

DALLAS

tion.

summer

leading
She’s
with the Old

lady /this

hatter.

Bad weather caused postponements of openings of the RubenFloyd and Elson-Nathanson hew
drive-in theatres at Grand Forks,
N. D., and Detroit Lake, Minn., respectively.
After 10

years

moth

in

balls,

organ at Radio City, 4, 000-seat
Minnesota Am us. Co. house, will
again be used for concerts and

community

Eldorado, 111.
Victor Lowrey named manager
Application of Paul. Kruger for a
of the Jefferson theatre in Beaupermit to build a new ozoner in
replacing W. W. Parson.
mont,
the southern part of St. Louis Co.
Van Roberts, former manager of
denied by the County Planning
Delrnan, Dallas* moves into LowCommission.
fey’s old spot,
Harold “Chick” Evans, UA exT.
L.
Ritchie purchased the
ploiteer, in town beating drums
Mountaineer Drive-In Theatre, east
for initial showing of “D.O.A.” and
of Mineral Wells on Highway 180
“A Kiss for Corliss.”
associated from J. T. Sands and W. B r GoatCs.
James,
Dimitrious
.with his father, Tommy James, local theatre owner* and his bride,
,

Log straw-

sings.

CANDY BUTCHERS UP
REVENUE ON COAST

’Choice’ Deals

CLEVELAND

.

Cinema

the

;

|

,

Ed Barison and

of

,

!

.

.

manager

Continued from page 5
Los Angeles, Aug. 1
Technicolor film, ‘High Lonesome,’
Independent film houses in this
We are .finally in a
since May.
area are adopting the “seat servposition where we can plan.”
MacMillen is shooting at a ice” plan, meaning candy butchers
f°mer treasurer at tjio Oighcuro,
nuclevft of four or five reliable in the aisles.
SS
After a tryout of
w °di
^
h producers who can supply the comiques, tonnerly with
^ony R
several months in five situations,
m*10 W assistant pany with four-five films yearly
3
^ Xor at
al°nrnh
1?,
Manager
Orpheum.
He believes his company the exhibitor’s revenue from candy
apiece.
has two such producers already in and popcorn concessions has gone
N. Peter Rathvon* and David Rose. up between 40 and 80%.
ELC has all the B’s it needs. It is
Pacific Concession Service Co.,
Changeover of the Coronet from now out for
steady supply of which operates the plan, pays 30%
feature to newsreel, house an- A’s.
of the take to theatres' doing more
Lineup
admissions
5,000
than
weekly.
Smaller houses, with less than
disis
Lineup of new film deals
weekly customers, drew 25 %«
thorne reports c h a n g e resulted closed by the ELC chief. ELC has 5,000
Pacific is broadening its operas
from the demand by Clevelanders signed With Rose for “Full Circle,”
fm*
a
rlnuminurh
nourci’ool
liAii.cn
for a downtown newsreel house.
pic which goes before the cameras tiOfls to take in more indie houses,
George Kalafat,; Cleveland, has in Britain in August.
“Circle”
sold a part interest in the Gale stars Ray Mil-land with Jacques

celcbratipn ,n

Republic’s
Louis' Stuler and Durward Goe
sales chief, back at h.o. after con- leased
Nemacolin, Pa., theatre
fabbing in Hollywood with prexy .from buckeye Coal Co"
House
season’s
next
Herbert J. Yates on
was operated for some time by
Qn Saturday (5) he C. W. .Dickinson, Brownsville exproduct.
leaves for Chicago to preside over hib.
Coe and Stuler closing spot
a three-day sales meet which starts for two months to remodel.
T
at the Blackstone hotel Monday
Mike Manos,\ head of circuit
Yates is scheduled to address bearing his name, who suffered
(7).
the Chi conclave.
heart attack' couple of months ago,

manager since the death of Harry
Rosenblatt.
Film attorney Irwin Margulies
planed to the Coast Monday <31
for a week’s visit on biz of client
Brandt & Brandt, literary agents,
and Hollywood Enterprises, commercial product licensing outfit in
which he’s partnered.
Jack Mclnerney, ad-pub topper
for both the, N. Y. and Brooklyn

is

1950

2,

Artists, theatre to Esquire in same
capacity; Jim Porter, former assistad
at tl
ler at EsqSu e

44 4 4 4 4 44444

Grainger,

R.

Coast,

.

Wednesday, August

North
theatre,
United
Artists
Coast house. Other North Coast
Pinckert,
changes include G. T.
from assistant manager of United

dips from Film Row
44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 » 4 4 4 4 44 4

d

.

;

flew to Europe to visit his father’s
birthplace in Greece.

Tourneur directing and Joan Harrison getting billing as producer.

ELC

participating in supplyfor “Circle” under
a novel arrangement whereby that
part of the nut is made up of dol-

ing

money

lars from ELC and pounds arranged in England by Rose. In
return, ELC recoups its dollar outlay on first money from western
hemisphere revenues while the
English group gets back its coin
front the eastern hemisphere. Understood Lloyd’s bank heads the
Film is budgBritish syndicate.

eted at $700,000.

MacMillen has also closed with
the Huntington Hartford syndicate
on a straight releasing pact for a
& P
multi-storied pic which the
One
heir is currently making.
yarn will feature Mel Ferrer; an-

A

Roland Young.

other,

Continued from page

is

first

Third story,

already completed, is a filmization
one -act
William
Saroyan’s
of
legiter, “Hello Out There.”

3

Thomas committee and subsequent events, plus footage more re-

nell

cently shot showing effects on the
men and their families of the hearings and the boycott they were,
placed under by the Hollywood
studios. It is being made available
in both 16m and 35m and has already played in art houses in Los
Angeles.
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
State Dept, and Other groups concerned With U. S. public relations
abroad are reportedly agitated over
NQ ASP’s plan to give the pic wide
Completed
distribution overseas.
only a little more than a month
ago, it has already played at the

Czechoslovak Film Festival, where
it reportedly won high praise of
critics aiid public.

Another print is already in
France, according to Mrs. Dorothy
Forthcoming pic of Benedict
Langston, of the organization’s
Bogeaus, which stars Mickey
New York film committee. She
Rooney, also will be channelled
said additional prints were being
through ELC. Distrib is also parshipped abroad as rapidly as posticipating in financing this one
sible,
plans being made to
along with other outside interests.

Pic,

labelled

“The

Kid From

Mexico,” starts rolling in September.

Technicolor film in which Sabu
stars is also marked for ELC hanFilm will be made in the
dling.
Indian jungle beginning in FebruDistrib
.additionally
has
ary.
.

parted Frank Melford and John
Rawlins on a Cinecolor opus featuring

Rory

Calhoun

and

Guy

This pic gets under way
Melford-Rawlins team
turned out “Boy From Indiana,”

Madison.

in August.

which

ELC

is

currently handling.

RKO Changed

MEMPHIS

Continued from page 4

Jenkins &* Bourgeois, Astor Pic-

with

Show

at other film festivals, in
theatres, ahd to educational, cultural and political groups on both
sides of the Iron Curtain.
it

made

Plans are likewise being
in the U. S. to play as
tres as possible and to

many

thea-

supplement

these showings by providing 16m
prints for organizational Screenings.
It is not anticipated that
many exhibs will want to chance

being branded “Commie” by showing the documentary, although the
A says they are free to do so
whether or not subscribers to the
industry Production Code. Being
a documentary, the film falls into
the newsreel; category and requires
neither a Production Code seal nor
a censorship certificate from state
or municipal blue-pencillers.

MPA

It

&

expected that

is

theatrical

Marco inaugurated tures franchiseholders in Dallas, period when RKO was in reorgan- showings will probably be rePair bought ization and subject to federal court
its 5,000-seater opened local office.
stricted to art houses. There is no
Fox in midtown after a lapse Of furniture and fixtures from Film jurisdiction, he cracked: “I went policy yet as to payment for it, acPaul Krumenacker named War- 10 years.
Classics and moved into latter’s
Judge
before
Bondy and he told cording to Mrs. Langston, si 3 ce the
branch manager, replacing
tier
old location.
me to write them (RKO manage- committee is more concerned with
Jerry Wcchsler transferred to
ment) a letter. I said: ‘By the time getting it widely shown than makCleveland
exchange.
Wechsler
1 Write him a letter, he won’t be
came to Pittsburgh with elevation
ing money on it.
Any coin that
Senator Peter Campbell and
of B. F. (Dinty) Moore to district J. S. D. Tory, both of Toronto, apdoes come in will go into efforts
Rudy A. Kuehn, formerly gen- there’.”
managership of Charlie Rich’s old pointed new directors of Odeon eral manager of Aldon Theatres,
Commenting on the habitual in- to get the 10 Holly woodites out of
territory.
Theatres (Canada) Ltd J. Arthur Elizabeth, N. J., named zone man- compatibility of the pair, Judge jail.
Lee M. Conrad, manager of Park Rank chain of 170 film houses ager here for Hallmark Produc- Jayne’s opinion chimes in with the
NCASP previously had made
theatre in Meadville, ahd Sam
Takes over the N.J, and followihg: “There was a period
tions.
across Canada.
available a film strip on the same
Gould, WB circuit manager in
during which the plaintiff (RKO)
his present contract does eastern Pa. territories.
Though
subject which made considerable
Greensburg, Pa., appointed reoffered to sell its stock for $1,500;not expire until 1953, Famous
gional committeemen for annual
coin.
That was used to pay fines
Players (Canadian) presidency of
000 or buy the Reade holding for
and
bolster the defense fund of the
CINCINNATI
John J. Fitzgibbons has been exthat figure.
It proved to be a
Joseph Alexander new division pathological belief in the occur- men.
tended for a further two years.
4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Original Fitzgibbons contract sign- manager of RKO Theatres in CinFanchon
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Irregular Flight!

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

ed in 1946 for seven years, but cinnati, Dayton and Columbus. He
replacement agreement will now has been with RKO for many
have Fitzgibbons in topper position years, most recently as assistant
at FP (Can) till June 1, 1955. Ten- Ohio division manager.
ure of Reuben W. Bolstad, veepee
and treasurer, also extended for
two years, this to run to June 1
Apollo Amus. Co. organized here
1953.
incorporated
for
and
$40,000.
Listed as incorporators are George
Santikos, Mary Santikos and John
Theatreowner John Sapaadalis Santikos.
and wife visiting Athens* Greece,
Filmack Trailer Corp.’s new
o.
production director is A1 Semels
who fills post vacated by Herb
Academy chain shuttered two
Ellisburg.
of its 10 neighborhood houses
Eddie Eolomon, public relations here, the Arlington and Southland,
topper here for 20th-Fox trans- No reason was given for closing or
ferred to Coast, Ted Tod replaces, if Whether just for. the summer,
Harry Feinberg of Balaban &
Katz ill at Masonic hospital.

SAN ANTONIO

CHICAGO

OUTDOOR
Service for

from Coast

DRIVE • IN
THEATRES

to Coast
l

Refreshment

SERVICE

Vic
Bernstein,
chief
Mono
booker* vacationing in Michigan.

Dick

oitor

% Coniory

V- Of- ijlfi

»it, FnCtC
.n
.

•

*

BUflAiO N
/ f

V

WH

Sachsel,
theatre

who

re-opened

SAN FRANCISCO
the Orpheum, resigned as manager
of that house. Jack Miller, manar
ger of the United Artists, takes

li 06

is lamentable.
From the
point of view of the public interthe incapacity of this corporation to function transcends in importance the. suspicions, apprehensions and animosities which divide
and motivate the stockholders. Regardless of the cause, this company
at the moment is an armless corportion.
Inability to work necessitates retirement.
“Hope never deserts, but unless
some harmonious solution is effectively formulated within 15 days
after filing this opinion, a judgment Containing; appropriate proO. F. Sullivan, owner and gen- visions for dissolution of the coreral manager of Sullivan Independ- poration will be entered.”
ent Theatres, took over the Tower
Talks are currently under way

WICHITA

here
recently,
shuttered house again for remodel- here from Herman Hunt. Acquiing.
sition brings Sullivan’s local operations to seven houses.

A1 Dunn, for 20 years here with

SPORTSFRVICF CORP

“Magnanimity and self-abnegation seldom visited the househo]
of this corporation,” court said
elsewhere. “I agree that the discord that has imperiled’ this company
est,

JAMES STEWART

OKLAHOMA
Ben

CITY

Tullius, Warner office manupped to branch manager.
Grover Livingston, reover spot.
cently named Charlotte branch
Bud Tapper, formerly with Fox manager.

ager,

Succeeds

in

BROKEN ARROW

A

Technicolor

—IN PERSON-Tho Andrews Slstors
V«v«rne - PAtty -

Msxtno

COLUMBUS,

Rivoli

RCFRESHMENT*

rence of the impossible.”

«mTm.

Carol

Lynno

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Roekofoller Cantar

f-MARlON
In

ii

,

BRANDO - TERESA WRIGHT
STANLEY KRAMKR'S

THE MEN

f

V

Rolossod thru Unltod ArtUts
Spectacular Stag# Frasantatlon

between Reade and RKO which attempt to reach a peaceful deal

within the time allotted. TrentonNew Brunswick is the last RKOpartnered chain to. be disposed of
by court action.
In New York,
both RKO’s holdings in Metropolitan Playhouses and Springco theatres are being liquidated under
court jurisdiction.
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PICTURES
Korean War Tied In

[

Continued from page

3

ssa^

Otherwise, there will be a
similar list as before of 26 uses to
which frozen coin can be put.
iries.

Talks, had all but broken down
yesterday (Monday) in light of a
very to ugh attitude by British
negotiator Harold Wilson, prexy of
He refused
the Board of Trade.

back down from the offer he
had made U. S. negotiators Eric
Johnstoi, Ellis G. Arnall and
James A. Mulvey in May.
Last-minute intervention by U.
S. Ambassador Lewis Douglas is
believed to have saved the day.
Until Douglas insisted on action
Wilson had been planning to leave

With

Twentieth-Fox’s

‘’Three

I1

Came

Home,” which has been playing off
very slowly around the country, is
expected to receive a hypo from
the current hostilities in Korea.
Film tells the story of an American
couple interned in a Japanese prisoner camp during the last war.
Several reasons are advanced

principle.

Details

;

!

"fl
J

3

Washington. Efforts to solve the
problem lay having COMPO (Coun-

j

cil

of

Motion Picture Orgariiza-

take on the chores have so
far; fallen short of their goal.
Earlier in the day, Harmon huddied with John Steelman* assistant
to the President, and W. Stuart
tional Security Resources Board,
on liaison problems. Harmon reps
A arid the Motion Picboth
ture industry Cduncil in this work.
Indicating jhe diversity of efforts,
Gael Sullivan, exec director of the
Theatre Owners of America, presented TOA’s own proposals to
:

Symington

week.
Harmon then conferred with Edlast

|

understood that will be accomplished by mail so the U. S.
negotiating team will pot have to
return to Britain.
It

i

1

is

v.-.v.

tacted French political and finance
officials whom he reportedly found

more understanding than upon
previous confabs. Prime topic was
the 1948 Franco-American film
agreement, currently being re-?

UA
DA,
front

In Forefront

of Course,

of

such

is

the fore-

in

depending

outfits,

Daff,

j

j

is

Wholly on indie pix, In contrast
Monogram, which, after expeberg, U’s prez, Who was making his
riencing a couple years of hard first European tour.
t\mes, is effectively lifting itself
U’s foreign topper contends that
Differ- essential promotions done as a matwell into the profit zone.
ence, in part at least, is that Mono ter of course before the war were
controls its own sources of product. dropped during hostilities, when
New management that recently business was at a peak, and have
took over U A is aiming to perk the now been forgotten. As an examcompany by setting up a produc- ple, Daff told his audiences that
tion fund; so that it likewise can theatres used to push programs unbe assured of product without de- der doors, but most no longer folpendence on vagaries of bank arid low that practice.
Comprivate financing sources.
Personal letters to family heads
pany’s new toppers likewise con- Were often sent out by exhibs in
tinue to trim costs by elimination the prewar era, U exec declared, a
of personnel.
h^bit which very few flickeries now
Most seriously hurt of all the follow. Daff criticised theatre manminor distribs has been Film Clas- agers ‘‘who have how become exec*
sics,
which is currently in the utives arid sit in* offices instead Of
hands of an assignee for its cred- mixing with their patrons in the
itors..
That followed inability to theatre lobbies.” He contends that
corne to terms with Cagle Lion oh the managers must get to know
their planned merger.
their neighborhoods and customers
EL, for its party has shown the again to recoup the family trade,
effect of the merger without it ever
“which is the vital core of every
having actually been made. It is theatre’s business except for a few
handling FC product* and the com- first-run houses; depending on
bined operation has pushed it onto transients,”
the black side of the ledger.*
While Morio and Lippert are both
doing fiscally okay now, they saw
Woolley’s French Spiel
considerable advantage under presMonty Woolley has been Inked t#
ent circumstances in combining
rather than maintaining separate do the narration in “Paris, 1900/*
offices arid sales orgariizations. Lip- French-made pic being brought
pert ’s franchiseholders, who met over to the U, S. by Arthur Mayerlast week on the proposed merger, Edward Kingsley distrib company.
Woolley is subbing for Claud#
felt it left them out On a limb,
however, and refused to go for it. Dauphin, French actor originally
According to prexy Robert L Lip- pacted to recite the commentary
by critic John Mason
pert, the obstacles were too great written
Brown.
to be surmounted.
is

.*’.7.'.

t

negotiated.

5

net are having to do a fast shuffle
to get along.

j

MPA

Continued from page 5 ssss
wards, Edward Barrett,. Assistant
holder meet several months ago. Secretary of State; H o w I a n d
At that time, DuMont stock looked Sargeant, d e p u t y td Barrett;
like it would, continue riding up- Charles Hulton, general manager
wards on the exchange. Balaban of Information & Exchange ProInof
Society
Arnall, prez of the
then said it was ‘‘likely” that the gram; Howard Vickery, UNESCO
dependent Producers, and Mulvey, exchange plan wohld be adopted.
rep, and film actress Myrna Loy,
prez of Samuel Goldwyn ProducPar’s holdings in DuMont con- also acting for UNESCO;
tions, planed for New York tonight. sist of 560,000 shares of class B
Meet with this group is an outJohnston, Motion Picture Assn, of common and 43,000 shares of class growth of Barrett’s recent trip to
America topper* and O’Hara will A. In all, it represents 27% of the Coast following announcement
leave tomorrow following a press the outstanding shares. Stock was by President Truman of an exconference. Johnston will release acquired at a cost of $164,000. They panded “Voice of America” proa joint statement with the Board now have gained tremendously in gram.
Hollywood execs at that
of Trade at that time. Arnall will value despite the war-born drop.
time told Barrett that the industry
hold a similar meet in New York.
Paramount board is divided into would cooperate fully on the new
Undisclosed as yet is the dura- three camps so far as the thinking “Voice” program.
Informal exProposals governs action on DuMont, Be- ploratory discussion with Harmon
tion of the new pact.
have been made to make it short- sides the group which wants to is intended to speed up Hollyterm in light of the hazardous in- stick with DuMont, another is wood’s cooperation.
ternational situation,
plugging for immediate sale while
Reps of other groups were exthe third group would shelve all pected at the meet but did not
Johnston’s Paris Huddles
action until October or November. show up.
These officials were to
Paris, Aug. 1.
Latter Wing is swinging the front for MPIC, Society of IndeFollowing a brief meeting with weight so far since the tabling ac- pendent Motion Picture Producers
the U. S majors’ continental man- tion is the one being taken. How- and Independent Motion Picture
agers, Johnston returned to Lon- ever, depending on war eventuali- Producers Assn
Several of these
don. Local huddles were attended ties, Par may plunge into strong groups are said to have expressed
by Columbia’s Lacy Kastner, DuMont participation in a WeYe- readiness to have Harmon speak
Warners’ Joe Hummel, Universal’s here-for-good move.
for them.
Harry Novak and John Le Fevre
for 20th-Fox,
While in Paris, Johnston conviw^v.v.
vw.v.v.w^r.*

Worked out by technical

Indie Distribs
Continued from page

.

Symington, chairman Of the Na-

.

Universal’s
foreign
convinced that the film
industry must concentrate on a
drive to win back the family trade
if it wants to restore the boxoffice
Speakto its previous high level.
ing at 30 different meetings of dishis
exhibs
during
and
trib execs
just-completed three-week swing
through England and the Continent, Daff used that theme repeatedly in an effort to turn promotional activities towards the family.
Daff accompanied Nate J. Blum*

A!

chief,

i

tioris)

film

are to.be
experts.

Continued from page

with Francis Harmon, Motion Picture Assn, of America vecp'ee. Edwards was referring to the race by
various elements of the industry
to set up their own contacts with

for the film’s inability to get rolling so far. According to 20th, the

Par-DuMont

—

Win Back

Film Biz Must Fight to

dose. War Aid

20thV3 Home’

has already played most of
the key city first-runs, as well as
many subsequent run and smalltown situations; but has not yet
played off because; it was released
simultaneously with several: other
top 20th pictures.
Exhibs, however, claim the film’s story is too
grint for summer entertainment,
London today for a holiday, and and also have been wary of the
the three negotiators, plus John- slow business it did in the dates
ston’s aide, Joyce O’Hara, were played so far;
packing to leave for home.
Pact in Principle
Following a 90-minute session
today, an agreement was reached
to

in

:
1
;

1950

British Film Pact

Lj

#

A
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way
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ATLASS CROUP BUYS
KK)A, DES MOINES

1950

From the

Des Moines, Aug. 1.
KIOA, Mutual outlet here, has
been sold to a group headed by
Ralph Atlass, Chicago. Purchase
was made by Atlass and associates

+
Chicago, Aug. 1.
While other major league baseball owners are threshing around
in pursuit of a scapegoat on which

2,

NEW YORK

IN
It’s

a boy

CITY

•

.

•

—their second child—for the

D.lck

(WNEW

Packs

program

ownership of WLOL, Minne- manager) born yesterday (Tues.).
Abe Schechter hopped to Paris Saturday (29). /Julie Bennett planes
Mindy Carson’s 11:15 p.m. show apolis, also a Mutual station. AssoAlan Sands, recently writer on NBC-TV’s
on NBC has been bought by vthe ciates are Charles and David Win- in from Coast Sunday (6)
Olsen’s Luncheon Club”
Reserve Officers Training Corps, ton, both of Minneapolis; John T. “Broadway Open House,” scripting “Johnny
Den,
prez
of Lennen & Mitchell, Coasting to the
.Ray Vir
on ABC.
starting Aug. 17, to plug enlistHarre, a enc y’ S L. A. office
Arthur
and
Norman S. McGee wed
Chicago,
veepee
Carey,
sales
WQXR
late
g"
In one of the -first
ments.
«rtrti
/onv
vice-president !inl
Eileen M. Mayone (ex-WJLB, Detroit) Friday (28) .. , .Victor Zembruski,
night sales on the net in several Chicago. Atlass, also
has worked up a two-station polka network Sunday
years, the armed forces will back and general* manager of WIND, polka orch leader,
Waterbury, aiid WTOR, Torrington, Conn. He’s
the show oh Tuesday, Thursday Chicago, will be the major stock- mornings over WATHi
also heard via WAVZ, NO w Haven.
holder in the new company.
and Saturday.
\
this Week incepts a “horn of plenty” spot campaign in six
Show will originate in WashingCompletion of sale is subject to
.Commemorating the late; George Gershton on the preem broadcast.
approval of FCC, and application languages, to curb hoarding.
Program Service is releasing special
for such permission will be made win’s birthday, Sept. 26, Associated
Knight
Vic Damone doing the composer’s tunes
and
Evelyn
within a week or 10 days. Purchase airers with
signed up six more banks for its
has
Service
Broadcasting
.‘."World
Although
.price was not disclosed.
Tom Collins joins “Young Widder Brown”
America” series
it is said that Des Moines represen- “Forward
.NBC is mulling
player.
Farrell”
.Ian Martin is new “Front Page
tatives, would continue td serve on
the board of directors of KIOA, Wild Bill Hickock and Buffalo Bill stanzas for its Saturday 9:30 am.
NBC’s Ed Madden heading the AM-TV committee of the
lineup
thev have hot yet been named by kid.
O
TT* AVMM
"l?yv
M ji
RlV #1 Wl
Sister Kenny Foundation's ’50 drive.
ip the

.

.

.

'

to blame the season’s spotty attendance, which is off drastically
in some cities; the Chi Cubs’ 12man team goes merrily along pulling
in lush crowds every time the sun
shines at Wrigley Field, the home
park: A lot of the credit for the
fact that the Chi National League
entry is heading for its thirdstraight million-plus year at the
gate goes to the three extra men
on the team.
The trio isn’t on Cub owner Phil

.

••

NBC

Charles

R.
Denny last week took the closed
circuit speech route to appeal personally to affiliates for additional
network time. The previous week
his pleas to the Station Planning

k

Veepee

exec

ent

,

in,

:

as advertisers look to before-

Network program execs are
squawking because the Nielsen ratings don’t rate sustainers but only
give audience figures for the time
period involved. It’s a matter of

Pittsburgh, Aug.

By

home

NBC

Sales Effectiveness Of

!

.1

.

1

creased

foot

traffic
into
and that all but

their
of

5%

stores 20%
these new customers bought when
they came in for a Pix-O card.

Fortin also said that this pro-

gram was the most successful the
company had ever, used; that reonce sponse to it Was immediate and
1.

that the 29 stores in this area how
distribute 125,000 cards a week.
Pix-O, originated by Jack Douglas;
who does the show on KIRO here,
is a musical bingo game utilizing
pictures on the cards.
It is also
of sponsored by Van De Kamp in Los

Withdrawn and subsequently reinstated, to move its main studios
from Jersey City to New York will
be given a hearing in Jersey City
liext Jan. 17.
Commission action
dissents

Comrs.
Frieda
Hennock
and
George Sterling who favored approval without hearing.
WHOM’s desire to have a New
*>.York
identification
was
temporarily shelved while the station
Was negotiating to acquire the
BOkc facilities of WINS in New
York from the Crosley BroadcastCo.
The transaction was
dropped following protests by
IVINS employees against being
changed into a foreign language
station and fears that most of its
•tatters would lose their Jobs.

ing

any

pressure,

of a couple of film

Few weeks

_

MOVE

applying

offices

and

der the radio logi

But,

Seattle, Aug. 1.
Radio has^ certainly not lost its
according
sen organization to work up the sales hotency in Seattle,
..
a
data on non-commercial shows be- to three different users of radio
cause affiliated stations frequently who spoke at a recent Seattle Addrop the web sustainers for local vertising & Sales Club radio round
commercials.
Under the
old table meeting.
Hooper system, which measured 36
The three advertisers—V an De
four-network cities, it was easier Kamp Bakeries, Federal Old Line
to get an idea of a sustainer’s rela- Insurance and Pantorium Cleantive popularity, if not a definitive ers all credited radio with doing a
figure, by checking what cities top job for them and their spokesheard the show.
man went into detail on what proAs a result, NBC research chief grams are best for them and how
Hugh M. Beville has been working they sell goods and services.
on a system which will be able to
James Morris, of Federal Old
develop ratings on the unsponsored
Line Insurance, had the most comshows for the web. It will involve prehensive success story on radio,
stations making their own telefor that company relies almost enphone calls and cooperation with tirely on radio for advertising and
Nielsen. The method is expected
it attributes the major share of the
to be less costly than the special
credit for its phenomenal increase
fees which Nielsen charges for
in capitalization from $2,500, to $2,rating sustainers. This is around
000,000 in 13 years to radio. How$60 per program, which would ever, L. H> Fortin, assistant mancome to about $1,500 weekly for ager of Van De Kamps, said that
the net’s 26 sustainers.
their radio show, Pix-O, has in-

the

.

.

.

1

*l

NBC’s John Royal cancelled out

ago, Andrew Bernhard, editor of P-G, got friendly
notes from the movie outfits saying they liked Crosby’s column ima ai
i
i_
j
i.i: ,
mensely but wondered if the theatre department was quite the
place for it inasmuch as Crosby
has been devoting most of his attention lately to television instead
of radio and it was a well-known
fact that lately video h^s been the
movie industry’s biggest pain in
t
the neck.
i_

_i

•

_

Folding of Joe Koehler’s Today’s Advertising
attack of bronchitis
Half of it was Koehler’s coin ,
represented a loss of $100,000.
Frederic W. Ziv Co. has expanded its sales force with Donald Donahue
to headquarter in Bradford, Pa., Victor J. Rickey in Appleton, Wise.
A1 Godwin in New Orleans and C. E. Hoffman, Jr., in Kansas City
sportscasfer .Ward Wilson celebrates 21 years in radio this
ABC’s Walter Kiernan, back from vacation Monday (31), has
month
.300 Annapolis
moved from 3:25 p.m/ to 8:55 a m. for Philip Morris
midshipmen will be guests of Ted Mack at his Aug. .10 “Original
Martin Gabel back from Coast
Amateur Hour” broadcast via ABC
after working on films “M” and “14 Hours” .... WMGM’s Ted Husing
also* returned from Hollywood, after narrating auto race scene in a
William RamMetro pic starring Clark Gable and Barbara Stanwyck
Ralph Edwards arrived from Europe Sunday
beau Co. to rep WHLI
Johnny Olsen's ABC
(30) and took off yesterday for the Coast.
“Luncheon Club” plays Illinois State Fair in Springfield Aug. 14-18,
followed by Bob Hope for two days,
.

.

.

.

.

.

WMGM
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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HOLLYWOOD

is tying up with CBS On a three-play writer, producer,
director contract similar to the net’s arrangement with Cy Howard and
Jess Oppenheimer. For years head writer for Dennis Day, he’ll create
Tom Luckenbill around for
his own shows and put them on the air .'.
a few days to see what's “exciting” in town. He made his first visit to
Las Vegas, where Jimmy Durante “happened” to be the star attraction
They may talk about things other than their roulette
at Desert Ihn.
losses, .. Dave Titus, radio director, was declared unfair by AFRA.
No member is allowed to work for him until he pays up $609 owed
actors for an audition last March ... Alan Lipscott is being feted all
over town following his marriage to Bemadene Blaine. Irv Breclier
gave the newlyweds a lunch at Hillcrest and sent them on their way to
Lake Tahoe where they are honeymooning. On their return Parke Levy
Rubicam’s Sig Larmoit
tosses them a wedding reception. ...--.Young
was in town long enough to give the Hollywood staff a pep talk and
He returned east via Frisco ,
tell them about television’s, upsurge.
Harry Ackerman is having a new situation comedy show prepared for
Hal Peary* which will bear his name. “Gildersleeve” title belongs to
Molly” show ...Don
Kraft,, which inherited it from the “Fibber
Thompson and Jphn Robinson have been taken on as associate directors
Allin Slate, KIEV disk jock, wants the world to know that
at NBC.
deejaying pays off fast. After two weeks. on the job he says he bought
a new convertible (for cash) and made a down payment on a home.
Jerry Devine, who producers “This Is Your FBI,” last week passed into
his 30th yearun show business. He started in pictures as the wayward son
Fran van Hartesof Mary Carr in “Over the Hill,” just 30 years ago.
feldt is leaving Needham, Louis & Brorby, now that there’s only one
show in* the shop (“Gildersleeve”), which Frank .Pittman, office head,
.
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year of 1949, according to a state-

Company’s net for the

1-Shot

flight

George Blggar, director of the WLS National Barn Dance, scanning
Herb Futrah
Bernhard admitted that it had talent at the three-day Folk Festival in Asheville, N. C.
Home Institute, radio package
never occurred to him before but bows out as scripter for the National
owned by Don Searl and Jimmy Parks, to set up his own radio and
that the viewpoint was well-taken,
six times
and immediately had Crosby’s posi- teevee consultant outfit. The Institute, aired twice-daily
weekly on WMAQ* has inked its second participating sponsor. Patricia
tion in the paper switched.
Stevens, cosmetic firm, has ordered a thrice-weekly spot starting Sept,
Brief box appeared for few days 11.... News commentator Paul Harvey set to moderate ABC’s “Ameron amusement page calling atten- ica’s Town Meeting bf the Air” from Duluth, Minn., next Tuesday (8)
tion to the fact that the Crosby
Lloyd Burlingham will gab a five-minute three-times weekly farm
column would thereafter be found news show on WMAQ for Capper Publications.
.Perry Wolff, writeron radio page. Movie firms- addi- producer of WBBM’s documentary series, “The Quiet Answer,” spoke
tionally thought that not only was to the class in human engineering at the Illinois Institute of Technology
TV a competitor but that Crosby’s last week.
John Keys slated to move up from Chi NBC press staff to
columns about it were taking up WMAQ-WNBQ promotion dept.
WBBM is now airing late evening
space that would ordinarily be de- band remotes from the Aragon and Trianon ballrooms
.WGN news
voted to theatre and film news. director Robert Hurlelgh pinch-hitting for Fulton Lewis, Jr., on Mutual
Now Sheilah Graham’s column, for two weeks.
New WBBM phone quiz bankrolled by Realemion is
which heretofore was carried only emceed by Jim Lowe with assists from singer Billy Leach
.Warren
occasionally, is getting a much Reinhold is new assistant chief accountant at Chi NBC .... Carroll
more extensive play in the P-G.
Marts* Mutual’s central division manager, back at his desk after a Canadian vacation
.New staff announcers at WAAF are Ray Wheat and
Andy James. .Soprano Elaine Malbin headlines Mutual’s “Chicago
Theatre of the Air” Saturday (5)
Ernie H. Shimo, general manager
RCA’s {20,961,000
of KMOX, St. Louis, conferring with Chi CBS execs last week.
Robert Kendall, Chi NBC talent sales supervisor; iii St. Luke’s hos*
NET FOR 1st HALF pital recovering from surgery .John Drake, WLS promotion Chief,
Harry Ward upped to continuity acceptRCA’s net profit for the first six off for two-week vacation.
months*©! 1950 almost doubled the ance editor at NBC, filling slot vacated by Robert Guilbert, who has
joined J. Walter Thompson’s Chi; office
.Bill Bailey bows out as
company’s earnings for the entire emcee of WLS Barn Dance to freelance.

Angeles and has other sponsors in ment issued this week by RCA
other parts of the country.
board chairman David Sarnoff.

NAM’s VJ Anni

European jaunt* returning

h;s

tix at last minute .... Oscar Katz, CBS’ research boss, gin-rummy ing
from a bed at the Totem Lodge vacation spot while recovering from

;

1.

companies succeeded in getting
John Crosby’s radio and television
column off the theatre page of the
morning Post-Gazette. The Crosby
pillar had been appearing in the
amusement section since it was
taken on back nearly two years
ago but is now permanently
berthed in back of the paper Un-

network schedule.

HEARING SET

just a gentle suggestion

without

programming.

difficult for the A. C. Niel-

was taken over

.

.

Frank Galen

With 7:30as a network-option segwould be in a better
ment
position, instead of having a halfhour of station time interrupt its
8 p. m.
8 p, m.

serious concern to the webs because without the ratings sales departments can’t ink bankrollers and
programmers don’t know which
stanzas are clicking.
One net,
NBC, is planning to project itself
partially into the rating field.

WHOM,

.

r

IN

video inroads at night.
As part of his plan, Denny wants
to give back to the stations the
7-7 ;30 p. ni. time in return for getting the 7:30-8 p. m. period. CBS,
as
!,it’s pointed out, has 7-8 p. m.
network time, which gives the
after
chain a strong lead-in to the

Nielsen

of

.

2

dark franchises as a hedge against

Application

.

.

Atlass.

.

Washington, Aug.

.

.

AM

N.J.-T0-N.Y.

.

.

.

Present officers of the IndependBroadcasting Co., that has
owned and operated KIOA, include;
Harold E. Baker, president and
geiieral manager; John Gamble,
secretary, and Joseph Rosenfield,
chairman of the board of directors.
Advisory Committee of key outlets
KIOA was organized here in 1944
the
Perhaps
most potent Cub got only a laconic mebbe.
and went on the air in April, 1948.
salesmen of the trio is Bert Wilson
Chief point Denny made is that It operates with daytime power of
who covers, both home and road today
needs strengthening, and 10,000 watts and nighttime power
games for WIND; Besides airing
this can be done better at the net- of 5,000 watts.
the complete schedule over the Chi
work level than on the local basis.
indie* his broadcasts of the home
He made a new pitch for the stagames are: carried on 35 other star tions
to give ;up their option on
lions scattered throughout s i x
the* 1-2 p.m. afteriioon time, so that
(Continued on page 36)
the web could accommodate mote
bankrollers in the daytime.' At
present it can’t squeeze them all

ON

.

.

TV

It’s

.

.

for
Wrigley ’s payroll.
a radio station and the other for
But they’re about as
stations.
valuable to the team as a hardhitting shortstop. In fact, it's their
merchandising of the club via their
microphones that made the Cubs
one of the most profitable franchises in baseball despite the team
finishing in the cellar the past two
years and destined to a seconddivision berth again this session.

.

,

WHOM

|

One works

Fill

.

—

I

half of
1950 totaled $20,961,600, or $1.39
per share of common stock, as
compared with $10,122,049 for
1949, equal to 61c per share.
first

National Assn, of Manufacturers
has bought a one-shot on ABC for
8-8:30 p.m. on Aug. 14, to mark the
RCA’s, total gross profit fpr the
fifth anniversary of V-J Day.
first half of this year amounted to
Titled
“Industry Mobilizes—-a $248,784,1958, as compared to $187,Report to the People, ”it will take 257,987 for 1949, Statement, as
a rollcall on production facilities usual, did not break down the earnin view of industrial mobilization ings of the various subsidiary companies, including NBC.'
for Korea*

Maurice Gaffney Dies
Maurice

L.

presentations

Gaffney,

46,

director

of

Cooks With Gas

ABC,

died suddenly in N. Y. Thursday
(27) after a heart attack.

Gaffney joined

ABC

ter seven years with

in 1946, af-

CBS, three

of

which were with Columbia’s sales
presentations department.
He is
survived by his wife and four children.

Cleveland, Aug. 1.
In the first move of its kind, a
public utility has Signed sponsorThe East
ship of sports events.
Ohio Gas Co. will sponsor the
Cleveland Browns* 18. grid games
in the National League over
with Bob Neal* station’s Sports edi*»
tor and promotion manager, at the
mike.
East Ohio now. has the Louis#
Winslow TV stanza on WNBK.
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Around CBS the new slogan

is:

“Give the ‘Borscht Boys’ a

The network considers it of unusual significance that the
two major summertime entries “most likely to succeed” in the fall
sponsoring sweepstakes are “Songs For Sale” and “Bate Your
Mate.” These are the shows, that have enlisted as emcees Jan
Murray arid Joey Adams, respectively—comics that in/ the past
have been identified with Borscht Belt enterprises as well as top,

format.”

nitery-vaude dates.

The fact th£t Columbia has opened up a whole new show biz
career for such ‘esoteric comics through the simple expedient of
latching them tin to a format is expected to spark a new trend in
radio programming.
-

.

Show of Hands Over Anti-Commie
By GEOI&G1? ROSEN
NBC’s revival of the 1 937 J ohn
Barrymore Shakesp&arean radio
via

series,

recorded

playbacks,

tomorrow night (Thurs.),
throws the spotlight on a “then
and now” situation as regards radio showmanship.
starting

For

NBC Morning Show

Radio veterans recall the “BatRay Bplger, star of “Where’s
the Bards” back in ’37 when
Charley?” on Broadway, is being
ABC and CBS were slugging it out auditioned
this week by NBC prooh the Shakespearean front in the gram veepee Charles Barry for a
*

tle of

Monday

same

night opposition
morning stanza.
crosS-the-board
In turn they deplore the
The dancer;singer, getting his own
that
fact
“the-show’s-the-thing”
radio series’ for the first time,
elements that attended the knocki
would be starred in a variety show.
down, dragout fights of the late
If the
audition waxer clicks,
’30,’s, that contributed toward some
Bolger may be primed tti Compete
solid feats of showmanship; are
with CBS’ Arthur Godfrey.
missing froqpi the scene today.
While the NBC vs. CBS rivalry
is as intense, if not more so, than
ever, today it’s been replaced by
the “Battle for Billings” with even
the jockeying for top talent over
the past couple of seasons having
its roots in financial manipulations
rather than in outwitting the rival
camp with showmanship pyrotech-

time

slots.

.

The

old bromide “what a differ-

ence a few weeks can make” was
perhaps never more applicable as
in the case of Ed Murrow, CBS’ ace
war reporter and analyst, who last

week grabbed

off his fifth

regional

&

Gamble. Only
sponsor, Procter
a month ago, Murrow and Columbia were bemoaning their fate,
e 1 1 S o u p’s
following C a
(Franco-American) cancellation of
Murrow on the grounds that the
commentator wasn’t selling spa-

mpb

ghetti.

'Man Behind Gun’ Revivals
NBC is talking to military ofin Washington about reviving “The Army Hoqr,’^ Which it
aired on Sunday afternoons /taring
World War II. However^ new version would be called ‘‘The Defense
Hour” and would cover all services— land, sea and air.
Web is also considering reprise
of “The Man Behind the Gun,”
ficials’

nics.

Campbell Soup, which checked
Showmanship Slufffest
Murrow segment after
Announcement of thie Barrymore
months of unsuccessful efforts to which had been beamed by CBS
Bard reprise recalls how, in the
retain the 7:45 to 8 p.m. period for during the war, and is” confabbing
days when John Royal was veeping
a musical show, even threatening with Bill Robson on bringing the
the NBC program dept.; the two
to also cancel out on its “Club 15” stanza to NBC.
networks
were going at it tooth
unless Bill Paley yielded to its deand nail in an intellectual slugfest
mands, last week reappraised the
It
on the Shakespearean front.
Reports were that the
situation.
,was back in the era of the John
Campbell clan was far from happy
- Leslie
- Maurice
Evans
Gielgud
over its decision to vacate Murrow,
Howard fanfare, when all show biz
who, currently in Tokyo, has bewas crying “The British Are Comcome one of the hottest commodiIt was at that point that
ing.”
ties on the network.
CBS’ Bill Paley decided to meet
Paley, recalling the months of ‘Uncle;’ *Big
the invaders with some home-made
wrangling with the Campbell peoantriumphantly
Shakespeare,
ple and his firm refusal to yank
nouncing “the first Shakespearean
Murrow out of the 7:45 slot, sponradio series,” with Burgess Meresor or no sponsor, recognizes that
dith teeing it off with “Hamlet.”
he’s got the last laugh.
Before Niles Trammell* NBC’s CBS set aside the cream Monday
P & G bought MUrrow on behalf
night
9 to 10. period (which later
of its Tide product for 31 stations board chairman and star salesman,
became the permanent home of
in the midwest and midsouth.
In left |ast week for Canadian climes
Theatre.”)
“Lux
Radio
addition, the commentator is spon- on his annual fishing expedition,
The , announcement sent Royal
sored by Amoco along the eastern he let it be. known to Sullivan,
and NBC into a tizzy. Practically
seaboard; Hamm Brewery in the Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, agency dating
back to 1929, NBC had been
north central States, and Peter pn the Lever Bros. “Big Town” acon a Bard binge, giving at least 60
Paul and Quaker State Oil sharing count, that the heat was off in try- performances
Shakespeare’s
of
ing to yank the show out of its
sponsorship on the Coast.
pl^ys (on the then Blue skein of
What particularly, intrigues CBS Tuesday night at 10 period.
That Paley “first
the network).
NBC wanted the time in order to time” announcement really burned
about the whole new setup is that
there is no 15% full net discount build Up a solid comedy sequence up the NBC contingent.
for single coast-to-coast sponsor- on Tuesday.
With Bob Hope reIn retaliation Royal went after
turning to the 9 o’clock niche and Barrymore.
ship as in the case of Campbell.
It wa$ no easy task,
Fibber Sc Molly to 9:30, the web for it was in the era when the
had planned putting the Alice Faye- Profile was at his lowest ebb. It
Phil Harris show in at 10.
How- meant, too, literally taking Barryever, SSC&B said “no dice,” threatmore out of his cups. But the deal
ening to scram the network if “Big was wrapped up in time to slot
Town” was dispossessed.
Barrymore in the same Monday- 9
out of the

-

.

Town’

.

.

.

.

'

,

Hollywood, Aug.

1.

NBC apparently thought the
whole matter over, with last week’s
resultant notice to the agency that
the show won’t be disturbed.

ABC

is now selling its newscasters in “layers.” Three for the price
of one is being baited to one or
three sponsors, with the trio airing
simultaneously with their own

scripts.
»

25

1

.

Net’s idea is to sell the newsmen
in sections where they are known
and have 6 following. Bob Garred
would retail the news west to penver, where a midwestern newscaster would carry the ball as far as
Chicago.
John Daly in N. Y.
would take the line to the Windy
City.
Neapolitan effect has the
advantage of being sold either individually and sectionally or ftcross
the land in a nightly quarter-hour
niche.

WIP’s Ben Gimbel Agrees
Ratings Lose That Prized

to 10 period,. also in “Hamlet,” on
the same night (June 24, 1937) as
Meredith.
The “Battle of the
Bards” was decided in a few minIt was the beginning of a
utes,
new phase in the Barrymore ca-

reer.

Huddling of CBS brass with
Daniel T. O’Shea, former David
O. Selznick No. 1 exec.; is cueing considerable speculation in
would be for the network or its

year.
It may also pick up tlie tab
for a trio of special opera telecasts
during the year.
ABC will also reprise the “Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the
Air.”

1

.•

;

.

.

RWG

government in Korea.

RWG

asked

It

ALA

the
to urge the
to offer to the U. S, government “the

League’s fullest cooperation iff any
capacity in which the League or its
Guilds may be of service.”
When the council sought to
avoid the hot potato by refusing to
vote pro or con on Kelley’s motion,
he resigned. “Finding niyself associated with a body which has refused to vote for or against cooperation with the Government of
the U. S.,” he stated, “in that Gov'

(

AM

CBS

has been minus two veepees
the resignation of Howie
Hausman as personnel director of
the web, and the deal negotiated by
Harry Ackerman whereby the latter turned in his stripes to acquire
an equity in programming he develops for the webs.
since

Now that the Gulf-sponsored
is no longer a
simulcast, with the
and TV
versions getting distinct production
treatment the radio show now has
a documentary-type format, the
sponsor is moving to make the
break final and irrevocable.
Gulf has put in a bid for Thursday night at 10 on NBC for the
radio edition’ instead of the Friday
8:30 period, where both the
and TV shows are being heard in
“We, the People”

AM

AM

Paley in turn began a campaign
competition with one another.
to recruit top literary figures and

Stepped up competition among
the networks for audiences when
the big league shows return ftom
their summer hiatuses is indicated

Thursday at. 10 went on the susorganizations to back his series, his
taining list when Chesterfield can- by CBS’ heavy promotional cammailing pieces .taking swipes at the
celled
out ‘the Perry Como show. paign unfolded at
two-day proLook; Offers Case in Point “vulgar distortions” of the NBC
Chesterfield’s “sister-cigaret,” Fa- gram promotion managers’ clinic
presentations. But the damage to
Editor. Variety:
tima, sponsors “Dragnet” at 10:30 at the Waldorf in N Y. this week.
(Continued on page 36)
Your piece in the July >19 issue.
Thursdays, but the client is movColumbia’s fall drive, which
“Ratings Lose That Prized Look”
ing the show up an hour ^ to 9:30 to starts Aug. 28, will Represent one
did my heart good.
precede Gulf’s “People.”
of
the biggest allocations ever
Three years ago, WIP recognized
STILL ENVISIONS
CBS had hoped to lure the Fa- made by a web for newspaper and
the confused rating picture and the
tima
business away from NBC. magazine space.
John Cowden,
pursuant uncertainty growing in
Prior to “Dragnet” sponsorship, general manager of the program
the minds of time buyers. Consethe client was represented on CBS promotion dept., told the group of
quently, we discontinued subscribPowell
NBjC still wants William
ing to any rating service, twe had. to play emirate father and is talk- by the ill-fated ‘Tales of Fatima.”
105 representatives from 80 staused all of them with the excerp- ing to the"pic actor for a parental
tions that 39 different ads would be
tion of Nielsen), and concentrated
inserted
in 220 papers with a' total
role in “Meet Me in St. Louis,”
After* all,
on selling “results.”
circulation of 35,000,000. Web will
wliich the web will put into the
that’s what counts.
also use eight half-page ads in each
p.m., slot with Peggy
Sunday
9:30
We have had shows with less
GEN.
of five successive issues of Look,
than a “2” rating which have been Ann Garner starred. Powell had
plus three pages for daytime radio.
Paterson, N. J., Aug. 1.
on the air consistently for five been cast as raging-yet-loving papa
All
ads have a uniform format to
which
Husband,”
in
Mother’s
Dickens
J.
“My
Wright,
general manyears. As a case in point, one retail
account with a rating of “1” did was yanked from that Sunday* pe- ager of WICC, Bridgeport, today give them a CBS identification*
Describing the on-the-air camso well (they Were using 15-min- riod after the interests of Clarence (Tues.) took over as general maniites Monday through Friday) that Day; author of “Life With Father,” ager of
here. His appoint- paign promotion director Charles
they bought another strip. Obvi- initiated legal action. (“Husband” ment is in line with prexy Richard Oppenheim played recordings of
ously. if the show hadn’t sold mer- was also localled in St. Louis.)
sample- courtesy announcements,
Drukker’s expansion plans,
have
wouldn’t
they
chandise,
“St. Louis,” based on the Sally
As part of the indie’s expansion, featuring the net’s star, and netstayeej. on, much less bought an- Benson** short stories
apwhich
Herman Bess wa£ brought in last work identification jingles. Many
other piece of time. P. S.; just re- peared in the New Yorker, is a year as vice-president in charge
of of the plugs are being angled to
newed for another year!
Baron
Polan package. It was film- sales and programming. Bess died disk jockeys and femme gabbers,
If was a great source of satisfache said, because of their high local
ized by Metro with Judy Garland last month.
tion to me that Variety was in acWright had previously been with followings.
and Margaret O’Brien. Radio vercord with my thinking.
the
ABC
network
sales,
is
into
CBS'
Louis Hausman, ad-sales prtimosion
expected
to
move
Radio
Benedict Gimoel, Jr.,
ahd WMCA, tion director, detailed the general
10:30 p.m. Sunday period which Sales and
President, WIP,
N. Y.
Pet milk vacates in the fall.
objectives of the push.
Philadelphia.

V

’

.

.

NBC
POWELL AS IRATE POP

AS NEW

Texaco signed on Monday (31) to
back
the
'Metropolitan
Opera
broadcasts on ABC for another season. starting in October.
In addition to * the regular Saturday af ternoon music dramas; it’s likely
the oil outfit will also back the
opening night of the season for
televising on the web, as it did last

MGM

subsidiary Columbia Records enterprise is problematical:
radio-pix circles.
In some wellinformed quarters it’s reported
Continued on page 32)
that Columbia prexy Frank Stanton is eyeing O’Shea for a top
echelon berth, but whether that
As Selznick’s chief aide, O’Shea
has been generally recognized as
the person responsible for solidifying the Selznick talent roster. His
contributions tin the piX-TV liaison
front, it’s recognized, would be of
inestimable value to CBS.
With several veepee vacancies
The CBS board of directors
occurring pn the CBS board of meets today (Wed.) for their regudirectors, an O'Shea deal would lar monthly session, and expectaprobably give him a directorate tions are that two new veepees will
ranking.
be designated. Most prominently
mentioned for the v.p, chevrons
are Robert P. Heller, executive producer of
programming |n the
east, and Charles Underhill, who
holds down a similar role in TV.

WRIGHT TO WAT

TO SPONSOR METOP

In a move that ^threatens the
unity of the Radio Writers Guild
on the eve of negotiations with
agencies and sponsors, Welbourn
Kelley has resigned as an alternate
council member of the union’s
eastern region. Kelley is script er
for “Grand; Ole Opry,” “Chamber
Music; Society of v Lower Basin
.Street”, and
Radio AttracMove may force a blowup
tions.
in^the BWG, which is part of the
Authors League of America.
The aetipn is expected to cue a
flock of such resignations.
In the
wake of Kelley's checkout, it was
learned that Daisy Amoury, another Council member, had also
tendered her resignation. Exiting of
James Stabile as exec secretary of
is also considered likely,
Kelley’s exit came after the east-?
ern region council last weeh refused; to vote for or against a resolution he proposed to support the

WPAT

WMGM

MGR.

g

,

Vedneaday, August
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advance release
ALL AROUND THE TOWN
KOREAN WAR ROUNDUP
Mary and Harry Hickox, (‘Daisy Discovers America*)
WHb Everett Holies, Maj. George With
With Ella Logan, Sheldon Leonard,
Russ Stewart* others
* Fielding Eliot,
ter Simmons,

>
Les Higbie, WalJohn Denson, Ed Producer: Wally Ramsey

Producers. Arthur Feldman
30 Mins.; Wed. (26), 8 p m.
Sustaining

.

-

—

baby and were coming
new book. Songs
in consequence were “I Found a
Dollar Baby,’’ Durante
Million
singing “The Day I Read a Book”
and “You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby.”
.Pair told their story from their
feting on the Riviera, “the only
Americans who didn’t meet on a

had a

them.”

how

GREAT ORCHESTRAS OF THE

WORLD

Scully came to write “Fun in
Bed” and an explanation of its
Mugg
n t i n u e d popularity.
in the hope
guessed .people
bought
_
_
.
c o

With Frank Gervasi; Dick Driscoll,
announcer; Vienna Philharmonic,

of getting something naughty only
to find that it made them look for
guest orch
ward to their next cold.
Producer: European Cooperation
If Scully missed a cue Mary or
Administration
Harry Hickox covered nicely and
60 Mins.; Sun., 11 p.m.
when they found that his next
Sustaining
book was called “Behind the FlyWNEW, New York
ing Saucers” they sensed a hot
Great Orchestras of the World lead and went after the inside
Is
a European Cooperation Ad- story until time ran out and they
senes had to cut to a fast finish, Alice
transcribed
ministration
which is being offered cuffo^ to gcully got run over from all dicountry,
lon s
.$?}?
xections, being too far away from
i?r™*.rS
,
is airing it in Gotham, the mike.
Her Voice and slight
to fol- Scandinavian accent would have
with WNYC-FM and
low shortly.
enriched the program if given
The airer, somewhat similar to more chance. Mugg promised to
“This Is Europe” on Mutual, de- come back and talk more about
votes each broadcast to one coun- his Saucerian scoop in September
try's music. On the preem Sunday
It
ifolV rkease? the t5ok.
( 30 ) the nation saluted was Austria,
would help the program if he
With the Vienna philharmonic ] earned what a cue was and
^
Moralt fea- stopped running over other peoUnder Prof. Rudolf
tured. The symphonic group, one D ie \<5 dialog
of the world’s finest, offered a wellnrrno
Couple left with their arms
balanced program, including two
with * oses c ?5^y
Mozart’s “Eine Kleine
classics,
el r d
NjchVmusik” and Schubert’s Fifth
Q to a
a >?™p
brace of dinners
sj
a «
P na?
,
Symphony, and a modern work,
fl t A Bit of Sweden.
Franz Schmidt’s “Zwischenspiel
.

•

•

WQXR

.

whw

’

L*

-

L

Aus Notre Dame.”

Theme

of the

airer

Was that

are no boundaries in the
world of good music. Intermission
commentary was by correspondent
Frank Gervasi, reporting on the
Marshall Plan. This was done via
detailing the effect of ECA aid on

STRATTON VIEWS THE NEWS
With Samuel

S. Stratton
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.m
sustaining
Sustaining

WSNY,

is

off

on his

—

.

career.

As in the past, Lewis is working
with the full Godfrey cast,, including vocalists Janette Davis an.d Bill
Lawrence, the Chordettes and
Mariners, announcer Tony Marvin
and Archie Bleyer’s orch. Monday’s
show carried the same spirit of
easy-going informality that has
been Godfrey’s trademark, with
Lewis adding some touches of his
own, such as his zany monolog on
“G’lulu, the Gnu.” He was guilty
several times of playing too much
to his studio audience, apparently
forgetting there are no TV cameras
trained, on him for the daytime
stanza, but otherwise he projected
expertly to the home listeners.
Also as in previous years, Lewis
has retained the full complement
of Godfrey’s daytime sponsors and
they too should be pleased with the
Comedian has a sure, deft
fill-in.
touch with the commercials and,
since his plugs follow Godfrey’s
informal style of delivery, they’ll
probably do as good a selling job.

States.”

principal in “Finian’s Rainbow,”
Scheff possesses the finest baritone
which any Capital District station
has been privileged to air in sometime.
Resonant and rangy, meticulously trained and beautifully
controlled, it is a. joy to catch. Appeal to women and to men should
be great. No one in this section
nicely^into the format.
Teeoff was the rousing “Okla,” has interpreted the “South Pacific”
voiced by baritone Pickett and the score, for instance, in a manner
choristers, followed by soloing of which equals Scheff ’s. Most of the

Backgrounded by a full orch,
led by Bob Hutsell, soloists. Bill
Pickett and Joy Joplin, assisted by
mixed chorus, gave out with topnotch' renditions of* numbers from
“Bloomer Girl,” current week’s
bill, and other numbers which fit

“The Eagle and Me” by Pickett.
Next “Dark Eyes,” given full orchestral treatment. Joy Joplin, new
voice on the station, showed a wide
range and full bodied tones in her

surely in classicals (like “Warsaw
As the Rain,” Concerto,” own arrangement) and
supported by the* orch and bhorus. more-familiars. He would do well
to speak up in brief exchanges
Other tune from the current

“Bloomer Girl” included “Eva- with singer.
When block is smoothed outJoy Joplin added spice to
latter half needs building WPTR
the show with a full-voiced professhould have an outstander. Title
sional
delivery of “My Hero”
from Chocolate Soldier, last week’s is inappropriate; hour may be a
bit early and long.
Rose Lounge
bill. Here again the chorus and
orch Came through with sharp sup- is plugged, but show rates a full

—

lina.”

port to register solidly.
Rounding out the lineup of fave
musical tunes which were well
routined
was “Holiday for Strings,”
People”
last
NBC’s “We, the
week ended its simulcasting in which gave the violin section a
nice
opportunity,
and “I’ll See You
favor of separate shows on

AM

Schenectady
and TV although both remain in Again” from the. Noel Coward muThis 250-watter takes top place the same 8:30 p.m. Friday period. sical of several years ago “Bitter
among
all-size Capital District sta- The radio airer Friday (28) was Sweet.” As a finale, several numthe life of a 90-year-old Austrian. tions in authoritative commenSub-titled “Hot Spots of the World” bers were reprised, which gave the
Bril.
taries On the Korean situation, via and dealt with “the face of the airing a neat production touch, and
Samuel Stratton, instructor in poli- enemy
Communism.” The aim kept it well in the mood.
tical science at Union College and was' that of a documentary and it
Airing of highlights from proEMILY BARTON AND
Schenectady
city
councilman.
No
aired the voices of three American ductions at Iroquois Amphitheatre
FLOYD BUICK
one heard on area originations has journalists, William Atwood, David is a natural attention getter, and
Producer: Bill Sweeney
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.m. his background for analysis of the Perlman and Seymour Freiden, WHAS is to be commended for its
hottest news story in the past five who recounted stories of atrocities cooperation in underwriting
Participating
the
years; some of the better known and gangsterism in Vienna. The expense of this air production, toKRFC, San Francisco
net-workers
do not approach it,
bulk of the program was given gether with the local Retail MerThe home eco n o ics pitch
Stratton ^served with a post-war over to dramatizations of some chant’s Assn.
Pete Katz, WHAS
stands out in this man-and-woman
Unique angle is commission to the Far East after espionage and counter-espionage staffer, handled the writer-director
chatter routine.
chore,
duty
>
Navy
a
officer
and
as
here
are
not
and
civilian
turn
personalities
in a keen job.
that
yarns.
a
married couple but two independ- assignment in Washington. He obWied.
Basically it was a 30-minute antiviously
speaks with knowledge that Red pitch with producer-emcee Dan
ent radio entities who manage to
dovetail their respective interests does not come from the reading of Seymour and the correspondent inarid present an effective inter- books .or wire service reports; he dicting the Russians.
While the
BID
change of ideas, experiences and understands Korea and its place in stanza’s anti-Commie theme linked
activities.
Range covers such var- the broader Asiatic picture, as well the episodes dramatized, the inas
matter
as
decorasubject
the
home
led
Washington scene,
dividual segments* failed as entertion, daily meal plan, fashions and
Educator-office holder is frank,* tainment. ;/They added up to too
Washington, Aug. 1/
materials and rearing of children. realistic, perceptive and
hard hit- much didacticism, and lacked the
In
The long fight of the Daytime
addition,
Emily Barton’s ting, On one shot caught, he warn human interest Of the show’s previ“Travel Diary” and Floyd Buick’s ed of the difficulties
Petitioner’s
Assn, to have six
solid
which the ous angling or the
suspense
^Shoe-Leather
Philosophy”
are United States faces in Korea,
Mexican 1-A channels made eligieven of a straight adventure series.
'given free play, supplemented by if it should, after
ble
for
nighttime
operation in the
a long period,
well-spotted interviews with celeb- drive the
United States was finally decided
Communist-led forces
rities. The conversation is easy, in- back
of .the 38th Parallel. This is TOP TUNES
last week by the Commission-in
formative and even gay, with both basically the problem
of convincing With Gene O’Haire, Jr.
the negative.
By a memorandum
Miss Barton and Buick indicating the “poverty-stricken
populace” of 25 Mins.; Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.,; 7:05 opinion and order, the CommisWide radio savvy and quick adapt- that country, and of Asia
p.m.
generally
sion
denied
the
application of
ability for spontaneous gabbing. the democratic
Sustaining
way
eight individual stations and petiGeneral tone is one of maturity more good for them of life holds WPTR, Albany
than Commuand good judgment in choice of nism has persuaded
“Top Tunes,” based on weekly tions of DPA to amend its rules
them it will
subject matter. Both sound, and give.
selection surveys by Variety, of- to permit fulltime operation on
are in fact, authentic. Voices are
fers
a wide range of listenable the frequencies.
Stratton, who first did a series of
good," Buick’s slight- British accent
DPA was formed in November
Sunday night commentaries over transcribed-recorded numbers. Probas< a pleasing appeal.
WPTR, Albany, has improved his gram is pleaangly anounced by of 1948 with broadcasters from 23
sponsorship
Participating
is
O’Haire,
Jr,,
Gene
son
of
longa
states represented to fight for the
broad, from hosiery, laundry serv- technique with more regular air- time top
miker, now in busi- removal
aids, to milk, ings, His voice is still twangy and ness here.
ice and hearin
Young man possesses of the of restrictions on the use
slightly
hard,
but
the
730, 800, 900 1050, 1220 and
material and one of the better area voices, alhousehold, items, food specialties
.and insurance.
Show caught had presentation cancel this out though he might work for more 1570kc frequencies. At that time
Scripts
represent sound if not bril- color and pace.
there were 106 daytime stations
three commercials, none of them
overdone in time or impact. This liant craftsmanship. WSNY can • Variety is credited in sign-on using these frequencies.
Is a competent piece of rad'*
The organization claimed that
ri- take a bow with Stratton, sustain- for tunes turntabled.
ing or commercial.
iness.
Ted,
Jaco.
Jdco.
(8
'
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,

numbers on opening programs
were standards, spirituals or pops.
D’Armond provides steady accompaniment and Strokes the ivories

singing of “Right

'

,

^

.

40 Mins., Mon.-throUgh-Fri., 6:20
p.m.
Director: -Bob Flournoy, announcer
Sustaining
Writer-director: Pete Katz
WPTR, Albany
30 Mins.; Fri„ 7:30 p.m.
Entertainment level for ypTR
WHAS, Louisville
Powerful voiced station of local rockets when the microphone is
opened for Walter Scheff ’s singing.
newspapers Courier- Journal and Baritone, featured in downstairs
Louisville Times is lending an as- Rose Lounge: of Ten Eyck Hotel,
sist to publicize the summer mu- had been doing a disk jockey-intersicals now current at Iroquois Am- view program from there, with
snatches of vocals. New show
Made possibly by fi- only
phitheatre.
combines numbers by Scheff, piano
nancial support of Retail Mer- solos by Frank D’Armond (station
chants Assn, in cooperation with musical director and accompanist)
records. The latter, carefully
WHAS this once-a-week series and
should be influential in bringing selected, fill out the 40 minutes,
ticket buyers from a wide area, but it’s the warbling Which puts
At show caught pitch was made for feature in top class. Give Scheff
theatre lovers from as far distant an orchestra half the size of the
as Indianapolis and Covington, Ky. one which D’Armond led when
(over 100 miles in each instance), Schine-owned outlet debuted two
to make the trip to Louisville and years ago, and it would have a Big
gander the productions, in What Time origination.
was described as “the most beautiFormer member of Fred Warful outdoor theatre in the United ing’s
Pennsylvanians and later

—

,

SCHEFF’S SPECIAL

Joy Joplin, With Walter Scheff, Frank D’Armond
and orch, Bob

Pickett,

chorus

,

vacation again and Robert Q. Lewis
and doing a good,
is back to fill in
workmanlike job at it. This marks
the fourth consecutive year that
the CBS comedian has replaced
Godfrey on the latter's hour-anda-quarter morning Strip, which
makes it almost a career in itself.
He’s in for eight weeks, having
started Monday (31), and judging
from, the show that day, Godfrey’s
audience won’t be disappoinnted
As in past
at the pinch-hitting.
years, in facL the replacement job
own
Lewis’
further
should help

—

series

new atAs in

Hiitsell

fifth

Arthur Godfrey

Bill

WHAS

out soon with a

Roundup” has since been given ^ar Americain,’
a regular berth bn Monday eve at Bedside Manor, Hollywood. Interviewers wanted the story of
Bril.
nings.

there

With

.

I

'

^

MUSIC UNDER THE STARS

>

.

“The Quick and the Dead” atom

last Thursday night (27) was devdted to the bold
to fight cancer with peacetime radioactive atoms.

the three previous stanzas, Bob Hope as the curious, average citizen seeking enlightenment; William Laurence, science expert of the
N. Y. Times (who along with Fred Friendly, producer and writer
of the series, rate deep bows for their contributions), and in the
“in-person” associates who have parlayed atom knowledge with
medicine aind science, presented a half-hoqr word’ picture, to "the
public that was both fascinating and revealing.
Perhaps it lacked the dramatic suspense of the previous chapters, since unfortunately terror and annihilation lend’ themselves
to more exciting fare, but eliding the series on the constructive
powers of this scientific achievement certainly held forth hope to a
listening world.
NBC, through this series, has once more shown that documen“Quick and the Dead”
taries can be both valuable and exciting.
merits the widest possible circulation, through repeats, recordings
certainly inspire new
should
and
and
school,
both for the home
efforts on the part of radio (and TV) to delve into numerous other
Rose.
scientific advances and present them as dramatically.

.

9,000 milest, Everett Holies introduced the participants and kept
the triangular conversation runWith him in
ning smoothly.
Gotham was military analyst
George Fielding Eliot, while Les
Washington
the
aired
Higbie
queries. -Bob Stewart, MBS chief
three men
up
rounded
Tokyo,
in
who’d recently been at the Korean
of MBS
Simmons
f ront^Walter
and the Chicago Tribune, John
Denson of Collier’s and Ed Hoffman of Acme News.
The give-and-take was informed,
Succinct and up-to-the-minute, covering questions such as the guerillas, the overall strategic picture,
handling of the press, etc. What
was alsb interesting was the questions which the Tokyo men thiew
at the correspondents in the states.
Some brief comment by some of
the reporters who were under fire
gave the coverage a good personal
And humor wasn’t lacking,
note.
as when the men in Asia said the
forces, they’ d seen
Australian
-only
recently in Japan was an Aussie on
a motorcycle with, a girl on the
back end. They also said that one
thing needed most was flea pow-,
have
generals
d^r—‘‘^ven the

of the four-part

NBC

tempts

As the third in a series of eight
This half-hour stint. *which has
been holdings its own for three previews of possible fall shows..
“Advance Release” unyears on the West Coast, has NBC’s
stepped up interest by introducing veiled' “Daisy Discovers America”
Comedy format
The Thursday (27).
the Couple of the Week.
couple whose popularity shows starred Ella Logan in a half-hour
sufficient staying power may then dramatic melange that included
win the Couple of the Month several songs.
awards. The prizes are giveaways,
a
Script was woven around
which from here in may be harder
who
(Miss Logan)
especially the electric ap- Scotswoman
to get
sets,
radioSl arrived in New York enroute to
television
pliances,
Couple’s story is Pittsburgh. She wound up on the
and candies.
George Washington bridge and
several
sandwiched in between
short commercials plugging Fab, halted traff-te by chanting a couple
of
times. Seized by the gendarmes,
Ajax, Blue Bonnet .Margarine and
others contracted on a 52-Week the songstress was hailed before
basis, and a few recordings of a sympathetic judge who dismissed
music appropriate to the story of the case.
the couple being interviewed.
Miss Logan’s vocal contributions
Show on Moiiday (24) caught a such as “America, I Love You”
couple named Alice and Frank and “Sunny Side of the Street”
Scully who had been nominated were top-drawer. But their musiby Adele Clifton who played “No, cal excellence wasn’t enough to
No Nanette”, in Paris and on the offset an inane script sprinkled
road in America years ago. Pair with corny gags. What this airer
turned out to be Variety’s mugg needs is fresher and more original
Gilb .
and Mme. Scully and the inter- humor.
viewers keyed their music to the
fact that the Scullys had recently

Mutual wrapped up a timely,
comprehensive report' stanza in
this show which had correspondents in. Washington, New York and
Tokyo swap questions and information on a three-way hookup over

WNEW

Windup
on.

NBC, New York

KFI, Hollywood

MBS, from New York

,

Lou Bring orch, others
Writer-director: Charlie Isaacs
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

30 Mins., Mon,-thru-Fri., 9:45 a.m.
Participating

Hoffman

"

FDR MEX

time sponsor.

It’s

the best pro-

gram added since Robert L. Coe
assumed temporary direction at

WPTR.

Jaco.

NATIONAL CONSUMERS
PANEL
With Earl Nightingale
Producer: Harold Gingrich
Writer; Nightingale
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WGN, Chicago
Another entry along the lines
of “The Housewives’ Protective
League,’’ this cross-the-b,oard strip

has the benefits of a smooth gal>
ber and the handicaps of similarity
with well-established shows of the

same

type. The twist on this series
that a panel of housewives will
offer testimonials to strengthen the
commercials of the participating

is

and where necessary a
company will be used.
Earl Nightingale does an. adept
job with the patter although material on show heard (28) was a bit
thin. Material, aimed at the hausfrau, dealt with a discussion of
annoying habits with special emphasis on their effects upon marsponsors

testing

Dave

riage.

KOEL

.

Preeins in Iowa

Oelwein, Ia,< Aug. I:
KGEL went, on the air for the
first time here July 24, with a special program dedicated to a build-,
ing fund for Mercy hospital of
$100,000.
A previous campaign
had raised $100,000 of the total
v
$600,000 needed.
;
New station is owned* and operated by the Northeast Iowa Ra"

.

dio Corp., a group of 15, Oelwein
business men.
It is a 500-watter
during daytime hours.
•

Birmingham

—C.

P.

Hamann^has;

been appointed general manager
of WBRC and WBRC-TV here, succeeding Mrs. Elolse Smith Hanna,
who’ll continue, jis prpsidfnL
,

a

'

,

,

Wednesday, August

2,

,

RADIO

1950

OWN

S INTO
Washington, Aug; 1. 4
Savannah Radio Council, smarting at being dubbed by the FCC

By BERT BRILLER

The station break, once as aim“self-appointed guardians of the
ABC is prepping- a father- pie as “This fs WABC/’ is now as
public interest/;' yesterday protested the agency’s action iii dis- daughter team in Patt Barnes and elaborately buttoned-and-bowed as
missing its petition to prevent his -daughter Barbara. Program a Schiaparelli creation. Today the
Eurith D. Rivers, Jr., son of topper Leonard Reeg is audition-* quickie tags require assorted proGeorgia’s former governor, from mg the pair for a 15-minute cross- ducers, directors, writers, full orday- chestras, chirpers, stables of Hollyestablishing a radio station in the! the-board chatter stanzj* for
wood #tars, sound effects men and
Council asked that the Com- time airing.
city.
With the Wine Corp. of America engineering Wizards.
mission immediately issue an orRecent’ crop from WNBC, N. Y;,
der staying the effective date of backing “Can You Top This?” on
ABC-TV, it's considered likely that has a Mr. Hook, a Mr; Line and a
construction, on which a permit
edition of the stanza (Until Mr. Sinker .proclaim they “go for”
an
was issued in March, of the /starecently On NBC) will be picked up WNBC. Messrs. Morning, Noonan
tion and that a hearing be held to
into the Satur- and Knight exclaim that they -lis*
determine whether Rivers’ pro- by the web, going
ten to the outlet “morning, noon
gram proposals are in the public day evening lineup.
an* night.”
On this transcribed
interest.
Noonan is particularly efspot
Through its Washington counfective; his resonant voice registers
sel, Cohn and Marks, the Council
warmly and his sense Uf timing, as
took issue with a. memorandum
'

AM

opinion in which the Commission
said the Council is not a broadcast
licensee arid therefore has no
standing to protest the Rivers
grant. On the contrary, the Council contended, it was formed by
the various stations in Savannah
“for the Very purpose of unified

action

in

such as

matters,

.

Carrolls

this,

operations are affected* . * . The
fact they chose to proceed in the
name of the Savannah Radio Council rathef than in their individual
names 4s immaterial in determining whether or not they have
standing.”
vAs to being called “self -appointed guardians
having no
.
real or substantial interest of their
own,” the Council found sUch
language “a ‘departure from the
spirit expressed in Commission decisions and rules and the viewpoint
of the various Commissioners.” It.
.

(Continued on page 36)

Vf.

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Russ Johnston, partner with
Jerry Fairbanks and Frank Mullen
in Fairbanks Television Productions, creators of the Multicam
process of photography, is selling
out his stock and retiring from the
company to take an executive berth,
with Ward Wheelock agency. He
will be v.p. in charge of radio and
television and operate out of Phila..

delphia.

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Wiggins,>CBS Western
Division director of research and
saj^s promotion for the past four
years, resigned both- posts Friday
(28 over matters of policy.
He
was formerly manager of presentation department in N. Y. CBS for
1

•

&

WMGM

showmanship through the LoeWsowned indie’s breaks. A highspot
in this collection is Jimmy Durante’s “You are tuned to WMGM,
the call letters of the stars,” which
is reportedly being considered by
;

Amurol

toothpaste

ha s

His Wednesday and Friday evening newscasts are still open.

“MGM

.

This fall Will witness an Unprecedented number of commercial radio
shows with separate
video editions (as distinct from
simulcasts), sponsored under the
same or different bankroller aus-

;Se«lis

Fill

The practice of networks pecking away at rival webs’ clients,
which

an almost feverish pace
last year, appears to be still, going
hit

CBS, finding itself with the
Sunday afternoon at 6 time slot
open because of General Foods'
switchover or “My Favorite Husband” to Saturday night on the
same web, is making overtures to
the American Railroad Assn., sponsors of the “Railroad Hour” on
ABC, to move the show into the
Columbia Sunday period.
on.

Similarly,

A
spokesman said that Latinterviewed because of
the publication of his new book,
“Ordeal by Slander,” *which tells
of his fight against the Sen. Mc-

—

’

WNEW

CBS

also

Washington* Aug,

House hearings on various

1.

bills

affecting the FCC will, probably be
heid within the next few weeks as
a result of a fast play last week by

Wouldn’t

However, while the Senate appointed conferees to insist on its
“amendment” and requested a conference with the House, 4t was
highly unlikely that a the House
would oblige.
It is known the

House Committee on
and Foreign Commerce,

mind grabbing off ABC’s “Original
Amateur Hour,” sponsored by Old

Interstate

as ChairCrosser (D-Ohio) has
Gold, to help fill the Friday night
frequently stated, has no intention
sustaining gap.
Status of “Amaof approving the McFarland -bill
teur Hour” in the fall Is still un- stretch due to ill health.
He’ll do a three-times-weekly without hearings. Crosser has said
determined, but from last account
on
MonY.,
that
the measure is questionable in
N.
WOR,
stint
for
the Railroad Assn, has indicated gab
that it’s very happy with its pres- day, Wednesday and Friday at several respects and it is understood that tiie majority of the
ent peffod off ABC.
10:15 p.rit., starting Aug. 7.

Raymond Swing

returning to
the air after being off for a long
is

man Robert

Quickie

cial events veepee, and exec veepee Charles R. Denny have been
huddling on reprising the four-part
program, which has won critical
and lay acclaim. Present plans are

to install the series in the Tuesday
night 9 30 to 10 period in the four
weeks immediately preceding the
return of Fibber & Molly to the air.
In addition, NBC and the parent
RCA company are negotiating for
:

an album release.
-In an unusual programming^ gesture, the web’s San Francisco outlet, KNBC, is preempting the 4 to
6 p. m. period on Sunday afternoon
to carry all four instalments as a
single two-hour show.

‘Equal Tune’

Commission

is

opposed to

it

in its

present form.
Until the Senate action last
Week, there was'little hope that the
McFarland bill Or other bills involving the FCC Would receive
consideration by the House this
session.
Thus, the parliamentary
maneuver of adding the McFarland
bill as a rider to a House bill which
authorizes FCC to purchase land
for radio-monitoring stations has
the effect 6f forcing -committee
hearings on FCC bills. However,
with the Korean situation and the
lateness of the session, it’s doubtful there will be sufficient time to
report a measure out of committee, let alone get action by the
House and agreement on a probably substantially different bill
with the Senate.
The McFarland bill (S. 1973)
{'contains several provisions which
are said to be In dispute. One in(Continued on page 36)

Demand

Confronts 40 Stations
In

111.

Political Fight

Chicago, Aug. 1.
The old question of when is a
politician not a politician on radio

popped up
Illinois

The Deane
Carthy allegations.
show regularly interviews authors which the controversial McFarland
of new tomes, the. station said, and
measure, previously passed by the
Lattimore has been cleared of Senate, was tacked on to a routine
charges against him. The Journal- piece of House legislation in an efAmerican article linked the pro- fort to force action in conference.
tests with the calls which earlier
this year complained of Larry
Adler's guesting on the Ed Sullivan CBS-TV stanza.

NBC in

on radio (Sunday nights, NBC).
Final installment in NBC’s fourHoyever, plans are being finalized part documentary series on
the
for the Cannon Towel and Sheet atom bomb,
“The Quick and Dead,”
Co. to sponsor a video version of was carried
last Thursday night at
“Theatre Guild,” via N. W. Ayer 8, but in the light of overwhelming
Show is. being packaged public reaction;- NBC has even
agency.
by Henry Souyairie, who is cur- more ambitious plans for the series.
rently negotiating, with the TheBill Brooks, NBC’s news and spe-

Complaints, which Came from
both men and women, although
femmes predominated, objected to
Lattimore/s appearance.

Sustaining Gaps timore was

provide bulk of agency’s radio bill*
ing.
Leaving Esty with Bernard
are Marcelle Mitchell, Andy Potter
and Lorraine Lenz.

In the latter category will fall
the “Theatre Guild on the Air,”
Which is sponsored by U. S. Steel

;

WOR

To

FOr the past three years, Esty
has had at least three shows in the

pices.

.

r i

:

Camels dropped Jimmy Durante
and “Screen Guild Theatre.” Esty
wilt have only four shows On the
air next season ^ith only “Fat
Man” coming from N.Y. Vaughn
Monroe travels his show and
“Grand Ole Opry” comes from
Nashville.
Cairiels
and Colgate

LAIDMORE BOOKING

;

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
William Esty agency, one of tho
oldest in Hollywood, closes its Hoi?
lywood and Vine Offices today (1)
and will operate out of its Beverly
Hills office.
Firm will have only
one Coast origination next season
—Bob Hawk show for Camels. Don
Bernard, who has been with Esty
for 11 years, eight as manager of
Hollywood office, will produce as a
freelance;
He was offered an executive post With agency in N.Y.
but declined.

shop, but at the close of last season*

S. Steel to obTheatre of the Air” stanza. tain clearances. Full-hour videoJohnson quit NBC, where he was Lionel Barrymore, Lewis JStone and cast of Theatre Guild successes is
in charge of TV films, to plunk his Deborah Kerr also score neatly being planned as a four-tiriie prescoin in the Fairbanks layout. Com- with, their efforts in station identi- entation to tie in with Cannon’s
pany has been in financial difficul- fication and may be brought east four promotion campaigns in the
ties and recently tried to engineer to cut time signals for Ingersoll upcoming season.
Lucky Strike is currently testing
a loan of $350,000. Col. Fred Levy watches, although this could not be
its TV version of “Hit Parade,”
of Louisville passed up his option confirmed.
planning to install it on the Saturto buy controlling Interest.
NBC Chimes to Talk?
day night 10:30 period on NBC, an
The star pitch has also infected hour after the'radio version on the
NBC program veepee Charles same web.
Barry; who is waxing tags for the
/‘Lux Radio Theatre”
(Lever
web with Bob Hope, Grouch o Marx, Bros.) gets a TV counterpart in the
Fibber McGee and other net per- fall, going into the CBS-TV Monsonalities.
In the Works is a plan day night 8 to 8:30 time.
Appearance of Far Eastern ex- to have the w.k. NBC chimes speak
Although up till now “We, the
by means of a sonovOx attach- People” has been- a Gulf-sponsored
pert Owen Lattimore as a guest
ment—
“NBC—
Listen
Mcto
e. g.,
simulcast, the client has now
*bri Martha Deane’s program over
Gee.”
turned to separate AM-TV ediWQR, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.)
which takes credit for tions. (The Monday night Firestone
brought 300 protest calls from lis- starting the trend of breaks un- musical show on NBC, also a simulteners and a story in the N. Yi derscoring a station’s personality, cast, is expected to emerge as two
has reprised its musical breaks of distinct productions in the fall.)
Journal-American.
some years back. Locally these
“Stop the Music,” “Original
Lattimore said that Sen. Mc- have become as popular as the Amateur Hour,” “Suspense” arid
Carthy (R., Wis.) has failed to re- Pepsi-Cola “nickel, nickel, .trickle, “Break £he Bank” are other radio
peat his charges, that Lattimore trickle,” which was also produced shows that get separate TV treatment.
(Continued on page 36)
was “top Russian espionage .agent

years;
senior marketing
analyst of Firestone Tire
Rubber; and director of research at
Triangle Publications.
His is the third resignation of
major execs at Chi CBS this year,
Others being Don Roberts, former
Western Manager, now * veepee
with Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y., arid Howard Keefe,
former CBS account exec.
Wiggins is vacationing before announcing future plans.
His re- in this country,” outside the Senate
placement at CBS is Jim Cornell, where he has Congressional imformerly of Foote, Cone & Belding. munity, and has failed to introduce
any evidence in support of the
charges.

two

viduals named Gilbert, Sullivan,
Barnum, Bailey, Stanley and, Livingston, gets the best from nonpros.
Courtesy spots featuring
hausfraus,
taxicab drivers
and
ferry captains are taped with deft
use of documentary technique arid
a sensitivity to t,he creative handling of background noise, such as
foghorns..
program director Raymond Katz points; up his knowing

the -Library of Congress’ folklore

1

S.

Strip.

bought the Thursday evening segment; Both accounts Were signed
through' O’Neill, Larsen & O’Hara.

At the same time Ward Wheelock division as a prime exhibt of Newannounced appointment of Carroll yorkese. Clark Gable’s reading of
Carroll as a veepee.
He’s script the same copy indicates great hissupervisor
for
agency’s
radio trionic ability, on the basis of which
shows and heads up Coast: opera- he may get a role in an upcoming atre Guild and U.
tion.-

John

9:30-9:45 p.m., staring Aug. 20, and
has also renewed its sponsorship of
the Tuesday evening stanza of
Heatter’s cross-the-board 9 p.m.

he pops his name between Morning
and Knight, shows excellent response io directorial demands.
WNBC general manager Ted
Gott, with an ear to choosing indi-

.

where their individual broadcast

s
Mutual's Gabriel Heattcr* has
picked up two additional sponsor^..
Rhodes Pharmacal (Iindriri) has
bought the gabber for Sunday at

27

again, confrontirig 40
stations last week,
^his

time it’s the demand by the campaign manager of Everett M. Dirksen, Republican senatorial candidate, for equal free air time as hi*
opponent, Senator Scott Lucas,
Democratic incumbent.
The 40 stations have been carrying Lucas* periodic “Reports to the
People” as a public service Venture. The GOP candidate has written to the stations claiming the
“Reports” have actually been political campaign speeches and that
under FCC rules he is entitled to
the same free airings.

Johnson Family Exits

WBBM

.

in Policy

Scrap

Chicago, Aug.

1.

Because of “policy differences/*
the Johnson family show

exiting
WBBM, effective Oct. 1, The crossthe-board, Monday through Satur-

day morning

strip,

is

built

around

the family and aired from its homo
has been, carried on the Chi CBS
station for the past three years.
Featured on the rotating sponsored
show is Cliff Johnson, Mrs. Johnson and their tour children.
The group - Is pitching its show
to other stations.
*

'
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anybody had come up

to

SAVOY
me on Thursday and

told

me

that in the small hours of the morning I should be standing
in the middle of the ballroom at the Savoy, blinded by spotlights and trembling in every limb, singing (sic) a number
with the highest paid cabaret artist in the world, I should
either have thought him mad or have taken instant steps to
leave the country.
No; I haven’t adopted a new profession. It’s just a question of falling a victim to the magic of the incomparable
Hildegarde.
,

Enraptured
went along

her in the ordinary way. True,
did pick a rather lovely basket of roses beforehand, which I
sent behind the scenes with a card. But I thought: “A
woman like her must get so many flowers that she probably
won’t even see them.”
So I settled back to listen to the show in peace.
On she came, a bundle of vitality and charm, in a long Dior
dress, grey and blue with a petunia sash. She sang and chattered, and chattered and sang, grave one minute, gay the
next. We were all enraptured.
Then suddenly it happened: the awful, nightmare thing.
Peering out into the crowd, shading her eyes with her hand,
she announced, in bell-like tones, that I was in the audience,
that I’d written one of her favourite songs, called “Little
White Room,” and would I please come up and help her sing
I

1950

“There is now a new yardstick by
which all cabaret acts for the Londorl

w

to sing . . v
soys BEVERLEY NICHOLS
If

21.

to listen to

I

night scene will be measured. As iii
Palladium vaudeville, where the peak
HOTEL, London
standard was set by Danny Kaye, so
now with the nighteries with Hildegarde. Her opening at this
world-renowned hostelry has set a new milestone.
There were no two minds about the success of the act. It was
90, minutes of unadulterated entertainment, paiked with a range
of melody hits, a wealth of comedy and some of the finest ad libr
bing seen in London for many a year.
The immense cabaret room at the Savoy is a difficult spot for
solo artists to hold for a long spell. Subtle lighting without other
aids established a surprising degree of intimacy required for a
Hildegarde show. It was a remarkable achievement. The atmosphere was nearly perfect and the standard she’s established
of performing for the individual and not the mass, was maintained. Musical accompaniment was excellent. When not at
the piano herself, she not only relied on the first class support of
her accompanist, Salvatore Gioe, but on the regular Savoy Orch,
batoned by Carroll Gibbons, who have cooperated in the best
possible

way,

4

Hildegarde’s Savoy season is limited to three weeks. Sock
business at opening night is assured during the three-week season to a degree which will give the hotel a pre-eminence over
the other night spots. It brings the Savoy back into the big
league name-act circuit. The waiters are tres happy about the

whole thing.

it.

Myrer

Well, what does a chap do on these occasions? He can’t
hide under the table. He can’t glue himself to his seat and
shake his head. That would be churlish.
He has to go up, grinning and blinking like a half-wit,
slide across the polished floor endeavouring not to fall down,
and. then he has to stand up straight and go through with it.

Sheer Terror
It is

hardly necessary to add that in the sheer terror of the

moment I forgot the words of my own song.
“We want a little white room with a window by the sea”
that came through O.K, But how did it go on?
•
It should haye been: “We don’t mind a tight room, a two.

.

and-six-a-night room.” As rendered by yours truly, it turned
into: “We don’t mind a something room, a blah blah blah

blah blah room.”
All of which was highly diverting to the audience at the
Savoy.
My dear Hildegarde. It says a great deal for your charm
that I would willingly go through it all again.
And what, I wonder, is the secret of that charm? What is
it that made Irving Berlin refer to this little lady fropi Milwaukee as “the greatest stylist of song in the profession to-

day?”
'

It isn’t just

the voice; though she can

make every whisper

significant; nor the pretty little Fragonard profile; nor the
fabulous clothes.
I think it’s just sheer niceness.
She makes every man in
the audience feel he wants to hug her, in the nicest possible

way.

And

that is something that

some

of our

own

LONDON
TEMPLE BAR 4343

LIMITED
THE SAVOY HOTEL

stars

ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE
ORCHESTRA AND

might" do well to bear in mind.

*

A:

1950

•••*

Dear Hildy,

.

“The Variety Department, which has begun to
hold up its head of late, can now afford to set its jaw
at a cocky angle. To bring back that genius of cab*
aret, Hildegarde, to this country was a real achievement. So far, apart from one appearance here in
1938, she has fought shy of television. Hers is a
very intimate and personal style and, in spite of huge
offers by American companies, she felt that the production technique over there would not be able to reproduce it. Well, from Alexandra Palace the effect
was electric. Good for you, British Television and,

—

of course, you, Hildegarde.”

CYRIL BUTCHER, Sketch

.

Cabaret' at the

your
It

Savoy

America

Ho
'

.

once
I should like

chapter to
ther thrilling

S *vay
*» ;¥.
very best wisnes,

hapfenSJ"?

With

my

Sincerely yours,

CARROLL GIBBONS.

Entertainments.
Director of

Miss Hildegarde,
George V
Paris.

August
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happened
unexpected
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event
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ther
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it appea
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and although
knew Hildeg
sVl0W * 0man
, neople vho

wouldn’t remind you about

having

France before the war

sung

in

were

if it

not for the fact that this young
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more

woman’s repeat return

of roses for

.

—

n Pans.
next year
;

gave,

us,

%

Paris,

June

6.

The major.concert event was Hildegarde’s one-womaii performance
the Champs Elysees theatre Saturday (5), Localites
onded enthusiastically to the chanteuse’s presenta-*
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ice Chevalier.

“Hildegarde
thetic,”

was the remark

I heard
/

*

visible pleasure,

and

down

the lovely marble staircases

of the

Champs Elysees Theatre

if it

after hearing her again.

What

change!

How

have de-

veloped!

What mastery and what

a

It is so true,

and -it

gift to captivate

as they

is

gifts

walked

.

.

indeed a rare

an audience by
*

T l*T*

very sympa-

is so.

from many people

•.

her

Maur-

to Paris

experienced^ such great surprise

DEGARDE’S

.i

.

.

*I

Hildegarde’s

.he will come
wll l
nces; There

_
possesses the authority of a
.

.

i

sheer personal magic

•
.

— more espe-

cially to captivate the hearts of

an

clever use of her natural charm!

audience not given to oven-indul-

One cannot be

gent reactions, unless inspired by
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H S*y>A

loved following her smiling efforts

fully to

anaudi-

and

*

*

grea t American

make

which was a kind of Franco-American one- woman festival of enter-

on the

stage,

*

star of the
halls,

cafes

music

with

more spontaneous graciousness.
As I watched her, I kept thinking:
,

she*

this

art,

audience

One cannot
move more eas-

“Only

her

or

provise

Him Iflff

gauging

a n

or talk and im-

the

enjoyed

ence,

ily

“Hilegarde,

we

delight-

her work more.

£yj

“So far as we are concerned,

more

smile and en l°y

v.v

es*i

talk

or

ence,

intelligent

tainment.

As Hildegarde handed

her roses to fellow

artists, friends

and her audience, we could not
help but think that this young

whom we had
ago

when

heard

many

girl,

years

she started in Paris, had

unquestionably and truly bloomed
into an international star.”

girl,

.

OPERA*

and

charm personified. Nothing that she sings
or says is in bad taste. Her performance is finished
and brilliant. She is beautiful to look at, full of
grace and sbe plays the piano in virtuoso manner.”
Lc Stm«in« Radiophonique, May 2$;

radio, is

Rudolph elie
An American Newspaper
r

Boston Herald: '“midegarde did very well at the Champs Elysees
Ivlall III
Theatre in Paris on her opening night— especially when it is remembered that the present generation in Patis had not
the faintest idea who she was or what she did!”
mm

-

.

„

p
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ANNA S0SENKO
Personal Manager

Under the direction of

HUMPHREY DOULENS

Concert Manager—-COPPICUS &

SCHANG
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Aug.

Detroit,

Cupid's Remote
Ted Steele, during his afternoon show on the N. Y. Daily

time,

them
;

Trend was forecast last, spring
when Regent cigarets, which liad
been one of the co-op barikrollers
on NBC’s “Leave It to the Girls,”
round the show was doing such a
good selling job that it made a

'

to dispose of their network comwhich network mercial programming divisions,
gain television have just about decided against
rights to the World Series this year bringing civil suit under the Sher-

and sponsor

to
will

.

is still up in the air. After Gillette
met the bid put in by DuMont of
$510,000 for exclusive rights, DuMont reportedly uppusd its offer to:

At the set time, 4:15 p. ml,
march.
the
played
Steele
Friend later reported that the
It’s betiming was perfect.
lieved to be the first time that

Minneapolis, Aug.

performer, during a video
show, has provided music for
a home wedding. To do so, incidentally, Steele broke into a
chorus of “Tea for Two,”
which he was playing on the
piano, to switch, over to the
;

which not only would be

Chevrolet,

Which

backing DuMont’s
safety razor firm.

is

anti-trust laws.

Instead, be-

work

,

to be
Packagers also point out that
and the another reason for not filing civil
report- action is that they seek no dam-

said

offers,

Latter

is

edly being backed by NBC: in its ages.
“All we want is a 50-50
bidding but it’s considered doubt- chance to sell our properties:” And
ful that NBC will d'ant to match with webs controlling time slots
the final DuMont offer. Both webs, and programs, they maintain an
meanwhile, are already talking indie’s chances of proper recogniabout sewing up the rights for tion are small.
themselves on a five-year deal,
Network comment ranges from
starting in 1951, and then farming “no comment until we
hear from
out the bankroller privileges each New York’’ to “certainly we’re
out
year to the highest bidder.
to sell our own shows. We’ve al-

but

ready lost plenty of money in tele-

Odd we had no trouble with

vision and it is logical that we: try
to Sell our programs so we’ll make
money from, them as well as fa-

costly,

also take considerable time,
“It’s

'

cause of the “possibility of net-

FCO

1.

order from S. M. Streed, Minneapolis chief electrical inspector, to
discontinue televising Minneapolis
American Assn, baseball games until It metal-covers a heavy rubberencased cable, running from a
broadcasting studio to amplifiers.
But Stan Hubbard, KSTP president, says he’ll ignore the order
when the ball club returns this
week from its road trip and he’ll
televise the contests as hitherto
without making the alteration

organ.

man

retaliation”
against them
once their firm names become
has
the
opknown, the latest plan is to tap
$750,000, Gillette now
tion of meeting that bid or bowing each group for a “war chest” fund,
out of the Series on TV to con- then hire an attorney to go to
centrate on its radio coverage.
Washington to lay their case beand the Justice Dept,
It’s believed probable, however, fore the
in
hope the government will prosethat if DuMont gets the rights, the
sponsorship will be split between cute.

KSTP technicians’ strike troubles
continue. Now the station has an

a

by drug store chains. Show is being -moved over from Saturday
night, which in turn will be taken
over by sports from Madison Sq.
Garden, N Y.
Another co-op casualty is the
ABC boxing, aired Tuesday nights
until now. Web. has sold the 9. to
9:30 Tuesday night period to Hudson Motors for Billy Rose’s “Pitching Horseshoes” and the 9:30 to 10
slot to the Wine Corp. of America

SERIES VIDEO

Decision, as

tion,

to start,

Seal to pick lip the tab for the enThis year, to date,
tire network.
DuMont has given up its Friday
from Chicago,
wrestling
liight
-.which- 'had been co-opped, in favor
sponsored
Bands,”
of “Cavalcade of

NBC,
for “Can You Top This?”
for the time being, will continue
co-op
on
a
That”
its “Who Said
basis in the Monday night 10:30 to
11 period and also its “Cactus Bill”
show, which originates from Chicago and is co-opped to some of
the mid\yestem stations.
New co-op shows, meanwhile,
will probably be programmed early
Sunday afternoons or during weekdays when the webs take over the
time for their local operations.
Network sales execs still consider
the method of selling a good way
*io produce a fairly-high budgeted
program and still make it available
to local sponsors.

WORLD

ding of a friend in a judge's
apartment several miles from
the WPIX studios. Friend got
watching
while
the
idea
Steele’s show in the apartment
while' waiting for the ceremony

into the so-called fringe

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Chicago's independent program
producers and packagers, still determined to get anti-trust action in
an attempt to force 'the networks
*•

Advertisers using the former
rate card issued March 1 will receive the usual six months protec-

News’ WPIX last week, played
a wedding march on the organ
as accompaniment to the wed-

will have no room for co-ops, and
thus will either eliminate them or
shift

.1.

increase its rates

Sept. 1. Class A time will be upped from $600 to $600 an hour.
The one-minute spot rate Class A
will increase from $100 to $140.
Glass B will jump from $400 to
$550 and the Class B one-minute
spot from $65 to $90.

Co-op television shows are int

1930

Hikes Rales

WXYZ-TV will

for a beating on the major networks this, fall, but it’s the kind of
a beating the webs don’t mind.
With all signs pointing to a sellout
of Class A time to sponsors who
are demanding as many stations as
possible, in their coverage, the webs

'

t

Wedriesilay, August 2,

t'&RIEtff

we

electrical inspectors until after

had labor trouble and it’s odd, too,
1,
agreement that the inspector Waited until the
last minute to issue his Order,”
to be negotiated by Screen DirecHubbard told newspapers, insinutors Guild, Of America has been
inked with KTTV, the Times-CBS ating the order has been inspired
AFL’s
station here.
Pact, retroactive to by the fact that there is the
May 11, date on which negotiations union strike against the station.
Hubbard also, says he wonders if
Started, provides for 100% guild
shop % and gives directors of live the “sudden” ruling on the eable
has
anything to do with the fact
Video shows screen credit for their

cilities.” Another web spokesman,
“The whole thing is silly; the networks feel more strongly about
good programming then independ-

Holly wood, Aug.

First basic television

ent producers. We will recapture
the program iboiitrol
in radio. The advertiser is no longer inviolate, and he
will .have to take our judgment as

TV rights to some 39 British films in. television
have been acquired by indie pro- we once had
ducer Alexander Paal, who returned to New York last week after

three weeks in Europe.
Around
that Streed, the inspector, is k
of the pictures are new, he
member of the same union as that 80%
said, with a number still either in
Of the KSTP striking technicians.
or in the cutting room.
On his part, Streed says the ball production
Pix have been split into packages
park televising facilities don’t meet of 13 apiece. First batch
has alMinneapolis standards, the Wiring
ready been taken by Klaus Landsfailing to conform with regulations

Work.
Provision is made for renegotiation of the contract after a sixmonth period so that it can be adjusted to television advances. Under the deal, the director will have
berg of KTLA, Hollywood. As for
broad authority to oversee casting,
and being improperly installed in the balance, Paal is undecided
lighting, backgrounds, sight and
violation of the city’s electrical
whether to make an outright sale
sound effects, .as well as assume re(Continued on page 35)
or set up his own TV distribution
sponsibility
for camera
setups,
company. Bulk of the product is
composition and general integrasupplied by Britain’s Exclusive
tion of all contributing crafts.
Films, Ltd., Butcher Films and
Ticket, inked by Harrison DunGrabs Off Video
Grand National Pictures.
ham, station general manager, proPrior to planing to the' Coast
vides that present salaries remain
Rifhis to Major Tennis
oyer the weekend, Paal revealed
in effect as wage negotiations were

what

to

And

is

good programming.”
not unanimity among

all is

Chicago packagers, either. Two of
Chi’s biggest want no part of the
action, based upon their opinion
that there’s no chance of forcing
the networks out of commercial
programming, adding that complainants are, in most cases, “disappointed fiddle players.”
However, the indies are quick to
point out that size of organization
alone cannot be the yardstick by
which the courts measure, action.
The indies see this suit as analogous to the anti-trust suit of the
small southside Chi theatre,, tiie
J ackson Park, which sparked govthat he will step into TV film production in Britain. He has arranged ernment action in forcing motion
picture producers to dispose of
for use of the Riverside Studios at
proof
the
conof
further
Giving
Hammersmith, and expects to roll their theatre interests.tinued importance of spo'rts events
52 pix there under the overall title
to television programming, NBC“Scotland Yard, File No. 7807.”
TV this week picked up exclusive of
Each
film will run 28 minutes and
video rights fog the second succeswill be based upon actual cases.
sive year >to the two major tennis
Shooting gets under way upon
tourneys in the U. S. the Davis
Cup playoffs and national men’s Paal’s return to England in about
weeks,
eight
and women’s singles tournament.
Deal, set by NBC’s associate sports

NBC

Mon. Slot

left in abeyance.
Because of stuRhubarb between CBS-TV and dio reorganization and the recent
is growing hot over
move
to Nassour studio, both the
the web’s plan to have the cigaret guild and studio decided to leave
company exchange time slots of its minimum salaries for directors to
Ralph Edwards’ “Truth or Conse- individual negotiation until KTTV
quences” and Horace Heidt’s op- reorganization is complete.
New

Philip Morris

*

portunity stanza next fall. Heidt
is skedded to take the 9 p.m. Monday period, following Arthur Godfrey’s talent scout show, a 11 * the
latter doesn’t like the proximity of
another talent airer. “T or C” is

basic agreement applies to directors of live shows only and they
cannot move into motion pictures
that might be produced by the station unless the guild’s standard

—

agreement covering independent director, James Dolan, continues
producers and TV films is inked.
NBC's record as the only Web tq Amicable Settlement
firm
standing
However,
Negotiations are currently pend- air outside sports events on a neton its contract for the Monday po- ing with other local video Stations, work basis since last April.
In Lewis Suit vs.
It feels thC Heidt alter is
sition.
NBC reportedly outbid the other
according to Albert S. Rogell,
different from Godfrey’s, since it
Following NBC’s change in the
(Continued on page 32)
guild’s first veepee.
involves more production numbers,
format of its Coast originated
and wants to inherit his audience
Lights, Action Camera” package,
/-^and the strong plus for the end
producer Lester Lewis last week
commercial which results from
amicably settled his N. Y. supreme
preceding “The Goldbergs.” With
court infringement suit against the
Heidt’s
stanza beamed on Sunnet.
Lewis had charged that the
days on CBS, a Thursday airing
NBC show was lifted from his ABC
would interfere with his travel
airer,
“Holly wood Screen Test.”
commitments, it’s argued. Heidt’s
on the Coast has closed a deal with
Settlement of the action came
Sabii to star in a series of jungle
touring has been integrated into
Vie McLeod resigned as pro- adventure films for TV
about, according to Lewis, when the
. Arlene
the cigaret outfit’s strong merducer-director for NBC television Francis substituting for .Wendy net agreed to withdraw a “clack
He>s
returning
to the Barrie On the latter’s NBC shows board” device to which the prothis week
siaeiea
s defed a
spearhead ot
a® soeaJhiad
of PM
PM-ss ad Coast to work on some film shorts
during the week of Aug. 14
ducer had objected. Board is used
plans.
for TV but, with several offers of Ra-Best Features has completed to announce and
record takes. Suit
Situation is developing into, a new positions, may return to N. Y.
the first in a series of situation originally sought an injunction to
tug-of-war between PM and God- in the fall
“Robert Q, Lewis comedy
films
starring
Arthur halt the web’s program as well as
frey.
Against the latter’s strength Show,” sponsored by Arnold Bread Treacher and William Frawley and
an accounting of the’ profits.
as a CBS programming kingpin, on CBS, moving to the Sunday titled “This Is Pippin’
“Movies
Philip Morris is pitting its heavy night at 11 slot in the fall from at Mayfair House,” series
of, fear
billings on the web, which include its present Sunday at 9 p.m. period ture film oldies originally sched- Atlantic Picks
10
'
Crime Photographer” (AM), “T or
Charles Henderson and Mi fad uled to preem on WPIX Monday
Pix Features for
C” (AM and TV) and Heidt (AM Mayfair (Mrs. Henderson) back (31) postponed to next Monday
from a trip to Europe and resume (6). Michaels Bros., N. Y. furniand TV).
Some 1 0 feature films, including
as producers' on ABCrTVs “Stop ture retail Chain, sponsors
six
“Dr. Christian”
pix,
were
the Music” tomorr o w night Story of the murder solved by Roy
(Thurs.).
Bert Parks 'also returns Battersby, former NBC press de- picked up for TV release last week
Prockter’s
to his emcee spot on the show this partment. staffer while a police re- b^ Atlantic Television Corp. OutDeal
week following a European vaca- porter in Queens, is to be dramafit is a division of R. M, (“Bob’’)
Sidney Renilck in long- tized on NBC’s. “Big Story.” Friday
non tion
Savini’s
Astor Pictures.
distance conversations with CBS’
“Dr.
night
(4).
Battersby Ik]
«•—
is IIVTT
now with
TV A LI &
«
i
Bernard
Prockter,
radio - TV Harry Ackerman
on newly-created the Hill & Knowlton pub delations Christians,” starring Jean Hersholt,
packager of the Pall Mall-spon- TV comedy package, with Music firm.
were formerly released by RKO.
sored “Big Story” on AM-TV, Corp. of America also In on the
H«ed
Other four features comprise
and Bernard
“Quick As a Flash,” etc., is branch- negotiations .
Art Brleder, form- ,
,
are packaging a cross- “Ll’i
ing out into the syndication busi- erly with Canada Dry Bottling CoJ £;
Abner”
(RKO),
“Flying
half-hour
audience
par
joined the Ziv TV Programs sales
ness,
Frankljm W. Dy- Deuces” (RKO) and two Monostaff and will headquarter in Cin- ticipationer
New Prockter operation, with a cinnati . . Marshall Grant,
former son, teevee veepce of Turner, gram films, “Pride of the Bowery”
$200,000 capitalization, will be re- exec producer of
Grant-Realm TV Leach agency, in Chicago produc- and “Arizona Thoroughbred.” In
stricted to 35m TV film properties, Productions, which
turned out the ing a new show for Mason Mints a deal negotiated by Atlantic execinitial series to be syndicated will Lucky Strike “Your
,
veepee Jacques Kopfstein In a reShow Time” Which will start in the fall
/be* “Police Story,” based on files series, named exec producer of TV DuMont’s Ai Hollander and wife, cent trip abroad, the firm
also exfrom .police departments in cities films for the Ruthrauff & Ryan Jean (of CBS) back from two weeks pects to handle a series of one*
around tbw country,
agency ; . . Frank Cooper agency
(Continued on page 35)
reel opera shorts.
slated for, a Thursday berth.
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Washington, Aug. 1. v
National Assn, of Broadcasters
last week completed the basic com-,
mittee structure of its operations
with the selection, by prexy Justin
Miller, of the 1950-51 Television
Committee. Made chairman, was
Robert D. Swezey of WDSU-TV in
New Orleans. Other members are
Ted Cott, of WNBT, New York;
Roger W. Cltpp, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; George J. Higgins, WISH,
Indianapolis; Clair R. McCollougli,
WGaL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.; Victoi*
A. Sholis, WHAS-TV, Louisville,

and Eugene

New York.
Named

S.

Thomas, WOR-TV,

Were

as

alternates
KSD-TV in
Leslie C. Johnson of
WHBF-TV of Rock Island, 111., and
F. Van Konynenburg of YVTCN-TV

George M. Burbach of
St.

Louis,

in Minneapolis.

Previously, committees representing
and
broadcasters

AM

FM

were chosen.
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Film Buy in 9 Markets
Chicago/ Aug, 1.
Morning television was given
another boost with the spotting of
the Saturday a.m. “Movies for
Kids,” hour-long film package, in
nine markets by the FriedmanShelby Div. of International Shoe
starting this

month. Morning show
Was carried on WBKB the past Season and will start again Saturday
(5) On the Chi indie.
The other
eight markets are:—Los Angelos,
Ft, Worth, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Washington* D. €. Cincinnati and

Detroit.

+

.
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TV Auto

81

n

'

.

.

Sweepstakes

Practically every major auto company goes to the post this fall
with a big league network video entry. Automotive programming,
major chunk* of TV business. Radio, incidentally,
never got the auto tvmdfall because of the difficulty of plugging
cars via audio alone, Here’s the TV scorecard:

will represent a

A new and broad concept in
film-TV relationship, which may
set a pattern for pix companies
embracing video for promotion,
will be inaugurated tonight IWed.)
on WNBT, the key NBC video station in New York,
Coinciding with the Astor theatre, N. Y., benefit premiere of
'

BUICK
CBS Thursday

Four major television networks,
fighting to sew up ^ time in the
single-station markets for their

nights and is now pitch-'
Has optioned an hour on
ing for Cecil B. DeMille to produce a weekly dramatic series.

Slap^Hoppy’

Chicago, Aug. 1.
WGN-TV, getting stung in a
sponsors this fall, are
deal, was all
in
pig
the
poke
expected to engage in a fight to
/'Chevrolet TelcsTheatre” resumes on NBC Monday nights in
set to get on the Hopalong
the finish at the channel allocations
the fall. In addition, Chevvy will bankroll Notre Dame's homo
Cassidy* bandwagon with a aemeeting before the FCC in Washfootball games over, the entire DuMont network.
ries of films featuring Bill
With all the
ington Monday (7)
CHRYSLER
Boyd in his pre-“Hoppy” days,
webs
bidding for time on the staWill sponsor ‘'Treasury Men in Atetion^ half-hour crime docuonly to discover in pre-screentions, the latter are in the driver’s
mentaries packaged by Bernard Prockter via ABC.
ing the films last week that
seat and are expected to favor the
DeSOTO-PLYMOUTH
they had been, sold the wrong
shows they can get on a live, rather
The Boyd in the
Bill Boyd.
Will have a half-hour show on NBC starring Groucho Marx on
than kinescoped basis. Networks,
series was the former legit acThursday nights, Format not yet determined.
consequently, will be battling it
Boyd, who also
William
tor,
H.
DODGE
out to; line up as much time on the
made several pix (non-WestHas a series of half-hour dramatic shows produced in association
coaxial cable as possible.
ern), and who died in 1935.
with the American National Theatre and Academy over ABC.
Situation is becoming so acute
Adding to the embarrassFORD
that one or two of the webs face
ment
was the fact thht the sethe possibility of losing business
“Ford TV Theatre" returns to CBS in the fall on an alternate
ries had been sold to Beatrice
week setup. In addition, Ford dealers will be back on NBC with
through their inability to guaranFoods for a Sunday night
the Kay Kyser show, following the windup of Jack Haley's “Ford
tee delivery of sufficient live stashow. Alsq, the Chi Tribune,
Star Revue,” which is filling in as a summer replacement.
tions. Several of the outlets in the
WGN-TV Owner, carried a big
single-station markets, of course,
HUDSON
blurb announcing that the staare. ownecl-and-operated
by the
Will have a show on ABC featuring dramatization of columns
iton had latched onto “Hoppy.”
in
webs, such as DuMont’s
penned by Billy Rose.
discovered
Mistake
was
Pittsburgh, or are primary affiLINCOLN-MERCURY
Wednesday (19) and show
liates, such as NBC’s WTVR in
Has stayed through the summer on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
bowed Sunday (30), using
Richmond.
These will naturally
Town” (CBS) and continues through the year.
films featuring Buster Crabbe,
give first call to those webs.
NASH
Others, however, are in a position
Bought two half-hours on CBS, one for “Airflyte Theatre,” series
to pick and choose their Shows and
of half-hour dramatic shows. Music Corp. of America is now pitchthe network that can give them the
ing a flock of program ideas for the second weekly segment.
cable will get the nod.
PACKARD
Out of the meeting is also exResumes in the fa.ll with “Holiday Hotel” via ABC.
pected to come final settlement of
other problems,
Pabst Beer, for
example, is contemplating abandoning its Wednesday night fights
from St. Nicholas Arena, N. Y.,
which are carried via CBS, in favor
of picking up fights from Detroit
or Chicago. Larger auditoriums in
Chicago, Aug. 1.
the latter two cities mean bigger
The Korean war, plus the govcrowds and thus make possible better fight cards than those staged at ernment alert signal to war mateWilliam Morris office, has joined
St. Nick’s.
CBS will thus be bid- riel manufacturers which went out
forces with the three station repding for time on the cable in that recently, brought about TV’s first
resentatives who combined to sell
Chi's Set Sale Slump
Wednesday night slot to make pos- major casualty when Norge divideo programs on a national spot
sible carrying the fights eastbound vision of Borg-Warner cancelled
Chicago, Aug. 1.
The three reps are Blair,
basis.
its
Sunday night half-hour on
Tele sets sales in the Chi area on the web.
Katz and Free & Peters, who
NBC-TV. Show was budgeted at
Nets will have the situation
moved into programming opera- during June dropped to the lowest
$15,000 and was scheduled for a
tions as competitors to the net- level since last August. June dis- somewhat eased through the new start next month.
works by handling a vidpix series, tribution totaled 17,809, according facilities that American Telephone
Indicating other sponsors aren’t
“Sherlock Holmes,” which Sher- to latest Electric Assn, figures, and & Telegraph will have available in worried, Nescafe immediately grabman, Dryer & (Robert) Weenolsen indicates that video set buying dur- September, A. T. & T. plans to bed up the NBC time period. No
Productions is currently filming in ing the hot weather is only half open a new. radio relay system in other cancellations have yet been
that of the winter months.
each direction between N. Y. and
England.
reported.
This year's total for June, how- Chi, which will mean four westWith the three reps numbering
G. A. Shallberg, Jr., ad manager
ever, is approximately double that bound channels in operation and
91 stations on their lists*- the Morof Borg-Warner, said Norge’s total
of the same month last year. Total two eastbound. Starting Sept. 30,
ris agency will spearhead the sales
budget
probably would not be „cut,
circulation is set by the survey at in addition, A. T. & T. will open up
effort on “Holmes” to tele stations
but would be “shifted entirely and
facilities from Chi west to Kansas
536,895.
other than those handled by Blair,
reallocated” after firm has had
City, which will include the Min*?
Katz and Free & Peters.
time to study plans with J. Walter
neapolis-St. Paul territory.
Also
Unusual aspect is the fact that
scheduled for September 30 is a Thompson agency which was reIt’s the first time a major talent
new line to the south to link cities cently appointed to the account.
house has become involved with a
Future emphasis will probably
as far as Atlanta and Birmingham.
Station rep group.
The deal will,
switch from sales to institutional.
Completion
date
of
the
cable
of course, give William Morris adNorge spokesman said it was too
west to Hollywood, meanwhile, is early to predict effect of war orditional outlets for its talent.
At
still estimated by A
T. & T. as ders on consumer products.
the same time, station reps and
late 1951 or early '52.
While this
Dryer & Weenolsen will get a crack

many new
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Samuel Goldwyn’s “Edge of Doom’*
Y. Foundling
will launch a multiHome,
ple^faceted promotion campaign,
which- will mark a radical departure from the customary station
break announcement. Instead, Ted

tonight for the N.

WNBT

manager, in cooperawith Goldwyn, has evolved a
promotional pattern which will
more closely approximate the editorial features of a newspaper.
Thus Goldwyn’s “Doom” will be
Cott, station
tion*

.

tied in with*
tion’s

aspects ~of the sta-

all;

programming, including for-

ums, audience participation shows,
clips from the film and other Goldwyn releases, with a full week’s
trip-hammered campaign designed
to identify Times Square as “Goldwyn Square” (in view of 'the
“Doom” film at the Astor and
Goldwyn’s VOur Very Own” at the
next door Victoria).
Tomorrow, night (Thurs.) Gold;
wyn, along with Ben Grauer, Gilbert Seldes and Farley Granger,
;

Goldwyn

star,

participate

,

in

a

kickaround
Tonight’s Foundling
Home preem will be projected via
special commentaries and films on
the charitable institution.
In ad-

free-forrall

editorial

of “Doom.”.

Granger will circuit all the
shows throughout the week,
Goldwyn turned over $5,000 tcT"

dition

WNBT

.

the station for the “newspaper-formatted” promotion package.

,

.

.

t

.

Educators’ Clink

names

at big

When

first

will be opened specifically for telephone messages, it’s expected the
phone company will convert it to

for vidpix.

announced, the deal

aroused some suspicions among
other reps; However, the National
Assn, of Radio Station Representa-

tives— trade organization
field

in the
has given the plan its okay.

—

Plan can hit networks,
(Continued on page 32)

if

it

TV

Baltimore, Aug. I.

by WBALTV for the second annual EduClinic, which
cators’ Television
last year brought together leading
authorities in the TV and educa-

use as soon as the webs,. are
willing to place orders for time.

Oct. 3 has been set

&

Burns

TV

Allen Audition

Film Heads East

tional fields.

This

some

year’s
of the

will

session

bring

same people, plus

others.

They constitute a committee set
up some time ago. They are Dr.
Franklin Dunham, Chief of Radio
and Television, U. S. Health OfWashington, Aug. 1.
fice,, Washington; Dr. H. C. (Curly)
Another color television system Byrd, prexy of the University of
was proposed to the FCC last week Maryland; Dr. Thomas G. Pullen,
but it was considered very doubt- Jr., State Superintendent of Eduful the agency would delay its cation for the Free State; Dr.
current deliberations to get out an Francis H. Horn, dean of McCoy
early decision in order to Wait for College, which is part of J. H. U.;
the new process to be demonstrat- Dr. William H, Lemmel, Supered. The new system, still in the
stage, is the creation
of General Electric Co.
Color
pictures have neither been transmitted nor received by the process.

laboratory
,

GE

calls the process

Interlace”

“Frequency

Hollywood, Aug.

1.

&

The

pijot film of the Burns
Allen tele show was completed last
weekend at CBS, and will be
shipped east tomorrow (2) for inspection by networks execs and in-

sponsors.
Ralph Levy,
producer of the Ed Wynn series,
cued the 30-minute program from
an original by George and Willie

terested

Burns.
Scripting battery, which turned
out radio situations for comedy
team, also worked on the tele-r

intendent of Baltimore schools;
version.
They
(Continued On page 35)
^Paul Hanning,

were headed by
and include Stan
Dorfman, Harvey
Goodwin is a holdover

Shapiro,

Derby Buy

Sid

•

Helm, Bill
from the radio

cast.

/

and

says its fundaAmerican Tobacco has bought a
mental new characteristic is its use half-hour of the Roller Derby on
of “frequency multiplexing.” AdABC-TV, Tuesdays at 10:30 p.m.,
vantages claimed are compatibility starting Oct. 5. It will plug Lucky
with present black and white Strike, via BBD&O.
standards, low-cost receivers reSecond half hour of the Derby
quiring only six more tubes than is open on Tuesday, Blatz has the
existing sots, freedom front color Thursday rollercast and the Sat(Continued on page 32) * j
urday stint is co-op v
V.

t

TV’* ‘Gospel Hour*
Gospel Broadcasting Assn, has
bought a half-hour on ABC-TV, for
the Sunday at 10 p. m. period.
Titled “The Gospel Hour,” it starts
Oct.

8.

Agency
Angeles*

is
„

.

R. H. Alber of Los
.

>

i

>

CHI, JOINS

ABC-TV is set to buck CBS-TV’s
“Arthur Godfrey and His Friends”
With' an hour-long dramatic stanza
to go Into the Wednesday 8 p.m.
period on Oct. 18. Web has sold
the time to a new company, Bymart
(headed by Martin Straus, former
prez of Evershqrp), for a new product, Tintalr, via Cecil & Presbrey

agency and

is

now

lining

up

sta-

tions.

Net’s feeling is that there is
room for a successful commercial,
show opposite Godfrey if it’s a
strong dramatic series. Its entry
is
expected to be “Conflict,” a
Torchlight Productions package,
which Will use adaptations of top
properties with name stars. Torch-

‘

is headed by Jane White, ^
daughter of Walter White, prexy
of National Assn, for the advancement of Colored People. “ConChicago, Aug. 1.
flict” is being handled by Ann MarWNBQ, Chi NBC key, is making lowe, who was an. indie packager
plans for its first entry into morn- before she became Mrs, Straus.
“Conflict” may cause some interWith
ing programming this fall.
web programming conflict, as NBCthe exception of a few spasmodic
ventures into the Monday through TV is trying to round up bankFriday afternoon picture, the sta- rollers for a high-budget airer With
tion has been dark until the late rotating emcees, potentially includafternoon kiddie block which gen- ing Danny Thomas, Danny Kaye,
erally started about 4 p.m. Now, Ed Wynn and Jimmy Durante, in
however, local and net shows are the same time slot.
in the works which will put the
Outlet oh a 11 a.m, to midnight
Dark (or Hour
schedule when the fall season gets
underway.
In Engkieers’ Dispute
According
to
plans
current
whuch are dependent upon the
Dayton, Aug. 1.
final decisions as to the afternoon
Several television engineers at
network shows, at least two hours J WLW-D, the Crosley station in
of local programs will precede the Dayton, walked off their jobs .last
web daytimers. Besides the top- Thursday (27) over a disagreement
of - the - schedule
extension,
it’s on operation schedule, and the staplanned to fill with local shows any tion was dark from li. a.m. to noon,
gaps such as the 5:30-6 p.m. (CDT) at which, time the station resumed
slot and the 11 p.m. to midnight normal operations.
Workers are
period for continuous sign-on to members
International
of
the
sign-off programming.
Brotherhood of Electrical. Workers.
H, P. Lasker, general manager of
Final go-ahead On the fall plans
are awaiting New York’s decisions the station, said the dispute was
on the Ransom Sherman show caused by the company’s plan to
which is expected to move into the go on the air at 11 a.m. and off the
Still undecided is air at 12 (midnight).
2 p.m. period.
Station has
when the move Will be made and started using live shows at 11 a.m.
whether or not the Sherman day- instead of using network productimer will be an hour or a half- tions, calling for a larger staff of
,
strip. ,
engineers at ttye starting, tfyne*
er«ss;tt»e :
,

light

MORNING TV PARADE

WLW-D

*

^^

,

JUVENILE JURY

STARS AND STARTERS

(M.B.S.-RADIO)

(N.B.C.-RADIO)

JOE

01

MA6GI0 SHOW

(N.B.C.-RADIO)

LIFE BEGINS AT 80

JUNIOR CELEBRITIES

(N.B.C.-TV)

(WOR-RADIO)

Master of Ceremonies—'

JACK BA

DAN ENRIGHT

Produced by

BARRY & ENRIGHT PRODUCTIONS, INC
104 East 40th

Street,

New

York City

1
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RICHARD

Wednesday, August

ISAhiety
LET’S ARBITRATE

ARTHUR MURRAY PARTY TIME ONE MAN'S FAMILY

III

MISS

Thomas L.
With Mrs, Arthur Murray, Stanley With Bert Lytell, Marjorie Gate- With Samuel R. Zpck, Sugarman,
Norton, Robert R.
son, Russell Thorson, Eva Marie
Melba orch; Mary Raye Sc
With William Windom, Hush WilMallie,
anarbitrators;
Ted
Saint, Janies Lee) Michael HigNaldi,
Mark Plant; Russell
liams, Douglas Watson, Blanche
nouncer
Ralph
Schaaf,
gins,
Lillian
Nypfc, guests
Yurka, Rita Colton, others
Mc- Producer: West Hooker
Locke* Luis Van Rooten others Producer: Zack
Albert
Producer-Director:
Director: Alex Courtney
Producer: Richard Clemmer
Director: Eddie Nugent
Cleery
30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
p,m.
Thiirs.,
Mins.;
(27),
9
Director; Edgar Kahn
30
Adaptation: Ethel Frank
Sustaining
ARTHUR ‘MURITAY STUDIOS
Writer: Garleton E. Morse
60 Mins., Sun,, 9 p.m.
New York
WOR-TV,
ABC-TV, from New York
30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
Hope)
Huber
CO.
The audience for this half-hour
SOAP
MANHATTAN
NBC-TV, from New York
Backed by the Arthur Murray NBC-TV, from New York
arbitration session of actual labor
NBC took on a large order in atthis new stanza
problems
must necessarily be
(Duane Jones)
tempting to capsulize Shakespeare's Dance Studios, commercial pitch
high
a
as
NBC,
n
scores
at
list
limited, Since the crises themselves
Off
the
sustaining
on the hour-long
“Richard III
lor the dance schools and as an in- “One Man’s Family,” one of the are
labor disputes,
complicated:
Sunday
Playhouse”
•‘Masterpiece
structional series, but it can use hardiest of soap operas, resumed: and because the procedure foinight (30). But it bit off more than
of additional entertain- telecasting Saturday night
hypo
the
quasi-judicial
lowed
is
a
one. Both
(29).
it could chew. Perhaps of all the
ment value if it’s to snag a large
to tend to tax the concentration of a
Bard's gems, “Richard III” is. the general; audience. As now consti- Initial segment was designed
lay
audience.
Show
consists
of an
on
one least capable of being com- tuted, it will tend to screen out bring the audience up to date
As it set-owners whose interest in ball- the troubles surrounding the Bar- arbitration panel Of three, the two
pressed into 60 mintues.
their
turned out, Ethel Frank's adapta- room capers is slight, which may hour family, and through a series parties to the dispute, and
of flashbacks, the audience was counsel.
tion proved little more than a dress
be what the bankroller Wants;
treated
of
multitude
sorrows
to
a
in
are
The
the
case
facts
version of a murder marathon.
Format is that of an audience the like of which rarely graces, a brought out in a courtroom manAlbeit; McCleery, who produced participation-variety s h 6 w
with TV screen.
ner, with counsel for each side
and directed, erred in his use of Katherine (Mrs. Arthur) Murray as
The script, designed to cram questioning witnesses and suma single draped background, for feirimecee, At the start her stance
the speed with which scene fol- Was a bit stiff and her voice some- about nine months of unhappiness ming up at the end. Because the
scene only led to incon- what harsh. However, she warmed into a half-hour, was overloaded case, is actually fought before the
camera, there is some visual ingruities as exits, and entrances alup as a hep hostess able to intro With plot. Flashback treatment was
On the
as well as^ vocal.
most got tangled with one another. the acts,
gab with the customers well-corttrived, however, and gave
Here was one instance where tile in the sirnulated hotel ballroom the stanza a semblance of con- initial; show, both' lawyers got
excited at
somewhat
themselves
narrator could have assumed a setting and to teach the
vie weirs tinuity and integration. Dialog at
points, helping to sustain
laVger burden and so have permit- rudiments of
some steps.
some points was ludicrous how- Various
interest/
ted a finer and less hurried' exThere
was
a heavy
dose of ever,
position of some of Richard’s im
At
same time, -though* practhe
dancing, arid repeated shots Of
Bert Lytell, as Henry Barbour,
trigues arid villainies.
of keeping the disputants’
twirling couples tended toward the the head of the household, was tice
The entire tone and pace of the monotonous. Some of the
identities secret necessitated keeproutines, stymied
by stilted lines and. a flat ing: their backs to the camera.
drama should have been set by the however, clicked: the professional
character. He had only to pucker The audience saw the lawyer ask
acting of the title role arid herein
ballroom tef ping of Mary Raye
hi$ forehead in worry and concern, a question and watched him listenlay the major weakness of the perarid Naldi, a Charleston contest
formance.
As Richard, William
four fast-stepping teams and speak gravely or angrily as the ing to the reply without seeing
Windom leered and grimaced, but among
and the brief lessons in the chap-, occasion demanded. This he did the source of the reply. All that
never succeeded in. portraying tire arnicas and the
very well. Michael Higgins looked could be seen was a portion of the
Charleston.
bitterness, the rancor or the veneVocal
department
was
not and sounded sufficiently violent as"! disputants’ head
rnous hatred of the malformed strong
The; panel was a distinguished
enough.
Tenor Russell Johnny; and Eva Saint Marie acted
body, that aspired to the throne. Nype
was fair ini “When I’m Not Claudia with restraint and simpli- one, consisting of Zack, who has
Neither the timbre of his voice nor Near the Girl I Love/’ with
arbitrating for same time over
ben
a bevy city.
Russell Thorson, as Paul,
liis
thespian qualities wei’e ade- of Murray instructresses
taking handled the narration nicely, while radio, Thomas L. Norton, dean of
quate for the part.
the City College School of Busipart. Baritone Mark Plant was only Marjorie Gateson /did
a fine job as ness, arid Robert R.
Blanche Yurka alone, in; her so-so on “If You Are But
Sugarman,
a Mother Barbour. Other parts were
brief entrance, gave a quality that
professor at the New York -Law
Dream”
done well.
the tragedy needed.
audience
School.
But
as
far
as
Camera work, for an informal
Camera work was good, and sets interest was concerned, there
Television certainly didn’t invite
show, was good,
Stanley Melba
new adherents to Shakespeare orch
backed the proceedings well, showed imagination, and simplicity, might just as well have been no
through this performance of “Rich- although it probably
should have Flashback narration enabled use of panel at all, for its decision was
ard III.”
Rose.
been given v the spotlight for part some unusual camera shots, like an ‘Withheld until the following week.
As a device to sustain audience
of the show. Commercials got over overhead view of an operation.
(‘Masterpiece' Playhouse')
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procedure is a faulty
probably discourage
eneourage viewing.
5 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.rFrI., 5:55 p.m.
Panel handled itself well, Zack
CHICAGO HER ALD- AMERICAN CARNIVAL QUIZ’
ruling on points of procedure as
WNBQ, Chicago
With Al Swinhart, Joan Reed, Milt
chairman and others restricting
Munn
five-minute
three-times
themselves to questions.
weekly record patter capsule isn’t Producer: Bert Gold
Case in initial segment conTagging the “Voice of America” cerned an employer who had fired
WNBQ’s better ventures. 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3 p.m.
as
“whisper
RCA
the
of
America,”
Participations
Obviously a time-for-space deal,
five of his unionized help for
board chairman David Sarnoff carrying picket signs in a strike
with the Chi Herald-American, it’s WICU, Erie, Pa.
exa
vigorous
Midway
made
plea
for
an
atmosphere
is
successlittle more than an expanded spot
against him stemming from ancommercial.
Show features disk fully fabricated on this daily day- pansion of the U. S. overseas other union’s attempt to organize
NBC’s a second business he had started.
service
on
jockey Howard Miller who also timer, with painted drops, calliope propaganda
pens a record column in the daily. music simulated on the organ by “Meet The Press” Sunday (30). His entire plant had observed the
Stanza’s limited appeal is aimed Milt Munti, and quizmaster Al Sarnoff declared the U. S. could boycott installed by the strikers,
Swinhart delivering effectively in surmount the lack of receiving fa- but these five relieved striking
strictly at the disk fans.
Most of the > show caught (26) the getup and lingo of circus bark- cilities behind the “Iron Curtain” picketers in what he termed violaLawyers
was devoted to the playing of the er, including slapping the canvas by manufacturing $2 midget sets tion tof their contract.
“Tune of the Week” with the! over his shoulder with a cane. Joan and smuggling Jthem inside the So- presented their cases skillfully,
camera; and. Miller exchanging Reed, hardly out of her teens, is viet areas. He disclosed that RCA but program ended in a terrific
have been working on a feWowii^when it was, announced
Spinning was pre- cute in a gypsy rig as she helps engineers
fixed stares.
n A4
4U
A
M
MJ
*
A
_
ceded by some brief background with the phone calls and provides model set with that idea in mind. the decision would be made ori the
While commending the State next program.
Chan:
d ope on the tune. Session eri ded the enthusiasm for good foil to
Fields-type
Swinhart
W.
‘s
rouits
Work
with
the
__1
Department
for
C.
with a short plug for a series of;
"
tine.
limited: budget available, Sarnoff
articles running in the newspaper
A carnival wheel provides the asked for a big budget so that the BOB BERRY’S LUCK ’LEVEN
Dave.
RANCH
phone number in four spins—page, U. S. could conduct “psychological
column No., etc., which is alter- peacefare” against the Soviet peo- With Bob Berry, Kit Tyson, Joe
Croghan
Cleveland,-—Jimmy Dudley, AM- nated with pulling post cards out pie. He pointed out that America
TV spieler for the Cleveland of a fish-bowl. Show profits by the was far behind both Russia and Director: Jerre Wyatt
Victor F. Cariipbell
Producer:
been
signed
Indians’ contests, has
use of live music (off screen), the England in the appropriations for
p.m.
by Vitalis for a five-minute score- tempo being matched to speed of foreign broadcasting service.
If 30 Mins.; Mon.-tliru-Fri., 6:30
Participating
board program after the baseball spinning wheel— a neat effect.
its
America
__
were to
_ enlarge
_
_
Baltlnlore
WBAL-TV,
telecasts on WXEL,
Wes.
Voice” program, Sarnoff. pi'oposed
that a separate Government agency
This bucolic whoopee with loot
handle the operation. Goaded by for kids and grownups, follows a
Ben Gross, N. Y. Daily News radio Western trend in the video realm,
ed. on the need for another foreign and is anvthirig but a dish for inpolicy, Sarnoff carefully refrained tellegensia. but kids love it as
for profitable selling
•froin". -committing himself and as- fondly as do the grownups. Stellar
serted only that, “a clear policy” hustler in this r^ngy piece is Bob
was indispensable to the success Berry, who lias done everything ori
of any program.
the station over three years but a
trapeze nipup. An emcee, a hymn.Dealers
chanting “practical parson,” a host
are
missing
the
Ford
LANCASTER
WILMINGTON
boat with their “Ford Star Re- to old ladies who have nowhere to
PENNS YLVAN A
D El AW ARE
vue” on NBC-TV. One of the. few go in the afternoon and so wind
big-spending sponsors to remain up in the studios, and just a plain
V v on for the summer, they could have baritone, Mr. B’ is a bronc-buster
built this Thursday night stanza with chaps to prove it.
potent selling medium
into
a
Program got off for premiere
through lack of program competiv this week With stage contestants
READING
HARRISBURG
tion.
Show, however, has seldom choosing nicknames. Prize went to
hit top stride since its inception the podner picking screwiest moniPENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
and, the one last week (270 was no ker. Ranch hands (audience) picked
exception. Even with a couple of for stage were costumed. Kids were
clever sketch ideas, the program | tagged bUckerbos and broiic buster
never generated enough spark to title was given older, but more
'-I
fire any audience enthusiasm.
childish showoffs.
Howard arid Wanda Bell opened
It
all
amounts to this: Vic
EASTON
YORK
<^4
the proceedings neatly with some Campbell lias come up with a new
intricate
and
well-executed
(?
vehicle
balfor parlor games. Films
PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
ancing routines. Best skit was a are run backwards and audience
•AS.
satire on grand opera featuring guesses at titles. One pistol-happy
:«*
s'
Jack Haley,, star of the show, and youth drew a bike for guessing
mm}**
guest vocalists Annamary Dickey “Ghost Riders” without an assist
and Jimmy Carroll but. while the frorii V. Monroe. They play dartlyrics were clever, the Windup was board, too. The toughest hombre
LANCASTER
old-hat. Singers handled their solo chosen gets some other kind of
WILMINGTON
and duet thrushing acceptably, al- loot, as does, the sheriff’s daughter,
PENNS YLV AN A
DELAWARE
though Carroll’s Voice was no; the inevitable “Pistol Packin’
l
match for that of Miss Dickey, Mamriia” and a character (daily)
Beatrice Kraft and her Dancers rejoicing in the titular distinction
turned in their standard dance rou- Of Pinto Pete.
STEINMAN STATIONS
tine and joined Haley for an okay
Characters are s e 1 e c t e d by
sketch in the finale.
George De bropco buster, Berry, with audiClair R. McCollough, Managing Director
Witt scored with his impersona- ence registry, Gals get silk hose
tions, although the fact he had which ain’t got no place on a
K*pffnt*d by
ASSOCIATES
done the same act on previous ranch, podner, clothes hampers
Angelas
Los
York
video,
N«w
shows lessened the, impact, and whatever happens to be within
FrancUco
San
Chicago
Mell O-Larks and the Ted Adolphus reach of the studio scouts.
Dancers did okay in their usual
Show is a change of technique
* spots on the show.
for the local dinner period.
their sales
fectively.

RECORD SPOTLIGHT
With Howard Miller
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Lee Bennett, emcee;
Trendler Orch
Producer: Paul Fogarty

With

Director: Barry
30 Mins.; Sat.,

Bob

McKinley
7:30

p.m.

WGN-TV, Chicago
WGN-TV, participating

in

the

hunt for Miss Television being conducted by video stations across
the- country under the aegis of
Radio Features, Inc., is carrying
weekly eliminations from its Chi
The two-pronged
Fair studios.
.

search seeking talent as well as
pulchritude* makes for more than
just another beauty contest, and
invests the idea with stronger entertainment values for the home
audience.
The five contestants on the show
seen (29), although somewhat more
beauteous than talented, evidenced
enough ability in their turps for
a generally pleasant half-hour, Introduced individually,, the girls
pirouetted briefly before the camera, did their specialties, arid came
back at the end of the stanza for
a final loOksee by the studio judges.
The show’s winner filled her
swim suit a bit better than her
singing job 6n “I Didn’t Slip, I
Wasn’t Pushed,: I Fell.” The Others
included a magician, a pianist, a
golfer arid another thrush.
The long list of prizes, including
slides of many of them, slowed the
session considerably.
Lee Bennett’s emceeing was a
,

lackadaisical.
Backing by
Bob Trendler and band was okay

little

as

was the lensing and

lighting.

Dave.

GOME TO THE FAIR
With Johnny Green, emcee; Joan
Barton, Jacques Cordon, The
Harmonicats, The Melba Cories
Dancers; Boti Trendler Orch

,

Producer: Paul Fogarty
Director: Barry McKinley
30 Mins.: Sat,, 7 p.m.

WGN-TV, Chicago
As one of the best promotional
devices developed to date by any
of the quartet of Chi video stations, WGN-TV erected studios at
the Chi Fair and is showcasing
several of its shows before Fair
audiences. This particular variety
stanza, using the fair theme, including a barker, as an emcee. Was
built especially for the exposition.
Although sustaining, stanza caught
(29) was well larded; with good talent and came off as a pleasing entry.

Top honors of the show go to the
Harmonicats. whose four tunes, climaxed by their now-famous version of “Peg O’ My Heart,” were
consistently fine.
A close second
was Jacques Cordori. scoring with
liis unicycle turn.
His act, especially the hat switching routine,
might have come off even stronger
had longer-range shots been used
now and then to catch the full effects of his cycling.
Joan Barton
did some nice chirping ori “Lullaby
of Broadway,”
The Melba Cortes
dancers registered only fair, videowise.

;

!

Johnny Green as the barker was
Bob Trendler and band supDave,

okay.

ported ably.
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SPINS

AND NEEDLES

With Bob Kahle, Mary

Ann Good-

rich

Producer: Bert Gold
60 Mins.; Moii.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p. m.
Participation
WICU, Erie, Pa.
*
If relaxation is a TV ideal, this
noontiriicr is
something like a
paragon of programming.
Boh
Kahle,. vho has vocally hypnotized
a considerable local following on
with a voice more like a purr,
projects in character on the- lenses.
If this were a late night show, he’d
be a great insomnia cure. As it is,
he’s
effective
a.s
restful
afterlunch fare, and ideally suited for
femme appeal.
It’s>a disk-jock show, with what
might possibly be a novel gim-

AM

.

mick

— sewing

demonstrations for

the pictorial effect, with enough of
a play-by-play account to maintain
the shows premise*
“you, too,
can -rJ’ What helps it to look
easy is the age of the sewing machine pilot; hardly more than a
bobby-sOxer.
No great excitement is ofiv?red,
but production smoothly aids show
accornplish its purpose.
Wes.

—

_

,

J
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Tele Chatter

8 New Bankrollers

front-page 30

He

also charges °that* the in-

and wiring were made
without a permit having been obHollywood, Aug. 1.
tained first. He demands that all
Testimony by G. A. Richards at improperly
installed wiring and
the FCC hearing of license renew- equipment
be removed and that a

may be
compelled by James Cunningham,
Government examiner. After hearing expert testimony by Dr. Mildred Healey, X-ray specialist with
U. S. Public Health Service, on
heart condition of Richards, Cunals for his three stations

new

permit be obtained when
proper installation is made and before televising of the ball

games

resumed.
Present strike is for higher pay
and strikers now claim they've
ningham said* “My inclination now been locked out by the station.
There have been numerous court
and
comsubpoena
enforce
a
is to
pel appearapce of Richards as I battles, disputes -between pickets
think his testimony is by far most arid station personnel at the studio
is

in the midway district and at the
pertinent to this case.’*
He modified his ruling; however, transmitter* On one occasion fwo
by saying he would first like to hear bullets were fired into a transfrom Dr. H. D. Steiiiback, of De- former at the studio. St. Paul city
troit, who had been treating Rich- officials acted to stop KSTP from
ards for a heart condition since televising wrestling cards at the

Armory

1938.

Hugh Fulton, chief counsel for
Richards, produced a letter from
Stein back in which the medico
stated “if Richards is put under

After examination Of X-rays Dr.
Healey testified Richards’ heart action was “just within upper limits
of normal and 12% above predicted average.” Government counsel
were accused of “trying to wreck
health” of Robert Reynolds, KMPC
manager, by forcing him to cut
short his vacation and return for
He was on
further examination.
the stand 18 days and said he lost
15 pounds.

Meehan’s

New Hub

Spot

Boston, Aug. 1.
G. M, (Tom) Meehan, Director of
Public Relations for Westinghouse
Radio Stations, Inc., has been appointed sales manager of WBZ and
WBZA, Hub and Springfield NBC

five

If

WBALCBnic

sell

.

WNBQ

Hollywood

.

.

.

,

.

WBKB

KGO

who

will prepare and brief classes
be addressed simultaneously by
leading educators to be selected by
the committee meeting in October.
to

the TV outlet following the resignation of W. B. Miller. Rogers has
been with the outlet since its Start.
Miller resigned to become a management consultant.

More automobiles

any other county

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rev. Dr. Leo McCormick, superintendent of Catholic schools, Baltimore, and Hans Froelicher, Jr.
headmaster of Park School, Baltimore.
Purpose is to take another step
forward in the pioneering work of
WBAL-TV in the broad education
field it has mapped out over the
One of the techlast 16 months.
niques is the placement of moniIt
tor TV sets in 40-odd schools.
is hoped that eventually all schools
will have video provided by the
station and the State of Maryland.
Teaching pattern will call for
regular teachers in the classrooms,

.

.

.

.

.

London

.

.

.

.
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More than
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in

New .York’s

states.

KNX

LOS ANGELES
50,000 WATTS
COLUMBIA OWMI»

automobiles or automotive supplies, you can lead in the lead.

.

.

are registered in Lbs Angeles

in the nation.

ing market by telling your sales story on

Says Pulse :

, ...

WMAQ

Continued from pare 31

boroughs combined. More than in any one of 41

you

WBBM

WBKB

.

.

KGO CANCELS GABBER
AFTER BRIDCES

Los Angeles County’s 6,729 service stations sold $87,474,000 worth of
gasoline, oil and other automotive supplies last year. Auto supply dealers
sold $35,000,000 worth of parts and accessories.
*

.

.

WBBM

.

THE LEADING MARKET}
in

.

.

San Antonio —- W, D. “Dub”
Appointment of Meehan splits
department into two distinct Rogers, veepee of KEYL, has assumed the general managership of

County than

WNBQ

'

.

outlets.

WBZ

week

•

sales

categories with C, Herbert Masse,
longtime sales manager of both
and WBZ-TV, to concentrate
solely on video biz under the new
setup.
k

,

.

,

mental strain he will collapse and
probably be direct clause of loss of
his life.”

there.

i

—

.

,

stallation

~

.

Continued from page 30
ii—
Chicago, Aug. 1.
In one of the biggest business in Bermuda , • , Schlitz beer re- Aug. 13
George Marr, WTMJ
.
flurries in the station’s history, ported set to spend $25,000 in a big special events director, is handling
WBBM, CBS Chi station, wrapped publicity campaign for its “Pulitzer a Series of weekly, remotes from
places of interest around the city
Up eight sponsors for shows total- Prize Playhouse’’ on ABC-TV.
ing seven and a half hours weekly.
Mike O’Shea subs for Danton for the Milwaukee station
Zeller, Guenther Bradford
Charles
Included in the bundle of eight Walker for .three weeks on WPIX
programs are five quarter-hour starting Friday (4) at 7:30-8 p.m. radio and TV chief, became a GB
Dorothy Gabriel, formerly as- Veepee and father of a son last
cross-the-board strips, a three- ,
The Pure Oil Co.,
times weekly show and two Satur- sistant to Eleanor Kilgallen in
CBS
casting and previously with through Leo Burnett, picked up
day football roundups.
NBC’s
Said
“Who
on
One of the shows is the local Blow agency, has joined William starting Sept. 11 That?”
. . Ralph Peterpickup of -the Ed Murrow CBS McCaffery talent agency. She’ll sen, former
salesman, joins
Robert Downing,
newscast, which will be sponsored work on video
the
Carlay
sales crew
on
by Chi Philco Distribu- usually a legit production stage Co. (Ayds) have ordered 26-week
manager,
played
a Sydney Greentors starting Sept. 4,
r
renewal
WENR's
“Our
of
Gal
street-type role on CBS-TV s “The
Web’’ last night (I). He’s an old Toni,” emceed by Toni Gilman and
Wilfred Prather
Charlie Flynn
confrere .of Greenstreet.
upped to TV technical director at
Singer Bill Fa rre ll’a
weekly half-hour stanza on WETtvKINVITE Mai Boyd around for a month TV for Teletronics, to bow Monday
Rae Stewart, remaining
San Francisco, Aug. 1,
to gather up material and actors (7)
of
’s duo of femme camABC outlet here, KGO, has re- for the TV films Mary Pickford half
era
to exit the StatiOjij,.
operators,
fused to renew the contract of Sid- will produce in New York
this month
U. S, Brewing Co.
ney Rogers left-wing commentator Latest count on tele sets in the (Rheingold Beer) bought two weekBill
who had announced Harry Bridges L. A. area passed 600,000
ly quarter-hours on'WENR-TV
Robson
is
moving
to
N.
but
Y.
stayas his guest on his regular Sunday
Jack Schneider, former
program. After conferring with ing with CBS as a TV producer salesman, is new member of Chi
Burns and Allen video test
nixed the Bridges
New York,
WGNWas given, a closed circuit ride last CBS-TV spot sales dept.
appearance.
week and all
agreed the TV’s Wednesday night feature film
The decision, according to ABC sight medium ishands
sold to Aron Motors
their oyster
New York headquarters, is based Richard Whorf will take time out
on argument Bridges’ proposed re- from his picture and stage w^rk
marks would be controversial, not to direct Joan Davis in. her tele
commentary, and Rogers’ program debut. Wants to try his hand at
Emrys Jones has the title role in
is not so labeled.
the new game and see how he likes “The History of Mr. Polly” to be
Dropping of Rogers,, who has it
Walter Wanger cast Glenn
been on the air five years, was Larigan as the romantic interest in aired Aug. 13 and 17. The H. G*
made because the Northern Cali- his first Dorothy Lamour film for Wells story has been adapted for
by Robert Christie and produc; Ginny Simms taking her
fornia CIO Council, his Sponsor, ABC
dropped him arid he is operating tele bow on. “Club Celebrity” over tion is by Douglas Allen. Mary
Mackenzie
and Gladys Henson
Latin
Aug.
Dacita,
KNBH
1
a
,
Rog-*
Sidney
under sponsorship of
On Friday (4)
have top roles
ers Radio Fund; with himself as dish, fronts an all-male band in a
Richard Dimbleby will be comnew
series
KFI-TV
Paraon
president. Rogers’ final program
mentating. from Northolt Airport
was a strong -blast against the ABC mount Television Productions took on the departure of passengers for
over national distribution of “HolScript Was okayed by office
net.
lywood Reel” for Eskine Johnson Paris. That day marks the beginhere in effort to show they do riot and Coy Watson. For the
first 26 ning of the peak holiday season
object to free speech even if it hits they got a Cash payment and per- when more than 1,000 passengers
at them.
centage of the profits ... NBC’s will be departing for the French
Another TV. play is
Carolina Burke in town in search capital
WWJ-TV will air the of three actors for “Six Charac- “Man of TWo Minds” specially*'
Detroit
Miss U. S. Television contest in ters in Search of an Author” for written for the medium by Peter
Detroit. Cunningham's Drug Stores, Aug. 3 telecast of Masterpiece Fraser, which is to. be aired Aug.
15.
Leonard Brett will produce
through Simons-Michelson agency, Playhouse.
with William Fox and Isabel Rrifu,
will pay the freight.
There will
as the leads
in the
be daily auditions and four one> Latest
Chicago
“Other People’s Jobs” series tohbur shows on Mondays and the
ABC sportscaster Harry Wismer night (2) will show what applied
half-hour finals Aug. 17. Contest
will get allout bally from Detroit to call the shots on web’s telecast photography means in everyday
of Tam O’Shanter golf tourney life
News, owner of WWJi
;

code.
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KNX, the most*listened-to station in Los Angeles.

KNX is first in twelve out of eighteen one-hour time periods,

Monday through Friday

.

,

and

first

Represented by

in total rated time periods.
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Wednesday, August

Mulls Production

Outcome

-

Hollywood, Aug.'l,
of the present Korean

determine whether Offi-

crisis will

Columbus-^Ed Thompson, Col- Mich.
|

.

added

announcing

to

possibilities.

staff

WHKC, Thompson

takes the place
of Don Fritz, who deserted the
mike to do mission work for the
Lutheran Church at Hialeah, Fla.

I

:

Bill Allert of the

staff of

WOAI

Levy said OF plans eventually
make quality pix on “worthwhile subjects” to augment its
present catalog of 1,500 films available for television.

Continued from pise

i

27;

has

pointed to the Commissioii’s “Blue
active duty in the
Book” as recognizing the role of
the public, including station liSeattle—With Dick Keplinger censees and trade associations, in
now doing a news exclusive for improving the quality of program
Shell Oil on KJR, Bob Ackerley,
veteran IC JR news and sports cas- service. It cited Chairman Wayne
Coy’s speech of last April to the
is moving over to KXA, local
indie, to take over the four news NAB in calling upon broadcasters
Kepthat
as
a group to use their efforts to
stint
d,
one
j.
and
shows
linger formerly did for KXA. J obtain better programs.
bewill
Ackerley’s first programs
In the present case, said the
gin Aug. 14.
Council, “the existing broadcast

Of Possible

'

TV Cutback

1

stations in
as parties, have

Minneapolis—Harry Peek, form- standing
er

Lincoln, Neb:, general

KFOR,

manager, has succeeded Mel Drake,
as
new manager of
resigned,

WDGY,
Dr.

local 50, 000-watt indie

W;

E.

.

L

:.

University

Ziebarth,

Minnesota speech department
chairman, has just returned from
a tour of Europe and the Middle
East for CBS and is resuming his
of

WCCO

news analyses.

Detroit— Veteran radio man Bill
Sawyer has received FCC approval
for a 1 ,000-watter in Marine City,

Chi Cubs
Continued from page

There’s no

way

Tiusiness

office

.

W

of

reciprocates,

by sponsoring
hour “Cubs News”
part,

1

in

quarternightly on

his

WIND.
Also doing their part in keeping
this year’s .Cub home attendance
above last year’s figure in spite of
some bad breaks in weather are
Jack Brickhouse, who does the tele

Since the Commission has called
to supply further information about his program plans
before issuing him a license, the
Council argued that the agency is
required to reconsider its action in
granting the construction permit
and to hold a hearing, Rivers is
now permitted to complete construction, engage personnel, tand
enter into contracts and “would be
in a. strong position, to contest the
Commission’s refusal to grant him
a license on the ground of irreparable injury.”
The Council therefore urged
that problems respecting Rivers’
qualifications “be resolved immediately and prior to the commencement of construction of his sta-

stockholders’

report reflected the

tion.”

;

—

boost its television set prices because of rising materials costs.
Veterans Hospital Radio Guild, group of N. Y. radio and agency
Also likely in the near future is execs which
stages shows for veterans’ hospitals, is seeking to expand
the conversion of some production from its present
operation in and around the metropolitan N. Y. area
Although to
to Government orders.
hosps throughout the- country. Guild, as a result, is now conducting
currently Zenith’s entire output is a campaign for
$50,000, with which it plans to hire a fulltime director
for the civilian market and despite and office assistant,
plus/a field representative for establishing new
expanded facilities, Comm. Mc- branches in various parts of the country.
Money will also be used to
Donald reported- the company will transport volunteer teams to and from the
hospitals.
be forced to allocate both its radio
VHRG
teams, each comprising a group supervisor, producer, director.
and tele output for the rest of the Writers, actors, singing coach, etc., visit eacli hospital
once a week.
year.
Patients have already been given scripts for study
The Zenith prexy touched briefly guidance, stage their own radio, shows either live and, with VHRG
or on tape. Proon the subject of Phonevision grams are broadcast over the hospital’s radio
system to all bed patients,
which he described as Zenith’s Who are provided with earphones, Shows are said
to aid in the patients’
“method of providing a box-office mental therapy.
for the home showing of good movies, outstanding sports events and
RCA Thesaurus has inked 57 stations for its syndicated gridiron
other costly features which are series, “Touchdown Tips.” Show differs, from the usual waxed
airer
on tele- in that the broadcasts are taped weekly, with predictions
unavailable
otherwise
of the folvision.” In describing the pending lowing Saturday’s games, and. are flown to stations in time for
airing
test of the pay-as-you-see system before the games.
in Chicago, he emphasized the FCC
Featuring Sam Hayes, “Touchdown” has been released for nine seaauthorization ,of the test “should sons.
not be construed as indicating that
the Commission has or will authormedium,” etc.
runs appeals
.

Phonevision as a regular* com-

:

DPA
Continued from page 26

by international, problems
under the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
The Commission, however, held
that it will be to the best interests of the U. S. in forthcoming
layed

arising

'

quieted down after a joint state- to offer a Paramount film contract, belles lettres arise at 5:59 a. m. to
ment by himself and Thomas Mc- since Par was then tied in with the catch the station’s sign-on masterpieces.
Nicholas, v.p. and general man- network, won out.
While some cynics feel that a
ager of Teco, pointing out that the
While

realizing it lost out on a
“highly speculative and
sure thing and that it couldn’t
have earning power only
come
up
with any kind of topflight
conferences to negotiate a new when and if Phonevision was ap- competition, NBC went to work to
as a comestablished
and
proved
to
continue
its
compliNARBA
sign up a rival singer.
Through
ance with the agreement with mercial service.”
Con Conrad it latched onto Russ
Teco was set up last year as a Columbo, then unknown.
Mexico.
On the
booking agt.A for Phonevision and eve of Crosby’s radio premiere,
shot up from $10 to $40 a share NBC
slotted Columbo ih the time
prior to the McDonald-McNicholas segment
immediately
preceding
warning,
Crosby. It so unnerved the Groaner that CBS was obliged to postpone the kickoff for several nights.
(When, however, Crosby finally
McFarland Bill
went on, he wrote a new chapter in

stock

We're proud of the successful
on WJBK
company we
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
OLSON RUG COMPANY
PURITY'S TASTEE BREAD

WJBK-TV.

a

CBS

affiliate.

WJBK-AM « TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 527 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK '7. ELDORADO 5 24 55
by

THE

KATZ

letters

^scribbled
in
a
childish
scrawl after kid shows and hanging
on a washline around femmeangled airers. TV station breaks
will probably get more elaborate,
since many outlets ar$ selling them
to backers.
With broadcasting such a bandwagon biz, the trend is snowballing. You can look forward to Mrs*
Nussbaum following a Grouch o
Marx or Ed Wynn stanza with “This
is NBC.
You were expecting may-

biz.)

Station Break

5 Continued from page 27
be CBS?”
by the Kent & Johnson team,
These are well orchestrated and
have imaginative cleffing, although
they, might become monotonous if
expanded to symphonic length;
CBS breaks are also going musical.
Columbia’s fall promotion
campaign will highlight capsule
Cantatas and a Robert Heller-inspired madrigal, variations on the
theme, “This is CBS, the Stars’ Address.”
They were composed by
Ray (Johann Sebastian) Bloch.
Courttsy of M-G-M
WOR, a special events-minded
Now appaaring with
DONALD O'CONNOR
.outlet, uses its breaks as a code.
In “THE MILKMAN"
If the announcer says
“This is
j

.

'

i

j

.

boost your solos*
Follow these leaders and

Nationally

the history of the show

a much broader measure introduced by Rep. George Sadowski
(D-Mich.) a bill proposed by Rep.
Rogers which would meet FCC objections to the McFarland bill, a
measure Introduced early in the
present session by Rep. Harry R.
Sheppard (D-Calif.), a member of
the
Appropriations
Committee, WOR in New York City,” Instead
giving
the
Commission
direct of “This is WOR, N. Y.,” employees
power to regulate the networks, have to hot-foot it to 1440 Broadand a bill by Rep. John E. Rankin way. This lias saved the owner,
(D-Miss,) to assist persons to re- R. H. Macy’s, quite a few nickels in
cover damages from radio or tele- phone calls.
vision stationS'in court proceedings
The station break is also doing
for slander, libel or defamation.
promotion and public service
,

and Dumont

2

AM

the

1

ROYAL DESSERTS
STOKELY FOODS
SWANSDOWN CAKE MIX

break is just a break, other program toppers believe that they can
help
fight TV’s inroads. Video,
they stress, can’t use film stars because of the studios’ ban;
However, tele stations are' doing
what they can. WNBT has its call

is

could

reorganization of the
Commission along functional lines.
Another concerns sanctions by the
agency against stations for violation of regulations, short of revocation. Another has to do with
limiting the agency’s quasi- judicial
powers.
It is expected that the hearings
will be held by the full committee,
with Rep. Dwight Rogers (D-Fla.)
in change. Among bills to be considered will be the McFarland bill,

I

Representi-d

!

!

-Continued from page
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:

;

volves

CARTERS LIVER PIUS
PALMOLIVE SOAP
FEE N AMI NT
HILL'S CASCARA. QUININE
KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTE

WOR

;

baby sitters, one of which goes:
“Be safe about safety pins. Be
(Shortly after McDonald’s report,
Continued from pace 25
very carbful vvith them. Don’t let
the FCC gave it’s okay for a move- the Paley aspirations had already the baby swallow one, or stick it in
back of the 90-day Phonevision test been done.
his eye, or yours.”
Zenith had
starting, date to Oct. 1.
Obviously,, breaks involve some
The radio vets recall, too, how
make
been granted permission to
®
literary lights.
at an even earlier period NBC and
to
but
had
February
last
test
the
CBS went after Bing Crosby, for At WNBC, for instance, sign-ons
ask for an extension while dicker- his first network radio show, NBC and sign-offs are being penned by
ing for suitable motion picture was offering $1,500 a performance, such ace scripters as Norman Corfilms.)
top coin in the early ’30’s,, when win, Louis Untermeyer and Fanny
McDonald stated that the specu- radio was still in short pants. But Hurst.
Although Nielsen figures
lative flurry in Teco stock had CBS, which was also in a position are unavailable, many devotees of
ize

|

The two video stations have car- the “Gentleman’s Agreement” of
ried the Cubs games since' 1948, 1941 with Mexico, limiting U. S.
with WENR-TV joining them dur- use of the frequencies, was no
ing 1949. During both years, the longer valid and that negotiations
gate topped the million mark, mak- for lifting the restrictions were de-

CALDWELL

AM

...

ings, and Joe Wilson, who covers
Both work as hard
for WBKB.
“selling” the team as they do for
sponsors.
their regular

DR.

.

mercial service,”

commentary on WGN-TV’s beam-

ing the Cubs the only team in the
history of baseball to draw over
1,000,000 as a last place team two
years running.
The Cub business office refuses
to commit itself on the superheated question of video’s effect
on the gate other than to say the
evidence would seem to indicate
that it hasn’t hurt in its situation.

Comm. Eugene McDonald’s annual

|

with the slaying of Ed wand Sadowski,
sought' by Cleveland police for over a year in connection with the
murder of Philip Faranda.
Sadowski’s freedom began to ebb when, on July 21, Stanley Anderson, radio-television editor of the Cleveland Press, ran a copy of the
criminal's picture along with the announcement of the broadcast for
that night.
Anderson uses a column picture of the criminal of the
broadcast each Friday. Later that evening, after WT
carried the
broadcast, listeners called police, telling them' they had seen a man
who matched both the picture and the description given in the broadoff

.'C. ;
gone to ominous overtones of the inter- cast.
Police checked the tips, found the criminal under a bed in an east
national situation last week.
side home. Sadowski opened fire, police returned shot for shot. SadowThe most immediate and specific ski was killed; no policeman was injured.
impact of the currently unsettled
conditions and one that undoubtPolicy against celeb guests oh: daytime disk jockey shows, on the
edly will be extended to other grounds that the numerous plugs their appearances require “slows
down
the
Warning a stanza, has been relaxed by WINS, N. Y. As a result, Jack Lacey
manufacturers— is
voiced by the Zenith topper that this week launched a “Celebrity Corner” on the indie, cross-tbe-board
the company may be forced to at 1:30-1:45 p,m.

considerable effort and expense in
bringing to the attention of the
Commission certain matters pertaining to* the program proposals
For the Commisof, Mr. Rivers..
sion at this time to dismiss such
as
being
made
by ‘appointed
efforts
guardians’ or by persons haying
only a ‘sentimental" interest can
only lead to discouragement on the
part of the general public to fulfill its role— heretofore consistently
encouraged by the Commission—
in the development Of the American system of broadcasting.”

upon Rivers

measuring just how many fans are brought
unflagging
Wilson’s
by
park
to the
enthusiasm for |he team, the
- coaches
and “beautiful Wrigley
Field,” but it’s no secret that the
Cub management is aware of its
value at the wicket in generating
maintaining interest. The Cub
states.

Savannah, who do have

In Stockholders"

:

«

•

NBC’s “Wanted” paid

}

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Despite the logging in of the
most successful year in the company’s history, Zenith Corp. prexy

Inside Stuff-Radio

‘

trip.

to

*•

—

San Antonio
city newsroom
been called to
Marine Corps.

ure

1

1950

National Assn, of Radio News Directors will make two awards this
year to a" radio and a television station for outstanding presentation
of hews throughout the period from Sept. 1, 1949, to Sept. 1, 1950.
Candidates for the award should submit (a) a general description
of the station’s news activities, including personnel strength of the
news department and a schedule of Its regular news programs; (b) a
report on special coverage of one or more major news events; (c) a
report on special coverage of community activities or problems; and (d)
any other pertinent information.
In the case of radio station candidates, recordings should be submitted whenever possible, both for regularly scheduled news programs and
outstanding special programs. TV stations should submit kinescopes or
films of regular or special programs whenever possible.
Entries must be postmarked not later than Sept. 22, 1950, and should
be sent to Chairman of the Awards Committee: Ted Koop, Director of
News and Public Affairs, CBS, Warner Bldg., Washington 4, D.C,

cial Films, New York telefilm disFinancial backing is com- tributing company, jumps into proDetroit
Coughlin,
Jerry
from
ing
Pa.,
lingdale,
and formerly of
duction. of Vidpix, according* to
WLIM, Wilmington, Del., and merchant. Pair expect to be on board chairman I. D, (Ike) Levy,
WEEX, Easton, Pa., has been air No V; 15 and are exploring TV here for a brief business and pleasof!

%

2,

AGENCY, INC.

'

1

;

PROJECTION

jobs,

via

tags

such

as

“This

is

Schenectady— Ted Baughn has WXXX, buy bonds,” or “don’t play
been promoted to supervisor of your radio too loud,” ‘This is

production at

WRGB,

Schenectady. America’s

No.

One

,

j

AVB.

Room

with 14 and 3S
MHIimatar for Rental on

Projection

:

advertising,

ROOM

AND MADISON
NEW YORK

54TH ST.

-

_

(Universal-International)

Mgti LOU CLAYTON
.

PL

Hourly Basis
Appointment.

5-900Q for

Wednesday, August

2,

orchestras-music

1950

CBS'

It’s

S7

Too

'Business,'

Hollywood, Aug.vi.
Capitol Records' pairing of
Kay Starr and Tennessee Ernie
on “It Ain't Nobody's Business

Retaining its position as the top t
profit-making company in the rec^
’$ Record
ord industry, Decca has surmounted the general summer
slump by coming out in the black
Gross in Asbury Date
during the second quarter of this
Asbury Park,, N. J., Aug. 1.
year, Net profit for the period is
Ralph Flanagan’s, orch, in a
understood to be Considerably
lower than the over $200,000 gar- weekend (28-20) stand at Convennered in the first quarter but the tion Hall here,, broke Vaughn MonDecca take is reportedly far ahead rfee's previous record with \ a total
of all other major diskeries despite gross of $8,300 for ?the two-night
stand. Cfew went into percentage
its “modest'* size:
With the first two periods wind- over its $3,000 guarantee.
of
the
profit
side
the.
on
ing up
Flanagan moved to Ephreta, Pa.;
ledger, Decca is now virtually cer- for one-niter concert Sunday night.
tain to repeat last year's feat of (20)
where >it garnered $4^000,
earning a profit iii all four quar- dancing not being, permitted in this
the
was
Decca’
During
ters.
1949,
town oh the Sabbath. Following
only company to come out ahead in dates are in New Bedford, Mass.,
the quarterly reports, * although and Warwick, R. I., this week.
Capitol Records also wound up in
the black on the overall annual
count. Columbia and RCA do not
issue separate financial statements
for their diskery operations, but
C01 reportedly earned a profit last
year also on the basis of a Christ-

But My Own',” is too risque for
the tender fears t>f CBS listeners;
The web has put a flat
baii on the ditty about the
homecoming hubbie who hears
the back door slam as he ar-

and gets

rives,

^the

Bulk of $5,000,000

title-talk

from his frau.
However, since CBS’ ban on

Estate to
Los Angeles,’ Aug. 1.
Will of the late B, G. (Buddy) De
Sylva leaves the bulk of his estate

Andrews Sisters' “I Wanna
Be Loved” some time back was

;

the

eventually lifted,- the “Business” platter may eventually
get a vwhirl freym CBS outlets.

in trust to his widow. Marie Wallace De Sylva, former actress.
Aside front $170,000 in specific bfequests, Mrs. Wallace will receive
the income from the $5,000,00.0 estate until her death.

1

*

On

.

mas

rush.

Soundness of Decc&’s position
highlighted by fact that the diskery has even shared a profit during July while rest of the companies have been slowing down to
a walk. A flock of summer clicks
plus preparation for its new 45
rpm line, to be released next
month, has resulted in Decca's
putting on night shifts in its pressing plants during the past few years.
Anticipated strong business during
the rest of the year is likely to
give Decca its top take since the
end of the war.
is

Chicago, Aug,

C.

Larry Spier, who resigned suddenly as general professional manager of Chappell Music last week,
is reported dickering with Broadcast Music, Inc., over possibility of
transferring his owii catalog, Larry
Spier, Inc., to the BMI fold.
Spier,

commenting on

his resig-

nation after 20 years with Chap'

had been prompted by
“several flattering offers” from
other publishers. He said he was
considering them and would not
make a definite choice for some
time!
But he; also indicated he
would devote more time to hjs own
songs.

Present

discussions

with

Petrillo’s

,

devote full time to his

own

catalog

in niffsic concern, drop its unfair
labor practices charge against the is the fact that several recording
have
cut
one
of
his
union, provided Petrillo would give firms
up his struggle to ensnare the songs, “Just Say I Love Her.”
Spier
said
had
not
solicited
he
any
Muzak disk players Into Local 10,
Chicago Federation of Musicians recordings on the tune. He estimates the size of his catalog at
(AFL).
Boom Electric and Amplified 300.
Corp., who hold the local Muzak
Spier is being replaced by Stan
franchise, were awarded the de- Stanley, professional manager of
cision And given the right to keep Crawford Music, a Chappell subtheir record turners on the pay- sidiary. Stanley took over his new
roll, without submitting to union duties Monday (31).
demands to either have them fired
or forced out of Local 134, AFL
Electrical Workers, and into the
musicians* union.
Year-old hostilities grew out of
competition between the amplified
music and live’ music, both being
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
used in several local hotels and
Gil Rodin, manager of the Jerry
restaurants. An implied threat was
issued by the union at that time to Gray band will, formally petition
call a strike of all orchs in rooms AFM Local 47 for permission for
using wired music unless the piped- Gray and at least nine of his musicians to breach union law forbidiri tunes stopped or their spinners,
all
of whom are disabled vets, ding side jobs for sidemen earning
•

GRAY ORCH ASKS UNION

joined

AFM

the

union.
using the Boom

Hotels

stopped
service
after the threat.
Ackerberg, on the strength of
Petrillo 's retreat, said he will refuse to issue a complaint against
the musicians* union.

For Cafe Society Date
Joe Bushkin, currently heading a
Sheraton hotel, N. Y., is
p repping an enlarged band for an
opening at Cafe Society Downtown,
trio at the

N.Y., Oct. 11. Band will consist of
rhythm section and a battery of
strings with Bushkin and Sy Oliver
slated to do the arrangements. New
Bushkin string orch was put together for a series for the State
Department’s “Voice of America”

:

.

.

*

v

Plaintiffs

Phillips.

Arrangements

in

MGM

.

MGM

<

BAND OUTLOOK BLEAK

.

gent of the gate.

rectly under longhair director Dick
Gilbert. His chief duty will be to
supervise recording sessions.

-

.

' 1

1

!
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Shapiro-Bernstein, Mayfair,
Mills and Crawford Music, all of
Whom emerged in the action to
avoid a multiplicity of law suits.
E. S. Hartman, attorney for the
pubs," obtained a writ of seizure
which has already resulted in the
confiscation*' of

negatives,

plates,

songbooks and other
equipment from the defendants.
This suit, however, is understood
to be only one facet of a bootlegging operation that has been
plaguing the industry for over a
unfinished

In tracking down the culprits/pub attorneys have reportedly uncovered a well-organized network of copyright pirates throughout the midwest, with all ramifications leading backward to control
by a Chicago syndicate.
Efforts
are currently bfeing made to wrap
up the condition with several otters
indictments shortly.
Opening legal shot by the pubs
has already sent some of the operators scurrying for cover in several
other midwestem cities.
Pubs,
however, are determined to collar
the bootleggers; collect as much

year.

.

damages as their assets will bear,
and then petition the Federal Government to prosecute for malicious
infringement of the copyright law.

In

Canada

Is

Delayed

London, Ont., Aug.

1.

The Korean war scare has put
a crimp in Capitol Records expansion plan in Canada, officials announced' here. Manufacturers’ difficulties in getting steel in the
United States has delayed delivery
of three new. record presses on or*
der.
In eight months, Capitol has
come up from a relatively little
known record i^em to a coast-to^
coast distributor. Within that time
distributors have been set up from
Newfoundland to British Columbia.
To meet the demand of con-

sumers the presses have been running of two eight-hour shifts daily.
It was planned to have the new
presses interchangeable at a few
moments notice so that 45 rpm’s
and 78 rpm production will be possible* at the same time.
Nine
presses are in operation right now.
The company, in handling its radio
station transcription service, has

on tap several

and Ham-

hillbilly

mond organists whose work they
plan to record.
No definite arrangements have been made so far.
The company’s 33 V5 rpm Output
is being job-pressed by Sparton of
Canada, Columbia Records producers in .Canada. The catalogue
of LP’s so far only totals 40 sets.
These will be increased as sdon as
'

possible.

'

:

tailed operation.

Col/# ‘Tea for Two* Album
Oppenheim, a graduate of the
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Eastnaan School of Music; spent
Doris Day and Gene Nelson are
most of his time in the performing
slicing
a
Columbia
Records album
end of the longhair field. He was
first clarinetist in a number of of standards from the Warner Bros,
symphony orchestras, playing un- “Tea for Two.”
der Leonard Bernstein and LepPage Cavanaugh and his trio
Will
pold Stokowski,
;
* m*
bv. v
i'<
{b
.

are Santly-Joy, T. B.

Harms, Edwin* H. Morris, Chappell,

other countries will, also be maintained in association with native
firms.
Previously the American
firm had local reps in various
European territories but held no
Knotty problem in copyright
direct interest in the outfits.
Bourne's new British outlet and law, affecting renewal rights on
arrangements and versions of
new
Continental network will be operated on a two-way basis, company numbers, was settled last week by
Judge
John C, Knox in New York
head declared/ Parent firm’s if. S.
material will be, grooved through federal court, Under the judge’s
the European subsids.
They, in ruling in the test case of Jerry
Vogel Music, vs. Miller Music
turn, will relay local compositions
Corp., new arrangements and verto the N. Y. hoineoffice.
sions, if substantial enough, can be
copyrighted and renewed even
during the copyright term of the
original composition. As a result
of the ruling, trade legalites foresee a flock of infringement claims.
Case revolved around the numFor Jazz Concert Tour ber, “Sleep,” which for a number
of years has been Fred Waring’s
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
theme song. In 1 903, Theodore
Records has been the Presser Co. copyrighted the numprime motivating force in putting ber, “Visions of Sleep,” by Adam
together as a jazz concert package Geibel.
In 1933, Sherman. Clay
Billy Eckstine and George Shear- Co., with the consent
of Presser,
ing’s combo. Eckstine is the label’s copyrighted a new
version, entitled
top-selling singer, and Shearing iri “Sleep,”
by Earl Burtnett, Both
recent months has become its best- Geibel and Burtnett were credited
selling jazz crew.
as cleffers of “Sleep,” under the
As William Morris Agency han- pseudonym of Earl Lebiegi
dles Eckstine and Joe Glazer’s AsVogel, which acquired the reCorporation newal rights
sociated
Booking
to “Visions of Sleep”
helms Shearing, some maneuvering from 'Oeibel’s estate, claimed that
silentwas necessary. With
all rights of Miller in “Sleep”
ly operating in the background, a
ended with expiration of the origdeal has been set whereby Eckstine
inal copyright In “Visions” on
has “bought” Shearing for 30 one- March
Vogel, in com24, 1931.
night bashes to be booked across
munications to the Airierican Sothe country. In each instance Eckciety of Composers, Authors and
stine will pay off Shearing, and in
Publishers, also took the position
turn be paid off by the local; prothat the renewal copyright in
moter.
Morris will do the book“Visions’’ carried with it the reing.
newal rights in “Sleep.”
First date will be at /Shrine AuJulian T. Abeles, attorney for
ditorium here Sept. 13, with KFWB
Miller, was Upheld in his condjsk jockey Gene Norman presenttention that “Slejp,” as a new
ing.
Eckstine will get a $2,500

,

1

;

<

guarantee against 50 percent of the arrangement and version of
(Continued on page 43)
gross, and out of what he reaps
will pay Shearing’s crew an undisclosed amount. This formula will
follow throughout the tour.
commerFollowing break-in here, packa quoted sum on radio
cials.
Ruling was designed to age will play Oakland, San Franspread employment among local’s cisco, San Jose, Sacramento, Salt
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
All previous Lake City, Denver and Kansas City
14,800 members.
Name band bookings on the
pitches for okay to breach rule one-niters-T—thence on East.
Coast
will
hit
a new low after Lahave been turned down,
perthe
It will be the first time
bor Day with the Palladium the
Rodin's plea is based on fact formers have ever been braced toonly
West
Coast
terpery operating
that Gray and many of men with gether on a bill, and one of the few
him at Palladium date, wilLgo back times a record company has been on a full-week basis with top
dansapation dispensers.
to radio work August 28 when so instrumental in teaming its artAragon, at Ocean Park, goes on
Campbell's “Club 15” program re- ists on such a venture for sales and
a three-day weekend policy when
At that time, crew will exploitation values.
sumes.
Henr£
Busse winds his present
have one more week to go under
six-week cycle, operator Gordon
Palladium deal. Last week, in first
Saderup having finally gotten an
frame of Palladium, Gray drew
okay from pier owner Charles J.
16,351 paid admissions for best
Lick to operate on a short week.
summer business in many years
To Direct Masterworks Lick, who runs the adjacent
And close to record in terpery’s
amusement park, wanted the ballpostwar history.
Columbia* Records last Week aproom lit constantly as an added
pointed David Qppenhcim to the
lure for his roller, coaster and
newly-created post of music direcother attractions. However, after
tor of the diskery’s masteTworks
watching the take for two nights,
division. Oppenheim will' Work diLick gave his blessing to the curPasadena, Aug. 1.

program,
Lionel Hampton band set a new
Bushkin, meantime, cut his first
here, grosssides for Columbia
last
week. record in a one-nighter
more than $9,000 for the stand
ing
Among the numbers sliced was
KOWL
Pushkin's composition, “Portrait of promoted by Joe Adams,
Attendance soared past
Tallulah,” for Talliil&h Bankhead. deejay.
at
$1.25
tickets
with
Eight numbers will be put on a the 7,500 mark
Columbia long-play disk as part of plu« tax.
Hampton played the date on a
the
diskery's
keyboard series.
Percy Faith supervised the waving $4,000 guarantee against 80 per
session.

.

Jimmy

1.
BMI have served to louden whisAmerican pers that he would devote full time
Musicians
was to his catalog.
Federation
of
thrown for a loss last week in what
His resignation came as a surwas perhaps the organization's first
prise to the industry, and it came
retreat here in a union squabble in
complete suddenness^ Both
with
many years. Petrillo surrendered
before the mediation efforts of Rob- Spier and Chappell toppers said
his departure was completely amicert Ackerberg, acting National Labor Relations Board director, who able and voluntary.
Furthering reports that he would
agreed to have Muzak, Inc. a piped-

James

overseas cover-

-

Bourne,; Ltd,, the British
branch will operate Under supervision of Peter Maurice Music arid

pell, said it

Fracas With Muzak Over

its.

age, Bourne Music has established
a
London Subsidiary arid will
launch similar setups, in all other
Western European countries. Company’s step was disclosed in New
York this Week by proxy Saul
Bourne Who returned from a twomonth trip abroad Thursday (27).

David Shelley,

Named

1

.

her demise, the income goes
a* son by a for- named as Chicago Aligraphy and
mer marriage, who will inherit the Lithographing Co., the McNeiAl
principal at the age of 45. A trust Bindery Co., and the Wallace Music
fund of $50,000 goes to another House. Plaintiffs charge that these
son, Stephen, who draws the prin- companies were circulating books
Bequests of containing about 450 copyrighted
cipal when he is 35.
$10,000 each were made to the Mo- numbers last year, and then in Jan*
tion Picture Relief Furid and the uary enlarged the tome to comActors Fund of America.
prise 1,000 songs. Numbers in the
book are all standards, providing a
complete library to small bands for
a price of only $25 or thereabouts.
to

Augmenting

Chicago, Aug, 1.
the opening phase in a fight
against one of the biggest sheet
music bootlegging operation in
many years, major publishers have
launched, legal action against a
group of Chicago" printers arid copy
distribs who have been allegedly
infringing on copyrighted music.
Current action, .filed in Federal disr
tri^t court, is for civil damages, hilt
pub attorneys are reportedly also
pressing for criminal, indictments.
Songbook printers and distribs#
charged* in the complaint with allegedly
filching
material,
were

As

Hollywood, Aug.

Harry James* band

in its

1.

first

one-niter locally in a long, time
grossed $2,200 at the Avodon Saturday night. Booked in at $1,000
guarantee against 60%, the aggregation exited with $1,300.
The top was $1.25, including tax.
On the heels of such biz, Avodon
yesterday booked James for its

y?-
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Best British Sheet Sellers

Joeks, Jukes

(Week Ending July 22)
London, July
Bewitched

My

.

26.

Sterling

.

Foolish Heart

•••Sun
Connelly

.

Tony Martin - Fran Warren:
"Take A Letter Miss Smith” - “Till
We Meet Again” (Victor). Martin
and Miss Warren are looking for
that clicko novelty followup to “I
Said My Pajamas” with “Miss
Smith.” New tune, however, falls
short of having sufficient musical

.

While planning “for any emergericy that might arise” from the

•

*

That’s a Tahitian?

international situation! RCA Victor
has not received any directives as
yet from the Government to curtail
commercial production, according
to a statement to company em-

ployees made last week by Walter
A. Buck, vice-prexy and general
manager of the Victor division.

that RCA
extraordias' yet has received no
any
contracts from ***v F
— ederal
nary tuuuatu
connecessitate
would
that
agency

Buck

:

the

feet

company

s

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

-
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Norman

Club

Pickets

;

,

T

Aim

Toronto

t

,

;

^

tective Assn., affiliate of the James
Blow-off
C. Petrillo Organization.

is an alleged
wages bill for $4,937 which the
union claims is owing by the Club

behind the dispute

REMINGTON SETS UP

Norman

to the Chuck Allen trio,
this piling up for several weeks
until the union group quit two

j

]

The

I

affidavit

charges

includes

[

there

money than the members

of the

group actually received. While the
Club Norman is immediately carrying on operations, with the hirjing of a non-union orchestra, Murdoch is insistent on pressing
charges and is promised the participation of allied unions who will
enter the fight. Meanwhile, Nor-

I

Prawy

board chairman,
Named musical director has been
Woss is to be
Kurt
and
Wolf
Hans
is

i

orchestral conductor,
Austrian talent
Dlans to tour
Outfit v
the U. S; and vice versa.

permanent

j
1

5.

man Cornell, owner of the club,
which has three separate and large
rooms on three floors, denies the

!

’

“Drinking Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee
was one of the diskery’s biggest
sellers last year.

Miss Brown along with the ErGarner Trio, also under contract to Atlantic, is slated to open
at N. Y.’s Cafe Society Downtown
roll

Sept. 14 for four weeks.

^th’f chaming

ballad
.

^
—
Duet by Miss Lynn and
Lawrence is light and lucid, giving

|
i

theme.

Flipover

this side a big potential.

,

j

Emblem March”

A

standard;
(Signature).
“Dreamboat” gets a bright Workout
Kenny^Gardner
chimes.
foreground
in this cut with Saunders' vocal
and trio handle the story pleasant- solidly backed, up by Ray Bloch’s
Lombardo’s cut of “All My orch and a choral group. Strong
ly.
Love” is smooth and glistening, jock and juke potential. On the
Bill Flanagan delivering a fair bottom deck, Bloch gives a snappy
vocal.
straight instrumental on the march
Herb Jeffries; “If I Should Lose

Xar distribution for the 99c Pla«|rs
will not conflict with the allotment
$4,937 bill, plus the affidavit al- to the department stores.
legations, and will continue operaThe taking on of the low-priced
Repacted by Atlantic tions with non-union musicians and disks
by the distributors, it’s untrio
entertainers.
~
rehas
Y.,
derstood, was done to satisfy nuAtlantic Records, N.
and
Brown
Ruth
songstress
merous
dealer demands for the
pacted
product.
vocalist Stick McGhee with both
Prexy
to
N.Y.
roygetting substantial advances ifi
E. R. Lewis, president of London
McGhee’s recording, of

Ruth Brown,

Comes

Dreamboat

“When

Home”-“National

rial

five

“You’re Not in My
Tonight”-“Deed
Do”
I
(M-G-M). Farrell Shows up well
on these change-of-pace tunes.
“Arms Tonight,” a slow ballad, is
Bill Farrell:

Arms

home with Farrell’s typical
rollerrcoaster crooning attack. Reverse is a punchy rhythm item
also effectively sold by Farrell.
driven

;

Russ Case orch supplies

full

back-

grounds.

j

I

My

(Decca).

Lombardo has

chief Tutti Camarata said he’d You” -“Love Me Long, Hold Me
keep up pace right into the fall.
Close, Kiss Me Warm and Tender”
(Columbia). Jeffries’ emergence as
a song stylist is strikingly evident
on .this disk*. On “Lose You,” he
gives a feeling performance that
Reverse smacks of Frankie
sells.
Deal on Low-Priced LPs Laine in the vocal rhythm stunting
Varsity Records, N. Y., has but Jeffries still manages to come
worked out a deal with its distribu- through on his own. Number has
could push it
tors whereby they’ll handle disk- a fine refrain that
Trumpeter Bobby Hackett and
ery’s 99c LPs. Up to now the low- far.
back
up.
quartet
priced long players were being rhythm
Vera Lynn - Lee Lawrence:
sold direct by the record company
- “Your Heart And
to department stores throughout “Cherrystones”
(London). This is the
of regu My Heart”
_
the country. The addition

was falsification of
cheques showing payment of more

that

!

In “Swiss Bellringer,”
glove-fitting matefor his sweet and /bouncing
attack; abetted on this side with

of sharp rise in business in September. During past three weeks,
diskery has cut 22 pop sides, as
compared with only four sides in
the preceding six weeks.
Among artists who have been recorded in past weeks are Al
Morgan, Teresa Brewer,. Snookey
Lanson, Claire Hogan and Kurt
Artists and repertoire
Massey.

weeks ago.

»

.

..

1

* retaliation f“ged usd of a

Vienna, July 25.
Viennese. Symphony Society has
been organized by Donald H.
Gabor, prez of Remington Records,
and Marcel Prawy of Vienna.
Group has -formed a 100-piece
symphony orch which will record

.

.

}

1

alty deals.

attention.

,

commei cial

is

work and
side can
both rate

...

by the club Nor.
man, top nitery here, seven-piece
At same time Buck accented floor-show orchestra has been yanktii
assist the
P
togel ed and bistro is also being picketed
?^ment* Dr?eram on
Blue- [by Toronto Local of the^ Beverage
2SS if and whin necessary. sched° AFt* m. siprinting of a jar^productiop
musithemselves with the AFL
ule, Buck told RCA employees, has
ShowdovTi was precians’ union.
“orderly,
an
for
designed
been
Murdoch,
presWalter
cipitated
by
smooth” transition when the order
ident of the Canadian Musical Profor war production, comes through.

Gabor

.

.

.

'

while

features some fine solo
Either
8° od backing.
break wide open, and
plenty of jock and juke

.

by special-

for Remington.
Prez of the organization

I

.

.

I

tod

.

.

a holiday.

I

\

Toni Arden: “It’s Love” - “Don’t
Ever Leave Me” (Columbia). “It’s
Maurice
C’est Si Bon.
Love” is a bright number in the
Merrin
Silver Dollar
showtime tradition, liltingly hand.Morris
Quicksilver
led by Miss Arden. Musfc may be
content despite the clever treaty a bit too sophisticated for jukebox
Secondl2
ment. Duet’s effective handling of trade, but it should get its quota
Williamson
the oldie on the bottom deck has of attention from the jocks. BackIf I Loved You
Merrin
better chances. Henri Rene fur- ing is a slow ballad, feelingly
Two on a Tandem.
nishes fine backgrounds on both delivered by the vocalist. A chorus
Me and Shadow* F. D; & H,
Pic
sides.
in Italian helps side "along. Should
Chattanoogie Boy
.Fields
....
....
Load of Hay.
Bing Crosby: “The Friendly Is- get a better juke play than the
Wright
Backing by Percy
(Decca).
other side.
Down in Glen
Love”
My
“Ail
lands”
Your Heart, My Heart Wright
“Islands,” from the pic, “My Blue Faith is excellent.
Dash
number
Candy & Cake
Heaven,” is a good show
Rosemary Clooney: “Why Fight
Victoria
Sunshine Cake
neatly vocalled by Crosby, but the Feeling” -“Crying Myself to
Come Dance With Me Leeds
“Why Fight”
its pop qualities are questionable. Sleep” (Columbia).
Night Floor Fell In Southern
Elaborate production on this side, is a gently prodding ballad that
F.D.&H.
Wilhelmina ......
almost burying the tune, doesn’t fits its lyric perfectly and sounds
help either. Reverse is a fetching better with each repetition; Miss
Latin number with a strong rhythm Clooney handles it in a restrained,
and good lyric solidly projected by almost 'Whispering manner that
Crosby. Disk is lushly backed by perfectly fits its mood. Fine backJeff Alexander chorus and Victor ing by Percy Faith, Flip side is an
Young’s orch,
easy ballad with a light bounce to
Guy Lombardo Orch: “The Swiss it. Good jock potentialities.
London Records is speeding .its
v
e”
o
L
My
1
1
jimmy Saunders-Ray Bloch Orch:
recording schedule in anticipation Bellringer” “A
.

.

*

.Arcadia

.New World

.

.

:

Corn-j
version Of plant facilities.
pany, however, was recently asked
accelerate
to
Government
by the
^tbmpletion of certain contract with
authorization to go into overtime'
payments. This speedup, Buck asserted. is being handled

.

Cornfields
Jealous Heart

Hollywood, Aug. 1.
Abe Meyer, head of rhusic
for MCA, is going native in
Tahiti this month.
He sails Aug. 4 on the S.$;
Waikawa for Papeete, Tahiti,

and just plans to beachcomb
for two months^ as his idea of

also; disclosed

•

•

.

,

Disks

HERM SCIIOENFELD

By

Dearie
Piano Roll Blues ...... Leeds
Yale
Daddy’s Little Girl .Lennox
Let’s Do It Again
Southern
One
Oh, You Sweet

and

1950

2,

Album Reviews

(

Fred Astaire-Red Skelton- Arlene
Dahl-Gloria De Haven: “Three LitWords” (M-G-M). From the
Metro film by the same name,
M-G-M has packaged an attractive
soundtrack album of the Bert Katmar-Harry Ruby score. Set pre-

has Miss Lynn delivering a fine sents eight standards delivered with
vocal on another good ballad. Bob varying effect on disks by the pic’s
Farnon orch accomps on both stars. Anita Ellis is particularly<
effective in “Thinking of JYou’
sides.
London
Andrews Sisters: “Can’t We Talk while’ Arlene Dahl scores in “I
Love You So Much. Helen Kane,
Be
It Over” “There Will Never
DEAL
McGRANE’S
Records, is due in New York Aug.
Another You” (Decca). Andrews the “boop-boop-a-doop” gal, evokes
7 for his semi-annual visit from
Don McGrane’s 11-man hotel Sisters combine with Gordon Jen- a nostalgic response with “I Wanna
England.
orch and singer Roger Coleman kins on two fine standards. “Can’t Be Loved By You” while Gloria Do
He is expected to remain in New were signed recently by Willard We Talk” is handled in an easy, Haven registers in “Who’s Crying
Now .” Astaire and Skelton’s voYork for a month and one-half, Alexander.
relaxed manner by the trio, abetted
on a brace of numbers desurveying entire operation of
A radio deal for Coleman is cur- by good piano work and orchestral calling
diskery.
rently in the works.
accompaniment. “Another You” pend for appeal on visual impact.
Dance to the Music of Jerry Gray
Orch: An arranger ior Glenn MilWeek of July 29 ler and one of the claimants to the
mantle of the late bandleader,
+
»
Jerry Gray is dishing Up some fine
swing music in 'this long-play set;
Capitol
| King Cole Trio.
Like Miller’s band, Gray’s crew
1.
MONA LISA (4> (Paramount)
.Decca
Young
attains a highly listenable quality
^ victor
by
the reeds-on-top orchestrations
Decca
Jenkins
SisAndrews
[
2.
I WANNA BE LOVED (10) (Supreme)
with occasional brass accents and
..M-G-M
l Billy Eckstine.
a solid rhythmic groundwork. All
.Decca
Gordon J enkins
instrumentals, numbers in set inBEWITCHED (13) (Chappell)
3.
: Tower
} Bill Snyder
clude “Blue Skies,” “This Can’t Be
4
Love,” “Star Dust,” “All the Things
Victor
Perry Como
v
f
/»,
4.
HQOP-DEE-DOO (11) (Morns)
••••••) Kay Starr ..
You Are,” “Carioca,” “Stormy
.Capitol
Weather March,” “Waters of MinGordon Jenkins ,-. ..... .Decca
netonka” and “Crew Cut.”
/ MY FOOLISH HEART (16) (Santly-Joy)
M-G-M
Billy Eckstine
l
Anton Karas .....
.London
Platter Pointers
6.
THIRD MAN THEME (18) (Chappell)
Guy Lombardo .......... Decca
Connie Haines hais a solid disk
611
in “I’m Bashful” and “Along the
TZENA, TZENA, TZENA (^ (Cromwell)
7.
.Columbia
j-MUc^mier ^
Navajo Trail” (Coral)
. Kay Starr
Capitol
and Tennessee Ernie team up nice.i ...... ....
SAM’S SONG (?) (Sam Weiss) ...
8
ly on “Ain’t Nobody’s Business But
Decca
My Own” (Capitol)
Tiny BradCapitol
Kay Starr
BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (2) (Acuflf-Rose)
9.
shaw’s cut of “After You'ye Gone”
.Mercury
Patti Page.
10
I DON’T CARE IF THE SUN DON’T SHINE (6) (Famous)
is
standout
(King) ... George
Cates has an interesting version Of
“Tzena Tzena Tzena” for Coral . .
i

NEW

j

-

r

j

»

++MteZIETY

Kelson Eddy Renews

With Col. for 5 Years
Nelson Eddy last week signed a
new five-year contract with Colum-

bia Records. Singer has recorded
with the diskery’s masterworks division since 1939.
Eddy has recorded over 100 sides
His best
in the 11-year period.
Celling single record has been
by
backed
“The Lord’s Prayer,”
.

“The Lost Chord.”
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RCA

artists reManie Sacks,
lation chief, planed to Chicago totalent
some
o.o.
day (Wed.) to
there.

He was accomped by music pub
Jack Robbins who returned last
Week from a three-week visit to
Ann Arbor, Mich., where he attended the annual bandmasters'
conference at Michigan Univ:

A C. CONCERTS GO INDOORS
Atlantic City, Aug. 1.
Plans for out-of-doors orchestra
concerts on the board walk'ln front
of Convention Hall this September
have been cancelled out by city
commissioners here after a. trial
^period this May and J une. The
concerts instead will take place indoors in the. ballroom of Convention Hall on Christmas and New

Years.

William Madden, musician, holds
city, contract to present a series
of ten outdoor concerts. Eight of
the 10 have been held. Contract
calls for the city to pay $500 for
each concert.

a

*

Les Brown band booked

.

)

to

for a

one-nighter into Lake Worth, Ga-.

.

.

.

.

;

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

.
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Second Croup

SENTIMENTAL ME (15) (Knickerbocker)
GOODNIGHT IRENE (Cromwell)
I DIDN’T SLIP, I WASN’T PUSHED, I FELL
COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton)
.

NOLA (Sam Fox)
VAGABOND SHOES
.

IT ISN’T

FAIR

,

(16)

.

Kay

Kyser orch's workover of
“Sam, the Old Accordion Man”

Ames

.

....

.

•.

Hugo

.

(Jefferson)

.....

RAIN

.

Les Paul
Vic Damone

.*

.Victor

,

.

.

Mercury

.

: .

. . .

. . .

.

i Frankie Laine
......
YRalph Flanagan .....
Tony Martin
...
.

.Victor

.,

. .

.

.

.

,

..

Victor

.

M ercury

.

.

.

.

.

.

Victor

.

.

.

(Pickwick).

number

.

.

. .

oj

....

Ames

Bros

.

.

.

.

.,.

.Victor

...........

weeks song has been in the Top 10 j

.

,

.

,

.

.

sliced a flock of excellent polkas
for Coral . . . Ella Fitzgerald solidly delivers
a Calypso number,

.Decca
.Columbia
.

.

Lehnie

Decca

Frank Sinatra. ....... .Columbia
Bing-Gary Crosby
Decca
Frank Petty Trio. ...... .M-G-M

(Jefferson)

lFigures in parentheses indicate

H

(Columbia)

attention

.Coral

Capitol
.

.

STARS ARE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN

»

.

. <
.

(Miller)

i

*

.Winterhalter ....

Sammy Kaye
Sammy Kaye

(WordS-Music)

(Church)

«

Doris Day .....

.

.

LA VIE EN ROSE (Harms)
AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE
SIMPLE MELODY (Berlin)

.

•

(Rernick)

•

ROSES (6) (Hill-Range) .......
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

rates

Bros.

Russ Morgan
J enkins Weavers

,

Coral

Herman’s

quintet

have

“Peas and Rice’* for Decca

.

.

Woody Herman’s w'orkout
Want a Little Girl” is okay
tol)

*

.

.

Tommy

“I’ve Forgotten

of “I
(CapiDorsey’s slice of

You”

is

good jock

fare (Victor) ... Perez Prado orch
dishes up solid chile rhythms in
“More Mambo Jambo” (Victor)
In the Hawaiian mood, Jerry
Byrd strums out a brace of typical
island numbers for Mercury .
Art Lund shows up strongly in
.

“You Wonder You” (M-G-M) ,
On the same labqL Dorothy Collins
.

delivers
of “All

on “I’m Playing
Dennis Day’s slice
Love” is Okay (Victor)

solidly

With Fire”

My

.

... Frankie

.

.

Froba’s pianistics in

good form on

-’At

/OnnfimtAfl

nn

Sundown”
natfa AA\

for.

Wednesday, August

OBCHESTRAS-AIUSIC

1950
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COUNTRY FOLK GET HEP
Denver, Aug.

two-beat-rhythm following
is proving strong
enough tp support two Dixieland
three blocks
situated
jazz spots,
Both
apart in downtown N.
pl a c e s—the Central Plaza and the
Stuyvesant Casino on; 2d avenue—
offer jazz concerts on Friday nights
only, and have been in direct competition for the past three months.
The Casino operation is run by Bob
Maltz, while the Plaza venture is
supervised by Mickey Shaw. When
both locations were initially vying
for patronage it was felt by Maltz
and Shaw that there wasn’t enough
of a Dixieland following in the city
to support two such operations situTfye

in

New York

*

%

ated so close together.

However, according to both men,
they've been doing good business,
with each of the spots pulling in
from 250-350 customers weekly.
Maltz claims he’s now doing bigger
business; than he did when conducting the concerts at the Plaza* which
he handled prior to moving to the
Casino. When Maltz was running
the Plaza shows there were no
Dixieland concerts being offered at
But through
the nearby Casino.

some disagreement with the Plaza
management Maltz switched his
presentations to the Casino, tyith
Shaw taking over at the former
spot.

Apparently the competition has
only resulted in bringing more twobeat-rhythm enthusiasts downtown.
When the Plaza was doing a solo
only averaged around 250-350
it
patrons weekly, which is just about
what it’s doing now. This means
that approximately twice as many
people are now attending the concerts since the combined patronage
at both the Casino and Plaza runs

from

500:700.

Biggest competitive angle
volved, however, is the securing of
Since both
talent for * the sliotys.
places don’t take in much profit on
at a $1.25
which
go
the offerings,
admission fee plus tax, the grab*
bing off of musicians is pretty much
on ah equal footing and is probably more a case of personalities
than coin. Both spots allow patrons
to bring their own liquor, Maltz is
a government employee who presents the Dixieland concerts as a

Shaw handles
sideline.
act bookings.

band and

1

TD
Forces Palladium To
Cancel 10th Anni Party
Hollywood, Aug.

1.

Dorsey’s demand for a
flat guarantee of $7,500 per Week
plus a slice of the take apparently
has put a damper on Palladium
Ballroom’s plans to throw a heavily-ballyhooed tenth anni celebraDorsey opened the
tion this fall.
spot in 1940, so manager Earl Vollmer figured he’d be a natural for

Tommy

•

.

the party.

Of late, Palladium has booked
name bands oh a straight 50-50
deal,

up
on

and Vollmer decided

TD

*

Satchmo Beams

to pass

rather than take a chance
pattern

establishing a
beefs

from

could
cue
batoneers.

that
other

Dorsey hasn’t played ariywhere
but Casino Gardens locally ever
since he bought the spot during
the war* It’s dark now.

,

Miss Boyar and Miss Paige
backed by the Cortez crew waxed

London Records has signed

Monday

(31).

Cannady quartet

,

possible
is

engagement

at

Bop

latest

products,

'

’

likely,

non-musician
Certification,
will

permit

Aug. 10-13.

Hall’s

trip

a

is

followup to a

two-month junket through Europe
by , Herbert Rosen, Mercury’s European agent. Rosen, who arrived in
New York a little over two weeks
ago, huddled with foreign record
possible
companies,
discussing
markets for Mercury pops &nd possibility of exchange deals for foreign longhair classics* He reported
to Irving. Green, Mercury prez,
Green was scheduled to go -to
Europe to Clinch the deals, but
it's hot known Whether he’ll make
the trip now. Hall, however, has
been given complete power to
make any deals.
Most of Mercury's longhair catalog is imported* with its chief
source of supply European orchestras.
It has had ope exchange deal
in existence for the past six months
with the Tono label of Denmark,
tl\e largest independent label in
Scandinavia. Under the deal, Tono
exchanges its classical masters for
Mercury pops in all Of Scandinavia
except Sweden. Hall said deal so
successful,”
far “promises to be
with Scandinavia a good market
1

.

'

First Danish
for American pops.
longhairs will be released by Mer-

cury in two weeks, while Tono is
Remaining area of disagreement j ust releasing Mercury, "pops.
the problem of wage scales foie
Mounting international crisis,
vocalists, narrators, etc*, used on will not prove a deterrent to any
deals
Mercury is considering, acdisks.
Following a joint meeting
cording to Hall. Should the situaWith the union of major diskeries tion worsen, he says, all companies
Monday (31), companies are ex- will feel it equally. On the other
pected to come up with joint hand, if it should improve. Mercounter-proposals to the union’s cury will be in on the ground floor,
he feels. While overseas; Hall will
demands. ^Absence ot Decca at also implement present Tono setup
the negotiations caused some con- and another With the Bavarian
cern among other diskeries that it Radio orchestra whereby Mercury
would gain competitive advantage tapes longhair works in a one-way

is

by not inking a union pact, but
execs assured companies
they could bring Decca into line
on any pact signed with other
companies. Monday's session was
the first in which reps of RCA
and
Victor,
Columbia,
Capitol

AFRA

M-G-M met

deal.

GAC, Hotel Statler, N. Y.

together.

General Artists Corp. has’ sewed
up the band engagements at the

Loew’s, Inc., parent company to
Metro, M-G-M Records and Feist
Music, has ordered a Combined promotional effort among the three On
Judy Garland’s record of “Friendly
Star,” which she sings in the M-G

“Summer Stock.”
Studio flack staffs both in

pic,

York and on the Coast

will

the record, as well as the

Records organization.

New
push

M-G-M

Feist,

which

Hotel Statler, N, Y., for the
next seven-and-one-half months.
Agency, which currently has Shep
Fields’ orch spotlighted at the
hotel, has booked five more bands
into the spot beginning Aug. 10.
Besides the Fields crew, five other
bands have played the Statler so
far this year. Of these three were
handle^ by GAC. This trio, the
Frankie Carle, Jimmy Dorsey and
Ray Anthony aggregations, are
also among the quintet of orchs set
for future dates. In addition to his
present stand Fields also played
the hotel for one week earlier this

publishes the tune, will use its organization to secure disk jockey
plugs.
In additipn, all sheet cop- year.
ies of the song bear statement, “As

sung by Judy Garland in ‘Summer

The

outfits

coming in include

Jan Garber’s orch which is scheduled to follow Fields Aug. 10. Band
Feeling is that a hit record by stays there until Ralph Flanagan
Miss Garland will improve her pop- comes in for five weeks beginning
ular status.
Loew’s toppers point Sept. 11. Date marks Flanagan’s
out she hasn’t had a hit disk in first engagement at a Nl Y. hotel.
They want to “bring Judy Dorsey follows 'for six weeks startyears.
Stock’.”

home

again,” they say.

ing Oct. 16.
Then Anthony for
four weeks and four days beginBurton, Sour in N.Y. After ning Nov. 27, and Carle for eight
weeks starting Dec. 29.
Coast Pitches for
"Other bands that played the
Bob Burton, Broadcast Music, hotel this year were the Tex
Inc., vice-prexy over publisher re- Beneke and
Blue Barron crews.
lations, and Robert Sour, writer Both are handled
by Music Corp.
relations chief, returned to New of America.
York yesterday (Tues.) from a
three-week trip to the Coast. Burton, who is also general manager
Cues Revival
of BMI in Canada, made a strong Korean

1.

Frankie Carle orch, erratumed as
shelved a few months ago when
the bandleader was temporarily
hospitalized, has been gamering
solid returns at the Edge water
Beach hotel, Chicago, since crew
opened July 20. Last Saturday
night, Carle played to 2,500 covers
for the high mark of this lake- pitch for more usage of Canadian
music in films while on the Coast.
front spot.
Sour also signed several writers
Carle goes into, the Hollywood
to exclusive BMI pacts while in
Palladium Sept. 5 at $5,000 per
the west, Cleffers included Cindy
week plus percentages, against a Walker, Henry Pritchard. Mell
privilege of 50%.
Current date Leven, Tony Iaveilo and Tex
goes to Aug. 17 to end a four- week Atchison.
booking.
Hotel management has
been angling for Carle to stay over
Ostrow Music Publishing Corp.
another six Weeks but the band- chartered to conduct business in
leader begged off to protect one New York, with capital stock of
niter dates on the Coast at $2,500 $25,000. Rubin R, Becker is direc-

BMI

ASCAP

Boston, Aug. 1.
Feller, late night disk

his

disks.

to

into the

Hub Jock Sherm Feller

of

oyer
,

distribution In return for longhair
masters for American distribution.
David Hall, Mercury longhair
director, will leave for Europe
Sept. 3 for a month to tie up pendWhile overseas, Hall
ing deals.
will also explore possibilities of
further exchange deals and will
also do some recording.

*

“It’s

Easter Time” and “I'm in Love
With the Mother, of the Girl I
Former got nice play via
Love.’*
Vaughn Monroe’s RCA-Victor platmonths ago while latseveral
ter
ter got started locally with Fred-

'

v-

AFRA

being considered for No-

Sherm

on

which appears

Bbp Carle’s B.O. Solid at Chi’s

City, N. Y., today (Wed.), Illinois
Jacquet will hit, the one-nighter
trail with his orch beginning Friday (4) in Sewickley, Pa.
die Hall’s version on Coral. Tune
Tour will take the band through caught on nicely here, with the
the south and: as far’ west as Colo* Robert Q. Lewis Columbia disk
per' shot.
ratio.
now getting the biggest play.
*

talent

Mercury Records is preparing to
wrap up several foreign deals under which it will exchange, its pop
masters for foreign pressing and

.

Chicago, Aug.

sult

at

'

jurisdiction

vember.

Graduates Into

wit h

negotiations

Radio
major
diskeries are slated to settle by
next Tuesday (8) certification procedure on the union’s claim to

one week starting Oct.
two

jockey on WCOP, Hub’s ABC out-,
Blazers.
become so successMercury recently issued six sides let, has lately Writing., chores that
ful in his song
by Valentine.
Among the tunes he
was recently admitted to
recorded were “Smooth .Sailing
Baby,” “Hard Loving Papa,” “Ain’t ASCAP.
Although several of his previous
Gonna* Cry No More,” “I Want To
mildly successLovp Me” and “Beer Drlnkin* efforts have been
ful, ASCAP acceptance was the reBaby.”

closing

Preluding

American Federation of
Artists
on wage scales,

ORCH BOOKED
THROUGH

City

his

,

r

bargain for disk talent
without having to go through a
National Labor Relations Board
AFRA execs will report
election.
on negotiations before the union’s
a national convention in Chicago

company Contract with composer Ferde
Williams backed by Grofe under which diskery will get
will Cut their exclusive recording rights for six
disks tomorrow" (Thurs.), months from date of release to
initial
while “Little” Betty is slated for a Qrofe’s. newest composition, “AtMiss lantic Crossing.” Interesting aspect
waxing session Aug. 10.
Boyar will turn out both Spanish of the deal is that the composition
and pop tunes and the Cortez out- will get its first performance at the
fit will record pop tunes, polkas recording session, with first public
performance scheduled for about
and Spanish numbers.
Admiral, which has already set two weeks later.
lip a deal for Canadian distribu“Crossing” is a suite describing
tion of its product via the Quality tourist trip across the Atlantic and
label, is currently negotiating with through Europe, with a narration
an English and French firm for a written by Ethel Le Vane. Grofe,
similar deal. Company is also corp- who will conduct the London Symplating plans to rep a few Cana- phony plus a choir in the recording
dian record companies in the U. S. session, leaves for England Aug. 6,
Quality has already released two with the session set for Aug* 14, 15
These are and 16. On his return to America
Admiral recordings.
Bobby Colt’s “Scottered Toys” he will conduct what will probably
backed by “Tango of Roses” and be the first public performance of
the Johnny Guarnieri Quintet’s the composition at the Hollywood
“By the Light of the Silveryif Moon” Bowl at the end of August. There
coupled with “Charleston.
is a possibility that he may unveil
the suite while he’s in England.
Under the London deal, Grofe
will be paid for conducting and will
BASIE
get higher-than-usual royalties on
OCT. the unpublished composition to
SOLID
which he, of course, holds the copyExcept for a new open days, right. In return, London gets a
Count Basie’s orch is booked solid- six-month exclusive on recording,
ly until the beginning of Novem- effective from the date of release
ber. Band opens at the Oasis, Los of its disks.
London will issue a
Angeles, tomorrow (Thurs.) and single 12-inch LP disk and a 78 rmp
will follow Its stand there with a album.
few one-niters before going into
London will record the work with
the Million Dollar theatre, L. A., four different narrations, two of
for a week’s stand beginning Aug. them in English, one in French and
25.
The Million Dollar date will one in Italian. Diskery has already
be followed by .some more one- signed actor Richard Todd for one
niters which will the bring the out- English version and is dickering
fit into the Brass Rail, Chicago, for with
Tyrone Power and Douglas
three weeks starting Sept. 6. The Fairbanks, /Jr., to do the other.
seven-man crew then plays a club Todd will probably sit in on the
date in Scranton, Pa., for one week original session, with the other narbeginning Oct. 2; the Casino, To- rations dubbed in. *
their first sides for the

A

J acquets 1-N iters

Waring

. ,

the Hi-Hat, Boston, for
weeks beginning Oct, 19.

Following

ing tour across the country.
notified concert managers and, bookers last week
that he will' have to cancel out
on his lucrative dates due to
the Government calling up
three of his sound technicians.
Leader claims! that he is unable to work theatres in other
cities without technical staff.

.

(

12

ord companies simultaneously. Valentine, singer and 88er with the
group, waxes for Mercury Records
»s a solo vocalist and for RCA
Victor as a member of ,he Three

Chicago, Aug. 1.
Freak casualty of the Korean
the anhual Fred War-

crisis is

—

ronto, for

Billy Valentine, recent addition
to Johnny Moore/s Three Blazers,
Is turning out platters for two rec-

i

Korea Nips Waring Tour

—

the

in-

1.

paralleling an upsurge of country and folk niusic in recent
months is a square dance, revival
that is sweeping the country west
Chicago. Paradoxically, square
O’seas of
dancing received its big push in
Louis Armstrong is turning
the cities, but now it- is returning
disk jockey for a weekly seto roost in the country,: and is
ries of one-hour programs for
probably enjoying its greatest popthe State Department’s “Voice
ularity at this time.
Of America.’? Satchmo Will tell
While the country dance has rethe, story qf America’s jazz
ceived attention in the big eastern
music while spinning the hot
cities -witness the summer dances
standards.
oh the 'Central Park Mall in New
York last year it is in tfye far
Bill
Langford will assist
west* from Colorado and New MexArmstrong as narrator and
ico and Arizona across to Calproduce/
Ernie Anderson will
ifornia, that it has become an institution.
Just a few weeks ago',
for example, one city in California
staged a festival at which over 25,000 people from all over the southwest square-danced in the streets
for hours.
Country dance upbe at is highlighted by the fact that record
companies and music publishers
Admiral Records* N. Y current- have been, increasing the scope of
ly specializing in kiddie and pop
their western and country operatimes, is set to make its entry into
tions. Every major recording comthe rhythm and blues field. Out- pany has
a folk and western defit will hit that market with numpartment, and there are hundreds
bers by recently signed artists of minor labels throughput the naRosalind Paige, Clarence Duke tion thriving on country catalogs.
Williams, “Little” Betty and the Publishers are willing to pick up
the Jimmy Cannady Quartet, vocal songs for record royalties alone, so
Other great is the sale of hits ixi the field.
and instrumental group.
new additions to diskery ’s talent
roster are Jose Cortez’s orch and'
Monica Boyar. All these hew additions with the exception of Miss
Boyar are also under personal
management contracts to Jerry
Lipskiri, Admiral’s general manager -and artists and repertory
head*

|

,

.

War

Of ’American Prayer’ Tune
Korean war has cued renewed
interest in another patriotic song,
this one a World War II song called “A merican Prayer. ” Song, pub-

in 1942 by Mutual Music,
never was recorded but was played
frequently over radio and sold over
lished

100,000 sheet copies.

!

tor

and

filing’

attorney.

Tqne was written by Lawrence
Vincent Rose and Albert

Stock.

Stillman.

'
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indicates records -which,
.

according to actual sales are
,

recognized

The

hits.

trade

urged

is

ample stocks of these records

to keep

on hand, or

to.

reorder promptly

when

current stocks begin to approach the
“sold^out” stage.
.

.

Cjo^f

on

O

designates that record

.

is.

one ot RCA Victor’s ’‘Certain;
Seven” — among the leading
numbers on the trade paper best sell*
.

Obviously, sure

tng retail sales charts.
things!

R«1mi« 50-31

Larry Green and the Hoheydreamers

.

.

,

••/

.

.

i-.*«

.

.

.

—(47-3726)*

20-3726

.

’$ Retreat

Pee Wee

MINDY CARSON with HUGO WINTERHALTER’S ORCHESTRA and CHORUS
You’re Not in My Arms Tonight

Q
©
A

20-3878— (47-3878)*

IRVING FIELDS’ TRIO
..

.20-3879— (47-3879)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

VAUGHN MONROE
Why

Fight the Feeling
I Left on the Bar
20-3880 -(.47 -3880 *

—

I

Como

Perry

Hank Snow

......

.

Waltz of the Wind
Lonesome—That’s-

©
©
o

All 20-3872— (47-3872)+
.

. ,

.

.

,a

... .

.

.

...

.

.

.

—

21-0111—-< 48-6114)*

... .......

20-3697—(47-3221)*

..... ......

.

(47-3766)*

...... 20-3766

I ...

a

—448-6342)* MM'

2«- J?47—(«-3747)*

...

.

Was a

Local
20-3828— (47-3828)*

.....

&

Wanna Be Loved
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

20-3772—(47-3772)*

......

La Vie En Rose
Tony Martin

...

Melachrino Strings
Ralph Flanagan
I

a

MM

21-0328—(48-0328)*

.

Fontane Sisters

WAYNE KING

....

. .

.; ...

21-0342

Thought She
Sammy Kaye

I

1

HERE COME THE DANCE BANOS AGAIN

,

.

. .

.

....

On

I’m Movin’

Worry?

Say When

.

........

. . . . . .

Hoop Dee Doo

)

.20-3881— (47-3881)*

, .

.

Eddy Arnold

THE FOUR TUNES
Do

. ,

.

Cuddle Buggin’ Baby

.

The Beer That

.

Hilgo Winterhalter

The Touch ot Your Lips

Gypsy Festival
The Fox Hunt

, .

’King.

;

i

Gene; Krupa

.v.
... ...

.

—
—(47-3819)*
(47*3739)*

20-3819
20-3739

20-3889— (47-3889)*

My

Cross

Fingers
Perry Como

.

.

....

...... 20-3846—*(47-3846)*

.

Sam’s Song
Freddy Martin

—(47-3798)*

20-3798

...

Valencia
Tony Martin

20-3755— (47-3755)*

CHET ATKINS
Boogie
I

Was

Man

Boogie

Bitten by the

O

Same Bug Twice
21-0367— (48-0367)*

average

Old Man Atom
What This Country Needs
21-0368— <48-0368;*

....

. .

.

o
o

.22-0093— (3Q u 0Q93)*

Jet

Three Suns with Larry Green
20-3834— (47-3834)*
(Number two.
July 20.)

The

r.jt.m.

stars

enjoyed

which

better

than

consumer acceptance

initial

Three

Little

demand.

Rings

Fontane Sisters. 20-3814— (47-3814)*
.

(Number

Jockeys Pick, Billboard, July 20; Number three. Operators
Pick, Billboard, July 29.)

Billboard.

nine,

Disc

'

Tom

(Number

one. Retailers Pick, Billboard.
July 20; Number nine. Disc Jockey Pick,
Billboard, July 22; Number four. Retailers
Pick, Billboard, July 22; Number three.
Operator’s Pick. Billboard. July 22.)

(Number

Cat Bluet

Eddie Marshall. .21-0357— (48-0357)*
(Number three. Country and Western Disc
Jockeys Pick, Billboard, July 20.)

TIPS;

ten. Disc Jockeys Pick. Billboard..

You

.

Watch Don Cornell’* "I Need
Sol”

aetata* numbers.

who make

ihe

hits

on

aCA VICTOR Records
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

v

-

,-l

ST.

a :v
-

Pick.

Pink Champagne
Ralph Flanagan 20-3847— (47-3847)*

.25*1168-^(51-1168)*

are

u

Retailers

*

O

Phantom Stage Coach
Vaughn Monroe 20 T 38) 8— (47-3818)*

July 29.)

Ml

.

carefully in order to maintain stocks

BERNIE WYTE
Roll Up the Carpet—Polka
Good Luck Polka

.

have

consistent with

JOHNNY MOORE’S THREE BLAZERS
Someday You’ll Need Me
The Jumping Jack.

.

and stand an excellent chance Of enter ing the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records

QottvM

SONS OF THE PIONEERS

indicates records

'

HOI

RADIO CORPORATION 01 AMffilCA, CAWD1N, NEW JfPSEY

to

'45

ft

1
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(Alphabetically Listed)
Week of July 21-27
(Based on copyrighted Audi-

ence Coverage Index and Audience Trend Index published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
John G. Peatman, director ."
Chappell
Bewitched
Daddy's Little Girl .... Beacon
Enjoy Yourself.
.... Morris
If Sun Don't Shine .Famous
.Santly-Joy
Foolish Heart.
5 Top Standards

Latinaires, five-man rhumbeat combo now at the Mocambo, Hollywood, have the longest deal ever inked for any Sunset Strip spot. Firm
pact deposited with musiciansMocal 47 is for a one-year stay. Understood group also has an oral agreement With op Charlie Morrison calling for a virtual lifetime arrangement with about a year’s notice on
cancellation by either side.
Although Hollywood is a town of superlatives and over-ambitious
flacks frequently prate about long pacts for footers, no such deals are
on Ale with the union. Last similar contract anywhere in the Coast
area was about two years ago when Tex Williams jotted a one-year
pact with Riverside Rancho. That too was filed with AFM.

,

Artie Shaw's “Begin
the Beguine” and that long string
of Miller hits shoqld. H.is flair for
imaginative interpretation hasn t
dulled. He’s hard-working out in
front of the group, with a. natural
knack for beaming at the shufflers;
and it's quite obvious he's a leader

who carved

(20)

Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood
Certainly the best band horn on.'
the Coast in many years is this
full-blown venture of Jerry Gray
under MCA aegis. It is the sort of
thing which greatly can help shore
-

.

, j
i

1

up the staggering
room-band

biz

estate

of ball-

—

by awakening new who really leads.
Booked in here on
;

interest among both inveterate
terpaldce customers and the operators as well. The unveiling of the
crew here quickened the pulse on
this coast as did Ralph Flanagan’s flowering earlier this year
back east. Oddly, to a degree, both
are cut off the same bias. Flanagan based his styling on that of
the late Glenn Miller; Gray was
so
arranger,
greatest
JMiller’s
some of that “sound" and touches
of that styling are evident in the j

gate

;

receipts,

.

’

.

Darktown Strutters Ball Feist
I" Got Rhythm
.New World
Oh Johnny Oh
.1 .Forster
'S Wonderful,
.Harms
..... ... .Feist
Rag.
.

pull around 14,000 payees, one of
the biggest post-war mid-summer
The
stanzas Palladium has had.

,

.

.

week should

first

j

.

-

a 50-50 cut of

;

.

.

Increasing importance of disk jockey plugs in sale of a song
k

.

.

is

pointed

up by the handling cf “Goodnight, Irene," by Howie Richmond, Spencer
Music topper. Richmond, who publishes the tune, sent oUt some 1,500

,

,

.

2, 1950

TV

Top Songs on

JERRY GRAY ORCH

Atagugf

.
i
records to deejays all over the country, but up to this time has 'secured
only three radio plugs. Nevertheless, he estimates total record sales
word-of-mouth has been honeyed,
on the song at 500,000 And sheet copy sales at 250,000. Incidentally,
.^
and deserved. Gil Rodin, who als- pops, a bit of society arrangements, rights to the song were held by MacMillen, the book publishers, Richsembled and managed Bob Crosa .fl fl
mond experienced some delay in tying up the song because the book
by’s orig Bobcats; is managing
Bert.
wmiamfr^s and the solid^e I tno qg es.fear6<1 thejr mlght have trouble in- including it in later
Gray's troupe.
tunes indicate this crew is bound
to be around for some time in the
BILL CLIFFORD ORCH (14)
Among benefits to cleffers under the basic contract of the Songbetter clubs and hotels.
Qtein.
with Mary Marshall
writers Protective Assn, is a clause giving the writer $250 if a pubGray outfit.
^
Dcr^cicy, ^am.
Calif.
1 Hotel
Claremont, Berkeley,
jvu i/iarciuuuv
lisher, after accepting his song, does not print sheet music or a dance
STEJENS ORCH (12)
Most striking aspect of this
This orch, offering sweet society
-i—
¥ -«***
band arrangement on it or fails to get a commercial disk. Sum. is exgang is the musicianship, which type
rhythms, achieves a geniality With Patricia Laird
clusive of any bonus. Dues to the SPA, incidentally; range from $10
literally crackles with authority. | n its general behavior and choice Roseland Ballroom, N. Y.
With about six months of play- to $100 depending upon the cleffer’s standing.
That's probably because 15 of the of tunes, whidh invites a “school
time
already under its belt,
men worked last couple years tie” audience response. This is, in mg
Stevens orch is shaping
here over ozone for Gray on CBS’ part, traceable to the fact that the
Whole there's no play put on any Pollack on b&ss, Larry Callahan
Campbell S o uper, “Club 15." Berkeley is actually a college town. up as a strong entry in the dance- special instrumentalizing.
Stevens on
and Ted Husted, who
Other marked qualities are disci- with diners and dancers making a band field. A personable aggre- alsq pitches in with some vocals also drums,
does the arrangements, is on
pline, intonation and precision. high percentage of requests for gation, 12-man conibo lets loose
for
results.
three
okay
Songstress
keyboards^-piano,
solo vox
Too, Gray was shrewd enough not j melodies. Tunes asked for cover a With smooth rhythms that find the
Patricia Laird warbles in* a like- and celeste.
to hew too closely to the Miller wide range with an almost equal floor constantly well populated..
able manner, besides making an
Melody
line
is
carried by Memoods. When- crew essays, say, draw on oldies, standards arid curAttractive bandstand figure.
Curie and Husted on solovox, or
“String of Pearls" (Gray-arranged ^ rent hits.
g
Band is being picked up from McCune together with Rex oh. aceS \vifh wmi
for Miller’s evergreen RCA disk),
Bill Clifford, who does a friendly times
four nights weekly cordion. Bass and drums, plus
mg. Besides Stevens horn, orch fftr #iballroom
four saxes carry the chorus line, chore in responding to requests, inp
°
V
j. in(,
n
or ainng
o ver CBS
Gr0St
either
Husted or Rex, carry
not a trumpet. The familiarity and has a versatile troupe with his includes three more trumpets; one f
•
rhythm. Total result is heavily
pleasantly sweet nostalgia is re- three string, four reed, piano, trombone, four sax, drums, bass
accented
rhythm, which the danand
tained, but in new, dress,
piano.
Instrumentation is BILL McCUNE QUINTET
drums, bass, plus violin and tromcers like, and interesting melodic
J ust how MCA proposes to get bone support by maestro. V ocals by kept to a sweet tempo that’s both With Peggy Murdoch
effects;
the band around may take some Mary Marshall (particularly her danceable and easy on the ear. 'Glass Hat, Chicago
iioodling. All the s idem en are offering of “Lullaby of Broadway”) Pace is occasionally quickened to
Miss Murdoch has a good voice
Repent dinner policy inaugurated
among the most-in-demand in local is easy listening to and gal herself give the terpsters a chance to exe- in this room hasn’t changed the and a pleasant bandstand personradio network commercial circles. is goOdlooking.
cute some fast turns. For the hip- basic character of the clientele; ality. Since she never worked with
Each, averages around $250 weekly
There is nothing syrupy about swingers,- band offers some light It’s a Crowd that comes to dance, this crew before, gdl has been assave during present summer-hiatus. Clifford’s music making though tunes in the Latino vein; Foxtrot and the Bill McCune quintet sticks signed rhythm and novelty vocals,
It is understood Gray and the boys much of his copy is on the sweet tempo, of course, is given pre- strictly to dance music.
while the quintet’s regular vocalWill chuck the ether jobs if the side; his personal appearance, as dominance.
Quintet has an interesting in- ist, bassist Pollack, gets the balroad and key-city locations prove that of band, is good; choice of
An occasional* s idem an is strumentation. McCUne is on saxo- lads. She handles vocal chores
lucrative. Selling shouldn’t be diffi- tunes adroit, considering that audi- brought on for a solo but on the phone, Pat Rex bn accordion, Bill with an easy, light touch, and hancult. In fact, the band in the ball- ence is of mixed ages.
dles herself with" poise. On night
room sells more solidly than it yet
caught, she did a set of standard
A comparatively new crew dance
has on its first few Decca releases. outfit, though members having
ballads, and sang them effectively.
Dishing up a full treatment, the considerable radio and other exBand plays mostly current fare,
orch displays a lot more ve&atility perience, the group scores up well
with a few standards and novelties
^han it has had the chance to pre- as a hotel band, and shows promise.
spotted in. Adds a rhumba or samSurvey Week of July 21-27, 1950
sent on platters.
Ted.
ba to end of each set, stressing
A lot of w.k. windjammers are
rhythm: Group is neatly attired
.The
top
songs
30
of the week more in case of ties), based on
up on the tiers. Out of Miller’s
and makes effective appearance.
BILLY
WILLIAMS
ORCH
(8)
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
original aggregation are Jimmy
Pollack does nice job on ballad
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Priddy° (trom), Willie Schwartz Eddy’s, Kansas City
vocals, and combines occasionally
An alumnus of Sammy Kaye,
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
(sax)
and tru m p et e r s Dale
with
other
musical!
Miss Murdoch for effective
and
Frankie
Carle
listed.
McMickle and Johnny Best. Jimmy
novelty duets. He continues to
BVC
A Little Bit Independent ....
Rowles 88s and another T. Dorsey aggregations, Billy Williams replay bass while he sings.
Bourne
Are You Lonesome Tonight ....
alumnus, Alvin Stoller, is on cently took a fling at a solo turn,
.Chappell
drums. The bite of A1 Hendrick- and some record making. Recent..............
Bewitched.
son’s guitar is felt as is the unusual ly, he put this crew together here
Count Every Star
Paxton
technique of Murray McEachern’s to take over the orch assignment
Darn It Baby That’s Love +• ‘Tickets, Please”.
.Chappell
trom. There’s no Clarinet; for color for this popular new club-restauDown the Lane
BM1
...
Tony Gray fingers an accordion. rant in the heart of the downtown
Feist
Gone Fishin’
.....
...
Vocalist Tommy Traynor* formerly sector. That Williams fills thh\hill
Famous
Cookin’—
...
Home
t“Fancy
Pants”
with Jan Garber, falls into the ade- is evident from fact orch is now in
Morris
Hoop-Dee-Doo
its twelfth week, and due to stay a
quate category.
Chappell
Didn’t Know What Time It Was
M
r
/
Gray’s design has twin pedestals while yet.
Remick
Didn’t Slip I Wasn’t Pushed I Fell
Williams’:. long suit is vocals in
steady, ever-present danceable
.Famous
Don’t
Shine
Care
If
the
Sun
Don’t
beat, and melody. Nothing frantic the pop baritone manner, and he
ABC
Hadn’t Anybrie Till You
numbers such as “Beis in the book and at junctures a handles
Still Get a Thrill
Words-Music
Witched,” “My Foolish Heart” and
whole set of waltzes is whirled.
Supreme
Be
Loved
Wanna
...
ballads
tunefully.
Becurrent
other
It
seems unlikely any other
....
If I Had a Magic Carpet
Shapiro-B
batoneer in the ballroom field does tween his frequent vocals, he
band and emcees
the
I'll Always Love You
1 “Friend Irma Goes West”. .Famous
all his own arranging, but Gray is fronts
I’ll Build a Dream House
Campbell
so doing, and smartly. The man other entertainment proceedings
at Eddy’s. Instrumental^ Williams
....... ......
La Vie En Rose
.Harms
composer
of
“Scathas Carl Bean,
Let’s Choo Choo Choo Idaho— t“Duchess of Idaho” Robbins
terbrain” and other tunes aiyi
..Peer
Mambo Jambo
.......
....
former arranger for Frankie MasMona Lisa— i “Captain Carey, U. S. A.".
.Paramount
'ewnaut
REVIVALS
ters, as arranger and lead sax.
Santly-Joy
My Foolish Heart— 1 “My Foolish Heart"
Bean has set the crew up on the
Chappell
Picnic Song .......
LHBRAnrON
HOTKfi
four front line pattern two altos,
Berlin
Play a Simple Melody ......
‘Exactly Like Yon’
tenor and trumpet, rounded out
Sam Weiss
Sam’s Song
....
•••
with piano, drums and string bass
Mot.: ERNEST ANDERSON. 340 E. 52 Bt., N. V.
Duchess
Say When ...
.............
Also makes a good
for rhyhtm.
Sentimental Me
Knick'b’ck’r
‘You’re a Sweetheart’ deal of the baritone sax, doubling
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consistently to give tunes a
deeper flavor.
Musical aim is to get best dance
rhyhtms possible, and that goal
colors work of crew from opening
bar. Crew goes in almost entirely
for straight, smooth rhythms, but
tosses in a wide variety, mixing up
the standards with the current
it

«

Standards by

Sometime .............

Witmark

....

Tenderly
,

j

..

.

.,

.

.

i

.Chappell

.Undeterm’d

.

.

•

.

•

•

•

•

• P

listed.

A-Razz-ArMa-Tazz .......
An American Beauty Rose

Birmingham Bounce
Blue Prelude

Bon

.

.

.

.

,

Robbins
»

.

.

.

...

.

,

.

.Jefferson
Bulleit-H

i

* p

.

.

.

,

.

•

»

•

4

•

*

•

*.•

•

••j

•

•

.

If

.

I’m Bashful
My Destiny ........
Old Piano Roll Blues.
.

Our Very

.

.

.

Own—

.

1

.

« • • • • i

i i i r

i i

Exclusive

New
745 5fh Avf.

York
PI.

9-4600

I

.

.

.

Hollywood
H<

Chicago
I
|

Spitzer

—

Hill

•

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

. .

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

«
.

,

YO UR HAND

&

Range

Morris
Life
Life
.Morris

.BVC
.Lombardo

RAIN
racordtd by
......Columbia
I6NI ARDEN
•IHY C0n0N ,...... .london
D*cca
IARRY EOIINE
Heidi
DAVI HAMILTON
.

HONIYDREAmERI ....RCA Victor
Capitol
DEAN MARTIN
EDDIE TIANO’MIUIR Rainbow
M-G-M
FRANK PETTY TRIO
.....Capital
PAUL WESTON

imi WILLIAMS

.Mercury

and more coming

-

9151
51 Sunset Blvd.
I

.

“Our Very Own”.

.

Pres.

203 No. Wabash

,

.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

Broadway
Robbins
Joy
.....Disney
Leeds

...

.

Roses <•••••;.
,«
Stay With the Happy People— *"Peep Show", .
Sweetest Words I Know
4
Tonight Be Tender To Me ...................
Tunnel of Love .... ...
..... .... .....
Violins From Nowhere *“Peep Show". »
,
Where Are You Gonqa Be When the Moon Shines

i

Management

.

.

,Shapiro-B

.

.

•

.

United

Do

You Were Only Mine

ME

Goday
Advanced

Cross

I’d

GIVE

1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19

.Morris:

t

...

,

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.

Leeds

.

;

My Fingers ...... ....
Better Up In the Mountains
I Love the Guy (I Love the Girl)
I

World

.

.

Enjoy Yourself
....
Golden Sails On a Sea of Blue
Hawaii
....
v
.

v

*

*

•

...
.

.

•

.

1

.Miller

•

The remaining 20 songs of the week ( more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu*
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office
of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically

C’est Si

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART !

Morris

Man Theme— t“Third Man’’
Tzena Tzena Tzena ......
You Wonderful You ... ... ....
Tjiird

t

FilmUsical. * Legit musical.

Mm

t

R

MUSIC CORPORATION

Wednesday; August

2,

Continued from pay*
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

31

“Visions,” was entitled to a separ
rate, copyright. Abqles further was
upheld in his claim that Miller remain as sple owner of “Sleep,” until the expiration of the full copyright term of 28 years in 1951 and
could renew the revised song as a
separate and independent copyright for another 28 years.
Ih holding with Abeles, Knox
enjoined Vogel from exercising
any rights in “Sleep” Under the
original copyright and rendered a
judgment for Miller for all coin
accruing under original copyright
of “Sleep.”
^Same as New Work
Knox’s decision was based on
Section seven of the copyright law
which provides that arrangement
and versions of copyrighted muSical compositions, when produced
With Consent of the Copyright
owner, shall be regarded as hew
Works subject to their own. copy-

I
Survey of retail- disk best
sellers, based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

and

week.

last

TV

•

;

i
Rating

.

Jply 29

This Last
wk. wk.

“Mona Lisa”— 1010

.

“Simple

. . .

v

6

4

3

10

2

7

...

.

“Goodnight Irene’?-^27077

now of publishers making
new arrangement .or Versions of

5

7

“Sam’s

6

3

bility

.

.

4,

...

.

:

“I

Wanna Be

“Third

VIC

!

rangements or versions made by
in the orig-

There are innumerable
however, of new arrangements having been copyrighted during the original term
of copyright of such compositions
Which this decision will affect. In

8

.15

9

10

10

12

many

instances, the new arrange-,
lasting value to
the exclusion of the. original work.
Frequently in the past, a publisher
other than tjhe original publisher,
upon acquiring the renewal rights
In a composition, has proceeded to
claim rights to all arrangements
and versions to the exclusion of
the original pub.
O’Brien, Driscoll, Raftery

ment attained a

Tzena”—27077

Loved”-^-10716
(London)

.

3

,

.

:

«

5

.

.

.

2

; .

X

•-

»

5

.

.

.

.

.

6'

3

4

10

.

(

.

;

.

5-

«

9

“Count Every Star”-27042.

11B

4

“Bonapartes Retreat”—936

KAY STARR

,

5-

.

8

2

...

.

1

.

6

JO STAFFORD

1

•

6

,

•

t

,

.

...

.1

.4

9

.

.

2

.

6

..

7

..

••

•»

..

..

(Capitol)

4

“No Other Lovc”—1053 .........

4

•

•

MITCH MILLER

14

(Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885

12

15

10

BILLY RCKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”— 10623 A
BILL SNYDER (Tower)

16

17

“Bewitched”— 1473

AMES BROS.
17A 17
17B 11

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

4

*

5

••

1

4

4

4

4

•

t

4

.

•

.

4

•

•

4

4

4

4.

.

.

4.

4

4

4

44

4

‘4

,

4

(Coral)

“Sentimental

Me”— 60140,

DORIS DAY

(Columbia)

“I Didn't Slip,

•

Pushed”— 38818.

.

MEL TORME

(Capitol)
“Bewitched”— 1000 ......

GORDON JENKINS
“My

9

18B

LES PAUL
19

4

l

.

3

,

(Victor)

“Bewitched”—20-2329A

.

......

(Decca)

Heart”— 24830

Foolish

LARRY GREEN

.

•

“Nola”— 1014

.

4

2

YOUNO MAN WITH ANNIE
A HORN

Broadway Cast
Cent

Columbia

ALBUMS

;

MM850
'
“

ML4180

PAXJON MUSIC

5

44

.

.

1

SOUTH PACIFIC

'44

(Victor)

“Count Every Star”— 20-3697B

FIVE TOP

.4

(Capitol)

HUGO WINTERHALTER

.

Columbia
ei98
CL6106

3
GET YOUR

4T

HARMONY

‘

DIXIE BY DORSEY

TIME

GUN

The Chordettes
THo

Jimmy Dorsey

Hollywood Cast

Columbia

Columbia

M-G-M

CL6111
C201

CL6095

E-509

Her

Latest Release !

THE

Cl 96

NATURAL

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

"J

(Based oh Points Earned)
No. of

Records

Label
Decca

Points
212
131
51
45
45

.

America's Next Big Ballad!

Capitol

M-G-M

5
2
3

.

.

Columbia,

Mercury

“ALL

.

it

York 19

1.

Ever hear of the Federal Song
Surplus Commissioner? You might,
if anyone ever takes seriously the
deadpan open letter to Pres. Truman penned by -columnist “Don
Pajamas” of the Brewery Gulch
Gazette of Bisbee, Ariz.
“Pajamas” is really Furniss Pebedridden whilom songsmith who Churned out “Christmas
Story” with Hoagy Carmichael for
His
the fi)m “Johnny Holiday.”
open letter is a plea for the underprivileged songwriter.
“There, are millions of songs,
wrote,
Peterson
songs,”
good
“which will never be heard, which
cent
one
will not net the writers
unless the government does something about it. While other business booms, the music business is
in a slump, sheet music sales are
off as much as 90% and recording
sales are off too.
“I urge you, Mister President, to
give us songwriters a subsidy of
terson,

«

Inc.,

N, Y.

.

.

...

Coral

...

sort.

whisper /that politically

Tucson, Aug.

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

is

.

..

.

—and

Frenc h Title “Bo lero”

Widely Recorded
Program Now!

Records

Label

Songs make people
happy nation is—well,
a happy nation. And let me

some
happy

MY Lovr

Range Serin,

FACTS

'

'i

No. of

reserved

The World's

..

(Victor)

^La Vie En Rose”—20-3819

18 A

rights

standing was the concert’s
success that, -a whole series
of similar shows is being
planned.

..

(Capitol)

TONY MARTIN

repped Miller,

All

4

..

Decca X

HA

17C 13

A

.

Decca artists who appeared
on the program.
So out-

3

.

Sistfcr

Griffith Stadium, Washington, D. C. Over 20,000 people enthusiastically acclaim-,
ed Sister Tharpe and other

8

.

Sunday, July 2nd,

Rosetta Tharpe starred in i
“spiritual concert” held at

..

-

—

.

Ctpyrlfht 1950 by Hill

2

.

8

2

Man Theme”-536. ....

DICK HAYMESr

Lawler represented Vogel while
Abeles, of Abeles and Bernstein,
'

THARPE

2

DAMONE

.

•

&

1

On

(Mercury)
“Vagabond Shoes”— 5429
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Bewitched” -38689 ........ ....
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”— 5454 .....

inal work.
instances,

New

1

SISTER ROSETTA

8

...

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
Song”—27112 ... .........
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G^M)

8

7

to the original composition.
Prior* to this decision, pubs have
rarely exercised rights to new ar-

1619 Broadway

7

(Decca)

ANTON KARAS

arrangement even though he might
never acquire the renewal right

O#n

2

1

.

GORDON JENKINS '(Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena,

v

THOUSANDS

(Capitol)

(Dec<?a)
Melody”—27112. . , ....

6

NIW

3
a

GARY-BING CROSBY

\

4

•

,

*/

NAT “KING” COLE

|

Impact of the ruling on the
music biz is found in the possi-

16'OHkOADWAY

:

Artist, Label, Title

*

GORDON JENKINS

them upon expiration

*>

T
sa

right.

compositions before the expiration
of the original copyright and thus
continuing their rights in the
newly arranged song for 28 years
from the date t>f the new arrangement. Likewise, upon expiration
of the copyright in the new arrangement, publishers can now acquire the renewal fights to such

J

£

3

National

,

-

. .
..i,

.

.

©RCHESTRAS-MUSIC

1

>

.

1950

:

1

.

.

.

speaking
there are more songwriters than
there are farmers.
You play a
piano—you no doubt have written
songs too, so your sympathy should
be with us.
“Perhaps you could see that music publishers get some government loans so that they could publish ' all the songs offered them
and recording companies could get
the same too so that they could record this surplus of songs.
i

.

.

3
1
1
1

Bergman
Dewey
artist

Points
32
27 a
11

10

to
Bergman,

and repertory

Coast

RCA

staffer,

Victor

planed

to the Coast Monday (31) to set up
closer east-west liaison with Henri
Rene, new Coast recording chief
for Victor.
Oh way back, Bergman will
hold a waxing session with Frankie
Carle orch in Chicago.

M-G-M

signed

Sister Rosetta Tharpi
and Sam Price Trio

Available on Both
78 and 45 RPM

Decca 48166
and

Harry

his orch to a one-year

good idea, contract last week.
Ranch, who is appearing with a
some cave
too— and pay the writers royalties seven-man unit at the Green Room
the Hotel Edison in New York,
of
on them just as if .they were pubwill probably use more sidemcn Oh
lishers, rating them according to
government expert examiners and recording dates.
the writers to receive payment on
Amarillo’s Symph Deal
that basis.”
Amarillo, Aug/ 1.
First support for the scheme
Arrangements have been comcame from a Hollywood meeting of pleted here between the Amarillo
the Songwriters Protective Associa- Philharmonic Orchestral Assn, and
tion at which L. Wolfe Gilbert read Interstate Theatres whereby the
the column to members. To the circuit will take over the ‘business
great surprise of practically no one, management of the
symphony
grou# for next season.
the suggestion drew cheers.

“Or this might be a
to store this surplus in

HEARD MY
MOTHER CALL
MY NAME
I

Pacts Ranch

M-G-M Records
Ranch and

coupled with

‘

9-48166*

Single Records 75c
* Indicates

45

RPM

version

DECCA

Wednesday, August

2,

1950

VAUDEVILLE

P&Ri&rr

45

DeMarcos’ Nitery Dates

Montreal, Aug. 1.
What started out in high gear as
tor
one of the best tourist years
orld War II has
Montreal since
slowed to a walk with current

The DeMarco Sisters begin a
two-week stand at the Bolden
Gals
hotel, Reno, today (Wed.).
then move on, to the Last Frontier,
Las Vegas,, for another two weeks
starting Aug. 21.
Group >is scheduled to hit New
York in mid-September for a Para-

Hope Adds 2 More

W

.

Hollywood, Aug.

By AGVA

to

Take Over Control
Any possible merger of Brother
Artists Assn., which represents the

mount theatre engagement
1,

Bob Hope is stretching his upAlthough town is
coming tour of the hinterlands to
visitors from the
Cole Circus Hits Mild
still bulging with
noticed take in two more dates. Comedian
U S., most hotels have
Reservations Will appear in Du Quoin, 111., Sept,
pace.
slackening
Biz on
4, and Allentown, Pa., Sept. 6. He
made earlier in the year for mid- has' already booked the Illinois
up,
picked
summer are not being
state fair in Springfield, Aug. 19The “package’’ tour which boomed 20, and Indiana state fair, IndianAlbany, Aug. 1.
has
in the first weeks of July
apolis, Aug. 31-Sept. 3.
Cole Bros. Circus has been conslowed considerably and net result
Hope then pulls into New York
boites,
local
in
into poor busisistently
running
is being reflected
for rehearsals of his Sept. 12 video
ness in recent stands. Poughkeepwhich usually do their best biz at show for Frigidaire.
sie, the first upstate stand-^-except
this time of summer.
Buffalo, earlier in the season—was
In spite of two big rooms, the
of
both
Carrousel,
Albany, the second stand
off.
Tic Toe and the
and without any other large circus
which got a good slice of the tourthis year, was better, but still beist coin, being shuttered for alteralow expectations (26). Schenections, the remaining niteries partady and Utica followed.
ticularly in the West End, are unable to draw consistently and most
Show^ did hot arrive: here until
agree the big spender has been re9:30 a m. and the maunee did riot
picks
who
shopper
the
placed by
Increased useage of acts on begin until 4 p.m. Attendance was
circumstances
his entertainment carefully and at steamboat excursions out of New fair ’’—under the
the right price.
arid for the size of crowds recently
is providing a lucrative revYork
Esquire
The Normandie Roof,
enue for talent, agents and bookers attracted* in the afternoon. Evening
and Latin Quarter, the only clubs during the usual summer doldrums. house was estimated at about 60%
operating in the West End with
However, it’s not the usual run of Of Capacity-—tent seats 4,500. Perhave trimmed
shows,
particularly that by Con
package
excursion boats that are plunging formance,
reand
summer
the
for
HarinefOrd Fambudgets
on these occasionals, but various Colleanb' and the
turns are spotty. The Roof, atop
ily, was Well received. Bruno Zacchurches',
schools,
organizations,
the Mount Royal hotel, does. fair
chini’s cannon act climaxed it. Noetc., which charter the boats on
dinner business but gets slim
and ticeable was the paucity of aerial
usually Mondays
off-days,
trade for the late shows. Around
turns and of production ideas by
Wednesdays, for private outings.
mid-town, the Bellevue Casino,
the clowns. Billing for the local
demand
is for novelty
Greater
howevef, is still packing them in
date; did not appear until a week
acts,
with accent on juggles,
and the heavy outlay for talent
before show came in.
clowns, puppeteers, etc., with their
each Week, low admission charge
kids.
A number of Bill Boyd (Hopalong Cassidy) is
appeal
and general air of informality, is regular for
acts and versatile music no longer with the outfit, having
keeping this spot out of me red.
are
also; employed, all at concluded his engagement in Philcombos
Further east, the Folies Bergeres
American Guild of Variety adelphia. Schedule calls for fhe
has cut its overhead but a sock regular
Cole 'organization to play upstate'
Artists' clubdate minimum.
line of gals plus sight acts and biIdea was started last season by New York/ Pennsylvania and Marylingual singers continues to attract
McDonald, land in the next two weeks. Mangood biz in spite of being consid- joe Wright and Bobby
a couple of clubdate bookers who agement reported satisfactory busiered an off-the-beat location.
des- ness in N e w York and Brooklyn,
General lounge and cafe trade is .had a lean Winter and were
perate for some means of balanc- and profitable trade at the Buffalo
just holding with the rooms feaAlthough arena.
budgets.
turing single acts, relying on ing their
Ringling Bros.-Bamum 8c Bailey
starting on a Small scale the idea
the beer drinkers for*bulk of trade.
into
a
paying biz decided to bypass upstate New York
Plans for the fall season shape has mushroomed
the current season, reportedly due
several
that
provides
for
work
Carol Grauer, long
fairly strong.
hundred acts that would otherwise to the new state code affecting
associated with the old Samovar, is
In places of public assembly and the
readying an intimery on upper be beached in the summer.
number of rows of bleacher seats
Peel street and will feature small many cases the bookers have ap- permitted. However,
officials of the
The old Chez proached organizations on the boat- State Board of Standards and Apversatile groups.
Maurice, pioneer nitery in town, is ride angle as means of increasing peals said it
would
have
been posbeing refurbished and plans call revenues for various funds and sible to obtain
a “variance” percharities.
Response Was slow at
for reopening in September under
mitting the big show to play in this
new tag of the Leone. Rising costs first. In such instances, they have state. In fact, one date
on Long
have delayed the Tic Toe’s re- handled both promotion of the af- Island was filled. Ringling officials
fairs as well as supplying talent,
entry, but it’s expected to be in
plan to show Upstate next year.
and it’s paid off both ways.
full swing at an early date.
According to the bookers, they
have contracts with their clients of
Blades Display
three-year and five years duration,
so tliey have no qualms about comPreems
in Pitt Cafe
O
petitors cutting in on their gravy
Pittsburgh, Aug. 1.
POSTING
train.
First ice show ever to play a
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
local nitery beyond- the Golden
Eddie Rio, western regional diSaranac
Lake
Triangle
has opened a four week
rector of American Guild of Variewith
engagement,
options,
a£
ty Artists, stopped “Rhapsody on
By Happy BenWay
Charlies Jamal’s Ankara, about 10
Ice” from opening here Friday
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 1.
It’s the
night.
Rio stated the blade show
Victor Naglers motored in from miles from downtown.
had failed to post the usual bond N. Y. to visit Phillip Yagaloffc MCA-booked “Stars ’n* Skates”
with AGVA, hence its action. Re- (Transfilm Corp.), newcomer in unit, featuring Jo Bamum.
portedly, “Rhapsody” has eight for observation.
Ankara was forced to extend its
Arthur (IATSE) Perry, and Joe stage several feet on all sides in
weeks of bookings, and Rio asked
for $4,100 cash to guarantee full (IATSE) Fallon, showing nice im- order to accommodate the show’s
week’s salaries for all performers, provement.
tank.
“Stars” ’n’ Skates” was a
Field Horine and Lisa Reiman,
the usual bond request of the
last-minute booking for the room;
and
Dettai Okun stopped off at the
ufiion.
^
Raybrook, N. Y., A sanatorium to Jamal had previously signed anRio left here enroute to N* Y. chat with Sent
Okun, who expects other unit, headed by June Arnold,
with instructions that if the bond all-clear report any day.
and had spent considerable coin on
is posted with the. L. A. office of
Betty Meriweather, dancer, who ads and promotion when the
AGVA show can proceed. He no- recently underwent operation at Arnold show found it couldn’t
tified his headquarters accordingly. Raybrook san., will continue the make the booking.
In N. Y., Rio Will huddle with cure at the Stony Wold sanatorium,
AGVA exec Henry Dunn anent a Lake Kushaqua, N. Y.
During the past month two new
national TV show Which AGVA
would sponsor and from which it drive-in theatres were Opened, the
Sara-Placid
theatre between Sarawould Jjprive some coin for its
nac Lake and Lake Placid and
relief fund.
Korea news.

burlesque field, with American
Guild of Variety Artists was stoutly
Hollywood, Aug. 1,
denied last week by Tom Phillips,
Milton Berle, Who arrived .twor president and founder of the BAA
weeks ago for a vacation, checked (Nee Burlesque Artists Assn. ) on
out for New York Sunday (30).
his return from art organizational
Berle will prep for his vaude tour. “Our chatter ~fi5“ an affiliate
stint at the Roxy, N. Y., starting of the Associated Actors arid ArAug. 18.
tistes of America, parent body of
all talent unions, would preclude
any such intended kidnapping,’*
'
1

Phillips stated.

Although admitting that he arid
organization have had a rough

.
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-

.

s

,

,

,

New
'

FOR NOT

•

•

BOND

.

his.

road, for several years, Phillips declared such a merger is far from
reality, but may be in the dream
Stage of some AGVA, toppers. He
Hollywood, Aug. 1.
added that, after reading a state-,
clouds in the Far East have ment on the proposed takeover of

Ready

Reopen

to

.

War

the Hollywood Canteen, His union by AGVA, presumably
entertained
more than issued by latter union, he took the
women matter up with the 4A’s, Which denied ever suggesting or consenting
The
old
II.
Site on to such a move. Furthermore, they
in World War
Cahuenga Blvd. is currently under hinted he should issue a true statelease to a theatre troupe but may ment of facts, to his membership
be rented again in case the Gov- and theatre operators with whom
ernment wants the Canteen re- union does business to avoid a misalerted

Which

i

1 ,000,000 servicemen and
during its three years of activity

1

,

activated.

war the Canteen*
with Bette Davis as president, had
more than 11,000 registered workDuring the

played host to soldiers arid
sailors of all the allied nations and
ers,

wound

up

with

surplus of
ended,
this sum was turned over to the
Hollywood Canteen Foundation,
with Miss Davis as chairman of the
board of trustees.
Now it has
$655,571 in the treasury although
approxiately $60,000 was spent after the w;ar on -veteran projects and
scholarships. The fund will revert
to the Hollywood Canteen if it resumes its old activities.
Board members of the Foundation, in addition to Miss Dayis, are
Ralph Clare, Baron Morehead,
Mason W. Morris, Jules C. Stein,
$560,000.

’J.

When

a

hostilities

K. •‘Spike” Wallace and Carey

Casting for

New Show

is that the current
Horseshoe, N. Y., show,

Probability

Diamond

“Banjo on My Knee,” wilt run less
than a full year. Agents- have been
asked by Billy Rose, operator, to
submit talent for d new display
that will probably preem in October. Current show opened last

November.
Generally, the Horseshoe displays run over a year.
Previous
layout, “Violins Over Broadway,”
ran almost; two years.

tween Tupper and Saranac Lake.

The recent death

of

tary.

Andrews

Sis Set

Waldorf,

.
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offices,
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:

that

felt

since

talent

all

uriioris

were parented by the 4A’s it was
not untoward to seek assistance
from any branch, other than financial.

Nixed Deal

AGVA

For

N.Y*M Date

Dunn, secretary of the union, who
suggested that if he would merge
the

BAA

into

AGVA

he could re-

booking.

trade press a week later and subsequently found that AGVA’s fieldmen had already begun to approach
members of the BAA to join
AGVA. When they pointed out
they already belonged to one union,
BAA, they were allegedly told there
was no more BAA and that
had taken it over.”
By way of clarification on inner
Workings of such mergers or takeovers of ohe union by another,
Phillips cited bylaws of the 4A’s
and general procedure of other
unions, stating that such a move
can only be accomplished when a
Union and its officers are charged
with malfeasance or dishonesty.
Then ^charges would have to be preferred and heard by parent union.
Which would make the ultimate decision;
Since there have been, no
charges filed against him or the

Sisters

on a salaried basis. Phillips said
he nixed that proposition upon
ground that such a deal Would nOt
only be illegal but that he held no
such authority to make any such
deal with AGVA; A merger would
have to be voted upon, and ratified
while at the hotel.
Gals will bring in supporting in- by the membership of BAA.
“I thought that clarified the matstrumentalists, but orch for that
time has not been set as yet. Music ter,” said Phillips, “until I read
AGVA’s
erroneous statement in the
Corp. of America handled the

Cracks Down on Alien
Acts on Mexican Dates
Mexico City, July 25.
Ministry of the Interior; Chief
government department, is cracking down on theatre impresarios
and imported players who lack migration papers in order! Ministry
some time ago started checking
migration status of all aliens working in all branches of Mexican
showbiz.

Ministry announces the Teatro
Margo, local minor vaude-revue

AGVA

-

p

house, was fined $1,125 for presenting five Cuban orch pitmen
and two hoofers for lacking proper
migration papers.

BAA,

Cafe Burgled
Pittsburgh, Aug.

be no takedver by
or anyone else, he reiter-

there’ll

AGVA
1.

Midway Lounge, local dowptowri
home of the jazzophiles, was $2,000 poorer last week as a result

ated.

of an early morning haul by burgA safe in the cafe was poimdr

lars.

ed open and more than two grand
LA.
in cash and several checks of an
undetermined amount Were taken.
Holly wood, Aug. 1.
„ Theft was discovered by Regis
Tony Martin drew tremendous
Henry, proprietor, When he 4,406 covers in second and final,
J.
came downtown to open the next week at Cocoanut Grove, setting
day.
nety record for spot. Tally topped
first week’s 4,170, also a record
Toledo Arena Names Mulligan
mark. Final Saturday night MarToledo, Aug. 1.
tin drew 991 customers.
Andy Mulligan has been named
Take from covers alone came

RECORD AT

GROVE

'

.

&

VGA

order to provide
assistance to a sister union in policing such territories until the
BAA set up its Own branches. He

field

No definite decision was reached
at the time. Subsequently, Phillips
claims he was invited to attend a
board- meeting at
by Henry

general manager of Toledo’s Sports
for Indpls.
for his current stand at the 500 Arena;
Pelechowicz.
He succeeds the late Jack Dent.
Indianapolis, Aug. 1.
Club,
Atlantic
City.
Write to those who are ill.
Circle theatre will resume stage
Alice Tyirel and Dick Winslow
Ward-Kemp Agency, Inc., has
shows, starting with Duke EllingEddie Edwards, Of the vaude .opened at the Beverly Hills Club,
ton, Aug. 10.
Mills Bros,, and El- team of Edwards
Diane, has Newport, Ky. ... Dave Brubeck been chartered to conduct a theliott Lawrence orch are set for turned agent and joined the Leon- trio npens tonight (1) at The Hague atrical business in New York, with
Sept. 7.
ard Green office last week, He’ll for ah indefinite stand , . . Danny capital stock of 100 shares, no par
House
played
stage work in the act dept, under Larry Thomas opens at Chez Paree, Chi, value. Jacob Gerstein is a direchasn’t
tor and filing attorney.
Opt, )$ for two weeks.
shows since May,
Gengo,
oU'.A
a
a M m m m
m *: i lii« m

Vaude Again

'on the reports
trying to take oyer.
froiri a meeting of
the 4A’s several, weeks ago, when
Phillips claims he petitioned for a
waiver of per capita tax for his
union, pending an allout organizational drive on hurley theatres in
September. He also welcomed some
sort of cooperation from A
in
territories wherein that union had
is

Matter stems

main as organizer of that division

Pitt

Savannah Churchill and the Four
merford saddened the gang here.
She had been treated at the Will Striders open at the Longbar
Showboat,
San Francisco, Aug. 18
Rogers hospital five years ago and
at $1,750 per frame.
since then made her home in the for two weeks
Michel added to bill
Paco
"
downtown colony.
Triola at Larry
Bob Cosgrove. (Columbia Pic- headed by Anne
Danny Lewis, father
tures) in for a month’s vacation at Potter’s
Jerry
Lewis,
of
at Billy Gray’s
his Lake Flower camp.
TanKitty Bernard (of the Staple- Band Box. Ditto comic Don
Rudy Vallee opens at El
ton Sisters) ended her observation nen
Rancho, Las Vegas, for two weeks
period.; Now upped for meals and
Andrews Sisstarting Aug. 30
mild exercise.
Carmen Miranda booked
ters
Among patients taking vocational for and
a fortnight at Tahoe Village,
training with the Saranac Lake
Study & Craft Guild are Johnhy Lake Tahoe, opening Sept. 21
trio at the EpiLake, Joe (UA) Phillips, Johnny Eddie Heywood
Vic Damone getting $3,100
(IATSE) Nolan, Sahi (RKO) Kel- cure.
weekly
plus
of ovet $5,000
15%
Gallagher and Helen
ley," Dolly

some confusion

is

AGVA

have
been
booked into the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., Wedgwood Room, for a
three-week stand, starting Nov.
30.
Trio is planning to showcase
a video show format for benefit of
New York radio and agency execs

Andrews

HollyWood

Ann Com-

'

Wilson, with Jean Le win aa secre-

the Tupper’s Drive-In Theatre be-

N.Y. Diamond Horseshoe

understanding and subsequent jurisdictional disputes!
As jnatters
stand, Phillips says, there already

Within $550 of paying off $14,400
talent budget for the fortnight.
Martin got $10,000 for stand, Ernie
Heckscher orch got $4,400.

.

.

N

-M.

+.

Billy

singer

Daniels,

currently

Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.,
goes into the Riviera, Fort Let*
N. J.> Aug. 15 "for two weeks.
at
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tiohs for many years* because of
the aft-girl angle, the Spitalny crew
Phil .Spitalny's “ Hour of Charm” has long since surpassed its novelty
All-Girl Orch (32
with Evelyn, facets. It must be judged today on
ability alpne, and on this basis
Gloria, Helen, Viola, Louise, Jean* its
jit must rate among the fine family
(13);
nie; Griff Williams Orch
entertainments.
cover, $l-$2.
This troupe is replete with practically every kind of musical diPhil Spitalny must certainly be vertissement. Spitalny has a crew
the phenomenon of show business (that is excellent from both an enbecause of the manner in which he semble and solo standpoint, and of
is able to put his forefinger to his the
latter there are a number
lips, his familiar trademark, and 'whom he gives a chance to step to
tjtus exact a pin-dropping silence the front.
Foremost of these, of
from his Orch' Under ordinary cir- course, is -the violining Evelyn
cumstances, perhaps, such silence (Mrs. Spitalny), long one of the
wouldn’t be much of an achieve- outfit’s standbys and still contributment,
But it is very much the ing her sock soloing as the bill’s

Starlight Roof. IV. V.
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)

|

>

—

;

;

i

i

Although this is Vic Damone’s
first cafe appearance here
bis
only other Chi date, a theatre p.a.

—

—he

should become a fave here.
Lad has achieved a great deal of
poise in the last several years arid
presents a completely relaxed, in-

•

I

achievement in

If you
this case.
it by now, Spitalny's
comprised of all girls.
Call it showmanship, the ability
to handle personnel, call it the

know

don't

is

gratiating manner, which projects
irt top drawer fashion.
Instead of starting with a fast
beat number to quiet the customers, especially after the frantic
antics of Johnny Puleo and the
closer.
Evelyn knows her way Harmonica Rascals, he tees off
around the classics as well as the with a ballad, “Bewitched,” and
pbp stuff, and her versatility is espe- follows with “Somebody Else.”
cially evident with an amusing, Then reprises '‘You’re Breaking
dextrous fiddling of “The Hot My Heart” for solid applause.
j

[

“Vagabond Shoes,” with orch
faculty to define what the public Canary,” enhanced by five violins
choral background is merely a
will-— it all ffrom among the orch.
Gloria ha* a thin albeit pleasant filler, but “I Want to Be Loved”
soprano in vocaling light opera and gets him back into proper stride.
musicomedy stuff, while Helen dis- Also “I Love the Girl.” He mixes
plays a neat fluting ability. Viola selections again, getting back to
playg a hot set of drums, while a ballads with Sock closer, “I Can't
trio does a pleasant takeoff on Give You Anything But Love.”
“Rigoletto.”
The pianoing Louise Had to beg-off.
The Charlivels, holdovers, regispaces an ensemble “Rhapsody in
Blue.” Jeannie, the band’s featured ter as strong as in the preceeding
contralto, shows off a neat throaty show with whirlwind acrobatics,
ballet-type spins, and clever musiquality in a couple of solos.
better for the video fans.
While Spitalny generously points cal numbers on clary, violin and
One of the find novelty present a- the spotlight on the individuality piano.
Also holding over are Johnny
of his girls, he remains inconspicuous with his simple, straightfor- Puleo and the Harmonica Rascals,
the pint-size panto comedian
with
ward announcements. Perhaps it
4
£
'might be captious to mention that getting yocks with his frustrated
Oil
Rest
in a spot such as the Starlight attempts to get into the act
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)
Roof Spitalny might restrain his of lads give out on nifty harChicago, Aug. 1.
maestroirtg gestures somewhat. In monicaing.
Fqye 8t Gordon, Charles Sheldon,
Doran and France repeat their Dorothy Hild Ballet, Frankie Carle
a large presentation house that
would be okay, but the intimacy of fiery dance numbers from previ- Orch (15) with Cliff Jackson
audience and entertainer in a hotel ous show for hefty applause and $1.80-$2 30 admission.
room would preclude it.
Blit ter as strong' as in the preceding
maybe those gestures on opening the line does well in. their brace of
This outdoor spot continues its
night were intended also to direct colorful productions. Stan Gower policy of elaborate spectacles rethe men in the lighting booths but, does a neat pob On production volving around the Dorothy Hild
if so, they paid scant heed to the vocals.
Cee Davidson orch backs Ballet.
Booking of the Frankie
the Carle band, however,
during
lighting instructions, to the con- capably,
especially
peels off
stant dismay of the leader.
Damone stint, which has tlve some of the revue’s floridity since
Otherwise, the Spitalny unit re- singer’s pianist and drummer, pro- band is brassier than usual group.
veals good taste in routining and viding major assist. Chico and liis Nevertheless, Carle turns in a fine
It’s
alT a tribute to rhumba group alternate on -the job and sparks the show all the
gowning.
Despite dance chores with Davidson’s orch. way, but over-all result emerges
Spitalny as a showman.
Za^e.
his
personnel,
indicates
he
it
as terp-heavy with too much emConcluding
always gets in that last word.
phasis on. the svelte hoofing of the
Kahn.
ballet group plus dance team Faye

wants—whatever you

adds ud to a marked saleability of
entertainment by public standards.
For years Spitalny has been dishing out his all-girl entertainments
in the big presentation houses, on
radio- and in the smart hotels, all
of it of a degree that makes for
surefire mass appeal. Only television now remains for Spitalny to
be conquered. That should come
soon enough. And the sooner the

!
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1950

2,

of the current crisis. His closing
en
eld ° V * r’ Plsys
wlth
turn is his best
the soapbox Giflespi « too
The result of this, though is
dialect bit,
Here he. mounts a
soapbox to make speeches in dif- not what might be expected; Deferent
dialects.
use of spite the fact that much of the
Wftile
dialects is a touchy business! he personnel of all three units is the
handles them easily and without same, they play, entirely different
types of music.
offense.
Parker/ with
The other new act is the Marvel strings, continues lush arrangeTwo men and a gal com- ments of show tunes and ballads
los.
bine for a magic turn that’s pretty with the saxophonist’s fluid and
obvious but entertaining.
Men melodic interpretations backed bv
produce musical instruments from the scored strings. Both the Gilbehind a drape. One plays them, lespie and Hawkins units play bop
and then they disappear with an- but the Hawkins group leans more
other instrument taking first one’s toward melodic and tonal effect
place. Working behind tjvvo screens, while Gillespie still seeks effects
they send out life-like dummies of technique and the unusual.
Gillespie and his group might
representing one or another of the
termed “pyrotechnioians” in
trio, Front man then proceeds to be
crumple the dummy. Other un- their efforts to avoid the melodic
This was amply illustrated
usual, props help put this over line.
in their “progressive” version of
nicely.
Holdovers are. Mons. Choppy, “Whispering,” and in a compariwho continues his “Brittany' Wed- son of “What Is This Thing Called
ding” bit. Artist paints faces on Love,” as played first by the Parkthe backs of girls, each face rep- er string unit and then by GillesThe trumpeter did make
resenting a different member of pie.
the wedding. Articles of clothing some effort to achieve melody with
extending from* the waist down, “I Can’t Get Started,” but even
and gigantic hats give audience here, his stretching of the interimpression of real people by look- pretation marred the tonal values
ing at girl’s back. There’s plenty of the song.
Hawkins still plays an inspired
of revealing stuff, though, and act
tenor sax, and his efforts add depth
is perfect for this room.
Also holding over is the Kana- to the otherwise superficial bop
zawa Trio, whose aero turn is tops. played by his unit. He is at his
Ralph Young continues as male best with his ballad interpretaproduction singer, while Toni Car- tions, like “Lover Man.”
Otherroll is new as femme vocalist. She’s wise, his choice of tunes, and an
got a good voice and a winning irtdistinguished group of musicians
personality. Naaman dancers, four —with a couple of exceptions,
males and four gals, continue with namely pianist Bud Powell and
trombonist J. J. Johnson tend to
ballet routines.
Chan,

Chicago, July 28,
Vic Damone, Les Charlivels (3 )
Harmonica Rascals with Johnny
Puleo (5), Doran & France, Stan
Gowert Chez Adorables (12) Cee
Davidson Orch (1.0), Chico Band
(5
minimum $3.50, cover $1.
*

!1

Wednesday, August

Chez Puree, Chi

troupe
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BARNES & CARRUTHERS

VIC HYDE

FAIRS
Direction^

EDDIE ELKORT
Ltw A Lull* Grade, Ltd,,

.

SAVOY HOTEL

Mocamlio, Hollywood

London

Television August 10 and Than
Starting
Tour of Midwest irn
Fairs for Barnes and Carruthers
Mgt.r HORRABIN, Dos Moines ,

S piker Orch

with the youngsters, in a comicwestern song, “Living Western
Style.”
Carle follows with crisp
pianoing of “12th Street Rag,”
“Sunrise Serenade,” “All That It
Seemed to Be” and “Carle Boogie”
for sock returns. Band comprises
four reeds, three trumpets, three
trombones, and four rhythm, with
Carle sending in a sub on piano
for dance sessions and backing,
and taking the stool himself only,

RESTAURANT AND BAR
158 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

)

*

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS

*
i

Prize:-

Professional

(Duplicate Priiet

Awarded

PIANO

.

Engagement,
in the Caie of Tie)

|

SATIRIST

Photogenic, youthful, Fomale. Orig-

j

humorous song material. Ideal

|

inal,

i

for resorts, club dates, Vaudeville,
radio and T.V.

Sox 8150, VARIETY, 154
Si., New York 19, N. Y.

W.

immediate
A1 Trahan, aided by June Pay- profitable as
Mel Torme who was
son, has top comedy slot and his predecessor,
bills
comedies pay off, Trahan does his the first of four successive
Strip spot
usual mis and trick pianoisms, booked into this Sunset
Gastel.
by
Carlos
hokes up a few- hurley routines
There’s no question about the enwith the well-stacked Miss Payson
The ringfor top returns. Los Gattos trio tertainment impact.
in distake the opener, whamming over siders eat it up and scream
finally
Cole
when
appointment
their tumbling and acres with pace
walloping
after
a
off
slopes
and style. Clincher is their triple
35-minute turn. Backbone of the
shoulder stand and dance.
Remainder of show featuring routine, of course, is Cole’s easy
vocalizing
and his pianistic tricks,
the Ballet Sevillano in the Kamarova production of “Carmen’’ is but he gets able support from his
Cole
keeps the turn neatly
boys.
still surefire.
A new closer with
the line in short, beaded costumes, mixed, blending vocal numbers
with
purely
instrumental offerings
doing the Black Bottom, Lindy
Hop, et al, and the Sevillano com- and wisely lets each of his crew
bo doing a modified Spanish interp get in an effective solo number as
a sort of formal introduction to the
of the Charleston draws salvos.
crowd. Thus, bongp drummer Jack
Newt.
of

that

44th

;
‘

!

Costanzo,

COURT
and

SAUNDERS

:

"Song Stylists"

.

Now Lookout House

for spots.
.

Faye and Gordon open with unWhile Faye hoofs it
.Gordon narrates romantic

usual twist.

COVINGTON;

solo.

banter, then both merge for ballroom stuff for neat returns.
Hild ballet is spotlighted in
opening and closing spots, .with'
slick lighting and Costuming. Opener, “Dream Sonata,” is a tribal
dance, which seems a bit too slow.
The other, which choreographer
Hild revives each year, is “Glow
Worm Ballet,” which scores nicely.

Baritone

Charles

Sheldon

does

Mel

and bassist Joe Comfort are well
spotted and dick.
Birdland* N. Y*
Zingy arrangements on all numDizzy Gillespie Orch (5), Cole bers keep the interest high and the
Charlie
group wins a hearty response with mail Hawkins Orch ( 6
Parker Orch (11); 98c admission,
several platter faVes,
!

.

1

)

including the

currently smash

“Mona

Lisa.”

$2

Wax

Wallopers of a slightly older vintage are wrapped together in an
okay medley that includes “Paper
Moon,” “Straighten Up and Fly
Right” and “Nature Boy.” It leaves
little to be desired- except more.
Musichores still are shared by
Roger Spiker orch and the Latin-

Kap

Latin Quarter, N. V.
(FOLLOWUP)
a

cutting of acts

down

to

four.

With the five production numbers
remaining intact, it stacks up as
a lower-budgeted affair that should
appeal strongly to the tourists.
Line, brightly costumed, is as goodlooking as ever, and if the customer sees more of a profusion of legs
than regular
complaining,

acts,

he

still

isn’t

Alan Carney steps into the head*
line spot.
It’s
unfortunate that
after a couple of New York theatre
dates, the, comedian uses pretty
much the same routine; He opens
with a few gags, goes into his imitations of Hollywood stars, changing this bit only by having them
speak lines revolving about army
life— a not too pleasant reminder

SEPTEMBER

name attractions Individ*
What the units conie down
therefore, are pickup bands
headed by a name star-. The exception is the Charlie Parker string
unit.
Thus, Dizzy Gillespie fronts
a five-piece group that features the
same rhythm men as appear in
the Coleman Hawkins unit, and
Charlie Parker, whose string unit

KALCHEIM It SMITH
R.K.O. Bldg.. Naw York City
JUdson 6-3345

ing the
ually.

,

1

[

to,

•

,,

Latin Quarter revue undergoes
another change of headliners and

[

Direction:

Birdland,
while retaining its
three-band policy, has arranged its
hookings to use many of the sider
men in all three units, while book-

—

a ires.

minimum.

RUBY RINC
AUGUST AND
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KALCHEIM * SMITH
Management: HENRY COGERT
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neatly on background vocals.

Ashby

Irving

guitarist

York, N. Y.

ly

Lat inair es ( 5
(6)
Montreal, July 28.
cover, $1.50, $2.
fifth week,
the management continues to build
for
winner
another
Here's
present layout around their socko
“Carmen” spec by adding two new Charlie Morrison. The Nat “King”
Cole stand shapes up as being as
acts to sharpen offering.

Holding over for the

Grant's Riviera

Inc.

Wait 37th Street

New

Band vocalist Cliff Jackson
Hollywood. July 25.
Nat “King” Cole & Trio, Roger scores heavily mid-way, particular-

Bellevue Casino* MoiiCl
(FOLLOWUP)

250

and Gordon,

COLORS

IN

RHYTHM

OLYMPIA THEATRE, MIAMI/ FLA.

M

August
Management}

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago
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Aqua Follies
f

Hopkins

Minneapolis, Jiity 29.
Sisters (2), Bruce Har-

back every year, but each season

lee Varieties
(CHICAGO FAIR, GROUNDS

also brings new faces as well, of
course, as new stage acts and pro^

duction numbers:

Chicago, July 26.

Current layout is one of the sePattyFairbrother, Jimmy PatRevue in nine scenes produced
ries’ most pretentious.
In colorful
terson, Charlie Diehl, Earl Clark,
by Voohres-Fleckles; staged and dicostuming,
water and stage effects, rected by Truly McGee musical
Eddie Chamberlain, Jim Strong,
;
Tommy Thompson, Jerry Silver, lighting and staging, and in con- director, Al Marney. Features
Lowe, Hite & Stanley, Florida Trio, ception and execution of both stage Kenny Lamb, Skilling. Bros. (2 )
Gene Sheldon, Lida DaValle, Burt and water portions, it’s strictly big- Thomas Twins, Ronnie & Boots
Lee,
Singing Mariners
(4), time,

Pittsburgh, Aug. 1.
Click of Doc and Danny’s Miami
Beach “Jewel Box Revue” at Balconades has prompted a flock of
other niteries around here to go in
for female impersonator shows in

lan,

Hanson,

Tom

Martin, Water Ballet

Tom

Martin

Roberts, Roberta Hyams, Jann
a suave and per- Roy Webster, Dennis & Darlene;
Who injects snap- De-Icers (7); 60c top.

(24),

from downtown, has long been a
under flock of' different poli-

!

loser
cies

but finally

hiji

pay

dirt with

Continued from page

3

theatre situation after a series of
questionnaires were sent to all distribs asking them for data on the

RKO-Loew

Govsplit of product.
ernment has now ditched the idea

|

of bringing a separate suit against

j

entertain-

“Jewel Box Revue” came
ment.
in couple of months ago for usual
stay with options and now looks
like a" cinch to remain here until
Doc and Danny reopen their room
in Florida middle of November for
the winter season.
Biz' has been terrific at Balconades right from the beginning
of the Jewel Box engagement, and
has shown no let up in the more
than eight weeks. If anything, it’s
building every stanza.
As' a result, Clover Club on the
Northside, which had a few female
impersonators year ago, has resumed with them and Riviera out
near the Fox Chapel district has
brought in five of them in a miniature revue. Both Clover Club and
Riviera, along with Balconades,
have be en in-and-oiiters for long
As a result, several other
time.
rooms around the district are also
thinking about doing, the same

an effort to boost their drooping
trade. Balconades, about 10 miles

is

sonable emcee
piness into the proceedings which
Orch (12); staged and
get under Way with the introducby Al Sheehan,
As a pop price attraction at the
tion of the 48 girls in tubes Of
stacks
This is the 11th annual locally- current and recent season Broad- Chicago Fair grounds this
produced “Aqua Follies,” combina- way musical hits. The usual three up as a good buy. However, if the
tion stage and water show, which and five meters championship div- unit is to play the hotel rooms, it
is one of the regular features of ing stunts win plaudits for Patty
especialJimmy Patterson, will need a few additions,
the Minneapolis Aquatehnial, year- Fairweather,
ly summer civic festival here. And Tommy Thompson, Bruce Harlan, ly in the line and orch departnow the big spectacle has attained Charlie Diehl, Chuck Robinson, ments, both of which are rather
the stature of a touring attraction, Earl Clark and Jim Strong whq skimpy, for auditoriums and larger
with its first outside stand Seattle. later thrill with their high five and
inns. As a package for the smallStaged in nifty al fresco Sur- 10 meter plunges. The male condistinct bargain,
roundings, the “Aqua Follies,” like tingent,; augmented by Jerry Sil- er rooms, it’s a
the large ice shows and the circus, ver, a Minneapolis youth, also com especially if Kenny Lamb remains.
the
maniacs,”
vulses
“diving
as
follows a set pattern each season,
Skating comedian carries the load
interspersing sWimming and diving comedy diving always being one of the show and clicks in everyexhibitions in a large pool with of the show’s most popular offerthing he does.
stage
production numbers and ings.
Stars of the Show, the Hopkins
Truly McGee has woven most of
vaudeville acts. Like the ice shows
skill
and
in
Sisters,
reveal
grace
her scenes around a candy theme,
and circus, too, it apparently is an
annual “-must,” attracting huge their tandem swimming and their with line in Various costumes devarious
in
confections
audiences during its 12-day, 14- unusual waltzing in the water rou- picting
performance run at the 5,000-seat tines. There’s also water dancing, forms. Some semblance of a story
by the 24-girl ballet with some new is attempted with little Roberta
Wirth Pool theatre.
and dazzling precision and rhythmShow’s personnel includes some ic formations, including conga fly- Hyams acting as a child loose in
Youngster regisice cream land.
of the foremost diving and swiming fish and enormous wedding ters with slick skating routine.
ming champions and three first- Cake
The elaborate stage Skilling Bros/ are a talented preeffects.
rate acts and other entertainers.
production numbers are standout, cision team and the femme Thomas
Several of the aquatic stars like
especially a “Caribbean Holiday” Twins get over neatly in their rouCharlie Diehl, Jimmy Patterson,
built around one of the acts, the tines.
Ronnie and Boots Roberts
Patty Fairbrother, etc., are brought Florida Trio, and a “Wedding Fanwin nice hand for their adagio
tasy” with its stunning costumes number and both Roy Webster and
and the stage display blending into Jann Lee fill solo spots well. VoThere’s fine cal backing by Dennis and Darlene
water disporting..
accompanying singing by Lida Da- is particularly strong with male
the four singer giving the show needed lift.
Hanson
and
Valle, Burt
Singing Mariners.
Line, De-Icers, do well,
seem
Two of the three stage acts, lost in this large outdoorbut
area.. Al
Lowe, Hite & Stanley and Bert Marney orchestra also has the same
Sheldon, are familiar here, and in trouble. With six piece group
this new sort of surroundings for Sounding
a little hollow in the upcoMEcMii
*
wmsmsi&i
them they click as usual. The Lowe per stands. Costuming by Lester
trio, including the long and short
iS colorful.
Za be.
of it, amuse with their clowning
and hoofing, and Sheldon brings
down the house with his comical'/////.
ities and banjo plunking. The FlorPcsonol Repress nlohvo
bjfVVV^
contortion
amazing
ida
Trio’s
HESS MAYER
evokes gasps and laughs in an act
Continued from page 1
S Horn rock
Hoji'on lex
reminiscent of that of the Lime
Rees.
Trio of by-gone days.
meant that British studios were in
the red for a similar amount.
Pleading for a few high-budget
British pictures, Lord Archibald
suggested it might be possible for
the British film industry, after allowing for the $4,000,000 subsidy to
come from entertainment tax, to

Stage Ballet

•

Ben

(24),
Barnett’s
produced,

boys-will-be-girls

the

Instead, it Will
the two circuits.
use the dope in its proposed dir
vorcement and divestiture pro- thing,
Other policy changes are taking
It is exvisions governing Loew.
pected to lead a demand for a place locally on the nitery belt,
sharp cut in the number of houses too. Johnny Browns' Club in East
Liberty,
which has long been
operated by Loew in N. Y.
Meanwhile, a lull is apparent in languishing, is pitching fOr mixed
trade, advertising in local Negro
negotiations for consent decrees
weekly, Pittsburgh Courier, and
with Warner Brps. and 20th-Fox.
sQlicfting Negro trade while El CaLatter company has not Started
any new series of talks. It is await- bana/ likewise in East Liberty, now
closed but currently remodeling,
ing the outcome of the Warner
will do the same thing when it redickerings. Metro has. made no attempt to reach a deal. Company opens next month.
.

•

is

depending on

its

own

efforts in

court for a favorable decree.
Warners still has a deal with the
Government but is running into
many difficulties with the Ul S.
Treasury Dept, on tax questions.
Warner plan incorporates a scheme
to

issue

longterm " debentures to

stockholders backed by the theatre
chain.

New

have recently been
execs with Treasury
Government
officials
after that
Wing raised objections to the plan.
D of J is not participating. It is
ready to go ahead with the agreed
Warner decree if the major can
get the right tax ruling.

held by

Till'

JAN

PATRICE

talks

WB

HELENE and HOWARD
|

Riverside Theatre
MILWAUKEE
)-.

j
I

t

FRANK LIBUSE

HELD OVER

break even if its efforts Were limitto the production of about 50
pictures, each costing about $280,000.
“But an industry on such a
reduced scale," he said, “would not
be worth while saving, and its films,
with few exceptions, would be a'j

and

ed

j

HEADLINED

burden to exhibitors forced to show
them by quota.”
At- the opening of the debate,!
Lord Lucas, principal Government
spokesman, hinted at future reorganization' of the distribution and

MARGOT BRANDER

at

|

LOOKOUT
HOUSE

|

NOW

exhibiting sides of the industry in
order to insure a better return to
the producer with the good picture.
He said the film bank loan to British Lion ( £3,000,000) had been
“justified on all counts.”

|

PIPING ROCK
Saratoga,

New

Covington, Kentucky

What War?'

York

Continued from

country, sunshine.
sunshine.

July 31 to August 12
Just Finished 6. Weeks at the LATIN

New
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Hollywood today
that if
for one

ijage

And
is

I

1

still

{Sm
more

figuring out
$40,000

TV guest shot, consuming
an hour, and which probably takes
him only a week to create, what

QUARTER

York

JAY JAYSON

Bob Hope makes

!

!

•

does it mean to Hope to get $200,000 for a picture, which runs only
30 minutes to an hour longer, and
Which takes two or three months
to prepare.
Hollywood today is least wor-j
ried about Phonevision now that
somebody figured out for them
that the majority of the 14,000,000
telephones are party lines and
business phones.

Favorite Entertainer of the Entire Mid-West'

:

BECAUSE

,

Augsst 13
•

Overwhelming Demand
to the

’

LATIN QUARTER
1

NEW
Thanks,

(MW
And

1

you, too,

They’re
of

all

faced with a

show business: how

JciyJason sings a groat Song, Tills starios ctsyorly
is an impressionist of unusual ability,
is a dynamic ontortainir with a porsoriablo monnsr arid a stylo of doliviry that, wins his
aiidisncos at th« start ond koops them highly sn.

tortainsd,

!

HEY TV

new kind

... HERE'S

ME!

OPENING DUNES CLUB

will their

jokes go on 35m film—not kinescoped—*and how much will it fool
the public that this isn’t an in-.!
stantaneous telecast; that it’s been
prepared* six weeks in advance;
and who cares, in Peoria, that Bob
Hope has eight Writers and that
the comedian really doesn’t make
up everything he says.

\

j

Critics

and

|

LOU WALTERS

At GROSSMAN

Say the

A Jay Juson

particularly

roundtable
that
comedians’
at
Hillcrest which is concerned with
the
TV D.T.s.
has
radio-TV,

.

.

|

today,

,

riiatorial.

j

Hollywood

.

jay Jason is vorsatllo and vibrant.
Jay Jason capHvatos hit aildlsncss and holds
thorn with his Inoxhadstibli supply of sparkling

j

j

All

New

Special Songs

tty

and Material
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2,

top ap-

starts cooking 'for

plause. Undoubtedly, with the older

audience

nighttime

will

lie

sell

better.
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Rets Bros.
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Dale Sisters

(2),
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»»*vi trick cycling show,
offer
j

iv«h
Kent Bros,

Y.
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Peggy Lee, in a
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qnfrerii
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While she onens
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startling blue
from over-ar-

well with

fairly

;

Numerals

connection with
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Orch: "MMcru Street’ (M-G).
Viewed in Variety May 17* 50.

re-

(L)

~

ish Heart." Chirping is more forte
for small bistros rattier than large
Her offering of “Betheatres.
w^ c h e ^’> j s casual and “Lover,
Come Back to Me’’ only scores
(
W hen the Dave Barbour quartet
chimes in and comely songstress
gets on the beat. It's the oldie,
..
the
gets
“Mariana,” that? still
season in fulr swing, house is get-with Jerry Colonna topping the heaviest aplause. Putting the Dave
than
audiences
family
more
ting
steel Pier has probably its Barbour unit up in front, on one
season; This has cued Dan pest-balanced layout so far this side, is a mistake, as it’s hidden
cara season.
Friendly, house booker, to card
Dortion of audience.
from a larere
large portion
On this
^_of juvenile^ appeal.
show gets away to fast start with It also would have been smarter
Jiill Robinson s Elephant s, formerto have the musicians take a tune
-pi le Eddies offering a fast combo
ly featured with the Hamid-Morton 0 j tapstering and acrobatics for solo.
Circus, and Leroy Bros., puppet nice returns<
Louis Basil orch backs in usual
act, hit high with the moppet ti a de
Zabe.
Colonna comes on for. line of fine fashion.
and have similar appeal with adult come(jy patter and brings Out The
audience.Cords (3\ a slick harmonica trio,
Overall, layout ro ps al on g a * whose top numbers are “Dance of
Miami, July 30.
the Hour” and “My Devotion/’
Andy & Della Russell, Danny
tea
Pa
harmonica
on
Shaw, Olson & Joy Bob Coffey, C.
Thp L
T>rnvs Colonna joins them
u ltli ^if^ ^Mfn«
t h p‘; r for fast “Stars and Stripes” to Ray Smith, Les Rhode House Orch;
f [9
Sailer top applause,
/ “House by the -River” < Rep).
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Grand <l> 31
in
Haiv Josef. Locke.
nt ce bicycling proceedings^ in^ fine. ^tyle.
J RadcUffe Co
routine on break- mqnicist Bob Coffey gets over in Francis St Gray
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pre- okay fashion, with .slick
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V ^ ^ . gciod suinmei -entei
Robinson s Elephants,
oi tainment. and Yogi Yorgeson goes
baby mammoths, provide a bigtop over well with his Scandinavian
aura in closing slot. Trainer paces stuff.
them through standard formations
Joe Tershay opens with a
and other feats to evoke loud /smooth assortment of magic tricks
squeals from kids in audience arid which he sells without patter.
also the approval of their elders. Utilizing, s-ci.rv.es,
cigarettes,
Don Albert’s House Orch .turns glasses, etc., he turns out bafflers
in usual nifty backing job. Edba.
neatly scoring, particularly with
cigarette, cigkr arid- pipe routine/
1

-
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London,
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Abbott & Costello, The Mcrri/
'Max Bygraves, Medlock &.
Helen Ward. Mills &

JlfacS;

Some
•

.•

lokers

Kent Bros.

,

,

(2),;

Frances Duncan The Tiller Girls
(1 6), Skyrockets Orch.
,

-

—-—

!

After a succession of vocal acts
and sophisticated comedy the boisterous slapstick knockabout of Abbott

&

Costello

is

something

differ-

:

Piceadilly

'

,

Empire (M)

i

Margo Henderson
Sam .Kemp
Jack Anthony
Joan Rene
;

Bond Rowell

Baudy’s -Animals
Knie’s- Horses
3 Goetachis
Dorchesters

I

Laconas
.Timmy Scott
Annettes

Bartlett
Cliff

:

Hippodrortie

B

.

.
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U1

1
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Marlowe
C

rf^ChS-cWll BetS* Hiitton^ Orson

WeUM^ttdotheraf ^^toally^the
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Chicago. July 28.
Hallow, Bob H ai >>niohd’s
'

9

Whole outfit becomes involved in Orch: !"My Frien<l
a riotous dentists s chair sequence West” (WB).
in which Costello gets plenty man-

—
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Christmas

Jimmy Lee
Downey

L'cs

Tipsy
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Billy
Bd
had been olaving BM1 trine's for Harry Cotton
Kahno
La Esterollu
the past six months without' F
payi
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Allan Jones

Willy Woltard
At Gloria

E Arnley

Goo Mcaton
Myrons

Kemble Bros
Mr. Lyons

Wai

nf niriA inmxc
nlaint P
noints nut wllr!’ .vftiS
whi^ attpineya for BMI
upQ11
„
await; an
answer, they have in the
meantime secuied an injunction to
e *1J 01
mtertes against further
*}
1
violations. Law allows a minimum
$250 damage for each infringc-

Dorthy Gray
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New (S) 31.
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•
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Revue

Hnckford & Dbvle
'

Palladium (Mi 24

Abbott St Costello
Merry Macs
Max By graves
Kent Br<»s
3 Jokers
Medlock St. Murlowe
unices Duncan
Palladium Tiller Gls
Sky Rockets. Ore
I'

Bert .Brownhlli

Fred Stone,
Nancy Hurne
Stella Kern hall
Harold Childs
Wilfred Johns

CHELSEA

Palace

C

(I)

41

Some

David Blight
Waldorf-Astoria
Phil Soitalny Ore
Griff Williams Ore

BlackhaWk.
"Roaring Twenties’*
Mhni Kelly
Joel Friend
Ray. .Hyson
Margaret Banks.

•

|
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MANCHESTER

Palace (M) 31
Kortz St Eugene
Nlcliolas Broa
Fred Level le
Deep River Boya

Ruy Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Hcrtry Brniidon Ore
.

Vic

Chez

pare*

Bob Fitzgerald

•

Skating Blvdeatr

Damonc

A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles

Mary

Les Charlivols
Doran 4c -France

Maxwells (2)
Frank Masters Oro
Palmer House
Evelyn Knight
Lew Parker
Eileen O’Dare

Stan -Gl’pver
D Dorbon Dors
C!ee Davidson uro
Chico -Ore.
Halstngi
Georgie Gobel
Jay no Walton
•

Chandler Orr
H Edgewater Btacb

De

Billy

Perii

Slovens
Alan Shits

Fay

ft

Gordon

D Hlld Dcrs
Frankie Carle Ore
Hotel Stovem
Joan Hyl'doft
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapcs
Jack Raffloer
Farrar St Carter
Douglas Duff.v
Harper Flaherty
.

Jesse Elliot

LONDON

Bro

St

Charles Hague

.

ment.
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Ptiiiy

4
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31

Johnny Lawson

Cooke’s

Bari*

CHICAGO

Liverpool
Empire (M)

.

i

A

Brow

Zlo 3

Empire (I) 31
Frank Fox ..-Co
Maurice -Keary
Chicago, Aug. 1.
Margret Scott.
Broadcast Music, Inc., charged Dorothy Williams
in Chi Federal District Court last Les Jones
Johnnie La.voock Co
week that two Chi niterles* The Jay-Deo Girls
Blackhawk and The Cairo Lounge Hippodrome (S) 31

merit

Sc

.

Banner Forbutt

BRISTOL

Village

Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

BUly Mnxain

Marchanti

Pan ditto Ore
Gerry Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing

.

FonviUe

St

.

Bernice Parks
Emile Petti Oro

\
Christine Barrett

.

Bentley- Sis
Virginians

*

.

Versailles

Ave

Fifth

1

Paul Gayert
Caiolyh Maye

.
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Arden .Line
Walter Ny e Ore
Pupi Campo Ore

.

No

Taubman
Riviera

Ernie Warren Ore

'
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Court lor
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Zero Most el
Jack Cole Dcrs
Pat Tarry
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Littie^Club
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Gloria Gilbert'

Rios

Wayne Thompson
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Marvellos

Ralph Young
Naaman Dcfs
Art Waner Oro
Penthouse

Bourbon .& Bayne
Inna Henriqucz

'

dti/i't

:

Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean .March

31

~

Lopez Ore
quart#*
~
Alan Carney
Mons. Choppy
Latin

Chico

Pilarin Tavira
Surita Herrera
D’ Alonso Ore

M

Sc

LEEDS
Empire (M)

.

Hotel Taft
V’incent

Los Gltanos

Slim Rhyde
Harold Berenta
Gladys Hay
Michael M oore
Eainon n. Andrews

Waddington
Flying Comets

^^ylCfbovder

Christmas

Hotel Statier

Shep Fields Ore

1

Leon & Eddie's

Macmurrnys

31

Bill
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*

Terry’s Juveniles

Mary. Naylor
Cynthia & Gladys
Allen Bros St
J V Sea forth

:

Roslta

.Tommy Trind.cx'
Palate (S) 31
lr,
0t
PP
Barbara Perry
Morton Fraser Co
0Ka v 1n other
"hohld ()o °ok^
1 10
.Lois Green
Don Cuininings
!
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L
^
pj?
Hajl,
Norman A L' Peggy Mortimer
vauders niteiies or video. Edba.
r

Goes !'Jn|
n<

handling.
Present bill. is a combination of
..
Close harmony singing of The standard vaude turns and bistro
Merry Macs, the only other Ameri- acts. Surprisingly enough, the mican act on bill, reacUly finds favor nor acts garner major applause,
with the customers. This superb .with exception of Myron Cohen.
team of singers click in a medley, who starts slow but builds for
•‘Bewitched” and a spiritual, among heavy payoff.
Berk and Hallow, youthful tapOthers, for solid returns.
Newcomer to the Palladium who pers, set a neat pace with their
British
comedian
Max
footwork
scores is
and Bob Hammond s
Bygravfes, with a fluent flow of com- Birds, white cockatoos still capture the kiddie audience with
ic patter.
Mills & Irerie put over a fast their antics.
It’s rarely
that a dialectician
Juggling act which mainly follows
the usual pattern, but the slapstick comedian goes over in this house
dancing or The Three Jokers is of and Myron Cohen has a little diffithe crude and obvious type that’s culty at first scoring with the early
afternoon audience With some of
foreign to the West End.
Show tees off with a new Tiller his Yiddish accented material.
He’s
a welcome change from the
Girls routine,' with .a tomtom
‘background, and the dance cued to punchier type of coniedian. and
The' when he gets into the broader diathe slow rhythmib tempo.

Petite 4

.

0
,j

Debs

BRADFORD

;

El

Bergere

Hotel Roosevei*
Sidney Kassimir 3.

Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Hay

Gladys.

M

Emery Deutsch

Jack Spoons

.

Alhambra (M>
Reg DiXoiv
Ryan & Young

j

Medlock

Michael Moore
Eanionn Andrews

Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Ore

Banks

Rigoletto Bros

.

.

}

of

Sonny Hughes
Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh
Hi Diddle Diddle

'>

Chic Morrison Ore

HACKNEY

Empire (S'; 31
Francis Watts
Harold Berents

Pat Hagen

]

4ueU«k

Clayton

Phil Lester

Farrell

Gloria LeRoy
•Noble Sissle Ore

Marie De.Vere’s. Co
Janet Frazer
Geo Sandlford
Vic Hammett

31.

Law

M

C.
Billy

Erie. Corrie

(I)

Rookies
Jean Arlen
B, Pennington
Arthur Johnson
Hotel Plaza

Handy

W.

Mills

Sc

A

ft

O

Cummins

Berriie

‘Miller

Diamond Horseshoi
Walter Dare WaliJ

Palace (I) 31
Eddie 'Connor
Trios D’Artagnanas

McAndrews

St

Harrison & Kay
Peter Hanley
F. Alvarez; Ore

GRITASBY

C Fairweather

,

.

Sc

R

& Mav

Maurice.

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison

Durso Ore

RI

31.

Sc T Elliott
6 Sweet Notes
Issy Bonn
Patricia & Rudy
Len Clifford & F

Whitaker

Billy

Gilbert,

Blltmore

Harry Ranch Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Bill Russell

Empire (M)

V

BOSCOMBE

-Mi nii

.Sherlock

GLASGOW

Dorsey Ore

Hotel

Sydney Ross

Copacaoana

'.

Astor

Hotel

Tommy

Joe Hunter Ore
Betty .Reilly

Les Merchants

•

'

.

Madmoiselles
A1 Sears Oi’c
Cliff Jackson

Empire (M> 31
A Ross ~
Douglas Harris

.

*

.

•

Clrcusettes

Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3
City
Ella Fitzgerald
Cy Coleman 3
cafe Sbciaty
Billy Daniel?

& S Davis
12 Colinettes
FINSBURY PARK

Scoville

Alverda

Marsha Stevens"
Joo LaPorte ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Ave
Scotty Graham.
Chas Stewart
Clarice Crawford
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore '

Bop

:

Stewart Johns

3 Peters

Routming WINTER GARDEN

minutes of hilarious entertainment. Diggers’ Sweetheart.”
JARDINE
Closing act. the Olympians* do a JAMES
With the finest slapstick London
has seen in years. Hollywood com- fine job on the trampoline, with Dance
ica move from one situation to. an- comic scoring particularjy.
Trio 1 Mins.; Three
other for maximum laughs and ap-' also does some unusual balancing Palace, N. Y.
routines arid closes with a smash .'.-This- duo, which matriculated in
plause.
with midwest bistros and theatres, make
Funsters launch into turn With double-twisting-somersault
high pressure crossfire for a somersaulter landing on key man’s nice impression here on. first N. Y.
appearance. Both lad and gal. have
shoulders.
high
hilarity,
15-minutes
of
Qolid
Ray Watkin’s orchestra backs neat appearance and sufficient.
Then, they move into their skits'
personality and talent to project
Reed.
With chirper Helen Ward -givirig proceedings okay.
their Wares foi’ maximum returns.
neat assist
Tll y s art of^, wi lv a neat preciNext phase allows for the introChicago. Chi
,\
f
^

.

White

Christine

•

,

Balcombes

.

31

Bertha Ricardo
4c Gird wood
Smith Bros

5

CITT

Althea

Coleman Hawkins
Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniel?
Baby Hines
Norene Tate

Irving

With a
Pavilion (I) 31
should be changed to keep Spanish Jimmy Edwards
an d Mexican stuff to what s fa- Joy Nichols'
Bentley
nuhar. A few more Yanqui tunes DickCostello Twiiis
would help,
Nino Wonder Dog
Clair
St
Sc. Day
front
Paco shapes up as a good
3 Rassi
man for a Latune combo; he s got Peter.
Grant
the voice arid a good sense of Patricia Hartley
Bobby Beaumont

i

Thomas

Sc

Bills

Olive

.

D & S Stephens
EDINBURGH

.

j

*

He should strum the
a guitar.
strings more oft en< working troub a dour-style rather tnan^trying to
ape the usiial nitery -singei* s antics

\

Lowry

BlrdlanO
Charlie Parker
Dizzy Gillespie

Merry 3
Magyar Ballet

Sc'-

.

.

.

NEW 10B&

31

(I)

Margit Kollar

Arthur Worsley

.

j

;

Luvas
Terry Hall Co
2

Cabaret

Nudes

Metropolitan

Stainless Stephen

ndJw?

;

.

Joyce McGrady
8 Mirth Maids
Bert Draper

Eltham Sc Sharpe
Marianne

'

.

microphone..

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) 31
Chas. Adey ft. Dawn

.

Barnstormers

.

•

'

John Gerrard

31

(|)

'

•

!

.

Sc

Singing

.

'

.

DuRoy

•

Norhian Vaughan

.

1

Mile.

Aiitoii Petrov
Mildred Hammond

Tony Toner

3V.

(I)

Palace (I) 31
Radio Revellers
2 I.ppoardog

Danny Lipton
Virginia Lee

go d
a
em- [one that sbows
DacKeq
k a by
oy
ta ^e ^arucuiany unen ^

of.

Savoy

Colin
G wynne Evans 6
8 Fischer Girls

'

slot.

the song impressions.
notably those of Frankie Laine and
V-aughOr Mon'roe, are okay, but his
material needs refurbishing.
Eileen Mack does a- swift tap
routine 'for okay returns,
Yorgeson, a favorite here because of the large Scandinaviandescent population, starts out big
with his crystal ball routine, and
gfffs big returns for renditions of
“I Don’t Give a Hoot,” “The Bees

Marlowe,
Irene, 3

as

own impersonations

Dick Tubb

.

Anna Mac

..

|

31

(I)

June Scott
Les' Cooper

SCUNTHORPI

Vic Gordon
Peter Colville

.

.

^
Palladium, London
Loudon

Palace

n

Wise

Sc

YORK

Empire

.

.

.

Tiller Girls

^^'^f.^^^i^

!

M orecambe

Edwina Carol
Len Marten

DERBY

Jackson

St

Chris Sands
Sophisticates

Fred Ferrari
Arthur Haynes

1

EAST HAMPTON

'

-

2

3 Lark Bros
4*K-Foleys

Larry Potter's, No.
Devecri
N. Y.
Blondes
Pahfi
voting
Mexican.
Mexican
Michel, young
Paco Mirhpl
Bel
u::"Wn aVmind town for Pierre
Vernon, Sc VaT
nowbeelnriin^
^°®Sinnm,, Tower Circus (I) 31
a whiie, but is oniy no
Charlie Cairoli
branch out as a single., Jies Paul
Co'
alr ^ ady
Ernie's Sealions
^noff
siiiaJler_spots
Gilbert Houcke
r°rind sonie of the
Alizes
J
but still needs plenty Pierre
hereabouts,
Jacques & Maryse
7 Ashtolis
P f work.
Roberto
Chiesa Co
US?
Pac 9 ^

^

•

Joe Ortnes
Sandy Lane.
V St J Crasionian
Royal (M) 31
Chester Co

.

.-

——

1

Billy Thorburn
2 Valors

Richman

Ken Morris
•

.

.

•

.

,

A. Ross

ft

.Charlie

.

Jarrett

Patricia

Sheila
[

1

Hazel

31

Alec Pleon-.

Margerite St
Charles
Zio Angels
Kirk Stevens

Glanders

5

WOOD GREEN

Empire (S)
Lee Lawrence

Costa

Bqliana Ivanka 4
Noon Bros
Marrott Sc Wenhian' Gridneff Sc P
5 Brahims
Geo. ft Lydia
Gene Anderson
Eden Lovelies

Terry-Thomas
Ben Yost Guards

.

Creti
'

St

Grand fS) 31
Monty
Johnny Dennis Co
Rosemary Andree
Fiacjc Sc Lucas

Desmonde

Jerry

.

,

.

Le

St
.

Les. .Ritchie

PORTSMOUTH

Hal.

Annettes Ladias
Jimrny Wheeler
Larry Drew:
Opera House (I) 31
Tessie O’Shea
Nat Jackley

tei-,

;

;

a

;

:

Dancihg Feet

16

BLACKPOOL

?l e to
,
his legit stunts. .Yvette, nients. Puppetry of C. Hay Smith
are equally 'valuable assets to ) !J?
comedy motif of setup in their n lfty brunet, jiroiodes cliss and .is standout. Imaginative and exalso
pertly handled. Lej Rhode house
assists
in .balancing feats.
standard musical and bird flirtaorch
oich backgrounds capablj
capably.
Walk.
tion.
This perennial has been
^
i-.ary.
T—T
Laty
around for a long time and remains
^
,
""
—
? r""
l*aloiii»i% S^fllllo
a potent applause-getter.
Tommy Hanlon, Jr. # keeps comeSeattle, July 28.
*
dy iri high With throwaways and] doe .Tershay. Frank Payne,*
1 XxZlAJ
Running gags, whicli keep butfrorif- Fileeii Macfc, Yopi Yorgeson, The
ers chuckling as a prelude to his. Olympians C3), Ray Watkins Bouse
“F ortuncs. of Captain
guillotine
tricks.
In .latter he ;Orc/i (5
_
A
FAGU
brings up a lad from audience Blood” (Col).
Songs
places head in guillotine, drops the
i
knife, but it never touches the
Nothing outstanding on this bill, f15 Mins.
Xn Hollywood
Wnllvwood
•

Dan

Midgets

Lester’s

Bobby Whaling and Yvette,
;

31

Thorburn

Franks
Nippy

Swan ft I.eigh
Geo Wood

'

(

Billy

Low & Webster

Bobby Breen

2 Konyots
Marie Joy
Paula Coutts
E J Wood
Peter. Keiiyon

1

rf-prises of o’d fave tunes, dressed
in nevy lyrics, for nice returnsv The

Ore

Charlie Ellis
Sheti-Tuns
Paul Sc Pauline

>.

^

Sam

.

'

31

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 31
T 4 P Shamva

.

BRITAIN

1

^

.

Skinner-

Palace (I) 31
8 Molinoffs

W
Tommy. Dee
Del Rios
Bon Soir Mesdames Arthur St Nadia

Verihettes

.'

•

.

Paige

.Girls

WALTHAMSTOW

.

Dorothi Neal
Paul Newington
Avril Grant

2 Darringtons

Patter and tricky voice,
get 'o^er neatly^ in medley
ASTON
-‘Theri^f No Foodies “Girl That I Marry
Hippodrofne <l)
with
.broken trombone- and- Off to;:, solid, returns;.
clowns
Will Murray
*4i£riev ”
rabs real instrument for sock
Emceeing is capably handled by Roy Leo.
Chester Dolohin comedv ’u^gler £
BIRMINGHAM
Paced by* run- “When Day Is Done.” “Road to Danny Shaw, who in own spot H ippodrome (M)
offers standard feats P
andalay
and
“It Might As Well 'works hard to garner neat re- Harry Lester Co
cUniaxed bv
riing
comedv
y gab
rin e” travestied in comic’s sponse via eccentric dances and B St M Konyot
maniDulation of five hoops while in P e s P
1116 bus ‘ rider bit tqp 4 El; Granada?;
:em
fast

Hippodrome (I)
Rhodes ft Lane

31

(I)

Sc

Maplelcaf 4

Jerry

Sc

NORWICH

.

2 Decorsays

Tommy

.

Bil
3 Cordells.
Bil

John. Tiller

Wonder Wheelers

.

Jackson Jr
Strand (W) 4
Martez St Lucia
3 Lind Bros.
Billy Vine
Toni Harper

.

ft

& Van

Tattersall
;

Ray English
MHnten Moreland
Billy Van

J.oe

Toplirier Andy Russell, with wife,
Della, hit all the way with songs
arid chatter. Russell’s stylized versions score solidly, also duets of
pops and the special songs, with
frau also turning in neat chirping.

t

xvith

$
foSw-ana

Gayoty
Alverda

3 Bruises.

Another well-paced layout here
makes for entertaining session,

strapless gown; goes over Well with j
songs and patter.
Her numbers,
“
4,
r Feel a Song Coming On,”
Wonderful Guy,” and Cole Porter tune
win niaximum response.
Colonna, in oWn slot, hits solidly

.-

Pam

31

Gray St Austin
Paul King & Freddv
Senor Carlos

Carsony Bros

MONTREAL

4

(I)

Gyay

St

Levanda;

.

'

Carol Lynne

Empire (M)

Norman Evan?

.(M) 31

Rochester
Conrad’s Pigeons
Fred Bamberger

Gaudsmith Bros

„

Peg Leg Bates

n

^ J^f

Kallen
Georgie Kaye

Skippy Baxter

)

a varied co11^?
voice acconipaniiuenL foi sol d
sponse.
WhHc
SL

Kitty

Frances Langford

I

,

'

j

Stuart
.

B &

T & M Conine
,

NEWCASTLE

Empire

Capitol (i.) 3
J Reedy.

j

(P)

SWANSEA

Skating Typhoons

.

Garry Morton

"

Alan Breen
Howell Evans

WASHINGTON

1

fill)

Louis. Prima Ore

'

fZ

to

Paramount

Olympia. Miami

m

.

Romano

Billy

Joe Stein
3 Grosseto
5 Dally?
Fred Sloan
Jackie Farr
Ronnie Stewart

Jimmy Edmundson
William Graham

(P) 1

Church St Hale
Boylan St King
Jerry Colonna

.

SHEFFIELD

Etnpir# (M) 31

Mandos: Sis

Carlsons
Wally- Overman

:

Geo Fairhurst
John Culshaw
Soubrette
Cyril Boganny’s Co

31

<S)

Les: Murphy

MIAMI

Palace (R) J

Ronni Smith.
.

Carroll Levis Co
Canfield Smith

.3

(I)

3 Sherwoods
Carl Sands Ore

,

Lyllette

Hippodrome

Birds

Yvette

.

•

.

Chico Marx
Gray & Jayne

'

.

.

I

HarlOtir

Hammonds

Ricky Holden
~
Nip Nelson
Raymond Paige
Rockettes

•

.

&

Bert

Lew Evans

Olga Varona
Adrienne St Leslie
Joan Hinde
C Warren ft Jean
Kovucs

(P) t

Peggy Lee
Myron Cohen
..

j

.

{

CITY

(L)

Kirby Stoiie S
Jay Marshall
Jack Fina Ore
Music Hall (I) 1
Town Topics
Siiiir, Lee Sc Sins
Jiine Winters

.

m

CHICAGO

Pearl Bailey

V

.

below Indicate openint day.otshow
or split week

In

" •

Julw 28.
The Palace has another diversiJerry Colonna, Dorothy Claire,
fying layout. Considering modest The Cords (3 V, Bobby Whaling &
Johnny
2
budget .and admission prices, it re- Yvette, The Eddies
mains a bargain mart of entertain- ftjcConnell House Orch; ''The Pctlo
(Cot),
ment.
rmno
.huno”
Willr school out and the tourist
Atlantic City,

.

bills
full

parentheses: Indicates circuit <FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; XR) RKO; (S> Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner;

L*tt*r

;

Mattiazzis

(2)

Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Vine Gardens
Jan Bart
Mickey Sharp

August

1950

2,

it nn

Make B’way

«

Prod.

Composer Jule Styne
agreement
between}*
Probable
Actors Equity and the League of
N. V. Theatres was seen yesterday Lane to Write
Score
(Tues.) after a day-long renewal of
negotiations. The union reportedFor Crawford Toyland’
ly accepted in principle a compromise formula for a pension and
Hollywood, Aug, 1.
indiplan,
welfare
and there was
Burton Lane, who collaborated
cation that an agreement would with E. Y. Harburg and Fred $aidy
also be reached on the disputed in
the authorship of “Finian’s
Further discus- Rainbow,” will provide the score
road minimum.
continue indefinitely,
predicted that a new agreement will be reached within the
Aug. 15 expiration date of the existing contract. Negotiations Were
broken off last week after a prolonged stalemate.
After previously refusing to accept the idea of a pension or welfare setup, the League yesterday
proposed an alternative plan of a
welfare fund financed by benefit
performances -of Broadway shows,
rather than payroll deductions,
percentages of the gross or a share
of film sales and other subsidiary
rights.
It was roughly, estimated
that if hits played benefits every
20 weeks* the proceeds might come
to around $200,000 a year. It was
explained that everyone concerned,
including the theatre owner but
excluding stagehands and musicians* would not be paid for such
performances.
An angle of the benefit-performance plan would be that it presumably wouldn’t open the way for
the stagehands, musicians and
(Continued on page 55)
sions

but

will

it’s

for ‘‘Toyland/’ musical

which

Harburg and

comedy
Saidy

178G Insurance On

000
In disputing the claim, the insurance company has pointed out
that the revue got generally unfavorable notices and had done
little
business beyond
advance
theatre party bookings When the
fire occurred, so the loss of the costumes could not have been responsible for the failure.. Thus far, the
matter is still in negotiation* but
Katzell is reportedly threatening
suit for the full amount of the
.

claim.

Meanwhile,

whom

Katzell,

against

several judgments had

ready been obtained, has
slapped with still another.

revisions.
if

al-

been
This

to organize the strawhat
have been started by the In-

field

In Shubert Trust Suit

.

Preminger
and when.

will direct the show,

Detroit, Aug. 1.
Justice is reporttaking depositions here this
in connection with its anti-

The Dept, of
edly

week

trust, suit against the Shuberts and
United Booking Office. Various
local showmen are understood be>

for

.

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Empoyees.
However, little
progress appears to have been
made thus far and in at least some
spots the effort has been abandoned for the present.
Meanwhile,
Actors Equity is reportedly making
a survey of the situation so as to be
ready to discuss it on an informed
basis in case the stagehands’ union
asks to have casts honor, IATSE

ing questioned, With testimony in
cases going back many years.
The Government prosecution,
Sydney, July 24.
picket lines.
film commitments.
started
last spring, is awaiting anEditor. Variety;
The show is slated for fall Broad/
Stagehand pickets appeared early
To a first-time visitor, Australia swer by the defendants to the origway production by Cheryl Craw- is surprising and intensely inter- inal complaint.
The court has in the season at the Pocono
Mountainhoihe, Fa., but
playhouse,
ford.
granted
delay.
already
one
esting. The theatre here isn’t anywere routed
police. The union’s
thing like it is at home. “Streetrepresentatives also picketed the
car Named Desire” is. apparently
season’s opening at the Chapel
a drastic departure from the usual
playhouse, Guilford, Conn., alentertainmetit

Few

Actors, Lotsa B.O. some

W

type of
in Australia.
Vaudeville flourishes here, with
musicals next,, straight comedies
somewhere down the list and then
drama.
The productions which preceded

Franchise of Green’s Theatre
Ticket Agency* N. Y., has been suspended for six weeks by the ticket
code authority of the League of
N. Y. Theatres and Actors Equity.
Action reportedly resulted from
violation of the code, but that
could not be verified yesterday
(Tues.) as officials of both the

League and Equity were
day

in negotiations for a

tied

new

up

all

basic

“Streetcar” into the

Comedy thewe opened

atre,

Melbourne, where

our

Down Under

included
•‘Separate Rooms,” “Born Yestertour,

day,” “John Loves Mary,” an English
comedy called “Fly Away
Peter,” and before that three years
of the “Kiwis,” a group of female
impersonators, formerly members
of the New Zealand and Australian
armed forces. Before the war revivals of such musicals as “Maid of
the Mountains” and “Rio Rita”
headed the list. So there was no
in-between
f a r e,
no
Eugene
O’Neill,

Maxwell Anderson,

Lillian

and Clifford Odets for
demand show on Broadway, had Heilman
playgoers to cut their teeth on.
been issued by the treasFire already
The
papers
were not ecstatic
urer of the Majestic, N. Y., for the

of $ 1 1 ,000 covering the cost of the
costumes, but Katzell and Golden
claim that the fire was responsible
for the failure of the show, which
involved a production cost of $189,-

Moves

Deep, Seductive Wound,” by Ken
Englund and Sidney Field. The
project hinges primarily oh script

have

Minimizing the suspension, ^it’s
understood, is the fact that, the
agency’s allotment of tickets for
“South Pacific,” still the most-in-

’Alive’ Costume
Producers William H. Katzell
and Ray Golden have made a claim
for an additional $178,000 insurance payment in connection with,
a backstage fire that destroyed costumes of their “Alive and Kicking”
revue last season at the Winter
Garden* N. Y. The insurance company has already made a payment

"

Bow

arid legit-

film director Otto Preminger may
make their bow as producers with
the joint presentation on Broadway this fall of a new play, “A

written the book.
He takes over
the assignment from Harold Arlen,
who had to bow out because of

contract.

Katzell-Golden Seek

LEGITIMATE

J^AHIETY

entire six-week period.
Green’s agency, it’s recalled, was
reported during the ticket probe
last spring as

making

“tie-in” sales

of “South Pacific” locations. That
is, it was selling seats for the Rod-

gers-Hammerstein musical only to
patrons who also bought tickets
for other shows. It was conceded
time that the practice was
violation of the code, but
N. Y. C. investigation commissioner- John M. Murtagh, who was conducting the ticket probe, declared
his determination of putting a stop
at the
not in

to

it.

The

investment pool of the
Authors League of America has
paid its first profit of approximately 50% on its $16,000 investment.
Two-thirds of the divvy went to
the League treasury and one-third
legit

to the individual members who advanced the coin. Identities- of the
latter are not revealed.
Shows in which the pool has invested include “South Pacific” and

one, against him personally, is for
$3,021 and is in favor of the Am- “Happy
Time,”
both
Richard
burgo Co., industrial concern in Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein, II,
Philadelphia, where “Alive and productions, and “Detective Story,”
Kicking” played a tryout engage- a Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse
ment. The amount represents the presentation. Participants
in the
unpaid balance of a $6,000 loan to project are understood to be rethe producer, for which he gave a
investing the returns to form a bigcheck on the show.
When the ger pool, and are looking for adcheck bounced, Katzell signed a ditional shows in which to invest
Confession of judgment, paying
this season.
$3,000 in cash -and promising to
pay the balance within a month or
else at the rate of $100 a week.
’Kale’ for Dallas
.
When none of the second $3,000
was paid, Amburgo obtained judgFollowing State Fair
ment for the defaulted amount
plus interest.
Dallas, Aug. 1.
Katzell recently returned from
The .State Fair of Texas is in
England, where he has announced negotiation with Saint Subber and
a forthcoming presentation of the Lemuel Ayres for a road show en-r
revue, “Lend an Ear,” which he gagement of “Kiss Me, Kate,”
jd
co-produced with Franklin Gilbert the local Auditorium this fall after
and William Eythe. The show is the annual “State Fair. The encurrently in Chicago.
gagement may be the only one in
the state or a large part of the
region and would run from five
days to a week.
The national company of “South
Saratoga springs; Aug. 1.
“Web and the Rock,” Lester Pacific” will play its only southCohen’s
of
the' western engagement at the State
dramatization
Thomas Wolfe novel, will be tried Fair auditorium for two weeks durout the week of Aug. 14 at John ing the annual State Fair, Oct. 7Huntington’s Spa summer theatre 22
here, with Kay Francis starred.
The play is booked for tlie followGetting ‘Wedding* Chance
ing week at the Grist Mill playRobert Mariotti, eight-year-old
house, Andover, N. J., and is
tentatively slated for Broadway in understudy for Brandon De Wilde,
featured moppet in “Member of
the fall.
Richard Barr will stage the pro- the Wedding,” at Empire, N. Y.,
duction, having taken over the will finally get to play the part
assignment from Robert Perry, starting next Monday night (7).
who operates the Grist Mill strawYoung De Wilde is taking a twohatter.
week vacation.
,

Want

.

’

though

I

-

Joshua

Logan

Aussie Eschews Tryouts
One of the elements most lacking is the kind of excitement one
feels in New York as to what the
new season will bring. Nothing is
ever “tried out” here. The plays
produced are only those which
have survived a long season in New

York or London.
In Melbourne there are
atres,

including

five the-

the

Comedyshows ), His
(large— used for mu-

(usually for straight

Majesty’s
sicals), the Tivoli (vaudeville), the
King’s (also vaudeville) and the
Princess (old bedroom farces, and

(Continued on page 53>

Harmon

stagehand officials contacted
at the start of
the season/ but reportedly agreed
that their members were not qualified to handle the assignments involved.
In all such instances,
nothing further has been heard
weeks more in New York.
from the local unionists.
The,
Miss Hayes is Understood to stjrawhats are consequently using
have promised to take the show on. non-union crews, mostly recruited
tour in the fall if she were given from college drkma schools.
a vacation this summer. However,
One' prominent silo operator exthere may be a limit to the tour. plained
that, in 'general, strawhatAnd in any case, the extent of a ters would
be willing to hire
road trip, as well as the future IATSE members,
if qualified men
stay in New York, would be de- were
available.
But he explains
pendent on business. Even with that most local
production, slated' to reopen Aug,
14 at the Martin Beck, N. Y.„ after
a four- week layoff, had been playing to slim business, and the management is understood figuring ‘on
sending it on the road after a few

local

cowbarn operators
.

.

.

in a slightly, startled manner,
others moved to tears when they
came backstage to tell us it was
their third or fourth time.

Lewis

,

Leland Hayward

over “Streetcar,” yet in Melbourne,
Which has a little over 1,000,000
population, it ran 14 Weeks, com- Logan Waiving his royalties and
pared to Los Angeles, five times other cuts in effect, the show Was
not figured to be making expenses
as large, where it ran three weeks.
last few weeks before it laid
We were not acclaimed as the the
off.
It is a long way from getting
greatest thing since the koala bear.
back
its $100,000 investment.
People were hot wild in their
praise.
They simply accepted it,

some

producer

previously
had only one preliminary meeting With them and
was not warned of any picketing
plans.
In that case, Equity intervened in the situation and arWith Helen Hayes reportedly re- ranged for the renewal of negoluctant to tour, fall plans for “Wis- tiations.
The
teria Trees” are uncertain.
At several Massachusetts spots,

‘OKLA.,’

‘ROBERTS’

FOR NEW

NEED

MON, NTT

Pittsburgh, Aug. 1.
Couple of returnees in a row will
launch the newly-named Nixon
(formerly the Senator ) as a legit
house in the fall.
“Oklahoma”
comes back Sept. 4 for the fourth
time, although it hasn’t played here

memberships work

only picture houses and are not experienced in legit. ’And with television using most of the available
men in larger towns, there’s little
prospect of the legit-trained members* of big locals transferring to
the

resorts

ment.
Equity

for

,lummer employ-

officials

confirm

their representatives have

that,

been

in-

cluding data about stagehand employment in their survey of the
citronella

circuit;

However, they

discount the idea that this is in
preparation for a possible IATSE
bid for cooperation.' It’s explained
that, in line with its present policy
of. gathering all possib’e informain two seasons, for a fortnight
It tion on all aspects of the theatre,
will be followed by “Mister Rob- the actor union is surveying the enerts,” which had a Tecord-breaking tire economic setup of strawhats
three-week stand at the old Nixon as well .as Broadway and the road.
last fall,
It’s also in for two
weeks.
Only other booking definitely set after that is “Lost in the
Arena Circuits;
Stars,” week of Dec. 11.
Remodeling job on the old SenTent-Show
Musicals
ator, long a movie house, has been
going on for the last month, but the
originally estimated outlay of $75,Indoor Play Loop
000 may be almost double that beDeals are in the works for two
fore the work is completed. House
One is bewill be operated by Astor Corp., a arena theatre circuits.
local syndicate headed by Gabe ing negotiated by St. John Terrell,
Rubin, owrtir of Art Cinema, local operator of the Music Circus, Lamforeign film spot.
bertville, N. J., and a similar operation in association with Lawrence
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GUILD SCHEDULES 5

SHOWS FDR COLUMBUS
Columbus, Aug.

1.

Despite its past failure to deliver
the plays it has announced for
here, the Theatre Guild is beating/
the drums for the 1950*51 season
With the promise of four productions for the Hartman. Last year
the Guild delivered all but one of
its plays and had to refund money
to its subscription list.
It also
handed out refunds the year before.
“The Mad Woman of Chaillot” was
scheduled for the Hartman late last
spring, but it never made it.
The Guild series announced for
this season includes “I Know My
all

Love,” “Come Back, Little Sheba,”
“Devil’s Disciple” and “Arms and
the Girl,”
A fifth play “will fie
selected from current New York
successes,” the statement adds.

‘Peter Pan’ at Minn. U.
Kids’ Theatre, Ai)g. IQ
Minneapolis, Aug.

1.

Minnesota U, theatre launches a
special summer children's theatre
festival Aug. 10 with “Peter Pan/’
This will be the only off-Broadway
production permitted during the
Barrie play’s New York run/ “Peter
Pan” will be followed by “Arthur
and the Magic Sword.”
Two-play festival celebrates the
10th anniversary of the Young People’s University Theatre. “Peter
Pan” was selected because of its
special significance in the history
of this branch of the theatre.

.

Will

Tour

Shirley Booth, currently in Post
Graduate hospital, N> Y., for a

checkup, will go to Nantucket in a
days for an extended rest.
Actress, who closed Saturday night
(29) in “Come Back, Little Sheba,”
kt the Booth, N. Y., has been ill recently, and was unable to complete
her performance last Thursday
night 27), Her understudy, Florida
Friebiis, played the balance of the
performance.
Miss Booth is being sought by
George Abbott for a leading part
in. his production of a musical edition of “A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” with songs by Irving Berlin.
However, she probably won’t be
available in time, as she will tour
for the Theatre Guild in “Sheba,”
in which her performance was
voted the best of' last season by

few

<

the

New York

Schwab

last winter at Miami. The
is being miilled by Derrick
Lynn-Thomas and David Heilweil,
in ‘Sheba’ producers of the Arena, in the Edi-

Shirley Booth Rests,

critics.

Wallace Ford, who recently succeeded Sidney Blackmer as male
lead, won’t continue With the William Inge drama, so another actor
will have to be signed, Sinless
Blackmer completes his current
film commitment and is available
in time.
The “Sheba” tour
opens
'
Sept. 25 in Philadelphia.

other

son Hotel, N. Y.

The

Terrell project, to be

in cooperation

with Richard

done

dod-

gers and Oscar Hammerstein, II,
would involve under-canvas tours
of “Annie Get Your Gun,” “Show
Boat” and possibly oilier musicals.
It may be more or less a part of
the same group’s contemplated
package-production setup for the
musical properties they own.

Lynn-Thomas and Heilweil are
considering locations in about 20*
cjties for the in-the-round operations similar to their Arena, N. Y.
They figure on selecting eight such
spots, as a circuit to play package
shows sent out from Broadway.
The shows might or might not have
previously played the Arena.
There haye been reports of a
circus management trying to arrange with Rodgers & Hammerstein for a tent-show tour of their
national company of “Sputh Pacific” through the south, this winter.
However, the present tour is all
booked through next spring and
probably beyond, and the authorproducers may not be able to get
around to putting on a third company for many more months.

.
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Strawhat Musical

Despite increasing studio interest in the film rights to “Where’s
Ogunquit, Me., Aug, 1.
Charley?” there will prpbably be no decision about a sale before next
Michael Todd, here last week for November, when co-producers Cy Feuer and Ernest H.
Martin figure
the tryout of Garson Kanin’s “Live they’ll
be able- to tell how long they cab keep the musical on Broadway
Wire” indicated he may also, pre- before sending it on tour. There are various angles
to the situation*
sent on Broadway this season J ust
including the question of who would play the leading part in the screen
Around the Corner,” musical com- Version, whether J. Arthur Rank, who owns the rights
to. the original
edy With score by Joe Sherman, “Charley’s Aunt,” may want to
do the picture ip England, and the
lyrics by Langston Hughes and
possibility of Feuer and Martin producing the film themselves, with
book by Abby Mann and Bernard Ray B.olger repeating his starring role.
Drew. Latter show was rehearsing
Tentative deal for H. M. Tennentto present the musical in Londoh,
here in preparation for tryout this
in association with Val Parnell, depends on obtaining a major star;
week at the Ogunquit playhouse.
possibly
a Hollywood name. Parnell, who hasn’t seen the show, will
Besides his current Broadway
revue, “Peep Show,” Todd is slated come to New York in the fall to do so. Bolger probably won’t appear
to present “Live Wire” at the Play- in the' London edition, preferring to. tour in the U; S.
house, N. Y., Augi 17. He also has
tentative plans to go to Europe
Management of the Poche, New Orleans, has protested to Richard
around Sept. 1 to look over Lon-! Aldrich and Richard Myers over the booking of “Devil’s Disciple,”
don and Paris shows for possible starring Maurice Evans, Into the Municipal auditorium there Oct, 23-25.
importation.
But although /the producers presented the revival ort Broadway last
season, they no. longer have it; so they have referred the matter tp
Russell Lewis & Howard Young, who have taken over the show for the
road.
According to the Poche management, the 2, 700-seat Municipal
is too large for straight plays, while the 1,400-seat Poche is well suited
for the Shaw comedy. Irwin Poche, who formerly operated the Poche
theatre, booking through the United Booking Office, is no longer associated With the house, but manages the Municipal spot and; also presents
his own local concert season.
j

Y„ Aug.

Saratoga Springs, N,

sale, scored a sellout Tuesnight (25) and a near sellout

vance

1.

in, “Finian’s Rainbow” racked a record estimated
gross of $8,100 last week in John
Huntington’s 56Q^seat Spa Summer theatre, at $3 top. Combination of strong musical, star with
recording and, radio following and
excellent production gave Huntington the biggest week he has
had in Jour years of operation.
Saratogars own Monty Woolley in
“The Man Who Came to Dinner,
two years ago, and Sar ah
Churchill in “The Philadelphia
Story,” last season, came closest
to Miss Warren’s figure.
Tumaways were registered at
Demand for
every performance.
tickets in Saratoga and at the

I

Fran Warren

day
;

I

j

4

Saturday evening (29).
Current bill, “The Gay Divorce<e,” features Jack 'Whiting, Carol
Stone and Lenore Lonegan.

ZaSu Sock

New

,

New Hope

at

Hope,

Pa.,

Aug.

1.

ZaSu Pitts in “Post Road” last
week gave Bucks County play-

house a solid gross with SRO the
from second performance to
The Wilbur Daniel Steele
finish.
and Norma Mitchell comedy-drama
[featured Ruth White; Henry Jones,
Harry Mehaffey, James Doohan
and Carl White in Theron Bami

'rule

.

i

;

j

.

.

revival.

berger’s

Victory Jory opened last night
Playhouse in Albany rah twice the
available capacity and car parking (Mon.) in “The Spider,” ninth prodouble
about
was
at the theatre
duction of the T 5-week season,
normal. Miss Warren’s draw was
particularly strong with younger
Lambertsville

1

!

.

‘Goes’

Does

at

_
Lambertsville, N. J., Aug. 1.
Reporting that business this sea- j.',
St. John Terrell’s Music Circus,
son is 30.40% better than for the although not quite going clean
same period of 1949, Huntington every night in new 1,300-seat tent,
attributes it to ‘‘probably a comand did near capacity with “Anything
stars
plays,
of
bination
musiHe did $4,000 with Goes” last week. Cole PorterStritch,
Weather.”
Elaine
featuring
Diana Barrymore in “Light Up the cal
Ross
Howard
Lipton,
George
Sky” opening week, about $4,500
impetus
with (Carol Stone, Jack Whiting started hot and received
notices.
Philly
excellent
and Lenore Lonergan in “The Gay [from
Divorce” the next segment and ap- [There has been a slight dip in
proximately $4,600 With Victor (the take Fridays and Sundays.
Jory in “The Spider” the third Terrell tilts the Scale weekends
from $y to $3.60, which encounters
Week,
some buyer resistance. Saturday
pah-ons.

.

t

,

:

.

.

,

:
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‘Norway’ 13G at Hyannis
Hyannis, Mass., Aug.
.

is

“ToWn” Perks Worcester

The Cape Cod Music Circus,
whicYi has steadily built since its
opening here four weeks ago, hit
gross }hus far with
its highest
“Song of Norway,” ending Saturoperetta drew about
The
day (29 J.
$13,000 in five evening performances and a Saturday matinee, the
later having been substituted for
the usual capacity Sunday night
showing, at the request of a nearby
church. Starting with this week’s

Worcester, Mass., Aug. 1.
Business perked at the Theatre-.
inrthe-Round here the past week
as it presented “On the Town,”
the first musical presented in the

Leads are Carroll Saint,
spot.
Rita Duprey, Marjorie Marson and
Earl Dossey, Burt Kelsey did the
choreography.
Town Hall Playhouse, Turbridge,
is running ahead of last year, and

Fred Murkland, manager,

“Vagabond King,” the Richard
Aldrich canvas arena will play a
regular Monday-Saturday schedule,
with two matinees. Capacity for
eight performances is about $15,000
,
\
Getrude Lawreifce, and Dennis
King played to absolute sellout
business last week in the London

Treacher $6,700, Chevy Chase
Chicago, Aug. 1.
Treacher
in
“Ghost
Arthur
Train” took in handsome $6,700
for week ending Sunday (30) at
the Chevy Chase summer theatre,
Wheeling, 111. Tom Drake opens
tonight (Tues.) in “Here Comes
Mr. Jordan,” with Burgess Meredith following in “Harvey” and
then Ilka Chase in “Goodbye, My
Fancy,”
Ted Post, who has been directing
the theatre for the past two weeks,

•

.

comedy, “Traveller’s Joy,” at the
Falmouth playhouse, Coonamessett.
The show was also an advance sellout for this week at the Cape
playhouse, Dennis.
Luise Rainer did virtual capacity
“Lady from the Sea” last week at
the Cape playhouse, and Eve Arden opened last night (Mon.) to a
strong advance in “Over 21,” at the
Falmouth playhouse.

in

returns to New York to take over
the reins for Susan Peters’ subway tour of “Barretts of Wimpole
Street.” Eugene O’Sullivan returns
to Chevy to direct the rest of the

SRO $6 300
Ogunquit, Me., Aug. 1.
Garson Kanin’s “Live Wire,”
held over a secon<$ week at the
Ogunquit playhouse to virtual capacity ending Saturday night (29).
Only the Wednesday night performance failed to go clean, with
the final gross registering $6,300.
The production is playing Fairhaven, Mass., this week' and goes
to Marblehead, Mass., for further
doctoring next Week, prior to
‘Live Wire’

season.

Equity Yanks

Everybody’s Playhouse, Inc., has been chartered at Albany to conduct
a theatrical business in New York, with capital stock of 200 shares; no
par value. Directors are James L. Berry and Bernadette M. Berry of
’
New York, and Edward A. Kole, of Hewlett, L. I.

Falmouth Hit Sparks

In

Theatre For Freedom Inc. has been chartered as a non-profit membership corporation. Paul S. Gareen, of New York, was filing, attorney.

Cape Cod Season

Coonamessett, Mass., Aug. 1.
On the strength of the sellout
last Week of Gertrude Lawrence
and Dennis King in “Traveller’s
Joy” and the Indicated capacity
this

week on Eve Arden

“Over

in

The

Leland
Haywards
and of “Carousel.” He’ll also assist in
Logans due back next readying the London production
Monday (7) from London, aifter the of “Oklahoma” for a provincial
tour. On his return to New York,
successful launching of “Mister about Aug.
15, he will get the
Roberts” in the West End
Com- touring edition of “Oklahoma”
set
pany manager Morton Gottlieb for another season
Paul Kelly
plans to make his producer bow and
Uta Hagen will co-star in
With the presentation of “Mad Dwight
Deere Wiman’s production
Money,” musical with book by Lee of the new
Clifford Odets drama,
Rogow and Max Wilk, music by “Country Girl,”
with; the author
Richard Lewine and lyrics by directing.
Wiman, meanwhile, has
Rogow and Ted Fetter
Prod- gone to Bermuda

Falmouth playhouse here
probably climb to the level of
its opening season, 1949. Under the
circumstances, that’s impressive,
since the strawhatter got away to
a great start last season with a
$14,000 opening week on “Private
Lives,” with Tallulah Bankhead.
Subscriptions and other advance
interest indicate that the rest of
the season should be bullish..
Starting out as a white elephant
after it was first built, the Coonamessett layout has become a real
click in recent seasons.
The theatre is one of the handsomest
(Continued on page 53)
21,” the

.

.

‘Prostje* $8,300, Princeton
J,,

Aug,

1.

himself

en-

troupe.

“Houses” $4,900, Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 1.
“Both Y our Houses,” Maxwell
Anderson’s Pulitzer Prize oldie,
took in around $4,900 at the 436seat Berkshire playhouse here last
week. Tickets went at a $2.94 top.
Business, as usual, was affected
by the opening of the Tanglewood
Music Festival.
$7,000, Grist Mill
Andover, N. J., Aug.

Franchot Tone

Man” drew about

in,

1.

“The Second

$7,000 in seven
the Grist Mill

slated for fall production on Broadway
Anthony Brady Farrell
team with Eddie Dowling in
the Broadway presentation this fall
of A. B. Shiffrin’s “Angel in the
Pawnshop,” in which the actor and
Joan McCracken have been costarring on a strawhat tour.
.

.

.

off
|

Sept. 25, will be assured of a gross
The new Ole Olsen-Chic Johnof $134,000 from slightly more than son revue, “Pardon Our French,”
50,000 payees,
More than 5,000 is slated to open on Broadway the
who sought ducats have been week of Oct. 2, after a tryout tour
turned away.
The opera house opening Sept. 4 at the Boston
seats 3,563.
Opera House.
This is the show
Members of the Playgoers of Which broke in on the Coast last
St. Louis, Who had first priority, spring under the title; “Tsk, Tsk.
took 10,000 pasteboards. Demand Paree”
Actor Richard Bengali
.
for ducats exceeded the supply by wais erroneously; referred to as
Richard
McGibbdn in a review, of
5-1.
“Happy Man” at the White Barn,
Westport, in last week’s issue.
Corio-Tereonal’
Adelaide Klein, who plays a leading part in a tryout next Sunday,
3d
in Cleve
night (6) of “Dark Corridor,” at
.

performances at
playhouse here last week. Take established a house record for this

new
|

j

strawhatter. About 30 extra
seats were set up Saturday night
(29) tq accommodate the heavy patronage. House also sold standing
room for the first time Saturday
night*
1

Shelton- Amos Opens

London, Ont,, Aug.. 1.
The Princeton Summer theatre
Shelton-Amos Players open an
week raked in a gross of more
than $8,300 with “The Respectful 11-week summer stock season next
Pro- Monday (7) at the Grand theatre
Prostitute,” starring Margo.
Herbet Ken with, here.
ducer-director

The company

Stewart,

will include

John

Compton,

Mary

Vickie

Marsden, Howard Blaine* Bruce
Brighton and Laura Lee.
Hall
i '(Continued
od page*. 52)
‘

<

Wk.

.

.

.

.

Ring

Cleveland, Aug. 1.
the White Barn, goes to the Coast
Successful run of Ann Corio in in two weeks to appear in “The
“Personal Appearance” is prompt- Enforcer,” with Humphrey Bogart,
ing the new Ring theatre to plan a at Warners. She’ll have the same
third week for the show, plus an part she played in the original
extended season for the theatre-in- Broadway version* titled “Brookthe-round at the Hotel Allerton. lyn, U. S. A.”
Mrs. Martin
The peeler packed them in for two Beck is vacationing on the Coast.
weeks after the Ring’s slow openStage manager John Effratt will
ing;
Miss Corio herself visited make his acting “comeback” in the
radio and television stations for Sam Levene part in “Light Up the
at
personal
the
Cape playhouse,
appearances to
boost Sky”
Dennis, Mass., the week of Aug.
show.
Co-producers Cy Feuer and
Producer Ray Boyle, in planning 14
a third week, is also faced with the Ernest H. Martin are booking abotit
problem of finding a replacement 50 theatre parties for the upcomJerry
.
for Helmut Dantine, who cancelled ing “Guys and Dolls” „
out “Candlelight” for the Aug. 28- Whyte, musical production manager for the Theatre Guild, planed
Sept. 9 stint. Producer is now in
(28) to London to sit in with
New York bound for a substitute Friday
H. M. Tennent representatives on
show, and hopes to line up possible the selection
of a successor to Iva
shows to e’xtdnd Ring 'aeaftort.
Withers in the West End edition’
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

for

planed vacation.

will

Hold

Tone

last

opeator of the strawhat, said the
operating nut* was “relatively low.”
Curtain riser on the saipe. bill was
Noel Coward’s “Red peppers.”
adThe show, which had 'a

(Municipal) auditorium, teeing

.

.

,

were broken last week When Maurice Evans in “The Devil’s DisNot only
ciple” took in $11,500.
were extra chairs all takeft up but
50 standee admissions were sold
Army Chief of
Saturday (29).
Staff Gen. Omar Bradley was on
hand opening night.
Advance sale is good for Luise
Rainer in “Lady From the Sea,”
opening tonight (Tues.),

considered

work with a non-Equity

Jr.,

.

:

therefore

.

a

month’s

London last week to powwow
Producer-pressagent Jean Dalwith Henry Sherek and Bernard
Delfont about a West End presen- rymple joined Actors Equity last
Ernest Thesiger, who
tation of “Madwoman of Chaillot.” month
He'll also visit Robert E. Sherwood came to the U. S. to i>lay Jaques in'
the
Katharine
Hepburn revival of
at the latter’s summer home in
Surrey to discuss Sherwood’s adap- “As You Like It” last season, has
leading
a
part
in the new London
tation of Philip Barry’s posthumous
“Second Threshhold,” which is play, “Always Afternoon,” so ap-

.

titled to

.

.

ucer Alfred de Liagre,

to

L

IN ST.

.

.

134C SELLOUT SURE

FOR ‘PACIFIC

•

Joshua

will

St. Louis, Aug. 1.
According to Catherine HuntingThe
10-day,
14-performance
co-manager of the spot, Carlson is ah inactive member of stand of “South Pacific” in the
opera
house
of
the
Henry W. Kiel
Equity and is exempt from dues,

Evans’ Record liV^Gj Olney
Olney, Md Aug. 1.
All house records of the Olney

Princeton, N.

Program note in the playbill for “Post Road’’ last week at theJBucks
With Ralph Bellamy unable to
go on tour because of his ‘‘Man County playhouse, New Hope, Pa., was a “Cinderella Story” by^proAgainst Crime” television series, ducer Theron Bamberger about an incident of nearly 20 years, ago,
“Detective Story” will probably when he operated a strawhat at White Plains, N; Y. It related how,
close after; its Broadway run. Pre- in order to save an actor’s salary, he had decided to play a small part
vious plans had beep to send the in a revival of Shaw’s “Captain Brassboiind’s Conversion.” Blit after
Sidney Kingsley melodrama" on the one. rehearsal, the director objected and offered to get~a real actor tor
road, opening in Boston early in play the role. He said he knew one he could get for $15. According
the fall.
On the outside chance to the story, the actor was a young fellow named Lionel Stander, who’s
that another star is signed for the starring at Bucks County this week in “Born Yesterday.”
part, that may still be done. HowBulk of the $30,000 financing for Festival Theatre,, which is presentever, a previous road edition, starring Chester Morris, lost $50,000 ing. “Parisienne” as the first or four bills at the Fulton, N. Y., is listed
in the partnership agreement as having been supplied by the three
last season.
The original production which general partners, Harriett Ames, $11,400; Terese Hayden, $9,000, and
has been playing to modest grosses Sam Wanamaker, $2,750. Other backers, all limited partners, include
recently, is uncertain to continue producer T. Edward Hambleton, $300; playwright Lynn Riggs, attorney
at the Broadhurst, N.. Y., beyond Bertram A. Mayers and accountant J. S. Seidman, $600 each; producer
Julius Fleischmann, $700; agent William Morris, $1,200, and actor AnAug. 12.
thony Quinn, $1,500. The agreement provides for 20% overcall.

ton,

Excellent business done by the
comedy for its second week here
got producer Michael Todd off the
hook, as he had to guarantee the
theatre $5,000 gross in order to get
the booking. He also had to pay
$2,650 to John Golden, whose production of Rosemary Casey’s
“Once an Actor,” starring Leo G.
Carroll, was scheduled to try out
here ]£st week, Latter play premieres this week at Stockbridge,
Mass; Todd’s payoff to Golden was
in connection with coin latter had
to pay out due to the cancellation.

.

Member

Provincetowii, Mass.', Aug. 1
Actors Equity last week forced
one of its members, Robert Carlson, to quit the Provincetown playhouse, local summer repertory
group, a non-union outfit. He was
replaced by a Rhode Islander here
on a visit.

Broadway.

'

i

.

attrib-

utes it to his new policy of infor“Come dreesed as you
mality.
please” is the advertising motto.

.

.

invariably a turnaway night;

1.

*

5

.

.

parently he won’t return for the
tour of the Theatre Guild production . , . Joan Tetzel, Broadway
actress last seen here in “Red
Gloves,” has the femme lead in
“The Little Hut,” British adaptation. of the Paris hit, which is
currently playing a pre-West End
tryout with Robert Morley starred
. .
Elisabeth Bergner, also in England, will co-star with A. E. Matthews in an adaptation of Moliere’s
“Imaginary Invalid,” to be presented in London after a Man.

chester break-in
.
With Lucille
Ball unable to take the assignment
because of approaching motherhood. Jean Parker is being sought
by Grace and Paul Hartman to costar with Hank Ladd in Walter De
.

.

Leone’s comedy-melodrama, “Red
Beard.” Meanwhile, the Hartmans
are
Co-starring
in
the
revue,
“Tickets, Please,’’ at the Coronet,
N. Y.
Vera Ferguson staying
on with Boston strawhatter.
Monroe B. Hack and Billy Sands
producing a series of new revues
with an all-professional company
this summer at the Tamiment (Pa.)
playhouse
.
Eddie Cantor re„
elected last week as president of
tlie Jewish Theatrical Guild, with
.

.

.

George Jessel, Jack Benny and
William Morris, Jr., vicepresidents
After taking a motor vacation
trip to Florida, actor Alan Hewitt
planed last week to Cuba and
Jamaica
The West Side Tennis
club, Forest Hills, N. Y., will hold
the first of an annual Pimm’s Cup
Celebrity
opening
tournament,
Aug. 23 coincidentally with the
start of the national men’s and
women’s
The
championship.
Pimm's competition Will be open to
mixed doubles teams from show
.

.

.

.

.

.

business, the arts

and professibns.
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1950
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enlarged because the public will
make a greater demand for TV
tickets than it ever did for radio
mshow tickets.
10.
lot of people who enter
television in the .early stages of
the medium will fade from the
Noel Busch in Hollywood doing public’s eye within a few years. (I
a piece on Cary Grant for. Life hope I’m not one of them).
mag.
11. Networks will run out of
Jean Stahl, Hollywood movie available
12.
(I prefor sale.
time......
..
editor for Life shifts to the N. Y. 1 chcted this would happen ,by men
1950,
office Sept. 1.
1
early.
However,
tOO
DUt I Was
Rudd .Weatherwax and John am told it is rapidly becoming true
Roth well collaborated on “The during 1950).
Story of Lassie,” to b.e published
Each big show of any standin October by Duell, Sloan arid
ing will have to have, its own comPp/irpp Tup
Unit-— its own director,
plete
Virgil Thomson, New York Herald Tribune music critic, wrote the writers, etc.-—arid not share them
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By Frank

.

Albany

Daily’s Celeb

CHATTER

Hoopla

Flock of showf oik, columnists
and Hearst bigwigs will tefe off the
new plant of the Times-Union at a
dinner to be held Aug. 11 at the
Hotel Ten Eyck. Among those
scheduled to appear at the festivities are Ethel Merman, Joe E,
Lewis,, Kay Francis and Sylvia Sidney.

\

Emcee will be Bugs Baer. Others
slated to be on hand are William
John Hearst
Jr.,
Hearst,
R.
ler as well as a number of sports
Coincident with the
luminaries.
plant unveiling, local Hearst link
also marks its 95th anniversary,

&

Sloane

Pearse will issue late

.

.

;

,

.

,

—

C. E. McBride retired as sports
editor of the Kansas City Star
after turning oiit his final column
of “Sporting Comment” for the
July 25 (evening) Star. He came
to the Star in 1907, and has been
One of
sports editor since 1915.

management

,

Falmouth Hit Sparks
strawhats in the country. Besides to that time, was acquired by an
the auditorium and. backstage, the outside management in 1941,. at a
building holds two rehearsal halls, ridiculously low rental. With the
scene shop and prop rooms, be- entry of the U.S, into the war,
sides a first-floor dining room and trade boomed at the establishment,
bar, a dining terrace overlooking and there has scarcely ever been a
Coonamessett lake, and shops in vacant room since then. The enthe lobby. The grounds also in- tire Coonamessett layout is now
clude the swank Coonamessett Inn, owned by Mrs. Francis Crane,
a golf course, tennis courts, swim- brother of the original John Crane,
ming, fishing, boating, polo field, and her son, Robert Crane, who is
90-minute charterj also associate producer of the Falairfield (with
mouth playhouse.
The Cranes
plane service to New York).
were
with the old UniThe playhouse, seating 600, can versityassociated
Players when that group,
gross about $11,600 on a regular
Joshua Logan, Henry
week (Miss including
eight-performance
Fonda,
Margaret Sullavan and
Bankhead’s $14,000 included two
The operating others, ran a summer theatre at
extra showings).
Falmouth. Another Crane son is
nut is about $8,000.- With a total
married to Logan's sister.
gross of approximately $95,000 on
the
schedule,
nine-week
the
straWhat made a substantial profit

.

’

.

which is something of
an accomplishment for a first season's operation. Although costs are
slightly higher now, it
that mark this year.

face of
business
this

generally
conditions

summer.

may

.

I

’

i

j

Ed Wynn
Continued from page

better

X

my

guesses still stack
Either they have come, true
disappointing up.
or
still in the process of Comare
on the Cape
ing true. I’d like to go on record
with “Wynn’s Wily Wisdoms” on

That

is

in

Besides the Falmouth playhouse
here, Richard Aldrich also operates the Cape playhouse in Dennis,
about 30 miles away, and the Cape

Cod Music Circus

in Hyannis, about

20 miles distant.

With both spots

also playing to near-capacity, Aidrich shows -are drawing a total of
At
almost 2,000 people a night.
that rate, the total patronage for
reach
the season is expected to
about 150,000. The summer population of the entire Cape is about
225,000 (the winter figure is about,

I

find that

The

biggest ratings during
few years of television
variety shows.
the
to
will go
2. Most entertainers will go in
for variety shows at first because
they are easiest to do,
3. Many programs of the ama1.

first

teur show format will appear because the talent costs are much
cheaper.

4. The growth of television will
be so great and so fast that networks and sponsors won’t be able
It’ll be like
50,000). In any case, it is already to keep up with it.
evident that, contrary ito Aldrich’s the stock market crash of 1929
fears, the Coonamessett! Dennis When the ticker-tape couldn’t keep
and Hyannis Operations do riot com- up with the falling market,
The time will come when
5.
pete with each other.
teleThe setup here is located on the dealers will be selling iriore fairly
radio sets, a
old 25,000-acre Coonamessett ranch vision sets than
owned by the late John Qrane, of obvious conclusion. Biz
Profitable
the Crane plumbing family, early
laid out a lot of

in the 1900’s. The Club, originally
budgeted at $125,000, cost about
$250,000 to build/ but it always operated at a loss until 1941, when it
was taken over by the Army as an

officer’s club for nearby Camp Edwards and Otis field. Aftefc the
war, a name-band policy was tried,
but failed to draw except for a
moderate play Saturday nights.
Aldrich’s contract to use it as a
playhouse is for a seven-year term,
with renewal options*

I

TV
the

After playing Melbourne, troubled stews. It took him hours to get out of the role.
“Streetcar” had a two-and-a-half
The. unanimity of critical opinion v has naturally warmed the cockles
week run in Adelaide (population of his Carolinian heart. Ward Morehouse thought Blackmer and Hepabout 50,000). Here, too, the reac- burn were about the season’s best. Brooks Atkinson thought Blackmer
tion was similar. The critics took and Booth deserved the wreaths. Whitney Bolton thought he was not
it in their stride, but the audiences
only superb in “Sheba” but would have played “Salesman” better than
were much more eager.
Now most of those who had essayed it. Thyra Samter Winslow was the first
we’re in Sydney, where the re- to say that Blackmer and Booth, at first merely featured, should be
sponse has been about ditto.
starred. The Theatre Guild took the directive and moved them above
As to the production set>up here the title. John Chapman, Gilbert W./Gabriel and Robert Garland tossed
in Australia, it is more of the Little their garlands to the sopse of the century.
Considering all trip simuTheatre sort. A company leases or lated drunks on stage and screen, notably Barton/ Nugent, Wolheitn
buys a building, then proceeds to and Bannister, not to stress Barrymore and the like off stage, Blackimport plays and principal players. men’s performances must have bedazzled even Bacchus.
It is apparently almost impossible
He will essay the role in pictures for Hal Wallis, but I suspect much
to lose money on a. play.
People of the adult motivation behind the character’s actions will have to be
come to see it in sufficient num- watered down and with it may go much of Blackmer’ s frenzy, if not the
bers to cover the nut easily. Every- character’s whole raison d'etre.
thing over, (and there always is) is
If you want to get some idea of the span of Blackmer’s career take a
gravy.
look at those Who have dropped by the wayside since he first played in
But despite the dependable audi- their company:
ences, there seem to be no AusPearl White, James Cruze, Clare Kummer, Alice Duer Miller, John
tralian playwrights, nor opportun- Emerson, Walter Connolly, Otis Skinner, Walter Huston, O. P. Heggie,
ity for any. For that matter, there George Bancroft, Warner Oland, Buck Jones, Guy Kibbee* and Henry
are virtually no professional
ac- B. Walthall.
a
tors, directors, designers or any
As for those who are hasbeens but still among the living the list repprofessional theatre people except resents a long and melancholy trail, for Blackmer shares the civilized
theatre managers.
It’s
the re- View that the saddest words of tongue or pen are “I’m at liberty
verse of Broadway, where the pro- again.” In his time he has taken some awful beatings, particularly in
fessional theatre people practically Hollywood where he skidded most imperceptibly through the years
outnumber the audiences, where from the best of the majors to the most fragile of the indies.
few shows make money and where
It got so for a while that the only part any casting director thought
the critics are the last word. But he could play was Roosevelt. Funny thing that the first time he wad
tested for it he asked Who, F.D.R.? They assured him it was for T.R.
don’t ever say it isn’t interesting.
He looked around among the prospects and saw one guy who looked
Adele Longmire.
(The writer is a Broadway and the living image of Terrible Teddy, arid he hadn’t been touched by a
Hollywood actress and playwright, [makeup man. “What about this guy
Blackmer asked. “We tested
—Ed:)
* him,”
explained the casting director, “and on film he looks more like
William Jennings Bryan. Come let us take you over to Percy West.

Continued from page 50

last year,

.

.

Although no shortage of newsis current, understood Times
fears that a worsening the country’s eminent sports auof the situation will cue another thorities, McBride was also widesiege of paper allocation, hence the ly known for his column of chatter and comment.
Times’ own rationing system.
print

,

'

more.”

New Faces
Continued from pace

With that began one of the most strangling type, castings in Hollyhistory. He played the part of Terrible Teddy 14 times. Once a
whole picture Was wrapped around T.R* and the Rough Riders. Blackmer played that one, too.
Recently asked to essay the character once again for TV he wired
his regrets: “I’m a lifelong Democrat arid just don’t like to play Republicans anymore.” This is being pretty outspoken for an actor in 1950.
In fact it’s being pretty outspoken for anybody.
Considering now th^t Blackmer is a happily married man with two
small children it’s about time he reached the age of discretion or what
remains of a once magnificent dynasty may not enjoy chicken every
Sunday* His wife, who once played opposite him, is Suzanne Kaaren
and the children iof this marriage are William Brewster (Blitz) Blackmer and Jonathan (Johnny Cake) Cole Blackmer. The father had no
•intention of naming any child of his Sidney or. /Junior or anything like
it but at the christening of Johnny CakeHhere was a pause and somer
body shouted the name as Sidney Jonathan Cole, and so It appears in
the church record.
That the children may not have such a time establishing their right
to eminence as their father was recently illustrated at grace at meals
one day. Blitz was saying it. But he took a long pause half way through
the prayer. Everybody thought he had either forgotten the prayer or
that MacCready had once breathed on his grandfather, Not being able
to bear the suspense, the moppet's grandmother took up the prayer.

wood

1

groom them properly or lack of
money,, are rushing them into top
spots for which they’re not yet
ready, according to the exhibs.
They point to Samuel Goldwyn’s
“Our Very /Own,” for example, in

which Farley Granger and Ann
Blythe are Co-starred. While each
.

is

a

good 'future star

possibility,

to

name

Same holds true, they feel, fox*
Metro’s “Next Voice You Hear,” In

to

“Please,” interrupted Blitz, “Grandma, that’s my line.”
I don’t know whose line it was that Sidney used in giving thanks for
his recent award last Monday night, so I guess We will have to credit
old Anon, the greatest poet who ever lived next to Ibid, if hot before
;

him.

1

It raff:

!

.?

Things owned are mere oblivion's duels ,
*
Things loved the soul can never lose.
Somehow the quotation seems to fit Sidney Blackmer as If tailored
for him... It couldn’t have Happened to a -nicer guy*
i

;

The Coonamessett Inn, which
also been.
financial,, doda .up.

had

.

,

theatrepien, neither
big enough to lure
customers to the boxofffee.

according
yet has a

Men who

mon^y

.

“Which Roosevelt?” He Asks

that One, James Whittemore and
establish a TV/ station Nancy Davis carry the marquee
their
investtriple
will double or
the picture
load. Even though
(I am told that this has
might be a fine production, arid
ments.
happened in some -cases and is ex- it’s gotten good reviews on that
pected to occur in many other in- score, it won't do the business it
should because of the lack of top
stances),
entertainer of any star values. Exhibs think that
7. Every
standing in radio will have to ge Metro, on the other hand, did the
Again, this is right thing, for instance, by teaminto television,
ing Elizabeth Taylor with Spencer
obvious.
8. Weekly shows will be the best Tracy and Joan Bennett in “Father
type for TV if they can be accom- (of the Bride,” thereby giving Miss
Taylor a chance to build boxoff ice
plished.
lure of her own for subsequent
9. Within two or three years the
"capacity of studios Will have to" be pictures*
6.

'

:

’

outlying areas.

i

-

this riiorith.

.

geles dailies to start curtailing de-

.

.

Marguerite Higgins, only woman
war correspondent now covering
the Korean conflict, is scheduled
to peri “War in Korea: The Diary
Capp’s New Digest Mag
Cartoonist A1 Capp's organiza- of a Woman Correspondent” for
tion, which just brought out the Doubleday publication early next
first issue of the teenage slanted year.
J Kingsbury Smith, European
True Movie and Television mag, is
launching another publication late manager of International News
Selling for 25c, it Service/ was decorated with the
in September.
Will be tagged Why The Magazine Legion of Honor at a luncheon
given in his honor by GUerin de
of Popular Psychology.
Minister plenipotentiary
New digest-size monthly will Beaumont,
in charge of press relations of the
cover developments in psychiatry
Office,
Foreign
Conin popular ternis. First issue
All phases of film production
tains a byline piece "by Loretta
Young.
Publisher is Elliott A. will be covered in a forthcoming
Caplin. Lawrence C. Goldsmith is volume titled, “The HoW and Why
of Motion Pictures,” to be issued
editor.
under j o i n t sponsorship of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
L. A. Times War Rationing
and Sciences and the University
First of the downtown Los An- of California at Los Angeles.
liveries to newsboys due to the Korean war is the Times. $heet has
cut orders from street shouters in

Success, Cal., July 28.

For years people—well, people like me, anyway-—used to confuse
J. Stuart Blackton with Sidney Blackmer, Betty Compton With Betty
Cdmpson, Ben Blue with Monte Blue, John Wray with John Wayne,
g e ^y Lynn with Diana Lynn, George Montgomery with Robert Mont.-«
"Rill Halligan
UnlliMn with BilrHarrigan,
niMTTarriPan F.lirahpth
Tavlftr with
7apharv
Elizabeth Taylor
with Zachary
gomery, Bill
Taylor, Milton Berte with his mother and Sears with Roebuck,
Sidney
still
another
when
Blackmer
added
But since Monday (31),
trophy to the earlier acquired “Tony” award for his acting in “Come.
should
Back, Little Sheba,” fewer people—muggs like me included—
*
confuse Blackmer with anybody again.
He is currently working in “The Hero” in Hollywood, with John
With one or more other shows. Derek starred, and if Hollywood were what Hollywood used to be they’d
The only one who can b£ shared shelve the whole thing, call for, a new script and star Blackmer in “The
efficiently is the musical conduc- Conquering Herd/ for certainly no man ever came pack, to such acclaim,
tor.after, shuttling between legit and pix for 30 years, as this same Sidney
fin not Nicodemus, but I think Blackmer.
my guessing average on television
He's just about as handsome as he ever was, He Weighs maybe five
However, or 10 pounds more than when he played the line at the U. of North
has been pretty high.
I’ll leave it to you in the trade to
Carolina and nearly had all his good looks gouged beyond recognition
by a Wake Forest tackle named Laurence Stallings. He still- has his
Before I close, let trie make one own hair, his own teeth, his own gracious urbanity and singular modhope (instead of a prediction) for esty as well as his old southern charm with not a you-all in a hundred
the future: I hope that the busi- sides of dialog.
4
ness end of television is not
Fifty is the right time for success Of this sort to come to a man i*
brought too strongly backstage. any field. He’s old enough by then to Allow for all the factors that
Businessmen and entertainers, in- played a part in Jiis success, I dined aftd wined With him for five hours
telligent people, should be able to at the Masquers the Other day; and if it were left to Blackmer to fill
find a line of separation in their out the picture with droll tales of Blackmer you’d be practically look?
relationship.
This line should ing at two columns pf lovely white space. There’s none of this “Well,
come at the footlights, where show enough of me, wfrat did you think of my. last picture?” about. Blackmer.
business ends and the theatrical
When you realize that hfcr legit career began before the first World
profession begins.
War, with Richard Bennett in a play Granville Barker directed called
“The Morris Dance,” you get an inkling of how long art is for timeminded' people, I first saw- him with Margaret Wycherly in “The 13th
Chair.” I have a dim idea he was- one of the handsomer chairs.
Drink Tq Me Only With Thine i’s
Since those far-off days he has played pictures, vaude, television and
Continued from page 49
platforms. Jjtight now he could make a million lecturing on the evils
at present a hypnotist). The critics
of ill tqpnperance. Every lush in the country knows his story of a frusare never excited about anything, trated chiropractor loused
up by young love and old regrets, a fat Wife,
not even about the Oliviers, when
a dead dog and suppressed desires which only a homicidal bender can
they were here* last season.. But seem to satisfy. That he never does quite hack' Shirley Booth’s fat off
the public doesn’t pay any atten- with a hatchet but comes to his senses and settles down to accept that
tion to the critics. A play runs de- “the important thing is to forget the past and live for the present” has
spite, hot because of the reviews. made him
a hero to similarly frustrated alcoholics now wrapped in the’
Perhaps that is the reason for not comforting cloak of anonymity.
feeling very exuberant about our
During the run of “Sheba” he went on one of those midnight disk
run here* There isn’t the feel of jockey things to kick it around for five or 10 minutes, but phone calls
a hit, even when you have a long kept coming in from faraway places, and the questions seemed to indirun*
cate that they were confusing him with a Mr* Anthony of sorely
-

.

George Sokolsky, foreword to -'Piano Works of
George Dixon and Westbrook Peg- Claude Debussy/’ which Duell,
arid columnists

Scully

Wcdn«fi<W, Augu8t tr 1950

PtfktIBfr
erous Meeting” which

?Cannes.
Roland

$$

he’ll

do in

>

vacationing

Petit,"

in

Cannes, plans to preem a new balthe Winter Garden, N, Y., in
September.
Charles Trenet ih his first Riviera appearance since his. return
HELEN TYLER
from America, stars at the JuanHelen Tyler, 78, one-time legit
les-Pins Casino gala.
producer and play broker, died in
“Holiday on Ice” terrific success Ebensburg Falls* Vt., July 29*
Gaulle stadium Miss Tyler entered play brokerage
at Esplanade-De
*
in Nice.
field in the early 1900’s when she
joined Alice Kauser’s play agency.
In 1908 she became associated
with Edgar and Archie Selwyn as
general
manager of their Play Co.
Milton Berle in for Evelyn
Knight opening at the Palmer While with the Selwyns, Miss Tyler
acquired
interests in such plays
House.
Kim Hunter, who withdrew from as, “Paid in Full” and “The House
Next
Door/’
“Two Blind Mice/’ has been reIn 1915, in association with the
placed by Ann Sturgis.
she produced Bayard
Singer, Vie Damone, currently at Selwyns,
Veiiler’s
“Within the Law,” which
the Chez Par.ee, will be feted at
enjoyed long rims on Broadway
Italian Festival here this wpek*
Tom Drake playing lead in and on tour* bringing its producers
Chevy Chase strawhatter produc- an annual income of $500,000 for
tion of “Here Comes Mr. Jordari.” nearly four years, Which netted
Eileen Mack, flack for “Dixie- Miss Tyler $50,000 a year.
Prior to World War I she proland” at the Chicago Fair, has
joined Harry Davies legit publicity duced (also with the Selwyns)
hits as “Under Cover.” “The
such
office.
During last week’s stint at Chi- Dummy” and “Polygamy:”
Surviving
are a nephew and two
cago theatre/ acts and house staff

let at

It won
festival,
to set
j ier e,

kudos

at

recent Locarno

Gordon Jackson, Scots

screenings of J2CA shorts

actor, do-

ing part of show-business reporter

in “Happy-Go-Lovely”*
Thesper Dennis Edwards here Elstree* He'll also join musical at
Perth Repfrom England to join Longford ertory Theatre in Scottish HighSheila Lyne also
productions,
lands.
pacted for season with same comDundee Kinnaird Cinema getpany*
_
_ ,
-i
ting British premiere Aug. 14 of
Abbeyite Michael J. Dolan to Alfred Hitchcock’s “Stage Fright,”
London fox’ screen role in Asso- in which Richard Todd stars. Todd
cited British production of Louis began as actor with Dundee Reperwinner, “They
.

’vS

.

'

...

‘

Abbey
Got What They Wanted.”

D’ Alton’s

tory Theatre.
'Queen Elizabeth will attend perFoi’mer Abbeyite Maire Ni Shiu- formance of “The Atom Doctor”
blaigh has written theatre’s his- by the Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre
tory with Edward Kenny under in Lyceum theatre, Edinburgh,
She September
title, ‘‘The Splendid Years/*
during three-day
5,
was in first Abbey company.
visit to International Festival.
Irene DUiine expected in for
County
Kilci’oney,
at
vacation

Wicklow, after completing Queen

Victoria role in “The Mudlark” for

.

will

orchestras.
Wife survives.

EDWARD GRANT JACKSON
Edward Grant Jackson, 35; for
the past 15 years tenor with the
Charioteers, vocal group, died in
No\v York, July 30' following an
illness of two months.
Wife, sort, father add two sisters

.

.

survive.

,

Arthur Rigby, British comedian,
do “Madame Louise” for the
Fullers at Palace, Sydney, at conclusion
of the Elizabeth Bergner
Bucks County, Pa.
season in “Two' Mrs, Carrolls.”
>
By Sol Jacobson
Sydney, the “New. York of the feted Margaret Whiting on 25th
Mike Ellis and James Russo Pacific” is haying its wettest year birthday.
since Captain Cook first took a
Actress Arlene Dahl in town to
weekending at Don Walkers.
Naomi Riordan checked out of gander at the spot away back in ballyhoo lastest pic, “Three Little
Terrific rain has Crippled Words.” Same for Ruth Roman,
Playhouse for vacation on Cape 1770.
here to tubthump her starrer,
theatre biz.
Cod.
f
“Song of Norway” off to a fine “Three Secrets.”
Ezra Stone back at Newtown
start at His Majesty’s, Melbourne,
farm after talent trip to France
r
for Williamson-Tait. Cast includes
for Milton Shubert v
Victor Jory and family in from Charles Doming, Doreen Ansell,
Norwich, -Conn., to appear in “The Robert Bernard, Marjorie Cook and
Hendrick DeBoer.
Spider” at New Hope.
Continued from past 49
Aussie commercial radio sponLeo and 'Ada Freedman in for
and
Hart
sors
are going overboard on give- other unions to cfemand pensions
Bernard
Ditto
weekend.
aways*
One local sponsor has or welfare funds. According to
the Jerome Chodorovs.
Robert "Schneider, art film pro- upped hi$ giveaway to $18,000 the prdducet group, the grips’ and
ducer, down for confabs with Bill spread over a limited span.. It’s a
unions have been delaying
Chapman at his New Hope manse. major headache to the local pix footers’
the start of their negotiations in
Bob Coleman* N.Y. Mirror critic, boys.
order to see if Equity won its penin last week to catch preem of
sion demand. If such demands are
“Anything Goes” at Lambertville.
made by other unions now, it’s
Haven
Bob Hector, associate p.a. to
predicted, the League will merely
Barry Hyams on “Member of The
By Harold M. Bone
them to get together with
tell
to
fortnight
Wedding,” here for
Charles Coburn due Aug. 15 for
Equity to share in the benefit perogle Playhouse operation.
an appearance with “Loiiisa.”
Justin Herman, local resident,
Ben Witken readying the Shu- formance setup.To Equity’s demanc( that the
shooting 2 rceler at Music Circus bert for Aug. 30 opening with* “Affor Paramount release. Made one fairs of State.”
road minimum be raised from $80
of Playhouse last summer.
Paramount mgr, Jim Darby to $100 a week, the League has ofBob Feyti checked put to work spending his vacation building a fered a compromise of $85 for the
at Hyannis lent last week. Local home tennis court.
coming season and $90 for next,
Weeklies carried belated, buildup
No announcement yet on preem but has since okayed the $100 rate.
on singer who has worked at Music of “Call Me Madam,” but Shubert However, this, like the benefit perCircus since June.
already has a flock of reservation formance proposal, was reportedly

20th-Fox at Shepperton, England,

played first violin with the Philadelphia Orch at Robin Hood Dell
concerts for several seasons, and
also performed with the Indianapolis .and Minneapolis Symphony

.

»

CHITO IZAR
Chito; Izar, 32, singer-emcee,

nieces.

ARTHUR

,

ZITA

R.

result of an auto collision
week.
Survived by wife and child.

A

match

JACK OKIE
Jfick Okie, 47, orqh leader; died
In Detroit July 25.
He was bandleader for 10 yealrs
aboard the old steamer Tashmoo
on Detroit River. His orch also,
played at the Grosse Point Yacht
Club and Harmonie Society.

ANGELO DESFIS
Angelo

Desfis, .62, film character
actor, died July 28 In Hollywood.
legit player in his youth, Desfis
appeared in 110 motion pictures,
both silent arid talkers.

A

tunes.

Wife and a

AUSTIN

sister survive.

E.

LATHROP

MAURICE L. GAFFNEY
Maurice L. Gaffney, 46. ABC
dustrialist and owner of five theatres in Alaska and radio stations sales presentation director, died in
Details in
in Anchorage and Fairbanks, died N. Y. Thursday (27).
Radio Section.
in Sumtranai Alaska, July 26.
Lathrop got his start and built
ISADORE FRIEDMAN
up a fortune estimated at $15,000,000 in Seattle, after the fire * Isadore Friedman, 87, Yiddish
of 1889, as a btiilding contractor. actor and playwright, died July 28
Later he operated steamers in at the Veteran’s Hospital, N. Y.
Survived by wife and son.
Alaska and engaged in contracting
business.
Austin Eugene Lathrop, 84, in-

’

Leo Nathan* 63, retmed labor
foreman at Warners, died July 25
in Eos Angeles. He was the father
of Paill Nathan/ casting director
for Hal Wallis Productions, and

requests.

LUCILLE FLAVEN

India

Mrs.
actress
Lucille

Irwin Nathan, talent agent.
During stage career she had apr
Father of Lucette
C a ro n;
peared with Richard Mansfield; E.
M. Holland and others. She had a Variety fashion editor in Paris*
died
in
Cannes,
July 25. He was
leading part in “The Girl With the
Green Eyes,” appearing with Wil- also uncle of Leslie Caron, Metro
liam H. Crane and Clara Blood- actress.
good.

Joseph

CARLIE LOEW

,

Herman Wohl,

and two

WBBM

and Toronto

actor.

this

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Goldenson, daughter, White Plains, N.Y".,
July 31. Father is prez of United

By Margaret Gardner
Nat Pendleton relaxing at the Paramount Theatres.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Cooksbn,
Liz and Nick Hilton prolonging son, July 30, Roslyn, L. I. Father
is a legit producer-actor; mother
their Cannes holiday.
Rosario and Afitonio stars of the is actress Beatrice Straight.
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Murray,
Palm Beach Casino gala.
Carlton.

Ed Sullivan, cutting short, his' daughter, New York, July 30.
Mother is former Toni Kelly, exRiviera stay, off to Rome.
Alice Faye and. Phil Harris at nitery dancer; father is comedian.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Coen,
the Carlton for. a quickie-look at
son, July 21, N.Y. He was former
Cannes.
Michael Redgrave at the Mar- Jletro foreign executive, later ownshown at Edinburgh Film Festival; tinez* preparing for the ^film, “Dan- ing Peerless Travel Bureau.
;a
.

„
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'Stephanie Basehart, 36, wife of
Basehart, screen, actor,
died July 28 in Hollywood following brain surgery.

Richard

Widow, 88, of Charles F. Whitaker, theatrical manager, died in
former pro- New York, July 30. Survived by
for Chadwick two daughters.

48,

duction manager
Productions, died July 25 in Holr
lywood after a heart attack. In reMotfier of David Ross, radio ancent years he was engaged in sell- nouncer, died July 25 in New York,
ing films for television.
Interment was in Cleveland,
where he is survived by a brother

WBBM

Louise Boyd, Glasgow singer, to
have lead in South African tour of
“Brigadoon,” opening in Johannesburg in September.
Lena Horne recorded interview
with Regal cinema manager Bob
Scott to
her latest pic
bally
“Duchess of Idaho.”
Dame Edith Evans set for Theatre Royal, Glasgow, Aug. 7, in
James Bridie’s “Daphne Laureola/’
Flay is op pre-Broadway run.
Italian film “Domenica D’Agosio”
Sunday in August”) to be

71,

HERMAN WOHL

births

delphia, Montreal
fall-

Thompson,

attack.

Florence, also a former vaude performer known as Lestro.

!

Albert.

prop man at Universal for more
than a quarter century, died July
25 in Hollywood* following a heart

Mrs, David J. Marks, 51, former
vaude performer known as Carlie
LoeW, died in New York, July 28.
Starting ;out as a child performer, she later appeared in comedy
abt of Bert and John Swor.
Survived by husband and sister,

J

.

A/ Maurice Grill, former
known professionally as
Flaven, died in New York

July 30.

'

.

last

v

New

,

who

had been appearing at the S’naloa
nitery, in San Francisco, died as

Arthur R. Zita, 75, orchestra
leader and composer, died July 30
at his home in Albany, N. Y.
native of Naples, Zita came to the
U. S. as a boy. Years later With
a younger brother, Anthony, he
formed an orchestra which received its first big break in playing for. the inauguration of Governor Charles S. Whitman in 1914.
Zita played in the pit at the
Capitol <now the Playhouse), Albany, for musical shows and led
orchestras at hotels in Albany and
other upper New York areas. He
composed eight tango, waltz and

•

,
made contingent upon Equity’s acYale Bowl pop concerts, spon- ceptance of some of the League desored by Junior Chamber of Com mands for modification of the
Product shortage in South caus- merce, doing okay to date. This terms of the existing contract. The
ing some South Indian producers week’s session has Benny Goodman latter demands are understood to
to dub Hindi pictures produced in soloist.
include withdrawal of several reLou Brown handling publicity cent Equity “rulings,” such, as a
Bombay into Tamili Three mythological subjects dealing with the for Conn. M.P.T.O. annual outing
new interpretation of the unit comIndian hero Ramma are currently and golf tournament at Race Brook pany rule and the regulation perAug. 15. George Wilkinson and A1
being dubbed in Madras*
mitting
a producer to change an
Indian exhibition rights to Par.a- Pickus are co-chairmen.
contract from two-week
actor’s
mount’s “Samson and Delilah” will
clause to run-of-the-play.
go to those exhibitors making the
organization is
The
producer
Move
highest bids for the film.
Barcelona
also seeking to have the expiration
marks the first time that the bidBy
Joaquina
C.Vidal-Gomis
date of the next contract changed
ding practice was used in distribuJosephine Baker headlined bullfrom Aug. 15 to sometime in either
tion of foreign pictures in India.
ring show for producer Jumar.
the
spring or fall. The idea would
A fiie in temporary film vaults
Rosiiia Mendia, legit actress, will
in old Delhi destroyed some 1,600 make
that it would be more practical
a film comeback in “Amaya,” be
reels of film at an estimated loss,
to hold negotiations for a new
directed by Juan de Orduna.
of $700,000. Both Indian and forJuan Torena, vet Spanish pic agreement during the spring or
eign films were stored in the
actor, in from the U. S. to appear fall than during the height of the
The insurance companies in “A Man From Tangier/’ Roland summer, when many people norvaults.
had refused to insure the stock Young starrer.
mally are out of town.
because of temporary nature of the
Producer-director Juan de Oi>
vaults.
duna will start work on “Lola la
Technicolor equipment used by
Piconera”
upon completion of
Orient' International Film, Inc., for
.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones,
“Agustina de Aragon.”
its production of “River,” recently
Philippe RothchUd off to the daughter, in Pittsburgh, July 25.
completed in Calcutta, has been Costa Brava to huddle with Salva- Father’s comptroller* of station
left behind for utilization by Indor Dali on sets for his new ballet KQV.
dian studios there with the underMr. and .Mrs. Larry Taylor,
to be staged at the Paris Opera.
standing that OIF would have acTwo versions will be made of daughter, Chicago, July 23. Father
cess to it for any other of its films
member of
orch.
is
the pic, “Andalusie” Spanish and
to be made in Calcutta.
Mr. and Mrs. Hooper White,
French. Former will be directed
by Luis Lucia and latter by Robert twins, Chicago, July 23. Father is
producer.
Vernay.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean A. Myers,
daughter,
Columbus, O., July 13.
By Gordon Irving
Father’s Columbus Dispatch radioPortland, Ore.
Rochester’s date at the Empire
TV ed and Variety mugg in that
now set for August 14.
Billy Bishop and Ann held over area.
Emlyn Williams due in Glasgow at the Clover Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coe, daughAug. 14 in his own play* “AccoArthur Lee Simpkins playing ter, New York, recently. Father
lade,”
repeat at Amato’s Supper Club.
is
producer of NBC’s “Philco TeleStrawhait shows at coast dolnj*
Horace Heidt show set for the
good business, with Ayr Gaiety Portland Arena Aug. 6 under vision Playhouse.”
Mr.
and Mrs. John P. Sonlightoutstanding.
auspices of local charity group.
ner, daughter, Hollywood, July 23.
Glasgow Unity Theatre offered
Phil Silvers, Gaie Storm/ and Mother is Jessica Jordan, singer*
12-weeks’ season at SaviRe Thea- Rose Marie appeared at the CosMr. and Mrs. Jim Dyle, son,
tre, London.
mopolitan Club anniversary show. Houston, recently.
Father is on
BBC’s Richard Dimbleby recordOrch at Jantzen announcing staff there for KNUZ.
Donahue
At
ing programs in Hebridean Island
Lionel Hampton and
Ballroom.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Studer, son,
of Benbecula and in Dunfermline,
Spike Jones Revue set for later New York, July 24. Mother is acPeter Sinclair, Scots comedian
dates.
tress Billie Lou Watt; father is an
and minstrel, plays Miami, Phila-

PAUL H. FIEBERG, JR.
Paul H. Fieberg, Jr., 36, publish*
er of ilm Chicago Stagebili, a theatre weekly, died in Wilmette, 111.
July 22. He also was a partner
in the Fieberg Press, Chicago.
Wife, two soils, and a brother
survive.

MARRIAGES

sisters.

Betty Rembert to David Milam,
Dallas, July 14. Bride is the daughter of Clyde W. Rembert, managing director of
and
there,

LAWSON WILLIAMS
Lawson Williams,

54,

longtime

KRLD-AM

employee of Universal in the
prints and shipping department,

TV

Davis to Gary Merrill,
died in New York, July 25, after a
protracted illness. Williams joined Juarez, Mexico, July 28. Both are
screen
players.
the old Universal Co. in 1918 and
served in various h.o. depts.
Peggy Strohl to Louis Sobol,
Survived by wife and two chil- Santa Barbara* July 28. He's the
N. Y. Journal-American columnist/
dren.
bride is former pressagent.
ZEFFIE TILBURY
Patricia Sims to Jess Swope, Los
Zeffie
Tilbury,
character Angeles, July 23. Bride is a bal87,
stage and screen actress, died July lerina with the Civic Light Opera.
24, in Los Angeles after a long illTerry Leahy to Japies Jenkins,
ness.
Dallas, July 28.
Bride is vocalist
Her film career started in 1925 on
station WFAA in that city.
after years in legit during which
Marcella Erwin to Max Gruenshe played support roles in a
number of films. She had been in berg, Las Vegas, July 22. Bride is
With the Mayfair-Morris Music Co,
retirement since 1941,
Helen S. Goodwin to John IL
EDWIN B. BAILEY
Cranston, St. Andrews, Scotland,
Edwin B. Bailey, 77, former July 20. Bride is a singer.
Anne King to Del Ray, Pittsvaudeville performer and silent
film player, died July 22 at his burgh, July 22.
Bride's a theatrihome in Santa Monica. He had cal agent; he’s a magician.
Mary Aileen Rariney to Charles
spent 60 years in show business.
Surviving are his wife, Grace W. Matheis, Troy, N. Y., July 28.
Lockwood Bailey, and two “sons, Bride is former director of women’s
one of whom, George Bailey, is *n programs for WROW, Albany.
Thea DiSpeker to Lawrence^
/radio.
Greig, Scarsdale, N. Y., July 28.
Bride is general manager of the
ADQLP1I BURES
Adolph Bures, 42, violinist, died Little Orchestra Society and also
lh Philadelphia, July 30/ He had
r ejp for concert ,arti ? t»,
6
Bette
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of ’Em’ ($’s),

years; (b) move him back to N.'Y.;
(c) practically take him out of pictures and bring him back to the
Broadway nitery belt. It was all
done with the stroke of a pen, wit-

NBC

>J:

.

and negotiated by Pat
Weaver for NBC; Abe Lastfogel
nessed

and George Gruskin for William
Lou Clayton for The

Morris, and
Schnoz.

Under his commitment for the
next four years, Durante will do
nine video shows and 10 radio
guest shots each year for the next
two, and for the last two may devote his full time to TV and do as
many as 20 shows a year.
never been to America. Present
Deal was consummated with the intent is for the Yank company to
utmost secrecy, and to cover their produce in Rome.
tracks
the
visiting
negotiators
were said to have used John Smith
and Bill Jones on the Desert Inn
register. Durante is the star attrac-

ceremony and the champagne supper that followed.
Not one to sign only One deal
when there are other clients to be

Japs Important' to U.S.

Korean War; ‘Go Easy’

Asked on Atrocity Films

from

was anticipated that the b.o. would
continue to ride a down-wave. Instead, it leveled off and then

the

dept, are requesting distribs to
hold off on releases of films covering the war against Japan where
these pix play up the atrocity at the same time they
angles or stress the unworthiness
(Continued' on page 63)
of the Nips in other ways.

On a voluntary basis, the film
companies are screening all war
features in Washington before tabbing them for release. Several of
the companies have already abided

Some
tries

week

Understood the Government does
object to films centering on
tlie war and even
the Pacific end
°f it. Where the pic concentrates
on American action with little reference to Japanese activities, no
objection is being raised. However,
because the Japs are now considered an important cog in the
Korean war, State Dept, does not

stir

BIZ

crowded into

New

York

of
last

this fall. Deal between Par and
Big Ten, will permit theatre televising of conference games in
Detroit and Chicago theatres.
Big Ten, made up of 10 major
midwestern colleges, earlier this
year banned live telecasts on commercial stations.
Nine-game schedule based on
Northwestern U. and Illinois U.
home games will be televised in
three Balaban & Katz houses
State Lake, Uptown and Tivoli,
with combined seating capacity of
10,383./ U. of Michigan games will
be shown in 4,029-seat Michigan,
Detroit flagship of United Detroit

for one of the biggest conventions the city has ever seen-—
but were no help to film and legit
houses.
of
Witnesses avoided places
amusement as being “worldly.”
prohibition
They have no direct
on theatre attendance, but it is
frowned on in the sect, As a result, many of the conventioneers
Theatres.
either spent their time at their
station
will do
Yankee stadium meetings or on
downtown streets selling copies of closed-circuit feed for Chi theatres,
(Continued on page 61)
their publications.

B&K

up old feelings of

hatred for that country.

members

Jehovah's Witnesses from 67 coun-

Jot

to

80,000

i

Wobld

events when United Paramount Theatres grabbed off rights
to televise Big Ten football games

JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES

NO HELP TO B’WAY

TV

ing

I

by requests of the State Dept, to
withhold
films
although it is
stressed that the Government action is not a mandate under censorship powers.

jvant

For Yank films

TV

Set Theatre

WBKB

.

a

fast

summer

confidence

Aid to Spain

A

8.

U.S. State Dept, is worried that
the public will get the wrong steer
from the flood of oldie war pix
which the companies are bringing
out to meet the revived interest of
the customers in military affairs.

to

off

on the basis of a spending
spree apparently created by the
international situation, the pop
music business is anticipating a
boom period this fall and winter.
Trade upbeat, which started just
after the July 4 weekend, is
already lifting both disk and sheet
music sales to unusually high
levels for this time Of year and is
creating a deep undercurrent Of
start

Seen Upping Biz

For

Direct Theatre

(Continued on page 55)

officials

U.S.

started to climb, so that the offish
tone is considerably less than that
of the preceding three months.
Distribs are tending to credit
the war scare for at least part of
the upturn since the improvement
is particularly noticeable in the
west. That’s in line with experience
Metropolitan New York theatre
in World War II, when giant aircircuits are currently dickering for
craft factories and other war inpermission to project the Milton
dustries hypoed Coast biz. These
Berle program and other top-rated
John G. McCarthy, Motion Picplants again are starting up.
television shows directly into their
Conversely, the west suffered ture Assn, of America international
theatres via large-screen video. Apdivision chief, proposed in Madrid
(Continued oa pasts 35)
parently recalling the old “if you
recently that the entire present
can’t lick ’em, join ’em” adage, the
system of issuing import permits
chains believe that making the TV
be revised.
number of more
programs available in theatres as
liberal members of the Spanish
an adjunct to their regular film
government favor the plan, and if
programs will get the customers
the $100,000,000 U. S. loan, okayed
away from -their home sets and line
by the Senate last week, gets final
them up at the boxoffice.
approval, it’s felt certain there will
An unidentified top circuit in the
be a change.
metropolitan area this week reUnder the present setup, govquested its TV representative to
ernment issues permits to Spanish
Chicago, Aug. 8.
scout the possibility of getting
(Continued on page 56)
Theatre TV came up with its first
Berle’s “Texaco Star Theatre” and
major victory in struggle with
other programs for use in theatres
sportregular video for topflight
are trans-

Berle, Others

CENTS

among industry execs.
Music publishers and jobbers
are frankly baffled to explain the
current sharp, rise in sheet sales
after a long period of stagnation.
In some key cities around the
country, sales have shot up nearly
300% in the last three weeks while
all points are reporting steadily improving business.
The revival is generally ascribed
to the Korean war, the mobilization of both men and industry, and
the outlook for steady employment
and relatively high wages. Trade
leaders declare the 1940-41 situation is being repeated with a wave
of sentiment leading the public
back to the basic entertainment
form music.
Washington, Aug. 8.
Rise of copy sales is being felt
Prospect of U. S. economic aid across
the board, affecting big and
to Spain, plus greatly expanded
(Continued on page 48)
Yank tourist biz this season, is
seen greatly upping chances of
American distribs for improving
their take. Effort will be made by Olivia Asks Steepest
the Motion Picture Assn, of America to push through a new pact with
in History
the Spanish government this fall.

check of major distribs and circuit
operators disclosed 'this week.
Despite the improvement, grosses
are still off about 5% from last
year. The only reason that looks
good to theatremen is that biz was
so brutal during the spring, it

N.Y. Circuits Eye

tion at the hotel's nitery, turning
them away nightly and cutting in
on the take at the gaming tables.
It was in his suite that the negotiators converged for the signing

Government

Wanna

To

of $800,000 for the next four

Washington, Aug.

Getting

fever which hit the U.S.
Bolger Doesn’t
1-Pic ‘Sensation’ Seeks
with the invasion of South Korea
Peddle Film Biog June 25 is being reflected in boxYet
Dance for
office grosses. Biz took an upswing
The tribulations of an actor who at that point, which is giving the
If there’s a Ray Bolger in NBC’s
is rocketed to stardom in one film
industry a summer far better than future, it’s not on the immediate
but cannot find work thereafter,? was foreshadowed by the gloomy
the
horizon.
Bolger,
star
of
are currently making the rounds of spring.
“Where's Charley?” musical legitmajor U. S. companies in the form
much
of the hypo is at- er, notified the web "last week,
How
of a screen script.
Story is real’
tributable directly to the war psy- following reports that he was auin that it refers to Lamberto Magchology and how much to other ditioning a morning cross-thegiorani, the Italian factory hand
causes is anyone’s guess. Actually, board show, that such a .plan
who became a 30-day wonder for a large measure of it is being wouldn’t be feasible at this time
his performance in the Italiancredited by seasoned showmen to and that he’d prefer to “sit it
lingo film, “The Bicycle Thief*”
somewhat stronger dog-days prod- out.”
Maggiorarie’s saga is being ped- uct than last year, better theatreNBC had hoped to slot Bolger
dled around by Francital Films, going weather this summer than in a variety stanza to offset the
which is looking for a major U. S. last and a general improvement in heavy Arthur Godfrey competition
distrib to back production.
on CBS.
the country’s economic condition.
Understood that Maggiorani has
Whatever the cause, the upsurge
an interest in the script and would
play the leading role.
He has began to be felt about July 1, a

NBC

25

Big Fad-Winter Season Expected

T
.

War

sive radio-television contract with
last Wednesday midnight that
will (a) net him a guaranteed mini-

In

PRICE

1950

=
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Jimmy Durante

mum

—

9,

l

Music Biz Spurred by Sharp Rise,

BETTER

So Jimmy Ups to Them for the Gimme
Las Vegas, Aug. 8.
signed an exclu-

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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To

Terms

Play Broadway

Broadway

this fall in

Juliet” are
on record.
tatives are
15% of the
profits,

“Romeo and

reportedly the steepest
Film actress’ represen-

understood demanding
gross, plus

with

a

$3,000

50%

of the
guarantee.

Miss De Havilland wouldn't bring

fyamoHd,

Waldorf Astoria Hotel
NEW YORK

®

PRESENTING

The Hour of Charm
All Girl

Featuring

in

any of the financing for the produc(ContinUed on page 53)

STARLIGHT ROOF
NOW

‘Juliet’

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Asking terms for Olivia DeHavilland’s proposed appearance on

Orchestra and Choir

EVELYN and Her Magic
Undor the Direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

Violin

.

1

MISCELLANY
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Changing Fashions on Borscht Belt
Only ‘Everyman’ Looms as Sure Hit
By JOSEF ISRAELS

By BOB CHANDLER
Thirteen years is a long time,
and eyen the tradition-stained
Borscht Circuit, where cottage
cheese and sour cream is a daily
must, where a singer’s repertoire
has to include “Eli, Eli'* and “My
Yiddishe Mamma,” and where, if
the Working Girl fails to get her
man, she can, like the Dodgers,
wait till next year— even the
Borscht Belt must undergo some
changes.
So Arthur Kober. who is revising his 1937 saga of the Berkshire?,
“Having Wonderful Time," into a
musical comedy for spring presentation, decided to tour his old happy hunting grounds to see what
have
years
changes these
13
wrought. The new musical, incidentally, will be produced by Max
Gordon and scored by Harold J.

War

s

Days

in

By

Vet Austrian director G W.
Pabst has announced he will make
It will be
his next film in Italy.

“Ten Days To Die/* from a, book
by Michael Musmano, a Pennsylvania Judge. Musmano, who was
one of those presiding at the
Nuremburg Trials, saw a Pabst
film,
“Process,”
and went to
Vienna to ask him to direct his
story.
‘

film
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$2,500 against
Songstress,

j

1

their marriage to their

at this

near future.

camp; and Mickey

Camp

Milford,

managed

to elude his more romanfemale guests at Milford, only
be caught in Florida four years
ago when he was running a hotel

tic

to

Film Star Interviews

there.”

But Kober’s story will have to
undergo many other changes. “In
the old days the waiters did everything. They waited on table, they
drove the bus, they entertained in
the social hall, and they took care
of the girls when there weren’t
enough men to go round. Today
they're just waiters, and most
places don’t even make them stay
up at night to dance with the girls.

.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 8.
film stars into the key
ballyhoo their pictures is

Hush of
cities to

starting to boomerang, here at
least, in the matter of publicity.
Dailies are getting a little fed up

doing interviews with the starstudded visitors who merely offer
the same old stuff on which to
peg a story.
In a couple of cases, it is known
that city eds have told publicity
men
handling the personalities
Emcee Plus Acts
that they are tired of the convene
“The social staff has been re- tional routine and that something
placed by an emcee and acts booked extraordinary’s got to be on tap
in for the weekend.
In my day to rate space, especially since there
there used to be a social director has been tightening up on account
and a couple of assistants, and the of Korean war.
waiters.
They’d provide all the
In the space of a month, town
entertainment. Today there in an will have had Gloria Swanson
actual circuit whereby a booker (“Sunset Boulevard”), Burt Lanwill make dates for a three-night caster (“Flame
and Arrow”), Ruth
weekend on which acts will hit Roman (“Three Secrets”), Joan
three hotels in the same area. Acts Evans (“Our Very Own”) and Ruth
are booked in by the hotel man- Hussey (“Louisa”) in addition to
agement, and the show is run after Rosebud Yellow Robe, Indian gal
a fashion by the emcee.
making the circuit to drumbeat
“Even the emcee has changed. “Broken Arrow.** In a couple of
The social director used to be on cases, the net publicity return in
top of the guests most of the time, the newspapers here was confined
popping from table to table in the to a couple of column mentions.
dining i*oom and from group to
Radio is ° still a strong outlet for
group on the outside, , Today the visitors, however. They can
there are few emcees who are ac- get as many interview spots with
tive all the time, but most of the local air fraternity as they can
them save their efforts for the eve- handle, but the dailies are becom(Continued on page 55)
ing another story.

VARIETY

for

dates, is

TO PARIS

K.O.

FASHION SHOWMANSHIP
By LUCETTE

CARON

Paris,

Aug.

3.

War rumors are not affecting
the
Paris
couture
premieres.
Elaborate displays, sumptuous fabrics, an enthusiastic public and
French optimism give confidence
to American buyers. Few cancelled
their trip and the 1951 American
woman

will definitely

of Place
Paix.

have a flavor

Vendome and rue de

la

from

its

predecessors.

The

curtain opened on Christian
Dior, Dior does not try to be anything else but Dior: year after year
he sticks to his own style. His 1951

woman
!

years

curved and feminine with
sloping shoulders widened by large
cape collars and she carries huge
muffs There is much more fullness than last season, usually starting just above the knees; skirts
are creeping down, hair is growis

One of the sensations of the
collection is the Dior “chignon”:
a coil of hair im the shape of ah
inverted cone placed at different
ing.
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angles on the head, making women
look like a unicorn. One almost
gets used to it by the end of the
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act aria
allow.”

“because

cut her second
time wouldn’t

She went into a high
dudgeon and the situation was adjusted

only

three

hours

before

showtime.

By then

the speechmaking and
salami sandwich eating had been
disposed of in ceremonies at Residenz House where Austrian Chancellor Figl and U. S. High Commissioner Lt. Gen. Geoffrey Keyes”
did oratorical honors. The street
outside the Festspielhaus was solid
with Salzburgers who could not
afford tix.
Ducat peddlers were
getting $9 by show time or three
times the regular price.
Floodlights, cameramen gave the locals
a Hollywood-like impression. During the opera, the whole town was
flooded with radios tuned to the
performance. Crowds gathered at
every loudspeaker and car radio.
That’s the kind of musical town

week, and Samuel Goldwyn
(Continued on page 55)
promptly slapped a salary suspension on him. Actor, after some
25C
9
heated argument with the producer, said he preferred to be off
salary than to go on the road
ahead of the pic, in which he stars.
Guy Lombardo orch has been
Granger flew to Paris last Thurs- inked for a nine-day stand at the
day (3). He had returned to New Toronto Exposition, starting Aug.
York from there only 2 Vi Weeks 25, for a flat $25,000. Booking,
previously under threats of sus- handled by Music Corp. of. Amerpension by Goldwyn. He did a flock ica, is top coin for a booking of
of radio, tele and newspaper inter- this type.
views and other publicity chores
Lombardo, incidentally, was born
during .his New York stay, which near the exposition site, in Lonpreceded the Broadway opening.'
don, Ontario.

FOR

Without really modifying the
silhouette, Paris couturiers have a
way of changing details so that a
1951 dress looks entirely different

Enclosed find check for $
Please send

returned

table of nine, usually the center
of everyone’s attention at the galas*
is missing. This table's members
are selected beforehand by the
administration for congeniality of
company but, more important, for
uniform affluence, It is a table
where stakes are breathtakingly
high, and often a banco of 5,000,000 francs ($145,000) depends upon
the turn of a solitary card. Caution is the watchword at the tables,
even for such faithful gala attendees as Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Netcher (Rosie Dolly). Their presence inspired in one Monte Carlo
resident memories of the early 20s,

;

last
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by some talent scout.
Conservatism brought on by the
war scare is evident in the play
at the gaming tables. The famous

.

the height of their fame, used to
throw 10,000 francs on numbers
with the same ease as the average
tourist does with 100 francs.
Long neglected by filmmakers as
new plays. She is slated for a return at the Hotel Savoy, London, a location spot, the Riviera is now
and there is a deal cooking for her host to some three picture units.
to take over a previously unused British producer Harry Reynolds
downstairs room in the Hotel brought Michael Redgrave and
George V, Paris, and bill it the Anouk Aimee to Antibes for exChez Hildegarde. The European
(Continued on page 56)
dates, of course, hinge on world
affairs and next year’s tourism
abroad. The chirper fills in at her
this Is..
old nitery standby with four weeks
Schwarzkopf, Welitsch Score
at the Hotel Chase, St. Louis, comThe honors went to Welitsch and
mencing mid-September. The midin
winter period is also kept open for
The performance
Farley Granger put “soaking up Schwarzkopf.
was laborious but seemed to be
choice of a video show, which is
European culture” ahead of an ex- loosening, up as the
cooking, and/or Miami dates.
last scene beploitation tour for “Edge of Doom” gan.
If Fuerty had another hour

1

owe

recently

currently on a strawhat tour, this
week in Beverly, Mass., followed
by Falmouth and Olney where she
is repeating her one-woman shows
of last summer, in lieu of the usual
summer theatre policy of old and

.

Michaels, owner of

60%.

from London and Paris

|

meeting

Between

in

Hildegarde kicks off her concert
tour of 65 one-nigh ters Oct. 21 in
Kohler, Minn., perhaps the nearest
to her home town of Milwaukee
which Anna Sosenko, her personal
rep, purposely eliminated. Coppicus & Schang have the chantoosey booked in two segments,
first portion ending Dec. .3 and the
second half of the concert tour
running from March 25 to April
30. Most bookings are at $2,000 and
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together an
air production of “Everyman”
the Cathedral Square, jumped
off to sock biz, with a gala performance of Mozart’s ‘?Dori Giovanni.”
Choice of the local boy’s
opera for opener, plus a star-studded cast including* Ljuba Welitsch
from the Met.; Irmgard Seefried’
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Italian
Tito Gobbi in the title slot plus
the controversial Wilhelm Fuertwangler on the podium insured
absolute sellout and critical raves.
But backstage it Is not as harmonious as town fathers would
have it appear.
Fuertwangler’s
selection
this
year as top man of the Festspiele
and shelving of Herbert von Karajan plus Fuerty’s handling of the
unaccustomed Mozart chore is gen-/
erating plenty kaffee haus klatcherei.
Fuertwangler gave a slow,
massive performance which completely
excised
the
traditional
sparkle and speed of the opera.
Known throughput rehearsals that
the conductor and singers were in
conflict with Welitsch and hassling
repeatedly With the stick man. The
Sofia redhead, used to having her
Own way On opera stages from Viin

Cannes, Aug. 1.
Several galas at the Monte Carlo
Summer Sporting Club this season
have been successful from the sartorial, social and financial angles
despite the war scare that has put
a brake on a lot of reckless spending. Business at one recent festival
established a record of sorts as
THE INIMITABLE
Compared with last year. Some 375
Continuing tour of North American
covers, were served, representing
Continent
an increase of 25% over the same
Starting tomorrow night Aug, 10
Belleyue Casino, Montreal, Canada 1949 period:
This record-breaking gala also
Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. marked the debut of eight Scanwho were
dinavian
showgirls
brought to Monte Carlo for the
season. They proved a minor sensation and were well worth a looksee

I
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Picture will be made in Rome
studios although all scenes
depicted are in Germany. It will
be done entirely in English. Pabst
Home.
said that he will use actors but
Basic ingredient of his 1937 not big
names since he believes
comedy, later turned into a film, is the dramatic values of the story
That's the
still there, Kober says.
should carry the film rather than
good old love story. “The girl still the performance of a screen facomes up looking for romance. vorite.
She’s got two uninhibited weeks
Judge Musmano’s book is about
discipline of home.
away from the
the lUOb
last 10 uajo
days ui
.11 r
of uic
the lug
life
of
ujl
,
And the hotel manager still has h.is Adolph Hitler, based upon
the recV\Ani/>. w
Am ftrying
mn m if to get
rt rvr am AtWYn
enough ords and documents rthe
problem,
basic
author
men into the place to take care of had access to when he was in Euespecially what
all the women
rope.
Author, Naval Commander
are known as ‘the dogs.'
and a judge who is a nominee for
“One hotel has tried to do some- Lieutenant Governor in Pennsylthing about it,” Kober says. “The vania, he will be unable to come
Berkshire Country Club has a spe- for the shooting of the pic.
cial men’s camp at low rates to get
Leo Lenya, known for his
the men up there* But even then screen .adaptation of “Beggar’s
they flock to the pretty girls and Opera/* ‘film made in Berlin be
leave the ugly ones to themselves.” fore the war, is making the screen
Kober offers evidence that the adaptation of “Ten Days.”
It
romantic aspect of Borscht Belt life ! should be ready in the next four or
Upon completion,
“Larry Stuart, five weeks.
is still the same.
emcee at Camp Copake, met his Pabst will fly to the U. S. to get
wife at one of the camps; Lou his production deal set.
Recently,
Pabst’s
name has
Schorr; Berkshire Country Club
emcee, and his missus, who now been connected with “Odyssey,” a
is a member of the staff at Berk- picture he intends to make in the
.

2.

Music and Drama
be held since 192Q
Reinhardt and a few

friends

Rome
Rome, Aug.

.

Salzburg's

Festival, 30th to

On Reckless Spending

on timer s Final

II

Salzburg, Aug.

Scare Puts Brake

York 19. N. Y.
I

collection: it seeerhs to complete
and give a lift to the silhouette.
His long evening gloves also made
a hit: they are buttoned at the
back of the neck like a stole.
Jacques F^th came next. He gave
The usuAl spectacular night performance in his illuminated garden, In white tuxedo, he bowed and
kissed the hands of diplomacy,
(Continued on page 55)

M. H. (“Deke”) Aylesworth, one-time prez of both NBC and RKORadio and former publisher of the N. Y. World-Telegram, in an
exclusive interview in Variety Oct. 27, 1945, when TV was still on
its wartime experimental basis, gave out with such Nostradamustype items as: “Films are a natural for video and Hollywood producers will be buying time to telecast their trailers Into the home.”
Gist of Aylesworth’s statement almost five years ago was that the
film industry would be erring if it considered the then-diapered
TV medium as a potential threat and tried to fight Instead of cooperate.*
Noting that “radio not only stimulated the movie biz but
created stars for the cinematic marquees/* he predicted the same
would hold true of TV. In addition, he pointed out that radio stars
never killed the boxoffice but hypoed grosses to record-breaking
results abd claimed video stars would, do the same.
Other Aylesworth predictions iJt 1945: Set .manufacturers will
underwrite broadcasting and then bow out wheri the medium goes
bigtime; set circulation will hit 3,000,000 by 1947 and 10,000,000
.Actually, that’s the total estimated for the end of
1950); TV commercials will “assume exaggerated values of a news
category,” similar to the. way ads in the Satevepost and other
magazines are considered newsworthy. Aylesworth Wrapped up his
.

.

predictions with this:

“Before you know it, there will be 18 or 20 manufacturers bidding for the home-television dollar and large-screen sets Will be
down in the $115 class, within reach of almost anybody. Having
already spent millions for experimentation, TV will cash in faster
than any recent scientific-art entertainment, such as the talkies,
radio and the like. More people are sold on TV now than they
were on radio at its inceptionv
» For once hers is a market with
Which manufacturers may not be able to keep pace for decades.”
;
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ABROAD

BIG
TOA

Both

and

COMPO in

a Mood

The Council

of Motion Picture Organizations is timetabled to
get rolling Sept. 1. Though that's only three weeks Off, COMPO
Is still far from organized as a going business.

Ned Depinet, who has done a yeoman job, first as acting and
now as elected president, is calling a turn oh the industry today (Wed.) in New York, in a series of sessions which may run
into the next day. And not without justification. It’s a vexation
that has bordered on frustration, not only for Depinet but
for most of. the industry*
It will be a sorry, note for all concerned, and particularly for
the dissidents, if something happens to k.o. COMPO. Set up
on a high plane, attested to and saluted by almost all segments
of the film industry as a, very worthwhile undertaking, it has
yet to get off the ground. This week’s sessions should give the
answer on the degree of intra-trade politics, double-talk and
lip service. If COMPO flops it will be a black mark on the inIt will keynote but one thing—jealousy and
dustry’s record.

Proportiq^of overseas revenues
to the entirf tak&of the filpri ifidustry is once;again climbing toward

40%

returns from beyond the U, S.
arid Italy.
Similarly to his trip
borders are showing a surprising
last year; he’ll combine biz and
bounce in the past few months vacation, looking over
Rep’s dis :
with this aspect regarded as the
tribution facilities on the Contimost promising development for nent.
the film companies during the current year.

.

a period of strain stemming from
Theatre Owners of America’s iiw
sistence on exhib autonomy, both
sides are showing willingness to

compromise.

TOA, for its part, will, propose
formation of a liaison machinery
a
similar to the War Activities Comnumber of majors has resulted in
mittee as it operated in World
uniformly
optimistic
estimates.
War II.
had passed a
Overall grosses on films abroad are
resolution
that the all-industry
up 10%-15% for the first seven
group’s officers act as a committeemonths of the year. Actual remitof-the-whole
for
this
purpose.
table dollars received at the homeHowever,
both have privately exoffices are about even with 1949,
pressed readiness to meet someonly reason for the discrepancy bewhere in between sr that the
ing the devaluation chain reaction
urgent
need for an industry spokesof last year.
can be worked out.
men
Fact that dollar totals are up
The
low
view that many Coast
insists that it has no intenwith those of ’49 is regarded ^s unproduction execs take of theatre tion of blocking a satisfactory comexpectedly good. During 1949, the
television installations as a threat promise. Its reps, including Gael
companies cashed in On a batch of to the
primacy of Hollywood’s fea- Sullivan^ exec director; Si Fabian,
accumulated frozen funds in variture output is based on a mistaken Leonard H; Goldenson and Samuel
ous countries through special coirisizeup of the situation, a number Pinanski will be on hand ready
(Continued on page 18)
of top exhib officials in the east “for a constructive solution.” Only
convinced.
Allowing that if COMPO’s board refuses to
are
there is such an undercurrent of
(Continued oh page 24)
fear among indie producers, guild
Checkup by Variety among

fear.

J ealousy and fear of perhaps delegating certain special
powers, favors or influences can militate against the common
weal of an entire industry. If some of these jealousies and fears
are well-grounded, this week’s COMPO powwows should clarify
them—and, it is hoped, lead to a wholesome end result. COMPO
can well become the Gibraltar of the motion picture industry
now, during the war effort, and forever become a symbol of
intra-trade amity and a potent force in the industry’s relations
outside—with Government, legislators, press, public, and> perhaps, beyond the seas.
.

in calling the signals this week. If the
Industry, in all its segments, is sincere in the principles set down
in Chicago almost a year ago, Depinet has the makings of a
great all-American film industry team. But it calls for 100%
teamwork. The reservationists and the lip-service rooters would
do better to withdraw from the ballgame. That the onus of
creating disunity Will forever brstnd them is something they
will have to be prepared to face. In light of world affairs this
is not the most propitious time for a universal industry, such
Abel,
as motion pictures, to be disrupted from within.

Depinet

is justified

COMPO

TOA

.

and union

Now Up to

Attys.

Hughes, said yesterday (Tuesday)
of the pending deal for purchase
by Harry Brandt's syndicate of
Hughes’ control of the RKO theatre circuit.

UFA
to be

acquired by American companies
in the forthcoming auction by the
Exception has been made by
Allied High Commission for Gerthe Motion Picture Assn, of
many of the assets of the former
America’s board to permit
state-owned Universal Film Co.
20th-Fox to use the word
(UFA). It is unlikely, too, that any
“damned” in a title. It’s on
one company will acquire more
the list of naughty words not
than one house.
ordinarily
allowed
by the
Reason, it was said in New York
MPAA.
this week, is the number of rePic label for which the exstrictions placed by the Allied
ception was made is “Legion
Commission on the sale. While
of the Damned.”
the Yanks will be permitted to
bid for full ownership of any of
the 4Q UFA theatres, they cannot
acquire more than 25% of any of
the three studios to be offered.
There’s no grousing at the limitations imposed by the commission,
since the breakup of the giant
UFA combine is in line with recommendations by the U. S. film
New system of exhibition, in industry itself. It feels that only
which theatres will run a picture by such a complete split could
only three or four performances
(Continued on page 18)
per day but without boosting their
admission prices, as in standard
roadshow procedure, is to be tried
out by 20th-Fox for its upcoming
.

“The principals are In full
agreement on price and terms,”
Noah Dietrich, RKO board chair*
man and prime adviser to Howard

,

up to the lawyers now,”
declared.
He said the
legalites were facing a very difficult problem because of the “delayed delivery” nature of the sale.
These are strictly technicalities,
the Hughes exec explained, but
“It's all

Dietrich

whether they could be surmounted
or not he refused to guess.
“All About

The “delayed delivery”

the

is

fact that the purchase by Brandt’s
group, of the 24% stock interest
of Hughes won’t become effective
until next Jan. 1, the deadline set

Eve’.’

As

detailed yes-

terday (Tues.) by 20th prez Spyros
P. Skouras and other top company
execs, each theatre booking the
picture will be “requested” to play
it under the so-called “scheduled

by the court for divorcement by performance” method. Any exhib
his theatre and produc- who doesn’t go for the idea, Skoution-distribution interests in RKO. ras said, will not be able to buy the
‘‘Anything can happen between film.
Twentieth prez, along with veenow and then,” Dietrich stated.
“So naturally a great number of pees Andy W. Smith, Jr;, and
Charles Einfeld, defined the new
Warranties, are involved.
policy as being another phase in
(Continued on page 18)
the company’s showmanship drive.
Too many potential customers are
staying away from theatres, he
said, because they object to coming in on the middle of a picture
or standing in line to buy tickets.
(Continued on page 6)
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
proas
Reports he was quitting
duction topper at Metro, to conZanuck to Europe
centrate on two Or three personal
productions annually, were denied
Twentieth-Fox production veeby Dore Schary, who returns to pee Darryl F. Zanuck is slated to
the studio tomorrow (9) to start arrive in New York from the Coast
mapping immediately Metro’s lens- Monday (14), planing out the
ing program for next 12 months. following day for a combined sixHe’s been resting at Coronado since week
to
business-vacation trip
Friday.
Europe, He plans to onceover 20th
Schary said he had; received, calls films now shooting in Europe, parfrom his. attorney, David Tannen- ticularly “Mudlark,” which is now
baum, a lid others who had* heard before the cameras in England.
be Would exit post because of his Zanuck also will spend some time,
back ailment. He told all callers in Paris and on the Riviera,
it wasn’t true, that his present conDuring his overnight stay in
tract, on which he has spent two N.Y.,.-. the 20th studio topper is
years, still has four and a half to scheduled to receive a special
go. He’ll also assume his new post award for “No Way Out,” which he
as head of Permanent Charities personally produced, from the N.Y.
Committee and will propose the Foreign Language Press Film
Post be a rotating one, so '‘each Critics. Film preems next Wednesstudio, head can get a crack at it.” day (16) at the Brpadway Rivoli.

Hughes of

.

:

'

.

hot sponsors

officials,

of theatre TV, including Nathan
L. Halpern, tele consultant to the
Theatre Owners of America, and
‘3
TO exec director Gael Sullivan
argue that the spectre is false and
Helen Kane, who baby-toiced a
that Hollywood can only gain from boop-bodp-a-doop tagline on lyrics
a wide use of the new medium.
into a national fad in the late '20's,
Halpern, Sullivan, et al., main- is coming out of retirement to plug
tain that Hollywood’s cooperation Metro’s
“Three Little Words.”
is essential in getting large-screen Singer, now Mrs. Dan Healy, will
TV off the ground. For that mat- do a number of on-stage appearter, because they foresee Holly- ances today (Wed.) at Loew’s State,
wood as the primary production Broadway showcase, timed with the
center for theatre TV shows, it is preem of the film.
their conviction that producers
Miss Kane takes to the stage
and guilds, Unions, etc., will find with Harry Ruby and Arlene Dahl,
a new employment mine in the Metro thesper, in from the Coast
for the opening. It was Miss Kane’s
theatres’ adoption of video.
In answer to the Hollywood Con- rendition of Ruby
(Bert) Kalception of theatre tele as remov- mar’s “I Wanna Be Loved By You”
ing films and their makers from that touched off b.o. excitement in
the driver’s seat in bargaining the Prohibition Era;
with exhibs, they contend that the
Coast pundits are simply attaching too much importance to the
part which video would play in
Pix could not be
the theatres.
forced into a secondary spot,
Trade Mark Registered
(Continued on page 20)

HELEN KANE TO B00P

Cos. in Auction of
Few theatres are expected

Naughty, Naughty

.

to

Republic prexy Herbert J. Yates
marker, traditional goal
is due in New York shortly from
of foreign -dlejpls., after a long
the Coast bn his way to Europe,
series of reverses abroad which
He expects to be abroad several
kept the ratio below onerthird. Pic
months, visiting England, France
the

Deadlock; on creating a liaison
agency to handle the industry’s
collaboration with the Government
in the war effort is expected to be
solved today (Wed.) at an emergency meeting of COMPO (Council
of Motion Picture Organizations)
called by Ned E. Depinet, RKO
prez who heads the group. After

Cool Weather,

To
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Fare Hypo Biz; ‘Words’ Soars

First Place; ‘Treasure* Second, ‘Flame*

More favorable
with many key

boxoffice weathcities having the
benefit of coolest weekend this
summer, is boosting biz in many
exchange centers this week. Reports from Variety correspondents
in some 24 key spots shows that
the total gross of first five pictures
will be nearly $750,000, best showing in many weeks. Release of new;
strong fare also is upping totals.
On first week out on extensive
bookings, “Three Little Words”
taking over national
is
(M-Gr)
leadership by a wide margin. The
er,

So Bad” (UA) round out the Big
10

list

1292 National Press. Building

Chicago

3d

London WC2.
St. Martin's PI,,

in that order.

Strongest runnerup films are
“Foreign Legion” (U) and “Where
Sidewalk Ends” (20th).
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
shapes standout of new entries,
with big session at N.Y. Strand.
“Panic in Streets” (20th) also
shows possibilities, with one nice
showing, trim week in Toronto and
big session at N.Y. Roxy.
“In
Lonely Place” (Col), nice in Philly,
is okay in Portland, Ore., and fair
in Cincy.

.

“Admiral Was a Lady” (UA) is
Fred Astaire-Red Skelton musical
disappointing on showings this
is turning in fine to smash trade
frame. Also new, “Lady Without
in all keys where playing currentPassport” (M-G) is in same cately, with holdovers insured in most
gory, being fair in Washington,
locations.
mild in Baltimore and lightweight
“Treasure Island” (RKO), which in N.Y. “Furies” (Par), another
has been gradually building up, is newcomer, shapes fine in Detroit,
second place winner. Disney opus sturdy in Philly but modest in

11
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is

doing mostly .okay to

terrific

Baltimore.

“Flame and Arrow” (WB)
has dropped back to third position
while “Annie tret Guri” (M-G), long

“Modern

trade.

Marriage.”

(Mono) looms fair in Philly.
“Winchester ’73” (U) shapes fine
in Seattle. “Gun Crazy” (UA) is
at the top, is a strong fourth.
biz
in
Louisville.
neat
doing
Fifth money goes to “Duchess of “Father of Bride” (M-G) is hot
Idaho” (M-G) although this session in Cincy.
is mainly on holdover. “Irma Goes
“All Quiet on Western Front,”
West” (Par) is taking a spurt to out on reissue, is okay jin Cleveland sixth spot.
land and sock in N.Y. It was a big
“Our V ery Own” (RKO), start- winner last week. “Kind Hearts
ing out in most keys this week, is and Cornets” (EL) ranges from
landing seventh place although fine to great this round. “Rocketonly in four cities. “Stella” (20th), ship X-M” (Lip) is okay in Omaha.
{Complete Boxoffice Reports
doifig better than previously; “Broon Rages 12-13)
ken Arrow” (20th) and “So Young,
.
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Wednesday, August

it was inby potion Picture Ass’n
of America title registration re-

of ideas for film stories,

To Show

Tri-

dicated

Special house showing tri-dimenmay be in operation on
Broadway before the end of the
Syndicate which this week
year.
acquired control of the Cinerama
process is currently negotiating for
a Times Square showcase.

Sam

ports during the past week.

sional pix

is

Katzman Staked claim to “Jeeps in
the Sky” and “Flying Jeeps” for a

Fast Traveler
“B”

Columbia’s

specialist,

Sam katzman,

switched destinations last week. In June he
registered with the Motion Picture Assn, the title “Space
Ship to Jupiter.” Last week
he changed it to “Space Ship
to Mars,”
He’s in the “Mars” line behind Paramount, which holds
“Ship That Sailed to Mars”

headed by Hazard

Reeves, prez of Reeves Sound
Studios, N. Y. They have bought
out the interests of Laurence S.
Rockefeller and Time, Inc. Fred
Waller, who invented the process,
will be chairman of the new board;
Reeves, prez, and W.. French Githens, former partner in the Embassy
Newsreel chain, exec v.p.

E

yarn about the tiny planes that do
Pic would be
artillery spotting.
Col
niade for Columbia release.
also registered “Pentagon.”
Albert Jay Cohen registered “Invasion,” while
dut its brand

RKO

“The XJ.
S O. Story,” “U;S.q; Troupe,” “The
Rebirth of U.S.O,” and “Special
Services,” Columbia latched on to
“Back to Korea, 7 opt stands behind a flock of previous “Korea”
on “Hiroshima, U>

way back in 1934)
and Argosy, which owns “Road
Mars” (registered 1947).

(registered
to

S, A.,”

including Chris“First Battalion in Korea”
(July 24), Samuel Goldwyn’s “Dateline
Korea” (July 26), Wallis-

title registrations,

(

Reeves refused Monday (7) to,;
disclose the name of the house for
which he’s negotiating, but said
the group was prepared to spend
$°5,000 remodeling it to put in the
giant screen and the three projection booths required for Cinerama.

tina’s

|

said, that the
public will flock to the b.o. -in suffi^ent number to make this test-

clusivity

,

Forum for exhibs and Hollyrun profitable. If so, i,t will be
followed by the opening of similar wood’s creative talent to trade
process
ideas
may be created out of the
hew
exploit
the
to
houses
in various cities. Eventually, it is board of Cinema Productions, Inc.
will
Latter is the new exhib-financed
hoped, the demonstrations

on

“Formosa

Guarded

Island.’*

force Hollywood and the nation s company for lensing of novelty pix.
exhibs into universal use of the Initialer will be produced for it by
Lester Cowan in Polaroid’s thirdCinerama technique.
-

.

.

have dimensional process.
Decision to widen the Usefulness
durview of CPI by melding ideas of theing the past six
demonstrations of the process in atremen and production people
broached
and
tentatively
an indoor tennis court building was
converted by Waller into a lab. okayed at an organizational meetiming
more
of
the
shareholders
in New
been
have
Most of them
pressed with the multi-directional York Monday (7). It will be acsound which is a part of the proc- complished by inviting producers,
players, directors and other Holess than by the image itself.
Picture is not actually three-di- ly woodites to serve as board memmensional, but gives something of bers.
Plan evolved out of the recent
that effect by the simultaneous projection on a giant, curved screen Coast trip by M. A. Lightman, prez
of images from three machines. of CPI. The Memphis circuit opThese join at the edges to provide erator confabbed with more than
ihdustrites

trekked to Oyster Bay,

U

I.,

months

to

Detroit, Aug.

Problems pertaining

known

as

recessions and organizational and
jurisdictional problems in the tele-

vision industry are expected to top

the agenda at the International Al-

“peripheral

is

trate sound
$14.50 per thousand feet
previous price of $13.

from a ing

T

up

substantial

smaller towns.
film is doing
ship-

returns
in
Strangely enough,

much

better in locales where no big league basements as of yesterday.
ball
teams have their homes.
ELC-ers figure that fans who have
had little or no chance to see Robinson: in the flesh are flocking to
the flickeries.
Another surprise
In Distri
twist is that the pic is, doing better
J.
in the south than in many spots in
Albert Margolies and Max
Rosenberg have formed a partner- Yankee-lahd.
ship for distribution of foreign and
Film brought in close to $50.perhaps some specialized domestic 000 last week. In a first of its kind,
have
will
outfit
New
product.
over 50 employees of ELC put up
headquarters in New York, where from $500 to $10,000 as second
Rosenberg has been an indie dis- money in the film, which was protrib of art pix for a number of duced by ELC sales veepee Wilyears.
liam J. Heinemap.

Boost

is

Margolies

and United

More

effective

is

'

former

all

GaUmont

Hackwork

has been hanin

England

Bros, production there, and
long been publicity aide to

.Alfred Hitchcock.

New

distrib firm’s initial release

will be ’“The- Blue Angel” German
film which brought Marlene Dietrich to stardom. It was originally
released in the U. S. by Paramount
in 1930. Margolies and Rosenberg
acquired it from the Alien Property Custodian, who had vested it
during the war as German-owned,
Release date has been set for Sept.

15 .

L.

for

Warner
has

or earnings;
Annual’ revision is. part of CenIdea: is to
tral’s regular policy.
spread the work among employable
extras and drop the names Of
occasional extras who are often
unavailable when called.

Deferments

walkout at that company, but is
delaying inking Of a new pact in
an effort to make the pay boost
retroactive to August, 1949, expiration date Of the previous contract.
Further huddles between company and union chiefs on both the
UA and U contracts will await the
return of I A execs from the International union’s convention in Detroit, scheduled for Aug. 13 (Sunday) to 18.
iA prez Richard L.
Walsh and other union toppers left
over the weekend for Detroit for
preliminary exec board huddles.
Moss is slated to train out tomor-

eral months.

Anne Barlow
Virginia Barnes
Joseph Bastien
Kurt Baum
Jack Beaber

ROLE

IN ‘VOICE’ SETUP

Washington, Aug. 8.
Motion pictures Will play a big
role in the expanded “Voice of
America” program recommended
last week by a subcommittee of

House Appropriations ComOf the $64,000,0Q0 voted

the

by the subcommittee (the State
Department had asked for $82,000go to the International Motion Picture Division, in addition to the regular
budget of $2,450,000 for the 1951
fiscal year.
Transcript of hearings held a
few weeks ago, made public Friday (4) by the subcommittee, reveals detailed plans of the “Voice”
for greater use of films.
000), $11,017,000 will

Hollywood, Aug. 8,
Executive board of Screen Publicists Guild has set up a balanced
budget which will prevent a dues
increase.
It will be presented to
membership at Aug. 15 meeting.
Plan includes sharp reduction in
overhead, including employment of
part-time business manager at salary greatly reduced from that
formerly paid Milton Gottlieb. Also provides that manager won’t get
contract but must be reelected annually.
If plan is Okayed, executive board will select business manfrom
ager
several current candidates and submit name for ap.

Ellen Moylan
Fernand Nault
Charles Payne

Nora Kaye

C. C. Philippe

Sidney Kingsley

Liane Plane

Ruth Ann Koesun
John Kriza
Harry Kopf

Lila Popper
Shirley Rich

Lucia Chase

Vernon Lusby

Thomas

;

Mary

Mary Burr
Edward Caton
B. Costain

Enrique Martinez
Burton McEvilly

Michael Delaroff
Scott Douglas
Thornton Freeland
Peter Gladke
Paul Godkin
Irma Grant
Ferde Grofe

J. P.

McEvoy

Dimitri Romanoff
Frederic Schaffen

Robert C. Schhitzer
Dorothy Scott
Alexander Smallens
Joan Smith
John R. Tunis
Norma Vance
Angela Velez
King Vidor

Allyri

McLerie
Ralph McWilliams

Tamara Venmar
Jenny Workman

Seymour Milbert
Isabel Mirrow
James Mitchell

Igor Youskevitch

Darryl F. Zanuck

Europe to N. Y.
Milton Berle
Carl Fisher

Frederick Lonsdale
Don McNeill

Ed

Ava Gardner
Boh Goldstein
Benn\W. Levy

Jo Mielziner

John Wiidberg

Mack

Iva Withers

Millar

Frank Sinatra
Sullivan

Milton Shubert

N. Y. to L. A.

proval.

Van Hawley
Peg Hiilias
Anne Humphrey
Joseph James

Roy Allen
Leon Bibb
Edward Brinkman

A. to N. Y.

Sigmund Romberg

William Dillard

William Bergen
Betsy Blair

Jerry Horwin
Milt Kaufman

J.

Roy Brewer

Ken Emery
Ken Englund

Janis Garter

Arthur Kennedy
Douglas Kennedy

Owen Crump

Mona Knox

Bubbles Schinasi
Myer Schine
Ann Sheridan
Helen Strauss
Margaret Sullavan

Linda Darnell

Ike Levy

Howard

Mara Lynn
Richard -Maibaum
Jerry Pickman

Herbert Coleman
Warren Coleman
Yvonne Coleman

Lynn Farnol
La Verne French
John Garth, 3d
William Greaves
Charles Grunwell

Kenneth Thomson
Dmitri Tiomkin
Max Wilk

:

Errol Flynn

TK TO PLAY BIGGER

Lillian Lanese
Joseph Levine
Michael Lland
Barbara Lloyd
Paula Lloyd

Arthur Hornblow, Jr

Dietz

category,
as
picture
Motion
by Commerce, includes “establishments producing and distri(Coiitinued on page 20)

William Inglis

William Brooks
Kelly Brown
Mrs, Jack Buchanan

Sibol Cain

Dow

are

listed

Jan Hollar
Ruth Hunter

Charlyne Baker

Fred Polangin
Hal E. Roach
Mark Robson
A1 Rogell

Peggy

dependency

N. Y. to Europe
Alicia Alonzo

Recommendations will be
tomorrow

Holman

for

mittee.

Eric Braun

Russell

from

not included in the criteria, “inasmuch as members of reserve
First meeting on a possible wage components are liable to call to
hike for United Artists* homeoffice active duty in time of need. Their
whitecollarites,
following
UA’s status, therefore, is different, from
exec realignment, is scheduled for that of men called to service under
today (Wed.) between C. J. (Pat) the Selective Service Act. HowScollard, new UA. exec veepee, and. ever, it
is the policy of the miliRussell MosS, exec veepee Of the tary departments to give consideraemployees’ union.
Union, Local tion to hardship cases.”
H-63 of the International Alliance
The policy applies to Army,
of Theatrical Stage Employees,
Air Force reserves and
last week evoked a wage offer by Navy and
Guardsmen.
National
Universal to forestall a threatened

SEE SPG BD. BUDGET

Shirley Ballard
Barbara Bel Geddes

an indefinite exemption
military service.”

as

may be for more than that time.
In all cases, deferments will be on
an individual basis ‘‘and may be
terminated at any time because of
overriding military considerations.”

given to the delegates
(9) or Thursday.

Frank Fontaine
Barbara Freking
Greorge Gruskin

,

the reservist “must be engaged in
a critical occupation necessary to
a highly essential activity and he
Will be deferred only until he can
be satisfactorily replaced in that
occupation. A deiay in call to active duty may not be considered

:

ical activity in an effort to obtain
repeal of the Taft-Hartley Law.
General executive board, which
Went into a huddle Monday (7) that
will continue all this week, is working on recommendations for collective bargaining and organizing

Dorothy Abbott
Eddie Albert
Art Arthur

Dept, last week to provide basic
Criteria for deferment of reservists
in Civilian occupation, Deferment
policy, according to a directive of
the Defense Dept, provides that

activities may not exceed a period
of six months and no extension

Spokesmen for H-63 declared
Wednesday.
there have been no recent layoffs
Although Walsh’s report has not at U, but confirmed their intention
been made available, it probably to press for the retroactive clause
will have something to say spe- in the Contract. While
specifics on
cifically in regard to the jurisdic- the wage boost
were not revealed,
tional problems between IATSE it’s believed to be based on the
and the National Assn; of Broad- new contract inked by the union
cast Engineers and Technicians in with
Warners recently, which
the television field. Walsh also is called for a 7% hike.
WB pay
expected to report On. IATSE polit- raise was made retroactive for sev-

policies.

Washington, Aug. 8.
Motion pictures, broadcasting
and radio communications are included In a list of essential activities compiled >by the Commerce

Initial deferments of reservists
in critical occupations in.'essential

Artists publicity chief.

recently he

dling

on

months show no appreciable work

of Theatrical Employees
biannual convention here Aug. 1418, Those matters air e expected to
highlight the report of Richard F,
Walsh, IATSE president. The report will be made to the 1,100 delegates from all parts of the U. S.
and Canada either Tuesday (15) or row (Thurs.).

liance

vision.”

While the effect

8.

collec-

ture industry in light of-boxoffice

30 people, including producers,
argents
and exhibs, during his
not as star- three-day stay and reported on his
tling as that of the new Polaroid findings
at
Monday’s conclave.
process, it has the advantage of re- Hope of the exhib group is to keep
various of its members circulating
on page 22)
( Continued
to the Coast on similar trips for
idea-trading to supplement the enlarged board plan.
In formal confirmation of previ
(Continued on page 24)
Wilmington, Del., Aug, 8.
DuPont prices on nitrate raw"Robinson' Profit Assured
stock have been boosted an average '5.3% in action taken by the
Film’s Sundry Backers
compahy yesterday (Monday). Upping of the tab is attributed by
The chances of a flock of filmproof
costs
increased
DuPont to
ites, mostly employees of Eagle
duction. It is believed to be the Lion Classics, extracting their infirst repercussion in the film indus- vestment plus a profit out of “The
try to climbing prices stemming Jackie Robinson Story,” filmizafrom the Korean war crisis.
tion of the life of the Negro Dodger
Hiked prices will not coyer safe- ballplayer, now looks to be a sure
ty (acetate) rawstock, Which re- thing.
In its first seven-eight
mains unchanged. Almost all fea- Weeks of general release, “Robinture prints are now manufactured son’’ has passed the $200,000 mark
In acetate, With the price slightly on rentals.
Film needs $375,000higher than that of nitrate.
$400,000 gross take before it starts
Under the boost, nitrate release paying off its ELC investors,
positive will sell for $11.50 per
“Robinson” has done a middling
thousand feet instead of $11*. Nibusiness in big cities but is sackrawstock is raised to
is

to

tive bargaining in the motion pic-

i

What

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Roster of film extras is going
through its annual sifting process
at the hands of Central Casting,
eliminating
atmosphere players
whose records during the last 12

(

iy2 -to^ 2 -hour show.
Hope is, Reeves

of

Central Sifts Extras

•

Hazen’s “Korea” Juiy 14), Republic’s “Flying Tigers of Korea” (July
17) and David O, Selznick’s “South
Korea,” “Korea” and “Crisis in
Korea” (June 28)>
Republic registered a reissue of
“The Marines Have Landed,” originally released in 1936 and Dusmet-Moore Productions asked, ex-

It will also make sufficient product in the process to provide a

Hundreds

1950

Pic Titters Kept Busy
As War Gives ’Em Ideas
War continued a fruitful source

Syndicate Dickers for B’way House

•New group

9,

l

Sheila Guyse
Mabel Hart

'

Gertrude Jeannette

Mark Kramer

*

Peter Levathes
Maurice Levine

Alma

Lillie

Elen Longone
Paul Mario
Inez Matthews
Julian Mayfield

Rphert McFerrin

Moses McMarr
June McMechen
Arthur Miller

John Morley

Van Prince
George Rees
Judson Rees
Frank Roane
Ben Rosenberg
Arthur Schwartz
Jerome Shaw
Gloria Smith
Christine Spencer

John W. Stanley
Constance Stokes
Joseph Thead
Clyde Turner

Edward
J.

Wallersteln

Arthhr Warner

Lucretia West

...

.

Wednesday, August

-

-

.

1950

9,

PICTURES

YANKS EYE
m

ia,Suh

BRIT.

.

London, Aug.

8.

Burst of righteous indignation by Ellis G. Arnall, plus the fortunate and timely intervention of the U. S. Embassy here were the
only two reasons the ’'American team here to negotiate a new British film monetary agreement was able to go home with any pact at
Harold Wilson, prez of the British Board of Trade, had calmly
all.
told the four-man U. S. delegation,, after it had already been in
England for several weeks, thjit he was going off on a vacation
and that if they cared to wait around a couple more weeks he'd talk
to them again. That was just one day before the Yanks were preparing to go home.
Arnall, repping the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers in the negotiations, blew up. Already convinced by th at
time that Wilson was using “wearing down” tactics, Amall exploded that the B. of T. topper was being mighty cavalier with a delegation that had come 3,000 miles to see him.
The force of the outburst in ArnalTs Georgia drawl apparently
took Wilson aback and changed the tone of the talks. Whether it
would have done much good, however, is doubtful if at the same
time Ambassador Lewis Douglas had not also strongly protested.
As a result, negotiations were completed within a matter of hours
on a plan which the Americans had developed during the weeks of
waiting for Wilson to find time to talk with them.

While the new British film pact
has won wide approval in principle artfongU.* S. distribs, room is
seen for plenty' of argument among
the majprs on filling in the percentage blanks that were left in
the bonus clauses of the agreement.
it is not expected that
discussions will become so
heated that they in any way will
jeopardize final consummation of
the deal, Feeling, as indicated at
a preliminary meeting of the Motion Picture Export Assn, board,
last week, is that the agreement in
principle is a very favorable one.
Seven companies* gave their Okay
at* once at a session in New York
and three others (United Artists,

However,

,

the

Columbia and Republic)

signified

their approval later.

A

Second hurdle

to be faced
is the reaction of Hollywood labor
to the accord. One of the provisions
is an incentive plan for encouraging American production in England.. Holly wood's guilds and crafts

Metro’s long-running battle on
two big circuits,
Skouras Theatres and Mike Naify’s
rental terms with

chain,
ended
California
The major
peacefully this week.
bookings.
renew
will immediately
Reportedly, the hassle with the
George SkoUraS outfit faded because of the personal intervention
of Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prez,
who shares an interest in the circuit

United

with

his

Charles.

brothers George and
the Coast, the Naify

On

ended after three years, with
Joseph Schenck; 50% owner in the
chain, said to have thrown in his
weight for peace.
Metro had been selling away
from Skouras houses for the past
tiff

year.
after

Company took
the circuit

that action
objected to the
.

company’s sales policy, which required a minimum guarantee of
25% on percentage films, It is said
that the Skouras outfit has now
agreed to meet that requirement.
Metro was adamant because a
change in that provision would
have weakened its position with
other exhibs.

Two

reconciliations give Metro
the healthiest outlook, so far as the
number of accounts are concerned,
in many years. Approximately 300
houses are covered by- the two

(Continued on page 63)

Thrash Out Final Points
As*Talks Go Into Stretch
Hollywood,

Aug.

8.

still

Republic Eyes Future
some
With Juve Cowpokes tacit

changes-^-or.

at

least

Net for

U

Seen

,

that of exec v.p.,

which was taken

over last week by C.

J. (Pat) Scolwho left Paramount the previous week after 11 years of handling labor relations and other administrative chores.
Another important factor in
slowing the company’s quest for

lard,

manpower is understood to be the
salary brackets in which it is
thinking.
It is reported that the
fee at which it wants to hire a sales
chief is arourid $500 to $600 a week
—considerably below the going
under which rate for a major company.
Meantime, there were growing
Joseph Bernhard, head of Film
that
Classics, would salvage some stock indications- — arid convictions
interest in Eagle Lion Classics, de the McNutt deal was not as origWhile the details
facto company handling FC and inally pictured.
Eagle Lion product, is shaping as have been kept determinedly hazy
chairman
McNutt, it has
by
board
Talks between Wila possibility.
liam C. MacMillen, ELC head and been learned on good authority
exec veepee of EL, and Irving that the change of management was
Kaufman, assignee for the benefit a maneuver rather than a bona fide
Revised;

merger

—

1

.

purchase of control of the corporanew course which may lead to tion from Miss Pickford and
the changed setup.
Heretofore, Charles Chaplin;
While no new money has come in
chances of Bernhard remaining in
(Continued on page 20)
the new company under a merger
of

FC

creditors,

have

taken

a

|

its

own

to British films,
prints, payrolls and
the long list of other uses to which

Luft, indie producer and
husband of actress Lynn Bari, is
readying a film to be based upon
the career of the famed turf

rights

manufacture of

MAN-0- WAR AT POST AGAIN
Sid

!

j

I
I

j

l

|

Otherwise, the Atlas interests
in entertainment stocks remained
virtually unchanged during the six
unit.

month*

Atlas still has a big stake
Walt Disney Productions, in
which it retains 93>050 shares of
common (market value $558,300)
in

.

the 12 months ending
July 1. Net was between $34,000,000 and $35,000,000.

arid $308,500
in Disney’s
at $246,800),

tion program and so is not putting
so much pressure on his Odeori

six

'available,

amount
“A” bonds (valued

in principal

4%

Some 234,012 RKO stock Options
Hypo in that amount is anticiwhich expired Jan, 31 are no longpated for a number of reasons.
er carried on the books.
These
First is an improvement in general
economic conditions in Britain. options had a nominal value of $3,656
the
beginning
at
of
the
year.
Second is that the quota will be
reduced on Oct. 1 to 30%, giving Only other entertainment stock is
more playing time to Hollywood 20,000 shares of Madison Square
product/ Thirdly t J; Arthur Rank Garden Corp. priced at $190,000.
Net income for Atlas during the
has tremendously sliced his producmonths was $11,551,994. Earned

surplus

is

figured at $27,712,061.

and

Gaumont-British chains to,
play -his- product to the exclusion

from abroad.
Frozen Funds
Using up all their frozen funds
earnings may be put are expected in Britain would be no novelty to
to chew up the other $17,000,000 most U S, distribs, since they accomplished almost that under the
in earnings.
The $38,000,000 figure for the two-year agreement that was to
period beginning Oct. 1, when the have expired June 13 but is benew one-year pact becomes effec- ing continued in force until Oct. 1.
It The only company that had any
tive, is an estimate, of course.
is based on earnings for the latest sizable balance as of June 13 was
(Continued on page 9)
period on which statistics are
American

earnings.

has been highly regarded
ever since he toured there with an
ball club in the ’2Qs.
Norton V. Ritchey, president of Champ, “Man-O-War.”
Arnold
publicist
Previously
Monogram International, is on his
way to Tokyo to huddle with Jap- Stoltz had also announced plans for
anese distribs*
a similar venture.
fielder

r

UP

one

American

theoretically have been reduced to as low as $13,000,000.
New agreement continues the
$17,000,000 base figure, but
eliminates the penalty provision.
Bonus is still included,
so that the only way that convertibility can go is Up.

were very Slim.
Pointing up the fact that the disHollywood labor cussions have a very long way to Atlas Retains Interest
groups have had their reps at work go, MacMillen this Week ordered
in D.C. Thus, it is suspected by his bfanch offices
Theatres After
In
to halt all sellMPAA and SIMPP that that may ing on some 20 films
which- his
Full-scale recovery has now been account for the Change of heart. If company has been handling for FC.
Prod. Distrib Sale
marked by Universal, with the so, it would also indicate that the All prior playdates will be serviced
Atlas Corp., Floyd B. Odium’s
company doing its top business ih laborites could put sufficient pres- but no new ones taken. MacMillen
investment firm, is holding on to
many years during the past six- sure on State to frown to the
(Continued on page 22)
its stock interest in United ParaA steady rise of British on the incentive angle of
seven weeks.
theatres after selling its
the
mount
deal
and
possibly
a
force
gross rentals reached its peak last
slice in the Paramount productionweek when U garnered close to change.
Military
Pix
Col’s
2
Previously
Production incentive is only one
distribution company.
$1,300,000 at the end of a 15- week,
Hollywood, Aug. 8,
the owner of a block of 50,000
sales drive.
Company has done of three bonus plans included in
Columbia
is readying two mili- shares in the old pre-diVorcement
the
agreement
which
diffion
and
over $700,000 for each stanza in
culties promise to arise in MPAA tary pictures to make hay while major, Atlas has followed the court
late June and the entire month of
councils. The three schemes to- the war- clouds loom. Their titles mandate against dual ownership
July.
“The Flying Jeeps” and by unloading the production-disgether will provide a bonus of are
For the third fiscal quarter which $2,000,000 based on activity equal “Pentagon.”
trib stock.
It still owns 25,000
ended July 31, it is expected that to that in the past, Greater activity
Robert Cohn, producer, left for shares of UP common, according
the company will show up with a could send it to $4,000,000 or even Washington With synopses of the
to the half-year financial report of
net profit of nearly $1,000,000. This more. That would be added to the two yarns for perusal by the war
the investment firm.
would represent a tremendous
officials in the Pentagon.
(Continued oh page 20)
Company’s interest in UP is esjump from bpth the second quarter
timated at $409,375 against $1,100,
net of $272,270 and the first quar000 for its block in the old Par

UWF

Ruth

production was less than in
the past' and a bonus if it was
more, so that the basic $17,000,000 of Convertibility could
if

thetic attention.
More recently,

;

Babe

feelers have been sent out to
of distribution men, but

number

the response, as far as can be
learned, has been slim.
Potential candidates for the post,
are loathe to consider it without
assurances as to the future of the
Company. They’ve been given no
more information than the industry in general on the deal by which
a group headed by Paul V. McNutt
and Mary Pickford have obtained
control of UA,
Minus any dope on the status
of the company beyond reports of
.confusion currently caused by loss
of all its top manpower, no one is
anxious to step into the breach.
Only job that the new ^management has been able to fill so far is

is

RUTH STORY'
“The

a

some

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
bringing up cowboys position
at the moment as a result
in a juvenile oater series, starting
of a bit of mystery that developed
with “Buckaroo Sheriff of Texas,” while the American negotiating
with the top roles played by a pair team was in London. That’s the
kids,
Michael
of
Chapin and sudden interest of the U.S. State
Eilene Janssen,
Idea is to rear Dept, in the talks. It was almost
them as future saddle stars. Part purely a result of the strong posiof the profits will go to the Na- tion taken by Ambassador Lewis
tional Kids Day Foundation,
Douglas that the favorable agreeRudy Ralston will be associate ment was reached.
producer of the series, with Phil
The Big Switch
Ford as director.
Neither Eric Johnston nor Ellis
G. Arnall could account for Washington’s interest. Both the Motion
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers prexies had
spoken to State frequently, particularly Arnall, but had never been
able to engender more than apaRepublic

efforts this week to line up a
general sales manager; Infor-

mal

understandings with Yank
studios— on this angle of the pact.
Labor is in a peculiarly strong

.

Company’s
of the
heaviest grossers, will be reissued
on a large scale in Japan, where
the memory of the late Yankee out-

its

hew

retains the incentive plan
for U. S. production in England that Yank distribs and
labor strenuously objected to
*When originally offered by the
There is,
British last May.
all-important
however,
One
modification.
Original provided a penalty

objected strenuously to this before

.

Monogram’s

Important Switch
New British monetary, agreement

and may still make themselves
heard loudly enough to bring about

The Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna
production deal with RKO is in its
final week of negotiating period,
with both parties putting “final
touches” to about 10 key points
In 1949, at the
ter’s $12,924.
of the 110-point contract.
close of the third quarter, U was
It’s expected that; Hughes perIt wound
in the- red for $775,018,
sonally will sit in oh Wednesday
up the year with a loss of $1,125,
(9) talks, with controls of budgets,
851.
stories and casting still to be
During the past week “Winchesironed out as well as “protection”
’73” alone brought over $250,for W-K from delayed decisions by ter
RKO execs which might prevent 000 into U’s coffers, previously, American companies expect to
taking advantage of opportune company’s big moneymaker: was
“Francis,” which buoyed returns achieve 100% conversion of their
deals.
many weeks. Company also British earnings under the. new
If deal is not wound up by Sat- for
from Anglo-U. S. film agreement worked
grosses
heavy
urday night p (12), Wald-Krasna expects
They anticipate
out last week.
have right to negotiate with other “Louisa,” just starting its rounds that there will be nothing left
in the theatres.
studios.
It's understood several
approximately
the
United World frozen out of
Prospects
for
majors are standing by waiting
$38,000,000 which is looked for in
Films, its 16m and Video subsid,
tire outcome, and prepared to make
beWhile this Britain during the 12 months
are also brightening,
offers if RKO deal doesn’t jell,
ginning Oct. 1.
unit has- not been turning in any
with
its
$17,000,agreement,
New
sizable payments, it is now beginof convertibility,
ning to pay off its $2,000,000 bank 000 guarantee
‘BABE
plus
a system of bonuses, may give
loan on which U is guarantor. First
in cash
installment of $500,000 has been them as high as $21 ,000,000
out of the United Kingdom. ProIt is expected that
made.
of
purchase
England,
in
duction
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
will be able to retire the loan on
Story,”,

With departure of Paul N. LazUnited Artists’ new management way reportedly stepping up

arus, Jr.,

.

of that

RKO MUST PAY 25G
IN PLAGIARISM SUIT
Hollywood, Aug.

8.

supreme court has. ruled
must pay Samuel R,
Goldin and Norbert Faulkner $25,State
that

RKO

000 in their plagiarism suit against
the studio.
Pair had Claimed that

RKOV

“Ghost

was a steal from
“Man and his Shadow.”

Ship”

their play,

e

'!

:

wcmtEs

Wednesday August

1950
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FOR
TOA’S HOUSTON MEET

BIG RESERVATIONS

Big early reservations for TheaOwners of America’s forthcoming national convention in Houston, Oct. 30-Nov. 2, is giving the
affair a fast start.
Exhib org has
already received registrations from
210 TOA-ers.
Large number of
small fry from 23 states and Canada have requested reservations.
Delegation of exhibs from Mexico will also be on hand.

‘Winchester’ 2d, Bride’ 3d, TIame’dtb
Consistent draw of “Annie Get*
Your Gun” (M-G), despite the hot
Weather and ail other handicaps,

placed

July’s Goldeii Dozen
1. “Artnie Get Gun^ (M-G).

at the top of the box-

it

“Winchester ’73” (U).
“Father of Bride” (M-G).
4. “Flame and Arrow” (WB).
5. “Duchess of Idaho’’ (M-G),
6. “White Tower” (RKO),
7; ?Irma Goes West” (Par).
8. “711 Ocean Drive” (Col).
9. “Sidewalk Ends” (20th).
10 “Bright Leaf” (WB).
11. “The Gunfighter” (20th).
2.

the month of July,
according to reports from Variety
correspondents in 24 key cities.
Tfie Metro musical held steadily
among the first three grossers for
the initial three weeks, and never
dipped below sixth. In addition,
pic seldom opened mildly, hitting
new highs for the. season in some
Film hung up a longruh
spots.

heap

office

mark

at

up

iojg

(Tues;).

-for

Loew’s State, N. Y., wind12th

its

tre

3.

4

12.

[

“The

Crisis” (M-G).

Acting on the premise that the
realty situation may take a sharp
turn because of the Korean fracas,

:
-

foyf

•

Walt

Paramount’s board has decided to
shelve all maneuvers to sell the

|Jj{

It

Could

If “Beaver” goes as a sub for a
second feature it is expected to
open the field again for testis in
short pix which neither fit in the
traditional feat u r
or shorts
Disney is already conbracket.
vinced that there, is a good market
for this flsh-hor-foWl type of film
and is prepping production plans
to turn out another under the tentative label of “God’s Half Acre/'
His first test was with “Seal Island/’ Academy Award winner re-

lumbus as well

as in Covington, Ky., ozoners. It has also
played some, of its films in
Michigan nabe houses first-run
because of an inability to

,

.

.

I

leased last. year.

i

'

I

Streamlined features of 50-minutes running time were tested
shortly after the War by Hal
Roach, who released them through
United Artists. Roach turned out a
flock of these pix as replacements
^ or second features but the venture proved a financial dud. Buddy

,

,
1

...

.

.

1

;

'

I

Rogers and Mary Pickford also
took a flyer at that time with
eauallv
eq
" aUy unsVtisfactorv
results
Wflsatistactory results.
Disney s medium-sizers, differ
from previous tries in that they are
built: around nature studies rather
than purely fictional in content.
Whether that has any bearing on
the main question is problejhatical

,
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•
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novel fare.

,

New

Pix Promising
Batch of new pictures hold some
promise, several getting enough
test or initial play dates to indicate future possibilities. “Treasure
Island” (RKO), with largely sock
to big first weeks, is one of the
strong new entries. “Three Little
Words” (M-G) also has shown

enough

tentialities.

date to hint real po“Destination Moon”

(EL), with

smash extended-run at

to

the reorientation value of the

pic.
is assessed by N. Y. city at $2,780,as possible are 000.
University picked up the
chosen in that category, other building to house much of its adokays will be given on the basis ministrative staff and part of its
that the film does not do harm to school when
a number of its floors
the cause of democracy and U. S. are vacated by present tenants.
policy.
Duty of allocating the individual

When

!

as

quotas and then approving the pix
falls upon Don Brown, chief of the
Civilian Information & Education
division of the Supreme Command
With alAllied Powers (SCAP).
most 180 more licenses still to be
handed out, Brown is in a plenty
tough spot doing his picking and
choosing.
In addition to getting licenses
and okays for admittance of pix
Japan, additional approval
into
must be won for a film to share in
the dollar convertibility of yen beSCAP.
ing made available by
MPEA has made a deal permitting
worth
of
it to convert $1,500,000
yen in nine months; Indies have
no currency commitment from
SCAP as yet, but it is understood
that they will be allowed $500,000.
That’s another point that has
CI&E on the spot, since it is
claimed that the allotment of $1/500,000 for nine majors against
$500, 000 for a handful of indies
'

.

“The Men”
(UA) did nicely on its first two
weeks at N.Y. Music Hall.
“Our Very Own” (RKO) started
out big on its first two dates. “So
Young, So Bad” (UA), also new, has
already racked up some sizable

“Flame and Arrow-”

sessions. “In Foreign Legion” (U)
bo far has been on the disappointing side for an Abbott-Costello

“Next Voice You Hear”
(M-G), also new, has not proved

comedy.

especially startling boxpffice-wise
after its nice N.Y. Music Hall run.
“Stella” (20th) also has been largely mild to tepid so far,

duction

Boston

circuit during August and September.
Booking was disclosed this
week by United Artists, the distrib.

Pic is also going into Schine,
Reade and RKO houses to provide about 50 key openings during the two-month period.
.

South Koreans See
Special

Island

former
headed
by
Georgia governor EUis G. Arnall.

Trail”

(Col) was strictly unfunny in many
localities as far as biz is concerned,
“Cariboo Trail” (20th) takings
largely on the modest side.

j

;

“In a Lonely Place” (Col), with
few bookings thus far, is credited
“Kind
with some fair weeks.
Hearts and Coronets” (EL), which
finished ninth one week, is doing
big to great trade, mainly in smalls
“All Quiet on Western
sealers.
Front” (U), out on reissue, chalked

War

Rgels

Continued from page

Under

that
set-

ting up a quota system in its effort to hold down the quantity of
product to keep from flooding Jap
theatres.
They say they now feel
virtually under obligation to import the maximum under the
quota, while probably under ordinary circumstances not as many as
270 pix would have been sent in.

UWF

Murphy Wins ’Badge’
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It is RKO ’s Contention that the
public has no concern" with the
hard-and-fast typing by the industry. Hence, the patrons are unmindful of length and will pay lor
any pic that proves entertaining.
Another argument, raised in the
past, is that the shorter film gives
an exhib a package without the
undue length of a full double-feature program.

3

“scheduled performances” plan, patrons will be able
to buy tickets in advance for a
particular showing. Nobody, however, will be seated once the feature lias started and the house is
to be completely cleared between
each performance.
While 20 th will insert the
“scheduled performances” clause
as only a request in the contracts,
exhibs buying “Eve” must agree to
play the picture singly, Skouras
said. Questioned as to whether this
might not be a step towards eliminating double bills, the 20th chief
said the plan has nothing to do
with that.
“While. I am against
double features from every angle,”
he declared, “there are too many
outside factors present in each situation for us^ to attempt to change
them at one time.

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Audie Murphy, oustanding war berg, who left last week for Indo- ing to enter into the
plan from the
hero off the screen, will play the nesia.
start.
If one of the company’s regf
top role in “The Red Badge of
Blumberg, son of U’s prez, Nate ular customers turns
it down, he
Courage/’ Metro’s film version of Blumberg, has taken an exec job said, the picture
will then be ofthe Steve Crane classic.
with Zoro Corp., outfit in which fered to a competing
house. SkouPicture goes into work in three UWF board chairman Matty Fox ras arid Smith
sock trade in final wecok
mild to
up
both noted that 20th
A
m
of July, being surprisingly strong weeks, with Gottfried Reinhardt has an interest. Gluck formerly has full authority to refuse to sell
producing.
serVed as Lewis Blumberg’s aide.
lor ail oldie.
r
• pi
«

1

the

Washington, Aug. 8.
South Korean natives are being
provided with a special weekly
newsreel on eventi there and in
the rest of the world by the State
Dept.’s information division. It is
made up in New York, out pf clips
provided by the commercial newsreel conipanies, under the supervision of Static’s, newsreel chief,
While success of the plan will
Jack Connelly.
undoubtedly mean 20th will release
In addition to a 35m version for other
pictures in the future the
iise
in the remaining theatres, same
way, Skouras
it
16m Versions are being shipped is only designed for emphasized
pictures simifor showing by the 14 mobile units lar to
“Eve.” Film, a personal pronow operated by the State Dept, in duction of 20th studio
veepee
Korea.
Darryl F Zanuck and scripted and
directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
runs two hours and 20 minutes.
Gluck
Film is scheduled to preem in
Post of television sales chief of October at the Roxy,
N. Y, NaUnited World Films, Universal’s tional Theatres’ first-run
hbuses
wholly-owned subsid in the 16m throughout the country
will folarid video fields, is being filled by low
in a week and, according to
Norman Gluck. Gluck succeeds to Skouras, it will be made available
the niche vacated by Lewis Blum- at that time to
any theatres desir-

Producers,

(Rep)
chipped in with some fine weeks
during the month after some moderate sessions. “Good Humor Man”
“Rock

in New. York,
San Francisco first-

currently

and

runs, goes into the entire Loew’s

establish this ratio by the Society
of
Independent Motion picture

Some Yank distribs think
the Army made a mistake in

;

,

would be entirely disproportionate.
“Rogues of Sherwood Forest’’ Considerable pressure is underadded some worthwhile biz stood being exercised, however, to
•

,

M

1

(Col )

during July. “Iroquois Trail” (UA),
mainly average, never did get
started in most spots. “Comanche
Territory” (U) still showed up with
some smash to fast sessions during
the month. “Underworld Story”
(UA), mild in some spots, did well
in others.

since it seems unlikely that the
public or exhibs would object on
the pure grounds of subject mutter.
ain point, of course, is
whether the public will take tp
them as entertainment.
“Seal Island” cost Disney some
$75,000 and turned in a gross of
[-$175,000. On the basis of current
selling terms and early critics'
plaudits for w “Beaver,” RKO estimates that the film will do well

Harold J, Fitzgerald, Fox Wisconover $175,000. “Beaver” also cost
sin; Frank L, Newman, 'Sr.» Everabout $75,000, thereby highlightgreen
circuit;
George Bowser,
ing the coin-making possibilities of
general manager of Fox West
this kind of film.
Coast Theatres, and Dick Dicksop
Another pic will shortly hit the
and Spencer Leve, respectively division managers for Fox West theatres in the same bracket. IrvCoast in Southern and Northern ing Allen is winding-up production
on “Return of Gilbert and SulliCalifornia.
Entire Loew’s Chain Sets
|'van,” with the rough cut about 35
minutes in running time. Allen and
’Men’ for Aug^Sept.
his partner, Joe Justman, may add
another 20 minutes to the film.
“The Men,” Stanley Kramer pro-

many

;

N.Y. Mayfair, also looks to be a
future winner, novelty of theme
obviously being a factor. More is
expected to be heard from “711
Ocean Drive.” Same is true of

Valley'/?

featurette. Company is asking top
dualer. flat terms for the film,
which is just breaking its first twodozen dates.

Arthur Rank pic.'
Film opens at the CCC, Eastside and Riverside drive-ins. ]U
has booked other pix in Co-

;

>

“Beaver

running 32 minutes.
“Beaver”' p o s e s the question
squarely because RKO, pic’s di$trib, is booking the film as a sec?
pnd feature rather than a short or
5

Paramount home office building,
Times Sq. laridjnark, for the time
agree on terms with the Butbeing.
Building has been withterfield chain.
on
drawn from the market after a
Stewart, star of picture, was a conU. S. distribs believe that the number of feelers were sent out
tributing
Third money]
factor.
to prospective purchasers,
Origiwent to “Father of Bride,” also nulitary government in Japan may nal asking price for the building
Chas. Skouras Points
Metro. “Bride/’ champion in June, ^iav e taken a bigger bite than it
of
in
the
neighborhood
$11,was
continued its sock biz despite its could comfortably chew when it is- 000,000;
now-rapidly-becomingue(
*
extended-run in many localities,
To 60 ‘Better’
1$?
J
Circular 8, laying down a
famed
Par's policy-setters now feel, that
»*
^ an(j Arrow
a
tWB) won
distribution code: for Nippon, the company may be able to get a
l
Z'*™
fourth place via extensive bookings It has put on a few civilian om- considerably; higher price if buildIn NT Coast Session
Burt ployces of the Aymy for the un- ing controls are reenacted. Under
at the end of the month.
j'.
.
TJ ii
0
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Lancaster starrer, however, got enviable job of picking and ap- its consent decree, company has
Hollywood is in there swinging
under way comparatively slowly in proving U. S. product and Com- five years to unload the property,
the forepart of July. Fifth spot panies— vvith
all
the attendant hence there is no urgency in seek- to prove that its slogan, “Movies
was taken over by “Duchess of pressures, since there’s a consider- ing a buyer.
Are Better Than Bver,” is no myth;
Idaho” iM-Gi, the Esther WilliamsGood part of the cash from the In facti Hollywood is about to demvan Johnson picture being espe_
Circular 8 sets up^a quota sys- sale was to be channeled into the onstrate that fact, according to
daily sturdy on it first weeks-.
1
/TW ~ V which tern under which 270 Yank-made buy-up of outstanding common Charles P. Skouras, addressing a
White. m
Tower „ (RKO);
pj x rnay be imported into Japan stock. Possibility of a better price, meeting of National Theatres divialso Started out fairly moderately, during the current fiscal year.
It however, is considered more im- sional heads for a three-day $esmanaged to wind up sixth. Seventh a [ so did .away with the “chosen in- portant than the campaign to slon.
Irjna _GoCs
position was Won by
streamline Par’s capital structure.
distribution,
trument”
method
of
s
National Theatres will start the
Whlle
cst
7T1 ^c^J1 whereby the U. S. Majors’ co-op,
B’klyn Paramount Sold
S
,
MABTE drive on Sept. 1, continupJJive
the Motion Picture Export Assn.;
ipj? ;
Brooklyn Paramount theatre and ing to New Year’s Day, with $150,Where Sidewalk Ends (20th) was had an exclusive franchise.
the 11-story building in which the 000 earmarked for campaign exninth, “Bright Leaf” (WB) 10th.
MPEA continues to operate as cleluxer is housed passed into the penses and a lineup of better-thanVGunfighter”
<20th)
11th - and
“Crisis” (M-G) 12th. “Gunfighter” Jbe rep of pine companies and has hand of Long Island U. this week. ever films to serve as ammunition.
been granted licenses for importa- Purchase was made from* Realty Skouras named 60 pictures which,
was fourth in June.
tion of 78 films.
Indie producers
he declared, are superior in enter„
Best runnerup pictures were have betn granted a total of 14; Associates Securities Corp., previof
“Broken Arrow” (20th), just getting licenses so far and are expected to ous owner of the property. At the tainment value to any cluster
same time, a lease ^running until films ever released during a simstarted at the tag end of the
ilar
the
period
in
past.
1960 was given to United ParaRocketship^^X-M
month;
approval mount, which has. been operating
licenses
are
granted,
Division chiefs attending the
..
^
‘Rocketship
and
Peggy” (U). “Rnrketshin”
must stillbewonforthe individ- the house.
a.
u j
three-day session were Elmer C.
fimshed iOth .the previous month. ual pictures to be imported,
Amount of coin involved in the Rhoden, Fox Midwest; Frank R.
attesting to the public s yen for
Criterion on approvals is first deal was not disclosed.
Property Ricketson,
Fox
Interm ountain;

More Than

Disney’s

foiir-reeler

:

•

Winchester ’73” (U) capUired,
second place for the month, mainly
on the blanket booking for a couple
of weeks over the country, which
enabled it to win, first spot for two
successive weeks. Draw of James

,

British film gets the al fresco
treatment.
“Winner” is a J/

.

week yesterday

Question of the public’s acceptance of a streamlined film ranging from 30-50 minutes in place of
a second feature ia being 'reopened
again with the current release of

4-

1 st-Runs
FoUowiqg through on a policy of booking first-run in
drive-ins
and nkbe houses
where it cannot obtain its
terms from regular first-run
theatres, Universal is opening
“Rocking Horse Winner” Aug,
25 in three Columbus, O.^ozoners;
Unusual day-date booking is the first time that a

U’» Drive-In

f i?

W.

...

Liz Taylor’s

WB Pic In

Payoff for

Wyman

Loan

Hollywood, Aug.
Elizabeth

Taylor,

honeymooning

8.

currently

Europe, will star
in a picture for Warners early next
in

summer. Understood the deal is
the result of a trade whereby Jane
Wyman shifted from the Burbank
lot to Metro for the femme lead in
“Three Guys Named Mike.’tt
Miss Taylor’s next commitment
at Metro is “Father’s Little Dividend,”' starting in September, after

•

.

[

|

which she

will

move

to

Warners.

3 Marine Pix Into

Re-Release by Rep.
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
rushing re-release
Marine Corps
background, “Leathernecks Have
Loaded,” ’’Join the Marines”_and
Come on. Leathernecks.” They
will be available for bookings as
soon as prints are processed in
order to give "firm a tiein with
current Marine action in Korea,
Pix were lCnsed between 1936-38.
Casts include such names »>s
Lew Ayres, Isabel Jewell, Paul
-Kelly. June Travis, Richard CromRepublic

is

of three films with

[
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REVIEWS

Let’s Dance
(MUSICAL-COLOR)
Hollywood, Aug.

7.

Barnes; editor Ellsworth Hoagland; new
songs. Frank Locsser; Tnusic;. direction,
Robert Emmett Dolan. Tradeshown Aug.

with

supporting British;
an adaptation of

a

“Rose”

is

Thomas Costain

7, '50, Running time, ill MINS.
Betty Hutton
Donald Elwood. ........... Fred Astaire
Mr. Edmund Pohl whistle, Roland Young
Ruth Warrick
Carola Everett
Serena Everett ........... Lucile Watson
Richard Everett-:..'.;.., Gregory Moffett
Larry Channock ....... Barton MacLane
Sheppard Strudwick
Timothy Bryant
Melville Cooper
Mr. Charles AVagstaffe
.......
..... Harold Huber
Marcel
George Zucco revolt
Judge ............ ......
.

.

.

,

.

bestseller of

the

.

j

.

'.

.

{

.

..

.

!

.

(Color) (M-G).
Judy x Garland,
in topflight musiBig b.o.
cal entertainment.

“Waterfront” (British) (GFD)
talent wasted irr; slowlypaced meller; unfavorable for

is futile in the hands of the
small hordes that preyed the EngBetty Hutton and Fred Astaire, lish countryside. The central figplus color, are the assets that will ure in the Saxon fight is Walter
of ...
Power), the ilGumie (Tyrone
see “Let’s Dance” through to okay _
.
0
,rn te * on of a feaxon peer.
grosses. It’s a light concoction of !f,£*J
tVr il€n ?,
he
becomes
IGCOgniZGtl aS
mn,c
anri
H.nr.c
cnvinl."l..H
story, songs and dances, sprinkled
the leader of a successful plot to
With humor, that is generally acfree the local jail of Saxon prisonceptable' as escapist filmfare for
ers, he is forced to flee the* country.
most any situation.
Then follows his wanderings to
Entertainment values are good the East, his association with the
and could have been better had Mongol leader, Bayan (Orson
footage been tightened. There is Welles), and his romance with the
story value to susrot sufficent
'8
Rose (Cecile
Aubry),
\yvvuv iAUM*
Black XWOC
.V
J Aj whom
tain the present running time of h e meets while she is a prisoner
111 minutes, resulting in a number 0 f Bayan during the latter’s march
ol sagging stretches..
toward eastern conquests.
hits
Hutton- Astaire teaming u
In his travels, flanked by his
Oh. Saxon crony Tristram (Jack Hawits highlight for mirth on
Them Dudes,” a Frank Loesser tune kins), Power has soaked up the
that decries the. adoption of the * lore and mvsteries of the east, and
square dance by city slickers, W ith his ultimate return to EngGarbed as two rough-tough west- land he is forgiven by the King
ern guntoters, Miss Hutton and because of his contributions to
Astaire romp through the number English culture and science, which
with evident pleasure, and audi- tie has brought back with him.
ence reaction is good.
Here and there is an escapist
rhythm moment or two, as in the scene
Astaire
spotlights
a
terp
for
his
dance around a piano
where Power, in payment for betopper, and he and Miss Hutton trayal, must tread a thick rope,
step out to “I Can’t Stop Talking flanked on either side by blood-

Good

U. S. dates,
“Dark City”

’

I

•

.

.

•

.

i

•

:

with

b.o. in

western situations.
“County Fair” (Color)
Harness racing and
(Mono).
romance against a county fair

I

j

i

.

setting.

.

am

stories loom as big as that
earlier effort; strong moneymaker via class audiences.

“Gunslingers” (Mono.) .Routine western starring Whip

.

j

:

,

\

give able support.
This was obviously a massiveediting job, and the finished product in one or two spots suggests
cutting difficulties, especially, at

j

Cleave, plus other technical Mark Robson., Screenplay, Philip Yordan;
contributions, help to hold to- based on novel by Leo Brady; camera,
Harry Stradllng; music, Hugo Frledhofer:
gether the fluffy premise. Brog.
editor, Daniel MandeU. Tradeshown Aug.
Running time.
time, 98 MINC.
2, *50.
Dana. Andrews
Father Roth
Kllaek llose
......... Farley Granger
Martin Lynn
Joan Evans
(COLOR)
Rita Conroy
.Robert Keith
aoth-Fox release of* Louis D; Lighton Mandel
Paul Stewart
production.
Stars Tyrone Power, Orson Craig .....;
Mala
Powers
Welles, Cecile Aubry; features Jack Haw* .Julie ......................
Adele Jergens
kins.
Directed by Henry Hathaway. Irene ...
Screenplay, Talbot. Jennings, from novel Father Kirkman ...... .Harold Vermilyea
John Ridgely
by Thomas Costalii; camera (Techni- 1st Detective
Douglas Fowley
Jack Cardiff; editor, Manuel Del 2nd Detective
Mabel Paige
Campo; music director, Muir Mathieson; Mrs, Pearson
Chamberlain
Howland Ch.
score, Richard Addinsell; special effects, Mr. Murray
...
\V.. Percy Day; costumes, Michael Whit-'i Mr. .Swanson
.Houscley- Stevenson; Sr
Jean Tribes
taker.
Tradeshown N. Y„ Aug. 3, *50. Mr*; Lally’
Pu rtning time, 120 MINS.
., Ellen Corby
Mrs. Moore ........
Ray Teal
Walter of Gurnie
Tyrone Power Ned Moore
Field
Mary
Bayan
Jane
Glennon
..Orson Welles Mary
Virginia Brissac
Maryam
..Cecile Aubry Mrs. Den.nis
Frances Morris
Tristram
Jack Hawkins Mrs. Lynn
.Michael Rennie
K ng Edward
Alf.’ifiir
Finlay
..
A grim, relentless story, con„ - Currie
the usual
sideraWy offbeat f r o
aSS
Mahmoud
release, gives some distinction
..
Bobby Blake film release^
Lu .Chung
Alfonso Bedoya to “Edge of Doom.” However, deWHlderkin
Gib McLaughlin
Simon Beautrle James Koberfson Justice spite the talk it may stir; it is still
Friar Roger Bacon
iienry”_Oscar not a feature that will be accepted
Edmond .....
Laurence 'Harvey as entertainment in the general
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market.
is
It has been made with all of
rwhat of a vogue at
present,
d “The Black Rose” is Samuel Goldwyn’s usual attention.
20th-Fox’s latest contribution to to production detail, played to the
With Tyrone hilt by a good cast and directed
sweepstakes.
the
Power, Orson Welles and Cecile with impact by Mark Robson. These
Aubry, the Gallic newcomer, as its are factors that will rate it criti$tars, “Rose” is impressively pro- cal mention, but the very thoroughduced iff Technicolor. With its ness and faithfulness in adhering
medieval background, however, its to the story of little people caught
dialog-without-action often seems up in a futile existence is against,
interminable and lacking in excite- it for playdates outside of specially
jnent, though it is awe-inspiring exploited situations,
The plot has a single line and
in much of its physical beauty,
Frequently that beauty eclipses pursues It without deviation. It

The period costume drama

having

i

'

son*
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Jack ^Vebb

•

f • •
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<

Henry

-

... .......
Walter Siinde
Winant. ......... .....Murk Kenning
Sidney Winant
.....
,
Mike; Mazur kl
.

.

.

. .

Billy

^

. .

,

.

. .

.

Terse melodramatic mood and
good trouping shape “Dark City”
for ail okay ruii through most situations. Turned out in the meller
style usually used by Hal B. Wallis,
picture is excellently paced and
has a cryptic, interesting story that
jplays well for the meiler-aetion
audience.
Picture

serves

to

introduce

Charlton Heston, from

legit,

and

his film debut is impressive. Helping the celluloid kickoff is a lineup
of
competent performers who

make

Heston’s camera bow easier,
With a variety of roles, actor has
strong possibilities for catching on.
“Dark City” has him playing a
sullen gambler, but there is enough
sympathy attached to the character to make it interesting, and
he does it well.
The John Meredyth Lucas-Lan y
Marcus script leans towards psy-

excuse

chosis to

and

make

William

character

its

Dieterle’s

tick,

direction
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Hawk

(COLOR)

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Some of Britain’s top talent is \Universal
release of Leonard Goldstein
wasted in this new Paul Soskin Pr°‘
,U( T» on
Stars
Yvonne Dc Carlo,
production. Meandering, inconse- Richard Greene; features Jackie Gleasoni
quential and casual yarn, contrived Lois Andrews,.. George Macrcady, Anne
I e.irce. Rock Hudson, Carl
Esmond. Disituation and vague direction, add rected by Frederick de
Cordova. Screenup to make this a negative box- play^ Aubrey Wlsberg. Jack Pollexfen.
office proposition. This meller isn’t Gerald Drayson Adajns; camera (Toclnii*.

Summer

T

.

(M USICAL-COLOR)
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j

Hollywood, Aug.
_
.Metro, release of Joe Pasternak
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.
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Van

i

Swede
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Rolditr

5

\

-
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»

Don DeFore

5:—

j

Doom

•

,

.

:

stars,
Roland Young and Melville the film’s close. Henry Hathaway,
Cooper pair as stuffy lawyers for in his direction, had an apparently
Miss Watson. Ruth Warrick has unwieldy script, and frequently he
her moments as a rebel against was ablp. in his movement of the
Bostonian tradition. Also likeable performers, to imply action where
Kahn.
are Gregory Moffett, the kid; Bar- none actually existed,
ton MacLane, Shepperd Strudwick,
Harold Huber and George Zucco.
Edge of
George Barnes’ lensing is a
Hollywood, Aug. 3.
beautiful color job. Dance staging
RKO release of Samuel Goldwyn proby Hermes Pan, Robert Emmett duction.
Farley
Stars Dana A ndrews
Dolan’s musical direction, and spe- Granger, Joan Evans; features Robert
cial orchestral arrangements by Keith, Paul Stewart, Mala Powers, Adele
Directed by
Jerjrens, Harold Vermilyea.

.

.

.

.-...a.,.,.,.,

•

Scott'

.Viveca Lindfors
, .Dean
Jagger

; .

.

in a featured role.
host, of Britqns who

effective

There are a

Captain Garvey.

Arthur Winant
Augie
....
.

.Lizabeth

.

v

;

•

’

might have done
show business.
the tempo of the picture.
She meets Astaire again, finds crease
Power is credible in the lead
he's still trying to be a business
role, while Welles underplays efman, not an entertainer, although fectively the part of Bayan. Howsupporting himself with a nitery ever, he is still frequently uninteljob. He gets her a spot, the man- ligible, slurring his dialog.
Miss
agement knd others in the place Aubry, in her first American film,
take to her and the son. Grandma fails to project a rather obscurely
Lucile Watson doesn’t like such written character and her Frenchan atmosphere for her son’s off- accented diction is likewise somespring and starts proceedings to times difficult to fathom. Hawkins
is

.

, .

.

.

to

gain leustody. In telling this angle
the yarn is strung out too long.
Otherwise; however, production
and direction kick it around properly to spotlight numerous chuckles
and the always-welcome songs and
dances contributed by the two

ample

.

.

further emphasizes this factor in
putting the story on the screen.
Wilson,
Heston, social misfit after an un“Mask of Korea” (Indie).
fortunate romantic experience durErich Von Stroheim, Sessue
ing the war, has turned to gamHayakawa, Mireille Balin in
bling. He and two associates trim
oldie meller of Orient helped
Don
DeFore in a fixed card game.
dance presentation.;
by new soundtrack; mild as
Miss Garland is not always DeFore hangs himself for having
supporting feature.
lost money that was not his.
A
garbed to advantage; particularly
crazy older brother starts stalking
in her earlier scenes, nor is her
the gamblers, intent on giving
tells the story of n poverty-stricken physical appearance at its peak
them the same kind of death sufboy, with a mother fixation after (except in the “Get Happy” numfered by DeFore.
long years of caring for her, who ber. However, she’s a trouper and
With the would be assassin un*
tries to give her the funeral he be- audiences will take to the showknown,
Heston takes off to Los Anlieves she deserves. In a state of manship and vitality she puts into
geles tO see DeFore’s widow so that
shock from her death, he goes first her role. ^ Kelly pleases generally
he
may
get a clue to the killer’s*
Garland,
Miss
even
to the parish priest to arrange the opposite
appearance.
His
fate
nearly
services.
He receives unsym- though his singing of “You Won- catches
up with him in Las Vegas,
derful You” won’t,. Bracken and
pathetic
treatment and, in a rage,
o
J
_
but
the
police
step
in
in
time
to
Silvers carry off many chuckles
kills the father with a crucifix.
Heston from being the third
Running from his jcrlme, he is with their comedy portrayals. Miss save
victim
of
the
crazed
killer;
arrested as a suspect in a theatre De Haven is an eyeful and also
There’s a two-way romantic anMarjorie
robbery but is released at the in- sells “Mem’ry Island.”
gle in
plot.
Lizabeth Scott,
sistence of a young priest
The Main is wasted in a short spot. nitery the
chirp and in love with
police, however, are still suspicious Others are satisfactory.
Charles Walters’ direction takes Heston, gives a fine portrayal of
and watchful. At every turn, the
the
character, plus passably singboy is rebuffed in his efforts to set full advantage of the lush producing, the score’s one new tune, “If
a fine funeral. That, and the weight tion values supplied by Joe Pasterof a guilty conscience, finally be- nak to put over the entertainment I Didn’t Have You,” by Harold
come so oppressive lie admits his aims. Musically; the picture gets Spina and Jack Elliott, as well as
crime after making his peace with a strong assist from the musical four oldies, including “That Old
During Heston’s
the church and the memory of his direction of Johnny Green and Black Magic.”
Saul Chaplin. Lensing by -Robert LA sojourn, Miss Scott almost
mother.
Cast does exceptionally well, all Planek is godd, as are the dances loses him to Viveca Lindfors, the
concerned managing a very real staged by Nick Castle, the orches- widow, but finale sees the two getsense of dramatic punch. Farley tration by Conrad Salinger and ting together for a happy ending.
Miss Lindfors’ place in the plot
Granger st and s out as the boy. Skip Martin, and the majority of
the
technical
functions. doesn’t allow her much footage,
other
*
priest, Robert Keith is excellent as “Summer Stock” is a shade too but what she contributes has deDean Jagger registhe police captain, Paul Stewart long at 108 minutes and could cided worth.
makes his p e ft y thief character easily trim some of the earlier ters strongly as a police captain,
making it an important spot. Detopnotch, and Harold Vermilyea footage.
Brog.
Fore is good in a short role. Others
shines5 briefly as the murdered
adding to the generally okay storyJ’"}™
WaterfronC
telling include Jack Webb, Ed
Joan Evans, figuring unimpor(BRITISH)
Begley, Henry Morgan and Mike
tantly,
Mala Powers, Granger’s
London, July 26.
sweetheart, and Adele Jergens ocA GFD release of Paul Soskin produc- Mazurki, the killer who is only a
shadow
Stars Robert Newton, Kathleen
until the final murder
cupy the principal femme spots. tion.
Susan Shaw.
Harrison,
Directed
by attempt.
Good character bits are contrib- Michael
Anderson.
Screenplay
John
The Franz Waxman music score
uted by John Ridgely, Douglas Brophy, Paul Soskin; camera Harry WaxFowley, Mabel Paige, Howland man; editor, Michael Chorlton. At Odcon, is a bit busy at times in carrying
Running time, 10 .Ml NS.
out the mood. Low-key lensing by
Chamberlin, Jean Innes and Ellen London.
Peter McCabe ........
Robert. Newton
Corby.
Kathleen llHrrison Victor -Milner helps melodramatic
Mrs. McCabe
.....
Avis Scott intentions, and editing is
.......
Effective use ot the camera has Nora
good.
Susan Shaw
Connie
been made by Harry Straclling to George
Brog.
Alexander ...... .Robin Netscher
shape the picture’s mood. Also Ben Sattcrthwaite ..... Richard Burton
contributing on this SCOl’C is the Maurice Bruno ;....... .Kenneth Griffith
Tli© BoNert
Mrs. Gibson ............... Olive Slonn
_
music^ by Hugo* Friedhofer. Brog.
Ship's Captain ... ... ..... .James Hayter
-v

,

•

provides

... ....

Victoria Winant.

for ringing in most of the musical
numbers, although not justifying
the finale that sees a production
that would do credit to Broadway
being staged in a barn by a group
of impoverished actors.
However,
that is a critical quibble that audiwill
overlook
ences
because of the
general worth of the sohg-and-
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Hollywood, Aug, 5

whole village of
Englanders and her fiance,
Eddie Bracken, the stuffed-shirt
son of the village hardware mer-

new W. Somerset Maugh-

tet,”

.

B. Wall;*
production. Stars Lizabeth Scott, Vivec-a
Lind f or s, Dean Jagger. Don DeFore and
Charlton Heston.
Directed by William’
Dieterle. Screenplay, John Meredyth Lueas,
Larry Marcus; adaptation, Ketu
Frjngs; from story by Marcus; camera
Victor Milner*' editor. Warren Low^mu’
sic score, Franz Waxman; song, Harold
Spina, Jack EUiott. Tradeshown Aug
3
V
*30,
Running time, 97 MINS.
Danny Haley ... ...... Ghartton Heston

New

(GFD): Patterned along lines of “Quar-

, .

.

(SONGS)

vasion, so is the

series.
“Trio” (British)

About Him,” number used to open lusty Mongols who strike him with
the show. “Why Fight The Feel- pig-bladders along the way to up-

.

for family trade,

Lane

j

#

Okay

“Vigilante Hideout” (Rep).
Neat action oater in the Rocky

;

ing?” vocaled by Miss Hutton, also set his footing. If he should slip,
over.
“Tunnel of Love,” they are allowed to gorge him with
sixth of the Loesser tunes, is served lances until he regains his balance.
up as a fullscale finale production He slips. His innards would have
been pilloried to the tentpoles if
number.
Plot kicks off with a prolog Welles weren’t to call a halt to the
.
showing Miss Hutton and Astaire bloody sport.
In a picture of warring, there is
entertaining troops in England. She
suggestion of battle, showthe
only
reveals to him her marriage to a
Story picks up five years ing the background of smoking
flyer.
desolate in the wake of
left
cities
later with Miss Hutton’s natural
conquest in
extrovert character being subdued Welles’ pillaging and
toward China.
*
it _
in the straitlaced environs Of a the march
s
that’s where much of the film
•
'r*
Back Bay Boston mansion, home m
_
i_
— * J L.
fault lies. Perhaps one good batof her husband, killed in the war.
honest-totie scene, with some
She rebels and steals away in the
goodness" cinematic blood-letting,
j.night with her small son to return
something to in-

general runs.

“The Old Frontier” (Rep).
Routine Mdnte Hale oater for

,

t

Costume swashbuckler
good action and okay

(U),

•

•

:

.

(Par).

interesting

I

*

(Songs)

Good melodrama introducing
new screen personality.
Oka" b.o.
“The Desert Hawk” (Color)

,

,

(Musical)

Gene Kelly

.

.

.

Paramount release of Hal

ing, warm
number that serves
both as a solo for Miss Garland
and as the finale piece. She also
clicks with “Friendly Star,” another Harry Warren-Mack Gordon
tune that has heart appeal.
Terp wise, Kelly scores with several numbers.
His stepping to
“Dig-Dig-Dig-Dig for Y our Dinner,” assisted by Phil
Silvers,
catches on, as does solo work to
“You Wonderful You.” Latter is
trickily
worked out to use a
squeaky floor board and an old
newspaper for novelty but does
run a bit too long.
The George Wells-Sy Gomberg
script backgrounds the session of
music and comedy against a New
England farm setting. Miss Garland is the farmerette.
Her
younger Sister, Gloria De Haven,
brings « troupe of Would-be, tliespians to the farm and they take
over the barn to stage a new musical written by Kelly.
Not only is
Miss Garland upset at such an in-

tertainment.

“Summer Stock”

Hark

dropped in

“Get Happy,” the Harold ArlenTed Koehler tune that still tops
any of the newer music cleffed
for the picture.
Miss Garland is
at her best in vocal delivery and
looks, and sells the song with contagious rhythm. However, not far
behind is. “Happy Harvest,” a lilt-

Grim story; of little people
caught in a rutile existence.
Well-done but hot popular en-

1

is

to bridge the lapse with a laugh.
Garland fans will cheer her

Hutton in song-dance
melange with okay outlook.
“The Black Rose” (Color)
(20th), power-Welles-Aubry in
moderate-biz costume drama.
“Edge of Doom” (RKO),

cast,

.
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“Let’s
Dance”
(Musical)
(Color) (Par).
Fred Astaire-

13th century
veal’s
ago.
It
is
drama that Seems hardly to have
ignored a thing in its plotting, and
jii...
takes the viewer from England to
the Far East and then back to England
It is one
rinf 01
of ine
tin* lori^pct -filinc
AdIlu
nuns
of the* year (120 minutes).
“Black Rose” is the story of
Saxon r e v o 1 1 against Norman
domination, 200 years after the
conqest, and of how the constant

I

.

.,

comedy sequence

Produced in England and North
Africa with frozen currency, and

Warrick, Lucile Watson, Gregory Moffett.
PU'ected by Norman Z. McCleod. Screcnday, Allan Scott; added dialog, Dane
f.ussier; suggested by story by Maurice

.

P$VRiEfY

Because of
the narrative values.
its production and cast names, it
should do moderate biz.

Paramount release of Robert Fellows
production.
Stars Betty Hutton, Fred
Astaire; features Roland Young, Ruth

Kitty McNeil

.

.

‘

5.
proclucGene Kellv,

ta, *s J u <iy Garland,
“52;
Eddie ^
Bracken, Gloria De Haven, Marjorie

Silvers;- features Ilay Collins.
Directed by -'Charles Walters. .Screenplay;
C.corge Wells, Sy Gomberg, from story by

Gomberg;

camera

(Technicolor;.

color),

Metty; editors, Otto Ludworthy of screentime anywhere in wig,. DanRussell
Nathan. Previewed Aug. 3. '50;
America and will not bring credit Running time. 77 MINS.

Robert

to the British picture industry

Planck; dances staged by Nick Castle;
musical direction, Johnny Green, Saul
Chaplin; music, Harry Warren; lyrics.
Mack Gordon; editor, Albert Akst. Tradeshown Aug, t, ’50. Running time, 108

if

shown outside the country.

character actors, plays the
role of a no-good seaman who
leaves his wife and two daughters
for more than 14 years. When he
9^
.
returns, he finds that a son was
Esme
Herb Blake ..... ........ Phil Silvers added to the family shortly alter
Jasper G. Wingalt. ......; ,
Ilay Collins his departure.
He is thrown out
Sarah Higgins ...
.... /Nlta Bieber
Artie t
...
,
Carleton Carpenter of the house by his eldest daughter,
Harrison T, Keath.
.Hans Conried is ihvolved in a drunken brawl,
cuts the throat of a ship’s officer,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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etc.

Metro has put together an enOpportunities for dramatic color
gaging piece of entertainment in
in the dockside settings of Liver“Summer Stocks to showcase its pool
are completely thrown away.
two top musical stars, Judy GarNewton skilfully makes the best
land and Gene Kelly. As filmfare
of every line, but it’s even toO
for any season it is sturdy and
much for -him. Kathleen Harrison
should enjoy a healthy playoff in
never^ has a chance as his long
any situation.
suffering and sympathetic wife.
It has a light, gay air, including Avis Scott and
Susan Shaw adenine tunes, some used for dance quately portray the contrasting
numbers.
Story' portion is never daughters while Robin Netscher,
allowed to. intrude '-much.
When as the son, provides typical juve
.

^

j

.

it

seems

that

.

,

.

j

I

.

Sumad
Maznah

Ahmed Bey

.Marc Lawrence
.

...

. .

, . .

Undine

Lois Andrews

...... Frank Purtia
Lucille Barkley

Donald Randolph
Ian MacDonald

Caliph

Yussof

.

.

.

.

.

best

Judy Garland
Gene Kelly
Eddie Bracken
...Gloria De Haven
Marjorie Main

.

•

Robert Newton, one of England’s

MINS.

Jane Falbury
Joe D. Ross
llll
Winggit;..
f,
Abigail Falbury. ...

Princess Shaharazade ..Yvonne De Carlo
n,
.Ririiard Greene.
v •••••••
9l l j, '*....
Aladdin
...
... ......
Jackie Gleason'
Prince Murad ......... .George Ma'cready
Captain Has
............ Rock Tlmlxon
Kibar.
Carl EsmondSinbad ....................
Joe Bcs«-cr
Yasmln
Anne Pearce

it

Will,

a

bi*oad

interest.

Myro.

This one is a costumer that
doesn’t vary from the usual Universal formula, The standard setup
of pretty girls, dashing heroes and
is involved in a
fiction tale of derrin’-do

flowing costumes

romantic

Persi a 1,000 or more
years ago. It is told With plenty of
action and with a stress on sight
appeal that shapes it as satisfactory for the general run situation.
Yvonne De Carlo and Richard
Greene dress up their roles. Miss
De Carlo with an ability to wear
Technicolor and harem garb, and

•localed in

(Continued on page

0)
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“The Dancing Years,” British-made, being tradeshown in
New York today (Wed,), was
reviewed in Variety from London, April 26, 1950. Based on
don, film, according to reviewer, Myr o, looks, like a dubious” b.o. prospect in the U. S.

,

Review

also noted pic is easily
outclassed by a whole string of

Hollywood
which deals with a young composer who rises from the obscurity of the Vienna woods
when* his talent: is recognized
by a leading, star, “abounds

!

With sweet, sugary situations.”
“Direction and editing lack
pace;” review added.
Filmed^ in Technicolor, pic,
which stars Dennis Price and
Giseie Preville, is being released in the U. S. by Monogram.
.
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Trio
•

Hayter, Nigel Patrick, Michael Rennie,
Jean Simmons, Naqnton Wayne/ "Sanatorium" directed by Harold Franch. “The
Verger" and "Mr. KnowaU" directed by
Ken Annakin. Original stories by W.
Somerset Maugham. Screenplay, Maugham,
R. C. Sherrlff, Noel Langley; camera,
Reginald Wyer, Geoffrey Unsworth; editor, Alfred Roome; At Qdeoh, London.
Running, time, 91 MINS,

The Verger
Bank Manager
Gladys ...
.The Vicar

,

.

* .

,

. . .

.

.

. . .

,

•

stream of sea-

a

talk ini an effort to get comedy into
the piece.
Philip Ford’s direction sharpens
some of the physical action scenes,
but otherwise lets details slide by.

examination of

is tlie

(ITALIAN)

Locarno, July

15.

SEFI Film release of Scalera production.
ro,

I

A.

I

Renato

and

Written

De

Robei'tis;

Annibal

music.

Belliero;

Angelo^,

Baldini.

Huseein.

Francesco

'

Umberto Spadaro, Jole

Stars

Fler-

Mohamed

directed by
Carlo

camera.

Bizzelli,

.

At

bandit for a chest wound when Film Festival, Locarno. Running time,
was very evident he had been 80 MINS.
Umberto Stfadaro
shot in the back, Tristram Coffin Don Genna
........
_ Jole Fierro
delivering Catari
is
the lawyer-heavy,
Matteo Belfiore. ... ... .Renato Baldini
a

it

.

|

.

‘

okay and William Haade makes a
good impression as a gunman.
Other casters portray standard
western types.
Film has been framed with usual
sagebrush production values, and

.

.

i

Angelo

’

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

. .

.............

•

•

Himself

Pic presents one of the problems
of postwar Italy: what is to becorfie
of the many children born of Negro
occupation troops and Italian girls?
Though film as a whole disappoints, appeal of story and problem itself (rather than way in

technical assists, including camera
and editing, are in keeping, Brog.

C

Which
hance

ounty Fair

sic.

'•>().

Previewed Aug. 4,
Caswell.
Running time, 76 MINS.
Rory Calhoun
......
... ..... Jane Nigh
,

Ozzie

Lorry llyan
.Ma' llyan

Tommy

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

............ Florence

'

Blake

Sad Sain

.

.........
.

.

.........

Bates

Warren Douglas
.Raymond Hatton

Brennan ........... Emory Parnell
Grattan
......... .Rory Mallinsdn
...Harry Chesire
Auctioneer
....
Racing Secretary ......
.Milton Kibbee

Tini

.

.

;•

.

.

.

.

.

.

G on era!
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ship's Captain
Fellow.es'
!

Steward

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

it’s

.

.

.

.....

•

.

tions to a revolutionary force that
overrunning what purports to

is

Gunslingers
Monogram release of Wallace
duction.
Stars Whip Wilson;
Aiidy Clyde. Directed by Fox.
screenplay,
Adele Buffington;

Major Templeton.
Mr. Ashenden.

.

i

.

.
,

.

.

Roland Culver
Mr. Chester ......... .Raymond Huntley
Mrs. Chester .......... Betty Ann Davies
Dr. Lennox
... ... ...... Andre Morell
Mr, CampbeU. ........... .. John Laurie
Mr. Macleod
Finlay Currie
1

.:

.

.

.

The
which

.

.

.

success of “Quartet,” in
four unrelated Somerset

Maugham

short

stories

Were

strung together in a single picture,
encouraged the producers to repeat the formula. And experiment
looks to have succeeded for the

which Js a
co-production venture by the Rank
Organization and Paramount, is
second time.

be Korea, His sly affair With a
Fox pro-

.

features
Original

.

camera,

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

. , ;

.

.

Reno:, Browne
Libby
........ ...
Rawhide: Rose. .......... ..Sarah Padden
Bill .Kennedy
Ace Lavabee .......
,
... ... Dennis Moore
Brad. Brasser ...
Jeff Nugent,. ... ...... George Chesebro
.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

. . . .

.

. .
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“Trio,’’;

It is riot excit-

ing entertainment, but does move
along leisurely and pleasantly in
tolling a story of young love and
harness racing against a fairgrounds setting. For the smaller

Lou.

Cramer

Parsons

situations.

The W. Scott Darling script is involved with a romance between
Jane Nigh arid Rory Calhoun, and
an old, wornout trotter th&t is permitted to win a sentimental victory
in a final race with the connivance
of track stewards and owners.
Interest isn’t divided by the two
motivations,

writing

them

and playing

Romarice
portion plays nicely as handled by
Miss Nigh and Calhoun. Florence
Bates, mother of Miss Nigh* buys
Ineatly.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

is a suave gambling-house operator and overlord of the Oriental
port metropolis.
Scripters would
have one believe that liis extensive
Operations and double-dealing in

his gambling establishment have
been kept secret from his daughter.
There is a newspaperman, Ror

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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•

>
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.
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.

.

.
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land

Steve Clark,
McCarroll
.... Carol Henry

Frank

.

.'.

.

.

>

...

With Whip Wilson
at the b.o.
starred, the picture rates as a fair
filler for action situations arid the
Saturday matinee trade. But, for
the most part* its indifferent fare
which film goers will forget soon
after leaving the theatre.

Fails Divers* A Paris

:

(Various Facts About Paris)

(FRENCH)
Paris, July 20.

Pantheon
Screenplay.
Dimitri

by

release

and.
production.
Chantier; directed

Edward

Features

Klrsonoff.

:

Roger

Denise Fontaine. Olivier Funois.
Adele Buffington’s yarn hinges Legris.
Floreiicie.
Camera* Klrsonoff
editor
entitled to score as heavily as its on the old one about a railroad Monique Kirsonoff. At: Cine.-Opera, Paris,
Running
time* 12 MINS,
frona
built
through
about to be
predecessor*
It’s a sophisticated
Denise Fontaine
......
treat
Which should make big tier town. Of course, an outlaw Raymonde.
Gulllame.
.Roger Legris
money with better class audiences. gang has advance info on the com- Francois .................. .Olivier Funois
Florencie
ing of the iron horse and they at- Father
Format of “Trio” follows Closely
Jeanette
Marguerite
Contiant
tempt to seize lands of several
that used in “Quartet.” The only
of
chicanall sorts
connecting link between the three ranchers by
Kirsonoff is known only in arty
ery. Their dirty work is exposed
yarns is a pithy Maugham forewhen the law triumphs at the film eircles fo,r some iriteresting
word. Each story retains a distincmodernistic films made in silent
finale.
tive character.
But they all bear
Performances, save for a couple days. This is- his first talkie and
the author’s hallmark of polished
creaks with outmoded silent techWriting and expert story-telling. of exceptions, are rather listless*
It recounts the tale of a
The first two vignettes, “The Ver- Wilson is so-so as the hero. Andy niques.
country girl who leaves her first
comedy
reprovides
routine
Clyde
ger”
and “Mr. Knowall,” beto
to the big city, and her
love
tween them, occupy roughly half lief, and Reno Browne, as a femme eventualgodisillusionment
and fall.
does a standard
the screen time. They are both in telegrapher,
Lack of action and slow tempo
a light Vein. “Sanatorium,” which thesping job. Wallace Fox’s direcmake
it
for
market.
doubtful
U.
S.
deals with the treatment of tuber- tion is paced slowly arid his proStory is a series of incidents
culosis, is based on the author’s duction values reflect the modest
rather
than
connected
a
yarn.
budget. Harry Neuiriann’s camerapersonal experience.
Denise Fontaine lends an interGilb.
work is good.
“The Verger” story is fairly
esting face as the unhappy heroine,
well known, but the neat Maugham
and Roger Legris turns in an untwist loses nothing by age.
It reusual performance as the strange
P’iit Zouave
.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Au

adventures of a verger

lates, the

neither able to read nor; write. He
turns his hand to business* and becomes a prosperous tobacconist.
The fade-out shows him discussing
investments with his bank manager
When he has to reveal his
1

.

Guillame.

(The Little Zouave)

from an exclusive
church because he is

fired

illiteracy,

(FRENCH)
Paris, July 20.
release
production.
of Codo
Screenplay. Pierre Laroche; directed by
Gilles Grangier.
Stars Francois Perler,
Dany Robin, Camera, Marcel Grlgnol;
At Normandie,
editor, Pierre Delannoy.
Paris.. Runnings time, 104 MINS.
Deny
Francois Perler
.
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v
seater situations.
Starts out well by introducing
usual cross-section of habituees at
a cafe. There is the garrulous fruit
vender, the old lecher, the respectful prostitute, the blase barman,
and the frowzy barmaid. Into this
atmosphere comes the well dressed
stranger to disrupt all these lives.
Jean Simmons, who has spent
Pic’s main fault is its unconeight years in and but of different vincing characterizations of the
hospitals. Into this setup, a novel- leads. The camera rarely gets oiit
ist with a rep as a rake are introof the bar and leads to many static,
He and the girl fall in talk£ scenes. Francois Perier does
duced.
love,
but are advised by the well in his role of the killer. Dany
medico that marriage would be Robin is appealing as the romantic
dangerous for the girl and fatal secretary. Marie Deams scores as
Mask.
to the man.
They believe that the prostitute.

The sanatorium,

of the
sode, in' the North of
shows two gossiping old
two Scotsmen, who are

third epiScotland,
spinsters,
superficially bitter enemies; and a man
who is convinced he is to die and
resents his wife’s good health.
There Is also the attractive young

£ 1,000,000
All the others com-

Paramount with about
($2,800,000).

bined had another £ 1 ,000,000 and
a number actually used Up even
more than they hacTfrozen, haying
.

.

•

of gallantry.

Moslc.

UFPC

i

Hawk*

kawa

...

.

.

he is asked how far Helene
.Dany Robin
..
Marie Daems
could he have gone had he been Olga
............
Frederique. ............. Annette Poivre
able
write.
He
to
anread
and
ashamed,
colored. Shocked and
Robert Dalban
Patron
.....
sw ers: “If I could read arid write* Vender.
.Yves Deniaud
tries to disown the boy, who’s legally his son, and struggles a long I’d have been a verger.”
Is
Zouave”
P’tit
the name
“Au
before
The
of
“Mr.
knowall”
conscience
success
while with his
being won over by the kid’s per- depends almost entirely on the oT a cafe which serves as the set“slice
of life”
When the boy’s Negro principal characterization. Nigel ting for this Gallic
f sodality.
uncle shows up With the hews that Patrick plays the type of obnoxi- pic. Film borrows complications of
the father died in the war arid ous traveller everyone endeavors pre-War classics, but emerges as
He re- an unconvincing outline of them.
wants to take him back to the U. S., to avoid on a boat trip.
Matteo, the ex-convict, is reluct- fuses to accept a sniib, throws his Possibly good pruning of this lookantly persuaded that the child Will weight around in every conceiv- see at Gallic lower class life Would
be better off in his new home, with able way, but loses face by ffn act give it a chance in some U. S, surepeople of his own race.
Solution is too pat and treatment
generally too superficial, going to
extremes In both tragedy and lightheartedness, yet pic has its courageous moments.
Umberto Spadaro is best in a
fairly convincing cast which includes Renato Baldini as Matteo,
and Angelo, a colored boy discovered in circumstances similar to
those iri pic, as himself. Jole Fierro
lends her striking looks and promising talent to an ungrateful part.
Film has been nicely lensed in
Naples arid nearby islands and
boasts excellent sound^recording.

French beaut, Mireille Baliri, occupies some of the footage. Haya-

Tputain, who talks with a
British accent. He is brought in
for a Tomantic affair With the
Steve
.V.
Pete ... .... ...... George De Normand daughter; Louise CarleftL Also to
Hank Bell' produce a slam-bang gunflglit to
Hollister. ....
...
Hill
Riley
.....
Tim Cramer
.
«
Kerner ... ............ .Carl Mathews; a fairly loud climax.
.Reed, Howes
... ...
Direction, a c ti n
Stoner ,.v. ..
and camera
work are. not so bad considering
“Gunslingers” is a conventional the age of the picture.
Wear.
oater that won’t stir up much dust
.

.Jean Simmons
.... .Michael Rennie
.

.

.

.

.

Sanatorium
Evie Bishop

,

.

.

'

.

.

..

.

m

.

-tag.'.

.

....Bill Linden TraversDennis Harkin
. .......
...... , .
.Michael Medwln

Captain's Steward

.

.

;

Morris

Makeham

.

Just how much the film is dated
Jean Simmons arid Michael Rennie have the romantic leads in can be gleaned from the thespiari
“Sanatorium,” playing their roles efforts of Erich Von Stroheim and
With distinctive charrn.
Roland Sessue Hayakawa. Von Stroheim
Culver does well as the novelist rather obviously, has liad many imand Raymond Huntley effectively portant roles in American and
suggests the embittered TB vic- French pictures that were much
tiiri
John Laurie and Einlay more flattering to his acting talCurrie excel as the fighting Scots- ents, among these his latest American picture* “Sunset -Boulevard,”
men.
Plot concerns the operations of
are
good.
Production
values
Camera work at all times is com- Von Stroheim as a gun-runner, his
latest
deal being tri supply about
precise.
petent while editing is
$250*000 worth of guns and muniMyro.

Aylmer

Lana

.

.Henry Edwards

.

star-studded

Ellis Films release 6f Jean Delannoy
production.
Stars Erich Von Stroheim.
Sessue Hayakawa. Mireille Balln. Dlreoted

by John Rossi. Adapted by Roger Vitrac
from story by Maurice Dekobra. At Rialto, N. Y.r starting Aug. 3, '30, Running
time, 41 MINS.
Werner Krall. ...... .Erich Von Stroheim
Sessue Hayakawa
Ylng Tchat
Mireille Balin
Marie
Peter Malone. ........... .Roland ToUtain
Louise Carlctti
Jasmine.
Henry; Guisol
Almeido.
... ...... .George Lannes
Captain ....
Gerald
.. .. .Jimmy
Steward. .....
.

.

.

boasts, a

9

even the smallest parts being played by name artists.
In
“Mask of Korea” is an obvious
“The Verger,” James Hayter is
warm and colorful in the title role attempt to cash in on the current
and Kathleen Harrison is typically interest in the Korean fighting.
cast as the widow he marries and But it has nothing to do with cur-to whom lie brings happiness and rent developments in Korea. Lofortune.
There is a fine cameo cale cduld have been any Oriental
also from Felix Aylmer as the City. Picture was made a number of
bank manager,, and a brief gem years ago in France. Voices of sevfrom Eliot Makeham as the sexton. eral key players have been dubbed
Patrick dominates “Mr. Know- in, sometimes faultily. Despite the
all” as the bumptious and con- many flaws it comes off well for an
ceited Kelada.
Nauhton Wayrie oldie:. But even Where the Korean
and Wilfred Hyde-White are mag- angle is plugged, pic does not look
nificently cast as a pail* of civil Strong. Title of film Was changed
servants and Anne Crawford gives this Week to “Gambling Hell” but
a pert study as the wife of the rounding out run here with present

Harry Neumann; music, Edward Kay. At
Anne Crawford New York theatre. N. Y.,. dual, week of
...Nigel Patrick Aug* 1, '50. Running time* 55 MINS..
Naunton Wayne Whip ....
.... Whip Wilson
Wilfred Hyde-White Winks
Andy Clyde
Clive Morton

.

.

Picture
cast,

.

Felix

.

.

;

Mr. Knowall

Grey

laughter.

.Michael Hordern

...

.

produced with a slickness well
above normal British standards.
The first two, directed by Ken
Annakin, are given bright treatment. The longer piece, megged
by Harold French, strikes a happy
note
between
sentiment
and

,

family trade should take

“County Fair.”

meshing

...........

...

.

.....

Eliot

who is
presented) should en- London

and
its chances in U. S.
other markets. Lack of cast Weight
Hollywood, Aug. 5.
favor of the.
Monogram release of Jeffrey Bernerd is another factor in
.production,--'-. (Walter
Mirlsch, associate). exploitation treatment.
Stars Rory Calhoun, Jane Nigh, Florence
concerns a man who re-v
Story
Bates; features Warren Douglas. Raymond
jail. to find
Hatton. Emory Parnell, Directed by Wil- turns from five years in
liam Bcaudine,
Screenplay, W. Scott that the son his wife gave birth to
WarDarling; camera. (Cinecolor), Gilbert
before dying during his absence is
rent, on: editor, Richard Heermance; muhe

(COLOR)

Peter Brennan

.

Church Warden

First

...

.

An example

...
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

. ;

.

.

.

.

.

Mrs. Ramsay /. ........
Kelada.
Mi\ Ramsay ..........

. * .

.

;

.

.

.

Glyn Houston

Sexton

.

.

.

James Hayter
.... .’
...... Kathleen Harrison

.

.

.

.

Ted

.

.

Foreman

Emma Foreman

Th* Old

. ,

1

GFD release of Sydney Box-Gainsborough production. Stars Anne Crawford,
Roland Culver. Kathleen Harrison. James

Albert

The three subjects have been

former.

(BRITISH)
London, Aug.

among

.

Yarn,

musicals.

-

.

musical,

legit

which had a long run in Lon-

H w

•

Novello’s

Ivor

worth

short-lived happiness is
risk and marry.

The Dancing Years

'

,

FILM REVIEWS
the
Mask of Korea

PfasaETit

the wornout nag and tries to' race
Desert
him Without success until Calhoun*
(Continued from page 8)
a trainer and son of a rich owner,
Greene with the proper amount of fixes a Sunday, non-betting race,
dash to make his hero interesting. for the. plug. The. steed wins and
Greene is a blacksmith who, sub* everyone is happy in a race serosa, throws aside his anvil to take quence that has suspense
despite
sword in hand to save his people being fixed.
from the oppression of George
Shots of trotter tryouts and
Macready, playing the cruel Prince other touches of county fair atmosMurad.
phere are on the credit side in
a
k, Greene Walter Mirisch’s
As the Desert
handling of the
swash buckles through the footage. Jeffrey Bernerd production.
He tricks Miss De Carlo into mar-, works ably to put it all over, Cast
and
riage as one move to foil Macready; Cinecolor lensing. by Gilbert
Wafand when she is kidnapped by the renton is good. Music score is just
heavy so the latter can gain the so-so!
Brog.
support of her father, tlie Caliph
of Bagdad; / Greene is ready with
Vigilante Hideout
sword and wit to pull off a rescue
Republic 'release of Gordon Kay proand win the girl's h e art legiti- duction;
Stars Allan “Rocky" Lane; feamately.
tures Eddy Waller, Roy Barcroft, Virginia
Frederick de Cordova’s direc- Herrick. Directed by Fred. G. Brannon.
Screenplay, Richard Wormser;:- camera,
tion doesn’t overlook any notion John
MacBurnie; editor* Robert M, Leeds;
chances. Nor does he miss any bets music, Stanley Wilson, Tradeshown,
N.Y.,'
in having the color cameras of Rus- Au*r. 2s ^50. Runping time, 40 MINS..
sell Metty display the tinted pag- Allan, “Rocky" Lane. .Allan "Rocky" Lane
Nugget
Clark.
....
...
Eddy
Waller
eantry and the beautiful girls with Muley -Price
Roy. Barcroft
Which the cast is dressed. Anne Marigae Sanders,:/.
.Virginia Herrick
Cliff Clark
Pearce, Lois Andrews and Lucille Howard Sanders............
Benson
Don Haggerty
... ...
Barkley are among the comely Jim
Ralph Barrows
.Paul Campbell
...
handmaidens,
Assisting Green’s Blackie
,
.'.Guy'.' Teague
........
Art Dillard
heroics are Jackie Gleason and Joe Pete
Besseiy as
comically
intended
Aladdin and Sinbad, rfbspectively.
An unpretentious but neat little
Macready is a hissable heavy, and saddle saga, “Vigilante Hideout”
other skullduggery
the should do well in action situations
burning s a rids Is contributed by and on double bills. Another in
Carl Esmond and Marc Lawrence, the Allan “Rocky” Lane series, it
Production values supplied by should have a pre-sold .market in
Leonard Goldstein are beautif lilly aficionados of Lane and his stalframed by the color lensing, and lion Black Jack.
What gives “Vigilante Hideout”
oilier technical strong points include the art direction and set more than the Usual chase and;
action
interest
is
its
decorations, e d i t i n g and back- trigger
grounding in a believable problem
g rou n d score.
Brog.
of the old west—the search for
water in- dry settlements whose
Frontier
progress is being held up by water
Hollywood,' Aug. 4.
It also achieves some
shortage.
.Republic-' release of Melville Tucker
good humorous moments via the
production.
Stars Monte Hale; features
Waller, as the wellantics
Eddy
of
Paul Hurst, Claudia Barrett. William
Henry, Tristram Coffin. William Haade, meaning oldtimer who bungles, up
Victor Kilian.
Directed by Philip Ford. plans in tense spots.
He’s cast as
Written by Bob' Williams; camera* Ellis
W, Carter; editor, Harold Minter. Pre- a Whacky -inventor, some of whose
viewed Aug. 1, *30.
Running time *0 boori-doggling gadgets make sense
MINS.
arid help foil the lawbreakers.
Burney Regan ,, ......
.Monte Hale
Plot hinges on Waller’s attempt
Skipper Hortort .....
.... Paul Hurst
Betty Ames
Claudia Barrett to find water for the village by
Dy. .Creighton
...... .William Henry blasting, while some crooked townJohn Wagner .....
.Tristram Coffin
Pills Fowler ..............William Haade folk try to steal the $25,000 fund
.ludge Ames .............. Victor Kilian set aside to erect an aqueduct
Spud'
.Lane Bradford when he succeeds. Lane is a range
George
Denver Pyle
.....
.Mrs. Smedley
Almira Sessions detective called in by the old
»
Banker
Toni London character. He nicely fits the ideal
of the hard-riding, fast-thinking
Sagebrush heroics of Monte Hale oater hero.
style
are displayed in hit-and-miss
A soupcon of heart interest is
in “The Old Frontier.’’ When on provided by Virginia Herrick, who’s
the move, it measures up as an wooed by Don Haggerty, a crook
okay oater for the Saturday mat- who uses vigilante justice to cover
inee trade* but too often it meand- his trail. Roy Barcroft is his heavy
ers along under indifferent handling.
There’s a fair quota of fisticuffs
Plot is loosely constructed. It and galloping dashes over rough
finds Hale a town marshal whose terrain,
with some wagon-team
first chore in the new post is run- fights and battles over TNT thrown
ning down a gang of bank robbers in. Lensing is good and editing reand their leader, an attorney who sults in a tight hour-long feature.
'
Bril.
directs the skullduggery under a
mask of respectability. Sidekicking the hero in the story is Paul
II Mulatto
Hurst, a misplaced sailor who
(The Mulatto)
spouts
continual

made commitments

against future

earnings.

Large amounts of coin Which,
the companies can use up under
the list of 27 uses is evidenced by
their expenditures for print-making alone.
About $2,000,000 was
spent for that purpose during the
past year, prints being processed
in Britain for use in most of the
World outside the American continent.

Further limbering the thawing
potential was an additional use permitted under the rieW padt. That
allows conversion of pounds into
the coin of other soft currency
countries.
It is not certain, however, how widely this provision will
be used, inasmuch as previous
unfreezing
channels
for
have
proved so useful.
Soft-currency
conversion
negotiatioris

would
to

entail difficult
set up deals in

other countries and then require
okay of both governments
involved.

Official
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TECHNICOLOR

Broken Records everywhere! Your Big Boxoffice break-through!
James Stewart, Jeff
Chandler, Debra Paget

consistently

.

v

The $500,000 campaign
makes it your Labor

Day date! Tyrone
Power, Orson Welles,
and Cecile Aubry!

•••.

'

r.

led the field in

m

the Quality of
its films ...

STELLA

by

verdict of the
boxoffice.”

A sensation in the mid-

TECHNICOLOR

west! VictorMatute
takes Ann Sheridan!
With David Wayne!

Arthur Godfrey says,
"The 1950 musical with
heart!” Starring Betty

Grable!

i

Dan Dailey!

— Time Magazine

<%

1

TRAIL
^(4

CINECOLOR
",

, "
'*

s

<

paved with gold!
Starring Randolph
Scott, George "Gabby”
Hayes and Victor Jory!

•.v V, ‘.V
*

1

i

A^V’rtVWi'MVA^ wy

v

creates the

Widmark, Paul Douglas,
Barbara Bel Geddes
Starring Richard

!
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'

.

Kazan

excitement of the year!
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ICTURES

A MONTH

I

DECEMBER

I

ABOUT EVE
All about the Sexes—
and why there areTwo!
Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders,

Celeste
Merrill,

Holm, Gary
Hugh Mar-

TWO
One wonderful
ture!

FLAGS

pic-

One wonderful

cast! Burt- Lancaster,

Dorothy McGuire and

Edmund Gwenn!

Unfurling the banner
of high adventure!
Joseph Gotten! Linda
Darnell! Jeff Chandler!
Cornel Wilde!

GUERRILLA
IN

THE PHIUIPINES
TECHNICOLOR

The

Timeliest picture

of the year! Tyrone
Power and Micheline
Prelle — find romance
and great adventure.

FOR HEAVENS
SAK
That

BELVEDERE

Man does it again— for
your sake! Clifton
Webb, the Joan’s Bennett and Blondell,
Robert Cummings!

THE
FIREBALL

I’LL

GET BY

TECHNICOLOR

THE GUH
(Tentative Title)

world’s most danger-

Dances by Haver; Love
by Lundigan; Kisses by
de Haven; Songs by

ous sport! Mickey

Day; Trumpet by

"’Death of a Salesman”

Rooney, Pat O’Brien.

James. Get

B’way stage triumph!

The

First

drama of. the

Roller Spefedways—the

it!

The

first

ring Lee

lowing

picture starJ.

Cobb

fol-

his sensational

PICTURE CROSSES

12

Stout $12,000,
Toronto; ‘Annie’ 16G, 2d

“Admiral

pix is “Panic in Streets,” trim at
Imperial.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;

Broadway Crosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$576,000
( Based
on 18 theatres.)
Last Year;
$716,900
.

:..

(

Based,

Was

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

“This Side of

.

on 18 theatres

(20th) (reissues), $6,000;
imperial (FP) (3,373;

smooth $20,000 in third frame, two
Five-day

sites.

37-59)

“Flame and Arrow” looms okay

—

$16,500 in three spots. Biz is slim
elsewhere, with “Stella” down to
thin $15,000 in second (5-day) week
St. Louis, Aug. 8.
hefty $16,000 after last
Still
*
for five situations.
Helped by sock bally, “Three Lit- week's $18,000.
Week
This
Estimates for
tle Words” is easily out in front
Nortowri, University (FP) (959;
“Courtneys” (EL).
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, among ace first-runs here this 1,556; 38-67)
Loyola, Wilshtre (FWC) 12,097; week. It is sock enough at LOew’s Nice $8,000. “Bright Leaf” (WB)
“The (2d wk), $7,000.
2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$U— to hold a second round.
Odeon (Rank) '(2,390; 48-$1.15)—
“Stella” (20th) and “Jungle Stam- Torch” 'with stageshow looks av“Pretty “Blossoms in Dust” (M-G) (reissue)
pede” (Rep) (2d wk-5 days). Thin erage at; the St. Louis.
Baby” is only fairly good at the (3d wk). No sign of falling off, with
$15,000. Last week, $27,900.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern huge Fox. Swell weather hypoed $12,000. this week af ter last
week’s $12,500.
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$ 1)-" biz a bit..
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)—“Our
Estimates for This Week
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (3d wk).
60)—
week;
Last
(F&M)
Fox
(5,000;
“Pretty Very Own” (RKO). Satisfactory
Okay $16,500 in 5 days.
Baby” (WB) arid “Return Frontiers- $7,500. Last week, “Where Side$28,200.
walk Ends” (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) man” (WB). Fairly good $14,000
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-751
or near. Last week, “Peggy” (U)
(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“Three Little
Nice
(U).
“Iri- Foreign Legion”
Words” (M-G) and “Trial Without and “Kill Umpire” (Col), $13,000. $7,500. Last week, “Crisis” (M-G),
Loew’s
(Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
Jury” (Rep) (Loew’s only) (3d wk).
$5,000;
“Three
Little
Words”
(M-G).
Socko
Neat $20,000. Last week, $25,400.
:

—

—

—

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,“Underworld
890; 2,812; 50-$l)
Story” (UA:) and “Atrocities of
Manila” (Indie). Good $27,500.

—

$25,000. Last week, “Good Humor
Man” (Col) and “Convicted” (Col),
$14,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60)
“Stella” (20th) and “Flame and

—

Ocean Drive” Arrow” (WB).
Okay $12,000 or
(Col) and “On Isle Samoa” (Col) over. Last week, “Flame and
Ar(2d wk), $22,500.
row” WB) and “Foreign Legion”
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- (U), $10,000.
mounts, Manchester (F&M) (3,398;
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60)
“Admiral Was “The Torch” (EL) and stageshow.
1,451; 1,668; 40-$l)
Lady”
“Laughing
and
Average
(UA)
Lady”
$13,000. Last week, “Stel(Indie). Slim $17,000. Last week, la” (20th) and “Love That Brute”
'
“711

week,

Last

(

(Par) .and

•'Lawless”

$13,000

—

—

“Shot

Billy

Kid” (Lip), $20,600.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)
50-$l )— “Duchess
1,106;
(2.210;
Idaho” (M-G) and “Jiggs, Maggie
Out West” (Mono) (Orpheum only).
Nice $27,000. Last week, “Mysteiy
Street” (M-G) and “Skipper Surprised Wife” (M-G) (2d wk-9 days),

(20th), $10,500.

Treasure’ Standout In

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)— “Crisis” (M-G). Lively $11,-

9C, Treasure’ 12G, 2d
Providence, Aug. 8.
riding
Loew’s State is really
high this week with “Three Little
Words.” Also big and a second
week holdover is RKO Albee’s
•'Treasure Island.” Metropolitan’s
“Panic in Streets” rates better
than usual biz. Majestic’s "50 Years
Before Your Eyes” looms light.
Cool, damp weekend helped most
spots.

000.
Last week, “Caged”
$9,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100;

—

“Return

(WB),
16-65)

Frontiersman”

.e.

(WB)

and “This Side of Law” (WB).
Olcay $8,000.
Last week, “Winchester ’73” (U) (m.o.) and “Harbor

Men” (Rep), oke $8,000,
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 1665)— “Rocketship X-M” (Lip) and

Missing

Same Week

Last Year
(

$2,667,000

Based on 24

cities

and 194

theatres. j

“Motor Patrol” (Lip). Passable
$10,500.
Last week, “Comanche of Burt Lancaster, good $11,000.
Territory” (U) and “Father Makes
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Good” (Mono), $11,000.
Midwest) <2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
State (Goldberg) (865; 20-80)
—“Cactus Creek” <U) and “One
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (3d wk). Way Street” (U). Average $13,000.
Still good at $4,000.
Last week, Last week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
$8,500.
(20th), nice $15,000.

—

“Treasure Island” (RKO).
Good
$30,000. Last week, “Stella” (20th)
and “Destination Murder” (RKO),
n.sh* $22,000*

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)— “Flame and Arrow” (WB)
and “50 Years Before Eyes” (WB)

$14,000, Mpls.

Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
such strong pix as
“Treasure Island” and “Flame and
Arrow,” loop grosses are registering a gain this week. “Island” is
Anespecially big at Orpheum.
other newcomer garnering much
praise is “The Winslow Boy.” It’s
the' fourth w e e k downtown for
“Winchester ’73" continuing another seven days at the sure-seater
Pix after a fortnight at larger
houses.
Estimates for This Week

Thanks

to

*

«

*

for

second

a

week

Artists.

*

4

.

,

Slim $8,000. Last week, “Lonely
Place” (Col), $12,000.

—Madison
‘Young

70-95)—
(UA)
and
“Strange WOman” (UA). Slow $7.000. Last week, ‘‘Foreign Legion”
(U) and “Young Daniel Boone”
(Mono) (2d wk), $7,000.

(UD)

(1,800;

Widow”

?

—

—

Estimates for This

j

at-

.

—

United “Shot Billy”
000 or near.

Pleasing $15,Last week, “Good

(Lip).

Humor Man”

Week

(Col) and “Congolaisc” (FC), $9,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207

Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 5085)— “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“Shadow On Walk” (M-G). Torrid 55-85)— “Iroquois Trail” (UA). Mild
$16,000 or hear. Last week, “Win- $9,000. Last week, “Johnny One-

’73”
(U)
and “Federal
Agent” (Rep) (2d wk), $10,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)
"Return Frontiersman’) (WB)
si n d
“Square Dance Jubilee”
(Indie).
Slim $3,300. Last week,
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and "Boy

—

Eye” (UA) (2d wk), $6,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener)
(370; 85-$l)— "Kind Hearts, Coronets” (EL) (7th wk).
Holding at
nice $2,500
$3,000.

or

over.

Last

(

week,

,
.

.

—

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Her Man Gilbey” (U)., Passable
SO- $2,700. Last week, “Tight Little

Two

,

spicy

Cincinnati, Aug. 8.
bills, ‘'Treasure

new

Indiana” (EL) (m.o.), $6,200.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000;
BS)— “In Lonely Place” (Col) arid Island” (U) (3d Wk), $2,400.
“Fortunes Capt. Blood” (Rep), dayLarkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
$15,000. Holds. Last week, “Panic
date with Orpheum* Okay $4,000 “Bicycle Thief” (Indie). Okay $3,in Streets” (20th), iean $7,000.
or close. Last week, “The Furies” 300. Last week, “Tight Little IsGrand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)— (Par) and “Love That Brute” land”
(U) (3d wk), $2,300.
"Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk) (20th), $4,000.
Hotsy $8,500 after $12,000 second
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50-

Island” and “Broken Arrow,” are
nip and tuck for downtown lead
this session and giving a boost to
the overall count. Both are strong. session.
Other fresh starters are “In Lonely
Keith’s
Place,’’
in
moderate gait, and

7$)

,
.«

70-95)—“The

NG14G

.

85)— ‘In Lonely

(Mid-States)

(1,542;

Place’’ (Col)

and ‘Caged’

55-

,

%

(2,900;

Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)
—United
“Going My Way” (Par), (reissue).

—

41

f-

Palms (UD)

Furies” (Par). Fine $18,000. Last
week, “Winchester *73” (U) (2d wk,)
$ 11 000

—

—

f

smash $27,000 with

Adams (Balaban) ( 1,700; 70-95 )—
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
“Annie, Get Gun” (M-G) (6th wk).
“Stars in My Crown” (M-G) (2d Down to $6,000 in final round. Last
wk). Still healthy at $4,500 after week, nice $8,000.
hefty $7,200 first frame.
Downtown (Balaban) <2,900; 70Lyric (Par) (1,000;. 50-70)
95)“Quiet on Western Front”
“Night and City” (20th) (m.o.). (Indie) and “Nightmare” Undie)
Here after profitable State first (reissues) (2d wk). Poor $4,000.
week.
Fair $4,500.
Last week. Last week, $5,500.
“Kid From Texas” (U), neat $5,300.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
“Flame and Arrow” (WB).. Good
Last week, “Annie Get Frisco in Doldrums But
$14,000.
Gun” (M-G) (2d Wk), moderate
big $15,800 initial
after
$9,800
'So Young’ Not So Bad
frame.

“Capt. Blood” (Rep), also Oriental,
“Great Jewel Robber,” on fairish 75)— “Great Jewel Robber” (WB) Oke $7,000. Last week, “Where
side.
(EL), so-so $5,600.
“Father of Bride” is still and “50 Years Before Eyes” (WB). Sidewalk Ends” (20th) and “Young
Fairish $5,500. Last Week, “Shad- Daniel Boone” (Mono)* $6,800.
frisky in its third heat.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
ow on Wall” (M-G), $5,000.
•‘Three Little Words” (M-G). Quick
Estimates for This Week
50-85)— “Stella” (20th) and “MysLyric (RKO) (1,500; 55-75)— “711
turnover promising hot $20,000.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
tery at Burlesk” (Indie). Modest
Oke
Last week, “Crisis” (M-G) and “On •‘Treasure Island” (RKO). Bright Ocean Drive” (Col) (m.o.).
Last week, “Flame arid $6,500 or better. Last .iveek, “The
Isle of Samoa” (Coll, slow $11,000. $15,000. Supported by widespread $5,000.
Furies” (Par) and “Love That
Arrow”
(WB)
(m.o.),
good
$6,000.
44-65)
Treasure
Hunt
(2,200;
contest
linked
(Silverman)
with
Strand
Brute” (20th), $7,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—“In
—“Convicted” (Col). Opened Mon- local daily and 11 retail firms, Last
United Artists (Parker) (890; SOLonely Place” (Col). Fair $10,000. BS)— “Annie Get, Gun”
day (7). Last week, “Gojng My week, “Crisis” (M-G), $9,500.
(M-G) (2d
Capitol
Last
disapweek,
very
(Mid-States)
55“7ll
(reissue),
Ocean
(Par)
(2,000;
Drive” wk). Big $9,000 or near. Last week,
Way”
S

Oke

$16,000. Last week*
SRO sign out
after Burt Lancaster’s personal.

(2d wk).

Ace

chester

—

pointing $5,000.

—

:

,

—

—

ing N, Y,
Total Gross

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 35Kansas City, Aug. 8.
$12,000; ‘Stella’
“Treasure Island” (RKO).
Entries are moderate this week 70)
in the main although “Treasure Is- Profiting from gigantic exploitaSan Francisco, Aug. 8.
tion
campaign
plus
crix
and
cusland” at Missouri is strong, and
Summer doldrums are taking a
may hold. Holdovers
include tomers’ bouquets. During engage- heavy toll this week at firstruns.
“Flame arid Arrow” at the Para- ment doors open at 9:30 a.m., two Despite this, “So Young, So Bad”
mount and “Three Little Words’ hours earlier than usual and chil- is rated good at Golden Gate while
at the Midland* both okay.
After dren’s admissions are boosted from “In Foreign Legion” shapes pleasslight rise in temperatures, 15 to 25c. Great $14,000 or over ing at Orf>beum. Also second weeks
looms, Last week, “Caged” (WB),
weather has become mild again.
of “Three Little Words” at Warpuny. $7,500.
Estimates for This Week
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)— field and “Flame and Arrow” at
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- “J o h n n y One-Eye” (UA) and Paramount continue nicely, espe65)— “Port of New York” (EL) and “Rookie Fireman” (RKO). Poor cially the former. “Iroquois Trail”
“Kill or Be Killed” (EL). Average $5,000,
Last w e e k, “One Way looms mild at United Artists.
Estimates for This Week
$3,500. Last week, “Quiet on West- Street” (U) and “I Was a ShopGolden Gate (RKO) <2,844; 60ern Front” (Indie) and “Bayonet lifter” (U), same.
85)—
“So YOung, So Bad” (UA).
Charge” (Indie) (reissues), pleasState (Par) (2,300; 50-70)
ing $4,500.
“Johnny Holiday” (UA). Well re- Good $12,000. Last week, “A ModMarriage” (Mono) and “Triple
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)— ceived, but slow $7,000 appears all. ern
Trouble” (Mono) a thin $10,000.
“Passport Pimlico” (EL) and "Prel- Last week, “Night and City” (20th),
Fox
(FWC) (4,651; 60-95)
$11,000.
ude to Korea” (Indie). Moderate
“Stella” (20th) and “The Avengers”
World (Mann) (400; 50-85)
$2,500. Last week, “Tight Little Is(Rep).
Light
Last week,
$14,000.
“Winslow Boy” (EL). Good $3,000.
land” (U>; (7th wk), $1,500.
“Love That Brute” (20tli) and
Midland (Loew’s) <3,500; 45-65)— Last week, “Quiet on Western “Where Sidewalk Ends” <20th).
“Three Little Words” (M-G) and Front” (Indie) (reissue) (2d wk), Okay $15,500.
“Beware of Blondie” (Col) (2d $1*500 in 5 days.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
wk). Continues at nifty $12,000.
—“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
Last week, smash $22,000,
Still big at $20,000.
wk).
Last
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)— 'Duchess’ Hotsy $16,000,
week, sock $25,000.
“Treasure
Island”
(RKO) and
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
“Bunco Squad” (RKO). House cele“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and
Port.; 'Lonely’ Oke 11
brating anni week, fat $13,000, and
“Destination Big House” (Rep) (2d
Portland, Ore., Aug. 8.
may hold. Last week, “Jackie Robwk). Nice $14,500. Last week, big
Biz is picking up jn downtown
inson Story” (EL) and “Armored
$ 20 000
houses this week, with “Duchess of
Car Robbery” (RKO), $9,500.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; Idaho” at Broadway looking best, “The Men” (UA) (2d wk). Down to
45-65)— “FMme and Arrow”. (WB) with sock session. “In A Lonely $8,000. Last week, fair $12,500.
(2d wk); So-so $7,500, Last week, Place” shapes okay in two spots.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (4,448; 55with One-day personal appearance “Annie” is packing in customers 85
“Foreign Legion” <U) and

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 44-65)
(RKO) and
Island”
“Treasure
“Beaver Valley” (RKO) (2d wk).
terrific
Rich $12,000 after
$17 ;500

opener.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
•‘50 Years Before Eyes” (WB) and
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB). Very
disappointing v $5,000, sad takings.
Last week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
(20th) and “Rock Island Trail’’
(Rep), neat $15,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 4465>:
“Panic In Streets” (20th) and
“Music In Moonlight” (Rep), Just
nice $9,000, Last week, “Cactus
Creek” (U) and “Kill or be Killed”

.

.

1

At

,

atres, chiefly first runs, inciud-

—

—

Panic

.

18G

—

—

No

Estimated Total Gross
$2,372,000
This Week ...
(Based on 25 cities, 203 the-

—

Omaha, Aug. 8.
After trailing for Weeks, the
Brandeis took over leadership here
$16,000.
United Artists, Rita, Vogue* Siii- this week with a sensational $10,dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100; 000 for “Treasure Island,” Oddly
1,370; 885; 1,145; 60-$l)— “In For- enough, most of the patrons were
“Crisis”
at
Paramount
eign Legion” (U) and “Hi-Jacked” adults.
Slow looms good but elsewhere trade Is
(Lippert) (2d wk-5 days).
in
doldrums,
An exception is the
$11,000. Last week, $22,400.
State where “Annie Get Your
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)
Gum” may go into a fourth week.
•‘City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (6th
Estimates for This Week
\vk). Fair $2,000. Last week, $2,600
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
ne Arts, Guild (FWC) (679; “Treasure Island” (RKO). Smash
“Rocking Horse Win- $10,000, and probable holdover.
9C8; 60-$l)
ner” <U) (2d wk). Slight $2,000. Last week, “Bright Leaf” (WB),
Last week, $3,100.
not so good $6,000.

'Streets’

City Grosses

—

Neat
“Panic in Streets” (20th).
“Wagon
Last Week,
$12,000.
Master” (RKO), $10,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d wk).

of

‘Furies’ fine

Detroit, Aug. 8.
•'Treasure Island,” which may
hit a good $30,000 at the Fox, and
“The Furies,” which is shaping a
nifty $18,000 at the Palms, are
easily the leaders this week. Others
are fair to poor with “Flame and
Arrow” sinking to a routine $16,000 In the second week at the
Michigan after* great $27,000 first
stanza. “Young Widow” looks, slow
$7,000 at the Madison.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)

“Four Men and a Prayer” (20th)
and “Stanley and Livingstone”

doing nicely.
Holdovers are
-<
Three Little Words” continues
session

Key

*$12,000.

—

.

locations.

third

Law” (WB),

Eglinton, Victoria (FP) ( 1,180;
“Small Backroom”
1,140; 38-67)
Last week,
(EL). Okay $7,500.

1950

9,

Spotty;
.

:

Third new
Lady,” looks slim $17,000 in three
bill,

— “Lancer

Spy” (20th) and
“Tonight We Raid Calais” (20th)
Big
(reissues).
$14,000. Last week,
“Return, Frontiersman” (WB) and
33-57)

—“Broken

Arrow”

(2Qth).

Big

>

‘

Del

Toronto, Aug, 8.
Although heat and holiday eXo-r
dus is denting biz, “Annie Get
Your Gun” is still pacing the town
on second stanza at Loew’s. “Blossoms in Dust,” on reissue, ill third
frame at Odeon is about same as
second. Gross topper among new

ities of Manila,” is taking a Surprisingly good $27,500 in two the“Duchess of Idado” also
atres.
shapes nice $27,000 in two houses
with smaller seating capacity,

;

Wedneeday, August
‘Street’

Los Angeles, Aug. 8.
First-run pace this frame is very
Spotty. Of the new bills, VUriderworld Story,” supported by “Atroc-

—

G

)

)

(Col), $12,000.

smash

$13,900.

Smash

$16,000,

Mont’I ; ‘Young’ Neat 8G
Montreal, Aug. 8.
Cool weather is helping returns
all
deluxers here currently.
“Caged” shapes topper at Capitol
where sock. “Duchess of Idaho
;

in

.

looks

okay in third session
“So Young, 9o Bad”

Loev/’s.

at
is

doing nicely at Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C. T.) <2,625; 34-60)— "No
Man of Own” (Par). Solid $12,000.
(Continued on page 22)

.

—
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Wednesday, August 9, 1950

‘Words’ -Chico

PICTURE GROSSES

Wow $60,000 in Chicago;

‘TREASURE’ LUSH 20G,

WASH* WORDS’

14G,

Washington, Aug.

Downtown

2D
8.

theatres generally are

doing good business, with Keith's
getting the biggest crowds with
“Treasure Island” plus Disney's
“Beaver Valley” and his cartoons,

Warner

.

New

Chicago, Aug. 8,
openers will rocket

loop

Estimates Are Net

substantially above last
frame, despite pleasant weekend
weather, with ^Oriental entry of
“Three Little Words” plus Chico
Mark, Paul Gray, and Yvette top-

grosses

•

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, he.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
Playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

ping stageshow, spearing a wow
$60,000. Palace's “Treasure Island”
looks stout $17,000.
“Stella” with “If This Be Sin”
looms equally bright at United
Artists with $12,000.
Only lean
opening is Grand entry of “Woman on Pier 13” and “State Peniten-

come.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

tiary,” light $8,000.

Woods holdover:

of “711

Ocean

Drive” continues hot pace in second round at $33,000. “Friend
Irma West,” in second week at
Chicago, with Peggy Lee, Dave

Holdovers Hobble Hub;

Barbour and Myron Cohen onstage,
looks brisk $48,000.
Second session

of State-Lake’s

—

.

—

—

•

—

Time

lent

Girl” (FC). Fair $10,500. Last
week; “The Torch” (EL) and “Rider From Tucson” (RKO), $9,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

$9,000.

“Trigger, Jr,” (Rep). Thin $3,500.

—

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)
“Treasure Island” (RKO). Excels
$17,000. Last week, “Cactus
Creek” (U) and “Captive Girl” (U), “So

—

Young,

So Bad”

(UA)

and

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—, Last week, “Great jewrel Robber”
Jewel Robber” (WB) and (WB) and “50 Years Before Eyes”
“Once Thief” (UA) (2d wk). Dull (WB), $3,800.
Memorial (RKO) (3.500; 40-85)—
$7,000. Last week, $9,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) “Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d wk).
“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th) (2d Oke $17,000. Last week, nifty $21,Last week, 500.
Light $10,000.
Wk).
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40$13,000.
'‘Great

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50.'98)— “Stella’* (20th) and “If This
Be Sin” (UA). Fast $12,000. Last

85)—“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and
“Music

Moonlight” (Indie) (2d
Light $12,500.
Last week,

wk).

in

week, “Convicted” (Col) and “The $16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
Palomino” (Col) (2d wk), $8,000.
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) (2d wk). and “Shadow on Wall” (M-G). Mild
Strong $32,060. Last week, $42,000. $12,000. Last week. “Duchess of
Idaho” (M-G), good $13,000 for

—

second week.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Young. So Bad” (UA) and

Philly Cool, Biz Torrid;

pulling

them

—“So

in for

second week of “Flame and Arrow.” “Three Little Words” shapes
okay at Palace in second round.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—
<•
,ady Without Passport” (M-G)
plus vaude. ,Fair $20,000,
Last
week, “Duchte6s of Idaho” (MrG)
-

—

1

—

.

,

'

—

—

—

—

—

ing.

—

Shoes” (EL) (94th
wk).
Long-runner still holding
near $6,000. rainy and cooler
weather enabling it to hold near
previous week’s $6,200. Continues.

LOUD

.

—

—

—

,

—

—

— —

.

.

(2),

—

—

.

Wednesday

,•

—

.

Break in

the heat wave last
plus several rainy
days arid much cooler weather, is
spelling improved trade at most
Broadway key film theatres this
Session. -Seven new bills were im(2d wk), $1*7, 000b
portant (iontrijbiiting factors to. the
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)
“Lawless” (Pan). Fair $4,000. Last Upbeat; Pickup in business is
week, “D.Q.A;!' (UA) (2d wk), $3,- enabling some Oxtended-rUns to
equal or come near- preceding week
000
figures.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,130; 44-80)
“Treasure
Paramount is doing the outstandIsland”
(RKO) and
“Beaver Valley” (RKO). Socko $20
ing trade of the Street with
000. Last week, “Winchester ’73” “Friend Irma Goes West” and
stagesho^ headed by Louis Prima,
(U) (2d wk), excellent $11,000,
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44- Gary Morton and Modernaires. It
74)—“G. I. Joe” (EL) (reissue). Ter- wound up the first week last night
rific $8,500. Last Week, “House By
(Tues.) with great $98,000, best for
River” (Rep) and “This Side of Par flagship in many weeks and
Law”. (WB), $5,400.
the biggest summer session this
year.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
New James Cagney starrer, “Kiss
wk). Nice $14,000 or near after Tomorrow Goodbye,” with stage
nifty $21,000 in opener.
bill topped by Billy Vine, Toni
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85) Harper and Lind Bros., is giving
“Henry V” (UA) (reissue) (2d the Strand its peak summer trade
wk). Looks $5,500 or better after and biggest at the house in months.
hefty $6,600 opener.
Starting off strongly, it built via
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)
fine reviews, with sock $65,000
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk). probable for first stanza.
Okay $11,000 after nifty $15,500
Roxy also is soaring to big $85,opening round.
000 with “Panic in Streets” and
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)
expanded ice show plus Frances
“Kind Hearts” (EL) (4th wk). Still Langford, Peg-Leg Bates, Joe Jacksteady at $7,000. Last week, about
son, JrT
same.
“Edge of Doom,” which started
off smash, looks to wind up initial
week at Astor with solid $27,000
after strong teeoff. “Lady Without
Passport.” with Pearl Bailey arid
Jack Fina band topping stageshow,
is the laggard of the new bills, with
light $42,000 probable at the Capitol. “Mask of Korea” is giving the
Rialto $6,000, better than recent
takes there. Palace, with usual
Cleveland,^ Aug, 8.
weekly vaudfilm change, also is
Convention trade is jacking up
improved
oyer recent weeks.
key house takes somewhat, with
Showing remarkable holdover
flashiest fireworks displayed by
“Three Little Words,” going strong strength is “Our Very Own” with
enough to cop holdover at Loew’s rousing $25,000 or better in second
State.
“Treasure Island” looks frame at the Victoria.
nice at Palace. “Cariboo Trail” at
“The Men” with stageshow is
Hipp and “Stella” at Allen are just winding qp its third and final sestrailing along.
sion at the Music Hall with a fine
Estimates for This Week
$123,000, same as second week.
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-75)— General upbeat is enabling “Annie
“Stella” (20th). Fairish $12,000 or Get Your Gun” to finish its run
less. Last week, “711 Ocean Drive” at the State with big $15,600 for
(Col) (2d Wk), good $8,500.
12th week. “Three Little Words” is
Esquire (Community) (704; 55- opening there today (Wed.).
75)
“Quiet On Western Front”
Estimates for This Week
(reissue) (2d Wk). Oke $4,500 folAstor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50)
lowing good $8,000 for last frame.
—“Edge of Doom” (RKO). First
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-75)
week ending 0 today (Wed.) is not
“Cariboo Trail” (20th). Mild $14,getting as much as its big opening
000. Last week, “Flame and. Arindicated but still very nice with
row” (WB), $10,000.
“Edge”
Holds.
around
$27,000.
Lower. Mall (Community) (505;
55-75)— “Facts of Love” (Indie). teed off with special benefit show
night, reopening
Wednesday
(2)
Fair $2,000, Last week, “Spectre
the house, which had been shutof Rose” (Rep) and “Always Loved
tered several weeks for faceliftYou” (Rep),

(Rep). Slim $7*000.
Last week. “Great Jewel Robber”
(WB) and*“50 Years” (WB), $7,500.
$1,900,
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,205; 55-75)
“Rogues
Sherwood
Forest”
(Col)
“Annie
Get
Gun” (M-G) (3d wk).
Philadelphia, Aug. 8.
arid
“Shadow on Wall” (M-G). Pleasing $6,000 after $6,200 last
Cool weather over weekend is Tepid
$7,000. Last week, “Duchess week.
giving a shot in the arm to firstof Idaho” (M-G) neat $9,500 for
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)
run biz here currently. New prod- second round.
“Treasure Island” (RKO).
Big
uct coupled with strong holdovers
matinee
biz spelling nice $18,500.
is building surprisingly big trade.
Last
week,
“Rogues
Sherwood
Pacing newcomers is “Our Very
Forest” (Col), $12,500.
Own,” socko at Boyd. “In* Lonely ‘Furies’ Modest $10,000,
State (Lo6w's) (3,450; 55-75)
Place” also is nice at the Earle.
“Three
Little
Words”
(M-G).
Balto; ‘Arrow’ 9G, 2d Breezy $19,500, and skedded for
Estimates for This Week
stayover. Last week, “Irma West”
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— “Our
Baltimore, Aug. 8.
Very Own” (RKO). Terrific $25,Trade In the downtown sector (Par), fine $14,000.'
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-75)
000 or over, Last war/:, “Treasure here is in fairish groove and someIsland” (RKO) (2d wk), $10,200.
what under figures of recent weeks. —“Irma West” (Par) (m.o). Fairly
neat
“In Of new crop, “The Furies,” is mod$6,500. Last week, “Eagle and
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)
Lonely Place” (Col), Nice $15,000. erate at Keith’s while “Lady With- Hawk” (Par), $6,000.
Last week, “Quiet on Western out Passport” looks light at CenFront” (Indie), $11,200.
tury. New's “Broken Arrow,” and
Fox (20 th) (2,250; 50-99)
Stanley’s “Flame and Arrow,” re- 'WORDS’
$16,000,
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (3d wk). main very steady. Izzy Rappaport’s
Hefty $18,000. Last week, $20,000. combo Hippodrome will reopen
’LEGION*
BUFF.;
$15,000
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- Thursday (10) followirig an eight
99)— “Furies” (Par). Sturdy $17,- week period, of repairs. “Woman on
Buffalo, Aug. 8.
000 or less. Last wc^k, “Crisis” Pier 13” with Vaude is opening pic.
Stronger fare is boosting trade
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
all along line this stanza. “Three
Estimates for This Week
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20r Little Words” shapes standout,
“Annie Get Gun!’ (M-G). Neat $8,- 60)
“Lady Without Passport” husky at the Buffalo, “In Foreign
000.
Last week, “Wake Island” (M-G). Mild $7,000 or near. Last Legion” also appears fancy at La(Par) and “Proudly We Sail” (Par) week* “Duchess Idaho” (M-G) (2d fayette. “Our Very Own” looks
sock at Century.
(reissues), dull $5,000. •
Wk) held well at $10,700.
Estimates for This Week
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Keith’s (Schariberger) (2,460; 20Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—
“Admiral WaS Lady” '(UA). Slow 60)—“Furies” (Par). Modest $10,$15,000. Last week. “Flame and Ar- 000.
Last week, “So Young, So “Three Little Words” (M-G). Husky
row” (WB) (3d wk), $12,000.
$16,000. Last week, “Crisis” (M-G)
Bad”; (UA), $9,700.
and “Destination Big House” (Rep)*
Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 50Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)
99)— “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) (2d “So Proudly We Hail” (Par) (re- fair $11,000.
Wk). Strong $20,000. After boff $26,- issue). Average $4,000. Last week,
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
“Stellri” (20th). Good $12,000. Last
000 for first stanza,
“Mystery Street” (M-G). $3,800*
20-60)—
week,
“Furies” (Par) and “HumStanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99)
New (Mechanic) (1,800;
4
‘Rogues Sherwood Forest”. (Col) “Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk), phrey Takes Chance” (Mono), oke
(2d wk). Dim $8,500. Last week, Going well at $9,000 after pleasing $13,500 in 9 <lays.
*
fair $15,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
$13,600 opener.
“Flame and Arrow* (WB) (2d wk).
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
Stanley (WB) (3,286: 25-75)
‘Modern Marriage” (Mono). Light, “Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk). Sturdy $10,000, Last week, solid
$7,500. Last week, “young Daniel Maintaining steady pace at $10,- $16,500.
Boone” (Mono) and “ K 0 Years Be- 000 after bright $14,400 opener.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
fore Eyes”. (WB), r 8 ono.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65) “In Foreign Legion” (U) and “One
“Rpgues Sherwood Forest” (Col). Way Street” (U). Nearly $15,000,
Trans-Lux (T-L)
50-99)
” (EL) (3d Not getting far at $6,000.
Last fancy.
“Kin* Hearts, C**~.
Last week, “711 Ocean
Uk). Holding w'
$6,000 or week, “Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d Drive” (Col) and “Isle of Samoa”
near. Last week, $7,500.
(Col), neat $14,000,
wk), $7,200.

“Trigger, Jr.

Tame -Stage

‘Kiss’-Vaude Big 65G,

—

“Where The

Sidewalk Ends” is slow $10,000.
Boston, Aug. 8.
Estimates for This Week
Weak new product and holdovers
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98)— are not much help this stanza, re“Friend Irma West” (Par) plus sulting in Only moderate grosses
Peggy Lee, Dave Barbour quartet, at major houses. ‘‘The Men” in
Myron Cohen onstage (2d wk). second round at Astor still is oke
Brisk $48,000. Last week, $52,000. as is “Treasure Island” in second
Week at Memorial. “Flame and
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)
“Back To Bataan” (RKO) and Arrow'’ is Only fairly good in sec“Marine Raiders” (RKO) (reissues) ond week at Met. “Rogues of Sher(2d wk) Smart $6,000. Last week, wood Forest” at State and Orpheum shapes slim with “Cariboo
about same.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)
Trail” at Boston only fair.
“So
13”
(RKO) and Young, So Bad” at Paramount and
“Woman on Pier
Light Fenway, is disappointing.
“State Penitentiary” (Col).
Last week, “Winchester
$8,000.
Estimates for This Week
’73” (U), (3d wk), solid $8,200.
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G) and “The Men” (UA) (2d wk). Still up
Chico Marx, Paul Gray, and Yvette there with oke $14,000 after nice
heading stageshow. Smash $60,000. $16,000 for first week.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)
Last week, “Crisis” (M-G) (2d wk)
and Dick Contino unit onstage, “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Good
$36,000.

is also

B way Up; lima -Prima Wow $98,000,

—

— (City
“Red

Inv.)

(589;

—“Lady Without

Passport” (M-G)
Bailey/ Kirby Stone
Quintet, Jack Fina orch, Jay Marshall. Not doing well with light
$42,000 or near. But is holding one
week. Last week, “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) with Bert Wheeler, Toni
Arden, Sonny Dunham orch (2d
wk), slumped to $32,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)

—“So

same total for last week.
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) with
new stageshow opens tomorrow
frahie;

(Thurs.).

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)—
“Mask of Korea” (Indie). Doing
better than recent pix here, with
over $6,000 likely. “The Ape” (Indie) and “Return of Zombie” (In-

Pearl

Young, So Bad” (UA)

(3d-

wk). Staying up very well
with $10,000 or thereabouts. Last
week, fine $11,300.
“In Foreign
Legion” (U) opens Saturday (12).
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)
final

—“Mutiny on Bounty” (M-G) and
“Day

at Races” (M-G) (reissues)
(5th wk); Still nice profit at $12,000, ahead of last week’s sturdy
,
$11,000. Stays.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$L20)
—“Destination Moon” (EL) (7th
wk). Sixth session ended Monday
night (7) perked to fancy $15,000
after $14,000 last week. “Treasure
Island” (RKO) opens Aug. 15.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and
vaude. Looks solid $21,000 or over.
Last week, “Mystery Street” (M-G)
with vaude, $17,000.

#

(Par)
—Paramount
“Friend Irma West”

open

die)
(reissues)
(Thurs,).

tomorrow

90Rivoli
(UAT-Par)
(2,092;
$1,80)— “Underworld Story” (UA)
(3d wk). Down to $8,000 currently
after light $9,500 last week.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)
“Panic in Streets” (20th) with

—

Frances Langford, Peg-leg Bates,
Joe Jackson, Jr.* and expanded<iceshow on stage. Did remarkably
strong trade over the Weekend,
and looks big $85,000 or over, with
stage layout taking a bow. Holds
one Week.
Last week, “Broken
(20th) with Andrews Sisiceshow (2d wk) okay $66,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.90)—
(M-G).
Little
Words”
“Three
Opens today (Wed.). Last week,
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (12th wk)
pushed to big $15,000, remarkable
for final round after $13,000 last
week. Makes longest run for any

Arrow”

ters,

under current policy.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2)
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
plus Billy Vine, Toni Harper, Lind
Bros, onstage. Started off big and
may hit very strong $65,000, one
of best sessions here in some time.
Especially fine for season of year.
Crix praise helping. ' Holds. Last
week, “Flame and Arrow” (WB)
with Jane Pickens, Buddy Lester
headlining stageshow (4th wk),

film

—

okay $30,000.
Sutton HR & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Winslow Boy” (EL) (10th wk).
Looks okay $6,000 after $6,500
last

frame.

Stays on.

Trans-Lux 60th St (T-L) (453:
74-$1.50)— “Kind Hearts, Coronets’’
(EL) (9th wk). Still great with
$8,000 after $8,300 last week. Continues indef.
Victoria (City

—

Inv.) (1,060; 95$1.50)
“Our Very Own” (RKO)
(3d wk). Second sessiori ended last
night (Tues.) held in excellent fashion at rousing $25,000 or better
after big $28,000 opening week.

Perks as ‘Words’

$1.20-

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)

with

round ended last night (Tues.)
held to sock $9,000 after big $10,500 opener.
Radio City Music Hall (RockefeK
lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “The Men’’
(UA) and stageshow (3d-final wk).
Holding even with second-week
figure at fine $123*000 in final

Pitt

Bijou
$2.40)

—“Quiet on Western Front” (Indie)
(reissue)
(3d wk).
Second

(3,664; 55-$ 1.50)

(Par) With

‘Sidewalk’
Penn

Okay $8,000

Pittsburgh, Aug. 8.
theatre's string of summer

continuing with “Three
Words,” which is leading
town by Wide margin and Will
stick, around for another week.
“Where Sidewalk Ends,” also is
doing okay at Fulton and holds
for an extra three days.
“Flame
and .Arrow” still
showing
is
strength in h o. at Stanley. Abbott
ahd Costello “In Foreign Legion”
merely hanging on at Harris.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)
/‘Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th).
Notices mixed but biz is okay
It’ll stay until Saturday
$8,000.
(12) when <‘Our Very Own” (RKO)
opens ori heels of Joan Evans’ twoday ballyhoo visit in town. Last
week, “Winchester ’73” (U) (2d
clicks

is

Little

—

wk), fine $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)
“In Foreign Legion” (U). Abbott
and Costello starrer doing only

—

'

weak $7,000.
Ocean Drive”
$ 6 000
,

Last

Week, “711
wk-5 days),

(Col) (2d

.

Penn (Loew’s)

(3,300;

45-80)

“Three Little Words” (M-G), Hitting top brackets again with $22,Last week,
000, and cinch h.o.
“Crisis” (M-G), $8,000 in 5 days.

—

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)
Louis Prima orch, Gary Morton,
Modernaires topping stage bill (2d- “Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk6
days).
Burt Lancaster starrer
final wk).
First stanza soared to
smash $98,000, biggest here in should do an all right $9,000 on
many weeks. Stage layout a real ,top of big $18,000 last week.
help and picture is pleasing audiWarner (WB) (2,000; 45- r.0)
ences.
In ahead, “711
Ocean “Cargo Capetown” (Col) arid "forDrive” (Col) with stageshow (2d tunes Capt. Blood” (Col).
Fair
wk), $62,000.
,1
$5,500 in 6 days. Last week, “No
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50) Man of Own” (Par), healthy $8,000.

—

*
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"M-G-M
musicals
are pacing
the field.”

•— Variety

M-G-M

presents

JUDY GARLAND

Gloria DeHaven

•

GENE KELLY

in

"SUMMER STOCK"

*

Co-starring’

Eddie Bracken

Marjorie Main • Phil Silvers • with Ray Collins • Color by.TECHNICQLOR • Screen Play
Story by Sy Gomberg
by George Wells and Sy Gomberg
Music by Harry Warren * Lyrics by Mack Gordon
Directed by

•

CHARLES WALTERS

»

Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK

*

A. Metro-lGoldwyn - Mayer Picture

1

,

,

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
• It Martln'9 PI act/ Trafalgar Square

Rep For Reasonable

INTERNATIONAL
Record Number of Yanks

Prices Boosts

Visit

trian tourist figures

show Austrian,

through its rep as the
cheapest on the continent " for
already exceeded
travelers has
its 1938 record. That was the country’s top year for foreign visitors

mainly

despite the Hitlerian anschluss in

'

pastoral

Few Go

to

British

esti-

has been unnoticeable in tourist
From one standpoint
here benefitted by Far
Eastern crisis because dollar-schilling exchange in the “free” market
jumped from a mere fraction over
the official rate of 26 schillings to
$1 to 29 or better.
Visitors to Oberammergau’s Passion Play report that the little Bavarian town is scalping tourists unmercifully. Extras piled onto the
inclusive tickets which cover play
tix,
board
and lodging have
cleaned out customers to the point
where German and Allied occupation authorities are threatening a
are
Similar, beefs
crackdown.
bound to arise during the Salzburg festival when hotels within
commuiting range of performances
more than double their rates.
Tickets for the more important
concerts, operas and plays of the
bookings.
tourists

The

As the tourist stream grew,
Austria opened up legal gambling
again for the first time since the
war. First casino to start the
wheels turning is in Bad Gastein
resort near Salzburg. Others are to
be opened in Salzburg -and at'
Baden, resort town in the Russ
zone near Vienna. Baccarat, roulette and chemin de for are offered
by the syndicate which goes partners with federal and provincial
governments in banking the play.
Dealers were imported from Monte
Carlo and French casinos with bets
set from 15c to a $80 maximum.
The cool reception and poor profit

!

Monte make

it

September,

“Oklahoma,” Stoll (166).
“Ring Round Moon,” Globe
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo
“Streetcar,” Aldwych (44).

cess.

Another American show that has
proved a gold mine to the Tennent
outfit is “The Heiress.”
This has
been running at the Haymarket for
ovCt a year, having opened Feb.
Although it has a change
1, 1949.
of cast (originally Ralph Richardson and Peggy Ashcroft, and now
Godfrey Tearle and Wendy Hiller),
it.
is understood to have netted
around $56,000. But as it is under
a non-profit distribution basis, the
money gained will have to be put
into the kitty for further produc-

(28).
(8).

-

“Touch

&

Go,” Wales

(12).

“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (113).

“Worm’s View,” Comedy

(172).

CLOSED LAST WEEK

“Venus Observed,”

St. Jas. (28).

tions.

Rank Eyes Govt

“Treasure Hunt,” which debuted
at the Apollo, for Tennents, has
also done exceptionally well, and
by the time it closed at the St.
Martin’s theatre, where it was

Coin for Prod.

transferred June 12, it had cleared
a clear $30,000, which also goes
London, Aug. 8.
J. Arthur Rank, although origi- into the, box for future shows.
nally disinterested in aid from the Show could have stayed on, instead
government’s Film Finance Corp., of closing July 22,. but for fact
the leads, Sybil Thorndike
is now said to be mulling a realign- that
ment of his organization’s corpo- and Lewis Casson, are due to aprate structure in Order to qualify pear in a play at the Edinburgh
Festival in August.

When the
set up in March, 1949, its
rules decreed that only independent producers would be eligible for
monetary assistance.
Out of its initial treasury of

for a production loan.

“The Way Things Go,” which
opened at the Phoenix March 7
and folded July 15, proved pretty
good going for Stephen Mitchell,
and has brought total profit of at

FFC was

FFC least $30,000. This includes the
£5,000,000
($14,000,000),
loaned Sir Alexander Korda’s Brit- $10,000 paid by the Shuberts and
ish Lion Film Corp. £2,750,000 Max Gordon for American rights.
during the film bank's first 12 This does not include the film
rights,

months of operations. In that period some 21 pictures were released
as a result of state aid. Last June
Parliament authorized the bank’s
kitty to be upped by another £1,000,000 after it used up its original

star,

Firstly, it has paid its production cost, around $16,000, plus
at least another $10,000.
Show

ager.

Williamson Eyes 2

folds soon but could have stayed
longer if it had not been for the
star’s Hollywood commitments,
Londoners apparently have a
yen for Restoration plays, as indicated by the gravy obtained by
Tennents from “The Beaux Strata-

gem”

at the Lyric. Play originally
at the Phoenix and was
voted a modest hit. That was in
May 5, 1949. The following month
it was switched to the Lyric and
after being given publicity by the
leads, John Clements and Kay

opened

Morum,

will be the next straight
play to be taken to Australia by
Williamson Theatres. Whichever of the two shows is selected
will
probably follow “Harvey,”

J. C.

Hammond

Christmas.

But “Background,” which opened./
May 17, is skedded soon to fold
now being around $6,000 in the red.
This does not include the money
salvaged by the sale of the American rights to Lee Shubert.
Another unfortunate has been
Stanley French with his “Mr.
Gillie” at the Garrick.
Opened

TV

lehsing

5f*ri ntQ

shortly,

will

star

TV

Po|*jq

Anouk

and Anne Vernon. Terence Fisher
will direct with Harry Reynolds as
has, in addition, invited a number
producer.
of other wellknown writers to do
plays specially for the medium.
Among those who’ve accepted are
Other Foreign News
Clemence Dane, Mabel Constanduros, Tyrone Guthrie and L, du
On Page 17
Garde Peach.
Val Gielgud, head of

drama,

j

1

j

Aiirt

March 9, it. drew some money for
the first few weeks. Then it encountered bad biz, with entire loss
reputed to be about $8,400, after
closing July 15.

Q

With the Venice Film Festival
due to get underway late this
month, France will be represented
at the meet by Discina’s “Or-

has proved

Chiffon.” The latter made at least
$50,000, which includes sale of play
to John Wildberg for Broadway,
and is still making money on tour.

|

inal

air, it

Westminster, have not been so
fortunate with their latest “Background,” as they were with “Black

Up

j

on the

a real moneymaker. In its 55-week
run, it has banked a clear $70,000,
which being on the no-profit sharing system, will have to be salted
away for further show ventures.
It’s still staying till the end of
September when it will be replaced
by “The Little Hut.”
Reanco, who present plays at the

this fall.

Franco-London production with
Dorothy Stewart, New York repAldo Fabrizi and Gaby Morlay, and resentative of Williamson,
is ar“E PiU Facile che Un Cammello” ranging details.
(“It’s Easier for a Camel”), directed by Luigi Zampa.
Others include “II Ladro di Ven- Berlin Propaganda Pic
ezia” (“Thief of Venice”), a Maria
Montez starrer; “Eagle and the Designed to
U.S. Trade
Shadow,” starring Richard Greene
Berlin, Aug." 1,
and Valentina Cortese; “L’Edera”
Designed to promote trade with
(“The Ivy”), with Columba Domin- the U. S., a 30-minute propaganda
guez; as well as two Lux film en- pic has been turned out at the UFA
tries, “Eroi e Briganti” (“Heroes studios here under the sponsorship
and Brigands”) and “Romanza d’A- of the city Of Berlin. Film is sched1947-48.
more” (“Romance of Love”). Lat - uled to be screened at the Internater stars Danielle Darrieux and tional Industries Fair in Chicago
Top British Dramatists
Rossan Brazzi.
early this month.
Documentary is tagged “What
To
Originals for
Do You Know About Berlin?” and
London, Aug, 1.
New British Film Unit
was made- by Mars Film ProducA number of top-ranking dramaLondon, Aug. 1.
tions.
Variety's loc^l correspondtists are to write original plays for
A new film producing unit ent, Bill Conlan, handles the narTV. The British video service is headed by the Earl of Southesk ration, assisted
by Sgt. John Meyplanning a drama festival in 1951 and his 20-year-old son, Lord Car- ers and
Ruth Redd of the Amerito coincide with the Festival of negie, is planning a program of
can Little Theatre in Berlin.
Britain and already James Bridie, two moderate budget productions
J. B. Priestley and Terence Ratti- a year.
’Orpheus’ to Venice Festival
First subject which will start
gan have agreed to contribute orig-

Do

St. James’, has made
for the English actor-man-

at the

money

London Hits for Aussie

lia

still available.
Oliver’s Click

fund..

“Worm’s Eye View,” current
London comedy success by R. F.
Edwina
“Late
Delderfield
or
Black,” a last season London click
by William Dinner and William

Milan”).
“Prima
(“First Communion”), a Universa-

ironical fact that the 1949-

50 season, which marked the period of peak studio depression in
Britain, resulted in a substantial
increase in the number of top
feature films, is revealed in the
annual report of the British Film
Producers Assn.
In the 1949-50 period, there were
81 first features and 50 in the
Comparative
supporting
class.
figures for the two previous years
are "71 “A” films and 49 “B” pictures for 1948-49 and 57. “A” pix
and 113 of “B” classification for

which are

“Venus Observed,” presented by
Laurence Olivier with himself as

which closes its Down Under run
Meanwhile, Williamson is
readying an Aussie tour of “BrigaComunione” doon,” to open shortly after

j

until

“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (13).
at Seven,” Wyndham (22).
“IcC-Capades,” Empress (11).
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (46).
.“Knights Madness,” Vic. Pal. (21).
“Latin Quarter,” Casino (21).
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (3).

*

Legal Gambling Back

dice tables at

(14).

“Home

are listed in the
chain’s “Ice Follie” at Adelaide.
However, skating, soubrette Cissy

Tax Pool

New

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (44).
“Golden City r” Adelphi (8).
“Heiress,” Haymarket (80).
“His Excellency,” Princess (11).

No Americans

Made

Festival were sold out a day after
going on sale. In case of big
events like Menuhin concert or
top opera performances by special casts, ticket specs try to get
$10 a ticket, or three times face
value.

of

Still

production subsidy pool as a result Perth, Sept. 4. Ice revue, with a
of the new admission tax relief cast of 40 international bladesters,
plan, is now being devised by has been doing capacity business.
British Producers before submisMeanwhile, the Tivoli organizasion to other trade organizations. tion is mopping up at the boxoffice
Although details have yet to be with a flock of activities. In Sydworked out, it is believed the fund ney, it is starring British comedian
will be at the disposal of all British Arthur Askey in a comedy musical,
pictures screened after a certain “The Love Racket.” Show already
So far as can be learned, has played a record 19 weeks at
date.
this means that the pool will not the Melbourne Tivoli theatre, and
only benefit current productions, Martin is hoping that the Sydney
but will also assist oldies still stand will prove equally successful.
going the rounds.
Locally, the Tivoli theatre is
As a first step, the company now
being formed to administer the snaring top grosses with a varietyAlthough Aussie custom
pool, is concentrating on the meth- revue.
od of collection from exhibs, all of calls for seats to be booked six
whom have to pay over half of the days in advance, every seat is imtax relief granted by the govern- mediately snapped up. Indications
ment. It is anticipated that some point to a run well into October
months will pass before the pool which may welT eclipse the record
is in a financial position to make held by Askey’s “Love Racket.”
payments to producers.
The benflts of the pool will apply equally to American financed
British pix as well as native pro- 9 Itala Films Vie
duction. Assessment of share from
For U.S. Market
the kitty will be on net boxoffice
earnings and not on original proRome, Aug. 1.
duction costs.
A realization of the dollars to be
Because the British Film Pro- gained by good pictures in the
ducers Assn, is acting as the ma- American market has spurred Italjor voice for the studios in the ne- ian filmmakers to hike their budggotiations with other trade organ- ets, ink international stars, spend
izations, many indie producers are more time on story preparation
seeking BFPA membership.
Six and conform to some extent to the
joined last week and a number of rules of U. S. censorship.
Best
other applications are being con- exemplifying these policies are
sidered.
some nine films, all of which are
considered top contenders for Yank
playing time.
Among the group are Roberto
More Top British Films
Rossellini’s “San Francesco, Gitri-^
lare Dio” (“St. Francis, Buffoon of
in 1 949-’ 50 Season God”), Vittoria De Sica's “Un MLracolo a Milano” (“A Miracle in
London, Aug. 1.

Korean excitement

obviously unprofitable to roll ’em,
hence no dice games. Salzburg,
with thousands of U,S. Army men
stationed nearby, might make crap
games worthwhile.
The country’s entertainment and
cultural center moved to Salzburg
in
July with principal Vienna
theatres, one of the town’s two
operas and all concerts shut down

Dollar Shortages

London, Aug. 8.
Trenholm is scheduled lo plane
A formula for the distribution of from New York Aug. 22 to open in
monies paid by exhibitors in the the show at His Majesty’s theatre,

life.

Effect of the

“Cocktail Party,”

Seek Formula In

Vienna

)

“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (6).
“Don’t Lose Y’r Head,” Sav’le (1).
“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (41).
“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (35).

•

mate for this year’s foreign invasion is a total of 600,-000 people
not counting the unwelcome Russkis. By the end of June, 250,000
had already checked in. July bookings alone are set for another 150,
000, with the Salzburg Festival
drawing probably half of that number. Aside from the Yanks whose
dollars are especially welcome,
Austria is getting a big play from
Denmark, Switzerland, Belgium
and England. Only a modest percentage find their way to Vienna,
because of additional red tape
necessary in getting travel permits
through the Soviet zone which surrounds the city. Tourist people also
think of recent publicity along
“Third Man” lines both through
that pic and in magazines like
Colliers, and this has scared nervous travelers away from this close
approach to the Iron Curtain despite the apparent peacefulness of
Vienna

dallying at the border,

Prevent Many U,S. Acts
long stories
dailies here carry
about the “trouble” they are having at the studios. The next day
the papers print a retraction.
Melbourne, Aug. 2,
Unit production manager Henry
Dollar shortages are still holdHenigson said: “There is no strike.
They tried to start one, but it didn’t ing the damper on importation of
go through. Not everyone was in
American acts, according to David
on it, only those belonging to the
N. Martin* managing director of
Communist union.”
the Tivoli circuit. At present his
loop only has Yank dancer Gil
Johnson, appearing in Sydney and
the novelty turn of Wally Boag in
Melbourne.

.

The Austrian government

contends,

I.

American shows in England are
not the only moneymakers in the
West End. Plenty of English
shows have yielded good profits to
their promoters, particularly H.
M. Tennent, the biggest show producers here“Harvey,” presented in London
by George and Alfred Black, in
association with Tennent, which
opened at the Prince Of Wales
Jan. 5, 1949, and ran 'there till
March 13, ’50, is reported to have
cleared a profit of well over $90,000. Its lean time, was when it
transferred to the Piccadilly theatre with Leslie Henson starred.
It is now touring to moderate suc-

Figures show weeks of run
London, Aug. 8.
“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (5).
“Beau Strategem,” Lyric (67).
“Brigadoon” Majesty’s (67).
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (9).
“Castle in Air,” Savoy (35).

the better, this group
because 65% of these

is

By HARRY REGENSBERG
London, Aug.

Current London Sliows

Americans visited here and elsewhere deep in Mexico, instead of

action.
These threats have come
up from time to time. Communist

Austrian
is reaping a harvest
and
holtelkeepers
very welcome to
the state. It also is soothing to the
tourists who find a visit to the
city by the Blue Danube or even
the Salzburg area, where prices
are inflated as Festival time approaches, costing about a third of
other spots.. Even in the height
of the season, a couple can be
bedded in top style and eat and
(afternoon
squares
four
drink
snack includedkfor under $10. That
is a pleasure after Paris or even
Munich dinner checks averaging
that much for a single meal plus
a bottle of wine.
the
countryside

-4-

(

Record

Legits

In Profit; British Plays Also Score

sion.

sonnel now working on the giant
production, “Quo Vadis,” being
made at the Rome Cine-Citta studio by Metro, tried to pull an unauthorized strike here today (1).
Head of the Communist union said
he knew nothing about it when
called upon to explain the sudden

March. Npw with other countries
and especially Paris giving the
visitors the feeling of having been
clipped or sand bagged at every
turn,

Communist

Top London

‘Harvey,’ Heiress’

3-Mos.

,

4

‘Vadis’ Strike
Rome, Aug. 1.
Communist members of the per-

son just hitting full stride, Aus-

in

Mexico City, Aug. 1.
New high record in the number
of U. S. visitors in any three-month
period in Mexico’s tourist trade
history was set this May-July with
the checking in of 117,657 American trippers, according to the. government’s national tourist commis-

Austria’s Tourist Biz to 12-Yr. High
Vienna, Aug, 8. "f
With the visiting firemen sea-

Mexico

15

Gluskin on Vienna Vacation
Vienna, Aug. 1.
Gluskin, CBS West Coast
music chief, visited here while on

Lud

|

i

a brief continental vacation.

He

conferred with Red-White-Red netwas written and di- work program chief, Stuart Green
rected by Jean Cocteau.
Jean and Hans Hagen, rietwork conducMarais, Maria Dea and Maria tor. Gluskin plans a leisurely trip
Casares head the cast.
through Austria and Germany,

pheus.”

|
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the N.Y. Strand a bangfollow- up
Warners' 'Flame and the Arrow

Warners

i

ALSO STARRING

BARBARA PAYTON- H ELEMA CARTER WARD' ^BOND
W
jUIyU
LUTHER ADLER barton MACLANE
*

PRODUCED BY

1

**

DIRECTED BY

L*/

0| STRIBUTED

by

r

p*oouci.oNWpu/ApMrn
^Screen Play by Harry Brown

F, 0
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Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

Crooner Don Peers Clicks

Golden Sees Germany in fix Upbeat;
Envisions Gains for
Washington, Aug.

German

film Industry, although
financial difficulties
and limited export possibilities, is
expected to produce more than 80
more than
this
year,
pictures
double the number turned out in
1949. That estimate highlighted a
report on the film industry in

Western Germany and other European countries, compiled by the

Commerce

Big at London Palladium

in Holland

film divi-

under the supervision of
Nathan D. Golden. It was also resion

ported that the German government may trim its quota on U. S.
imports soon from the present 160
per year to about 100 per year.
For other countries, the Commerce Dept, reported American
pictures continue to dominate the
Belgian market. Also that, while
the Belgians have no domestic industry to protect, the new Parliament will be asked by exhibitors
limit the seating capacity of
various cities through fear that the
country is rapidly becoming over-

to

London, Aug. 8.
first British head-

Donald Peers,

liner of the season,

drew

a

but there will be further negotiations.

Blackpool Slipping As

Ace Summer Show Biz
Spot; British

Go Abroad

Blackpool, Eng., Aug,
Blackpool,

1.

summer
doldrums. Gone

mecca

of

For India, the postwar boom in show biz, is in the
16m distribution gets the most pl&y are the days when this Lancashire
in the report.
Netherlands is re- town was a record-breaking spot.
ported to have retained its limit on
for several years of a
rentals to 32M>% of the net box- Boasting
office take, with only 65% of that regular population of 165,000, with
sum remittable if paid in dollars. a daily floating population during
In addition, American films gained the active season of 250,000, this
ground there after the required
ace spot has been given the cold
playing time for European films
mitt this year.
was reduced.
There are many reasons to acBreakdown of Top Countries

The Anglo-Italian talks, initiated
in London, are to be followed by
another meeting in the fall, which
probably will be held in Rome.
Repping the British Film Producers at this next session will be
prexy Reginald P.
Association
Baker;

Anthony Hayelock-Allan,
Korda and Steven

Sir Alexander
Pallos.

stated categorically in Lonthat co-production between
Britain and Italy would' not be a
device for converting frozen lira,
since as the Italian’s already have
If the plans
a sterling surplus,
materialize, there will be lensing
in both countries, depending entirely on suitability of each particular subject.
Both the Fernch and Italian producers sought the advice of the
Following is a country-by-coun- count for the slump. One is the
BFPA in securing wider distributry breakdown of the Commerce usual
money tion for their product in Britain.
cry,
parrot-like
Dept, report:
Second
is according to As a result, more Italian product
shortage.
Germany: As long as there is no
will be dubbed before screening
trade agreement or film exchange complaints, that local showmen
The French, however, dishere.
agreement between U. S. and Ger- fail to realize they are not giving played a preference for sub-titling,
many, it appears that import quotas money values. Big percentage of but intimated they would soon be
will be continued. ECA has agreed
the shows are repeats from last setting up new distributing orto guarantee current expense of
ganizations in Britain.
U. S. producers for their western year. Another important reason is
These
keepers.
boardinghouse
the
Germany operations. In 1949, such
guarantees amounted to $1,163,539 have been extracting heavy coin

and

expected they'll total about from their customers for years
$3,500,000 this year.
without giving them real value.
About 300 features it is esti- Some have assumed that Blackmated will be imported into Gerpool is on the must list for the
it's

many

which 160 will
But they are now
be American. Top-quality Ameri- Lancsatrians.
out that most former regcan films are well received but finding
elsewhere.
going
ulars are
‘‘there is a growing dislike for
One of the biggest oppositions
gangster films, westerns and poorContinent;
to Blackpool is the
quality pictures, irrespective of
France and Belgium have taken
origin." German industry is conquite a number of former Blackfronted with financial difficulties
Other spots, such
caused by lack of capital, credit pool regulars.
Isle Of Man and Isle Of
restrictions
and limited export as the
Wight, also have taken a big toll
possibilities.
this year, of

Nearly 4,500 film houses are now
operating in Western Germany and
west Berlin, of which about 4,000
are stationary, others being set up
in halls, schools and other places.
Single bills constitute the predominant policy, leading to a pro-

The latof Blackpool’s regulars.
ter two are benefitting from their
tax concessions, thus being in a
position to give better values in
food and sundries, and able to supThey are acply better shows.
tually doing 20% better biz than

It is

don

GOLDSMITH JUDGES
BRIT. PROD. ON MERITS
London, Aug.
I.

G, Goldsmith, on a

1.

visit

to

two
recent productions, “Three Husbands" and “The Scarf," first of
which is now on release, may make
one of his two forthcoming pic-

London in connection with

his

tures in Britain.

The producer revealed

it

wasn’t

his idea to film in Britain just to

use frozen pounds.- He would only
consider using British resources if
he could be satisfied that the finished product would be as good
and as cheap as a comparative
Hollywood production.
Goldsmith’s next production will
be lensed in Hollywood. This will
be “Gardenia," with Mercedes McCambridge. To follow would be a
comedy with music, in Technicolor,
'and it was this subject that was
being considered as a likely British
production.

with Joe Loss band, the
current attraction at the IOM,
claiming trade is even better than
In contrast, Blackpool
last year.
is more than 30% down from its
last year’s big, which was not a
record year.
3 for Film Zurich
Only exception at Blackpool is
the George & Alfred Black-Jack
Zurich, Aug. 1.
Hylton show “Take It From Here,"
Praesens Film Zurich has just
Pavilion. It
announced that three new pix are
maintain this level. While British at the Winter Gardens
trade.
scheduled until end of 1951, against
films during 1949 did well in most is doing steady capacity
one to two per year till now. One of
of Europe, exchange difficulties
the
three, presently entitled “Four
throughout most of Latin America
in a Jeep," is ready to go before
have “dislocated business in some AUSSIE PIC
the cameras this August, and will
of the more important markets,
be lensed in Vienna under the disuch as Argentina and Brazil, and
rection of Leopold Lindtberg from
British films, for .the time being,
Sydney, Aug. 1.
a screenplay by Richard Schweizer.
have been excluded from Mexico."
The other two, as yet untitled,
(Report made no mention of the
Cinesound Studio, longtime ace
to
include
one pic about the famous
attached
Anglo-U.
pic production plant
film difficulties.)
Belgium: No restrictions on im- the Greater Union setup, has been Swiss Pestalozzi village for Euroports of U. S. films are foreseen sold for $120,000 to a company pean children, to be directed by
for the time being and, for practi- headed by Syd Gresham for the Italian Luigi Zampa, and another
cal purposes, there are no restric- manufacture of Canada Dry, a soft one to start rolling beginning of
1951. Costs for these three pix will
tions, on the transfer of dollars. drink.
Cinesound, with Ken Hall in the amount to approximately 2,500,000
However, during the first quarter
francs (about $600,000),
will
now
Swiss
seat,
of 1950, attendance at filmeries has chief production
Praesens' last production is the
fallen off. This is considered by transfer to the up-to-date Pagethe industry to be reflection of the wood studio on an arrangement Cornel Wilde starrer “Swiss Tour"
slight recession in business during with Ealing Studios. Main produc- released in the U. S. by Eagle Lion
the last year.
tion will now center around a Classics under the title “Four Days’
Leave."
France: Production facilities are weekly newsreel.
Gresham for a long time was in
reported to tie adequate; in fact,
activities.
BBC Sets Sylvie St. Clair
a number of the studios were not charge of Ealing's Aussie
London, Aug. 1.
fully utilized during the year. Dur- He resigned to enter the commerSylvie St. Clair has been set by
Gresham hooked the
ing the year, 23% of the cost of cial field.
films
financed Aussie rights for the soft drink on the BBC to do series of 12 TV
produced
was
weekly sessions of 15 minutes efach*
recent New York visit;
through the temporary aid law.

gram change

in most theatres two
or three times per week.
British Fix Out of Mexico
United Kingdom: For the year
ended March 31, 131 British features were registered with the
Board of Trade but, with the present reduced output from fewer
active studios, it's believed the
British industry will be unable to

Vienna, Aug.

last year,

STUDIO AS

SOFT DRINK FACTORY

’

1.

The poverty of. native playwriting in post-war Austria can be
seen in the past season’s productions in Vienna’s principal theatres,
only four new works out of 70 productions.
And all four are bad.
Two of the new plays were come-

Frank Sinatra, his pop song
"Dangerous Corner’ On
warbling was keyed mainly to the "Lose Head’ Looks Lost
gallery, where his fans congregate.
As New London Legiter
Rocks Before Finished Audience also tossed an enthusiastic welcome to the Nicholas
London, Aug. 8.
London, Aug. 8.
team,
terp
Bros., American Negro
“Don’t Lose Your Head” bowed
Within a few weeks of its forma and organist Ethel Smith, both of
at the Saville ..here Saturday (5),
tion, and with its first pic only
whom are ip for return dates.
an adverse press,' warm
partially completed, Carnegie Comedy team^oL^tuitip & Stflmpy, with
material all miFilms (Earl of Southesk is Chair- making their
%t the theatre^ weather and poor
tigating
against its chances for
man) is likely to be liquidated at copped hefty»pmtidifs.
success. Presented by Wauna Paul
a meeting of creditors called for
in association with John and ConAug. 24.
stance Wildberg, and adapted by
Indebtedness of the company is
Talbot Itothwell from an unprocalculated to be around $150,000 British Prelim Talks
duced American farce by E. P.
while outlay on the production of
Conkle and Irving St. John, it
“Dangerous •Comer,", which was on
With French, Italians
deals
with eastern head-hunters in
location at Cannes, was near $60,England.
000. Stars of the pic were Michael
Joint Production
On
Cast, headed by Harry Green
Redgrave and Anouk. Harry ReyLondon, Aug. 8.
and film actress Lana Morris, turn
nolds was producer. Pic is reportDiscussions with French and in competent portrayals. Others in
edly uncompleted. Location lensing was stopped on London orders Italian producers on the possibili- show include John Bailey, Ivan
and crew brought back last week. ties of co-production with Britain Staff, Valerie Forrest, Geoffrey
Three technicians were left behind have been held here during the Curtis, Rex Garner, Douglas Ives
Only preliminary and Charles Hill. Robert Henderas “hostages" for the unpaid hotel last few days.
exchanges so far have been held, son directed, with decor by Stanley
bills, amounting to over $3,000.
of

seated.

French industry, with the aid of
$4,535,228 in government aid, was
reported to have turned out 103
features in 1949. In Norway, it was
said that the market potentiality
of theatre equipment has grown
less favorable during the last year
because of a dollar shortage.

Lack of Strong Native Playwrights

warm

^

17

Postwar Austrian legit Suffers From

reception yesterday (Monday) at
the Palladium. Local counterpart

8.

hampered by

U. S. Dept, of

US.

EVTEIIMTIOMAL

dies.
One was an anti-Tito propaganda play in the Communist theatre and one was a historical play.
All of them flopped except the
comedy, “City Park," a trivial work,

but at least a boxoffice success.
Only two plays out of Germany
were considered good enough to
import to Vienna.
One German
play was a dull mystery that
could not have lasted a week on
Broadway (and flopped here), and
the other was a well-written if uninspired historical drama, “Barbara
Blomberg," by the German- American playwright, Carl Zuckmayer.
While waiting for postwar native talent to develop, Viennese
producers are scraping bottom for
foreign plays. Of the ,70 producMoore.
tions in 1949-50, 29 were imported,
seven from Broadway, 10 from
Paris and 12 from London.
The record in the semi-pro theaTheatre Marigny Group
tres is not any better.
These are
not fulfilling their mission here to
Hit in Buenos Aires;
any greater extent than they are
in New York— that is, if their misLagar, Garces to Legit sion is assumed to be the discovery
and production of new works by
Buenos Aires, Aug. 1.
Series of 10 performances given unknown authors. In these houses
in 1949-50 there were three new
at the Odeon theatre here by Madeworks by young Austrians, other
leine Reynaud and Jean Louis productions being revivals and imBarrault, with their Theatre Ma- portations.
American plays in Vienna in
rigny company, was an outstanding
The diplomatic corps, headed 1949-50 were: In semi-pro theatres,
hit.
French
Ambassador, “Adding Machine," by Elmer Rice;
by
the
“Boy Meets Girl," by Bella and
Georges Gillaums Pico; Argentine Samuel
Spewack, and a group of

A

”

*

»

stage and film personalities,

com- Thornton Wilder one-acters.
In
the main theatres, Williams’ “The
Glass Menagerie" and “27 Wagons
Full of Cotton"; Kanin’s “Born
Yesterday," Miller’s “Death of a

bined at different times to fete the
French thespers, and from the
commercial angle their stay was a
big success, since the theatre was
sold out for the entire series of
performances.
For their last performance, July
28, the French company did scenes

Salesman," “Saroyan’s “My Heart’s
in the Highlands," “The Gentle
People" and Bush-Fekete’s and
Mary Fey’s “Embezzled Heaven."

from famous plays. No less suc- Dice Loaded Against
cessful on this occasion than the
individual performances were the
British Producers Sez
ladies’ gowns from the big Paris
B-L Chief; Blames U.S.
houses. Nowadays, withjeXchange
shortages becoming
ever more
London, Aug. 1.
The dice were loaded against
acute, few Argentine women have
British production, Harold Draya sight of the latest Paris styles,
ton, chairman, told British Lion
The
Reynaud-Barrault
groups stockholders at their annual meetsailed July 29 for France.
ing last Wednesday (2). The indusNext week the Odeon will be try, to continue, has to be on a
taken over by the Antonio Cunill basis whereby it can compete
against its greatest competitor, the
Cabanellas management, teeing off U. S. production
companies. Fund.

j

with a production of “Isle 9 f Beau- amental
difference between proPeople," a posthumous play duction
in Britain and in America
by Ramon Gomez Macia, with a was that they (the Americans)
have
native Argentine cast.
a home market of 146,000,000 and
The Comico theatre, recently an admission tax
of about 20%.
purchased by Spanish actress Lola The
British home market is 100,Membrives, on Aug. 11 will see the
000,000 less and admission tax of
reappearance in legit after many
38%.
years’ absence of Spanish actor
There has been drastic econPedro Lopez Lagar, who has been
omies in the studios, but there was
working in films recently. Lagar
room for more.
tiful

came to Argentina during the
Spanish civil war with the Margarita Xirgu company, and gravitated to pictures. As his opening
play he has chosen “Cervantes en el
Neuquen," a comedy by Maria Luz
Regas and Juan Albornoz. Fanny
Navarro, Golde Flami and Maria
first

all recently more familiar
as screen actresses, will form part
of the cast. The local regulations

Gamez,

make

it

imperative for Lagar to

start out with a play

by an Argen-

tine author.

Another

screen
star,
Delia
Garces, is taking a flyer into legit
this season, but her venture is a
novel one, in that it starts off with
a tour through the provinces and

Unless production
could be turned into a profit-making business, the country would be
without a film industry. So he informed the confab. Asked by a
stockholder how they could get
better deals in the U. S., Drayton
said it could be achieved by the
production of good films suited for
the American market.
The capital of the company has
been increased by $420,000 to $3,081,000.
Drayton explained that
this additional amount
kept in reserve.

Sloan

was being

Named by Coronado
London, July

25.

John R. Sloan was named prowind up in Buenos Aires. Her
company preemed July 28 at the duction exec for Coronado ProducColiseo Podesta, La Plata, and is tions (England), Ltd.
Sloan, who
continuing in the cities of Cordoba, worked in Hollywood for a year
prior
to the war, was recently asTucuman and Salta.
She has
chosen three plays as vehicles for sociate producer on “Cairo Road."
will

Next Coronado production to go
the tour; “Juliet’s Balcony," by Alberto de Zavalia," a transition of the floor will be the Ray Milland
Rose Franken’s “Claudia," and an starrer, “Full Circle," which is
adaptation of “Camille," also by skedd&ff to start rolling in Septem.

De

Zavalia.

ber.

Narciso Ibanez Menta's production of “Death of a Salesman," at
the El Nacional, is sold out for

weeks ahead, and has drawn rave
notices from the crix. Magnificent
performances by Menta himself
and by Milagros de la Vega and
young Ricardo Passano have focussed attention on this play*

Four Pix Started in Hungary
Budapest, Aug.

The

state-controlled

production
work on four
Szabo," “A

1.

Hungarian

company started

film

new

“Mrs.
Finds Her

films,

Woman

Way," “Ludaa Matyi" and “Her*
re^radau/**

..

:

!
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Dual Censorship Expected to Bring

1950

9,

Inside Staff—Pictures

Argentine Pact

All-out plug was handed to 20th-Fox*s “No Way Out” this week by
the Advancement of
back after confabs between Dr. Walter White, head of the National Assn, for
in
Ramon Cereijo, Argentine Finance Colored People, in a bylined editorial designed for syndication to the
Johnston, Negro press. Terming "No Way” a “nerve-tinglihg picture of what race
Minister,
Eric
and
Buenos Aires, Aug. 8. +
MPAA prez. Cereijo took the hatred does to otherwise reasonably normal human beings,” White
agreement back to B. A. with him declared:
Argentine filmmakers are begin“It is for this reason that ‘No Way Out,* if Hollywood Oscars and
but reams of red tape then held
RCA’s
censorthe
dual
over
ning to howl
back the issuance of any licenses. critics’ awards have any meaning at all, ought to receive every prize for
ship policy on native-made pictures.
Argentine government a few weeks excellence and courage bestowed in 1950 on films. Nice Nellies and
..
IN TEST
„
,
back proposed two changes
which Caspar Milquetoasts won’t like it. They will torture their scared little
A move is currently under way for
s delay in would restrict the accord to Ameri- egos to rationalize the discomfort the picture causes them, meanwhile
week
another
After
a unification of censorship, possibly
delivery of equipment, RCA's new can-made pix orily and bar invest- hanging on precariously to their beliefs in themselves as ‘liberals.’ As
to be exercised by the film industry theatre television projection unit
ment of frozen coin in theatres. for the troglodyte racists, they won’t go to see it at all.”
Local producers are hoping is scheduled for testing tomorrow Both amendments were promptly
itself.
they will soon be able to meet with (Thurs.) or Friday at the Fox accepted.
Long-time campaign of Allied and other exhib association^ to keep
If the
N. Y.
the authorities and submit a plan Movietone studios,
Ambassador Griffis has pointed Confidential Reports, Inc. r from using hometown people for, checking
demonstration, which will be atHocal
theatres was pointed up this week by the following paragraph in
lies
with
on
move
out that the next
for voluntary self-censorship
tended only by 20th and RCA
In a bulletin of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana under the headgovernment.
pix while they are still in the blue- execs, is successful, it’s believed the Argentine
------ - ---• - ji ing “Public Reports Incorporated”:
view of continued hurdles raised
Once a picture has 20th will go ahead with its plans
print stage.
“In Iowa a local checker who had been checking his hometown theby the "Latino country, it is still
been given a general okay under for setting up a chain of 22 Tox- a question whether the agreement atre for ‘Confidential’ Reports, Inc., was appointed assessor and doubled
connected
for
houses
West
Coast
^
The exhibitor appealed the
will really be carried out or if it’s the valuation On the theatre property.
that plan no one would be able to theatre
thMtPft TV later this
fhi s v(»ar.
year.
just another reprise on an old doubled valuation but at the Tax Board hearing the assessor (the CRI
interfere with its exhibition in any
Test run had been scheduled theme. Yank pix have been barred agent) testified that he knew the exhibitor could afford the increase
part of the country. (This is pat- originally for early July but has
from the Argentine for the past] because he had been checking the theatre and knew what business he
was doing.”
terned after the MPA code set-up been delayed through difficulties two years.

Continued from page

Pre-Production Code
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obtaining the correct reflector
First one that
lens for the unit.

in

in U. S.).

At present there’s one type of
censorship for Buenos Aires and
another which works independently in each of the 14 provinces and
10 territories. Here th» city censorship is dual with both the Entertainment Board and the Municipal Police Dept. wielding blue penThe former for political reacils.
sons and the latter for so-called
However,
'‘moral” considerations.
this “moral” censorship is often influenced by the political angle. In
the provinces and territories censorship of films is exercized by inmunicipal bodies, fredividual
quently with considerable needling
from the Roman Catholic Church,
although the latter influence is
likely to be negligible now that
relations between the Peron regime
and the Church are no longer
harmonious.

Responsibility for Hollywood’s reputation "as a hotbed of sin and
UA Releases 4
vice” is placed on the Hollywood films and attitudes of the 1920s and
been incorrectly
Aires,
1.
Buenos
Aug.
in the September issue of Modem Screen. In an eight-page piece
’30s
ground and a second one was damaged in shipment. Lens is said not
United Artists, only American by Lloyd Shearer, the fan mag says that the scandals of Hollywood’s
to entail any unsolvable technical major to make a separate deal early years “have firmly left their influence in the mind of the 1950
problems.
with the Argentine government, public.” Mag defends Hollywood today, declaring that crime incidence
has released four films. Company’s is lower than that of other cities, and says “there is probably less sexagreement permits it to import 17 ual activity among actors and actresses as a group than many others.”
Article traces scandals, and says: “Compared to the screen colony of
investment.”
films as a “capital
*
_•
1
TT -11:
in
A
McDonald Potshots
However, this special deal does the 1920s, Hollywood, today, ’is as pure as Eden before the snake
in, and its actors and actresses are unfairly libelled by the
walked
not give it the right to remit
immoral behavior of their predecessors.”
Halpern’s Estimate
dollars.

came

j

j

*

The lack of uniform policy was
made evident this past winter when
the Buenos Aires Municipal Police
banned the exhibition of the
French-made “Manon,” although it
had been given the, green light by
the Entertainment Board. Far from
doing the pic, which had been acclaimed the best film of 1949 at the

Venice Film Festival, any harm,
the ban only served to stimulate

had

in

j

j

_

UA
Of Phonevision Coin
Chicago, Aug.

8.

Comdr. Eugene

F. McDonald, ZeRadio Corp. prexy, charged
Nathan L Halpern theatre TV
consultant to the Theatre Owners
of America, of “indulging in wishful thinking” in holding that film
rentals occruine from Phonevision
nwliiu
*l™ +than
would not average more
Halpern made
$250,000 per pic.
the estimate in a speech July 28
before the Southern California
Theatre Owrners Assn.
McDonald, in a statement last
wreck in reply to Halpern, called
the estimate a “ridiculously low
figure” made without the benefit
of the “extensive survey which
Zenith has conducted ... to deter-

who agreed

fo follow the

line in the future.

1

j

Few Theatres
there be prevented the renaissance
of the huge combine that led Germany into establishing the world’s
first quotas and other restrictions
to stifle international film trade.
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producers’
result

is

still

of

Continued from page

empire in$200,000,000
cludes, in addition to the 40 first- ordinary television
run theatres and three giant stu- from them.”
dios, a motion picture equipment
company, a distributing service,

is

mount homeoffice

I

,

the opinion,

McDonald, that film
revenue ultimately to

from the pay-as-you-see

Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder have been requested by the Parato suggest a new and happy ending for “Sunset
Boulevard.*’
Original version is highly acceptable in first-run situations in big cities, but the biggies are worried about its reception in
the neighborhood houses and rural districts, where the customers prefer
films that end in a clinch instead of manslaughter.

3

~
a ** in in which the
fho 1lim
deals
pensation
peso, franc, etc., were traded for
respect,
this
In
goods or services.
the majors were really cashing in
on earnings of previous years.
improved
through
Nonetheless,
------.
ori/i
some countries and
fiscal status^
a continuation of^ windfalls via
compensation pacts, the dollar
totals are still at a sound level.
Year of ’49 was the first In which
the postwar decline in grosses and

to

vi-

deo system will “far exceed the
boxoffice of all the motion
picture theatres in the U. S.”
“Phonevision is not a threat to
the motion# picture theatres,” Zenith exec said. “The threat is that
of the present type conventional
television.
Phonevision, on the
other hand, if it should be approv..
ed and put into commercial use,
will provide the revenue to the
motion picture producers which

“Ivanhoe,” “Soldiers Three,” “Scaramouche” and “The Plymouth Adventure.”

Yank Gains

j

total

Continued from page 3

A

Best Sauge °T the dramatic impact on an audience in a film house is
amount of popcorn and other concession edibles consumed during
result of~its"Iining up" of
the
runnin g time of the picture. That is the opinion of Robert Stillman,
the Lococo circuit
releases
who
ruled that no cards would be distributed among the customers for
has adopted a new system of exthe sneak preview of his “Sound of Fury.” Preview cards, Stillman
ploitation in first-run houses. This
explained, turn film fans into self-conscious critics and do not form
system allows for four sections on
an accurate barometer of their feelings. If they stop eating during a
week days and five on Saturdays picture, he says, it
must be an absorbing story.
and Sundays. Last three sections
of each day allow for the sale of
Metro
is venturing into the great outdoors in a spectacular way. with
numbered seats which can be re- a flock of
°P en air Productions to follow “King Solomon’s Mines” and
mine to what extent the public is served in advance
day
VanCC from one oay
^Kim," recently completed. Currently in work are "Quo Vadis” and
willing to pay for high-class tele- to’ another.
Across the Wide Missouri,” both huge projects calling for exterior
vision entertainment such as Class
shooting. Other outdoor films in the offing are “Running of the Tide,”
in

Buenos Aires exhibitors resulting
Zenith
in a huddle between the city police
according
here and their colleagues in Avel-

Buenos Aires

1

Convenient yardsick for checking improvements of drive-ins has been
by the Indiana State Board of Tax Commissioners to all
county and township assessors. Board, according to the current bullethe Associated Theatre Owners, breaks down ozoners into four
categories. Type “A,” the highest grade drive-in, rates an average perjar assessment of $35. Bite is gradually reduced down to the Type “D”
fresh-airer, whose per-car assessment ranges from $16 to $25.
These
figures, bulletin states, are a result of a state-wide survey and conferDTI rOO 1IM
t Vi TVI on If Alltel AAT* tVl O o f
with
ences
many outdoor theatre owners. Deluxe spots, it’s pointed out,
have a life expectancy of 25 years while low-cost theatres have only a

j

l^

.

distributed

j

.

.

releases to hit the theatres

are “The Big Wheel,” “Outpost in
Morocco,” “Africa Screams” and
“A Kiss for Corliss.” These films
have* been* something of an anticlimax because Argentine film-;
goers have waited so long for
'strong Hollywood material, it has
come
as a « disappointment that the
..
first should not have been prorn* »
Auctions such as The Snake Pit,
“The Window” or “I Was a Male
War Bride,” such as they have
been hearing and reading about.

movies
the home.”
exec declared in his speech
Avellaneda which is not governed that figure had been arrived at afby Buenos Aires city law. This ter researctu.based on nationwide
situation drew loud beefs from Phonevision operation.

laneda,

A. 1

.

!

nith

public interest and large numbers
of theatregoers from this city
crossed the state line to view the
picture in the provincial suburb of

j

-

_

.

m

dollars was halted. Now it seems
certain that 1950 will at least hold
the gains made in the previous
yea r. In view of the just-approved
accord with the British under
which the companies will probably take $21,000,000 in dollars

.

|

taking away

(

RKO’s “Best of the Bad Men,” originally slated to gallop in Gallup,
iN.'M,, has been detoured to Kanab, Utah, where the great open spaces
are not so cr0 vvded. When RKO’s location scouts landed in Gallup
they ran into a celluloid traffic jam, with five troupes shooting “Rocky
Mountain,” “Santa Fe,” “Ace in the Hole,” “New Mexico” and “Sound
1

j

of Fury.”

Twenty collegiate football players are working in Columbia's “The
Hero” without a word of publicity, through an agreement between the
studio and the athletic authorities at USC and UCLA.
Faculties of

t

both universities asked that the names of the players be suppressed to
prevent critics from accusing the athletes of professionalism,

j

„

Understood J. Arthur Rank is talking a deal with Wynn Rocamora,
previous Dorothy Lamour’s agent, to star her in the London production
of
Currently Rank is negotiating with Mary Pickford, owner of
$17,000,000, the chances are re- “Rain.”
garded good for the dollar totals the film rights, for shooting next winter,
to go ahead of the first six months
during the balance of the year.
Specifically, film business has
shown improvement in England,
France, Italy and a number of
Continued from page 3
other countries on the Continent.
More coin will also be. derived wise, xv e can’t expect anyone to attorney,
acknowledged that he
while
the
Germany
from Japan and
put up all his money when he had started negotiations looking
Argentine, long a zero mark in
* oward Purchase of Hughes’ procompany ledgers, will show a hasn't got the item he is purehasretUln f ° r the n S i » ha “ d

rather

than

the

(

j

copying

laboratories,

music-pub-

SEP Commie Yarn

and patentholding companies and rights to
several hundred prewar pictures.

lishing, synchronizing

;

'

Bought by Warners

They’ll be sold to the highest qualiHollywood, Aug. 8.
fied bidder, but “no person may
Satevepost’s “I Posed as a Compurchase, directly or indirectly, munist for the FBI,” by Matt Cvetie
more than one studio or more than and Pete Martin, unveiling formthree theatres.”
er’s
activities in commie party
Under the rules, the largest of while working as FBI undercovthe UFA studios, the Bavarian er agent, has been bought by
Film Kunst in Munich, with nearly Warners for immediate production.
50% of West Germany’s feature
Jack L. Warner described film
film production capacity, may be as “in tradition of WB’s ‘Confessold to one owner but this owner sions of a Nazi Spy’.”
is to be barred from holding an interest in any other West Germany
studio.
Troupe

Qualified bidders are all persons
except governments, political parties,. "government officials
or employees, persons barred under the
various provisions of the denazification law and, in the case of
studios, any person who held a
major position in the governmentcontrolled film industry during the
years preceding May 8, 1945.
Net proceeds of liquidation after
settlement Of claims and obligations will go to the federal repubInterests of minority stocklic.
holders will be safeguarded,- according to the announcement. Entire transaction is to be completed
by Jap. 1, 1952.

U
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RKO-Brandt Up to Lawyers

.

,

:

i

ll’TfiTXf*
Business

stage stints and interview’s.

i‘

in

Eurouean countries is attributed
generally to 'gradual recovei’y^roni
the economic fraying which these
sectors took during World War
Recovery is evidenced both by
II.
better b.o. performances as well as
by an easing of restrictions of pix
imports and dollar remittances,
Further improvement is seen in the
•increased purchasing abroad which
the U.S. will push through to build
up its military machinery.
Gains film-wise have not been
evidenced uniformly.
Important!
markets such as Australia, New
tlic .PhilipPhilin.
Zealand, India and the
pines have slipped in the past six
the
But
improvement
months.
elsewhere has been strong enough
to overcome the drop registered
mainly in the Far East and Down!

:

'

j

.

’
‘

i

!

i

Under,

buf^afl

j

fore Jan

*

1 or 2

warranties.”
Dietrich

*

Z

»ve them be-: (leal was still in the "embryonic"
Dietrich and Green met
That means more stage,
Hast Friday (4) to talk further on
it, but indications from the Coast

tUally an y lhin 6 to

tlie

|

Converges

Universal execs and players are
converging on Chicago Friday (11)
for the world preem of “Louisa”
at the Chicago theatre, Loop firstrun.
Charles Simonelli, U’s exploitation chief, and actor Charles
Coburn pull in from New York.
Ronald Reagan, Ruth Hussey,
Spring Byington, Edmund Gwenn
and Piper Laurie are trekking
from the Coast,
After pulling a number of bally
stunts in the Windy City and making
personal
appearances,
star
troupe will visit 26 key cities for

improvement

-

stressed that if these
are that
interested
could be worked out byl21 nnw a Hughes is not
.
nyw
anfl so consumthe attorneys there was absolutely „
0
1
g U01* 18 umiKeiy.
nothing standing in the way of the
Milton C. Weisman, attorney for
Brandt group’s
taking
_
o over of
Hughes’
approximately
929.000 ^e Brandt group, and Tom Slack
shares in the chain. He said that Hughes counsel, continued efforts
to work out their probHughes was perfectly satisfied yesterday
_
Deal involves In excess of
with the availability of the coin l e ms.
and all the financial aspects of $7,000,000 and wpuld mean consolidation of the RKO chain with
the deal.
RKO board chairman asserted s^16 f 4 houses of the Trans-Lux
that his presence was no longer circuit, which is headed by Brandt.
in New
Wpim 'Ynrb’
nn the
tlm noern.
Pinanoinfr is
id Vioin
ri ViAtwilod by
A
required in
York on
negoFinancing
handled hv a
being
tiations.
He said he was staying [bond issue which Would be floated
has
over on other matters and was un- by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Dietrich
determined on when he’d return ‘had a number of talks with Elisha
to the Coast.
Walker, of the Wall street firm,
Meantime. L. Lawrence Greenland has apparently been satisfied
former RKO board member and as to its plans for the financing.
details
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by George Marshall

Screenplay by Edmund Hartmann
and Robert O’Brien
Based on a Story by Harry Leon Wilson
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H’wood Scribes Use Devious Methods

Lantz Sets Staff For
New Deal With

Wednesday, August

UI

9,

1950

Eye Brit Bonus Clauses

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Walter Lantz is rounding up a
Continued from page 5
staff of film cartoonists, animaIt is expected to have
tors, inkers, painters and back- basic $17,000,000 of convertibility work.
the
necessary statistics this week and
ground artists to resume work un- guaranteed in the deal.
of them. Mildred Gordon, who re- der his new contract with UniverIn addition to the bonus on all be ready with the pact by the end
cently co-authored “Make Haste to sal-International.
U.S. production in Britain, extra of the month. Committee includes
Live” with her husband, Gordon
Lantz has not made a cartoon dividend in the form of added con- Fayette W. Allport, MPAA rep
Gordon, gets away from her prob- since he left for Europe last March. vertibility will be allowed as in London, and the British chieflem by going out and buying a His new pact calls for six “Woody follows:
tains for the various distribs, plus
new hat. Her spouse sometimes Woodpecker” specials a year.
agents of the British Board of
(1) On the earnings in the U.S.
if
she
cheaper
be
figures it would
of all pix owned by a British firm. Trade and Bank of England.
Pact Will take the form of a modwere to abandon art of writing
The Yank company that handles
entirely, since she rapidly is buildthe American distribution will be ification of the present extended
which
ing up a chapeau inventory
permitted to convert Out of its two-year agreement. In place of
makes Hedda Hopper’s pale Into
frozen funds in England a per- the “B Pool”—an incentive plan for
Continued
e 5
insignificance.
centage based on the take of the showing British pix in the U. S
Mary Jane Writes Letters
Which didn’t work out are the
so far, there is a po^ibflity, it was British pic in the U.S.
author
Ward,
There’s Mary Jane
second and third bonus clauses.
reported this week, ^Hat William
(2) On all outright buys of Amerof “The Snake Pit”. She solves and James Clark bf Philadelphia
ican distribution rights to British
the trouble by starting a series bf would head a syndicate that would
pix.
Outfit that buys these rights
long letters to friends, knowing in put up some money. Glarks head
will be permitted to convert a perTheatre
this way she’ll get back into the Clark
Film
Distributors,
with centage of its frozen_funds based
on
flow of language and thoughts. which UA inked a deal this week.
Continued from page 3
Richard Landau turns to another Outfit will handle physical distri- the price it pays,
argue; because tele theatre prowriter, one of many who work on bution of UA prints, as it does for
Figures as Snag
Igrarhs would probably not exceed
a reciprocal basis whenever they’re Eagle
Lion, as. a moneysaving
It is these percentage figures,
one or two weekly.
loused up. They bounce the idea measure.
The main,
plus that in the production bonus
fodder for the screens, therefore,'
around and it comes up okay.
Clarks are associated in one or
who
producer
Metro
Sam Marx,
would still be celluloid from the
more
Philly
enterprises
with
through the years has kept his Frank
Coast.
L. McNamee, new prez of
fingers in writing, works through
‘Unit
Plan*
Option
What Halpern, Sullivan & Co.
UA. They were originally reporthis difficulties while taking a long
fear
Not part of the new British
is
that
an
unreasoning
ed to have put coin into the deal
walk at night, and Robert Carson when
pact, but as a collateral agreeprejudice against theatre tele in
it was first announced, but
takes a long drive. On one occament
Hollywood
to it, American distribs
would
create
that
denied.
was
It
is
a major
understood,
sion, he ended up in Reno, but
have the option of ending the
setback to the advancement of the
however, that McNamee since that
nevertheless he returned with that
“unit
new
plan”
in
programming.
England
in
time
reThis
has interested them in UA.
could
story hurdle licked. Herbert Baker
turn for assurances from the
hurt Hollywood itself, it is said,
What appears to be certain beturns to the piano and does a bit
British government that there
since its health depends on that
hind
the
curtain'that
McNutt
Co.
&
of composing on the side while
wjll be no taxes or other
of the theatres. Large-screen TV,
waiting for the thoughts to roll have so tightly drawn around the
legislation discriminatory to
because of its novel appeal and
deal is that Miss Pickford remains
again.
the U.S. pix industry.
unique programming possibilities,
Edwin H. Knopf talks the prob- a prime factor, if not the outright
Yanks have not indicated as
might well be 1950’s reprise of
lem out with himself, aloud. He owner of UA. Chaplin, according
yet whether they’ll accept the
sound’s introduction, which readmits he’s the greatest-talker-to- to best available info, has received
arrangement,
vived
although
flagging grosses in the late
it
is
behimself in the colony, and even- $500,000 as option money for his
lieved they will. “Unit plan” is
’20’s,
That is, of course, if given
One report
tually the idea jells. Sidney Shel- 4,000 shares Of stock.
an
American
retaliation meaa chance.
don temporarily gets away by turn- has it that this coin was advanced
sure
that
prohibits
the
The
showhoist
to b.o. supplied by the
ing to anything else so he can relax by Miss Pickford, although most
ing of a Hollywood pic with a
new amusement form could very
awhile and forget— solitaire, read- trade observers doubt that.
British one on a double bill.
well halt the closing of theatres,
In
any
case,
her
shares
and
ing, walking.
It has been very tough on
TV sponsors maintain. This alone
Sonya Levien reports that when- Chaplin’s have apparently been
English exhibs and producers,
would be an unadulterated boon
ever she’s stuck she tries to inject trusteed to McNutt, with proviso
who’ve
squawked
to
the
to
Hollywood. By the same token,
herself into the character and that he is now to go out and try
government.
it could mean upped b.o. returns
think through what she would do to obtain coin for the company on
on
TV nights, which would pay off
if she were in such a situation as that basis.
McNutt and McNamee. met with clause, that is likely to cause trou- the studios in the form of bigger
the one the script calls for. It
percentage
returns.
They claim
and
reps of Bankers Trust and Chemi- ble among the U. S. distribs. Acusually works. Betty Comden
Adolph Green have a gag which cal Bank, N. Y., during the past tual percentage figures w ere left that even if distribs accepted a
lower,
cut
on
those evenings and
nevertheless works out. They con- week, but there were no indica- blank, to be filled out later, in the
there is no assurance that the cut
sider some sort of physical exer- tions of any helpful financial moves agreement in principle reached in
would
be
taken
‘the
boxoffice
and
forth,
and
back
cise, bat that
by the two institutions. Bankers London by Johnston, Arnall and
depresses them so much that Trust meeting last Thursday (3) James A. Mulvey, repping the U.S, hypo could still mean a bigger
it
dollar
levy
for
the
companies.
generally they are able to get back was with Alex Ardrey, exec, v.p.; industry, with Harold Wilson, repToppers in 20th-Fox and Paraon the beam,
Dan Hickson, v.p., and Harry Wat- ping the British Board of Trade.
Dorothy Kingsley admits it to kins, v.p. in charge of the Radio
The various Yank companies mount see these possibilities,
*but few, but she has her own Way City branch, which handles 0 U A’
stand to profit to different degrees hence their support for the exof coming out of the fog which account. Session yesterday (Tues.) by each of the three bonus pro- pansion of theatre tele, it is said.
Both companies are backing its
across
walks
she claims works. She
Was held with Edwin Van Pelt, visions. Some have been more acthe street from the studio to St. Chemical v.p. It is understood the tive in production (20th-Fox, War- growth regardless of the imminent
and says a little lid was partially removed for ben- ner Bros., Metro), while others theatre divorcement in the case of
Augustine’s
prayer!
have been distributing more Brit- 20th and the actuality for Paraefit of the bankers.
mount.
These studios are conMeantime, the new manage- ish product here (Universal and vinced that Hollywood will supply
ment’s employee relations prob- Eagle Lion), and the indies, par- a goodly part of the programs and
7
lems continued to mount with the ticularly, have been active in buy- that the payoff may well exceed
Films Deferment
ing British pix outright for Amerideparture of old standbys. Lazarus’
can
distribution
(Selznick
Continued from page 4
and any slight loss in film revenues bedecision to pull out followed a sescause a second feature may be
Goldwyn).
buting motion picture films, ex- sion last Wednesday with Miss
Result is that each of the vari- dropped on those occasions.
hibiting motion pictures in com- Pickford, McNutt and McNamee.
The Halperin-Sullivan axis sees
ous companies is bound to battle
mercially operated theatres, and He demanded assurances of tenure for
percentage figures in the three nothing^ but good for the Coast’s
furnishing services to the motion and clarification of what his posicategories that will give it a maxi- employment rolls in the beachheads
picture industry.”
tion would be if he stayed.
The mum break on convertibility.
that video is establishing in theaBroadcasting classification in- trio requested him to remain, but
The British have agreed that the tres. The know-how on entertainrefused
give
him
any
to
dope on percentage blanks, when
cludes “radio and television stafilled in, ment intended for screens is vestHe has no immediate should provide a total of $2,000,tions primarily engaged in activi- his future.
ed in Hollywood, they say, and not
ties involving the dissemination of plans when he departs the com- 000 if the Yanks show activity
radio or elsewhere.
Coast
in in
radio communications, either aural pany Friday (11) but wants to re- the 12 months beginning Oct.
studios will get the cream of the
1,
received
in
main
the sales end of the biz.
or visual, intended to be
when the new one-year agreement business with the upped activity
Scollard is taking over duties of starts, as they have in the past. seeping down to the unions.
by the public through receiving
sets, and networks primarily en- Harry D. Buckley, who was let out Total convertibility thus
Slow Process
will go
gaged in activities involving the after many years with UA and, be- up or down from the $19,000,000
Until the problems of programtransmission of program material fore that, was personal manager mark, according to the activity.
ming are solved, these officials conby wire or radio to stations serv- for Miss Pickford and Douglas
Exactly what the base period cede the growth of theatre TV as a
ing as network outlets. Radio sta- Fairbanks. He was a half-brother should be for comparison during slow process. There are now some
tions and networks engaged in the of Fairbanks. Now ill, he most re- the year starting Oct. 1 is
another 50 orders lodged with equipment
sale of time for broadcasting pur- cently was head of domestic- oper- item that may or may
not give manufacturers but this is regarded
poses, and the furnishing of pro- ations and held a number of key trouble.
It was agreed with the as a starter only.
Sooner or later,
gram material or services are also posts.
British that the base does not have as they see it, some program or
included.”
Scollard will also apparently to be the past year, but can vary stunt will click big and thereby
Simultaneously, the NAB launch- handle some details of financing in the three categories and that
a
movement
landslide
a trigger
ed a “military status” survey of and remittances formerly in the 12-mohth stretch should be
chosen among exhibs for equipment. When
radio and TV stations to obtain charge of Arthur W. Kelly, when that is most typical.
it does happen, it will break the
information on the number, age he was exec. v.p. Also within
Advantage could arise to differ- cycle that has blocked exclusive
Scoland marital and dependency status lard’s province will come
part of ent companies in accordance With programming because the number
of active and inactive reservists
the duties of personnel and office what 12 months is chosen, so there’s of potential buyers is low.
employed in the broadcasting in- manager Robert
Concededly, the $25,000 price on
British" also
Goldfarb, who room for ""argument.
dustry.
was given his notice this week might not agree with what the large-screen equipment is too high
Pointing out that the pattern
Yanks
want.
for
mass orders. But theatre tele
after 14 years with UA.
for recognition Of American broadOtherwise there are not a lot of backers see the first sets as more
Miss Pickford and McNamee met
casting' as an essential industry
points of difference to be recon- experimental than otherwise, with
was established in the last war, this week with Fred Jack and Nat ciled with the technical committee attendant reflection in the price.
Justin Miller, prexy of the organi- Nathanson, western and eastern in London now /working
on the Theatre video will go into mass
division
managers, respectively,
zation, explained:
final form of the pact.
production and the cost is bound
One
“Our effort here is to measure and gave them, in effect, vote of that the Americans want, foritem to. drop. Simpler
inand cheaper sets
the manpower needs of broadcast- confidence. There were assurances stance, is that
the
percentage of will be available on the principle
ing against the potential number of on both sides that the relationships British pic earnings
in
that
a
the
nabe
may
U.
want
S.
a Ford where
employees who conceivably might would continue, for the time being, be based on gross film
rentals the Times Square and Loop deluxbe called to service. Such vital in- at least.
rather than remittances to London. er can afford the Cadillac.
Major moves by the new manformation will assist us in our disThis is to prevent Yanks from sufAs their final argument addresscussions with appropriate govern- agement so far have been toward fering as a
result of British owners ed to those elements on the Coast
ment agencies. Naturally, a prime economy. In this, direction this of the films spending
large sums that fear the innovation, fact is
consideration is a sufficient man- week was a decision to merge here for publicity,
advertising or pointed out that the theatres could
power pool to keep broadcasting foreign and domestic publicity de- maintenance of
organizations, as bring back vaudeville, bingo or
stations operating efficiently dur- partments under domestic pub-ad J. Arthur
Rank was claimed to anything else to forestall the b.o,
ing a period when they will be Chief Howard Le Sieur. Sam Cohen have done.
doldrums. Any of these would cercalled upon by the Government to continues as foreign topper, howLondon technical committee is tainly cut into pix playing time
perform many necessary functions ever. There Was also a hint that awaiting
further figures on past much more sharply than TV, yet no
in the conduct of the nation’s the television department under
activity of the various companies on$ is singing the blues on that
affairs during the emergency. fp
John Mitchell might be dropped.
before actually getting down to score on the Coast.

In Surmounting ‘Script Poisoning’
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, Aug.

8.

Script-poisoning is a term which
the rest of the world probably isn’t
aware of, but in Hollywood, among
the scribbling fraternity, it’s a very
real and often deadly affliction. In
a word, it’s story trouble.
Every writer occasionally goes
stale on a story or screenplay.
When writers hit a snag, their

means

of

overcoming

this

j

j

|

f

tempo-

rary hurdle sometimes are as refreshing as the yarn they’re trying
to bat out.
There’s cine very brilliant author
who annually turns out at least one
novel while he upholds his reputation as one of Hollywood’s top
For obvious reasons, he
scripters.
refuses to permit his name mentioned, but his method is this:
Whenever he finds the going
tough and words and ideas don’t
perk with their customary facility,
lie
straightaway heads for the
kitchen closet, takes out the family
vacuum cleaner and for an hour or
so or as long as the' mood endures
vacuums every rug in the house.

j

TV

%

\

:

j
1

Maybe it sounds a bit ridiculous,
but this form of relaxation „ preps
him to return to his task with renewed vitality and interest, and his
is

ancient his-

tory,

Helen Deutsch, who currently is
readying '‘Plymouth Adventure”
for Metro and has a long list of
top credits, gets in her car and
drives to the Ocean Park pier,
about six miles from studio, whenever she’s treading story-water.
Once there, she’ll cruise through
the various beach concessions. She
admits that by the time she’s spent
an hour or so away from her desk
in this fashion, she’s ready to return to her story, always refreshed
and usually with the problem
licked.

Talking Helps ,
William Bowers talks out his
problem with anyone or everyone
around, the family, visitors, fellow
writers, the maid. He presents his
problem, asks their opinion. Very
often he’ll confab with 15 or 20
persons during this trouble interlude, and somewhere in between
their various reactions the conclusion will come to him.
Many scripters turn to sports,
such things as golf, squash, paddle
bowling, Carl Foreman,
tennis,

who’s turned out all Stanley Kramers’ pictures, is an adherent of
if Kramer can’t find
in his office he generally can
at a nearby bowling alley.
Solitaire is still another favorite
form of endeavor, to try to sweep
the well-known cobwebs and get
back on the story line.
The late Douglas Churchill, Hollywood correspondent for New
York Times and who also conducted a Hollywood-syndicated Column,
of
form
unique
practiced
a

the latter, and

him
get

him

thought-rejuvenation, when he noticed that he wasn’t pounding out
copy with his customary speed. He
lived high in the Hollywood hills,

and always worked at home. When
the thoughts didn’t flow, he simply
reached into a comer where he
kept a Daisy air-rifle and for the
next 15 minutes or so would fire
away at half a dozen targets erected for this very purpose on nearby
.

trees.

Francis Swann who, with Richard English did screenplay on “711
Ocean Drive,” and very frequently
works at night, goes into a pitchdark room and smokes out his
problem.
Ben Markson, with 20
years of scripting behind him, usually turns to one of two ways of
readjusting himself to the story demands, either takes a long walk or
plays musical records.
Team Skips Problems
.

Norman

’

;

—
—

temporary staleness

—

1

|

Panama

and Melvin
Frank, writing team, have a more
direct approach to the problem. If
they can’t come through finally
with a solution, they figure that
something is basically wrong with
that particular approach, and simply eliminate it.
Talbot Jennings picks up a
different type of literature than
that which he’s struggling with,
usually something in either the
classics or a whodunit, and lets his
problem soak awhile. He comes up
invariably with the idea which will
see him through.
Philip Dunne, who always writes
with pencils instead of dictating

or using the typewriter— many top
scripters operate in this fashion
gets up and sharpens a few dozen

7

—

T

—

.

;

,

j
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Wednesday* August 9, 1950

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

Rogues ^Sherwood
Forest
—DEREK ftwLYNN
New romantic

idol

(“Knock On Any Door,'
“All

The King's Men")

George

Alan

sm
s

.•A*.*.'//* 'it *

#*oVT» \* W>

MAC READY
HALE

Screen Play by George Bruce

"<

.vAsfvTsr:-

Directed by

Produced by

GORDON DOUGLAS

FRED M. PACKARD

;
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RKO’S JACKPOT TIEUPS

Bernhard-EL
ended selling to forestall a claim
Latter
of damages by Kaufman.
[last week obtained permission of
been the court to bring suits if necesi

Eagle Lion Classics has
operating in the black since
kickoff

some eight weeks

ago,

I

its

sary,

For

warn-

MacMillen had previously
the past six weeks, ELC has been
halt to sales
averaging
weekly ed Kaufman of the
$300,000
in
failed to agree on the
grosses, Which means a fairly solid after the two
margin for operations, since, it re- proportion .of rentals which would
this score',
quires $240,000 to break: even. be returned to FC. On
Former Eagle Lion outfit, prior to ELC is holding 27% as distrib fees
and handing over 3% to the FC
its acquisition of additional product
Classics, was averaging assignee*
Because MacMillan has been out
a $2,000 weekly deficit.
tfn oma short vacation, ho and
Big help in its present strong
Kaufman
have, had certain pro*
showing comes from the company’s
veteran standby,
“Red Shoes,” hminary- talks. Via telephone. Vi*British-made ballet pic brought in f“Xls m ee tmgs with Bernhard par$40,000 last week, almost two years ticipatmg are alated for later this
after release. Film, turned out by weekv If the deal as now mapped
es through, creditors would re-j
J. Arthur Rank, has just crossed £°.
ceive some cash from ELC, and
the. $3,000,000 mark on 2,000 bookBernhard
would be given _an opings. “The Jackie Robinson Story”
also came through with $38,000 for portUmty of coming into the new
company if he wants to* Attempts
the week.
to up the share of fees
io
Company 1S
now counting on by Kaufman
_
elC have
been
dropped in
‘
‘
*
big . returns
from "Destination itavo? ot
of tne
th new arr
neem t
arrangement.
Moon,” which is ready to break in
Bernhard is reported considering
a number of first-runs.
becoming an indie producer inHe
stead of an exec With ELC.

from Film
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purpose.

I

to the

Coast for that

not known whether
distribute any such

It is

ELC would

:

Continued from page 4

pictures.

•

Meanwhile, Kaufman stil inquiring the viewer to use no optical
device. Polarpid system hinges on dicates that he will bring suit Unthe spectator donning a pair of less a compromise is worked out.
special glasses.
Lester Cowan is Original merger fell through When
about to produce a feature pic- Bernhard could not obtain -procure in the latter process with the ducer okays fpr some of his pix
backing Of a group of indie cir- involved in the transfer. Number
cuit owners.
of these, not involved in the stopThose who have seen the Waller sell order, are being handled by
system have generally felt it to be ELC under separate agreement
impractical for general use since it with their owners.
requires three sets of projectors,
plus another machine for the
sound, which is on a separate track.
That would treble production costs.
Vaults
In addition to the cost of constructContinued from page 7
ing the booth, which must be
spread across the back of the the- fair,” and ‘Treasure Island,” Walt
atre, special machines are required. \ Disney feature,
Film is not of standard gauge or
Metro, with 22 backlogged, folsprocketing, although that may lows.
Studio here is pinning its
eventually come.
highest hopes on the Judy GarlandProcess also requires at least. Gene
Kelly
teamer,
“Summer
three times the normal rawstock. Stock,” also its Christmas release,
That’s compensated for, however^ Esther
Williams’
“Pagan J^ove
according to Waller, by speed With Song.” High on the list, too, are
which a pic can be shot. Since the “King Solombn’s Mines,” “Kim,”
cameras cover such a wide angle “A Life of Her Own,” with Lana
of view, many fewer setups are Turner,
and the TechnicOlored
needed.
“Vengeance Valley.” Next, UniOne of the Oyster Bay demon- versal-International has 18 features
stration pix may be used in the ready, including “Harvey,” “LouBroadway showing. Reeves said. isa” and seven action specials in
That is footage made on. a Coney Technicolor.
Island rollercoasteri
It has not
Paramount has a 17-feature
been determined yet whether the backlog, foremost of which are
remainder of the product for the “Sunset Boulevard” and “An AmerShow will be feature-length or a ican Tragedy.” Not to be overseries of short clips.
looked, however, is the Fred As
Rockefeller, a member of the taire-Betty Hutton musical, “Let’s
Standard Oil clan, has been asso- Dance”; the Bob Hope-Lucille Ball
ciated with Waller in development comedy, “Fancy Pants”; or Bing
of the process for 12 years. Time Crosby’s “Mr. Music.”
Republic,
came in three years ago and was too, has 17 in the vaults, headed by
talking of ^making features and John Ford’s “Rio Bravo,” teamiiig
otherwise utilizing the new tech John Wayne and Maureen O’Hara.
nique.
20th Has 16
Rockefeller’s departure, after inTwentieth-Fox is in a strong povestment of a large part of the
approximately $500,000 that Wal- sition with 16 top-budget films in
Toppers here are “The
ler spent on develpment, appar- the can.
ently results from a tendency to be Black Rose,” “All About Eve,” comore conservative than his part: starring Bette Davis, Anne Baxter
ners.
The others, headed by and Celeste Holm, and “Halls of
Reeves, were anxious to get ahead Montezuma,” a Technicolor action
With production of pix in the proc- biggie with Richard Widmark.
Warners’ list of 13 is headed by
ess and a public demonstration.
“The Glass Menagerie,” “Captain
Wanted to Wait
Rockefeller wanted to wait until Horatio Homblower” and “Tea For
it was better developed.
Reeves’ Two,” a Technicolor musical teamstand was that if Henry Ford had ing Doris Day and Gordon MacMonogram, with 11 ready,
waited to develop a perfect car Rae.
before offering it for sale, the pub- has its highest hopes for an exlic wouldn’t be riding in automo- ploitation special, “A Modem Marj
‘
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biles yet.
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In addition to this fact. Rockefeller is active in aircraft manu,

facture and other

war babies

that

to reveal

who

his associates are.

His sound, recording service studio
in New York is the largest such

!

,

:

wood

execs

j

they’ll stil]

are

confident

that

be sitting pretty high.

j

although, the
again up costs.

indie .unit in the world.

Disney Aide Called

United Artists’ backlog of nine
headed by a pair from {Stanley
Kramer, “The Men” and “Cyrano
de Bergerac.” Eagle Lion follows
with eight and Lippert with four.
Also included in the completed
list are eight films with no definite
release set as yet.
Excluded are
the J, Arthur Rank 'productions to
go but through U-I. arid EL.
With the heavy backlog, Hollyis

have suddenly put more pressure
On his time.
Since he brought
Time/ Inc., into the setup, it followed him to the. exit
Reeves’ syndicate, which was in
at minority position, thereupon took
over the shares owned by Rockefeller and Time.
Reeves refused

war

situation

may

SCHINE MGB. JOINS BANK

Up

Syracuse, Aug.

8.

First man to be called up for
John Crowe, house manager of
service front the Walt Disney org Schine’s Paramount
theatre, left
is Gene Retruski, 21-year-old em-. Monday (7)
for New York to take
ployee in Disney’s N. Y. office; a position With the Chemical
Trust
PetruskjL reports to the Marines at bank in that city.
He started at
Camp Lejeune, N. C.
Paramount as an usher.
Crowe will also enter New York
He lias been with the film outfit
U., to study accounting and finance.
for the past 346 years.
•

I

Picture Grosses

FOR TREASURE ISLAND’

Continued from page I

When the

40 key cities get
Walt Disney’s “Treasure Island”
under way Aug. 24, more than 3b0
merchants in those 40 cities Will
have contributed more than 500,000
line of free advertising on the picture, in one of the greatest treasure hunts in the history of motion
pictures. About 14 men of the RKO
field force accomplished this with
the aid of 40 theatre managers and
the promotion and managing editors of a great many newspapers.
The list of newspapers, which
gave front page and volumous
space to the Disney *%e$sure Hunt
‘and the picture fwcmded Albany
Times Union, Philadelphia News,
New Haven Register, Syracuse
Post Standard, Birmingham Nows,
Baltimore News Post, Charlotte
News, Boston Post, Portland Press
and Herald Express, Washington
News, Indianapolis News, Chicago
Herald American, New Orleans
Item, Cincinnati Post, Memphis
last of

'

Columbus Citizen,
San Antonio Express-News, Hous-

Press-Scimitar,

ton Chronicle, Toledo Blade, Fort
Worth Press, N. Y. Journal- American,

Denver

Post, $. F. Call-Bul-

Miami Daily News, Tulsa
World-Tribune, Los Angeles Exaihr
iner and the. Portland Oregonian.
Four Canadian newspapers in Toronto,
Montreal, Winnipeg and
Vancouver have signified their
willingness to go along with the
plan when the picture opens there
in September.
In cities where the newspapers
could not cooperate fully many department stores and drug chains
went along on an advertising basis,
including Saengers in Dallas, the
Rothchild stores in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, the Samson Co. in
Milwaukee, Miller & Rhoades in
Richmond, the Gray Drug Co. in
Cleveland, Whelan chain in N. Y.
letin,

MONTREAL
(Continued from page* 12)
Last week, “Happy Years” (M-G),

‘WORDS’ ROUSING 18G
IN L’VILLE; ‘CRAZY’ 5C

$7,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Caged” (WB). Sock $16,000, Last
week, “Night and City” (20th), $9,-

000
Princess
“Sidewalk
.

(C. T.)

34-60)—

(2,131;

Louisville. A«g.

v.

Outstanding

here

are

Words”

8.

“Three

at Loew’s {State and
“Gun Crazy” at the Strand, Former
had brisk teeoff and pace is headLittle

Fair ing for- sock round. “Gun Crazy”
Ends” (20th).
Last, week, “Frontiers- and “Without Honor” will
give
man” (WB), $i 1,000.
Strand its best stanza since
Loew’s (C .T.) (2,855; 40-65)— April. These are the only new last
pix
“Duchess of Idaho” (MtG) (3d wk). on the main stem.
Okay $11,000,, following, socko
Estimates for This Week
second session at $18,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200*
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)— 45-65)— “Flame and
Arrow” (WB)
“Kill Umpire” (Col) and “Tyrant of (2d wk).
Easing off
$11,000.

:

to
Sea” (Col). Routine $6,500. Last $4,500 after last week’s modest
sturdy
week, “Live by Night” (RKO) and
$ 8 000
“Golden Twenties” (RKO), $9,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000*
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,040; 34-60)— 45-65)— “Going
“So Young/ So Bud”: (UA) and issue). Under My Way” (Par) (reexpectations at mod“Destination Murder” (UAL. Good est
$7,000.
Last week, “White
$8,000 or near. Last week, “Guilty Tower”
(RKO)
and “Arriiored Car
(EL) and “Father
of Treason”
Robbery” (RKO), modest $8,000.
Makes Good” (EL), $5,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G). Musi^
cal pic broke away fast and rousing
$18,000 or near looms. Last week,
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)
2d and “Custom Agent” (Col), nice
.

,

In Denver; ‘Own’ 11G,

$ 11 000
,

Denver, Aug.

8.

spotty here this round.
“Cariboo Trail” shapes best newcomer, fine in ’two spots. “Annie

Biz

is

Get Gun,” still fancy in fifth frame
at the Broadway. Wins sixth week,

.

Strand
(FA)
45-65-)—
(1,200;
“Gun Crazy” (UA) and “Without
Honor” (UA), Pair is lifting house
out of doldrums for neat $5,000.
Last week, “Love That Brute”
(20th) and “Lost Volcano” (Mono),
*

equalling the longrun mark at this $3,500.
house.
Estimates fofr This Week
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,500; 35-

74^— “Annie Get Gun” (M-G)
Holds

wk). Fine $8,500,
Last week, $8,000.
(Cockrill)
—Denham
“Going My Way”

(1,750; 35-70)
(Par), (reissue).

Light $6,500.

Last week, “Furies”

(Par) (2d Wk), $8,500.

:’

(5th
again,

—

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
City, Bon Marche in Seattle, Daw “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Lost
Drug chain in Rochester, Dey de- Volcano” (Mono), day-date with

MiU

Eg,000,

Seattle; ‘Dachess’ 7G,
:

Seattle,

Augi

3d
8.

,

Rain over the weekend is helping biz this stanza. But there are
some dull spots.
“Stella”
is
most disappointing at Paramount.
“Annie Get Gun,” now in fourth

partment store in Albany and a Webber. Fine $16,000. Last week, week still is big. “Where Sidewalk
“In Foreign Legion” (U), $12,000. Ends’* looks mild at Fifth Avenue.
drug chain in Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week
The RKO field department was .Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <800; 59“Stage Fright” (WB) and “Humable through promotion and buyphrey Takes Chance” (Mono), day- 84)— “Winchester *’73” (U) (4th wk).
ing at manufacturers’ costs to supdate with Paramount. Lean $1,500. Fine $3,500 after big $4,200 last
ply these 40 cities with merchan- Last week “Winchester ’73” (U) Week.
dise with a total retail value of and “One Way Street” (U) (2d
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1.877; 59better than $250,000.
84)— “Woman on Pier 13” (RKO)
They also wk), $1,500.
supplied upwards of 16,000,000
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— and “Hostile Country” (Lip). Fair
numbered pasteboard keys. Each “Our Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk). $6,000. Last week “711 Ocean
city had about 30 treasure chests Good
Last week, big Drive” (Col) and “Snow Dog”
$11,000.

—

holding

a

portion

of

the

prizes,

(Mono), $6,800.

$19,000.

35-74)
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
and 59-84)
(WB)
“Where Sidewalk Ends”
ing through all stores looking for a
number to match the one on their ’{Humphrey Takes Chance” (Mono), (2Qth) and “Isle of Samoa” (Col).
key. Theatre managers, newspa- also Esquire. Poor $5,000 or less. Mild $8,000, Last week, “In Lonely
’73” (U) Place”
(Col)
and “Hi - Jacked”
pers and merchants reported al- Last week, “Winchester
(U), $5,000. (Lip), $7,200* in 10 days.
most en masse that the stunt in its and “One Way Street”
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
Vogue
(Pike) (600; 60-74)— “Kind
entirety caused a city-wide furore.
Hearts, Coronets’ (EL). Big $3,000, —“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
The Walt Disney Treasure Is- and holding. Last ^yeek, ‘‘Titan” “House by River” (Rep) (3d wk).

which sent the keyholders scurry-

(Fox)
—Paramount
“Stage
Fright”

(2,200;

—

:

•

land Treasure Hunt, originated
with the RKO field department and
was carried through its maze of
complications by Dave Cantor, Hal
Olver, Ralph. Banghart, Doug Beck,
Hank Howard, Alan Weider, Russel
Morgan, Ed Terhune, Hugh MacKei.zie,
T.
Bidwell McCormick,

Fred Calvin,

(UA) (2d wk), fine $3,000.
Swell $7,000 or near, Last Week,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
big $9,300.
“Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Lost
Miisic Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59Volcano” (Mono), also Denver. 84)— “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and
Nice $3,000. Last week, “In Foreign “Mystery Street” (M-G). (4th wk).
Legion” (U), fair $1,700.
Huge $9,500. Holds. Last week

—

$9,600,

Orpheum (Hamrick)

84) — “Kid
Goes for ‘Words'
“Adam and
At 16G ; "Treasure* 10G 000. Last

Lou DuFour and Joe tndpls.

Longo.

‘.‘Three

(2,600;

59-

from Texas” (U) and
Evalyn” (U). Fine $9,week, “Great Jewel
Robber”
(WB) and “50 Years
Indianapolis, Aug. 8.
Little Words” is piling Before Eyes” (WB), $4,700.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40up one of season’s best figures at
“Cariboo Trail” (20th),
Loew’s this week to lead town by 52-971
(2d
run) plus stage featuring Flo
a wide margin. Otherwise, situaTo Allan Dwan goes the pro- tion here is quiet. “Treasure Is- Aash and revue. Good $7,000. Last
ducer-director job on “Wings of land” is getting only an okay play week, “Night and City” (20th) (2d
the South Pacific,” heralded as Re- at Indiana. “Night and City/* at run) plus vau.de, $6,400.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
public’s most ambitious film since Circle, is tepid.
59-84)— “Stella” (20th) and “DestiEstimates for This Week
“The Sands of Iwo Jima.” Lined .
nation
Murder” (RKO). Light $8,44Circle
(Gamble-Dolle)
(2,800;
for
up
top roles are John Wayne,
Rod Cameron, John Carroll, For- 65)—“Night and City” (20th) and 000. Last week, “Furies” (Par) and
“Lost
Volcano”
“Triple
Trouble”
(Mono).
(Mono) (2d wk-6
Slow
rest Tucker and Bill Ching.
$7,500. Last week, “Cactus Creek” days), $4,700.
Picture, currently being scripted (U) and “Secret Fury” (RKO),
by Andrew Gear, former Marine, $ 8 000
will go into work as soon as Dwan
Indiana (G-D), (3,300; 44-65)
Get
finishes his current task, “Bell Le “Treasure Island” (RKO).
Okay
Grand.”
$10,000. Last week, “Stella” (20th)
and Lost Volcano” (Mono), only
on
$7,500 despite opening day boost
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
by Victor Mature and “Stella”
^
Norman Frank and Melvin PanaKodak Honors Dr. Spencer stars on stage.
ma closed a deal to write, direct
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)
London; Aug, 8.
and
produce their own yarn,
“Three Little Words” (M-G). Hefty
Dr. Douglas A. Spencer, with
$16,000, and will hold. Last week, “Callaway Went Thataway,” foi
Kodak, Ltd., Since 1939, has been “Rogues
Sherwood
Forest” (Col) Metro. Picture is described as a
named deputy managing director and “Custom’s Agent” (Col), modern
cowboy comedy.
of the Eastman Kodak subsidiary.
10 000
starts when they wind
He also was elected to the board. $ Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—“The upFilming
the Ezio Pinza starrer, “Strictly
Upon joining Kodak Ltd., Spen- Lawless”: (Par) and “Rangers Dishonorable,”
on the same lot.
cer aided in reog of the com- Cherokee Strip”; (Rep). Fair $4,pany’s research activities, later 500. Last week, carnival of 20thtaking charge of research labora- Fox reissues, dull $3 ,500.
Set Arg. Pic for U. S.
tory’s contacts with British government.
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Kaplan Joins Berger.
From Argentina comes “The Fire
Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
Lowell Kaplan has resigned as Dance,” produced by Einelco Corp.
Disney's ‘Seal* for Festival
buyer and booker of Independent and aimed at general release in
Edinburgh, Aug. 1.
non-profit buying and the U. S. after English-dialog dubA Walt Disney film, “Seal Is- Theatres,
booking pool of 18 Twin City thea- bing in Hollywood.
land,” was picked for showing here tres, to take a
similar post with
Dubbing will be supervised by
at the fourth International Film the Bennie Berger theatre
circuit. Humberto
Correll, executive of
Festival, which is part of the
The duties formerly were assum- Trans-American Films, which will
larger Edinburgh Festival of Mu- ed for Berger
by Ted Bolnick, his handle distribution. Previous Arsic and Drama.
general manager, who recently re- gentine pictures have been conIt runs from Aug. 20 to Sept. 10. signed.
fined chiefly to art houses in U. S.

Dwan

—

Flies Rep. ‘Wings’
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
r

—
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purpose, with unbiased comment.
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our direction.
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to express our gratitude,
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hei’e recently, as head
theatre department.
Directors of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Assn, will meet Aug. 16 at
Phillips hotel to maktf plans for
annual convention Sept. 26-27.
Closing of the Roxy, second-rtm
of the Durwood circuit, forecasts
a battle for major product in the
downtown sector. House recently
has been operating on dual policy
and first Subsequent-run. After
several months, policy has proven
a losing proposition. House shut
down July 29, and will not reopen
until suitable first-run product is
obtained.

circuit

from Film

++

Clips

+ ++

+- +r+ » + >

4*4 4 44 4 4

NEW YORK

RKO showmanship awards for
Juno were Copped by Harry Dear-,
min, RKO Orpheum, Marshalltown,
la., and Louis Grossman, RKO Al-

f

Row
4

4 4 4'44 4 4444444 4-4
.

with his next Radio City stage
Although
presentation, Aug. 25.
Frankie Laine, heading the next
stageshow, also is a topnotch draw,
French has set in “Duchess of
Idaho,” another ace picture, with

Aside from a him.
certificate, each manager was -handBecause of rising costs all along
ed the customary $25 check. Dear- line, independent exhibitors in the
min won his laurels for staging an territory outside of the Twin Cities
Anniversary Week While Grossman, feel an admission boost is justified,
a thtee-time award winner, drew according to S. D, Kane, North
his -prize for his promotion of Central Allied executive director.
“Rosie O’Grady ”
Paramount circuit sold two of
Films International of America, its St. Paul downtown theatres,
headed by Irvin Shapiro* granted first-run 800-seat Strand and 1,1)50franchise to Federal Film of Bos- seat second-run Tower, one more
ton for New England distribution than required to do so under consent decree, to Twin City Theatre
of all FI A product.
Corp. independent circuit owner,
for ah undisclosed sum. This leaves
Par with only two downtown theWith transfer of Jerry Wechsler atres in St. Paul. In Minneapolis,
back to Cleveland to head WB two downtown houses, Gopher and
branch there again, Paul Krum- Aster, have been sold and a third,
enacker has been upped to man- the Palace, relinquished, but cirager of company’s exchange here. cuit retains four loop theatres;
Jack Kalmenson, West Virginia
In a message to producers in cursalesman, steps into Krumenackr rent ballet, Bennie Berger, North
er’s old berth as sales chief.
Central Allied president, warns
When William Skirbali reopens and threatens distributors to mend
the Barry next month after sum- their ways on penalty of independmer shut-down, Mannie Greenwald, ent, exhibitor retaliation. His meswho piloted house since Skirbali sage advised major company toptook it over several years ago, will pers that so-called confiscatory and
not be back as manager, He re- Short-sighted sales policies will
bring about retaliatory action by
signed to run the gift shop.
Leo Wayne resigned as booking independent theatre owners.
manager at Paramount and A. Harry Passarell, office manager, reST.
sumed that post. Wayne has been
The Empress, a unit of Ansell
on Film Row for more than 25
Bros, circuit, joined Fanclion &
years.
Lou Averbach, formerly with Par Marco houses in refunding street
here and later in Cleveland, as the car and bus tokens, to customers
late Harry Goldstein’s assistant, in- who present a transfer when they
purchase a theatre ducat.
to N. Y. television agency field.
D. J. “Bud” Edele, St. Louis
Stewart Jacobson, salesman, in
this territory for Eagle Lion trans- salesman for Eagle Lion, is first
ferred to the company’s Cincinnati man from Film Row to be called
into service; he is reservist in Nabranch.
Roseanne Feinberg left Par to val Air Force.
In consolidation of duties at
secretary
become
for Associated
Paramount exchange here, Jerry
Drive-In Theatres.
Paul Krumonacker, Warner sales- Bahner, booking manager, takes on
man, upped to post of branch man- added duties of office manager,
succeeding John B. Koenig, who
ager.
retired after 35 years.
den, Jamaica, L.I.
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T0A-C0MP0
Continued from page

plex; he’s now Enrico's old man
in Metro’s Caruso story .
Maurice Schwartz planed to Honolulu
for a key role in the 20th-Fox pic... 'Matty
ture, “Bird of Paradise.”
King will double as dance direcContinued irom page 4
tor and actor in “The Bowery
pus designations, CPI shareholders Thrush” at Monogram ,.
Ralph
.
named Sam Pinanski, Boston cir- Cedar’s 40th anniversary in the
chairman;
cuit operator, as board
film industry celebrated by directLightman, prexy; Cowan, v.p ; Ben: ing the second unit of the “Illegal
Trustman, Boston film attorney, Bride” troupe,
Alan Young signed a multiplesecretary, and Fred Schwartz, New
Paramount,
deal
with
York chain op, treasurer. Session picture
prowas held in Schwartz’s office, which meanwhile continuing his

.

group.

Added

.

femme

of carrying out the plan for
financing the all-industry group.
This plan would provide for payment of 1/1.0. of 1% by distribs on
grosses and a same percentage by
exhibs on their rentals to bankroll
activities.

lead op-

and Sam Rinzler, both
theatremen. Also on the
directorate are all Ihe-pfficers plus
Si Fabian, Robert Dowling, Frank
Skouras

New York

Walker and Harold Stoneman.
They were all. at the session and
confirmed their prior agreement to
contribute equally to the production of pix with a novelty angle.
Need Strong Distrib

was agreed that there’d be no
up their own distributing agency for the films, but that
It

effort to set

should be handled via a
strong, established company. Number of distribs have already put out
feelers, since the theatres repped
by CPI shareholders alone virtually assures success for a mediumbudgeted film.
Distrib may be
named in a week or so.
they

reviving the
format,
could 'make certain that its
as a heavyweight title Contender in chief objection to the resolution
“Half Angel” at 20th-Fqx
Hugo would be cured. In the WAC, theHaas closed a deal for release of atres preserved their autonomy of
his
indie
“Pick Up,” action.
picture,
had five different
through 20th-Fox
Irving Al- branches, one of which was exhibilen’s “Return of Gilbert and Sul- tion; another, distribution, and a
livan” runs about 35 minutes and third, production.
Fabian
may be increased to 55 if preview the theatre wing. TOA now headed
insists
reaction is favorable ... Lalo Rios
that it must have a genuine thedrew a featured role in PineThomas’ “Passage West”
Nine atre man supervising the exhib
.
Outfit is ready to accept
girls picked to play airline stew- wing.
ardesses in “Three Guys Named anyone who would meet the defMike” at Metro are Sally Bremer, inition and, on that score, it is said,
Jean Charney, Claire de Latorre, a member of National Allied would
Kathleen Dennis, Marie Farnum, fit.
Marilyn Gustafson, Marilyn KingsOverall Coordinator
Marilyn
MOchenson
ley,
and
As in the WAC, the theatre group
Denise Lemley.
would accept an overall coordinaLewis Eachmil assigned to pro- tor for the various branches.
At
duce “Roadblock” at RKO
the same time, it wants the GovPaul Landres will direct “Rhyhtm
Inn,” musical to be produced by ernment to name its coordinator to
deal with the industry. As matters
Lindsley Parsons at Monogram
Paul Stevens Productions bought now stand, TOA would be willing
Martin Mooney’s radio play, "The that COMPO organize the new
Combination,” for filming at Eagle liaison group. It could then Step
Lion, with Mooney as producer
out and permit the outfit to work
RusselTrost signed as casting di- on its own. This stand may be
rector for Robert Stillman Produc- revised in the give-and-take of disKing Brothers bought cussion today.
tions .
“The Confederate
Story”
and
Deadlock has already unloosed a
changed its name to “Drums of the
pre-opening blast by Trueman
Deep South.”

TOA

.

.

,

.

WAC

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rembusch, Allied prez.
In his
statement,
Rembusch declared:
“We are amazed and disappointed
that in the emergency growing out
of the Korean situation any faction in the motion picture indus-

.

a

to

mem-

were told to check
every item in equipment and
supplies, and make replacements
at once. They were urged not to
overbuy and create a shortage.

.

.

tres here, replacing Charlie Wise,
who resigned to operate his own
house at Smithville, Tex.

Donald Ray Crow

is

new owner

.

.

KANSAS CITY

circuit,

joined

Durwood ] this

year.

COMPO

is destroyed by any faction for selfish reasons the members of that faction must suffer the
condemnation of all loyal Americans,” Trembusch added. He wound
up rhetorically: “Who dares obstruct the channel of cooperation

between

the
industry
through
and the Government of
the United States? Whoever does
this must be prepared to suffer the
obloquy of aroused public opinion.”

COMPO

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

“Panic in the Streets”
RICHARD WIDMARK
PAUL DOUGLAS
k
ONSTAGE!
FRANCES LANGFORD

.

.

On

Ice

Stifle

I

'On th« Boardwalk*
starring

I

Mi Nr*,
a 94th It

Lynne

Care)

.

MOVIU

JUtt

KnfjDWW

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

.

t “SUNSET BOULEVARD”

supreme court against

Pictorial
Ventures and Martin
house from Don A. Dixon.
Cohen. He claims that although
Roy Devinney recently bought he attended rehearsals and made
the Palace at Plain Oak from Dr. recordings in 1949 for the defendA W. Odell.
ants’ indie film, “Catskill Honeymoon,” no payment was received.
Both Pictorial and Cohen made
Dickinson circuit last week re- a general denial of Bart’s charges.
Cohen
contends that the singer
opened its Dickinson in Mission,
Kans., following settlement of the agreed to accept 2% of the piclong-standing suit which it bad ture’s net profits as remuneration,
A Yiddish-American musical, the
filed against the majors.
Clare Woods, vet executive of film was released in the U. S. early

Paramount

.

Seeking $25,000 for services rendered, tenor Jan Bart has filed
suit in N. Y,

“If the tremendous opportunity
for united industry action through

.

ing Bulldog Drummond,” currently
industry-supported technical refilming in London
Henry Hathsearch agency, to work together. away completed
“Fourteen Hours”
MPRC engineers have agreed to at. 20th-Fox
Metro handed
work with CPI on novel pix it is Eileen Cristy a term pact and asplanning, particularly the three- signed her to a role in “Three Guys
dimensional.
Nafned Mike’.’
Teddy Hart bicycling between “The Fat Man”
and “Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the
Farm” at UI.
Bart Sues on Pic Coin

of the Haskell here, purchasing the

complete co-

.

.

Edward Preston Carleton named
new manager of Phil Isley Thea-

try should withhold

operation.”

.

.

Allied, to
bers. Exhibs

WAC

By

Red Skelton in “Excuse My
board were George Dust”
Lou Nova plays himself
posite

to the

and ways and

means

Metro assigned Vera-

,

.

COMPO

yeepee for

TV

gram

will

a walk.

In calling the meet, Depinet indicated that other matters would
also be talked;
Among these, lie
said, would be selection of an exec

.

Ellen tb play the

TOAers take

the

.

will serve as headquarters for the

3

modify the present resolution

.

.

PHILADELPHIA

DALLAS

BRyant 9-6492

.

While the group is committed
only for one pic, Cowan’s “The
Arthur Rank banner.
Warners filed two titles with the
George Cosman, new owner of Customer Is Always Right,” which
the Charkorohen theatre in Lin- may go into production within a registry, bureau, “Amarillo” and
coln, N.H., remodeled house and couple months, it is hoped that “Across the Panhandle,” indicating
Stanley
changed the name to the Profile. others will evolve out of this. CPI an invasion of Texas
will go •ahead, it was stated, “just Kramer is talking a deal with
Marlon
Bi'ando
to
in
star
either
as fast as unique ideas worthy of
“The Children” or “High Noon,”
its financing are presented.”
Chi Film Censor Board eyed 67
both of which are ready for filming
Lightman heard a number of
pics this month, rejected none, but
Ray Milland narrated six subtagged three French efforts as for suggestions during his trip and jects in the World Artists series of
invited ideas from a flock of pro- shorts, produced by Rudolph Polk
adults only.
Dick Satchel reopened the Rivoli ducers. He attempted in his talks and Bernard Luber for 20th-Fox
after recent shuttering for renova- to wipe away « the popular Holly- release ... Frank Tuttle signed to
tion.
wood idea that exhibs are not in- direct “The Magic Face,” which
Balaban and Katz refused to terested in new ideas, but prefer Mort Briskin is producing for
renew lease held on Manor theatre. the old tried-and
Eltype of pro- Harry Popkin in Vienna
Expiration turns house over to duction.
liott Nugent will direct “The Kid
owners, who will probably assume
from Mexico,” Mickey Rooney
In his report on his talks, he
operations.
starrer, to be produced independValos circuit is shuttering the told the CPI members that he had ently by Benedict Bogeaus,
Batavia, Batavia* 111., for summer. attempted to impress on HollyWalt Disney’s next subject in liis
wood’s creative people that thea“True Life, Adventure” series will
tremen are wide open for some- be “Nature’s Half Acre,” dealing
thing different.
They can count with the daily lives of birds and
Eddie Waitkus, ballplayer who on exhib support, he said, in trying insects
Ronald Reagan plays
made national headlines as the radical ideas.
a cavalry officer in Paramount’s
victim of a gun-toting gal in Chi“The
Outpost”
Last
Albert
Production centre for the new
cago,
approached by Universal
enterprise
will
be
Hollywood, Sharpe joined the “Royal Wedabout a film biog.
ding” troupe at Metro to play
Korean war situation and con- rather than New York as originally Sarah Churchill’s father
Metro
Change results from
ditions generally prompted Sidney planned.
signed
Margaret Leighton to play
agreement
between CPI and the
Samuelson, general manager of
Walter
Pidgeon in “CallMotion Picture Research Council, opposite
sound warning

AMERICAN

airlines

.

.

|

Universal-International,

.'

.

...

1

at

,

.

CHICAGO

'

dent,

.

.

reserve Marine commissioned officer, awaiting call to duty.
Because the boxoffice results
were so gratifying when an “A
picture like “The Asphalt Jungle”
was hooked up with the Danny
Kaye stageshow, even though the
comedian’s first local personal ap-

pearance in itself undoubtedly
would have been sufficient to get
boff boxoffice results, Harry B
French, Paramount circuit presi-

head

Pine- will chairman the Studio Publicity
will turn Directors Committee of the Assn,
three stand-ins into vocal thesps:
of Motion Picture Producers for
Jerry Pyne, Marvin Jones and
Jean Olsen
Stephen McNally the next six months. He will be
will co-star with Coleen Gray in succeeded by Lou Smith of Co“War Dance” at UI, with Hugo lumbia.
Fregonese directing .
Y. Nestor
Arch Reeve, retiring secretary,
Paiva drew a comic role in “The
Great Caruso” at Metro
Vivien was given a vote of thanks for his
Leigh and Elia Kazan checked in nine years of efficient
service.

Paramount release
Thomas’ “Passage West”

for

.

distribution of all
Pentagon English pix under the J.

President J. L. Morrill of Minnesota
in letter to Art Anderson, Northwest Variety club chief
barker, expresses regents’ appreciation to club for its latest $80,000 gift to heart hospital project.
Ralph Greene, circuit owner, a

Hollywood,; Aug. 8.
Horwits,
studio
publicity

l

.

who was branch manager* New England

Ridge club.

A

Warners for their respective
Officers
of
Alhorta Theatres
Assn, re-elected aye| president, K. chores as star and director of “A
Streetcar
Named Desire.”
M. Leach, Calgary; vice-presidents,
Ludwig Donath, screen father of
W. P. Wilson, Edmonton, and Doug
Miller, Taber; Secretary-treasurer, A1 Jolson in two pictures, is developing a musical father comRoy Chowii, Calgary.

,

returns to sales staff;
Northwest Variety club held
annual golf tournament at Oak

Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Edmond O’Brien rides thataway
in Nat Holt’s western, “Warpath,”

at

War scare buying of food and
other consumer goods believed by
E. M. Loew back at desk followEv. Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Co. ing twQ-week sojourn at Pratt
It was also decided to still furofficial, reason for further slump Diagnostic Hospital for observation ther strengthen the CPI setup by
in theatre grosses.
of minor ailment.
inviting five more circuit ops in
^ Ralph Cramblett, recently reGeorge Kraska, manager of various parts of the country to give
signed as United Artists district Beacon Hill theatre, on mend at the films national coverage. Invites
manager out of Chicago, back as Beth Israel hospital.
v
are going out this week and jiames
branch manager here, a post he
Embassy Pictures Corp. signed
occupied for many years. Eddie with Pentagon pictures of N Y. for will be announced as acceptances
are received.
Stoller,

Studio Flack Group

j

William

Gloria

up

Swanson

lias just

A

Paramount Picture

Spettacular Stag# Prasenfation

firjsfwt frnnii

w

"MY FRIEND IRMA

of ballying the film before civic
groups, clubs, welfare orgs and
exhibitor meets.

i
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LUND - CALVET- LYNN
SIAk

“Sunset” kicks off in 15 cities
following its world preeni this
month at Radio City Music Hall,

HOLDEN • Gloria SWANSON
VON STROHEIM

Erich

wrapped

three-month trek through
U.S. and Canada during which the
film actress appeared in 31 key
cities. Miss Swanson returned to
Hollywood to host a preview
screening of Paramoupt’s “Sunset
Boulevard” after a prolonged stint
a

IMRf

MARTIN -LEWIS. WILSON

i
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HcALUSIER, LUDLAH
Sherman

&

panding their

ABC

thought

a limb when

was going out on
decided to knock

All For

everything off the 3:30 to 6 afternoon schedule for the only network. pickup of the United Nations
The
Security Council meetings.
pickups, supplemented by network commentators to lend color to
were inaugurated
proceedings,
the
last Tuesday (1), and ABC figured
It was worth a try for a few days,
at any rate, until the sponsor and
station squawks started rolling in.
Network execs practically did a
double-take, however,, when, by
weekend, the mail started pouring
The stations, despite the fact
in;
that it meant coin out of the till by
sacrificing commercial segments,
were all for it and expressed a
preference for its continuance. As
of yesterday (Tues>V not a single

tion,

a flock of Station biz and national
and local spots.
•Effective tomorrow (Thurs.) the
will do a repeat playback of
edited highlights; cross-the-board
at 10:30-11 p.m., because of letters
requesting an evening airing

web

v

••
.

>

20th’s $6,000 Saturation,

Drive on N. Y. Stations

As ‘No Way

Out’ Come*on

20th-Fox’s saturation campaign
for its “NO Way Out” in Gotham,
which will use nine independent
radio stations on Aug,. 13, 14 and
15, will get extra special attention
from the broadcasting and film inis
Reason is that
dustries.

AM

used exclusively, shortly
after Columbia’s recent test with

being

Video-only broadcast advertising
for “711 Ocean Drive.”

For “711,” Columbia approached
stations in New York and
$2,000 apiece on WNBT,
WOR-TV, WJZ-TV, WPIX and

tele,

spent

didn’t make a
Each made a package of
bid.)
spots and participations, which averaged around. 25 plugs daily on all
They had a bigger
five outlets.
selection of clips from the film row

WABD. (WCBS-TV

than any other studio to date has

made

available.

Results from the two campaigns
Will not be strictly comparable,
Since “711” has the advantage of a
vaude show at the Par and because “NO Way Out” has a tolerance

theme with presumably

less

draw

than the “Til”’ betting syndicate
motif.

However,

AM

advocates feel that

20th may get more from its radio
expenditure, which is reportedly
around $6,000. It bought, via Bu-

chanan agency, 15 spots daily for
the three-day span on the nine sta.

tions:

WMGM,

WMCA, WINS,
WLIB, WEVD, WWRL,

WNEW,

WHOM and WOV. It will get a total
of 405 spots during the saturation
drive.

Marquette are ex-

New York

formerly with

ter,

J.

EIGEN SWITCHES

M. Mathes,

TO OWN

comes in as account executive of
Ajax Cleanser and Cashmere soap.
Stuart Ludlam becomes head of

calling its lisattention to the fact
is

KUOM,

BISTRO

Jack Eigen will move his

WMGM

|

program, the present United.

!

Nations’ Security Council sessions, and is inviting its listeners to switch over if they’re
Radio folks here
interested.
says it’s a most' linusual gesture calculated to cement good
public relations.
WTCN, Twin City ABC outlet, decided it couldn’t make
room for the ABC weekday
broadcasts, having much of
its afternoon sustaining time
sold;
It
offered
them to
KUOM, University of Minnesota non-commercial station,
and the latter decided to carry
them as a public service.
estimates the station
is attracting the largest listen-!
ing audiences in its history.

Ira L. Steiner, for the past 10
years with the William. Morris

agency, has
Associates.

left to join

with

j

KUOM

Dallas, Aug.

8.

Meanwhile, the Copa, after talkstations,
ing to
several
radio
signed with WVNJ, Newark, N. J.
station, to broadcast the all-night
A staff, disk jockey will
stint.
handle, the show.
Eigen, who owns the new restaurant with Leonard Ashbaeh,
Majestic Radio topper, will continue broadcasting seven .days a
week, from midnight to 4 a.m. He
described his departure from the
Copa as completely amicable.

states

AM-TV

WM

WM

over $22,000,000,

is

when commercial network

teevee

shows were still a big question
mark, Burnett urged his staffers
and ad chiefs of his clients to buy

homes so they could
study the advertising potentials of
the electronic offspring.
Not that radio has been neglected.
Two additional
netsets for their

•

AM

work

have been added for

billings

the fall, bringing the total to seven
shows, The two media will .share
a quarter of the agency’s

more than

during

the.

upcoming

.

season.

which

on Get.

Long considered something of a'
phenomenon along Michigan avenue, the company mushroomed v
from three accounts when Burnett
set up the agency in 1935 to the

2.

LBS now

has 237 outlets taking
its programs in 34 .states.
These
Chicago, Aug. 8.
CBS board chairman William S. are outside the northeast and midNBC exec veepee Charles R.
Paley arrived back from a Euro- west major league baseball belt.
Denny apparently pas been at least
New web will not sell programs partially successful in his pleas to
pean jaunt last week and immediately wOht into a huddle with to! national bankrollers but will affiliates for additional network
Frank Sinatra, who has been Offer them to stations for a set fee time. The web last week was able
under verbal commitment to the with the affiliates peddling them to close the deal with Armour
network for a television show to local backers on a co-operative whereby the meat packing firm
(and probably a radio program) basis. Co-op policy will be used, picked up a quarter-hour cross-theLBS veepee Jim Foster said, be- board time strip previously in the
next season.
Details embracing a three-year cause local outlets can clear “six station time category.
Time bought by Armour is the
contract for Sinatra’s exclusive or seven times as much on a local
services had not been finalized sale as they’d get from Our net- 11:15 to 11:30 a.m. period in the
prior to Paley ’s trip abroad and work account after discounts.”
central time zone and the 1:15 to
Web Will also air Yankee; pro 1:30 p.m. slot in the eastern zone.
even though several minor kinks
were still to be ironed out as the football games, with WINS, N.Y;, as The show, as yet unpicked, will be
On Sundays aired live in the central and west-,
result of last week’s huddle, it’s the Gotham outlet.
now considered a certainty that When Yankees don’t play, N. Y. em zones and repeated in the p.m.
Giants
will
picked
be
up by Ted period in the east starting Sept. 4.
CBS-TV
night
Saturday
Sinatra’s
Foote, Cone and Belding is the
show will go to the post in the fall, Husing, Foster said.
include: agency,
Programming
plans
The 'web’s programming chief,
play-by-play
sports
about
nighttime
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., is currently
whipping up the production de- two hours daily; Army football
tails.
In addition, Sinatra will games, with Ted Husing; “Liberty
MBS’ GEN.
likely do a pre-transcribed radio Minstrels”; a. news commentator
from! Washington and three newsseries for the network.
After huddling with Paley, Sina- casts per day from the; capital;
remotes in late evening;
tra hopped to Paris last Thursday band
Mutual may find itself losing a
Army and Navy basketball on Sat- good slice of billings,, and right
(3) for a 10-day stay:
urday afternoons after the grid smack in its strong Sunday lineup,
season; Louisiana State U. football; if General Foods decides to cancel
and “Great Days in Sports” With “Juvenile Jury” at the .end of its
Gordon McLendon (who also heads 13-week cycle in December. “HopLBS),
along Cassidy,” which GF also
LBS is also planning a stanza backed following “Jury,” has been
called “Cross Words and Sweet shifted to CBS.
Hollywood, Aug, 8.
Music,” along the lines of its “MuQuestion now is whether GF will
International
History of the
sical Bingo” airer.
hold on to Hoppv’s 4 p. m. time or
dramaAssn, of Machinists will be
relinquish it.
If it drops the petized in “Boomer Jones,” halfriod, thereby losing the contiguous
rate discount. “Jury” will be carehour dramatic Show by Morton Nielsen Figures Show
fully Watched this fall with its fate
Wishengrad which is being readied
next year in the balance.
Howfor a coast-to-coast Labor Day
S, Radio Listening
ever, the period is considered a
broadcast. Brian Donlevy, William
cream availability, and the bankHolden and Marie MacDonald alroller may hold it.
ready have been set for star roles
Meanwhile, GF mav move “Jury”
Chicago, Aug. 8.
with Mel Ferrer directing.
Nationwide
radio listening from its present 3:30 p. m. spot
Labor radio consultant M. S. No- habits, which have been toboggan- into Hoppy’s 4 p. m. berth, which
vik worked Out the basic details
be, a
stronger position.
ing. since last year; have snapped would
during a recent trip here from New
back and are now higher than in Sponsor has occupied the back-topublic relations diYork and I
the comparable! period of 1949, as back slots on MBS for five years,
rector Gordon Cole is here now
against earlier losses Of 5 to 10% with “House of. Mystery” having
completing arrangements. Special when com
pared with last year, followed “Jury’’ until the HOppy
David
has
cleffed
by
been
music
according to A. C.. Nielsen’s report western' was substituted this year.
Raksin and James Bell, Harold
Another loyal Mutual backer.
for early July. Korean war interVermilyea, Jeff Corey, Barney
responsible, with
news Williamson Candy, is now being
est
is
Phillips, Tom Powers, Earle ROss,
broadcasts
showing outstanding wooed to move its “True Detective’’
Michael Ross and Herbert Vigran
to another web.
Whodunit is aired
increases.
have been set for supporting roles,
Morning and afternoon listen! ng, Sunday at 5:30 p. m.
Hy Averback will handle the an- formerly slightly below the 1949
nouncer’s Chores.
figure; is now up 5%. Nighttime
listening, which .all year had taken
Yankee Names Kennett
.

'

FOODS

LABOR DAY DRAMA

1

|

|

How U

AM

present client list of 22. Burnett
organized his company that year
after exiting the Chi office of the

Erwin. Wasey agency, taking with
him three of its accounts—the

Hoover

Co., Realsilk,

and the Min-

nesota Valley Canning
the Green Giant Co.

Co.,

now

Company, which last Friday (4)
celebrated its 15th anni, considers
(Continued, on page 36)

In Alan Hynd’s
Snit Vs.

100G

NBC’s ‘Wanted’

In N. Y. federal court Friday (4)
NBC and McGraw Associates, pro-

ducers of “Wanted,” were slapped
With a $100,000 plagiarism suit by
writer Alan Hynd.
Also named as a defendant in
Hynd’s action was Martin Richmond, the McGraWs’ attorney.
Hynd charges that the McGraws
approached him last year in search*
1

of a program idea built around
true crime, a subject that earns

Hynd

around $50,000 annually
through books, mags and foreign

syndication.
He Says McGraws
made a verbal agreement that Hynd
would be a full partner in any
program eventuating from his
ideas and know-how, and that he

had come up with the “Wanted”
idea.

He worked with McGraws in
selling
the idea and- cut three
auditions, he claims, but the McGraws inked a pact with
without his knowledge.
He adds he
was slated to do the narration but

NBC

NBC

walked

off

two days before the

preeni.

CBS Slapped

for $35,000

Hollywood, Aug.
State

8.

supreme court here has

awarded Jack Stanley $35,000 on
his Charges that the web’s “Holly-

wood Presents” was based on the
layout, “Walter Wanger Presents,”
which he tried to sell the net;

‘COTTY’

TO N

Y.

AS

.

a 10 to 15% shellacking when comp ar e d wi th 1949, is now on a p a

To Head Cop.

with last year.

For Sun.

Aft.

Outlets

Hollywood,. Aug. 8.
Erwiri-Wasey is moving G. H.
Cottington to New York to head
up radio and television, For the
past two years he has handled production of the Carnation shows

Hartford, Aug. 8.
Yankee network has appointed
Robert L. Kennett as generaUman- from here.
Fred Jordan,
ager of its owned-and-operated

Pickup

ive clients^
Wildroot has shown some into head
dept., later terest in the “Cloak and Dagger”
handled recordings and transcrip- adventure series, currently heard
tions and after a tour in the serv- sustaining in the Sunday 4 p.m.
If bought “Dagger” would
dept, Ashley, Slot.
ylce joined the
alumnus. be moved into the 5;30 period.
Incidentally, is also a

Steiner, who joined
its ad and publicity

$1,000,000 to

total billings

Broadcasting
System,
sprang up three
years ago with the airing of re-created baseball games; says it’s
set to become the fifth U. S. web
with fulltime broadcasting to 48
Liberty

network

Although Wildroot has cancelled
Wallace S. Jordon, chief of WM’s
radio and tele department, and had out on the Sunday night at 8 “Sam
deals
as
the
Bob
Spade”
handled such
show on NBC, the client, via
Hope .video shows for Frigidaire B B D & O agency, has put in an
and “Pulitzer Prize Plays,” which Order for the 5:30 to 6 Sunday
afternoon time on the web for
Schlitz bought on ABC-TV.
George Gruskin, Coast head Of sponsorship of a new Show this
WM, flew to Gotham Monday (7) fall. (NBC, meanwhile, is pitchto pinchhit on pending negotia- ing up “Spade” to other prospecttions.

It’s

j

Ted Ashley

He had worked

major network shows;
no accident that the comwhich
in its 15-year existence
pany,
has upped its annual billings from
part, six

In the

.

STEINER EXITS MORRIS

Chicago, Aug. 8.
Talk of Chicago is the zooming
Leo Burnett agency. Last
year the agency had a single client
in the network tele picture.
This
fall the clients of the Chi outfit
will be bankrolling, wholly or in
of the

deeply enmeshed in the new memeantime Stuart years of broadcasting from the dium.
Leo Burnett, prexy and
Sherman heads up the New York nitery. ^ New site is the old Monte sparkplug of the young agency, has
agency operation.
Carlo Beach Club on East 54th St, beep a video enthusiast since its
off Madison Ave.
Back in the days
earliest *days.
shortly.

UN
.

N. Y.

SHOW

York’s
TV-radio for the agency in Chi- disk jockey show from New
Copacabana to his own new rescago, New York and Hpllywood.
Announcement of successor to taurant, the Jack Eigen Room,
Carl Brown, recently resigned to starting Sept. 23. He closes at the
start his own agency, will be made Copa Sept. 22, completing four

station,
is broadcasting a vital, timely

stations claim 'liey’re taking audience away from the other Web affiliates and indies; that the drama
inherent in the Security Council
sessions, plus public, anxiety over
the current Russo-UN crisis, are

packing ’em in at the HooperNieison gate. (One station wrote in
to say “it’s the greatest idea since
Newspapers
•Stop the Music.”’).
generally throughout the country
network
the
landing;
have, been:
pickup of the UN sessions.
As result ABC plans to continue
the pickups through the month of
August. Commercial shows, affected include several network co-ops,

WTCN,

teners’
that another

The

beef had been registered.

One—

Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
For the first time in local
radio annals, a Twin City sta-

UN

Leo Barnett’s

organization along with increased billings
and acquisition of part of Colgate’s
big Sunday night television show,
plus a segment of “Howdy Doody”
for Halo Shampoo. W. A. McAllis-

it

it

1950

9,

Stalemated
Chicago, Aug. 8.
staffer,
inquring
why he was given notice, was
told that The Boss objected to
his playing chess during work-,
ing hours.
“He doesn’t care if you play
gin rummy, shoot craps, or
hold a secretary’s hand during
working hours. But playing
chess requires brain work, and
if you’re going to think during
office hours, you should think
about the network.”

NetWork

.

.

stations

WONS

Connecticut,
here and WICC, Bridgeport. Move
follows resignation of Dickins J,
Wright as general manager of
WICC to take over, the same post
at WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Kennett. has been g.m. of
for the past two years. At the same
time, Yankee
upped Ralph H.
Klein, program director of WONS,
to
station
supervisor,
Charles
Parker, WICC sales manager, was
promoted to supervisor of that outin

.

WONS

let.

executive

veepee

of the agency, will pick a successor to direct the firm’s ,radio activities.

Charles

as director of

TV

Lowe

continues

in Hollywood.

FEEN-A-MINT’S SPOT DRIVE
Feen-a-Mint is launching a heavy
spot campaign for 32 weeks, starting next month.
Laxative last
spring made a 13-week test, as a
result of which the new drive is
being incepted.
Agency is Duane Jones.

RADIO
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The following represent the former legit houses taken over by
the networks as the radio-TV studio space situation in New York
:

grows more and more acute:

NBC
Belasco theatre, West 44th street (for radio).
Hudson theatre, West 44th street (for TV).
International theatre, Columbus Circle (for TV).
Center theatre, Rockefeller Center, Sixth avenue (for TV).

By.

Radio and television are moving
into the

CBS

'

:

New York theatre (now Playhouse No. 52), West 54th street (for
radio and TV).

ABC
Vanderbilt theatre, West 48th street (for radio).
Ritz theatre, West 48th street (for radio and TV).
58th Street theatre (reopens in Sept.) (for TV).
'

street (for radio).

Dumont
Adelphi theatre, West 54th street

Ambassador

theatre,

New Amsterdam

West 49th

WOR,
Roof,

(for TV).

street (for TV).

N. Y.

West 42d

street (for radio and TV).
(CBS has also taken over the Town theatre, Ninth avenue film
house* and also owns the Alvin theatre on West 52nd street, but
under an arrangement whereby it remains legit and the Hammerstein continues for AM-TV purposes.)

Luden’s is coughing up $18,000
a week for time and talent for a
simulcast pickup of a quarter-hour
of CBS’ Saturday night “Sing It
Again” giveaway show. That gives
the program a sellout status on
and TV, with the Luden’s
both
deal, effective Oct. 7* negotiated
on a 30-week- basis (extending

AM

through what the company regards
as the seasonal stretch for colds),
.

for a total CBS “take” of $900,000.
(Time-talent rate for a 15-min-

ute simulcast pickup of “Sing It”
normally runs to $16,500 a week,
which includes discounts for annual contracts, but Luden’s pays
the hiked rate because of the 30-

week

deal.)

Again” is now
sold out and brings in annual AMTV billings for time and talent of
approximately $2,500,000, represents a major victory for board
chairman William S. Paley, who
Fact that “Sing

It

initially projected the idea shortly

ABC’s “Stop the Music” hit
the bankroll and audience jackpot.
For a long period “Sing It Again”
played the sustaining circuit and
more than once the network was
It
on the verge of yanking it.
Wasn’t until months following the
preem that it *picked up its first
after

—

Others followed.
sponsor Arrid.
then decided that, like Arrid;

CBS
why
on

play

it

half-safe?

And

it

sector of

New

York

at such accelerated pace that

15 legitimate theatres have already
been taken over by the networks
AM and TV originations.
Extent to which the radio-video

for

sphere of show business are “spilling over” into the legitimate theatre end is reflected in the fact
that the 15 properties represent
practically half the number of the
32 theatres that will remain in the
legitimate fold this fall,
It’s anticipated that by the end
of the year possibly half a dozen
more houses will be leased or sold
to the 'networks, primarily for TV,
as the studio situation in N.Y, becomes increasingly acute.
As far as the Broadway theatre
owners are concerned, the network
deals in most cases add up to
.

MUTUAL

Longacre theatre, West 48th

Broadway

.

Hammerstein theatre (now Playhouse No. 3), 53rd street and
Broadway (for radio and TV).
Avon theatre (now Playhouse No. 2), West 45th street (for radio).
Maxine Elliott theatre (now Playhouse No. 51), West 39th street
(for TV).

GjgORGE ROSEN

notified

CBS

last

was dropping sponr
mrship of “Escape” to latch on to
Saturday and Sunday news comnentaries,
mew the

it

the

move

in sponsored
in the wake of

upbeat

lews programming
;he

Korean war

reflecting

crisis.

Oil company Is buying the 6:45
;o
7 p.m. Saturday time for a

Larry LeSeuer news stanza, and
Sundays 1 to 1:15 p.m. for Charles
Collingwood.
o'
Only the week previous CBS
grabbed a second oil company
lankioller for Ed Murrow, the
Quaker State Oil Co. buying the
.

(Continued on page 40)

Task of finding a writer was
given to Jack Mitchell, chief
of the web’s script department.
When Stark walked into the
first
story
conference last
week he was introduced to the
head writer Sheldon Stark,
his brother.

—

FM

WFDR

WVUN

and
in Chattanooga (situation 'as regards its third station,
in Hollywood, is not as dras-

WKM

with an

tic,

AM

application for a

Burbank station now pending)^
David Dubinsky, ILGWU topper,
has been reappraising the union’s

FM.

financial stake in

Dubinsky and the

Apparently
board

ILGWU

of directors aren’t too happy with
the picture at it presently shapes

and have passed the word along to
Morris Novik, the

Let

NBC

Switch

union’s

radio

consultant, who masterminds the
three-station
operations,
to
inaugurate an “austerity policy” designed to eliminate all the frills.
As result, Aug. 28 will be
for Decision—Day when
Board meets to vote on Novik’s

D—

ILGWU

recommendations to pare WFDR's
operation to keep the losses down
to $75,000 a year (instead of about
double that amount). It’s figured
ILGWU can sustain it at the
75G figure for the next five years

the
or

so.

WVUN

in Chattanooga has been
losing $60,000 a year, and Novik
recommends that savings be affected to pare the loss to $30,000.
Similar retrenchments will be put
into effect, on the Coast.

In

revaluating of its stake in
ILGWU reportedly has
all plans for acquisition
of
WINS, the
Crosley-owned
50,000-watt operation in N, Y.
its

radio, the

abandoned

CBS’ Doubling

New

.

,

casters, at

Richfield

Mars.”

;

Washington, Aug.

week that

“Tomorrow on

tions. From the standpoint of the
networks, there’s a growing recNBC has made a recommendaognition that it’s a makeshift, tion to the Catholic Archdiocese
albeit
costly,
arrangement that
may tide them over for perhaps that it move its “Catholic Hour”
out of the Sunday 6 p.m. network
several years more at the most.
Meanwhile radio-TV Has become time into an early Sabbath afterThe web is still
the most sprawling industry in noon period.
N.Y., lacking any boundaries or awaiting a reply.
point of concentration as with
in
NBC,
requesting the move,
other major enterprises. In addi- cites the fact that, with the trend
tion to acquisition of the 15 legit more and more toward afternoon
Stupendous!
houses (see adjoining box for listening in view of video moving
Dick Pack, program manabreakdown), studios are scattered in on the early evening-nighttime
ger of WNEW, N. Y., lays
in such off-the-beaten path off- segments, “Catholic Hour” would
claim to the novelty of the
Broadway areas as 106th street and today command a more respectyear in radio.
Park avenue (the ex-Pathe studios able rating, in contrast to its presHe’s
gonna use a disk
taken over by NBC); ABC’s con- ent 2.0 or so audience pull, if
jockey for a disk jockey show.
version of the former fashionable switched into the Sunday at 2
stables on West 67th street; CBS’ period.
Liederkranz Hall on East 58th
Perhaps less Implied, from a
street, etc.
strictly trade standpoint, is the fact
Chief objection to the current that the opening of the 6 o’clock
piecemeal buys of legit houses is time for a popular-type show would
that, in' each instance, it involves be more conducive toward inviting
costly conversion undertakings (in a tune-in on the upcoming 90-minthe case of NBC acquiring the ute (6:30 to 8) big talent showcase
Center Theatre, for example, it’s designed as ammunition against
estimated that an approximate $3,- CBS’ heavy guns.
000,000 will be spent alone on con“Catholic Hour,” in the approxverting it into plush studios). More imate 15 years it’s been on NBC,
important, it means separate stage has been a. “must” on' the web
and technical Crews for each of agenda, with any attempts to inCBS’ mid-year financial state- the houses in complying with fringe on time or program format
ment revealed at last week’s meet- union regulations and demands.
strictly verboten.
While there’s been agitation for
ing of the board of directors resome time over the need and inflects generally the healthy state
evitability of a Television Center
of
radio,
despite the ominous which could serve the combined
One
Happy Felton’s
rumblings inspired by television’s* networks’ purposes, such a move
ABC has scheduled a new auupsurge.
never
the
has
ventured beyond
dience participation show called
While the consolidated income talking stage. Even if the Webs “Talk Back” for the 3:45 to 4 crossstatement represents overall fig- should agree on such a plan, how- the-board afternoon slot, effective
ures embracing Columbia Records ever, it’s estimated that two or Sept. 11.
and other Columbia subsidiaries, three years more would elapse
This one will have Happy Felton
the “blue skies” financial state- before a Television City could be- as emcee. Persons writing in anent
ment is attributed mainly to in- come a reality.
personalities will get transcribed
creased radio billings, although
Pending such time, video’s pro- answers from the personalities
(Continued on page 40)
continued on page 38)
themselves.

Sick and tired at the' way
been kicked around, FM

radio sponsorship plans.

stanza;

in view of
the dearth of suitable legit attrac-

video, too.

The old adage “scratch a major
company’s bankroll and you’ll
find a news commentator” was
given further credence last week
when Richfield Oil revamped its

fiction

losing too much money on its
labor stations, notably in the
operation of
in New York,

it’s

Wilbur Stark, of Stark-Layton Production, and ABC are
jointly wrapping up a science

“manna from heaven”

went

oil

The International Ladies Garment Workers Union has decided

Stark Reality

8.

FM has

broadan all-day open meeting

recognition that there was but one
real problem confronting the industry, beside which other issues
are subordinate. The issue, it was
realized, is receivers. It was up to
the broadcasters, it was decided,
to find out why the sOts aren’t
being marketed and, if it should
be found that there is a deliberate
obstruction On the part of manufacturers, to bring the problem to
the
of
proper
attention
the

held at NAB headquarters here,
decided yesterday (Mon.) to do
something about it. Recognizing
the limitations of action by NAB,
because of its composite membership, the broadcasters organized a
five-man action committee, composed. of both members and nonmembers of NAB, to start function- agencies.
Decision to name the five-man
ing immediately to carry out a
series of resolutions to get FM out “all-industry” committee, although
of its doldrums and push its poten- obviously a behind-the-scenes maneuver, came after Harold Hirschtialities.
The meeting was marked by mann, of WABF, New York,
emphasized the importance of havreFM
the
of
heated discussion
ceiver problem, with names of ing a group which had freedom
manufacturers mentioned openly to act speedily, He told the meeting he had conferred with FCC
in criticism of lack of cooperation
With NAB in its efforts to de- chairman Wayne Coy who gave
termine whether demands for FM him assurance the commission
would be receptive to any prosets are being met. It was charged
that in certain areas market re- posals to aid FM.
Novik as Chairman
quirements are being ignored and
that the “whole attitude doesn’t
Hirschmann was named a memjibe with the economics of the ber of the committee which has
situation.”
as Its chairman Morris Novik, who
For the first time in a gathering represents FM station WFDR, New
outlets
broadcasters, there was York, and four other
Of
.

FM

FM

Charles R. Denny, NBC’s exec
veepee, and Ben Duffy, prez of
BBD&O agency, were scheduled
to hop to Europe last week for
huddles with Phil Harris and Alice
Faye on their upcpming NBC pro-

gramming

plans.
Trip was put
the last minute, however,
with Harris due back in the next
few days, when the three will sit
down to resolve the stalemate.
Apparently everything’s in a
state of flux regarding the HarrisFaye show, both as to the client
and time. BBD&O has had first
refusal on the show in view of the
recent Rexall affiliation, since the
agency reps the drug company.
Fact that Duffy was slated for the
overseas hops would indicate that
BBD&O may still have a sponsorship stake In the team.
Meanwhile, the Harrts-Faye time
off

slot

at

pn

NBC

(they’re both

under

contract to the web), remains a big
question mark. They’re obliged to
exit the 7:30 Sunday period because of the network’s upcoming
90-minute “salute” series covering
30 weeks (see separate story). NBC
owned by labor unions. Other had hoped to slot them Tuesday at
members of the committee are 10 to follow Bob Hope and Fibber
Elliott M. Sanger of WQXR, New McGee
Molly, in a bid to
York, Raymond S.
Green, of strengthen the Tuesday night comWFLN, Philadelphia, and Ray edy lineup, but this plan went awry
Furr, of WIST, Charlotte, N. C.
too, when Lever Bros, refused to
A smail fund to finance initial have “Big Town” yanked from the
operations of the committee was 10 o’clock segment.
subscribed by the 28 broadcasters
attending the meeting, iri advance
of contributions from other
L’ville Indies Signs
stations who were invited to send
$10 checks to acting chairman RayDaily With a Prayer
mond Green, c/o WFLN, Philadelphia 28, Pa.
Of a series of 10 resolutions
For Duration of Crisis
voted at the meeting, two were
Louisville, Aug.- 8.
left
the all-industry

&

FM

committee

to

alone to carry out. One of these
provided that all
stations, after
a meeting with the manufacturers, “immediately join in an organized campaign to promote
by broadcasting slogans like ‘If y6u
buy a new radio or XV set without
FM, you are buying an obsolete
radio,’ or (‘a set without
is
only one-half of a modem radio’).”
The other resolution requires
that individual stations “call upon
their Congressmen and the FCC to

FM

FM

FM

(Continued on page 40)

On

WKYW,

live local

daytime indip,

has come up with a reverent and
timely idea, which is finding much
favor particularly among church
groups. Station has daily “prayer
for the day,” which is aired right
after sign-on at 7 a.m.
Custom
will be followed during the current war emergency, and; will
probably be a permanent feature.
Prayers
are
contributed
by
pastors who are members of the
Louisville Council of Churches,
and are non - sectarian in char.

acter.

*
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Buffalo Radio Ed,

Swiicks lo WBEN-TV
Buffalo, Aug. 8.
for the past five
years radio editor of the Buffalo
Evening News, has joined the production staff of WBEN-TV assisting
in the presentation of local TV
,

Jim Tranter,

•

Washington, Aug.

A

8,

+

new program

of radio
transmitter construction
costing
in
a $64,$41,000,000 is contained

vast

NEW YORK

IN

CITY

.

.

.

Luckman announcing new affiliation later this week ;..
Edward L, Munson, ,ex-20th-Fox, named director of NBC
.Hal Davis, Kenyon & Eckhardt veepee, bedded With
Division.
Film
.George Weissmait, Of Ben Sonnenberg office, and Danny
pneumonia.
Charles
Brig. Gen.

Cedric Adamses Set For
shows.
Tranter has had extensive experi000,000 supplemental appropriation
ence in radio, stage and screen,
Husband-Wife
Mpls.
for the Voice of America voted
playing in NBC serials and for. the O’Shea; of Cecil & PrCsbrey in Houston setting up Johnny Olsen’s
Friday (4) by a subcommittee of
Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
past 72 weeks on WBRN-TV's “The “Luncheon Club” appearance for Philip Morris at Food. Fair in the
the House Appropriations CommitFirst husband-wife radio show
Shamrock Sept. 3-6.
tee.
A considerable part of the to be staged ideally utilizes Cedric Clue.”
Morris Novik in Chi for AFL exec committee meeting. Federation’s
funds will be used to establish six Adams, local and CBS network
Frank Edwards MBS newscast will originate tomorrow (Thurs. ) from
“very powerful stations” for break- ether and TV personality and ace
Morrison hotel With Sen; Lucas and William Green participating ;
ing through the jamming opera- newspaper columnist here, and
Tom Lane, of McCann-Erickson, bedded several: Weeks with a blood clot
tions erected by the Soviet.
It goes out over
Mrs. Adams.
Next year’s Institute for Education by Radio at Columbus skedded
The program also includes funds CBS’
at 7 p.m. Fridays for
for May 3J5. Ohio State U’s Keith Tyler per usual asking suggestions
for the distribution of some 200>- a half-hour.
for speakers; topics.
000 radio receivers to people beThe Adamses invite as dinner
hind the Iron Curtain.
account exec and Frank j. ShakesWilliam C. Brearley is new
guests for each show several w.k.
Department
State
Testimony by
The William A. Schudts, jr,
peare, Jr., joins WOR-TV as salesman ,
localites. and they all join in a
officials, made public by the com- discussion around the table of donamed their first child Alicia
have
director)
relations
ABC is launching a novel Satur- (CBS station
mittee, reveals plans for a ring of mestic problems, giving their opin- day
50-poilnd cake from the city
gifted
with
a
Was
Mack,
who
Marie
Ted
night
marathon
program
relay bases abroad to beam both, ions during a sort of informal de- “package” extending over a. two- of Passaic on his Aug. 1 broadcast, donated it to the Kingsbridge Vetermedium and shortwave signals bate Problems are submitted by hour (8 to 10) period. Designed as ans’ hospital
William Brooks, NBC veepee, and Harry Kopf, net’s
from the border areas of the Soviet. listeners who receive cash awards. “Party Night,” each of the four administrative ycepee, sailed for Europe last week on the lie de France
The program gives the Voice fa.Milo
back-to-baCk half-hour shows will as did Paul Deac and Noel Pinault of the “Voice of America”
cilities, said Foy D. Kohler, chief
have a basic question-and-answer Boulton of WPAT on radio committee of disabled vets’ “Garden of
of the International Broadcasting
.CBS
announcer
Sept.
20.
formula in which home listeners Stars’’ for Madison Sq. Garden benefit
Division, “where we can really
can participate. A Sept. 16 teeoff is Fielden Farrington just wound his second novel, for winter publication
come to grips with the Russian
by Crown. His first, “Big Noise,’’ was released in ’46 .... Oliver Trey*
scheduled.
jamming and get through it instead
ABC program topper Leonard E. upped to presentation director for ABC, filling Vacancy caused by the
of having to fight it at arm’s length,
George Lewis of Gagwriters Institute
Reeg fs currently blueprinting death of Maurice L. Gaffney
as we have had to do so far.”
the block programming, involving touring the Brain Belt Yale Harvard* Dartmouth etc.—will be back
One of the seven projects in the
the auditioning of three new au- Aug. 21.
radio expansion program involves
dience
participation
properties,
Marjorie Hutchinson, secretary to Ted Cott, manager of WNBC, goes
the use of new antennas aiid high“Take A Stand,” “Laugh Clinic” to altar with Tom McFadden, former manager of station and now headpower transmitters providing, a sigand “Shoot for The Moon.” Art ing up NBC’s Coast video, operation in L.A.
WOR’s J^ck Poppele
nal “of a type never before known
Henley will supervise the produc- chairing N. J. defense communications committee.
.Jerry Shard and
in the radio world.”
tions;
recorded
his
band playing nightly at Hickory House ....
Much of the testimony in con“Stand” has a celeb as guest appeals for blood by five Brooklyn Dodgers ... Josh Shelley, Arthur
Assn, of N ational Advertisers,
nection with the program was off which today (Wed j starts sending and a person in the news as “sur- Kohl
and John D._ Seymour new to “David Harum” ... Burt Braaler
the record, but it was disclosed out copies of its “Radio Time Val- prise guest-” On the audition these
.Dick Sanders is new “Stella Dallas” player
added to “Helen Trent”.
that $400,000 will be spent for con- ues’* report to
stations in TV will be former New Jersey Gov.
Eleanor Sherman joins “Lorenzo Jones.”
struction of Voice studios in New areas, may cause A, C. Nielsen and Harold Hoffman and Mr. and Mrs.
York and that a number of 100 kw C. E. Hooper some trouble thereby. Jake LaMotta.
.
.
Shortwave transmitters will be in“Laugh -Clinic” has. participants
The report, on which its presstalled on the East Coast.
Joe Thompson swung over to ABC as producer after many years at
rate reduction is based, bring their personal problems to
for
sure
The receiver project calls for
Nielsen and Hooper figures. “Dr.” Win Eliot and “Nurse” Bob the controls for NBC. He moves in^o the spot vacated, by Jack Wormthe expenditure of $2,860,000 for used
Quigley, who will have them enact ser, who was upped to full-blown director. ^.Television Authority hired
these are copyrighted, the
distribution of receivers, costing Since
roles in humorou^ situations to put Peter Prouse, radio actor-producer, to front for the organization and
outfits had to give their
nearly $15 each, to key people statistical
their
troubles into perspective-. handle press for AFRA and other affiliated groups
Peter Potter was
be pub“who can pass the news around.” approval before they could
Consequently, some seg- Roy La Plant will direct both Chesterfield’s choice of the Coast dee jays for its jock special Aug. 23,
These* are special sets, very small, lished.
His frau, the ex Beryl Davis, Will run his TV show while he’s east tapburning shows.
weather and climate proof, de- ments of the industry are
“Shoot for the Moon” will fea- ing his bit
Prentice White, late with the late Berg-Allenberg agency
at Hooper’s and Nielsen’s furnishsigned for battery operation.
ture
Collyer
as
emcee
Bud
with
an
as auditor-comptroller, taken on by CBS as administrative assistant in
the forces deQuestioned by Rep. John J. ing ammunition to
“air travel” q & a format.
KECA rushes the football season
the program business department
Rooney (D-N.Y.), whether it would manding lower rates.
Also going into the two-hour by airing the pro game between Washington Redskins and L. A. Rams
The networks’ refusing to sit lineup will be Gypsy Rose Lee in Aug. 16
be possible to get such sets behind
Harry Wismer is being shipped here by ABC to call the
the Iron Curtain, Assistant Secre- down with ANA’s steering Commit- “What Makes You Tick.”
plays while Hank Weaver colors up the byplay .... A1 Capstaff, protary of State Edward Barrett testi- tee on the rate issue has posed a
ducer of the Bob Hope airshows, had a close call last week When his
fied he thought “as many as 5(1000 delicate problem to the sponsors
appendix burst. He was speeded to the hosp in time to avoid a gancan get behind the Iron Curtain group. They feel that they used
grenous spread and now is well on the mend,
Ted Pearson, announcer
by the utilization of a number of the wrong approach, but still want Unir. of Ulioois Sets
for so many yeaTs on “Cavalcade of America,” may change his mailing
One dilemma
channels ...
since we know how rate adjustments..
address from N. Y. to Hollywood, He came out for a sabbatical and
eager the Soviet and satellite peor is that the same kind of pressure
doesn’t want to go back ..., Frank Cooper is keeping his writers busy
pies are to get sets.” It was indi- for lower prices may be used
by shipping them to N. V., where they are not as abundant as here.
Urbana, 111., Aug. 8.
themselves
members
ANA
against
(Continued on page 38)
of Illinois here has estab- Trekking to the other seaboard are Elwood Schwartz, Snag Werrls and
by associations in other fields. At lished the Payne Communications Jerry Ross.
,C. E. Hooper being towed around town by Jack O’Mara
a time when prices are being Awards to encourage pro and ama- for friendly and business calls on subscribers to the rating service ...
managers
ad
the
pushed upwards,
teur writers to give attention to Elliott Lewis got a picture call so he turned over production of “The
of firms in the ANA may find them- significant materials and to bring Lineup” to David Friedkin at KNX.
selves embarrassed.
their skills to educational radio.
Another problem Is that the ANA Prizes of $500, $250, $150 and $100
.
.
.
includes companies which are also will be awarded to four scripts
Chick Allison, Who sold his N. Y. home six weeks ago, to move from
RCA, which will be produced and aired
in the broadcasting field.
Westinghoufe and General Electric, by the university’s stations, WILL Radio Sales into WBBM’s assistant sales manager berth, has now sold
Transcriptions will his Chicago home to become WBBM’s N. Y. rep, replacing Gil Johnston
and WIUC.
all members of. the ANA, are also
.Lyle DeMoss, acting genChicago, Aug. 8.
owners of radio stations Whose be made available for broadcasting who joins Radio Sales as an account exec.
and WOW-TV, Omaha, here to address the closWith a flock of key issues to be
by other non-commercial, educa- eral manager of
on page 38)
(Continued
ing banquet of NBC-Northwestern U summer radio' institute
Ben
threshed out, this year’s national
tional outlets.
convention of the American FedJudges in the competition, which Bodec in Chi on business last week .... Harry Wismer planed in to
handle
the
of
play-by-play
account
All
Star
football
the
game
Friday
eration of Radio Artists shapes up
closes Jan. 15, 1951, are Erik Bar.Red Grange will assist with the color and star
'as one of the most important connouw, of Columbia U.; Homer night (11) on Mutual.
Marty O’Shaughhessy, ex-Chi Variety mugg, is making a
fabs in the union’s history. Some
Heck, program director, WMAQ, tistics
pitch
stations
for
to
local
a’ news show aimed at teenagers, using the
150 delegates are expected for the
Chicago; Robert B. Hudson, radio
‘DISASTER’
four-day meet which opens here
director of the U. of Illinois; and 80-strong student reporting staff working for his city-wide teen weekly
8.
Aug.
Washington,
y
Chick ShowThursday (10) at the Sheraton
Wilbur Schramm, dean of the com- newspaper. Soft drink sponsor reportedly is interested.
Pressure of recent military de- munications division of the uni- erman, Chi NBC veepee, passed out pins to 31 .staffers who have been
Hotel.
caused the
with
the
company
years
and
for
to
13
10-year
20
club
members
at annual
It’s anticipated that the bulk of velopments last week
Prize coin comes from
versity.
the parley’s attention will be de- FCC to expedite plans for the es- the Payne Fund of N. Y., of which NBC outing last week. Ed Davies won the Showerman golf trophy at
commu“disaster
a
of
Totten
tablishment
the
affair.
Hal
and
Frank
hew
Sweeney
to cover the Tam O'Shanvoted to the formulation of
Margaret Walker is director.
ter golf tourneys this week for WGN.
.George Diefenderfer, Chi NBC
network Wages and working con- nications” service, discussions bn
salesman, came up with a 52-week renewal for the weekly “National
dition Codes which will be used as which were held in early summer.
Farm and Home Hour” from AHis^Chalmers and the cross-th e-board
the basis of negotiation With the Commission set a deadline of Sept. Wilders Preen For
Alex Dreier newscasts and the weekly “This Farming Business” from
webs when the present contracts 15 for filing of comments to proOverseas Vacation the Skelly Qil Co., on 25-station regional net
expire in October. Current con- posed rules for the service.
sales manager
tracts, Covering commercial, sus- \ Purpose of the service, said FCC,
Col. Harry S. Wilder, president Ralf Brent slated to speak at Ohio U’s annual Advertising and Sales
“in
radio
emergency
provide
transcription
rates,
to
is
and
Promotion
parley
in
October.
taining
John Norton, ABC Chi veep, spent the
of WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., reconnection with disasters and other turned to his home-towr. over the weekend in N. Y. huddling with ABC toppers
have been in effect since 1948.’
Mrs. Robert Landry
‘Another item due for a consid- incidents involving loss of commu- weekend after a week’s shopping directed the variety show which highlighted the annual Crosley dealers*
availnormally
facilities
George Firestone moves from the Chi NBC
erable kicking around is the Tele- nications
splurge by Mrs. Wilder, prepara- confab here Monday (7)
vision Authority-Screen Ac t o r s able or demanding the temporary tory to their sailing Sept. 14 on promotion staff, to fill the
sales post vacated by Jack Schneider’s
resignation to join the Chi CBS-TV spot sales staff
Guild hassle which has stalemated establishment of communications the Queen. Mary.
Don Danielson,
normally
And* facilities beyond those
publicity staff for the past four and a half ye&rs,
activity in the video field.
They’ll be gone five weeks, re- member of the
other
and
“disaster
By
exavailable.”
issue
has
blacklisting
is
been
upped to assistant public relations director slot at station
too; the
turning On the lie de France Oct,
is airing “Don’t be a hoarder—be an American” spot 20 times
pected to give rise to considerable incidents,” agency explained it 24. It’s his first trip over since
discussion, with the likelihood that meant “an occurrence of such a the radio broadcasting industry's daily. Slogan was originated by Homer Heck, program manager, and
the union Will align Itself with the nature as to involve the health or group of VIPs flew abroad for a Hal Smith, ad-promotion chief
Dirk Courtenay, Chi disk jockey, reRadio and Television Directors safety of a community or larger month’s inspection of postwar radio called to the Army as a first lieutenant
Bill Jenkins joins
as staff announcer berth he’d held at WTOB, Washington, D C.
Guild and; the Radio Writers Guild area and would include, but not be installations August, 1945.
Sam Cowling, comedian on ABC’s “Breakfast Club,” leaves this week
in opposition to the growing trend. limited to, floods, earthquakes, hurfor a4ortnight iq North Carolina.
Other business includes the ricanes and consequences of armed
attack.”
ejection of national officers.
to
_ _
The Disaster service would opCincinnati
Station
C H S,
Washington, Aug. 8.
erate in the 1750-1800 kc band.
PUB SPOT (The standard radio band is 550GUILFOYLE’S
John H. Koepf, former Washing- Charleston, W. Va., was first place
Omaha, Aug. 8.
1600 kc). Any fixed, land or mo- ton representative and television winner iff the contest conducted by
Industry is looking to the new
Lyle De Moss, acting general bile station could qualify for par- manager for the Fort Industry Co., the Red Top Brewing Co., to find chlorophyll deodorant pills to promanager of WOW, has appointed ticipation iii such emergency opera- joined the staff of the Radio-Teler the best promotion campaign put vide another coin bonanza ^uch as
•Thomas M. Guilfoyle, World War tion, also amateurs and commer- vision Mfrs. Assn, last week as asthe anti-histamine splurge brought
Both gov- sistant to James D. Secrest, secre- on by the 29 stations airing beer into its coffers.
II air gunner, as publicity director cial radio operators.
company’s
tary
and
general
“Lonesome
KODY,
manager.
Gal”
and
ernment
non-government
stashow.
and
for WOW, WOW-TV
With the majof drug houses exKoepf, a former newspaperman, Second place went to WSOC, Char- pected to get into the competition
tions would be eligible.
There
North Platte,. Neb.
Guilfoyle has been publicity Would be. liaison with individual was sales promotion director for lotte, N. C. WSAC, Huntington, W. for the anti-body-odor, anti-lmarin Cincinnati and assistant Va., took third place.
chief Of the Omaha Chamber of or network stations handling disChi office of tini-odor market, broadcasters are
on their own director of radio for Procter A Ruthrauff it Ryan handles the ac- nosing out a rush of sweet-scented
Commerce and before that, Creigh- aster communications
*..*
before
Gamble
the
war.
frequencies.
head.
bureau,
count
news
biz this winter.
ton University
.
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Wednesdayy August 9, 1950

CBS' billings* continued their upward climb during June, with
the web’s $5,843,300 for the month representing a 9.2 increase
over the same months of ’49. All the other webs showed minus
marks, ABC being 16.7 under June of ’40, Miitual 14.2 under and
NBC 1.6 below the 1949 figure. >
On the cumulative side, CBS was 7.5 ahead of the first six months

29

.

of last year. ABC was 17.2 below
and. NBC 1.7 down,

its ’49 billings;

Mutual

17.4

In

under

For June)

(

.. .. ..
s

.

—

.

0.2
1.6

—16.7
—14.2

MBS

—

$15,010,030

.

2.0

CBS

,-V.

,

4-7.3
—

.V. .v $36,063,290

.

.

32,925,780
19,442,500
..... .........
8,499,600

...
.

.

Although the hiatus quietus continues to linger ove. the radio business, networks are looking to mid*
August for the spurt of activity
that will determine just how successful they’ll be in closing up the
wide sustaining gaps.
While it’s generally concluded
that the continually stepped-up
Wartime restrictions will bottle up
and inevitably redound to
radio's benefit, the network sales
boys aren’t anticipating any im*
mediate transition among advertisers from video to AM.
Nevertheless, some of the NBC-CBS
network brass are confident that
by the first of the -year both webs
will be practically sold out.
That Will take a lot of selling,
it's conceded;
CBS; for example,
has nothing but open time on Friday night. A lot of Tuesday time
is to be had for the asking, too.,
NBC’s major problem appears t6
be Sunday night. With the recent
notice of the “Sam Spade” cancellation by Wildroot, the web will
go to the post this fall with the
6:30 to 8:30 p.m stretch on the
“sponsor availability list, with the
new NBC 00-minute showcase going in as fresh sponsorship bait.
Thursday and Friday nights also
pose sales problems for the NBC
program-time peddlers;

on

H,»e. iJBC: Is
.
. .
big^gtms ;90-minute
Hempstead, N. Y., Aug. 8.
variety show,, with a talent nut of
WHLI here will raise its rates
It will go
Over $30,000 Meekly.
on
Nov. 1. The Long Island
10%
into the 6:30-8^ put. stretch oppoindie; situated about 25 miles from
site CBS’ “Our Miss Brooks” Jack
is a daytime only station,
Benny and “Amos hi’ Andy” start- Gotham,
and announced the hike “to reflect
ing about Oct; 15.
its 100% increase in average ratMasterminded by NBC program ings
and to assure continuation and
veepee Charles (Bud) Barry, the improvement in program values.”
stanza hast been kept hush-hush
Current advertisers Will be covAnd referred to quietly as “Project ered by present rates until conX” or “Barry's Million Dollar tracts run out, and new advertisers
Baby.” It will be a 26-week salute signing before Nov. 1 will be proto NBC on its 25th arini, taking
tected through November, 1951.
the approach that Radio 1950 has
reached its maturity and is offering the best ever in entertainment.
It will feature top names of AM’s
“Hall of Fame.”
Commercially the show is being
pitched to a selected list of clients
for bankrolling in three half-hour
or six quarter-hpur segments. Reasoning is that a deluxe, kingsize
airer, constituting a program block
by itself, can pick up and hold a
big audience. That was shown, it’s
felt, in the success of NBC-TV's
214 -hour Saturday evening revue.
A decision will be forthcoming
Like that “Saturday Night Re- in the next few days as to
vue,” Project X will use name the radio-televison programming
stars, but expects to get even more plans of Bristol-Myers.
At stake
stellar casts.
With AM's smaller are billings
approximately
of
production costs, the $30,000 price $2,000,000 a year accruing to NBC,
tag will cover seven headliners represented by “Mr. District Atand three orchs. Musical groups torney” on radio (via Young &
Will be Vladimir Selinsky in N. Y., Rubicam), and “Break the Bank”
either Robert Armbruster or Lyn on
and TV (via Doherty, ClifMurray on the Coast, and a guest ford and Shenfield).
dance group, of a Tommy Dorsey
Thus far B-M has; only comor Guy Lombardo calibre.
mitted itself to a renewal of
Talent will include the NBC
“Lucky
Pup” on CBS-TV for anstable—Fred Alien, Bob Hope, Edother 13-week cycle. As for “Mr.
die Cantor, Milton Berle, Phil
A.”
D.
and the two-way “Break
Harris and Alice Faye, Jimmy
the Bank” spread, the client has
Durante, Frank Sinatra, Ed Wynn,
committed itself as yet to
Groucho Marx, etc. but will also not
either a renewal or cancellation
tap other sources. Longhair artists
on time and program, awaiting
such as Jascha Heifetz, musical
recommendations from the agen-

TV

:

FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS

NBC
ABC
MBS

ass Ault'

:

+

$5,843,300
NBC . . . . . . . . . . . 5,214,680
2,831,600
ABC,.
...............
1,220,450
....

..

afor

fi

CBS’ Sunda;
wrapping up

ESTIMATED GROSS TIME SALES
CBS

its

1.7

—17.2
—17.4

... .... ....

— 37

$96,931,170

Sittings at Stake

.

St. Louis,

Aug.

4

8.

Radio broadcasting of baseball
’Bride' Tilts Lux Lid
games, particularly in this burg,
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
is due for a blast from. William
Lux kicks off its 16th consecutive
DeWitt, co-owner of the St. Louis
28
with a re-creation
Browns, at the December meeting season Aug.
of the high moguls of both the Na- of“I Was a Male War Bride,” with
tional and American leagues. De- the original co-starring team of
Witt said present b.b. regulations Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan.
Marks the first appearance of
governing radio p’ay-by-play arc
unfair to clubs in two-team cities. Miss Sheridan on the soaper, as
audiHe is particularly incensed at she has consistently avoided
William
Fred Saigh, owner of the Cardinals ence shows on radio.
producer-host,
Keighley
returns
as
with whom he has been feuding for
more than a year, first over the his new deal with the Thompson
one cut-in
failure to eject the Cardinals from agency allowing him
Sportsmans Park, owned by the from N. Y. every fifth show. He
Browns but shared by both clubs, is now residing in Manhattan.
then when he lost a court fight to
hike the rent paid by the Cards
and then by the radio. Saigh sold
an “exclusive” to the Grlesedieck
Bros. Brewing Coi, through Ruthrauff & Ryan and the agency put
together an 88 station seven-state
wpb to carry the play-by-play of
the Cards at home and on the road.
The Browns, cellar dwellers in
the American League and non-contenders for the pennant for several
years also broadcast their games
Savannah Aug. 8.
but have ho regular sponsor. The
Suit for $242,000 damages was
bankrollers use spot announcefiled here Saturday (5) by Eurith
ments to carry the financial load.
DeWitt stated that he has figures D. Rivers, Jr., against a group of
Who make
to prove that broadcasts of the Savannah broadcasters
Cardinals’ road games have hurt up the association known as the
the Browns’ at-home attendance. Savannah Radio Council.
in
Rivers,
the court action,
Out-of-town game broadcasts are
banned by the league in one-club contends the Savannah stations
to ruin his
maliciously
conspired
cities, but there is no restriction
in St. Louis, New York, Boston, business station. Owner of WE AS,
Chicago or Philadelphia. DeWitt Decatur, Ga., which adjoins Atlandeclared he will renew his efforts ta, Rivers is the son of a former
to have all clubs treated alike. He governor of Georgia
Named as defendants in the suit
also quoted a recent statement of
in Chatham (County) Superior
Ford Frick, National League prexy r filed
—
Court Were WDAR, Inc., Dixie
(Continued on page 40)
'
Co., Georgia BroadBroadcasting
v
i.

Mary Martin and
names like Cecil
B. DeMille and Henry Fonda will
Topflight ‘Writers from
be used.
comedy

'

1

1

•

1

1

.

Gardner Hops

in

From

...

stars like

cies involved.

Ezio Pinza, .film

many

fields will

be Inked under

considered a virtufal cerIt’s
tainty that “Mr. D. A.” will return
Wednesday night 9:30
to
the
a
The major conflict that’s
period.

$3,000 weekly script budget.
While pointing up radio’s great
entertainment values, the series
will also underline tpe contributions of three great media, AM,
television and pictures.
Tieups
with the major studios are in the
works for the dramatic portions.
Emcee, still to be chosen, will
be characterized as “just an ordinary radio listener” looking over
Producthe medium’s advances.
tionwise, “Project X” will have
two separate teams working on alOverall planternate broadcasts.

!

show, picking up the tab three
days a week and permitting NBC
But
to sell the other two days.
here, too, a problem of time availability presents itself, since the
network is sold out daytime and has
met with a rebuff from affiliates
thus far in efforts to expand the

ning will be handled by Barry'and
production supervisor Leslie
Harris, both of whom will be freed
of most of their routine duties for

NBC

.

.

•*»«***».

<r>

•

the

chore.

Ohio Kids Prefer Music

Dee

Over Cowboys, Adventure;

‘

Columbus, Aug.

Rico

Huddles on

NBC

for

AM-TV

Ed Gardner, Archie

Rivers, in his petition, alleged
that after the FCC had given Rivers the green light to operate a

Future

of “Duffy’s

Tavern,” flew in to N. Y. from
standard broadcasting station at
Puerto Rico yesterday (Tues.) for
opposition developed
Savannah,
confabs with NBC program veefrom the Savannah stations.
pee Charles (Bud) Barry.
Latter
The
suit points out that through
had made a couple of hops to the
(Continued on page 40)
Island last month in an effort to
unsnarl financial difficulties surrounding the stanza following its
cancellation by Blatz beer.
Key to the new deal may be a

“Tavern” television, which Gardner Would like to film in Puerto
(He'S
inst ^finished
in''finished his in
(He‘s just
dependently-produced film there.)
Rico.

Nub

of the financial tugro’-war
is that
has another year's
contractual
commitment w i t h
Gardner.
It would cost the web
about $200,000 to give up the show,

NBC

which might then wind up on CBS.
NBC meanwhile wants to pare

down Gardner’s

price,

so

that

it

can sustain, the- vehicle or snag
another * bankrolls at the lower
*

boys and girls

1.)

2) would like more of it.
Cowboys and Indians came out second best in these two categories.
“Hit Parade” was- first with “The
Lone Ranger” and “Straight Ar-

Sessions were called at th e request of John R. Steelman, assistant
NAB take im- row,” second and third. *“ We the
mediate Steps to organize the People” was the top “serious” probroadcasting industry* so that its gram oh the first 10 and rated,
facilities can be made available to ninth.
Asked what programs they’d like
the government as required. The
(Continued on page 40)
authorized
NAB prexy
board
Justin Miller to appoint an ail-industry committee which would be
prepared to meet with government
Robinson Bout
agencies requiring direfct aid of
and
develop
broadcasters
to.
Radio took the count Monday
methods for expanding the volun- (7) night When promoters of the Web sked- self-imposed in the last war are tary services of radio and televi- Ray Robihson-Charley Fusari fight
stations for the airer.
time.
this
sion.
in Jersey City this evening (Wed;),
ded the new show after dropping foreseen as necessary at
and ruled that there’d be no mikes in
“The nation’s listeners
“Meet the Press,” reportedly be- He said he didn’t plan 'ahy more
/
\
-cause “MTP” went co-op on video stringent* controls than those of viewers know that radio and tele- the arena.
Previously
they
had kayoed
over NBC-TV which was hampering World War II, which were* volun- vision already have taken the in.>1
i
«
s
i
t
(Continued
page
oh
49h*
a i
AM.
r
tary.
•television.
Mutual’s co-oping the show on

Washington; Aug. 8.
j
two-day)
first
of
a
emergency session, the NAB board
(Mon.)
yesterday
directors
of
in
pledged the willingness of the
~ Mutiial’s newest co-op program, broadcasting industry “to take its
“Reporters’ Roundup,” which kicks full part in effectuating all measoff tomorrow (Thurs.) at 9:30 p.m., ures necessary to’ insure the nahas been picked up in N. Y. and tional security and to achieve those
The objectives to which our country is
Chicago by Collier’s mag.
committed.” Today (Tues.) FCC
agency is Kudner.
Hauser
Bert
Chairman Wayne Coy told the
director
MBS co-op.
reports good sales response from NAB that no controls beyond those
In

,

the

to the President, that

1

j

'

•

.

-

KO

•

•

1

'

-•

music

listen to

most and

|

figure.

8.

A poll of small and only slightly
larger fry taken in Columbus and
Franklin counties ought to knock
into a cocked kilocycle some highly-respected opinions many experts
hold about children’s desires in
radio programs.
Results of a questionnaire sub*
mitted to more than 600 children
from three to 18 showed that the

|,

Puerto

’

-

been holding up a decision concerns “Break the Bank” on AM,
since NBC's plan to turn over
the Wednesday at 9 segment to
DeSoto - Plymouth for Groucho
Marx’s “You Bet Your Life” means
the dispossessing of “Bank.”
There are reports that BristolMyers will convert “Bank” into a
daytime cross - the - board radio

Englebach is network daytime schedule.
Whether Bristol-Myers Will inbeing brought east from the Coast
sist on retaining Wednesday at 9
as producer-director.
Airer will probably be used to (which gives the client a contigupreem the Center theatre, N. Y., ous rate on billings discount), or
WSAV, Inc., and just acquired by the web. Con- yank “Bank” off the network in
casting
Co.,
Savannah Broadcasting Co., which cept behind the stanza is not that retaliation for: loss, of the time,
constitute the roll call of outfits of a “bucking Benny” strategy but will be cleared up with the forthOperating radio stations here, and rather, “this is the best that radio coming decision on its overall
have banded together as the Savan- today can offer.”
plans.
nah Radio Council.
.

.

Chicago, Aug. 8.
NBC suffered the second warinspired casualty within a week
When International Harvester decided to cancel its “Harvest ctf
Stars” show last week, effective
Sept. 17. Company spokesman said
cancellation was an economy move
dictated by the current unsettled
conditions.
Company, believed to
have been alerted for possible government orders, plans to remain
out of the network radio picture
for the coming year.
Harvester exit follows close ori
the heels of the cancellation of the
Sunday night half-hour on NBCTV by the Norge Div. of the BorgWarner Corp.
“Harvest of Stars” had been
bankrolled by Harvester for the
past five years.
Show, featuring
James Melton and aired in the
Sunday 5:30 to 6 period, was budgeted at $10,000.
McCann-Erickson is the agency.

—
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'

NBC’s Harvester

AM
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SHOW TEES
OFF CHANDLER ROSTER
in
Philadelphia, Aug.

TV Sun

first

dated
8.

project of
Television

New

Consoli-

&

TV

people’s thinking.”

Speaking before members of the
annual Religious Radio Work
shop at Temple Uhiy,, Rev. Parker noted that religion to date has

fifth

had a small percentage of video
program time. He indicated the
main reason -for this has been the
high cost of TV operations, which
he said has limited the number of
non-commercial programs in the
educational and religious fields;
He added, though:
“But there are some network and
station executives who think of the
churches and sytiagogs as a minority that occasionally must be plaReligion is not a hobby
cated.
with the American people, nor is
It
it a hunger felt only by a few.
:

Cincinnati, Aug. 8.
Starting Sept. 4 the fall schedule
of the Crosley TV stations linking
Cincy, Dayton and Columbus, O.,
will be increased two and one-half
hours on weekdays, boosting the
weekly air time total to 104 hours.
Web is affiliated with NBC.
WLW-T schedule extension plus
the
present weekly
WCPO-TV
total of around 100 hours and plans
of WKRC-TV to up its operating
tiriie to a near 100 hours per week
in early autumn will give Cincy
area set owners a programming
.

J.

Bert Easley for production of
has obtained

telefilm. Consolidated
first

refusal rights

KTTV

scheduled

on

Shriner’s Kine Audition

KTTV

all

execs

for

filming.

stated

earlier this year as set for beaming by 25 newspaper-owned Videoutlets which met
locally
two

:

McManus

Chez Paree

unless their radio, TV or pic con- interview guest celebs and also
tracts prohibit, plus the Chez band have a cast of regulars working
under Cee Davidson, and the line With him. Format is tentatively

Nyles
of Chez Paree Adorables.
Palley will script, John S, Wiggins
will produce.

Package

owned
Deal was
is

by Dawson & Jackson.
set by Walker Graham of Geyer,
Newell & Ganger agency for Nash.

NBC ‘CAMEO THEATRE’
GETS REGULAR BERTH
“Cameo

Theatre,”

NBC

tele-

vision’s version of the “theatre-in-

has now
been set to hold down its present
Wednesday night 8 to 8:30 slot until the web’s top-budgeted comedy
show with rotating emcees moves
into the 8 to 9 hour in early Octo-

the-rouhd”:

ber.

be

technique,

At that time,
shifted, over to

noon.

sponsor-

“Cameo” was one

NBC

reportedly
has several advertisers interested
in buying the series if they can be
assured it will get a nighttime air|ng.

been aired

since.

WOR

Block Programming

Chicago^-As a public service
gesture, indie station
has
a series of 30-second
Navy recruiting spots which have

WBKB

prepared

been presented to the commandant
of the 5th Naval District for use
on. other tele stations in the Chi
area. Spots, currently being aired
on WBKB, were worked up by
Sterling (Red) Quinlan and Chuck
Bill*

The

Demand’ Seen Answer
Cincinnati, Aug.

8.

first 20 minutes of each
telecast will probably be
academic in character.
Lectures
on history, fine arts, music arid the

fundamentals of natural sciences
are to be illustrated with all the
visual aids employed iri undergraduate instruction.
These will
include charts, drawings, chalk
talks, lantern slides, motion pic-

Public demand is the factor that
has created so much wrestling on
television, and “when the public
is no longer interested in wrestling, a flip of the dial to another tures, maps and laboratory table
feature will soon make telecasters demonstrations.
seek other forms of entertainThe second 20-minute segment
ment,” Robert E. Dunville, presi(Continued on page 36)
dent of the Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., contends.
Dunviile’s opinion was in an.

swer

to

a warning

last

week by

Dr. Clyde Hissong, state director

TV

Directing criticism of wrestlers

and referees, Df. Hissong stated:
“During practically every wresPolicy For Video, Too; tling match that is telecast, there
is
demonstrated over and over
Daytime Spurt Due Oct. that if pays to break rules, participate in poor sportsmanship tactics
“Mystery Movie Night,” series and generally behave contrary to
of three full-length whodunit pix, the rules of the game, and thus
will be aired every Sunday eve- gain advantage over a competitor
ning at 7:30 p.m. by WOR-TV, N. rather than to play fair.
Y. WOR and Mutual have clicked
“The teaching damage to chilWith Sunday crime mellers on AM
dren arid other youth becomes all
and the tele adjunct wants to
,

WOR

participating

The entire academic resources of
the university and the production
and transmission facilities of WWJTV .were pledged to the program.

hour’s

also chief Ohio
stations and
strategy planned. If the timetable is
sponsors “will be responsible for
adhered to, the negotiators may be
initiating a demand on the part of
sitting across the table from reprethe public for some kind of censentatives of the Video webs later
sorship
some voluntary
unless
this month.
censorship is imposed in the near
future.”

.

able on a
McCleery* ship basis.

university is located.
Details are
to be announced later.

faculty will lecture.

up at of education and
the current east-west parley and
film censor, that
set

&

y

Produced by Albert
of the NBC house
packages given an on-the-air audition in the company’s Tuesday
night showcase slot several months
Success of the audition led
ago.
NBC to assign it a four-week run
on Wednesday nights, where it has

committee will have been

project the block policy into the
evening on Video. It is also basing
set up to follow somewhat that Of the move on success of its “Ford
CBS-TV’s “Arthur Godfrey
Movie Night,” which beams old
Friends” show.
In addition, the reels on Mondays at 7:30 p.m. The
program Will feature some of the evening will be sold in 30-minute
three-minute series of “Soundies,” segments.
old tune films recently leased by
Around the saihe time, early in
the web from Official Films,
October, WOR-TV will launch its
Plans for the show are being daytime programming operations.
set by station manager Dick Swift It’s expected that the programming
and program chief Dick Doan. concentration will be on 10 a.m.
Duo are also planning a fulLhour until around 4 p.m., when “Teleshow, Fax News” will be. aired. Station
cross-the-board
woman’s
which will start a week or so later. will lean heavily on
radio
McManus program, as yet untitled, personalities,
including
Buddy
will, probably tee Off in the 2:30 Rogers,
Barbara Welles, Martha
to 4 p.m. period, directly preced- Deane, John Gambling, etc.
“Home-maker’s
Exchange,”
ing
which starts the web’s programming each afternoon.
Woman’s

“Cameo” will show will go an hour earlier, with
Sunday after- both programs being made avail-

;

The university has authorized
or an hour-and-a-half, it will start
in the Sunday night at 8 slot and Everett J. Soop, the Extension
thus be utilized by NBC as a kick- Service Director, to plan Courses
off to its rotating emcee variety of study, publish bulletins, receive
show, slated to start the following the nominal enrollment fees to be
charged and conduct examinations.
week under Colgate sponsorship.
“Certificates of recognition” will
Frigidaire program, consequently, will give NBC the biggest name be awarded to those successfully
completing
prescribed courses.
emcee parlay it has yet been able
to muster. Following Hope, Eddie
A Sunday afternoon hour, to be
Cantor will launch the Colgate pro- determined shortly, will be devoted
gram the following Sunday night, to the three-part weekly telecast.
with Fred Allen taking over the No commercial sponsor will be
next week,
Guest talent lineup sought, The station estimates that
for the Hope show is now being more than 1,000,000 persons, asbefore
worked out by NBC in association sembled
approximately
300,000
television
with the William Morris office.
receivers
in
WWJ-TV’s coverage area, will form
the potential “Class” to which members of the University of Michigan

AM

Chi’s

8.

WWJ-TV and the University of
Michigan announced Sunday (6)
completion of plans for a series of
university courses to be projected
into homes by television soon after
the opening of the fall semester.
Agreement on the principal features of the televised home-study
courses was reached after a meeting of university and WWJ-TV
executives in Ann Arbor where the

Third in the series of Bob Hope’s
Dean Hayward Keiiiston, of the
College of Literature, Science and
months ago to discuss* distribution holiday one-shot shows fop Frigidaire on the NBC-TV network has the Arts, commented: “We are enand syndication plans*
been set for Labor Day eve (Sept. tering a new era in adult educa3).
While it has not been decided tion and the university is in it to
whether the show will run an hour stay.”

.

daytime television programming
by CBS, date of which is still indefinite, is to be preceded by
an hour-and-a-half cross-the-board
variety show aired locally only by
WCBS-TV, the web’s key N. Y.
outlet, starting Aug. 21.
Network
Chicago, Aug. 8. eventually is expected to take over
First television origination from the afternoon hours, at which time
a major midwest night club gets the local station’s programs will
under Way Sept. 14 from the Chez be moved into the morning
Paree, and Will ride the DuMont periods.
network as a co-op. It’ll be bankWCBS-TV’s show is to star Jim
rolled on WGN-TV by Chi Nash McManus, former reporter for the
dealers, and Nash has first refusal Baltimore Sun and later news and
in all other DuMont markets.
sports announcer for WMAR-TV,
Tagged “Chez Paree on TV,” the Sun’s video outlet. McManus,
show will be a revue format, using utilizing the house name of “Jim
performers appearing at the Chez, McKay,” will do songs and chatter,

1,

Detroit, Aug.

Herb Shrineir kine auditioned a
half-hour TV show for CBS last
Consolidated night (Tues.).
is in no way affiliated with station,
Shriner has just signed a deal
but Chandler owns Los Angeles with Simon & Schuster for a book
Times, which owns 5i% of KTTV, on humor* Coming out next spring.
remaining 49% being held by CBS.
Keaton show will go before
cameras in two or three weeks* and
will be telensed over KTTV this
fall*
Execs denied any knowledge
of possible syndication for release
to other stations, although program
is one of those anounced by KTTV
product

1950

Home

Courses; Potential ‘Class’ of

Productions

Contract covering scripters in
video is moving closer with representatives of the eastern and westfeast believed, to be unsurpassed in
that has the power to excite loyal- ahy other market. WCPO-TV has ern branches of the National Television Committee of the Authors
ties and to make men willing to
ABC and DuMont affiliations; and League of America meeting in
die for their beliefs, it is a dream WKRC-TV is tied in with CBS.
Gotham this week.
Group met
that is rooted and grounded in the
Crosley schedule announced by
HebrewrChristian faith.” Thus, he John T. Murphy, director of Cros- yesterday (Tues.) on proposals for
freelance
writers
and
will
get toreiterated, the necessity for reach- 'ey video operations, will kick
Off
ing but to the people via TV which, at 8:30 a. m. with simulcast of gether again today on suggested
he said, “is in truth a gift from ‘Morning Matinee,” starring Ruth pay and conditions for Staff writers.
John Larkin, Screen Writers
God.”
Lyons.
This full-hour show will
Claiming that “radio is only continue to originate in studio A of Guild rep, left L A. on Saturday
since Coast
(5) for the confab,
whistling in the dark 'When it in- downtown Crosley Square for
chairman Oliver H. P. Garrett
sists that TV will not replace it in airing by WLW.
In all that time
trip.
couldn’t
make
the
Larkin will
the immediate future,” Rev. Park- it has held the record locally for
er pointed out that even rural res- studio audiences, magneting large return Friday (11) to report to the
idents throughout the U. S. now groups in chartered busses frpm western branch of the NTC on the
following day.
own video sets. Thus, he said, re- towns within a 300-mile radius.
Document being reviewed this
ligion must be adequately repreThe Ruth Lyons “Fifty Club,” week is the final draft
of a proTo
meet
sented on the medium.
currently simulcast at noon, will
the demands of religious TV pro- also move from the WLW-T studios posed Minimum Basic Agreement
which
was drawn up by John
gramming, he recommended the on a hill overlooking the Cincy
Schiulman and William Klein, of
Use of religious films produced ac- basin to Crosley Square.
the Arthur Garfield Hays office,
cording to good video standards,
ALA counsel.
examples of which have already
After the proposed MBA is
been made in the field by the PRC. Balto’s Jim
agreed on by the writers, who inWorkshop is sponsored jointly
clude reps of legit, radio, screen,
by the PRC, interdenominational
book and magazine scribblers, it
agency of the major Protestant
will
have to be approved by the
churches iii the U. S., and the raInto
Fullscale
Daytime
membership
of the ALA’s member
Temple
Univ.
dio department if
Planned entry into fullscale guilds, Meanwhile; a negotiating

is a basic force in people’s lives.
If there is an American dream

.

Univ, of Mich. Set

formed by Norman Chandler and

Radio Commission
Protestant
Series
Dale’s
Smith
this week tossed a direct challenge
Joe Smith & Charles Dale (Avon
at the television networks' alleged
oyer-commercialism at the expense Comedy Four) are extending their
Rev* Everett standard vaude repertoire into a
of religious shows.
Ihgalls
C„ Parker, commission director, video series, Which Miles
declared that the churches will not is handling.
and
Smith
Chuck
Paul
Gerard
be denied access to the people
Callahan (& Bliss) are scripting.
through television, adding that
"We will not bow before the demands that soap and cigarets be
first in

Hollywood, Aug. 8;
“Buster Keator^ Show” will be
the

WWJ-TV,

9,

the more serious when constant
repetition Of ‘out of bounds’ behavior is ‘not seen’ or is condoned
by a representative in the ring Who
is supposed to officially check on
unintentional infractions of the

Washington, Aug, 8.
Action of the Senate Committee
in putting into the Administration’s tax bill a 10% manu-

on Finance

facturer’s excise tax on television
receivers brought a protest last
week from the NAB. National
Assn, of Broadcasters. In a letter
Chairman Walter F. George (DGa.) of the Committee, NAB counsel Don Petty took issue with a
proposal by Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder that TV receivers
should be taxed so that video would
be competitive with entertainment
businesses.
Television is far more than a

means

of entertainment,” wrote
“It is the only medium for
the communication of ideas which

Petty.
offers

immediacy,

Sight,

sound and

motion.
“In the interest of public safety
and
welfare, television sets should
game.”
be made as readily and economicalAccording to Dr. Hissong “Wres- ly
available to all income groups
tling matches are very real to chilas is consistent with the necessary
dren and they can’t be told the
allocation of essential materials.
matches are sheer showmanship,”
In - planning for defense, the
Crosley ’s TV Cincy-Dayton-CO(Continued on page 38)
lumbus network originates two
Weekly wrestling shows in its own
studios.

HADE TO AIDE

WDSU’s
For

Dept. Store Client

John Hade, erstwhile program

for WJZ, New York, has
‘Shopper Revue’ manager
become business and production
New Orleans, Aug. 8.
aide to Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald,

TV

Holmes department stores the Mr. and Mrs. breakfast team
back one of the most ambitious on the same Station.
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
video stanzas yet attempted in the
The Fitzgeralds incept a new. 5Ronald Reagan is being con- south over WDSU-TV, cross-the- a- Week TV series Sept. XI, which
sidered as. one of the sports an- board from 2-3 p.m., starting Sept. may run 30 to 45 minutes, dependnouncers, calling either color or 18.
ing on whether the 11 a. m. or the
play-by-play* for the USC-UCLA
This
Titled “Shoppers Revue ” it will noontime slot is cleared.
football games being televised by be produced by Robert J, Enders would be in addition to their 5-aKTTV this fall. Reagan started his agency, Which also handles depart- week
This additional
series.
career as a sports announcer out ment store telecasts in Washing- chore will K.O. their Hay Island
of the midwest.
ton, Philly, Baltimore and Boston, (Conn;) breakfast show origination,
Final approval;, after Reagan and
Incepting full-scale live after- since, of late, they have commuted
KTTV get together on terms, ^ will noon video in New Orleans, the in only on Wednesday and Friday
have to come from Hoffman Tele- airei* will be scripted by Bob for Tv, doing the
stint from
vision, sponsor of the grid battles*. Howard, former Bob Hope writer. their country home..

Grid Gabbing on Coast

D. H.

will

AM

AM

'
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SI

NBC to
Up to 1
Those Hollywood producers who f
expect to hop aboard the television

bandwagon when they think
time Is ripe may be in for a
prise, according

Ouch!

sur-

Providence, Aug. 8.
make new friends in
reverse was demonstrated here

NBC

How

prexy JoLive video

ito

seph H. McConnell.
shows, he thinks, have become so
firmly entrenched that there’s little chance they will ever be replaced by film. Thus, the opportunity Hollywood might once have
had of contributing the major part
of video's programming has been
almost completely dissipated.
Situation might have been dif-r

last

80%

might comprise Up to
their

the

“TV

film studios
stay 'way from

to

week when Rhode

Island's

only TV outlet, WJAR, cut
into the history - making
sessions for a 5; 15 'to 5:30 p.m.
screening of “Time for Beanie,” an H. P. Hood
Sons
package. The move was particularly irritating since each
cut seemed to come at a par-

UN

&

ferent if the major Hollywood studios had been willing to cooperate
more with TV when it was getting
McConnell recalled that
started;
some of the top video execs were
predicting two and three years ago
that TV programming eventually

When

Tele vision‘ .for l he first time, will
erupt into an! allout battle for rat-

the

ticularly crucial
the deliberations.

moment

in

With the national networks
sticking

to

the

UN, a quick

spot check found most WJAR
viewers switching to Boston's
channels 4 and 7 for the finale.

film.

adopted
door”

my

attitude, however, video was forced
to learn how to get along without

LA Pros like

As a result, he said,
find we don’t need Hollywood
much anymore.”

“we

TV

,

Payoff,

If

McConnell noted that tele will
always be able to utilize Hollywood’s creative talent. Those producers, Writers and directors who
have been working for years in an
allied visual medium, he said, will
Hollywood, Aug. 8,
always be welcome additions to
Pro footballers are making overTV. But, he opined, most of them tures to television for a live beamjoining video’s ranks will be work- ing of their games next fall. Their
ing with live, rather than film decision is influenced by the re,

.

show's.

cent deal made.by the collegia4.es
.NBC topper pointed out that with KTTV anj Hoffman radio
filmites have always, scored TV for and TV, by which the station and
its “lack of scope” and failure to
sponsor will go on the hook for
“But,”
provide sweeping action.
any diminution of attendance over
he said, “who needs that?” He pre-TV seasons.
pointed out that the medium has
Both KNBH and KTTV have
(Continued on page 38)
taken the bait and the NBC outlet
said to have made a flat offer,
To
with a gamble on the side.

is

KNBH

is ofinterested sponsors,
fering the games, rights, time and
facilities for a flat $200,000. NBC’s
gamble is on the attendance
deficit. Daniel Reeves, prez of the
Los Angeles Rams, hasn’t started
bargaining yet but meetings have
Chevrolet is dropping its “Tele- been set up.
If a deal is concluded it would
Theatre'' show Monday nights on
NBC, but the decision has nothing cover eight live telecasts of home
Auto games* one microwaved from San
to do with the war scare.
firm plans to continue its present Francisco, and five filmed on the
heavy video advertising, concen- road for beaming next night. Last
trating either on sports events or year the pros, sold their home
retaining the Monday night half- games to KTTV for filming the
following night and refused all ofhour on NBC for a new program.
Already committed to bankroll fers for simultaneous telecast.
DuMont's pickups of the Notre
Dame home football games and 60
events to be. televised from Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y., by WPIX, ZIV
<

’

Chewy
the

DuMont web

reported backing
in its bidding for

TV

rights to the

World

is

also

Series.

Mutual

TV

Productions

Hollywood, Aug,

Hollywood, Aug.

8.

television film production
unit, capitalized at $1,000,000, lias
been formed by a group of Hollywood indie producers, including

8.

Frederic Ziv Co. will take over
the 26 “Your Showtime” television
pix made by Grant-Realm ProducZiv has signed a
tions last year.
five-year lease for the films which
it will distribute to video stations
throughout the country as open-

end material.
Pix were originally made for
Lucky Strike which sponsored
them on NBC's eastern web. Contract gave the films back to GrantRealm one year after completion.
Last, of these films was returned to
the production unit last month.
Lucky Strike laid Out $8,500 per
film for the series on a one—time
usage basis, Grant-Realm paid out
close

JVV VJ

New

TO TAKE OVER
26 ‘SHOWTIME’ FIX

No

reason was given for the decision
to abandon “Tele-Theatre” but it’s
believed that the Campbell-Ewald
agency, Which handles the account,
was averse to bucking the upcoming “Lux TV Theatre” on CBS with
a similar dramatic series.
Chewy is committed to holding
the Monday night 8 to 8:30 slot on
NBC for at least four weeks once
If the firm
it returns to the air.
continues. -in the period after that,
it
will probably bankroll a new
NBC house package, several of
which the web is now pitching to
Chewy and the agency.

to

$300,000

for the

of time availabilities.
Webs and their clients
little more wary last year.

were a
Then,

if a Berle or. a Godfrey was consistently holding down the No. 1 or No.
2 spot, the competing networks let
them get away with it, moving their
better programs around intentionally to escape the competition.
Only two examples to the contrary
slotting the
Svere initiated by
Robert Montgomery “Lucky Strike
Theatre” series on Monday nights
to take the play away from CBS'
“Studio One” and teeing Off its
“Saturday Night Revue" opposite
the Ken Murray show on CBS. This
year will see Friday as the only
night of the week when those two
webs are not battling it out for top-

NBC—

Hollywood.
so

ings during. tfie’ upcoming season,
with all sighs, pointing to sorpe of
the Top 10 leaaefs f or the last two
years going down to defeat before
an onslaught of competition before
Survey of the prothe new year.
jected fall and winter schedules
reveals the networks, agencies and
clients slotting some of their topbudgeted shows in a “let-the-chipsf all” manner, doing it either intentionally to nick the competition or
forced into it because of the lack

series,

ending up almost $80,000 in the
Lease of these films to Ziv
hole.
is expected to put Grant-Realm
execs well into the black.

.

dog

position,

and

DuMont and

ABC,

cognizant of that fact, have
already finalized plans to move in

there.

On Mondays,

it

will still

be Mont-

Sig Neufeld, Rudolph Monter, EdHollywood, Aug, 8.
ward M. Gray, William Cane and
Walter Mirisch will make a
Victor Mindlin. Most of the coin
for the outfit, named Mutual TV series of 30-minute tele pix under
_ Productions, is said to have come the monicker “Simbar, the Jungle
^from backers ifl N.Y. and San Queen.” Initialer is expected to
go before the cameras the first Of
Francisco,
,
Group plans to turn out four the year.
Following in the “Simbar” series
series of vidfilms. First of these,
titled “These Are Our Children,” will not be completed prior to
will be based on stories supplied sponsorship. Mirisch has budgeted
by the Children’s Home Society, the first film at $12,500. No cast
has yet been set.
California adoption agency.
,

Television stay-up-lates will soon
have a chance to keep their sets
tuned in until 1 a.m. NBC, with
its pioneering 11 p.m. to midnight
“Broadway Open House” now an

It Said
Ed Sullivan, who’s been
picked up several times by
Variety for his speech “typos”
as emcee on CBS-TV’s “Toast
Of the Town,” returned to the
In
show Sunday (6) night.
presenting comedian Henny
Youngman, Sullivan declared,

Consider

“I

would now like to

established success, is planning to
open the midnight to 1 a.m. slot
on a cross-the-board basis in the
fall for a new mystery series.
While plans are still in the talking stage, NBC hopes to have the

new show ready

‘prevent’

tober

Catching himself when
audience let out a roar, Sul“What will
livan cracked:
Variety say now?”

an Agenda On

started

their

allocations

meet

in

wrap up new bankrollers

for

two

separate shows and,' with the web’s
on a “United Na- sponsor list reportedly emerging ns
tions scale.
Network reps spent a waiting list in view of the numMonday and all day yesterday at- ber of advertisers desiring to buy
up the small amount of time still
tempting to work out an agenda available,
NBG Is confident it will
for the meet before getting down have little trouble selling the pro-

N. Y.

Monday

(7)

OVER

M&L

more work for

its

facilities

and

productions crews, as well as a
heavier take on studio rehearsal

grams.

With the network also scheduled
open up the 3 to 5 p.m. crossthe-board time in the fall, addition
(Continued on page 38)

to

Hollywood, Aug- 8,
« pioneer move by television
improve its scripting standards
and compete with the Hollywood
idea of creative writing, CBS has
In

to

contracted veteran Coast scripter
and playwright, Jerry Horwin, to
be its New York story executive
over writers. Horwin arrives east
by car next week to assume his
post under a firm contractual ar-

rangement whereby he will attract
writers especially for TV;
A playwright, scenarist and novelist in his own right, Horwin has
been story editor for Artists Management Corp. and other Hollywood agencies. He is also an executive of the Television Theatre

Group, stalemated because of wartime horizons, which permits him
to join CBS under the network’s
video Chieftain, Charles M. Underhill.
Horwin made his deal with
Underhill on a recent N, Y. trip.
The influx of H6Hy%ood writers to
New York, attendant to (1) downbeat of local film production arid
(2) upsurge of TV, influenced Underhill to engage a special story
exec like Horwin.
Latter is driving east with his
two children to the Indian Festival,
Albuquerque, N. M., where his
divorced wife will take them on to
her present home in Houston.

Reed’s ’Amateur Hour'
Production Chore on

charges.

TO $1,500 PER HOUR
N. Y., is increasing its
rates based on the growing set circulation in the area. Basic change,
to be announced by sales director
Robert C. Mayo this week, will be
a boost to $1,500 for a class
nighttime hour and a hike to $750
from $600 for daytime hours.
Station says it's one of the lowest-priced Video outlets in the
metropolitan district arid will remain, so. Current advertisers will
be given 'six-months rate protection
on bi2 placed before Oct. 1, when
the increase goes into effect.

to go by late OcNovember. Web

get rolling sooner

many, new sponsored
programs, scheduled to start in the
not certain exactly what
studio facilities will be available.
Unlike “Open House,” Which can
get along on 20 minutes to a halfhour camera rehearsal when necessary, the mystery series will need
as much preparation before the
lenses as any dramatic series. Thus,
the problem of facilities is expected to be a tough one.
NBC now plans to follow “Open
House” Mondays through Fridays
with a roundup of the day’s news,
running either five or 10 minutes.
Mystery series would then take
Four major television networks, over, holding the air until the new
vying for choice time periods on signoff time of 1 a.m.
Schedule
the limited coaxial cable facilities, will thus give NBC a chance to

Max

UPS VIDEO RATE

to

but, with so

-

WOR

early

like

fall, it is

gomery against “Studio One.” To
lend further fuel to its ammunition, to the anticipated arguments. As
though, NBC has: set the Bernard a result, it’s expected no final deSchubert musicomedy productions,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble, to cision will be reached for at least
alternate with Montgomery, on the three or four weeks.
theory that “Studio” will thus have
While American Telephone &
no chance to entrench itself on the Telegraph is adding networking faweeks when the Montgomery seCBS will come cilities, via both the cable and miries is not aired.
back with some major slugging of crowave relay, to the present setup
its own on Tuesday nights in a push starting next month, there will
still
to tilt Milton Berle ’s “Texaco Star be insufficient facilities to meet
Theatre” off the top rung it has the webs’ demands. With each of
CBS is putting its the nets heading into the fall seaheld so long.
series,
high-budgeted
dramatic
son with the biggest number of
“Sure as Fate,” into the Tuesday sponsors they have ever had, they’ll
(Continued on page 36)
be in almost equal positions in bidding for time on affiliate stations.
Determining factor in getting the
single-station markets, Consequently, may be a web’s ability to deliver a program live and thus the
bidding for time on the cable is
expected to be hotter this year
Liebman Alternate than ever.
NBC has virtually abandoned its
search for two more name stars to
join Eddie Cantor arid Fred Allen
in
the projected Sunday night
“Comedy Theatre” series. Web has
’WINNER’ QUIZZER
tentatively decided to use Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis sporadicalHalf-hour variety show starring
ly in the third week every month, Morton Downey will be Nash-Kelusing up-and-coming young talent vinator’s offering in the CBS 10 to
are not avail- 10:30 slot Friday nights starting
to fill in when
able. Fourth week will be occupied Sept. 22.
Program replaces “Winby a big revue-type show, which ner Take All,” audience participawill probably be produced by Max tion quizzer originally set by Nash.
Liebman,
Advertiser, through the Geyer,
It has been revealed, meanwhile,
Newell & Ganger agency, reportedthat Colgate’s deal for the show, ly decided to abandon “Winner”
which is to occupy the 8 to 9 when Sylvania Electric bought
period, is only for three weeks “Beat the Clock” for the 10:30 to
out of every four. Fourth week is 11 Friday night period.
Since
still
open, with Speidel Watch “Clock” is also an audience particiBand optioning the fourth session, pation quizzer, Nash felt that havEach ing the two of them back-to-back
but since cancelling out.
week’s Show is to have a talent and might hurt the chances of both.
production nut ranging Around CBS, for its part, was not averse
$60,000, which will make the series to the switch in favor of Downey*
one of the most expensive on the since the latter show will mean
air.

or

would

the

Show Must Go On

WOR-TV,

’Jungle’ Telepic Series

AH

Hollywood, Aug.

8.

Despite an auto accident to the
prospective groom, shortly before

“Wedding

Program”

KLAC-

on

TV

Cleveland, Aug. 2.
Bob Reed, piano-song-and-chatter man for NBC here, is returning
to New York after 27 months of
high ratings in both his

and

WNBK

WTAM

stanzas;

Prior to coming to Cleveland for

Saturday night, the bride and a 30-minute WTAM stint at 8 a.m.,
groom were married before the Reed was with WOR. In returning
video cameras, although several to New York, Reed joins “Original
hours later.
Amateur Hour” as a TV producer.

A TV

Station, apprised of the accident, got an okay, from hospital,
made the tests arid telecast from
hospital room four hours later
than scheduled^ via remote control pickup,

*

-

He

have his own
Before entering

will also

program.

NBC
tho

armed services in World War II,
Reed had been closely associated
with Major Bowes for 10 years in
the production of “Amateur Hour.”
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RADIO REVIEWS

1950

JOHNNY STAG SHOW

RAYMOND SWING

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM

9,

15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Frl., 10:15 p.m. Producer-Director: Dick Pack
30 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
WOR, New York
With Duncan Pirnie, announcer
Raymond Swing, returning to the Sustaining
roducer; Harry Alan Towers
WNEW,
N. Y.
commentary scene after several
irector : Oliver Nicoll
Presented in cooperation with
years, provides a better-than-aver50 Mins.; Wed., 8:05 p.m.
age gab session. His approach is the Veterans Hospital Radio Guild,
HOVIS BREAD
quiet and sober and in contrast to “The .Johnny Stag Show” should
WQXR. New York
he punched up delivery of many rate as a fine morale builder for
Varly)
(Colman, Prentis &
bedded GI’s.
Half-hour platter
Sir Thomas Beecham is the lat- oracles which makes their non
rogram, guided by former patient
sequiturs difficult to spot. Addiest of a group of musical celebri•tag, got away to a good start Fritionally, he avoids the know-it-all
ties to take to the air ar disk
This attitude. On his preem Monday ( 7) day (4) on WNEW, N. Y.
jockey and commentator.
All-request format has Stag spinhe
went
into
the uncertain ele,by
series has been p ack a ge
ning disks chosen by inmates of
Towers" of London, Ltd., for dis- ments in the current international Veterans Administration hospitals
tribution in the U. S. and else- situation, frankly saying that he in the N. Y. metropolitan area. He
where. WQXR’s senes is the first didn’t know what would happen in introes the sides in an ingratiating
iilany Important areas.
And his manner and frequently reminds
In this country.
Beecham combines a reaching total approach was one of wrap- the public to visit hospitalized vet
ping
up
a
broad
political
their
under- friends or. relatives.
and
knowledge of composers
music with a good sense of mu- standing instead of piecemeal reAs K' means of building further
porting
.of isolated news items.
sicianship ahd taste in his selecinterest, it -would be logicHe did make some speculations listener
tion. His plan is to present entire
al to arrange brief interviews from
One time to time with ambulatory paprograms by one composer, com- which may prove off-base.
menting on his life and works, and was that the Russian delegation tients or VA officials to give dial<jn other occasions, to devote en- returned to the United Nations ers a more personal slant on hospitire programs to one type of music, Security Council in the belief that tal life.
Gilb.
the North Korean campaign would
such as dance or period music.
Since
Initial segment was devoted to be Victorious by Aug. 1.
the life and works of Hector Ber- the Soviet decision wasn’t an- America at crossroads
lioz. Beecham presented a series of nounced until July 27, this would 30 Mins., Thurs.; 9 p.m.
operatic excerpts and overtures, all have meant a gross 'miscalculation Sustaining
of them culled from Berlioz* best on the Russian’s part or, more WNYC, Nv Y.‘
and most colorful works. Accom- likely, an incorrect interpretation ; Produced by
in association with the Lowell Institute Copany in g each selection; was com- of their reasoning by Swing.
He
took
history,
and
the
long
view
of
its
what
operative
mentary about:
Broadcasting
Council,
stretching through the 55-minutes might eventuate in the event the “America At the Crossroads,” a
weekly
was discussion of Berlioz* life and Yanks and South Koreans force new
half-hour
forum
his place in the history of music. the Northerners back to the 38th bowed over New York City’s own
Beecham also dispersed some Parallel, saying that in a free elec- station Thursday (3). Initial procaustic Comment about the han- tion the Koreans might vote in a gram, subtitled “Korea, Test Case
He also differed for the United Nations” was timely
dling of music today, such as his leftist regime*
remark that opera is in the con- from the current view of Mac- and interesting in its discussion
everyone
Arthur’s
visit
to
Formosa, voicing of the current Korean situation.
trol of politicians and
the opinion that the general's in- Show offered some informative
else but the musicians.
lies
tention to make the trip was prob- background material on the steps
The one fault in the show
leading up to the North Korean
in Beecham’s sty 1 e of delivery. ably known in Washington.
Bril.
Speaking in a booming voice with
invasion in addition to providing
Beeaccent,
food for thought Via the bandying
a noticeable British
about of a number of ideas relacham is overly careful in bis
speech and gives the impression GREAT DAY
tive to the Korean conflict.
almost of reciting poetry. He With Eddie Cantor; Paul Baron
Brought under discussion were
Orch
such topics as whether the United
SQunds as if he is delivering a lecture and is Careful to sound out Producer: Economic Cooperation Nations in giving aid to South
Administration
Korea .is Working as an instrument
each syllable to its furthest exo r e casualness Director: Wilton Stark
tremity. A bit
of politics or in accordance with
Paul
Monash
Writer:
is
show
the
its
would help. Otherwise
charter.
Also Whether, the
interesting, intelligent, and prob- 30 Mins. Sat;. (5), % p.m.
sending of troops to Korea is to
ably most important, contains a Sustaining
protect United States interests or
NBC, from New York
CJian .
Jot of good music.
United Nations interests. In line
This was the first of two special with these topics it
was noted
programs Eddie Cantor did for the ing the course of the program durMODERN ROMANCES
that
With Helen Gregory, Patsy Camp EC A while he was in Paris. .The one of the UN functions is to preGeorge Petrie, Kathleen second will be aired Saturday (12). serve international peace and
bell,
They’re propaganda vehicles, to security.
Niday, Scott Thompson
tell U. S. citizens about the MarTaking part in the broadcast,
Writer: Don Witty
Directors: William Marshall, Joe shall Plan, and also had the pur- which was taped at the Lowell Inpose
of
some
newer
Eurogiving
Graham
stitute 'were
Benjamin Cbhen,
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m pean talent an American audience. UN Assistant Secretary General
Four countries were represented. in charge of information; Leo
NORWICH PHARMACAL CO.
For the Italians, Clara Petrella, Gross, Prof, of International Law
ABC, from New York
soprano of Milan’s La Scala, sang and Diplomacy at Tufts College;
(Benton & Bowles)
standard
the classic “Mi Chiamino Mimi” William Verhage, Prof, of Political
the
above
Considerably
from Puccini’s “La Boheme.” For Science at Boston U. and Dan H.
soap opera is ‘‘Modern Romances,
a half-hour ABC daytime cross-the- the Netherlands, Sonja Osterman Senn, Jr., Director of the United
board dramatic show which Nor- chirped a Dutch fave, “Daar Waar Council on World Affairs. Daniel
wich Pharmacal began bankrolling de Molens Staan,” a pleasant, tune Borne, Assistant Prof, at Bost. U,
yesterday (Tues.). Series is based about windmills. A longhair note was program’s moderator. Gros.
upon the Dell , Publishing Co was offered by Petros Petrldes, one
conducting
monthly mag bearing the same of Greece’s top cleffers,
it
the preem
Greek Sketch,” a THIS WEEK IN KANSAS CITY
name as the program.
First stanza under the Norwich moody selection written especially Writer: Sid Tremble
Contrasting was Producer: Ken Heady
aegis revolved around two stock for this stanza.
car racing drivers—one a tomboy- Henri Salvador, French comedian- 15 Mins.; Sun., 2:30 p.m.
ish girl and the other her youthful, vocalist, doing “C’est Si Bon,” Sustaining
masculine rival. They have their which is popular on both sides of KCMO, Kansas City
Effort for this one is credited to
He quipped with
petty feuds, but eventually: dis- the Atlantic.
news department, which
cover ‘‘true romance” after learn- Cantor and the pair aid a duet on the
“Margie,” with Salvador getting combines its forces to round up a
ing to overlook mutual faults.
weekly recap on major news events
Narrator Helen Gregory sets the in some scat interpolations
scene for the day’s opus followed
Cantor was his usual effervescent of Kansas City' and the area. Proby dramatized sequences. Tues- Self, enthusiastic about the talent gram plan calls for On the spot
occasionally and the Marshall Plan. Airer was interviews with people in the news,
installment
day’s
seemed rather fanciful, but it was something of a departure from the the contact usually being made by
the kind of stuff that adds up to general ECA shows, in that it had a telephone and recorded for use on
this show.
good vicarious entertainment for light and Comedic touch.
Bril,
the housewife audience. Small cast
Thus this session brought to the
mike a construction worker who
was competent and plugs for Untook
a
Pepto-Bismol
guentine and
SARTOGA RACING
fell from a bridge into the Kaw
Gilb.
standard approach.
With Fred Capossela, Ed Flynn, river and swam to safety, while a
Bob Cragin
companion was drowned in the
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 5 p.m.
FOR LADIES ONLY
same incident; L; P. Cookingham,

PROGRAM

g

:

.

.

t

.

5

.

WNYC

m

*

KCMO

.

With Mary McGarry

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:30 a.m.

FAN &
WABY,

BILL’S
Albany

manager; an officer and a recruit of the Marine Corps Reserve
unit called up for active duty; Dr.
Franklin Murphy, dean of the Univerity of Kansas Medical School,
and Dr. Marvin Rosell, evangelist.
Ken Heady, station’s chief announcer, Serves as narrator, and
puts the show together, with members of the news staff taking part,
two others in this case being Jim
Monroe, head of the news bureau,
city

An

accurate, authoritative description of the sixth and feature
WABY, Albany
improve
would
McGarry
Mary
race at Saratoga by Fred Caposher program and her broadcasting sella, official announcer for New
if she presented more guests and York flat tracks, highlights prOr
for a
more local angles, gram originated by
introduced
Each
rather than to follow the present group of upstate stations.
static
and
in
sponsor;
WABY,
sells it to a local
basic plan, of reading,
stylized fashion, syndicated Wom- to a restaurant-night club on Glens
An interview With Falls-Lake George. A recap of the
en’s copy.
frank Fran Warren, while the lat- previous events by Ed Flynn, plus
ter was starring in “Finian’s Rain- color and heralding of future
bow” at the Saratoga Summer events by Bob Cragin completes
Theatre, came off rather well.
the quarter-hour. It’s a timely fea
quarter-hour with a group of ture for the Capital District, where
T.
from
Booker
children
Interest in the Spa’s August attracsmall
Washington Center Day Camp had tion always runs high,
Interviews are sometimes inthe flavor of the different and the
especially cluded.
Live or •recorded, they
charm of the unusual
when the youngsters sang safety would be helpful; without guests,
and
the
amusing,
(including
repetition and padding: sometimes
songs
Capossela’s call,
repeated, “Hot and Cold Water”) are noticeable,
except for the final stretch, is the
and recited the Lord’s Prayer.
Gal miker, interviewing their lead- one which goes on the public ad
er, a Miss Clyber, and chatting dress system. Veteran announcer,
with the smallsters, caught the who airs on occasion via Mutual,
spirit of informality; she gained in obviously is an expert on nags, al
though he does not indulge ' in
warmth and flexibility.
Straight reading becomes mono- much commentary. Voice is clear
tonous, due to over-punching of and live, but tends to be rather
words and upsWirling of inflection, high and hard. Vocabulary might
Tone is modulated, but voice is not be expanded, to avoid certain Stock
Tran phrases. Flynn, a long-timo miker,
brought out sufficiently.
and a
scribed music spaces the stories, and Cragin, once of
some of which are duplicated on a mature broadcaster, generally hanmorning skirt show over another dle their assignments acceptably.
Joco.
Jaco,
Albany outlet.

Sustaining

WABY

A

—

,

WGY

and Harold Mack, newscaster. On
this one Heady seemed to be pressing a bit, trying more to sell the
news rather than documenting it
for the listener. In other respects
he gives the show his usual capable
handling in the role of producer.
Shotv classes as a news department feature, and puts to some use
the multitude of contacts and onthe-record talks with persons on
the local scene.
Stanza has been
on the air for couple of months,
and by now is a regular part of the
Sunday schedule.
Quin.

KCMO

A stronger entry into the metropolitan listening area was provided
for KPRS, Olathe, Kart., last week
When the FCC authorized a boost
in power from 500 to 1,000-watts.
Steve Madden, general manager,
said boosting the actual power
could be accomplished in 24 hours,
and station is on the new allocation this week.

NBC

“rediscovered” a great talent last Thursday night (3) when,
after his death, John Barrymore got the first of four
playbacks (of a Shakespearean series done originally back in 1937).
Through the process of “treating” «and thereby improving on the
Well-preserved recordings of the *37 broadcasts, NBC not only
came up with the treat of a lacklustre summer season, but inaugurated a reprise pattern that may well open up a whole new vista in
the resurrecting of long forgotten radio classics.
For last Thursday’s opener, NBC used excerpts from Barrymore’s
“Macbeth,” While it’s true that excerpts of the finest performance
tend to put any play at a disadvantage, nonetheless it was startling
to hear recaptured the fine histrionic talent and superb voice timber of the once great Barrymore. Even more startling was the
superiority of the entire cast of 13 years ago over most of the
makeshift performances that radio turns but today. While Barrymore stood out, each and every part Was expertly executed and of a
caliber on a par with the finest of legit performances.
Here, in fact, was one of those 13-years-after revelations that
should make radio sit up and take notice.
Rose,

some years

Somebody should introduce the
WINS, New York,

era, nevertheless

the adaptation of
scripter Moil Levin managed to retain much of the crackling bite
crew covering the that the original possessed. Instead
baseball broadcasts. of visual closeups of the lad's sor-

station staff at

to the remote
N. Y, Yankee
As it is, they apparently have only
a vague idea of each others’ existence. The lack of liaison, harking
back to circa 1930 radio sports
coverage, is particularly notable on
cut-ins for station identification. If
there is an off-the-air telephone
line between the station arid the
on-the-Spot crew, somebody must
have forgotten to pay the bill, for
it’s seemingly never used.
As an instance of common practice, during the play-by-play of the
Yankee-Clevelahd gam e Sunday
the station cut in without
(6),

did Harlem environment, the air
version achieved almost the same
effect by stressing the “not Wanted” attitude that the disreputable
parents and grandmother had toward the child,
Faced with continual abuse and
with no hope of a better life, it
was only natural that the boy drifted into delinquency. At that point
a court sent him to the Wiltwyck
School for Boys, Esopus, N. Y.,

where

his

makeup was

moral

and

rehabilitated.

physical,

Young

Coleman* cast in the title role,
skillfully ran the emotional gamut
and good supporting players added
warning to air its call letters, in- to the show’s impact. Withal, “The
terrupting Mel Allen’s inning-end Quiet One” stacked up as intellirecapitulation of the two teams’ gent ether fare.
runs, hits and errors record at
that point. Then, only a minute or
/“Harvest of Stars,” which canso later, Allen announced that cels out on NBC in September, is
there would be a pause for star- still one of the more listenable
t-ion identification, and the studio shows on the Sunday afternoon airannouncer came in with a repeat lanes. Subbing for Dr. Frank Black
of the call letters. It was typical and James Melton, a new crew of
rather than exceptional of WINS artists, including Dorothy Warensbush league brand of broadcasting, kjold, John Tyers and Gustave
particularly glaring in this case Haenscher, maintained the same
because the recap would have indi- standard of excellent rnusic and
cated that

works

Tommy

had

pitcher,

a

Byrne, the Yank
no-hitter in the

at that point (which baseball

demands
must mention in
tradition

that

specific
lest it jinx the feat).

no

one

words,

“Broadway’s Children,” WNEW,
N. Y., showcase series for juvenile

Sunday (6) that has
generally characterized this International Harvester show.
Simple format is being retained
for this filler show with each of
the artists spotlighted in two solo
turns apiece. Miss Warenskjold, a
composer, also displayed a fine

flawless taste

soprano on “My Heart Stood Still,”
improve- and an aria from “Madame Butterment in its fourth installment fly.” John Tyers* vigorous baritone
Sunday (30). For as a vehicle for was showcased on a couple of
the moppet actor Herbert Cole- standards while the orch under
man, producer-director Dick Pack Haenscher Supplied rich orchestrachose a radio adaptation of the tions, including a solid arrangeIt ment of “Chop Sticks.” The com1949 film, “The Quiet One.”
proved ideally suited for Coleman’s mercials, with their institutional

talent,

showed marked

pitch, were easy to take.
Although this story of a 10-yearold boy deliquent obviously is best
Discussions of various passages
told through the eyes of the cam- from the Bible make up the format of “Eternal Light’s” summer
series presented by NBC in asso-.
JUNIOR JUNCTION
THE
With Jack Lester, emcee; Bill elation with the Jewish TheologiSnary, Peggy Murdoch, Bruce cal Seminary of America. On program heard Sunday (6) the porChase Orch
tion of the Bible referred to fitted
Producer: Maurice Murray
in excellently With contemporary
Writer: Dorothy Wendell
happenings. The various interpre30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 a.m. (CDT)
tations and thoughts offered by
Sustaining
the show’s participants had subABC, from Chicago
With the recent addition of Bill stance and made for arresting
Snary and Peggy Murdoch to en- listening.
liven the doings with their pleasPassage discussed dealt with the.
ing singing, this Saturday morning prophet Samuel relating to God
a
half-hour session has all of- the in- the
Israelites’
that
request
gredients for a strong bid for the monarchy be set up.
God’s anteenagers.
noyance at the suggestion and His
Besides the music, there was a consent to let the step be taken
quiz segment, a teenage forum and provided most of the meat for the
a guest star, all well-tailored to the verbal debate. Brought to the fore
high school set. The quiz pretty during the discussion was the
much followed the standard for- thought that the passage Was simimat with two contestants selected lar to developments during this
from the studio audience vying century such as Hitler’s rise to
for the prizes.
The forum which power. In both the cases of the
had two youngsters debating the Israelites and Germans the people,
question “Should Parents Choose living in times of stress, looked
Their Children’s Friends?” showed for a leader and were guided only
good advance preparation and by their emotions and not intelcame off well. Forum might be ex- ligence.
panded with more time given to
Guesting on show caught was
questions from the floor.
Norman Cousins, editor of the
Guest on session caught (5) Was Saturday Review of Literature.
Evelyn Knight, who fitted nicely Moderating the broadcast was Dr.
into show, although she’d undoubt- Judah Goldin, professor of reedly made even a bigger hit -With ligion at Iowa State U.
Regular
the kids had she chirped a chorus participants were Dr. Abraham
or two.
Halkin, of the Jewish Theological
But even without an assist from Seminary of America and Dr. Sol
Miss Knight, Snary and Miss Mur- Weiner
Ginsberg,
a s si st a n t
doch adequately took care of the psychiatrist
Vanderbilt
the
at
singing
department,
especially Clinic, N. Y.
with their spjightly dueting of the
“Hit Tune of the Week”-^-“Home
Cooking.”
Young baritone also
Greensboro, N. C.- Gomer R*
had the bobbysoxers fidgeting with Lesch has succeeded Ted Austin as
and
a nice job on “Me and My Imagina- program director for
tion,”
Bruce Chase and band WFMY-TV. Lesch comes to Greensbacked ably arid closed the show boro frond Erie, Pa., where he was
with a hangup “How High the production director of television
Moon.”
Dave
station WICU.

abilities.

NEW

.

,

—
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.
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MAMA

DEAR DIARY

VARIETY QUIZ

S3

With Fred Robbins, Barbara Bel- With Peggy Wood, Judson Laire,
Pick Van Patten, Rosemary Rice,
ben, Adelaide Klein
Robin Morgan* Ruth Gates, Len
Producer; Tommy Ward
Director: Eddie Nugent
Mence
Producer: Carol Irwin
Writer: Jan Brewster
p.m,
Director:
Ralph Nelson
10:30
York
15
Mins.;
Fri.
WCBS-TV, New
(4),
Writer: Frank Gabrielson
This late night WCBS-TV show, EXQUISITE-FORM BRAS
30 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m.
Quiz,”
pitted
against ABC-TV, from N.Y.
"Variety
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
(Brandford)
NBC’s "Broadway Open House”
This is the show that's had all CBS-TV, from New York
video showcase, was apparently
(Benton it Bowles)
borne out of desperation. Some- the advance publicity because it
body around CBS went out on a has a live model, Norma Bartlett,
"Mama,” returning after a
limb—-and a $100,000 one, at that posing on camera with the spon- summer respite, stands up as a
Exquisite-Form consistently topflight show.
product
The
in buying up the Official Films sor’s
catalog of nearly 2,000 musical pix Bras. But, while Miss Bartlett is a family comedy gets the full human
quickies. In a bid to refurbish the beauteous gal who can probably values from just about every sitstanza with some live elements (for model the lingerie with the best of uation it projects, which is a/'
the show itself also rates tribute to the entire team involved
it’s obvious that the films can't ’em,
stand on their own), Columbia has plaudits. Judging from its one-shot and to the warmth of the original
put Sandy Becker in to dress up showcasing last Friday night (4), yarn, "Mama’s Bank Account.”
the 50-minute show.
Whatever it’s ofle of the sprightliest and
What arouses the viewers’ revirtue the stanza has derives from best-paced husband-arid-wife situ- sponse to the stanza is its closeness
Becker, for the pix Won’t even rate ation comedy programs to hit TV to reality
and down-to-earth peo*
place or show.
in some time.
pie. It’s a quality which fortunateoriginal
Becker, formerly a CBS anJari Brewster’s
script ly rubs off on the commercials. On
nouncer, has an engaging quality had nothing significant to tell. Ini the initialer Friday (4) the story
of sorts, and looks like he might fact, it dug rather deeply by basing dealt with the father’s being out
still have a year to go for his the story on a young couple’s tribu- of work but having promised the
college degree. Apparently put in lations in finding an apartment. younger daughter a Scotch collie
to fill the gaps between projection But, through capable thesping by for her birthday.
With no loose
of the "Soundies,” he reverses the the small cast and Eddie Nugent’s cash to spare, he got a mongrel
situation. It’s the pix that are the precision direction, the program from the dog pound, which proved
fillers.
generated a warm charm which a disappointment to the kid. PayThey’re still playing around with rates it a steady run on the ABC off was her ending up loving the
the format on "Variety Quiz,” web. Disk jockey Fred Robbins, mutt and the latter’s being instruwhich is loosely conceived, with a as the husbafld, played himself mental in getting the father a job.
telephone quiz giveaway as its and, while the script called for no
This wasn’t the best "Mama” has
pivot. Becker works with Connie great talent, he handled the part ever been, but it made a charming
B. Starr (CBS, get it?), an engag- surprisingly well. Barbara Belben, tale and had some good moments.
ing looker, who never gets too as his model wife, was both pretty Thesping is on a high level arid has
much in the way. It remains for and proficient and Adelaide Klein about reached the point 'where the
Becker either to make or break scored as their flightly next-door actors become the -characters, at
the show, for it’s geared strictly neighbor.
least from the audience point of
for a personality buildup, If he
Producer Tommy Ward mounted viqw.
Peggy Wood and Judson
falls short, it’s because even a the show on a neat-looking livingLaire are restrained and UnderGodfrey doesn’t carry 50 minutes room set. Commercials, reportedly standing as the parents, Rosemary
alone, as Becker is called on to representing the first time that a .Rice
is winning as the daughter
do. There are only so many varia- bra has been modelled live on TV, who remembers and Robin Mortions of a grimace. The voice is were handled in good taste. Miss
gan is appealing as the kid sister.
there; in fact, it’s a very good one.- Bartlett merely posed, while p
Dick Van Patten is believable as
Becker is completely at ease and sultry femme voice told of the the brother. And special credit
appears to have a good time. If product’s finer points.
Sta l.
should go to the capable scripting
anything, that is a weakness, beBril.
of Frank Gabrielson.

With' Sandy

Becker, Connie B.
Starr
Producer-Director: Rick Leighton.
50 Mins., Mon-thru-Fri., 11:10 p.m.
Sustaining

Ed Sullivan returned to his emcee spot bn CBS-TV’s “Toast of
the Town’* Sunday night (6) after
a five-week European Jaunt, durpersonalities
ing which „ guest
subbed for him. He had a crack
lineup of talent on the show to
make it the best of the suriimer.
With NBC preparing its topbudgeted variety program with
rotating name emcees to buck
"Toast” directly in the Sunday
night at 8 period starting early
October, Sullivan has his work cut
out for him until then in trying
to cemient his audience.
Szoflys (2), One of the better
dance teams extant, teed Off Sunday night’s show with a fine routine, marked by the femme member’s acrobatics, and the show

were given slight production aids,
which while not elaborate were
satisfactory.

Dorothy Jamac socked oyer a
couple of zany dance numbers in
which she pantomimed pop tunes
line-by-line.
She wound with a
terpshhorean interpretation of the
CBS network identification cue.
Condos and Brandow demonstrated
their versatility in singing, tapping
and at piano and trumpet in a lastmoving turn.

-

Novel segment on the stanza is
period in which Moore answers
queries from the audience. He got
off some ad lib quips, but for
greater impact the queries should
be screened.

.

v

,

CBS-TV’s

"What’s

My

Line?”

—

Kay scored something of a coup Wedrolled steadily from there.
Starr chirped a couple of novelty nesday night (2) by getting N. Y.
tunes in sock style; with Sullivan Mayor William O’Dwyer to guest
aiding her on one with some sound as the; mystery personality.. Panel,
LeRoy Bros, impressed blindfolded for his appearance, had
effects.
with their puppetry, featuring little trouble guessing his identelling:
impersonations of tity, with columnist Dorothy Kilcome
Jimmy Durante and Gene Krupa. gallen grabbing off top honors
Juggler Bobby Jule registered with her identification. O’Dwyer
solidly with some fresh routines then tossed off what he had come
and the. Stagg McMarin harmonica on the show to say—another plug
trio scored with their terrif in- for making N. Y, the permanent
According to the
strumental ability on a bop num- TV capital.
bei and the "Dance of the Hours." mayor, TV now employs 30,000
Actor Horace MacMahon, current people in N. Y.
With J ohn Daly moderating thje
in the Broadway production of
."Detective Story,” had little to do questions and answers as the panattempted to guess the occuelists
but did it. capably in a shbrt skit
Henny Youngman pation of guests they had never
with Sullivan,
likewise scored with his comedy seen before, the show generated
monolpging, mixing some new considerable humor, enthusiasm
material in well with Some of his and audience interest. Panel members are all hep citizens, including
more aged stuff;
besides Miss Kilgallen, Louis UnJoey Adams maw not be the termeyer, Arlene Francis and Hal
Block. Latter got a little too cute
cuavest male vis-a-vis that "Leave
at. times in some of his gdesswork
cause ease in youth too often be?
It. To The Girls” has. booked but
but it added to the fun. Show is comes brash. He’s so cocky that a
he’s not the most inhibited, which
Deodorant,
bankrolled
Stopette
by
dud doesn’t phase him.
undoubtedly accounts for his refilm comturn engagement. The male is which has some okay
A property like this takes time
now flanked between femcee Maggi mercials.
and latitude to jell. But it’s worth
McNellis and the panel, which this
while to nurture a potential
CBS’
Bert Parks is back from * Europast Sunday comprised Dorothy
TV personality.
Rose.
"Break the
Pritchett, pean vacation and
Florence
Kilgallen,
Eloise McElhone and Janis Paige. Bank” has him, which is all to the
good for the NBC-TV quiz show. THE
TOUCH
It was the usual give-and-take on
the eternal male versus female, While Bud Colly er, permanent With Samuel and Frances Goldwyn, Joan Evans, Gilbert Seldes,
and it’s to the credit of the show host on the program, did an acBen Grauer
that the flippancy is leavened with ceptable fill-in job during Parks’
much good sense most of the time. absence, he lacked the zany quali- Producer: George Wallach
ties and apparent lack of inhibi- Director: Dwight Hemion
through which Parks sparks 30 Mins.; Thurs. (3), 10:30 p.m.
WPIX, with the Night Owl film tions
the program to a bright half-hour. NBC, TV, from New York
theatre, is the video version of raqualities were easily apparThose
Qrily a
dio’s irritation technique.
The Samuel Goldwyn of fable
ent Wednesday night (2) and,
strong film like "39 Steps’* can rejudging from the work of the audi- and pressagentry was conspicuthose
with
four
interest
tain the
catching. ously absent in a single-shot TV
longwinded commercials for Amer- ence participants, were
To mark his return, Parks did airer which the film producer’s
ican Limoge. Let the film be less
such things as come out in Scotch
N. Y. office set up, timed with the
than this particularly strong entry
and they’ll be swinging over to kilts to ask a group of questions
world preem of his "Edge of
based
on
Scotland,
one
of the
Lester’s
Doom” at the Astor theatre on
Morey Amsterdam jerry
countries he, visited on his trip.
NBC zanyisms.
Broadway.
This show attempted
Show’s jackpot, incidentally, is
to combine a patent pitch for the
now close to $7,500, highest it’s man and the picture with
a cavalThere’s evidently a wide spread ever been, and viewers’ interest
between legit flackery and emcee- in seeing it cracked should help cade oL Goldwyri’s past life and
Unfortunately,
ing a television show, at least build the program’s rating. Bristol- accomplishments.
judging from the appearance of Myers, which has held the show it fell between two chairs.
Mike O’Shea on "Broadway Scrap- through the summer, is now plugAs pure commercial, its 30
book” via WPIX, N.Y., Friday ging Ipana and Mum, instead of minutes would be overdrawn. As
night (4). With N Y. Daily News Vitalis as formerly, with the film entertainment and nostalgic educolumnist Danton Walker, regular commercials doing a heat selling cation, its format of hopping from
moderator on the show, away for job. Colly er, incidentally, is now old photos to old films became too
a three weeks’ vacation, O’Shea is on his vacation, with announcer episodic.
At the same time, the
filling in.
He’ll undoubtedly im- Bob Sheppard handling the re- idea of working into the bally of
prove over his preem shot at the placement job capably.
a picture, the buildup of the color-

GOLDWYN

.

program, which was marked by a

slowness and lassitude on the part
of the entire panel that detracted
from any entertainment qualities,
O’Shea is a nice-enough looking
guy and evidently knows his legit
theatre well enough to fill the job.
Any personality he has, though,
was buried under his all-too apparent nervousness and first-night
That, of course, can be
jitters.
excused as resulting from his first
crack at TV, which is why he must
Of the panel, Renee
improve.
Carroll, w.k. hatcheck gal of Sardi’s
eatery, N.Y.,

and Bernard Sobel,

legit authority, fared best.

Former

dancer Eunice Healy was apparently struck with the same mike-fright
as O’Shea and author-critic Oliver

M. Saylor could
Garry Moore

scarcely be heard,
is

doing an hour-

long version of his cross-the-board
7 p.m. CBS-TV stanza as summer
replacement for "Arthur Godfrey
and His Friends” on Wednesdays
at 8 p.m. The 60-minute version,
like his half-hour stint, includes
thrush Denise Lore, singer Keri
Carson, announcer Durwood Kirby
and the Howard Smith Quartet
Aided by a couple of guest acts,
the cast wraps up an unpretentious
but pleasant package.
.

On Wednesday

(2)

..

Moore did

a

ABC-TV’s

"Stop

Thursday night

(3)

marked the

rethree of

turn to active duty of
the prime components of the show
—emcee Bert Parks, producer
and stager
Charles Henderson
Mitzi Mayfair (Mrs. Henderson),
all just returned from European
While the program
vacations.
has been rolling along without

them (both Admiral and Old Golds
remained in the sponsors’
through the summer), it
perked considerably with their reWith Groucho Marx schedturn.
uled to tee off on a regular NBCTV show in the fall directly opposite, "Music” will need all the
power it can build.
Resumption of work by Henderson and Miss Mayfair, of course,
was not so obvious to the audience
have

seats

as that of Parks, since they are
both offscreen. Parks, for his part,

Clever introduction.
received a
Jimmy Blaine, regular singer on
the show Who has done an admirable fill-in job as emcee, again
held down that post, at the start
of the show, noting that Parks
was currently enroute. Latter was
then "picked up” in a couple of

gag

situations,

until

his

official

entry shortly before the 8:30 half-

way mark.
Miss Lor
While the major part of the proin which he played a baseball ump gram’s emphasis is still on the
at home— stumbling blindly around mystery melody and the jackpot
the house. He has an informal, prizes, "Music” is still notable for
engaging personality that comes
the fact that it entertains and does
across— although it would register
rely strictly on the awards fqr
more effectively if h,e played more not
Present cast is topnotch,
its pull.
to the home viewer rather than
Blaine; vocalists Marion
Miss Lor including
the studio audience.
handles the ballads,
who
Morgan,
chirped "Old Devil Moon” well and
Betty Anne Grove, who does
Carson pleased with "Chattarioogie and
(Continued on page 38)
Shoe Shine Boy.” Both number*
fairly

.

humorous

skit with

ful life of its producer is clever.
care in toning down the
sales end and working it inconspicuously into the entertainment

Music” More

the

.

qualities

of

the

program would

.

INTERNATIONAL REPORT
With Dick Johnson
Producer: Bert Gold

CLUB CELEBRITY

15 Mins.; 11 to 11:15 p.m., Mon.-

With Giflny Simms,
Harry Von

thru-Fri.
T.
CO.
WICU, Erie, Pa.

Zell,

Jill

Richards*

Greg Mitchell*

Bette Bligh, Tune Tailors, Dick
GRANT
..Peterson Orch
Producer: Ken Herts
Sponsor switched from "Yester- Director: William Asher
day’s Newsreel” in favor of this 30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
more vital news analysis, with total NATALIE KALMUS TELEVISION
emphasis on the war and its back- KNBH-NBC, Hollywood
wash. Point of view is underscored
This is what comes of a brave
by playing it largely in long-shot but futile attempt to make the
before an enormous United Nashow match the product. The TV
tions insignia, on painted backdrop.
cabinet sets of Natalie Kalmus,
Quite impressive.
who bankrolls, are the classiest
Visual piirich is provided ,by things seen around but the overfront lines, battle arrows, etc., be- loading of a nitery .with chi chi
ing painted on large glass-faced made a farce of an horiest effort
Korea map, along with commenta- and lavish expenditure.
tor’s description. This compares
With two finished performers
not unfavorably (even to the wellinformed) with network analyses of such as Ginny Simms and Harry
Von Zell, the end result would
its type on this station. Only hand
have been far more promising had
It
of the map artist is shown.
might be interesting to see his not the assorted emcees fawned so
rhapsodically on every performer.
face, if only once.
If it Wasn’t for Von Zell bowing
Dick Johnson, who also conducts and scraping over Miss Simms,
Musical Mardi Gras, disk jock these uncalled-for amenities could
show in the afternoon, conveys a have been performed professionalsurprising intensity and conviction ly by Greg Mitchell or even
the

W

,

in this different role, for

which he

well-informed and more suited.
dispatches are credited, but
only bulletins are read.
(It just
happens that because of the time
differential from Korea, all big
news comes through just about this
time of night.)

is

AP

Commercials

caught

film.

were on
Wes.

band fronter, Dick Peterson. At
the mention of Lucille Norman’s

name

week’s

next

as

guest,

if Lily Pons had been
To make the atmosphere
more sticky, Von Zell made love
to a Kalmus console in his comit

was as

booked.

mercial.

Miss Simms proved highly teleand can still turn a neat

genic

BAR NOTHING RANCH

tune,

Mitchell,

a

nitery

singer,

and Jill Richards dueted 'a number
With Bud Whaley, Patsy Rees, without any unusual virtuosity, and
The Goldwyn story was told
Fred Flores, George Rees
the Peterson crew gave out with a
mainly through the lips of his Producer: Bud Whaley
be-bopper that was small time.
wife,
Frances, who was inter- Director: Mort Dank
Bette Blight Was on for one song,
viewed by Ben Grauer. A family 30 Mins.; Wed., 7:00 p.m., CST
so-so, and the Tune Tailors delivalbum, flipped through by Grauer, Participating
*.
ered what was expected of them.
with frequent tele closeups on the KEYL, San Antonio
United Television Artists will have
honestly-interesting snapshots was
Local television viewers have to improve on the first, if they want
the device used to project the pro- asked for this series following the
to make the sponsor or NBC clap
gram backward. With this went debut of a similar show heard on hands.
Helm.
a half-dozen clips of Goldwyn’s KEYL each Saturday for a full
big films of the past including hour, which features popular tunes

pay

off in

audience interest.

i

:

sUch

stalwarts

as

"Best

Years,”

of the day.

This half-hour telecast

"Withering Heights” and "Walter features we ster n and hillbilly
Mitty.”
tunes and a take off on various
The irritant in the broth was western oaters on the air and on
the repeat mentions of "Edge of films. Music and comedy provided
Doom” and the ineptly-introduced will help to speed away the hot
stint of Joan Evans, the Goldwyn summer evenings.
thesper.
Distinctly on the credit
Bud "Limp Along” Whaley is
side was Mrs. Goldwyn’s chatty m.c. and keeps the show moving
and uninhibited sidelights on the along at a fast pace although a
man. She is videogenic, vivacious few modern jokes would help
and completely unaware of the some. He also is seen and heard
camera’s stare. She lent the show in the various commercials which
a valuable, homey touch. Goldwyn use slides and the product for good
,,

'

MOBILIZATION STORY

With Fanny Hurst, emcee
Producer: Edythe J. Meserand
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining

WOR-TV, New York
Purpose of this new

WOR

effort

by the

special events division is to
present various phases of the government's call for manpower. The
initialer Thursday (3) concerned itOn hand
self with womanpower’

were seven women, representing
the Wacs, Wafs, Waves, femme

Marines, the several nursing corps
and the civilian American Red
Patsy Rees and Fred Flores steal
Cross.
the show with their lip sync pantoNovelist Fannie Hurst served as
mime to the tunes played. The moderator
for the broadcast and
youngsters are Outstanding in their
queried
the military representapresentations.
In
tives on aspects of their work.
A comedy touch is lent to the turn, each discussed eligibility retelecast by George Rees as "Shab- quirements, nature of training, the
by Daze.” He makes a nice stooge kind of work the women in unifor Whaley.
form perform and a bit about the
Adding to the confusion is the service’s history. While the womplaying of instruments by mem- en were earnest in their presentagroup as well as Whaley tion of the recruiting material, the
may like.” Apropos, this senti- bers of the
his own singing talents to exposition became repetitious and
ment was embroidered into, a plug adding
(Continued
on page 40)
Bril.
lacked Visual interest.
Wit.
for "Edge of Doom.”

himself, in a brief stint, Was. stiff
and self-conscious in comparison.
It would interest the film industry to know that Goldwyn is still
tilting with the dark forces in
Hollywood. In the words of Gilbert Seldes, critic who appeared on
the program, Goldwyn has no use
for "the little fairy tales” turned
out so often on the Coast. He is
"one man fighting and not 20 executives sitting around the table
frightened over what the public

effect.

!

!
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M’Donald Megs Second

Group of Autry Vidpix
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
Frank McDonald has been inked
to direct the second group of four
television pix in the series of 16
which Armand Schaefer is pro*
during for Gene Autry, George
Archainbaud is directing the first
four and put the initial one before the cameras last Week at

+
Minneapolis, Aug. 8.
Another chapter was written in
KSTP-TV's book of troubles arising
SETS
from the strike of its technicians
when the station temporarily abandoned its televising of Minneapolis
Pioneer town. Gail Davis has been
American Assn, baseball games.
Hollywood; AUg. 8,
signed for the: femme lead in the
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP president,
Harry Flannery has been set to first and third of the group, While
tossed in the towel after failure of
interview and reminisce with per- Wendy Waldron occupies similar
his efforts to defy an order of S,
spot in the second and fourth.
M. Streed, city electrical inspector, sonalities of the past in a new teleAutry will spend the next eight
to discontinue the TV until a power, film series to be made by Jerry weeks at Pioneertown, turning out
Series of
cable into the park had been metal Fairbanks Productions.
two of of the TV subjects a week.
encased and a new city permit 26 will be titled “What Ever Hap.

FAIRBANKS

OF

pened

obtained.
•

New York
Adelle Rasey, former .film, legit
and radio actress, subbing for
started

.

stock footage from motion pictures
In addition, profor the telepix.

over a switch
controlling power for the ball:
in order
apparatus
park’s television
to turn it on, Hubbard’s request
for permission to televise the
games until the case was heard in
court was rejected by Streed,
After Nispel’s arrest and release
on bail pending his trial this week,
Hubbard still threatened to televise the game the next night. Nispci returned to defy Streed a second time. He was greeted by seven
policemen who had orders to arrest anybody tampering with the
seal and to keep order outside the
park gates. As Usual, there also
were on hand the picketing strikassailing
banners
carrying
ers
KSTP as unfair and patrons enterthe
park.
ing

ducer will roll new: footage with
celebs which will make up the
major portion of each of the 15minute films,

rector,

Streed

When Hubbard and

television

operators failed to show up, however, Nispel desisted from attempting to break the seal a second
time. Then Hubbard announced, to
the newspapers that he was giving up the ghost for *the present.
He pointed out that the strike’s
existence prevented him from carrying out the order to enclose the
He also denied
cable in metal.
Streed’s claim that the wiring
"didn’t conform to city standards
and that the cable constituted a
fire hazard.
Previously Hubbard had given a
statement to the press pointing
out that “there was no trouble
with electrical inspectors until
after we had labor troubles’’ and
that Streed, the inspector, is a
member of the striking Union.
“Again tonight KSTP was unable to bring its listeners a telecast of the Minneapolis baseball

game,” Hubbard said

ment

in his stateto the press following failure

TV for the second successive
night after having announced it;
“In 1948, a Minneapolis-licensed,
union electrical contractor into

(

Continued on page 38)

REP TO DISTRIBUTE

already set are
Personalities
Jackie Coogan, Ralph da Palma,
face car driver; Henry Armstrong,

.

I

.

for Sale,”
cast.

CBS

.

..

Friday night simul-

John Daly expected

to

take over the lead role in the upcoming TV version of “Big Town,”
which Lever Bros, will bankroll on
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
nights in the fall.
IATSE employees at; KTL A re- CBS. Thursday
Legit producer Mike Todd
ceived a 20% increase in pay last guesting on Faye Emerson’s “Fifweek when a new contract waS put teen with Faye” show tonight
:.

.

championship boxer and
former world heavy-: into effect by Y. Frank Freeman
Fairbanks firm and Klaus Landsberg for the Partelevision station and Carl
is
also negotiating with former amount
SET
G., Cooper, International veepee of
stage and screen stars.
the I A. This is the second contract to be negotiated at KTL A;
Wage increase, which covers
MEREIMAFS TV SHOW
Chicago, Aug, 8.
employees,
technical
engineers
Radio Features, Inc., whose radio
Minneapolis, Aug. 8,
camera crews, remote engineers, giveaway package “TellO-Test” is
Randy Merriman, KSTP radio
pro j ectionists floor men and boom currently carried on 225 stations,
and TTV personality, is. starting first men,
brings the previous hourly
launched its video version of the
Twin City daily TV audience par- minimum wage
of $1.38 to $1.65
phone-quizzer on WBKB Monday
ticipation show.
and the $2;33 hourly stipend to
(7). After a warmup run on WBKB,
Main segment will be based on $2.80.
show will be offered for syndicaa musical quiz.
In addition new pact calls for
tion in other cities.
station to guarantee a 58-hour noVideo package, tagged “FotoEl Paso—Norman J. Dockert has tice to all men if there is a change Quiz,” rises the phone-quiz- format
been appointed operations manager in schedule. Thus a man, off for with the added twist that the picof KSET here.
He has been in the weekend, cannot be called ture of the person being called
radio for the past 25 years, for back to work because of a roster
Contract also gives will share the screen with the emyears
with
NBC
and ABC in revamping.
10
cee.
The calls are made to those
employees a five-day week.
New York City..
viewers who have sent in their own
photos or who have had their pictures taken by the Foto-Quiz photog, who’ll dp his snapping on the
streets and will hand out cards to
be mailed in by those Avho want to
What’s believed to be the first actual “wipe” effect yet devised for get on the call list.
television was inaugurated over the weekend by the N. Y. Daily News’
a crack at the jackpot, which
WPIX during its pickups of the N. Y. Giants’ baseball games. Developed onFor
the WBKB stanza will be kept
under the supervision of Chief engineer Tom Howard, the effect is
at about $1,000, participants will
created for use with a split-screen and was utilized in the action where
be asked a qualifying question and
a TV sports director usually employs a super-imposition shot. Thus,
then the payoff query.
while a pitcher was hiking into the mound from the bullpen, half the
Show is being aired half-hour
scree* showed him and the other half showed the usual pitcherdaily cross-the-board on the Chi
catcher-coach huddle on the mound. Then, as the replacement pitcher
With Danny O'Neil doing
gradually crossed over into the second half of the screen; the first half station,
the emceeing,:
was “wiped” into a full-screen shot,
“Wipe” is one of the optical effects developed early in the film industry but it required optical printing, which TV is not able to employ
on live shows, WPIX, incidentally, is now using five cameras for Test
‘flit Farads
the Giant games, the newest addition being installed on a platform
immediately alongside the boxes on the first-base foul line. This camera
Slot
In Sat. Nile
provides shots of the plate and the infield at almost ground level and
Video version of Lucky Strike’s
WPIX has proved via experimentation that it does not interfere with
actual play, (WOR-TV, N. Y., has a similar camera site on the Brooklyn “Hit Parade” is scheduled for a
Dodger games.) Three of the other cameras are mounted in the press Saturday night test slot Aug. 19
box, with the fifth being Used in a studio under the Polo Grounds for via NBC, Show will go in the 10:30
former

Jim

Jeffries,

weight champion.

TEUO-TEST NOW
FOR TV

The Satisflers (Ted Hansen, Art
Lambert, Bob Lange and Dottle
Evans) will replace John Conte for
two weeks on his Van Camp stanza
Bill Treadwell,
on NBC-TV, .

,

1Y

NBC

!

an Author” Aug.

N. Y/s

Mayor William O’Dwyer, who has been conducting

the

position

That

permanently.

would mean It will tail NBC’s twoand-a-half hour “Saturday Night
Revue,”
which
resumes
next
month.
“Hit Parade” during the last
month has been alternating Monday nights at 9 with “Lights Out/'
Admiral Radio resumes as sponsor of “Lights” on a weekly basis
WAAM, Baltimore television indie, is pulling a twist in its coverage starting Aug. 28, necessitating a
of United Nations sessions from Lake Success, N. Y., by ordering net- new period for the Lucky Strike
work service on the UN pool but keeping the pickup on standby while show. AM version of “Hit Parade,”
running its regular afternoon program. Program chief Herb Cahan incidentally, continues Saturday
monitors the network pool and orders cut-ins on local studio shows nights at 9, indicating the Raymond
Scott orch and several cast memwhen he deems it necessary.
\
Policy results from a desire to bring aiidiences highlights of the bers will be doing separate show's
crucial
UN
while
keeping
meetings,
the
station’s
medium, v'
schedule of local on the same night/
Series is. titled “Guys, and Gals shows practically intact. Viewers are told in advance that the station
on Parade.” Each episode runs 15 will interrupt these programs when advisable for the UN cut-ins.
William Farniim
minutes.
Whliani I, Kaufman, NBC-TV casting director, will have a second
emcee each film, which features
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
three acts accompanied by twin tome on video out in about, six weeks after, his initial one this fall. The
The Groucho Marx television
pianos.
Producer" has a talent first, with a preface by RCA board chairman David Sai’noff is a text, show will be put on film by Filmroster of 500 persons, each of “Your Career in Television,” and Merlin Press, N. Y., Will bring it out tone.
Deal was set last Week by
Whom has already been auditioned. next month,
NBC and BBD&O agency, repreSecond book will be the start of a series of annuals in which Kauf- senting DeSoto-Plymouth, show’s

Pictures moves into
television film distribution with a
series of pix being made by AssoIt is planned to
ciated TV, Inc.
sell the series, open-end throughout the country. Pix are currently
being offered to indie outlets here.
Associated TV, headed by Walter Colmes who produced and directed the first seven pix, has
budgeted fiims at $4,500 apiece.
They were made on the Republic
Republic is not asking a set
lot.
price for the series but is asking
stations to name the figure in an
effort to feel its way into the new

Republic

i

j

j

;

,

I

.

,

;

man

will select the best televirion plays of the year. His initial selections will comprise the bests for 1949. The “best
plays”: was the
idea of Merlin Press, which is also publishing that tome, with the publisher selecting Kaufman to make the choices.

CinetePs Gardner Shorts
Cinetel Corp, is releasing a
package of Pathe Pictorial shorts,
averaging six subjects per 15minute program, with; commentary. by Hy Gardner, Parade columnist and ABC and MBS gabber.
World Video is. handling the
marketing.

TV

.

N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX set 93 contracts for new and renewed business in spots, participations and full programs during July, almost
matching the May and June totals despite the usual summer slump.
Highlighting the new business is a deal set with Schaefer’s Beer to
bankroll, a .pickup of a hurling game from the Polo Ground^, N. Y.,
Sept 24, Station also pacted with new advertisers for spots on its
Detroit—Twin Pines Dairy and “Night Owl
Theatre,” series of feature film oldies, which is now comJumping Jack Shoes have picked pletely
sold out.
up the tab for WXYZ-TV’s “Cow.
_
boy Colt.” Show features J. D.
,
m ,
„ „
The finals of the
hunt for Miss U. S. Television, being conducted
JBeemer as emcee who demon- J
13
on
tele
stations, Will be carried on the full DuMont network Sept. 3
strates to the youngsters the finer
points of cowboy lore. A film from the Ghi Fair studios of WGN. Winner of the combination beautyepisode of “Billy the Kid” follows talent search launched last month by Radio Features, Inc., will receive
up to $35,000 in prizes.
the demonstration.
,

.

.

,

.

.

...

.

.

Zelma

.

.

.

Gloria St. Clair,
Friday night.
.
singing pianist at Bill Bertolotti's,
N. Y. eatery, making her video
debut tonight (Wed.) as guest on
John Conte’s NBC show,
.

.

Hollywood
Jack Hively and Axel Gruenberg,
who with Carl Wester comprise
new Trio Productions, start second
half-hour TV film this week at Hal
Roach studios. Hively and Gruenberg share
producer - director

...

Eric Harris will join
as a television recording
engineer this month.
Harris is
presently completing a film editing job on Mike Stokey’s “Mike
Battle, Investigator” kinescoped at
chores.

CBS-TV

KLAC-TV
has sold

week.

last

.

.

.

KFI-TV

cross-the-board

its

film

Program

s

strip to Easts! de Beer.
will teeoff on Oct. 9

following
conclusion of KFI-TV’s tClensing
of the L. A. Angels baseball games.
Alvino Rey, and the King
.

have Dave Shearing QuinNat King Cole set to make
Vidfilm briefies for Snader Telescriptions.
Dacita and her allmale band inked for a once-weekly
half-hour show over KFI-TV. Mike
Darrin will handle vocals on tlie
show along with Dacita who will
also toss a few dance routines.
Sisters,
tet and

.

.

.

.

Carl Schlichter has

signed

,.

.

with

Ziff-Davis Publications for “Marshall
of Gunsiglit Pass,” video
show over KECA-TV, to appear in

Mammoth Western mag.
Show Must Go On,”

“The
starring

Buddy Ebsen, will be the fourth
Elmer Fix telefilm to go before the
cameras for Tel-Air Associates.
.
Johii Goetz has moved to KLACTV, as a director, from CBS lo.

.

cally.

Chicago
newsc a s t

Clifton Utley’s

WNBQ

expanded

to

on

Monday

a

through Friday strip with the Rock
Island Railroad bankrolling the
fifth stanza. Railroad also sponsors
the Monday and Wednesday segments of the quarter-hour show.
Howard Rapport joins the Tatham-Laird Chi office as teevee
copywriter.
Singer Nancy
Evans leaves the Wayne King
band after five years as featured
vocalist to set up her own TV
producing outfit. Gloria Van and
Jacqueline James are replacing
her with the King orch.
Vet
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chi radio actor Phil Lord, currently featured in NBC’s “Studs
Place” and “Hawkins Falls” discharged from a s hospital last week
after suffering head injuries in a
cab accident, , : Clayton Bergman
will produce “Shirtsleeves Serenade,” weekly quarter-hour musical.

dramatic show .bowing on WBKB
Aug. 16, featuring the Mel Brandt
Trio, Collin

and McKay and actor

Jimmy

Dexter.
son^ Zenith exec
.

.

.

Hugh Robert-

veepee,

an-

nounced price boosts on company’s
sponsors.
tele and radio sets ranging from
Filmtone, under Filmcraft Pro- $2 to $20 on new line introduced
ductions, Will make 39 programs in June.
Howard Miller’s
on 35m, Each of the show will “Record Spotlight” on WNBQ gets
be taped, for Marx’ radio broad- a 13-week renewal from the Clii
casts simultaneously with the film- Herald-American.
Gene Autry’s
ing.
Shows will run 60 minutes vidpix get a 13-week ride on
anpl be edited to 30 minutes for WENR-TV starting Sept. 16 for
airing on each medium. Filmtone the E. J. Brach & Sons candj comwill use seven cameras on each pariyi through J’. Walter Thompson,
Bob Murphy, co-emcee on
layout.
initial Marx show test reel was WENR-TV’s “Bob and Kay” twohour,
strip
off this week for a
made by Hal Roach Productions.
This reel Was responsible for the two-week Vacation in North Carolina;
.
New
puppet show, tagged
selling of the TV series to spon“Jack and Gigi,” debuts Sept. 17
sors.
However, Roach was under- on
WENR-TV in Sunday 3:10. to
bid for the series by Filmtone
3:40 slot for Schulze <& Burch,
which accounts for the switch in baking company, through Gordan
.

.

.

.

.

r

.

i

...

.

...

.

Garde and Bernard Sobel slated
to guest with Mike D’Shea on
WPIX’s “Broadway Scrapbook”

BBD&O

a full-

scale campaign recently to have N. Y. retain its hold as TV’s program
center, is now apparently favoring the medium over even newspapers.
He plans to utilize video tomorrow night (Thurs.) for the first official
announcement of his new policy board for the city’s hospitals, rather
than releasing the information to newspapers via press handouts, as
ist usually the case.
Announcement will be made on his “Mayor’s Desk” bi-weekly video
program aired via the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX. Even the News, incidentally, Will not have the info prior to the TV program.

8.

13.

Cohen, formerly a booker with
Telecast Films and Cinetel Corp.,
joined Atlantic Television Corp. in
the same capacity.
Actor Charles Randall appearing on ABC-TV’s “True Story”
Friday night (11). v . David Karp,
scripter on the Buddy Rogers radio
show, adapted his own short story,
“The Philanderer,” for CBS-TV’s
“Starlight Theatre” Augi 17.
Margie Hart, Bernle Hart, Betty

to 11 period and, if it looks good
there to American Tobacco and
agency, it will take over

the Chesterfield cigaret commercials.

.

.

associated for several years With
Uncle Don on WOR, is packaging a
kid show, “Birthday Party,” with
Len Golos. V . . Betty Field and
Joseph Schildkraut will star in
NBC-TV’s production of Pirandello’s “Six Characters in Search of

—

,

ASSOCIATED'S VIDPIX
Hollywood, Aug.

.

1

to

KSTP’s television diwhen he broke the.; seal

radio circles,

for

(7)
,

Following the arrest of Delmar
Fairbanks has already acquired
Nispel, known as Del Franklin in a stockpile of old newsreel and
placed by

Doan
Monday

two weeks
on CBS-TV’s
“Vanity Fair.” ... American Television Society prez David Hale Halpern offered President Truriian the
organization’s ‘full services “in any
manner you may direct” in the
Norman
current world crisis.
Gladney joined the Franklin, Bertin & Tragernian agency as Veepee and tele director. Agency will
change its name to Franklin, Gladney & Tragernian starting Nov. 1.
David D. PoloU, formerly with the
Scheck agency, has joined FB&T
as video programming and producRichard Hayes now
tion chief. ...
permanent male vocalist on “Songs
Dorothy

(Wed.) via NBC. * . . Kyle MacDonhell and George Reeves set to star
in “Feathers in a Gale” on NBC’s
“Kraft Theatre” tonight (Wed.).

.

.

.

production: units.

"

‘

.

agency.
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RADIO
after 1975,
mi

WHAT?

a radio station that originates 16 network programs every

New York or Hollywood. Or at

situated in

station,

with a talent

staff

least in- Chicago. But,

of Over 200 entertainers

is

WSM

is

down

located

week

to

be

the exception,

South.

Perhaps you think the worlds largest studio audience

is found in one
networks massive buildings. But no. The largest audience to

see any radio show^-5,000 people— watches

WSM’s Grand Ole Opry

in

Nashville, Tennessee every Saturday night.

Do you have the idea that dll stations outside of major production
7k

Q centers are content to take
:

shows

off

the network without regard for local

programming? Maybe you’ll lift a curious eyebrow when you are told that
originates 25 live talent programs every dayl
1

S'" 7'
Would you

WSM

i

believe it— entertainers on

WSM are among the biggest

Red F oley, Minnie

Roy Acuff, Hank Williams,
Ernest Tubb, Shooky Lanson, Beasley Smith, Francis Craig
and 200 others.
^ .Talent which has sold 130,000,000 phonograph records and
"'annually draws crowds of more than a half-million on nationwide public appearances.

names in the

country. Stars like

Pearly

.

.

names you
remember. Dinah Shore, Phil Harris, James Melton, Kay Armen, to name

In

,

there have been other entertainers on this station

got their

a

sitart

staff.

.

.

.

just

on the same radio station here in Nashville.

That song you were humming a moment ago?

member of WSM’s

.

Within the past two years

It

may have been

by a

written

this stations

tunesmiths have produced such hits as Near You, Beg Your Pardon,

Lucky Old Sun and Old Master

Some folks know

Painter.

Everywhere— But Only One WSM,” Perhaps
point up that claim. But greater than any of these

the phrase, “Radio Stations
these facts serVe to

amazing talent-production figures about WSM, greater than our 50,000 watt
Clear Channel signal which covers the Central South is this fact:

WSM means something to this region

.

.

.

this
•

as

we

region means something to

begin our second 25 years of radio broadcasting,

debut.

The same programming

for local taste will

WSM.

/

WSM s new television

new medium. At the
South which remains WSM’s

go into

will

its

same

the radio station will continue to serve the vast Central

station

this

listener family of millions.

Radio at WSM is here to stay. And by the time we celebrate
our Golden Anniversary in 1975, we hope to have a great
deal to add to this report of radio progress.

WSM

Incorporated, Nashville, Tennessee
Broadcasting Service of

THE NATIONAL

LIFE

W§M
NASHVILLE

& ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY

M

RADIO-
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take television classes into research
laboratories, workshops and rare
book vaults from which all but a
few accredited students, usually
engaged in graduate work, are
barred.
This segment also will transport
television students to distant quarters of the globe where university
expeditions have probed the icy
wastes of Greenland to the jungles
of Central America.
At the beginning, many of the
programs will originate from the

Fall’

Record companies, realizing the value of exploitation on radio, are
releasing some albums for broadcasting in toto, although this involves
the grand rights. In most cases, playing of the complete recording of
a dramatic show (e,g.; “Death of a Salesman” and the “Cocktail Party,”
both of which are on Wax) is termed a commercial performance and
prohibited unless permission is obtained.
However, CBS on Sunday (6) aired the Columbia recordings of GianCarlo Menotti’s “The Medium’’ and “The Telephone," and WNBC, N. Y.,
CBS last year had Wednesday Revue," CBS is also slotting an
will
air them next Sunday (13).
In the case of WNBC, a “nominal
production
starring
nights sewed up with its “Godfrey hour-long
sum" Was paid for the rights. The Menotti works, incidentally, are
Friends" show. This year, NBC Frank Sinatra from 9 to 10 and a
currently
Broadway,
on
at
Arena
the
theatre in the Hotel Edison;
simulcast
Again"
from
of
“Sing
It
series
of
When
Will launch the first of two
station’s studios in Detroit.
WNEW, N. Y,, last Sunday preemed the Columbia album of “Peter
expensive variety shows to be em- 10 to 11. In addition on Saturday necessary and, perhaps entirely in
Pah,"
also
current
Broadway,
alsd skedding the show
on
with
DuMont will have its the future,; telecasts will be beamed
ceed by rotating comedians direct- nights.
Emcee line- ticket of Madison Sq. Garden sport from the Campus Using technics soon. The NBC key has also lined up the preems of the third volume
ly opposite Godfrey.
of “I Can Hear It Now” and the disks Margaret Truman is cutting for
employed at football games,
up will probably include Ed Wynn, events.
Continued from page 31

night at 8 slot, planning to launch Schlitz, in the Friday night 9 to 10
the show several weeks before slot opposite CBS’ “Ford Theatre;"
Berle returns in an effort to tie Saturdays, with CBS’ Ken Murray
down an audience which will re- show bucking the first hour of
NBC’s 8 to 10:30 “Saturday Night
main for the season.

;

»

,

&

WNBC

RCA

Danny Kaye and perhaps Danny
Sunday will see NBC’s second
Thomas. On Thursdays, CBS will Series of vaudeo shows with rotathave an hour-long dramatic series ing emcees, this one sporsbred by
sponsored by Buick, with Cecil B. Colgate and grooved to take the
DeMille as potential producer, play from Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of
bucking the Kay Kyser show on the Town,” long a top-rater on CBS
NBC. Latter has never had top in the 8 to 9 period.
ratings, but represented NBC's bigWith
gest show of the evening.
Grpucho Marx taking over the 8:30
to 9 slot on Thursday nights, ABC
may have a fight brewing to reContinued from page 30
tain its “Stop the Mu«ic" hold on

WUOM

'

WWJ

WWJ

will reflect off-campus adult education courses and will be generally classified as ‘‘modern living.’’

Less formal than the first part of
the program, it will draw on university resources to stress “howto-do" tips to appeal to a wide

1

audience.
j

The

final

20-mlnute portion of!

the projected program will show
the university at work. This will

|

i

WWJ-TV

the 8 to 9 hour.
Fridays, with both NBC and CBS
taking it relatively easy, DuMont
is opening up with a bid for top
honors. Web is inserting its new
Buddy Rogers vaUdeo production,
“Cavalcade of Stars," “Hands of
Destiny" and “Roscoe Karns, Inside
Detective" on that night.
ABC,
meanwhile, will have its “Pulitzer
c
Prize Playhouse," sponsored by

Victor.

Waldo Abbott, director of the
University
Broadcasting Service
A plan to spread per inquiry (PI) business has been incepted by the
in Ann Arbor,
and Station
recalled that 28 years ago members Sommer &, Son Co. of Mount Vernon, N, Y. Outfit advertised in the
of the faculty were transported to N. Y. Times classified section, and those inquiring received a letter
to entertain and offering them a list of 400 stations which accept PI deals. List sells for
Detroit to
instruct the crystal-set owners of $100 of which $25 is payable in advance and the rest bn the basis of
2% of net profit from sales consummated as a result of the service.
that day.
Sommer also offers to handle complete campaigns, writing to the
Harry Bannister, general manand WWJ-TV, char- 400 outlets for $225.
ager of
Letterhead of the company describes it as “Export & Import, Manuacterized the joint project as “a
serious effort to employ the latest facturers Agents, Real Estate Brokers, Efficiency Counsels, Wholesale
offspring Of the mechanical revolu- Specialists, Industrial Analysts and Vocational Guidance."
It
tion in the field of education.
Despite Dan Golenpaul’s suit against Mutual, which alleged mishanshould prove an answer to those
enits
dling of his “Information Please" as a co-op show, the stanza is now
television
for
criticize
who
returning to WOR, Mutual’s N. Y. key and a leading stockholder in
tertainment ‘lure’."
the web.
It preems tonight (Wed.) at 9 p.m., with Fred Allen and
Minneapolis—- Jack Horner, Howard Lindsay as guests.
New
edition
of the stanza, with Clifton Fa diman, Franklin P. Adams
KSTP TV and
sports director,
passing the cigars because of the and John Kieran on the panel, will be transcribed and syndicated. In
arrival of Thomas, a 11-pourtder, addition to WOR, it will be aired over KNBC, ’Frisco; WIBA, Madison,:
the Homer’s fifth; child— all of Wis.; and WGY, Schenectady. For the, first eight broadcasts a qualitative analysis of its audience reactions will be made,
them boys.

1

AM

'

Mutual, for the first time in Tecent years, is doing no broadcasting
from the Saratoga racetrack—due to the network’s “Game of the Day"
ballcasts, but CBS and ABC are covering the feature event on Saturdays. Joe Palmer, New York Herald Tribune turf writer, is at the CBS
mike; Jack McCarthy, at the ABC amplifier. Bryan Field handled the
Originations for Mutual.
The top race daily at Saratoga is being broadcast over eight upstate
N. Yi stations, via WABY, with Fred Capossela, official course an-*
nouncer, as caller. Two events daily are described over WRTR, Albany,
by Roy Shudt.

Charge by Albert Sindlinger that A. C. Nielsen’s estimate of video
penetration into radio audiences is excessive is being answered, by
Nielsen. Sindlinger had said that Nielsen indicated radio about 24%
off nationally in the evening with 10% of the nation owning a set.
Nielsen replies that his index has never shown radio off by 24% nationally, that this is more in line with the loss in metropolitan areas in
evening hours. “Actually," he adds, “the overall national evening
loss for April, 1950, as compared with April, 1949, was of the order of
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Nielsen said that the TV-ownership in April was between 12-13%
rather than the 10% figure quoted by Sindlinger.
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The Seattle local of the American Federation of Radio Artists is making four 15-minute dramatic radio shows to plug the coming “Seattle
Seafair," Aug. 11-20. The four shows will be transcribed and used by
all Seattle stations between now and Aug. 16, when the Seafair Coronation will be held. AFRA members are contributing writing, production and talent for the four shows.
Seattle stations are going all-out to plug the celebration, with a
radio committee consisting of George Dean, KOMO; Roland Bradley,
JR, and A1 Morris, KRSC, handling arrangements.

J

K

“Directory of Radio

NAB’s research

News Programs," now

preparation of the

in

dept, with the aid of National Assn, of Radio

News

Directors prexy Jack Shelley (of WHO, Des Moines), will be ready for
release in October.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau’s new desk-top presentation on radio
newscasts similar to “Radio’s Feminine Touch" book— will be ready
for release Aug. 18. It will sell to NAB members for $7.50.

—

National Assn, of Radio Station Representatives ha$ published its
second annual directory of the 500 outlets repped by its 15 members.
Booklet has a separate tele section which lists 71 video stations handled
by 13 NARSR members.
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Leo Burnett’s $22,000,000
And on

this

farm he has

peed for new implements,

fencing,

paint and electrical appliances for his home. Farmer

MacDonald

also has the

money

.

.

.

plus the

,Of all

WLW Merchandise- Able
to WLW more often than to any

farm families

Area, 38.7% listen
other station (with 219 stations competing).
reaches ...

incli-

81 .7

nation to spend.

%

you

find this potential

customer?

WLW-Land. Arid there
WLW-Larid farmers just like him.

And;
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the average rural

home reached
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689,999 other

All
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quickest,
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surest
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via

WLW,
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which

way

in history

reach

to

attracts

this

rich

one-sixth— 1.7,0%

radio listening throughout

WLW’s

four-state area.**

THE GREATEST FARM MARKET IN HISTORY

to

contact any of
the
Sales Offices in
Cincinnatiy

WLW

New York

t

Chicago or

Hollywood

ONE
WLW.

listens

are

.

Special farm consumer survey— now availably
* *N ielsen Radio Index, Feb-March, 1950

Chi agency, al- Said That?" in 15 markets for a
though it has branch offices in N.Y. September teeoff.
Mars has orand Los Angeles. It also prides dered three quarter-hour segments,
itself on its slow staff turnover.. and Kellogg. Rice
Krispies billings
Most of the group of eight persons ments weekly on NBC’s “Howdy
who joined the outfit when it was Doody." Pillsbury is taking the
formed are still numbered among 8:15 to 8:30 period on Arthur Godthe present 280 employees.
frey’s Wednesday night show on
Some measure of the agency’s CBS.
growth is found in the fact that as
The new radio- billings going on
of June it had placed a total of this: fall are “Falistaff Fabulous
$100,000,000 worth of advertising Fables’’ moving into the 5:55 to 6
since its founding, while this year’s p. m. slot cross-the-board on ABC
total will amount to nearly a fourth for Mars, and the 10:15 to 10:30
of that figure.
segment of the morning Godfrey
During the past six months Bur- show on alternating days on CBS
nett has grabbed off four new bill- for Pillsbury.
ings, the largest being the Mars
Other Pillsbury shows handled
candy account, totaling better than by the agency that are starting a
$1,509, 000;
which
moved oyer new season on CBS this fall are
with Ralph Ellis from the Grant the
cross-the-board
Linkletter
agency.
Also new since the first “House Party" in the 3:30-3:55
of the year are the Bauer & Black period; the Cedric Adams strip
and Kellog Rice Krispies billings cross-the-board at 3:55 to
4 p. m.
and a special project for Procter & and 12:55 to
1 p! m. on Saturdays,
Gamble.
and the “Grand Central Station”
The. new teevee shows to be show on same
day from 12:30 to
launched through the agency this 12:55.
fall are the Smilin’ Ed McConnell
Shows continuing on NBC are the
weekly half-hour show bowing Aug. cross-the-board “Pure Oil News
26 on NBC for the Brown Shoe Time” and
the half-hour Saturday
Co., and “Life With Linkletter," Smilin’
Ed McConnell stanza for
weekly half-hour starting on ABC Brown Shoe Co.
On ABC its also
Pet, 6 for Green Giant Co.
Pure a half-hour Saturday stanza, “Club
v4 -Co. hqs. picked .up, NRQ’s “WfcQj Time,” for. Club Alujnunum
•
itself essentially a

.

homei In four wteki
radio home* during an average week

Right in the heart of

together, they plan to spend $890,000,000 in 1950.*
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»l all rural radio
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To all of our clients, the networks, advertising
who have

agencies and sponsors

expressed their

—many thanks.

best wishes

To

the industry generally

—as

the fastest

growing talent and package organization
radio and television,

you with

all

we

in

will continue to serve

enthusiasm, knowledge,

of the

experience, cooperation and personal attention
that

you have come

to expect of us.

Together—We
r

gre at era in

confidently look forward
....
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Wednesday* August
communication of ideas are most
important;
Wo. respectfully suggest that radio and television are
1
vital media of mass communication
Continued from page 31
in the same category as newspapers and magazines and should be
of the new late*evenlng program
made as easily available to the
means NBC will be operating eight public without imposition of a
hours a day for at least five days punitive excise tax.”
The proposal to extend the
a week. This would be in addition
to the local station programming, present 10% tax on radios to TV
such as that now being done by sets had been turned down in the
WNBT, NBC’s key outlet in N. Y.< House. The excise is designed to
now has shows on from 9:30 bring in $42,000,000 in re venue.
A similar letter to Chairman
a m. until 1:15 p.m, cross-the-board
and plans to start soon in filling George front the Radio-TV Mfrs.
Assn,
Excise Tax Committee, headin the time available until the network takes over. The 6 to 7 p.m. ed by Dr. Allen B. Du Mont, also
hour is also local time under the criticized Secretary Snyder’s position.
Television, the committee
present operational setup.
NBC’s decision to expand into said, “is not to be compared with
such
‘professional
activities
as
points
up
hours
the post-midifight
the progress made by television sporting events/ but with other
during the last several years, As means of communication which
recently as 1948, some of the nets, have traditionally been fostered by
It is the most effective
and many local stations were com- Congress.
plaining that they could ript com- means of mass communications
has
that
yet
been devised.”
ply with art FCC ruling that they
must ^program at least 28 hours

TV At

9,

Tele Follow-Up

A.M.

Continued from page

.

Washington, Aug. 8.
Senator Edwin C. Johnson, D.,
Colo., chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, served notice on the FCC today (Tues.l that
there must be no temporizing “with
a clearcut decision now” on the
color video question because of;
the Korean Situation;

|

j

The

senator's

letter

to

FCC

Chairman Wayne Coy was inspired
by two letters from RCA board
chairman David SarnOff and CBS
prexy Frank Stanton to Coy saying they are opposed to delaying a
decision on color;
\ In
a strong missive, Johnson
urged FCC commissioners not to
be pressured by industry in-

will serve the' purpose, but it is
wholly unrealistic for these selfish
interests to seize upon the war
need as an excuse; it indicates an
utter lack of appreciation of the
important part played by electronics in modern war.”
4
Johnson said that color TV could
be of “vast aid” to the defense
effort in testing jet engines’ flame
colors, observing guided missies,

and

in secret processes.
said, “is

“Korea,” he

not part

of the testimony in the record, and
even if it were honestly, believed
that,
a
decision for immediate
utilization of color could not be
put into effect because of the war,

the Commission has not duty Or
responsibility, or even right to use
fluences trying to use the military,
such an anticipated development
situation to stall the color decision.
as a prop for ‘ho decision now / or
The FCC is trying to get the de- for anything
other than a clearcut
cision oiit by Labor Day.
definitive decision based on the
It’s understood Johnson’s letter
record before it I am certain that
is intended as a prop to Coy’s
you will agree that to do otherwise
efforts to get a positive decision
would subject the commissioners to
on color in the face of repeated the
sharpest Criticism.”
vacillations on the part of some
The senator said that he found
commissioners who want to avoid it hard to
believe that such excommitments through the device pedients will
be resorted to in
of the military emergency.
view of the testimony before the
He told Coy “the employment of FCC
.

weasely-worded proposed findings
Which wOuld have the deadly effect
of delay

When

delay is the
objective, of course any expedient
itself.

Henderson and Miss Mayfair

Dance team of
Dresden likewise moved
Dorothy
Claire had some good song matedistance

Cabot
Continued from page 28

is de- cated the larger distribution would
voted to remote pickups of dance be made in “crucial periphery”
bands or disk jockey shows on countries which Barrett defined as
both networks and local stations.
Reason has been that neither radio countries “which are under direct
execs nor advertisers have believed threat of the Soviet Union
by Commissioners Edward a dramatic or comedy show late, in states from which we must preWebster and George Sterling that the evening could attract and hold vent Soviet expansion if we are to
win what has been called the cold
they fayored a “quick and posi- an audience.
war.”
tive decision” on color.
Department officials told the
committee tlieir latest estimate on
Cincinnati
Charles Vaughan
the number of receivers in Russia
has rejoined WLW-T as a promost of which are
is 6,000,000,
ducer, a post he filled for the past
Continued from page .31
capable of receiving shortwave.
16 months on WLW-T, Dayton.
Total radio sets in the World, outgrown and prospered faster than side of the U. S., was given as 80,
any other almost solely with live 928,000, of which 51,506,000 were
For example, he noted, estimated to be equipped for shortshows,

rial but lack of movement made
her turn somewhat static. Aero
turn of the Kanazawa Trio was

well shot.

With - as varied and Well-known
a vaudeo lineup, as this, the poor
scripting tended to slow things
down a bit, Wheeler's delivery was
fresh and comical, but the material
was just too much for him. Gleason also N was weighted, down, but
nonetheless handled his emcee
chores nicely.

—

WANTED
TELEVISION
SHORTS

.

FEATURES

time

is

Following

mer

son and only one of the projected
shows will be done on film. That’s
to be the weekly Groucho Marx
program which, according to McConnell, will be similar to Marx’s
“You Bet Your Life” radio show
and so will need the advantages
of pre-broadcast editing.
Reasons for TV’s continued
stress oh live programming are
based on more than economic factors, he said.
Probably the major factor is the audience’s apparent desire for that intangible spontaneity that only live shows can
provide.
Talent, too, he pointed
out, has learned the advantages of

satisfactorily

identified.

Kohler testified, “is obviously an area of great concentraHe
tion of jamming activities.”
said he saw antenna installations
just
which
in Russia
appeared
about the time of the commencement of the all-out jamming prohad
gram in April of last year.

two girls lathering up the
same number of boys for shaves,

;

j

programming.

live

“Think

how

exciting it will be,” he said, “for
a performer to work before a studio audience of 3,000 people in the

MEXICO-Cl B A-BRAZIL
ALL LATIN AND

an eight-week sumWeatherbird Shoes

sponsorship Sunday (6)
of the final half-hour of ABC-TV’s
“Super Circus.”
Taking over alternate sponsorship of the 30-minute period every other Week will
be M. & M., Ltd, candy outfit,
which is also returning after an
eight-week vacation Sunday (13 V,
Canada. Dry resumes sponsorship
of the first half of the hour-long
show Sept. 3, following a hiatus.
Featured on the shoe company's
30-minute segment this past Sunday were routine performances by
a dog act and an aero turn. Also
on hand to pad out the show were
ringmaster Claude Kirchner, circus
bandleader Mary Haftline and the
usual turnout of clowns.
A brief
kiddie participation stint, which

overall total of 1,000 or more, including local jammers which cannot. be
]\foscow,

hiatus,

resumed

wave deception.
Testimony on the extent of Russian jamming brought out that
there have been nearly 250 short-:
wave, sky wave jamming installations identified and art estimated

virtually
fall sea-

fluidly.

&

easily before the camera.

ming with few exceptions

Upcoming

;

Continued from page

28

made for okay juve fare, as did
the rest of program.
Capt; Ferguson’s dogs provided
the canine antics with such standard tricks as Walking around on

their hind legs and climbing up
parallel bars.
Holding down the
aero spot were the Three Tumbling
Tars. Boys, sporting clown faces,
pulled off some comic antics via
their
various
gyrations.
Miss
four webs last Hartline made a nice appearance
in her drum majorette costume,
to the extent of
besides fronting the band, through
not, and never a lively bit.
Kirchner conducted
on ANA’s part the program In nice fashion.

Center theatre (former ice-show interests aren’t being served by the
house in N. Y.’s Rockefeller Cen- attack on time charges,
ter Which NBC has leased) and still
ANA prexy Paul B. West, combe playing to millions of people menting on sending copies of
the
in their homes.”
j

SOUTH AMERICAN TERRITORIES

rate study to the

week, backtracked

SUBJECTS SUITED TO LATIN TEMPERAMENT
AND PSYCHOLOGY CONSIDERED

Hubbard
-Continued from page 34

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-NO BARRIER

stalled a power box with a plug-in
for the portable cable to be used
in televising the baseball games.
“The equipment Was used in
1948, 1949 and part of 1950 with
no objection.
Last week Streed

saying “There is
was, any intention
to tell the networks what they
Fort Worth
should charge for their products.
A new series,
That Is the prerogative of the me- “Fashion Forecast,” will make its

—

dium.”
Object of sending out the report,
West said, was to help the broadcasters “reach their individual arid
competitive
business
decisions
more intelligently.” He expressed
regret at the lack of an opportunity for the industry and the advertisers’ reps to talk over the rate

and Anderson decided the equipment was unsafe. Stations throughout the nation use the same cable
and equipment and engineers consider it safe
The inspectors problem face-to-face.
were informed that the station
West, although citing the statiswould be unable to make any tics on declining audiences “trace-

WILL ADVANCE DUBBING COSTS

.

TO BE DUBBED

.

television

TV.

debut here on

The fashion show

WBAP-

be
a quarter-hour each
evening.
Nona Lou
Greene, WBAP-TV fashion editor
will be seen and heard with three
models.
telecast

will

for

Thursday

.

changes In the wiring because of able: largely to the inroads of telethe current strike of operators. vision,” added “this does not imtold the city it planned ply that radio is not still—*and will
‘test case’ of the issue riot continue to be—a very
effecand thought one arrest would be tiveadvertising medium and a
good
sufficient to test the law without buy for many advertisers.”
Howfurther depriving
hundreds of ever, he said the old pattern has
thousands of their televised base- changed
and
further
changes
ball
should be made “by individual
“Until we gef the cooperation of markets rather than
general averMayor Hoyer (of Minneapolis) and ages.”
the electrical and building inspect-

The station
to make a

AT
R. K. 0.

.

ors,
to

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

.

.

KSTP

considers

further

televise

it impossible
the baseball

games.”

CALL OR WRITE

FRANK FOUCE

TELEVISION CORPORATION
S.

Broadway
Tel, i

Los Angeles 12,

MU* 5713-MI. 1776

B’way Invasion
i

PAN AMERICAN
127

to-

Chief trouble with DuMont’s
Cavalcade of Stars seems to be
proper script material. The Jackie
Gleason-emceed One-hour Saturday
night stanza, sponsored by the
Druggists of America, had an excellent, guest lineup last Saturday
(5),
But the exchanges between
Gleason and
guest
star
Bert
Wheeler and the one skit presented
were the weak spots of an otherwise good vaudeo presentation
Singer Billy Daniels is a natural
for video. Aside from his unusual
style, his rnovements and facial expressions lend themselves to television presentation, and camera
caught him in closeups and at a

per week.

NBC’s Class A
sold out for the

s

gether give the show the maximum
in production mountings so that
even without the jackpot, it could
hold its own in the vaudeo or revue sweepstakes.

,

the current Korean crisis as an
alibi for delay by the detractors
of color television shows how
desperate they are for any excuse
for procrastination, deferment or

33

the novelty tunes; Harry Salter’s
orch, and the Variety Dancers

WNBT

Scheduling of a mystery
series after midnight also indicates
the’ extent to which TV programming Will differ from that of radio.
In AM, the late evening program-

1950

Calif.

Continued from page 30

tremendous potential value of television for emergency instruction of

Continued from page

27;

duction growth (save for a warinspired TV bottleneck) threatens
to create a studio snarl that could
throw the webs into a financial

tailspin in their acquisition of
the civilian population should be more and more theatres
and in
carefully weighed.
Since televi- turn invite a crisis among legit
sion is highly developed in such impresarios.
vital areas as Detroit, Pittsburgh,
The latest acquisition of BroadLos Angeles, Washington, arid way properties transpired
last
other major centers, its usefulness Week, when DuMont
acquired the
in times of emergency is easily ap- Ambassador theatre
on West 49th
parent.
street, under terms of a five-year
“In these times, all media for the lease.

Courtesy of M-G-M
appearing with

Now

DONALD O'CONNOR

MILKMAN”

In “THE
(Universal-International)

Mgf.: LOU CLAYTON

Wednesday, August 9, 1950

lAPlO-TELEVlSIOa

WJZ on a Civic Binge
As part of its work-with-theCommunity slant, WJZ, N. Y., will
have the mayor of a different town

British

near N. Y. guest on the Patt Barnes
show each week, starting Friday

The
(18) at 4:45 p.m.
all be called back at

TV Seekmg U.S. Vande Stars:
Film, Legit Trailer Ties Moiled

mayprs will
the end of

Behind the scenes moves indi- ducers; Louis Livingstone, IndeLondon, Aug. 1.
pendent Motion Picture Producers the series for a big parley with
Headliners for British TV are
gate that the Television Authority
Ass’n; Bonar Dyer, Walt Disney New
York’s
Mayor
William
becoming as much of a problem as
and the Screen Actors Guild may studio; John Dales, Jr., Kenneth
O'Dwyer.
bury the hatchet in their current Thomson, William Berger and Buck
Idea of WJZ promotion topper headliners for British vaudeville.
judisdictional war for representa- Harris, SAG; H. O’Neil Shanks and Bill Berns is that the confab can The London Palladium has, to all
Robert Gilbert, Screen Extras result in a useful exchange of civic intents and purposes, resolved the
tion of video talent.
policies.
issue by mass importations from
A compromise may be effected Guild.
SAG filed amended petitions askwhich would keep TVA from inter- ing for three separate NLRB elecNow,
Hollywood and Broadway.
vening in the SAG’s parleys with tions. These would be held sepunobtrusively, the British BroadNixes
Plea
Labor
Relations
Pentagon
National
the
arately for actors employed by (1)
casting Corp. is following the same
Board on the Coast while the film- AMPP, (2) SIMPP and (3) IMPPA.
pattern for video.
in
ites refrain from intervening
Chief difference between the
TVA’s confabs with the NLRB in TVA and SAG proposals for video
With a solitary exception, the
the east.
BBC policy is not to make its own
pay is that TVA wants pay von the
importations. Instead, it prefers to
On Friday (4) an informal hear- basis of the length of the finished
Hollywood,: Aug. 8.
wait until Yank artists have been
ing to clear the way for NLRB show, plus rehearsal time, while
nixed
reThe
Pentagon
has
a
signed for London engagements
election among actors employed by SAG wants pay on the length of
and then offer them dates
for
television
a
picture producers was held in the time worked.
of
quest
local
federal agency’s L. A. offices. AlExcept for the biggest of the topCoast newsreel plant to handle
liners—the Sinatras, Bennys, Tony
though the NLRB says it notified
directly from Korea on the
footage
in advance of the meeting, no
Martins, et al
the arrangement
The War
grounds of security.
representative from the live talent
works very satisfactorily for. the
Dept., however, has authorized a
unions appeared.
BBC. The biggest names, as a rule,
West Coast pool which will receive are precluded by their vaude enconsidered probable that
It’s
prints from the Department of Degagements from doing TV perTVA is waiting for word that SAG
fense lab on Long Island.
sonals, but for others, it’s often a
will accept a compromise agreemust go from useful boost with a potential audiAll
footage
able to TVA before it decides not
Washington, Aug. 8.
Korea to Washington for perusal ence well above 1,000,000.
to intervene in the Coast proceedFCC Chairman Wayne Coy will and clearance prior to processing
During the last few weeks,
NLRB examiner Frank lead off witnesses when the House by
ings.
the N. Y. plant. Footage cleared
vaudeo programs have had Yank
attorney David Committee on Interstate and ForYeager asked
is planed to the Coast pool, but arZisking to state that unions’s posi- eign Commerce begins hearings to- rives a day late, for transmission artists as top of the* bill. Hildegarde had her second TV date July
If morrow (Wed.) on the Senate-passtion immediately in writing.
by participating stations.
TVA doesn’t intervene, elections ed McFarland bill to revamp cerThese stations, at this time, are 1 in London with the closing Spot
could be held in a month or six tain procedures of the Commission, KTSL, KNBH, KFI-TV, KTTV, on the popular “Cafe Continental”
weeks. If it does intervene, formal restrict its powers in issuing li- KLAC-TV, KECA-TV and KFMB, floor show. The following week,
the Merry Macs headed the “Muhearings would be held and NLRB censes to anti-trust violators, and San Diego. It is understood
sic Hall” program, and the next
will rule on what constitutes an provide alternate sanctions against
has not joined the pool because it
Saturday (15) Isabel Bigley, newly
appropriate bargaining unit for the licensees in lieu of revocation.
receives telenews from N. Y. Reel
picture actors and who is eligible
Following Coy, the committee, will carry most of the same foot- returned from a Hollywood screenstarred in the first of Henry
to vote.
With Chairman Robert Grosser (D- age.
KTTV, too, has its own test,
Caldwell's “Saturday Night ReIt’s understood that TVA is will- Ohio) presiding, will hear a wit- cameraman in Korea covering the
vues.”
ing to accept some of SAG’s terms ness from the anti-trust division of war, but also has subscribed to the
BBC Woos West End
on working conditions, but wants a the Justice Department.
Other pool.
From scanning pix from
higher scale of pay than SAG is witnesses slated to appear are Jo- Koera front, it’s known Pentagon
BBC producers, with an awareasking.
If SAG goes along with seph Ream, veepee of CBS; Glen makes some tactical decisions.
ness of the demand for new names
in setting its scale compar- McDaniel, veepee of RCA; Lon
and faces, make immediate bids to
able to TVA’s, then the two groups Petty, general counsel of NAB,
collar visiting artists.
In recent
St. Louis
David La Verne Rusmight be able to avoid further jur- Gordon Gray, general manager of
weeks, Julie Wilson, now concludradio script writer and actor,
isdictional battles.
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., and sell,
ing
cabaret
the Emseason
a
at
copped the Democratic nomination
Taking part in the informal hear- Arthur Scharf eld, v.p. of Federal for State Senator in the 12th Mis- bassy, emceed a 30-minute ?how
Sylvie
ing on the Coast last week were Communications Bar Ass’n.
souri District in last week’s pri- and had the windup spot.
committee spokesman said he mary election. He bested Norman St. Claire had a solo program on a
William Hinckle and Benjamin
Batchelder, of Assn, of Motion had no idea how long the hearings L. Kincheloe, a state sales tax in- recent Sunday with further dates
Picture Producers; Marvin Faries, will last but that several days spector and will oppose John D. to follow in the fall.
Meantime, important behind-theFels in the November election.
Society of Motion Picture Pro- would be required at the least.
:

j

j

:

,

|
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TVA

scenes moves are taking place between the BBC and theatre managers to ease relations between the
two mediums. Normally, legit operators bar telecasting of their
shows either from theatres or from
the TV studios. In one or two cases
where the ban has been overlooked, the telecast gave the boxoffice a much-needed hypo.
One idea now being worked out
is that selected new West End productions should be given a 30-minute trailer on the London TV service.
This would be a trailer version of the show, designed not to
divulge the plot, but to indicate
the theme, type of subject and
other highlights. A tryout of this
plan may soon be made with the
current Jack Buchanan show, “Castle in the Air,” how playing the
Savoy theatre. A similar scheme
has been put forward by film trade
interests as part of the fall boxcampaign.
They’ve sugoffice
gested a weekly 30-minute trailer
comprising excerpts from current
.

London releases and from
West End presentations.

new

1

A special survey would be necessary to determine the number of
American artists now playing Brit-

TVA

KTLA

.

TVA

—

.

A

IF

ish theatres, Labor Minister George
Isaacs told Wing Commander Geoffrey Cooper in the House of Commons recently.

i

The questioner also asked to
what extent British artists with
similar qualifications were being
displaced, and this brought an assurance from the minister that applicants for work permits had to
give a guarantee that British subjects had not been displaced.
Buffalo

—

Clint Buehlman,

20-

year veteran of Buffalo radio, has
just added another quarter-hour to
He now
his weekly platter stint.
opens WBEN at 5:45 a.m. with 15
minutes of farm news sponsored by
Dunlop Tire and Rubber Co. Added time gives him 60 quarter-hours
weekly of solid sponsorship with a
substantial waiting

list.

ITS NEWS YOU WANT

-and your
(and what client

won%

client

wants -

during the days to come?)

remember to repeat and repeat and repeat this one walloping
you write, letter you write, and during any call you make:

DURING THE MONTH OF JULY ALONE,

fact in every presentation

W0R

ATTRACTED

21% MORE LISTENERS THAN THE AVERAGE
t

•

BY OTHER MAJOR

new York

stations:

the station

more

whom news

often, for

does more,

more advertisers

than on any other station

"

-

‘

,

!
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Wednesday, August
and

NAB Emergency

000;

itiative in assisting the government
effort through programs and an-

;

frequencies—or separately

FM

Continued from pace 89

,

PM

identify their call letters bn every
station break.
3. That the industry as a whole
in all ways possible publicize
and promote it to the public
•

through

AM

FM,

its

and

TV

sta-

nouncements discouraging stam- tions.
4. That AM-FM stations sell all
pede buying, stepping up the sale
duplicated programs at a combinaof bonds and pushing the various
Elliott, Liebert Package
tion
rate rather than give FM free
Judge
programs/’
recruitment
ci x Ti
n j* x*
Set For Syndication Miller said. “We are proceeding as a bonus and that appropriate
cards
Harry S. Goodman Productions now toward the development of a listings be made on all rate
publications to indihas launched a new 15-minute program of seif-mobilization which and in trade
.

Washington, Aug.

8,

NAB Board of Directors today
decided to terminate Broadcast
Advertising Bureau as a subsidiary
of the parent organization on April
new, independent or1, when a

|

ganization will be established to syndicated airer, featuring Larry will find broadcasting prepared to
undertake the job of selling radio Elliott reading stories and poems, insure full service to the nation,
41
on national, regional and local and Dick Liebert; Radio City Mu- and the nation's government, in)
levels."
foreseeable situation which
sic Hall (N. Y.) organist. Vocalists any
Directors also voted that “upon will be Jimmy Carroll and Betty might arise out of the world
development of sufficient demands Brewer.
crisis."
for sales promotion services on beGoodman has also taken on sales
Members of the board were to
half of TV stations NAB. will con- and distribution of the “Ted Lewis meet with Mr. Steelman at the
sider sponsorship of such services Show/’ half-hour series with Lewis White House, today (Tues.) after
for TV stations.”
and, liis orch and “Arthur Smith their conference with Coy.
Action had been recommended and the Crackerjacks.”
Text of the board resolution
by a special board committee confollows:
Robert D. Sweezey,
sisting
of
“Whereas, broadcasting has a
Horns Into Radio
WDSU-TV, New Orleans, eli air
definite and unique function in the
Pittsburgh, Aug. 8.
man; William Martin, WMT, Cedar
pattern of national defense and,
It'S no more music, music, muRapids; Allen Woodall, WDAK,
“Whereas, the broadcasters are
Columbus,. Ga.; Charles T. Caley, sic for Joseph (Buddy) Laconi, dis- fully cognizant of their essential
WMBD; Peoria, I1U and Edgar trict trombonist who has been with service and their responsibility,
a flock of name bands, last one
Kobak, of WTWA, Thomson, Ga.
voluntarily to perform that funcThe board approved the commit- being Larry Clinton, Some time tion as evidenced by the industry
take
to
a
fling
Laconi
decided
sucago
the,
that
recommendation
tee’s
record during; World War II which
cessor to BAD “should excel in at radio and did announcer audi- has been strongly attested by the
stature, competence and program tions at several stations.
President and other high governHe’s landed a job at WBUT in
any similar sales promotion acment officials,
nearby
Butler,
Pa.
and
medium,
other
tivity in any
“Therefore, be it resolved that
that it should be supported not.!
the broadcasting industry is now
only by radio stations as such, but
in every respect ready, able and
by all of those engaged in selling
willing to take its full part in efOil Coin
such groups as
including
r
_
fectuating. all measures necessary
networks and station represent- ^==5 continued from page 27
to insure the national security and
news analyst for a Pacific Coast to achieve those objectives to
aiives.”
Murrow
sponsors
commitAmoco
pickup.
The board accepted the
which our country is committed "
tee opinion that the new organiza- along the Eastern seaboard,
All members of the board, with
tion should be geared for an anthe exception of James D. Shouse
Coast News Strips Hot
nual operating budget of at least
of WLW.f Cincinnati, and John H.
Seattle, Aug. 8.,
$1,000,000.
Dewitt of WSM, Nashville, (both
j
Definite evidence that there is excused
In its first year BAB's successor
were present for the
wiU give NAB members the benefit increased listening to, and com-: meeting,
of expanded services without ad- mercial interest in news programs,
ditional cost and with allocation of is shown here in the recent sale
30% of their current NAB dues to by K JR, ABC outlet, of two major
the new organization. NAB mem- news strips. MosT recent sale was
Tele Reviews
bers not desiring BAB services will the dinner edition of the news at
Continued from page 33
for
five
Keplinger,
reduction
Dick
with
p.m.
dues
given
a
30%
be
6
It was estimated times a week, to the Shell Oil Co., so m e of the records or harmonthe first year.
Sale is one ot | zes w ith the pantomime “singing”
this would provide the corporation on a 52-week basis.
with an initial minimum budget of the biggest in local radio for some 0 f Rees or Flores,
Action takes place in, a typical
$200,000 on April 1, exclusive of time.
Other news sale was Sheelah western saloon in front of the long
income from new members, selfother Carter’s program of news from the bar which lends itself well to the
and
projects
liquidating
woman’s angle on a 52-week basis opus.
sources.
Whaley and his group have also
Swezey said, “We want to broad- to Lincoln First Federal Savings
en the base of BAB activities as of Seattle.. Show airs at 12:15 p.m. been asked to appear at various lonight clubs as well as spots
cal
radio
Friday.
Monday through
they relate to radio,” that
within traveling distance of the
—
“needs promotion most, needs it
city, to put oil excerpts of the
To divide
fast, needs a lot of it."
While Florence telecasts.
Pittsburgh
Andy.
the sales effort between AM and Sando, WCAE’s femme commentarTA7'
Hilllffi
va/tatinnind
lw>
coirl
“iniflhl'
it
withit
Pano PrtH
it,
with
dilute
“might
on Cape
Cod,
TV, he said,
tor, is vacationing nn
out accomplishment.” He added Bette Smiley is doing her noon- FOR PEOPLE ONLY
With A1 Parker, emcee; Michael
there will be “no interlocking: of- time show and Helen Wayne Rauli
Bondon, Jimmy Moore Trio with
fices” of NAB and the new cor- her afternoon program ... Peter
Joyce Mauer
Gramba, WJAS transmitter engiporation.
Clark Davis
Producer:
Swezey. said that TV is now go- neer, and his wife celebrate their Director: Grover Allen
this
ing along well and that AM needs 17th wedding anniversary
Mins.;
Sat.,
15
10:30 p.m.
Johnny Kirby, longtime
ie
w
•’
more promotional activity. There week
sm Smg star,. set for role in BUNNIN HUDSON
oitiPi ne
he aaaea,
added in wmen
which KDKA
w cities,
are few
_ .
”
WENR-TV, Chicago
Ttiu A
“Tiffin Boy Blue,
new musical, “Little
television has a competitive prob(Sherwin Robert Rodgers)
which ope n s in Hollywood next
lem.
This unpretentious quarter-hour
month prior to Broadway. Its been
produced by Paula Stone and her stanza, stressing informality, stacks
Detroit
A 15-minute segment husband, Michael Sloane ... Leon- up as a mildly successful entry in
of the half-hour “Jean McBride ard Kapner, general manager of the less competitive late Saturday
Show” on WWJ-TV will be spon- WCAE, and his wife are spending a night period. Show sticks closely to
sored once weekly for 13 weeks by few weeks at Nantucket
Cal the standardized music-plus-chatIn-Sink-Erator,
garbage disposal Mara Bucheit now handling pub- ter format.
unit.
Cummings, Brand & Mc- licity and sales promotion at
Musically, session caught (29)
Pherson is the agency.
WJAS
was pleasant, if not outstanding,
Baritone Michael Bondon did a
fairish job on “Some Enchanted
Evening.”
Joyce Mauer, singing
and piano playing member of the

cate this practice in such a way as
to place a real value on FM.

,

Continued from page 29
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the Savannah Radio Council, composed of the defendants, “various
false charges” were made against
Rivers in protest of the granting
of the FCC permit.
Rivers explained that religious
programs make up his principal
broadcasts over WEAS and said
this policy brought “immense popknown that a
ularity" and it
similar program policy was to bri
followed in the Savannah station
operation he planned. He declared
that the Savannah stations feared
such competition.

Was

.

—

:

.

interest.

ply further information about his
program plans prior to issuing him
a license.
Rivers and his father have been
associated in the operation of radio
stations in Georgia for several

J

'

,

The Commission has
already called Upon Rivers to suplic

[

——
—

Continued from page
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spiraling of the
a factor.

w T.

!

and Cake”

trip,

and

Want

to

Be

mm

a few

more shows under

Camera work

company we

FM

onWJBK

1

,

COFFEE

COLGATE VEL

been placed

CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS

BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE
DR. CALDWELL
CAMEL CIGARSTTEI

your sales!
follow these leaders and boost
!

WJBK-TV.

3

CBS

affiliate.

WJBK-AM * TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 52 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, ELDORADO 5-2455
7

Represented

Nationally

by

THE

KATZ

in all

TV

AGENCY, INC.

!

the

TV

billings is also

interest in hunting, fishing,
servation and the outdoors.

con-

Radio Play-By-Play
Continued from page 29
that “radio, not television" is hurting baseball attendance and said
he had compiled figures “to prove
that this- is the case."
The decline in the Browns' home

ADVERTISING AGENCIES

sets."

possible, Implementation by the industry committee itself.
Th ese

AND TV NETWORKS
End Weekly
Get TV Dramatic

1. That
the
Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn, be requested through
NAB management to furnish a total
breakdown of sets containing the
FM band by states by monthly periods patterned in a manner, similar to that provided by television.
2. That all stations duplicating
programs identify both their
..

AM

Script Crises!

Scripts

Weeks

in

Advance!

MAEVE SOUTHGATE*

provide:

.

comments

27;

Four Other resolutions adopted
at the meeting require action of
both the industry committee and
the FM committee of NAB or, if

IPANA TOOTHPASTI
LAFRANCE

.

from page

Offer Resolutions

GARREn WINES

and Du.nont

Continued

comedy.

attendance began, DeWitt said, in
1947 when the Cardinals sanctioned the broadcast of their road
games. DeWitt also pointed out
Last week's board meeting was that a comparable situation exists
marked by the election of Lou in Philadelphia, where the fans
Hausman, promotion topper, to stay at home to listen to the'
the directorate.
Phillies’ road games rather than
go to see the Athletics who are
battling with the Browns to keep
Concord, N.H.-^Col. Albert S.
Baker, _who recently resigned as but of the American League basenews editor of
here to be- ment.
Griesedieck Bros, are reported to
come public relations director of
The Brown Co., in Berlin, has pay the Cardinals management
quickly changed jobs again
on about $50,000 for their “exclusive”
orders from Uncle Sam. He will and Saigh, who has no personal
command a N. H. National Guard love for the DeWitt brothers, is
unit which has been called back expected to block any move they
into federal service.
If he sees may make to upset his financial
combat, it will be his third war.
apple cart,

Investigate and give opportunity
for an open discussion of the reasons why the FM tuner has not

CHASE A SANBORN

PACKARD MOTORS
B. C. REMEDY
BLONDEX

:

‘Do-or-Die’

arid

individual

—

was' okay.
Dave..
!

We're proud of the successful

good drama

WKXL

his belt, probably will really be as
relaxed as he tried to be on the

preem.

“true" aind “historical” tales of
pioneers, Western heroes and Indians.
Teenagers want more programs about boys and girls their
own age. (“Junior Miss” was 10th
in the favorite program group.)
Sports Was third in this classification, then mysteries, teenage tips,

t

Emceeing and c o
e r c i a 1
chores were done by A1 Parker,

who with

Continued from page 29

hear more often, tlie kids voted
even more decisively for music.
Choosing it by more than three to
one over other program material.
In their answers they called for
“good music,” for classical aiid
semi-classical music programs, operettas, etc.
Crooners like Frank
Sinatra and Perry Como didn’t get
enough votes to make a showing.
Next they wanted to hear more
“story” programs and here they
showed a strong perference for
adventure stories and asked for
to

v

Loved,” The trio sparked the show
with a bouncy version of oldie
“Bye, Bye, Blackbird,”

/a

of the pilot reels cost $15,000 to

.

chirped “Candy

“I

films.

Films will be leased in various
television areas on a scale based
upon the size of the market. Each

logy and material on inhabitants of
other planets.
They showed an

27;

the first of 1949, when the net income figure was $1,709,391. As a
result, earnings per share to stockholders,
payable
Sept.
are
1,
$1.85, compared to $1 last year.
The virtual doubling of net income was achieved in the face of
i n c r e a s e d
operating expenses,
Which reached $26 820,322, compared with $24,399,524 for the
first half of '*49.

.

Jimmy Moore

from the

Net income for the first six
p n th s—$3,182,070— practically
doubles the amount realized from

—

.

and Milburn Morante. These players are under exclusive contract
to Weiss, insofar as all television
activity is concerned, for seven
years. Weiss must roll 13 of each
series each year to keep pact binding.
Players are on a drawing account during this period and will
participate in any profits derived

•m

,

.

three leads in each series.
One series, “Craig Kennedy,
Criminologist," based On the Craig
Kennedy stories created by Arthur
B. Reeve, stars Donald Woods,
Sydney Mason and Lewis Wilson.
The other, “Trigger Trails," stars
James Warren, Rrank Yaconelli

set showed a wide rarige
of interest that included information on the weather to atomic energy, chemistry; physics, archaeo-

.

.

&

younger

j

.

will dis-

tribute through Louis Weiss
Co.,
is committed to make 13 films in
each series per year.
This is a
firm commitment with each of the

In

•

.

week package. Weiss, who

years.

‘

I

Hollywood, Aug, 8.
Weiss hag completed
pilot reels of two telepix series
each of which is slated as a 52-

Adrian

suit

Rivers of his Savannah station
costing him $25,000 in revenue
loss and $17,500 added expenses.
The additional $200,000 was asked
for general and punitive damages.
Only last week the Savannah
Radio Council, recently spanked
by the FCC as “self-appointed
guardians of the public interest,"
protested against the dismissal of
tlieir petition to prevent Rivers
from
establishing
his
station.
Through their counsel the Council
urged that, the Commission issue
an order staying the effective date
of construction of the station, on
Which a permit was issued in
March, and that a hearing will be
held to determine whether Rivers'
program proposals are in the pub-

'

!

VMM

•

|

j

THESPS SHARE PROFITS
IN 2
SERIES

can but Weiss expects to Whittle
charged the accusations this figure down somewhat when
before the FCC of the defendants series actually gets into production.
caused a delay in the opening by

The

|

j

1950

9,

Television Editorial Consultant

GRa mercy

3-1308

25 W. 9th Street.

New York

1 1

.

N

Y.

^Formerly TV Story Editor, NBC; Editor, Paramount Pictures
Writer* Note:

No

unsolicited scripts, please!
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SHORTAGE of gal band singers
Columbia’s decision to “experiment” with the 45 rpm record is
the
beginning of the end of a costly intra-trade battle that, jvere it not for
the stimulating end result, could have been disastrous. For a time it
bordered on that. The public was whirling fast and slow, and so were
sales, in the hassles of 78 vs. 45 vs. 33^ rpm.

RCA

Victor seems to. have prevailed, certainly so far as the pops are.
concerned. Columbia’s. 33 rpm method for the musicbmedy scores and
longhair works seems to have established that niche. No question
that
the days of the 78s are numbered.

There still remains to be resolved the likelihood of- -one universal
apeed although, for the time being at least, it looks like the disk business will settle
course*

4-

The

who

down

into a two-speed industry.

can’t understand why,

if

music

is

There are many, of
one speed, another

OK on

rise in stature of the female
vocalist, as a single during the past
couple of years is making it increasingly difficult for bandleaders
to acquire good band vocalists.

Bandleaders who

are seeking to
expand their units to include a
femme vocalist and others who
have formed new units can’t meet
the price demanded by the better
singers and are finding a shortage
when they turn to look for new

•r

RCA—

Th^e independents wisely stood

lines until deciding to latch onto this or that technique.
seem to have guessed right.

on the sideMost of them

Out of

Picture?

On heels of Columbia Records going 45, a top exec in a
major diskery offered to take
bets that the 78 rpm disks
would be completely out of the
12
months.
picture
within
Reasoning was that Columbia’s
entry has
now completely
cleared the “battle of the
Speeds” confusion and would
furnish a big impetus for consumers to buy the 45 rpm

.

type of music is NSG bn another speed. The 33 proponents, of course, talent.
accent that the slower revolution permits more uninterrupted platterWhen the band business started
ing, and as Such this technique is best for the full scores or symphonic to sour a couple of years ago, chirps
were let go in economy moves.
works.
Many of them entered private life.
Others decided to try as singles,
It is true, despite all the confusion, that the battle of the
speeds with good results. The public acachieved one major impact on the public—it put an extraordinary mer- cepted them, and many made their
chandising spotlight on the record business. What it lost, through con- previous band earnings look insignificant alongside their recording
fusion and diffusion was more than recouped by the accent on someincomes. Doris Day* Fran Warren;
thing new within the record business. As the new players were sold Connie Haines, Dinah Shore, Pegthey averaged around $10 worth of new assorted records. As the public gy Lee, Mindy Carson, Kitty Kalrecognized, the space-saving and technological, improvements, engen- len—to name a few—achieved wide
success on their own.
dered by the smaller, unbreakable platters, they converted from the old
The bands, practicing their econ78s to the slower speeds as regards the standard favorites, symphonies, omy moves, would refuse to hire
and the like.
girl vocalists, thereby encouraging
the chirps to try their luck alone.
It was inevitable that the giants— CBS Vs.
with their interlock- Also, mew talent, which would, have
come Up the ranks
ing broadcasting, telecasting and recording interests would meet on normally
through * band vocalizing, were
some common ground. It was getting ridiculously out of hand and, had turned away*
it continued, both might well have priced themselves Out of
a market
that spelled real profit.

78’s

.

f

speed attachments and disks.
RCA, meantime, has been
selling its 45 rpm players at
.

|

the rate of 3,000 weekly. Additional 45 rpm players are
distributed
via
the
being
three-speed changers now being used for combination radio and video sets. Despite
large inroads, however, the
78 rpm market still represents about 75% of the total
disk market.

an unstable world it is reassuring to note that something
so universally appealing as music has achieved more of an even keel.
in

Abel,

The two-way talent traffic between Columbia and RCA Victor,
slowing down for the past
Eddjr Howard to Disband
few weeks, has picked up again
with the switch of two major artOrch for Fall
Sti«t
ists in the companies’ pop and
longhair division. In pop departChicago, Aug. 8.
ment, Sammy Kaye, after a long
In order to devote full time to
association With Victor, packed his an upcoming TV show, Eddy
Howbags for Columbia, while in the ard will disband his orchestra, he
longhair division, conductor Fritz disclosed here. Howard, who was
after

TV

Reiner moved from Columbia to
Victor. Meantime, Tommy Dorsey
has also cut loose from Victor.

One

of

Victor’s

top

grossers,

Kaye pulled out of the company
last week after it refused to grant
him the terms he wanted. It's
understood Kaye asked for a 10year pact with a $100,000 annual
guarantee plus an NBC television
program. Although Kaye has been
riding high on Victor’s best-sellers,
with three click records going at
once currently; Victor refused to
commit itself for such a long
period.
Columbia gave Kaye favorable terms and clinched the
deal by assuring the bandleader a
commercial video show some time
in the fall on CBS.
Lee Eastman, attorney-manager
for
Kaye
and
Dorsey,
at(Continued on page 42)

Fla.

Operator Had ’Em

scheduled for a roost at the Palip Hollywood, has had to
ink out bookings as far advanced
as October.
Fall video spot, which is packaged by the W. Biggie Levin
agency, will either feature the warbler in solo Spot of with band back-

ladium

.

ing,

In latter case

assemble the

Howard

will re-

unit.

HOSPITAL

IN N. Y.

Bandleader Eddy Duchin has reentered Memorial hospital, N. Y.,
after a recurrence of the infection
that has been bothering him in
past months.

months of
company’s

Duke Ellington has been keeping
a consistent schedule since his return from Europe June 30. After
a short rest the bandleader and
his orch took to the road and have
played an almost complete string
of dates from July 14 until now.
Band continues in this vein with a
one-week engagement at the Circle
theatre,
Indianapolis,
beginning
Thursday (10). It’s the first stage

,

in

But 3 Suns Lose 13G Suit
American Federation of Musi-

sl?c

1950, according to the
latest financial state-

ment.

During

period, diskery netted a big $311,000, with its profit
falling to under $50,000 in the
second quarter under the general
slump which hit the industry.

While

first

quarter take was slightly highef than for same period last
year, consolidated half-year profit
fell under the $390,600 profit for
the first 'six months of 1949.
This year’s first-half earnings
show theatre’s had since May.
equals 46c. per share on the 776,650
Following the Indianapolis date,
shares of outstanding stock, comorch goes to Chicago for a week
pared to 50c, per share in corbeginning Aug. 18. Then a threeday stint at the Paramount, Buf- responding period of 1949.
falo, starting Aug. 26, followed by
three days in Detroit beginning
Sept. 1.
Crew then follows Guy ECKSTiNE-SHEARING
Lombardo’s orch into the Toronto
National Exposition Sept. 4, leaving two days later to make way for
An almost solid lineup of 37 oneTommy Dorsey’s aggregation. Band
goes into the Apollo, N. Y., for one niters is expected to be played by
week starting Sept. 14, to be fol- the Billy Eckstine-George Shearlowed by a week's stand at the ing Quintet concert package, which
Howard, Washington, beginning takes to the road Sept. 15. ShearSept. 22. A Paramount, N. Y., date ing and Eckstine were braced tois slated for Oct. 4.
A four-day gether for a tour by Shaw Artists
stand in Albany will be filled some Corp. through a deal with the Wiltime before the Paramount en- liam Morris agency.
Latter outfit handles the singer, while SAC
gagement.
Appearing with the Ellington helms the 88er. Joe Glazer’s Ascrew on the theatre dates are The sociated Booking Office had a hand
Co-Ops, dance trio, composed of in the deal as Coast rep for SAC.
So far 32 dates have been lined
two guys and a gal; Bobby “Tables”
Davis and Chubby Kent, who has up beginning at the Shrine Audireplaced Kay Davis in the song torium, Los Angeles, Sept. 15 and
department. Vocalist A1 Hibbler ending at Symphony Hall, Boston,
Oct. 22. It’s expected that at least
has rejoined the orch.
five of seven open dates will be
filled before the tour starts. Most
of the dates are going at $3,000 to

to
Duchin had no bookings scheduled for the summer, but Music
Corp. of America had scheduled
Pop Version of ’Samson’
him for a series of appearances
Paramount Music will publish a
starting in September. MG A exec
popular version of the background
veepee Charlie Miller said that as theme to the Par pic, “Samson and
of now the bookings will hold. Deli lair” Victor
Young, who wrote
Duchin, he said, will play all con- the film score and recorded it for
tracted dates. Unless his condition Decca, will write the pop version;
becomes serious.
to be called “The Song of Delilah.”
Lyrics will be written by Ray
Evans and Jay Livingston.
Griffin’s Disk Click
Release of the song will be timed
Prompts 2-for-l Split for pic’s general release this fall.
Film
thus far has been shown on
Chicago, Aug. 8.
a pre-release basis.
Columbia Record’s success with

cians’ exec board has turned down
a $13,000 claim of the' Three Suns,
instrumental trio, against Jack
Valentine’s Bar of Music, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. Dispute arose
after Three Suns refused to play
aboard the spot’s revolving stage
on grounds that they would be- Ken Griffin organ lacquering of
come “seasick,” Valentine con- “Harbor Lights” and “Jealousy”
Coral Sets Dri
tended that the one rotation per are prompting the major to a split
every 10 minutes couldn’t harm Of “Harbor” from Its coupling
The Drifters, male vocal quinmaking both tunes “A” sides.
anybody.
tet, have been inked by Coral RecRecord sales on the disk have ords, Decca subsld, to an exclusive
Valentine fired the Three Suns
for not climbing aboard and latter soared to 150,000, with Griffin pact.
Combo will operate in the diskput in a breach-of-contract claim slated for a recording of two flips
I to round out the fitting.
to the union.
iery’s blues and rhythm department.

early last year,
is

.

Columbia Records

now going 45

Entry of

also.

Columbia as the last holdout into
manufacture of that type platter
now gives complete uniformity to
the platter industry and virtually
insures the development of a future two-speed setup in which the
45’s will be used for pops and 33’fl
for longhairs. Standard 78 rpm
shellacs, while still a major portion
of the market, are slowly shrinking in importance.
Columbia's switch to 45’s, after
conducting a single-handed fight
against the
system, is being
handled on a piece-meal basis. In
order to cushion effect on its 33

RCA

rpm commitments,

diskery has an-

nounced its entry on a test basis
a few selected markets. Company is immediately issuing only
two disks, Frank Sinatra’s cut of
“Goodnight,
Irene”
and
The
Mariners’ slice of “Sometime,”
with which to test the market.
Trade execs, however, expect
Columbia will be compelled to
follow up the two Initial releases
in

with additional 45 rpm numbers
in order to get some play In the
market at all. Col execs, oh other
hand, are insisting that the 45*s
will be distributed on a “test”
basis, with the response determinWinding up in the' black both ing whether they take a fullscale
quarters of this year, Decca Rec- plunge into that field.
Capitulation of Columbia to the
ords racked up a net profit of $360,500, after taxes, for the first

Anyway,

Hitting the road taken by all
other major diskeries Since RCA
Victor introduced the 45 rpm disks

45 rpm banner comes as a bitter

pill after the diskery’s fight to
build the seven-inch 33 rpm disfy
as a standard for the pop field.

Columbia has been bucking the
45 rpm psychology with an ad campaign slogan reading: “One speed
is all you need for a complete musical system.” Weight of Victor’s
(Continued on page

*46)

first

Laws Snag

Liquor

’Band of Tomorrow’

At H’wood Palladium
Hollywood, Aug.

1

TEAMED FORl-NITERS

•

against 50-60% privileges.
Eckstine will collect the full coin
and pay off Shearing at a gurantee
plus bonus
The Morris office is
collecting commissions on Eckstine’s take only.
$3,700

-

Lion’s Share to

Winner
Of Metro Mpls. Contest

In an unusual promotion for the
“Annie Get Your Gun” album,
M-G-M Records offered a lion cub
as a prize in Minneapolis last week.
Contestants, who were to name the
cub from clues supplied in the
songs themselves, had their choice
of the lion or $150 in cash.
lion is Metro’s trademark.

8,

State liquor laws have snarled
to have Freddy Martin’s
“band of tomorrow,” composed of
audition winners on his teleshow,
play a two-week date at the Palladium starting Aug. 18. Two of
the audition winners are under 18
years of age—and the State Board
of Equalization prohibits minors
from working in places where liquor is sold, as it is In the terpery*

plans

Martin and Palladium manager
Earle Vollmer are trying to get
Boardof Equalization permission to
let 16 year-old saxophonist Frank
Morgan and 17 year-old guitarist"
Tony Edwards work if their parents accompany them nightly. Ed-

wards, incidentally,
tion

on the basis of

won
his

the audi-

harmonica

work but proved himself a zirigy
string plucker as well and joined
the band on that basis.

Merc’s N.Y. Parley

For Dishrib Briefing
Mercury

Records* brass flew
into New York over the weekend
to brief a meeting of 12 eastern
distributors on fall sales and merchandising plans. Addressing the
distribs were prez Irving Green,
ad-pub veepee Art Talmadge, sales
veepee Morry Price, treasurer
Irwin Steinberg and eastern sales
vfeepee Joe Carieton.
Session discussed prospects for
the fall, giving special attention to
the classical catalog, 45 rpm sales
and LPs. All Mercury execs but
Carieton,
who headquarters in
New York, returned to Chicago
homeoffice after the meeting.
.

The

Deal

was conceived by M-G-M
Jack Robbins was set last wee!
distributor Harold Lane.
Promo- as selling agent for Tex Ritter’i
tion was also tied in with showing song, “Fiery Bear.”
of the pic at Radio City theatre.
Tune is published by Ritter’i
The winner, incidentally, chose John Tom Music Co., and was recIdea

the cash;'

-

*•»

lorded by Ritter for Capitol,

,
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Wednesday, August

(Alphabetically Listed )

Month

Settled Next

Jocks, Jukes

Week of July 28-Aug. 3
( Based on copyrighted Audience Coverage Index and Audience Tr end Index, published
by Office of Research, Inc., Or.
John G. Peatman, director.
Chappell
Bewitched ....
Supreme
Wanna Be Loved.
Harms
Vie En Rose
That’s Plenty. ...
.Simon
Tzena Tzena
.Undetermined
5 Top Standards
Ain’t She Sweet
Advanced
Begin the Beguine. .\ Harms
Harms
Charleston
Happy Days Again Advanced

in N.

1950

9,

TV

Top Songs on

To Be

'

and Disks

HERM SCHOENFELD

By

Frankie Laine: "Music, Maestro, shows up solidly on the straight
Political campaign inside Ameri- f
Please”- “Dream A Little Dream Of crooning chores. Also sells "Honcan Federation of Labor Local 802,
Me” (Mercury). "Maestro,” recently estly” with a simple attack. Jack
‘Stars’ Moppet Set
N. Y., in preparation of biennial
launched by Lorry Ralne for Uni- Pleis orch accomps smartly.
election of union officers in DeGuy Lombardo: "La Vie en
Herbert Coleman, Negro kid
versal, gets a top commercial treatcember, is slated to break wide singer who made his debut in the
ment' by Laine, who rides this Rose”-“It All Begins and Ends
open after Labor Day. Election- Broadway production of "Lost In
torch item with a dramatic, delib- With You” (Decca ). While a little
eering slugfest will be touched off The Stars/' has been signed by
erate beat. Solid, background by late with "La Vie en Rose,” Lomthen by the organization of the Apollo Records, N. Y. Kid’s initial
Harry Geller’s dfch and pianist bardo’s dance interpretation should
Carl Fisher give it big jock arid command attention. Fine arrangeBlue ticket caucus, repping the ad- waxing* "Teasing," backed by ‘Til
juke potential; On reverse, Laine ment includes good vocal by Bill
ministration forces, which up to Wait,” is scheduled for release
gives the oldie a bang-up rhythm Flanagan. "Begins and Ends” also
under
have
been
keeping
now
around Aug. 20.
receives
danceable
arrangement
Kick Out of You .. .. ..Harms
kick-a round.
wraps despite a barrage of critiAlso signed by Apollo was Coleand excellent vocal treatment by
Bill Darnel: “Well, Oh, Well”cism from the opposition groups.
man’s sister Yvonne, another mop(Coral). Darnel, Flanagan.
Champagne”
"Pink
Status of* Richard McCann, Lo- pet. She duets with her brother
Dean Martin-Starlighters: "Pedon the margin between a rhythm- dler’s Serenade”
-.‘‘Wham Bam,
cal 802 prexy, as standard-bearer on the ‘‘Teasing” number.
blues artist and a pop singer, turns
Thank
You, Ma’am”
(Capitol).
of the Blue forces wiUbe definite-:
out consistently interesting disks
"Serenade”
Continued from page 41
is
another
Italianly settled early next month at its
bit
even when his material is a
styled item, given an okay rendicaucus meetings. Reportedly, Mcbeat
tricky
a
has
"Well”
weak.
tempted to close a deal with Viction
Martin
arid
the
by
Starlightto
but DarCann has been attempting to withtor for the past few weeks, but and little else, musically,
"Cham- ersi May get some juke recognidraw as presidential candidate benel sells it to the hilt.
latter, despite allegedly heavy coin
tion. "Wham Bam” is a rhythm
is an okay, rhythm number
pagne”
cause of pressing personal rejasons,
offers to other artists, did not
number that’s undistinctive in both
also bounced strongly by Darnel.
but other leaders of the Blue ticket
creation and execution.;
yield.
Manie Sacks, RCA artists Unbilled orch accomps.
have asked him to hold off on any
Vaughn Monroe: "Why Fight the
relations chief, postponed a schedMindy Carson: "You're Not In Feeling”-“The Beer That I Left on
decision until the caucus is conComposer Ferde Grofe will re- uled trip to Chicago last Wednes- My Arms Tonight” “The Touch of the
vened.
Strong possibility is that
Bar” (Victor); Monroe’s interday (2) to talk over the situation,
McCann will step down, with vise at least three themes from his but without arriving at a settlement. Your Lips” (Victor). Working with pretation of the new Frank Loesser
Carson
Miss
new
musical
Winterhalter,
narration,
Hugo
‘‘Atlantic
ballad, “Why Fight the Feeling,”
Charles Iucci, local’s secretary, beCrossing,”
into
popular songs. Although Dorsey has also ahkled has sliced a pair of smooth sides, leaves much to be desired, with
ing named to head the ticket.
Grofe, who left for London Sun- Victor, the bandleader has not as "Arms,” an excellent ballad v is vocal riot* 'getting, feel of the song.
Fuel to the electioneering will day (6) to record the
work with yet lined up a berth at another warmly vocalled for maximum im- Reverse is a sentimental drinking
be furnished early in September the New Symphony,
diskery.
Reverse, a standard, gets a song with a pretty melody that
pact;
said he won’t
by action of the union’s exec board revise the melodies until this
Reiner’s moveover from Colum- similar ace treatment. Both sides would have been better suited to
by Winterhalter’s lush another set of lyrics. Singer and
oil a series of resolutions up bewinter, after the records have been bia to Victor climaxes a long se- are lifted
fore it.
Whatever recommenda- released. He is completing orches- ries of longhair switches involving choral and instrumental back- chorus do good jab, however/* and
grounds.
tions the exec board makes, it’s tration of
this one may hit.
Sir Thomas Beecham, Rise Stevens,
the work now.
Percy Faith; "All My Love”Charlie Spivak: "Friendly Star”virtually certain that the dissident
Narration has a number of Helen Traubel, Dorothy Kirsten,
(Columbia).
Time”
The
Is
“Three Little Words” (London).
"This
groups will put the administration themes describing segments
of a Gregor Piatigorsky and several
under heavy criticism. Chief beef trip to Europe. It's likely that the others. Score between the disk- "All My Love” gets another fine Spivak’s side bn "Friendly Star”
interpretation on this cut. Faith’s is just a routine version of a pretty
of the opposition has been that Lo- romantic, theme,
a French waltz ettes is approximately even in the arrangement of the bolero-type ballad from new film, "Summer
cal 802 leaders have failed to solve, and a sea theme
will be chosen for number of won and lost, but Rein- song is rich, but tasteful, arid this Stock.” Tommy Lynn’s vocal is
partially or fully, the unemploy- pop publication.
er’s move is an important gain for slice should garner some, of the okay.
Reverse side gives the Har*
ment situation among the 20,000
Upon his return to New York Victor’s Red Seal department. play on this number. Excellent ry Ruby-Bert Kalmar standard a
members in the N. Y; local.
Aug. 19, Grofe” proceeds to the Reiner has been responsible for orch arid choral blending also is fine rhythm ride. Rusty Nichols
William Feinberg, presidential Coast, where in September, he several important works in Colum- attained on the fine ballad on the is backed on vocal with clean and
candidate for the Unity group, is will finish, his Capitol recording bia!s_Masterw.orks-catalog^- ----Hipover.
sharp instrumental.
still looking for running, mates to of his ‘‘Death
Victor, meantime, is prepping
Russ Morgan’s Orch: "Beloved,
Valley” and a new
Platter Pointers
complete the group’s slate. Indi-: recording of his ‘‘Grand Canyon further cutbacks in its artists’ ros- Be Faithful” "You Dreamer You”
cations are that Unity will come Suite” for the diskery. He’s
Columbia has assembled a fiock
record- ter working in the pop division. (Decca), Morgan has a likely numup with other candidates after La- ing ‘‘Atlantic Crossing” for London Now containing about 50 different ber in “Faithful.” Number’s melody of Abe Burrows’ items into a
bor Day in time to meet the coun- on a six-months exclusive basis,
vocalists and bands, the Victor list contains several familiar themes clever long-play disk under the
this in- gag title “Abe Burrows Sings?”.
ter-offensive of the administration.
is due to be pared by some eight but that’s no, handicap in
is pleas- Kay Thompson and quartet sriapSeveral other minority groups have
to 10 names which have not proved stance, since overall effect
Morgan’s orch and pily deliver a couple of fine standalso entered the ring but pre-elec- Damone’s Sales Force
to be adequate grosses of late. antly catching.
chorus bounce it saleably. Morgan’s ards, “Was That The Human Thing
tion strength narrows the field
Merc to Increase Crew Move to slice the number of art- vocal
of "Dreamer” is okay on the To Do” and “That Old Feeling,”
down to a close battle between
for Decca. ."Old Man Atom.” voMercury Records, currently do- r ists was indicated recently by com- reverse.
Feinberg and the incumbents.
pany’s artist and repertory chief,
Richard Hayes - Kitty K a l ie n: called by the Sons of the Pioneers
ing its best business in months, has who is
accenting a new policy of "Our Lady Of Fatima”-“Honestly, for Victor, is arresting in a grueadded to its Newark factory crew. waxing fewer and better selected I Love You” (Mercury). "Fatima” some sort of way .Bob Crosby
is a religioso item that’s been stir- has come up with some more solid
Corporation has added pressmen disks.
In losing Kaye and Dorsey* Vic- ring some activity. Number has a dixieland-march tunes in "El Capiand shippers to keep up with detor is shorn of two top bands which timely war lyric and this cut should tal?” and ‘‘Semper Fidelis March”
mand.
Four Tunes have a good
have figured rather prominently help hike acceptance despite the (Coral)
Mercury biz has been upped in the company’s drive to revive departure from the usual pop for- version of “Say When” (Victor)
Miss Kallen team Al. Morgan has a pleasant, but not
Hayes
and
mat.
dance
bands.
Both
Kaye
and
Dorespecially by big disk comeback of
bal- standout, version of “Can Anyone
sey were included in the recent neatly on “Honestly,” a good
Vic Damone, who has a couple of
Irving Field
Carroll’s orch furnishes Explain” (London)
series of albums titled overall with lad. Jimmy
and his trio has another exciting
hits on. his hands;. Damone’s verframework.
the tagline: "Here Come the Dance good
Snooky Lansori: "You Wonder- disk in “Gypsy Festival” and “The
sions of "Vagabond Shoes,” which
Bands Again.”
Victor, however
.Don Cherry
ful You ’’-"Honestly I Love You” Fox Hunt” (Victor)
no other label has released yet alhas about 15 dance bands left in its (London). Although not the- type scores in "Here In My Arms” (Decthough others have cut the song stable, including
Gene
Krupa
and
Martha
is best suited ca)
Tilton
Lanson
has a good
material
of
Columbia president Ted Waller- and “Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” are ac- Frankie Carle, who previously cut for, “Wonderful” gets a firie vocal jock and juke side in “Thinking
stein, accompanied by a group of counting for most of the sales.
for Columbia.
Kay Armen falls
slated for plenty of spins. Larison of You” (Coral).
the diskery’s sales execs, will adbelow her usual excellence in
dress three regional distributor
"Don’t Play With Fire” for Lonmeetings on the company’s sales
Week of flufc 5 don ,. .Harry Geller has an interesting
side in "The Monkey Stagepolicies starting Aug. 14 in San
coach” (Mercury)
Jack Pleis orch
Francisco. Group will complete its
slice of
“Ragamuffin” and ‘‘La
coast-to-coast junket Aug. 22 in At.Capitol
Cole Trio
Valse”
Wayne
Petite
rates
spins
1.
MONA
LISA
(5) (Paramount)
lantic City, following a meeting in
....
Victor Young ... ... .... .Decca
King has a neat side in “Waltz Of
Chicago.
the
Wind”
Cu(Victor).
Xavier
Gordon Jenkins ......... Decca
In all, the group will address 37
2.
BEWITCHED (14)
...
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Columbia

—eight

in Frisco,
15 in Atlantic

distribs

14 in Chicago and
City.
Frisco meeting will be held
Aug. 14-15; Chicago, Aug. 17-18,
and Atlantic City Aug. 21-22.
Accompanying Wallerstein will
be Paul E. Southard, merchandising veepee; Jeff Wilson, general
sales manager, and Ken McAllister,
advertising - promotion
director.
Meetings will discuss general sales
policy arid fall and Christmas pro-

motion plans.

also expected
that Wallerstein will give distributors information on Columbia’s decision to test 45 rpm records and
the diskery’s future policy in the
"battle of the speeds.”
This is the first time Columbia is

meeting with

3.

I

WANNA BE LOVED

(11)

4.

5.

SAM’S SONG

(3)

HOOP-DEE-DOO

(Sam Weiss)
(12) (Morris)

j

•

«

I

(4)

9.9

9

9

9

.

(Cromwell)

\

I

7.

MY FOOLISH HEART
-

\

9.

t

10.

Honor McDowell
Edward McDowell, was honored
here when the $1,800,000 Edward
McDowell Dam was dedicated in
the presence of more than 1,000
persons, including Gov. Sherman
Adams, U.S. Senator Charles W.
Tobey and other dignitaries.
More than 40 years ago, McDowell founded the McDowell

Colony here, which has been a
artists and
haven for composers,
>
t
t

actotfs/

»

.*

*

•

.

'

Kay

.

9

9

9

p

.

Eckstine

Kay

Starr

.

Victor
Capitol

.

.

.

Decca
Columbia
Decca

...
$

.Decca

.

.

.

Billy

.

...

Starr

Jenkins-Weavers
Mitch Miller .•

.

.

.

m-g-m

}

is

(15)

Guy Lombardo

Bing

(Knickerbocker)

.

I

FELL

I

NOLA

(Remick)
9.

(Sam Fox)

...

•

DON’T CARE IF THE SUN DON’T SHINE
IT ISN’T FAIR (1$) (Words-Music)
I

(6)

0

I

I

i

l

l

.

•

«:.•

.

.

9

0

.Decca

.

.

•

Capitol

.

London

,

till

•

Decca

.

.

'

I

9

9

Bros.

.

.

.

•

•

Patti Page

Coral

.

.

/j

• («

Frankie Laine
Ralph Flanagan

I •

M

.

Ames

Bros.

Perry

Como

.

...
.

•

.

,

.

.

Mercury
Victor

.

Mercury

••it ...

.

,

,

.

*

i

i

»

Victor

.Columbia
M-G-M-

...

.,

«

Victor

Capitol
,

,

........

Mercury

•"

•

Frank Sinatra
Frank Petty Trio.
Sammy Kaye

9

..

..... Victor

.

i

Figures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Tap

l

.

.

«

Decca

Decca
.Columbia

Sammy Kaye
j

.......

.

Russ Morgan.
Doris Day..

Tony. Mortin
Les Paul

.

«

Gary Crosby':

Damone ......
Hugo Winterhalter.

#

(Famous)

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (Church)
AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE (Jefferson)
RAIN (Miller)
ROSES (6) (Hill-Range) ......
STARS ARE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN (Pickwick)
I CROSS MY FINGERS (United)
.

&

Ames

....
I

DIDN’T SLIP,

WASN’T PUSHED,
VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)
COUNT EVERT STAR (Paxton)
LA\ VIE EN ROSE (Harms)

I

My

Love”

(Columbia)

.

.

On

.

,

*

Muggsy Spanier’s Dixieland Band, “Feather Brain” (MerLouis Jordan’s Tympany
cury)

ligious, ^tc.;
.

Five. “I Want A Roof Over My
Head” (Decca)
Smokey Rogers,
Rex
“The Texas Song” (Coral)
Allen, “Foggy River” (Mercury)
.

.

.

.

.

Hank Garland, “Guitar
(Decca)
Toby Dowdy,

Shuffle”
“Steppin’
Progressive
Out” (Mercury)
Four, “When The Saints Come
Marching In(’ (Mercury).
.

.

.

.

Boze’s Vauders

(Berlin)

SENTIMENTAL ME

good

plenty

sa\me label, Toni Harper delivers
cutely on “The Dish Rag”. .Jerry
Byrd’s steel guitar and the Harjmonicats make listenable sounds
out of “At Sundown” (Mercury).
Standout folk, western, jazz, re-

Second Croup
SIMPLE MELODY

“All

gat’s rendition of

.

.

.

Jenkins-Weavers
(Ant oil Karas ...

.

Peterborough, N. H., Aug. 8.
The memory of the composer,

.

.

.

.

.

j

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (3) (Acuff-Rose)
GOODNIGHT IRENE (1) (Cromwell)
THIRD MAN THEME (19) (Chappell)

.

<

Gordon Jenkins.

(17) (Santly-Joy)

•

.9

8,

.

....

1

)

nationwide dis-

its

S\iyder

Bing & Gary Crosby*
I
Como. ......
V Perry
\

TZENA, TZENA, TZENA

1

It’s

tributing reps on a regional basis.
Formerly, the diskery would hold
either; one meet for all reps, or
Would hold regional meetings over
a period of months! Present Series
covers nationwide distrib setup in
a matter of eight days.

f
)

J

........... Tower
Decca
Andrews Sis- J enkins
M-G-M
Billy Eckstine
Capitol
Joe. “Fingers” Carr

} Bill

(Supreme)

.

.

|

.

.

.

•

(Chappell)

.

•

i

i

way east
began
working
its
from the Coast July 15’ via a string
of one-niters, is set to go into the
Earle, Philadelphia, for a week be-

ginning Aug. 25. Appearing with
Boze at the Earle will be The
Ravens, who also go with him to
the Howard, Washington, for a
week starting Sept. 1, apd the
Apollo, N. Y.» week beginning
Sept. 21,
On his

current

of one-

string

BOze is traveling as a
package with songstress Dinah
Washington.

niters

Victor

Coral

i«i .Victor

10.3

newlywhich

Calvin
orqh,
Boze’s
f brined
seven-man crew

Roland Drayer
four-week

stay

band opens
at

^a

Showland,

Mary

Dallas nite spot, Aug. 29.
Carroll, now singing solo at the
spot, will join band as featured
vocalist.

'

.
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‘Rag Mop’ Thcfted, Int’I
Charges in N. Y. Suit
“Bag Mop” was

On Paper as
Music publishers are facing the^
prospect of
rapidly-approaching
paper quotas and raised, prices on
Current
their sheet music stock.

Mills Set

Quotas

1

BHI

Pluggii; Tine

lifted

from

its

unpublished tune, “Get That Mop,”
International Music charged in an
infringement suit brought in N.Y.
federal court last week. Named as
defendants are. Bob 'Wills Music
Co., Hill & Bafte, Inc., RCA Victor, Capitol Records, Decca, Coral,
Columbia, London Gramophone,
Mercury, Regal and Bullet:
“Get That Mop,” according to the
complaint, was authored in 1946
by Henry “Red” Allen and alleged-*
ly precedes “Rag Mop,” published
Hill & Range. Nine platter firms
are defendants by virtue of recording •‘Mop.”
Action also asks an

Hollywood, Aug.

NBC, CBS and
Philly

By ASCAP

i

,

•

mum

No.

8.

television

are

trust "fund,

one contract will find

firmly

standing
against the American Federation of
Musicians’ royalty plan for allowing video pix to be accompanied by
music soundtrack. However, no decisions have been made by webs a$
to whethet or not they will refuse
to play any films; made with the
use of a Federation contract.
The union has two distinct contracts covering the use of music on
film.
Though both pacts call for
the producer to be responsible for
the collection of the five percent of
a station ’s Class A rate card, which
is to be turned over to a union

Symph, Local 77

has thrown
international Crisis
Writers
the entire paper industry into
A Broadcast Music, Inc. pubchaos, and the paper mills last
Philadelphia, Aug, .8*
week imposed quotas, and raised lisher is Plugging, a tune written
The Philadelphia Orchestra Assn,
by two writers belonging to the
prices on most grades.
and Local, 77; American Federation
Price rise and quotas are at the American Society of Composers,
of Musicians,* have inked a contract
jobbers’ level this week, and won’t Authors and Publishers, Unusual
for* two- years, with a minimum
situation
occurred
last
week
when
In
the
printing,
industry
felt
salary
of $120 per week for the
be
Goday Music, a BMI firm, bought
Deal covers a minitill the latter part of this week,
musicians;
injunction, damages and accountrights
to
Still
“I
Miss
You,”
written
period of 31 weeks, with
The music industry will be forced
ing of profits.
in
1940
by
Lew
Quadling
and
Jack
provisions for an additional week
to pay higher prices for, its sheet
Elliot before the two were ASCAP
at the end of the season.
music shortly, though.
members.
will
publishers
Sick benefits call for payment
Whether music
Song at that time was bought by
of full salary for four weeks during
feel a shortage, however, will be Campbell Music, another
BMI
firm,
one season. After four years .of
unanswerable for at least six but nothing was done with it.
service, members accrue additional
Paper industry circles Campbell turned it over to Goday
months.
sick benefits at the rate of One
is
imposition
of
quotas
that
feel
last week, and latter is making it
week salary for each year of serva result of “Scare buying” by its plug tune. BMI performance
ice.
The agreement stipulates a
paper Users, notably printers. If collections on the song will go to
maximum of 120 concerts a season
this is true, then- printers should Goday, with authors getting some
under the regular salary scale.
have adequate supplies for at least of the performance coin through
Terms covering additional conBeyond that time is the publisher.
six months.
certs, broadcasts, telecasts and rer
impossible to predict—-supply will
cordiiigs were also agreed upon.
international
depend on how the
Solid advance sale for Decca’s
It’s likely,
situation turns out.
initial catalog of 33 disks in the 45
though, that some printers who
rpm speed is spurring the diskery
have refrained from buying may
to enlarge its new line as rapidly
be caught short.
as possible.
On basis of retailer
came suddenly last*
Quotas
reaction, company is prep ping reweek. International Paper, one of
lease
78 rpm sellers by
best
of the
1
the largest paper producers, anthe company’s top artists over the
nounced that there would be no
Popular compositions still hold past , couple of ydars on 45 rpm
new deliveries until April of next
announced price the lead in preferred music among disks.
also
year.
It
Frank Walker, head of M-G-M
Decca execs are gearing for a Records, has renewed his contract
on most stocks, effective all types of workers, according to
rises
even for undelivered orders placed a four-year survey of some 35,000 new market opened by its entry with Loew’s, Inc., parent firm of
whitecollarites and factory work- into the 45 rpm field.
Initial de\veeks ago.
"period of years.”
ers made by Muzak Corp.
How- mand indicates that a whole sector the diskery, for a
Talk was that Walker would exit
There is one heartening aspect ever, office labor has shown a
are
of consumers
only equipped
the firm, and the renewal is into the situation for publishers.
.greater interest in semi-classical, with 45 rpm players, as TV attach-terpreted-as-meahing^-Loe w’s will
Sheet music is printed on a plain classical and waltz music than have ments, which Decca intends
to
stock, a fairly cheap grade of factory hands, who in turn
have service with previous releases by, continue strong financial support
ample
in
generally
paper Which is
indicated a stronger interest in Bing Crosby, Guy Lombardo, the of its disk subsid.
This type of stock will polkas and Hawaiian
Walker would not divulge the
supply.
music than Andrews" Sisters, Gordon Jenkins
exact length of the new contract.
probably be one of the last .to be have those with desk jobs. Prefer- and others.
With
sales
counter
But it will ence tabulations for 1949, the last already underway this week,
He said no personnel changes
hit by a shortage,
Decca
undergo any price rise imposed on completed year of the study, re- has already racked up an advance would be effected. He has been
paper.
vealed an increase in this basic dif- 45 rpm sale of 3(1,000 for Crosby’s with the company since its incepference in musical tastes.
“La Vie En Rose” and 31,000 for tion five years ago.
Muzak is still conducting the Jenkins’ “Goodnight, Irene.”
poll, which, when finished within
In conjunction with its 45 rpm
a year or two, will have taken into disks, Decca will also distribute
account the tastes of about 50^)00 players for the new speed. Comworkers from typical factory and petitively priced, at the same level
business offices.
Tabulations are as Victor, Decca instruments will
Major diskeries are rushing
broken down into age, sex, region- include a simple player plug-in atal,
educational and occupational tachment, a player with self-en- pressing of their respective verdivisions, In conducting the survey closed amplifier
and a radio-player sions of a song celled “Cincinnati
Muzak is concerned with spotting combination. RCA will likely, man- Dancing Pig” as a result of pursignificant trends in musical tastes ufacture the new instruments for chase of the song by Red Foley’s
over a five-year period, and is not Decca.
Old Hickory Music Co. from Avon
particularly interested in yearly
“Music, Nashville firm.
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
changes in likes and dislikes.
Record companies are all in reAs result of the click of Jerry
The preferences noted on the
ceipt of a request from 'Avon to
observe a Sept. 20 release date on
Gray’s band at the Palladium, Hol- questionnaires pertain solely to the
the tune. Diskeries aren’t certain
lywood, terpery’s general manager instrumental music itself, since the
music piped by Muzak into offices
whether the request came after
Earle Vollmer will make a pitch to
and
factories
is almost exclusively
Foley took over the song, but such
Gordon Jenkins, Axel Stordahl,
without vocals.
Also tunes are
a request, especially one for a time
Paul Weston and Frank DeVol to
played anonymously, with no perother than the beginning or midform bands and essay dates at the
former
credits given.
dle of the month, is regarded by
Palladium on flat 50-50 basis. Each
Capitol
net
Records
suffered
a
them with suspicion. Afraid that
than
here
is probably better known
loss, after taxes, for 1950’s first six one diskery will jump the gun on
many eastern band leaders through
months of $64,823. Corresponding release date, all have prepared inirecords, radio shows and each lives A.
period of 1949 showed a loss of tial pressings far in advance and
here.
$246,717.
Accounting for the re- have also set their publicity and
Weston and DeVol have airers
duction in deficit was a sales rise advertising.
and their si demen would be preFoley has recorded the tune for
the
exited
Week
Art Valando last
of more than $350,000 over the
vented from job doubling under post * of Coast manager of Laurel
first six months of last year.
Disk Decca, and the same diskery is reLocal 47 rules designed to
and Valando Music, his brother sales for the first hair of this year ported preparing five other records
spread work, but batoneers them- Tommy’s two publishing firms. Art
of the song, a rhythm number.
totalled $5»48$,990.
selves
are unaffected, and it’s
Meanwhile, at least two other .diskValando has bought into Frank
Rise in sales and consequent deknown DeVol at least has been con- Sinatra’s Barton Music, and will
eries have recorded it, and say
sidering forming second band to move into a post at Barton, prob- cline in losses deads Capitol toppers they are ready should any one of
handle such dates. Vollmer ’s the- ably as professional manager. He to believe they are in for a banner them try to jump the gun on reory is names of these four are will continue to operate on the year. Despite the loss in the first lease.
six months of last year, the comstrong enough to give solid busi- Coast.
pany showed a profit for the enness.
He has befen replaced by Laurel’s tire
year’s operations. With a good
Gray’s first two weeks drew 16,- Chi manager, Benny Miller, who
Reardon-Schweikert
fall
$eason and Christmas ap351 and 14,513 admissions respec- flew to the Coast Sunday and took
proaching,
Capitol toppers expect
Settle Publisher Suit
tively,
the greatest consecutive over the office Monday (7). SucSongwriters. Frank Reardon and
two-week business since crest of ceeding. Miller temporally in Chi- to come out well in the black.
Meanwhile, Capitol prexy Glenn Ernest G. Schweikert discontinued
boom in midwartime.
cago is Saxy Dowell, freelance disk
promoter, who will continue his E. Wallichs announced that Marie and settled their N. Y. Supreme
Wallace
De Sylvia, widow of B. G. court suit against the Theodore
other activities in addition to handling Laurel.
Dowell may take (Buddy) pe Sylva, will succeed him Presser Co. this week when the
Feist Charges Piracy
on the board of directors.
De publisher-defendant agreed to reover the post permanently.
Art Valando has been with the Sylva, one of the founders of the. lease the plaintiffs from a five-year
Charging that 17 of its copydiskery
and
once
board
chairman,
Leo
pirated,
two
firms
Laurel
was
founded
since
contract.
Tunesmiths wrote four
were
righted tunes
Feist filed suit in N. Y. federal in 1947. At that time, both he and held a large block of stock in the numbers for Presser, then brought
court last week against Terminal Tommy V alando were working for* company.
an action to break the pact.
Musical Supply, Inc., Musical In- Santly-Joy, Tommy as professional
Under a June, 1949, agreement;
Sets Bob Hayities
and manager and Art as L. A. contactInc.,
strument
Exchange,
Reardon and Schweikert were tied
Vocalist Bob Hayines, brother of to Presser for a five-year stretch
Kelly-Goodmari, operators of the man, When Tommy exited SantlyTimes Sq. Music Publishing Co. Joy to start Laurel, Art Went with Dick Haymes, has been signed by plus options for another five years,
General Artists Corp.
AH three defendants, doing busi- him as Coast manager.
riters attempted to have the deal
ness in N. Y., allegedly used the
set aside when the pub allegedly
tunes without consent in three of
failed to exploit their tunes properLonghair*
their publications.
of the
ly due to inadequate facilities.
San Antonio, Aug. 8.
Terms of the amicabld settle“Black's Correct Course to 100
Retail Disk Best Seller
Soloists for the San Antonio
ment call for Presser to retain
Standards,” as well as two other
“Mona
Lisa”
“Strange Feeling,” “April Fool,”
folios, the action claims, wrong- Symphony Orchestra 1950-51 'seaRetail Sheet Best Seller
Rudolph Firkusny,
“She” and “This Is Heaven to Me.”
fully contain Feist’s “China Boy,” son will be
“Mona
Lisa”
Yehudi
Menuhin,
Artur
Rubinstein,
In the course of the legal sparring,
Blue
“My Blue Heaven,” “Alice
“Most Requested” Disk
Reardon and Schweikert sought an
Clown,” “Five Foot Two, Eyes of Kirsten Flagstad, Gregor Piatigor“Mona Lisa”
injunction
to ^ restrain
Presser
Blue,”
Don’t Know Why,” sky, with Leopold Stokowski and
“I
from interfering with their activiSeller on Coin Machines
“Sleepy Time Gal” “Sunday” and Eugene Ormandy listed as guest
“Mona Lisd”
ties.
Both are now under contract
“That Old Feeling" among others, conductors. Max Reiter is ConducAn injunction; damages and an ac- tor and this will mark his 12th
to Mills Music under an exclusive
Best British Seller!
counting of the profits are so#fftt/0

ABC

networks

.

the sponsor laying out this coin
and the other, the station or network putting up the money.
The networks object to both
these plans,
Initially they disapprove of paying coin to the Federation on this basis.
Because of
this webs are resisting the \ plan
even when the sponsor is the one
putting up the additional five percent.
Nets feel the allowance of
this system displays tacit approval
of the plan and therefore may
stem their chances^of enacting another way of taking care of the
musicians making the soundtrack.
None of the three Webs, however, would come out with a blanket “no” when asked if they would
allow beaming of pix made under

Preference

James

the

C.

Petrillo

contract.

NBC

toppers pointedly evaded the
question by stating they couldn’t
actually answer the question as they
.

have never been asked to televise
a film made under the royalty plan.
ABC’s Frank*Samuels wired N. Y.
headquarters for the network’s
stand on the issue but has not even
received an answer.
CBS V meanwhile, has accepted
the Gene Autry tele-pix which are
sponsored by Wrigley with the gum
firm paying the five percent. Deal
was-made with Petrillo by Les Atlass, veepee of CBS’s central division. J. L, Volkenburg, veepee in
charge of CBS’s net sales, stated
that web has no policy even though

|

1

.

FOLEY SONG’S REEASE

has accepted this series.
Further evidence that networks
are not in accord with Petrillo’s
payment plan is Seen through not?
ing~ of continual meetings among
the webs, advertising agencies and
the Federation in the east. Webs
and agencies are still working on a
plan of their own which they are
dickering for with Petrillo.
it

:

AFM

•

*

GAC

W

San AntoneV

Tops

Tops

.

,

<

.

Traveling units which belong to
the American Federation of Musicians but are “acts” rather than
musical units will

from the

AFM

now be exempt

rule which requires
operators to pay a 10% surcharge
on all traveling units. They will
continue to say local taxes wherever such taxes exist.
Decision to exempt the “musical
acts,”

announced

this

week by

AFM

president James C. petrillo, follows a lengthy dispute between the
musicians’ union and the American
Guild of Variety Artists over what
constitutes an “act” as differentiated from a band or musical unit.
AGV A claimed the 1 6 %. surcharge
was unfairly imposed on groups
Which were more in the nature of
acts than musical groups.
Tax is imposed on employers as
a “penalty” for hiring out-of-town
groups. It has been in effect for
the past 4 30 years. Under the new
ruling, only orchestras will require
payment of the tax, If a musical
act

is

booked into a room which

has an orchestra, the surcharge will
hot be applied. If, however, there
is no orchestra in the room, then
the 10% will be charged to the
room.
Some locals levy taxes on traveling units entering their territory*
These, ranging from 1 to 2%, will
continue, to be applied to all units.
Lifting of the tax will particularly affect acts which hold dual
membership in AFM and AGV A.
It’s mostly these acts to whom the
classification of “musical act” will
apply.* 'AGV A’ has no. surcharge

,
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HELEN
.
TRAUBEL I
NOW RECORDS
'

,yww0?'''

m

lNI'USIVlil.Y

FOR

RCA Victor
The

tradition of the great

American sopranos

is

a

— Nordica from Maine, Sanderson
from California, Farrar from Massachusetts — and now,

long and honorable one

Traubel from Missouri. Butmever has there been a diva
so thoroughly American in taste and training as the
Great Helen. She learned everything here . . everything
from her love for baseball and hot dogs to her
.

matchless artistry.

Reams

of superlatives have been written about

her. Critics

have

called her voice the world’s finest.

The result is there is never an unsold ticket
when Helen Traubel sing6. Her records
are among the top sellers in the
classical field.

We

are

proud and

,

happy to welcome Helen
Traubel hack to the RCA
Victor

Red

Seal label.
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Col Goes

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

promotional campaign for the 45’s
representing over $2,000,000 in
consistent plugging for the new
speed, has, however, stirred a demand for the disks for which
Columbia is now forced to bid.
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Artist, Label, Title

(Capitol)
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—1010

2

5

3

3

4

6

“I

5

2

6
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“Play A Simple Melody”—27112
G. JENKINS-WEAVERS (Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—27077
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885

7

3

4

“Sam's Song”—27112 v .... ....
G. JENKINS-WE AVERS (Decca)
“Goodnight Irene”— 27077. ....
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)

6

1

i

Wanna Be Loved”—10716.
GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
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8
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cent announcement that it was entering the 45 rpm field. Columbia
had been making a strong pitch
for Decca to make 33 rpm pops
and handle the automatic player,
but the latter company straddled
the fence until the demand for 45
rpm disks became potent enough
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24

push Decca into "Victor's camp.
Decca ’s switch to 45 ’V meant that
Col would have to come in sooner

4
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or later. As
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Wanna Be Loved”—27007

“Third

7
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(London)
Theme”—536 ...
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KAY STARR
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Columbia’s move into 45 rpm at
establishes the overall sitUa*
tion in the disk market which Victor hoped to set up when it adopted
the 33 rpm system. At that time
Victor was aiming at a setup in
which 45’s would be the standard
for the pop market while the 33’s
would prevail in the longhair field;
last
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“Hoop-Dee-Doo”—980
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Columbia,

FRANK SINATRA

13B

*

L4A
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(Columbia)
“Goodnight Irene”— 38892

•

•

PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
.......
“Mambo”—20-3782B

MEL TORME
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PERRY COMO (Victor)
“I Cross My Fingers”-—20-3846
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)
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“Count Every Star”

—20-3697B
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“No Other Love”— 1053

JO STAFFORD
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RUSS MORGAN
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Broadway Cast

HARMONY

Columbia
Ci98
CL6106

MM850
ML4180

DIXIE BY

TIME

DORSEY

The Chordettes

Jimmy Dorsey

Hollywood Cast

Columbia

Columbia

M-G-M

CL6111
C201

CL6095

Oay

H. Jamet-D.

Columbia

E-509

-

I

5

4

3

2

YOUNG MAN WITH ANNIE GET YOUR
A HORN
GUN

SOUTH PACIFIC

“CAN ANYONE

in three weeks.

7

'

ALBUMS

Leeds Music topper, who manages
the triov is due back in New York

(Decca)

Me”—24904.
1

FIVE TOP

week accompany

last

led the Andrews Sisters to the
Coast for t heir Fairmont hotel
opening yesterday (Tues.)
The

(Capitol)

CONNIE HAINES
16E

His Latest Release t

pops to buck the Victor’s 45’s.
Current Columbia move was dietated by dealer demand for a uniform, layout with which to service
customers who have, in many cases,
been finding the multiplicity of
speeds too difficult to handle.

BILL SNYDER

(Tower)
“Bewitched”— 1473

however, refused to
its 33 policy, and
a seven-inch 33 disk for

compromise on

10

.

(Capitol)

—1000

“Bewitched”

* «

.

•

14B 17

16A 20

IN SHOW BUSINESS

a

.

.

Columbia’s move

it is,

dicted.

18

4

V'

v.

ANTON KARAS
12

lumbia execs.
Handwriting on the wall for
Columbia was seen in Decca ’s re-

was sooner than most execs pre-

.

“I

106

1

(Decca)

“My Foolish Heart”— 24830 till
HAYMES-A. SHAW (Decca)

•

S

to
.

“Count Every Star”—27042.
ANDREWS SIS.-JENKINS (Decca)

11

T

CO

D.
10

N

;S

matically all size 33 rpm disks,
from 12-inchefs to seven-inchers,
as part of the company’s all-out
pitch for its own system. It’s understood Columbia has about 70,f 00(FYnachines on hand or on order
at a cost of $13, which comes to a
$1,000,000 investment, What impact
the switch to 45’s will have on
sales of those machines is one of
the chief current worries of Co~

a-

•

18

•

4

1

(Capitol)

“Bonapartes Retreat”— 936
TONY MARTIN (Victor) y
“La Vie En Rose”—20-3819

GORDON JENKINS
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hard for Columbia to swallow in
view of the 33 rpm record changers
which it is distributing. New machine Was designed to play auto-
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers , based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-
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Continued from page 41
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Disk Best Sellers by Companies

EXPLAIN?
(No, No, No!)"
with 4
Victor

Hitt

And

A

Mitt and

(

Based on Points Earned)

Records

Label
Decca

.

Capitol
Victor

*

M-G-M

i

No. of

No. of
8
5
4

Columbia

London

156

..... ...

. .

.

..

2
.......... 1

,

.

Coral

47

Tower ......

'39

1

Records

Label

Points
253

......

.

.

......

.*

.

Points
34

l

11

<V**H OH

!

7
7

1
1

Copyright 1950 by Hill

Young and Hit Orchotfra

All

Ranga Song*,

<L

rights

lne.,

N. Y.

reserved

merging with Patti Page for Ra-

coupled with

“IF

I

HAD A

MAGIC CARPET”

New York

I

Claire
sides for

Sonny Burke

Hogan last week cut four
London and taped a guest

appearance on the Ralph Flanagan
Chesterfield air show. She opens at
the Flame Club, Detroit, Aug. 18
for two weeks, following'some onenighters.

with Orchottra directed by

i

...

Larry Shayne,

:

!

i

:

78 rpm and 45 rpm

Decea 27161 and
Decca *9-27161
^Indicates

Price

45 RPM Version

75c (plus tax)

Fa-,

Chicago

rhahager, back
to the Coast after two weeks vaBilly
cation in New York. 7 .
Eckstine cut eight sides for M-G-M
before leaving for his concert tour
with George Shearing. . . . Saul

Bartell,
in New

WOKY,
York

dixieland nitery,
debuts Aug, 18 with Max Miller
Bill Snyder orch
quartet.
pacted for Wald Lake Casino, Wald
Lake, Mich. Aug. 23 for five days.

R E C

R D S

.

Snyder

after two.

.

.

.

slated for

is

.

,

,

.

,

McCoy

People’s Records. He runs
a kid show on the air.
, . Larri
Maddi named musical director of
Crown Records.
Larry Darnell
appearing at Lyric theatre, Lexington, Ky., this week, moving to
Louisville for three-day date at the
National, ,
Don Simpson, longtime bass sidem an with Gene
Krupa orch, leaves tq join the
Army next week. , » . Sonny Dun-

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Benny Dunn

GIVE

.

.

.

.

to

.

.

ME
HAND

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1

41 9 Broadway, N. V. 1?

.

Wallick hotel, Columbus, starting

Aug.

7..

.

.

.

George Towne band

to

Coney

Island, Cincinnati, Aug. 25
Russ Carlyle
hour-long tor one week. .
orch
to
Delavan Gardens, Delavan,
(11:30 p.m.-12:30 a m.) across the
boards dee jay show over WCFL Wis. for three weeks, Aug. 28. ,
Show, is aired from Ray Anthony signed for Peabody
last week.
downtown restaurant.
Leo hotel, Memphis, for two weeks,
Pieper to Melody Mill Aug. 4 for Aug. 21.
Nellie Lutcher
six weeks.
.
slated for Rossoniah hotel, Denver,
Hollywood
for eight days Aug. 23, following
for ten days at Horseshoe Club,
Count Basie, at the Oasis at $1,Rock Island, 111., Sept. 1.
Ex- 500 per frame plus a 50-50 slice of
ham opens Bit Sunny b/bok ball- Jimmy Dorsey thrush, Claire Ho- the door take, will be followed by
room, Pottstown, Pa., Aug, 19, . . . gan, to The Flame, Detroit, Aug. Errol Garner Aug. 18 at $1,000 and
Don Cornell opening at Chubby’s, 18 for one week.
Frankie Laine a 50-50 deal on the take.
Camden, N. J., this week, follow-, pacted for Studio Lounge, Galves- Miguelito Valdes band opens Aug.
ing with two-week stand at Bill' ton, Aug. 8 for two weeks, then
(Continued on page 48)

to cut a platter for

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

.

Peony Park, Omaha, for
six days Aug. 15.
Peewefe Hunt
booked
for
a month at DeschlerPeony Park

for six days Aug. 29, then to Edgewater Beach for seven weeks
Vet nitery entertainer,
Sept. 7.

Jerry

Milwaukee, prexy,

.

.

,

.

Apex Club, new

Young

.

DECCA

.

mous Music’s Coast

Bourne back at his desk
month tour of Europe.

three

at Triton, Rochester, N. Y.,
Elliot Lawrence Orch
Sept. 4, .
.
opens at Pleasure Pier, Galveston,
Aug. 18, following at Circle theatre, Indianapolis, and return booking at Coney Island, Cincinnati.

.

.

Available on

and

Pittsburgh,

Green’s,

weeks

dio City theatre, Minneapolis, for
one week Aug. 25 and Riverside
Milwaukee, for one week
Helen Forrest to Don
Carlos Casino, Winnipeg, Can.,
Aug.. 18 for one week.
Jimmy
Palmer orch to Army bases, San
Antonio, for one week Aug. 18.
chirper Nancy' Evans has left
Wayne King orch and will freelance.
Elliot Lawrence pencilled into Galveston Pier, Galveston, Aug. 18. for two weeks.
Hal McIntyre band pegged for
Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, Aug.
24 for one month. ... Clyde
theatre,
Sept. 1.

debuted

.

.

.

j

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

YOU

,

.

.

,

.

.

'

.

.

WONOEMUl
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» • « «
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.

.

.

.

.
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RUSS CASK and Choir
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TED WEEMS ORCII

(13)

With Bonnie Ann Shaw* Russ Carter

ng System

Music Biz

Band Reviews

UsmS

tosses in a tap terp that shows versatility unusual for band songstress.
Carter holds, forth in the

Muehlebach Hotel, K, C.

baritone range, being oke on tunes
Ted Weems lias played the Ter- of the "‘It Isn’t Fair” and “Heartaches” variety.
Two youngsters
race Grill of the Muehlebach a team
frequently for vocal duos on
number of times, but much was numbers such as “Hoop Dee Doo”
made of this appearance since it and “Dearie.”
marks the 25th anniversary of his
In the novelty department Weems
date here—one that was
first
calls on Glen West, guitarist, who
booked in person by J ules Stein works out vocally
on “Stamin the early days of his agenting.
“Huggin’ arid Chalkin’ ”
Crew which Weems currently merin’,”
and the like, and Lee Howe, of the
beads follows pretty well the pat- /.trumpet; section, for scat
singing.
tern he has set over the years, one This
lineup
makes
unusually
that is long on dahceable rhythms strong show, which
Weems
is preshare
enterr
of
and carries a fair
senting twice nightly.
tainment in addition.
With the Weems crew, Grill is
Instrumentation basically is a having some,
of its better biz of
4-4-4 setup, but varies with an
the season.
Following date here
electric guitar as the fourth memWeems
works
eastward for
ber of the rhythm section (piano, Virginia Beach, television date at
date in
string bass and drums), and a
New
York, session of Mercury retrombone teamed with the three cordings, before going
into
the
trumpets in the brass section. Edgewater
Beach hotel, Chi, Sept.
Weems attempts no particular

Week

ss=ll

Continued from page 1

small publisher alike and carrying
along virtually every type of number from novelties to the standSmaller pubs are sharing
ards,
the gravy with the major firms.
All of which is leading trade execs
to believe this is no artificially
created boom.

|

of July 28-Aug. 3

Richard Himber's new development in logging broadcast performances lists tunes in the survey based on four major network schedules
They arc compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental |
2 points for sustaining vocals 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal in all three
territories counts 12. Addded to these, totals is the listener ratings of
coinmercial shows The two groups of songs are alphabetically listed.
.

Group

First

Disk Upbeat

Songs

Publishers

Parallel situation is occurring in
All My Love . • » » •
. -» * ... . •>*
, » » ... • >
• • • • • • • • • •
Mills
the disk industry. With full stabili.Bewitched .'•»»»••*•»•»•• . . ».» ......... ... . . . » . .... . . . ... , Chappell
zation of the speed situation, a
.
.0 est. Si Bon ... *
.
•
r
•
* . * . ..... . ...
4
Leeds
marked improvement in the retailer Count Every Star
, ...
... . .
Paxton
inventory setup and a flock of
Darn
It Baby That’s Love—* “Tickets Please”. . . . ... ........ .Chappell
solid tunes upcoming, platter comDown the Lane
v
v.
BDJI
panies find themselves in the most
Gone Fishm
^
. .... ... , .
Jt'eist*
favorable position since the War.
Home
Cookin’—
-1 “Fancy Pants”
... ... . . . . . . ... . .
. . , . . . .... .Famous
Among the most hopeful symp- Hoop Dee '^Xoo ,» »•»».,
...., 4 '...... ........... .'IMLorris
toms has been the terrific response I Cross My Fingers ... ...
..................... ..... .United
by retailers to the swap-in plans X Didn’t
Know
Time
What
It Was .... . ........ ... ...... .Chappell
inaugurated by RCA Victor, Lon- I Didn’t Slip,
I Wasn’t Pushed, I Fell . . . . . . . ... ,
. . . . . .
Remicfc
don and Mercury. Dumping large I Don’t Care If the Sun
Don’t Shine
.
.
Famous
stocks Of unsaleable .shellacs via
If I Had a Magic Carpet
......
;
.. . . . . . .Shapiro-B
the exchanges, retailers are now
./'. ,
If You Were Only Mine ......
...... Robbins
in a liquid state and can be exI’ll Always Love You— 1 “My Friend Irma Goes West” ........ Famous
pected to. be more receptive to the
I Love the Guy
»> ...
.
.
... .Shapiro
...
Quin ...
distribs. This will be especially
X Still Get a Thrill ; ...... . . . . . , . ... »
*..» « •
.
lYords-lVIusic
true if the disk companies hew
I Wanna Be Loved ...
....Supreme
ART HODES
to their stated intention of press(6)
X<a Vie En Ilose'
•« ......
......
• .
...
...
Hariris
Rupneck’s, Chic^ro
ing less, but better, records in the
Let’s Choo Choo to Idaho— 1 “Duchess of Idaho”, ..... . . ... ... .Robbins
Art Hodes’ group comes as the fall season.
Mambo Jambo
... . ...
• .. «... ...... Peer
newest addition to an already heavy
With the exchange plans coming Mona Lisa— t“Capt. Carey, USA”
. ... .... .Paramount
array of dixieland bands in this to a close, Victor is starting a speFoolish Heart— 1 “My Foolish Heart”
My
... ... ......
Santly
area. Yet the unit differs from most; cial promotional push for its pop
No Other Love .......
.
< » . . . .......... . « ......
Disney
of the current crop with a surefire releases, Company has assembled
Play
a
Simple
Melody
. . i
.
. . .... ...
.
. <>.
.
Berlin
combination of traditional dixie- a package of 13 disks, pressed over
, .
.
Sam eiss
. , . . . , . . . .
land, fine musicianship, and: some the past two months, which it feels Sam s Song . ,
Sometime
». ..
<
.. ,, . ...
,,
.... .... ...
,. . «. .. Wit mark
high-spirited sidemen. As such, the
have been overlooked during Third Man Theme— 1 “Third Man” ...
.
...
. .
........ .Chappell
combo stacks up as a cinch to may s>vap-in
procedure. Package You
Wonderful You-— 1 “Summer Stock” . . . ..... .... . . .... . .Miller
share a large portion of the two- .the
Will include such disks as Tony
beat trade.
Crew is well-balanced, com- Martin’s “La Vie En Rose,” Perry
Second Group
prised partly of old hands and Como’s “I Cross My Fingers” and
Little Bit Independent ....
. ;
... ......
.BVC
.
*
Fran Warren’s “I Love The Guy,” A-Razz-A-Ma-Tazz ... ; . ...
(Continued on page 49)
Robbins
. .
all of which Victor is aiming to
Daddy’s Little Boy .... ...
.... . ....... . .
.
. ... .Beacon
drive up higher on the hit lists.
Give a Broken Heart a Chance to Cry. . k . . , , . . . ..... ....... Porgie
London and Mercury are also Golden Sails ............
Goday
.
.
girding for heavy activity .Current- I Hadn’t Anyone Till You .....
.
. . . . .... . ... . . . .
. ...... ABC
•

.

.
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•

•

•
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.
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.
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.

•

flourishes with this lineup, but concentrates on modern, melodic muespecially designed for the
sic
dancers. As to be expected from
a vet of the Weems Calibre, book
is filled with time-proven faves as
well as the current pops, and he
mixes in a bit of Dixie and a Latin
rhythm in suitable variety.

In the vocal department Weems
especially well equipped With
pair of capable youngsters;, Bonnie Ann Shaw and Russ Carter.
The Shaw gal handles ballads
capably, and in addition turns out
a first rate whistle on Occasion,
filling the niche long filled by Elmo
Tanner,
At floorshow time she
is

.
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Mercury is turning over more I’ll Build a Dream House
..............
business than at any time since I Never Had a Worry In the World .
;. >
“Mule Train” It Isn’t Fair ....
Laine’s
Frankie
...
.*..... ....
broke wide open. Both Mercury Lonesomest Whistle ........
ly,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and London, moreover, have

My

next week.

Of All Things
Our Very Own
Picnic Song

solidly established their longhair lines
via the exchange plans which end

Decca

is

the vanguard Roses ....

in

still

Destiny

of the industry, with two click
records, Bing and Gary Crosby’s
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

....

:

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

i

.

.

.

...

...

.

...

.

.

1

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

Campbell

.

....

.

.

— “Duchess of Idaho”
— “Our Very Own”
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Spitzer

1

;

.

.

...

BMI

.

&

Words

Music
Dorsey
............ Disney
Robbins
.

.

Chappell

.

&

Hill

*...

Say When

Range

Duchess

Sentimental Me
Knickerbocker
“Play A Simple Melody” and Gor- Stay With the Happy People *“Peep Show” .....
Morris
...
don Jenkins’ “Goodnight, Irene,” Tonight
............. Miller
carrying the rest of the company's Tzena Tzena Tzena
rv .Cromwell
current releases over the counter.
Other diskery execs have also t Fihnusical. * Legit Musical.
found that having one or two
smash records gives a tremendous
calist. ... Carmela Maccarone.
lift to sales figures of the lesser
who sang with Lee Kelton’s band
disks. Decca, meantime, is prepon WJAS under name of Carol
ping for the 45 rpm business and
the
Dayton, sang her own song, “You
is currently working three shifts
Continued from page 46
Told Me,” on “Song for Sale” last
in its pressing plants.
week over CBS-TV and
netColumbia Records is also gear- 22 at the Commercial hotel, Elko, works.
Ben Roden’s orch opens
ing for increased business this fall. Nev,, getting a flat $2,750 per two-week engagement Aug, 9
at
Revamping of the pop division, frame. ... Ferde Grofe skied to Delavan Gardens, Wis. ... Three
with Paul Weston as director of London to baton the London Riffs, who opened Monte Carlo
Coast Operations, under Mitch Symph arrangement of his “Atlan- year ago, come back there for a
Miller, and the snaring of Sammy tic Grossing” for the London label. week on Friday (11). They’ve been
Bill Pannell band returned to playing
Kaye from Victor are expected to
Julius
Monk’s Atlantic
the Cinegrill of the Hotel Roose- Cabaret House in
put the company on solid ground.
Provincetown,

—

On

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Upbeat

AM

.

This

is

the

.

new Wurlitzer Entertainment Organ. Compact
I

in size

but big

in

performance. Fast and lively in action.

range of-more than 1000 different tonal colors.
that

is

“made

An

A

soft musical

background

or spirited music for the evening, this

organ

Hertzog Concertmaster
Of K.C. Symphony Orch
Kansas

Aug. 8.
Hans Schwieger, conductor of
the Kansas City Philharmonic orch,
returned last week from a Euro*
pean junket of three moriths and
announced appointment of Jascha
Hertzog as concertmaster here;.
Hertzog has been in radio work
in New York, and formerly was associated with Schwieger in South
Carolina a few years ago. Hertzog
replaces Thruston Johnson who has
been concertmaster past few spa-

for the

new Wurlitzer
*

**

•

has the range, the ready response, and the tonal capacity
that

make

it

the number-one choice for the job.

Built in the tradition of the

“Mighty Wurlitzer,” here

is

an instrument with volume that ranges from musical
whisper to dramatic full-organ chorus.

And it is

the lowest-

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Dept.

New

V

Quicksilver
Your Heart,

i

,

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bon ....
a

.

.

Bill

Green’s

Cocktail
Lounge Aug; 18 and opens following night at Club 30 in Chester,
W, Va. ... Shirley Keade, who
sang With Hal Kanner band at Terrace Room last winter, back at
Ankara doing the vocals, backed by
Walter Gable’s orch, for “Stars
’N’ Skates”, ice revue.
Lunita
has joined JLuis Morales band at
Carnival Lounge as featured voat

.

.

Strictly For

Exactly Like You’
‘You’re a Sweetheart’

Standards by

Jimmy McHugh
Lagghi

.

.

.

.

KIRBY STONE

.

Quintette

.

Featuring

.... .Morris
.

Wright

Currently:

CAPITOL THEATRE,

Followed by

...

Maurice

.

.F. D..

.

&

NEW YORK

CLOVER CLUB, MIAMI, INOEF.
MGM RECORDS

H.

Tandem ..... Merrin
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Exc/usTve tfonogemen’"”"

.Dash
Fields

.

""" '

'

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

.

Down in Glen ........ Wright
Enjoy Yourself ....... Morris
Sunshine Cake . . .... Victoria
.

REVIVALS

The

.

...Wright
Blackbird ........ Box & Cox
Chattanoogie Boy . ...... Pic

i

run

CatizoneV Trio closes long

.New World

.

NEW

.

Hey Neighbor

—

Jerry Gray

.

Pittsburgh
Billy

summer.

.

...

and Shadow.

Two on

Candy & Cake.
Load of Hay.

Address

.

.

.

.

L

.

.

Jealous Heart.
C’est Si

i

Name-

City

.

.

.

My Heart
Second 12

York

Me
i

.

.

i

Gentlemen: Please send illustrated booklet on the new
Wurlitzer Entertainment Organ.

Mass., all

a short at UI.

.

.

.

;

i

I

North Tonawanda,

.

.

.

n

r
i

.

.

Name

make

.

.

Under One

to

( Week ending July 29)
London, Aug, 1.
Bewitched .....
... Sterling
My Foolish Heart
...
Sun
Dearie ;..... ...
Connelly
Piano Roll Blues
Leeds
Let’s Do It Again
Lennox
Oh, You Sweet One. .Southern
Daddy’s Little Girl.
Yale
Silver Dollar ... ...
Merrin
Cornfields
Arcadia
If I Loved You.
Williamson
.

World's Largest Builder of Organs and Pianos

band

.

sons;

,

coupon below.

with Stan Kenton.

City,

priced standard two-manual organ you can buy.

Tor complete
information , mail the

last night (8) for his third
this time for an indefinite
stand.. . . . Pete Rugolo in from
N. Y. to work on new arrangements

visit,

dinner hour, colorful accompaniment for vocal entertainers,

.

.

velt

to order” for places of public entertainment.

Whether you want a

.

.

New
745 5th Ave.

York
PI.

9-4600

Pres.

Chicago
I

203 No.

Wabash

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset Blvd.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On

the occasion of Mecca’s 16th annl on Aug. 4, Milton Rackmil,
company prexy, reminisced how the late Jack Kapp, the late E. R.
Stephens and he formed the company in 1934 with 'only four walls.”
After a delay in the company’s initial releases, company stayed in the
>ed until December, 1935, when it racked up its first net profit of $1,134.
Since then the company has made a profit every month except for July,
4

.

*

1948.

Original trio of Decca execs formed the company after working for
the Brunswick company, then owned by Consolidated Films. Kapp
persuaded E. R. Lewis, prexy of London Decca then and now, to buy
out the Brunswick and American Record company, but the deal fell
through. Lewis, however, put up the coin for Kapp, Stevens and
Rackmil to start the Decca company in the U. S. Decca later bought
back Lewis’ interest in the company.
V

n.im.1

The one exception

“Nevertheless,’’ written in 1931, which belongs
Story behind the unusual situation is that Ruby and
to Chappell.
Kalmar wrote for Max Dreyfus and the Harms catalog. “Nevertheless,”
however, somehow got into the Crawford catalog. When Drefus sold
Harms to the Warner group, the songs went with the corporation. But
•‘Nevertheless” remained. Now comes the unusual practice of the subsidiary of one film company plugging songs in another company’s picture. Chappell is also launching a drive on the one song it owns.

“Our Lady

is

starting to get a lot of attention from
recording companies. Unusual for a religious song, is one of those
amateur things that caught on, Song, a prayer for ‘‘unity and peace,”
was written by Gladys Gollahon, a Cincinnati housewife.
Composer had her two nieces make an acetate for $2.50, and brought
the record, up to Bill Dawes, a Cincy disk jockey. Dawes, who is a
Sunday school teacher at the Hyde park Community Church, Cincinnati, played the record on the air.
Despite the amateurish rendition,
the station was flooded with requests for information, about the song.
Billy White, Robbins Music contactman in Cincy, was listening, and he
phoned New York to get an okay to pick it up.
verse was added in
New York by Sam Lewis, and Robbins started a full-scale Campaign on

of Fatima,” which

is

A

it.

Song has already been recorded by three majors.

This Last
wk. wk.

Title

>•

and Publisher

2

“Bewitched”

3

4
6

“I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme)
“Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss).
3
6
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell)
1
“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) >
8
“Count Every Star” (Paxton).
4
“Simple Melody” (Berlin)
9
“Piano Roll Blues?’ (Leeds)
5
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell).
“Bonapartes Retreat” (Acuff-Rose)
“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy)
“Don’t Care, Sun Don’t” (Famous)
10
“Cross My Fingers” (United)
“Hpop-Dee-Doo” (Morris)
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Hodes-Pfeifer riff, then a half chorus by the group, breaking again
for Granato, and so on.
Unusual,
are the frequent closing riffs by
Hodes, with band joining in on
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While Larry Spier was winding up his affairs as prof, manager for
Chappell, following a series of tiffs with headman Max Dreyfus, an
unexpected hit was breaking for Spier, Inc:, an indie firm he is now
reactivating. It’s "Just Say I Love Her,” a tune which has been many
years coming to a head. Spier had taken it over from the Italian Book
Continued from page 48
Co. when it was called “Dicitencello Vuie,” composed by R. Falvo, and
through a series of two rewrites it has now evolved into “Love Her,-' some new ones, with emphasis gosparked by the Johnny Desmond
recording. Martin Kalmanoff, ing to solid, fundamental musicianSam Ward, Jack Val and Jimmy Vale get multiple authorship credit, ship and arranging.
although the first Americanization attempt, under the title of '“In
Sparking the unit throughout is
Napoli,” never came to pass.
pianist Hodes with his clearly-deVet
fined and imaginative work.
Composer Ferde Grofe still receives a quarterly royalty check from Floyd O’Brien steadies with a fine
Jimmy
Graand
trombone,
tailgate
Max Dreyfus, Chappell Music Chief, for his original orchestration of
George Gershwin's “Rhapsody in Blue.” Gershwin had originally Writ- nato and Bill Moore, on clarinet
ten the piece for two pianos, and then Grofe, who at that time it was and bass, add intensity to the unit.
1924 was playing piano and arranging in Paul Whiteman’s orchestra, Drummer Bill Pfeifer, with some
and fine cymwas assigned the job of orchestration. He did the work' in about two on-the-button cueing accompanying
work, especially
weeks, while the band was playing the “Ziegfeld Follies,” Grofe says bal
Hodes on riffs, stands out on the
he’d sneak in the backroom between acts and use every spare minute
beat side. Adding 'further spark to
he had to do the job. “I didn’t sleep for two weeks,” he said. “But the group is former circus cornet-;
I finished it in time.”
ist, Jimmie Ille, whose hard-driving
Having obtained the name for an untitled tune via a poll held by lead is clean and imaginative, showdisk jocks Willie Bryant and Ray Carroll over their “After ing off some excellent musicianHours Swing Session” show, Apollo Records, N. Y., will release the ship and fine tone quality.
Hodes’ arrangements are relanumber, now labeled “Station Break,” around the end of the month.
Tune, recorded by Bobby Smith’s orch, is backed by “Sweet and’ tively ornate, varying a bit from
Lovely,” Both sides are instrumental, with Smith having written the the usual format. Group opens on
straight melody, Ille carrying the
newer tune.
Bryant and Carroll are using the number for the station breaks on lead, O’Brien backing, and Granato
Ensemble breaks for
their platter program. Title for the tune was picked from about 15,000 filling-in.
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The score for Metro’s Harry Ruby-Bert Kalmar bioplc, “Three Little
Words,” is owned, with one exception, by the music subsidiary of Warner Bros. All but one song in the film is in the Harms catalog. Harms
is part of the Music Publishers Holding Corp., Warner .publishing

Music
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Survey of retail sheet mustc
sales, based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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Green to Backstop
Hollywood, Aug.

I

8.

Metro, to Which Johnny Green
Band also has Clever idea for
numbers requiring beat changes. contracted as general music direcDrummer Pfeifer blows a whistle tor, has given him an okay to back-;

on stops, cueing Granato, Hie, and
‘O’Brien, while Hodes, Moore and
Pfeifer steady the rhythm during
the pause. Group’s specialty, “Ace
in the Hole,” played as showmanship number, garners heavy reception from the addicts.
Number
starts slowly, With Hodes playing
a hokey honky-tonk version, after
Which he’s j o i n e d by Ille and
Granato,

with

O’Brien

filling

in

phrases. Number gradually' gains
momentum till beat is at gallop

Unit employs same style to
“Hindustan” and “Sweet Georgia
Brown,” using Pfeifer and Hodes
clip.

for

triple-time
heavily.

riffing

score

to

Mel.

stop

Pinza on a four-faced

Ezio

album for Columbia, using tunes
from upcoming “Mr. Imperium.”
M-G-M Records would have
liked to take an "Imperium” al-

bum

off soundtrack,
but SincO
Pinza tightly bound to Columbia
and M-G-M platters are out,
studio okayed Green’s chore for
Columbia.
.

Willis Jackson’s
Willis Jackson,

Debut

former tenor sax-

man

with Cootie Williams’ orch,
debuts his new band at the 421

Club,

Philadelphia,

Sept.

11.

Seven-man crew, including JackJimmy Palmer orch have opened son, will play the spot for one
two-week
engagement
at
the
a
W eek.
Orchis booked by Universal AtPleasure Pier, Galveston, Texas,
following

Don Reid

orch.

tractions.

suggestions sent in during the contest’s two weeks’ running.

Paul Weston for the, second time in six months has been responsible
for the publishing of a pop song With lyrics added to his original inFirst was Weston’s Capitol record of Chopin’s
strumental version.
“Etude in E Major,” which Walt Disney consequently published as “No
Other Love” with lyrics by Weston and Bob Russell. Second is the
French ballad, “Autumn Leaves,” which Capitol’s music pub interests
are releasing with lyrics by Johnny Mercer.
Capitol, which Weston
ankled to join Columbia Records, is reissuing Weston’s instrumental
versions of both numbers back-to-back on a new single.

with this

Newest

TEEN CORNER
With Sue Waldbillig
15 Mins.; Sat., 9:15 a.m.
Sustaining

WOKO,

Albany

Teen-age disk jockey show idea,
fostered in Albany radio by Marty
Ross, is given a different twist by
the presence here of a young lady
Miss Waldbillig, of Albany Girls’
Academy, offers a pleasant though
unpretentious program. She: sticks
to standard format: announcement
Of a number followed by its turntabling. Her voice is not big but it
ear-acceptable; personality is
is
friendly. She asks for letters and
cards, emphasizing that block is
musically tailored to listeners’
wishes.
Inclusion of an occasional interview and some attention to the
public service phase of broadcasting would build the feature*
JaCo.
*

;

Met.:

ERNEST ANDERSON.

340 E. 52 8t„ N; V.
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New effects—^new rhythm-—-new volume

EASY TO CARRY
Poftabler-light in

weight —quickly
installed or removed.
Easily carried to stages,
broadcasting stations,
or on tour. Easy for
any pianist to play
without special
training. Get
information, today*
.

this

amazing

elec-

tronic piano-organ offers a host of different musical variations,
to “bewilder and bewitch” your public* The Lowrey
-installed on any piano in a matter of minutes^—provides
rich organ music in complete chord structures* You play with
hoth hands on the piano keyboard—play piano as before
without interference—or play organ-piano duets- something
you’ve never been able to do before!

ORGANO

—

—

LOWREY ORGAN DIVISION
Tempo Music, publisher
Duke Ellington numbers,
reactivated

after

a

of

many

is

being

long

Central Commercial Industries, Inc.
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

332

Please send

layoff.

has opened new offices in
York under the management

me

full details

the

New

Nnm. p

PAXTON MUSIC
1619

OKOADWAY

•

NEW YORK

’?

N

V

in the firm*

-

Street

CHICAGO

literature

on

/.

.

of Mildred Dixon,
Ruth Ellington James is prexy
Of the outfit and Mercer Ellington,
Ellington’s son, will also be active

and

new Lowrey ORGANO.

Tempo

C ity

...

JZone

•

Statd-

HV

—

'
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PftRi&fr
the focal point, remainder of slate
has almost no opposition can-

However,

didates.

Although the deadline for regis- only when assured that Van, who
had already completed a year’s
term, would not accept the nomination to suceed himself. When Van
for
subsequently drafted
was

tering ballots in the forthcoming
annual election of officers and national board of American Guild of
Variety Artists is nearly a month
away, many are already in, which
presages greater interest among
the membership than in previous
years;
For the presidency, the incum-

much

Set for London Palladium

impor-

The King Cole Trio and Nellie
Lutcher are both scheduled to play
Europe within the next two
months. The Cole trio opens at
the Palladium, London, Sept. 4 to
be followed by other European
dates which will end around Oct.
15. Miss Lutcher is slated to open
at the Palladium Oct. 2.
The Cole combo, currently at
the Stateline, Nevada, qpens at
Tops, San Diego, Aug. 14. Boys
opposing Jack Gwynne and Dick then fly into New York prior to
Ware, both Chi candidates, and sailing for Europe.
Miss Lutcher opens at the
the latter has Lois Donn (Pittsburgh), Jack Edwards (Boston), Palomar, Seattle for one week be-

tance also hinges on election of
the national; board. Latter has 60
nominees for the 15 seats, all for
three-year terms. Some incumbents
are listed among the candidates.
Among the unopposed candidates
are Jackie Bright for treasurer,
Mendoza, recording secretary. In
second and third veepee contests
there are seven candidates for a
single office in both classifications.
In the former, Gypsy Rose Lee is

Set for Repeat

Toronto, Aug.

8.

Just back from London, Ernest
M. Rawley, manager of the Royal
Alexandra, Toronto, in addition to
his impresario ventures; has com-

pleted arrangements for a second
trans-Canada tour of George Formby, Lancashire comedian, who enjoys a hefty film and disc followHorsehoe Club, Bock Island; 111,, ing across the Dominion. Tagged
starting Sept. 1 and one week at “George Formby and His London
the Casino, Toronto, Sept. 14 to Music Hall Varieties,” package
follow.
opens at the Forum, 7,000-seater
in Montreal, for a one-nighter on
Sept. 9 and then makes a whirl-

SONNY

wind tour, principally

in one-night

arena stands, apart from a oneat the Royal
Alexandra, Toronto,
On his first trans-Canada tour
last season, Formby broke all attendance records for a six-week
Detroit, Aug. 8.
Two bids for the liquor license junket that grossed close to $250,000.
He sold out in Toronto ai
and effects of the bankrupt Bqwt
week in advance, with Rawley un-V
ery nitery were received by Bankable to pencil in the many transruptcy Court Referee Walter I. Canada
centres whose civic trade
McKenzie at a hearing Thursday groups sought inclusion in
the
(3).
routing.
For this second tour,
First bid of $13,500 was made by Formby
and his new troupe will
Attorney William G. Cohen for an put in seven weeks of
engagements
unnamed client. However, Frank at $3 top.
Barbaro, who gave up the club in
The British comedian, who broke
1947 as part of a divorce settle- all attendance records during his
ment with his ex-wife Dorothy, has first Canadian tour last Season,
said he would act as manager of further enhanced his popularity a
the club if Cohen’s unnamed cli- few weeks ago when he flew over
ent won out in the bidding.
at his own expense to headline the
The other bid of $13,750 was Winnipeg Flood Relief rally at
given by Edward Maciejewski. Mc- Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto, and
Kenzie adjourned the hearing to jammed the 15,000-seater, with
today (8) to give Cohen an oppor- the program carried by 739 Amtunity to reconsider his original erican and Canadian radio stations.
bid.
Personnel of his new “London MuMrs, Dorothy Barbaro, who had sic Hall Varieties” includes: such
operated the nitery from l£l47 to British acts as Henry Vadden, Harlast May 23 when it closed, testi- ry Bailey, Mills & Belita, Carsoni
fied at the hearing that she was Bros.,
Herschel
(Jizz)
Henlere,
forced to shutter the chib because Roger Carne.
cabaret tax was absorbed
the
With Montreal and Toronto teerather than passed on to the cus- offs, troupe will play Ottawa, Kingtomers. Previously she had also ston, Belleville, Peterboro, Guelph,
blamed strikes for Causing a biz Windsor, London, Hamilton, Brantford, Niagara Falls, Sudbury, Winslump necessitating the closing.
nipeg, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Calgary, Medicine Hat, Port Alberni,

week engagement

For Bowery, Del

HOW,
Firs#

1950

Nellie Lutcher, Cole Trio

another term, Price notified his
adherents that he would not oppose
Van. Although listed on that ballot,
Price refused to make any sort of
campaign, and Van was elected.
This year, however, Price has been
bent Gus Van is: being opposed by
to campaign.
Urged
Georgie Price. Price had been
Don Francisco (N.Y.) and Buddy ginning Aug? 14. From there she
to
Denver where she’s
pitted goes
nominated for the presidency at
(Miami Beach)
While the presidential race is Walker
scheduled to play a week’s engagelast year’s convention, accepting Jerry Baker, 1st veepee, and Harry against each Other.
ment Aug. 23. Two weeks at the
.
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,
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a six weeks’
junket through Britain and the
Continent. Mahoney sails to Eng-
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done one
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TOUR

London, opening

He’ll, follow

4.

ladium

4

BRIT.

Comedian Will Mahoney has
been booked for a two-week stand

'JVv
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ad-

fo0 ,

-

ov<“

date

with

4

week on the first eastbound voyage of the new French
land next

line steamer, Liberte.

Houston Nitery Razed
Houston, Aug.

A

'fire in the Sphinx
Club, local nite spot, caused an
estimated $35,000 damages to the

Uptown Center

Joe Glaser, Associated Booking
agency chief, handled the deal.

e

FUN-MASTER

G LAS ON'S
THE ORIGINAL

SHOW BIZ GAG flLt'
@ $1.00 oach
•
Sequence Only)
SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR

8.

• Nos.

SEYMOUR WEISS

1

ONLY

•

3 Bks.

—all 3

Birthday greetings are in order
to Forrest “Slim” Glenn and Charlie Kaufhold, both Variety Clubites
who are doing nicely.
Peter A. Schenker, treas. of
Transfilm irt from N. Y. C. to visit
Philip Yagaloff, former staffer.
Murray Weiss, Variety Clubs executive, in from Boston for quar-

thru 35

(Sold in

play.

Thank you

was

COMEDY MATERIAL

Joe Bishop, ex-Woody Herman
trumpet player, elated over the
current revival of his “Blue Prelude” via disk jocks and jukeboxes

Vourv

it

For All Branches of Theatricals

Saranac Lake
Saranac Lake, Aug.

pers° n

which

in

housed.
Fire started in an office behind
the club’s bandstand according to
Fred V; Cannata, general manager
of the center.

By Happy Benway

^

8.

two-alarm

.

i

$25

PARODIES, per book
diff.

0 MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.,
—all

$10

•

Books for $20
$25 •

.

oa. bk. $25
4 dlff. Vols. for $80

•

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue)/ $2.00

NOC.O.D/S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., New York 19

Dept. V

terly inspection of the lodge.

Mayor “Tony” Anderson,, declared New York Giant Day in the
colony when the football team arrived here for their training. Local
band met. them at the railroad station and a reception held at their
training quarters.
Paul Clancy, former patienj: who
beat the rap, iri from Rochester to
:

Opening August 24

BAKER HOTEL
DALLAS

and

DOLL

CAROUSEL
Pittsburgh

Margie Regan.
Rabbi Birstdin, chaplain of Variety Clubs Tent 35 (N.Y.C.) and
his wife who are on a motor vacavisit

Followed by return

tion,

ROXY, New York
Dirociion

t

NEW YORK CHICAGO
•

G

—

•

ROCKWELL.

off

here to

$

visit the

General Artists

The passing

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
THOMAS

stopped

gang.

President

HOLLYWOOD CINCINNATI LONDON
•

of Gerald Uvanni,
local orchestra leader, saddened
many of this colony. He often
played gratis for many affairs for
the patients.
Final results of the drive for the
milk fund for the kiddies cared for
at the William Morris Park playgrounds went over the top, rating
a bow to Benny Ressler and Irving
(Chandu) Altman for their untiring
efforts in making it a success.
(Write to those who are ill.)

Corp.

DIME
Get

In

JARED

PAIGE

touch with

MASON

HOTEL HATFIELD

NEW YORK
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‘Roarin’ 20s’

The Ragtime Kids

To

Extended

on Gaming

Oct. 18 at Chi Cafe

Chicago, Aug. 8.
With extension of run of ’‘Roaru
-The Ragtime Kid was having a drink
in’ Twenties” at the Blackhawk to
There was no one else on the stool.
Oct. 18 it will have spanned a 28And the stranger stumbled across the room
week run.
Revue was to have
And flopped down like a fool.
folded Labor Day to make way for
In a buckskin shirt that was glazed with dirt
a saga of the ’30’s, but business has Weinger, Schuyler
Merge
He sat and I seen him sway
warranted the extension.: Accor thWith a talon hand he clutched the keys
Deal
In Miami
ing to Don Roth, Blackhawk owner
God, but that, man could play.**
and co-producer, show has been
Miami Beach, Aug. 8.
/-—Robert W. Service.
averaging 4,000 covers weekly since
Murray Weinger and Ned SchuyIf you were any kind of a vaude fan years ago you heard the above its opening April 12. Also average
ler will be partnered in the operalines? when some act, to save itself from flopping, would recite Robert check has been hiked by rise in
tion of Copa City and the BeachW. Service’s “Spell Of the Yukon.” With an amber spot arid maybe weekend cover charges!
Both
Revue will tour after Loop run comber in forthcoming season.
red kerchief round the neck to lend atmosphere, they’d go into “A
will work out
bunch of the boys were whooping it up > ,” and the audience would with a whirl over the Statler hotels, feel that the merger
since they ’ll no
advantageously
plus the Mark Hopkins, Sari Fransettle back arid recite word for word with the actor.
each
According to a news item a few Weeks ago, Hartley Claude Myrick cisco; Ambassador, Los Angeles, longer be competing against
other for top names as in previous
the
original
kid”
“ragtime
of
the
poem,
was
and he passed on in Nicollet, Minneapolis and Roose.years.1
Seattle at the age of 65, In his youth he played piano in all the honky- velt, New Orleans.
Prior to the merge Schuyler had
tonks from Nome to Chilkwoot Pass, and was known as the Ragtime'
played top names at the BeachKid. His passing brings to mind many of the ragtime kids who were
comber arid 'lesser talent at the
so important to Vaude in its heyday. They first 'started as just piano
Merge does
Fiye O’clock Club.
players, then they were billed: ‘‘at the piano, Mr. So and So.”
And
not include the latter.
when vaude got classy they copied from the concert stage rind billed
the piano players as “accompanist:” They Often became part of the
under the new setup the top
act and sometimes the best part of it.
acts that played both spots last
Back in. the 1920’s it was estimated that one-third of all the Vaude
season will be channeled into the
Beachcomber will accentacts had a piano player. Many times there were so many piano acts on
Copa.
one bill the runriing order obliged two to follow each other—which
uate a girlie show policy, with
made it nice for the second piano player, as the keys were left warm
modest priced talent.
by the first.
Where piano players came from and where they went to rio one
knows, and many cafe less., About one in every 10 ivory- ticklers in
Chicago, Aug. 8.
vaude was a musician or an entertainer. Piano playing was their busiThe Chicago Fair of 1950 policy
ness, and many of them became recognized composers. But most of ’em
seemed to play by ear, and if they didn’t do that they knew “classical of catering to the family trade is
music” that sounded harsh and noisy enough to make most of the audi- making the project take
a financial
ences think they Could f>lay. Many of them were tricksters, like playing with one hand, pr playing standing on their heads, or playing beating, despite the fact that it is
“Dixie” with one hand and ‘Yankee Doodle” with the other, “simulta- hitting good attendance marks.
Dave Fox’s salary claim of $1,000
neously,” as they would announce it, They were an easy-going lot as a While this year’s bad business
Guild of Variety
rule; they didn’t care if the piano was set in the woods* at the end of a
won’t affect plans of making the against American
stream or even on a street—the backdrop picture was immaterial to
Artists has been Settled out of
them. They could play anywhere. They were satisfied as long as the' Fair an annual summer event, it
court for an undisclosed sum. Fox,
gallery left them alone, which was sometimes hard for the gallery to probably will result in a good many
former assistant national adminisdo when the piano player was dressed in tails or in a tux that nearly fit, policy changes.
resigned from
to kinda Class up the act. At New York’s Loew’s Delancey street, the
Fair consists of series of free ex- trator of the union,
J eff ersdn_and _the Colonial, they’d take no chances and would wear
it two years ago to enter the agenhibits
and
seven
shows
for
which
street clothes, which many times were just as funny.
admission to each is charged. With cy field. At time of resignation he
Some of Those Greats
So many greats of the keyboard come to mind who brightened up liquor banned from the premises, claimed that the sum involved was
many a vaude show and put many a singer over. Of course the orig- most income, aside from the gen- due him for previous vacation time,
inal ragtime player was Ben Harney, although Ned Way burn (who origover a period Of three years, which
admission fees, is derived from
inally did a piano act before he became a great dance producer) and eral
he had been unable to take bea few others have Claimed that •distinction. And by the Way, the first the shows. The patrons aren’t buy- cause of pressure of union busito put down ragtime on paper was Max Hoffman (husband of the great ing, though, and this is causing the ness.
Gertrude Hoffman). He made the first lead sheet; before that they all Fair to go into the red.
After making demands for money
played ad lib. Some even said it couldn’t be put down on paper.
Poor business is analyzed thusly: due, Fox claims that the matter
Mike Bernard Was one of the greatest. When he was the orchestra
had
been shunted through the vaat Toriy Pastor’s his ragtime overtures" was as much a draw as any Assuming that the Fair’s family rious groups of administrators, with
headliner on the bill. And it was this same Mike Bernard who won policy is successful, a family of each
disclaiming .responsibility.
the ragtime-playing contests at Tammany Hall every year. Then came four man, wife and two kids— Fox subsequently brought suit last
Bert Green, Who became a favorite at Pastor’s. Like Bernard he’d
year.
I.
Robert Broder repped
play the show alone as few orchestras could, extemporizing operatic must pay $2.00 before they can set Fox, with AGVA’s interest handled
Parking is
variations on the pop themes of the period. Bert’s trick of playing a foot on the grounds.
by union’s attorneys, Silverstone
medley overture and changing keys and tempo frequently for comedy* 50c, adult general admission is 50c & Rosenthal.
while the house was whistling, was originated by him while he Was and children’s admission is two
Pastor’s orchestra. He later did this trick when he and his wife, Irene
bits.
With the shows all charging
Franklin, headlined in vaudeville. Mike Bernard left Pastor’s and became the partner of Willie Weston, then Amy Butler, Sidney Phillips, admission; family is reluctant to go Chi’s Chez Paree Only
Belle Connolly, Jack Rose and Blossom Seeley, to mention just a few. in, since kiddies want their hot
He was most recently with Billy Rose, for whom he played until he dogs arid soda too, and this is goOutlet for Top Acts As
died.
ing to cost. So they See the exSingle women used up more piano players than anybody else. The
Hotel
Toss Talent
piano player with a single woman was often more than just a piano hibits, Of which there aren’t too
Chicago, Aug. 8,
He would take care of the. railroad and hotel reservations, many, and decide they won’t come
player.
back, since they’ve seen everything
Mayfair Room in the Blackstone
collected the salary, paid out the* tips, took care Of rehearsals and props,
maybe brought up coffee to the lady arid many times married the gal! but the paid attractions, and they’d hotel, which has used top talent
have
to shell out $2.00 again be- Such Lena Home, Kay Thompson,
Nora Bayes had about the most piano players during he* career in
vaudeville.
She had such great guys pawing the ivories for her as fore they could see any of the Carl Brisson and others fs dispensing with floor shows, due t5
Harry Akst, Lou Alter, Gus Kleinecke and Bernard Fairfax, Seymour shows.
Fair officials claim that last inability to book such, attractions
Simon, Robert Goldie, Abel Baer, George Gershwin, Ted Shapiro, Edyear’s Railroad Fair, which charged consistently for the swank Small
mund Goulding (famous Hollywood director and composer), Eddie
Weber, Leo Edwards, Dudley Wilkinson and Dave Stamper. Irene Bor- much lower admissions, is respon- room. It will revert to straight
doni had Lou Grandi, Matty Levine, Lou Aiter, Leo Edwards, Gitz sible for public’s reluctance to pay. eatery, with dinner music.
This may be true, but it doesn’t
With the College Inn in the
Rice, Eddie Weber, Leon Vavarra and Melville -Ellis. Anna Chandler
Sherman hotel also dispensing with
had Eddie Fitzgerald, Lester Lee, Arthur Samuels and Sydney Land- change the situation any.
Fair is already planning for next acts, with a conversion to a simMarion Harris had Billy
field (now Lanfield, Hollywood producer).
year, and in view of the quandary ilar policy, only one spot, outside
Griffith, Jessie Greer, Phil Goldberg (her first husband), Lou Hahdman,
the family policy puts them in, of hotel rooms is left for topJ. Russell Robinson and Eddie Weber.
Eva Tanguay started in 1896 with George M. Fenberg, who was her may very well decide to go for the drawer talent, the Chez Paree,
more free-spending types by put- However, Chez is committed to
director pianist, then had jack Stem, Charlie Seville, Alan Pardo and
ting in cafes and girlie shows. Talk about eight or 10 headliners, which
Eddie Weber, who stayed with her act as pianist, musical director and
was that Fair had planned to put makes any other bookings impossong writer for 10 years, a record with Eva. Sophie Tucker had
in one semi-strip act this, year, but sible although it may be that Lena
Slim Pressler, Al Siegal, Jack Carroll and Ted Shapiro. The latter has
been with Soph for over a quarter of a century, which makes him the idea was vetoed. At any rate, fam- Home might return to the Chez.
ily policy, at present admissions, Palmer House also has its favorites
dean of all accompanists of lady singles.
is considered to account for cur- and didn’t in most cases, shell out
Among the men singles Frank Fay used up plenty of ivory-ticklers rent
deficits.
as liberally as the Mayfair Room.
like Harry Akst, Adam Carroll, Dave Dwyer, Clarence Gaskill and
Edge water Beach also can’t afford
Gitz Rice. Harry Fox as a single and with Beatrice Curtis had Harry
high-budget talent.
De Costa, Harry Gray, Lew Pollack, Jean Schwartz, Charlie Seville and
There is a possibility that the
Eddie Weber.
Drake hotel, swank near northEdwards and Weber
side
spot, might revert to name enLeo Edwards and Eddie Weber are about tops for the number of acts
ICE
tertainment; spot which once was
they played for. Leo’s list has names lV.ce Lillian Russell, Andrew
the gathering place of Chi’s early
Philadelphia, Aug- 8-.
Mack, George Primrose, Ralph Hertz, Clark & Bergman, Grace LaRue,
Benjamin Franklin hotel will set cafe\ society presented Paul WhiteFanny Brice, Kitty Gordon, Orville* Harold, Marie Dressier, Cissie
man and others of like caliber. It
a
series
of
icers
during
Hughes,
Bessie
the
Camll,
Adelaide
&
Loftus, Bunny Granville, Marie
Wynn, Mabel McCane, Nora Bayes, John Charles Thomas, Marie Tem- coming season in its Garden Ter- now uses a small society band for
pest and Irene Bordoni to his credit, while Weber is right up there race Room. The big inn had fea* dancing. Bismarck hotel, a family
with names like Eva Tanguay, Adelaide & Hughes, Harry Fox and tured rink entertainment almost type location, is expanding its
Beatrice Curtis, Whiting & Burt, Marion Harris, Fanny Brice, Cameron exclusively during the past eight budget and will probably use some
the lower-bracket acts that
•Sisters, Karyl Norman, Ruth Roland, Irene Bordoni, Carter De Haven years, but switched to floor show Of
Flora Parker, Nora Bayes, Cross and Dunn, John L. Fogarty, Fanny fare at the start of the 1949-50 formerly played the Mayfair Room.
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By JOE

COHEN

Saratoga Spgs., Aug. 8.
Failure of New York State politicos to put the okay on casino Operation has dampened the outlook
On this season far more than the
rainy weather of the first f eW days.
The Senatorial investigation of
gambling has apparently Cued
nearby Albany’s politicos to frown
Upori the greenfelts, thus reversing
the attitude expressed the early
part of the season when it was felt
gaining would be wide open after
Saratoga Springs officials gave
their consent.

Cafe operators and businessmen
had been Counting heavily on the
crowds that would be attracted by
the casinos.
Without the latter;
the monied crowds stay away and
the vacationers coming in mainly
for the bangtails session are careful spenders otherwise.

'

•

.

.

—

Rooms

—

,

,

Curiously enough, rain arid lack
gambling has increased the
track attendance and the Saratoga
track handle during the past few
days. It’s believed that those with
the
wherewithal are splurging
more heavily at the track because
that’s the major form of recreation
here at the moment. Whether this
condition will continue later into
the season is problematical. It’s
felt by many that the real money
will stay away unless the casinos
open at a later date.
of

While the casino operations are
dark, there’s soriie srieak gambling
for those in the know. There are
floating crap games in the resort.
But probably the most curious factor in the current Season is the
prevalence of open bookmaking
even on the Spa’s main street.
Sport-shirted gents are openly taking bets on Broadway and take is
regarded as fairly heavy. In addition there are some horse parlors
in operation.

The outlook so far is bleak, but
there are hopes that the casinos
will still get the green-light.
It
would mean the financial resuscitation for the season, which so far
hasn’t been too startling.
Cafes Doing Fair Biz
The cafes are doing fairly well.
The major business is divided between Piping Rock and Riley’s*
The Brook club hasn’t made too
strong a ripple. The patronage is
concentrated at dinner. Late business, except at the Rock's bar and
Riley’s lounge bar, is nil. The main
rooms aren’t heavily populated for
the main show.

The

resort cafe operators in past
have sought class business
because an influx of mass trade

years,

would chase the heavy spenders.
If cafe operations suffered by
that

procedure, then the casino operators would subsidize the main room
concession.
Without greenfelts,
they’ll have to go after all comers
without any help from the boys in
the back room.
i

The

hotels are doing moderately
well.
There, are vacancies, of
course, but registrations are still
pn a high level. Inn-keepers like
to recall the era when reservations
for the entire season were sold out
in advance.
Latecomers had to

take

accommodations in Albany
and other nearby towns. There’s
no such prospect this season.

BEN FRANKLIN

BACK TO

SHOWS

&

Ward, Ann Seymour, Frank De Voe arid Estelle Taylor;
To mention just a few of the. top boys who thumped the box there
were Harry Akst, Lou Alter, Harold Arlen, Ernie Ball, Martin Broones,
Neville Fleeson, Lou Handman, Halsey Mohr, Jimmy Seiger, Andy
Byrne, J. Fred Coots, Lew Pollack, Harry Richgian, Adam Carroll,
Abel Baer, Con Conrad, Fred Clinton, Harry DeCosta, Clarence Gaskill,
Jerry Jarnegan, Vincent Lopez, Joe Saritley, Raymond Walker, Elmore
White, Harry Tighe, Willie White, Clarence Senna, Eddie Moran, Harry
Carroll, Joe Daly, Sidney Franklin, Mel Morris, Martin Freed, Billy
Griffith, Arthur Johnson, Gitz Rice, Charlie Straight, Cliff Friend, Cliff
Hess, Jack Denny, Arthur Freed, Abner Silver, Harold Arlen, Jack
Carroll and Al Lamb, who played for Tommy Lyman for over 20 years.
Among the women accompanists was Emma Adelphi (now Mrs. Jack
(Continued on Rage 53)

season.
Hitherto, ice shows, have been
put on at the Franklin hotel by

Dorothy Franey, Gladys

Rube Yocum and MCA.

Lamb &
Hotel

Cleveland, Aug. 8
Jari August, Mercury record]
pianist, and singing Crosby Sist
.

are reinstalling floorshows Aug.
at
the
Alhambra Tavern^Cl
which has Undergone a change
,

management.

Hew

policy is being sparked
_
Larry Atkins, sports promoter
ceritly appointed manager of i

plushy intimate spot, and Me
Cowan, new president of syndic*
owning it. CoWan, who also op
Harvey Stone, Comedian, planes ates the Alhambra theatre, has h
to London on Aug. 14 to co-head- a higher portable stage built
line with Lena Home at the Palla- acts and Hy Baron’s band
to
diuirf, Aug, 21.
It’s his initial Loncrease visibility.
don date. There’s also a possibilTeam qf Joey Adams, Mi
ity that he may play a few more Plant arid Tony Canzoneri are
European dates before returning to to top the second show follow!
the U. $.
August’s two-week run. Operat
Deal was set up by Eddie Elk- of room are also negotiating
hort, N. Y,, rep of the Leslie Grade
Grade Barrie and other top a

Stone’s

London Bow

:

Will handle all production details

with Marie McCleriahan (last here
as the skating lead in an
reviie) in charge of the direction.
Earl Denriy, the Garden Terrace
bandleader, is doing the score.
Show goes into rehearsal on hotel
rink Aug. 16 and is slated to debut

MCA

Monday* SepL

Al.

i

London agency*
k

for later dates*

,
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€opacabana 9 N. V.
Betty
St Sid Miller
& Allen Farrell, Harris
Copa*
Hanley,
Peter
8
Kay,
ton &
Girls, Michael Durso arid Fernando
Alvar es Orchs; staged by Douglas
Coudy; $3 and $4.50 minimum.

Ray Gilbert

,

Reilly, Rita

This
efforts,

one of the Copa’s lesser
due chiefly to the short-

is

comings of the headlining Ray Gil& Sid Miller. Pacing nicely,
and pyramiding well unto and including the fast-developing Betty

bert

Reilly, the finaleing two-man teiam
Booking is. as much
lets it down.
an injustice to thein because, un-

with

then

Fernando Alvares’ Latin band is
excellent relief; Joe Lopez is back
at the tape, and biz is good, everyAbel.
thing considering..

LYMAN
at

ROCK
SARATOGA

PIPING

MILT FRANCIS
Special Material

Riley’s, Saratoga Spgs.
Saratoga Spgs., Aug, 0.
Noel Sherman production with
Benson Sc Mann, Bob-4
Pastor, Harald Sc Lola, Lee Bartell
Sue Sc Al Lynn, 4 La V ernes,
Grisha Sc Brona, Line (24) Francis

Lili St. Cyr,

,

Murphy Or ch; minimum

York'* Latin Quarter, has taken
some of the better portions of his

(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)

back-again stanza creates sufficient
Gotham displays, and combined
Lot, Angeles, Aug. 1.
and falls in temperature to
them into a sock unit* He’s colGloria DeHaven
L e i gn t o n lected
please the male patrons but gets
a good looking set of lineonly polite applause from the Noble's Orch (13); cover $1.50, $2, fillies for the routinings by Donn
femme-escorting gents,
Arden as well as some excellent
While Miss St. Cyr provides the
After a record fortnight with acts.
highspot of the evening, the rest Tony Martin, the Ambassador HoComedy is supplied by Frank
of the layout also gets ready nut- tel has come up with another film Libuse, whose zany waiter act
contings. The burley atmosphere is personality
Gloria DeHaven. founds the audience prior to the
in
good fun and while there’s a low- From the standpoint oij both Miss opening of the formal display, and
comedy aura, it’s a good change DeHaven and the room, the book- likewise a full comedic session with
of pace for the general run of ing as a mistake.
Margot Brander during the regular
patron. It’s basically a sound idea
Film singer is not yet ready for part of the floorshow hits big reto offer spenders a type of enter- the chore of handling the full en- turns.
While some of the tonier
tainment not available in niost tertainment spotlight in a room patrons are surprised at this type
hometowns.. Business here is com- like the Grove. She needs con- of turn, the general run of cusparatively heavy and from the in- siderable development and good tomer is amused by the antics,
dications of the first few days, handling, but she looks like a fuThe terp twain of Landre and
there’s lots of repeat trade.
ture possibility. Opening night, Veriia draws a full measure of
apMost of the show comprises hampered additionally by nervous- preciation.
An excellent assortstandard acts. Benson and Mann, ness, she didn’t show to usual adr ment of lifts and spins plus
a natsupplying
comedy, s ho w vantage.
the
ural grace and fine floor demeanor
considerable improvement. Irving
Miss DeHaven has a warm, wins maximum applause.
Benson has learned to use his throaty voice and the potentialities
Surrounding the major acts is
comically expressive phiz to max- of a stylist.
With more special
imum ad ventage, while jack Mann material stuff, and a greater em- the production terping of Joy
Skylar
and the good vocal assists
has developed into an. excellent phasis on rhythm numbers which
straight who can throw in a comedy she can handle, the returns should by Stuart Foster. In all, a display
monied elements with a
for
the
line on occasion. Their satire on be much better.
Current turn acthe Old vaude song and dance men tually is good only for a 12-minute class and mass appeal. Dance and
registers and a fight bit done with spot in a vaude bill surrounded by show music are by Sammy Watkins
and Jacques Renard. Lounge enex-pug Bob Pastor hits a high good acts, not for a class nitery.
degree of risibility.
Backing is deftly furnished by tertainment is by Tommy Lyman*
Jose.
Harald and Lola hit top hands Leighton Noble and his crew which
delectable
dance
stuff.
with their snake-dance. This bit dishes
has some excellently contrived Noble himself essays the vocals in
Chi
serpentine movements and an ex- an easy style, abetted occasionally
(PALMER HOUSE)
Crew also
pressive score heightens the illu- by a trio of sidemen.
Chicago, Aug. 3.
opens the show with an okay medsion they create.
Evelyn Knight, Lew Parker, D$
Kap.
A session of pertness is introduc- ley of Ellingtonia.
Mattiazzis (2), Eileen O’Dare, Ray
ed by Sue and Al Lynn. Taps are
Sinatra, Merriel Abbott Dancers
well executed and general deportPiping
(6), Eddie O’Neil Orch; minimum
ment is along cute lines. The Four
$3.50; cover $1.
(SARATOGA
Y.)
SPRINGS,
N.
La Vernes excite the customers
Saratoga Spgs., Aug. 6.
with a good Apache dance. BreakLou Walters presentation of
For the return of Evelyn Knight,
away props and frequent mayhem
Donn
Arden
production with Mor- Merriel Abbott has packaged a fast
produce both laughs and applause*
Lee Bartell score nicely in the song ton Downey, Frank Libuse Sc Margot moving revue around the singing
Except for the chanteuse,
department, and Grisha and Brona Brander, Landre Sc Verna, Joy star.
all the other acts are appearing
are effective in a brief East Indian Skylar, Stuart Foster, Line (16)
Latter team
dance.
works in Sammy Watkins, Jacques Renard
(Continued on page 54)
Orchs; minimum $5.
abbreviated costumes.
Sherman has punctuated the
Piping Rock, as per usual, is afshow with some good routines, and
has provided the fillies with nifty ter the class trade with a display
recalls the entertainments at
that
costuming.
The adjoining Vogue Lounge is this* resort during its more affluent days.
It’s
undoubtedly the
expected to bring as high a finanmost expensive layout at the Spa,
cial return
as the main room.
Adrian Rollihi Trio, Gloria King, topped by Morton Downey, who cut

$5.

,.

'

.

Empire Room*

Rock

|

Jeanne Burns and Kay Carroll
Riley’s has taken a leaf from provide continuous entertainment.
aj
last
year’s experience when
Jose,
Harold Minsky revue hit top
grosses. This season, Noel Sher.

man, producing the show, has installed one of the largest cafe lines
in what appears *to be a successful

‘

As tor Roof*

Y.

IV.

(HOTEL ASTOR)

Xavier Cugat Orch (2.1) with
bid for the wolf -trade. Jt’s a revue
that recalls Mike Toad’s “Peep Abbe Lane; Alan Holmes Orch (5)
with
Marita; $l-$l-25 cover.
burof
the
Show” plus remnants
lesque era which flourished in the

Sherman
pre-La Guardia days.
It’s
been about a year since
has concocted a fast-paced and
Xavier Cugat played the Astor
entertaining layout with Lili St.
Roof, and a year is too long, Cugat
the major bait.
Cyr as
Miss

Coco ouuf Grove, L.A.

rises

“and

gongalog
I
wrote.”
On the other hand Betty Reilly
scales the heights with her debut
at this plush bistro. s The “Irish
senorita,” who has been building
in vauderies and niteries with her
penchant for authentic Spanish vqcalisthenics, has developed into a
rather distinguished comedienne,
A blonde looker, she can stand the
intimacies of cafe floor closeup.
She has a canny change of pace,
and gives instrumental zing to her
Latin excursions via her own piano
accompanist. Bill Russell, plus a
bongo banger, She has new material that permits for a versatile
exposition from ballad to rhythm
to
the Latinesque, interspersed
With a touch of her trademarked
self-guitar accomp—a good idea is
not overdoing that, as heretofore—
the inevitable
and,
of course,
“Babalu” and "C u.banc h e r o,”
which she disked for Decca.
Among the newies is an Irish number and a saucy lyric titled
“Begat.”
The show in the main is a holdover with its lush Billy LivingstonMnie. Berthe sartorial trappings under Doug Coudy’s standard Style of
his

der other auspices, they might have
bespoken of promise for the future.
Ray Gilbert is a songsmith of
distinction judging by his medley,
chiefly items from Walt Disney
films and inclined to a melodic
Sidney Miller
Latin esque flavor.
has been seen in a couple or three
filmsi is said to have songsmithing
flair of his own but his accent is
on comedy, a worthy attempt but
more miss than hit. The stew stuff
must suffer comparison to Jim Barton, and it suffers also from a staging* which means all of it is
The hors d’ouVres include
rather sloppy technique, just as the good.
team must conjure up a Dean Mar- Rita & Allen Farrell’s terp specialtin & Jerry Lewis analogy, if only ties and the holdover Harrison &
because of the same geographic lo- Kay and Peter Hanley for other
cation since that team first came to song-and - dance number - leading.
attention at this spot. Professional There is apparently a new line of
pattern should be more grooming, CopaGirls, all beauts, and they
certainly more solid comedy val- give the costuming proper eleMike Durso, per usual,
ues, and not relying on Gilbert’s gance.
does a tiptop show and dance job;

TOMMY

:
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phane bathtub starts the proceedings and take-it-off and put-’em-

Gob Reviews

isbt

.

;

!

St. Cyr does one of the
tasteful strips that induces a
cellosession of orb-popping.
.

more

A

brings into the

room

a

band well-

versed in

both musicianship and
showmanship. The unit can play

anything* from a maihbo to a foxtrot, and while the emphasis, of
course, is on Latin music, Cugat
mixes all types. But even for nondancers, the band is something to
watch.
Instrumentation is so set up
that Cugat has what basically is an
American-styled dance band. That
is, he has a six-man brass section
(one of which is a French horn),
four reeds, three fiddles (including
Cugat), and three rhythm. To these
he’s added a marimba, accordion,

short a

European sabbatical

to

open

'

here at the start of the racing season.

Downey,

of course, uses his
guile to cut the sports

Gaelic

crowd down to size. His collection
of tunes, running from pops to Hibernian

paced

.

cantatas, are
create a

excellently
variety of

and

moods which bring out the applause. As always, he does a long
medley forcing the audience to
save up its mittings into one gigantic round at the end of hjs stanza.
Tony Mastem at the guitar and
Jimmy Ruhl at. the ivories are in
Downey’s corner.
The remainder of the show con-,
tains elements of speed and variety.
Lou Walters, operator of New

VIC HYDE
Concluding

SAVOY HOTEL
London
Tolovitlon August. 10 and Than
Starting
Tour of Midwestern
Fairs for Barnes and Carruthera
Mgt.} HORRABIN, Das Moines

4

;

JACK WALLACE
and

bongos and two maracas
players.
Last-mentioned four are

hit

two

PANTO ANTICS

dressed vividly in black tight pants
and frilly white lace blouses, to
offset neat but static costumes of
rest of band.
One of four is a
girl,

Holdover-—August 9-22

and she and the other maracas

players are constantly in motion,
providing incentive for the dancers
and interest for the spectators.

For most of his numbers, Cugat

M ontreal, Canada

blends his brasses, reeds and fiddles, and fills in phrasing with ac-

C u rrently:

Working on

a

marimba and rhythm
pieces.
With the heavy dose of
Latin instruments, melody is set

Goins

against

cprdion,

Capitol

Deal

rhythm,
•

»>

i

CAPITOL, New York
Mgt.:

MARK LEDDY - LEON NEWMAN

.

a

sharply

be

it

Thanks to

Sidney Tapley

distinguishable

rhumba,

•

Roger Hotii

samba,

mambo,

foxtrot or waltz.
Wind
and string instruments blend nicely to fill the room with mellow
sound.
Saxes double on clarinet
and flutes for the special effects.
On the vocal side, Abbe Lane

proves a. disappointment, mainly
because on opening night she appeared on the bandstand perhaps
three times in three hours. Girl
seems to be more of a pressagqnt
than a vocalist, tablehopping even
When the band was playing on the
stand. When she does appear, she
makes a striking appeairance, but
she is on too infrequently for the
audience to make any kind of judgment as to her singing.
Otto Bolivar, one of the tomtom
players, handles male Latin vocals

'V

•

>

Jack Wallace brings a breddfh of comedy and originality

that strikes a

new

simply convulses his audience.

• 4

•

MORGAN POWELL,
Montreal Star.

Currently:

STARLIGHT ROOF
CHASE HOTEL, ST. LOUIS
*

.

Cugat himself was in good form
opening night, playing the violin a
bit more than usual, and displaying lots of personality on the stand.
Chan.

He

S.

nicely.
Cugat uses his whole unit
as a vocal ensemble, and effect is

a good one.

note.

Sf.

Lows

G'oJba

— Bob

Goddard

"Special bowsto Sid Krofft—as ingenious a little
crew of masterpieces' as ever came to life by way of
string manipulation. Every movement a work of art!"

<•

.
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Philly s Latin Casino Forestalls

Vaude, Cafe Dates

The Ragtime Kids
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Continued from page 51

Chicago

Norworth), who played and was the partner of Janet Adair, Billy daeon and, of course. Jack Norworth. Mildred Brown played for Rae
Samuels and Margurite Young. Edyth Baker played for Harry Fox,
and Hildegarde pianoed for Waite Hoyt, Mickey Cochrane, Dora Boots
Early and the DeMarcos. Mile. Henritta Henri and Florence Kingsley
played for Eddie Miller* Dolly Jordan had Theo Leightner play for
her, Rae Samuels had Mildred Land and Bea Walker play for her.
And how about those ragtime kids who hit those elephant teeth as
Guys like Tom Waters, Johnny Burke, Jimmy Conlin, A1
singles?
Trahan, Joe Towle, Eddie Lambert, Andre Renaud (played two pianos
at the same time), Violinsky, who played violin and piano, Little Jack
Little, Arthur Stone and Alec Templeton (blind pianists); Harry Snodgrass, Vilmos Westony, Zetland Hunt (the deaf mute), Hershel Hendler,
Eric Zardo, Jolly Wildp, Eric Zardo, Dave Apollon, Dave Schooler,
Leon Vavarra, Zelaya, Herb Williams and Shelton Brooks, and, of
course, Will H. Fox, the first comedy piano act in show biz.
Of all the accompanists there is still one going— and going strong
Ted Shapiro, who has rounded out a Quarter of a century with the
indestructible Sophie Tucker, I don’t blame him, I’d do it just to hear
that gal sing “Some of These Days.”
Which brings us back to the original “Ragtime Kid,” Hartley Claude
My rick, who has gone “Upstairs.” Maybe he is up there banging away
on the old box while Robert Service is reciting “The Spell Of the
Yukon.” That combination is surefire any place.

Swiss Chalet of the Bismarck
Tito
hotel, reopens Sept. 13.
Guizar is set for opening bill, with
Eddie Peabody coming in mid-November.
Marvin A, Moss,
.
MCA vaude booker, first Chi agent
to rejoin the services; he goes
Vic Daback into the Navy.
mone warbles at the Flamingo, Las
“Divena” drew
Vegas, Aug. 17.
record biz, at Dutch Mill ballroom,
Deleyan, Wise.
Ralph Winder, executive ass’t at
the Chez Paree, returns to active
duty with the Marines; his duties
will be taken over by Jack BateThree Swifts set for the
man.
.
Capitol theOriental; Aug. 17. .
atre, Manitowoc, Wise., resumes
split-week bookings Sept. 30.
Georgie Moore and Jii/y Manners
set for Vine Gardens, Aug. 11.
.

the result of an assortment of vioPhiladelphia, Aug. 8.
The Pennsylvania State Liquor lations charged by board invbstigators*
Control Board .lifted the 45rday
Harry Steinman, owner of the
suspension against the Latin Casino, town’s top floor show spot, in club, paid the $450 fine. Board offavor of $10-a-day cash settlement. ficials said it was the first citation
The action came three days before against the Latin Casino and that
the spot was slated to shutter as the eight violations named in the
complaint were spread over a period Of one year. The lifting of
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summer. The main dining room
450-seats) Is closed and activity is
confined to the downstairs lounge,*
where Plink, Plank «nd Plunk are
the attraction, and the upstairs Hal
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closing order permits the club to
operate; although the spot is under
wraps for the remainder of the

.

Detroit, Aug. 8.
Sally Rand, Jerry Colonna, John- Ross

Room, where Broadcaster Ross
does a disk-interview show from
Floor shows
1 1 p.m. until 2 a.m.
will return to the Latin Casino,
roster of stars to appear at the Sept. 11* with the Vagabonds and
Baby Rose Marie skedded for the
Michigan State Fair Sept. 1-10.
reopener.
Previously announced Were the
The Liquor Board’s action drew
signings of Betty Hutton and Carsharp fire from Laurence H. Elmen Miranda Who will headline dredge, speaking as president of
the entertainment at the Fair. Miss the Pennsylvania Alcoholic BeverHutton is slated for Sept. 1-2. Miss age Study, who called the decision
“discouraging news to people inMiranda will be in Sept. 3-6.
Elterested in law* and order.”

ny Mack Brown, Nirska and PegLeg Bates have been added to the

Lot Angeles
Harry the Hipster opened on

Academy

in-

of Motion def stand at the Surf Club.
Winner of the
Jon
Picture Arts Sc Sciences award for and Sondra Steele due at the Comthe top performance in films, play- mercial hotel, Elko, Nev., Aug. 22.
Continued-? from page 1
ed a one-week strawhat date sev- . . Larry Storch and June Hutton
tion, for Which Peter Glenville is eral seasons ago in “What Every open tonight (8) at the Mocambo,
mentioned as stager.
Woman Knows,” at the Westport Hollywood. . . Charlivels and BunKermit jBloomgarden may pre- (Conn.) Country playhouse. IPs ny Bishop debut tonight at the
Shamrock hotel, Houston. . . Lou
sent the revival.
reported to have been her only
.
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Remote
Deal for Kermit Bloomgarden to
sponsor the Broadway appearance
of Olivia DeHavilland in “Romeo
and Juliet” is still “in negotiation,”
it was indicated yesterday (Tues.)

from the

Double Foreign Circus
Act Quota in Britain
London, Aug,

The number of foreign

New York,

with little prospect of
acceptance of the actress’ terms.
A few top legit stars, such as
Gertrude Lawrence and Tallulah
Bankhead, command as high as
15% of the gross and 25% of the
profits of shows in which they apAnd Katharine Cornell, as
pear.
presenter of her own shows, gets
the producer’s 50% of the net, but
she takes oniy 10% of the gross as
star.
As far as known, no one has
ever gotten 15% of the gros6 and
50% of the profits as, star, particularly for a debut appearance on
.

Broadway.
Miss

DeHavilland,

tWo-time

a

accompanied the Andrews
w h e n they planed back

Colonna is set for Sept. 7-10. All dredge’s
carried
extra
words
east, after N. Y. Roxy will headline two shows daily in
weight since he was the State-apthe
weekend.
date, over
the Coliseum.
With each star pointed investigator who recently
there will be eight acts of vaude- probed Philly s malodorous tax
Sisters

Closing

Deal’s

in

Levy

appearance.

legit

1

bureau scandal.
ville.
Nirska, exotic dancer, and
Eldredge charged the board’s
the monopede tap dancer, Peg-Leg
decision “gives additional encour-*
Bates, will be added attractions.
agement
to licensees to violate
Sally Rand is scheduled for the
entire 10 days of the show. Hers liquor laws.” His blast threw cold
will be the top of the 28 side show water on the hopes of local nitery
bps who foresaw a liberal trend in
attractions.
The grandstand show will feat- the board’s enforcement policies.
Hollywood, Aug. 8.
ure Johnny Mack Brown as headOne year ago the liquor board
Fanchon and Marco are expand- liner of the Indian Creek Rodeo.
announced that it planned to drop
ing their television stage shows to
the policy of cash compromises for
In. the first six
club violations.
three nights weekly at the Man*
Ft. Worth Room Reopens
months of 1950; however* of 303
Chester theatre, and will also open
Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 8.
Jose Manzanares. orch, Latiri- suspensions ordered, 145 were setup with shows at the Baldwin
American band, will open at the tled in full for cash while only 14
house.
Room of the Hotel were turned down completely.
F&M Started the experiment Keystone
Others were settled for cash for
Texas, Forth Worth, on Aug. 11.
with a Monday night show at the
The room has been shuttered for part of the suspension period,
Manchester. This is now being ex- several weeks while undergoing while ohly 10 licenses were repanded to Friday, Saturday and remodeling.
voked.
Sunday, with two shows on Saturday and Sunday nights. Hawthorne
Will go into the Baldwin for a onenight test run on Aug. 15. Friday
and Saturday night layouts at the
Manchester have not been set yet,
but Dick Haynes will continue in
the Sunday night slot.
Programs
are produced by Joe Lowe and
David Miller.

F&M

2.

artists

permitted to play in British circuses has almost been doubled Under a new agreement between the
Variety Artists Federation and the
For
Assn, of Circus Proprietors,
static circuses, the proportion of
foreign acts permitted, has been

upped from 40%
tent outfits have

Expand

Coast Vaudeo

.

>

to 75%.
The
had their quota

doubled to 50%.

The new pact y inked here, is op^
erative until May* 1952. It is then
subject to three months notice by
either side.

HELD OVER
and

Fogel* Brit Mentalist, Here

HEADLINED

For Govt Duty* Seeking
at

Vaude Dates

in Interim

Maurice Fogel, British mentalist
and telepathist, now in the U. S. i
to compile data for the U. S. Govefnment, may make a few vaude
and nitery appearances during the

LOOKOUT
HOUSE

;

PERRY FRANKS

I

j

interim. Known In his own country as “The Amazing Fogel,” he

,

been credited with, among
other things, predicting the current Korean conflict months in adHe has been
vance of the war.

Jhas

Covington, Kentucky

and JANYCE

taken Under wing by Richard Himber, bandleader, who is attempting
to line up some dates for him.

Himber arranged a showing
Fogel
last

JAY JASON

,

ir Joy Joton

Jason
thorn with
Jay
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vtrtatiU and vibrant,
hold*
hia audiorlwi
his tnoxhaustibU supply of sparkling
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Jo Barnum, who has been
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Hollywood.
Frontier,

Las

Vegas. Mapes HoReno.

Lake

Tahoe, Nevada.
8.

All

star-

cago. She’ll be replaced by June
Arnold, who recently folded in another icer that’s been qh the road
since early 1949.
At the same time, Wilma Robinson will join “Stars ’N’ Skates.”
She’s the \yife of Ed Leairy, featured male skater in the show, and
withdrew from the cast some

MAC MAUkAOA

r

Last
1

ring in MCA’s cafe ice unit, “Stars
’N’ Skates,” for the last year, is
leaving the show at the Ankara at
the end of this week to top a rink
revue at the Hotel Stevens in Chi-

months ago
•}

Bowl
>

in Pitt leer

Pittsburgh, Aug.

HERE'S ME!

Special Songs

by

unable to take his money out of
England and will have to earn
some to keep him going until he
actually gets the expected assign-

Barnum

Beach, August 9th
New

9 Weeks Biltmore

he had been

tel,

OPENING DUNES CLUB
All

It,

Joan Arnold Replacing

tertained.

. . .

JUST CONCLUDED

capfivatoa

JayJason sings a groat song, tolls sterips clovorly
and io an impressionist of unusual ability.
Jay Jaaon Is a dynamic ontortalnor with a porsohablo manner and a style of delivery that Wina hia
pudioncoa ait the start and keeps thorn highly en-

HEY TV

!

ment from the Government.

ia

malarial.

.

!

perusal and has also set him for
a future date on the Ed Sullivan
“Toast of the Town” video show.

As Fogel put

'The Favorite Entertainer of the Entire Mid-West'
BECAUSE . . Say the Critics

for

Loew’s Gates, Brooklyn,
agents’
for
(Tues)
night
at

Return

Within a Year.
OUR THANKS TO: MESSRS. ylOB FABER. HARRY
CHARLES MAFES r AND MR. SIDNEY PIERMONT.
Directien and

Management:

M.C.A. ARTISTS, LTD.

have a baby.
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Openers, Edna and
Leon, European imports, set pace
with neat aero turn of handstands
solid reaction.

s Continued from page

here for the

first

time,

Understand
|

from

all

The De

in

M-G-M

for

Vagabond Room.

chat with Benny Payne, who gives
him strong piano backing besides
Probably one of the best acts to occasionally joining in on
the
play this mainland room in some vocals. Cliff Jackson continues
males in the room, working the
to
Kansas City, August 3.
time, the Martha Stewart-Blackr display his piano proficiency
tables with hand mike is potent. It
in
Rudy
Vallee
be
get- the relief spot.
with
should
Clyde
combo
DuPont,
Twins
burn
gets her into the bouncy side, in
Gros.
Joe
Vera
followOrch
offers
(5); cover $1, $1.50. ting plenty of season
which she excells. She does a
ing their 10-day stint here.
straight ballad, displaying her verChez Paree, Clil
On for some 40 minutes, they ofDinner room of the Bellerive
satility, and then does a medley of
(FOLLOWUP)
her hit disks, ending with “Little Hotel has in Rudy Vallee probably fer musical comedy type numbers
Newest
addition to the current
solidly.
scores
that
and
terping
the
biggest
name since it recently
Bird Told Me,” backed by the
lineup is ventriloquist
handclapping of orch members, for instituted the cover charge policy. Blackburns tee off with their spe- Chez Paree
Ray Sinatra con- On the strength of the Vallee cial bn look-alikes and follow with Jimmy Nelson, who offers somea graceful exit
thing
twist
of
to the usual relaMiss Stewart folducts, her session in trim fashion. name, the house is doing business. mirror dance.
between
master
and
Show biz vet that he is, Vallee lows in solo spot to set her pert tionship
Eddie O’Neal has rearranged his
dummy.
this
In
case it’s Nelson
delivery.
zirtgy
orchestra which seems to give much is a sure bet to come up with a personality and
himself Who bears the
of
more fullness to his. 13 musicians’ 'turn in keeping with the magnet- Pace builds as trio teams on the the retorts, mouthed frombrunt
dummy,
lass
efforts. On the dance sets, maestro ism expected of him. While he has special numbers, The Stewart
Danny O’Day.
takes over piano for some neat Clyde DuPont at the piano, the works in top style on the terps and
Ventro’s humor is on the dry
nearly 50 minutes are all virtually business, which accents the boyZabe.
88’ing and some vocals.
Vallee’s own. In them he offers a gets-giri idea. Only fault at pres- side, With slow, subtle banter that
recap of the musical numbers on ent. and one easily remedied, is makes for no belly yocks at this
which he rode to fame, and a once- tendency to play up comedy a bit nitery, but plenty of titters. PupFrolics
pet is of standard variety, with
(SALISBURY BEACH, MASS.) over-lightly of the Vallee career too broadly. Overall impact, how- emphasis on eye-work, doublein music, radio and show biz in ever, wins them a begoff, after two
Salisbury, Mass., Aug. 3.
takes, and so on, taking chorus
general. It’s a leisurely paced of- encores.
Billy Eckstine with Bobby Tuckfering, but takes welLwith the more
Don Rice is a new face in niter- midway on “The Best Things in
er, Gloria Gilbert, Sonny Richards,
Life” for neat returns.
Edna & Leon. Johnny McAteer mature crowd which frequents the ies here, and with tightening of his
Clever routine is a switch on
deluxe
bistros
fresher
such
stuff and elimination of the
as
this,
for
Orch (11); admission $1, minimum they
smoking while the,
are
part
of the public which familiars, lad should be a good bet voice-tosser
$2
In this case, it’s
has grown up as Vallee developed. for the bistro circuit.
Hits with dummy talks.
They howl for the “Stein Song” some incisive impreshes and bit Nelson who gabs while O’Day
Another
smokeSi
bright addition
Boniface Denny Mulcahy of this and “Vagabond Lover,” and crowd with the orch. Special songs he
utilizes have
good ideas which is Nelson’s attempt to reprimand
spacious 1,250-seater located on Vallee. at his own act.
Opener is the old air theme, should, be, developed. Withal, off ed O’Day with threat of replacement.
Salisbury Beach, about 45 miles “My Time
Young ventro brings on another
Is ."Your Time,”
and to good mitt.
from Hub, has gone all out in his from there Vallee seques into a
Dance production ideas of Car- puppet, Humphrey Higby, for
quest for “names” this season, with monolog combining sly and nostal- lyle terpers are bizarre and color- voice audition, then trio team for
gic nonsense, and follows with long ful. Two
the. formula clicking neatly. Lure
numbers to bracket pro- sock finish on “Rag Mop,” with
list of musical numbers and chatceedings, open a bright bit which both dummies, who incidentally
of such topflight names as Sophie
Tucker, Martha Raye and Hazel ter. Intermixes spieciai numbers, serves to introduce Rudy Tronto, a sport excellent tone distinctions,
and current pops with his estab- promising
dueting, with ventro a)so chiming
Scott has done much to build bistro
younstcr. Comes into his
lished. faves
in.
Mel.
the “Whiffenpoof own in the closing sequence,
into an important, summer spot in
a
Song,”
on
which
he
also
has
a
this area.
Javanese number that utilizes the
parody on politics and pollsters: lads
ballet-type talents in full
Current bill is headed by Billy medley of “Vagabond
Lover,” measure,. Tony Lopez
orch backEckstine, with “Mr. B” a plenty “Honey,” “If You
Were the Only grounds capably.
potent draw hereabouts, pulling a Girl,” “Kitty from Kansas
City’’
Little Jack Little and his trio
near capacity crowd for his opener, and the “Stein Song,”
He
makes
keep the little Vagabond Room
Sun. (30) which is terrif consider- an audience^participation
stunt out jumping,
while
ing Massachusetts Blue Law pro- of “Alluouette,” and
winds the fun emcees smoothly Woody Woodbury
hibits Sunday dancing, 'customers by passing out
for the show and
actual samples of
takes over in the Lounge with
can only look and listen. Foi’ his shampoo. He also offers
a round
pianoing
nightclub stint singer strays from of numbers on the sax,
and closes following. and songs. Considerable
the all-bop catalog he’s done on his with trio of vocals.
Lary
vaude appearances here, to include
On date here Vallee is doing two
several special material numbers. shows nightly, second show
being Cafe Society
In the latter category he takes a a complete change from the
early
poke at current trend for animal turn. Joe Vera orch ably backs
(NEW YORK)
mL
songs, “Wild Goose.” “Mule Train,” musical numbers throughout.
(FOLLOWUP)
Personal Representor! ve
etc., while in “I Like It Here” he
With
Billy Daniels holding over *4
Quin.
HESS MAYER
does a bit of subtle flag-waving. A
and Ivory Joe Hunter and his orch
The Shamrock Houston. Tex
switch of lyrics in “Ireland Must
rounding out the bill, Cafe Society
Be Heaven” explaining his backMpls.
Downtown is dishing out a neat
ground, scores neatly. Guy doesn’t
(HOTEL RADISSON)
entertainment session.
Cafe was
skimp when it comes to giving out
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.
pretty well populated when caught
with standards and pops associated
Dave Apollon with LaVerne Gus- Thursday (3) and should continue
with him, “My Foolish Heart” and tafson, Elaine Vito and Patricia drawing healthy
“My Destiny” drawing hefty ap- Wilkes; Jimmy Ellyn Orch (7); its present show, patronage with
Entire stint is solid with $2.50 minimum.
plause.
.Hunter,
colored
vocalist
and
singer getting notable assist by his
88er,
handles
both
FAIRS
chores
in
pianist, Bobby Tucker, aided by
smooth
fashion
Dave
while his band
Apollon,
shrewd
showman
drummer and bass player from and talented
backs
capably. Hunter's offerings
performer, brings
Johnny McAteer’s house band.
highly pleasant floor show enter- range from slow to sizzling, both
Supporting lineup shapes okay, tainment that seems made
to order instrumentally and vocally. Reperwith
Sonny Richards handling for this swanky bistro. It pleases
toire switches from a mellow numm.c. chores and grabbing share of and tickles the
ber like “Need You So” to a torrid
risibilities.
yocks via a couple of zany skits.
Mainly a musical interlude which boogie that has bandleader poundGloria Gilbert turns in a nifty sesh affords sure-fire
Direction:
music and song ing tlie keyboard. Hunter’s crew,
of ballet spins and toe dancing for always welcome
in a smart supper which also supplies the necessary
EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
club, especially when given the terp accompaniment, is comprised
R.K.O. Bldg., New York City
Apollon brand of class embroidery, of piano, bass, drums, three sax
JUdson 6-3345
the offering, for good measure, also and a hprn. Hunter only handles
tosses in dazzling femme beauty the ivories for own stint with another
and a smattering of comedy.
88er replacing him when
The two young instrumentalists, band showbacks.
lovely
Before Hunter conies on, his agLaVerne Gustafson and

El Cabasli, K. €.
(BELLERIVE HOTEL)

i

Mattiazzis,

j

'

i

:

;

j

I

|

herself as operator.
Duo
beg-off after practically

!

stopping the show.
Lew Parker does .a difficult job
in following the last act, but his
chatter soon gets the diners laughAfter the quickies, he goes
ing,
into his map routine from “U.S.A.”
which he tops with his depictions
of how people eat, ending in a freefor-all with the food flying hither

and yon. Comic gets a hefty hand
Miss Knight scores here, as usual,
but makes a mistake in teeing off
With two indistinguished tunes. It’s
not until she hops atop the baby
grand and gives out with “September Song” that she starts cooking.
She follows with another special in
humorous vein, “I Wish I Could

,

and Trio

records

i

platform might enable viewers to
get more of the action. After spinning the dolls through a waltz and
some jive, with inevitable breakdowns, femme, emerges from beneath the skirt of mannequin, to
to

is

getter.

|

bf the accurate movements are lost
to the far seatholders; an elevated

reveal

which

cidentally,

Following Hunter for a lengthy
and satisfying interlude is Daniels
colored tenor, -who can put over a’
tune. His song Styling has the audience begging for more.
Augmenting his
Vocaling,
Daniels
draws a few laughs via some chit

;

an import, with the man seemingly
winding life-sized dancing dolls is
an attention holder. However, some

had

chuckle

j

sister room, Boulevard in the
Stevens, to frame frantic acro-spins
that lovely Eileen O’Dare does.
Jet propelled gal gets the show off

in top fashion;

Texas”

Her medley
“You Leave Me Breathless,” “Embraceable You,” and “Fickle Eye”
routine in which she romances the older

with

registering in solid style.
Miss Abbott borrows a

33

;

llooin, Chi

Miami

Miami,. Aug. 6.
Martha Stewart 8c Blackburn
and balancing.
Rice, Carlyle Dancers
Don
Twins,
Johnny McAteer orch backWoody
grounds acts capably as well as 1(6) with Rudy Tronto,
Tony Lopez Orch; minidishing
out
solid
danceable Woodbury
a
Litt l' Jack Litth
$2.50.
mum
$1.50,
rhythms. Biz good.
''Elie.
of

Night Club Reviews
Empire

Clover Club,

,

The
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RAMER
Currently:

BARNES & CARRUTHERS
FAIRS

Downtown

EDDIE ELKORT
Leslie Grade/ Ltd.,

250

Inc.

West 57th Street

New

j

‘

j

Direction:

Lew &

!

York, N. Y.

Flame Room,

.

.

Grant’s
i

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
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TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prim Awarded

PLAYING

UTAH

MONTANA
IDAHO

Engagement

Professional

Prize:
(Duplicate

*

RUBY RING

In the Case of Tie)

LOE.W

S

Elaine Vito, ai'e not only fine musicians, but charmers as well. The
vocalist, Patricia Wilkes, also has
good looks in addition to warbling
skill,
All
three
are
superbly
gowned. Amiable Apollon strums
the mandolin as pleasingly as ever
and, in order to lend a bit of
good-natured diversity and welcome pace change, punctuates the
proceedings with occasional banter
in' his
broken English and his

emcee witty bon mots and

gregation
offers
bouncy tunes to

Wally Overman

a
couple
of
set the pace.

Among numbers done

by singer-

men-

pianist, in addition to those

COLORS IN RHYTHM
PEACOCK CLUB, JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA—AUGUST 9-15

were “Why Was I Born,”
"I Almost Lost My Mind” and a
medley of slow tunes. Hunter, in-

Management:

tioned,

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

restrain-

ed clowning garner laughs.
Gypsy music and “The Two
Guitars” by Apollon on his mandolin and with the pianoand harp
accompaniments by the Misses
Gustafson and Vito usher in the
musical soiree. An Intriguing arrangement of “Begin the Beguin”
has Apollon taking a brief whirl
at the keyboard With the eyearresting Miss Gustafson. There
follows a swing arrangement of
“Old Man River,” a dramatic Vocal
presentation of “Body and Soul,”
a lively “Hoop-Dee-Doo” variance
and, atop the piano a la Helen
Morgan, a stirring rendition; of
“My Bill” by husky-voiced Miss
Wilks who handles her chirping
assignment with plenty of savvy.
The Vito harp solo, “All the
Things You Are,” and the Gustafson piano offering, “Malaguena,”
score. There’s a bit of hoofing and
story telling by Apollon before the
group essays such classics as the
Chopin Waltz and the “Second
Hungarian Rhapsody,” the latter
with swing trimmings.
The Ellyn Orchestra provides

PALACE,

NEW YORK

WEEK AUGUST

Representation:

GENERAL ARTISTS "CORPORATION

10

ISH

MICHAEL

.

JANE

BEN

BOCHELLE and BEEBE
’’And Roeholle And Beebe ere* as always, lust tha bast eccentric danca taam
the business.’’— Dally Variety.

in

•

NOW—Entertaining

Troops

Mgt. Al Wilson, 1501 Broadway, N.Y.C.

good backgrounding for Apollon
and also supplies pleasant dance
music,' Room filled at show caught,
.Rees,

Currently

HIPPODROME,
•

MCA

-

Baltimore

..

.

,

.

—

;
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Alan Sima

Skating Blvdear*
Miry A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles

Arnold Shdda

Maxwells (2)
Frank Masters Oro
Palmer House
Evelyn Knight
Lew Parker
Eileen O’Dare

H Idgewater Beach
Perri Stevena

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST
Letter

below Indicate opening
8 dev
V of
? show

whether fgll or split week
parentheses Indicates circuit (FM) Fanchon Marco;

In

Paramount/(R>RKO;

(P)

Independent;
(W) Warner;

(I)

(S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli;

<WR) Walter Read*

NEW YORK

CITY

3 Lind Bros
Billy Vine
Toni Harper

Capitol <L) 10

Pearl Bailey
Kirby Stone 5
Jay Marshall
Jack Fina Ore
Perry Franks Sc'. J
Music Hall (I) 10
Glenn Burriss

Chicago

.Oriental

Archie Bobbins.

11

Carol Lynne

PORTSMOUTH

Bebe Sc Belle
MacKenzie Reid Sc
Dorothy
Olga Varona
Pat Hatton & Peggy

SCUNTHORPE

••

Capitol

Peg Leg Bates
Joe Jackson Jr
Strand (W) 11
Martez &: Lucia

Empire (M)
"Sc Lee

ASTON
.

Margit Kollar

Merry 3
Magyar Ballet

BIRMINGHAM

Empire (S)
Harold Berens

Crastonians

.7

Bd

Linda Sc Lana
Peter Sellers
Willy Woltard

Bfllington.

Cleef

Virginia Lee
Voltaire

Moronev

Sc

EDINBURGH

BLACKPOOL

Grand (I)
Josef Locke

V & T

J Radcliffe Co
Francis & Gray
Joan Stuart
Annettes Ladies

Jimmy Wheeler
Larry Drew
Opera House

Elliott

Clifford

Maurice

Empire (M)

.

Tipsy.

7

(I)

Henri Vadden- Girls
Ethel BeVnel

Terry-Thomas
Ben Yost Guards

Raymond Smith
Robb Wilton

5 Olandcrs
Sheila MatheWs

Maureen Sims
Palace

(!)

B

Kitty Bluett

George Doonan
Ray Ovcrbury

Gladys
Bemanda Pigeons

Clrcusettes

Ross
Douglas Harris
Cliff Sherlock

i

Jimmy Edwards
Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley
Costello Twins
Nino Wonder Dog

Palace

7

(S)

Norman Evans

& Paul
King
Scnor Carlos

Freddy.

Day

Gilbert

M

&

Hippodrome (I)
Whitaker

LIVERPOOL

7

Billy

Empire (M)

Mfmi Law

2
5

Clayton

C Fairweather

7

Ltivas

C.
Billy

Smith Bros

Pierre

Sonny Hughes

Sc

Graham
Sqiiadronaires

LONDON

Debs

Palladium (M)
Donald Peers

Terry’s Juveniles

7

Ethel Smith
BRADFORD
Nicholas Bros
Alhambra (M) 7
Nat Mills & Bobbie Max Bygraves
Sc Stumpy
Stump
3 Monarchs
Berty Borrest 2
Malt as Dogs
.

BRIGHTON

j

Hippodrome <M)

7

Tommy

Trinder
Barbara Perry

*

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome
Dr Crock &

Lois Green

Norman & L

Hall,

(I)

4-K Foleys

Maids
Bert Draper
Lew Evans
Ronnie' Smith
George Fairhurst
Johnnlo Culshaw
8 Mirth

Rogerson
Jack H Watson

Conway
Bacon.

Jahe

Dey Dey & Dey
Frank Marx Sc

Sc

CHISWICK

Empire

<S>

Lee Lawrence
Betty Driver
Harold Barnea.

7

No

C

Ave.

Jimmy Lee
Christine Barrett
Downey St t’pnvdle
.

Ilazcl

Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Ehvar.dos
2 Daricettes

Sc

Brenan

NORWICH

Hippodrome
Davy Kaye
Hazel Wilson
Les Shannon
L Ken. Flower

(I)

Mimi Kolly
Joel Friend

Ray Hyson
Margaret Banks
Jesse Elliot

7

.....

a Testing

Ray Arnett
obo Lewis
Barry

gobby

An

addi-

Shakespeare’s

The whole artistic program is
secondary to Salzburg itself as a
sumfner meeting place. Many of
old time gathering places, includ
ing Cafe Tomaselli, Cafe Bazar,
and the gambling casino are again
flourishing.
Only missing spot is
the big Mirabel!, still, used as a

'

j

!

U. S.

Ground

Pix Biz Spurts

|

,

.

-

.

.

I

|

Sidney Kassimir 3

i

Hotel

|

Statler

Shep Fields Ore

i

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quartet

i

,

.

j

Alan Carney
Mons. Choppy
Marvellos
Gloria Gilbert
!

Riviera

Zero Mostcl
Jack Cole Dcrs
Pat Terry

•

.

.

4

!

'

Arden Line
Walter Nye Ore

Gampo Ore

Bernice Parks
Emile Petti Oro
Panehito Ore
Village Barr
Gerry Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing.

:

!

|

—

!

!

|

Some

;

,

David Blight'
Waldorf-Astoria

•

j

Phil SPitalny Ore
Griff Williams Ore
|

Vic

Damone

Les

CharlivelS

Doran & France
Jimmy Nelson
Stan Grover
D Dorben Dcrs
Cee Davidson ore
Chico Ore
Helstngs
Georgle Gobel

Henry Brandon Ore Jayne Walton
BllLv. Chandler Ore
Chea pare*

Cutback

being made by video continues
Major’s
subject to debate. Most theatre
Continued from page 7
execs feel, however, that competition of other forms of summer :E. X. Callahan, is in line with the
amusement ahe having a consider- stated intentions of 20th prexy
Probably the biggest disappoint- ably more serious effect tliRn TV.
Spyros P. Skouras and production
ment. Kober met on his tour was They point out that in some me
towns there are as V'eepee Darryl F. Zanuck to boost
at Camp Copake, in Connecticut, dium-sized
the scene of the original “Having many as. 15 other forms of enter- production now that the market
Wonderful Time,” The clientele tainment and sport for the public requires more films.
Callahan’s
has changed completely from the to choose from. These include announcement, made at a regional
young kids, coming up fbr a wild roller derbies, harness, racing, dog
sales
in
meet
New Haven, suppletime to a middle-aged family racing, night baseball, etc. While
crowd. The camp now has a day- each may draw only a few thousand rnented previously-announced plans
camp for children with governesses customers,^ the aggregate is a con- of sales veepee Andy W. Smith,
and all. "It was a great dlsap- siderable drain on the film POten- Jr > at a central division meet in
pointment to see the lake where
Cooler and rainier weather this Chicago last week.
all the activity centered during the
Accdrtling to the 20th sales exec,
even
night, with fellows
the 36 pictures will be either comtaking their girls out in a boat or
It was best evidenced this past! pleted, in the editing process or
canoe^ completely
deserted.
Ev- weekend
in the New York metro- before the earners by Nov. 15.
eryone was out pn the golf course, politan
area; when chill breezes Entire slate is scheduled to be in
and with the lake desolate, there drove thousands of 'people into the cans
by Jan. 15. Schedule indidn’t seem to be any life to the
theatres rather than to beaches cludes 12 films in Technicolor, as
place at all.”
and sports events, giving the well as six musicals and six major
In other spots, though, the young houses their best Saturday-Sunday films lensed in actual locales Whers
- = ?
n «
th etr • xtorieK tAlre « nine*.
crowds are still wild as ever, Kober of the <fiumn>er.
is

.

Penthouse
Paul Taubmaii

Pupi

dirty.

“Anyway, it’s still pne of the
best spots to get training for nitery and vaude acts, and to test
and prepare new material.

Wanoi: .Oro

j
'

—

i

|

,

Blackhawk
Twenties

entry
is
“Twelfth Night.”

tional

j

Roosevelt

Teddy Powell Ore

.

‘•'Roaring

and morning serenades.

|

Bergere
Emery Deutsch

CHICAGO

NEWCASTLE

Empire (M) 7
Big Bill Campbell
Lance King
Scnorita Valeska
5 Mighty Mohawks
Sioux Dakotas
Crosbic

Iris

Fifth

1

Paul Gavcrt
Carolyn Maye

Freddie Bamberger
& I'am
Campbell A

Soubrette

Canfield Smith
Freddie Harris

:
.

Plaza

Hotel

M

Versailles

Joe
Club
Ernie Warren Ore
:St

Lucrece,”
Mozart’s
‘'Magic
Flute” and “Capriccio” in the
opera repertory.
On the music sked are a series
of orchestra concerts by Vienna
Philharmonic, a Yehudi Menuhin
recital, also church music concerts

Army club. The town’s big
GI population mostly ignores the
Festival while beefing considerably
“It’s still a testing ground for
over conversion of all Salzburg into
Continued from page 1
And the kids are probably
acts.
one huge tourist deadfall with
inspired by the fact that so many most whe n biz went sour. South prices jacked up to take fullest
successful acts broke in
advantage
of the ore month’s boncontinued
comparatiyel
dur.
y (food
They re still talking^ in the
Town father’s consciousness,
t several yaars At least anza^
‘
about Max Liebman s highly sueof
this
is
shown
in their ordering
he
for
of t
reaS bn
that, distribs
at »£
.jump from producer
cesstul
__
——
«
bllUL Ait
O least
LLeOOL guiUlUIVU
-ID
that
V xis
saturated a Hungarian DPs kosher restaurant
,
?
n -lh'
Camp Tamihient andJ Green Manout of quarters in Festspielhaus celb y tv
proSions to one of the. top 1
Broadway has felt the upswing 'lax* and cancelling Rebernigg’s cirAnd the Berkshire
ducfirs.
along with the rest of the country cus license when latter’s run began
^
try Club is proud of the .fact that during the. past five weeks. Pix to overlap the Festspiel.
Jules Munshin was a social direc- are opening better and playing
tor there and that it fired Moss longer.
Hart after, one week for being too
How severe a drain oh the b.o.
Still

.

Little

Wonder Wheelers

Bogannys College
Boys
Hippodrome (S) 7
Rose Murphy
Steve

Al Wallis
Geraldine

'

Ravic & Rene
Jay Palmer &. ,D
Palace (ML 7
Rochester
Gaston Palmer

Tony Toner. m
Joyce McGrady

Leon & Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean March

•

of

guests recognize them from teleBut they go over big.
vision.

Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Oro

Art

Wayne Thompson

Mooney & King
2 Linders

7

1

*

knowledge to enjoy. The Festival
advanced program, lasting well
until Aug. 31
includes "Fidelio,” Blachfer’s “Romeo and Juliet,” Britten’s “Rape

is

year.
Buyers and manufacturers are being entertained daily
by the French Foreign Affairs, by
this

—

O

Naaman Dcrs

Pjlarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D* Alonso Ore

Bourbon Sc Bayne
Irma HenriqueZ

La Estereila

BRISTOL
3 Larks Bros

Max

7

Leon Cortez

Les Marchnnts

.

(S)

Crackpots.

Bentley Sis
Virgininns

Empire

!

Les Marchanls
Jose Moreno
Palladium Tiller GIs
Skyrockets Ore

j*

(as publication date for

photos and sketches

his

j

New Yorker

Hotel

Bernie Cummins
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pbnnlngton
Arthur Johnson

Ralph Young.

Los Gitanos

i

I

Jokers

Kios

Roslla

i

3

the
got

any

,

Xavier Cugat Ore
Hotel Biltmore
Sydney Ross
Ual’old Nagel Oro
Hotel Edison
Harry Ranch Ore

Hotel

LeRby

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong
El Chico

Bel

MacDonald

Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh
Hi. Diddle Diddle

Graham

Clarice Crawford
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Astor

.

Banks

Gloria

Terry Hall

Pat Hagen

Farrell

Handy

W.

Max Wall

Phil Lester

Miller

Harrison Sc Kay
Peter Hanley
F. Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl

Gray & Austin
Maple Leaf 4

BOSCOMBE

Sc

Durso Orr

R & A

Bil
Bil
3 Cordells

Bobby Beaumont

.

'

LEICESTER

Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

M

Louis Jordan Ore
care society
Billy Daniels
Madmoiselles
Al Sears Ore
Cliff Jackson
Joe Hunter Ore
Copacattano
Betty Reilly
Bill Russell

7

&

Bartlett

.

.

Chas Stewart

Bop City

LEEDS

Empire <M)

WINTER GARDEN

B &

&

Scoville

Marsha Stevens
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Park Av#
Scotty

Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3

St

Susette

Cynthia

White

Althea
Christine
Aivercia

Hollywood

named

“In addition to the acts which
Bppear on the weekend, there’s at
couturiers or magazines on boats
least one touring strawhat group
on the Seine or in chateaux. Lex
that makes the Berkshires its. cirThe Stanley Wo'olf Players Barker (the 10th to play Tarzan).
cuit..
here, in Paris from Africa, for a
have a repertory of about a dozen
day’s shooting of the new Tarzan
plays, and .they do one performance
picture, was the star guest of a
a week. But the acts are the mainfashion
party given, by MademoiFor the most part, they’re
stay.
They are a resurgence selle magazine for U.S. manufacterrible;
turers
and
retailers. (Chaperoneof what was probably the worst in
producer Sol Lesser kept a vigivaudeville. We see some of them
lant
eye
on
him).
And now all are
on television during the week, and
.
P^repanng their^costumcs and
oil the. weekend they perform up
~
their
legs
for
the
Square Dance
But the audiences like
there.
Maybe it’s because they, party Fath is giving in his newly
them.
know the acts are being paid that decorated historic chateau.
These Paris fashion jaunts are
the hbtel is servicing the customOr maybe it’s because the not restful!
ers,

CITY

Olive

Coleman Hawkins
Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hines
Norene Tate

Harry Kahne
Connor

Annettes

.

Del Hunter
Will Skinner Ore

NEW YORK

Eclric

Bnlcombes

Sc

insurance.’ When it rains, and
guests are forced indoors, he’s
But otherwise,
to get busy;]
daytime activity would reduce

Tannter & Betty
Pat Theriault

Blrdlano
Charlie Parker
Dizzy Gillespie

7

(S)

!

ning and the social hall. One of
them refers to himself as ‘rain

Marc Ballero
Young & Lutter

Lane

HACKNEY

Empire

Scott

St Clair
3 Bassi

(I)

Peter Cavangh

7

Borscht Belt

ments by Inge Konradi and Miss
Gessner, magnificent as an agedwitch type, help. Karlweis had little chance with, stilted and unfunny

•

Continued from page 2

7

Tommy. Dee
Bon Soir Mesdames

Baudy's AriimalS
Knle’s Horses
3 Goetachis
Dorchesters
Laeonas

(I)

CANADA
MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 9
Aida
Leon Fields
Verna Leeds

mo-

Delightful individual

,

,

3 Welles

.

.

'

guest shots on Hollywood-originated radio shows,

Charles Rolfe

Bobby Mack
Wilma Harrison
Frank Thring
Ernest Maxin
Robert Burns
Anthea Askey

many names

and fashion material. Hans Jaray, in the title
role, delivered a typically affected
perfortnance.
Tilly Losch chore“Ladylike”
it a
colography and ponderous settings by
lection. AIV his girls are pale and
Clemens Holzmeister combined
dignified this year. Tight fitting
some of the worst features of Earl
dresses with low flares, fur trimCarroll, and Walt Disney with tomings, muffs and embroideries are
tally negative results.
Shows litreminiscent of Tolstoy’s “Anna
tle likelihood of paying off. “SpendKarenina.” Sumptuous fabrics star
thrift” is another example of the
in all collections.
tendency, where theatres are statePierre Balmain was inspired by supported, to play what the direcAsia. He shows new “panty skirts”, tors think the pulme ought to see
tunics, Gengis Khan coats, sheared not what the playgoers want.
lamb linings in bright green or red.
‘Everyman- Clicks Again
He attached bunches of flowers to
Third big opening was the tragloves and uses them as “corsage
ditional
“Everyman,” staged as
bouquets”. Norma Shearer, Irene
Dunne, Maria Montez,. Simone Reinhardt did it in the open air.
This
is
the
only Festival feature
Simony Al Capp and his wife were
his faithful Supporters. (Capp will that has been presented every year
since
inception
(With the exception
use Paris-inspired fashions for his
of when the Nazis banned it).
It
comic strips).
is also the only individual attracMagazines are photographing extion to pay for itself since a standhausted mannequins all over, the
ard tourist number whose allegoristreets of Paris, almost stopping
cal action requires little language
the traffic
Fath

retain -his

will

Cast contains

ladies.

‘dignity.’

Dogothi Neal
Paul Newington
Avril. Grant

3 Peters

.

&

Rhodes

Jacques & Maryse
7. Ashtons
R oberto Chiesa Co

Pavilion

Ray Johnson
Audrey Jeans

Konyot

Palace

.

.

Norman

GRIMSBY

Paul Co

Jimmy

Lyrian Singers

Lothar.

big in this part of the world,- with
Oscar Karlweis and Adrienne Gessner (Mrs. Lothar) the only people
known in the U. S. Play is a museum piece which .should remain
under glass. An immensely complex, moralistic text, studded with
sideplots, Would be a task to follow even in a viewer’s native lan.

royalty.

.

Frank Davidson
Frank James
George Truzzi
Ken Wilson
Anne Adrienne

.

“The Spendthrift,” put together by
Austro-American director Ernst

Korea No K.O.

Beverly Hills
home and perhaps make an occasional trek cross country to do

He

Johnson

4 EL Granadas
Lesters Midgets

& Pauline
Paulette Coutta
Johnson Clarke Co
Tower Circus (I) 11
Charlie Cairoli
Paul

Ernie's Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes

M

Sc

14

.

SWANSEA

.

W

GLASGOW

Vera Lynn
Fayne & Evans

M

.

Empire. <M). 7
Harry Lester Co

7

Sc

Dan Donovan

Arthur Dowler
Les Ritchie &

Tiller Girls

>•

Empire (M) 7
Ossie Morris

Bondar t
Merry Macs

SYDNEY

Charles

This year’s dramatic highspot is
a revival of Ferdinand Haimund’s

Continued from page 2
j

Hollywood and pictures. He’ll
take three months off during the
summer, which will give him ample opportunity to make one or two
The niteries and theapictures.
tres around N., Y. will get most of
from the network.
away
his time

Celebrity Octette

Gil

.

guage.

to

Rob Murray

Eamonn Andrews

Forbutt

Tessie O'Shea
Nat Jacklcy
Jerry Desmonde

Chevalier Bros
lleana Sazova

<l)

might have gotten in the
Mozart groove. As it was, audience gave him and the singers reasonable, but not ah exceptional
number of bows. Showgoers comprised a motley crowd, a lot difprewar Salzburg’s
ferent from
set.
arty
wealthy international
Dress ranging from white tie and
tails to open throated sport shirts
and the local lederhosen. Ladies
dress ranged from Paris and New
York evening creations to dirndls.

ties.

Durante would head up what NBC
an entertainment show.

Tandy
Roy Royston

Don Cummings
Chas Warren Sc J
Levanda Sc Van

7

Brown

Sc

contract

MCA

Bronimann

Tivoli

Empire (M) 7.
Bill Waddlngton
Radio Revellers
Turner Layton
Dorothy Ward

& F
& May
Patricia & Rudy
FINSBURY PARK

Len

Jones’

spread.

Continued from page 2
to go, he.

likes to call

Arthur Askey

SUNDERLAND

Bonn-A-Chords
6 Sweet Notes

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin

Win De Jong

Petite 4

Art Christmas

Bohn

Issy

7

•

Valerie

McMurrays
Edward Victor

Empire (M) 7

Arthur Worsley

.

Ballet

'

.

Armand Perren
Marion Davies
Elimar
Devine Si King
Gerdai Bornstad

7

Gladys Hay
Michael Moore

Symmetrical*
Les Raynor & Betty

Le.s

ro-

acts.

expired last June, and
understood he would make a rep
made a telewhoeverwith
deal
vision deal for him.
On Weaver’s planning board for
the Wednesday night comedy slot
(directly- opposite Arthur Godfrey),

Eugene’s Flying

SHEPHERDS BUSH

.

Hippodrome (M)

& B

Joan Hinde
Peggy Cavell
Skating Meteors
H Sc A Ross

Grand (S) 7
Terry
D & J O’Gorman

,

Costa

Wilsbti Keppel

'

S Stephens

Bil\y Cotton

Bobby Breen

Sam

DERBY
.

7

.

Jimmy James Co

Peterson Bros
Joe Black
Lotus & Josie
Dennis Bros
Raydini

Hippodrome (I) 7
Eltham Sc Sharpe.
Marianne

star

oth#r

.

'

.

an hour show and

three

Closest of kin is the current variety type of program (Milton Berle,
Ed Sullivan, et al.). Budget for
production and talent will crowd
Myrna
$50,000 a week, and reported that
M Sc H Nesbitt
Wally Boag
NBC either has or is not worried
Babs MacKinnon
sponsorship.
Marquis & Family about
Detroy
Durante will not be lost entirely

.

Allen

lip

with

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (I) 14
Guus Brox &

Ann Gaynor
SHEFFIELD

BRITAIN

head

Sunday
with

14

(I)

have

Danny Thomas and Spike

will be Ed Wynn, unless he’s reserved for the Colgate

AUSTRALIA

Alice

Bertie Sellers
2 Aret

.

Ana

is said to

Salzburg Festival

‘This is terrible,’ he said,
‘Can’t
you stop it? What have yon been
doing about it?’ he asked the
watchman. ‘I’ve made sure not to
stay up at 2 a.m.’ was the reply.”
Kober has noted a few other
changes. Couple of the biggest activities up in the circuit are. taking
rhumba lessons and square dancing. Lessons come during the daytirrie, and actual practice at night.
One other thing is new. The
camps have set up adjoining bungalow colonies, which they rent by
the season. Habitants do their own
cooking and supply their own linen,
but can participate in all camp activities and make use of all facili-

!

1

The fourth

Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse

Johnnie Carlton
Margi Morris
Eddie Stacey.
Johnnie Marsh

10

(L)

will
tate

June. Lindgren

7

(I)

Jimmy Gay

Meribeth Old
Betty Jane Watson
& Jerry Austin
Ross &. La Pierre
Pierre D’Angelo Sc

'

Bruises

D &

Savoy

‘Million’

for the Wednesday night
Comedy session on which Durante

Nemecs & Viola..
May Moxon .Co

Chribi

Mickey Sharp

Jones

:

ADELAIDE

Kay Kortz & E.

,

Keegan

Sc

Royal

Roger Carne
Allen Bros & June

WASHINGTON

Sklppy Baxter

N

.

Infills

Ms

Royal (M) 7

.

Frances Langford

St

Cass
2

Reg Dixon

.

Modernalres
Sc M Conine

Irene Dickson
Terry O'Brien

Jimmy

B & A Pearson

3

T

Bernard Miles
Harry Bailey
Eddie Gordon

Honey Bros
Bob Manning
Guy Marks
Kerwln Somerville
Billy Dee
Art Mooney Bd ,

Paramount (P) 9
Louis Prlma Ore
Garry Morton

also set

Joe O'Reilly

(2)

Jani Bart

appeased, Lastfogel

Billy Miller

7.

Mattiazzis

Camp

Blank,
where they have a young crowd,
and I couldn’t get any sleep. There
was noise and shouting as late »as
2 a.m. I asked the owner about It,
and he explained that Camp Blank
was one of the few places that
didn’t have a liquor license.
The
kids brought their own, and drank
in their cabins.
One night the
owner couldn’t get any sleep and
walked over to where the noise
was and found his night watchman.
visited

“I

notes.

Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O-Neal Oro
Vine Gardens

Continued from page

Joy Brennan
Mickey Reid

'

Deep River Boys
Hope. Sc Ray
Billy Thorburn
3 Garcias
Shires Sc Tylee

St Louis (FM) 11
Eileen Barton

fill)

NBC’s
7

Cl)

Cecil Sheridan
.

Empire. (M)

Olympia (P) 9
Johnny Barnes
Shavo Sherman
Honeydreamers
Jan August
ST LOUIS

Lois Lee

Hippodrome

NOTTINGHAM

MIAMI

Palace (R) 10

.3:

Ada Hanson

10

(I)

3 Sherwoods
Carl Sands Ore

Peggy Taylor 3
Jerry Mann Co
Sing Lee Sing
Andrew Twins

(I)

11

Pat Henning
Chico Marx
Gray & Jayne
Yvette

Nonchalants
Corps de Ballet
Eockettes
Sym Ore

Roxy

(P)

WOLVER-

HAMPTON

Dorvilles

&

Oscar
Maego Doherty

Martha Stewart &
Blackburn Twins

Jessica Haist

to

Ken

Earl

Billy EcKstlne

George Dyer
G A F Szony

(2

Johnnie Ramsdell
Pat Revere

CHICAGO

De

Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Farrar Sc Carter
Douglas Duffy
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald

'

)

In connection with bills

(L)Loew; (M) Moss;

Fay. & Gordon
D Hild Dors
Frankie Carle Oro
Hotel Slovene
Joan Hyldoft

9

—

Numeral!

'

—

SrS'K

.

,

•

•

.

-

,
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Boston, Aug. 8.
reports from Hub**.!
has
biz
indicate

Midseason
strawhatters

slumped

slightly

last

New Little Theatre

2

Groups for

year’s

Worth

Ft.

Fort Worth, Aug.

8.

the Boston Summer
Two new little theatres are in
Theatre but is holding substantial- prospect here soon.
The Arena
ly the same as last year at the Players, composed chiefly of local,
neighboring Texas Christian U. and Deriten
theatre in
Brattle
at

figures

mated
have

been

spotty,

Walker’s appearance in “On The
Town," which closed Saturday (5)
and “Apple of His Eye,” starring
Edward Arnold, winding up in vicinity of $9,000, considered okay this
season. “The Gay Divorce,” with
Carol Stone, pulled slightly less
during its run here but the biggest
disappointment was the Larairie
Day Vehicle, ‘‘Angel Street.” Play
got poor notices and wound up in
“Over
.neighborhood of $6,000.
21,” starring Eve Arden, opened
sale,
advance
heavy
with
Mon. (7)
indicating near capacity for current Week.:'
Brattle Theatre has this year taken over the management of the Cohasset Playhouse, both houses having a seating capacity Of approximately 450 and operating with a
$3 top. Reports indicate biz about
on a par with last season. Under
the present setup, majority of productions play a week at Cambridge,
and follow up with- a week at Cohasset With comparable grosses at

Exceptions have been
John Carradine’s “Julius Caesar,”
which did nicely in Cambridge but
fell below expectations at Cohasset
with Nigel
and “Yes, M’Lord
Bruce, off in Cambridge but pull-

both spots.

.

This group
Sarazari,

the local contact

is

.

.

headed by Jo Ann

is

who

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Golden Cuckoo,”

new

London, , Aug, 5.
S. A. Gorlinsky has closed a deal
with Orson Welles to come to England for six weeks’ season with the
theatre not yet set. Star opens in
October with “The Blessed and the
Damned” and “Time Runs,” both
of which he recently presented in
Paris. He will also do “Faust” and
“Macbeth.” His last two weeks he
will play one-night stands in the
Jack Hylton and
provinces
Gino Arbib, his aide, back from
Paris, where they arranged for

G. Albert Smith, of the
.
“Wisteria Trees” cast, took advantage of the play’s layoff to take
Tallulah
a Caribbean cruise ...
Bankhead is considering a new
play by Edwin Justin Mayer as a

house

,

.

.

,

A
starri ng veh icle for fall
Broadway ticket broker, complain.

.

.

about the conventioneering
Jehovah's Witnesses last week,
muttered, “They don't spend any
money; all; they do is look at
ing

.

.

at the local Play-

*

By MIKE

“Burning Bright” is the new title
of John Steinbeck’s “In the Forest
of the Night,” which Rodgers &
son dm West-End. Production and Hammerstein are readying for
Morrie
costumes will be Italian, with cast October presentation
mostly recruited in London. Arbib Efron is planning the production
edition
of the
legit
“Belvedere,”
of
is off Aug. 15 to Italy to make final
arrangements, with show going on “Sitting Pretty” character and
Tom
by
adapted
provincial tour after London run. story, to be
Hylton has also arranged to have Taggert from Gwen Davenport’s
a Grand Guignol season in London original novel and with Arthur
Eric Glass off to Cannes for Treacher in the tit’l$ part . John
Wendy Toye Yorke will be general manager and
discussions
with
anent the Norman Ginsbury-Ber- Charles Washburn pressagent for
revue, the Harry Wagstaff Gribble-A. RayMaschwitz
Grun-Eric
nard
“Birthday Bouquet;” which will be mond Gallo production of Norwood
staged by Bernard Delfont around Chamberlain's “Judd” .> , Prtecilla
Christmas in the West-End, after Gillette signed for a lead in “Out
Cole
a provincial tryout with Carol of This World,” the new
Lynne starred
Delfont is again Porter show, With Charlotte GreenJohn Shubert back from
reviving Richard Tauber’s “Old wood
Chelsea” for extended provincial a 10-day motorboat trip to Monttohr in the fall With John Har- real, via the Hudson River and
Ben Segal,
.
greaves and Janet HamiltOn-Smith Lake Champlain
manager for Anthony
general
Starred.
Dennis Constanduros has com- Brady Farrell, returned yesterday
pleted new play titled “Hail and (Tues.) from Florida to supervise
FareWell”
Lionel Hale has tuneup rehearsals of “Texas, Li’l
revue,

Italian

tentatively titled
to play short sea-

“Moon Dream,”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8.

Melody Fair, music tent on the
Danbury fairgrounds, had its best,
week ending Sunday night (6), with
Mimi Benzell in “Naughty Marietta.” Fastidiously produced summusical grossed nearly $13,-

.

.

.

.

Continued on page 63)

.

.

Active Legit Seaton

,

Scheduled for Paris

.

.

It is, therefore, possible to

Darlin’,” which reopens Aug. 21 at
the Hellinger, N.Y., before, touring

started an amateur play depart5.
ment for Evans Bros., prominent
Plans of new legit productions English book publishers, with first
for next season include “Caves du- play, “Fit For Heroes,” by Kay
Vatican” adapted by Andre Gide Bannerman, already published
Tedwell Chapman negotiating with
from his novel, and directed by
Paris, Aug.

.

.

.

Paul Yroom

for the Richard

Jack Buchanan, who wants

is

Number

W. Kraukeur-Fred

Francois Mauriac.
At the Marigny, under Simone
Volterra aegis, Jean Louis Barrault
Will do “La Farce des TenebreuX”
(“The Play of the Unrevealed”), by
Michel de Glelderode; “Arden de
Faversham,” an Elizabethan play
with an Andre Gide adaptation, a
Jean Anouilh play, “La Repetition
ou L’ Amour PUrii.” Also, a play

by Maurice

ClaVel,

“La Mague-

lonne,” Shakespeare's “Heiiry VI”
capsulized by the same Andre
Clavel, and Loys Masson adaptation of Cervantes' “Cristoval de

Lugo.”
At the Mathurins, Marcel Herrand will produce “Chateau des
Carrefours” (“Crossroads Castle”),
by Odette Joyeux; It Will be costumed by Christian Dior and the
sets will be blowups of photos. At
the miniature theatre de la Huchette, Georges Vitaly will produce
“Pepita,” by Henri Fontenille and
Maurice Chevit. At the Vieux
Colimbier, Anet Badel will produce
Jean Francois Noel’s “Les Princes
du Sang” (“The Royal Princes”)
and possibly a play by Charles
Spaak. At his Ambassadeurs, Henri Bernstein will have “Victor.”
As usual, there will be more re-

yiV^S Vjap. nfW

-.

..

sent

of State.”

“The Deadly
West-End with Marstarred and Henry
stage .
H. M. Ten-

former's

the

Dove”

in the

Grahame

got.

Kendall to

.

.

nent’s “Traveller’s Joy,” in the third
year at the Criterion theatre, is
finally vacating the end of September
Lee Ephraim to Paris to
seek French femme lead for his
new play with music by Guy Bol.

.

.

i

.

expensive method of determining
whether a vehicle has New York
possibilities.

national companies

When

'As Cast’ Sours

Orangeburg, N, Y., Aug. 8.
Hazard of signing an “as cast”
contract for summer stock in the
expectation of playing leads was
illustrated

here

last

week when

Gwen Barlow cut short a threebetween Kansas City and Los week engagement
at the Rockland
Angeles.
Consequently, Mann County
Circle theatre and shifted
hopes to convince eastern pro- to the
Mountain playhouse at Jenducers that tha ideal solution is nerstown,
Pa.
Actress had come
to turn over the Coast rights to from
Texas for the assignment
good properties.
after a three-year retirement as
Greek theatre’s recent “Finian’s the wife of a physician.
Rainbow” production, starring the
She had negotiated her deal
original cast toppers, Ella Logan, with Jean
Dale Crane, actressDavid
ayne and Albert Sharpe, turned-producer
and with the apn
is an exariiple of the type of proproval of director Evelyn Pierce.
The Burning Bush,’ Noel duction Mann wants to mount dur- But Miss
roles in
pierce took sick arid anLangley-Heinz Herald-Geza Here- ing his El Capitan season.
He
zeg murder trial drama which will feels that the years at the Greek other director with his own ideas
moved in.
Miss Barlow played
presented at theXoronet, Hpl theatre have convinced
film the lead only in- “Angel Street”
1 itu7aaH
novt month
mAnth by
h\r Walter
Woltm* WicWin
lywood,
next
studios, for example, that it would and
found
herself assigned bits
Lynn Baggett
clair Productions
makes her coast legit bow as Lady be advantageous to permit screen in “Constant; Wife” and “Ajina
names
to
do
stage
work
under his Christie.”
Sybil in “What Eveiy Woman
Knows” at the Circle theatre, Hol- aegis.
By mutual agreement the con“There are about i 00 top film tract was terminated, not without
lywood, Aug. 18.
names who are good attractions embarrassment to Miss Crane,
and know legitimate thdatre tech- w ho, had b een matron :.jof...hQnflJLLittle Theatre Groups
able

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

i

4^:*^ Lw;
.
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William Saroyan discussing a
Hollywood premiere of his new
play, “The Vineyard,” at the tiny
Har-Oniar theatre now under construction, to be operated in conjunction with the restaurant Of
Douglas Wood rethat name
peats his role as Venables in
Circle theatre’s Coast revival of
‘What
Every Woman
Knows,”
which opens Aug. 16 with Sydney
Chaplin,: Ruth Conte and Lynn
Baggett in top roles.
Rudolph. Anders
and Richard
r.
,

tourists all year. long.
Tryout operations at the theatre
will be w’ooed enthusiastically arid
M&nn hopes to convince at least
some Broadway producers: that a
Coast break-in provides the least

.

,

ton and Hans May titled “Music
At Midnight,” which is skedded for
fall
the
Henry Sherek. has ac—
...v, *«.*
quired new play
titled "The Middle Mist,” Which
he will do in the West-End with
Constance Cummings, the author’s
av* vuu
^
of August.
William Mollison, who is producing musical version of “French
For Love” for Jack Waller, has
signed Jacques Janssen, the French
“Danilo” of “The Merry Widow”
fame, for the lead. Play’s title will
be changed to “Sweet Innocent.”
“Touch and Go,” the Bernard
Delfont American revue, despite
good notices is not doing too Well
at the Prince of Wales theatre.
Delfont has asked the, American
contingent to take a cut which they
refused to do and show may fold.
Phillip King, author of “See

of

der-500-seat classification.
Philharmonic auditorium* a 2,670seater Which housed “South Pacific,” generally books little legit beyorid the annual L. A. Civic LightOpera Season. El Capitan, apart
from beirig excellent from the
standpoint of seating capacity, has
the added advantage of a choice location. It's easy to get to and is
located only a short distance fromthe principal tourist attraction/ the
Hollywood - Vine corner.
Latter
factor many be an asset during
Mann’s contemplated season, since
Hollywood gets a good supply of

mount

to reach Los Angeles has dwindled
steadily in recent years* As Mann
points out, rails become a major
factor in touring of this nature,
since there are no real dates avail-

Finklehoffe production of “Affairs

to pre-

majority of legiters are In the un8.

a production which can profitably
general manager tour the Coast alone*

.

Jean Meyer, at the Francalse. Also a Claude Andre Puget adaptation of “Winter Tales ” at the same
At the Hebertot, Jacques
house.
Hebertot will present “Le Feu Sur
la Terre” (“Fire on Earth”), by

KAPLAN

Hollywood, Aiig.

Consistent activity on the local
.
legit front for the first time in
many years may result from Gene
Mann’s takeover of El Capitan,
near Hollywood and Vine, for a
season of top productions. Theatre has been only spasmodically
alight since Ken Murray’s “Blackouts” ended an eight-year run last
summer and trekked east to a
quick death on Broadway,
Mann plans a Season of revivals
of contemporary plays with name
stars and may pepper the continuity with a few tryouts. Actual
details remain to be Worked out
since the producer is still busy
with his fifth season at the operiair Greek theatre in Griffith park.
Behind the takeover of the
1,142-seat El Capitan is Mann’s belief that the Coast can be developed into a legit production
centre since the facilities are here.
In addition to a tremendous talent
pool, it's figured that costs can be
considerably less than in the east.

things.”

.

(

Radio writer Peter Lyon— who worked on the book of “Giiys and
Dolls,” got a flat fee for the assignment, but won’t get a royalty or pro-

.

the tryout of his

.

mer

„

.

Danbury

Danbury, Conp., Aug.

.

.

.

with a group of Princeton U. and
Princeton Intime theatre alumni,
who propose to settle here.
The Arena will have as its managing director Mrs. William Muth,
While James Hughes, of the North
Texas State College Supper Theatre group, will direct.

dollars.

‘Marietta’ 13G,

.

gram billing. According to Ernest H. Martin, who is cb-producing the
musical with Cy Feuer, the arrangement is at the suggestion of Lyon,
who reasoned that since he merely worked on Story construction he
wasn't entitled to collaborator billing or a share of the royalties. Music
and lyrics for the show have been supplied by Frank Loesser, with Jo
Swerling authoring the book and Abe Burrows providing additional
comedy, George S, Kaufman will direct the production, which is schedChiffon” at the 48th Street, NX," uled to open Nov. 9 at the 46th Street, N.:
Y., after a road tryout.
opening Sept. 27, with Flora Robson in her original starring role.
While summer circuit business generally has been somewhat off this
The Ambassador, N.Y., leased
by the Shuberts to DuMont tele- season, Pittsburgh is proving an exception, Civic Light Opera Assn.,
which
will close 10-week season at Pitt Stadium next week with “Annie
Will
Mangum
Edward
vision
s,
be managing director of the Arena Get Your Gun,” reports an increase of 10-12% over, last year’s figures,
while
the
White Barn, strawhat operated by Clay Flagg and Carl Low,
Stage, opening Aug. 16 in WashThe Hamdert (Conn.) is Up around 5%, At same time, Mountain playhouse, Jeannerstown,
ington
strawhat will call it quits next Pa., and Little Lake theatre, presenting iri-the-round productions at
Bruni Fal- reconverted barn near Pittsburgh, are running ahead of a year ago, tod.
Saturday night (12)
con takes over the assignment next
week as alternate for Patricia
“Come Back, Little Sheba,” William Inge drama which closed July
Neway in the leading role in “The 29 after 190 performances at the Booth, N. Y., just about broke even
Cbnsul,” succeeding Vera Bryner on its Broadway run, so the Theatre Guild production represents apDenis Johnston, author of proximately a $40,000 loss. Play will, tour in the fall as a
Guild sub‘‘Moon in the Yellow River,” is at scription offering, with Shirley Booth in her original
femme lead and
Provincetown, Mass., this week for a male lead to be
signed.
play, “The

of the previous show.
The Pit Repertory Players intend
to import talent from New York
as soon as a theatre is available.

ing near-capacity in Cohasset. Last
Week’s production, “Androcles and
the Lion,” starring Ernest Truex,
proved to be tops grosswise at
Cambridge, enabbing slightly over
$5,000 to lead previous top, “Imaginary Invalid,'’ with Zero Mostel,

by a few hundred

.

Supper - Theatre - in-the-Bound actors, Will open Aug. 24 with “Light
Up the Sky*” They have leased

an upstairs section of a building
and will convert it into a 150-seat
playhouse. Their season will consist of 12 shows,' each running five
Other plays nights, each preceded by five
after the close
with Nancy nights of rehearsal

figure.

this

.

,

;

Cambridge..
Boston Summer Theatre, 914seater with a $2.40 top, had several
productions last season that drew a
solid $12,000 but so far this season
only the teeoff “The Second Man/’
with Franchot Tone, has approxi-

*

.

,

from

Despite protest by Actors Equity on the ground that his membership
in another union disqualified him from sitting in on the. performer
negotiations with the League of N. Y. Theatres, Herman Bernstein has
continued to participate in the confabs. He has done so, he explains
as a member of the board, of governors of the League, not as a union
member. After receiving the Equity protest, executives of the Assn,
of Theatrical Pressageuts and Managers, Bernstein’s union, asked him
to withdraw from the bargaining sessions.
But in view of his explanation of his status the union has made no effort to enforce its request.
Besides being general manager for Leland Hayward and Lindsay £
Crouse, Bernstein qualifies for membership on the League board by
reason of his position as general manager of the Alvin theatre, N. Y.,
and as an occasional producer. Until the sale recently of the Hudson
f
N. Y., to NBC, he was president of the Hudson Theatre Corp.

Elisabeth Bergner is a smash in
Sydney, Australia, in “The Two
Mrs. Carrolls,” in which she appeared on Broadway in the fall
Sidney
and winter of 1943-44
Kingsley went to Paris last week
to confab with Arthur Koestler,
whose “Darkness at Noon” novel
he is dramatizing as a starring
vehicle for Claude Rains
Author-director Walter Kerr, until
recently head of the Catholic U.
drama department, has become
legit critic of Commonweal, CathRobert Marlotti,
olic periodical
understudy of Brandon De Wilde
in “Member of the Wedding;” -will
play the moppet role in the show
only this week, as young De Wilde
is taking just a one-week vacation,
not two as previously announced
John Wildberg, who returned
last week from England, may present “Anna Lucasta” in London
this fall. He is sponsoring “Black

!
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:
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Buffalo, Aug. /8.
After an absence of nearly 30
years,

the

New York

,

State

Fair

this year will again feature The
Little Theatre, consisting of plays

groups
How- They Run” and “On Mon- throughout bythecommunity
state.
Performday Next” is
.

.

collaborating

produced

with
Anthony Armstrong, author of ances will be presented Monday“Ten Minute Alibi” On new play throUgh-Friday evenings of Fair
Productions
titled “Here We Come Gathering.” week, September 2-9.
Herman Shumliii to Edinburgh will be selected from 45 statewide
to see Andre Roussin’s hew play, community theatre organizations.
“The Little Hut,” which tours, the
A theatre exhibit in the audiprovinces for eight weeks before it torium of the Mills
on the
Qpipes tq .the kyjr& thqqtro.
Fair grounds will also be featured.
.

.

.

niques,” Mann point"" out^Tf only" at Miss Barlow’s wedding.
But
are available for legit work the “as cast” proviso in the conin Hollywood, we have enough for tract gave the
new director; Alan
a good season.”
Andersony son of playwright MaxTakeover of the El Capitan is Well Anderson and a Rockland
effective Sept. 1, when the Greek county resident, full discretion.
theatre will be on its final three
Weeks with Gertrude Niese-n
U. of Chi Play Contest
starring in
“Gentlemen Prefer
Chicago, Aug. 8.
Blondes,” a Coast production. It
Bi-anriual 1951 Charles A. Sergei
too, is indicative of Mann’s plans, contest for three-act original plays
for after its three-week run here by an American citizen was announced last week by the drama
it heads for a date in San Frandepartment of the U. of Chicago.
cisco.
Closing date for the $1,000
Legit in Los Arigeles has long
award, which grants presentation
beeri In the doldrums.
Save for and royalty rights to the author, is
the Biltmore, local UBO outlet, the
March 31, 1951,

At N. Y. Faif This Year 10%
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riett Ames, presents drama in three acts
(five scenes) by Henrik Ibsen. Stars Luise
Rainer; features Herbert Berghof, Steven
Directed by Sam
Hill, Theodore Newton.
VV.^namaker; art director/ Howard Bay;
settings, May Callas; costumes. Paul du
Pont. At Fulton. N. Y., Aug. 7, '50; at
$!)

top,

Ballested

'

.

Eli

Wallach

Steven IIill
....
Jackson
Hilda
... ....... v . .... Anne
................. Joan Chandler
Boletta
angel; . . .. . .. .. ... Herbert Berghof
Dr.

Byngstrand ...........
.

.

.

W

Arnholm
F.llida

.

•

.

.

..........
.

.

....

.

.

..

.

... . , •

Friman-Johnston ....

.

.Theodore Newton
Dulse Rainer

...
...

>

.

..... Jeff

Morrow

bill ot^lts fourproduction stock series (which the
sponsors hope will develop into a
repertory Operation) Festival Theatre presents a sluggish, inaudible
performance of a lesser-known
Ibsen play, “Lady from the Sea/'
As with the initial presentation,

As

thei

sepond

“Parisienne,” sympathy w i t h the
group’s intentions doesn’t obscure
the fact that the show is disappointing theatre as well as inadequate bOxoffice fare.
/"he play is about a second wife
w 1 a fixation about the briney
,

need to be needed by her
husband and two stepdaughters.
I s apparently/ profound and dra"maTic, but under Sam Wanamak-ancl

a

in a domestic jam. Bvit as a
family friend Theodore Newton
speaks up and gives the impression
of thinking about the lines, Steven
Hill gives dimension to the role
of a cheerful consumptive, Anne
Jackson plays an outspoken girl as
if
she understood the character
and were interested in what the
other actors are saying, and Joan
Chandler is acceptable as a young
thing Who wants to get married
but has to be coaxed a little. Eli
Wallach is okay in a garrulous bit,
but as the seafarer who would take
the heroine away, Jeff Morrow:

keeps his lines to himself.

A
drop

postcardishly

showing

painted

Norwegian

number

tains, plus a

back-

moun-

of set pieces,

provides the scenery for three locales.
Hobe.

Pu colic

is

Washington, Aug.

National Capital Sesquicentennial Commission presentation of symphonic drama
in two acts and 18 scenes, by Raul Green.
Directed,
by William Voreiibertf; producI.a
tion of Audiberti's drama in three -acts tion executive, L. Poe Leggette; musical
and prologue. Staged by Georgei Vitaly, director and. special music, Richard DirkFeatures Claude Gensac, Monique Dela* sen; choreography, Barbara Cole; designer,
roche. Xavier Renoult, Pierre Mondy, Adrian Sayre Harris; lighting, Jamies WarChristine Caron, Lucien Hubert. Decors, ing; costumes, Susanne Sherman; organAndie Marchand; costumes, Christian? ist, Ronald Arnatt, At Sesquicentennial
At The- Amphitheatre, Rock Creek. Park, WashCoste; music, Hubert D'Auriol,
"
ington; Aug. 5, -'30;-.' at. $2.40 tbp.
atre De La Huchette, Paris.
..Charles McClelland
...
Claude' Gensac George Washington
.
Joannine. ..
..
Miller
...
.Mary
...
Martha.
Washington
Delaroch?
.Monique
Jeannette ..........
John Tate
Gilbert,
.... ... ...... .Xavier Renoult Billy Lee ...................
.... ... .Orel Leonard
Pierre Mondy Thomas Jefferson.
Father ... ; ...
t . ....
Duchess ....... ... * i ... Christlane Caron Alexander. Hamilton. .William C* Flaherty

been plowed too often by O’Neiil/
Glaspell, Wharton, etc/
Nor has the author had the complete cooperation of the casting
director this time, though the direction of Martin Manulis is both
fluent and acrid. MisS Reed, with

.

unexpected restraint,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Lucien

,

Hubert

..
Isaac Bell.
First commentator,'.

Second commentator.

This Shoehorn theatre, situated
on the street made famous by ElPaul’s “Last Time I Saw
liot
Haris,” houses one of the best
young repertoire companies in
Paris. Recipients of the works of
venerable, intellectual playwright
Audiberti, they get respectful attention from crix and legit public.
Handicapped by a tiny stage, they
have managed to give, interesting
production to Audiberti’s gander
into the enigma of Joan of Arc.
Coining at a time when the Maid of
Orleans has been cause for much
public display and pomp, it has

mock parody

that turns into irqnic*tragedy. Jpari
is conceived as> a dual character

and is played by two actresses.
There is the conflict between the
Each act
warrior and woman.
treats an aspect of the struggle.
Joan is shown as a loud, resource^
ful giiT wl\o gets her way by cunning. She sacrifices, her womanli-

has

-

was his

it

,

in-

?

here that Green’s Symphonic
For nowhere
falls short.
throughout the manifold episodes
of Washington’s struggles to guide
the young democracy does one f eel
the stuff of drama. It is not that
the lines do not lend themselves
to the dynamics Of: the theatre (although it sometimes seems that
Way), but rather that there is no
force behind them. The result is
a mechanical, amateurish performance of material which deserves
better and stronger interpretation.

There is her effect on her
harassed -family, on her lover and
her final martyrdom.
Unorthodox arid weighty play
gets a fine production, vivid costuming and an interesting musical
score. Though there is only one
entrance-exit on the stage, movement and balance is well contained.
This merits big time production.
The acting is a mixture of the excellent and the ordinary.
Claude
Gensac is fine as the flamboyant
Joan and Monique Delaroche effectively counterpoints her in the
-simple,- -woma nly-part ,-Luoien T-u~
bert etches a fine portrait as the
decaying Duke, but Xavier Renoult
fails to come through in the more

moments

.

is

it

ness for this obsession to lead men
in battle to free her beloved .coun-

Vitaly

.

.

,

(430

drama

try.

lover.

.

-

.

intense

.Thomas B. Jones
;Emery Smith
Davie Rogers
.

.

moderate-

successful

tent in this spectacle, to portray
“the benevolent, enduring, and Wise clasp.
and just character of the father, qf
Miss Roberta Jonay, shifted from
our coutry,” To achieve this ob- the Theatre Guild’s music forces,
jective and at the same time to gasps through the role of the inbring out Washington’s contribution dignant ingenue and Hugh Reilly
to the founding of the Republic, is fine as the tragic Joe Adams,
Green employs all the techniques who is killed. His scenes with his
of the modern theatre and radio.
peasant wife give the play its only
Two commentators are used to true warmth. Katharine Bard, as
sketch in Washington’s early life the defective daughter
in - law,
to the point where lie is called on enriches the play with her skillful
There are flash- playing.
to be President.
backs, dream scenes, ballet, folk
The setting, particularly, a soarsongs, cho .1 music, choreography ing backdrop seCms like a rriid^nd-mob-seenee/.-Theie-isa^shifU
esterner’s-idea- uF-New—Englandr*
ing of the spotlight, from one set
Doui.
to another, while scenery is riioved
for subsequent scenes. Crowds appear in colorful costume—for putdoor gatherings or inside dances*
Unfortunately, it is essential to
listen to catch the intended impact
And
of ‘Faith of Our Fathers.”
Ftelied In Grant!

1

only touched on in

.

.

Paul Green says

.

.

•

.

Duke

is

.

.

.

,

is

as the dominatin
mother. When the direction permits her, however, the proceedings
take on theatrical zip. John Baragrey becomes a handsome weakling.
As the defiant youth who
fled the brood; he mellows appropriately if not convincingly into
the one token his mother can
ly

.

.

Carroll- 4 Acior’ $5,300
Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 8.
“Once an Actor,” Rosemary
Casey play with Leo G. Carroll
Starred, topped the season’s figures
at the Berkshire playhouse here
last week With a gross of $5,300.
There was a $2.94 top for the 436seat- house.
Two special matinees of the
Cornelia Otis Skinner one-w oman timely appeal.
show grossed $’i770O'TasfWeek. AIT "ThtS" is mdr^'^talrt^lMng'Tnf^l^
lectual display than a cohesive
seats were at $2.
dramatic work. It treats Joan in a
novel manner and the trial, scene
Stagehands Picketing

RUSS

flashback, with which he is
successful,
That seemingly New
England’s spare dramatic soil has

the

5.

(Virgin)
Paris, July 29.
Compagnie Georges Vitaly presenta-

playing
leaden and so confidential that
frequently becomes practically
surreptitious.
And since Luise
Great Neck, L. I,/ Aug. 8.
Rainer and Herbert Berghof, in
The stagehands union, wltich has
the two leading parts, both have made abortive efforts this summer
accents, their speech is not always to gain a foothold in a number of
intelligible even When it's, audible. strawhats, is currently picketing
Miss Rainer is visually lovely, the Arena theatre, Great Neck,
though her playing seems always N.Y.
on. the point of slowing down to a
Theatre
claims
management
complete s t o p, and Berghof ap- there’s no need for union grips,
pears somewhat preoccupied for a since no scenery is used.
er’s still-life direction the

it.

Fathers

Failli of Oiir

man

the Sea

(Sam WanamakerTheatre
Terese Hayden), in association with HarFestival

Yarn deals with a soldier who
returns after the last war to his
Chicago home with an English wile
His mother, Who lost
arid child.
another son in the war, feels the
British are partially responsible for
his death and makes life pretty
difficult for her daughter-in-law.
Besides not liking the gal for her
nationality, she Would also have
preferred her son to marry a rich
neighborhood girl he’d been dating.
Sala Staw’s direction is heavyhanded, while thespirig for the
most part is run-of-the-mill. Work
is Being ottered vTa “arena staging.
Gros.

It is stated that it cost approximately $90,000 to stage the producthat over 400 costumes had
to be made at an. expense of $22,-

The cast was recruited largely
from young aspiring actors and
actresses in and around Washing-

000.

Here, of course, is the reason for the standard of acting in
’‘
F aith of. -Ou r Fathers/!
It is a pity that the new amphitheatre could not have a more
However,
auspicious christening.
as many first nighters observed,
the Sesquicentennial at least bequeaths to Washington a magnificently designed 4,000-seat outdoor
theatre which the Nation’s capital
can put to good use. “Faith” will
run seven weeks and Will be pre^
sented annually.
ton.

,

.

composition and movements and
aided by the excellent costuming
creates some eye catching pageantry. Music is
good counterpoint
and settings are properly stylized.
Mosk.

AVENUE)
’

tion,

as the suffering
a fine eye for

SIXTH

Unconvincing f roiii both the
story and perforrhance standpoint,
Ivan Becker’s “Etched In Granite
makes for tedious viewing, Put on
by Originals Only, play is beirg
given on a cuffo basis, with voluntary donations from the audience,

Lovely Vermont Home and
Summer Theatre for Sale
.

Unusually attractive Cairt Cod Colonial com-.
pletely
restored.
Furnished.
Suitable two
families
separate
entrances.
Main house;,
three bedrooms, three baths, central heating,
oil. fiirnnee, copper pipe, plumbing*
slate roof,
insulated, all-year house.
Conneeting three
bedrooms, two with lavatories, bath, kitchenette and
modern summer theatre, Intimate,
with sound-proof control room fn rear, large
flying area, plus side alcove stages,
modern
yet atmospheric,
(Town needs movie). Double
garage, barbecue terra'eo b’osidfc all-year running brook.
In the lovely village of New.fane,'.
Vermont,, near
Brattleboro with- easy train,
.

.

Tlio iRiig Da.ys
Westport, Conn., £ug. 2.
Theatre Guild, liic., presents a new play
by Davis' Snow. Stars Florence Reed. .Dit
reeled by Martin Manulis; setting and
lighting, Eldon Elder. Production under
supervision of Theresa Helburn and I,a\Vrence Laugher. At the Westport (Conn.)
Country Playhouse, July 31, ’50.
.Roberta Jonay
Joan Adams
Charles Adams ............ .John Baragrey.
Hugh Reilly'
Joe Adams
Florence Reed
Marian Adams
.......
Sandra Swanton
Sylvia Adams
.'

THE LAMBS, 130 West 44th

Street

TlHvEritiikajrtl
(UPTOWN, SEATTLE)

1
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.
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.

.

.

:

.
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“FINIAN’S

Helen Burt, who directs as well
as doing the role of Mary Wilson,'
turns in a fine job in both cate
gories, and she as well as the rest
of the cast show definitely that local radio: talent can handle stage
roles as well as a mike. John Condon, as Edward Middleton, and- Phil
Sangster, as well as Dowton, are

RAINBOW”

on the Underground

KJR

staffers,

Bud

Smalley,

are
,

KOL

—

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCS

and

Bill Griffiths and
who do other roles,

regulars*

.

.

,

.

Playing Finian in

.

.

!
1

Now

1

I;

Seattle, Aug. 2.
This old meller gets a Wonderful
Workout at the Uptown here under
the auspices of the Windsor Light
...... ... .Jay' Sherwood
Opera Guild, which has leased the Charles Adams. ....
... .... Jan Sherwood
Frances Adams.
house for .July and August.
Samuel Adams ........ ..Joseph Sweeney

LUXEMBURG 2-1515

connections
New York and Boston.
Great
bargnln at j 8, 000
contact Palmer 7 Field,
Belvedere. Marin County, California.

v

’
;

Grimly authentic, “The Long
Days,” an earnest first play by
Davis Snow, belongs to an earlier
Theatre Guild epoch, when its:
.

and

Authors' Representatives

..Katharine Bard

-

1130

Play, Brokers

25 Wosf 45th Street, New York
7623 Suhsot Blvd.v Hollywood 46, Cal.

|

!

audience's did not demand tasty
theatregoing. Incubated at Westport as a possibility for Metropolitan presentatiori next season, the
subject matter worried the summer
theatregoers somewhat but did

i

J.

J.

Certified.

SPERANS
Public Accountant

j"

!
'

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
New York
LA. 4-1944
Bst. 1032
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cast, topped by Wynn not arouse them.
For: here again is that resolute
Perkins, who does a hilarious, hissable job as the villain, Cribbs and stage figure, that forbidding ma>++++++1
Tootie Mutch as Mrs* Wilson, are triarch, the possessive parent, who
excellent, drawing boos arid cheers fiercely contrives to control all her
children and theif’s and keep them
as necessary,
Entre-acte olios are handled by on the farm. A stern New "EngWrito, Phono of Wiro
a good barber shop quartet; by lander, Mother Adams, as she likes j
Griffiths and Mutch in a period bit, to be called, has her. hands full in
“The
Long
Days.”
Till
“Wait.
the Sun Shines, Nelly,”
Pla/ Houii, WofMilNf, Mom.
Her eldest son has long since ^
topped by a fast tap routine; by
4 6 » 6 »
4 »
Mildred Perkins *as La Soubrette sought distant horizons and her two !
and Mutch; Burt and Smalley in an other boys, to escape bondage, have
taken
to
the
bottle.
And the wife
un-cheesecake “By the Sea.”
of one of them, a well-meaning
BF/sla tier n r has^ bee ir driven insane"1
scenes via easel cards keeps the by the old la
dy.
49th St. arid 7th Ave.
mood for a pleasant summer eveThwarted by her own offspring,"
NEW YORK
ning of casual fun.
Reed
Mother Adams turns to the next
%Vi Rboms - Attractivt
generation ere “The Long Days”
‘Mr. Jordan* $5,900, Chevy Chase ends and whispers
Facing 7th Ave - Elevator
blandishments
Chicago, Aug. 8.
into the ears
her grandchildren
Telephone JUdson 2-2309
Tom Drake, in “Here Comes Mr. to keep them of
with her on the farm
Jordan/’ grossed $5,900 at the slie adores,—-Another
^iebeUious4
Chevy Chase theatre, Wheeling, daughter-in-law, attempting
to free
111., for the week ending Sunday
the Adariis men front their yoke,
night (6). There is a promising ad- prrivokes the
tragic
vance .for “Harvey” with Burgess which the doyenne kills climax in
her second
Meredith, whic
opens tonight son and collapses into madness.
(Tues.), Ilka Chase, in “Goodbye/
author
has
a
good,
AVAILABLE WEEKENDS
quick
a
My Fancy” is due next week.
flair for the theatre, as proven
p.m*)
by
Call WAd.worth 7-7196 (Aft#r 9
Jerry Fritz returns as produc- his apt dialogue,
his
knowing
Or Writ* BOX V-9B75, VAR |CTY
tion manager Rnd Sonny Adams as Characterizations
t.
and his use of
N*
154 W*tt 46th St., N*w York 19,
stage manager.
that sometimes perilous technic,

Balance of

,
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Wednesday, August 9* 1950
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Rex” and “Othello” in
its “gpd-like glimpse of humanity
from some point of vision above
the struggle.
The famous dramato “Oedipus

CHATTER

Bird Does a Judge Crater
:

1

John K. Tunis, novelist and freelance scribe, off to Europe last
week on the lie de France.Phillip Schweidel of Paul Tausig
& Sons named travel agent for
Columbia Lecture Bureau.
Bill Best shifted from the San
Francisco; office to manage the Los
Angeles bureau for United Press.
Malcolm Muir, prez of News-

^

So far he hasn’t gotten the

Ken McCormick’s

in disaster.”

He

this

Robert Louis- Taylor sailing for
England where he’ll startrwprlr-bnr
an informal biog of Winston
Co-Copyright Ownerships
Arthur Gordon, ex-Good House- Churchill. Doubleday will publish.
Thomas B. Costain, novelist-hiskeeping and Cosmopolitan editor,
whose' first novel;, “Reprisal” has torian, en route to Britain on the
for research on his* upcomMedia
been published by Simon & Schusing tome on English history, “The
ter, is another Who jointly copyPageant
of England.”
rights his works in the names of
Peggy and J. P; McEvoy on the
his wife, Pamela, and himself, H.
Allen Smith and Nelle Smith are French Line both ways, Sailing last
co-copyright week and to return on the maiden
man-wife
another
team* with an eye to tax purposes. westbound voyage Of the new flagThe practise is growing. The Kyle ship, the Liberte (nee Europa).
Crichton book, “The Marx Bros.”
Screenplays of Herbert Kline’s
(Doubleday), in turn is co-copy- forthcoming
production,
“Tales
righted in the names of Arthur From Afar,” based on three Jack
Harpo Marx, Chico Marx, Groucho London stories, Will be published
Marx, Zeppo Marx and Gummo in book form, illustrated by stills
Marx—spelled just that way, in- from the film,
dicating that Harpo alone has
autobiog,
Lionel
Barrymore’s
given himself a square handle, and written with an assist from Camthat the others have legally adopted eron Shipp (who also collabbed
their professional names.
With Billie Burke on her autobiog)
due off Aopleton-Century-Croft’s
Handel Looks at Audiences
presses in January.
:

their distribs.
In its 227 pages of text, the Handel book compactly sets forth
the varied methods of audience research. Handel carefully clocks not
only the different types of tests
for patron preference that Can be
made before, during and after a
film is lensed but also the importance of controls to prevent the
skull-counter from wandering onto
false trails. Much of his conclusions are bulwarked by charts and
figures garnered on specific films
in the past.
Author systematically describes
the complicated machinery of audience-statistics gathering such as the
Lazarsfeld-Stanton analyzer; Cirlin
ReaCtograph; Schwerin system, etc.
He also delves into audience preferences for stories, players, advertising, titles and other ingredients
of the finished film; His sidelights
throw a beam on the varying reaction to Censorship, double features,
smpking. and drinking in pictures
and a dozen other problems which
i\ave bemused and bewitched the
industry since Adolph Zukor took

a chance on Sarah Bernhardt.

Continued from! page 57

the fact that the standard
contract requires certain job guarantees and
other factors not encountered on
the English-language stage.
Since its inception shortly after
World War I, Yiddish Art theatre
world-renowned.
become
has
Schwartz has travelled extensivefly

is

Hebrew Actors Union

ly throughout Europe and South
America and the sizable profits
from such ventures have been funnelled right back Into, the New
York operation to keep it going.

Schwartz currently is playing a
key role in the 20th-Fox production “Bird of Paradise” and is mullHe’s also
ing other film offers.
interested in doing some legit work
locally and may perhaps produce
some of the foreign plays to which
he acquired rights during his
travels.
.

Goldberg’s ‘Girl Reporter'
Hyman Goldberg’s “How I Became a Girl Reporter” (Doubleday) is a compendium of his Sun-

day supplement

pieces, edited

and

expanded, but all dealing with that
Sunday supplement topic
maidenhood. As noted in the Table
old

^

;.-X;

.

.

.

..

Xanthalline Complex^Suspicion that producers of Malayan and
Chinese pictures are full of C-37 H-36 N-2 0-9, and that the natives
Most extreme condemnation of become yellow from smoking opium.
Xanthicpphobia—Fear of yellow. Critics who by-passed “She Wore
“Streetcar” came from another
minister, Rev, Alan Walker, of the a Yellow Ribbon,” “Yellow Jack,” “The Yellow Cab Man,” and even
Waverly Methodist Mission here. Jack Benny when he used to say “Yellow again, this is Jack Benny.”
Xanthineurpsis—r-Derived from xanthine, a white microcrystalline niAsserting that he had seen the
drama in New York last year, he trogenous compound (C-2 H-4 N-4 U-2, if you must have the inside On
these
things) which gets in the blood stream arid causes one of two
poor
art
called it “sordid,
and quite
He added, “It is sex things: either gout or race prejudice,
immoral.”
Xanthomatic Delusion— Common to grandmas who invariably claim
unadorned, and the level of the
play is so low that it makes no real they were married at 15 and try their first facelift at 70 and a new
contribution to the problem of growth of skin (which comes out slightly raised and yellowish) at 75.
They will buy a drink for anybody who tells them they don’t look a day
human relationship.”
over 38,
u
.The_four.leads^in-_the. show,-all j
"“XaHth'Pxylutn"
who drink tK^r ootbarlc " of *a
from the U. S'., are Viola Keats,
prickly ash arid begin Larking up the wrong tree. Common to actors
Arthur Franz, Adele Longmire and
who have been cast too often opposite Lassie.
Russell Hardie,
Xanthydroi A colorless crystalline alcohol. Used by stewS when
directors have ordered them to drink weter to simulate gin and bitters.
Xaiithocyanopsia—Inability to perceive red and green—the most
common form of color blindness. Seems to plague Hollywood worse
than the common cold after every war.
Continued from page 57
X-Chromosome— Sex chromosome found in certain plants and animais
which foretells whether offspring will be male or female. Used by
tors are Star percentages of the Hollywood fortune-tellers
to predict to picture stars what will happen
gross, but not shares of the profits. if they marry, only to learn after five daughters are born that the law
Rehearsal pay is excluded but the doesn’t work among human beings,
Xebecian Bender Derived from a Mediterranean vessel with a long
required two weeks* pay for oneweek runs is included. And in- overhanging bow. Used in the old days by pirates who seemingly drank
cluded in the actor classification anything and needed long, overhanging bows for their hangovers. Common to Sunset Strip habitues.
are singers, dancers, stage manXeinia Dipsomaniacs have minutely deccribed for years a small
agers and members of the American Guild of Variety Artists work- blackheaded gull having a forked tail with which they needle the victim.
Recently it was discovered there is such a bird in the Arctic
ing in either “Howdy, Mr. Ice of
1950,” “Blackouts” or “Night in regions, Leach, discovered him in 1819. When brought to the patient’s
bed,
both
the stew and the psychiatrist sober up almost instantly.
:
Spain.”
Xenophobia—Anxiety in the presence of strangers. If this anxiety
The author classification also in- is overcompensated and becomes its opposite, you have the sort of brass
cludes composers, lyricists, libret- that is frequently confused with showmanship.
In most
tists and sketch writers.
Xenium Present given to a guest or stranger, In the realm of Calicases the royalty total takes ac- fornia hospitality, a mickey finn, for instance.
count of weeks when royalties were
Xeninophobia Fear that a visitor from the old home town may carry
waived, but in a few instances roy- with him the old Greek belief as to what hosts owe guests. Jack Benny,
alty waivers or cuts were not genon having his doorbell rung, not by Rona ld Cdlman. but by some cha r-eraliy-knnwm Same-appltes-to-di acter from Waukegan, 111.
rectors, but probably less so to
Xenoblosis Species of ants that live together but do not rear their
choreographers, who are not usual- young in common. In
the Hollywood nepotism syndrome.
ly asked to' cut royalties. The total
Xenogenesis Complex A mild psychotic symptom often seen in propaid to directors covers all royal- ducers who hold: aH writers who can speak a clear, understandable
And English, sans Balkan overfones, as highly suspect and Incompetent
ties, but not advance fees.
to
neither the author nor director to- boot. They generate offspring varying in character and in their lifetals include shares of the profits,
cycle, causing the sort of suspicion that may very easily become a plot
In the case of stagehands and for a Goldwyn picture.
musicians, their unions do not
Xenoglossis Mastery by a patient of a real language which it is algrant pay waivers during one-week leged the patient never had a chance to learh. Van Johnson’s French in
layoffs,
as Equity and- Chorus “Battleground;” which was learned apparently by osmosis, the way the
Equity do. The totals paid to stage- eggs he stole learned about grounded airborne troops.
hands and musicians are inclusive,
Xenolithic Urge— Derived from a fragment of rock found in another
regardless of whether the men rock. Impulse back of indies who follow pictures like “Battleground”
were on theatre or production with “Battleground Fights Back” and “Pinky” with “Daughter of
payrolls.
Pinky.”
Xenomania—Inordinate attachment to foreign customs, manners,
Broadway’s total revenue during
fashions, pictures. Xenomaniacs are found mostly among- the Hollythe
tois
that
the 1949-50 season—
wood critics,
tal amount grossed by all shows
Xenophthalmia Conjunctivitis due to a foreign body in the eye.
On that basis
was $28,614,500.
actors received 26.78% of the total, Common to producers who keep scanning foreign pictures looking for
stagehands 9.97%, authors 7,82%, another Hedy Lamarr,
Xenorhynchus Complex—Belief of Disney employees that babies are
musicians 6.66%, managers and
directors borne by saddle-billed storks which are known to exist in Africa.
pressagents
2.43%,
Xenurusian Sign An armadillo that has 13 movable parts and still
choremen
.99%,
1.83%, boxoffice
Theatre rentals manages to hold together. Credo of producers who tear scripts apart
ographers .35%.
absorbed the largest part of the and by writers who fight for some semblance of continuity in the 13
balance, with advertising, producer movable parts of their stories.
Xerophthalmia A lusterless condition of pictures usually blamed on
office expense, rental of equipthe picturegoer’s eyeball and the lack of Vitamin A in popcorn.
ment and profits taking the rest,
Xerostomia Phobia Dryness in the mouth. Fear felt by Friars on
learning George Jessel is going to call on them for a gay half hour’s
talk on the humor of Stephen Leacock.
Xerotesian Symbol—A dry habit of the body. Felt by directors when
about to loosed up a scene with a cocktail sequence, only to remember
Continued from page 1
that the picture is about Kansas and the WCTU is still a going concern.
Xerotripsis—Dry friction. Common to rival producers on the same
and WWJ-TV will handle field
lot, especially when both are forced to wait for a table at Chasen’s
work for Detroit theatre.
and can think of nothing to say except how lousy the other guy’s last
Par will spend estimated $200,- picture was;
000 equipping houses for theatre
XI—Fourteenth letter of the Greek alphabet. Considered super*
TV. Paramount intermediate film fluous by Nick the Greek who stopped at 12 and concentrated on 7.
storage process will be installed
Xipodymus Delusion— Belief of an old picture star, about to be
in Detroit and in two B&K houses. replaced;
that the young import from the New York stage is a double
In third Chi house, RCA direct pro- monster with united
pelvic and thoracic cavities and two badly mated
jection system will be used.
.
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Veteran actor-producer, however,
has hopes of keeping the Yiddish theatre alive. With a record
of 151 productions, he has made
probably the largest single contriSo far,
bution in that direction.
however,- no one has suggested a
basic
probmethod of licking the
lem the rapid disappearance of a
potential audience which knows the
still

.
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The fine art of climbing inside
Budd Schulberg’s “The Disenthe skull of the average fihngoer chanted” having been picked as a
(if there be any such animal) is.
Book-of-the-Month
Club selection,
treated to a thorough rundown by its publication by Random. House
Leo A.* Handel in 0 “Hollywood has been postponed. It will probLooks at Its Audience (U, of Illi- ably be out in October.
"nois“Press)rFor“thc~film~exec-who
Metro publicist Bill Orhstein has
probably has his own opinions on a short story, “Reprise for Laibel,”
the efficacy of polls, previews and in August issue of American Jewmeters designed to plumb the pi,c ish Times-Outlook and will be
customer’s wants as well as the repped in the fall issue of Decade
non-industryite with more than a of Short Stories with “So Long,
passing interest in the medium, Becky.”
Handel’s latest treatise is a sound
investment. In it may be the cue to
why Some promising pix load the
register while others only plague

By Frank

live.”

-

,

:

drama may unseal the founand awaken complaterror and hazin Which they

tain of pity,

Elizabeth,

2-In-l

____

theme

treats his

week mag, in from > European cent people to the
trip Sunday (6) on the Queen ard of the worid

bird.

'

obviou sly.

who

with seriousness and integrity,”
and he concluded, “So far as Sydney’s
morals being
corrupted,
there is a hope that the impact of

Doubleday editor-rin-chief Ken
Rosenstein, legman for
Jaik
McCormick, who is taking up six Hedda Hopper, will have his “Holweeks residence in Nevada “for the ly wood Leg Man” tome published
usual reason,” will hole in at Lake by Madison on Sept. 8.
Tahoe working on a flock of accuAt persuasion of friends, John
mutated mss.
F. Royal, NBC veepee, planning a
The McCormicks have been mar- book called “Brain Pickers.” It’s
ried 13 years and since the- book to be autobiog in content.
publisher finds it more convenient,
Marian Spitzer has new book
than his estranged wife, to do the
Nevada hegira he is taking the trip coming out soon on life of a shutin. Random House publishing, and
so that, she can take care of their
two children. It’s an amicable it deals with her own illness.
split,

added, “Our conclusion must
is the work of a

be that ‘Streetcar’
gifted artist

+»

Loco, Ga., Aug. 6.
Browsing through an American Medical Assn. Journal I was stopped
by an ad which described a batch of psycho case-histories which a publisher was peddling at a fancy figure to doctors who were crazy enough
to throw money away on a fellow-madman.
The editor listed them as “beautifully described short stories of someone’s problems in adjusting to an environment in which fate had cast
him.” They sounded as alluring as an Omnibook digest of Dostoievsky’s
“Crime' and Punishment.”
But I 'didn’t go for them. And now I know Why, I’m suffering from
xenophobia. This you will find described in Scully’s Psychiatric Word
Book of Hollywood under X:

‘

;

WABD

WOR.

*
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Bob Coiisidine left for Tokyo to most poignant themes where po-‘
cover the Far Eastern fracas for tentialities of nobility and unusual
the Hearst papers.
gift and promise become entangled

Justin Gilbert, film critic of the
K. Y. Daily Mirror and a collector
of rare birds, is offering a $50
reward for the return of a red
Gilbert, whose domicile
macaw.
houses numerous tropical and exotic fowl, took the macaw on his
roof Saturday (5) for some sun and
He has since made
it flew off.
appeals to Gotham birdwatchers
to watch for the missing parrot
via radio and tele stations, includand
ing WJZ, WPIX,

61

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

of history have looked with
single and courageous eye at
broken lives, and have found their

tists

a
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Agreement between Par and
Xitoalba—The underworld. In Hollywood the place where Mickey
Big Ten is only for 1950 season Cohen sells ties.
with conference stressing. experiX-G Tests—Worry tests. A cross is used if the item is worried about,
mental nature of deal. Financial and a circle if the item is more worried about than other items. Used
agreement between parties is being by Hollywood playboys in making up their date-lists.
held ini abeyance pending comXylose—A sugar obtained from beechwood and used to sweeten
Continued from page 57
pietion. of season. Special admis- beachcombers, critics and censors.
London by the Arts Council of sion prices will be charged for
Xylotherapy—Treatment by the application of certain words. Belief
Great Britain and that it had been theatre screenings. B&K proxy that Lolly Parsons could be yanked from a coma by Hedda Hopper’s
performed in England, the U. S., John Balaban and Robert O’Brien, Shouting “My first exclusive!”, that L. B. Mayer, if suffering from a
spearsecretary-treasurer,
Paris and in Melbourne and Ade- Par
He “fieaded“~ negotiations, which "ex- ing merely the words “Metro-Gold wyn presents” on a program, or that
laide without apparent harm.
months.
several
tended
over
the
right
reserving
added that in
Barbara Stanwyck could be made ari Xerotic and never cry again if. the
to make the final decision in cenPar hopes to use Big Ten games word “Oscar!” were shouted every time she reached for a hankie,
sorship cases he is- carrying out the to show potential of theatre TV
Xypbstein A glucosid obtained from berries and, because it is toxic
letter and spirit of the Theatres and to lay groundwork for a na- as well as sweet, long believed to be the drink most favored by George
and Public Halls Act, which he tional system. As part of deal, Jean Nathan.
administers,,
WBKB will air delayed films of Xyster Rash Imagined by femmes who think of a surgeon’s rasp
Rev. Tory’s report, which was games. Big Ten ban permits only every time Candy Candido reaches for a low note, or Vaughn Monroe
IkHl
x
xsaches iof Atluigh* one*
made public, compared “Streetcar” delayed film telecasts.
language.
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9 II, 13, 15, 17, 24 arid 26 "are
identically
“Girls,, Girls,
titled
Girls,”
There’s plenty of verbal
cheesecake
on pulchritude
in
literies, model agencies, pic studios, Broadway dressing rooms,
draped on incoming ship rails, etc.

The N. Y. Sunday Mirror Magazine scribbler writes breezily and
has an amusing anecdotal style,
which provides light reading matter for train or bedside. He inV
eludes plenty of show biz names,
Maria Montez, Ava Gardner,
Virginia Mayo, Elizabeth Taylor,
etc., and there is some colorful
commentary on this genre of
e.g.

journalism.
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Wednesday, August 9, 1950
was due

to postponement of 12 of
the season’s 18 concerts in Philly’s
open-air concert stadium.
The Philadelphia Daily News is
sponsoring “Johnny Night,” which
combines a one-hour variety show
with the Phillies-Giants baseball
game at Shibe Park, Thursday
night, Aug. 11. Proceeds go to the
Variety Club’s (Tent 13) Camp for
Handicapped Childrefb

Sol Jaffe (& Jaffe), theatrical
barrister,, another Westport commuter.
Paul Gerard Smith scripting a
nfew vaude and. video act for Cynda
Glenn.
Ted (the Compleat Angler) Wallerstein,
p r exy of Columbia
Records, would rather talk fishing
than waxing.
Metro producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr„ planes into Gotham tomorrow (ThUrs.) for a three-day

.

play about six weeks at Royal,
Sydney. Prior dates prevent a
longer run.
Vic Oliver named as honorary
Williamson-Tait slated to protrustee of the Variety Artists Fedduce “Dark of the Moon” at the
eration.
Comedy, Melbourne. It has an
Mischa Auer, who has arrived Aussie cast.
here with his wife, started a vaude
Joe E. Brown will do a short
tour last Monday.
season in Adelaide with ”Harvey”
Lisa Kirk being dickered for prior to moving into Sydney for
London nitery to open Oct, 2 for Williamson-Tait.
Tbmmy Fields, brothef of Gracie,
four weeks with options,

London

Roberts. Wolff, RKO Radio top- wound up a mild run with
back from fortnight in Scot- “Where’s Charley?” in Melbourne
land where resting on medico’s for David N. Martin.
Michael Gordon, director of
orders.
“Prelude” at Ealing’s PageWood
WiR Mahoney booked for entire studio; planes back to London next
Moss Empires and Stoll circuits, week with pic for the additional
opening for two weeks at London scenes.
Palladium in September.
Harry Hunter, ex-Par chief, will
Hyman Zahl off to Paris and plane back for a short stay to settle
Copenhagen to line up itinerary his affairs before returning to the
for foreign acts and interchange of U,S. where he will settle on a farm.
American and English acts there. Clay Hake goes into top Par seat
Julie
Wilson tossed farewell here.
party on her last night at Embassy
Club; now on Riviera vacation before sailing home next Saturday
"
(12).
Mr. and Mrs; Richard Myers
David Leah’s first production here from New York for Cape
Under the Korda banner will be Cod visit. Myers is Broadway part“The Sound Barrier,” based, on ner of Richard Aldrich.
associate
Fleischmann,
Julius
wreck of faster-than-soUnd airproducer of Cape Cod Music Circraft..
Bob and Marianne Conyot, cus, now staying at his Chatham
Caught by Harry Foster at out-of- summer home for remainder of
way vaude house, booked by him season.
The Brian Ahern es up at Cape
for new Olsen and Johnson BroadPlayhouse where Brian is doing
way revue,
“Dear Brutus,” this week. ZaSu
Gay ne (Bob) Dexter, publicity di- Pitts coming in this week for “Post
rector for Warner Bros, here since Road” opening Aug. 14 at Falmouth
per,.

By Maxime de Beix

business trip.

(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
Dave Stein to the Venice Film

Howard

Dietz, Metro’s ad-ptib
veepee, due to arrive in New York
today (Wed.) after a week’s visit to

Festival,
Stella Adler,

and her daughter

the Culver City lot.
to Venice.
Hotels and niteries feeling the
The Giibert Comtes to Lido for
diminution of tourism abroad, be- a vacation.
Usually
cause of the war crisis.
Book publisher Louis Nagel
pre-voyagers did the town in gala prepping trip to U. S.

manner/

Lex Barker back from Nairobi,
Jack Mclnerney, publicity direc- Africa, where he did Tarzan lotor of the N.Y. and Brooklyn Para- cation material.
mount theatres, resting at home
Buddy Baer had to lose 30
following
a. pounds to
hospitalization
for
play the lion-wrestler
heart attack.
in pic “Quo Vadis.”
Arthur Kober remaining east
Virginia Davis to Biarritz; then
another month working on the to YugOslavia in September, remusicalization
of
his
“Having turning to Paris in October.
Wonderful Time” which will now
J acques Haik, who has recovered
be called “Wish You Were Here.” his theatres le Francais and
Lynn Famol to Los Angeles and l’Olympia, now likely Will get back
San Francisco Friday (11) for Rod- his Normandie on Champs Elysees.
Hammerstein, Loew’s In-'
gers
Before leaving for the Riviera
temational and other publicity to film “Atholl K,” scenarist Rend
Returns next Wednesday Wheler, director Leo Johannon,
clients.
(16).
Laurel and Hardy, Suzy Delair and
Jerry Pickman, Paramount’s as- Max Elloy throwing a cocktail
sistant ad-pub chief, back in New party for the press.
Edouard Arrpndeau found in his 1935, resigned because of ill Playhouse.
York after three-week visit to the
Jack Francis, company’s
Mrs. Mary Biddle, of Station
Coast and Tucson, Where he super- taxi a handbag containing $15,000 health,
WIP, Philadelphia, Up for visit to
vised the World preem of Par’s in cash and jewels which had been exploitation chief, took over.
“Annie Get Gun” chalked up the three Richard Aldrich straw•‘The' Furies.’’
dropped by Blanche Tobler, wife
First Loew theatre man called of a Swiss-American. He returned new record at Empire, Leicester hats: Cape Playhouse, Dennis; Falto the colors is Frank Miller, as- it the next day, and received $30 Square; by being first pic to play mouth Playhouse and Cape Cod
six Weeks since vaudfilm policy Music Circus, Hyannis.
sistant manager of Loew’s Commo- plus pair of nylons for the frau.
whose new
Johnston,
Denis
dore, a captain in the Army Air
First ballerina in Paris Opera was introduced last Christmas.
producer Sigante and comedyrfantasy, “The Golden CucItalian
Force Reserve.
history \ to be .also booked as a
Monday
preem
Freeland,
director, singer is Micheline Bardin, cur- playwright Galdieri signed Erin de koo.” had world
Thornton
back to London yesterday; (Tues.) rently off to South America with Self a and Dorab Bivandi, song and night (7) at Provincetown- Playon the Queen Mary, while his wife t the Opera ballet company. She dance duo, to appear in new Italian house,. staying on for two-week
June, musicomedy actress, clipper- will start singing .in October, in revue opening in Milan, Sept. 15. run. It is his first professional
Johnny Firman, head of Bert showing since N.Y. Theatre Guild,
ed over ahead of him, because of Paris, and remain one of the ballet
Feldmans, sold a pop song of two production several years ago of
business pressure.
stars at the same time.
ago titled “If You Are “The Moon In The Yellow River.”
decades
Frank Sinatra came back from
Irish, Come Into the Parlor,” by
London just long enough for a
to Lou Levy,
Glenville,
Shaun
“welcome home’’ shindig at Toots
Song, brought
Leeds Music Co.
Shor’s, hosted by Columbia RecBy
Hal
Cohen
up-to-date, recorded by Dennis
ords, and then back by air to EuBy D. L. Grahame
Siim
Bay.
Bryant
his
and
Wildcats
rope for 10 days.
Les Couton tapping show at El
Actor Charles Coburn trekked celebrated 10th anni on KDKA.
Patio.
Richard Murphy, reserve officer,
to Goshen, N. Y., Monday (7), as
Hazel Griggs at the Palace of
honor guest of a reception tendered first playhouse actor called to acFine Arts.
him following a sneak preview of tive duty.
Carousel
doing
Without
Jackie
Miguel Contreras Torres readyMarion Weeks joined “Two
Universal’s “Louisa” for benefit of
Heller for two weeks While he’s Blind Mice” as understudy.
ing “The Joy of Being Poor/’
the Goshen hospital.
Cape
Codding.
Piper Laurie is in town for
Mrs. Toots (“Baby”) Shor will
Rosita Fornes and Lander & HolHarris Amusement Co. staff in ballyhoo
on her current pic, land topping at the Teatro Lirico.
bill their third Child, and first
Atlantic City for get-together with “Louisa.”
son;* born last week, Rory Bernard
Stella Roman, Rumanian diva,
Arena Managers on “Ice-Capades.”
Radio producer Philip Lord was
Shor. The bonif ace’s square handle
Joan Evans and Ruth Hussey injured in an auto accident here in grand opera at the Palace of
is Bernard Shor, which has oftFine Arts.
both due in shortly to plug “Our last week.
times induced a GBS paraphrase.
Own” and “Louisa,” respecArturo de Cordoba nixed a $50,Bob Hope and William Boyd
Julian Berman, Metro’s manager Very
tively.
(HOpalong Cassidy) slated for Chi- 000-offer by Artistas Asociados
In Cuba, while in New York on v aAaron-HKrochmal, former Eagle- cago" Federation of Labor celebra- Argentinos for one pic in Pampas
cation took time out this Week to
Lion explpiteer, joined RothmanLand.
tion at Soldier’s Field, Sept, 4.
becomd a U. S. citizen. Berman, Gibbons ad agency
as account exDolores del Rio mulling J. ArDmitri Tiomkin, musical direcoriginally of Polish nationality,
ecutive.
film
tor of “The Men,” in Chi for spe- thur Rank’s offer to play in a
formerly managed for M-G in both
exploitation Work on film, in London opposite James Mason
cial
China and the Philippines.
Orson
Welles.
or
which preems at the Grand,
Cast of “Kiss Me, Kate” will be
Francisco
Jose Iturbi was socko at his one
Aug. 30,
on hand tomorrow (ThUrs.) for this
By Ted Friend
Betty Hutton will report to concert on Aug. 4 at the Palace of
month’s bi-monthly theatre party
Arts. Picture producers are
Fine
Earl
Longbar
ShowGamer
at
Ringling Bros.’ winter quarters in
held for the. benefit of the AmeriSarasota, Fla., in.. February for dickering with him for a film
can Theatre Wing at the Hotel boat.
chore,
George Shearing playing at work on Cecil B. DeMille’S “The
Plaza’s Rendez-Vous Room.. Last
National actors union lifted boyGreatest Show On Earth.”
of these summer benefits will be Ciro’s.
Freddy Martin orch penciled in
Actress Helen Craig, wife of cott on Seki Sano, Japanese theheld Aug. 24.
atrical
producer, because it considAug.
29
opening
for
in
Mural
Room
John Beal, who currently heads
Waldorf-Astoria exec C. C.
Chi “Lend an Ear” company, is ered the banning of him as petty.
Philippe AirFranced to Paris for of St. Francis hotel.
He
had
criticized Mexican players
h
champagne
Ricky’s
r
o
w
i h g
t
slated for “Dear Brutus” role opa month, but took extra precaution
of a Spanish visa and some extra soiree for entire “South Pacific” posite Brian Aherne in Dennis, and the local theatre.
petrol for his car—which he had cast following opening perform- Mass,
already shipped ahead—just in ance.
The Andrews Sisters into Veneic City
case there’s urgency to cross the
tian Room of Fairmont Hotel.
Spanish border in a hurry.
By Joe W. Walker
The
Wright
Lunds
and
Martha
Bucks
County,
Pa.
Billy Reed’s Little Club boomLou Seiler into Haddon Hall.
to the Mark Hopkins.
ing because, as he has figured out,
“Ice-Capades” pulling good biz
Eileen Darby in Saturday (4) to
the weekend closings of the Colony
in Convention Hall.
shoot Music Circus for Life.
and 21, the Sunday closing of El
Bill Layne and Don Hinesheld
Joe Magee of Wm. Morris office
Morocco, the closing of Voisin,
down to gander Playhouse and Mu- holding over at Babettes.
By Les Rees
and other pre-Labor Day hiatuses,
Jackie Miles opened at 500 Club
sic Circus.
Art Lund and Jimmy McPartgives him and the Stork almost
Victor Jory and tribe off for Saturday (5). Myron Cohen set for
exclusivity on any Weekend busi- land at St- Paul Flame.
East; Hampton. Trouping in station Aug. 12 to be followed by Sophie
“Polly With a Past” underlined, wagon and trailer with “Spider.” Tucker Aug. 22 and Joe E. Lewis
ness.
Janet Madden chairwomaning by Edyth Bush Little theatre.
Arthur Hanna sold Buckingham Aug. 29.
Hotel Radissori Flame Room has Valley farm recently and moved to
the women’s division for Sister
Gloria Stavers appointed exec
Kenny campaign and her husband, Romo Vincent with Jimmy Ellyn estate near Paoti, Pa. Still com secretary of Million Dollar pier’s
**
NBC veepee Ed Madden, heads the orch.
muting to Gotham.
2, 200-seat Playhouse. Will coordiAM-TV sector for the same cause, ..Excelsior Park holding annual
Laurence Schwab down Tuesday nate various .activities -for proMilton Berle back from a week’s Miss Minnesota contest, winner to for confab With St. John Terrell. ducers William Robins and Wilplane trip to Paris. Also in from be sent to Atlantic Cjijfcy pageant.
May move Music Circus operation liam Blood.
Ozzie
Wells joining Dorothy to Tampa this winter.
Europe are Bob Goldstein and pubLewis Ice Show now. in its ninth
licist Mack Millar.
Phyllis Perlman to N. Y. last
week at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota week to confab with partner
Terrace.
Marian Byram on forthcoming
By Emil W. Haass
Cedric Adams, local and CBS Gibbs’ play, “Season in the Sun;”
Memorial tablet for composer
radio personality and newspaper which they are drumbeating,
columnist, has taken on another
By Jerry Gaghan
Joe Peloquin, head canvas man Hans Pfitzner unveiled in Salzradio program, “Dinner for Lambertville t e n t (proud it burg.
Franny Murray, sports broadProfessor Friedrich Schreyvogl
the
with
Adamses,”
with
his
wife
held
off the torrents during the
caster for WIBG, has been named
elected head of literature branch
Music of ARM-.
intercollegiate director of athletics and children participating; broad- cloudburst Thursday (3).
cast
from
his
home.
Circus had matinee on schedule.
at Penn Univ,
,
Hans Schubert’s play, “City
TOny LaPata, currently With the
Park,” bought for -films by Donau,
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Frankie Laine and
Houston.

Nan Grey

to

Gloria Swanson to Vancouver on
vacation,
Natalie Kalmus hospitalized with
an infection.
Dore Schary to Coronado for a

Week’s

siesta.

Ray Cooper recovering from
major surgery.
Lewis Stone celebrating his 50th
year in show biz.
Franchot Tone planed to Montreal on business;
Keye Luke in town after a nine-

month

stage tour.

Tom Brown

ordered

Na-

into

Guard uniform.
Jose and Ampara Iturbi

tional

to Mexico City for a concert.
Robert Snody to Australia as associate
producer oh 20th-Fox’s
*

“Kangaroo.”
Gloria

=

Swanson returned

froirh

a tour of 31 Cities, plugging “Sunset Boulevard.”
Jeanette MacDonald in from
Philadelphia for a rest from her
concert touring.
,

David Tyterleigh resigned as:
Hollywood manager, for ASCAP to
rejoin the Navy.

Frank Fontaine in town after
two weeks of tub thumping in the
East and Midwest.
Ben Hogan in town for huddles
on script of his life story, “Follow
the Sun” at 20th-Fox.
J im Stevens, Kenneth Johnson
and Leroy Lile left Paramount to
join the U. S. Air Force;

Margaret McKay joined the
Steve Hannagan staff to handle the
agency’s glamor accounts.
Robert Stillman delivered a lecture on cinema arts at the University of Southern California.

Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan
lining up two softball teams for a
charity game at Gilmore Field.
Buddy De Sylva’s memory will
be perpetuated by a bfOnze plaque
on the door of the Motion Picture

Country Hospital.
James Henderling returned from
Africa after 11 months in the
jungle, handling biz details for the

“King Solomon’s Mines”

unit.

Playwright H. S. Kraft’s actressdaughter, Jill Kraft, engaged to
marry scripter Lou Morheim. Incidentally, Kraft is easting Nov. 1
for TV writing.
Mrs. Steve Miller, wife of Metro
studio publicist, recently brought
here from London for special work
on “Quo Vadis,” getting active
professionally,
under her stage
name, Phyllis Stanley.
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By Helen McGill Tubbs
Eggerth and her son,
Scarpi, are at the Excelsior Lido;

Marta

Peter MoOre is entertaining the
Carol Reeds, here from London.
French director Maurice Cloche,
arrived from Paris for film production confabs.

The Roberto Rossellinis are in
the mountains near Rome. They
leave for England shortly.
Anita Colby is in Rome as a Holy
Year Pilgrim with her parents, the
Daniel Counihans, of New York
City.

Arthur Laurents, author of film,
of the Brave,” motored over
from Paris for a looksee while on

“Home

vacation.
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iami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Gus Van into C 1 o v e r Club
Wednesday
On

(9).

The Belmonts

also

bill.

Lenny Kent

joins

Martha Raye

Five G’Clock Club on Friday (11).
Alan Gale building new. spot,
next to his Celebrity Club. Sam
Barken, former owner-op of Five
O’clock Club will be his partner.
University of Miami Ring Theater presenting streamlined version of “As You Like It.”
Prof.
Sam Hirsch adapted and directed.
Leon Enken’s preemed his Leon
& Eddie’s (Miami version) on Biscayne Boulevard, Friday (4), It’s a
stone’s throw from Clover, on site
of old Hurricane Club.
AFM International board denied
claim of Three Suns against Bar
of Music in Ft. Lauderdale for
$13,000. .Case revolved around refusal of trio to play on revolving
at

:

4

.

stage.

:

.

.

Commercialaires combo at Ciro’s,
play first trombone for the

Will

By Margaret Gardner
The Duke and Duchess of Wind-

Buffalo Symphony next season,
"Norman Black, '“WFIL musical

director, will direct the ABC orchestra for the “Stop the Music”
(11) at the Municipal
Stadium, in connection with the
Pennsylvania. State American Legion convention.
Robin Hood Dell receipts will be
about 5% less than the budget,
with a deficit of approximately $7,600. Fredric R. Mann said the loss

show Friday

sor at the Hbtel du Cap.
Liz Taylor and Nick Hilton to
Rome, but planning a return visit
to Cannes on the -way back from
V

T7

-

'
.

Rita Hayworth,

from her
for

went
will

Italian

while Aly Khan
London- on business. Two

Deauville,
to

;

after returning
cruise, took off

meet

later, in

Switzerland.

.

By Humphrey Doulens
Berna Company.
Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn visiting
Max Ophuls pact e d by Vindobona to direct a Johann Strauss Edna Ferber,
By Eric Gorrick
picture, starring Marthe Hareli.
Richard Rodgers returned from
Bernie Freeman, Metro topper
Inge Egger of Josefstadt Thea- the Adirondacks.
here, visiting the U.S., London and tre inked for a Wolfgang Staudte
Hildegarde catching a performContinent.
production in Thiersee, Tyrol. It ance at Melody
Fair.
“Annie Get Your Gun” is now Will be a smuggler story.;
Tompiy Wonder weekending here
in its fourth, year here, with Evie
Luther
Adler
and Patricia from ^Tickets
Please,”
Hayes, for Williamson-Tait.
Knight, who will star in the BrisJohn Chapman due back soon
“Song of Norway” is terrific in kin film about Hitler and his misfrom summer lecture dates.
second week at His Majesty’s, Mel- tress; arrived to begin work,
Miss
Lillian Gish arrived a week early
bourne, for Williamson-Tait.
Knight was accompanied by hus- for “Miss Mabel” at Country Play“Streetcar Named Desire” will band, Cornel Wilde.
house.
jr
.
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so-called captive audience for his

Boston Strawhats

This Opinion was
propounded this week by NBC network execs, who reiterated they

Continued from page 58

are prepared to offer their pro-

commercials.

.

gramming

largescreen video whenever the theatres
are ready for them. According to
facilities

for.

000 which at $2,40 meant a sellout. paftmenf refused to accept copy
Miss Benzell, in top. form, headed containing the play’s title,
a brilliant cast and audience reacthe NBC spokesmen, however, any
‘Nanette* 13G, Lambertville
tion was best of the season, finale
shows to be packaged for the theadrawing yells typical of a football
Lambertville, N.J., Aug. 8.
tres will probably be built spegame. Victor Herbert musical has
“No, No Nanette” grossed an cifically for them.
not been done on Broadway since approximate $13,000 for seven perReason,- according to the NBC
early 30’s, when Ilse Marvenga formances in St, John Terrell’s
toppers, is that sponsors are exsang a revival.
Music Circus here for the week pected to object strenuously to letSinging chorus, other principals ending Sunday (6). The Harbach^
ting exhibitors capitalize on their
and ballet staged by Dolly Nig- Mandel hit of the 20’s featured
gemeyer shared audience enthusi- Johnny Downs, Paula Laurence, program investments. Even with
the
additional audience for comasm; ’‘Marietta" would have been Elaine
Stritch
and A u d r e y
mercials that Would be obtained if
held over another week except for Meadows.
the shows were made available to
expensive principals here rehears“No, No” represented a drop of
opening tonight about $1,100 from previous week’s theatres, the NBC Spokesmen said,
“Rosalie”
ing
(Tues.). Edith Fellowes and Hal “Anything Goes,” which hit
a new the advertisers Will consider exLeRoy have the Marilyn Miller high for the spot’s second season. hibitors are merely coming in for
and Jack Donahue roles, Mrs, Bob Jarvis staged, with Zachary a free ride on their programs. And,
William Anthony McGuire, Widow Solov handling choreography. Com- according to the network execs,
of the author, here for rehearsals, edy drew a fairly good press but if exhibs are forced to pay for
now preparing the author’s was hampered by showers on two these shows, it’s believed, they
is
•’Show Girl" for tent theatres.
nights. Repeat biz by pewholders would rather devote their money
shows healthy condition for musi- to theatre TV programming built
cal stock, however, and there is a specifically for them, which does
Rainer $10,000, Olney
strong advance for “Brigadoon” riot ha Ve to contain the sponsors’
Olney, Md., Aug. 8.
opening Aug. 22 and “Show Boat” plugs.
Olney theatre registered One of arriving Sept. 12.
NBC’s original offer to produce
its most profitable dates last week
“Sari” tees off tonight (Tues.), programs for theatre TV was conwith Luise Rainer bringing in
Robert
Haskins,
with
Virginia
tained in an exchange of letters
$10,000 at the b o. with Ibsen’s
“Lady From the Sea.” Near-ca- Smith and Floreriz Ames. Bob last year between NBC exec veepacity attendance was surprisingly Smith, George Lipton, Howard pee Charles R. Denny and Theatre
good considering not-too-generous Ross and Eileen Sehauler. hold Owners of America exec director
over.
reviews by the critics.
Gael Sullivan. At that time, cerSchedule for remainder of sea- tain video stars, -Such as Milton
Basil Rathbone opens tonight
22;
“Brigadooh,
Aug.
includes
son
(Tues.) in “Winslow Boy.” Judging
Berle, had such a tremendous hold
from heavy advance sales, attend- “The Chocolate Soldier,” Aug. 29; on their audiences that theatre
ance play approach the record set “Good News,” Sept. 5; “Show boxoffices suffered on the nights
two weeks ago by Maurice Evans Boat,” Sept. 12-24.
When their TV shows were broadin
“DeviTs Disciple.”
Situated
cast.
Thus some exhibs believed
about half way between WashingZaSu’s 6G at Grist Mill
they could remedy the situation by
ton and Baltimore, Olney has had
Andover, N. J., Aug. 8.
bringing
the Berle program into
an excellent season so far. It is
ZaSu Pitts in “Post Road” took their theatres via large-screen TV
set to carry on until October.
in a little under $6,000 in seven as an adjunct to their regular films,
performances at the Grist Mill thereby luring the TV set-owners
playhouse here last week.
‘Long Days’ $9,500, Westport
who might otherwise stay at home.
Nigel Bruce in “Yes M’Lord” is
Westport, Conn., Aug. 8.
Since then, however, both ex“The Long Days,” tryout of a current, with Burgess Meredith hibs and TV execs have come to
new play by Davis Snow, grossed in “Harvey” set to follow next believe that the situation has
a healthy $9;500 last week at the week.
reached the point, or is fast apWestport Country playhouse. Busiproaching it, where TV and films
ness was mostly subscription, but
‘Divorcee* 7G at Princeton
will compete on general qualitathe Theatre Guild is holding its
Princeton, N; J., Aug. 8.
terms.
With the novelty of
tive
option on the script for possible
Jack
starring
“Gay Divorcee,”
TV having worn off to a large ex-,
Broadway production if the author \Whiting,
Carol Stone and Lenore tent, the public will check their
can make satisfactory revisions.
Lonergan, proved satisfactory box- video programs against their lo“Traveller’s
Joy,”
the current
summer cal .filmety’s program and see
week’s tryout at the strawhatter, office at the Princeton
week.
was a sellout two weeks in ad- (McCarter) theatre here last
whichever they think will be best.
estimated to have
is
vance, largely on the personal Musical
That would mean, consequently,
operating
while
the
grossed
$7,000
draw of Gertrude Lawrence, cothat the theatres would benefit litstarring with Dennis King in the nut ran about $5,800.
tle from bringing the same TV
Next week: “Blind Alley,” with shows
former London comedy hit. The
into their theatres that the
Guild also has an option on this Zachary Scott. Current: Raymond
public can see at home for free.
play, but is figured unlikely to do Massey in “Our Town.”
it in New York, since Miss Lawrence will be unavailable.
‘Goodbye* Neighbors
Chicago, Aug. 8.
“In the Summer House,” Jane
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kimball,
Question of whether it’s the play daughter, Ho 1 ly w o o d, July 31.
Bowles play which was slated for
tryout here the week of Aug. 21, that draws or perhaps the star Mother is the former Eleanor
with Ruth Gordon starred and co- might be resolved week of Aug. 15 Hunt, singer; father is Jack Carmedian Wally Cox making his when two Chi suburb strawhatters son’s stand-in.
strawhat debut, has been cancelled both present “Goodbye, My Fancy”
Mr. and Mrs. R aymond G.
because Garson Kanin, who was to the same time. Chevy Chase, Sweeriey, daughter, Indianapolis,
have staged it, is busy with his Wheeling, 111., is bringing Ilka July 3. Father is account exec
Own play, “Live Wire,” currently Chase in with the comedy, and. sev- with Keeling advertising agency
playing a strawhat tryout tour and eral miles away, in Highland Park, there.
due for presentation by Michael another Equity group, Tent House
Mr. and Mrs. Toots Shor, son,
Todd next week at the Playhouse, theatre, is doing the same produc- New York, Aug. 1. Father is the
N. Y. Lawrence Langner and John tion with its regular stock players. N. Y. restaurateur.
C. Wilson are looking for a subMr. and Mrs. Michel Grilikhes,
Both sides are not happy about
stitute bill for the Aug. 21 date
the whole thing, but neither is daughter, New York, July 31.
here.
backing down, though both draw Mother is former Lila Walker, ra,

.

;

;

;

:

!

;

'

.

,

BIRTHS

.

.

.

the

%

Jory Tribe in New Hope
New Hope, Pa., Aug. 8.
Victor Jory and family gave the
playhouse a solid
County
Bucks
week with the comedy thriller,

“The Spider.”

Starting slow, the

fast

shortly

arid

after

became

a

producer of vaudeville flash acts;.
Touring with most of them brought
him in contact with a string of
southern theatres and he eventually mapped out a circuit in which
to channel his more pretentious
tab shows. The territory had played
occasional 10 or 12 people tabs.
When Marcus Was convinced there

RKO

N.Y. Circuits

Mr. and Mrs. Jan Murray, daughNew York, July 31; Father is
a comedian and* emcee of CBSTV’s “Songs For Sale” Show.
Mr; and Mrs. John Rovick,
daughter,
Hollywood, July 31.
Father is staff announcer at KTTV.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brent,
daughter, Santa Monica, Aug, 3.
Father is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Don McLeod,
daughter, Detroit, July 31. Father
is disk jockey at WJBft.
Mr. and MBs. Paul Brinkman,
son, Los Angeles, Aug. 2. Mother
is Jeanne Crain, film star.
Mr. and Mrs. Emile DeLeo, sOn,
New York, July 28. Mother is
Leslie Long, former vocalist for
Eddie Stone and Carmen Cavallaro

(Continued from page 1

ter,

.

bands,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank DeRosa,
daughter, Chicago, July 29. Father
a
salesman.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Racies,
daughter,
New York, Aug. 7.
Father is a cameraman With News-

WMAQ

is

reel Service.

MARRIAGES
Elaine

Gostel

Las Vegas, July

'

to

Fred Shevin,

29.

He’s a radio

writer.

Kay Davis to Lt. Col. Edward
Wimp, Chicago, July 31. Bride is
former vocalist of Duke Ellington
;

orch

Williams to Allan Kono,
Atlantic City, July 31.
Bride is
an actress.
Lina Porteous to Capt.
vertising for “Prostitute,” Phila- a. theatre’s picking up the program Anderson, New -York, Aug. 5. He’s
for
NBC-TV,
registrar
delphia Bulletin carried listing on on a gratis basis, despite the fact casting
drama page, but advertis'tng de- the advertiser would be gaining a N. Y.
'

boy who wouldn’t grow up.
Sir J ames Barrie wrote the play
for Miss Boucicault, who in. private
little

was Mrs. Donald Innes-Smith.
She was 37 when, at the Duke of
York theatre in London in December, 1904, “Peter Pan” had its
world premiere.
Play was later
done in the U. S. with Maude
Adams as star, and is in current revival as J ean Arthur starrer.
She was a daughter of Dion
life

.

Boucicault, actor - playwright -. producer. Her first stage appearance
was in Kentucky in 1883; as a
member of her father's touring
.

.

made

She

company.

numerous

trips to -America, lived, for a time
in Australia and retired 14 years

ago,

LOUIS

F.

SEBOK

Louis F. Sebok, 64, head of
was sufficient coin in these spots
he shot the works on shows carry- Decca’s international department,
ing 50 Or 60 people and through died in Harkness Pavillion hospital,
billing the town like a circus: N.Y., Aug. 7, after an illness of

cashed in heavily for a number of several Weeks. A veteran in the
In contrast to the shoddy disk industry, Sebok had been
productions his competitors of- with Decca since its ‘formation in
fered, Marcus gave them elaborate 1934. He directed recording sesones, sparked by the better, known sions in the polka and foreign
burlesque comics and sexy gals, fields and also headed the export

years.

division,

which readily won him the soubriquet of “the Ziegfeld of the Cotton Belt.” Due to the heavy billing
arid Marcus* rep for good shows,
his displays were sellout far in advance. Despite overtures from Hub
financiers to make a try at bigtime
productions, he waved such offers
aside and was content to ride his
gravy train through the south.
When a depression hit that territory around Wofld War I he
settled in San Francisco and set up
the Marcus shows at the Columbia
theatre there. It was while here
that he got the idea that his type
of shows could clean up in the
Orient and it was not long before
he made the trek to China and
Japan and other countries. From
then on he made them his regular
stands as long as there was sufficient coin to be had. When these
sources dried up he returned to the
U. S. and made other tours of the
south, but none were as lucrative
as his earlier ones. Finally convinced that his type of shows had
;

run their cycle, he went into reHe reputedly made, lost
and regained several sizable fortunes but is said" to have dropped
most of them in his later ventures.
His wife, Beatrice, who had

tirement.

,

starred in

many

of his shows, sur-

vives.

:

Survived by wife, daughter and
Louis, who is assistant
division Manager
fo r

a sOn,
eastern

Decca.

CLARENCE D. HUTSON
Clarence D. Hutson, 52, an executive at 20th Century-Fox studio,
died at his home in Beverly Hills,
Aug,

6.

Bom

.

in Lincoln, Neb., Hutson
had resided on Coast since 1912.
a founder of the Hollywood

He was

Athletic Club, a member of the
film industry’s Permanent ChariCommittee and active in the
Catholic Youth Organization.
Survived by wife, son, daughter
and three brothers.
ties

O.

ALTON REA

0. Alton Rea, 39, manager of
Warner Brothers’ Ritz theatre in
Clarksburg, W. Va., died at his
family’s home in Mitchell, S. Da.

.

kota, J uly 31 of Cancer.

He had been With Warners for
more than 18 years, starting as
chief of service at their deluxe
Stanley in Pittsburgh and then
moving up to the assistant manager’s berth. He leaves his wife,
two daughters and a son.

HUGO MORRIS

FRANCES FREEMAN

Hugo

Frances Freeman, 26, an actress
who had appeared in a number of
off-Broadway productions in New
Agency operated by his nephew, York, died in Philadelphia, Aug. 1.
William Morris, Jr., died in New Her last stage appearance Was in
York after a heart attack Aug. 7. “The Young and the Fair.”
Funeral services will be held at
Survived by mother and sister.

Morris, 73, brother of the
William Morris, Sr., and connected with the current Morris
late

.

Riverside Memorial chapel, N. Y.,
on Friday (11) at 12.45 p m.

Morris had been associated with
showbusiness for more than half a

century, .originally starting in his
dio writer; father is asst, comptrol- brother’s agency, prior to formaler of Laurel Films.
tion of the current Morris agency,
Mr. arid Mrs. Melvin Shulman, and had also ben associated with
2. him in the operation of
son,
Burbank, Calif., Aug.
the Wilstudios. liam Morris vaude circuit.
Mother was a flack at
Upon

same patronage.

Oursler-Brentano oldie drew fine mitted for home reception. Durpress and built steadily. Jory, giving the course of its inquiries With
ing a tongue-in-cheek performance
agency, which hanas magic show maestro, travels the Kudner ad
with wife, Jean Inhess, daughter dles the Texaco account, the TV
Jeart and moppet, son, plus hockus- agent was told that a second large
Playhouse circuit had offered to buy kinepocus : paraphenalla.
troupe filled in supporting roles, scope recordings of the program
Warde staging for use in its theatres some time
with
Anthony
against Dave Reppa settings. “The subsequent to the broadcast.
Spider” was a drop from ZaiSu
Circuits have been advised, howPitts in “Post Road” week prior,
ever, that there are several exbut still plenty in the black for
tremely
thorny problems which
producer Theron Bamberger.
must be solved before such a projHenry Jones opened last night ect can be worked out.
Chief
(Mon.) to neat advance in “Harvey,”
among these is the fact that the
with Enid Markey co-starring.
contracts with all talent on the
shows, and particularly with the
American Federation of Musicians,
‘Prostitute* $4,900, A.C.
must be renegotiated to make such
Atlantic City, Aug. 8,
Despite predictions that live a deal possible. TV pacts, as curshows wouldn’t go: here, the At- rently Written, call for only a onelantic, City playhouse on Million shot performance of the show on a
Dollar pier seems sure to finish liVe basis and a one-time exhibition
the season. House did $4,900 in of the kine on stations not conseven performances last week with nected with N. Y. via the coaxial
“The Respectful Prostitute.” Show cable. Video rep for the circuit is
is being held oyer another week. Gainsbolough
Associates*
indie
Promoters are giving matinees agency.
on Wednesday and Saturday afterTheatre operators would also be
noons when Weather is rainy. They forced to work out some kind of a
can get away with this by posting
and, possihuge sign before their boardwalk deal with the sponsors
bly, the networks. A Sponsor pay.theatre where diversion - seeking
freight
on
ing
entire
a video
the
Visitors can drop in.
week“The Boor” is also being offered program, such as the $65,000
ly time and talent budget on the
as a double bill with “Prostitute.”
to
object
“Texaco”
program,
might
While local papers accepted ad-

A. B. MARCUS
A. B. Marcus, 67, retired theatrical producer who reputedly parlayed a tab show into a fortune,
died after a brief illness in Los
Angeles, Aug. 6. He had made his
home in Encino, a suburb, since
going into retirement 10 years ago.
Born in Russia, he came to the
U. S, at the age of 17 and landed
in Boston, where he eventually became employed in an indie booking
agency. He learned the business

ARNOLD SPIRRISON
Arnold Spirrison, 30, manager of
theatre, Lombard, Illinois,
died after a heart attack in Chicago
Aug. 2.
Survived by wife and two sons.

DuPage

Mother of Beth Lee, director of
the transfer of the circuits hold- women’s programs and continuity
ings and theatres to Marcus Loew for WPTR, Albany, died Aug. 1 in
in 1910, he formed an agericy part- Owensboro, Ky.
nership with Murray Feil and opHelen R. Cook, 45, makeup arterated as a Keith agent for a numist at Warners, died July 30 in
ber of years.
Hollywood
after a long illness^
He subsequently joined the current Morris agency, where he had
Mother), 85, of Alfred Wallenbeen active in the development of
stein, symphony conductor* died in
new talent.
Compton,
Cal Aug. 5.
Aside from

nephew and

in-law,

FRANCIS

Bt.

.

sister-

Mrs. /William Morris,

he had no other living

,

Sr.,

relatives,

Metro Battle

MARSH

Francis B, Marsh, 71; retired
concert manager, died in Freeport,

ssss

I

Continued from page 5

Metro sales execs believe
deals.
I., Aug. 3.
After spending several years in the added bookings will show up
strongly
in the final quarter of the
the; advertising
business. Marsh
became manager /of the Oratorio company’s fiscal year, which ends
Aug. 31.
Society of New York in 1920.
On the Coast, Metro had been
Eight years later, he resigned
from the society and became assor selling around United Cal houses.
ciated with Arthur Judson, concert However* there were many impormanager, at Columbia Radio Con- tant situations in the northern part
cert Corporation, presenting con- of the state where no satisfactory
certs over the radio.
Both, were competing houses Were available.
pioneers in this type of musical
In New York, a number of Harry
Work.
Brandt’s theatres Which competed
Survived by wife, daughter and with Skouras copped the break.
two sons.
Metro argument With Skouras
was also extended to the Century
NINA BOUCICAULT
circuit when the disagreement first
Nina Boucicault, *83, the first arose.
Century; however, settled
actress to play Peter Pan, died
its tiff about six months ago. TipAug. 4 at her home in suburban
off on the Skouras accord came
Ealing, near London.
In a long theatrical career, she late last week when Charles Skouappeared in many roles, but is ras at a National Theatres meet
probably best remembered for her spoke highly of a number of upportrayal of Peter. Fan, the elfin coming Metro pix.

L.

.

64
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Wishes to Thank

Th e m

e.

.

o ers of the National

Film

Music Council of the
.

National Board of Review for selecting the music for Louis

De Rochemont's "Lost Bounda ries" (Score by
as-

Louis.

Applebaum)

ope of the best of the 1949 product and congratulates the

other winner,. Mr.. Aaron Copland for

his

score to the. ’'Heiress."

20th Century Fox's
"Forewell To Yesterday"

NEXT ASSIGNMENT
Arthur Loew's production of "Teresa"
Directed

by Fred Zinneman

Musical Direction

March Of Time
20th Century Fox

V

Columbia

>

Pictures

Universal Pictures 1

Eastern
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NBC

is wrapping up a “Malice
Wonderland” series of four

London, Aug.

8.

novel method of using TV as a
tryout medium for production is
being considered by the Associated
British Picture Corp.
A special
video studio is planned from which
selected scripts will be produced,
and if the corporation's execs give
the greenlight, full-scale film production will follow.
It is' estimated that the cost Of
telecasting each individual idea
will be over $3,000, apart from the
initial outlay for apparatus.
But
a* comparatively
this represents
small addition to the average film
budget, which ranges from $400,000 to $700,000.
Limitations of a studio TV proWashington, Aug. 15.
duction without exteriors or elaboThe American film industry must
rate
sets
are appreciated, but
ABPC production execs figure that be careful about What kind of picthis will provide a quick guide as tures it sends overseas at ^this time,
to suitability, and will give a clear- to prevent a false impression of
er indication of the potentialities the U. S. from circulating abroad,
of a script than existing methods. Eric Johnston said today (Tues.).
Decision of the corporation to The Motion Picture Assn, of Ameruse TV as a production aid is in ica prexy saw newsmen at the
line with their earlier plan to use White House immediately after a
the medium to boost the activities huddle with President Truman,
of ail branches of the organization.
during which Johnston reported
Original idea to have a central on the recent Anglo-American film
transmitting station from which negotiations, which were helped
programs could be broadcast to by the State Dept.
their circuit of picture theatres
“All media of communications,”
has been stymied by the resistance
said Johnston, “have a great reof the government. Until there is
in which
a two-way cooperation between sponsibility in the way
they represent the U. S. overseas.
films and TV, the government's
pictures must be more
motion
Our
determined to keep a tight hold on
careful in the selection of what is
its present monopoly, and licenses
We don’t want to,
abroad.
are being refused for private trans- serit
export films which give a false
missions.
impression of our country.”^
Reference was to the fact that

—

on

•

Philharmonic Booking

Communists have falsely pointed to some American pictures in
Europe and Asia as describing typical life in America, when, actually,

monic-Symphony

Crosby, Mrs,

FDR

As

into the Roxy,
N. Y., for two weeks, starting Sept.
Pic Envoys For
trade frankly
in
the
regarded
is
1,
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
as an experiment, with no one
Birig Crosby, Eleanor Roosevelt
quite clear as to extent of the draw. and the 4-H farm clubs will parTheatre is gambling on the novelty ticipate in three of four documentof a major symphony in a film ary shorts now being made abroad
palace
the Philharmonic, in its by the March of Time for the Eco109th season, is the country’s old- nomic Cooperation Administration.
est symph, as well as probably its Fourth short is to be a comedy
best known via its Sunday after- about Yank tourists in Europe.
noon CBS broadcasts.
Camera work on the Crosby subThe orch management, was in- ject was done during his recent
terested in giving the men a trip to Paris. Voice recording is to
couple of extra weeks’ work in be- be handled on the Coast. It will be
tween tfife al fresco Lewisohn Sta- a recap of his European experidium, N. Y., and the regular Car- ences. Mrs. Roosevelt’s short will
negie Hall seasons, and also be- follow a similar narrative pattern.
lieved (despite some outside criti- The 4-H film will depict a tour of
cism) that it wouldn’t be beneath American couritries by members
the orch’s dignity arid stature to of that youth organization.
play a presentation house. Spyros
French comedy will point up the
Skouras and Dimitri Mitropoulos, vital part that tourists play in
it’s felt, Were also sincere in their
European recovery. Overall theme
aim to bring good symph music at of the entire four subjects will imlow prices to a new audience.
press upon audiences the scope
Skouras, prez of 20th-Fox, which and impact the Marshall Plan has
operates the Roxy, is also a mem- had upon reviving western

EGA

—

(Continued on page 46)

1
By ARTHUR BRONSON

and UNESCO.

Europe's economy.*

He’ll spiel in

Eng-

lish, French, Spanish, Italian, Gerthe strawhat man and Russian, with the broadcircuit this season has been like casts
to be beamed by the Voice of
the weather, variable and unpre- America and stations around the
dictable. It’s been much better
programs.
world which carry
than last year in some spots, and
Deal was set with Benjamin
worse in others. Managers have Cohen, assistant UN secretary-genbeen carrying on in the face of eral, by WNBC general manager
war clouds, rationing threats, Ted Cott. Airer will be aimed at
higher operating costs and assorted children and will avoid propaganstar, royalty and Equity probleiris.
The symphonic conductor
da.
Package shows, and the new threat speaks some of the six tongues
f^om tent or musical circuses, have fluently arid will read the other
been fresh headaches. But foldings languages with UN linguists helpthis year are less than last, and
ing him prepare the scripts.
very few operators are inclined

Business

around

The Korean war

UN

to call

it

chiefly

from

Started weeding out.

Variety
surThird
annual
vey of the strawhat scene, based
questionnaire
to
about
sent
on a
20 representative barn operators
in the east, reveals some interesting figures. Although it’s been a
general understanding that Strawhat business, on the average, has
been way off, survey indicates
otherwise. Of the three summer
spots operated by Richard Aldrich,
for instance, grosses at

While

Betty Field will replace Jean
Arthur in the title role of “Peter
Pan,” at the Imperial, N. Y. She
will take over the starring assignment in the Sir James Barrie fantasy next Tuesday night (22), with
a run-oLthe-play contract and on
the same terms of 10% of the gross
against a $2,500 guarantee.
Permission for the deal was given yesterday (Tues.) by the Actors Equity

Lotsa
In

EVEN IN SYMPH CIRCLES
Washington, Aug. 15.
Cheesecake is cheesecake and
symphonic drama is symphonic
drama and never the twain should
meet. At least, that is the Way Paul
Green felt about it, but he was
convinced riot to press the point
too hard. Which is why the finals
of the contest to select Miss Washington for the Atlantic City beauty
Contest were held last night (14)
at the New Rock Creek Park Amphitheatre.

The 4,000-seat amphitheatre was
completed a couple of weeks ago
as the permanent home of “Faith
of Our Fathers,” the Paul Green

symphonic drama on the founding
of this nation, which is a feature
of the Sesquicentennial of Washington. The play isn’t given on
Monday nights and when the
amphitheatre was booked for the
finals of the Miss Washington conHowever, they
test, Green balked.
got him in a huddle with officials
and the
of radio station
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
joint sponsors of the contest. Present also were other Sesqui leaders.
Green finally agreed to give beauty its fling.
Once more; all's quiet along the

WWDC

•*

that

all

substituted

that

night,

Korea—But Not Much
BARNEY OLDFIELD

Taegu, Korea, Aug. 8,
This is an interesting town: no
except
between planes and
radio
the control tower, no movie except
the one at the airstrip, which is
a portable screen on which is
thrown a sound film without sound*
It is a town in which a dog scratching himself for a flea can attract a
good crowd.
There is a considerable flood of
American “tourists” on hand, so
many that the newspapers and ra-

Barbara Baxley, her underat

both performances Saturday (12)
and is continuing in the part this
week, with Miss Field rehearsing
to go in next week. Miss Arthur’s
$25, 000-investment in the $100, 000production Is, not affected by her
withdrawal.
„
The question of engaging Miss
Field as permanent replacement
involved
interpretation
of.
the
Equity rules.
The actress could
(Continued on page 46)

Yank Tourists'

By LT. COL.

council.

on.

1ST,

anticipated

“Call Me Madam,’ was an entirely
separate deal.

study,

CHEESECAKE COMES

'it’s

phases of show biz would be embraced, the recent RCA financing
of the new Irving Berlin musical,

Miss Arthur has been out of the
show since Friday night (11), having notified the management just a
few hours before that evening’s
performance that she had larynthe Cape gitis and would be unable to go

.(Continued on page 50)

Potomac.

thus making it one of the most
heavily-financed adjuncts of show
It’s anticipated that, when
and if the wartime pressure is off
RCA will reactivate the idea.
Major facet of operational activity would be in TV production,
having as its nucleus, of course,
the programming roster of the
NBC subsidiary company.

a

canvass Of representative strawhat
producers is the feeling that the
star system has become a Frankenneeds
remedying.
stein
and
Some operators insist it’s a need,
while joining others in calling it
menace. Feeling is growing,
a;
though, that the star system has
gotten completely Out of hand and
may have to be entirely eliminated.
One or two barns have already

nipped

biz.

quits.

What emerges

crisis

in the bud an ambitious theatrical
enterprise, which the Radio Corp.
of America was ready to underwrite to the tune of $53,000,000,

,

the

the pictures did nothing of the sort.

Booking of the N. Y. Philhar-

CENTS

Leopold Stokowski, currently doing a series of four broadcasts as
a Bach jockey on WNBC, N. Y„
will become the first jnulti-lingual
platter-spinner doing shows in six
languages for the United Nations

broadcasts

A

25

UN

‘Malice in Wonderland’
to
counteract Soviet
Wade Arnold, the
propaganda.
web’s special events chief, is getting monitors here and abroad to
record samples of Russian shortwave programs, ‘which will be
translated and then answered by
Feature will
American experts.
kick off around Labor Day, with a
comparison of working conditions
in the U. S. and the USSR,
The “Malice” broadcasts may
take over the “Living 1950” period for the month or another slot
may be cleared for it.

PRICE

1950

Stoky to Beam Globally
In 6, Languages Via

NBC’s Counter-Soviet
in

16,

;

dio nets back in the U. S, have
some unacclimated
-turned
out
former war correspondents to
cover the activities.
Nearly everytime a planeload
goes over, the Tokyo radio seems
to be playing “Put Another Nickel
In,” or “Sometimes I Get to Won1

(Continued on page 53)
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AFL Exec

Asks IA to Stand Firm Vs.

Pay

Detroit, Aug. 15.

Strong

stand

oo

show

Washington, Aug.
•

Berle to Palladium?

15.

London, Aug.

Tax

raises are on the way, instead
of the cuts expected as late as the

,

abroad; featured a long report on
the state of affairs of the Inters
national Alliance of ’theatrical
Stage Employees by prexy Richard
Ti Walsh. The IATSE head today
(Tiies.) read a 67-page statement
to 1,100 delegates convening here
at the 40th bi-annual convention
Sessions which
of the
union.
started yesterday continue through
"the week.
Walsh also served notice that
the I A will fight to become the

supreme international

Cmitrol

+

any pay

against

biz fields, combined
with a soft answer to Hollywood’s
films
penchant
for
producing

cuts in

TV

Cuts; Will Seek

Milton

end of June.
*
Senate Finance Committee last
week okayed boosts on both the
corporate and personal income
These increases will affect
rates.
show biz and the people in it vir-

to

.•

,

-

•

•

i

i

|

WILL MAHONEY

—

THE INIMITABLE

•

OfTop

,

1

Film

,

:

:

Talks Pact Breach
Paris,

Aug.

turn in time for rehearsals for the
outfit’s

15.

New

Flock of behind-the-scenes difficulties are hampering the Errol
Flynn starrer, “The Bargain,”
which William Marshall is producing, The picture rolled on the
Riviera Aug. 8.
Marshall reportedly violated several French government co-production regulations by starting the
picture without a permit and ignoring a requirement that every

new show which bows on

Year’s night.

TELLS SENATE

OF FLA. ERICKSON DEAL
[

Washington, Aug. 15
^
Myer Schine told the Senate
__

_

J.

1

Crime lnvestigating Committee

week'

’

*

Tast

Stand on Korea

American

companies have

film

agreed' to help get across to
countries abroad the United Nations’ version of the Korean crisis
by” the free distribution of a onereel short produced by the U. S.
State Dept. It is the .first request
by either State or the UN for spe- shuffled back and forth from the
cific
film
company cooperation dance floor to their tables.
since the shooting broke out in
Several big names, which had
.

Far East* As such, it sets a been announced as participating,
precedent for handling of future did not show.
Edith Piaf and
pix.
Charles Trenet had been preventIn another first, COMPO (Coun- ed by conflicting contracts; Jean
cil
of Motion Picture Qrganiza- Sablon had been suddenly called
tions) participated in the agree- to South America. Lesser acts had
ment to take on the pic only two been substituted at the last modays after Ned E. Depinet, COMPO ment.
prez, wrote President Truman adr
The show began with the Monte
vising him that all liaison work Carlo Girls, eight Scandinavian
would be handled by the all-in(Continued on page 53)
dustry group. Last week’s COMPO
board meet conferred that power
on the Organization.
Similar tb the treatment of GovSTILL

recently

met on

this Issue

and in

(Continued on page 55)

the-

Pic Stints in Fire While

Propping His Tele Show
Frank Sinatra has two foreign
film propositions brewing, in be-

tween readying his CBS-TV series
Which debuts in October. One is a
Gabriel Pascal idea for George Ber-:
nard Shaw’s “Androcles and the
Lion,” to be filmed in England, and
the other is a remake of a French
film, “Mr. Alibi,” which attracted
Sinatra when he saw it in his dressing room, over the British Broadcasting Corp. television system,
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Extraordinary
tragedy has while fulfilling his Palladium, Lonstalked Mrs. Buddy. (Nedra) Clark, don engagement,
Sinatra went to Paris to huddle
capped this week by the accidental
death of her seven-year-old daugh- with George Aschermann, rep for
the
French producer of “Alibi,”
ter, Penny.
Her crooner husband
was. killed Oct. 1 last when his with an eye to buying the Hollychartered plane returning from a wood remake rights, or possibly to
Frisco football game crashed with film it in London or France with
five others aboard.
He was the foreign currency, and for Sinatra
lone casualty.
Mrs. Clark’s first to retain the western hemisphere
husband, who went berserk in Chi- rights.
Singer, who just flew in from
cago some years ago, killed her
father, mother and child.
Before Europe, leaves for Hollywood today
she married the singer, Mrs. Clark (Wed.) to further his TV debut.
was a fashion model at Saks-5th Ben Blue will be one of the video
shbw components.
Ave., N. Y.
Paul Dudley;
The little Clark girl escaped who will produce, is en route east
from her nurse, Ruth Shackelford, to lay the groundwork.
and darted across a Brentwood
street to meet her playmate.
Edward Cheetham, 28* of Santa
Monica, driver of the fatal car
which hit the child; said he had
seen her too late to avoid the
8.
Tokyo,

that in the winter of 1947-48
he leased the bookie concession at
Roney-Plaza
hotel,
Miami ernment pix in World War II; the
English-language film made in his
France must have a French ver- Beach, to gambler Frank Erickson majors will divide the world in
CLARK’S
for
didn’t handling the briefie on Korea. Each
$45,000.
However,
it
sion, In addition, reportedly withcompany
will
take
territory
a
and
Continued
Schine;
said
the
he
advising
out
Flynn, the producer
guarantee free distribution there
also closed a distribution deal with cops closed the bookie cabana and
the booth in the hotel, because he on the Widest possible basis.
Republic.
State Dept. Was handed the
was doing business with outside
Meanwhile, Warners considers
gamblers instead of with the local greenlight this week after reps of
Flynn’s appearance in “Bargain”
COMPO,
Motion Picture Assn, of
syndicate.
(Continued on page 55)
Thereafter, said the hotelman America and the, company foreign
and film exhibitor,, he leased the managers, were shown the film.
concession to the Miami syndicate Jack Connelly, now with State,
and had no> more trouble. Schine produced it. Connelly previously
JOE
explained that he leased the con- served with a number of newsreel
cession because the hotel had a companies.
Film stresses the UN point of
great deal of trouble with “sneak”
Joe Schoenfeld rejoins Variety bookies who came In and did busi- view. It draws heavily on newsreels showing the world org in
early in September, after an hiatus ness and made a nuisance of themsessions over the Korean question.
selves.
of six years with the William MorIt also gives an historical backHe sucris agency in Hollywood.
ground to the current fracas.
ceeds the late Arthur Ungar as
Joan Crawford’s Op
Tel Aviv Commie Row
editor of Daily Variety, published
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Tel Aviv, Aug. 14.
in Hollywood, the wholly owned
Joan Crawford underwent an
Two of three theatres in this
subsidiary of the parent (weekly) emergency appendectomy at Holly- city packed in a U. S. Government
Variety, whuse head office is in wood /Presbyterian hospital last documentary,
“The
UN Aids
New York.
night (14). Condition is described Korea,” after commie agitators
Schoenfeld was 11 years with as satisfactory.;
halted its screening in one house accident.
Variety in New York, resigning to
Operation will necessarily post- to distribute pamphlets and adaccept an agency post offered him pone starting date of Warfters’ dress the audience. Action by the
by Abe Lastfogel, general manager “Goodby, My Fancy,” In which Miss
(Continued on page 55),
Death Wins the Gamble
Crawford was tb star.
of the William Morris office.
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 15.
Death and bingo seem to be rid$14
Sonny Tufts?
ing tandem here. For the second
Editor , Variety':
time in two nights, death was the
Pleasantdale, N. J.
prize at a theatre cash drawing.
Watched “Captain Video,’’
Enclosed find check for $
On Aug. 9, Mrs. Loretta M. Howon WABD-TV with my son, 5,
ard, 18-year-old mother of a child
tonight, Aug. 12.
Please send VARIETY for
“Captain
of two and wife of an unemployed
Years
Video” (played by Richard
ex-GI, heard her name called for
Coogan) is announced as “the
To • • • . • • . . • . • «...
.....•«•••»•*»
. • •
a “Lucky Star” deal at the Rivoli
protector, of our country.”
CPleas* Print Nam«j
theatre. She rushed from her post
In one scene the Captain is
in the balcony toward the stage.
sitting on a park bench waitStreet
En route she collapsed and died
ing for the “signal” to break
instantly.
up a radical meeting. While
lily. • • ... . ..... .... • • .. . Zone. . • . State. .. . . . ...
On Aug. 10, Fox West Coast thehe waits, the Captain is seen
atres were having their monthly
reading the last issue of
giveaway. At the Campus theatre
Variety!
in
Berkeley
veteran
If
what "Captain Video”
Regular Subscription Rate*
manager
Alfred Smith, 59, was at the telelearns from Variety will make
Two Years—$10.00
One Year—-$10.00
phone
waiting
to learn whether
him a better “protector of our ;
someone in his audience had drawn
country” good!
Maybe we
Canada and Foreign-^$l Additional per Ytar
[the $1,000 prize.
can find Peace through Films,
Smith got the
message, announced the winnerRadio,
Video, Music
(arid)
P'ft-RIETY Inc.
seated in another theatre
Stage,
staggered to his office and died at the
Sincerely,
New Yark 19. N. Y.
154 West 44th St;
hospital a few hours later.
Chuck Barnett
;

at the
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“one-card union.”

.

^

.

(11) after

First active step; will be taken
AFL convention in Houston
next month, When Henry Dunn;
national administrative secretary
of the American Guild of Variety
Berle.
Artists, is expected to introduce a
resolution asking that AFL recommend to its executive board that
Lush White Beds Ball
it order the ’4’ As to become “a
true
international union instead of
,«
a federation within a federation.”
Chances of its adoption are exProfit to Charity cellent because of the embroilment of several 4A’s unions in
Br MARGARET GARDNER
jurisdictional battles, namely the
squabble between Television AuMonte Carlo, Aug. 15.
thority
and the Screen Actors
Alt the qualities of elegance
Guild.
Rivisynonymous With the French
In addition, the 4A’s in recent
era were embodied in the Bal des
Petits Lits Blancs (Ball of the Lit- months has been rife with bickerings
between AGVA and Actors
tle White Beds) the most ImporEquity on the jurisdiction o'f “contant charity, affair of the year in
vention
shows, for which both
France, which last Week (8) brought
unions have staked a claim; status
out a record crowd of 900 to the
of.tab legit musicals playing vaude
terraces of the Summer Sporting
houses, and the jurisdiction of
Club in Monte Carlo.
The gala was notable for haying “Red; White and Blue,” the American Leegion-sponsored show for
the most glittering gathering of imWhich Equity has signed a security
portant names since the war. The
show on the floor, which featured agreement with producers Le Roy
Prinz and Gwen Crump. As a reluxurious gowns, jewels and furs,
AGVA has sent out letters
was far superior to that on the sult,
to its membership ordering its perstage, and the diners, who had each
formers not to sign with that dispaid 15,000 francs ($45) to participlay unless they’re pacted on
pate, \yere content to view the paAGVA contract forms. The 4A’s
rade of titled notables, as they

His org, he said, is at peak
Completing tour of North American
strength with 960 affiliated unions,
Elsa Lanchester Sot
Continent
by far the largest in history, with
Currently
total membership of 61,928. In the
Montreal, Canada
Casino,
Bellevue
For 15-Week Tour
past two years, the IA has charterRepresented by
ed 29 new locals.
CORP.
Niteries Associated, BOOKING
Main event slated for tomorrow
(Wed.) will be a speech by Eric
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Johnston* Motion Picture Assn, of
Elsa Lanchester, who has been
America prez. Earl Hudson, United making a “guest appearance’' with
Detroit Theatres topper; Kenneth
.S.
the Turnabout Theatre here for
Thomson, TV administrator for nine years, will make her debut as
Screen Actors Guild, and Robert
a nitery performer this fall, OpenScott, secretary of Michigan State
ing a 13-week ;tour at the Copley
Federation of Labor, also will
Plaza hotel; Boston; Oct. 18 for two
- mount
the podium. Thursday will
weeks. Dates already have been
feature reports of committees and
set at the Persian Room in New
nominations for officers, with Fri-

York and for- Washington and Chiday set aside for elections.
cago appearances.
In his treatment of pay cuts,
She’ll get between $2,500 and
Walsh declared: “It is significant
$4,000 for each stand and will
that no other industry has made
carry
her own accompanist, pianist
such a request of its employees in
Ray Henderson.
these times in this land of plenty;
Miss Lanchester will use the
(Continued on page 55)
Forman Brown material she has
been using at the Turnabout
Where she stars in the live revue
section of the revue-puppet legiter.
Tour is limited to 15 weeks to stay
On Flynn’s French Pic; within the time of the Turnabout’s
annual vacation. SheVdue to re-

Friday

.

sion.

,

last

a *1 0-day trip to London and Paris,
has been discussing with Val Purnell the possibility of a Palladium
season next summer;
Decision will not be made for
some time but the Foster Agency
will continue the negotiations for;

Present
tually across the board.
plan is to have the new rates effective as of money earned beHowever,
ginning July I last.
there is no certainty yet what
shape the bill will finally have.
’
"
—— "
televi^

in

New York

15.

who planed back

B.erle,

The growing jurisdictional friction between various affiliates of
the Associated Actors and Artistes
of America may force the American Federation of Labor executive
board to take a stand in the situation there to some talks that the
AFL may forpe the 4A’s,' as a. result, to change its format into a
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METRO’S

PREEMS

Aug.
“Beginning or the End,” Metro’s
semi-documentary feature on the
atomic bomb which culminates
with the Hiroshima explosion, will
have its Japanese preem Aug. 14
with a one shot* day-and-date

charity screening in 25 theatres
located in 18 Nipponese cities, including both Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Proceeds Will go to the Hiro-

shima

Reconstruction

Committee
program

to aid the rehabilitation

going on both there and in
bomb devastated Nagasaki. Pic is
slated for general release in Japan
next month.
Decision to release the film in
Nippon was reached by the Central
Motion Picture Exchange, local
U. S. distributing agency, after the
still

pic

was previewed privately by a
of prominent Japanese in

number

various fields, majority of whom
said they favored local release.
Film played the Army circuit in
Japan three years ago for Occupation Forces.
Nipponese
with
adaptation,
-

superimposed Jap dialog, Will also
have short prologue featuring
statements by the mayor of Hiroshima and other Japanese leaders.

..
,
.
.
.
.
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It was a moot question last week, at the first emergency meeting of COMPO, whether this was to be a birth or a wake. Indications favored the latter.
Happily, the Council of Motion
picture Organizations was lustily intrenched. As Ned Depinet
observed, “We have finally got it off the ground,” and with the
ismooth diplomacy which distinguished both all-day sessions,
COMPO figures to fly high: The choice of Arthur L. Mayer as
executive vicepresident was the capping coup; That he Is the
ideal man for the job appears to be the general intra-trade
consensus.
,

Leo Brecher's kudo, for Francis S. Harmon's skillful and efwork was a deserved salute to a tireless and efficient
COMPO prexy Depinet’s “only regret was that I did
worker.
say
what Leo just voiced so well."
not
ficient

Compromise and willingness to yield, in order to further the
was evidence in plenty that men of good will had come
from all corners of the nation with an open mind and a sympathetic attitude in order to consummate, if at all possible, a film
council that would achieve the most good for an industry that
job,

has been so good to so

many

.

for so long.

Sparked by the unselfishness of a respected and affectionately
regarded leader, when Depinet laid it on the line that the chips
were down for COMPO, it was only a matter of hours before
the technical hurdles, advanced by the Theatre Owners of
America, were resolved through compromise.

Good Product, Weather Hypo Take
Improvement
Operating profits of tlie major
companies are still driving ahead
U's Farrar Deal
of 1949 on a wide front. Gains for
Unusual multiple-film contract
some majors are* light but steady has been inked by Universal and
while those of other * film outfits David Farrar, British pic star. By
maintain a substantial lead of the signing Farrar, U shares him with
previous year’s reports. Mid-yeai* British producers Michael Powell
reports of Paramount and RKO, and
Emeric Pressburger, who
both aired this week, top their rev- hold first call on the actor for pix
enues of last year although neither made in England. Under U's pact,
company has scored sharp boosts.
Farrar's services in the U. S. bePar has turned up a net of $2,- long exclusively to the American
826*000 for the first six months of major.
Actor is due in the U. S. in
Additionally, company
the year.
has $829,000 in undistributed earn- December with his wife and child
handle his first assignment from
to
ings from non-confeolidafed subsids,
principally
DuMont Television. U, the starring role in “SamarChristie will
Since Par is in its first year as a kand,” which Howard
produce.
divorced company, there is no comparative figure for the

same period

of '49.

•

A

COMPO

fine pattern has been written for
under which,
for once* an all-industry benevolence should result. Exhibitors
and distributors are allied in financing,' through a tithe of 10cper-$100 film rentals—which the distribs match—by which the
entire picture business must benefit. No matter the evolutions
of the sundry projects, be they lofty-minded or mundanely
based, the end result must be a plus for “Objective: Boxoffice.”
It may be called seminars, public relations projects, mutual respect for theatre vs. producer problems; it may initiate improved ties with Government, state, local and public agencies;
it may run the gamut from pluperfect pictures to popcorn—
the end must spell out better business. If the b.o. objective
ties in so much more with better public relations, so much the
better*
It took a solid year to get COMPO off the runway, but the
bright blue yonder spells beaucoup b.o. black, and on that score
Abel.
the Council is Indeed a job well done.

the

in

nation's

which has
become more pronounced in the
last few weeks, continues on thfe
upgrade this session. Combination
of the Korean warfare, wartime
psychology, mild and favorable
business weather and strorigerfilm 'theatre boxoffice,

than - usual summer product is
bringing the improved theatre
trade, in the belief of many exhibitors.
While the current week
is marked by numerous holdovers
and some new. socko fare just being launched, business at the wickets still is reflecting the vastly
""

better film takings.
^
Tipoff of how the boxoffice has
picked up is indicated by the fact
that the first eight strongest pictures in Variety’s Golden Dozen
for the week will show nearly $1,040,000 total gross.
Many of the
strongest spots are favored by cool
weather, but, as in the case of San
Francisco and St. Louis, such
factor does not always mean bigv*
ger trade. In Frisco, trade is up
sharply despite the admitted draw
of many summer attractions.
St.

proxy
pro-forma
Paramount's
statement on the eve of divorcement gave an estimate of the pro^
duction-distribution company's net
for the first nine months of 1949.
That total was $4,494,769, It inEstimate
cluded DuMont profits.
Washington, Aug. 15.
of two-thirds that figure would be
~ (Continued on page 20)
some $500,000 under earnings reWhen Congress gets around to
(Contiriued on page 20)
passing an excess profits tax, the
film industry hopes that it will be
exempt from such a bite. Staff
meeting of the Motion Picture
Hughes’ Sellout To
Assn, of America, which discussed
new taxes here today (Tuesday),
Brandt Gets Coast 0.0.
authorized its tax committee to
Initial draft of the completed
draft a policy on fresh Government imposts as well as informing contract for acquistion of the RKO
MPAA members on all aspects of circuit by Harry Brandt's TransDavid O. Selznick and Sir Alex- the situation.
Lux chain went to the Coast over
ander Korda are at it again. Recent
the weekend, Noah Dietrich, prinStaffers who attended today's
arbitration decision by Robert R.
cipal adviser to controlling stocksession feel that in the event of
to
which
was
supposed
Patterson,
holder Howard Hughes, and Tom
have ended the lengthy trans-At- an excess profits tax the industry Slack, Hughes' attorney, are ganshould get special consideration inlantic dispute between the two
dering the pact in California.
film business went
producers, has proved to be only asmuch as the
If it meets their okay they will
through the financial wringer durthe beginning.
years. As a con- present it to Hughes for his apSelznick has refused to follow ing the postwar
trast to their own plight, they point proval. They are expected to ask,
the Patterson decision in releasing
possibly, for changes in details-^in to record-breaking income garn($280,000)
£100,000
about
all parties have* agreed to the transescrow in England to Korda, while ered by industrial corporations.
fer in principle which would neAt present there is no excess
the latter has retaliated by holding
cessitate further discussion.
up delivery of a' Technicolor print profits tax on the books although
If minor, that might be carried
of “Gone to Earth,” as ordered by Congress may soon pass Such a
emergency basis. out by phone. Otherwise, Dietrich
the special master following the re- measure on an
Other
phases of war legislation
(Continued on page 52)
cent hearings.
Battle took on some of the as- were also studied during the meet.
pects of a “B” western last Thurs- Film industry, in common with
day (10) when Morris Helprin, other communication media, is curKorda’s rep, attempted to get the rently exempt from price controls
“Gone” print out of Selznick’s pos- voted by the House. Picture, topsible legal clutches by air-express- pers expressed the hope that the
Trade Mark Registered
ing it to Canada. Print was already exemption will be retained if and
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
(Continued on page 22)
on the plane when a standard CenPublished Weekly by VARIETY, Inc
tral Casting-type U. S. marshal arSid Silverman, President
154 West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
rived at LaCruardia airport, N. Y.
Hollywood 21
( in a Chevy, although a white hoss
6311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
would obviously have been called
1292 National Press Building
(Continued on page 23)
Chicago 11
<

On

;

C. P. Skouras to D.C.
Talks
On Divorcement
Vi
,y*

Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Charles P. Skouras, accompanied
by John Bertero and John Lavery,
skies

to

Washington Sunday

(20)

for huddles with Assistant Attor-

ney General Herbert Bergson.
Talks will deal with divorcementdivestiture plans for National Theatres from 20th-Fox.

Film cycles are continuing

to kill

J^ernie Brooks, chief film
buyer for the Fabian circuit, N. Y.,
declared this week. Over-production of westerns has been responsible for at least part of the biz
downbeat during the past year and
an superfluity of musicals threatens to repeat the process, the vet
film man opined.
Fabian chain’s 50 houses are experiencing a very sizable upturn in
grosses currently, which has coincided, Brooks claims, with the end
of the oater cycle and an influx of
dramas, musicals and family- type
pix. While, the musicals have been,
doing well to date, he. says, the
large number of them on release
schedules for the rest of the year
may well put them in the same
b.o.-poison category as westerns.
“The distributors would do us a
great-favor and themselves- everi-a
greater favor,” Brooks asserted, “if
they’d use more foresight and cauthe

b.o.,

,

(Continued on page 23)

With Voyage This
New impetus to joint production
plans

Arthur Rank,
J.
filmmaker, and American

between

British

companies may result from a transAtlantic trek by Earl St. John,

New

Decree Deal

* Warner Bros, is dropping its attempt to obtain Treasury Dept, ap-

proval for -the issuance of $54,000,000 in debentures under a pro?
After
posed anti-trust decree.
many months of negotiations with
the Government revenuers, Warners has decided to give up the
idea of issuing both debentures and
common stock to shareholders in
place of their interest in the theatre chain.

Three Warner
Jack and Major
understood to be
ferent plan which

brothers

.

—

WAR ON THE UPBEAT
ON FILM

Ohio

Rank
in

official

was instrumental
details for the co-

—Harry,

Albert— are now

preparing a difwould permit the
company to carry out a consent decree arrangement with the Dept, of
Justice. New plan, however, is still
under Wraps. '
There has been some speculation
that the three brothers may pull
(Continued on page 47)

COL REDUCES LOAN

BY $600,000 PAYOFF

Assn. Exec

MPEA

and distrib execs in
(Continued on page 20)

until July 31, when it was decreased
Company, however,
to $9,000,000.
has found no. need to draw the additional allowable sum.
Terms of the loan provide that
its ceiling be decreased $1,000,000
yearly. Loan agreement was origL
nally made Aug. 12, 1949, with the
First "National Bank of Boston,

venturing of his company and Paramount in “Trio,” fUmization of
three short stories by Somerset
Maugham, which preems next
month in the Sutton, New York
art theatre. Other joint deals with
major companies are agreed in
principle, but still require suitable Bank of America and Manhattan
Co.
story properties.

tion Picture Assn, of America last
week indicated that war Was still

very much on Hollywood’s mind.
Variations on the theme had broadened considerably, however, from
previous weeks, when the registo Sell Pix to
Industry toppers were extremely tered labels were almost wholly
concerned With Korea.
resentful of the bad beating they
Only company still taken with
took in the Ohio territory last week
on the Motion Picture Export Assn, the Korean idea was 20th-Fox,
project to sell a r block of 20 pic- which tacked its plaque on a trio
tures to Russia:’ MPEA's move is of tags. They are “Communism In
entirely in line with State Dept, Korea,” “The Battle of the Koredesire and obviously the reverse ans” and “War of the Koreans.”
of what the Soviet propaganda ex- All were registered as original feaperts want, since the deal has been tures. Understood a plan is afoot
cooking for almost two years and to make them from newsreel clips.
shows no sign of consummation
First title with a comedy connotation to its war theme since the
yet.
Initial attack on sale of the 20 Korean imbroglio began was staked
pix was made by W. Ward Marsh, out by Warner Bros. It is “Beady,
film editor of the Cleveland Plain Willing and 4F.”
Columbia asked
Dealer, in his column.
It was for priority on “Life of General
picked up by Pete Wood, secretary Patton,” 20th-Fox on “Halls of
of the Independent Theatre Owners Montezuma”
(from the Marine
of Ohio, Who wired President Tru- Corps hymn), and Warner Bros,
man urging a ban on shipment of on “The Story Behind the Gun.’’
the pix,
Walter Colmes registered a se-

St.

working out

Critic,

TOO

with the Mo-

Rap Film Industry On

Production loan extended to Columbia by three banks has been
John embarks from England today reduced to $5,400,000 through the
(Wed.) aboard the Queen Elizabeth. payment by the major of $600,000.
He remains in the HVS, for two- Indicating the fiscal strength of the
maximum authorized
three weeks on a combined btisi- company,
amount of the loan was $10,000,000
Jiessrvacation visit.
Hank's top production exec.

TITLES,

= Title registrations

Nat’I B.O.

I

New

Survey

Variety's National Boxoffice
Survey, which usually appears
in this spate, is being given
fuller treatment this week because of the unusually strong
nationwide b.o. upbeat.

ries of titles for shorts, including

“The Atom Bomb,” “You and the
Atom Bomb,” “You Can Beat the
Atom Bomb" arid “Self-Defenoe
Against the Atom Bomb.”
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Interplanetary, travel also continued to get a Hollywood play with
registering
“Flying
Republic
Planet Men.”
It has previously
claimed “Flying Disc Man from
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Kelly Preps ‘Caste’

Fihnites See 1st Promise of Unity

Arthur W.

Kelly

returned to
(Tuesday)
following a Coast visit, to set production plans on “Half Caste,”
Which he is planning to make in-

New York

yestefday'

j

dependency.
Former United Artists exec v.p.
also huddled with Charles Chaplin, whom he has repped for many
years and is now repping on “City

j

Film industry’s chronic allergy 7
to union under a single banner

-Mayer’s Pledge

was purged-*nd-cured at last
week's critical meet in New York
of COMPO (Council of Motion

Acknowledging his appoint*

.

COMPO

ment

executive dias
rector, Arthur L. Mayer wrote
prez Ned Depinet yes-

Picture Organizations'. In the wake
of that confab, which featured a j
declaration by Ned E. Depinet,
prez who heads the all-industry project, that the chips were
down, filmites now see the first
real promise of unity within the
industry. It took a war crisis and
the threat that the industry would
have no recognized spokesman in
Washington to pull the trick.
Two-day session covered plenty
of ground, including reconciliation
of the Theatre Owners of America
before it ended. But the main advantage in the eyes of many industry iites is the greatly-enhanced
chances of improved public relations. In this regard* results of a
number of surveys were aired- at
the meet,- demonstrating again that
the film industry rates near the j
cellar in public regard..

terday (Tuesday) that he was
“profoundly moved'* that his
fellow workers chose him for
the post, lie pledged •‘every
ounce of energy, enthusiasm
and experience of which I am

3

capable,’*
cess.

COMPQ’s

for

suc-

Mayer pointed outihat there
are 238,000 men and .women in
the picture business. “Through
you (Depinet),’* he wrote, “I
'plead for their faith in me and
their participation in our activities so that We can make
our films and our theatres the
beloved arsenal of American
democracy.’*
.

.

!

narrow-gauge film enthusiast, according to Richard de
Rochemont, March of Time^c^ef,
just back from Europe. Playing
small communities at low admis-

-

|
:

my

he emphasized, “because doctoring
usually causes a loss in transmission, just as most engravings do
not carry the full values of the
original.” He also noted that crea-

nothing new transpired

absence,

Bernhard or Irving Kauf-

to give

the

_

production chief Jack L. Warner
declared today (Tuesday). In un-

MacMillen returned this week
from a short Vacation, During his

man, assignee for the benefit of
FC creditors, any real reason for

the Government. The war crisis,
like those of the past, have always
helpecT the industry along because
undeniable tremendous
its
of
cooperation which has dwarfed
Indicating the Theatre Owners
that of other fields. By cutting
_____
which had!l.of America/s intention to cooperate
through the snarls
with
"COIJ'IPO how that the snarls
crippled COMPO, the industry is
now iii a position to throw its! have -been - untangled* Gael Sullifull weight behind the Govern- van, TOA exec director, said this
week that Arthur L. Maye^ neNvlyment;
named exec veepee of COMPO,
Specifically the COMPO meet
will be invited to the ^theatre
accomplished the following:
convention in
group’s national
straight-talking fol-“ Dallas in October. Mayer’s talk to
1. Through
[
to
willingness
com
a
lowed by
'
probably _ie
conclave
16
promise 4 t won over TOA to full P
targeted at explaming COMPO s
deration Irtlh COMPO:s iSle as'* aims and., a 1 ng or
?“PP?rt
*
iP
(ConUnued b^page 46°
members. The Mayer talk will be
_
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Paramount’s
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United

snatching
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coup 0 f tion of originals especially, for the;
large-screen television tscreeh relieves the industry .of derights to the Big Ten football 5 Pendenee upon plays, published
the big works, magazine articles and other
this fal1
*am«s
•If
is now in a position to come forsources.
Ward with outside financing, the click boxoffice-wise that exhibs
“In other words,” Warner said,
are waiting
wduiug iui
for before
uciuic a mass
iunho .iixau
rush
... <tic
likelihood of ms obtaining some
„
ajaWaa luv, originals are insurance that there
stock, interest in ELC is exceed- 1
will
be a supply of filmable mathat
-A?
.
ingly dim.
,
will not have to take
what LconsYd
GoldcnspUt UP. torifl’l.
Which probably means that pre z, is hoping for and 'half ex- our chances on whether the comKaufman Will go ahead with a suit pecting.ling months and years make other
against ELC and Pathe Industries, i,- Goldenson, Big Ten biggies and kinds Of material available.
If
EL and ELC parent company, football officials throughout the [the Broadway stage has a bad seachallenging collapse of the pror
Or country are viewing the nine-game son, or if the publishers don’t
posed merger. Kaufman: has pre- {i schedule
of
gridiron
matches bring out the kind of books and
viously declared that MacMillen r which four UP houses will Dlav
(Continued on page 6)
“
must come across with something exclusively ^s a critical test of the
better than the 10% of ELC’s j b.o. pulling power of large-sci
screen*
distributee* on p.x which originally TV in sports. Because the exwerejiandled by fC. Maintaining perimental nature of the proi
that Bernhard performed as much i s of top importance, Goldenson
of his share^ on the merger as he said this week that various price.
could, Kaufman is arguing that scales and policies would be tried
(Continued on page 20)
out during the season.
For some of the games which
will be. piped into the State Like,
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Uptown and Tivoli, three Balaban
was appointed
SIX
& Katz Chicago houses, and the Johnny Green
apof a committee
Michigan,
Detroit
flagship
of chairman
date, place
the'
United Detroit • theatres, regular thorized to name
Oscar
of
the
next;
format
and
scales of the flicker ies will be in
an

wiiAvint*

.

.

will be an important part
studio’s future operations,

veiling details of the quest, he said
that he* was encouraged by recent
additions to company
property
the 16m operations are
sions,
lists from -the field of ‘originals.
drawing well. While actual rentals
“The original story,” Warner
on the old features used are small,
pointed out, “is^ the lifeblood of
it represents “found?* money for
the
film industry.
Our examinadistributors.
As the weeks roll by, the chances
Complete shows are sold to a tion of screen history, proves .that
the
original is the foundation of
of any revised deal whereby the 16m /exhibitor for a full week so
dbrmant merger of Film Classics he can travel the show to several the medium. At least half of the
great boxoffice
successes
have
in
period.
that
towns
and Eagle Lion becomes a reality
been originals. Originals Written
become almost nil. Renewed talks
especially for the screen and havbetween William C. MacMillen,
ing no prior limitations imposed
Eagle Lion Classics* prez, and
by other mediums are, in
Joseph Bernhard, head of the nonopinion, the basis of our business.”
operative Film Classics, are slated
Moreover/ Warner added,, stories
to start today (Wed.) or tomorrow,
created for the camera require no,
pLittte hope is offered by insiders |
doctoring. !4This-is an-advanfcagie-*of any change in the stalled ’setup.

COMPO
as

•

optimistic

big
industry’s
chance to establish an entente
condiale with both the public and

months

16m Growth

France’s
%

intensive search for original
story
material,
which Warners
quietly
inaugurated
in
recent

The growth rof 16m- theatres In weeks,
France is amazing even the most of the

Lights” reissue.

reborn and rea ffirmed at the board gathering,
film circles see' the next few

With

Hollywood, Aug. 15.

An

COMPO

RKO

•

4

,

j

;

•

^highlighted^ at the convention,
Sullivan declared
As a further sign of TOA cooperation, Sullivan intends to turn
the job of dealing
over to
with W,* Stuart Symington* chairman of the National Resources
Board.
Sullivan
opened initial
talks
with
Symington several
weeks back in behalf of TOA. He
United Paramount theatre cir- had planned to present to the GovHollywood, Aug. 15.
effect. For other games, varying Derby, to be held here some time
cuit chiefs and h.o. toppers will ernment official a program of
Samuel Goldwyn, who returned upped prices will be set to see next March. Other members of the
stage policy talks in a three-ttay cooperation on the part of TOA [here this Week after being away six
committee are Charles Brackett,
(Continued on page 22)
meet scheduled to begin Sept. 26. members.
Fred Metzler and G. Carlton Hunt.
months, disclosed that his producLocale of the Conclave will be
Understood that TOA will make tion plans are indeterminate as yet.
Meanwhile, the studios are getY. to L. A*
somewhere in the Poconos, resort no effort to deal directly with the He has six writers working on variting an early start in their jockeymountain range in Pennsylvania, Government except where the in- ous stories. Development of them
Don Ameche
ing for position although the deadArt Arthur
with the actual site yet to be
line for entries is far away Dec.
(Continued on page 22)
will determine which he does first
chosen. Theatre operations during
Jack Benny
24. Already warming up is a strong
Goldwyn and his wife, Frances,
divorcement
eight-month
the
Lloyd Bridges
field
including
of
contenders,
left Hollywood today (Tuesday) for
stretch will come in for heavy disAlice Faye
“Sunset Boulevard,** “Story of a
Berkeley, Cal., to attend the marcussions.
Freddie Fields
Divorcee,” “The Glass Menagerie,”
riage
tomorrow of their son,
A! Fisher
Rio Bravo.” “King Solomon’s
Karl Hoblitzelle, Interstate cirSamuel, Jr., to Jennifer Howard,
A1 Fowler
Mines,” “Harvey,’* “Born .Yestercuit chief currently Vacationing at
daughter
of
the
late
playwright,
Ava Gardner
day” and “All About Eve.”
Cape Cod, Mass., as well as his
Theatre Owners of America ls Sidney Howard. ceremony
Ceremony will be
n
[f
Phil Harris
Robert J. O’Donnell,
associate,
* drivA for a vdde accentn ee
C
Florence Husted
have been ^invited and will attend. ance 0 f theatre television among
u ncle ^Duncan McDuffie
Louis S. Lifton
L. A. to n. y.
Renewal of dickering on a breakup exhibs, politicos, educators and the
~
.
.
„
Goldwjn flew
back to the Coast
witn UP
u r public
Mary Lmngstone
nnhiip generally.
ffpnpraiiv
vpu? hmphnrp
of Interstate’s partnership with
Bert Allenberg
brochure
New
Poconos
the
at
Luigi
on
Luraschi
carried
be
may
Louise (Mrs* Martin) Beck
Mack Millar
meet. One prelim talk has already
Barbara Bel Geddes
Edith Miller
been held, and there are still a discounting the impression that „ t
Amanda Blake
...
_ ,
Lehman
Port Jefferson,
number of points which must be there is any desire “to monopolize
Zero Mostel
Joan Blondell
cleared.
Sir
Laurence
Olivier
George Callahan
any categorj" of films for theatre
Mary Pickford
Sally Cobb
Following the meeting, Hoblit- television, any more than the films
Peter Potter
When have ever monopolized programs’
zelle returns to Cape Cod.
Howard Dietz
Joel Preston
he winds up his stay, Oct. 15, he for theatres.” Statement is made
Paul Dudley
Thelma Ritter
will stop in N. Y. en route to his in a foreword of Gael Sullivan,
Lynn Farnol
Alfred S. Rogell
Dallas_h-q. -- It is .expected that fur- TOA ’s exec .* 'rector.
Lisa Ferreday
—
"Manre~ Sacksr
ther breakup talks will then be
Bulk of the brochure is a reprint
PanI~Foley
Washington, Aug. 15.
Joseph Schildkraut
held
of a speech made by Nathan L. HalLou Goldberg
National Labor Relations Board
Aim Sheridan
pern, TOA video consultant, before
Cary Grant
Frank Sinatra
the Southern California Theatre has ordered elections within 30
Kathryn Grayson
Ezra Stern
Owners Assn. Sullivan’s foreword days to determine whether the
Sig Herzig
Warren Stevens
declares that the nev medium Screen Publicists Guild or IATSE
Richard Hodgson
Blanche Thebom
would supplement, not supplant, should bargain for the screen
Russell Holman
regular feature product in flick- [publicists of the member comGiuseppe Valdengo
John Houseman
Robert Whitehead
Mary Beth Hughes
COMPO’s upcoming probe into eries. “If theatre television were pahies of Society of Independent
Motion
Picture
jto
boxoffice
increase
only
25
times
Producers
and
the
Betty Hutton
the possibilities of a full-scale naY. to Europe
tiorial survey of the film market a year, it might well provide a Independent Motion Picture ProWalter Kane
Led Coleman
has been tagged “project boxoffice” profitable difference in profitable ducers Assn. Action follows hearArthur W. Kelly
Errol Flynn
theatre
ings
operatious
and
in
of
last
stabilizJune.
The
order
found
by the industry’s board. Recent
Howard E, Kohn
Yehudi Menuhin
ing
all
segments
film
that
the
of
the
indusIMPPA
press
agents
conauthorized
meet
two-day
John Larkin
Ray Milland
[stituted one appropriate group for
the appropriation of $3,500 for a try.”
Harry
Maizlish
Marie Powers
Brochure is being mailed to all bargaining and that the flacks of
If a
basic study of the project.
Mike Mazurki
Hanley Stone
producers,
film
to
radio
and
TV
the
SHVIPP
members
constituted
a
final survey is okayed, the $3,500
Leo Mishkin
Bruno Walter
will only be a starter since it is editors throughout the country as separate; one,
Robert Nathan
John Wildberg
fls to legislators, businessmen,
The Publicists Guild petitioned {
estimated that a check into audiEdmond O’Brien
to N. Y,
enee tastes and what’s right-and- educators and members _of the f0r tb e Labor Board to step in. With
Lindsley Parsons
^lichael Arlen
wrong with the industry would Federal Communications Commis- jatSE intervening. However, said
William H, Pine
|Sion.
NLRB, “The compliance status of
Milton Berle
cost upwards of $50,000.
Ron Randell
Milton Biow
the peUtioner has lapsed since the
Gene Raymond
board conBecause the
cmrnTAtj-z 0ATERS
a attpuc
COOLEY S SCHWARZ
Helen Hayes
hearing in this matter.
In the
Trescott Ripley
siders the project of prime imporevent it fails to renew its compliConrad Hilton, Jr,
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Helene Stanley
tahee. a permanent committee of
Spade Copley, anned with a fid- ,ance with Section 9 (h) of the Act - J. P. McEvoy
Gloria Swanson
six will oe named by Ned E. Depiwithin
will
gallop
four
from
Joseph
die
and
two
Newman
six-gun*
w’eeks
the
date
of
the
carry
on
prez,
to
Lyle Thayer
COMPO.
nPt
Richard Pleasant
Helen Traubel
This committee will re- times this year pn Jack Schwarz’s this direction, the regional director
W'Ork.
Robert Sarnoff
Sev- production for Eague Lion release, is to advise the Board to that effect.
Wally Wallingford
port directly to the board.
Elizabeth- Taylor
Starrer is “Border Raiders,” No election shall be conducted unArleen Whelan
eral college professors who are exEarl Wilson
Richard AVhorf
ports in the field are being; consid- with Jack Seaman producing and til and unless compliance has been
Julie TVilson
Richard Talmadge directing.
| renewed.”
Patrice Wymdre
ered to get the job started*
;
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Said Ready to Hunt Coin

If oily wood,

Aug.

15.

Clarification

“We may outrage audiences or
We may delight them,' but you can
be sure we won't bore them,”
Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna

J erry

deliver 12 a year, to
the next five years;

;

that is more
harmful to the kind of explosive
talent with which we want to be
surrounded,"
Wald
explained,
“than
the' guaranteed
weekly
stipend which may mean security
but which has more often meant
indolence and indifference."
is

little

and

Norman

,

RKO. Wald

"There

Wald

Krasna will be in New York
next week to meet their new
boss, RKO prexy Ned E. De-,
pinet, and the company’s sales
and distribution execs.
Pair
inked a new pact this week to

promised at a press conference
here today (Tuesday) in which they
laid out plans for carrying through
their new 60-film commitment to
disclosed a four-point
“plan of action" under which the
new unit will operate during the
five-year deal.
One point will be a royalty system whereby writers, directors,
actors and other cre ative talent
_
will have a continuing interestrl’
their productions. This will operate like the royalty systems of
book and music publishers, With
a percentage of profits going to
creators. It’s new to Hollywood,
closest previous setup being participation in indie productions for
capital gains tax purposes,

By NEAL

-Krasna to N. Y.

While

east,

it

RKO

for

Js expected

that the*pew indie unit chiefs
will also go into the possible
employment of a publicity and
shiest i*ep—in—New- York.
They Will also dicker for story
properties and acting talent.

GRAHAM

Hollywood, Aug. 15.
fortified with the heavbacklog of completed films in
years, Hollywood isn’t considering
a production slackoff
With certain materials already on the scarce
lists because of the current Korean
crisis, the next scarce "material"
on the lots might be leading men.
as a result, It’s "let’s shoot ’em
while we can, boys just* in case!"
Expanded push during the first
seven months of this year has meant

in-

1.

Plan to get newspaper feature

writers to “research plots and
ideas preparatory to such ideas
being committed to paper as
originals or screenplays. This is to
provide topical themes on a "city
desk" basis. Five ed-reporters will
be hired to tour, the country for
material.
2. Films will be fully planned
-before shooting as a method of
controlling costs. "We shall obviate
need for five different setups for

the same scene and neither under(

Continued on page 20)

SAG Seeks

to

Quid

On Bob Hope Spoof

after next
:

pri-

and "Freedom of the Press."
is slated to go to London later this month, but there’s
ority)

Selznick

may

be changed.

Korean War indirectly is responfor continuance of existing
admission rates.
For when the
Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

is

Kravetz.
expected that

MCNa-

mee and perhaps Kravetz will
go on the payroll sometime

Br inker Of the Silver JSkates" (Edward Small has priority), "The Unloved" and "The Loved" (on both
of Which United
Artists
holds
priority), ‘‘The Loved and The Un-

a strong possibility his plans

It

•

Mother Taught Me," "Hans

(20th-Fox has

Max

retary

TO 10 PICTURE TITLES

"Rio”

United

management
,

,

loved,"

in

when the

Monday

(21). That’s
auditors will finish

_inspectiom.of_UA’s
the

books.: fof-__

new management, which
McNutt

'

Set

tions- was pa mpai griing-bef ore Congress to have the 20% federal tax
Howard Minsky, sales exec who eliminated in whole or part, the
joined Paramount, several months group pledged to cut scales in proback, has been named as the com- portion to the tax reduction. Napany’s mid-eastern division man- tion’s rearmament program kayoed
ager.
with any chance of the b,o. bite's heaveMinsky,
formerly
’20th-Fox, is taking over the post ho.
Vacated jay the death of Harry H.
Goldstein.
During the interim,
Give Free
Hugh Gwen, eastern and southern
Tix to Patrons
divisional chief, has been supervising the area.
in a smart move to build trade

As Par Mid-East Mgr.

N.Y Nabes
;

Minsky

make

will

his

h.q.

in

Philadelphia, His territory takes In
Washington,
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland Cincinnati and Detroit.

PliUly,

,

National Screen Service branch
a

full

week

of

homeoffice huddles in New York
Monday (14) with company toppers. Agenda is said to be confined
to general business discussions.
Conclave is the second of three
scheduled meets of groups of managers with h.o. execs. First session
was held during, the week of July
10 while the third is slated for the
week of Aug, 21.
,

.

and cultivate customer goodwill
two houses of the Intei’boro circuit

Plan for

UA

Current confusion in the indie

advanced by Alex Ardrey, exec
of Bankers Trust Co., N.Y.,
several months ago for establishment of a $20,000,000 independent
v.p.

production financing fund.
While a slowdown on completion
Of a report on financial history of
indie; production
is
technically
holding up progress toward establishment of the fund, the situation
at United Artists currently is the

Queens, N. Y., are; offering free •real slower-downer. Report lias
bus tickets to patrons. Chain’s ad been held up awaiting return of
in the L. 1. Star- Journal points out Samuel Goldwyn to Hollywood for
that "when using the Queens Nas- the presentation of his figures.
sau bus lines to the Parsons and
situation is clarifi- :
Until the
College theatres, ask the driver for ed, it is expected that there will be
a theatre transfer.
regarding the
action
Present the ho
real
transfer at the boxoffice when you Ardrey proposal. Basic to it is a
buy your ticket and the cashier will strong distributing company to
hand you a return bus ticket at no handle product made under the
extra charge."
plan.
how is in throes of reIn effect only a couple of weeks, organization brought about by a
the policy has snared good audi- management change, and the inence reaction, according to Inter- dustry and banks are in the dark
boro veepee Morris Strausberg. as to its future.
However, he added, it’s “too early
As things stand now, the situato predict" whether the scheme is tion is rapidly changing to the
definitely stimulating attendance. point that more indies are making

•in

UA

confusion

new execs. Accountants,
who have been working 'on the
UA books since the. new group

pany’s
:

,

took control July 11, were ordered
last week to put on overtime help
to complete the job before the
Aug. 28 deadline' originally set.
Board chairman Paul V. McNutt
has informed bis colleagues in the
new UA deal that With the audit
in hand he .will bejready to go out
and Sfart lining up ~fhe financing
that

.

made

.

Seeking To

!

;

British producer on handling
of his product in the U. S.
.

some week, they hope by October to
have the company back in full

Move is in line with indications
Rank and tSagle Lion will be

swing.

Sales Topper
Only
company soon. Their pact lacking thing they’ll probably he
is a general salesmaiiager.
has until the end of next year to
They’ve pretty much given up the
run, but

that

parting

there is a possibility that
idea of getting one, since they are
be mutually abrogated beunable to pay. the price or give the
fore that time or that at least EL
(Continued on page 23)
and Universal, which has first call
on* Rank product in the U. S., will
forego some of it, giving UA a
it

will

chance, to cut

Brandt's Trans-Lux

in.

Without a windfall of films from
Rank or some other source, UA
faces a problem that has become
habitual

in

its

Chain Snares D.C.

31 -y ea r-h istory--a

(Continued on page 18)

Gamble East
Circuit operator Ted Gamble
.pulled into New York this week for
a short stay after, a prolonged sojourn Qn the Coast. Gamble shoved
Off for Washington for confabs
with Republican party politicos
but is due back in Gotham today
(Wed.); He serves as vice-chairman of the Republicans’ financial

Years-long

of

series

battles

between Harjjy Brandt, who conTrans-Lux circuit, and a
syndicate which owns a half in-

trols the

terest with it in the Washingt^?:.
Die., Trans-Lux, resulted in trar t*
fer of"control of the house Monday

Trans-Lux parent company
(1&).
took over the lease from the syndicate, giving the Rrandt setup
complete control of the operation.
Deal also resulted in the ashcanning of long negotiations by
committee.
Lopert Films, N.Y., for acquisition
Gamble will head for the Coast of the lease. Lopert offered $50,again at the end of the week.
000 a year rent against the $45,000
which T-L will pay, but the syn-

Prod.

$20,

distribution” picture is slowing plan

UA

NSS’ H.O. Huddles
managers started

Bus

•

the

is required. Attempt will be
to get $1,000,000 for an
operating fund and anywhere up
to $10,000,000 for a production
fund,
Where McNutt will seek the
coin, or what his chances of getting It are, are as much mysteries
as the details of/the deal by which
the management was switched.
Only extent to which that’s bee^
cleared up is that it was not a
Change of ownership, Mary Pickford still having in large measure
control of the company.
McNutt and prexy Frank L.
United Artists:, which faces a McNamee put the auditors to work
the
day they took, over and claim,
hiatus in releases next ^larch, is
looking to J. Arthur Rank possib- to have been waiting for the rely to fill the gap. It is understood port ever since, before going forthat the new management of UA ward with new plans. They say
hand next
is making representations to the that with the findings in
#

will tee off steps by
to bring new coin in.

sible

Howard Minsky

of

which has surrounded the change
management in United Artists
will, start with completion next
Monday (21) of an auditor’s report,
it was said this week by the com-

•of-,

group have been receding no
salary since they took over
f
11. They ai’e board chairman Paul V. McNutt, prexy
Frank L. McNamee and sec-

—

My

Job*

July

.

.j

Hollywood,. Aug. 15.
Screen Actors Guild is seeking
to quiet those indignant exhib experimented with
.price reducgripes over a recent Bob Hope tel- tions in recent months,
nor do
evision show by letting the world they plan such steps in
the near
know that Hope is neutral. Thea- future.
Majority of exhibitors
tre men squawks arose because of pointed out that high
operating
a ribbing which the comic handed costs rule out
any slices in the
film production in an unfavorable first place.
comparison with TV presentation.
It was also stressed that the chief
In answer to a letter by True- reason behind reluctance of theaman T. Rembusch, National Allied tremen to slice tariffs is that they
prexy, pointing out the incident, fear incurring ill-will among
paSAG’s secretary, John Dales, cites trons in case it’s necessary to hike
the. fact that Hope ridicules a num- the tap
again.
One exhib noted
ber oi TV practices in "The Lemon that you can always come down,
Orop Kid," comic’s latest pic being but customers are invariably bitter
shot by Paramount.
when scales are revised upward.

new

Artists’

a total -o£-222JEeature-lehgth_films/!
going before the cameras in this
period as compared; with 191 for
the same period last year. And of
this year’s product, more were topbudgeted affairs than ever before.
Drive for better product has led to
Republic’s cutback from 28 to 22
films for the first seven -month period. with only other cut being the
one suffered by United Artists.
Slice here, however, was Caused by
unstable conditions of company,
especially during past six Weeks.
With all remaining studios it’s a
casff of upned production.
Despite the tremendous backlog
of 207 pix and the high number of
Los Angeles, Aug. 15.
Lowering admission prices is not films which have already gone bethe answer to the slump in the film fore the cameras this year, the
house boxoffice/ Fox West Coast next few weeks will see a productried that experiment on 25 of its tion boom to dwarf them all. Wartheatres for two months and wound ners., for example, will reach a 13up with decreased attendance, in year peak # within the next couple
addition to a Heavier drop in re(Continued on page 23)
ceipts.
Now the circuit is restoring the old prices to all but three
of its houses.
The experiment, was a success in
only one! theatre, the Mesa where
the reduction from 65 to 44c reDavid O. Selznick, who has been
sulted in a 15% increase in customers. ./Two others, the Rivoli inactive in Hollywood for the past
and the Apollo, barely 'broke even year, registered 10 titles with the
and will go back to the old scales Motion Picture Assn, of America
unless, they show early improve- last week. It is understood that the
ment.
Meanwhile, some of the producer, now on the Coast, is attheatres have increased their at- tempting to set one or more units
tendance since they went back to to work in Hollywood, but that
they won’t start until after his rethe higher scales.
turn from a projected European
N. Y. Indies Haven’t Cut Recently trip.
Labels to which lie staked claims
Survey of independent circuits
in the New York metropolitan area are "The Marble Faun" (on which
Irving
Allen and Laurel Films have
last week shows that most theatres
in secondary situations have not priority), "The Chimes", ’‘Songs
k

men

Three key

Although

iest

,

Other of the “four points"
clude:

UA

Wageless

Fund

pix for other distribs than for UA,
which is the old-line standard company for release Of indie product.
Pix made for Warner Bros., Paramount, RKO and other major distribs offer no financing problem,
since the releasing company generally puts up at least second
money and guarantees,
Ardrey plan was presented in

dicate elected to accept the latter
deal "because it had fewer gimmicks."
In the financial group which
shares a half interest with the T-L
parent group in ownership of the
property is Ned E. Depinet, RKO
prexyu..Sain. Pembow^_Jr;,. vet film
exep; Lewis Blumberg, son of Universal prez Nate Blumberg; Phil
Reisman, RKO foreign chief; Arthur L. Mayer, new exec v.p. of the'
Council of Motion Picture Organizations; indie producer Jules Levey,
**.•
(Continued on page 18)

‘Panic' Forces Col.

an effort to stimulate indie production;
Bank Was. Willing to make

$10,000,000 available in a revolving
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
fund and had obtained interest of
Columbia has deciaed to withWall street firms for advancement
of a similar sum in speculative hold smallpox drama; "Frightened
second money. Prior to setting up City;" until December. Decision is
the organization, however, Ardrey understood to be result of current
asked for an historical study of release of 20th’s similarly ^themed
representative
indie
production "Panic in Streets.’’ "City," pressover the past 10 years. He promis- previewed in May, was slated for

ed to go ahead if this proved
majority of pix were moneymakers.
George Bagnall has been repping
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, co-sponsors of
the plan, in getting the report
together.
He has been awaiting
the return of Goldwyn from New
York, considering the figures that
the producer could offer are vital
to the study.

its

first

When

engagements
released,

[/original tag, "Killer

it

this
will

month.
carry

That Stalked

N. Y."
Studio is also h o 1 d i n g up on
William Dozier’s leprosy drama,
"You Walk Alone." There are no
immediate plans for film, company
deciding to wait returns on "Killer" before starting another disease pic.:

;

PICTURES

vfci

.
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On

Exports;

Voluntary limitation by Arneri,can companies of the number of
j>ix they export into any foreign
country will be fought as a principal by the. Society of Irtdependr ent
Motion Picture Producers.
•Such voluntary restriction current.

SIMPP Okay*

Disney

Productions dequarterly dividend of
3714c per share oh all outstanding
6% cumulalive convertible preferred stock.
Dividend is payable Oct 1 to
stockholders of record Sept. 16.

Walt

clared

Pact

a

* Pic Stand
Samuel Qoldwyn squawked,
prior to his departae from the

.

Eastern
distribution
committee vQtfed recommendation
yesterday (Tues.) that the- So-

.

ly faces the industry in Italy,

;

•

ciety

in effect in Germany and is a
problem in Spain, Japan, France
and other countries.

SIMPP

its

bound

run it into
the Motion Picture
Assn, of America-Motion Picture

.‘(Tuesday); is
conflict with

’

to

^Export Assn. MPEA, as the foreign
arm of MPAA,- has entered into

tically
‘

Both

Mulvey and

American distribs have succeeded in upping their quota of pix in
Germany by one-third via an agreement Shortening the initial voluntary limitation period to eight
months! Instead of 15 pix being released by ;each company during the
entire 12 months of 1950, ‘they will
release that number up to the end

SIMPP

prez Ellis Arnall answered
q uestio ns On facets of the accord. Some 20 producer reps
attended.

/some such voluntary agreements

and is negotiating others;
In line with its drive overseas,
committee voted for active pool
,.

.

to

=

.

!

:

film

'

and get government aid

theatre

survey,

figures

for

which were disclosed last W eek,
Returns from a questionnaire sent
virtually
to
every exhibitor in
?

!

•

.

Britain reveals that the early part
of the year set a record for picture
theatre biz with a gross take of
$78,500,000.

;

•

SIMPP

'

Admissions totalled over 371,OOO.OdO,
with, the
average admittance
being 21c, Total receipts
break on proportion of permits isduring
as
shown
1949,
by a Treaswhen
that
MPEA
sued. It objects
ury statement on the entertain(Continued on page 18)
'

ment

'

tax,

amounted

to $302,400,-

I

Entertainment tax for the
1950 quarter Was just short
of $28,000,000, and almost $1,400,000 ahead of the corresponding
quarter last year.
Film rentals
[absorbed $18,200,000, equivalent
to 35.9% of the net receipts.
Authorized by recent legislation,
the survey was part of a probe
into the industry’s financial ihake|up.
It was the first such check
’ever made, by the BOT, and some
4.583 theatres replied to quesfionjnaires.
Only 109 houses failed to
submit answers, making the check
almost 100% complete.
Although painting the exhibition side of the industry in bullish
tones, the production branch was
[less rosy.
Studio employment has
000.

first

Washington, Aug.
In a slim

X5.*

month

of insider stock
period from June

t ransactionsr—the

11* to July 10—Noah Dietrfch, of
the RKO board purchased his first
1,000 shares of the company’s $1
par common, according to the Securities Sc Exchange report. A. Dee
Simpson, a Texan like Dietrich and
RKO boss Howard Hughes, bought
his first 200 shares of the common.
J: Miller Walker, of New York,
also on the board, purchased 500,
to give himself 600 shares.
Edwin Van Pelt increased his
holdings of Republic Pictures* 50c.
par common from 3,000 to 4,000
shares during the month. Loewis,
Inc., continued to buy all available
shares of the $25 par common of
It purLoevv’s Boston Theatres.
chased 319 shares during the
month, to bring the parent company’s total to 126,264 shares.
Robert Lehman sold 1,500 shares
of 20tfc- Fox no par common, retaining 500. Walter P. Marshall bought50 shares of United Paramount
Theatres common; now he has 100
'.

—

Herbert E. Herrman, of— the
.Translux board, reported the sale
of 1,000 shares of the company’s
$1 common, leaving himself only
1.000; the previous month, he said,
he had sold 2,100 shares in eight
separate transactions.
Adolph Schimel, of Universal
Pix, sold 50 shares of the company’s 4 l
cumulative perferred.
He still has 50. Marion B. Folsom,
head of Eastman Kodak, bought 98
shares of his company’s $10 par
common, making his holdings an

£%

.

even

1,200.

The Robert

Dowling Realty
Corp. sold 3,300 shares of $5 common of City Investing Corp.; which
E.

has large holdings in theatre prop-

’

•

!

:

!

[

.

;

Frankfurt, Aug. 15.

German industry pressure for a
The eight other Yank film firms
mandatory clampdowii would prob- operating in Germany are burned pact.
ably be - ton great even for the
SIMPP. prez Ellis G. Arnall has
becabse of Metro’s refusal, to go
Allied High Commission to overalong With .them in joining the called a meeting of members on
look,
German motion picture coordinat- the Coast next month to discuss
Ctit of initial quota period by ing committee (SPIO). The others the Society’s end of the agreefour months in effect raises the have taken membership in the Ger- ment. Apnall looks forward to no
15-a-year figure to 23. Yanks claim man organization-anyhmyH^aviflg- difficulty in getting approval if
that is justified by what the Ger- Metro as the lone holdout.
the final agreement follows principles laid down in London.
man market can absorb. They are
Metro’s bar on unanimity has
arguing on that basis for an upped
There may, however, be some
weakened their position, however,
ceiling for the 1950-51 filjn Season
they feel, and has forced them to disagreement between SIMPP and
beginning Sept. 1. They seek 180
MPAA
on the percentage figures.
take a detour in naming a rep to
permits,
Indies meantime have
SPIO. Natural Choice would have Again, figures in each of the three
asked .for 124 and are .considering
been Mare Spiegel, Motion Picture bonus categories will ih applicaupping: that request further.
Assn, of America representative tion affect indies differently from
Step forward getting
Increase in releases- -does not here, who is the industry’s liaison majors.
necessarily mean more income for with all German government and agreement in that direction will
the U, S. dist ribs out of Germany, industry groups.
be taken at an anticipated meetalthough it could lead to that. Its
ing next week among Eric JohnHe
was
unable
to
accept
the
immediate effect w ill merely be
ston, MPAA prexy; Arnall and
SPIO
job, however, without the asenlargement of the stockpile of
James A. Mulvey, who Also repped
frozen marks there, since convert- sent of all companies, so the other SIMPP in the London negotiaeight were forced to meet minus
ibility into dollars is limited by
tions.
funds made available by the Eco- Metro and name Robert Kreier,
Pact, which actually is in the
nomic Cooperation Administration 20th-Fox manager, to the coordi- form of an amendment to the
Metro's stand 1948-50 agreement on the same
to information media. It is hoped, nating committee.
however, that by adding to the is that it is poor strategy to join subject. Is slated to become effecquantity of coin in the freezer, any mixed foreign and American tive Oct. 1. Provided there are no
there will be incentive to the ECA organization anywhere in the world objections that can’t be smoothed
to up the convertibility allowance and that the U; S. companies out via trans-Atlantic comm unifor films. Some companies are also should stick to their own' councils. cations^ pact will be formally ratiunderstood to have thawed part of
Attitude has the. other companies fied by mail.
their marks via trade dieals.
hot bceause they feel that membership in SPICL-especialiy under
the terms it was offered- can be
ROSENBERG-MARGOLIES
.

r

—

very valuable for the Yank indusCommittee’s job is to make

MARCH OF TIME QUITS

try.

!

|

•

'

j

"Beauty on Earth,” which had
dropped sharply, half of country's been planned as an English-French
sound stages being idle in the first production in France by March of
quarter this year.
Time, has been abandoned, according to Richard de Rochemont, MOT
managing director, who has returned to N.Y. after about two months
in France and England;
The twoOriginals
language picture was given up beContinued from pace 1
cause it was found to be too costly
stories we can buy for adaptation to finance the French portion of
to the screen, wVll still have a the film,
.”
bank of good stories "to go on.
Instead of “Beauty, ’’/the March
Studio’s drive for fresh yarns, of Time may do a strictly AmeriWarner averred, will be particu- can feature, with Jean Benoit-Levy,
larly aimed at new spapemen. The
w ho was to have done theiother pic-

WB

.

.

r

exec urged newsmen to “tell us
about their pet” original “Story
He feels that the scribes'
“closeup view of fife can contribute not only greater originality
but even greater vitality to the
ideas.'*

screen."

Warner

cited a

number

of

War-

ner films whose basic originality
gave them “tremendous punch
boxoffice appeal.”
Among
them are "Yankee Doodle Dandy,”
“Christmas in Connecticut,” “Destination Tokyo,” “Air Force” and
“Casablanca,”
Originals on the
company’s 1950-’51 release slate
are
“Three
Secrets,”
“Storm
Warning,”
“Force
of
Arms,”
“Lullably on Broadway/' “Career
Girl,” “Pretty Baby,” “The West
Point
Story” “The Travelers,”
“Dallas,” “Rocky Mountain” and
“The Big Trees.”
Execs specifically charged with
recruiting original yarns for Warners are Ellingwood Kay and
Finley McDermid / of the Coast
studio as well as eastern story editor Jake Wilk. Studio board which
will pay particular attention to
the campaign to bring originals to
the screen will consist of Warner
himself, Steve Trilling, hi$ asso?

and

the Dowling outfit still has
*.566 shares. Robert Goelet, City
Investing officer and director, sold
19.000 shares of common, "buff held
on to 39,500. He, also ,oWns 50
shares of preferred and $10,000
worth of 4% debentures.
Robert E. Kintner, American
Broadcasting Co. v.p., continued to
liquidate his stock in the Web. Last
month he sold 3,600 shares of the
network’s $1 par common; this left
him 7,000. Earl/E. Anderson sold
ciate, and Walter
500 shares, retaining 8,500;
erty;

;

the Germans to prevent
Hooding the market, actually government approval is virtually a
necessity; Should the Yanks attempt to toss over the ceiling,

T

shares.

It is expected that the MPAA
hold a session of its board
next week to consider the terms
brought by Allport.
Association
has already approved the agreement in principle.
Percentages
are expected to create considerable argument among the Yank
companies, since the various figures affect each company differently, but are not expected to
jeopardize MPAA approval of the.

will

move with

.

SUM ON STOCK SALES

cess of the $17,000,000 of convertibility guaranteed under the pact.

August
What the

pany is ostensibly a voluntarilyimposed ceiling in a cooperative

Group

in obtaining complete removal of restrictions or, at least ,a reasonable limit.
By voluntarily agreeing to a ceiling, industry is in no position to
.protest to the U. S. government,
figures.
Society also believes that arbitrary rather than voluntary restrictions will give indies a better

the percentage figures governing
bonuses to give Americans in ex-

|

.

SIMPP’s. stand is that such
voluntary restrictions are illegal,
’since while made by one group,
they in effect operate to curtail
the ^entire industry. Society prefers* if there must be any ceiling
mV imports, that they be arbitrarily
London, Aug. 15.
Set by the. government involved.
An upward trend in boxoffice
It feels that this will put the
receipts for the first quarter of
Industry in a strong position to
1950 is shown in a Board of Trade
protest to the U. S. Dept, of State

.

Allport, MPAA niember company British chiefs/ U. S. bank
reps and others have constituted
a technical .committee which has
worked with the British Board of
Trade and Bank of England on

effect will be on future
quotas v-is now being negotiated
with German government film officials.
While the 15-pix-per-cdm-

that Confab which is
is
start soon.
cabling Germany to learn the date
of when talks begin.

•

•

,

[

German government in Frankfort
over new licenses: SIMPP will send
to.

of radio, television and' news?
paper interviews he has done
on behalf qf his - films in -the
past six weeks, he Was asked
questions trying to lead him
into a knock against films in
favor of TV.
Producer steadfastly kept
from such comment. His practice generally was to reverse
the queries to turn them into a
plug for pix.

of'

in upcoming negotiations with the

a rep
plated

McE wen.

Fayette W. Allpork; British: rep
the Motion Pictiir£ Assn. of

America, is expecte&Iri: :New York
next Monday (21) with the draft of
the Anglo-U. S. film pact worked

out “in principle” in London reCoast last week, tnat in prac+
every one of' thfi dozens ^ cently. Version AUpqitJs bringing
Will have percentages filled out in
th# blanks left when the deal Was
Negotiated by MPAA and Society
.ofl". Independent
Motion Picture
Producers Assn. reps..

Independent Motion

'

discussed at a
eastern distribution
committee in New York yesterday
policy,

tneeting of

'

of

Picture Producers app^dvd|the
new Anglo-U. S. film accord.
Resolution will be -forwarded
to SIMPP’s board- and exec
committee, on the Coast.
Unanimous approval plus a
vote of thanks to American
negotiators was given after
James A. Mulvey, chairman of
the; distrib committee' and one
of the negotiators, reported.

is

of

Goldwyn

ture, in c harge of production-direction.

De~Rochement now

is

look-

ing at story properties, with a typical
U. S. city story in
mind.
Whether the locale will be New.
Ydrk City or some other metropolis
will depend on how production
.

costs figure.

De Rochemont revealed that
“Modern Arms and Free Men,”
modern -warfare
feature
which

MOT has -in production; is nearly
completed. It is based on the best;
Seller,

non-fictional

work

of

Dr.

Vannevar Bush; head of the Carnegie Institute.

.

Actor Sues Par For 30G
Charges Privacy Invasion
Los Angeles, Aug. ,15.
Billy West, former actor who
wants to forget his film career,
filed suit for $30,000 against

Par-

amount, charging invasion of his
right of privacy in a picture, “Rid-

recommendations to the German
government on all things affecting
The Americans, as members;
have a full vote equal to that of
any of the German delegates and
thus have a right to cast a veto, as
all decisions must be bnamimous.
That means that the Yanks at all
times know what the German industryites are thinking and planning and can head off any recommendation to the Reich government that appears dangerous to
American interests. It amounts to
a veto before the fact, and the com-

Max J. Rosenberg and Albert
Margoiies have acquired 22 Sir
Alexander Korda pix for reissue

films.

!

j

1

I
’

Inc., the
distrib outfit In which they
are partnered. The Korda product
was being reissued by Film
Classics until its recent merger
efforts with Eagle Lion.
Eagle Lion Classics, the outcome
of the abortive FC-EL meld, has
been handling the Korda films for
the past month or so. Hecuba
Corp., a. financial syndicate whidi
owns the reissue rights, has With-

by Classic Productions,

new

panies are very pleased that they
have been able to get into SPIO

drawn them from ELG, however,
to turn over to Rosenberg and

at all.

Margoiies.
They feel they have a second
Latter pair are also di stribut ing
safeguard that makes Metro’s at- “The Blue Angel,” Marlene Diet-"
titude still further shortsighted in rich German-starrer. They expect
that they have the right to resign to add further product to their
from the committee at any time Classic Productions lineup. They
wihout notice. There’s no such in- plan no statesrighting, but to use
tention now, however, and industry their own salesmen in the field.
circles are convinced that their
Films to 'which CP. got threejoining -SPIO will result in im- year rights from Hecuba include
proved German-American film re- “Drums.” “Four Feathers.” “Prilations—especially since the Ger- vate Life of Henry VIII,” “Jungle
mans hive always been leaders in Book,” “Elephant Boy,” “Thief of
imposing quotas and otherwise pro- Bagdad,”
“Ghost
“Rembrandt,”
tecting their own industry at the Goes
Hamilton
West,” /That
expense of Hollywood.
Woman” and “Divorce of Lady X/'
Companies which have banded
together to join SPIO are RKO,

Warner

bia,

Bros.,

Sam

Seidehnan Ryes
European Pix for ELC

Paramount, Colum^

20th-Fox, United Artists, Uni-

versal

and Monogram.

Paris, Aug. 15,

Samuel Seidelman, Eagle Lion

Mono,

AA Up

Classics’

Sked

Hollywood, Aug.

Monogram and Allied
make 45; pictures for

15,
•

Artists will
its

1950-51

program, starting Sept. 1, an inWest declares the studio used crease. of three over the current
«
footage showing him as an actor season.
in an old Columbia production.
Six of the films Will be in. Cine-*
“Broadw ay Bill,” made in 1 934, but color, compared with this season’s
banded him no compensation.
four.

!

ing High.”

-

[
|

[

l

manager, has
Scandinavia after

foreign

Shoved

off

several

weeks in France. Seidel-

man

for

expects to return to the U. S.
next week following a six-week
tour of England and the Continent.
ELC overseas topper has been
pix
glimming
foreign-language
with the idea of pacting for U. S.
releases. Most likely films will be
screened for home office biggies
before Any deals are made.
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JAMES CAGNEY -“KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE’’
*130 STA**INO

BARBARA PAYTON

HELENA CARTER

*

Produced by WILLIAM CAGNEY

*

•

WARD BOND with LUTHER ADLER imtoh n«uwT
GORDON DOUGLAS sm«n flay by Harry
A CAGNEY Production • bijtrjbuNd by WARNER
•

Directed by

frwn Horae* McCoy’* "Kit* Tomorrow CocdhyV

V--

X*'

We
at

have only one policy

Warner

Bros. Studios.

That

is,

meet the highest entertainment
demands of the public with profit
to the exhibitor and to us.”
to

ERROL FLYNN ""ROCKY
Sown Kay

1 Si

IUNI

"

Sk

by W.mton Kilter and Ala* LeMay • Frro a »<xy
b, AIm LtM*
Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS • Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

^
%

.c#

VSSsXl*

LANCASTER
ht&sri

•

by HMfcCtfi

MAYO-THE FUME
8RSI

and

meet* w* wwaa saw *

A NORWAY &

S ARROW

SKS-Dctwietf If JStUSS 793KNRBI
tttm* t, r** sn***
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TWO' DORIS DAY • GORDON M‘Rtt

Screen Play by HARRY' CtORK

Sumeitad

by lb* Pley "No, No, Nanette*’ by frank

Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS

•

MinM, Otto

Directed by DAVID

Warbach, Wnetnt Yaymana

BUTLER

!
I

THREE SECRETS"

Si

With

parker

pathcia real • ruih roman

•

FRANK

LEIF

LOVEJOY

ERICKSON

Written by Martin Rtekln and Olna Kaut

Produced by MILTON SPERLING

•

Directed by

• A UNITED STATES PICTURES
WARNER BROS.

ROBERT WISE

Distributed by

Production

I
-

DALLAS
rtSSSu*
i

GNEY

•

HWfO

GORDON

DORIS

VIRGINIA

rvviiia

•

DAY

•

ME

'

NEW

ALAN

,"1HE WEST POINT STORY”

with

GARY COOPER

HALE, JR.

• Sona* by
Scram Play by JOHN MONKS. Jr. • From a Story by Irving Wallict and Charlie Hoffman
• Dane# Numbari OlracUd by LaRoy Prim
Juta Stine and Sammy Calm • Musical Direction by Ray Halndort
Produced by LOUIS f . EOELMAN • Directed by ROY Del RUTH

with

For Your Supporting Program

J/\

CAMS
L

WARNER BROS. SNORT SUBJECTS

W

WARNER PAINE NEWS

RAYMOND MASSEY
*

Warner Quality

WARNER BROS.

«

w&wm? *

uum>

is

•

•

RUTH ROMAN

•

BARBARA PAYTON • Mutlc by Mai

Produced by ANTHONY VEILLER

• Directed

.'WAS”

Steiner a Written by

by STUART HEISLER

JOHN TWIST

E

"

'XSi&Wt

DOING THE JOB WITH
PICTURES -NOT SLOGANS

H

,

'**V

EVE ARDEN
H UM PHR E Y BO G.\ RT

MARLON BRANDO
DAVID BRIAN

JAMES CAGNEY
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
HELENA CARTER
STEVE COCH RAN

ERROL FLYN N
JOHN GA R FI E LD
VIRGI N A
I

PATRI-C I A JNUEA L.

GIBSON

EDM UN D GWEN N
JUNE HAVER
JUANO HERNANDEZ
CHARLTON HESTON
ARTHUR KENNEDY
BURT LANCASTER
G E RTRUD E LAW RE N C

JOAN CRAWFORD
DORIS DAY

GENE NELSON
ELEANOR PARKER
BARBARA PAYTON

RONALD REAGAN
GINGER ROGERS
RUTH ROMAN
S. Z.

SAKALL

VIVIEN LEIGH

FRANK LOVEJOY

PHYLLIS THAXTER

RICHARD TODD

KIRK DOUGLAS

Gordon Macrae
RAYMOND MASSEY

JOHN WAYNE

BETSY DRAKE

VIRGINIA MAYO

JANE WYMAN

DENNIS MORGAN

PATRICE

BILLY DE WOLFE

WYMORE

0Bk<Ob.

RICHARD BARE

DAVID BUTLER
STUART HEISLER

MICHAEL CURTIZ ROY DEL RUTH CORDON DOUGLAS
ALFRED HITCHCOCK ELIA KAZAN
FELIX FEIST. JR.
WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
JOSEPH H. LEWIS EDWIN L. MARIN LeROY PRINZ LEW SEILER VINCENT SHERMAN JACQUES TOURNEUR
KING VIDOR GEORGE WAGGNER RAOUL WALSH BRETAIGNE WINDUST ROBERT WISE
.1

^

w
1

STEPHEN B. TRILLING; ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ROBERT ARTHUR HENRY BLANKS LOUIS F. EDELMAN SAUL ELKINS BRYAN FOY
EVERETT FREEMAN GORDON HOLLINGSHEAD WILLIAM JACOBS
HARRY KURNITZ MILTON SPERLING ANTHONY VEILLER

CAGNEY PRODUCTIONS
NORMA-F.

f

R.

PRODUCTIONS

fob
CHARLES K. FELDMAN GROUP PRODUCTIONS
TRANSATLANTIC PICTURES

UNITED STATES PICTURES

•

.

-

.•

.

.
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FILM REVIEWS
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Hoiiwood, Aug. ii.
Metro release of Voldemar Vetluguin

Life of Her Own” (M-G).
Only ‘moderately entertaining
“woman’s picture” With Lana
Turner, Ray Milland.
“The Fireball” (20th), Lesser

Margaret
Phillips, Jean Hagen, Directed by George
Cukor. Written by Isobel Lennart; camWhite;
editor,
George
Folfley;
era, George
Kaper, ^ .Tradeshown
Bronislau
music.
Aug, 9; 'JK>; Running time. 10i MINS,
Lily Brannel James ..... ... .Lana Turner
Sullivan,

Bairry

’

programmer about

(MusicalColor) IWB).
Gay, entertaining musical comedy; excellent
b.o. outlook.
“Right Cross” (M-G). Good
prizefight feature, sparked bythe cast and a light treatment.

Tom Caraway

...

•

Ray MMand,

.... • .'.Tom-' Ewell
... . . . .Louis Calhern

•• **•

«

Jim Levtrsee,,.. , .
Ann Ijvorak
.... »
Mary -Ashton ... •
Lee Gorrance .... . . . . . . .Barry Sull van
Nora HaTleigh. . ....... .Margaret Phillips
Hagen
.......
,»
Collins.
JWJ)
Maggie
.
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Jerry.
Smitty.
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Her Own/*
LanaV Turner arid Ray

“A

Lite of

starring

Milland,
doesn’t frave especially bright pros-’

even

pects,
trade,

where

am on g

distaff

appeal.

its

The soap opera plotting has been
polished to considerable extent,
the playing by the femme cast

.

.

rection aids them, but it is. still a
true confession type of yarn concerned with a big city romance between a married man and a beautiful model -that hasn’t much general
interest for the average audience.

X

productiofi.

A

decided asset is Miss Turner’s
performance. In appearance, she
is believable as the model. Since
the entire, story is pointed to the

model,

;,

model agency. Xouis Calherri does
nicely; ’RS, Milland’s lawyer and
friend. v Abn Dvorak puts over a
Strong ipiece of work as an older
modeT;WhIpped by life into suicide. Margaret Phillips scores as

.

'*«

Brog.

.

Rodney

portrayal

too

12.

'.

*

.

.

John Hedloe
Glenn Corbett

okay actioner idea runs wild
In “The; Fireball” and results in
Art

/programmer

classification.

,

:

more. Eve Arden, Billy De Wolfe, S. Z.
Sakall.
Directed by David Butler, musical numbers staged, by Le Roy Prinz).
Screenplay; " Harry -Clork; suggested by
the legit musical, "No, No, Nanette," by
Frank Mandel, Otto ;Harbach, Vincent
Youmans, ErtrH Nyltray; camera (Technicolor), Wilfrid M. -Cline; editor, Irene
Morra; songs, Cecil Mack, Jimmy Johnson, Anne Caldwell, Vincent Youmans,
Irving Caesar, Joseph Meyer, Roger Wolfe
Kahn, A1 Dubln, Harry Warren* Ira artd
George Gershwin, Ottp Harbach. Trade25,

Running time, 97

'50.

Doris
.

.

Day

..

.

.

,

Pauline

Arden
De Wolfe

.Eve

Lafry
Max...., .......
Early...*.

;

... ........ .. ..

Billy
.

S. Z. SakaU
Bill Gdodwin

.

Mabel. .......... ....... ..Virginia Gibson
Stevens. .... .. ......... .. .CraufOid Kent

.

opens

.(

21

at

Paris,

•

May

„

However,

it

was

t

* . . . . .

there’s a prairie tune,

From Carson,”

Miles

“Tw(m:y

written arid

sung by Wills, plus square darice$’
to round out the cleffing/ Editing

*

holds footage to a tight 80 mih-

.

utes,

Brog/

;;

,

Charles Starrett; features

George Chesebro, M^r*.
EUen Kay, Stanley Andrews, DlrecteSTbV
Plot could have been less com- Ray Nazarro.
Written by Barry Shipimani-.
plicated and Herbert I. Leeds’ .camera, Fayte Browne; editor, VPaiuf ky
re i e ed <A u.g* 8, '50. Run*'
overall directorial pace
faster*
f. ^
«
nlilg time,
54 MINS.:
.-

^

-

.

•

:

.

. . . . .

Sheriff

gullible, plot gets into its essential

.

.

,

.

.

. .

.

- ".t
/
A breezy style brightens up the
drama in “Right Cross” and makes
'

.;

r

;

-

it

gbod

;

entertainritent,.

»

A

prize-

fight story with problems that are
lightened by the handling, bolstered by good cast names and ari
excellent production d r e s s, it
should^play well in most situations.
f
Jurife Allyson, Dick Powell and
Ricardo Montalban spark the
story-telling under John Sturges’
direction, shaping the yarn for general acceptance.
Montalban por-

.

champion prizefighter who
on his shoulder be-

trays; .a

.Stanley Andjtoty#
*

.

.

... ......
Wally Maher
Second Reporter. ...... .. .Larry Resting
Third Reporter.;.*........; Ken Tobey
FoUrtR Reporter.
Bert Davidson

carries a chip

cause he

is a Mexican. There’s a
neat' shift of the social problem
in Charles Schnee’s script, the
persecution being Montalban’s own
and not the result of- any prejudice
from what he terms the “gringos*”
However* screenplay doesn’t lean
heavily on the problem, hosing It
and resolving it in matter-of-fact

get rich or lose her. Powell, sportswriter friend to Montalban and
torching for Miss Allyson, completes the starring trio With a
slickly delivered performance that
matches the Very likeable Work of
'

his co-stars.

Robert

Sterling capably plays
the bunco squad detective assigned
to break up the gang and uncover
its leader.
Worked .in are a number of thriller tricks, chases and
some detail of how mediums do
Elizabeth Risdon is
their, stunts.
the old lady being taken in by
Ricardo Cortez’ elaborately set up
seance parlor. To undo the gang’s
influence on her, SterIing establishes his own medium trap. Finale
has a mountain auto chase and a
fiery crackup that saves the detective the trouble of an arrest*
Cast is acceptable. Joan Dixon
plays Sterling’s actress girMrierifl
who poses as a medium. Douglas
Fowley is okay as a detective, and
Cortez’ master crook is smooth.
Others helping to sustain it include Marguerite Churchill, John
Kellogg, Bernadene Hayes and
Robert Bice. Dante, the magician,
makes an appearance as himself to
help the police ^work.

Ozle Waters

Sc

Frank Fi^iu|.
.Don ReytfoW#
John Casbrt
jack Ingrant

........
.. .

.

.

.

.

.

. .

and

.

His Colorado Rangers

Saturday matinee trade will Tbid;
“Streets of Ghost Town” a mighty
confusing sagebrusher. Only
ommendation is plenty of actioh/ri
factor that will see it through/^
western iriarket.
Stock footage from past oateri
comes back to haunt this one,
'

,

‘

featuring constant switrihi
back and forth between old
new scenes. This frequent flash?
back manner of staging doe&ifi
help clarity or interest.
Charles Starrett, his comic side?
kick Smiley Burnette and sheriff!:
Stanley Andrews come to a ghbsf
town on the hunt for $1,000, 000' irt
robbers’ gold.. In between cha^iiri^
spooks, the principals sit arouti<|
telling, via flashback, of the histdi^
of the money and the gang Whd
thefted It. Windup sees Staftgtt
recovering the coin and doing Tpi
the remnants of the robber
after the yesterday footage of r$rild
Lewis J. Rachmil has handled
fires, land rushes, stampedes, etc#
the budget production capably to
is out of the way*
get the best physical values for
Burnette .finds time to siij^/ri
money spent. In keeping are the
variation on “Streets of Larejwjv
lensing and editing.
Brog.
while Ozie Waters and his Colot#a<9
line

:

Rangers add “Oh, Susannah” to the
tune footage. Cast lineup is typical

Righ Lonesome

of a program western, and Ray Nft?
zarro’s direction is adequate to the

(SONG-COLOR)
Hollywood, Aug. TO.

Barry Shipman script. Lensing -arid
Eagi* Lion release of George Temple^ other, factory are in keeping.

ton. '(LeMay-Templeton Pictures) production.
Stars John Barrymore, Jr., with
ChilF Wills, John Archer, Lois Butler,
Kristine Miller; features Basil Ruysdael,

Jack Elam, Dave Kashner. Written and
directed by Alan LqMay; camera (Technicolor). W. Howard Greene; editor. Jack.
OgUvie; song. Chill Wills. Previewed Aug.
9.. '50.
Running time, 30 MINS.
Barrymore, Jr.
Cboncat
* .John
.

Nyitray, the Clork script is spiced defeat. Montalban looks Impreswith dialog and situations that sive* in the ring arid wears his
permit easy introduction of the bare^chest
well.
.Miss
Allyson
variety of dance numbers. Singer charms her way through the manMacRae, dancer Nelspp and pro- ager role with ingratiating appeal/
ducer De Wolfe, principally the
Backing the stars in helping to
are shown sharpshooting put this, one over are a number of
latter,
for Miss Day, musically - minded good featured and supporting perrich girl, to obtain show financing. formances* Lionet Barrymore deThey eventually get it, but not be- livers with expected excellence as
fore a series of comedy episodes the wheelchair-ridden fight manand romantic r misujiderstandings ager out to protect his -sole rethat keep the footage moving hap- maining stable asset .from the bepily along to the finale production guiling offers of other promoters.
number that rises a three-set pre- Barry Kelley, as the rival manager;
sentation of “Nanette” to wfap up Tom Powers, Montalban’s lawyer;
the tunes and dances.
Mimi Aguglia, Marianne Stewart
“I Know” kicks off the song- and several uncredited players
dance numbers. Miss pay and are good.
MacRae sing it and then she and
Sturges directs the
Armrind
Nelson run through a rehearsal Deutsch production with a pace
dance' In expert tern* style. “Crazy that sells it expertly,, and ‘Herbert
Rhythm” v ie *ott the spectacular Brodirie’s lensing "is keyed to the
'^ide;
Patrice
Wymbre’s able,' action*' Editing has kept the foOt*
rhythmic hoofing gets it going and age tight.
The music score by
number then segues into a jungle ’David Raksin intrudes too often.
•

•

'

1

f

,

*

•

dilution.

|™h ey B « rnette.

.

.Barry Kelley

.

'

y
—Columbijiel«^-of“Colbert^I^rlariHr
Stars
Hollywood, Aug.

p

Balford.

.

;

(SONGS)

fortune-tellers and mediums operate. TfTias enoiigh general ffir
terest to see it through playdates.

.

Allan Goff...

.

.

streets of Ghost Touqi
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.
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Film, * which, is bging released in the U. S. by Lux
Film, stars Pierre Fresnay
and Xvonne Printemps, and
was Written and directed by
Marcel Achard, whose “I Know
My Love” was offered on
Broadway,, this past season with’
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in the leading roles.

,

.

1950,

noted,,, “the sparkling dialog*
the; highspot of the pic, will,
probably be lost in subtitling,
and thus hamper the pic’s
appeal.’'

.

.

under, Its French title, “La
Valse Pe Paris.” According to
reviewer Mosk pic “is a lighthearted looksee into the loves
andiiife of Offenbach in 8 fl y
19th cc^ntury Paris.” Review
went up to say, it's “done with
tastb arid finesse, it could
please in the U. S. Where the
stars, and light operetta background should help in many
spate;”

.

. ... .

the

Monday

24,

.

and

.

. ,

number through such lifters
Story is told with, dialog that
as “I Want to Be Happy,” “I Only punches as hard as Montalban’s
Boatwhlstle .... ... ........... Chill Wills
Have Eyes for You” and “I Know fists. Talk is glib, light at the prop- Pat
.John Archer
Farrell. ......... ...
Lois Butler
That You Know.”
Davis.......;,,,..
er moment and tough elsewhere. Meagan.
Kristine Miller
Abbey Davis v.
Suggested by the “Nanette” Action builds up to a solid ring Horse Davis ......... ... .Basil Ruysdael
Jack Elam
7
book by Frank Mandel, Otto Har-; fight in which Montalban, contrary Smiling Man.....
.Dave Kashner
Roper ..... ...
bath, Vincent Youmans and Emil to usual film license, goes down in Frank
.....
........ ..Frank Cordell

-was reviewed in Variety

from

.

,

title

1

)

Templeton’s production values:
benefit from the color framing
furnished by W. Howard Greehe’^
photography. Music score is good-

.

-

“The Paris Waltz/’ FrenchParis, theatre, N. Y.,

plots.

&
However, it is still adequate to re-; Steve Woods
V
lease demands.
After some pre- The Durango Kid
.Charles Starrett
Smiley
Burnette.
Hiihs^li
liminary footage showing tho types
WH Donner... ..... ..... ..George ChesebtfJ
Seani .^O'Malley ....... .Lionel Barrymore
rackets worked on the Doris Donner ... .......
Mary Ellen Hiy
Marina Monterez.,**,....... Teresa Cell! of I)unco

A generous sprinkling of songs,
danpes and comedy makes “Tea
for Two” the type of beguiling
musical nonsense that practically style.
T
always finds a ready reception. It
Mis^ Allyson Is Montalban's
wears its Technicolor dress well, manager, carrying on for her cripthe nostalgic numbers from the pled.
dad,
Lionel
Barrymore.
1929, “No, No, Nanette”* and other There’s quite a spitfire romance
cleffing of the period listen well, between
the femme end her champ
the pacing is smooth and the cast that„nearly founders on his belief
able.
It should have no trouble
he -has to continue
champ and

.

made t Which

and the others' in the cast
supply good touches to the characters not usually found in oater-

heavies,

.

-

$£

Brodine; editor, James E: Newcom; music,
David Raksin. Tradeshown Aug* 10, '50.
Running, time, 19 MINS. "
Pat O'MalleyV
June Allyson
Rick Gavery
Dick Powell
Johnny. Monterez . . . .Ricardo Montalban

.

:

Waltz

Powers* Directed by Johft Sturges. Written by Charles Schnee; camera, -Norbert

First Reporter

15.
Warners release of William Jacobs production.
Stars Doris Day; Gordon MacRae, Gene. Nelson; features, Patrice Wys

at the boxoffice.
It’s the story of an orphan who
*
The voiced of Doris Day arid
runs riway, becomes a rollerskate
champion* has polio and . then Gordon MacRae, the dancing of
Footage is Gene Nelson, and the* clowning of
fights* hi$ way back.
Billy De Wolfe are major assets in
the Harry Clork screenplay* Ditto
the tunes, which range from the

Pari#

Ricardo Montalban; features Lionel Barrymore, Teresa Celll, Barry Kelley, Tor®

.

‘

the

Miller,
daughters of Ruysdael*
Jack Elam and Dave Kashner, the

®art Sel by
Tom Powers angle of saving a rich old lady Tommy
Donner.
Mom Monterez. *..*...
.Mimi Aguglia
Wicks...
Audrey.Marianne Stewart from being taken for her fortune John
Kirby .........
Phil Tripp
.John Gallaudet by a gang of ghost-callers.

.......... * . . .Gordon MacRae
. ................
.Gene Nelson
Beatrice.. ...... ........Patrice Wymore

:

.

rancher; Lois Butler arid Kristine

.

.

shown July
MINS.

The Fireball

.

'

.

i

who

of thete

blesome pair.
Chill Wills sharpens his role as
ranch foreman and Basil Ruysdael
is excellent as the elderly ranch
owner.
John Archer, neighbor

. . * . i .

Nah
Jimmy.
Tommy;

2 Oth-Foj; release of Bert Friedlob (Thor)
production.
Stars Mickey Rooney. Pat
O'Brien; ^features Beverly Tyler, Glenn
Corbett/ Directed by Tay Garnett. Screenplay, Garnett and Horace McCoy; camera,
Lester- 'White; editor, Frank ^ Sullivan;
music, Victor Young. Previewed 'Aug. 11,
'30. RutaJ&S£ time, 13 MINS.
.Mickey Rooney
Johnny <J6akr
Father, XTJlara.
Pa^t O'Brien
......
Mary. Reeves. ............. .Beverly Tyler
Jfcmfes Brown
Allen,
Monroe
Polly
.. .Marilyn
;y
runo
,•*•••••••.»• .Ralph Duitike
thillingv t v, ........... .'. . . Bert Begley
Milburn Stone
Jeff DaVfS ...... ....I
Sam Flint
Dr. Ba^tofl
.-.'

*

y.

.

Hollywood, Aug.

'

MillClr ..............

.

..

all'

1

* . . . .

,

(MUSICAL-COLOR)

'

Hollywobd; Aug;.

.

kill

old enemies. They use Barrymore
as the patsy^and it is not until he
is wounded saving the family that
they are finally convinced of danger and rid the range of the trou-

. .

.

Tea For Two

livan has: small, thankless footage
as a man - about -.town* and the
others Appear only briefly.
The' Vofdemar Vetluguin. production is spotty but does benefit from,
some > fit&trate technical assists,
such Rs George Folsey's lensing,
the ajrt' indirection and set decorations. .-.^Swre is a reprising piano
theme;, .Ir. the Bronislau Kaper
score that is its chief merit.

Mack

*

fenqe war some years back

have returned to

-

>

Tom

moving scene in which
Miss Turner decides to renounce
her affair wtih Milland. Barry Sul-

Ullman

:

,

ticularly

<

cannot be reckoned big for
the U, B. market.”, -Yarn, with
a mid -19th century background, deals with the first
it

.

the crippled wife, selling a par-

<

-

usually given, thus offering no
needed freshness. O’Brien’s priest
role also is stock, as are the char-,
acters delivered by Beverly Tyler,
Glenn Corbett .and the others.
The Bert Friedlob production
has been expertly Tensed by Lester
White. Footage could stand further trimming*
Brog.

Faring better among the males is
iBwell, operator of a bigtime

m

directorial development, althciUgh story-telling is inclined to
Wander a bit too much while briijig«
irtg together plot threads. Mehaco
comes from two members of fam^
ilieis supposedly wiped
out in a
his.

.

.

'

'

1"

'

is

Tom

\

effectively ...
“action fans, who.jire not particularly discerning in their
choice of entertainment, will
find this adequate enough but

Tunesmiths’ “Want to Be Happy”
also clicks as handled by MacRae
and Miss Day; N elson scores with
gold strike in Australia, which
a stair dance to “Oh Me! Oh My!”
Okay b.o.
led to economic chaos in 4he
with Miss Day doing the lyrics.
“Bunco Squad’' (RKO).
coloriy. Pic’s “lov^Btandard of
Melodrama about seance rackWilliam Jacobs' production suacting” was cited in the review
For lowercase bookings*
et.
pervision supplies the picture with
as being its main weakness.
“High Lonesome”
(Songa toprdraWer look in. costumes;
Film, which stars Chips RafColor) (EL).
Good Western
settings and cast.
Meshing the
ferty, and Jane Barrett, is bemelodrama. For action and
musilcal and story portions with a
ing released in the U. S. by
general situations.
sure hand, David Butler’s direcPeritagon Pictures.
“Streets of Ghost Town”
tion reliably shapes this one for
(Songs)
(Col).
Only fair
popular consumption.
Flashback
Charles Starrett oatCr with
technique to get 1929 period on
Buifteo
Smiley Burnette.
the screen has the capable help
/
Hollywood, Aug. 9.
V
of S.,-2. Sakall, playing Miss Day's
/RRO release of Lewis j. Rachmil mo*
Features Robert Stealing; Joan
uncles;
who
is telling the story to duc.tl^o.
generously' sprinkled With rink acthe now teen-aged children of the Dikon, Riqardo .Cortez, Douglas Fowley,
tion and moves along in these porElisabeth Risdon. Directed by Herbert 1.
two singers.
Leeds.
Screenplay,
George Callahan;
tions, but falters in its story and
suggested by story by Reginald Taviner;
Eve Arderi tosses off the smart camera,
generally proves unsatisfactory.
Henry Freulich; editor, Desmond
Marquette. Tradeshown Aug. 7; '50. RunMickey Rooney portrays the lines given her w ith considerable ning
time, *7 MIN5.
zip; helping to point up the? compint-sized orphan iybo is beginSteve.
....... .Robert Sterling
edy
portions. Bill Goodwin, tight- Grace..;.
Joan Dixon
ning to develop complexes because
wad lawyer; Crauford Kent and Anthony Wells
Ricardo Cortez
, ....
of his stature. He reins away from
.
McManus
Douglas Fowley
........
the religous orphafrage; run - by others’ contribute neatly.
Jessica Roy ce
*
Elisabeth Risdon
Responsible for the neat color Barbara
Churchill
... .... .''Majfguerlte
Pat O’Brien and finds size doesn’t
Reed
John Kellogg
matter when he is wearing skates. lensing is Wilfrid M. Cline. Le-- Liane. ... ... ... .... j-.Bernadene Hayes
Roy
Prinz directed the musical Drake
Robert Bice
..
j
Character carries Uo
audience
L .Vivien
Oakland
Cobb. .....
sympathy as Rooney fights his way numbers. Ray Heiqdorf’s musical Annie
Dantes ....... ...... ...... ..... Dante
up with a cocky disregard for direction and editing by Irene
Morra
are
among
the
other
top
principles. Both Tay^ Garnett's diAs a programmes^ for lowercase
Brog.
rection* and the script he wrote assists.
bookings, ‘.‘Bunco Squad” will get
with Horace McCoy go completely
by.
There’s nothing out of the
Right Cross
maudlin in dealing with the
ordinary in its makeup, being a
Horatio Algeresque plot.
melodrama based on how phoney
Hollywood, Aug. 12.
;.The

Ts^he:m^nriflarried‘~t?rircripplud
wife, Who' goes, off the deep end

V

sings

“Only Have Eyes For You.” Strong
selling is given the title tune by
MacRae and Miss Day, and latter
draws; a reprise on the .Irving
Caesar r Vincent Youmans piece.

k

role suffers

distaff.; side, Millaind’s

tliti

(Thurs.),
was reviewed In
Variety from London, Feb. 2,
1949. Reviewer Myro noted

r

’

mean

for

MacRae

New York tomorrow

in

in

.

e n n a r t s script is
Isobel
spotted with feeling and characalso
a lot of conversation
ter, and
much. The
that doesn’t
worthwhile portions of the screenplay contrast sharply with the duller sections to be found in the
overlQng ::108 minutes of footage.
The contrasts make for a patchy
•

and

Squad

Is top-notch arid the di-

members

beret,

Gibson,

“Eureka Stockade,” Australian-made, being tradeshown
.

1

the

have most of

it will

*

hls innocence or. guilb Can be. es*
tabliShed. Mixed in the plot is a
revenge motivation that supplies
the feeling of impending doom
surrounding the ranch family,* a
disaster which Barrymore is trying
to prevent*
LeMay ' scripted and directed^
His plot is sound and so is most, of

Eureka Stock&de

:

•

Miss Gibson does a solo ballet
while

roller skat-

For Two”

“Tea

:

:

,

baggy plus-fours arid
his partner, Virginia
the’ “Charleston.”

ing.

.

Steve Hafleigh.......

atdp
a gSaii(; drum.
A 'top laugh is
rated by De Wolfe, complete with

bdtit; with: Nfelsfcm- brirfd^miiig
:

“A

Production. .Stars Lana Turner, Bay Milland; features Tom Ewell. Louts Calhern,

Ann Dvorak,

y

.

. . .

....

*

. .

.. ... ..

.

Art Simms.....,...;......-

jim

Shell-

. . .

.

...

. .

.......

Clem: Fuller
Hugh Aiken.

.Howard Joslln

As good Western action fare,
“High Lonesome” holds its own.
In other than top key situations R
should give an okay -account of itself.

Film is the second from the Alan
LeMay - George Templeton team
and, like the first, was filmed in
Technicolor in. the cattle country
of Texas’ Big Bend. Title deriver
from the high, lonesome plateaus
of the area. Locale serves to emphasize the air of expectant danger
and suspense with which the story
is

played.

John Barrymore, Jr*, who also
appeared in the producing team’s
first effort,

carries the story lord
;

in this* .6no arid does- k firstrate
job.*

He

is

a homeless youth in-

volved in several murders and is
being held by a ranch family until

Brogt

The
.

,

Original Sin

-

“The

Original Sin,” Grir^
man-made musical comedy*
which opens at the 55th St/
Playhouse,
N. Y.,
Saturday^

;

,

(19),

was reviewed

from

Darmstadt,

in

Variety

Gerinany;

Jan. 26, 1949, under

its original title, “Der Apfel 1st Ab/*;;
Pic, tabbed as an allegorical f

fantasy about Adam and Eve/ \
deals with a man in love with
both his wife and secretary/.;.

Reviewer Sand noted “some of 0
its

satire

topical

is

a

nd

Wouldn't register heavily with
stateside audiences.” It was
also cited that the Production
Code
Administration
“lijo*
doubtedly would take a dim
view of the cellophane ‘heav*.
enly’ costumes of the leads,
especially the above-the-waist
transparency worn by Bettiria
Moissi.”
Special
consideration was given in the review
to director Helmut Kaeutner,
who Was credited with having
“a Lubitsch touch that runs
all over this picture.”
F|lm has: had- *15 minutes
Sliced

,

from

its

v

;

:•

original

ning iirite' of* 105 miriutes.
Lopert Films is releasing the
picture in the U. S.
»*.

.

'

*

—

—

,

,

.

.

*
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^

‘WORDS' HEP $17^00,
MPIS.; ‘R.L Iffl.’ SIC
Minneapolis, Aug. 15.

.

The important entry here this
week is “Three Little Words,”

,000; ‘Furies’

being extra Well liked and clicking

and “Rogues of
other newForest,”
comers, are not finding the going
“Rock Island Trail”
too easy.
“Treasure Island”
looms good.
shapes especially big on RKO-Pan,

'

‘‘Crisis”

nicely.

Key

,

Los Angeles, Aug. 15.
Three heavyweight grossers are
perking first-run trade here this
week after the doldrums of last
stanza. A -fast $51,000 is expected

moveover.
Estimates for This Week
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)^-“Rock

for “Destination Moon, ’V playing
in five theatres and giving it the
largest share of this frame’s coin.
“Treasure Island” and ‘‘Summer
Stock” are running neck-to-neck,
each with $35,000, and both playing in two situations. “The Furies”
looms qniy fair $25,000 in two
Paramount houses while “Pretty
Baby” is doing slow $21,000 in
Second frame of
three sites.
“Duchess of Idaho” is down to
:n two locations.,,
light $14,000
“Eye Witness” is only thin $19,000 playing in five spots.
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Island Trail”v (Rep). Good $5,500.
Last week, “Night and City” (20th)
(2d wk), fine $5,0.00.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G). Smash
Last week, “Flame and
$17,500.
Arrow” (WB), $13,800.

Estimated Total Gross
$542,000
This Week
(Based on 18 theatres.)
...
Last Year.
$582,000
(Based on 18 theatres.);

.

Mild

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(2,800;

:

—

60-$l)— “Winchester ’73”

(U).

and “Tabu”

*-

r

(

“Three Little Words” (M-G) <2d
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- wk). Fairly nice $11,500. First
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l) week Was fancy $19,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
“The Furies’’ (Par) and “Trig(Par). “ Opened
Furies”
ger, Jr.” (Rep). Fair $25,000. Last —“The
14).
Last week, “Conweek, “Admiral Was Lady” (UA) Monday
slow
victed”
(Col),
$7,000.
(Indie),
and “Laughing Lady”
$14,000 in three sites.
V
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)
50-$l)— “Duchess Philly Still Improving;
(2,210;
1,106;
Idaho” (MG) and “Jiggs, Maggie
Out West” (Mono) (Orpheum Only)

$26,300.

..

—

(

•

(2d Wk). Light $14,000. Last week,
$25,000.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue, Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;

60-$l)— “Eye Witand “I Killed GeroniThin $19,000. Last Week,
“in Foreign Legion” (U) and “HiJacked” (Lippert) (2d wk-5 days),
1,370; 885; 1,145;
..(EL)

(EL).

$10,800.

Four Star (UA) (900; .60-$!)“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (7th
wk). Oke $2,000. Last week, $2,300.
Fine Arts, Guild (FWC) (679;
$68; 60-$l)— “Royal Affair” (Indie).

Slow $3,500. Last week, “Rocking
Horse Winner” (U) (2d wk-9 days),
$2,400.

Torrid

Cincinnati, Aug. 15,
All major stands are above par,
cool weather helping to brisk
summer trade this round. “Our

Very Own” holds the town lead
by a wide margin, swell at Albee.
Other new bills, “Convicted” and

.

50-99)

— “In
.

Estimates for This
Albee (RKO) (3,100;

Week
55-75)

Detroit, Aug.

—

Grand (RKO)

—

55-75)
Artists.
“The Torch” is flickering
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (4th wk). very dimly at the Downtown.
Chesty $6,000 trailing hotsy $8,500 Among the second termers, “Treasthird sesh.
ure Island” looks best at the Fox.
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55- “The Furies” is slow in second
“Furies” ParL< Satisfactory Palms week.
75)
$8,000. Last week, “Great Jewel
Estimates for This Week
(1,400;

.

(

Robbet” (WB) and “50 Years BeEyes” (WB), $5,000.

Lyric

(RKO)

,

tremendous

Got

off

start,

—

55-75)
(RKO) (mo.).

(1,500;

Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-93)
—“Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d
wk).
Okay $20,000.
Last week,

Ocean Drive”

vV

—

.

to $7,000.

Last week, fair $9,000.

Orpheum
—

(No, Coast) (2,472; 55-

13G; ‘Words’ Hot 12G, 2d

“Convicted” (Col) and “Snow
Louisville, Aug. 15..
Dog” (Mono). Good $13,000. Last
Fairly good product on tap this
week, “Foreign Legion” (U) and week at all downtown houses, with
“Shot; Billy The Kid” (Lip), $14,500. the weather a help. Cool temperaUnited Artists (No. Coast). (1,207; tures are favorable and patrons are
(M-G). getting back in the habit of coming
55-85)—^“Happy
Years”
Passable $8,000. Last week, “Iro- into the business area for their
quois Trail” (UA), $9,000.
film shopping.
“Treasure Island”
(Ackerman-Rosener) at the Rialto looks excellent.
Stagedoor
1)
Scotland”
“Mary of
“Pretty Baby” at Mary Anderson
(370; 85-$
(RKO) (reissue). Good $3,800. Last looms brisk. Holdover of “Three
week, “Kind Hearts, Coronets” Little Words” at the State is perky.
(EL) (7th wk), $2,900.
Estimates for This Week
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
“Bicycle Thief” (Indie) (2d wk). 45-65)
“Pretty
Baby”
(WB)
Nice $2,800. Last week, $3,300.
Chunky $8,000. Last week, “Flame

415)

—

—

and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk), modest

hit $f575007xrkajr^hereH;he se==daysv

$4,500.

8G

(M-G) and

“Shadow On Wall” (M-G)
Terrific $11,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)— “Treasure Island” (RKO)
and “Beaver-4^11ey”-(RKp). Excellent $13,000. Last week:, “Going
My Way” (Par) (reissue), under

hopes at light $7,000.
State

(Loew’s)

(45-65)

— “Three

Words” (M-G) (2d wk). Holding up at neat $12,000 after last
Little

week’s rousing $18,000.
Strand (FA)
(1,200;

“Leave

“Home

to
in

Heaven”

.

45-65)—
and

(20th)

Indiana” (20th) (reissues). Nice $4,000. Last week, “Gun
Crazy” (UA) and “Without Honor”
(UA), good $5,000.

(2d wk).

Last week, $15,-

$9,000 In

800.

50-85)—
Furies” (Par) (2d wk). Slim $10,- “Secret Fury” (RKO) and “Golden
Last Week, $18,000.
000.
Twenties” (RKO).
Good $5,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70- Last week, “Return Frontiersman”
95)— “Rock Island Trail” (Rep) (WB) and “Square Dance Jubilee”
and “The Avengers” (Rep). Just (Indie), $3,300.
okay at $11,000. Last week, “GoOriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50ing My
Way” (Par) (reissue), 85) “Treasure Island”
(RKO),
$ 8 000
day-daite with Paramount.
Sock
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)
$5,000 or over. Last week, “In
“50
and
Arrow”
“Flame
(WB) and
Lonely Place” (Col) and “Fortunes
Years Before Eyes” (WB) (m.o.). Capt. Blood” (Rep), okay $3,700.
Nice $9,000 for third downtown
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50week. Last week, “Young Widow” 85) “711 Ocean Drive” (Col) and
(UA) and “Strange Woman” (UA), “Armored Car Robbery” (RKO).
$7,000.
Nifty $8,000. Last week; “In Lonely
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95) Place” (Col) and “Fortunes Capt.
—“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (7th Blood” (Rep), $7,000.
(1,500;

.

—

—

,

Wash.; ‘Ocean’ Okay 12G,

Treasure’ Tall 12G, 2d
Washington, Aug.

15.

General level of biz continues
steady here, with higher temperatures not hurting mid-town houses.
Top honors go to pair of Lopert
starters, "Panic in the Streets,
at
the Playhouse, looks big while reissue of “All Quiet on Western
Front” is sock at the Dupont. “711
Ocean Drive” shapes firm at the
Warner. “Treasure Island” con*
tinues big at RKO Keith’s.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—
“Peggy” (20th) plus vaude. Nice
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400: $21,000.
50-85)— “Treasure Island” (RKO), Passport”Last week, “Lady Without
(M^G) plus vaude, $20,also Oriental. Smash $10,000, Last 500.
week, “Stella” (20th) and “Mystery
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)—
at Burlesque” (UA), good $6,800. - «rw*f
Q n Western Front” (Indie)
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50- (reissue). Amazing $6,500 for this
85)—“Annie Get Gun* (M-G) (3d small-seater, and well above house
Wk) Big $7,000. Last week, $8,800,
(Continued on page 22)

—

,

—

—

(2d wk), satisfactory $14,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

“Thi^e^ittle-W-orxI^JMrGj^JKay.

.

r

Island”
$27,000.
All right $8,000. Last week, “711
Michigan

•

Week

ed” .(Lip). Light at $13,000. Last
week, “Flame and Arrow” (WB)
and “Music in Moonlight” (Indie)

,

wk).
Slipping to $5,000.
Last
Detroit) week, $6,000.
(United
(Col) (m.o.), eight (4,000; 70-95)— “Duchess of Idaho”
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70days, <»fairish $5,000.
(M-G).
Excellent $28,000.
Last 95)
“The Torch” (EL) and
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
week, “Flame and Arrow” .(WB) “Young Lovers” (EL). Dim $4,500
“Convicted” (Col). So-so $9,500. and “50 Years Before Eyes” (WB) or under.
Last week, “Quiet on
Last week, “In, Lonely Place” (Col), .(2d yyk), $16,000,
Western Front” (IncUe) and “Night^
I
70-95)—
Palms (UP) (2,900;
"The mare” (Indie) (reissues), $4,000.
$9,000.

“Treasure

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
San Francisco; Aug. 15.
New, strong product is brighten- “The Furies” (Par) and “Perfect
Woman”
(ELC). Mild $4,000. Last
ing up biz prospects here this sesweek, “So Young, So Bad” (UA)
sion, With cool weather proving and “Trigger, Jr.” (Rep), $3,800.
added hypo, “Treasure Island”
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
shapes: smash at Golden Gate, “Treasure Island” (RKO) (3d wk).
equalling the trade done in first Off to about $11,500, Last week,
week by “Cinderella,” another nice $17,000.
Disney picture although summer
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40season has taken many out of town. 85)—
“Stella’’ (20th) and “Hi-Jack^
Stout bally for “Destination Moon”

Mayfair (Parker)

15.

(FC),

(ELC). Fairish $10,000 or
Fulton its biggest opening since or near. Last week, “Stella” (20th)
“Sands of Iwo Jima.” Looks set for and “The Avengers” (Rep), slim near. Last we<ek, “So Young, So
Bad”
(UA)
and “Trigger, Jr.” (Rep),
healthy run. “Furies” at Stanley is $13,500.
$7,000.
getting into the winner’s circle, too,
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
40-85)—
State (Loew)
despite some, sharply mixed no- —“Three Little Words” (M-G) (3d
(3,500;
tices. “Cariboo Trail” also isn’tdO" wk).
Last week, “Three Little Words” (M-G). Solid
Nice $14,000.
ing badly either at the Harris! As
Sher^
week;
/‘Rogues
$14,000.
Last
$ 20 000
wood Forest” (Col) and “Shadow
a matted of fact, improvement loParamount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
cally is general right down the
“The Furies” (Par) and “I’ll Reach on Wall” (M-G), $9,000.
line, with h.o, of “Three Little
Okay $12,000.
for Star” (Rep).
Words” at Penn doing very well Last week, “Flame and Arrow”
and. third week of “Flame and Ar“Destination Big House” ‘Baby’ Chunky
(WB)
and
$8,000 In
row” on m:o. at Warner the same. (Rep) (2d wk), $14,500,
Estimates for This Week
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
L’ville;
‘Treasure’ Trim
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)— “The Men” (UA) (3d wk). Down

‘

—

“Cariboo Trail”

Time Girl”

.

,

(1,850; 50-85)

(RKO). Swell
“Duchess of Idaho” is digging
Week,
“Treasure up a royal $28,000 at the Michigan
Island” (RKO), bright $15,000.
this week, but holdovers will take
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- the edge off; the recent upswing
75)
"Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d in biz. Among the other two newwk). Strong $9,000 followup of sock comers, “Rock Island Trail” looks
$15,000 preem.
like farely okay at the United

fore:

000.
Last week,
(20th) and “Good
$ 11 000

(Parker)
—Broadway
“Duchess of Idaho”

Last

(3d wk). Skidded
about $8,500, after oke $12,000

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
“San Quentin” (WB) and “Alcatraz
Island” (WB) (reissues). Fair $10,-

—

“Our Very Own”

..

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (i ,200; 50-95)^-

Woman”

Rl-Trail’ 11G;

•

ly;

/

for second.

Lonely Place” (Col) (2d wk).

“Furies” are in medium groove.
Holdovers of “Broken Arrow” and
“Father of Bride” continue sturdi-

ish.

to

Portland, Ore., Aug, 15.
Last week, “Flame and Arrow”
In view of hot weather, biz is
Off (WB) (2d wk-6 days), good $10,500.
really
perking
at first-run houses
45-80)—
to $9,000 after nice $15,000 openWarner (WB) (2,000;
“Treasure
Island,”
“Flame artd Arrow” (WB) (m.o.). this week.
inground.
big
publicity contest,
backed
by
a
Smart $7,000. Last week, “Cargo
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)
(20th),.
Fair
“Stella”
$17,000. Capetown” (Col) and “Fortunes looks smash at Paramount and OriCapt. Blood” (Col), $6,500 in 6 days. ental. “711 Ocean Drive” at Or(Continued' on page 22)
pheum looms nifty. “Duchess of
Idaho” in holdover at Broadway
continues great.
Estimates for This Week
(2,700;

traz Island” at Boston shapes fair-

—

&

Earle (WB)

and Fenway looms fair. “TreasIsland” in third frame at
Memorial is skidding a bit. Pair of
oldies, “San Quentin” and “Alcaure

^Golden' Gafe“(RKO)T27650T 60=85)" Out front with big $24,000. Last
—“Treasure Island” (RKO) and week, “Rogues Sherwood Forest”
“Beaver Valley” (RKO). Smash
(Col) and “Shadows on Wall’ (M-G),
$30,000; Last week, “So Young, So
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15.
fair $16,000.
Bad” (UA), $il,500.
Big noise of week is being made
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— “Des“The Furies” (Par) and “Perfect
by vOur Very Own,” which gave tination Moon” (EL). Big $25,000

(

—

are not so good. “Stella” at Met
“The Furies” at Paramount

“The Men” (UA)

Estimates for This

best here in
more than a year. Sensational $15,000 or near. Last week, in 10 days,
Philadelphia, Aug: 15.
20th )
business is being helped “Where Sidewalk Ends”
by cpol weather but strong fare very good $11,000.
Film row
is also a vital factor.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
here sees promise of continued “Cariboo Trail” (20th). Not so bad
upbeat. American Legion conven- $9,000. Some of Fulton overflow
tion failed to hurt trade over brushing off in here, which helps.
weekend. “Kiss Tomorrow Good- Last week, “A."
C. in Foreign
bye” will land the top figure at Legion” (U), $7,000.
the Mastbaum where big while
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)—
“711 Ocean Drive” shapes sock at “Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
“Convicted” also is wk). Holding up well at around
the Stanley.
great at the Stanton.
Strongest $13,000, which is enough to send
holdovers appear to be “Annie musical to the Ritz for a third
Get Gun,” “Our Very Own” and week. Last week, spanking $21,000.
“Duchess of Idaho.”
Stanley' (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
Estimates for This Week
“Furies” (Par). Raves for Walter

'

this stanza

is dull.

theatres.)

good at Orpheum.

“Our Very Own” (RKO).

breakaway.

—

184

big stanza at' the
Fox. “The Furies” is okay at Paramount, while “Convicted” looms

to

'

Oke 8G, ‘Arrow’ 9G; 2d

.

$2,605,000

cities arid

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— “Our Huston’s final performance helping
Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk). Down mightily despite fact that reviews ‘Treasure’ Hot $15,000,
to $14,000 after sock $25,600 for for pic itself were mixed. Should
Port.: ‘Ocean’ Niftv

Cincy Stoat;

$16,000.

(Based on 24

Week

will bring it a

,

ness”

.

35-70)—

Island” (RKO)., (m.o.).
Here after hefty first Orpheum
canto. Still in chips at $7,500. Last

1

mo”

.

“Treasure

Lofty $16,000.
Last week,
Slow. $21,- (I).
“Pretty Baby” (WB).
and “Treasure Island” (RKO) and “Bea“.Flame
000.
Last week,
Arrow” (WB) (3d wk r 5 days), ver Valley” (RKO). (2d wk), neat
$ 12 000 ,
$19,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— ‘In
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) Foreign Legion” (U) and “Lonely
6$-$l)— “Summer -Heart-Bandits? RepL^Stron g, $1. 6,1,538;
(2,404f
Fine S357000: "EasT 000. Last week, “50 Years Before
"‘S£ocl? 'TTlSRJ^
V
week, “Three Little Words” (M-G)
(WB) and “Great Jewel RobWithout
Jury” (Rep) ber” (WB), very dull $5,000.
and “Trial
(Loew’s only) (3d wk), $19,200.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44(RKO) 65)— “Peggy” (U) and “Spy Hunt”
Pantages)
Hillstreet,
50-$!)— “Treasure (U). Opened Sunday (13). Last
(2-890;
2,812;
Island” (RKO) and “Beaver Val- week, “Panic in Streets” (20th) and
Last “Music in Moonlight” (Rep), good
Nice $35,000.
ley” (RKO).
week, “Underworld Story (UA) $9,000.
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
and “Atrocities of Manila’’ (Indie),

*

Total Gross Same
Last Year.

500.

(2,097;

1,757; 2,344;

(2,756;

atres, chiefly first runs, including. N.Y.)

.

—

(WB)

.

(RKO)
(2,800;
“Rogues Sherwood Forest”

Providence; Aug. 15.
Majestic’s “A.&C. in Foreign Le- week. “Johnny One-Eye” (UA) and
gion” is topping them all this “Rookie Fireman” (RKO), $4,800.
2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296 60-$l)— week though biz is fairly hefty all
50-70)
State
(Par)
(2,300;
Moon” (EL) and around; Nearly as Strong is RKO “Crisis” (M-G). Fair $8,000. Last
“Destination
“Snow Dog” (Mono). Sharp $51,*: Albee .with “Winchester ’73,” Week, “Johnny Holiday” (UA), bad
Last week, “Stella” (20th) Loew’s is holding bv^r nicely with $6,800.
000.
and “Jungle Stempede” (Rep) (2d “Three Little Words.”
World (Mann) (400; 50-85)
Estimates for This Week
wk-5 days), $15,500.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— “Winslow Boy” (EL) (2d wk). Okay
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
$2,000. Last week, $3,000.

(FWC).

Wilshire

Loyola,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. ..... $2,355,000
(Based on 22 titles 176 the-

Last week,
$9,000
“Treasure, Island ”(RKO), big $13,(Col).

town

can be summed up in “Three Little
Words,” which is smash at* State
and Orpheum. Other riewcomers

City Grosses

RKO-Orpheum
—

35-70)

Boston; Aug. 15.

Activity around

Sherwood

'

—

—

r
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‘CAPTURED’-ELUNGTON

MODEST

15C,

DiDnS,

Indianapolis, Aug. 15.

,

^

Chicago, Aug. 15.
4
Cool weather this week, together
with world preem of ‘‘Louisa” at
the Chicago, is stepping up takes
in the Loop. “Louisa,” boosted by
Billy Eckstine, Martha Stewart and
the Blackburn Twins Onstage, looks
huge $70,000 or near. s First day.
drew heavy trade, with “Louisa”
stars on the stage all day.
‘Underworld Story” and “Mystery Street” is neat opener at
Roosevelt, at bright $14,000. StateLake entry of “The Furies” should
catch fat $20,000. Reissue entry

Grand

at

Nights”

of

Estimates Are Net

good.

;

Film grosk estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however* as indicated,
include the U S. amusement

—

Day”

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)

.

$5,000.

$16,000 opener.
Lyric
(G-D)

Buffalo, Aug.

Boxoffice

T5

takings

Boulevard’ ’at the Center
standout with great total*
“Our Very Own” also is big at reopened Century.
“Pretty Baby”
set

shape's

and “Three Little Words,” latter in
second round, also are doing well.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

Wordsir~lVUGTT2^

...

.

—

.

—“The

Furies” (Par). Bright $20,- teredi
000; Last week, “Where Sidewalk
Ends” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)— “Stella” (20th) and “If This ‘Flame’ Big 25G,
Be Sin” (UA) (2d wk). Good $11,000. Last week, $14,000.
‘Treasure’
(Essariess)

(1,073;

Wow $16,000

98)—

“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) (3d wk).
Tall $20,000. Last week, $32,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)— “Marius”
(Indie) (2d wk). Tidy $3,500 or
hear; Last week, $4,000.

CIEVE4 ‘ADMIRAL’ 7G
Cleveland, Aug. 15.
Three showcase houses are getting along surprising well with
holdovers, “Three Little Words”
at State and “Treasure Island” at
Palace being the leaders; Both are
Hipp’s
in their sec o n d frames.
“Ad“Pretty Baby” looms fine;
miral was a Lady” at Stillman Is
slow, while the Allen’s “Convicted”
is doing satisfactorily.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-75)—
“Convicted” (Col). Trim $13,000.
Last week, “Stella” (20tli), oke $12,000
Esquire, (Community) (704; 55-75)
“Quiet on Western Front” (Indie)
(reissue) (3d wk). Fair $3,600 following $4,000 last week.
Hipp (Warners). (3,708; 55-75)—
“Pretty Baby” (WB). Fine $15,000.
Last week,, “Cariboo Trail” (20th),
.

—

Denver;

.

Denver, Aug. 15.
“Flame and Arrow” is copying
the top money here showing in
three theatres but equally socko
is “Treasure .Island,” playing at
the Orpheum. Latter is sure holdover.
“Annie Get Your Gun”
finally wound up its run at the
Broadway, still good in sixth
round. Of newcomers, only “Return of Frontiersman” is dragging.
Estimates for This Week
-‘Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-

74)— “Annie Get Gun” (M-G)
wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
$8,500.

Four-d^y wildcat strike of bus
streetcar operators that caused
a cessation of public transport until yesterday
(Mon.) plus heavy
rainfall over the weekend is proving a handicap to really big totals.
“Louisa,” preceded by a solid bally
and stage appearances of Spring
Byington, teed pff big at the Fox.
“Treasure Island,” playing day-

and

.

date
sock

—

smaller

standout.
is

still

houses,

.

is

“Three

Little

in

second

lusty

.Loew’s week.
Estimates for This

Week

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60)— “Louisa”
and “Beware of Bloridie” (Col).
Opened big today (Tues.). Last
week, “Pretty Baby” (WB) and
(U)

“Return Frontiersman” (WB), $12,000
Loew’s. (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
wk). Held to $16,000 after sock

—

.

$24,500 initial stanza.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60)^— “711
Ocean Drive” (Col) and “Fortunes
Capt. Blood” (Col). Big $15,000.
Lest week, “Stella” (20th) and
“Flame and Arrow” (WB), $10,500.

—

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60)
“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th) and
“Cariboo Trail” (20th). Good $11,-.
000. Last week, “The Torch” (EL)
arid stageshow, $9,006.
Shubert (Indie) (1,500; 60-75)
“Treasure Island” (RKO). Smash
$12,000.
Last week, house shut-

—

-

tered.

‘Arrow’ Sharp $11,000 In

Omaha; ‘Robinson’ 10G
Omaha, Aug;

15.

Soggy weather with showers is
doing no good to weekend openings but week’s offerings seem to
lack

real

biz

appeal.

“Broken

Arrow”- at the Paramount is best
with nice total. “Robinson Story”
at
the Orpheum is only fair.
(Mono), $16,000.
“Treasure Island” is< its second
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)
week
at Bran dels still is big after
“Flame and Arrow!” (WB) and
smash opener.
“Fifty Years” (WB). also Denver,
Estimates for This Week
Webber. Sock $3,500. Last week,
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16“Stage Fright” (WB) and “Hum- 65)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th). Nice
phrey
Takes
Chance”
(Mono),
$11,000. Last week, “Crisis!’ (M-G),
$1,500.

—

,

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600;

35-74)—

$10,500.

Orpheum

(Tristates)

(3,000;

16-

“Treasure
Island”
(RKO) and 65)— “Jackie Robinson Story” (EL)
“Beaver Valley” (RKO). Smash and “Boy From Indiana” (EL). Fair
$14,000. ,
Lower Mall (Community) (505; $16,000 or near.
Holds,
Last $10,000.
Last Week, “Rocketship
55-75)— “Falen Idol” (SRO) and week, “Our Very Own” (RKO) X-M” (Lip) and “Motor Patrol”
“Third Man” (SRO). Thin $1,500 (2d wk), good $11,000.
(Lip), same.
on return dates. Last week, “Facts
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
of Love” (Indie) and “Her First Af- “Return Frontiersman” (WB) and —“Night and
City” (20th) and
fair” (Indie) (reissue), $2,000.
“Vicious Years” (FC). Thin $6,000. “Radar Secret Service” (Lip). OrdiOhio (Loew’s) (1,205;. 55-75)— Last week, “Stage Fright’’ (WB) nary $9,500. Last week, “Return
“Shadow on Wall” (M-G) and “Blos- and “Humphrey Takes Chance” Frontiersman” (WB) and “This
soms in Dust” (M-G) (reissue). Sat- (Mono), drab $4,500.
Side of Law” (WB),. $8,500.
isfactory $6,000.
Last week, “AnState (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—
Tabqr (Fox). (1,967; 35-74)
nie Get Gun” (M-G) (m.o.l, pleas“Annie
Get Gun” (M-G) (4th wk)
“Skipper
Surprised
His
Wife”
ing $6,200.
and
“Fall In” (UA). Good $3,800.
(M-G) and “Crooked River” (Lip).
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)—
Last
week,
$4,200.
Fair $3,000. Last week, on re“Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d wk).
Brarideis (RKO) (J.500; 16-65)
issues.
Bright $13,000, after swell $18,500
“Treasure Island”. (RKO) (2d wk).
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-74)— “Kind Nice $7;000. Last week, terrific
last week.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-75)— Hearts, Coronets” (EL) (2d wk). $ 10 000
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d Fine $2,500. Last week, big $3,000.
wk).
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
Brisk $12,000.
New Hampshire Drive-In
Last week,
$18,000.
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and
Manchester, N. H*
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-75)— “Fifty Years” (WB), also Denver,
Comeau’s Beach drive-in opened
Admiral Was, Lady” (UA). Static Esquire. Big $3,500. Last week; at Beaver Lake in East Derry.
$7,000.
Last week, “Irma West” “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Lost New ozoner will Operate five times
••:•«.>•
^Volcano”. (Mono), $2,50Q„
i.»i
SMWeefc.
;
\
*

—

,

.

—

it

.

*

^

—

to

(6th
fine

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and
“Fifty Years Before Eyes” (WB),
day-date with Esquire, Webber.
Big $18,000. Last week, “Cariboo
Trail” (20th) and “Lost Volcano”

two

in

Words”

Although loaded with holdovers, tinned nicely at $7,500 after second
continued favorable weather and week’s sock $9,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocked
the all-round improvement in busifellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Sunset
ness tone will give Broadway first- Boulevard” (Par) with stageshow.
run houses a generally solid week Biggest thing here since New
currently. Mild temperatures with Year’s week, when house made allsome rain kept all theatres from time high. Soaring to terrific $166,suffering any summer downbeat. 000, new non-holiday record here.
The fact that “Sunset Boulevard” Showing all the more remarkable
is soaring to an all-time, non-holi- in view of no extra performances
day week high at the Music Hall and since running time for full
appears beriefitting some other bill is 2 hours and 45 minutes.
Nearly 100% rave reviews apspots with the overflow.
The Gloria Swanson - William parently helping, too. House is
Holden starred is heading for a getting usual scale. “The Men”
Colossal $166,000 in the first week (UA) and stageshow (3d wk) held
at the Hall, biggest, non-holiday t0‘ fine $124,000, a bit over hopes.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98).— ‘^The
stanza in the history of -the house.
“Sunset” climbed to $100,000 in Ape” (Indie) and “Return of Zomthe first four days, taking in Satur- bie” (Indie) (reissues). Getting nice
day-Suriday, then held to the open- $6,500 or close, but riot holding.
ing day .space on Monday,; which “Murders in Rue Morgue” (FC)
had not been anticipated. Lines and “The Raven” (FC). (reissues)
three blocks long marked huge open tomorrow (Thurs.).
90business over the weekend.
Rivoli
(UAT-Par)
(2,092;
“Treasure, Island” started out $1.80)— “No
Way Out” (20th).
very well yesterday (Tues.) at the Opens today (Wed.). In ahead, “UnMayfair. “AbbottrCostello in For- derworld Story” (UA) (3d wk),
eign Legion” looks fairly good $15,- dipped to around $6,000 after dim
000 at the Criterion.'
$8,000 last week.
Making the' strongest showing of
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)—
the holdovers' is “My. Friend Irma “Panic in Streets” (20th) plus
Goes West” with Xouis Prima Frances Langford, Peg Leg Bates,:
band, Gary Morton arid Modern- Joe Jackson, Jr., and ice carnival
aires heading stageshow at- the- onstage (2d-final wk). Holding well
Paramount.
The $78,000 being |*at sturdy $70,000 after nice $83,000
garnered in the second week is opener, a bit below expectancy.
plenty big enough to warrant a
.....
topping 'n^Vtageshow “that incause of prior bookings.
eludes Sid Gary and Leonard Sues,
“Panic in Streets,” with ice Opens Friday (18).
carnival .and Frances Langford
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
topping the stage layout, also is
displaying real strength on initial —“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
holdover round at the Roxy. This wk), First week soared to smash
combo looks likely to do $70,000 $41,000 or near, only exceeded here
this week as against $83,000 open- by “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and
ing frame. Won’t hold; because “Jolson Story” (Col). Looks ijn for
Milton
Berle
on stage, with extended-run. In ahead, “Annie
“Stella,” is set to open Friday (18). Get Gun” (M-G) (12th wk), fine.
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye,” with $14,000, rounding out record longBilly Vine topping stage bill, is run.
doing okay at around $37,000 in
Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2)—
second Strand week albeit con- “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
siderably off from opening- session. with Billy Vine, Toni Harper, Lind
Only laggard of stage film houses Bros, heading stage bill (2d wk).
is the Capitol, sluggish at $24,000 Still doing fairly well with $37,000
with “Lady Without Passport” and after big $63,000 opener. Constageshow topped by Pearl. Bailey. tinues.
“Our Very Own” continues solidSutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
ly with $20,000 or better in third “Winslow Boy” (EL) (11th Wk).
week at the Victoria.
Holding to $5,400, very profitable,
Estimates for This Week
after $6,200 last week. Continues
Astor(City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50) on, with “Trio” (Par) set to open
“Edge of Doom” (RKO) (2d wk). Oct. 10.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
Initial.; holdover
round dipping
sharply to $16,000, okay, after fine 74-$1.50) “Kind Hearts, Coronets”
(EL) (10th wk). Continues Very
$25,000 opener. Continues.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20- strongly With $7,500 after $8,200
$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (95th last round. Still holding.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95wk).
Still in the chips at about
“Our Very Own” (RKO)
after
$5,000
$5,500 last week. $1.50)r—
(4th wk). Third session ended last
Stays on.
night (Tues.) held in strong fashion
Capitol
(Loew’s)
55(4,820;
big $20,000 after rousing $26,$1.50)— “Lady Without Passport” With
000 in' second week, oyer hopes.
(M-G) plus stageshow headed by
Stays indef.
Pearl Bailey, Jay Marshall, Jack'
Fina orch orch (2d-final wk). Looks
.

are
Strip” (Rep), $4,000.
perking this week, with several
new, strong entries helping. “Sun-

"‘Tlire'e^Little

Woods

44-65)—.

(1,600;

“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and
“Bandit King Texas” (Indie). Oke
“Lawless”
Last week,
$5,000..
Cherokee’
“Rangers
(Par)
and

“Sudan” (U) and “Arabian Nights” wk). Down to $10*000. Last week,
(U) (reissues); Trim $10,000, Last dandy $16,000.
week, “Woman On Pier 13” (RKO)
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
and “State Penitentiary” (Col),
“Pretty Baby” (WB) and “Lucky
$ 8 000
Losers” (Mono).
Spry $13,000.
Oriental (indie) (3,400; 50-98)— Last Week, “Stella” (20th), same.
“Three Little Words” (M-G) plus
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
Chico Marx, Paul Gray, and Yvette
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Socko
onstage (2d wk). Brisk $43,000.
$14,00 or over. Last week, “Flame
Last week, smash $58,000.
and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
“Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d wk).
“In Lonely Place” (Col) and “CapSlick $13,000. Last week, big $19,Mild $9,000. Last
tive Girl” (U).
000
week, “In Foreign Legion” (U) and
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“One
Way
Street”
Nice
(U).
(UA) and
“Underworld. Story”
Neat $14,000.
“Mystery Street” (M-G).
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40$14, 000r Last week, “Great Jewel
Robber” (WB) and “Once a Thief” 70)— “Our Very Own” (RKO) and
“Armored Car Robbery” (RKO).
(UA) (2d wk), $7,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) Rousing $15,000. Last week, shut,

—

“A & C, in Foreign Legion” (U)
and “Savage Horde” (Rep). So-so
Last week,
“Treasure
$9,000.
Island” (RKO), $10,500.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44^65)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
wk). Sturdy $10,000 on top of big

,

Woods third-weeker “711 Ocean
Drive” leads holdovers at luSh $20,000, “Stella” and “If This Be Sin”
at United Artists is good $11,000.
“Three Little Words” with Chico
Marx topping stageshow at Oriental, looms brisk $43,000. “Treasure
Island” at Palace continues crisp
$13,000 in second frame.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98)—
“Louisa” (U) and Billy Eckstine,.
Martha Stewart and Blackburn
Twins, topping stage bill. Terrific
$70,000. Last week, “Friend Irma”
plus stageshow (2d wk), $47,000.
Garrick
(B&K) (900; 50*98).
(House indefinitely closed commencing last Friday)', Last week, “Back
Bataan” (RKO), and “Marine Raiders”
(RKO) (reissues) (2d wk),

(20th) and “Triple Trouble”
at
dull
44-65c
$7,500

(Mono),
scale.

tax.

“Sudan” and “Arabian

is -also

lia 2d

‘Stella

•

Action, is still slow at deluxers
here. Circle’s attempt to hypo biz
with the first stageshow in three
months failed to excite locals.
“Captured,” with Duke Ellington
band, is leading town but at a mild
figure.
“Three Little Words”
again is stoutest straight filmer
in its second week at Loew’is.
“Abbott arid Costello in Foreign
Legion,” at Indiana, is only so-so.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 5090)
‘-’Captured” (RKO) with Duke
Ellington orch onstage.
Modest
$15,000.
Last week, “Night and

:

‘

s

;

-

1

-

slip

to

around

t

after

$24,000,

lightweight $38,000, below hopes,
on opener, “Pretty Girl” (Col),
with Gene Krupa orch, Jack E.
Leonard, Connie Haines onstage,

Seattle; ‘Treasure’
Seattle,

opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

—

new

“Mutiny on Bounty” (M-G) and
“Day At Races” (M-G) (reissues)
(6th final wk). Dipping somewhat
in final round to about $9,000 after
excellent $12,000 last week. “The
Torch” (EL) opens Saturday (19).
Mayfair (Brandt)
50(1,736;
$1.20)— “Treasure Island” (RKO).

15.

bills

Orpheum and “Broken Arrow”

at

,

Opened yesterday

Aug.

is on here, but some
are doing much better,
than in recent weeks. Palomar has
Nellie Lutcher heading a good
stageshow with “Peggy” and doing
great biz.
“Treasure island” at
Fifth Avenue, “Flame arid Arrow”

The heat

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
“A. & C. in Foreign Legion” (U).
Shapes fairiy good $15,000. In
ahead, “So Young, So Bad” (UA)
(3d wk), fine $10,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)—

at Paramount, all are doing brisk
trade. “Stars in
Crown” at Liberty also shapes fair.

My

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

—

84)
“Admiral Was Lady” (UA)
and “Prelude to Korea” (EL). Fair

$7,000 or less.

(Tues.) with very

Last week,

“Woman

good business; Last week, “Destiria- Pier 13” (RKO)

arid “Hostile Country” (Lip) $5,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (1,877;

tion Moon” (EL) (8th wk), wound
up with okay $8,000 after solid
$11,000 for seventh rourid.

59-84)— “Treasure Island” (RKO)
and “Beaver Valley” (RKO). Great
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
or better. Last week, “Side“Story of G. I, Joe” (UA) (reissue) $10,000
walk Ends” (20th) and “Samoa”
with vaude. Looks to wind up with
(COIL $7,800.
good $20,000 or near. Last, week,
Linerty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and
—“Stars in Grown” (M-G) and
Vaude, $21,500

“Trigger, Jr.” (Rep). Okay $7,000.
Last week, “Duchess of Idaho” (MG) arid “House by River” (Rep) (3d
wk), swell $7,200.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)
“Gi Gi” (Indie) (2d wk). Heading for good $3,000 after dandy $5,000 opener.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59-

.

Paramount

—“The

(Par) (3,664; 55-$l. 50)
Furies” (Par) ; with Mills

Bros., A1 Bernie, Bobby Byrne
orch. Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Irma Goes West” (Par) with
Louis Prima orch, Gary Morton,
Modernaires heading stage bill (2d
wk), held to big $78,000 after smash

—

$98,000 opener. Second week jus- 84)—“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and
tified additional time but locked- “Mystery Star”
(M-G) (5th wk).
booking on stageshows prevented Great $6,000. Last week, $9,800.
holdover a third or longer.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$ 1.50) 84)— “Flame and Arrow” (WB) arid
—“All Quiet ori Western Front” “Armored Car Robbery” (RKO).
(Indie) (reissue) (4th wk). Third \ Smash $15,000.
Last week, “Kid
(Continued on page 22)
6tanza ended last night (Tues.) con:
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Wednesday, August 16* 1950

ICE

CREAM AND

Samuel Goldwyn has reached into the
heart of the American home to make
you laugh— to make you cry a little—
to make you live again your happiest
moments! This is a picture filled not
only with romantic magic and nostalgia, but with all the tender things, the
daily excitements, the joyous wonder
of life in America today!
•

•

•

*

(

'A

v«r-

S’

AS HEDDA HOPPER SAYS: “IT’S
THE KIND OF PICTURE AMERICA
HAS BEEN SCREAMING FOR.”
No wonder it’s also the picture that’s
bringing joy and happiness to exhibitors

everywhere!

Distributed by

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

INC.

A

A

7

Starring

s

*

ANN

BLYTH

FARLEY GRANGER

JOAN EVANS
..JANE WYATT
03

Directed by
Written by F.

DAVID MILLER

HUGH HERBERT

Director of Photography:

LEE GARMES,

A.

S.C
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LONDON OPFrCi

9 St. Martin'* Pl«c«« Trafalgar Square

Heat Wilts London’s Bank Upbeat;

20th Sets Ugast

as Hypo

ind

Edward Ugast, 20th-Fox’s man-

ager in Cuba, has been tapped by
the company to take over the post
of Far Eastern supervisor. Ugast,
yivj
A1UUI/
A U11VJ * U1IIH
currently in New York for the past
few weeks, returns to Havana to
wind up his Chores before shoving
off for Singapore; his hew h.q.
In his new spot, film exec will Hope’s ‘Pants* In Fancy
in
supervise 20th’s. operations
Loiujon
Outlook
London, Aug. 8.
India, Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon,
London^ 4iig. 15.
Impetus to the boxoffice from
Siam, Singapore, Indonesia, Philppines, Hong Kong, French Indo“Fancy Pants/* new Bob Hope
the extended Bank 'Holiday week- Par to Release ‘Trio’ In
China and Japan.
end was to some extent tempered
cpmedy, teed off here last week
America china,
North
South
which
^vith
for
been
heatwave,
has
20th
Ugast
sudden
by the
at the Plaza with the biggest busi“Trio,” the J. Arthur Rank-Sydthe past four years. Prior to that ness ever done by an American
gave London its hottest spell since
Box-Gainsborough
production
ney
he served with Paramount and filrh at this house. Initial' week
early June.
There were only thre.e pew West- of three short stories in one flim, United Artists.
looks to hit an all-time high. ShowEnd bills. Bob Hope’s “Fancy which preemed about two weeks
ing .was made despite unfavorable
Pants” at the Plaza, with a hefty ago at the Odeon in London, will
weather. Crix appraisal' was high.
released in the U. S. and Can- Karlsbad Film Festival
$5,500 in first four days, shapes be
Paramount is bringing in "Sunwell
as
Central
and
ada
as
South
biggest U. S. pic to play this house.
this week, with
set Boulevard”
British-made “Trio” looks a first America by Paramount# London
For
Only a Platform
opening scheduled for Aug. 18 at
week at powerful $11,800 in the crix rated it on a par. with “Quarthe Carlton.
“Rocketship tet,” also ,a series of Somerset
Square.
Leicester
Lauding Soviet Genius
X-M” is big $8,000 in first London Maugham short stories, for class
theatres.
Vienna, Aug. 8.
Pavilion week.
Witii Western prjess correspon“Trio” was a cq-rproduction venMost holdovers continue steady.
capitalists in
’than
scarcer
dents
"Annie” is holding firmly at the ture for Rank and Par in England.
Czechoslovakia, news of the recent
n
Empire with nice $18,800 in its
Karlsbad Film Festival filters out,
“Odette” took a fine
fifth week.
mostly via dispatches to local com$5,300 in its third Cariton week
mie newspapers. Naturally these
while “Treasure Island” shapes
stories have featured panegyrics for
solid in second New Gallery stanza.
any and all celluloid originating
"Wooden Horse,” which opened
Buenos Aires, Aug. 8.
Eyeeast of the Iron Curtain.
day-date at Ritz and Rialto, startWith the renewal of U. S. film
from
article
in
opener
recent
a
these
ed off to standout business at
imports jto Argentina in the offing,
Karlsbad was a rave piece about a local pik producers are beginning
small-sea ters.
Red Chinese pic called, “China’s to realize they have wasted a great
All estimates are net, and don’t
Mexico City, Aug* 8.
Daughter,” which as far as known opportunity afforded by the long
Include admission tax. Admission
U. S. film distributors in Mexico has not been shown in the western
prices listed are inclusive of tax.
hiatus since March, 1949, when
playof
big
in
drop
are fearful
a
countries. Writer did handsprings Yank films stopped coming in. InEstimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$1.60)— dates for American product here. over this one, exhausting the adjec- stead of trying hard to improve the
"Odette” (BL) (3d wk). Finished An upbeat in Mexican film produc- tive box to describe the sheer quality of product so as to comthis year over the record. 110 wonder of Soviet China’s film art.
at good $5,300, following seven tion
pete better with American fare,
weeks at the Plaza.
“Sunset pix. in 1949, and a surplus bf the- First it compared (unfavorably, of local studios went all out on
in relation to attendance are course) Metro’s “Dragon Seed,” reatres
Boulevard” (Par) opens Aug. 17/
quantity production. Hence, with
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$1.60)— prime factors responsible for this cently-shown in Vienna. An inter- the exception of less than 12 fairly
view with the pic’s director Lo good pictures, the general average
"Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and stage- feeling.
Mexican film production this Chin Yu quotes him saying he owes
show. Fifth week was big $18,800.
of this year’s product has been
hit a new high
Soviet disappointing. The good biz done
Continuing for at least two weeks year is expected to
it all to having followed
This figure
more with “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) of 130 new pictures.maxirhum
films.
Until the Red revolution in by native fare has been due mostly
outis 60 more than the
following.
China, he. said the “American to lack of imports and the great
the
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 45-$1.60) put intended by the industry inorigmonopoly” made it impossible for hike in city populations.
current year. Industry people
—“Waterfront” (GFD) (2d wk).
the Chinese themselves to shoot
Despite this, the government
that by' keeping producPoor $5,000. Stays a third round, inally felt
anything more than documentaries seems determined to keep up the
tion down to 70 emphasis could.be
with “Rogues Sherwood Forest’*
all
is
that
Now
shorts.
and
rate of local production, raw stock
put on quality rather than quan(Col), opening Aug; 17.
being Included among essential
This outlook stemmed from changed.
tity.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Story also mentions formation of goods authorized for import withthe not-to-healthy business done by
“Trio” (GFD).
(1,753; 45-$1.60)
the industry with last year’s record a World League of Film Workers. out use of exchange.
Excellent first week expected at
turnout. Up to July 31 of this year, Officers are all Russkis except “the
The industry is excited over the
$11,000 or over. Stays on indef.
pix were released, with 60 more American journalist David Platt.” coming of Mexican director “El
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45- 70
Delayed reports indicated that Indio” Fernandez, inked by Luis
expected before the end of 1950.
$1.60):
“Rocketship X-M” (E^clu-.
The 117 theatres -operating here the whole festival Was turned into Cesar Amadori for Argentina Sono
give) and “Baron of Arizona” (Exare proving too much for a poten- a mass anti-American demonstra- Film. Fernandez is expected to diclusive).
Surprisingly sock $8,000
tial public of only 300,000 in a near tion. While "The Heiress” was not rect Zully Moreno. “Dios se lo
looms. Holds.
Exhlbs are even mentioned, Edward Dmytryk’s Pague” is the screen story which
3,000,000 population.
New Gallery (CMA) (1,376; 45- beefing
about all the gravy of their “Give Us This Day” was loudly Amadori used for the first Argen$1.60)— “Treasure Island” (RKO)
best day, Sunday, being copped by cheered and declared as "real tine film teaming Moreno and
(2d wk). British-made Disney still only two of the 20 first-run houses, representation of the progressive Arturo de
Cordova.
nice at $5,000 in second week here, of which 12 are frontline. These American motion picture indusPepe Iglesias, whose picture
after
five
weeks at Leicester two theatres are the new 4,500-seat try:”
“Avivato” has so far proved the
Square. Continues indef.
Cine Roble and the 14-year-old
top grosser of the year ($152,810
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) 3,500-seat Cine Alameda. Trend
for 25 weeks), just arrived from
45-$1.60)
“Panic
in currently is for patrons to attend
(2,200;
a trip to Mexico and the U. S.
Interiors
Streets” (20th). ~ Second stanza is only a few houses. About six the- Ealing to
when he was rushed to Sono
Stays
third,
good
very
$9,200.
atres are profiting from this setup
Film’s
20th-Fox Aussie Pic Assassinstudios to start’ rolling “An
week, with “White Tower” (RKO) while the others are suffering.
Wanted.” He is also under
due Aug. 17.
Sydney, Aug. 8.
It is not expected that there will
contract to make “El Heroico
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) 12,production
20th-Fox
Incoming
playing
in
of
American
dip
the
be a
Senor Bonifacio” for AAA.
“In Foreign Le200; 45-$1.60)
films in Mexico City because of the unit to do “The. Australian Story”
Thorry Working on. 2 Pix
gion” (GFD) and “Shakedown”
and
cosmopolitan (first called “The Bushranger” and
sophisticated
(UI) (3d wk).
Dropped to mod*
Juan Carlos Thorry, another
But then “Kangaroo”) will do all intastes of local theatregoers.
erate $5,500.
“The Gunfighter”
local
filmite, is being kept busy
the general feeling is that in the terior stuff at Ealing’s studio at
since he got back from working
(20th) starts Aug. 10.
provinces U. S. product practically Pagewood. Ealing has just taken
for Bolivar Films in Venezuela. He
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 45-$1.60)—
will be reduced to filler status, “Prelude” off the floor and will
is currently on two pictures simul"Fancy Pants” (Par).
New Bob with domestic
fare landing at least let the U. S. unit in prior to settaneously
Hope starrer did powerful $5,500 two-thirds of the playing time.
for Mapol, making “Conting new pic, “Robbery Under
cierto de Baston” with Elisa Galve
in first four days, and opening
modern
most
is
the
Arms.” Studio
as co-star, and another musical.
week may top great $10,000. Holds.
in Aussie.
Alberto Closas has been picked
Rialto ILFP) (660; 45-$1.60)— Olivier’s ‘Carvallo’ In
Incoming unit includes Robert to co-star
with Maria Felix in the
"Wooden Horse” (BL).
Sturdy
Snody, associate producer; Mark picture
she is due to make in
$5,600, and continuing standout.
Kirk, art director; Saul Wurtzell,
Preem
London
Strong
Argentina
for
Ritz
'M-G)
45-$1.60)—
Interamericana.
(432;
assistant director; Charles Clark,
Pedro Lopez Lagar had. been inLondon, Aug. 15.
"Wooden Horse” (BL). First week’s
Wurzell,
in
Paul
cameraman;
tended for this originally. Imperio
presented
Olivier
Laurence
$5,000 is near house record. Concharge of sets.
Argentina has inked a deal to make
tinuing at capacity.
“Captain Carvallo,” a comedy by
a musical picture for Cosmos Film,
Warners (WB) (1,735; 45-$1.60) Denis Cannan, as the second prowith Mexican director Antonio
—“Damned Don’t Cry” (WB) (2d duction of his management policy
Current London Shows
Momplet doing the megging. It is
wk). Down to poor $5,600. “Colt at St. James’ on Aug. 9,
Show
.45” (WB) and “Night Unto Night” opened to an enthusiastic recepcalled “Cafe Concert.”
( Figures show weeks of rim)
(WB) open Aug. 11. *
tion after some weeks on a provinLondon, Aug. 15.
cial tour, with individual hits reg“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (6).
istered by Diana Wynyard, Peter
“Beau Stratagem,” Lyric (68).
U.S. Negro Actors
“Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (68),
Finch,' Richard Goolden, James
“Capt. Carvallo,” St. Jas. (1).
Donald as partisan and opposing
For So. African ‘Country’
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (10).
factors in a country under disIN
“Castle in Air,” Savoy (36).
GUITRY
puted occupation.
Johannesburg, Aug. 6.
“Cocktail
Party,”
(15).
New
Amusing
all
dialog and general
Paris, Aug. 15.
Immigration difficulties over en“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (7).
Sacha Guitry is putting finishing round excellence of acting and ditry into South Africa of American
“Don’t Lose Y’r He’d,” Sav’le (2).
touches on his new play “Mad- rection give promise of a successNegro actors Canada Lee, Charles
“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (42).
ness.” Contrary to his usual cus- ful season.
Mcrae and Sidney Poitier, to take
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (45).
tom, he will not act himself, letleading roles in film “Cry the Be“Golden City,” Adelphi (9).
ting Fernandel do terpsing honors.
loved Country,” have been over“Heiress,” Hay market (81).
Special Israel Newsreel
Before “Madness” he first will
come after application to the Min“His Excellency,” Princess (12).
produce at the Gymnase a new
ister of the Interior.
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (14).
Tel Aviv, Aug. 8.
version of his 35-year-old play,
“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (23).
Certain conditions have been
Alexander Sarment, chief editor
“Ice-Capades,” Empress (12).
"Debureau.” In this he will ap- of the Gaumont newsreel of Paris,
laid down, chiefly that the men are
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (47).
pear with, his wife, Lana Marconi. w'ho arrived here about a month
brought to South Africa for the
“Knights Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (22). sole purpose of appearing
ago, advised that a new venture of
in the
“Latin Quarter,” Casino (22).
film, and that they will take no
combining world news with local
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (4).
Levy to Col International
news items in one reel with the
part in politics during their stay.
“Oklahoma,” Stoll (167).
William M. Levy, formerly an Hebrew language would start with“Ring Around Moon,” Gl’be (29). The actors are due in here soon.
Administrative exec with the Mo- in a few weeks.
Shooting on the film started
“Seagulls Sorrento/ Apollo (9).
tion Picture Export Assn., moved
It is understood that Gaumont
Aug., immediately after the arrival
“Streetcar,” Aldwych (45).
to Columbia Pictures International would send its weekly edition to
of
producer Zoltan Korda and
“Touch & Go,” Wales (13).
Monday (14) as member of con- Israel, where it would be combined
“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (114), cameraman Robert Krasker, at the
tinental sales staff.
with local clips. A Hebrew sound
village of Ixopo, where technicians
“Worm's View,” Comedy (173).
With the MPEA for the last year, track would be added and then rehave spent some time building a
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Levy was assistant to Irving Maas. leased in Israel cinemas.
“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (35).
Zulu village.
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Sydney, Aug.
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1% In Mex

on this pic.- It is fairly much a
matter qf dollars; and. pounds.
Current position is that for every
1,000 pounds* worth of dollars
brought into the territory by U. S.
production units, the local value
,

Mbs

.

ample,

.

Fix Boat

A.

(

nicesetup from an American

J

will

Watch the 20th-FOx

ment

closely,

Aussie production. Indications are
that overtures will be made to

New York chiefs -by their local
reps for the greenlight on production for early in ’51, with that
one-third added valuation as the
major comeon.
Nearness to L. A. a Factor
favoring
argument
Another
Aussie production today is that
stars and production crews can be
flown to the territory from Los
Angeles in three days.
Where Yank majors favor outdoor yarns, like “Story,” it is
figured that Australia is ideal. Any
major studio work could be done
back in Hollywood, it’s pointed out
here, fast transport now making
this possible and thereby clipping
off time wastage and local studio

—

—

costs.

General opinion is that if the
20th-Fox production experiment
succeeds (it is figured here that
it will), other majors will be setting plans for a general Aussie
production upbeat pronto.
i

‘FRANCIS,’ DISNEY BIG

Do

HITS IN COPENHAGEN

.

On

Copenhagen, Aug.

dominated by typically^
a
film
American military humor to make
such a hit— but the talking mule
is the talk of the town currently.
That “Pinocchio” is a hit at
Paladsteatret is no- surprise. Since
the war years this film has laid
here in Danish version and waited
for the valuta situation to clear
up. The tunes from the film were
published here eight years ago and
a radio version of the film has
been broadcast three times over
the state radio. But despite this
Danish youngsters are taking their
parents to see it. It is now in the
11th week.
Other current clicks are the
Swedish “Thirst” (FCP), written

.*

>

8.

Biggest film surprise here is
“Francis” (U), doing terrific biz at
the big Palladium where now in
its ninth week. Few here: expected

>

'

and

OK

.

.experi-

no statements as yet
have come from any of them on

;

,

fi-

nancial viewpoint, since giving the
U. 15. company a $450,000 production for actual coin outlay of only
ahout $300,000.
While it can he readily understood why other U. S. majors
operating in the Down Under zone
.

‘

FERNANDA. TO STAR
NEW
PLAY

For ex-

•

.

—

one-third.

20th-Fox spends 200,000

if

pounds on “Story/* the dollar
valuation would add on another
66,000 poqpds. In. other words,
20th-Fox
would
get
200,000
pounds of film production for
around 134,000 pounds in Aussie
coinage. Of course, this makes it

For Yank Films

—

upped by

is

:

Dates

8.

.-'Oiie of the major reasons for
the sudden interest on* the part of
U..‘S. distribs to break into the
Aussie production field is the continued devaluation of the Aussie
pounds it is reported in the trade
here: Eftst to enter the local field
is 20th-Fbx with “The Australian
Story.” Early September is the date
set for cameras tb start grinding

i

by Birgit Tengroth,
who recently was married to the
Danish trade minister Jens Otto
Krag. Paramount’s “Connecticut
Yankee” at Scala-Bio ran for a
month. Danny Kaye’s “Song Is
Born” at Alexandra is in its 6th
week.
played

Williaitis

For

Eyes Magnani

New Broadway Show

Rome, Aug. 8.
Playwright Tennessee Williams,
spending the summer in Rome this
year, has been conferring with
.

Anna Magnani

for a role in his

next play intended for Broadway.
Miss Magnani speaks some English,
but feels that her knowledge of the
language is not adequate at this
time for the American stage. Last
year, the actress made “Vulcano”
with an English version, but that
was different because she could
dub in her lines at the studio.
In the meantime, Williams is
eyeing Lea Padovani.
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Wednesday, August

NLRB Refuses to Pass
On Theatre-IA Row

Wald-Krasna Four-Point

Washington, Aug.

0
shoot nor overshoot,

Hughes

will
be handled
Publicity
within the framework of Perry
stqdio flackery, but
Lieber’s
W-K will] assign a special publicity coordinator to each project
to handle the film exclusively from
inception through national release.
Wald also declared the Unit
#
wouldn’t make a picture unless it
could come up with satisfactory
and convincing answers on the
following 10 questions:
“1. Do we avoid the making Of

chief the $100,000 he gave
Warner Bros, to let Wald out of his

30 Pix Per

by repaying the

option

RKO

RKO

pact
While W-K- began operations
this week, first contractual yeRi> of
the agreetfu&t doesn’t expire until
Dec. 31, 1051; iUnit will make a
maximum of 12 -a year for the five
years and will share profits equally
with RKO.
Aside from the 60% financing
provided by the banks, RKO will
put up 40% in studio facilities,
•

an average film?

v

Hollywood, Aug,

15.

National Labor Relations Board
yesterday (14) declined to take
jurisdiction in a row between the
State theatre, Terre Haute* and

Continued from page 5

3,

15.

Can we

up audience

build

“3. A\7T)iiid there
.

be audience re-

sistance?

type of audience does
the picture appeal to?
“5. What basic emotions does it
contain?
“6. How can we best sell the
picture?
“7. What personalities are in it?.
"4.

What

steady flow of pictures into the moved to dismiss the petition herecompany’s exchanges.
in oh the ground that it would riot
talent and cash.
RKO will also Many of the indie pix will be effectuate the policies of the act
provide completion bonds,
in this case.
made on the company’s own lot to to assert jurisdiction
Although the employer’s bperaassist iii carrying the plant’s overtions affect commerce; within the
head and organization. Firm’s own meaning of the act, we find that
operations are essentially local
the
production /program, which diOhio Critic’s
in character and, further, that the
minished
somewhat
under
the
Continued from page 3
employer is not an integral part of
Hughes regirqA during the past
interstate chain of the type
York familiar with the inside on year, will reportedly remain at its an
over which we have asserted juBischoff
present
pace,
Sam
with
the Kremlin deal declared that
The reference 'here
risdiction.”
was to the Balaban & Katz Princess
Marsh’s attack was made in igno- supervising the output.
the
anticipated
that
It’s
ajiso
Akron/
theatre,
rance of the facts and that Wood’s
W-K slate will Replace most of the
followup was a capitalization oii fhigb-budgeter& fotmerly made by
it for personal publicity.
Marsfi-i the studio itisel££ Besides- W-K,
asserted that in light of “what is RKO currently- has releasing comB; 0.

Are

these

.

—

who

lives of those

see it?”

probably be “Stars and Stripes”
yarn about United Service Organizations to be made with Govern*

'

.

spring.

Tri-point program includes: 1,
pictures and more films
of, superior, quality and broad appeal to the. fUmgoing public; 2. A
more extensive public- and trade
\

More “A”

merchandising program; 3. An expansion of autonomy operations in
branch offices iii order that the
company’s accelerated production
program will be facilitated in
reaching the nation’s theatres.
With a view to the requirements
of theatremen, prexy Spyros Skouras and production chief Darryl F.
Zanuck planned a production boost
earlier this year, out of which came
a release slate of three major pictures monthly, start’ ig in September;
At Skouras* suggestion, the
Continued from page 3
firm appropriated a “huge sum”, to
Louis is good to smash even in the help merchandise 11 top films
face of. a tram strily.
which are to be released over a
Kansas City reports the boxof- ^7-week period;
reafter
a
That a biz upswing: is already
fice continuing strong
cent upturn. Providence is on the looming, Smith declared, is evidenced
by the fact that Labor Day
upgrade while Omaha is v mostly week bookings for
“The Black
nice. Chicago also is doing excel- Rose*’ already include a total of
lent trade. No films in Louisville 519 theatres: in the U; S. and Canare doing less than okay. Minne- ada. Figure represents a new company record for day-and-date bookapolis reveals a much improved ings on a single 20th-Fox picture.
tone while Pittsburgh is perking Set for September distribution,
Both Cincinnati and aside from “Rose,” are “My Blue
strongly.
Denver reveal okay to smash tak- Heaven” and “Panic in the Streets.”

the Motion Picture Export Assn,
should revise *Rs plan for sending
20 Hollywood pictures to Russia.”
Film men were burned at the
implication in Marsh’s column and
Wood’s wire that the proposed deal
with ’Mbs
Was being made by
the 'MRBA solely as a profit-making venture and to the detriment
of the’ U. S. Actually, they pointed

tige hoxoffice films at the rate of

Upgrade

about two annually.
Other indie RKO filmmakers
include Howard Hawks, who holds
a contract to make “The Big Sky”
and one more; Sol Lesser delivers
USO would!
ment cooperation.
one “Tarzan” yearly; Skirballdickered for the lead. Story is one
Manning holds' a pact for a series
of eight Wald-Krasna originals
of films; while the same applies to
which they threw into the deal for
the Ida Lupino-Collier Young Film$1 each.
Seven other of the first nine fea- out, if the kremlin pushed hard makers unit. Edmund Grainger
will deliver three annually, and
tures involved are originals by enough and promised to show the
Danger,” recently completed
W-K combo. These are ‘'Size 12,” pix, it could get them for nothing byCryOlympic
Productions, will also
referring to a model in the dress or practically nothing. The idea,
T
through
RKO.
go
ings.
designing industry; “Behave Your- they said, was not to make money,
Some fancy returns are being
self,” which angles the. teenagers; but to get U. S. product shown
registered currently by Washing“Easy Going,” with Danny Kaye behind the Iron Curtain. Every
L. A. has
ton and Philadelphia,
considering
the
starring
role; pic on the list being made available
Pix Profits
snapped out of the doldrums of re“Country Club,” a commentary on to the Russians is said to carry a
Continued' from page 3
cent stanzas while Buffalo, too, is
the social scene; “The Strong propaganda message for democracy:
Arm” a crime yarn; “Call Out the if, for no other reason, it only ported for the first six mdnths of chipping; in w ith sturdy to sock
American
the
Soviets
the
Seattle, which has been
showed
totals.
Marines” and “Mother Knows
1950.
very slow in recent months, reBest” which combines the talents standard of living and the freedom
Slight operating gain is shown by ports three big biz-getters this
enjoyed by. the common man.
of Mae West and Jane Russell.
Deal about which Marsh squawk- RKO foCits second quarter of ’50. frame. Indianapolis continues lagOnly pic not drawn from an
also remains
is fixed at $31 f, 119, including gard while Boston
Net
original script in the first group ed was made by Eric Johnston,
capital assets. spotty.
will be “The Harder They Fall” MPEA and Motion Picture Assn, $100,113 on sale - of
‘Treasure Isle* Tops
from Budd Schulberg’s book about of America prexy, in Moscow in Second semester of *49 cartie to $1,capital gains
Pacing the field this session is
prize-fighters. First film should go October, 1948, It called for mini- 169,557 but it included,
per
company
that
the
at
of
sale
of
so
mum
pix
$50,000
$1,499,397,
“Treasure
Island” (RKO), which is
20
before the cameras in eight weeks.
actually lost arofifid $330,000 in its edging out “Three Little Words”
Duo expect to exercise options dur- pic. Since then the Russians have
misinterpretation, say- operations.
(M-G) for top honors on Variety’s
ing the month on^six novels, four claimed a
ing they didn’t guarantee to take
Comparatively bad first quarter weekly list. “Words,” which was
plays and five screen originals.
Irprice
$50,000.
20/
nor
the
was
champ
last week, is a strong secWhile profit participation of writfor RKO has pulled down its overving Maas, MPEA v. p. and genond.
Third place goes to “Our
ers, directors and thespers will
all net for the half year as against
manager, has been to Moscow
Very Own” (RKO), although just
come out of the Wald-Krasna 50% eral
the six-month stretch of ’49. In
once, and Louis Kanturek, associgetting started in the keys.
share in a film’s net earnings, RKO
European rep, 1950, the take is measured at $417,eastern
ation’s
Fourth money is being taken by
topper Howard Hughes has assured
capital sales of
(including
076
twice, and have offered to renethem that RKO will occasionally gotiate to Soviet satisfaction if it $300,770), compared with $2,207,- “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G), fifth
last
roimd and up among the win’49
studio
chip in from its share. RKO
in
(including $1,500,485 in
will just make up its mind and 0.37
“711
ners for several weeks.
chief is said to be in full accord
capital sales).
order a group of pix.
Ocean Drive” (Col) is finishing
with the plan.
Wait on B. O.
propaganda
film
men
Soviet
and
fifth
while
“Panic
Streets”
(20th)
in
Sticky point that held up conNo big advance can be registered is sixth.
“The Furies” (Par)
summation of the deal during eight have looked at some 60 pix which
Moscow by by the majors until they manage will cop seventh spot, with “Desweeks of negotiation was the de- have v been taken to scanned two
have
kanturek
and
to revive gross revenues on both tination Moon” (EL) a close eighth.
gree of autonomy the. unit would
In distribution and exhibition.
lists of more than 200 titles.
Al“Flame and Arrow” (WB), “Kiss
have, since RKO would be putting
addition they’ve had embassy reps though fairly solid net gains have Tomorrow
Goodbye” (WB), “Annie
lip coin and releasing the pix, Comin various parts of the world report shown up among the Companies, Get
Gun” (M-G) and “Broken Arromise was finally reached with
on every U. S. pic made. But they notably in the instances of Colum- row” (20th) round out the
Golden
Siughes. Under the plan, W-K will still insist they can’t find 20 suitbia and Universal, an overall im- Dozen.
“A. & C. in Foreign Lesubmit stories to be. bought or de- able ones.
They’ve tentatively provement must wait out a recov^ gion”
(U) and “Stella” (20th ) are
veloped to Hughes and he will be settled
on 11, including “Madame ery of *the b.o. pace.- Upped nets runner-up films.
required to notify them within one Curie,” “The
“The have stemmed from economies in
Yearling,”
Week of any objection.
Four great new entries were unWizard Of Oz,” “Captain Kidd” the studios and in the sale of pix
If after discussion they do not
and “Tarzan’s New York Adven- rather than a business resurgence. veiled in the current session. By
agree, they may ask for independ- ture,” but say they don’t want
far the most outstanding appears
^Latest reports filed with the Se* to be “Sunset Boulevard” (Par),
ent arbitration of the point. Same them shipped in until they’ve seen
formula will be applied to hiring more.
curities & Exchanges Commission which is breaking the non-holiday
of players to be billed above the
illustrate the point. Par’s gross for week record at the vast N. Y. MuMPEA execs are inclined to the
title of any pic.
quarter ended June 30, accord- sic Hall. It also shapes socko in
think the whole deal is merely a
In line with an agreement with
ing to an SEC report just filed, is Buffalo.
“Louisa” (U) looms as
gag through which the Rujss execs
another potentially great pic,, with
the Bankers Trust Cb., N. Y., which
amuse themselves by seeing’ Amer- $18,740,000. Estimate of the nine- close
is administering the bank loan to
to $70,000 likely on first Chimonths last year comes to some
ican films.
finance the pix, there is a ceiling
Such figure would
$64,000,000 pointing up the decline. cago week,
of about $900,000 oii each film. In
On a ratio basis it is some $2,500,- mean the greatest at the Chicago,
the event the budget goes higher,
where playing, of any film this
000 behind.
bank won’t gor beyond $550,000
RKO’s statement with the SEC summer, and near the all-time mark
FC-EL
there,
(60% of approximately $900,000),
discloses a gross of $21,480,000 (in.Continued from page 4
so RKO will have to Increase its
“Summer Stock” (M-G) also
cluding its theatre chain) for the
second-money contribution. Thus
which ended July 1. looks a winner on the basis of two
is
completely
unsatis- quarter
FC cut
RKO will have specific budget ap- the
Against this figure, its SEC state- dates in L A. this week.
Confactory.
proval of any pic running beyond
Bernhard has asked MacMillen ment for the same semester of ’49 victed” (Col), good in Frisco, is
that sum,
smash
in
Philly
and
trim in CleveThat in turn
for a new meeting, with the latter showed $21,900,000.
Mellon National Bank of Pitts- Consenting. MacMillen, however, was some $3,500,000' behind the land. “Pretty Baby” (WB), slow in
burgh, with which Hughes’ various has indicated that he will neither year before.
L. A., is big in Louisville, hot in
manufacturing and other enter- change the FC cut on fees nor
Equivalent per-share earnings for Buff and fine in Cleve.
prises regularly do business, is par- consider any granting of stock in- Par (based on $2,826,000 for the
“In Lonely Place” (Col), fair in
ticipating with Bankers in the loan. terest in ELC to Bernhard unless half year) amounts to $1.07 per Buffalo, is okay in Philly.
“Kind
It is believed to be the first indie the latter can bring in nfew financ- share on 2,641,544 shares outstand- Hearts and Coronets” (EL) is solid
financing in which Mellon has en- ing.
ing on July 1. Since that date Par in Philly and strong in N. Y.
tered,.
To protect his company from a has acquired additional stock for “Winchester 73” shapes sock in
Terms of the deal were embodied threatened suit by Kaufman, Mac- retirement, thereby slicing the total Providence.
in a 15-page memo of agreement Millen has already ordered his outstanding to 2,615,648. It leaves
“Peggy” (U) looks nice in Washsighed after a continuous 24-hour sales force to stop selling FC films. a narrow margin if the company ington and
great
in
Seattle.
negotiating session 'just as the in all, there are only 10 of these continues paying Its regular $2 “Friend Irma Goes West” (Par)
eigm-wecK negouaung period came -left since most producers removed yearly dividend.
still is big in second week at N. Y.
to an end. If the parties hadn’t their product from the Bernhard
rKo ’s earnings are equivalent to Paramount.
agreed then, Wald could have ob- company and turned them directly 11c per share compared to 57c per
( Complete Poxoffice Reports
tained
his
freedom from the over to ELC.
share lor the six months of ’49.
on Pages 12-13
First story under, the deal will

a

:

.

4

adopting

is

^

Rap

insurmountable
production problems?
'9. What
does the story have
that no other film has had before?
mitments with' at least eight indie
going on all over thfe world
“10. Does the picture tell an inand
particularly in Korea and t^e producers. Samuel GoldWyn
teresting story touching on the United Nations: Security Council, Walt Disney will contribute pres“8.

Twentieth-Fox

of 30 films a.
accruing to it pert and three 6t:her; theatres, one cording to sales chief Andy W..
from outside producers. Hefty in- in St. Mathews, ky., are owned by Smith, Jr. These needs, it Was pointdependent celluloid supply also the William Rosenthal family of ed; out in New York last week, are
based uppn
poll of thousands of
indicates .tbe fopolicy of Howard Indianapolis.
exhibitors who attended the comNLRB found: “The union has pany’s showmanship conclaves last
Hughes to irisui^ ia sufficient and

]

;

anticipation?

For 20th-Fox
va

With a guarantee of 12 features IATS^l. Request forJj^p^^p:.:|tep three-point Campaign for its forthcoming. Branch Managers Testiannually from: |he Wald-Krasna in
from
plonial from Sept. 3-Dec. 30 to reoutfit* RKO ..now. has a -minimum
Wilflect the needs of the industry, acCo.,, operator of thc theatre/

.
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Seymour Nebensal bought “The
Marines’ First Spy,” authored by
John L. Zimmerman, for indie production as United Artists releast
. . . James A. FitcFatrlck, the Traveltalk producer, is starting a new
series dealing with the people,
rather than the geography of the
countries he visits

Devils.”

.

.

Lund

loaned John
one of the

top
.

.

.

Paramount

.

to 20th-Fox for
spots in “Fire

David Wayne

shifts

from 20th-Fox

to UI on loanout for
the Joe role in Bill Mauldin’s “Up
Front.”
. Warners handed a term
pact to Lucille Norman, radio
thrush, starting Nov. 1.
Zero
Mostel joined “The Enforcer” cast
.

.

.

.

.

at Warner’s . .
Arthur Lubin sold
the screen rights to “Rhubarb” to
Paramount and will 'move into thif
studio in October as director^
.

Dewey Robinson is playing his
500th film role in “At War With
the Army,” co-starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
Howard E.
Barnick, recently with Walt Disney,
is the new assistant studio manager
at Eagle Lion . . . Andy Deviie
signed for one of the top roles
in Metro’s “The Red Badge of
Courage.”
Bob Hope’s nephew
Hank, plays a hoodlum in “The
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lemon Drop Kid”

at Paramount
Dore Schary returned to his
desk at Metro after a siesta lit
Coronado. .“Apache Drums” is
the new title for “War Dance”
at UI
Jack Sher’s, writer contract renewed for a year by Paramount. Sidney Picker will produce “Cuban Fireball,” starring
Estelita Rodriguez, at Republic.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Ruth Roman is the first star assigned to “I Posed As a Communist
For the F. B. I.” at Warners
Carol Varga signed a term plajTf
contract at UI
Frank Seltzer
signed Edmond O’Brien to star In
“The Gentleman and the Redr
head,” which the actor co-authored
with his brother Liam
Ron
Ormond bought “Longhorn,”, writ.

,

.

.

ten. by

.

.

Marty Green, for indie

pro-

duction .
Jesse Lasky, Jr,, drew
a writer contract at Columbia call*
ing for $500 a week
Columbii
.
assigned Fred M. Packard to produce two swashbucklers, “Lochin*
var” and “Bardelys the Magnificent
Piper Laurie played the
femme lead in “The- Prince Was I
Thief” at UI.
Robert Arthur \yill produce “The
Story of Will Rogers” as the fiist
picture undefc his new contract at
Warners ... Slapsie Maxle Rosenbloom signed to star in “The Adventures of Skip-a-long Rosenbloom,” a travesty on oaters to be
produced by Wally Kline at General Service Studios
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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RKO

(Continued from page 12)
Last week, “Broken Arrow” (20th),

900-seat

his

In an election held in New York
yesterday (Tuesday), to determine
What union should represent

PHILADELPHIA

Gopher, former
Paramount circuit first-run “B”
Monogram appointed W. A. house, which the big chain reJohnson acting manager* of its Des linquished in compliance with the
for

publicists and artists, Local 230Sign
Pictorial Display Workers

&

•

fine $18,000 for third stanza.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- ’AFL triumphed. Balloting gave Lo99)—'“Furies” (Par) (2d wk), Still cal 230 26 Votes while three emneati at $13,000. Last" week, sturdy ployees voted for no union at all.
'
^
Election took place after the Na$17,500.“
Karlion (Goldman) (1,000; 50- tional Labor Relations Board per99.)— “Annie Get Gun’ (M-G) (2d mitted the RKO group to bargain
wk).
Fancy $7,000;
Last week, individually rather t h a ri partici-

Moines exchange, taking over for consent decree* He now owns and
George Taif who is on leave of operates. RKO already has apArthur L. Mayer, vet filmite
absence because of illness*
proved the demand,
Mixup in a three-way firsfcrun
Harold Field, owner of a 30- named by COMPO’s board of dideal caused the Manchester thea- theatre circuit, believes that a re- rectors as its exec veepee, immetre, 1,600-seater, to serve a two- turn to the sort of attire that us- diately swung into action to get
week closing notice: on its em- ually made showmen conspicuous the all-industry org operating.
House is operated by in yesteryears is in order. He feels Mayer estimates that he needs a
ployees.
Southside theatres, headed by Roy that showmen should stand out in “substantial staff” if ai(jj the RecWolff explained that the their communities in every way, ommendations made by 'the board
Wolff.
theatre has been operating as a including appearance. Field pre- are to be carried out.- He is hudfirst-run outlet playing day-and- sented each house manager with dling with various applicants for
date with the Paramount Holly- a hew conspicuous plaid coat. the No. 2 exec spot in the group as
wood and Paramount Downtown Along with the coats have gone well, as with candidates for other
theatres for three months without directives from Field to Use them
Paramount product. He said the as a pattern for their attire henceMayer considers his new ppst “as
house will resume operations when- forth.
the’ biggest and most important job
ever first-run product with the two
He. has had a
I have ever held.”
other' Paramount theatres is availlong line of industry and Governable.
ment
posts and is currently film
John Zomnir, Eagle Lion Clas- consultant to the Emonomic Coopsics sales chief and manager of the
Mayer
eration
Administration.
exchange here before the
Alliance Theatres wound up their E-L
with Film Classics, is leav- believes he will have to resign that
18-week drive, in Which house man- merger
job.
taking
He
the
question
is
up
for San Francisco to work unagers compete for prizes totalling ing
der James Hendel, who is super- with ECA officials.
$5,000.
regarded
as
His
appointment
is
six ELC branches on
Balaban and Katz circuit con- vising head of
the West Coast. Hendel was Zorn- a strong move by COMPO board
cluded* its 13-week showmanship
nir’s immediate predecessor at old members', since he combines perdrive, with awards presented in a
With sonal popularity with a thorough
exchange.
luncheon- at. the Bismarck Hotel* E-L Pittsburgh
Stuart Jacobson to Cin- grounding in both industry and
'Winners of a two-week, all-expense transfer of
ELC
salesman
new
office,
cinnati
Governmental (chores. His salary
trip to the Coast were Milton Ofhere is Joel Golden from .Cleve- will be $25,000 plus expenses.
ficer, manager of the Central Park
for
booker
local
who
Was
a
land,
For many years, Mayer operated
here; William Heasman, manager
years ago.
the Rialto theatre, Broadway action
of Plumb theatre, Streator, 111., Paramount 10
Kalmen Erdeky, manager of house. During that period he wrote
and Milton Brown, manager OrStrand in Greensburg, transferred extensively in a humorous vein on
pheum, Galesburg, 111.
by
Warners to the Ritz in Clarks- the patronage and problems of that
Theatre
Alliance
Gregory,
J.
S.
He was fretopper, returned from Richland, burg, W;*Va., where he" succeeds sort of operation.
late O/ Alton Rea, who died a quently dubbed the '“merchant of
the
Wash., after supervising construction of circuit's new house there. few weeks agft
of
the Rialto’s
because
menace’’
Bill Brooker, Par exploitation penchant for horror and mystery
Economy drive by Paramount’s

1

?

$ 8 000
,

Go to Town” and
It also accuses the
of forcing pictures in
violation of the consent decree.
Bennie Berger oi
President
Kettle

‘‘Francis.”

North Central Allied charges -that
distributor heads are to blame “for
'

the present poor business that theatres are suffering because they
don’t give exhibitors an inceptive
for exploiting pictures.’*
o v e, Paramount
In economy
branch discharged 11 office staff
members. With 33 employees still
left, however, it still will have one
of largest staffs of. any exchange

—

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)
“711 Ocean "Drive” (Col).
Sock
Last
week,
$23,000 or '“over.
Continued from page'4
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col),
$8,500 for second week.
the effect of the scale on attenStanton (WB) > (1,475; 50-99)— dance. These tests are being imSmash $16,- posed at the suggestion of the Big
“Convicted” (Col).
“Modern Mar- Ten, which is vitally interested in
000.
Last, week,
riage” (Mono), $7,500.
the potential of theatre TV.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)
If the Big Ten test goes over,
“Kind Hearts, Coronets” (EL) (4th
Last week, judged by its boxoffice attraction,
Big $4,500.
wk).
tremendous UP chain will be in
$5,500.
v
the_ field for other football tieiips,
with baseball looming as another

UP TV Try

(

—

K.C. Cool But Biz Hot;

lucrative possibility, Goldenson indicated. UP prexy who has always

been upbeat on the tremendous,

’Duchess’ Stout $20,000,

.

’Furies’ 13G, ’Trail’
Kansas City, Aug;
.Midland leads the town

potential of theatre TV, sees, the
likelihood
of
1,060
theatres
throughout the country latching on
to the movement once its earning
powers are demonstrated. High
cost of equipment presently is
recognized by Goldenson as a
deterrent but he predicts that

and move

:

Fox

;

—

LOUIS

ourians who sailed for Holy Year
pilgrimage to Rome.
The Sun, 1,500-seater in midtown St. Louis, recently opened to
cater to Negro trade, shuttered fbr

mm

AMERICAN

of

nedy

OUTDOOR

70 technicians headed

SERVICE

Service for

from Coast

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

SPORT5ER VICE CORP.
•

P6<utc

BUFFALO, N

WA

Y

and Peggy

DALLAS

2S06

film

Beach

Florida.

.

— East Coast ol
—season
or yearly.

County

Rentals

units.

„

•

COAST LINE-REALfY
Ann

Realtor
Boynton Beach. Florida
Sales* Hemes,

;

•

Barrett,

Income,

feuajnesi,

•

ftrmi, [ttc.

IN
pe ksoni

FRANCES

— R/oi—
SUMMER ICR

Sidewalk

Ends”

CARNIVAb

(20th).

—-

Sluggish
$13,000.
Last
week,
the control bill is passed by “Three Little Words’’ (M-G) (2d
Wk), fine $14,000.
the Senate.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
Attending the conclave were
MPA A prexy Eric Johnston, his -—“Panic in Streets” (20th). Sock
administrative
assistants
Joyce $9,000. Last week, “Henry V” (UA)
O’Hara and Edward Cheyfitz; gen- (reissue) (2d wk),-good $5,000.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)— “711
eral
counsel Sidney
Schreiber,
Ocean Drive” (Col). Firm $12,000.
treasurer Fred Du Val, legislative
Last week, “Flame and Arrow”
rep Jack Bryson and veepee Fran- (WB) (2d wk),
steady $10,000.
cis Harmon.
They represented the
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—
organization’s New York and Wash- “Kind Hearts” (EL): (5th-final wk).
ington
offices.
Delegates
also Okay $5,000 after $6,000 last week.
heard Johnston review the recently
negotiated Anglo-American monetary agreement.
(Continued fropi page 13)

the

Evalyn”

A

A

'

run)

plus

,

i

.

APirimoiiat Picture

'P4RA/VfO(/*r

Flo

$8,500.
(3,039;

59-84)—“BrokemAmriv^H^thHmd
“Triple Trouble” (Par). Trim $12^
000. Last week, “Stella” (20th) and
“Destination Murder” (RKO), $7.-

1

700.

BARBARA

STANWYCK
WAITIR
COREY HUSTON

WINOELl

Great $11,000. Last week, “Cariboo
(2d

v HAL WAUIS Production

s?,, " a|

(U), $8,800.

(20th)

Paramount Picture

Spectacular Stage Presentation

(

Trail”

HOLDEN • Gloria SWANSON
VON STROHEIM

Erich

Palomar (Sterling) 1 ,350; 40-5297)— “Peggy” (U) (2d run) plus Nellie
Lutcher heading stageshow.

Ash and revue onstage, nice
Paramount (Evergreen)

hall-*

“SUNSET BOULEVARD”
William

from Texas” (U) and “Adam and

at

city Music

Rockefeller Centir

SEATTLE

U.Sv Calls Joe Goetz

radio

•

.

.

|

44-80.)-^

(1,139;

$7,500.

“Where

3

Cincinnatti, Aug. 15.
Harper purchased
Col. Joseph F. Goetz, managed
by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Game!.
of
Mid-States
Capitol and Shubert
House would be open four nights
theatres, has been Ordered to reweekly.
Wa L. Anderson and R. W* Hen- port to Air Force headquarters in
drick bought the interest held by Washington Aug. 19 for temporary
Ri G. Gunter in Star Dust Drive- duty on a mobilization assignment.
-In which they operate at San
He was chief of motion picture
Angelo. Anderson arid Hendrick in and entertainment section before
turn; have sold an interest to Lee returning to inactive status last
Williams* in the ozoner.
March.

The Hartex

On fho ocean and lake front/ city;
town and country. Hotel, homos and

Dow head

cast contikgent here.
Lou Davidoff, for many years a
Stanley Warner exec, took over as
general manager of the A. M. Ellis
chain, Aug. 14.

Refreshment

(RKO)

1

j

when

International’s “Lights Out,” much
of which will be filmed in hearby
Phoenixvilie, and Valley Forge,
Pa.
Closing sequences will be
shot in Philadelphia. Arthur Ken-

fPORrStRVICt BLDG,

Keith’s

“Treasure Island” (RKO) 2d wk).
Spcko $12,000 after torrid $20,000
last week. Holds,
Metropolitan (Warner) (1.163; 4474)~“CongOlaise” (EL) and “Tension” (M-G). Okay $6,000. Last
week, .G* L Joe” (EL) (reissue), big
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)r-

by Director Mark Robson is in
town to begin shooting Universal-

% Contury

(Par), fair $4,000.

(Thurs,),

Continued from page

Crew

to Coast

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 12)
Last week, “Lawless”

average.

indefinite period.

PHILADELPHIA

REFRESHMENT,

'

I

AIRLINES

'

over

York tomorrow

be broken by mass as-

will

—

.

PlutTa*

“The logjam

first-runs.

’

TOA

Miami $35 non-stop Chicago $24

Midwest

—

is

Z?

,

Furies” is giving the Paramount a sembly methods.
nice week, and may hold. “TreasOther theatre TV proponents are
ure Island” continues strong in its
seebnd week at Missouri theatre. hailing the UP deal as the final
Cool summer weather still is a big break needed to demonstrate the
new medium’s drawing power. Preaid.
vious sports tests such as last
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (800; 45- year’s World Series never met the
and
(Indie)
“Passionelle”
requirements because they were
65)
“Torment” (Indie). Average $3,500. non-exclusive, it is pointed out.
Last week, “Port of New Y ork’ Big Ten has banned home tele*EL), and “Kill or Be Killed” (EL) casting of the games.
slim $2,000.
On this score, fact is cited that
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—
sponsorship of a Big Ten game
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
brought
in only $7,500 or there“Stafe Penitentiary” (Col). Getting
abouts while theatre TV, presents —
royal $20,000, and will go a sec*,
Last week, “Three Little the- football leaghe’ and others
ond.
Words” (M^G) and “Beware of around the country with far
Blondie” (Col) (2d wk), pleasing greater revenue possibilities; Paid
viewing in theatres, moreover,
$12,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)— would not hit attendance with the
(RKO) and same force as cuffo hearth-arid“Treasure
Island”
“Bunco Squad” (RKO) (2d wk). slipper telecasts.
Fast $9,000. Last week, $14,000.
Although it is creating a small
Paramount (United Par) (1.9Q0; Chi circuit -for the gridiron show45-65)
“The Furies” (Par). Fine ings, UP will go ahead with its
$13,000 and will hold. Last week, plans for other installations. Gold“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk), enson said. Once Chi and Detroit
$6,500.
houses are equipped, circuit inTower * Uptown - Fairway (Fox tends supplying theatre TV
to its
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65) Milwaukee
showcase. Circuit has
“Cariboo Trail”
(20th)
and not projected
its plans, further be“Love That Brute” (20th). Slow cause
the supply of equipment is
$10,000, and moves out after 6
still necessarily slow.
days. Last week, “Cactus Creek”
(U) and “One Way Street” (U),
same.

'

'•

.

sock $20,000 and
“Cariboo Trail” is slow at the three

BALTIMORE

in selected locations

15.

this
of Idaho,”
sure of holdover.

in the Pittsburgh-Philadelphia pix.
area, resigned and is being reDuring World War II, Mayer
placed by Mike Weiss_ fonnerly
served iff a number of posts. He
with 20th-Fox.
was
assistant coordinator of the
J. G. Carruthers, owner of Lee
He
and Guthrie theatres in Grove City, War Activities Committee.
also
atted as film consultant to the
named James G. Bell to manage
Secretary
War:
of
Additionally,
he
piloted
Bell
recently,
.Until
them.
the Penn and Victor in New held down the job of assistant to
Basil O’Connor, prez then of the
Castle, Pa.
Red Cross. In 1948-49 he trekked
to Germany to act as chief of the
motion picture branch of the
Military Government.
American
First subsequent-run nabes here
For many years Mayer was parttheir
scales
have started upping
this week, the Durkee chain lead- ner with Joseph Burstyn in a coming the way with a lift of a nickel pany distributing foreigri-lingo pix.
for all 30c and 35c houses. Rome That partnership broke' up alter
\' s
and Schwaber houses following suit his return from Germany.

expected to become general all over
town. No excessive beefing indiDowntown deluxers are
cated.
Talk
Mayer’s
standing pat on 60c and 65c tops.
Continued from pa|e 4
Latest addition to growing list
here.
El Lago, independent neighbor- of nabe deluxers, the Northwood,
of its members are affected
hood house, joining ranks of those opened in elaborately built shop- terests
industry
demanding earlier availability. It ping cejiter in fast-growing North- rather than those of the questions
wood suburban area. House seats generally. In this regard,
wants 42 days instead of 48.
relations
and
labor
of
manpower
Charlie RubCnstein, circuit own- over 1,000 and is playing 21 days
Joe may be taken up by TO A alone or
er, won Northwest Variety Club behind downtown openings*
golf tournament for third succes- Grant, identified with film and real In conjunction with COMPO. Org
holdings
hfcre,
is operating.
also feels that it should keep up
sive year and retains permanent estate
its Washington contacts for possipossession of club trophy.
Bennie Berger demanded the
be theatre problems.
right to bid on first-rim product
TOA-ers now feel that COMPO
ST.
Bill Slater, Universal eXploiteer, must get moving immediately by
It
cooking up! cuff o publicity for visit circularization of literature.
4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
of Spring Byington here for local should also send out speakers to
grassroot meetings. Those funcDirect from LaG.uardia and Newark
preem of “Louisa.”
Sheriff Lowal Ragan of Heega, tions should be carried out by
Round
purchased the Heega, 300- COMPO rather than TOA, it is
111.,
seater in Heega from Barney Dia- said.
Trip Special
mond.
Sullivan planed to Dallas MonFrank X. Reller owner of the day (14) to line up final details on
American, Wentzville, Mo., and the TOA convention along With
CALIFORNIA $80
Harry Miller, owner of two houses Robert J. O’Donnell, convention
in Festus, Mo., are among 90 MissFly New— Pay Later 1 WAY $80
chairman. He is due back in New

10G

week with “Duchess

man

m

-

now

.

solid $20,000.-

.

company

is

•

:

and Pa

Guild* Latter unit

licists

part, of the
Screen Employees
Guild and was not listed on the
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 5099)— “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) ballot.
(3d wk). Nice $15,000. Last week,

;

MINNEAPOLIS

sessions.

$13,000.

•

Current North Central Allied
bulletin upbraids Universal for
demanding top percentage for *Ma

industry-wide

in

50-99)— Some time ago the RKO employees
resigned from the old Screen Pub-

(4,360;

“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB).
Big $35,0Q0 or hear.
Last week,
“Admiral Was Lady” (UA), dim

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO

pate

.

Mastbaum (WB)

.

local exchange resulted in release
of 16 clerks and minor employees.

Victor In

NX Publicists Election

Row

»» 4r4 + »

»
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Cycles
Jan. 1-July 31
;

Studio

1#5Q

.

Columbia
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

*

*

*

•

•

*

.

?

•

•

•

#

ii

Republic

.

...... 22

... .

.

.

.

v

Universal-International

RKO

• ’•

•

.

ft

•

Monogram
20th-Fox

.

...

.

...

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ft

•

•

•'

ft

*

*

•

*

ft

'

'ft

4

•

I

Paramount

•

. . . ..... ...
Warners'
Independent .
...
Lippert ........
Eagle Lion .... ...
.

.

ft

.

*

•.

«

.

, ,

•

ft

i

.

,

.

ft

ft

.

.

United Artists

ft

,

; ft,'

«

34,

25

21
20
19
13
13
...... 10

,

,

•

.«

,

13

20

.

.

.

.

.

.

«

*

•

*

#

•

•

«

*

#

»- •

••

*

t

•

• «

....

Total

1

,6

...... 322
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tion in Scheduling release! to avoid
this over-supply of similar product.
It becomes very difficult for a buyer and booker to do justice to his
houses or to the pictures when he’s
forced into the position of dating
the same type product week after

To Be

By

Mary Pickford
;

Every 6ne does a lot better
when we can hit a change of pace.”
While a number of exhib execs
queried by VARiETy last week dated
the upturn in biz this Summer to
coincide with the outbreak of war
hr Korea, Brooks feels that better
pix has been the real answer. He

is

Monday

New

(14) to

McNutt Coin Hunt

implore United Artists’ producers
to go along with the company until
it is able to get its currently upassurances that any first-class man
set affairs in order. Her depart*
would want for the job. As a re- ure followed a “policy meetftig” ait
into
run on
sult they intend
tRe- homeoffice by the company*#
Miss Pickford,
definitely
with Nat Nathanson, ruling foursome
McNutt,
eastern division manager, and Fred board chairman Paul V,
prexy Frank L. McNaihee and secJack,, western division manager,
retary Max Kravetz.

—

that the plethora of hoss- running
respective territheir
oprys was killing off tirade and that tories.,
Any problems beyond them
thC b.o. surge coincided With the will- go to McNamee,
end of that cycle and the appearCompletion of the audit will also
ance of a number of good pix of open the way to negotiations for
other types.
Winding up the contract of former
Brooks cited as proof of his the- prexy Grad Sears. His attorney,
ory the fact that Fabian, drive-in Abe Bienstock, is said to have
biz lagged the regular houses in
agreed to await the accountants’
showing improvement by just findings’ before pressing for a soluabout the. time it took for top pix tion. Sears* has received no payto get from standard first-runs into checks since the new managers
the ozone in circuit.
The regular took over.
houses picked up first, Brooks exThey count definitely on abroplained, and the outdoorers came gating completely the 18 months
trailing after.
remaining of Sears’ Contract durFabian exec’s plaint is an echo' ing which he is obligated to acof similar exhib squawks that have tively perform. They claim that
been heard almost since the start his current illness makes that imof the industry. They’Ve never had' possible, so the pact is immediately
any effect, since it has been ha- voided by non-performance,
bitual for studios to hop on a bandproviding for
pact
Separate
wagon as soon as one type of pic $35,000 yearly for 10 years after
or another shows up with extraord- the initial contract is completed
inary grosses.
is bound to cause a battle, howAn attempt td break the cycle ever. McNutt group aims to settle
phenomenon was initiated several that at a bargain price, while Sears
years ago by Joseph Breen, admin- is certain to hold out for a full
istrator of the Motion Picture Assn, payoff or favorable terms it the
of
America’s
production
code. management wants to hand him
Since all stories and scripts must a lump sum.
>
be cleaned by his office, he always "Meantime, a compromise arhas a very good picture of what’s rangement has been reached on
ahead* It was thus figured that he the $250 weekly salary which Paul
could warn the studios when they N. Lazarus, Sr., was receiving.
were getting into a cycle and per- Lazarus, after 30 years with the
haps head it off.
beyond
company,
became
ill
Plan obviously hasn’t worked to further working about a year ago,
That’s not Breen’s but had continued to receive his
any degree.
fault, but the lack of enthusiajsm checks regularly under the olcU
1

s

,

*

1

'

from

flew

to the Coast

Continued from page 5

Cleveland, Aug. 15.
Disk jockeys have come to- stay
making plans for the start of nine In the Loew’s State lobby Tuesday
films during the month of Septem- night dance party,
The, experiment, started a month
ber, and other studios are followago by Frank Murphy,- Loew’s diing suit.
visional manager, has “been very
Number of pictures before the successful and has caught on with
cameras at present time totals 36. a decided boost in boxoffice reAs in backlog, top-grade product ceipts on Tuesday night.” Murphy
continues to dominate.
Leading declared that the theatre now recthe field is Metro, with eight films, ognizes “200 to 300 repeat faces
all top-flighters, now in lensing
every Tuesday night.”
stage.
Studio’s most ambitious
* The
disk jockey venture has
effort, “Quo' Vadis,” continues in
brought shellac-twirlers from five
Rome, with the Lana Turner-Ezio different stations into the lobby
Pinza comedy, “Mr. Imperium”; a for the two-hour dance stanza. At
Clark Gable starrer, “Across the times the diskers bring on live
Wide Missouri,” and Technicolor talent.
musicals with casts headed by Fred
Astaire and Gene Kelly following
close behind. v Also going strong
Col Uses Cinecolor
is the Culver lot’s “It’s a Great
Country,” with all-star Cast.
Variation on ’Redskins’
'
Other top-graders around town
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
shape up to be Paramount’s “The
becomes the first stuLemon Drop Kid” (Bob Hope) and dioColumbia
to use Supercinecolor, new
“Ace in the Hole” (Kirk Douglas);
three-color process developed by
20th-Fox’s
“Bird
of
Paradise”
Cinecolor. Col is shooting secretly
(.Jeff Chandler); Columbia’s “The
Hero” (John Derek); Warner’s “The on “When Redskins Rode,” Sam
West Point Story” (James Cagney) Katzman production starring Jon
and “Only the Valiant” (Gregory Hall. Mary Castle, with Lew Landers directing.
for it by the studios, despite their
Peck); and Edward Sniali’s “ValenFilm is first on* five-pic pact agreement tq the scheme. None
tino” (Tony Dexter-Eleanor Parinked
between
Columbia
and Cine- of them has shown willingness to
ker).
color for use of the process.
shelve an idea that looks like it
Second film to use process will could be profitable by putting the
be
Columbia’s
“Texas Ranger lot right on the crest of a popularStory,” Edward Small production ity wave for a particular kind of
Selznickwhich Bernard Small will produce. picture.
Continued from page S

Twentieth-Fox

Simultaneously.

Patient During Co. s Reorg
York

feels

Loew’s Set Permanently

of weeks, with 13 pictures lensing

K 0.
Pa.ge

week.

12
r.

Cleve. Disk Jock Try
Continued from page

•

14
13

8
5
12

« ft

8

.

194$
26
22
28
17

Kill

Continue* from

Jan. 1-July 31

23

.

:

t

Faced with revolt by a group of
indie producers headed by Carl
Leserman, UA toppers maintain
they need time *to get themselvca
set. Indies are burned because they
fear the announced change in
ownership of the company was. hot
actually a sale, but merely a change
in management, and they have
been unable to gbt any info con*
cerning present and future plans.
Harry M. Popkin arid Joseph
Justman are reportedly holding up
delivery of two pix which they control and which are now ready for
v
its

release.
Miss Pickford’s efforts
will be to head off other producers

from following suit,
Popkin is said to be holding
back “Ellen,” Robert Young-Betsy
Drake starrer, which he produced.
Justman is holding “The Scarf,”
which was produced by Isidore
Goldsmith -yyith finaiicing by Just*
man, who runs the Motion Picture
Centre studios. Popkin and Justman were negotiating a deal to
purchase control of

McNutt group took

UA when
over.

tht

.

.

for by the plot) and grabbed the
Jennifer Jones-starring celluloid,
The marshal returned the print
to the' padlocked custody of Barnett International Forwarders, the
shipping agents, from whom Helprin was* able to get it back after
guaranteeing
Indemnification
if
they later found themselves in the
middle of thp scrap. Which left
the whole deal back at dead center.

Holt's ‘Warpath’

.

Between

Roams

EL .and

Par

Hollywood, Aug, 15.
Nat Holt closed a* complicated
deal with Eagle Lion for filming of
“Warpajth.” Picture will be filmed
on location in Montana with equip?
management. New group cut them ment borrowed from EL, after
which Holt will use the EL cutting
off, but has now agreed to assume
rooms, although the film is schedpart of the obligation.
Lazarus is the father of Paul N. uled for Paramount release.
Cast will be topped by Edmond
Lazarus, Jr., who resigned as of
Dean Jagger, Forrest
last Friday (11). He -had been exec O-Brien,
Tucker
and Harry Carey, Jr., with
aide to the president and funcdirecting.
Byron
Haskin
tioning as general salesmanager.
,

•

1

1

It's a case of which side do you
listen to in determining the cause

of the current set-to. Selznick office claims that Judge Patterson's
decision called f of a number of simultaneous actions which Korda
failed to carry through. These included delivery of bill of sale on
western
hemisphere
to
rights
“Gone,” an assignment of copyright, and a waiver of claim by
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, who produced “Gone” for
Korda, oh the picture.

BARRYMORE

by LIONEL

os told to Cameron Shipp

'

Not Acceptable
maintains these were not
delivered-— or at least were not in
acceptable form to his attorneys.
Korda, ort the other hand, claims
that these are all technicalities
which can be easily taken care of
in due course and that Selznick’s
attorney are “looking for commas
out of place.”
“Gone” was made under Korda’s
banner, with Selznick providing
For this,
Miss Jones’ services.
pips giving Korda English rights
to “The Paradine Case,” Selznick
.

DOS

‘

was

to get western hemisphere
rights to “Gone.”
of
distribution
Proceeds
of

told
Here for the first time is the whole Barrymore story
by a Barrymore himself You'll follow this fabulous family
on stage and off
their feuds# their escapades# their
witticisms# their incomparable stage and screen performances. And you'll enjoy the trunkful of memories and
.

I

—

anecdotes about such theatrical greats as Mary Pickford#
D.

W.

Griffith#

best of

all

the Gish sisters# Helen Hayes# the Shuberts

—the Barrymores themselves!

your copy

of the Post

and

start

“Paradine” were held in escrow
London and it is this approximately £100,000 that Selznick refuses to release to Korda. Korda
.

in:

is

now

threatening to sue for this

England and is also, asking U. S.
Judge Samuel Kaufman in New
York for an order releasing the

in

.

funds.
‘

«<

Meantime,

Gone” print

Selznick wants the
for previewing so he

can plan reshooting with Miss
It
Jones in London in the fall.
is reported also that he may want
for distribution here, rather than
handling it via his Selznick Releasing Organization, which has
been partially disbanded.
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Intermediate Sanctions
Washington, Aug. 15.
In addition to “cease and
44
desist powers and imposition
of fines provided under the
McFarland bill to mjaify FCC
.

Chairman W\ayne
week proposed inter-

procedures,

Coy

One Way

By FARRELL DAVISSON

to

Do

It

Aug. 15.
Irked by Trans Radio comthe St.
of
mercials on buses
Louis Public Service Co. and
broadcast by KYOK-FM, John
H. GriggSi an engineer for a

mediate sanctions, short of revocation, to keep TV and radio
licensees in line with Commis-

Luckman Switches From

sion regulations, v
Testifying on one measure
before the House Interstate

St, Louis,

Chicago, Aug. 15.
Economics and ideology shared
billing at the generally calrti, wellcontrolled annual convention of the
AmeAan Federation of Radio
Artists which ended here Sunday
Some 150 delegates repre(13).
senting 40 locals encompassing 30,000 members spent the four days
of the confab wrestling with the
“bread and butter” issues involved
In the upcoming national contracts
and putting the union squarely on
record against communism.
Because the union is reluctant
to expose its hand prior to entering into negotiations with the netand
firms
transcription
works,
AFRA stations in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Frailcisco, the delegates hammered, out
their wage and working condition
demands under rigidly enforced
secrecy regulations.
It was apparent that AJFRA expects strong resistance from broadcasters and ad agencies who adhere
to the national codes governing
fees paid to announcers, singers
and actors for web work. Speakers
cautioned the negotiators to be on
guard against “economy” arguments from the industry springing
picture befrom the changing
cause of television encroachments.
This possibility was pointed out
by A. Frank Reel, AFRA national
executive secretary, in his report
to the opening session Thursday

Ipcal public utility, last week
got revenge by slashing plastic
seat covers in a bus. Cops who
arrested him will ask. for a
state

warrant charging mali-

cioits

destruction of property.

Griggs told cops that slashing the seat covers was the only
way he could get revenge. Bus
operators said more than 20
1

had been slashed in recent weeks by vandals, and
Griggs had: been under sur-

seats

veillance for

some time.

Suds

to

Structures

In

If

Committee, Coy
proposed that the Commission;
be authorized to suspend li*

surprise that

broadcasts

revocation.

Even where there have been
sdrioiis violations of regulations, Coy told the committee,

the Commission

is

reluctant to

Commerce

.

volves possibly heavy financial
loss to the licensee, but eliminates him from the broadcasting field.

Some

heard at the annual AFRA ConvenAM
tion here as delegates entered the
political field with the touchy Communist issue.
There was no opposition to resolutions putting AFRA on record as
(10),' in which he said: ”We must strongly against Communism. But
expect that they (the broadcasters) the suggestions to ban or expel
will talk about competition of tele- Commies caused heated debate.
vision, cutting rates and the mis- Arguments against the expulsions
eries of business.”
centered chiefly on methods. Also,
Newly elected AFRA prexy Knox it was argued that such proposals
Manning, CBS Coast newscaster, could be construed as tacit adechoed the same note. “We realize mission that there are Commies in
that because of the critical world the organization.
domestic situation, negotiations will not be easy. But we feel

and

Two

resolutions

registering

He’s a

member

told

pay for re-broadcasting these,
name shows over independent
but lack the right to dq
(Section 325-A Of the Federal
so.
Communications Act states that
no program may be rerbroadcast
without permission of the origi-

to

big

stations,

Brown, said the law. should be
changed to give the sponsors,
:

Pereira is prominent for v his
Hollywood show biz architectural
projects.

was

nating station.)

.

Chicago, Aug. 15.
dissident mutterings were

Comimttee

came from Gordon P. Brown,
owner of station WSAY til RochesBrown contended that
ter, N. Y.
be /delighted
] many sponsors would

.

.

of the

yesterday (14).
Pitch for a change in the law

L. Pereira to be henceforth known
HeadLuckman.
as Pereira
quarters are in L. A. Both were
classmates at Illinois.

&

re-

web entertainment

originating network-— it will permit a lot qf small radio stations
to come out of the red, the House

apply the extreme penalty of
revocation, Which not only in-

istered architect since 1931.

of

shows—without permission

censes, for a period not 'to exceed 90 days, This sanction
would be imposed at the option Of the Commission, after
hearing, in any case subject .to

attended Charles Luckman’s exit
as Leypr Bros, prexy some months
back, also characterized this week’s
announcement that the ex-soap
man is going back to his first love
^architecture. While it represents
a complete switch for Luckman,
few within the trade were aware
Lever
the $300,000-a-year
that
merchandiser earned his degree
from the U. of Illinois in architecture and that he had been a reg

Washington, Aug. 15.
Congress will rewrite the

Communications Act to permit

Commerce

Pereira L.A.
Same element of

Luckman joins up on the Coast
which William L. Pereira, architect
and engineer, with the firm of W.

.

last

of the

Cary Grant and Harold Lloyd
of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences; won the 1941 Hu- have agreed to cut auditions on the
manitarian Medal for the Motion Coast for two new radio stanLloyd will appear as AlexPicture Relief Fund Hospital and zas.
Nurses Home; designed the Los ander Botts, the tractor salesman,
Angeles Music Center, the KTTV in a “Dear Botts” series based on
the Saturday Evening Post stories.
Television Studios, etc.
Grant *nd his wife will do a
series based on the “Blandings
House” story. Grant and
Dream
INTO
EDDIE
Don Sharp hold the rights to the
Both" are slated for halfSPOT property.
EX-BARRY
hour weekly installments.
Miami, Aug. 15.
Lloyd is cutting the show for
Newest midnight disk-jock gab- NBC and Grant and Sharp may go
the same web.
on
ber to hit this area will be Eddie
Newman, former WOR (N. Y.),
Philadelphia and New Jersey spinClaims CBS ‘Jackpot’
He’ll take over the former
ner.
Barry Gray and Art Green stint on

Academy

.

NEWMAN

.

CRAY

AFRA’s opposition to communists
our wage and working condition were unanimously adopted. One,
codes as adopted at the convention presented by the national board,
are fair and just.”
also proposed a regular series of
top indie here, WMIE.
The code for staff announcers in
\
tolling the facts of the
AFRA organized stations in the broadcasts
Gray left at the end of last winperAFRA
problem.
Communist
four major cities is expected to
York
setup
New
for
season!
ter
his
formers would waive their fees for
meet especially heavy resistance
Chandler’s via WMCA. He’s
shows. The other, from the from
As worked out by the convention these
due back! incidentally, around
floor, outlined the union's opposithe new code would boost base
time for a six-week reChristmas
tion to all forms of totalitarianism.
pay for staff gabbers to approxiturn stint from Copa City (station
The
resolution
demanding
that
has not been set and won’t be un(Cohtinued oh page 35)
Commies be booted out was re- til definite commitment is made for
ferred to the board which will his return). Art Gfeen willconcen
work Out suitable" proceediires for trate on his daytime shows on
expulsion
by
a
constitutional WMIE (one in the ayem and one in
amendment to be approved by the late afternoon ) plus a new teevee
membership.
contract with WTVJ for an afterSpearheading the fight for the noon hour show. Medicos nixed his
anti-Communist measures was the working any late shows.
Pittsburgh 1 o c a 1. At its convenNewman, due to start next
tion session, the board approved month, will Work from the studio
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
an amendment to the Pittsburgh until the sales department can ar
Metro Radio Attractions has re- local’s constitution which requires range a hotel or cafe spot for him
newed its entire series of seven
(Continued on page 35)
to broadcast from.
transcribed programs for a third

An

Infringement;

Asks

in

.

.

Chicago, Aug. 15.

rather than the networks, control
over the shows after the original
“I’ve , had sponsors
broadcasts.
willing to re-broadcast on my station, but the nets refused me permission,” he said. “The law should
be changed so the sponsor pan
have his program, re-broadcast if
he wants to> He should retain the
property right to the show, not
lose it after the original show.
“Very few network sustaining
programs are better than what individual , stations can put on. The
big Hooper-rated programs are

he

sponsored

They

programs.

are bought and paid for by the
sponsors.”
Brown said his station has lost
$50,000 a year for the past two
years. He estimated that it would
earn him from- $200,000 to $300,000 a year if he could re-broadcast
big net shows.
He pointed to the case of station

WOPT

and WOPT-FM, of Oswego,

N. Y., which have just announced
that they Will suspend operations
because of lack of '.ncome. Brown
would
re-broadcast Rights
said
(Continued on -page 34)

Suit, asking $150,000 in damages,
has been brought against CBS, DeSoto Dealers and Lever Bros., in
Chi Federal District court by Russell Nihlean, who accuses the network of filching Idea for “Hit the
Jackpot” from a script he showed
to Chi CBS officials back in 1946.
Web denies the charges. After
Judge Walter LaBuy heard preFour shows appear to be in the
liminary motions last week, case running
Bristol-Myers
the
for
was postponed pending resumption planned excursion into daytime
of court’s fall schedule.
programming on NBC. Half-hour
Plaintiff claims format of his cross-the-board bankrolling would
show— “Watch Your Step” which be installed If the client’s ^reakhe pitched to CBS in 1946 popped the Bank” is forced to vacate the
up in 1948 as “Catch Me If You Wednesday nigflt 9 o’clock time
Can,” CBS’ first entry in the give- to make room for the Grouchd
Shows with
cycle of 25 weeks.
away field. “Catch Me” was aired Marx
(Bristol-Myers’
program.
stars and running from 15 to
“Mr. District Atas a sustainer for a couple of other show,
60 minutes are now airing on more
months and then was sold to De- torney,” is expected to stay* put
than 200 stations. MCA is the sellSoto as “Hit the Jackpot.” DeSoto at Wednesday 9:30).
ing agent.
bankrolled the program for next
While a half-hour version of
Program, which will have passed
season, dropping it for the Groucho “Bank” appears to have the edge
through seven recordings at close
show. Lever picked up “Jack- in B-M’s choice for daytime^ three
Marx
Bill
of next cycle, comprises “Hardy
pot” as '"current summer filler in other stanzas, headed respectively
Family,”. “Doctor Kildare,” “Crime
Amos ’n* Andy Sunday night slot. by Claudette Colbert, Charles
Aug: 15.
Washington,
the agency’s regulatory functions.
Does Not Pay,” Lionel Barrymore,
Boyer and Don Ameche, are reIf there’s to be any legislation The FCC: Chairman struck hard at
“Good News,” “Hollywood USA.”
ported under serious consideration.
Ray Katz, production director for affecting the FCC this sesson of “parties of interest” who blame the
Ameche flew into N. Y. last
Commission’s staff because of dis- Barnes Quits
For
radio attractions is here
Thursday (10.) to cut an audition
it isn’t likely to be the
satisfaction with the agency’s defrom N. Y. to affect renewals and Congress,
platter.
B-M became interested
make some changes in writing and McFarland bill (S-1973) in its pres- cisions.
Houston Sales Post after Ameche’s pinch-hit job for
Asked by Rep. Lindley Beckent form. After strong apposition
production.
Don
McNeill
on “Breakfast Club.’*
Wade Barnes haS resigned as
to the measure by Chairman Wayne worth (D., Tex. ) p a ranking memCoye last week before the House ber of the Committee, what he manager of RCA’s Thesaurus and
Interstate Commerce Committee, considered “the most disastrous” syndicated program services to join
PITCHING
it appeared that the committee will provision of the bill, Coy replied the Houston office of Foote, Cone
be inclined to accept a much that the major concern is that pro- & Belding as account executive.
Cues Citrus Acct. Switch amended blT. carrying suggested vision which would isolate the James P. Davis, manager of RCA
Commission from its staff in decid- Victor’s custom records division,
Switchover of the Florida Citrus changes by the Commission.
Benny. Goodman will launch a
Coy appeared at two hearings ing contested proceedings. Such hasn’t yet announced a successor.
Assn, billings, reported to approxBarnes had been with RCA since “Pied Piper” stanza on WNEW,
the
Committee,
during a change in the Commission proimate $2,000,000 a year, from Ben- before
N. Y„ on which he’ll use his inton & Bowles to J. Walter Thomp- which he read into the record an cedure, he said, goes beyond the '44. He has announced and profluence with jazz-minded juves to'
son,. as reported last week, ends a exhaustive analysis of the bill and requirements of the Administrative duced on several stations, including WCAU, Philly; WTAM, Cleve- get them interested in longhair
nearly 10-year association between answered questions from the mem- Procedures Act,
music. BG’s disk jockey stint will
Other provisions Coy" thought land, and WADC, Akron.
B & B and the orange growers. A bers.
bridge the gap between classical
Should the 'House Committee re- most objectionable include one that
good chunk of the billings annually
and pop tunes by illustrating
port out an amended bill, it is still would throw the burden of proof
goes into spot radio.
phases of the serious music with
Change in the Florida political doubtful, iir view of the lateness on the Commission in deciding reABC’s
‘Peace,
of
Mind’
examples from Tin Pan Alley waxnewal
cases,
another
that bears on
complexion on the heels of the of the session, whether the measure
ABC is launching a cross-the ings. The half-hour weekly broadrecent gubernatorial, election is can get through the House. Even the Commission’s authority with refour
said to have paved the way for then, however, it’s questionable spect to licensing anti-trust viola- board daytime drama based on the casts will be taped three or
yanking the account -out of the whether there would be time for tors, and a provision limiting the best-seller, “Peace of Mind,” by at a time to permit Goodman to fit
iron
Commission’s
the
House
to
responsibility
and
Senate
conferees
late
in
his
other
in
Rabbi
commitments.
Joshua Loth Lieb
B Sc B house and turning it over out differences
man. Idea of program topper
in the two meas- passing on station transfer, cases.
Dick Pack, program director of
to JWT.
Coy was asked whether radio li- Leonard Recg is to have the series the pop-slanted indie, is lining up
ures and gqt a compromise bill
cense
is
considered,
through Congress.
a property right dramatize problems growing opt of another venture into longhair preChamberlain s
In his testimony before the Com- “by the trade.” No, Coy replied, contemporary tensions, with' the cincts with Teddy Wilson set to
Chamberlain’s lotion has bought mittee last week; Coy appeared to a license is a lease-hold for three solutions using Rev, Liebman’s do a 15-minute airer of classical
g five-minute news spot with Cecil have the Committee with him in years and not a property right. He philosophical approach.
keyboard pieces aimed at kids.
Brown on MBS, Saturdays at 7:55 his dissection of the McFarland bill asserted “they have tried to write
Scripting will be by Margare
Wilson, who’s in WNEW’s house
and his denunciation of influences in a property right in the license by Sangster. Strip will be spotted in orch, is a member of the Juilliard
p.m;, starting Sept. 16.
behind provisions aimed at limiting this biU.”
Agency is BBD&O.
Ape’s tevamped afternoon lineup.. Schpol of JViusic faculty.
ittl
*

—
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Threat to

FCC From McFarland

Fading; Coy In Boff Stand
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. Some, executive realignments are on tap at CBS, with two new
veepees to be designated, probably at tlfe next board meeting.
This is in addition to the designation of Lou Hausman, promotion
director, as a v.p, ,at the August meeting of the board.
Both new.yeepees will be chosen from outside the ranks of the
CBS organization. One will probably be Daniel T. O’Shee, formerly David O. Selzniek’s No. T aide. Just what duties he will assume for Columbia, however, isn’t known. Nor is the identity of
the other outside man slated for the veepee chevrons, CBS preferring to keep it under wraps.
,

in

;

•

Here are some of the things

admen

see favoring advertising;
which in turn means continued
prosperity for radio and television:
First,
defense orders: already
placed or in i formulation stage
guarantee comparative prosperity
for United States, jfor three years
'

come—

again, assuming there’sall-out war with? attendant- mobilization of manpower and inn

to

*

no

dustry.
Second, the immediate authorization of $10,000,000,000 is enough
by itself to stimilate our national
economy which was showing signs
of slowing down in 1949. About
six billions of this go directly for
payroll and materials, a big shot
in the arim and already localities
with War factories are perking.
Third,, advertising men are in

no sense upset by the possibility
of a renewed ^excess, .profits, tax on
corporations,.
This ?nay not be
popular with their clients but
admen found out in the last war
that excess profits is good for ad;

vertising, 'Since

it

liberalizes ap-

propriations .and creates new advertising campaigns where none
existed before. Bight now New
York agencies are analyzing* their
own experiences of .1942-43-44 In
this connection and feeling nqt too
*
bad.
It all comes back to that big “if’
about keeping the present situation
localized., Naturally nobody can
dope the Soviets and the situation
_could deteriorate overnight. _ Nor
do. the admen think that the
present and future “prosperity” is
the healthiest kind of business.
Still a profit is a profit* even if
.

realm Of

^

far as Robert D. Swezey,

WDSU and

.

a stockpile of atomic bombs.

*

.

1

•.

:

-

echelon practically breaking out
With a temperature as it scanned
the Web’s personnel roster and po•

,

What engendered

«

the fever was

many

in

being called up.

ity of

The

;

listTincludes" “Sylvester

L.

Weaver, TV, boss; his Chief
Fred Wile; Robert Sariioff, in
video production; Jo Dine, public(Pat)
aide,
ity

director;

room

Bill

Sprague,

Hugh

Belville,

news

web’s
research director; George Wallace,
for
topper
advertising-promotion
AM; Ted Thompson, personnel
exec;

George MacGovem, of
John Tie fi-

1

distressed over the situation at the
moment, it’s, because his chief concern is over a serious back cdh.ition.

NBC APPEASES RALEIGH
WITH RATE ON

*

'
,

On

its

“People Are Funny” show

how the

situation

Stick With

Some

of

NBC

Slimmer Fillers in
NBC may not only salvage
of the

summertime

filler

Fall
some
shows for

a permanent berth on the fall
schedule, but Indications are that
General Mills may continue to
ride along with at least a brace
of the shows.
“summer
negotiated
a
package” deal with the Web whereby it’s been picking up sponsorship of Joel McCrea’s “Texas
Rangers,” “Nightbeat,” “Dimension
X,” the “Penny Singleton Show,”
“Aura’s Private Capers” and Brian
AssignDonlevy’s
“Dangerous

GM

ment.”

GM

;

circulation rise. That in itself
should- prove advantageous to radio’s cause to perpetuate the pres/

it oil

ent rate

takers

since

structures,

broad-

that

1

July

radio

.

listening

showed an increase over the prea condition inspired
chiefly by the Korean situation, is
still '.another factor in bulwarking
radio’s stand against the low rate
pressure boys.

vious

NB.C haS^brokeii down the economics of 'its' projected Sunday
night 90-minute “dream show*’;
which will go into the 6:30 to 8
period to buck the Strong CBS liner-

July,

•

up.
Here's the 'statistical bluer
print:
The web will be completely sat‘

'

'

‘

.

survives the 26-week
programming fiesta With a $100,000
loss, since the aim is not to make
coin on- the deal, but rather to regain lost prestige, Half-hour'‘segments will be peddled at $10,000
each, bringing in $30,0007 a week.
(Although it will be sold in separate ~30?minute strips, there will be
a continuing pattern to the entire
90 minutes of programming.)
NBC is resigned to the fact that
the. marathon shqw Will run well
oyer the $30,000 it hopes to recapture in revenue, since, there will
be a $10,000 production tab (writers, producers, etc.) even before
the acts are sighed.
The network is currently negotiating for either Tallulah Bankhead or Henry Fonda to take over
the permanent emcee role. As an
idea of the kind of ammunition the
web Intends to throw against the
CBS competition, here’s .whaOsTBC
has in mind for the teeoff program
in October: Jimmy Durante, Fred
Allen, Laurence Olivier^and Vivien
Leigh, Andrews
Mario
Sisters,
Lanza, Red “Foley anfl Sons of the
Pioneers, Mindy Carson and Tony
Martin. plus,, of .course, the emisfied

if

it

some doubt as to
There’s
whether Bayer Aspirin will return
longtime

in the fall with its

NBC

Sunday night showcase, “Album
of Familiar Music.” Program oc1

'

cupies the 9:30 to

10' i$.m« slot.’

Should Baybr decide to vacate
the time and show, it would create
an* unprecedented situation where
the network would have but two
J

Sunday

commercials—the

night

8:30 to 9:30 U. S. Steel “Theatre
Guild of the Air” and the RCA-

sponsored “Take

It

at 10 o'clock;

"*

Or Leave It”/
"

'

*

.

Latching

On To

‘Diamond’ As Regular;

now

been

— to NBC. accomplished
it’s

stances the reason given is increase in cost of operation; the first
known instance where the mags
have indulged in that type of econqmic strategy rather than basing

casters have for long been smitten
by the same increases in operational cost, though never using it
as a come-on for rate* hikes.
Revelation by the Nielsen pulse-

cee.
Chicago, Aug. 15.
If the J. B. Williamson outfit
(Raleigh cigarets) has seen fit to
unhappiness .over, the Rexall
its
stifle
Tuesday night at 10:30 NBC time

Blatz Beer: Billings In

Switch to Weintraub;

No

Show Commitments Yet
Fblldwing on the heels of Blatz
Brewing Co. cancellihg out on
“Duffy’s Tavern,” the beer com:

•

pany’s lucrative radio and tele*
vision billings were removed from
the 'Kastor, Farrell, Cheslay
Clifford agency and turned over
tc
the
William H. Weintraub
agency. Thus far* Blatz has no network show commitment for next
season but in view of the current
suds sweepstakes that finds the
brewery rivalry in AM-TV at a
peak level, it’s considered a cinch
that Weintraub will come up with
an early recommendation.
Blatz
unhappiness
over
the

&

Although Rexall, following its
turning over the
“Duffy” show is reported responsi7:30 Saturday evening, period for cancellation of the Phil Harrisble for the decision to switch
an eastern seaboard repeat Of the Alice Faye show on NBC, picked agencies, although those close to
web’s
house-packaged
the
show, With the web reportedly up
the program say that it was the
whodunit,
Diamond”
“Richard
with
capitulating on a “better than day
client itself that made the recomrate” basis for the early evening Dick Powell, to fill in for the remendation
for sponsorship of the
maining summer Weeks in winding
time.
up its contract commitment, the Ed Gardner comedy and not the
client has now decided, to keep agency.
Blatz is a subsid of Schenley,
“Diamond” permanently berthed.
Major factor is the show’s big the fact that Weintraub already
has
the Schenley biz put it in an
last
audience pull (9.7 on the
Nielsens), Which gives it; a Top 15 advantageous spot for inheritance
of
the
added billings. For a While
status among summertime entries.
Chicago, Aug. 15.
In addition to its lone -network Blow was in the running, but the
Dave Garroway, returns from his
latter agency already has a beer
Paris jaunt next week to find him- entry Rexall is making a big Splash
account
(Ruppert),
though it’s
self with a new radio sponsor. on local stations around the counlocalized.
Armour picked up the “Next, Dave try, to tie in with local dealers,
Garroway” show to put in the 15- having just signed for 260 tranminute cross-the-board strip re- scribed 15-minute, open-end westHiggins
cently ordered on NBC, Show to ern shows featuring Garry GoodTitled “Rexall
Washington, Aug. 15.
be emceed by Garroway .will bow Win as emcee.
Hugh M. P. Higgins has been
Sept. 4, It will be aired lived from Rhythm Roundup,’’ shows will feasimulating
on-stage
ture
Goodwin
appointed
the
11:15
(CDT)
new director of the
to
11:30
Chicago at
for central, mountain and Pacific appearances of western folk and Broadcast Advertising Bureau, a
stations, with a recorded eastern hillbilly recording stars, through Unit of the National Assn, of
use of voice tracks.
Broadcasters; He succeeds Maurice
release at 1:15 p.m.
^“F'eatured on the strip^Will“^be “Pianruaii‘ for usiffg the prugramr pB. Mitcheir“wfib recently joined
Connie
Russell,
Jack in 400 to 650 local markets on a NBC’s sales department.
singers
Higgins was operator, of station
Haskell and the Art. Van Damme three-a-week to five-a-week basis.
quintet with format similar to sus- Will Scott heads the production
Marietta, O. and prior to
that assisted in the broadcast adtaining version aired on net last staff.
is the agency.
season.
vertising department of the NAB.

The network

The summer bankrolling terminates Sept 15. Of the six shows,
those considered most likfel y to responsorship are “Ditain the
mension X” and^ the Singleton
stanza. “Sara’s Private Capers” will
probably be shelved, with the
others likely to reihain 6ri thd
stock,
bbt
WOW-TV
and
sustaining roster.
stock in KODY, North Platte.

WOW

'

(and that’s
shapes up),
at a price

'

WOW

anti Te'd /Wallerstein, Columbia
Records/ prexy, are other CBS
board members Who are stockholders in Offical.
Stanton is reported willing tb
statfd on his record of acconrplishmeht during his tenure ,aS prexy

key during which the network achieved
AM and' TV positions at the net- unprecedented influence and afwork are on “alert” with possibil- fluence. If he isn’t particularly
the revelation that

has joined in the bidding

15.

row

:

tential military material.

some General Foods radio biz
next season; with the web report-

Omaha, Aug.

etc.

on

.

for

WOW

the
manpower. J. Many technical' men
are gohig into special application work where pay is better,
pinch

;

lywood video operation.

Estate left by John Gillin, late
and WOW-TV
president of
Will
xvas announced as $200,000.
leaves bulk of estate in trust for
his widow, Marjorie, and their children, John Joseph 2nd, and Joan
Marjorie.
Twelve shares of stock in
are left tb Mr. Glllin’s secretary;
Cecelia Broderick, Who is also his
cohsin.
Estate includes not only

radio stations, too, are

'

nnan, controller; Tom Irvin, of the
legal department, and Tom McFaddeii, manager of the network’s Hol-

company.

tired.

Many

Journal

and Holiday); Crowell-Collier, McCall’s, Time and Life. In most in-

:

the sales department;

ing its overtures having thus far
met with Some favorable reaction.
GF recently swelled the CBS Saturday night coffers with a threeshow, back-to-back parlay, including' switchover of “HOpalong .Cassidy” from Mutual.
Status Of General Foods’ sponsorship of “Juvenile Jury” on Mu?
tual beyond December is up in
the air.
It’s in anticipation that
GF will relinquish the show and
time, that NBC is courting the food

and

feeling

Home

ning Post, Ladies

’

manager;

NBC

.

WCAU

.

-

>

somewhat nervously earned behind

of big, old-time
for sale—at a
price-—by oldtimers who would
like to sell for tax gain, plus
the fact that they do not have
offspring to carry on for them.
They are not running for cover;
since some of them are interested in TV. Just getting old
r

'

*

.

possibility.

The principals involved are* Stanton and the Levy brothers-Isaac
and
Leon, the former owners of
WDSU-TV in New Orleans is
in Philadelphia Who; ‘as maconcerned/ the National Assn,
jor stockholders, have millionsfied
of Broadcasters (NAB), might
up in the network. They also have
j ust as Well mean “Never a
a family relationship With Paley.
Beach.”:
It’s a situation that goes back
Here’s how, Swezey’s been
some time," but has been fanned by
obliged to spend his vacation:
two recent moves: (1) The Levy
\tast week in Washington for
now think CBS made a mistake in
the two-day NA& 'beard meetpermitting Man'ie Sacks to move
Then
few
ing.
fn New York a
*"
into the RCA-NBC fold, and feel
days for huddles on Broadcast
Stanton as the CBS prexy, could
Advertising 'Bureau; then out
and should have prevented it, As
to Seattle and L. A. for ai
far as the LeVys are: .epricerked,
series; of talks at district meetSachs has been too valuable a man;
ings as chairman' of the NAB’s
his
contribution, while- ‘still/f lying
TV Committee.
the Paley banner, played a big part
in Columbia’s new-found stature
and talent, inheritance over the past
three years, and under no circumstance should CBS have let him fly
the coop.
(2)
Stanton’s vigorous opposition to CBS’ recent purchase for
TV of the 2,Q00-odd Official Films
musical pix (in which the Levys
have a shareholder stake) has in/
tensified the schism.
Stanton 'hag
openly expressed his opposition to
the $100,000 acquisition’ of the pix
Last week’s emergency call for on the ‘grounds that he doesn’t
unorganized reserves in the pres- thirtk they make good video fare.
ent Korean crisis found the NBC In addition tb the Levys, Ed Mur-

As

general manager of

15.

number

.

p

^

Caus$

Washington, Aug.

A

stations -are

That it Could easily lead to CBS
prexy Frank Stanton, resigning,
With board chairman Bill Paley
buying up his $1,000,000 lQryear
contract, is considered by those
close to the picture as wfthih the

Foir the

its

That Old Tired Feeling

•

tenseness that hasn’t exisited

AH

Radio during the past week got
freshest and -most effective supply of ammuniatioh to hurl against
the Assn, of National Advertisers,
which is pressuring for lower rates,
with the revelation that a flock of
national
magazines are upping
their ad. rates.
Among these are the Curtis publications (including Saturday Eve-

A smoldering, bitter rift has developed at CBS on a top echelon
level and is fast drawing to a showdown.
It’s an internal situation
that the 20th floor execs have managed to keep under wraps, but
within the board directorate the
atmosphere is surcharged With a

,

years.

Advertising circles in Manhattan
are cautiously pleased by certain
by-prodUcts
favorable-to-busin.ess
of the currently gloomy international picture. Their optimism is
restrained but real even though'
premised on the idea that the
White House is justified in hoping
war can be “localized” to Korea,

23

is

.

,

Heads

.

WMOA,

BBD&O

BAB

.

s
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INFORMATION, PLEASE

THE BREAKFAST CLUB

Producer: Dan Golenpaul
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

60

Fran Allison,
With Everett Holies, moderator; With Franklin P. Adams, John With Don McNeill,
Sam Cowling; Patsy Lee, Jphnny
Kieran; Clifton Fadiman, emcee;
Henry A. Wallace, Cecil Brown,
Orch
Ballantlne
Eddie
Desmond;
Fred Allen, Howard Lindsay,
Warren Moscow, Murray Snyder,
Producer: Cliff Peterson
guests
guests; Fred Fiske, announcer
8 a.m.
*

.

Producer: Hollis Seavey
SO Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

Co-op

WOR, New York
N. Y.
“Information, Please," last heard
Mutual’s new news-personalityinterview program, replacing the as a co-op show on Mutual is now
departed five-year-old “Meet The a transcribed series being aired on
Press’' airer,- had a sock preem WOR, N. Y., and 6ther outlets, The
Thursday (10) that may be difficult airer provides topflight intellectual
to duplicate. Web had a news 10- entertainment, albeit more enterthan intellectual, and makes
strike in its opener’s guest, Henry taining
MBS; from

Mins.;

Mon.-thru-Frl.,

(CDT)

ABC, from Chicago
With Don McNeill back from

his

NEW YORK

IN

»

v

44

*f

CO-OP

44 4

CITY ...

six-week European tour and startPeirce L. Romaine, for 16 years with Paul H. Raymer station rep
ing his 18th year as emcee, ABC’s
“Breakfast Club" teed off <$)> the outfit, has resigned. He was a veepee. , , . Signs of the times: NBC
new season With the same sprightly yesterday (Tues.) flew a troupe, including Betty Harris, Eilleen Wilformat that has made it an. early son, Snooky Lanson and Dorothy Collins, tp entertain aboard the U. S,
morning household favorite,
Much of the perennial appeal of carrier Coral Sea at Ndrfolk, Va. . r. NBC*S Tom McFadden in town
the hour-long stanza can be at- on biz and to arrange wedding details. The date’s Oct. 7Roseadult listening.
tributed to the sincerely friendly mary Clooney of CBS flies today (Wed.) to Chi for Columbia Records
A. Wallace, who had just quit the
Stanza retains the old format, of hosting of McNeill. It’s his genial
Progressive Party, which he found- questions pitched to the panel with emceeing, as much as any single convention, ,
Charles Pecpr, formerly with CBS and NBC press
ed, oyer its pro-RUss policy in the author of queries the experts factor; that gives the show its depts,, now business promotion manager of the Hotel Shelton.
prizes.
encyclopedia
clean-cut touch.
Korea. The panel of newspaper- miss getting
Bruno Zirato, Jr.; CBS producer-director, on vacation; .
Abe Lyman,,
By and large the posers are good,
Session’s other plus values are
men interviewing the former U« S. provoking some brainwork among found
for 18 years, switches
ini
the music department, who conducted a Yiddish program on
Vice-President consisted of hep the dialers and providing the
ably handled by singers Johnny Monday (21) to WLIB to do a cro$s-th e-board, disk and chatter show in
veterans in the N. Y. Times’ War- springboard for some barbed reDesmond and Patsy Lee, Des- English.
ren Moscow, N.Y. Herald Tribune’s partee among the members of the
mond’s warm baritone is especially
Murray Snyder and Mutual’s Cecil board. Panelites on the preem well
Dorothy Adams, ex-Montgomery Ward, has joined Maxon’s copy
suited to the homey formula
Brown. Interview was front-page show Wednesday (9) were hep and and Miss Lee’s thrashing adds
dept.
Hank Sylverh to accomp Lanny Ross on World Transcription
stuff! with the blunt, sometimes guest Fred Allen’s sharp wit parr
They are neatly sup- session this week. .Mary Lou Foster to play lead in ABC’s “Modern
brightness.
brutal questions the scribes hurled ticularly enlivened the proceedBallantlne.
and
ported by Eddie
at Wallace; the latter’s prompt, ings. An additional bit of sparkle
Elaine Carrington due back^next
Romances’’ tomorrow (Thurs.)
orch.
frank and clear answers, and the may come from the fact that the
Included in the opener were the
European vacation. Her three daytime soapers
Probably
touchy, topics discussed.
program is now taped, which daily features such as the prayer week after two-month
this was one, of the week’s most should allow for editing out fluffs,
were taped in advance ... Douglass Parkhirst, radio thesper, having
time, poetry reading, interviews
important radio airers. Future dull spot, etc.
with studio gdests and the “March his three-act comedy, “Up To Your Ears,” tried out at the Pompton
guests and newspaper panels will
Typical of the questions was
Around the Breakfast Table" Lakes (N. J.) Summer Theatre this week .... Alan Mac Ateer added to
naturally set the calibre Of sub- identifying cities whose socially
become standard “Helen Trent" .... Harold Huber new to “Nona From Nowhere",...
have
which
sequent airers in this series, but if prominent area is associated with
staples. Easy-to-take comic touches Billy Redfiield, Jeanette Dowling, Louis Neistadt, Elaine Rost, James
they’re anything like this one was, a bay (Boston), a lake (Chi) and so
by Sam Cowling, Van Dyke and Geoffrey Bryant are new “Front Page Farreli” players.
supplied
were
on. Allen, who hails from Boston,
they’ll be surefire.
muffed the Boston answer, but re- Fran Allison scored with her Aunt
Couple of air vets, WCBS’ Phil Cook and Mutual’s Bill Henry, mark
Program’s format has the newsTrio of
characterization.
Fanhy
himself with a quip on how
papermen (who’ll vary Weekly) deemed
Recent stork flights Over
their 28th annies in radio Monday (28).
.
.
he left the Hub when he found out sponsors gets adept commercial
firing questions away, with Everett
brought a son to Chic Dodson and a daughter to Hugo Fioratb*
Dowd,
handling from gabbers Don
about the Back Bay folk.
Holies, MBS commentator (the lone
sports director, off to Fort Totten for two
Moderator Clifton Fadiman was Bob Murphy and Franklyn Fer- . . . Bud Greenspan,
moderator. Added at times a bit too smug, but kept guson.
as
regular),
Dape.
John J. Rubbers,
weeks’ briefing in special military intelligence.
.
switch is a set of three questions the show moving smoothly with his
WINS
studio supervisor, has joined WLIB as chief engineer.
sent in by listeners (for which they dry manner.
Bril.
Carol,
Chicks and a
Charlie
Diane
of
Stark
and
“Four
disk
jock
FISHER
EDDIE
BY
SONGS
receive savings bonds), thus adding
at
Spring
MacGregor
honeymoon
(Tues.)
and
will
Ken
blended
yesterday
were
Chuck,"
Producer-director:
++-+-++
» » -r
E-+
the man-On-the-street’s reactions.
Ned Hollinger and Ell Henry, respectively Coast and
15 Mins.; Wed. and Fri., 7:30 p.m* Lake, N. j. .
Holies did an efficient, effacing job,
Sustaining
«Chi publicity chiefs for ABC, are in Gotham for a week of conferences.
various
the
identifying
briefly
Y.
N.
from
NBC,
Johnstone, NAM’S
and TV director, spending
W.
“Johnny"
G.
newspapermen as they fired their
NBC is showcasing new talent brief vacation on Cape Cod and Kennebunk Beach, Me.
John Van
questions rapidly, adding a couple
slot heard three Horson has joined Biow agency as vice presndent and account super15-minute
via
a
queries of his own, and keeping
over the network visor working with the Procter & Gamble brand group. He was forweekly
times!
his
Pegler,
one
of
Westbrook
in
the program moving briskly.
rare radio appearances, waxed nos- and twice weekly locally. Current- merly v.p. and treasurer of Kaster-Chesley-Farrell & Clifford.
The scribes were calm and con- talgic
Friday (11) via WPTR, Al- ly working in that segment is Vosiderate, but spared no punches in
bany, about “the happy days” as calist Eddie Fisher, who has been
the questions thrown at Wallace. a sportswriter, when “there was moving at a nice pace since his in-? IN
.
Wallace answered as frankly and no atoih bomb being manufactured augural push by Eddie Cantor.
Ross Merritt joins
as sales service manager replacing Sam
openly in a way that Would amaze and no talk about the dispersal of Youthful singer is apparently being
the average D. C. politician, and populations from great cities.” The groomed for a radio slot. Present Maxwell now an account exec in the local sales dept. ... Henry Weber,
that must have won him the sym- columnist, in the capital for the stint, which began Aug. 3, is only director of music for
and central division of Mutual, to be feted
pathy of many listeners. He would opening of the new Hearst-owned a two-week deal.
at the 21st annual Chicagoland Music festival Saturdav (19).
... Mudo the same today as he has done Times-Union plant, talked mellowProgram is a relaxing 15-minute tual prexy Frank White and sports director Paul Jonas in town for
the last five years, if conditions ly about Gertrude Ederle swim- song-session with Fisher doing an the All Star football game. Ditto Ed Kobak.
Jack Link; prohadn’t changed, He had been con- ming the English channel in a okay job on the vocals. Alvy West s gram director of WCID, Caldwell,’ Idaho, grabbed off $ 100-award as
sidering leaving the Progressive storm that “swept her up to the orch provides capable backing. outstanding student at NBC-Northwestern U summer radio institute.
Party for some time because they North Sea” (Pegler’s wife covered Numbers rendered on show heard WTMJ-TV program director James Robertson was principal speaker at
wouldn’t go along with his pro- the event, Pegler having sailed Friday (11) were “I Think You’re the closing banquet.
ABC-WENR newscaster Paul Harvey is reUnited Nations program.
back to the U. S. a few days be- Wonderful," “Sonny Boy" “Our covering from slight injuries incurred in an automobile accident last
Very Own" and “Whoopee." Judghis days at Tom Luther’
Wallace felt we could still arrive fore
expects
return
Week
and
to
to the air Sunday (20). Jack Lester has
seems
at an understanding with Russia, hotel on Saratoga Lake where ing by tunes offered, Fisher
been filling in during his absence. ... Tom Henry moves into Mutual’s
although the Soviet would' now Jack Dempsey trained; traveling to come over better with songs
central division promotion dept., on fulltime basis after working for
have to take the initiative; that a with ball clubs; Gene Tunney, Joe that haVe some bounce, rather than
Here
West’s aggrega- net parttime for past several years while attending De Paul.
personal meeting between Stalin Louis, the train wreck at Castle straight ballads.
Conferring with Chi NBC toppers last week were George Wallace,
Rhum“Blue
with
solo
took
fola
tion
Ore.,
Pegler
was
Rock,
while
and Truman, could aid the cause of
peace; that we shouldn’t use the lowing Governor Dewey’s bid for ba” and showed itself to good ad- NBC manager of radio advertising and promotion, and Pat Steele, NBC
audience promotion chief. . . . Chi ABC sales chief Jim Stirton off for
atom bomb in Korea, but must the presidency, and cognate mat- vantage.
Program is carried live over the a couple weeks vacation. .
Carl Nelson,
.
d.j., one of the
hold it in reserve due to Soviet- ters.
Thursdays,
Asked to compare old-time news- NBC network Tuesdays,
judges at Street and Station Calling contest at Chi Fair last week. . .
massed forces Everywhere.
p.m.
A
11:15
at
Saturdays
and
with
1950
Pegler
men
the
crop,
Pat St. Clair, Chi ABC’s press department Gal Friday, trips to the
It was a surcharged half-hour
replied that the former had certain playback of the previous night’s altar with Jack McLaughlin Saturday (19).
Betty Ross, assistant
that made fascinating radio.
“traits which do not but should show is heard locally Wednesdays director of public service and education at Chi NBC, named to board
Bron.
Gros.
exist
today.
However, modern and Fridays at 7 :30 p.m.
of directors of Women’s Division of National Conference of Christians
newspaper coverage is more com
and Jews.
farm director Harry Campbell covering Illinois
prehensive and rapid; the present THEJHUMAN ADVE NTUR E
MUSEUM
State Fair with his tape recorder.-..Bob Elson’s “On the Century,"
practicing journalists are of in- (‘Machiavelli-—A Study in Practical
With Terry Cowling
quarter-hour package for Kranks Shave Cream now. aired cross-thefinitely better education and wis- Evil’)
15 Min., Sun., 1:45 p.m.
board on WENR.
sales manager Ed Cunningham vacation.
dom through experience.”
Sustaining
With Bert Cowlan, Stan Gevirtz, ing this week.
Twenty-fifth anniversary of KMA, Shenandoah,
.
WCOP, Boston
Philip Wolf, Jack Curtis, Ben
featured
on
ABC’s
"American
Farmer" Saturday (12).
Something in the way of a
Kapen; Paul Herlinger, narrator;
Joey Adams looms as radio maswitch from present day disk terial worthy of continuation when
music, Arthur Leigh
jockey shows is this nostalgic summer replacements hibernate. Producer-director: Jerry Sandler
RAMBLING AT RILEY’S
quarter-hour segment of ancient His rapid improvement on “Rate 30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
With Elaine Drooz, guests
IN DISK SIDELINE
platters currently beamed from Your Mate” on CBS Sunday (13), WNYC, N. Y.
WCOP. Dreamed up arid m.c.’d indicates that he’ll be able to more
University of Chicago in associa- 30 Mlnsl; Sun. -thru-Sat., 7:45 p.m.
by announcer Terry Cowling, re- than hold his own during the com- tion with station
and the RILEY’S LAKE HOUSE
cordings used on the show must petition of the fall-winter semes- Mutual net around five years ago WRQW, Albany
Washington, Aug. 15.
be $t least 25 years old, although ter.
Material for a good quarterturned out a series of weekly
Washington’s co-op FM station,
the major portion are the older
Adams, with a background in dramas tagged “The Human Ad- hour from Saratoga is stretched
WCFM, which has been developing
Edison cylinder type and conse- theatres and cafes, has a quick venture,” They were based upon
quently some are difficult to dis- and brash sense of ad-lib, and his incidents in the lives of various his- into a half -hour, with resultant several side incomes to keep afloat
tinguish.
However, as much as interviews with married couples torical and literary figures. Same over-talkiness and stretches of fill- until the FM audience is large
they .leave to be desired from showed some Groucho Marxian series is now being revived by in. At 7:45 on Saturday (Sunday enough to support the outlet, is
present day music and recording flashes. He handles the contestants WNYC, N. Y.
air show begins at 7:30), there are Venturing into another field to instandards, many of the oldies are well, and extracts the last measure
These
dramas drew critical insufficient guests in the Spa night crease its revenues. Station will
interesting from both the histori- of
plaudits when first presented and spot for Elaine Drooz to keep in- produce, beginning next month,
humor in each interview.
cal and engineering standpoint.
Format which has one of the they still stack up as intelligent terviews running 30 minutes. Dur- a series of 33 LP records of classiA typical show included such coupled
contestants in a sound- radio— at least on the basis of ing first 10 days of current racing cal music never before recorded.
ttie -' American. Standard
she
proof room, while the other indi- “Machiavelli—A Study in Evil", season,
drew chiefly on
i
March played
by the Edison Band cates if the spouse knows the an- which began the group on WNYC “names" playing Spa Summer The disks, which will bear the station label, will be sold through
a d ^he “Bay State Quickstep”
swer to the question at hand, can Wednesday night (9), This sketch Theatre and on performers at
?
WCFM and through retail music
plunked
out on a banjo by Cecil be beaten
The -dealt with chicanery and double- Riley’s.
by collusion.
These included Victor
Osborn, both on Edison cylinder couples only have to agree to say
stores
at $5.95.
dealing as practiced by the 16th Jory, Fran Warren, Burl Ives,
type records. Another heard was no to every question to get the
First of the releases will be
Nancy
century Bprgias and their underWalker, Nita Naldi and
an ancient (circa 1908) monolog $100 maximum.
However, the lings.
Ruth Webb,, from strawhatter; Charles Ives’ Pulitizeir prize-winrecording
of
“Ruben Haskin’s screening process prior to the
While most revivals have a ten- ventriloquist Kay Walker, come- ning “Symphony Number Three,
5? de. on a Cyclone Auto’ with taped program, weeds out those
denc yto be dated, “The Human dians Benson & Mann, dancers a special performance of which was
Cowling adding background ma- with any such ideas, and so the
Adventure"
has a crisp fresh- Harald & Lola, and line girl Irish played for the station in Washingterial.
Show wound with a corny, show’s contestants must be on the ness due, of still
course, to the fact that Bright from Club.
ton by the National Gallery Orvocal duet by two obscure artists, legit.
Miss Drooz, one of the most ar- chestra with Richard Bales ’eonits
classical backgrounds stands
Campbell and Harrison, of “My
the test of time. Acting on Wednes- ticulate of femme mikers here- ducting.
Dr. William Ober, trusOld New Hampshire Home.” While
day's initialer was competent and abouts, works without: a script. tee of the Haydn Society, will write
this type of show, could easily bethe musical score as well as sound Despite a strong tendency to chat- the program notes. The record is
come corny, Cowling handles it
Sets Psycho Series effects served to heighten the ter, she handles a difficult assignbeing, produced through cooperacasually* stressing
the
oldtime
WNYC, New York’s municipal grisly wickedness of medieval plot- ment well. She needs direction tion of the American Music Center,
flavor and historical aspects rather
and production; apparently, no New York,
Gi lb.
station, is incepting a series of 10 ting,
National Gallery of Art
than ridiculing the early recordone from station is present to give
in Washington, and the American
ing efforts, resulting in an easy broadcasts which will probe “Psytime signals. Oh two shots caught,
choanalysis in Everyday Living.”
Federation
to take session.
Of Musicians (AFL).
Kansas City—Campaign against Miss Drooz talked with great feelStation is encouraging music lovers
Cowling’s collection of oldies Produced in cooperation with the scare buying and hoarding is basis ing and high intelligence
about
Assn,
the
for
Advancement
Psyof
has been built up by listeners who
of a listener contest conducted by afternoon United Nations sessions. to write in suggestions on works
clean out attics and send disks to choanalysis, the 45-minute talks Nancy Goode, director of the Diners, grasping significance
ad they would like to see recorded.
him hoping he will fit them into will feature Such mind^medicos as KMBC-KFRM happy kitchen, dur- lib commentary, applauded. ofGal
It is planned to release one record
Dr,<
iHorney,
Frederick
Karen
Df.
his short alloted air time.
ing week of Aug. 7, Savings bonds should watch feedback from p.a. a month.
With
a, backlog of over
1,000 platters, A. Weiss, Dr. Bella S. Van Bark and cash prizes were awarded to system.
has developed profitable
Plugging for Riley’s is
guy has plenty of material to work and Dr. Alexander Reid Martin.
listeners for slogans which point too long and insistent; over-en- side lines in selling its programs
Show will be heard Sundays at 9 out to housewives necessity or buy- thusiasm about guests should be to other stations and in making
on, for show is usually limited to
Elie.
ing only commodities needed.
p. m., starting Aug. 27.
four records.
curtailed.
Jdco,
commercial recordings*
.
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Ed Chester, director of AM-TV-fjiews department at CBS, who returned last week from a swing of
Terry’s Crosley
European capitals and huddles
Cincinatl, Aug. 1$.
with network., ..correspondents
abroad, disclosed during an .inter?
Marshall N. Terry, vice-president
view in Spain that CBS Was estab- in charge of merchandising for the
lishing a direct radio-telephonic
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., re,

‘

Bowout

.

communication
and New York.

between

Madrid

signed this week for the announced
Chester Intimated that the web purpose of devoting full time to Ids
was not entirely happy With the outside business interest.
present system whereby it only has
A former sales executive of the
access to AP, UP, etc,, news agencies’ copy and that “it is not al- Trailmobile Co., Terry joined the
Crosley organization in 1944 as diways as clear as we would like.”
“Actually,” Chester said, “very rector of promotional activities.
little is known about Spain in the He became ai veepee in 1947 in
U. S. We want to clarify the news, charge of television activities, hanto do with Madrid What we have dling affairs of the Crosley TV
done with London, Berlin, Borne stations in Cincy, Dayton and Coand Paris.’’ It is proposed to use lumbus, O ; before the inauguration
facilities

Tel;-

of International

&

Tel.

.

*

Chester disclosed upon his return to N; Y. that a Madrid correspondent will be set up. He’s not

In
of their coaxial cable service.
1949 he returned to the merchandising field for the TV web and

WLW,

’

been selected

yet.

CBS becomes

the first Web to set up a fullfledged Madrid bureau with direct
communication.
radio-telephonic
The Ma drid pickups will be integrated into the: web’s multipleaired ‘‘Around tbe World” news
segments.
Chester’s trip was more of an
Hollywood, Aug. 1 5.
exploratory nature tp alert the web
“in case.” He brought in all his
FCC examiner James CunningEuropean correspondents to Lon- ham declared he’s thoroughly condon for a week of briefing; set Dan
that appearance of G. A.
Schorr as CBS correspondent for vinced
Belgium and Holland coverage, and Richards at the FCC hearing here
conferred with government officials into license renewals for KMPC,
in England and with the House of WJR and WGAR, would not en,

,

'

>

Dud

Commons,

Hearing

SADDLE
«

*.

'*

\

Katzentine’s

SRO

Miami Beach, Aug. 15.
questioned the economics of the
WKAT, MBS station on Miami
networks committing themselves to
Beach, this week announced a comlongterm contracts are respondplete sellout of commercial air
ing to the present situation with
time from sign-on to sign-off for
an ‘‘I told you so.” The Webs, in the month of August.
turn, find themselves saddled with
The Col. Frank Katzentine opersome expensive properties with no ation has always been a strong
takers and frankly concede there’s
grosser, but this is first time the
nothing they can do about it.
Beach station has sold out;
When, some time back, NBC persuaded Phil Harris to sign on the
dotted line for a cool $1,000,000,
which would give the web a fiveyear exclusivity on his and Alice
Faye’s (Mrs. Harris) services on a
“work or no Work” basis, there was
little, indication at the time that
the
Harris-Faye.
comedy show
would go a-beggin' for sponsors.
Mobile, Aug. 15,
Yet that’s precisely the situation
A strike of union technicians at
today. The sales boys around NBC
have been alerted to the No. 1 WABB, Mobile, was ended Sunday
item on the agenda: “Sell Phil (13). The station is owned by the

;

,

Harris.”
But at $18,500 a week,
the agencies aren’t interested. To
sustain Harris is too costly a venture for the network.

Gardner Snarl
Also cited, is the case of Ed
Gardner, Whose “Duffy’s Tavern”
has been cancelled by Blatz Beer.
He’s currently in N e w York huddling with NBC execs in trying to
resolve his situation. It would cost
NBC $250,000 to let him out of his
contract. This, in turn, would invite CBS overtures, arid rather
than see it happen,
would be
Willing to sustain him. But Gardner is asking an additional $100,000 to clinch his exclusive services,

NBC

Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Broadcasting Systern,
formed by Larry Finley,
kicks off Nov. 1, feeding 10 hours
of daylight programs to some 300
indie stations around the country.
All programs will originate in
Hollywood and be fed out over
leased telephone wires.
Finley informed a press conference that the network is the
result of two years of consultation,
in person and by mail, with a total
of 2,100 stations, To date, 228 have
signed up with the web and others
are expected to be in the fold by
Progressive

Some of the network deals fer acquisition of name talent are coming
home to roost. Those who have

Mobile Press-Register.
The agreement was reached at
the direction of the regional director of the National Labor Relations
Board, John- F. LeBus, and the
NLRB field examiner, Anthony J.
Sabella,

who came here from New

Orleans.

The

was started last Octoits 11th month when
the contract was signed by D. H.
Long, manager of WABB and Henstrike

ber and was in

ry T. Bailey, Jr., business agent of
Radio Broadcast Technicians Local
Union 1264, International Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers, AFL.
Union pickets who marched in

fc

teeoff time.

With the exception of the Rocky
Mountain area which will take 9
taped program for rebroadcast an
hour later, all stations will air the
programs at the same time.
Morning programming, Monday
.

through Friday, will include a onehour block of soap operas, a 30minute femme program featuring
Estelle Taylor, a home economics
layout, an audience participation
show with Hal Sawyer and a 30minute Mel Torme program. Web
Finley is
Will also carry news;
scheduling the soap operas for the
a.m. hours so as not to be forced
into bucking the established sudsers on the bigger webs.
Afternoon session includes a 30minute show from a Hollywood
restaurant, deejay Maurice Hart’s
“Heart of Hollywood” airer, a halfhour quiz show, a half-hour western layout with Cottonseed Clark,
“One for the Books” with Dann
Morton and a Hollywood gabfest
with Charlotte. Rogers, plus a daily
giveaway for small town listeners
and a sports show with Lou Nova.
Saturday lineup includes Harry
Von Zell, Jimmy Scribner and
KLAC deejay Bob McLaughlin,

danger the station owners
front of the Press-Register buildBill Brooks, NBC’s news chief,
and Abe*Schechter, Mutual’s news- health and that he was prepared That 350G would be minus pro- ing, since the strike started, were
Withdrawn after signing of the conspecial events topper, are now in to enforce service of a subpoena, gram expenses.
At the moment,
Europe alerting their respective However, he agreed to a delaying it looks like NBC has no alterna- tract.
staffs in the event of an emergency.
plus news and s'portcasts. Sunday
action, setting Aug.. 22 as date for tive but to accept Gardner’s terms.
Alan Mowbray, Rage
will find
There’s also the case of Jimmy
testimony from Dr. H. B. Stein- Durante, who gets a minimum
Cavanaugh, Andy and Della RusBulletins To Keep
treatbeen
Haines, Mel Torme,
Detroit,
who’s
Connie
sell,
bach,
Sympk
On
of
Standard
$800,000 guarantee for a four-year
Frankie Laine and Carl Fischer,
ing Richards for a heart ailment exclusive, but for the first two
Radio, TV Broadcasters
each handling their own programs.
years will only commit himself to
Coast Seguing Into
for a dozen years.
All programs will, be open to
guest shots (10 a year on radio,
Defense attorney Hugh Fulton nine
Alerted
to
Needs
Gov’t
sponsorship and the Progreslocal
on TV). Similarly, Dean Mar24th Year on NBC has instructed the physician to tin and
Jerry Lewis collected $50,A special weekly bulletin serv- sive Broadcasting System will
hismedical
complete
produce
a
San Francisco, Aug. 15.
000 in return for a guarantee that ice to alert radio and television maintain offices here and in New
Claimants of long run records for tory. Steinbach and another medico they won’t work elsewhere, but stations to needs of the Govern- York and Chicago to handle all
radio shows had best consider the have previously stated grilling they’re set for the upcoming Sun- ment in the defense emergency business details,
longevity of “The Standard Hour” Richards might prove fatal. FCC day night Colgate TV show, which Will be launched Within two weeks
before making any brash state- Chief Counsel Benedict Coltone
by the National Assn, of Broad(Continued on page 35)
ments. If they can top nearly 24 was told testimony could be taken
casters. The bulletin, which will Fassett to Europe For
years they can pick up the marbles. at time and place convenient to
be sent to all broadcasters whether
By its title ye shall know it is Richards and was also advised that
hiembers
of NAB or not, will brief
Taped Talks With Brit
sponsored by 'Standard-Oil -but not- testimony of former WJR manager
stations on recruiting programs,
on ce during the broadcast is the Leo Fitzpatrick and CBS Veepee
anti-inflation campaigris, bond sellin
taken
could
be
Ream
Joseph
Artists For CBS Show
petrol product mentioned. Only
ing, etc.
“Presented by Standard their home cities, indicating hearcredit is:
NAB plans to gear the operation
James Fassett, CBS supervisor of
ing is a consolidated affair obof California.”
with the work of the Advertising serious music, hopped to Europe
Hour musical program* with top viating necessity of separate DeCouncil but with emphasis on im- yesterday (Tues.) for several weeks'
longhairs tapping the beat, started troit and Cleveland^ sessions.
mediate needs of the government. stay during which he’ll make 9
NBC's
on
stations
key
With
Wildroot,
on three
via
BBD&O The Association will attempt to number of recorded interviews
agency, now committed to the 5:30 serve as a clearing house by which with prominent British musicians.
coast web in October of 1926. One
Sunday afternoon time on NBC, Federal agencies, through the .They’ll be used on his “Your Inviyear later the coverage was expand- Catholic Council Won’t
having given up the Sunday night office of Dr. John R. Steelman, tation to Music” program and dured to 24 stations and that’s how the
at 8 period, where it showcased assistant
lineup reads 23 years later, Proto
President Truman, ing the N. Y. Philharmonic interSell Radio Short, Calls
gram has been kudosed by nearly
“Sam Spade” last season/ the may reach broadcasters.
Greed
program, “The
mission
agency and client are still debatevery musical organization in the
The service is an outgrowth of Room at Carnegie Hall,” next fail
It Most Potent Medium ing whether to renew “Spade” or a request from Dr. Steelman to
West and twice by Peabody. Among
and winter.
buy the “Cloak and Dagger” ad- NAB to organize the broadcasters
those who have waved a stick at
Washington, Aug. 15.
'Fassett plans to include a word
venture series which Lou Cowan for defense pnd the subsequent
the best symphony men in the west
picture of the activities at the EdinCatholic
of
Council
National
Thomas
packages.
are Arthur Rodzinski, Sir
meeting of the NAB directors last burgh Music Festival this month
There are conflcting reports in week in Washington to map plans
Beecham, Jose Iturbi, Leopold Men* which produces such network
and interviews with a number of
Stokowski* Paul Whiteman, Mere- shows as “The Hour of Faith” and the trade on Wildroot ’s reluctance for a defense council which can
He also plans to
artists there*
to give “Spade” another whirl. On mobilize broadcasters
dith Willson an,d Carmen Dragon.
to
action record talks with Benjamin BritCatholic Hour,” is not selling
“The
the one hand, it’s attributed to the when Government needs so reIts soloists and vocalists have been
Ralph
Elizabeth
Schwarzkopf,
ten,
of
spread
the
sponsor’s unwillingness to continue quire.
the best in the land, from the AM short, despite
Vaughn - Williams, Clifford Bax,
paying the approximate $7,500
campus of UCLA to tlie golden television.
Dr. Steelman told the NAB di- William Walton, Sir Malcolm Sarhorseshoe of the Met.
The semi-annual meeting of the weekly tab for the show, packaged rectors that the broadcasters per- gent, Clifford Curzon and Francouncil's radio executive commit- by the Larry White-Mannie Rosen- formed a “magnificent” service in cesco Malipiero in Italy.
tee concluded with Steward Lynch, berg outfit, and is dickering for a cooperating with NAB’s request to
The commentary and interviews
Spalding's Davis Cn, ftiy
use their facilities to stem “stam- for the current Sunday afternoon
president Of the council and chair- cut in price.
Others, however, maintain that pede buying” following the outman Of the committee, declaring:
series were taped in advance
CBS
For WQXR, Indie Web “While we are fully aware of the the Dashiell Ha mm ett-Ho Ward break of the Korean war. Dr. Steel- to permit for Fassett’s absence.
Duff credit tags are the bone of man said he expects the new debestrides
important
powerful
and
A. G. Spalding will again back
contention; that the agency and fense bulletin to be a step toward
the ing made by television, and while
of
broadcasts
play-by-play
we fully intend to enter this new client Will only buy the show if similar voluntary services in the
life

or

;
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Davis Cup tennis matches and the
opportunity, we the Hammett (“Spade’s”: creator)
N a t i o n a 1 Championship over field at the earliest
is still one Of and Duff (star of show! identificaWQXR, N. Y., and a network of recognize that radiomedia
of mass tions are removed. Feeling is said
the most potent
indie stations across the country.
to stem from the two having reThe international matches will communication in our country. We portedly been linked with left-ofbe aireji on Aug. 25-27, from 3-4 still feel that radio offers the best center movements.
misp.m. National championships will means for accomplishing our
be heard oh Sept. 3 and 4 from 3-5. sion.”
Proiity’* Will Sales Spot
p.m; H. Levan Richards will dePhiladelphia, Aug. 15.
scribe the play, assisted by Bob
Norman R. Prouty, former adverThomas of the West Side Tennis
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & tising executive, has been named
Club in Forest Hills, N, Y. It’s the
sixth year Spalding has bankrolled Bayles has clipped the Sampson sales manager for WFILy the Philadelphia Inquirer radio 4 station,
the championship broadcasts and agency of Its Simoniz account.
Prouty was formerly with ARC,
Polish outfit puts a large part of
the third year for the Davis Cup
events. The agency is S. G. Boyn- its ad' coin into local Spot and net- and several New York advertising
Ugenc{e^
work' participation program^,
ton, of Detroit*
1
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Reed ‘Am Hour’ Reunion

future.

Hedda’s

NBC Show

Hedda Hopper preems in October With a half-houf NBC radio
show, which will .probably go into
a Friday night slot.
Program will have a variety
format with Miss Hopper .recalling

tion.

Show
tion.

will

AM

NBC-TV

edition.

Reed was former longtime direcetc., and tor of “Amateur Hour”, during the
perform- entire Major Bowes regime. For

from pix, legit,
bringing' on the original
ers for excerpts from the produc-

highlights

In a reshuffle of plans by ReeEnterprises, packagers of
“Original Amateur Hour,” Bob
Reed takes over direction of the
version, heard Thursday nights
on ABC, effective Aug. 15. Original plan had Reed set for the

mack

have a Coast originaL

the past three years he’s been a
Cleveland AM-TV personality as a.
ianist-raconteur on
and

WTAM

S NRK.
r
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. . .

She has won the respect and affection of probably

more people than any person

• . .

in

show

business.

She has received the most imposing array of awards
citations

• • •

and honors of any woman

in entertainment.

She has been called "America’s greatest salesman.”

• , .

She was chosen, from among scores of stars,

for the leading part in a great new venture—

NBC daytime television.

—

Wednesday* August 16, 1950
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Daytime

television goes bigtime „

.

*

On September

25, ’The Kate Smith Show” opens on

4

through Fridays,

to

NBC

Television,

Mondays

5 p.m. eastern time.

Kate Smith, of course,

will sing.

She

will introduce variety acts

— interview

— present the latest fashion news — devote a spot now and
economics — talk with colorful people — offer a weekly dramatic

interesting people
to

home

highlight.

Producer Ted Collins

will

handle the news, and a

full

then

orchestra will

provide a musical background.

Kate Smith
products.
cost.

will

do more than merely entertain. She

Her matter-of-fact

Her merchandising

sincerity will roll

up big

will help sell her sponsors’

sales in a short time at a

possibilities are endless.

If

you have a product on the way up, here’s a short cut

is

already

first

Whatever you

in

its field,

sell,

here’s just the thing to

Kate Smith

loaded with your best prospects

you

sell

because

it’s

will bring

— the

is

— with figures

you

to see

it

even higher.

you a record-breaking audience heavily

women

of America

— who

will

available for sponsorship in segments of

a week or more.

facts

push

to the top. If your product

buy what

on "The Kale Smith Show.”

The Kate Smith Show

30 minutes once

low

to

We

15 minutes or

have a presentation giving more

back them up — on

this big

daytime buy. Naturally, we want

it.
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As Bulgars See

U.S*

Washington, Aug.

TV As
By MIKE

Sales Spiels Seek Suckers

,

KAPLAN

may be
— “Don't listeners
touch that dial,

Any day now,

some Coast

New

“The American way of
.

and agency people~decry this trend
toward a blatant pitch—but they’ll
also admit sadly that this new development in --ether commercialism
Hollywood, Aug. 15,
has virtually saved daytime Video
Admiral Radio will sponsor pro
in these parts and has kept many
of Los Angeles
outlets operating in the football
indie
Rams on KNBH, Contracts will be
black.
Detroit Lions
as
In the trade, the pitch is sedate- signed as soon
ly referred to as a “lead deal” are brought into fold, reportedly
since its soie object is to provide a matter of hours o nly* Cos t to
the time buyer witlf inquiries or Admiral for 15 games, eight in
leads—rwhat the, oldtime, spieler Los Angeles, one microwaved from
would call a sucker list. There’s Frisco and six filmed on triad, will
nothing institutional about it, it’s a be $200,000,
NBC is guaranteeing gate up to
straight hard pitch whammed home
as glibly and as dramatically as pos- $300,000 for eight home games. Of

on the show, primary booking of
Which was to trailerlze “Three
Littie Words.”
Jail Brewster produced “Dear
Diary” on ABC-Tv and scripted it
with Frank Warren. Last week’s,
review credits erred
Bit and
.
Cora Baird, of.CBS-TV’s “Snarky
Parker,” have created a puppet,
“The Grabbit,” which N. Y. City is
using in its anti-hoarding campaign
...
JphnSerafln, TV maintenance
engineer, is ABC’s first eiriployee
;

»

count,

NBC

station

may come

.

Biz:

definitely

set

it

is

expected

Out
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.

to

•

brity”

Chicago
morning

Saturday

ABC-TV’s
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TV

Madison Sq. Garden Sept. 18,
Harry Saltzman, production su- the-board film series on WENR-TV
Jay Barrington, recent Northpervisor of Robert Montgomery’s
grad, is hew sportscasterNBC-TV stanza, has resigned. No western
arinouncer
at WDAF-TV, Kansas
plans announced
Frank Young, City, Mo,
J. Walter Thompson
publicity manag er of WPIX leaves
-Chi— tele department- - placing - a the station shortly.
.

,

.

.

His assistant,
Clint Bolton, checked out last
week. L. A. Hollingworth is taking
over as chief flack ,
Norma Terris, Eva Gabor ,Bemie Hart and Bernard Sobel will be Mike O’Shea’s
guests oii “Broadway Scrapbook”
Friday (18) on WPIX.
O’Shea,
.

.

—

.

|

spots for Elgin!
Michell Barkas is
producing the Universal Radio Proseries

of

Watch Co.

video
.

.

,

.

ductions package, “State’s Attorney Speaks,” which debuted Monday (7) on W0N-TV for Chi Used
Car Dealer's Assn
Sunda
pinchhitting for Danton Walker Love, featured on “Hollywood Televiews’’
aired
twice-weekly
on
who returns Aug. 25, gets his own
WBKB, has copped a lead role in
WPIX airer Oct. 9.
Tenthouse Theatre's “Goodby My

—

.

.

.

affiliated

De

.

lineup gets another half-hour Aug.
19 when “Animal Clinic,” featuring Veterinarian Dr. Wesley Young
goes on the full net from Chi. Show
in the 10-10:30 a.m. period precedes “Acrobat Ranch” which bows
same day in followirig half-hour
segment for General Shoe Corp.
Albert Wharfield, former
veepee in charge of agency relations for C. Ei Hooper, joins N. Y.
ducer, joins NBC-TV Sept. 1: to
office of A. C. Nielsen Co., as
team With Barry Wood. Latter, veepee
and member of radio and
snared from CBS-TV, is exec proBill Snary has
tele sales staff
ducer of upcoming hour-long Kate
Johnny Bradford as vocalreplaced
Smith cross - the - board series on ist
on NBC’s “Ransom Sherman
NBC-TV
Dick Kissinger to Show.”
Central Ice Cream
product-direct Disabled American
through Presba-Fellers
Co.,
Veterans’ “Garden of Stars” in
Presba, renewed 15-minute cross-

Johnny Desmond, Patsy Lee and
Sam Cowling will be used on the

Landsberg

.

.

.

follow general lines of McNeill’s
“Breakfast Club,”
airer on
ABC, “Breakfast Club” regulars

video series which will occupy the
15.
Wednesday night 8 to 9 (CDT)
video stations period.
may eventually be forced out of
business, Klaus Landsberg predicted glumly in a speech here, beRochemont Sees
cause of standard operating* pror
cedures of the big networks. The
only alternative, the Paramount
In France Spurting, But
name implies, pay off strictly on Television veepee told -the Los
the number of prospects baited by Angeles Ad Club, would be to have
the program.
Close analysis of the stations triple their present
the figures h ave indicated t o st ation managers that, from a rev- sufficient coin from time turned made in television was found in
enue standpoint, the station will pver to the webs to operate profit- France by Richard de Rochemont,
fare as well with PI as it does ably.
March of Time production head,
with “lead,” but the latter is
Landsberg pointed out that al- who recently got back from twodeemed far more acceptable.
though the webs can afford to pay month visit to: France. The same
In the flossy pine-paneled agency more, affiliates currently are get- growing pains are being experioffices, where they sagely discuss ting only one-third of their rates enced as with earlier stages of
“ebb and flow Of market condi- for web-used time. Tripling the American TV interest in tele is
tions” and ruminate on “the human rate card would offset this,, but it growing more rapidly than the
factor
in
merchandising,” they would also put the station's rate quality of TV shows.
De Rochemont found more telefrankly admit that the day seems far above what it should be in each
vision sets in use in cafes, with
to be rapidly approaching when local market.
“lead deals” will go out the
Restricted revenue from web larger crowds being attracted to
orld conditions being time keeps the affiliates in the red, them
window,
almost daily.
Thus, far
what they are, appliance dealers, he added, declaring that tele’s in- French TV operates only a few
among others, are beginning to itial investment and heavy opera- hours each day, and the calibre of
drop this type of advertising. tional nut preclude operating oh the programs is still far behind
actual quality of the screen image,
the same basis as
affiliates.
(Continued on page 34)
Landsberg also lashed out at He. found that TV in France has
rumors that total war would knock better definition than in the U. S,
out television. He pointed out that because using more screen lines.
the medium is in the perfect posiContrasted to the clear TV piction to help rather than hinder a ture, De Rochemont claims the
war effort, since it is an ideal tool showmanship and programs exhibfor quick and uniform education ited lag far behind.
of the entire population on essenBulk of TV film production betial home front activities. He added ing done so far by March of Time
is
.concentrated: on a series of 60that he has been conferring with
Pointing up the importance of Los Angeles Mayor Fletcher Bow- second tele shorts. They are being
stations to television networks was ron on cooperation between KTL
made for use by the parent corthe rush to get WAAM-TV, Balti- amd the city as soon as state and poration, Time, Inc., which is now
more, as a primary affiliate, with federal authorities release f)lans studying its approach to the TV
field.
William Geer, who is superDuMont emerging the victor.
for safety precautions.
vising these TV briefs, and Joe
Because inking of many a conStultz, MOT animation director,
tract with sponsors hinges on the
are in charge of this activity,
nets’ ability to deliver statiions,
the chains have beeri beating the
bushes to sign affiliates. Samuel
VIDEO
Carliner and Norman Kal initialed
Though no deal has been signed
the pact for WAAM, with DuMont
as yet, Vaughn Monroe is being
general manager Chris J. Witting
considered as a hot entry to take
‘ELLERY QUEEN’
signing for the web. Baltimore, is
over Camels’ 9-9;30 p.m. slot on
a. three-station market.
Another automobile account has
CBS-TV. Ciggie company resumes
sponsorship of the Tuesday seg- entered video ranks with Kaiserment Oct. 10, following a summer Frazer dealer groups’ purchase of
the Ellery Queen Mystery Show
hiatus. Spot was formerly held

.

.

.

Fancy” running this week
Don McNeill and Breakfast Club
gang have started prepping for
their video stint preeming next
aged by James Schwartz Produc- month on ABC
WNBQ’s week**
tions.
George Callahan is script- ly half-hour “Pet Shop”; returns
ing
16
bankrolled again by
Charleen Hawkes inked to a Sept.
one-year deal at KNBH, replacing Evanger’s Kennel Foods ... Bob
Carole Richards on “On the Beat” Murphy and Kay Westfall’s “Bob
... The Sportsmen are featured in and
Kay” two-hour
day timer
a series of teevee spot announce- woundup
its
hunt
for
most
ments being made by Telefilm for telegenic ichild of year Friday (11)
.

Hollywood

.

W

.

.

production activities
Margot
Lee playing Beulah on NBC-TV’s
“Menasha the Magnificent”
Roscoe Karris; of DuMont’s “Inside
Detective,” has sold his California
home to reside in Bronxville
Allan
Stevenson on
“Starlight
Theatre” and “Detective’s Wife”
on CBS-TV this week
Tom
Loeb, Foote - Cone - Bel ding pro-

Hollywood, Aug.

Small

.

.

out

AM

Of TV

.

.

.

.

May

Affiliates

.

.

.

Force

bows tomorrow
with Art Baker

.

Chicago, Aug. 15.
Philco has decided hot to share
Don McNeill’s hour tele show
which bows on ABC Sept. 6. In a
deal set Friday (11 v, several weeks
after buying the first half-hour of George Wallach two weeks ago,
the program, Philco picked up the Will do “The Pretty Girl” for the
Dorothy O’Conlast half. Speidel Watch Band Co. same outlet
is understood to have attempted nor, production asst, on ABC-TV’s
to buy the last 30 minutes but: deal “Stop the Music,” is expanding her

gamble without monetary loss. was vetoed by Philco which had
Cost of 200G to Admiral covers approval rights oh. second sponsor
rights, station time and facilities. as part of its deal.
Although format of show is not

Procedures

.

KECA-TV

over

(16)

,

of

Web

.

.

.

phone which Admiral is assuming half.
number at which an eager listen- Under the arrangement, NBC is
year’s
attendance
last
er can get immediate information, meeting
a free home trial, a chance to get plus 10% dollar volume increase.
a set of dinnerware with the order, Should attendance top last year’s
or just a busy signal. What’s more,
“if you live outside the toll-free
area, just call Gullible 0000 and reThere’s no
verse the. charges.”
snobbishness involved, though; if
you “don’t have a phone handy,”
the pitchmen will graciously accept a pertny postcard;
Bulk of Local Biz
Spot check of local indies reveals that “lead deals” sometimes
account for as much as 75% of the
time sold on any given station and
pitch programming frequently absorbs a five or six hour block of
time.
Most of the outlets, however, have studiously avoided a
variation of the “lead,” the “per
inquiry” account. PI sales, as the

.

a geography angle,

.

the

is

,

'

;

The kicker

.

.

.

sible.

.

;
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games

AM

.

a trek to all Indian reservations for
a series of, vidfilms based on Indian
life and lore
Budget Pack picked
up A1 Burton’s “Tele-Teen Report
ter” for another 13
weeks.
KECA-TV set “Buck Bradley’s Rodeo” for Saturday night lensing beginning Aug. 26
“Stop, Look and
Listen,” pantomime quiz show with

presiding over a panel of four, including two guests. Charles Herbert packaged and Seymour Berns
will_mrectx.: -Transport Indemnity
recalled for active military service Co. is bankrolling , RCA report.DuMont’s “Hands of Destiny” edly is dropping “Kukla, Fran and
returns to its original format under Ollie” from KNBH lineup in the
the title, “Hands of Mystery.” It fall, which would open up muchwas first called “Hands of Mur- needed time for local advertisers
Crosby Enterprises has decided
der.”
Joe Cal Cagno to write a radio- to go ahead with a series Of 52 15tele column for Screen Stars and minute telepix featuring antics of
Filmland jriags and will continue chimpanzees after eyeing the test
cartooning for Nick Kenny’s col- reel turned out by Jerry Courneya
umn
Herman Levin arid Har- Productions. Pix will cost about
Clark Dennis set for
old Rome will preem a tune from $1,200 each
the upcoming Broadway produc- two guest shots on Ken Murray’s
“Eileen’s
vidshow
this fall
CBS
tion,
“Bless You All,’* tonight
(Wed.) for Arlene Francis, who’s Bong Parade,” half-hour musical
starring Eileen
teleshow
variety
subbing this week for Wendy
packaged by Charlie Wick
Barrie on NBC-TV
Lou Barton
.Betty Bligh signed as a regular
Dropkiri, Who scripted “Goldwyn
Natalie Kalmiis’ “Club Celeon
Story” on WNBT for director
show on KNBH Tuesdays

life

regime,”

lice

games on

.

participants, so songsmith Harry
collected $3Q for his guester

Ruby

unfurls a Wide opportunity for
Magaelectronic technique.
zincs and -newspapers forecast
an enviable future for the
televisor in the American po-

radioites

tional Football League
Sept. 15 with Lllienf

eld Bros, pickCBS-TV insists on paying AFRA ing up the tab for Corona
Lark ciminimum on its “Songs for Sale” gars. Robert E. Callahan mapping

imperialist leaders.

boy—you bother me.”

Privately,

American television is being
devoted largely to entertainment dealing with murder and,
rape, the Bulgarian radio has
been telling Europe. A broadcast, picked up by official U. S.\
“In the past radio criminals
could be heard but not seen
on featured crime plays. Now
the radio listener has become
a radio spectator for perhaps
91 murders, three rapes, seven
bandit raids and so on. Radio
represents a profitable profession if one responds to the aggressive smiles of the U. S.

“They Live in Brooklyn,” WPIX,
mosphere of Hollywood for many N. Y„ weekly tele series about
years. Coast radio arid video out- Italian-American family life, was
lets have finally plunged into the picked up for sponsorship last week
flamboyant spirit of things with an by Ronzoni spaghetti. It’s for 26
midway approach that weeks 'Starting Sept. 14.
ail-out
brings the oldtime pitch right into
Emil Mogul is the ad agency.
the so-called privacy of the home.
hearing

TV

15i

monitors, declared in part:

Hollywood, Aug, 15.
Having, lived more or less sedately in the anchored carnival at-

little

. ,

.

.

Story-with.-muslc package starring Lillian Roth has been pack-

.

AM

.

DuMont Winnah

.

.

.

Camp - Stokely

Van

.

.

.KECA-TV

beaming highlights

starts

Mail Order Network

after racking nearly 150,000 votes

Na- during three-week contest.

of 14

To

Bankroll Roller Stanza

•

.

The Mail draer Network

.

.

ting

It will

MULLS MONROE
ENTRY
AS CBS

*

,

slated to

J erry Grant,

ed his

^C^yj^ke^ng^i^Miss’’.

editor.

own

Hank McCune show on NBC-TV

•j.

\

ft£\

a

k.f

t

.

‘
.

.i

a

situation

9.

It’s

comedy produced

Before the windup of daylight
saving time it will be next to impossible to buy program time on
WPTZ between 2 p. m. and midnight, Danneribaum said, because
of present commercial commitments, the NBC network shows
which WPTZ will carry and the
air time the station must withhold from sale as a matter of

in policy.
“Every locally sponsored proradio activity has been aug- |ianyarried last
se.asqn.i?ii„WJPTZ;

Hollywood.

PP

Artists*

,

)

on Saturdays, starting Sept.

tele

'

.r 1

campaign for its candy bars will
rely heavily on teevee as well as
radio, in video, PP is backing the

agency, National
Television Productions, has joined

General

TV Buy

Naugatuck, Conn., Aug; is.
Peter Paul's most extensive ad

GAC

!

If.,

Peter Paul’s

who formerly head-

CorprV TV and'
Last season Win O’Keefe pro- on Sundays at 8:30 p.m. It’s a tele
radio dept.
duced and Marc Daniels directed. version of musical chairs.
In addition to his GAC chores,
Latter moves over to the Nash TV
Kay Westfall and George Sotos Grant is also writing a column
for
wili be co-emcees.
Spin mag, published jn Chicago.

*

.

America.

Grant Now' JVith

Philadelphia, Aug. 15.
Spot arid participation business
on WPTZ has reached new highs,
and the. station will have more
sponsored program hours this fall
than it had air time less than a
year ago. A mid-summer survey
made by Alexander W. Dannen*
baum, Jr., commercial manager,
showed the SRO sign would be
tacked on virtually all of the station’s present participation shows.

begin

W

.

be beamed on a five-station

MON

on the Dumont
network Thursday nights at 9 p m.
for a half hour starting Oct.. 1.
William
eintraub agency made
the deal through Music Corp. of

Ed Wynn who Was cancelled out
Staffs Set For Fall [by the tobacco outfit.
“Ford Theatre” will return to r~ Whatever the " outcome of the
CBS-TV on Sept. 8 with/ a new pro- tele deal may be, Monroe will still
duction staff. Garth' Montgomery, continue airing for Camels over
Kenyon & Eckhardt TV director, the CBS radio network in his preswill be executive producer. Frank- ent 7:30-8 p.m. slot on Saturdays.
lin Schaffner and Robert Peyson,
ABC’s ‘Sit or Miss’
both ex-CBS-TV, will be director
and production manager, respecAdding to the parade of video
tively,
Lois Jacoby will be script shows based on parlor games,
f

a

Derby Scene.”

covering Philly,
Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati arid
Columbus, followirig the roller derby telecast, Aug. 17.
will plug an instant photo
camera offer. The direct mail outfit at one time backed the Erv Victor program on WOR, N* Y., and
WGN, Chicago.

ON TV

by

get-

ABC-TV hookup

•

:

is

the video field with

stanza titled “Roller

CAME

.

into

j

mented by the-puPchase of Edward has been renewed,” Dannenbaum
R; Murrow newscasts over CBS’ said, “And sponsors are showing
Pacific hookup. This is in addition
to its current local news shows and

increased interest in daytime tele-

national spqt campaign^

better

vision,

which will result in
daytime pl:ograms. *
,

still
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PROGRAM COSTS
A run-through of the NBC-CBS video production mahouts today
reads like a page out of a “Young & Rubicam Year Book” covering years of Y & R’s preeminence in big-league commercial radio
programming.
Y & E alumni now doing TV network duty include Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, tele chief at NBC; his chief aide, Fred Wile; Sam
Fuller, Who goes back to the Gulf-sponsored Phil Baker show and
who is currently on the NBC production staff; Pete Bamum, also
on the NBC-TV payroll, and the brace of CBS program toppers,
-Hubb ell^ebmsonv^:ran4~Harry "Ackerman, who w e re suc cessively^
boss man in Y & R’s radio dept., and are now doing double AM-TV
duty for Bill Paley.
Doug Coulter and Carl Stanton, now both in NBC video, are
other erstwhile agency radio men who operated on a director.

+
By GEORGE ROSEN

client

ship level.

of

resistance.

a

full-hour

On

the

sellout,

it

Detroit, Aug. 15.
Hopalong Cassidy, otherwise
,

known

Boyd, usualy
goes to the rescue of someone.
But when he left his horse
Topper on shore to pilot a
yacht he had to call for help.
Cruising back from, Georgian Bay with Manferd Burr
leigh, Grosse Pointe yachting:

basis

would

fetch the network a tidy $52,000 a
week and, projected on a 52-week
basis, bring

acceptance of films on
has increased to the
point where video outlets in N. Y.
are now devoting about an eighth
of their total programming time to
Public

V

television

celluloid features,
is

a

and

still

being added.

Don Ameche

has been signed by

more Packard, via Young & Rubicam,
replace Edward Everett Horton

to
as

cumulative billings in

excess of $2,500,000.
The agencies, in effect, consider
the $13,000 weekly tab for 15
minutes of programming too rich
for clients’ blood at this stage Of
the afternoon TV game. They take
the position that current Ty circulation figures, when projected on
a national basis, don’t warrant
that kind of coin, particularly for
a personality who has still to
demonstrate her impact on video
audiences. But more important,
they’re asking: “Hpw can we commit our client to that kind of
money for afternoon programming in the fact of a universal
recognition ^that daytime radio, far
from being hurt by TV’s inroads,
is destined for even wider acceptance in the future?”
Even with radio’s far-greater national penetration and ability to
deliver millions of daytime listeners, AM’s ability to lure major
sponsors for morning and afternoon programming was predicated
on low-cost programming, the
agencies point out. Average cost
of even- the top-rated daytime
serials, for example, runs around
$2,000 to $2,500 a week
a factor,
they cite, that has kept Procter
& Gamble, General Foods, etc.,
championing the cause of daytime
radio.
A quarter-hour of Kate
Smith or anybody -else-atr$T3;000;:
they add, can only have the effect Of driving them away.

,

its

“Holiday Hotel” stanza

When the show returns from its
about twice the 22 hours films
summer hiatus it will move up 30
occupied last year. Typical of the
minutes to Thursdays at 9 p.m., to
changed attitude is that of WORfollow the “Stop, the Music” teleTV, N. Y., which when it preemed
version.
last October announced that it
would completely bypass films.
This week 17 of its 46 hours of
programming (not counting 15
hours weekly of its "Tele-Fax
News”) is on reels.
pix,

Reason for WOR-TV’s policy reLive local
versal is economic.
shows,, it’s figured, just can’t be

Bill

enthusiast, their motor cruiser
ran out of gasoline and a distress signal was raised over the
boat.
Sherwood Anderson, a St.
Clair, Mich, ferryman, furnished more gasoline, Boyd continued to Detroit.

TV

Fear that

—

um

and Magnavox.

tele

the

Tone for Drama

on-AM.

Standard

war

The Speidel watch band company has purchased 4 the Monday
night 8 to 8:30 NBC-TV time and
will install a dramatic stanza in
the segment.
Time was recently
relinquished by Chevrolet, which
also had a dramatic series in the
niche last season.
Speidel previously had made
To
overtures toward buying every
fourth week of the Sunday night 8
to 9 rotating-star series, which Colgate is sponsoring next season on
the other three Sundays Of each
iaonth. However, in a last-minute
change of mind, Speidel decided
it preferred the commercial impact
turned down by Dinah Shore after
of a weekly showcase rather than
manager,
Henry
her
personal
once a month.
Jaffe, advised her that such a deal
could cut deeply into future revenue; Original bid came through
Music Corp, of America and was
turned over to Jaffe for final apCity,

Aug.

15.

Home

fOotball games of the University of Oklahoma will again be
aired by WKY-TV this season, it
was disclosed by station manager
P. A. Sugg, after the school’s* board
of regents okayed a contract last
week. Negotiations for the video
rights had been underway for several weeks.
Oklahoma, Ford dealers will
^bankroll’ the five-game homefsched-

Regents board gave the greenlight following, a meeting with Sugg
in which he discussed the value of
TV as a liaison between the university and the people of the state.

Philco,

tab of an hour

proval.
Jaffe suggested the nix on the
grounds that promiscuous endorsement of products might make it
difficult to negotiate for future
Additionally,
program sponsors.
he pointed out that such endorsements might hamper guest ap-

incidentally,

:

pearances

Which

more revenue.

could

Down

cited Miss Shore’s Sept, 14 guestint on the Bob Hope television

A blanket
products, including
'undoubtedly
refrigerators,
would
prevent Miss Shore from appearing on a program sponsored by a
competitive firm*

program for Ff^idaire.
plug for

GC

AT

four

place,

so good base-

ball as the Miller, attendance there
continues to run neck and neck
with that of the non-televising Minneapolis team.
Twin City sports writers now are

WEB SPREAD
j

starting to

wonder

if this indicates

Sunset” half-hour show Tuesday that televising actually helps atnight will feed to NBC, marking tendance, instead of hurting it as
the first Cincy TV origination for some club Owners have been cona major network. Show will utilize tending.
production numbers, narrative and
film in musically depicting Cincinscenic

and

historical

land-

MBS

have

games they
need only meet the bid of any
other

competitor, provided they
it within 24 hours. Closing
date for the dickering is Saturday (1 9) Last month DuMont made
a $510,000 offer which the MBS-

match

.

Qillette

Combo

equalled.

Gillette

and last refusal for TV.
If Mutual winds up with both
the AM and TV rights for Gillette,
it would be up to the Sponsor and
its agency, Maxon, to select the
video web on which' it would go,
since MBS does not have a tele
has

first

stockholder stafour TV stations and these would have to carry
the series. In N. Y* WOR-TV would
beam the diamond classic, with
WNBT or WCBS-TV also airing
them if NBC-TV or CBS-TV gets
the nod.
The prime importance of sports
to video is pointed up by the fact
that in 1949 Gillette paid only
$225,000 for the tele rights.
Last year the series was made
available on a pool basis to all
stations wanting to carry the
games.
This year, if an outlet
wants to beam the game gratis

MBS

and

Its

own

would permit

Gillette

but would not be unde; oblige
to buy additional coverage.

Ray Bolger, who

TV

at

produce nati

.

AM

last

week

said

he “didn’t want to dance” for NBC
radio, may relent to gp on NBCTV’s Sunday _ “Colgate Comedy
Hour.”
With the Bolger Broadetration, a commercial on tele will
not reach potential buyers. In pre- way musical “Where’s Charley?”
vious days there was much more closing, the terper-singer is reVisiting of friends who had TV sets portedly interested in the NBC
but today (with so large a propor- video stint which will have its
tion of the population in these stars rotate on a monthly basis,
Eddie Cantor will kick off the
cities having sets) the visiting has
Colgate 60-minute show on Sundeclined.
day,
Sept. 10, at 8 p.m. Dean MarOne factor which may keep TV
advertisers in the medium is the tin and Jerry Lewis will follow on
the Sept. 17 show and Fred Allen
(Continued on page 34)
takes over on Sept, 24. The fourth
position is currently vacant, but
NBC hopes to ink Bolger for it.
Sam Fuller, exec producer, and
Mpls. Has a
Ripley;

and the Saints, in
haven’t been playing

As an examule, he marks.

of Chevrolet.
Since: Gillette and
rights to the

the

drama alternating

WTCN

Cincinnati, Aug. 15.
WLW-TV special “Cincinnati

made

by DuMont on behalf

also

,

GETS

(14)

Don McNeill

with “Ford Theatre” on CBS-TV*
Behind the fear of tele set firms
pulling out of the medium is the
fact that with some cities (such as
New York) reaching a 40% TV pern

GE

WKY Univ. of Okla. Games

Monday

had. been

backs a segment of McNeill’s
“Breakfast Club” show on ABC
radio. Magnavox is to pick U p the

they maintain, has the sponsor in
the middle of an economic tailWhile only a year ago a
spin.
$25,000-a-week package just about
hit § peak level, this fall the 25G
shows will be circuiting the “network video channels on an almost
nightly basis, with some shows
even pegged in the $30,000 and
$40,000 bracket, and at least one

‘CINCY

for ex195G

video rights to the

announced as tion

cancellation clauses may Be inserted in pacts by some webs. At
ABC, it’s reported, there will not
be a standard clause, but manuBaseball Grosses
facturers with special problems
starrrotating
Sunday
will have clauses covering their (Colgate’s
needs written into their agree- night NBC show) hitting an alltime high of $60,000 a week.
Minneapolis, Aug. 15.
ments with the web.
They recall all too vividly how
Although the Minneapolis Amerradio took it on the chin because ican Assn, baseball team is playof inflationary prices for programs ing good ball and is in third place
and personalities, despite its abil- in the standings, attendance at
ity to deliver coast-to-coast audi- Nicollet Park during the present
Blurb
Products; ences far transcending TV’s pres- stand actually has dwindled since
ent circulation. Yet ,in appraising KSTP Was compelled by the city
Fear Product Conflict the much stiffer bankrolling tar- electrical inspector to stop televisiffs
attending the upcoming TV ing the contests.
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
season, they’re alarmed over the
is still televising St. Paul
Offer of $25,000 for a series of fact, that, despite all the. coin
American Assn, baseball games
10 one-minute spots endorsing abuses of the past, “AM wasjiever
and although the town has much
General Electric products was this bad.”
less population than Minneapolis
'

met a $600,000 bid

World Series which

show on ABC-TV, will sponsor
entire
hour (see separate

story).

At present there have been only over the “runaway prices” which,

Harvester

(files.)

clusive

it,

Philco, originally
backing half of the

—

a few instances of bankrollers
pulling out because of the changed
manufacturing conditions, such as
Norge on-TV and International

as video Cities reach the cir-

culation saturation point is being
allayed by additional expenditures
by the set makers, such as Philco

war
production
efforts gramming costs which, they fear,
different serial daily for kids. Suc- when
cessive episodes will be beamed on brought about changes in their ad- will only hurt the cause of comthe same day the following week, vertising campaigns. Some spon- mercial video and inevitably scare
until all chapters have been shown. sors demanded the release from off more and more sponsors.
The agencies are squawking
their pacts under the iffy clause.
(Continued on page 34)

man-

set

ufacturers might desert the medi-

—

*

television

R a z or

chain of its own.
tions however,

Set Mfrs.

Not Pulfing Out

produced cheaply enough to garner
Station found
consistent ratings.
its three-hour “Ford Movie Night”
Of double features on Mondays so
successful it is adding a triple feature pf whodunit’s on Sundays. Its * Uncertainty of the war situation
Italian language features on Sat- because of the Korean crisis is
hforcing the TV-andrradio-networks
one hour, will now run 90 minutes.
WABD, DuMon’t N. Y. key, is to provide bankrollers with an out
adding “Sunday Matinee,” a full from their contracts in case GovScdre Off Sponsors?
three-hour pic show with some big ernment orders require curtailChief concern of the agencies,
league Hollywood features, which ment of civilian production.
As in World War II, broadcast- however, is what they characterwill get under way bn Sept. 10.
ize as TV’s “coin-happy” era, with
along with other media
The outlet is also skedding “Serial ing
Theatre,” screening a chapter of a had to give spenders protection its attendant spiraling of pro-

ule.

as.

.

host of

In Gotham more than 40 hours
week are being given over to the on ABC-TV.

Oklahoma

Hoppy Rescued

Flash!

NBC’s peddling of the upcoming
Kate Smith afternoon video show,
~af"'$13,000 "per Charter-hour segment on a five-times-a-week basis
has been meeting with agency-

network, and Gillett*
Corp. yesterday

Mutual
Safety

Goodrich’s

TV Newscast

B, F. Goodrich has bought a 15CroSley staffers taking part include Ann Ryan, Corky Robbins, minute newscast with John Daly
Gene* Griffinr Bettie Clooney, Bill on CBS-TV Sundays at 10 pm.,
Thall, Bob Shreve, Skyliners, Ken- starting Aug. 27. It* will run five
tucky Briarhoppers, and Loe Lugar weeks until the return of Goodorchestra, with Bill McCord as nar- rich’s “Celebrity Time” to the 10Jim Hill and Bob Gilbert 10:30 p.m. slot,
rator.
Agency Is BBD&O,
are producers.

director

Kingman

T.

Moore are

on the Coast, together with staffers
Ernie
Glucksman and> Charles
Friedman, consulting with Cantor
on his stint.

NBC-TV's other rotating show,
Wednesdays at 8-9 p.m., will prob4, with Jimmy
Ed Wynn will

ably kick off on Get.

Durante

starred,

take the third position. Second and
fourth spots are still open with
the web talking to Danny Thomas
and Spike Jones.

NIELSEN AUDHHETER

SAMPLING SET TO GO
A.

C.

Chicago, Aug. 15.
mailable audi-

Nielsen’s

meter manufacturing program

is

now completed,

arid the instruinstalled in enough
homes to give an adequate sample
for the firm’s National Television
Index reports starting Sept. i. Cur-

TV

ments

rently the reports are based upon
a combination of the audimeter andT
coincidental phone calls.
Latter
method of gathering data will be
dropped at the end of this month.
Nielsen points out as advantages
of using only audimeter sampling:
increased accuracy, with automatic
recording of data, inclusion of nonphone homes, and coverage of entire 50-mile area around each TV
city; faster delivery of reports;
separate ratings for each week;
new types of information such as
duplication of audience, measurement of total audience viewing national spot announcements/:
,

Wednesday, August 16, 1950

Philadelphia, Aug. 15.
Paucity of promising television
material in this, area, and the
almost general disinterest of booking agents in digging up same, finds
literally
stations
video
Philly

•

starving for talent. The fact that
there are good salaries and steady

work being ignored by performers

TV

further baffles the local

TELEVISION

pro-

grammers.

The scarcity of local talent has
slowed attempts to put on station
shows that would hold up. In New
York, If the nets call for talent
they are unable to audition the
thousands that turn up. No such
deluge faces Philly’s video entrepreneurs, who have to turn
talent scouts and cover the night
clubs and musical bars for new

Deal

472^00

FUlIj's

sive.'

Tooke said, “and although
Mexico City, Aug. 15.
there were no fortunes in it, there
Video’s strong start in Mexico
were salaries of $100 to $150 for
the right people. We were unable with the! preem of a regular com-

it,”

“That

be

should

enough

good

for talent interested in
video, but we don’t have to fight
off applicants. It looks as if they
prefer starving in New Vork.”'
The difficulty that confronts the
station is that the local talent
shortage prevents, setting up attractive shows for sponsors on a
local leVel. For program budgeted
at $l,000-a-week the. sponsor likes
some sort of production for his
'

play-

Dare Jolmston

biz media*

In Tint Alliance

*

-

hereby 'Novedades!

if television regularly services the
"Invariably we have to go to 10,000. sets, quota for the two. staNew York for our entertainers and tions, that are due here within the
-there-we getrblackjacked,” Tooke next couple of monthsr-becausesetssaid. "We are not looking for Sid vvill wean at least 100,000 cash
customers away from the cinemas,
(Continued^ on page 34)
That would he' a big blow to the
cinemas here, which can only Count
on a top Of 300,000 regular custom-

money.

CBS and Remington Band have

.

——

mlAGVNew

.

the "Vericori” tag.
line is expected to
livery this fall.

the

t\vo

marathon

WCPO-TV upped

Cincy’s
three-station total for video select

That

tivity to

shadows cinemas

m. Sunday.
Revisions for its airtime spread
have a hillbilly opry and Coco the
Clown, each for a full hor, as the
opening"
new " shows, Monday
(Continued on page 34)

it.

will lose

.

ABC-TV

will

;

.

‘

i

!:

> »

”

Minneapolis, Aug. 15.
KSTP, which has been forced to
discontinue televising of Minneapolis
American
Assn. \ baseball
games, is experiencin’g more grief
in consequence pf its technicians*
strike.

tone of the latest developments
finds
radio technicians union
local 1217 filing unfair labor practices charges with ^NLRB .against

AFL

Stanley Hubbard, KSTP. president.
Crystal Ballroom tonight (15).
It
It’s alleged he was gujlty.of a disbe first local televising of a
criminatory lockout of the 21 strikfashion show when it is repeated
ing technicians and also, a refusal
Thursday (17) at 9 p.m. ovet
to bargain in good faith. ..

will

JI

WAVE-TV,
New approach

to style shows
will take form, of an hour-long
miniature intimate revue. Talent,

Another development occurred

•

in

municipal

Thomas

•

I

.court

Be'rgin

will

.

at $15 ,054,8 1 0~were-

sold to manufacturers.
j

Rheingold'

TV

*
.

gal.

Rheingold has also bought three
participations in the Tex and Jinx
show on WNBC, N, Y., via Foote,

Cone
i

,

&

*

Belding;
t

'

t

Ta

March

Time

two-reelers srion.
may be. on television as a result of
arid
deal
between
pending
a
a group of midwest publishers who
operate TV stations. Negotiations
are for a batch of March of Time
subjects now no longer distributed
to theatres,, but which are on subjects still of interest to the public.
These oldies are subjects that
about 10
\vere distributed by
years ago (20th-Fox now distributes
MOT). March of Time noW holds
sole distribution rights to the picof

MOT

Campaign

Jinx McCrary, one of the first
Miss Rheingolds, is being starred
with her husband, Tex, in a fiveminute vidpic which the brewer
will use in a five-week video campaign to select the 1951 Rheingold

1

•

WAVE-TV

Louisville, Aug. 15.
Latching on to theatte-in-therourid staging format, Selman’s
local ladies wear store, will pro-*duce the first presentation in
Louisville when "Fashion-irt-theRourid” is presented at the Brown

March

Promotion Conference, Get. 6-7,
bankibll Filmcraft Dr. Kenneth Dameron, general tubesrvahred
15.

*

L’VILLE’S

WAVE

Columbus, Aug. 15.
Television aS an advertising medium and current trends in radio

AM

t

|i

when Judge

found Delmar H.

Nispel, KSTP television director,
besides loqaL college-age models,
known professionally as Del Frankinclude,., film player Jimmie
lin, guilty of violating the city elecDale, WAVE-TV personality; Rosemary Reddens, formerly with the trical ordinance for turning on the
station’s television .power switch
Washington, Aug. 15.
Lunts; Pat Wrege, Walter Head,
The swing to larger TV tubes special ballet by Libby Starks’ at the baseball park after the city
continues unabated, with, picture dancers, and a group of former U. electrical inspector had sealed it
tubes of 14 inches and larger now' dr' Louisville male students. Fash- on the ground^ it failed to comply
constituted more than 89% of all ion commentator Harriet VHilleboe With the city ordinance arid consti(Continued on page 35)
sold the receiver manufacturers, will describe the gowns, and Bill
reports the Radio-Television Man- Hodapp,
writer, will m.c.
ufacturers Association. At the end the show. Bob James arid his orof 1949, this category was only chestra will background With col15% of the total.
lege and musical comedy tunes.
Last year the most popular size
was 12 through 13.9 inches. During June, this range sold only 10%
of Time Oldies
of the tubes.
•During June, 566,942 cathode ray
“Far Video on

OHIO AD CONFERENCE
TO SIFT TV, AH TRENDS

Productions’ second series of 52 conference
anhas
chairman,
half-hour telepix, "Mandrake the
'V
Magician,” based on the comic nounced.
The meeting is jointly sponsored
strip.
FP’s initial venture is the
filming of the Groucho Marx show by the college of commerce and
which NBC and Plymouth-DeSote administration at Ohio State University and the fifth district of the
dealers will pay for;
ABC bought the series after Advertising Federation of America.
media will be ConTV and
financing and viewing the pilot reel
of "Mandrake,” packaged by Rob- sidered in special sessions on retail
promotion and
sales
advertising,
ert Mann-Lee Falk Enterprises*
The latter
Keith Richards plays the title role national advertising.
with Woody Strode, former UCLA will cover industrial and consumer
All- America end, as Lothar and goods as well as advertising agency
Mary Ellen Kay as Princess Narda. management and. operation.
i

FOR

OR BIGGER TV
TUBES NOW THE NORM

advertising will, highlight the seventh annual Advertising and Sales

Hollywood, Aug.

SHOW

‘ROUND’ FASHION

much 14-INCH

a.

:

The Vericolor

be ready for dei

tax revenue, and to get all publications, trade and general, to join
the fight for a curb on video for
the sake of much advertising revenue.

posting

vs.

fighting with the

the latter

.

—

sions by Crosley’s WLW-T and the
Times-Star’s WHKC-TV.
Telecasting by WCPO-TV now
starts at 6 a. m. instead of 10:30
am., Monday through Friday, and
10:30 a. m. on Saturday and 11

In
firsts,

is still

'

!,

,

m.

l a.

TV

TV

reels,

.

.

‘

Monday

Video, of course, ^is pl«nying up
the visual elements which radio
cannot use
motion picture film
and maps. CBS-TV’s topographical
map ipf Korea is highly effective,
and International News Service is
photographing and syndicating it

for its clients. NBC-TV’s maps use
liv a pact, under which
animated effects with' symbols of
will manufacture, sell and dis-; planes' flying river
the territory or
r
television tanks hammering
color
tribute
CBS’
at a battle line.
equipment for industrial uses.

Because the FCC hasn’t yet ruled
on color TV, the agreement doesn’t

291 hours a week.
figure will climb to a near 400
hours in early autumn with exten-

Cincinnati, Aug; 15,
racked up an industry-wide high for operation Monday (14) with kickoff of a weekly
141-hour schedule. Included in it
by Mort Watters, general manager
of the Scripps-Hpward holding, is
regular 67another record of
hour stretch of continuous pro*
gramming from Friday 6 a. m. to

.

Newsreels
newscomplaining to the
cover tinted video for the general
National Military Establishment
public.
However, the equipment because
teevee is scooping them.
could, be used for colorcasting
The reels want release dates on
should the' CBS color system be NME -film,
which would give them
authorized. Industrial uses of the an even
with TV. Although
CBS color equipment Will include the NMEbreak
decided against a reteaching of medical and surgical lease
date
policy,
the
videotechniques, employment ini danger- casters
that some material is
& ous manufacturing processes such coming say
through With "hold” inas atomic production, etc.
structions.
Newly designed equipment will
The tele -newsmen charge that
*
be marketed under the name of the Pentagon film personnel inbudgeted comedy series.
The question currently being "Vericolor.” It includes a compact cludes a large proportion of exposed is: "How much of that 60G camera one-fifth the size of stand- Hollywood reel staffers and that
ard mo noc hrome came r a s and
.
--—(Continued on -page-35)
(Gontinued-oh-page-34)
weighing only 32 pounds, a control
unit with its own monitor and additional color monitors. RR has
been making black-and-white TV
equipment for industrial use under
,

of
Television
Representatives
Luis R. Montes, Samuel Granat, Authority and Screen Actors Guild
Luis
Iglesias,
Manuel Espinosa
met yesterday (Tues.) in N. Y. in
Castro, Fernando Garcia, Gabriel the second of two exploratory talks
Alarcon and Luis Osio—-that his that may end their jurisdictional
action was prompted after study- battle.
Today (Wed.) TVA sits
ing what he said video has done down with reps of the tele webs
to exhibitors in the U. S.*and Eng- to start negotiations on its own.
land. Conferees intially decided to.
Taking part In the inter-union
Ask government regulation' of confabs were George Heller, TVA
video to protect the film trade; exec secretary; Kenneth Thomson,
line up the whole industry in a SAG tele administrator, and their
protective bloc; urge producers to counsels. Thomson returns to the
nix offers, even fancy-priced ones, Goast today (Wed.) to report back
for pix for video, and to forbid to his union and Heller will simiall their players on television in larly confer \yith TVA. ~
any way, even personals, so as to
What is bringing the two unions
sidestep possibility of pix in which
(Continued on page 34)
they play losing public favor; tell
the government that if video over-

WCPO-TV

Radio initially made big inroads
among tele set owners after the
outbreak of the Korean fighting
June 25, because Americans had
established the habit of turning to
their radios for late developments
during World War II. However,
TV has been airing spot bulletins
and flashes at frequent intervals,
so that viewers feel they won’t
miss any hot items by sticking “tor
tele. NBGrTV,.. for example, is. airing 38 news programs weekly,
ranging from half-hour shows to
one-minute summaries three or
*
four times a night.
.

,RR

ers in a population crowding 3,The wallop would be
000,000.
proportionately stiff out of town.
Banker told the meeting, who
include the industry’s high brass—

141-Hour Schedule

1

joined forces

Situation is highlighted by negocurrently under way involving writers loqg identified with
comics just signed for the NBC
tiations

daily,

Television,
the
recognizing
threat which AM’s flexible arid
rapid coverage of news poses for
TV in the Korea crisis, has triade
big strides to hypo the quantity
and quality of news on video.

—

and a second being readied for a September open- video roster. While the web has
ing by the Emilio Azcarraga cin- ladled out top coin to assure itself
ema-radio station syndicate, has exclusivity on the comics, it's somefilm toppers and the pix .trade's
thing else again when they Start
*
bank in such a! hassle that, they’re talking about writers’ fees.
holding emergency meetings to
In view of the adage that "a
formulate protection.
Powwows were called by Andres show’s no better than it writers,”
Serra Rojas, head of the semi- it’s generally accepted that the upstar-roofficial Banco Nacional Cinema- coming Colgate-sponsored
tografico, top provider of coin for tating Sunday night' series (Eddie
Martin
Cantor,
Allen,
Fred
most of the pic trade.* He explained at the initial meeting (10) that Lewis) can probably rise or fall on
,000,the film trade faces near-extinction the scripting merits of the $60
prominent

MCA

to

Hollywood, Aug. 15.
pave Johhston checked into MCA
yesterday (14) to prep for a television production chore after leav-

the time attention Is paid to the
scripters the stars have come down
with nervous stomachs and in most
cases the best of the writing talent
has been snapped up already, frequently for legit, pix or other show

•

money

Hprwin,

ing Universal-International, where
For some time now considerable he had been assistant to talent topcriticism has been levelled at the per Rufus Le Maire for two years.
TV braintrusters concerned with
Johnston will handle both local
big-league commercial program- and NCw York talent for a few
ming, over the failure to recognize, weeks before moving into the video
that the scripter’s contribution to a field to handle shows being pr e pped
show, be it variety, comedy or situ- by the agency.
ation comedy, is* comparable /to the
performing talent.
Yet almost right down the line,
it’s argued, the network mahouts
have been tossing around stratospheric loot in signing up comics,
with no thought of the writing. By

,

mercial station

;

wright, joins CBS-TV in New York
as story executive over writers is
seen as the initial overtures made
thus far in video to give the writer
his rightful place in the TV sun.

Holland Tooke, assistant general
manager of WPTZ, pointed out
that his station recently was forced
to close down a musical show because of the talent drought. “We
could have gone” all .summer with

staffers
several
shows*- who are
drawing $10,000 and $12,000 a year.

Jerry

veteran Coast scripter and

Sets

Philadelphia, Aug. 15.
Official figures compiled by the
Electrical Association Of Philadelphia show *472,500 TV receivers
in operation in the Philadelphia
area as of J une 30. Sales during
the first half of the year were up
92% over 1949 sales.
Report showed a total of 150,912
sets sold in this area during the
period of January to June, inclu...

faces.

to get them.”
Tooke listed
now on station

whereby

,

RRO

tures.
4

•

^

—
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day now

the list of “lead deal"
sponsors can be expected to expand
to such items as nail files and flyby-night -auto polish; After all,
there's plenty ot scratch in both.

Tele
Continued from p*i« 38

despised the others in the family.
And the wife's two younger children, raised in the unhappy circumstances, aid destroyed by the
tragic fighting around them.
Boris Tqmariri (Who subbed for
Joseph Schiidkraut because of the
latter’s laryngitis) was excellent as
the tormented father and Betty
Field scored heavily as the bitter
daughter. Don Appell, a director
himself, played the video director
who is persuaded to work out a
tele play with the six characters,
Remainder of the cast, except
for a couple of roles; was topflight.
Producer Caroline Biirke and director Charles Polachek wrapped
up a difficult assignment into an
impressive package.
It included
Some moments that were magical;
for example, the little girl, following the “Romeo arid Juliet- actors,
then wandering alone in the empty
Studio 8G, sitting among the
booins and cameras and playing
jacks, until her brother came by
With a gun—foreshadowing the
eventual tragedy.
-Credit should—go-also- fo EmestKinoy for a creative adaptation
ideally suited to the video medium.

TV War News
Continued iron) page 33

of
a sprightly brace
comprising a chairbalancing stunt; pulled the biggest

!

TV Set Mfrs.

tricks. Closing,

One of the best commercials this desire to subsidize video.' But With
show's ever had was delivered by
so many bankrollers fighting for
Sullivan who delivered "the commentary to some films made at the network and station clearances the
Mercury River Rouge plant. Se- need for subsidy may soon pass.
quence had the virtues of interest
While some TV makers might
and credibility.
want to drop N. ,Y., Philadelphia
and other heavy video areas, it's
not likely that the webs would permit them, especially since other
backers want full networks. Additionally, it’s argued, many tele
Continued from page 30
manufacturers are also in other
Moreover, some station managers lines and they can
taper off on teehave decided to call a halt and are >vee as they stress refrigerators,
refusing new or. renewal contracts Washing machines, etc.
networks meanwhile are
for this type of advertising.
Wherever possible, agencies con- making a stab for the TV ad coin.
ABC,
for
example, has set up a
centrating on this type of business
have preferred to Work With the special hookup Of affiliates in video
^regular station announcer or disk oities to reach non-TV families
who were Marine combat camerajock. There are, however, a num- within tele range. /
men in World War II, and Julius
ber of freelance announcers who
Zeriier, who had been stationed
make their own deals or have an
in Japan. These are providing
arrangement With agencies which
about half the film NBC-TV uses,
permit them to step in and hypo
Celluloid
the remainder coming from the
the pitch When results bfegin to
Continued from page 31
Ed Sullivan/ who in past sessions slack;
Signal
Corps. CBS-TV,
besides
of “Toast Of the Town” has atSerials, which were secured from Signal Corps film, is covered by
Sponsors Turn Gabbers
tempted dramatic dialog, comedy
Telenews,
and
corresponits
own
Flamingo Films, start on Sept. 11;
and acrobatics; completed the cycle
There’s even
a »w gimmick to
dents are also using cameras.
with a bit of singing on Sunday’s pound home the ^ales spiel. The WABD’s contract runs for 57
The Jones twins, who have flown
(13) stanza. Tony Martin needn’t sponsor himself (or occasionally an weeks and involves 286* separate
with
U. S. jet planes v <on missions
Buffer sleepless nights.
Disking announcer purporting to be the programs and 11 serials, seven of
and
who have been in advanced
firms can remain relaxed. For Sul- sponsor) gets on the air in a tran- which have not yet been telecast.
DuMont policy on pix is that positions with the GIs, have had
livan’s is a utilitarian type voice
scribed talk that usually gets off
that can be used in emergencies.
they have to meet the same stand- two cameras destroyed by shraphomey
start. Something like
a
to
nel. However, Peterson says, they
byplay
Suffice that the attendant
“Hello folks, this is Myron Mooch. ards. as live shows. - The station have obtained dramatic, exclusive
was good video.
buys the features selectively,, proGyppem
alongthe
Good
Co.
I
own
Sullivan’s attempt at song came
gramming them at the same day action shots and NBC’s policy of
during a duet With Fran Warren, side the LaBrea Tar Pits, I’ve just and
hour every week under a gen- relying on its own staff photogs
one of the rising distaff chirps. made a lucky purchase and I want
is paying off.
Miss Warren followed a sensitive you to share in it. That’s right, you eric title which tells the viewer
Clips from the Camel stanza are
rendition of “Summertime’' with share—-because this is your chance what to expect. Celluloid features also used on other NBC-TV
news
“I Love the Guy’’ in which Sulli- to save not $50 or $100, but $150 are booked to fit into program shows,
Don Goddard’s 15-minute
van made with the tonsils. Miss on this brand hew super-duper blocks, sports reels being skedded airer at
9:30
a.m„
his
five-minute
Warren registered extremely well. which will be delivered to your around the basketball, baseball,
show-at 1 p.m. and the one-minute
The greater part of the show re- home in a factory crate. Now all etc.
summaries with Rad Hall -at 9:30
prised acts that appeared here preOutlets are finding Strong spon- p.m. and 11 p.m. Another fiveyou have to do is call me right
viously. The program stalled off
sor
Take
pencil
support
away.
out
your
and
for
the Holly wood minute news strip is being added
slowly mainly because the first two
product. The spenders are buying at 12 midnight.
acts overstayed. Much could have jot down this number ...
The list of products currently participations in the intermissions \
been deleted from these turns to
speed up the proceedings. Vierra’s being peddled' ranges from real of backing the features in 15- or
Monkeys, a cute turn, has been estate to radios and. from schools 30-minutes segments.
seen previously and highlights of to services.
Ratingwise pix are doing well.
Tttf- sales message
the act should nave been picked off (shades of Big Chief Liniment May Pulse report shows WABD’s
Continued from page 24
for optimum effect. Same applies Cure-All) is couched in wliat is “Feature Theatre," for example,
to Nip Nelson who might have called “image-provoking verbiage.’’ with a 14.8 in
competition with the save that station and other indetelescoped portions of his act.
Presumably, there’s more than strong-pulling “Old Gold Amateur
...Sock— .portions.—JWereL_.by__ Alice
_ __
‘Hour“^n_ NBC-TVanil^SiroTts"UrT pendents a Iso on the rocks.
Pearce, assisted by Marc Lawrence,
Recalled to the witness stand
who gave out zany tunes. Peg Leg oldtime street corner pitchmen other stations. “Adventure PlayBates frequently drew midterm have been applying for AFRA house," despite competition from yesterday (14) to answer questions,
applause with some unbelievable cards in the hope pf bringing their Arthur Godfrey oh CBS-TV and Coy told the house committee that
dance stunts on the wooden leg. talents to a new medium. And any “One Man's Family" on NBC-TV the commission
“as a general pringot a 6.4.
ciple" opposed ownership of broadcast stations by newspapers.
He
admitted, however, that there were
some instances in which the public
TVfl-SAG
interest might best be served by
Continued, from page 33
combining operation of a station
together is the possibility that and newspaper.
Questioned closely on the matter
Without an agreement the NLRB
would devise a solution unsatisfac- of censorship of programming, Coy
tory to both sides., NLRB pattern explained: “Our concern is that
generally is to have jurisdiction radio stations serve the public inBut we make no prior
based on employer groups, which terest.
would mean SAG’s negotiating determination of what should go
with the picture studios and TVA out over the air. Rather we ‘'make
a judgment of what has gone out
With the webs.
Suchm format might prove con- whether it serves the public interfusing if the studios get involved est."
Coy Was asked by Rep. Harris
in
live
production (over which
SAG doesn’t want control) or if the Ellswoi'th (R., Ore.) whether it
nets went into vidfilm production hasn't been the commission’s atti(over which SAG does want con- tude in the past that “any program
v

'

;

.

i

j

AM

TV

*

*

j

Re-Broadcast

.

But the major difficulty would
be that SAG and TV A would have
different scales for the same type
of work.
The two unions differ
widely on pay proposals, SAG asking for payment on a daily basis
and TVA asking payment on the
length of the finished program
plus rehearsal time; TVA is asking for higher minimums, but is
willing to accept most of SAG’s
working conditions proposals.
Both unions apparently are willing to compromise on TVA’s jurisdiction in the network and agency
field, with SAG having jurisdiction
over the pic studios. The disputed
area is that of the indie packagers
and vidpic production by the net.

.

.

,,

TVA

.

,

feels
,

.

that

if

.

.

SAG

explaining a little later that
“I see no reason" why a sponsored
program like ’Town Meeting of the
Am; doesn't serve the public interest as well as a non-sponsored
this,

program.

TV
Continued from page 33
•

through Friday. Then 15 minutes
news and an hour of dramtic

of

talks_

WHHM

Continued from page 33

•

come

Caesars, but he had to

stations outside

New

York. They’re

making a mistake. There is good
money to be made, as well as experience to be gained," he added.
Waitinr List in Philly
Philadelphia, Aug. 15.
The WPTZ commercial jrhief revealed that the station’s film shows,.
“Frontier Playhouse," an early
evening cross-th e-board western,
and “Hollywood Playhouse," a daily
feature film segment, have had
waiting lists for participation spots
right through the summer months,
and the fall season will see them
continue their full quota of sponsors.

WPTZ

Other

participators, such

the twice-weekly late evening
“Carol Calling" and the mid-afternoon “Deadline for Dinner" program carry full complements of
sponsors.
“The Girl Next Door,"
local musical show which replaced
Quinlan,"
“Roberta
been
has
as

booked

summer.

solid all

Philadelphia-^Clifford C. Harris,
chief technical supervisor at WIP,

has been named by Mayor Bernard
Samuel as radio representative of
the communications division of the
Philadelphia City arid County defense council.
.

Courtesy of M-G-M
appearing with

DONALD O'CONNOIt
In

"THE MILKMAN"

(Univarsal-lntornatlonal)

Mgt.:

LOU CLAYTON

THANK YOU!
It

is

my

SHOW

privilege

to

advise

PEOjPLE on their RE-

TIREMENT INCOMES, FAM-

ILY PROTECTION, and IN-

VESTMENT plans. Never a
charge for advice.
PHASE TELEPHONE OR WRITE

HARRY M.REIFF
Special Agent
The North western Mutual Life Insurance Ca., 386 Fourth Avenue,
New York 16, MUrray Hill >8800.

j

r^

.

tip,

too. There should be plenty of
young and new talent wanting to
get ahead in television. But they
don't seem to be interested in the

with a

the networks and agencies, it could
have made progress in that field.

—

.

movies.
The Coffee Club, local,
follows for an hour, and Bill Dawes,
disk jockey, precedes the 60-minute Kitchen Show. At noon here is

new quarter-hour Man-on-tlie-r
Street program, from Peebles Corner, a hilltop neighborhood, with
If agreement can.be reached on
Dean Miller asking questions about
Wage proposals, many headaches the Cincy Post’s
news and features.
will be saved, as there’ll be little at
Paul Dixon’s afternoon platter
stake in who actually does the stanza
has been increased from two
negotiating in the unsettled gray to three hours
to 5 p. m.
areas.
Night schedule Includes pickups
Of live Dumont <and ABC shows,
canned wrestling programs and A.
J 3J^Phis_rri_Jimmy__Y;0J(mS .
signed his post as
platter-^ repeat of the early morning; films
spinner here this week to join at II p. in.; replacing A1 Lewis’
Houston’s KNUZ. Young has been “Club 'Til Midnight" variety series
with the Memphis all-night indie with news as the 12:15 a.
m. nightfor past 27 months.
cap.
Bs

1

which was sustaining Was good and
pure, while anything tffat was commercial was bad "
Coy denied

trol).

works.

15.

they think in newsreel terms, The
WBBM’s documentary on Chi
present policy is inconsistent, they race, relations— “The
Quiet Am
feel, and TV shouldn’t be hamswer" is attracting a considerable
strung by the occasional release- amount of attention
both pro and
dated footage. It’s pointed out that con. The weekly
half-hour show,
celluloid
video is screening more
written and produced by Perry
Wolff, winds up its seven-program
than the newsreels ever did.
United Nations Security Council series Aug. 21.
On the favorable side, the s.eries
WCBSsessions, which WNBT and
TV, N. Y., have been carrying live; has been made required listening
for
sociology .students at Illinois,
have attracted large audiences.
Films of the sessions have also Wisconsin ana Indiana U., Northbeen aired quickly. Ralph. H. Peter- ern Illinois State Teachers College;
son, director of NBC-TV’s “Camel Illinois Institute of Technology ami
News Caravan,’’ points out that Roosevelt College
Typical of the less favorable re'clips of the UN meetings have been
beamed as quickly as two hours sponse generated by the documentary
is the sign painted on the
after the session. In some cases
these were kinescope recordings of Michigan Avenue sidewalk last
week near the WBBM studios
the live telecasts.
NBC-TV, the only video web to which read: “Beware of the Comhave its own cameramen spotted munistic programs on WBBM.”
around the globe, now has three
men in Korea. These include the
Jones twins, Eugene and Charles,

—

Continued from page 31

mitt.

& CQN

Chicago, Aug.

The Sing Lee Sings aero troupe
provided

-GETTING IT PRO

"MOKTY"

"ARTII"

f Currently

-
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—

Opening August 17th
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Some -.fireworks' are anticipated around the .CBS news room when
Eel Murrow gets back to N. Y. from Korea, probably later this week.
•For. 'it's then that Murrow will learn that an appraisal of the Korean

.

in

Murrow had

.

.

.

.

after

WW

THE KILOCYCLES

,

Hy Gardner

in his N. Y. Herald Tribune column last week revealed*
an interview with Walter Winchell, why the latter took a walk
from his Jergens Lotion sponsorship after a 16-year association with
told Gardner, “never knew the
the company. “Even Mr. Jergens,”
reason why the ABO commentator blew the. account.’*
explained it; during his final contract negotiations, Winchell
As
was visited by the firm’s new ad manager, who carried a letter emphasizing that the bearer’s views reflected those of the company. During the usual parry-andrthrust verbal engagement, Winchell became
irked by some words and. said facetiously: “Maybe I’m bored-—maybe
I won’t want to stay on the air/’
The ad man nodded and replied,
“Perhaps that can be arranged, tooi” Those six words, characterized
as probably the most expensive in radio history, wrote 30 to
by

CIRCLING

Finally Set

Procter Sc Gamble’s sponsorship
of Ed Murrow in the midwest gets
Birmingham
J. Harry Calla- jockey, operated on at
Presby-*
a belated start and is now schedway, formerly administrative as- terian Hospital* for bursitis of the
uled to tee off today (15),
sistant to the president of WHAS, left shoulder .
Irving Barnes,
Snag
developed
on
station Louisville, and general and sales baritone on KDKA’s
“Welcome
clearances,
but
situation
was manager of WBEX, Chillicotbe, O., Aboard” show, enrolled in Opera
cleared up last week. P & G picks has joined WSGN and W6GN-FM, Workshop at Pennsylvania College
up the tab for a 35-station ride. as manager of general sales. He for Women this summer
Jim
.
Four other clients also share in replaces Julian Flint, who has re- Westover took over Bill Brant’s
the Murrow news sweepstakes.
signed,
platter-spinning on KDKA Midnighters Club while latter was on
Foris Phipps, new
Pittsburgh—Jane Gibson, who vacation .
rubs “Wofhen's Exchange” pro- continuity writer at WMCK, now
has
her
daily program on
own
gram on KQV, spending her vacaMcKeesport
“Shopping
station,
Continued from pane 27 sssiSiJ tion in the Magee Hospital getting With Doris,” every morning at
a
checkup .
Herb Morrison, 9:30.
has; nothing to dot with the 50G. Otto Krenn and Donald Hirsch
Fred Allen also collects for re- represented AFRA local at naPreston Slosson, UniDetroit
V
stricting his TV talents to NBC and tional convention in Chicago
versity of Michigan professor, Is
guest shots, but here, too, the net- Bob Finkel, graduate of the Car- reporting and analyzing the news
negie
Tech
drama
school,
now
diwork figures to cash in via his parrecting Charles Ruggles’ TV pro- directly from the campus ait Ann
ticipation on the Colgate show.
gram in Hollywood.
It comes Arbor over WWJ.> His sponsor is
CBS found itself with a costly through WDTV here via kinescope Sam’s Department Store.
in
unsponsored
radio
package
disk
Jan Andree,
Burns Sc Allen,, when the Block,
Columbus -— Paul Tague has
dentifrice outfit cancelled but, but
joined the announcing staff of
WCOL.
He formerly was chief
Bill Paley & Co. have managed a.
announcer for WBTM, Danville,
lend-lease arrangement whereby
Va., and also announced for WOLF,
the comics will bow on ABC dayd from page 33 ssJ; Syracuse, N. Y., his hometown.
time radio Under Kellogg’s aus- tsss ^ontinuf
v
pices.
(Too, CBS is, excited ©ver will go into the scripting enthe B. Sc A. video potential after deavors?”
scanning their filmed audition).

—

which he

criticized U. S. tactical operations, had been
sent in the report for airing last Monday night
f 14), but news department sources say that a 20th floor edict ordered
the Murrow report spiked; Previous treatment of Murrow dispatches
invariably provoked repercussions. That’s why the news department
boys are on edge in anticipation of a blowup when he checks in from
his Korean assignment.
situation,

killed.

Latch-On

To Murrow

*

!
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.
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,

the Jergen’s Journal.

.

.
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Walter Craig, radio-TV Vice president at Benton Sc Bowles, N. Y.,
week returned tp his old theatrical specialties, writing, directing
and staging. He produced a special musical revue at the Chicago Civic
Opera Housb in- connection with the Avco-Crosley dealers conventioni’
Craig wrote all the special skits andTyrlcs for an all-day entertainment
that cost $100,000 and required 10 days of rehearsal. A reduced Version will be road-showed to provincial centres for rank-and-file Crbs-

last

*

...

‘

,

;

ley sales staffers.

The Amos ’n’ Andy radio show
Before entering radio in the early 1930’s via Wotld Broadcasting,
Ask Nets To Talk Pact
Craig was a musical comedy juvenile and songwriter.
He was re- also poses a CBS problem. The
National Television Committee
A.
property
bought
was
by of the Authors League of America
viewed by Variety back in the 2<}’s while with a Kolb & Dill West A. &
Paley for $2,000,000. Lever Bros, yesterday (Tues.) sent letters to
Coast musical that invaded Chicago.
wants out oh sponsorship but has three video webs—-ABC, CBS and
ABC’s decision some months back to keep the Lawrence Welk band agreed to “angel” the show for anasking, them to start negoon sustaining during the summer after losing bis sponsor. Miller Beer, other season because the Columbia tiations w;ithin 30 days for TV
has paid off. Brewer has repurchased the show which kicks off on the sales boys couldn’t find another scripters.
skein Oct. 4. With the renewal, Welk will go back to -his $2,500 per bankrolled
first
NTC’s
were
proposals
week fee and will pay show’s talent out of that amount. Troupe will
worked out separately by its two
travel, airing weekly from a different key city.
Western,
branches, eastern and
During the summer
Welk and his sidemen drew scale only.
each of Which has 13 members
covering the units in the ALA: .RaRadio committee for the Community Chests and Councils of America
Screen
Writers,
dio
Writers,
sszSm- Continued from page 33
is lining up a big October push under the chairmanship of < William M.
Dramatists, and Authors Guilds and
Ramsey of Procter
Gamble, with Young & Rubicam’s Walter Bunker tuted a fire hazard. Judge Bergin the Television Writers Group. Sugand Biow’s Tom Revere serving as associate chairmen.
fined Nispel $50 or 10 days in jail. gestions of the two branches were
A half-hour stanza dfl the combined networks will kick off the drive
Nispel’s sentence was suspended reconciled at meetings in N. Y.
on Friday, Sept. 29, -at 10 p.m. with celebs and President" Truman 40 days to permit KSTP to appeal. last week at which John Larkin
participating. Lewis Titterton, of Compton; is planning^half-hour shows It will carry the case to the higher represented the Coast half. Letters
on each of the four major networks, with CBS taking the first week, court, claiming the ball park equip- to the nets were signed by Richard
NBC skedding one the second week, and MBS and ABC airing shows ment is not unsafe and that Nispel Lewine and Oliver H. P. Garrett,
in subsequent weeks.
committed no offense in turning chairmen respectively of the east
Four, video webs will also air “Red Feather” shows, with Myron on the switch because the ball park and Coast NTC branches.
Kirk of Kudner directing the tele project. Local TV stations will get wiring had been disconnected by
Request for negotiations was acone-minute spots with William Gargan, Henry Fonda, Arlene Francis,
the city’s assistant electrical in- companied by a letter from ALA
Milton Berle and Lanny Ross.
prexy
Oscar Hammerstein 2d givspector anyway.
Transcribed material, sports, special promotion material and coming NTC’s status and authority to
In its complaint filed with the
mercial tie-ins are being worked out by subcommittees headed rerepresent 7,500 writers.
spectively, by Wilfred Roberts, of Pedlar & Ryan; Joseph Allen, of NLRB, the union claims the techDetails of the proposals, which
nicians, after a 24-hour strike for
Bris tol Myers Edward L. Bernays and M. J. Roche, of L ever Bros.
cover pay, subsidiary ri ghts a nd
liigherTrayrhadgoiie-back^tu'Workr working
conditions, are being kept
Ed Madden, of NBC, has been appointed head of the radio-television but were ordered out of the KSTP Under wraps until the membership
Techcommittee of the Sister Kenny Foundation 1950 campaign drive. studio arid transmitter.
is informed at meetings to be held
Others on the committee are Larry Lowman, of CBS; Earl MUllin, ABC; nicians from a Chicago radio school on both coasts. Non-members who
Janies Wallen, MBS; Irwin Rosten, DuMont; Alan Brandt, WNEW;- had replaced them.
apply for membership at the meetIt’s also charged by the union ing will also
N. Y.; and Syd Eiges, NBC. Group is planning a benefit screening at
Me admitted.
bargain
“refusing
to
KSTP,
that
the Paramount theatre, N. Y.
Negotiators, still to be picked,
Public relations man Roger Brown has been appointed national in good faith,” has neve* made an Will, act on behalf of NTC. ALA
chairman of the AM-TV committee of Crusade for Freedom of the Offer to the technicians and when has avoided the jurisdictional isNational Committee for a Free Europe.
Outfit’s objective is telling other stations in the employer sue by placing It temporarily in
America’s aims to people behind the Iron Curtain via “Radio Free group offered their technicians a the hands of the NTC which inEurope.”
Crusade starts Labor Day with a broadcast -speech by $2 a week pay increase, KSTP
cludes reps of all member groups.
s
withdrew f ropi the group.
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Writers can be assigned to any

NBC—

Hubbard

I

A

.

;

Continued from pace 24

mately $135 a week, -with upward
revisions in the fee system.
In anticipation of the difficulty
of implementing this demand, the
delegates gave the announcers an
advance pledge from freelancers to
:

:

strike

necessary.

if

Another demand to be made to
the transcription companies for
weekly repeat fees to talent used
oh
recorded
commercials
spot
seems likely to cause heated discussion when the negotiations start
their bargaining. Present contract,
set in 1946, gives performers a
semi-annual repeat fee.

AFRA

The new
code to be used
as the basis for negotiations boosts
fees generally 10 to 20% for the
three talent categoric^ covered in
the contracts.
Current

net,

staff announcer
31. Negotiations

transcription and
codes expire Oct.
on the new con-

tracts will start between broadcasters and the union in September.
‘

#

Fear that a government-imposed

;

\

* --m
contract

cm i

»

—

came in for
down
discussion. Reel warned tilt
union not to think in. terms of the
status quo for Wages until industry is ready “to forego a price and
its

much

profit rise.”

.

Should the wage freeze be put
into effect before the negatiations

are completed,

AFRA

may concentrate on

.bargainers

“nori-ipflation-

ary” fringe benefits such, as ni^ht
differentials
and shorter work
at
failed
appear
also
Hubbard
to
unit— TWG, RWG, DG, AG or weeks. The negotiators were inRadio announcers are suffering from the “make like Arthur Godfrey”, a final meeting with the federal
to which they are eligible. structed to ask for a joint indusitch, according to Johnny Jaeger, chief announcer of WNEW, N. Y. conciliator before the strike and If tltoy work in two fields they can try-union committee to work out
The indie, which is looking for new talent, says that too many of^the lockout and he broke a promise be members of two guilds, on pay- plans for a health insurance procandidates auditioned are mimicking Godfrey’s informal, tossing-a way- to participate in a meeting, ar- ing dues to both.
gram.
lines style. Jaeger is on the prowl for performers who are not straight ranged by two breweries, sponsordisk jocks or announcers and who have novel one-man stanzas they can ing the baseball games- on TV and
ball club officials, to try to settle
handle themselves.
the dispute, according to the alle-

SWG—

gations.

I7TTT1W

On Commies

WILMINGTON

continued from page 24
loyalty
bers.

affidavits

from

its

mem-

IN

a resolution opposing the current blacklisting of talent by broadcasters
and sponsors but deleted specific
references to Equity, R a d i o and
Television Directors' Guild jand the

DETROIT

Radio Writers Guild as allies to
be worked, with in combatting the
trend.

*ucce$sful
We're proud of the
WJBK
on
company we keep
BIRD’I IYI

6AKITI
PHILIP

MORRIS

GRENNAN CAKES

PURITY’S

SULPHA •

Guild jurisdictional squabble, the
delegates ruled that AFRA staff
announcers at joint AM-TV stations must be paid at least the
minimum
fee for work on the

BOM AMI
BROMO SELTZER
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
PALMOLIVE- SOAP—
fcENAMINT
FEINAMINI

STANBACK HEADACHE

-REMEDY-

After hearing a report from
George Heller, Television Authority
executive secretary, on the
status 6f the TVA-Screen Actors

FOOD*

——

PACKARD MOTORS

AM

video side.
Besides Manning, who replaces
Clayton (Bud) Colly er as national
prexy, five new yeepees were

«»«“»««• y»«r solo,!

Follow

WIBK-T
.v;d

V. a

CBS

Ou.nont afliiule

WJBK-AM * TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS
Represented

NEW YORK

22

Nationally

oy

,

488

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO 52455
THE KATZ AGENCY.

named: They are: Alan Bunce, and
Jack Arthur, N. Y.; Bert Buzzini,
San Francisco; Frank Nelson, Los
Angeles, and Pierre Paulin, DeVinton Hayworth, N. Y., was
troit.
reelected
secretary
and Janet
Baumhover was picked as treasurer.

INC

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

I

The delegates approved

HtftT REGISTER

DELAWARE

WGAL

Minneapolis was chosen as
of the 1951 convention.

site

WKBO WRAW
WORK WEST
HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANIA

READING
PENNSYLVANIA

YORK

EASTON

PENNSYLVANIA

PENNSYLVANIA

WDEL TV

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANIA

WILMINGTON

DELAWARE

STEINMAN STATIONS
Clair R. McCollough, Gtntral

Monegtr

M*pr*nnt* 4 by-

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Chicago

$an FrandiKo
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Lot AngGl4»
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Salutes Petrillo

Into Col Fold;

James v C.

Petrillo, president of
the 'American Federation of Musicians, last week received a certifiThe night of Jon. 27, 1895, was a fateful one in the Bronx—they cate of “appreciation” fi*om; the I’
called it Harry Ruby. The Ludlow street jail was finished the day he Adjutant’s. General Office of the 1
was born. At ,jt;he. first glance they couldn’t figure if he was bom or if' U. S, Army for the union chief’s
'his mother knitted him. Five years after, his birth they sent out notices cooperation with Army and Air
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
r
—‘fit’s a boy!”
Force recruiting program?.
Columbia Records last week
Ruby comes ,vfrom moderately destitute parents. For a few years
Ready For
Certificate,
presented by; Col.
implemented its roster of female
Harry just $afc around the house, only getting; up to eat when somebody Charles
W. Christenberry, specifvocalists by signing Jo Stafford,
whistled.
ically mentions recording waivers
He went to Public School 42 with A1 Schacht, the famous' Clown for the
one of Capitol’s top singers for the
10-year-old “Voice of, the
Prince of Baseball.-: They both claim they -graduated, but there is no
Pianist Eddie Hey wood is ready- past six years.
Miss Stafford is the
Army”
pYogram, one of the recruitof
this.
Riiby
after
comeback
being
proof
was the only kid in school who could put a curve
ling for a
ing shows sponsored by the Armed
first Capitol artist to follow Paul
inactivated for two years by illon a spitball. His head and a bat could start a softball game any place.
Services.
eston to Columbia since he exness. Hey wood Who before he was
Harry was throw ji out of two highschools before he tried Morris: High.
stricken recorded for Decca and ite^ his post as musical director
Here he was aisd thrown out. This gave him a total of 34 days in three
high schools! He then attended Eastman-Gaines business school, where
played mtenes win cut eight sides 0 f the Coast waxei-y
r a month^go.
frtr Columbia
Prtlirmhia shortly
fthnrtlv and
anH pvn#-rts
for;
expects
he studied stenography and baseball averages. He was thrown out on
Columbia’s parting of singer is
to return to niteries.c
two, counts. So you see Harry got a wonderful education but he didn’t
seen as a move tp fill the gap that
let it go to his head.
While waiting for adolescence he hung out with
paralyzed one of his
Illness
a tough gang of neighborhood kids who took him to Siegel & Cooper’s
hands, and Heywood feared at the will be left when .Dinah Shore
to teach him shoplifting. Harry only took a fish the first day and Was
time he wouldn't be able to play shifts to RCA Victor the end v*f
thrown out of the gang.
However, he says he is the year, (see story;
again.
herewith).'
When, H^rry was two years old he used to play on the piano, but his
ready and will start playing niterAside from Miss Shore arid Miss
mother made him stop because she was afraid he would fall off. He
ies
after
his recordings are releasTommy Dorsey, who exited
Stafford, Columbia roster now inpracticed piano at home for 12 years, then found put they didn’t have.
So they got one. It cost the family three installments and a Victor a wee* ago after aeries ot He has no intention of forming a cludes
piano.
Doris
Day,
Rosemary
change of address. He was soon known as the near-sighted Paderewski. “operational” disagreements, is oil band again.
Clooney and Toni Arden,
He is kinda funny about music; he! knows when it’s rotten but can’t the verge of signing with Decca
Deal, which reportedly provides
tell when it’s good.
By npw the kid was far from good looking. He Records. While contracts, haven’t
for singer to get a $45,000 yearly
looked like an unhappy eagle, so he decided to go on the stage, where
been drawn up, terms have been
guarantee for the next five years.
any kind of makeup would have helped his looks, especially cork.
He started with the Messenger Boy Trio, though not the original one; agreed upon by Dorsey and D$cca
Wallerstein and agent Mike Ni dor
artists
and
repertoire
chief
Dave
this was the lousy version.
He then did an act With Ed Koler; after
here Friday (11). Wallerstein then
the matinee there was a sign in the lobby, “Ruby & Koler will be releft for Friscb, where he ^addressed
placed tomorrow.”
New pact would run for a couple
He then decided to manage an act called The
a Columbia distributors meeting
Bootblack Trio, though not the original one; this was also the lousy one. of years, without options, Dorsey
this week.
^
He switched to working with Harry Cohn;, the act was called; Edwards would assume two roles in record& Ruby (COhn was too proud of his name to use it). Ruby played the ing for the diskery, one as a band- The RCA Victor raid on Colum- Actually, negotiations were
piano and Edwards (nee Cohn) sang illustrated songs for three months leader £nd the other as a trombone bia Recording stable is on again. operied by William S. Paley, Coat the old Claremont theatre in the Bronx. The manager had to keep soloist.
Under the former he’d Dinah Shore is the latest wrapped lumbia Broadcasting System board
chairman;
before
them because the Wendover avenue gang (Ruby’s alma mater), who head his orchestra. In the latter
sailing
for
were studying for Sing Sing, told the manager they would tear the role he would perform together lip on a new Victor pact tp take Europe this summer.
•effect
Jan.
1
when
she
free
of
is
place apart if he fired Edwards & Ruby. He later decided he’d rather with other artists, possibly Bing
Pinza Angle
Col,
It is presumed Frank Sinaliave a wrecked theatre than Edwards & Ruby.
Crosby Or the Andrews Sisters.
tra, eventually; also will follow
Ruby decided to do a single. /He succeeded ini being lousy without
Flans are for Miss Stafford, some
Dorsey had been with Victor
into"
if
RCA,
the
Manie
Sacks pat- of whose top sellers
the Help of Harry Cohn. He got a job at Gilligan’s at Classon Point. since his start a$ a bandleader. It’s
were on duets
He took this particular job because he could get transportation for reported that his departure took tern of going after his past Cor with Gordon MaeRae, to team with
free; Harry Cohn was now the conductor of the trolleycar that went place after a series of tiffs over Iutnbia disk pals holds true.
Ezio Pinza. A hitch may develop
Miss Shore's RCA Victor deal is in these -plaits, however, since
there.
The trolley took Hairy Cohn to the presidency of Columbia type of tune he was to record and
said to have a TV angle in its fu- Pinza’s. Columbia contract rims
Pictures, and Ruby became a songplugger for the Gus Edwards Music how he was to record it.
out
ture.
At the moment it is con- by November; Pinza is now under
Co. He plugged songs at WoolWorth’s 5c and 10c store and; had a kid
tractually unfeasible.
helping him by the name of Walter Winchell. When the boys stopped
Metro, and M-G-M Records, the
singing, Woolworth raised his prices from 5 Sc 10 to a' dollar. It was
Miss Shore currently is tied to film studio’s disk subsid, is reworth it!
CBS via a contract with Procter Sc ported wooing the singer to move
Ruby worked on the rathskeller circuit, places like Sennett’s, the
Gapible. Options extend three years over arid thus tie in his pictureGrapewine Coleys and many more joy-holes and booze conservatories
beyond the next one upcoming. recording work. Miss Stafford can’t
where 4)e sprinted on the teeth of the torture box (piano to you). InThe Laymen’s Movement for a Thus she might be tied to CBS for start with Columbia until &er
stead of drinks he’d take cigars and cash ’em in at the end of the night;
Christian World, a lay church this period and her switch could be Capitol pact runs out Dec. 15, and
the quarter came in handy. He was 17 when he wrote the music to
movement, has adopted a Bourne on a record basis only although should Pinza decide to ankle CoLou Klein’s words for his first song; they called it “I’m Going to Hold Music standard hymn, “Hear
Me, Sacks has pitched a three-way deal lumbia, it would be impossible to
You Up Someday.” It was published immediately—by Harry's father. Lord,” as its official song. Movefor Victor waxings and NBC radio get the two together.
His father still holds the record of going in and out of the song pub- ment, which sponsors
Miss Stafford joined Capitol in
a Laymen’s and television.
lishing business quicker than anybody else.
Sunday in churches all over the
Still another angle in the Shore- 1944 as a single after recording
on
Victor as vocalist with the
nation on Oct, 15, in which laymen RCA-Columbia checker-playing is
10 Rid
The 5
Tommy
Between playing ball in the afternoon and piano at night, Harry take over church services for the said to be Music Corp. of Amer- jnoyed.. Dorsey ‘rirch. When Weston
t.a_Coliiinbia ~as Coast -mu-wrote parodies for anybody^Vhorirad~$5_or $ lB^still-the-W.poiw^orth-| day^-has-designated-that-the-song-l ica's -posit*ionr-—KGJ^
sical director, she was expected to
must be played in every church probably exit that agency Oct. 1.
influence). He met Bert Kalmar (of Kalmar Sc Brown, a headline vaude
follow, especially since r her conparticipating
movement.
in
the
act), Who had $3 and $10 (making $15 in all), but who wouldn’t give it
tract contained a clause permitting
Because of the impetus given
They put their piano and;
to Ruby because he wrote lyrics himself.
her to leave within six months of
lyrics together and wrote their first song, “Helio, Wisconsin,” which was the 1 942-cbpyfighted hymn, Decca
his departure. Singer has earned a
published by Kalmar & Puck (Kalmar had to become a publisher to get has cut the tune with Gordon Jenreported $380,000 during her CapiPuck kins and a chorus. The Movement
their song published). The song was such a hit that Kalmar
tol career, working on a straight
dissolved partnership and Ruby went back to plugging songs for Watter- itself will plug the record and do
5% royalty basis.
son, Berlin Sc Snyder., Kalmar was lyric-struck. Retiring from, vaude- much of the disk jockey contacting.
King Records pulled a fast one,
It wasn't a difficult de*
ville^, he and Hariy decided to write songs;
Leeds Music charged in an infcision; it Was either that or go to work; One day while the boys were
fringement suit filed against the
in Watterson’s office, Harry leaned pn the keys of the piano, producing Court Concession
dijskery in N. Y. federal court last
a flock of discordant notes, Watterson jumped up and said, “What’s
'Mollin In Song Suit
that number? I’ll publish it!” That started the boys. Up to then Harry
week. Platter firm allegedly vioWith
approval
Federal
of
N.
Y.
thought it was Lee and Jake who had written the Schubert Serenade.
lated a section of the copyright
Sidney
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Sugarman
last
The boys started turning out hits like “Who’s Sorry Now'?”, “So Long Judge
laws when it recorded the tune,
Spurt in record sales is reflected
QO-Loiig,” “All Alone Monday,” “I Love You So Much,” “I Gave You week, Bobby Mellin’s Algonquin
....
,
„
Spo-dee-o-dee,
Drinking
Wine,
Music,
file
was
permitted
N. Y.,
to
j n activity at Coast pressing plants
Up Before You Threw Me Down,” “My Sunny Tennessee,” “Thinking
of the major waxerles. Columbia
of You,”. “I Wanna Be Loved By You,” “The Simple Life,” “Do You a supplemental complaint against Drinking Wine.”
Love Me?”, “Three Little Words,” and many: others. They wrote com- Mills Music, songwriter Floyd
Written by Granville McGhee, has * total Of 35 pressers in operaedy skits for. the “Follies,” “Music Box Revue,” “Vanities” “Green- “Salty” Holmes, London Gramo- “Wine” was acquired by Leeds in tion, peak in a considerable period.
wich Village Follies.” Scores for “Helen of Troy, N. Y.’\ “No Other. phone, Columbia, Decca and RCA March, 1949, upon assignment by
Decca also reports an upswing,
Plaintiff’s action claims
Girl,” “The Ramblers,” “Five O'clock Girl,” “Animal Crackers” and Victor.
Progressive Music. Later J. Mayo with 47 pressers*
‘‘Good Boy,” With Guy Bolton, Kalmar & Ruby put on their own Mills’ “I Found My Mama” was Williams, the complaint states, reJ”
pirated from its “Mama Blues.”
show, “Top Speed,” which introduced Ginger Rogers.
wrote it as “Drinkin’ Wine, SpOBy now they were victims of regular eating, They were pale from
On July 12 Federal Judge dee-o-dee,” and Leeds secured a
•BMI Criticized
They were in a successful rut. Some- Gregory Noonan dismissed the suit copyright.
sitting in the Vault all day.
thing had - to happen to break the financial monotony, and it did. on the grounds that Algonquin had
King waxed the number withThe Crash came arid it left the boys with just a piano, lyrics and a failed to deposit two copies of out its consent, Leeds contends,
Indie
Group
sense of humor. They put fresh paper, in the soles of their shoes and “Mama Blues” with the Register and failed to give “notice of reConduct and ethics, of Broadcast
started for Hollywood. They were soon rolling out hits for Wheeler' of Copyright in Washington. How- cording” as well as make the
and Woolsey, “The Cuckoos,” “Broad-Minded,” “Bright Lights,” “Horse ever, the court granted the plain- standard royalty payment of 2c per Music; Inc. are roundly criticized
Feathers,” “Duck Soup” (for Marx. Bros.) and “The Kid From Spain” tiff permission to resume the ac- side. Suit asks an accounting of in a petition now being! circulated
for Eddie Cantor. 'In 1941 they came back to New York (rode in)* to tion when a certificate of regis- profits derived from, the alleged in trade circles by a grdupb describwrite the score for “High Kickers” for Georgie Jessel and Sophie tration was obtained for the tune infringement plus payment of all ing itself as a ‘’committee of inTucker. They now had so much dough that they split, Kalmar to involved.
delinquent royalties.
dependent
music
publishers.”
write plays and Ruby to devote more time to his great love, baseball;
Document claims that BMI is exHarry Ruby is known as the number one baseball fan. At one time
ercising “monopolistic” practices
he tried to convince Errol Flynn that baseball was America’s greatand urges other indie pubs to join
est pastime.
Harry is not; just a rooter but a fine ballplayer. As a
With them in a united protest.
batter he has only one weakness— a pitched ball. When he first went
Petition is
signed ,yby Perry
into semi-pro baseball he worked for peanuts; they let him keep all be
Alexander of Perry Alexander Mudidn’t sell. The greatest day of his life was when A1 Schacht, then
sic;
Beatrice
Reynolds, Mellow
coach for the Washington Senators, got Harry into a game. A real
Music, and J oseph Nupcio, Crestmajor league game! Harry got into a uniform, and Schacht said: “Go
Music,
Among
wopd
a variety of
out into leftfield and I’ll bat some balls to you.” Harry said, “Where
Songwriters Protective Assn, is since on most of their picture work charges made in the paper is the
is leftfield in this ball park?”
song-reneWal contract, they sell complete rigl ts to the film allegation that BMI’s demeanor
He got to bat in the game and hit several line drives to the catcher. readying a which
over to “has had an oppressive effect up.^ya
SPA will" have a company, which turns sorigs
He bps the eyes of a real batter—two baggers. He once organized a /first one insirbmisslon“to
rpublishers its pnblislringnsubsid. —
f a great majoritjr of-muric “pub="
j"liand7for
team of songpluggers; he was the pitcher. He had one idea—never let
of three weeks,
lishers and has virtually driven
next
the
two
[within
prevents
funds
While
lack
of
was
a
success—
The
team
time.
run
a
one
at
a man get more than
Basic agreements are on a standard SPA from setting up a Coast office, them out of business.”
?
they didn’t play. Everything Harry does wrong on a baseball field
contract and must be countersigned New York headquarters is trying
Commenting upon the petition
comes to him naturally.
this
time
renew*
to
but
up
by
SPA,
to
to
membership
get
the
Coast
claimed
that
this
iVeek,
Alexander
Littl,e
a
Words,
Metro has just produced a picture called “Three
als were out of SPA jurisdiction.
keep in constant contact on con- he and his associates have “loads
Technicolor biog of Kalmar & Ruby, with Fred Astaire playing Kalmar
SPA toppers, back from the tract questions. Prexy Sigmund of evidence” to prove that BMI
and Red Skelton Ruby. A couple of sWelblooking and talented dolls
Vera-Ellen (what a hoofer!) and Arlene Dahl (what a looker!) help a Coast after attending the first meet- Romberg has prepared a letter has been “unfair.” Already pendHarry
of Coast cleffers in over six which will go out to all iriembers ing in N. Y. supreme court is a
the
rest.
who
rate
ing
guys
about
two
lot to make this a swell picture
likes it because it gave him a chance to pl ay the part of a baseball years, have embarked on an -educa- L emphasizing the fact that SPA; ex* ,-suit brought against BMI by Crest- "
player, not as Harry Ruby, but under ia~“&li*s. He plays bait very tional campaign for Coast "soirg- ists to serve the "members-and~that-Kvood:""and--some 50 oth e r small
writers. They said that the Holly- they should take advantage of the pubs. They claim the defendant
well under an alias. One season he called himself T> Cobb.
made the picture as a warning to small boys who play piano and do wood cleffprs were pretty much in fact, not only for their own sakes failed to pay them royalties from
non-radio sources;
>> ***:-.«,
the dark about pubksher contracts, I bub for SPA’s.
magic.

By JOB LAURIE,
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recognized

The trade

hits*

urged

is

ample stocks of these records

to keep

on handy or

to reorder

when

promptly

current stocks begin to approach the
“sold-QUf” stage,

©

on

, . .

designates that record

is

one of RCA Victor's ' Certain
Seven” — among the leading
numbers on the trade paper best sell*

Release 50-33

.

ing retail sales charts

Obviously; surf

.

things!

mm
BRADFORD

ROMANO

and

Larry Green and the Hoheydreamers

.

.

.

.

.

.

20-3726

..

... .

. , .

.

—;(47-3728)+

Dinga-Linga-Ling

-

Somebody’s Got To Be Blue
- *20-3890— (47-3890)+

Retreat

’s

..

Gene Kriipa

.

.

.

.y.

• •

.

•

•

V,

... .

T

,

... 7720-37 66

—(47-37 66)

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

SAMMY KAYE
There’s No Use
Miss You v.
.

.

.

,

.

.

Hugo Winterhalter
A 9

20-3891— (47-3891)+

.

------

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

||g|

Rumbalero

.

... .. ...

.

.

....

.

.

Do

Right

By You

jjjjj

20-3892— (47-3892)+

Ifa

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

HUGO WINTERHALTER’S ORCHESTRA
"CHORUS
An Echo In The

20-3697— (47-3221)*

•

.

.

1

Did-Ee Did-Ee,

.....

Enclosed One Broken Heart

llptj

FREDDY MARTIN

-

. .

Q

.

.21-0342

—148-0342)
•

*\

Hoop Dee Doo
Perry Conio ......t

m Q

I

*§i

I’m Movin’ On
Hank Snow

.

,

20^747—(47-3747)*

,

c

•

.

My

Cross

Fingers

.I

20-3846-^-<47-3846>*

. .

and
Just

Memories Of You.

.

.

.

Ifbl

Valley

.20-3893— (47-3893)+

HP
Iglig

SPADE COOLEY*
Mountain Boys Have Fun With
Mountain Girls
Nine-Tenths Of The Tennessee River
20-3894— (47-3894)+

iffc-S

lltf:

COUtTRY

m.
mm

O
o

Thought She
Sammy Kaye

I

JJj-

Local
. .

.20-3828—(47-3828)*

|g|
.

.

,

,

.

20-3798— (47-3798)+

smm"
ibyuuj

.11

...20-3847—(47-3847)*

Ralph Flanagan ..................

mm

21-0372— (48-0372)+

21-0328— (48-0328)*

Sam’s Song

,y

Little Girl

.

.20-3819— (47-3819)*
...20-3889— (47-3889)+
...20-3739— (47-3739)*

Girl

God Sent My

Was a

.

La Vie En Rose

MOTHER MAYBELLE
Orphan

.

m
m:

THE-CARTER-SISTERSt_and.
Little

mm

mm

fm
tfa

III

ROY ROGERS

and

DALE EVANS

Made Out Of The Sunshine
May The Good Lord Take A Likin’ To Ya
Smiles Are

21-0373— (48-0373)

l/p"'

RHYTHM
.

.

.

<

I Left On the Bar
Fight the Feeling

The Beer That

Why

On Mars—Polka

25-1170— (51-1170)+

'

.

.

4

I

"MUSICAL SMART SETS’*
THE TAVERN POLKA BAND
.

...

.

which

indicates records
t

.

.

than
consumer acceptance

enjoyed

initial

better

and stand an excellent chance

of enter*

.

.

demand

.

Love the Guy
Fran Warren.
(Number
August

.

20-3848— (47-3848)+

four. Disk

Jockey Pick, Billboard#

.

(Number

HUGO WINTERHALTER’S ORCHESTRA

V

(Number

four.

August

and August

fl

Retailers Pick,

Billboard,

12.)

Take a Letter, Miss Smith
Tony Martin-Fran Warren,
20-3874— (47-3874)+
(Number
August

eight.

Operators Pick, Billboard,

12.)
•

12.)

I’m Bashful’
Mindy Carson
August

.

.

.

.

.P-294*-(WP-294)+

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

Phantom Stage Coach
Vaughn Monroe. 20-3818—^(47-3818)+

20-3880— (47-3880)+

(Either or tooth of these tides could step
out for the; maestro. "Beer" has a "Whiffenpoof Song” flavor and it treated to the
hilt for similar atmospheric effect, while
"Feeling" it a clever and catchy Frank
Loesser ballad from the coming Fred
Astalre-Bettiy Hutton flicker. "Let’s Dance."
Billboard Possibilities, August 12th.)

Intermission Polka

,

.

\

HENRY MOCARSK

,

.

have

consistent with

ill

22-0097—(50-0097)

.

Vaughn Mohroe

Polka Party

average

.

.

P O P SPE CIA LI Y
Holiday

O

ing the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records
carefully in order to maintain stocks

ILLINOIS JACQUET
Slow Down Baby
Hot Rod

mm

;

.

.

.20-3801— (47-3801)+

four. Operators Pick, Billboard,

12.)

H

TIPS: Polly Bergen’s "Oh, Them
Dudes/* "I Got TookihY*
20-3886— (47-3886)+
(This Record Now Shipping Coast to Coast.)
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TED STEELE FORMS

OWN

HIS

.

Ted

Remington Co. Seeks

MUSIC CO,

Modern Orchestrations

emcee,
disk jockey, songwriter and former
bandleader, has formed his own
music publishing firm, Plaza Music
were some one. less influential.' Co. Firm Will apply for an AmeriKey to the difficulty* stems from can Society of Composers, 'Authors
Steele is
fact that the diskeries bidding for and Publishers license.
album rights must buy them from an ASCAP writer.
With him in the publishing firm
Prothe producer of the show.
Will be Doris Brooks, his wife and
ducer is not responsible for his manager, and Donald Ovens, his
star’s recording obligations, and programming assistant.
Firm has
tangle
must be already set 4ts first song, “When
the resulting
written by
straightened out between the vari- You Kiss a Stranger,”
Elsie Simmons and Robert Yassen.
ous record companies.
Steele at present has an afterSituation has occurred a few noon video show over WPIX, N. Y.,
times, but not often, in the past, and a disk jockey show on WMCA,
mainly because there weren’t too N. Y. He broke up his band over
a year ago, but still brings it tomany legiters under contract. It gether for Columbia recording
happened with Alfred Drake, who dates, He’ll continue his present
was under contract to Victor when teevee and dCejay activities.
Columbia secured album rights to
“Kiss Me, Kate,” in which Drake
Don Robey in Dallas Hosp
was starred. In that case, Victor
Dallas, Aug. 15.
let Columbia record Drake; but
Don Robey, whose band is curmade them tag the line, “Courtesy rently at Pappy’s Showland, is in a
RCA-Victor,” under Drake's local hospital, recuperating from
of
name. Columbia let Decca record an abdominal operation.
Band
Pearl Bailey in the original-cast Will continue on the stand until
close of the engagement next week.
version of “Arms and the Girl.”
television

Steele,

Of Straus Operettas

Create Snags on ‘Original Cast’ Albums
With an increasing number of

I

performers being signed to
recording contracts, record companies are expected to run into
more difficulties in contracting for
original-cast recordings of Broadway musical hits. Diskery which
contracts to do the original-cast
album will have to obtain permission of competing waxeries to use
the star of the show signed to a
contract with the competitor.
Situation is pointed up by the
present predicament of RCA VicRadio Corp. of America is
tor.
bankrolling Irving Berlin's “Call
Me Madam” and, as show’s baoker,
naturally has taken up rights to
the 'original-cast album. But Ethel
legit

presenting

Americas
Lovely Singing

Merman,

star,

Decca
Decca

and up ;

who’ll
contract,

is

under a
to

.

now

reluctant to let her go
for the original-cast album.
While situation is not viewed
too seriously in this case, because
“it’s a Berlin show,” it’s an indication of what might happen if it
is

-

,

.

;

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
:

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.
sellers>
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I
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I

Week Ending

National

0)

Rating

H
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Latest Hit!

CHERRY

NAT “KING” COLE
“Mona Lisa”— 1010 ,

1

.

3

3

“Goodnight Irene”—27077 ....

6

.

GARY-BING CROSBY

.

;

—27112

7

8

“La Vie

6

G. JENKINS-WEAVERS (Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” 27077 ..

*

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be Loved”— 10716

TONY MARTIN
'

7

Eli

“Bonaparte’s

MEL TORME

(Capitol)

.....

.

.

.

10

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

1

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

VCoiint Every Star.”

KAY STARR
.

16 A 10
•
.

,

«

.

C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S
and

•

t

THE MERRY
.

.

.

.

,

.

•

•

•

«

»

•

•

•

^

•
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*
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For the Winter Season

•

.

3

.

.

•

;

•

•

9

13

4

.

.

.
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•

•

*
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•

•

••

*

•
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Victor)

:

(

—20-3697B
.

.

.

.

....

.

,

.

.
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,
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.

••

4

•

.

•
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“Vagabond Shoes”— 5429.

“My

Rose”— 24816

Foolish

75c

.

.

.

.

...

,

.

(Victor)

Heart”—20-3681 A.
1

FIVE TOP

.:. >

(Decca)

MINDY CARSON
..

«•

I

.

....
“Mississippi”— 1072
...
D. HAYMES-A. SHiAW (Decca)
“Count Every 'Star” 27042.
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)

“La Vie En

Decca 9-271 03

I

(Capitol)

BING CROSBY
16C

W

(Victor)

“Bewitched”—2Q-2329A
,

For Christmas

.

.

“Can Anyone Explain’’— 60253 ..
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”— 5454

..

“Mona Lisa”
Best British Seller
“Bewitched”

(Coral)

.

.

,

...

.

.

.

....

15A 16

Price

.

PERRY COMO (Victor)
“I Cross My Fingerg”—“20-3486

HUGO* WINTERHALTER

16D

.

(Capitol)

LARRY GREEN

(45 rpm)

.

—
Retreat” — 936.

AMES BROS.

16B

.

.

9

.

“Mona Lisa”
Seller on Coin Machines

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“No Other Love”— 1053 ....... y
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“My Foolish Heart”— 24830

1115

15B

“Most Requested” Disk

(Victor)

Rose”-1—20-3819

“Bewitched”— 1000

10A 16

(78 rpm)

Retail Sheet Best Seller
“Mona Lisa”

MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” r38885 ....

9B 14

Decca 27105

10

J

4

14

1

5_

.

.

8

13

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Mona Lisa”

...

7

12

Tops of the Tops

.

5

in

!

W)

(Decca)

Play a Sim ple Melod y”

RPM

O

poses.

8

KAY STARR

Available

n

!

s

(Capitol)

,

coupled with

78 and 45

I

SOUTH PACIFIC

*

•

•

2

I

ANNIE GET YOUR YOUNG

Broadway Cart

GUN

Columbia

Hollywood Cast

MM850

M-G-M

ML4180

MAN WITH HARMONY

A HORN
*

DIXIE BY DORSEY

Jimmy Dorsey

Columbia

Columbia

C198
CL6106

E-509

TIME

Tho Chordottei

Columbia^

.

CL6111

C196

C201

CL6095

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

DECCA

(

Based on Points Earned)

No. of

_ 6c Label
a

5
?
Capitol
.

Irving Caesar translating his
“Sing a Song of Friendship” into
Korean and will offer it to the
State Dept, for propaganda pur-

.

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
....
“Sam’s Song”— 27112
G. JENKINS-WE AVERS (Decca)

1QB

| *
1
M

8

.

J

2

9A

1

5

8

2

8

I

<

Artist, Label, Title

—

i

s

Aug. 12
This Last
wk. wk.

Remington Records, N.

Y., lowpriced diskery, is currently scourinug around for modern orchestrations of Oscar Straus’ operettas.
Outfit recently made a deal with
Strausk to record his works., However, according to Remington, the
composer doesn’t want to use his
own orchestrations and is looking
for new arrangements.
It’s expected that the Straus compositions
will be waxed abroad in September,
along with a total of 15 operas
which Will be released in the U. S.
during October to take advantage
of the Metropolitan Opera season.
In line with Remington recordings overseas, Willa Stewart, American dramatic soprano, who arrived
in the U. S. from London July 27,
planes to Vienna Sept. 10, where
She'll wax “Aida” and “Trovatore.”
Miss Stewart Will be backed by the
Viennese Symphonic Society orch,
an aggregation of 95 musicians recording exclusively for the disk
Remington has concompany.
tracted for 90 hours of recorded
music per month on a years’ basis
with the orch.
Next Dec. 5 and Feb. 9 Remington will take over Carnegie Hall#
N.Y., for the presentation of a concert featuring about 10 Austrian
instrumentalists
vocalists.
and.
They’ll be backed by a full symphony orch. Outfit has also booked
about 14 other halls in major cities
and will send the Austrian artists
on a cross-country tour. Company,
which is now waxing at the rate of
/about 70 LPs. monthly in France,
Austria, Germany, Italy and Spain,
expects to have a minimum of 250
long-playing platters on the market
before the first of the year. Waxery’s longhair works on 10-inch LP
platters go for $1.49, while the 12inch LP longhairs sell for $1.99.
;
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
o
w
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Sheet music

sales, which have
been rising in the past
three weeks, took a sudden jump
this week that has placed total
sales well above those fOr the same

•H

retail sheet

Survey of

s
s

music

based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
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rating for this -and last week,
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New York

poned scheduled trip to the Coast
few weeks
singer Don
Cherry goes to Minneapolis next
week to compete in the National
Amateur Golf tourney . > Ferde
Grofe due back from London,
where he did a recording session
with the New Symphony Orch, on
for a

Columbia’s Milch Miller flew to
Chicago over the weekend to record
Dick Jurgens... Guy Lombardo and
his wife spending the week sailProfessional Music Men,
ing'. ...
relief unit of Music Publishers
Contact Employees, holding its annual golf tourney today (Wed.) at
River Vale (N.J.) .Country Club

.

.

.

.

.

.

Friday

Victor musical diWinterhalter vacaflew
from Texas one-nighter tour to
Goddard Lieherson* Columbia the Coast to record for Aladdin.
Records exec veepee, back from
vacation .
, Victor cuts Don CorHollywood
nell before singer leaves for fiveweek personal appearance tour
Jerry Gray orch, currently at the
.
, Frank Sinatra back from EuroPalladium, Hollywood, doing a
Dave Kapp post- three-reel short at Universal.
pean vacation
Frank Yankovic’s polka crew also
will be-spotted in^the briefierTTT
Nick Stuart band treks here
after current date at Hotel Roosevelt,
New Orleans, for three
three-day weekends at Aragon
terpery starting Sept. 1 and then
shifts on Sept. 22 to the Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, for 10 weeks.
Bobby Ramos rhumband checks
into Club Zarape Friday (18) for
*

.

(19)

.

.

.

Hugo

rector
tioning

.

..Amos Milbum

.

.

•

.

,

.

,

Bushkin

.

.

.

indef stand.

Harold Stern orch set for a fortnight at the Flamingo, Las Vegas,
starting Sept. 7
Ray Anthony
band will make its Coast bow Oct.
10 at the Palladium, staying five
.

.

.Ralph Flanagan will bow
Palladium late in January
Snyder orch inked by N. Y.
Paramount at flat $4,500 per frame
for a two-weeker with usual op-

weeks.

.

at the
.
Bill
.

.

tions, starting Oct. 18.

Mgt.:

ERNEST ANDERSON.

NEW
II?

340 t. 52 8t.. N.

Chicago

V

Herbie Fields orch booked for
Club Silhouette here Aug. 18 for
two weeks, then to The Flame, St.
.
Paul, Sept. 4 for three weeks
Louis Armstrong slated for Horse
Shoe Club, Rock Island, Sept. 29
Sid Robbins,
for two weeks
.
who penned “Blind Date,” struck
street here.
crossing
by auto while
He’s recovering in Wesley MemoTiny Hill orch pegged for
rial

REVIVALS

ll—

.

l!L. V.h)

.

rea

.

two-month theatre and one-nighter
Betty. McGuire to Flatour
mingo Supper Club, Charlotte,
NV C., Sept. 14 for four weeks
Ralph Ginsburgh concert ensemble
.

Standards by

.

.

years

25

celebrated

the

in

.

.

Vic-

Room of the Palmer House
by etching LP for Columbia

torian

.

Lawrence Walk tagged for month’s
one nighting during Sept. ..
singer Buddy Moreno held over at
Chase hotel, St. Louis, and Is also
warbling on tele for Hyde Park
Beef ... Dick LaSalle to Muehlebach hotel, K;C„ Aug. 30 for three
Shapiro-Bemstein Chi
weeks
rep, Irwin Berke, is vacationing in
Benny
Michigan with family
Miller, local Laurel Music topper,
moved to the Coast as pub manStan Daugherty, music
ager
.

.

.

.

.

,

PAXTON MUSIC

.

.

director of KMOX, St. Louis, in
Jerry Glidden refor visit
booked for Congress hotel Aug.
Jimmy Featherstone
16
pegged for Martinique ballroom
~here Aug. 29; vvithrATt Kaisel band
Bobby
following Sept. u 12 ..
Mellin, Mellin Music topper, planed
from New York for Visit.
.

.

.

.

i

LOT OF ‘SAM’S SONG’
Chicago, Aug. 15.
Currently popular tune, “Sam’s
Song,” has been lifted from his

own number, “How Was I to
Know” according to composer Elmer Albrecht. Albrecht, through
attorney

Mort Schaeffer,

notified

Weiss Music Co., “Sam” publishof the alleged infringement
week, in an attempt to work

ers,
last

out a settlement.

Disk of the tune is alleged to
have been written in 1942 under
title “Words Are N.ot Enough,’*
and two years later the song was

the

A

ing in.
hint of what was to coma
lay in the fact that orders were
being placed two weeks earlier
than is customary. Sales rose each
week, and early this week New

Rise

is in line

with expectations

by both publishers and record
companies that this fall would be
Korean
a banner one saleswise.
war is a factor, of course, but pub-

.

One is the surprising number oi
tunes that have suddenly assumed
hit proportions in the past ; few
weeks, In line with this is the fact
that they haVe broken in., a matter
of a couple of weeks, instead of the
customary six-week average period.
Examples of this are “Tzena, Tzena,
Sammy Kaye cut his first pair of Tzena” and “Goodnight Irene,”
Latter had reached copy sales of
sides for Columbia Monday night
nearly 250,000 only two and one( 14),
and the diskery is reported half weeks after the first recording
rushing pressings of the disk to had been released.
compete <with backlog Kaye left at
Latest example of a quick break
Victor when he ankled the firm last is “Can Anyone Explain,” which
Week.
was put on “the rack,” distributed
Kaye stopped ip New York to by Music Dealers Service, last
Song’s placement on the
record “Sugar Sweet” and “Harbor Week.
Lights” while on an eastern tour rack gives it an automatic order
of one-highters. , Bandleader was of 100,000 copies, and this only 18
reported to have hit solid grosses days after the first record, by the
•

New England last week, drawing
over $3,6Q0 and >2,800 customers at
Hampton 'Beach, N, H.; $3,300 and
.2,200 people at Old Orchard Beach,
Me.,, and $3,500 and nearly 2,800
customers at the Carousel ballroom,
Manchester, N. H.
Meanwhile, it’s reported that the
terms of the bandleader’s new pact
with Columbia call for him to receive a $50,00.0 yearly guarantee
for the next 10 years.
Kaye
switched to Columbia after Victor
allegedly refused to meet his terms.
Band is slated to spend the next
three <and one-half weeks touring
the east, Kaye goes into Virginia
Beach, Va., for 11 days, starting
Aug. 25, and returns to New York
Sept. 10.
Series of one-nighters
will be sandwiched around the Virginia

Beach

Ames

Bros., had been released. By
the time major recording companies had released their versions of
the tune there were already orders
for the 100,000 copies. Tommy Valandp’s Laurel Music, which publishes the song* had to rush printing when the song was placed in
the rack; his initial copy order
hadn’t come through yet.
.

Fact that public response to the
new, songs has been so strong is
furnishing hope to the publishers
that sheet music business may be
on its way to a revival. Feeling is

war situation is causing
people to turn to music, as Well as
other forms of entertainment, with
a consequent hypoing of both sheet
and record sales.

that the

date.

copyrighted as “How Was I to
Know:” Notice contends
- that the
tune was brought to orch~leader^
Dick Jurgens, at that time playing
at the Aragon ballroom here. After
making a complete arrangement,
Jurgens aired the: song on a remote. Number, however; achieved
no popularity at that time. Composer Of “Sam’s Song,” Lew QuaEarly indication of good business
dling, was revealed to have been expected in the fall
is reported by
Jurgens’ pianist and arranger at Capitol Records, which in the first
the time Albrecht brought in the week’s operation of a bonus-dissong. Albrecht is also composer of count plan to dealers reports near“Elmer’s Tune.” Jack Elliott co- full quotas.
authored “Sam’s Song” with QuaCapitol’s plan offers a 10% bonus
dling.
discount to dealers, in addition to
Vocalist Harry Cool, who then the regular 2% discount for 30
sang with the band, and Jurgens days. It also extends the 30-day
have both issued statements to payment time to 90 days. IncludSchaeffer attesting to the “substan- ed in items are new releases, the
tial similarity” between the songs. forthcoming Christmas line,
and a
Jurgens, however,- could not recall catalog of 900 pop, classical, westwhether it was Waddling who had ern and children’s records. Records
done the arranging’ on that partic- are in all three speeds.
ular tune.
At the end of the first week of opWeiss set up publisher opera- eration of the discount plan. Capitions in Hollywood on the strength tol toppers reported that the New
of the tune which is credited to York distrib had filled 80% of its
Quadllng.
30-day quota, while Boston had hit

From M-G-M's Smash Musical

“SUMMER STOCK”
itarring

Judy Garland and Gene Kelly

.

.

.

.
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Lisa” (Paramount)
...
“Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss) ...
^Bewitched” (Chappell).
“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer)
“Simpie Melody” (Berlin).
.> .
“Count Every Star” (Paxton)
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell)
“| Wanna Be Loved” Supreme)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)
“Hoop-Dee-Doo” (Morris)
“Plano Roll Blues” (Leeds) ...
“La Vie En Rose” (Harms)
“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy)
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Sam

The
Tod Long, Too

(Weiss) Finds

Suits
A number of copyright
ment

infringe-

been filed or
threatened against Sam Weiss,
indie Coast publisher, over his hit,
“Sam’s Song,” during the past
week. Weiss, who is in New York
at present, said that at least four
suits are being readied against
him*
Bourne Music* he said, has filed
a suit in England against him*
charging infringement on a song
called,
“Wouldn’t It Be Fun,"
which Bourne copyrighted a little
over a year ago. Weiss also said
that Lou Levy, Leeds Music president, had threatened to file suit
over a 1928 tune upon which he
claimed “Sam’s Song” infringed.
A Chicago pubbery and a Coast
publishing firm have also filed suit
against him.
One other firm has claimed
similarity to one of its tunes, but
has declined to take any -action
against Weiss* This is Leo Feist,
Inc,; which has .a 1927 tune re-,
ported to' lie similar.

70%.
Response

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
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of dealers surprised
Capitol execs themselves, who had
expected good business but not that

good.
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Philadelphia, Aug.

.

James

C,

petriilo

has stepped

Cap’s Lee Gillette

unsettled dispute between
Prowls For Material
the Shubert theatres and the muLee Gillette, of Capitol Records’
sicians union and assigned Henry
Coast artists and repertoire staff, is
Kaiser, counsel for the American
due in New York. Aug. 23 to line up
Federation of Musicians, to repre- a series of recording dates. Gillette
sent Philly Local 77 in the wrangle. is also making a six-week tour of
Immediacy has been given the the south and eastern seaboard
While in
for new material.
need of a settlement through the looking
New -York, he’s expected to record
fact that the four Shubert theatres Jan Garber arid other Capitol arthere and the musicians haven’t ists playing in town.
gotten together On a contract alMeanwhile, eastern musical dithough the stage season is set to rector Pete Rugelow has gone to the
'Kick off in two houses, the ForreSt Coast for six-weeks. Rugelow. will
and Locust, Labor Day week.
record Mel Torme and Stan KenA complaint by the local Shubert ton. He will also prepare some armanagement was filed last spring rangements for Kenton.
with the National Labor Relations
Board charging the union with unfair labor practices, in insisting
that musicians be employed for
the dramatic houses. The Locust
and Walnut attractions are usually
$6,600 IN
straight dramatic fare, with the
Detroit, Aug. 15.
musical shows presented at the
In line with the public’s demand
Shubert and Forrest* although the
houses also present for new bands, Ralph Flanagan’s
latter two
orch, playing: its first mid-west date
straight plays.
Under previous contracts both at Wall Lake (Mich.) Park last
the Locust and Walnut have hired weekend, broke all existing recpit orchestras, employing about a ords at the spot three days running.
dozen musicians between them. Band, which has consistently been
They were used for the entr’acte racking up top returns, opened at
music, or not, as the play pro- the park Friday ill) and played
ducers choose. The local Shubert through Sunday (13).
Dancery
management is Complaining to the grossed over $11,000 for the three
NLRB to make a test case of the days, of which Flanagan reportedIssue.
ly got 60%, or around $6,600.
Word of Petrillo’s interest in These figures don’t include the
the matter came from Charles L. 25c. tax.
J. McConnell, Jr., newly elected
Tickets went for $1.25 plus tax.
president of Local 77. McConnell, 'Total attendance for the three days
who inherited the dispute from the exceeded 9,600. A little under
previous regime, went to New York 2,700 payees were on hand Friday
'

.

and called upon J. J. Shubert to
reach an agreement. Shubert told

no mood to
discuss the complaint, and felt he
had no right to interfere in the
in

^matter.
triilo’s office.

then went to PeAlthough he was in

Chicago at the time, Petriilo talked
the Philadelphian over the
phone, Petriilo promptly accepted
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* Legit musical.

New York songpluggers, whose late hours keep them constantly open
to suspicion by their wives, probably had their spouses in an inquiring
state of mind last Week when they each received a mysterious, individually-addressed postcard. The cards read: “Dear Blank, There Will
Can’t We Talk It Over, (signed) PLM.” The
harried songpluggers hastened to explain that PLM stood for Patti,
LaVerne and Maxine, and “There Will Never Be Another You” and
Talk It Over” were* the titles of the songs on the Andrews
“Can’t
Sisters’ latest Decca record.
Trio’s manager, Lou Levy, had sent the
same cards to disk jockeys, and then decided to send them to songpluggers at their home addresses, in hope of raising some comment.
As far as the songpluggers were concerned, though, the comment came
from the wrong place.

Never Be Another You

—

We

Rarely used clause in a standard American Federation of Musicians
band-and-bookery contract was invoked by Chuck Cabot last week to
secure his release from Music Corp. of America.
Batoneer rememInitial release Will be six sides bered the. clause—which James C. Petriilo
insists on in all pacts
taken from Apollo’s jazz catalog which permits the band to exit if the bookery doesn’t secure work for
and will include platters by Illi- the orch for any consecutive six-week period. Cabot, a California
nois J acquet, Arnett Cobb and faye, made a national dent last spring with his waxing
of “Down the
Bobby Smith.
Lane”, for a Coast indie label but it subsequently was Snowed under
when the* majors (notably Decca, with Russ Morgan) shot their belated

platters will give diskery a threespeed output.

1

—

versions into national distribution.

Irving Berlin is making “demonstration” recordings of his “Call Me
score for RCA Victor, as he did with “Miss Liberty” for Columbia, at the time Manie Sacks was with the latter outfit. The plat*
ters will be employed for interpretative values and the like.
Incidentally, oas RCA's rep in the “Madam” financing, Sacks—who
set up the $200,000 bankrolling deal—now finds himself approving all
the by- expenditures and disbursements incurred by Leland Hayward sis pro-

Madam”

.

NBC stations in six cities. Walt
proposed amendment which
Disney organization and RKO, dis- would change the method of tabutributor of the film, will tie in lating ballots on amendment votes
record dealers With their treasure in the American Society of Comhunt promotion for the pic, which posers, Authors and Publishers will
has been getting newspaper cov- be presented to the next member©Page in key cities.
ship meeting in October, Proposal
has already received the approval
of ASCAP’s board of directors.
Under present system of balloting, an amendment must receive
The Meacrowbrook, Cedar Grove, two-thirds vote of the entire memN. J, f resumes its name band policy bership before passage, proposed
Sept* 7 after a summer hiatus. amendment would
change
reWoody Herman’s orch is sched- quirement to two-thirds ofthethose
uled to begin a two-week stand at voting. However,
a quorum vote
the - spot-on- that -dater
would be needed, consisting of twoDuring the hot-weather, months thirds of the membership. In other
the Meadowbrook functions with words, a two-thirds vote of at least
legit,
two-thirds
the
of
” v stock.
membership
*>•«*;
^
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Chicago ;:Aug: 1 5
For the first time since 1942, the
tieups preceding orch’s appearance Wayne King orch will do one-nightKing
locally was a big factor in the mob er tours and location dates.
As
that turned out at West View. is slated to tee off in mid-SeptemPark’s next name one-nighter will ber, with a tentative booking at
Sales Agent for Foley be Sammy Kaye, who comes in Freeport, 111.
tomorrow (Wed).
New policy is prompted by the
Henry Spitzer last week comsuccess of the waltzer’s RCA Vicpleted a deal with Red Foley to
tor Album, which has met with
act as selling agent for the folk
heavy counter sales. King will not
artist’s
two N publishing firms.
extend hts one-night radius any
Henry Spitzer Music Co. will act
large distance, to enable him to
as selling agent for Old Hickory
jump back to Chi for Thursday
Music Co., which is Foley’s AmeriMercer Records, new diskery night tele spot on CBS. King’s
can Society of Composers, Authors
Ellington’s
son,
Duke
headed
by
last location date was over a year
and Publishers firm. Spitzer Songs,
Spitzer’S Broadcast Music,
Inc., Mercer Ellington, has been formed ago, at the Edgewater Beach hotel.
Platter outfit will
firm, will handle selling for Foley’s in New York.
work in close association with the
BMI affiliate, Music City Songs,
Releasing 1st
Meanwhile, Jack Ostf eld, Spitz- recently reactivated Tempo Music,
er’s
midwest manager, has re- publisher of many Duke Ellington
RPM’s
45
This
All
original
Tempo
pubnumbers.
signed to taktf over as general
Apollo Records’, N. Y., will turn
manager of Foley's two firms. He'll lications, will be put out on the
out
first
its
45 rpm releases this,
National distribucontinue to represent Spitzer on Mercer label.
tion will be handled by Prestige week. Distribution of the 45 rpm
certain deals, though.

ure Island” album over radio and band.
television through the National
Broadcasting Co., another Radio
Corp. of America subsid. Particular attention will be paid to kiddie
programs, with plugs scheduled for
the album on “Kukla, Fran and
Ollie,” NBC-TV show, and the
‘Children’s Storytime Program,”
NBC radio show.
Spot announcements are set for

.
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at

‘Treasure Island’ Disks
waxery are’ two sides by Chubby
songstress with the elder
Get Radio, TV Plugs Kent,
Ellington’s orch. She’ll be accomRCA- Victor will plug its “Treas- panied by members of Ellington’s
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Down
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West View Park’s Danceland
the case as a national problem and last Thursday (10) on a oneassigned Kaiser, The AFM counsel nighter. Flanagan drew 3,242 paid
set
came
to Philadelphia and prepared admissions to beat the mark
_
Flanaganthe ^cessary“brfef5^whf(6h' have by Vaughaiu- Monroe
him
around
topped
by
650,
been forwarded to the NLRB.
Record shop and disk jockey
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.

Count Every Star
the Lane

Remick

That Old Black Magic Famous
You My Sunshine
Southern
.
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Can Anyone Explain

Shapiro-B.

.
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.

St.

Independent

Little Bit

AH My Love

Again.
.Robbins
5 Top Standards
Exactly Like You Shapiro-B.
Let’s

1950

4-10,

'v

listed.

Thrill

Polka nights, which have been
gaining popularity in dancehalls in
recent months, are in for a big
push from General Artists Corp,
Agency is getting behind its polka
3
orchs with a special promotion
labeled “Polkai Band. Parade.” GAC
is offering ballroom
operators a
package of five polka bands for
five consecutive weeks. Each band
would play one stipulated night
a week.
Package is being sold on the
premise that it would be a good
bet to bring in the polka crews
on off nights. Booking office is
basing this selling point on the
successful returns taken in by the
Roseland ballroom, N. Y.; Arcadia
ballroom, N. Y.; West View Park,
Pittsburgh,
and Ritz Ballroom,
Bridgeport, all of which have been
experimenting with weekly polka
sessions on what normally would
be slow nights.
The bands of Walt Solek, Gene
eve
saw
while
Saturday
night,
Wisniewski, Ted Tyle and Ted
About 2,500 cus- Maksymowicz are included in the
4,400 terpers,
package.
Also The Aristocrats
tomers attended Sunday night.
orcli. Latter outfit and Solek record
while
for
Columbia
Records,
Record
Flanagan’s Pitt
Wisniewski ^yvaxes for Dana, Tyle
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15.
Ralph Flanagan’s band, making for Coral and Maksymowicz for
DecCa.
its first appearance in this territory, broke the attendance record
.

McConnell

Get

Survey Week of Aug,

,

top 30 Songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research^ Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically

The

Words & Music
Wanna Be Loved. .Supreme
Still

Into

McConnell he was

.

(Based on copyrighted Audience Coverage Index dud Audience. Trend Indeip, published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
John G. Peatman, director.)
Chappell
Bewitched
Morris
Hoop-Pee-Doo

.4^

1,5-

Listed)
of Aug* 4-10

would be needed

to

amend

ducer of “Madam,” which has a Howard Lindsay & Russel Crouse
slows libretto.
down' amendment process because
entire membership does not vote,
The Place That I Worship (Is the Wide Open Spaces),” which Larry
therefore causing uncast ballots to Spier is publishing independently since his departure, from Chappell
be counted against an amendment, & Co,, was authored by Florence Tarr, who is an invalid, and Fay
While this isn’t felt so much in Foster, with music by A1 Goodhart, the latter a professional ASCAPer.
emergencies, like the vote on the
U. S: consent decree, it does tend
fl x Dreyfus
of the firms that constitute the Music Publish^ ttC
to slow down other amendments.
ers Holding
to the Warner Bros, interests over 20 years ago apNew proposal, offered by Pinky parently has Corp.
still left many minds hazy,
Ferde Grofe, for example,
Herman, fyas okayed by the board said a couple of
weeks ago that he was still receiving royalties from
after it had *been tossed around a Dreyfus
for his orchestration of George Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue.”
couple of years. After being diss been receiving, royalties from Harms, Inc., since Dreyfus
cussed at the October meeting, it sold the firm to
Warners more than 20 years ago*
^wrlt~be
five days
Ope of Dreyf usHfeey men^ln the Chappell organization was also conlater.
Present system of voting fused when he .told Variety
that nearly all Wife Bert Kalmar-Harry
will apply on the vote for this
JJjhy score of Three Little Wonfi” went from Dreyfus to Warders.
amendment.
Mills Music had, most of the score all the time,
Present method,

it’s

felt,

M

.

^

-)

;
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Miami For Burley-Type Shows
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis are+~
slated to embark on one of the

Miami Beach, Aug.

Hayes Vice Sands
At Chi’s Oriental

longest theatre tours since hitting

the bigtime/ Comics have been set
for the Paramount theatre, Buffalo,
Sept. 21 Stanley, Pittsburgh Sept.

Rap

Chicago, Aug. 15.
Sherman Hay has been set as
new pit band batoneer at the
Oriental theatre here commencing

,

Sept.

'•

Hayes

will replace

who has

filled

Carl :§ands,
spot for past two

backing.

were 'wounded.
Cook told Police Chief P. M.
Daniel he attempted to quell an
argument between Mancil and
Rogers when one of them turned
on him with a knife arid the other
Cook
lifted a chair to attack him,
said he got a gun and shot them
port,

rental agreement,

Minsky

will

not

be permitted to use headliners that
previously played at Copa City or
the Beachcomber.
Minsky will install a burlesque
type show same as he used at the
Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla., last
•THfc MAHOGANY KID"
season, and he’s slated to start opboth, accidentally wounding Daveneration sometime in December.
by
Assisted
Jimmy
Nelson, port,
a 'bystander.
Ventriloquist
America’s
Newest
Minsky originally planned to reSensation, With his new pal, Humpeat his season at the Colonial Inn,
phrey
liigsby.
Billboard
says,
where a casino adjunct helped
V
“Nelson is perfection.”
business considerably. Because of
Currently, CHEZ PA REE,! Chicago
the Senate Crime investigating
Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
Committee probe into Florida gam203 N. Wabash, Chicago
ing activities, the political climate
is regarded as too hot for any form
of gambling. Negotiations are- now
on for the leasing of Colonial Inn
Talent agencies are preparing for
for a Howard Johnson restaurant.
a personnel pruning in all major
Other gaming stronghold, La
departments with the exception of
Boheme, Hallendale, will alsri be
It’s expected that laytelevision;
leased by the Lansky interests to
offs will be gradual so that staff
outsiders.
morale will be maintained.
The Senatorial gander into FlorIt’s been known for sometime ida,
incidentally, will deprive the
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
that revenue from most depart- Miami Beach hotels of a conMost consistent user of name ments has been on the decline and
siderable slice of revenue which
talent in the jazz field in town is many percenteries have been operwas ordinarily dervide from the
the Oasis, southside nitery, which ating at a loss.
They would be bookmaking concessions. Bookie
has inked a flock of top attractions willing to carry the losses for the
operations, even; during the Hialeah
to carry. through to the Yule sea- summer and even beyond, except
son.
Upcoming is Errol Garner for the fact that they envision no track meet, will be too dangerous
combo, opening Friday (18) at a rapid uptake when winter Activity for the lbcals. The kind of coin
that the bookie concession brought
$1,000 weekly guarantee plus

DANNY O’DAY

a 50-50 basis.

on

Aug.15.

city* Ala.,

Earl Cook, part owner of Club
nearby Copa City. Ned Schuyler
601, was jailed following the fatal
and Murray Weinger, who will opshooting of John D. Mancil in an
the Copa City, are expected
affray at the club.
Two others, erate
tri
sign a lease with Minsky this
William Rogers and Marvin Davenweek or next. Under terms of th e

7.

years. Hayes, like Sands, will assume m.c. chores in addition to

in Nitery Bwtwl

Phenix

!

and 10,
Paramount, San Francisco, Oct. 11
or 18, with others still to be lined
up by Music Corp. of America.
All dates are on a percentage
basis, and, as far as is known, no
guarantees are being written into
Theatre will get the
the contract.
first money, for house expenses,
and after that comics Will share
29; State, Hartford, Sept, 9

Man Held on Murder

Cafe

15.

Negotiations are on tor Harold
Minsky to take river the Bpachr
Cornber, Miami Beach, on, a deal
which calls for the ih&tallatl<m of a
non-crimpetitive
show with the

.

Deal of this type is regarded as
a wedge for the opening of more
vaude time. Other performers are
expected to follow this example
type of deal, because of the necessity of getting more houses to install stageshows.

;

.

.

Hollywood, Aug. 15.
Demand for weekly contribution
from nitery opera tors to American
The Paramount circuit Originally Guild of Variety Artists' welfare
included the Paramount theatre, fund will be made this week when
But the vaude union opens negotiations
Brooklyn, under this deal.
negotiations for that house had to for new minimum basic agreecouldn't
comics
since
ments with all niteries in this area.
be dropped,
make New York in early Septem- Union also is seeking a 15% pay
hike.

ber.

Meanwhile,

contract status of
Donation to the welfare fund
one step hearer so- would be based on 5% of the
recently
lution. Martin and Lewis
weekly flOorshow budget at each
broke from their agent, Abner C. spot, the amount not to exceed $25
y
Greshler, and switched to MCA. or go below $5. Tremendous opAs a result the American Guild of position is expected to the plan,
Variety Artists took the stand that which was authorized at the napact with that percen- tional convention at Philadelphia
the
tery will not be recognized unless in June.
Eddie Rio, western rewritten release is Obtained from gional rep of the guild, is the first
Greshler, who naturally will not to put the plan into operation.
part wth the comics without a
Behind the drive for operatorAttorneys for Martin and participation in the welfare fund
fight.
AGVA's
to
wrote
Lewis last week
is the fact that
is haying
national office requesting a. hear- difficulty meeting the needs of vet
ing.
Date will be set up at a t*me vaudevilliarts and other live-talent
when they’ll be playing eastern performers who need aid. Locally,
dates.
about $2,500 is expended monthly,
figure including burial costs.
On the pay hike question, union
has set up three categories of clubs.

these zanies

is

|

M&L

AGVA

REX

such as Ciro’s, MocamCocoanut Grove, Biltmore
Bowl, now must pay a minimum
of $125 weekly. Minimum for “B”
spots is $85 and for “C” spots, $70.

“A”

spots,

commissions..

To

get a

new

AGVA

minimum

BARNES & CARRUTHERS

salaries

contributions
fund.
ly

FAIRS
EDDIE ELKORT

and

to the

to

the

York, N. Y.
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"

THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG FILE
•
• Nos. 1 thru 35 @ $1.00 each
(Sold In Sequence Only)
SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
dig Special— all 35 files for

ONLY

3 Bks.

—all 3

Basie

stint there.

Oasis

$10

•

...... $25
oa. bk. $25

•
•

Vols. for

Cornell Heads

Boulevard Tavern, /Forest

’

Irving Greene, who had been
agency for several
that
with
months, resigned two weeks ago.

D*pt. V

Wally Overman
RHYTHM

PEACOCK CLUB. JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA—AUGUST 9-15

—

Next, the

record with sock 6,250 covers for
the first week. With covers and
average tab singer drew $40,000
gross the first week. Eddie O’Neal
band is with her.
Miss Knight winds at the Palmer

—

(

Tift

.

Now Htld Ovor 2d Wook
CLUB CHARLES, Baltimore,Md.
JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY

Concluding

SAVOY HOTEL
London
Television August 10 and Then
Starting
Tour of Midwestern
Fairs for Barnes and Carruthers
Mgt.: HORRABIN, Des Moines

it

the BEVER-

—

were headlined
(we
weren't schills! )
Cincy papers that we read
Liked us—•h ere '» what critics
sea d:

friends

The Cincinnati

Cincinnati Tlme»-8tar

New Show

NIT

Sept. 13 and follows into
the Chase Hotel, St. Louis.

ANN TOLLEY

VIC HYDE

agen!

House

VERSATILE!

-at

We

(with

HOTEL HOLLEN-

DEN:
saw our Cleveland

closed

LY HILLS:

at

I

Beverly

Hills

SI D E

,

“Alice Tyrrell and Dick Winslow, a
couple of talented young people whose
previous Visit to Cincinnati We well
recall, give extra distinction to the
new show that was unfolded Friday
night at Beverly Hills. They lend the
kin4 of comedy to a song that makes
the' audience bend .an- ear-to— catclv
every word. They have a wealth of
good material and their voices are.
suited to a “T” to their type of singing. WinsloW. is responsible for the
•

:

of a number of their songs,
include “How About That,”
“You Made Me Love You,” “A Holly"
Wood Audition” (in which Miss Tyrrell
does some great travesties on Judy
Garland, Deanna Durbin, Lily Pons,

which

“Sunflower,” “Baby, It's Cold
Outside” and “Basin Street,”
If you can't rave about this act,
you' d bette r st ay at home. It's one
of the best.**
j
etc.),

—WANT

Pott,

Nocturnal

lyrics

Booking Direction:

HOLLYWOOD

—-Just

a grinn!)

A NEW SONG PERSONALITY

JO

-

years; left that; Yjfficer HeTl. announce future plans after a vacation.
Hammel was the film dept,
liaison in the east, and at one time
was responsible for most of the
agency’s legit operations.
Same office, last week, lost Ira
Steiner of the record dept. Steiner,
who joined the Ted Ashley agency,
had recently Worked in the video
sector of the agency.
Situation at Music Corp.
of
America is currently static. There
are occasional changes in personnel, but that’s because of the fact
that agency is trying put many hew
men, arid srime haven’t been working out.

DESERT

Las Vegas'

.

CHARMING!

some months ago to set up own
agency in Miami Beach.
Probably the most important resignation occurred last week when
Lester Hammel, with the William
Morris Agency for the past 20

WINSLOW

INN—
—Then MOCAMBO

Chicago, Aug, 15.
Evelyn Knight, currently headRoom of the
Empire
lining at the
Palmer House chalked up a new

exited the cafe dept,

TYRRELL

:

.

,

who

Kilby,

DICK

-

Management:

to innkeepers is illustrated by the
Current strategy in most offices fact that the betting rights at the
to make no replacements for Roney Plaza, Miami Beach, retailthose who resign. Such duties will ed for $45,000, it was revealed in
be assumed by remaining members the Senate committee’s findings.
of the staff.
In prosperous years, the ante for
During the past week, Ira Sei-' small inns was around $2,500.
delle, of the General Artists Corp.
club-date dept has left the agency.
That agency hasn’t replaced Harry

is

ALICE

— Played
At Palmer House, Chi

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

starts.

"A REFRESHING TOUCH OF

C.O.D:'S

IN

Hills,

L. I., has instituted a weekend
show plan with Don Cornell. Louis
Prima and Sarah Vaughan slated

(reissue), $2.00

COLORS

Weekend

Plan at Forest Hills Spot

$80—

PAULA SMITH
200 W.S4 St.. N*w York If

50%.

week-

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
NO

is

years.

$25

PARODIES, per book
Books for $20—
dlff.

is

It’s

strong’s

dlff.

• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.,
—all 4

when Cab Calloway checks

International Theatrical Corp., was
previously with Music Corp. of
America and Frederick Bros. Kerr
was a personal manager for many

FUN-MASTER

'

•

50% deal Sept. 29,
in for a
the same deal Count
getting for his current

the $1,500 plus
fortnight.

to follow for successive two-day
dates.
Spot will revert to full weeks
Jack Edwards and Bob Kerr after Labor Day and, if present
joined the Ken Later Agency this weekend bookings are successful,
Week. Edwards, who recently re- names may be added to the show
signed from the Clifford C. Fischer latter part of the week.

West 57th Street

For All Branches of Theatricals
;

Sept. 1 at $1,500 plus a 50-50 split
of the gate, and will be followed
Sept. 15 by Billie Holiday at a flat
$2,250 per frame. Spot reverts to

welfare

EDWARDS, KERR JOIN
KEN LATER AGENCY

Leslie Grade, Ltd;, Inc.

G LAS ON'!

George Shearing combo returns

a later date at $2,000 plus

Directions

New

50%

of the door take,

contract,

without which a spot cannot operate, club must agree to the new
Currently:

250

•

waiting for Louis Armmanager, Joe Glaser,, to
return a signed contract on a bid
for a Nov. 17 opening at $2,000
plus 50%, and is also waiting to
All figures are exclusive of book- hear on a pitch to Artie Sh aw for

bo,

mg

Lew A

In Pitch For Tele

TO THANK OUR AGENT,
TOOI—MR. IRWIN (known as LOO).

Saturday, July 29,

Iff50

Notations

“Beverly Hills has come up with
the brightest, most original
song and comedy teams ever seen in

..

one: of

the local night spots.

It's

guy-responsiblerfor-the-teanrie-spritelyand original material, and, believe me,
you have never really appreciated

“Baby

Cold

Outside” until you
have, heard the Winslow-Tyrrell version. They have another priceless bit
about a Hollywood audition which Is
not to be' overlooked. These are kids
I

It's

hope

will visit often.”

Friday,
.

August 18th

we open

The Cincinnati Enquirer

Alice Tyr-

a pert and talented blonde, and
her equally talented husband, Dick
Winslow, who was one of the original
“Our Gang Comedy” kids. Dick Is the
rell,

at the

Beverly
.

.

television..

Tyrrell and Winslbw have excellent
material, and they know exactly
what to do with it for the best results.
Alice does some wonderful takeoffs on
Hollywood stars, bringing her talent Into
play bn “A Hollywood Audition.” We've
heard a lot of versions of “Baby, It's Cold
Outside,” and many of them left us just
that way. But the Tyrrell Winslow treat-

song

ment
Its all

CHEZ PAREE !

Hills

“Beverly Hills held opening classes last
night for performers in its new review,
|-and the-report-card-showed-all^A-s^1-T-hetop scholars are Alice Tyrrell and Dick
Winslow, a cracker jack comedy song team
which has been making quite a score bn

of this song is

comedy

at its best,

a make-believe drinking party that

winds up With them oblivious of weather
outside—or anything else for that matter.”

G. S.

1

VAUDEVILLE

44
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Hop

Shelburne Lounge,

vide a hilarious half-hour before
City, N. Y.
depart. Material
Louis Jordan and Tympdni Five, he’s permitted tQ
With Gwenn Weeks, Slam Stewart is all new and With a high laugh,
After smacking over
ad* (content.Trio, Lester Young Orch (6)
characterizations of a British
trumpeters, handle rhythm and mission 98c. table minimum $2.50. slick
film, a “facts of life” father-to-son
novelty vocals effectively.
and a deBop City’s summer business re- talk, a funeral oration
Band is neatly attired, and Garvastating takeoff on the male half
ber fronts well. Jimmy Flora unit mains on a fairly high plane. Curgets
moves over from the cocktail rent show is excellent summer of a French dance team, he of
a
laffilled portrayal
lounge for intermission dancing, musical fare, having a pair of off with a
his
cut
has
Storch
lady,
loaded
Chan,
humor-laden combinations that hit
names
impressions of top film
audience risibilities.
three
instrumental down to an absolute minimum, butOf
the
Ciro’s, Hollywood
groups on tap, Louis Jordan and they’re still potent as he combines
keen sense
his Tympani Five, and the Slam good material with a
Hollywood, Aug. 9.
Stewart Trio hit maximum re- of timing.’ Extremely mobile face
Patti Page, Dick Stabile’s Orch
sponse. The Lester Young Sextet, heightens the impact,
(9). Gcri Galian Rhumband (5);
Newly returned to the podium
which has played the majority of
cover $L50, $2.
which
the season at the nearby Birdland, is Eddie Oliver’s musicrew
backing
offers serious jazz studies, which does a standout job of
to
addition
in
Platterist Patti Page Is making frequently
Hutton
Miss
for
an d respect
c o
her Coast boW With this date. She's through some excellent musical neatly sharing teh terp chores
holdover
longtime
an instant click, whamming over ideas capably executed. Young at with
the
Kap
a solid 25-miriute show that was the sax, has the knack of break- Latinaires,
sometimes torrid and sometimes ing up a standard composition
tender, but always tuneful.
Clover Club,
some interesting elements
into
Hefty response quickly erased and putting it together in an alMiami, Aug. 13.
traces of Sunset Strip jitters as the together different form.
InstruGus Van, The Belmonts, Ray
eight
neatpurveyed
blonde looker
mentation assisting Young com- Moitt & Pedro, Carlyle Dancers
ly-paced numbers ranging from “I prises trombone, trumpet and a ( 6 )
with Rudy Tronto, Woody

Night Chib Reviews

Milton Page, Barry Smith;
or cover.

(HOTEL ST ATLER)
Jan Garber Orch (12) with Kitty

Thomas and Roy

Jimmy

Cordell,

Flora Orch (3); $1.25-$2 cover.

Such is the peculiar nature of
the band business that Jan Garber,
one of the conutry’s better-known
maestros, is playing his first New
York date in seven years at the
Cafe Rouge. Last time Garber

in New York was 1943, when
he played the Lincoln Hotel. Since
then* he s confined most of his activity to the Coast and midwest.
Garber has found that the payoff
in the band business lies in playing
for the dancers, and that is just
what he does. Arrangements are
comparatively simple, revolving
around foxtrot rhythms. In one
respect, Garber’s absence from
New York for the past few years

was

Wanna Be Loved” to “Back in
Your Own Backyard.” Backed by
Dick Stabile's orch’s deft handling
of effective arrangements, she had
no difficulty with the crowd, to
most of whom she was only. a ..name
on a record label. Sole fault, an
.

.

humor

in this vein.
His guitarist
also pitches in with laughs for an
altogether satisfying session.
Jose.

i

Bimbo’s 365

C lub, S.F.

San Francisco, Aug. 9.
Bob Evans Mort Herotd, The
Taylor Maids, Jean Devlyn Dancers
mini(6), Derle Knox Orch (7)

Von el i an Room.

$1.50.

by Devlyn

girls,

l

;

.First

I

CONINE

.

<

.

!

!

i

THAT’S ALL”

,

,

Just Concluded

I

PARAMOUNT, New York
to:

Kansas

double

—

bill

FRIENDLY

PIERMONT

MILES INGALLS
HARRY LEVINE

RKO-PALACE, NEW YORK
CAPITOL, WASH., D. C.
FOX, DETROIT
OLYMPIA, MIAMI

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

j

Fifi

BRy. 9-0543
% *•.# i

**

o

*

r*

^

the husky-voiced, vivacious songstress with, the French accent for
which she has long been noted,
Her name evidently has some b.o.
lure, as the Casbah turnout was
big for her opening Friday night.
Show she is doing is principally
a line-up of Continental songs,
spaced
with
nostalgic
reminiscences of her film work embellished with the D’Orsay mannerisms, and ably abetted by Joe Vera
and his crew. Vera begins the proceedings on his own with snappy
pianblogy on
“Yankee Doodle
Rhumba” and “This Thing Called
Love;”
The
French-Canadian
singer (who never saw Paris) then
takes over to begin with “If You
Want To See Paris,” in which she
works in a French hillbilly for unusual twist.
Follows up with

at this

approval heartily.

Sunset

1

!

AL DVOR1N

54 Woit Randolph

St.,

Chicago

FRanklln 2-4980
j

j

;

!

j

i

JAN

PATRICK

HELENE ind HOWARD
COURTESY HOUR TV

SHOW

Chicago
!

WILLIE

SHORE DODGE TV SHOW
Chicago

!

COMEDY ROUTINES
and BURLESQUE
Volume

I

2 Twelve-Min. Comedy Routines
1 Two-hour Gag-Packed Satire

SENSATIONAL
A.

OFFER

GUY

ONLY

$3

VISK

Writing Enterprises

.

Strip spot in a considerable period
a sure-fire combination entry
neatly paced to provide 45 minutes of effective entertainment.

Money-Maker

Direction:

j

>

Quin.

GRANT S RIVIERA

June

Hutton,
who. recently
put as a single after years
of canarying with the Pied Pipers,

moved

Restaurant

:

registers solidly in her local bow.
Stint probably will learn her some
film bids.
She’s a blonde looker
with a nice set of pipes, an easy
manner and plenty of professional
polish.
Wisely, she paces her 15-

i

"Cradle Of The Stars"
158 W. 44 St.. Now York, N. Y,

!

!

!

!

:

to^elr^r^hQiv'df f t

her ability to rock a rhythm tune
or baby a ballad.
Arrangements
are ideally suited for her pipes
and she stays away from overdone
ditties that are too familiar.
Best
of her routining at opening show
was “Hoop-Dee-Doo” and a langUProus larynxing of the RodgersHart oldie “My Romance.” Finale
I Love the Guy, ” deftl y delivis
ered and tagged out with ’specIal’T
lyrics to serve as a fine bow-off
thank-you tune.
Comedies of Larry Storch proi

Howard:

Hi

;

^

_

ever thought that

Godfrey

s

my bringing you fo Arthur
program would mean success in so short a

an^
discovering new great talent in our Talent
Contests every Monday night at my restaurant.

!

New York
1

Real

j

I

BRy. 9-0543
*j«i r*

A

back on the club

!

i

* vt ***

is

I

AL WILSON AGENCY
T501 B'way,

D’Orsay

circuit after a recc/.t retirement,
in the supper room of the
Bellerive is her first in Kansas City
in 10 years. She proves, very much

Man Show"

America's Newest and
Greatest Comedy Attraction

and date

!

Direction:

PHIL GRAE
rwiiyrNaw York

"The One

Aug. 11.
Vera Orch (5 )

City,

—

1

DAN

Ptrsohal Management:

1501

(BELLERIVE HOTEL)
Fiji D’Orsay, Joe
comiT'"$'lT'$l750'."

is

minute-stinlr

Thank you, Harry Levine

And Again

El f aliasli. K. €.

“C’est Si Bon,” “Bon Jour Monsieur” and “J’Attendrai,” alternating French and English lyrics and
selling them all the way,
Hollywood*. Aug. 9.
June -Hatton, Larry Storch,
Summed up as moderately well
Eddie Oliver Orch (8), Latinaires paced show, despite obstreperous
(5).; cover, $1.50 $2.
mike which acted up throughout
,
the routine. Customers gave their
:
:

I

Lary.

capably,

Mocamho, Hollywood

BURKE, Miami Herald.

R U STY
FIELDS

;

Tony Lop^z and his orch
i sties.
handled the show backgroundings

an “Oh You Beau- “What’s Gonna Be With TV,” “Ap-

TOM MY and MARGOT

SID

S. F.

ple Blossom Time” and a Jolson
Doll” parade.
Music by Derle Knox combo is medley, they walk off a solid hit.
Ernie Hecksher’s Orch provides
dance
and
backing
okay on show
nifty backing for trio as well as
Ted.
sessions.
giving out with danceable terp
tunes.
Ted.

DANCIN'

Los Angeles, Aug. 9.
Count Basie Orch (7), with
Damita Jo;. $1.50 admission.

,

San Francisco, Aug. 8.
This is better than average
Andrews Sisters, Ernie Hecksher
total
sum
with
the
standard fare
Orch. (12); cover $1.50, $2.
tied into a neat little revue supplemented by spritely dance interThe Andrews Sisters, making
ludes. The 45-minute stanza leads their initial appearance in a hotel
..oif_jWith~.^^anc.eL^
^uppei^-rdGmr~seemed--a'-tr4fle-iIl
Devlyn line, niftily costumed, in a at ease, probably due to the new
slick ensemble.
medium, but once they overcame
Opening specialty is by the Tay- the various distractions, really went
singers
lor Maids, three harmony
to town on their song session.
who please with “Hoop-De-Doo,” After a tepid start they hit the
“In the Rain”, and follow with an jackpot with a brace of comedy
effective “Charlie My Boy.” Girls items, “The Peony Bush” and “Hado well but would garner better waii” to insure rapt attention for
impact by improved microphone the remainder of their routines.
savvy. Voices good, likewise ap- Gals intersperse most of the numpearance.
bers with slick comedies that, had
Mort Herold, accordionist, grabs the opening night audience laughgood audience reaction with fast ing and applauding.
Held on for 45-minutes of clownnumbers, particularly a flashy
“Flight of the Bumble Bee” closer. ing and harmonizing, they gave

GEORGE

Also Thanks to:

Buddi Satan is on
introes well.
hand in the adjoining Vagabond
with his bop-accented pian-

Room

(FAIRMONT HOTEL)

“BOTH SHOW SALESMEN DE LUXE”—

44

Gilb.

Oasis, L. A.

The Bevhills bunch is beating a
path to this East Side L. A. spot
these nights, occasion being the
Southern California unveiling of
Count Basie’s new septet, down 10
crewmen from, his big aggregation
of last March. He broke it in up
in San Francisco.
A rocking rhythm keynotes
Woody Woodbury doubles from his Basie’s new format, with himself
piano-song stint in the lounge in
(Continued on page 47)
the emcee slot and handles the

mum

tiful

Mgt., Fosters' Agency, London

•

—

—

;

HOTEL

the Lounge is somewhat off the
beaten track, there’s no reason why
pop prices and continuous music
won’t build word-of-mouth and a
steady clientele after Labor Pay.

1

Bob Evans in ventro routine pro- them everything in their book.
vides good laugh session. Chatter After an easy “Hoop-de-doo,” they
is clever and Evans’ technical stuff, segued into “Piano Roll Blues,”
including voice work and handling “Beer Barrel Polka” and other
of dummy, is excellent. Offs to sock items that have established them
with vaude and radio audiences
hand.
Show closes with dance routine for happy returns. Encoring with

LONDON

Although

Is traditionally sparse.

.

‘

•

SAVOY

minimum

.

!

Headlining

one another to make

spell

.

mum

Now

Satan;'

is

in

'

'

AMUSING - AMAZING
MENTAL MARVEL

showmen

.

stand. Her voice doesn’t carry as
strongly as it might, but it shows
good rhythmical sense. Roy Cordell has a warm, vibrant voice and
a feel for a ballad. Two combine
Bill Kleeb
nicely on novelties.
and Nick Barile, two of the three

The Incomparable

Woodbury, Buddi

section.

Jordan, of course,

better

.

:

HARRY
KAHNE

rhythm

one of the $1.50, $2.50.
the musical
field.
He has a crew of capable
In for limited engagement, Gus
sidemen, each with distinctive per- Van with his vet approach to song.
sonalities, that blend both instru- ology is clicking at this mainland
,
,
,
,
mentally and showmanship wise spot. Sporting top hat and tails,
-easily-corrected-nne^l ay with the jmt-o -an --entertaining ^-outfit that
he -o ffe r s a nostalgic -grouping-ofp,a. system which was spasmodical- keeps the pevvholders. at a high
the old time hits he (ind partner
ly too. loud.
Jordan carries most of the Joe Schenck) were associated With
pitch.
Possessed of a good voice and an vocals and stresses humorous com years ago. Plenty of the older set
ability to sell with ease, Miss Page, tent.
His “Saturday Night Fish dropped in for his preem and with
has the added advantage of ap- Fry” and perennial “Caldonia” are the younger element equally enparently relishing the chore. And the highlights.
Vocalist Gwenn thusiastic to keep him on for sevthe chirp wisely keeps the patter Weeks gives added color to the eral encores.
to an absolute minimum so that group with a pair of tunes of
In supporting layout, the Belthere’s little lag in the proceed- which “C’est Si Bon” rips down
monts display ballroomology in top
ings.
the house with some capable as- fashion. Fresh looking youngsters
Opening night, her whilom plat- sists from the maestro. The group manage lifts and spins in smooth,
who had to beg off.
ter-partner Frankie Laine
easy manner for .solid appreciation.
Slam Stewart’s trio gets maxihad preceded her into this Strip*
Hand to hand balancing of Ray
response with a free-wheel- Mott and Pedro is standard stuff
joined her for a smash
bistro
finale duet on “If I Were You ing and irrepresible form of tune- which would look better in a vaude
stering.
Aided by electric guitar house.
Baby, I’d Love Me.”
However, they interline
Stabile crew, in addition to and piano, Stewart’s bass viol be- stunts with some comedy to that
w i t h comes a comedic vehicle that pays off.
alternates
showbacking,
rhombeat combo of Geri Galian causes a steady round of laughs.
Carlyle dancers hold over in
to dispense dansapation and each Maestro accomps with a series of their East Indian dances, with Rudy
za-su-zas both harmonic and disKap.
merits attention.
cordant that are masterpieces of Tronto soloing to solid returns.

,

World Renowned

They

the music continuous and occasionally' play in unison.
Both players
have a nicely balanced repertoire
that includes an occasional pop,
standard or Latino composition.A onetime Roxy theatre organist,
Page has also played at several
of the tonier eastside cafes.
He
shows fine coordination on the instrument and works in excellent
tonal effects similar to those produced by a giant theatre console.
Smith is equally adept on the ’88.
Business reportedly is holding
Up well under the new policy de?
spi
-te the fact that summer trade

,

—

SUCCESS

the old regime, however, are the
filmily dressed hostesses who are
a show in themselves.
Currently on the podium in this
softly-lit room are organist Milton
Page and pianist Harry Smith.

Miami

unfortunate he has few rhumbas and other Latin arrangements
in his book, and the band suffers
through this factor. While in the
midwest, a band can easily get
away without Latinos, New York, is
q uit e different, and aside from the
demand for Latino dance numbers,
the. change of pace helps a band
to effect a sense of variety.
Otherwise, the unit is tailbrmade
for dancing. Bulwark of the band
is a solid three-man rhythm secMelody lead is taken by the
tion.
four saxes, with phrasing filled in
by trumpets and trombones. On
some numbers, altos are used to
make a syrupy-type lead, with
muted trumpets doing phrasing.
On most, however, saxes and brasses are mellow, with tenors blending With brass.
Most numbers are arranged for
vocals. Kitty Thomas has developed
lots of poise and grace on the
is

Formerly a showcase for name
Shelburne Lounge recently returned to a policy of’ more
modest priced entertainment.
Change was instituted by a group
which took over the Hotel Sheraton from the Sheraton hotel chain
early this year and re-named it
The Shelburne. Holding over from
acts, the

mm

f

nd

minimum

;

Cafe Rouge, N. Y.

Y.

IV.

(HOTEL SHELBURNE)
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Ohio Niteries to Censor Floorshows
New York

After Liquor Bd. Bars Strip Acts
Columbus, O.y Aug.

15*

license holders were
told Friday (11) to preview all acts
they book, because if any of them
permit indecent performances in
their clubs or cafes they will lose
their permits.

Ob io Uquor

other spots *are experiencing similar declines.
Customer disinterest
has even affected the lessor bistros,
well in other
done
have
which

.

.

the entire routine of every
act of entertainment before it is
put on, in order to prevent inder
cent floor shows from being shown
iii his pia^e of business.”

know

.

years regardless of the economic
'

situation.

.

Major factors contributing to the
gloomy picture include a general
tightening of amusement spending
due to the Korean war/ a local ban

on gambling, which has kayoed
most casinos, as well as a drop in
convention business. Summing up
the season to date; Hotel Assn,
Frank Amstutz
exec
secretary
points out that “there’s no, luxury

Hollywood

warning

his

face, disclosed that his trade has

slumped between 25 and 30%, and

AGVA

.

sounded

St. Regis Hotel, N. Y., Sept. 19 . ...
Atlantic City, Aug, 15.
Kitty Kallen set for the Wedgwood
What looked to be a promising
Waldorf-Astoria, season prior to Memorial Day has
N. Y., Oct, 2. Another act still to turned
out to be a disappointing
be signed ... Carl Brisson slated summer
for this resort’s hotelriien,
In Suit Against
for the Oval Room of the Copley
nitery operators and other amuseAn examination before trial was Plaza, Boston, Sept. 13 . . Jerry ment impresarios. A suryey shows
granted last week by Justice Edgar Baker tapped for the Aquashow, that this year’s take is off anywhere
Flushing Park, N. Y., Aug. 22
J. Nathan, Jr;, of the N. Y; supreme
De Mattiazzis slated for the Capitol from 10 to 30% in comparison to
court to a dissident group of Amertheatre r N. Y., Christmas show fol- grosses racked up in 1949.
ican Guild of Variety Artists memCafes and luxury spots particulowing a series of Coast cafe dates.
bers who are seeking to dislodge
larly are taking it on the chin.
current officers of the union. The
Sam Singer, Club Harlem’s bonlAssociated Actors and Artistes of
America, defendants in the case,
Was ordered to produce records
Rosalind Courtright precedes a
and. make appropriate provision tour of the Statler hotel chain
for examination prior to Sept. 5.
BILLS SEPT.
with a two-weeker at the Desert
Suit was started two years ago
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15.
by adherants of Matt Shelvey, who Inn, Las Vegas, opening Sept. 19
Downtown Stanley theatre,
Mary McCarty and the comedywas ousted as AGVA’s national
administrator. Plaintiffs seek to terp team of Steve Condos and deluxer, will play its first stage
invalidate the last two AGVA con- Jerry Brando w open Friday (18) show on 1950 week of Sept. 29,
and
ventions and subsequent elections. at Ciro’s
Eileen Barton,; who when team of Dean Martin
House
checks into Ciro’s Sept. 8, inked Jerry Lewis comes in.
a three-year wax pact with Na- hasn’t had a flesh attraction sipce
Bill McArthur October, 1949, when Danny Kaye,
tional Records
opens at the Blue Angel, N. Y., broke the all-time attendance and
Sept. 7 for an eight-week stay at money record.
Modernaires,
As a matter of fact, Martin-Lewis
$300 -per session
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15.
Wah Troupe, Johnny make only the third in-person atChang
Burlesque goes back into Casino O’Brien and John Molenari join traction Stanley’s had since early
theatre on Sept. 2 after summer- Dick Haymes for a two-niter at 1949. Jack Carson show was the
long shutdown, and Natalie Car- the California State Fair in Sac- Other one. It’s the same theatre
Patti Page, where both of comics’ “Irma” pictier has been signed again to stage ramento, Sept. 7-8
the numbers. She’s recruiting an who winds at Ciro’s Thursday (17) tures have played.
successive
with
east
back
heads
girls,
of
and
all-local chorus
20
will put them into rehearsal next weeks set at the Radio City Music
Riverthe
and
Minneapolis
Hall,
Monday (21).

Room of the Hotel

Win Round

Dissidents

Frank M. Krebbs, liquor board
chairman said, "From now on we
will expect every permit holder to

Krebbs

Margaret Phelan signed for the
opening of the Maisonette of the

during a hearing in which Nick
operator of the Wonder

VAUDE

Politis,

Bar in Zanesville, had his license
revoked for 60 days for “permitting lewd, lascivious, indecent and
obscene” shows. Only reason for

,

not revoking the license entirely
was because of Politis’ past good
record and because he said he
didn’t know what the show (a strips
tease) was in advance.

.

29

biiying this year.

.

.

*

.

.

Krebbs put most of the blame
on “unscrupulous” booking agents,
and added:
“The board has.no power over
these agents' who foist lewd shows
on permit holders. They should
be put out of business. Since we
cannot control the booking agent,
we shall Consider it the duty of
every permit holder having floor
George Jaffe, who has been, side, Milwaukee.
shows to review and censor his
own shows and to make sure they town's only wheel impresario for
do not encroach upon the law or last 30 years, Owns and operates
the Casino, and hell be at the helm NT. Bo, City Shiftiiig
board regulations.”
For a
again for 1950-51 season.
while this summer house tried sex
Format to Musical Tabs
A1 & Belle Dow agency, N. Y., pictures, not under Jaffe’s manhas taken over the bookings of two agement, however, but they were
Bop City, N. Y., will change its
Montreal niteries. The Copa will
flops and lasted only a few format starting Sept. 15 from muuse Latin singles while the Top Hat quick
sical combinations to a floorshow
will use moderately priced layouts. weeks.
policy for the run of a special
Booking musical to be written for this spot.
Harris to Do
Mervyn Nelson will write and diri
For State in Hartford rect ‘The J azz Train,” which will
.

resort industry here, several film
theatres along the boardwalk report attendance slightly off, and
Said
hotel business is “spotty.”
to be hurting the hostelries* take
are a flock of motels in the. area,

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

where

visitors are spared the nuisance of tips and garage fees.

.

Clifford

TOMMY

and Hans

Fischer

C.

Lederer settled differences in an
arbitration held by the American
Guild of Variety Artists, last week.
Both agents agreed to stipulations
which split up acts signed to the

LYMAN

agency.
Fischer, who retains the
corporate title of International
Theatrical Corp., retains the acts
that he has handled for many
years, while Lederer, who since
leaving Fischer has joined the Lew
& Leslie Grade Agency N. Y. ofMartin (“Doc”) Harris, partner utilize a Negro cast. Fletcher Hen- fice, retains the acts that he origiwill write and conduct the
in the operation of the State derson
nally brought into the office.
theatre, Hartford, will henceforth score and Bob McIntosh will do the
Commissions on dates obtained
do his own booking of this house. costumes.
by Lederer while with Fischer will
Unit, booked by Music Corp. of
Talent was previously booked by
go to ITC. Agreement also' stipuAmerica, is slated for four weeks
the Eddie Sherman office.
lated payment of $1,000 by LedParting with the Sherman office and options at Bop City before

Own

Those Coming

here spend for food and lodgingnothing more.”
Steel Pier is running about even,
according to manager Richard Endicott, with no loss or gain for the
season.
In other phases of the

WB

.

I

‘

‘WaYamicabre^
**&&*///it . mytete
Personal Representative

'fbiv

&

which

starting Sept.

some

Hou l| on

Ten

Martha’s

is

compares

around $6,000,
favorably

Hub Date
Boston, Aug. 15.

NOW

5th

L.

A*

OPENING AUG. 24 THRU SEPT. 4
TAHOE VILLAGE, lake Tahoe, Ney.
Per. Mgt,: BERT COLLINS

'

Smith and Kalcheim have already divided their roster of acts.
Smith will retain the office.

will redecorate for "a Sept. 12 re- Corp.) checked out with a- greenlight to return to work.
opening.
Bob Dillon and Jack Gallagher
in from Philadephria to chat with
Dolly Gallagher (Warner Bros.)
who’s showing nice progress.
Otto Hayman, former theatre
manager, received his first good

SONGS tHAT pack'em IN'!

ns

Television

Radio

Supper Clubs
Recordings

nership.

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

^

545 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
MUrroy

Hill

17,

N. Y.

7-6865

m
m

M

clinic

report,

Vernice
of

first

prize for best

poem

was Sam

(RKO) Kelley, Variety
Clubite for his “The Reincarnation of Charlie Higgins.”
Joe Dwyer, president of Local 1,
IATSE of N. Y. C. in last week to

Opening
I

Exclusive

Sept. 11 for 8

BILTMORE BOWL,

Management

MATTY ROSEN

Wks.
L.A.

Nolan, and found both doing O.K.
Harlyri Dickinson, artist, planed
in from N. Y. C. to bedside chat
with Jean DeBaudOin.
The committee of “We the
Patients” spared nothing in giving
the colonists a real treat via annual Lawn Party and entertainment at the Variety Clubs hospital.
Lawn Party was an alfresco
affair where southern fried chicken
and all the trimming was served.
The shindig was followed by an
the
given
entertainment
by
patients.

Write to those who are

111*

.

FAIRS

WEEK
POWELL

WYOMING
Direction:

EDDIE SMITH
R.K.O. Bldg.,

MARCUS LOEW
NORMS MHCT
OfflCB:
CENEMl EXECUTIVE
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" World's Greatest Rubber-Ball Manipulator

.

THIS

htQtTts of thi Stars

P. Moore, after two
Observation, received

an all-clear and left for Somerset,
Ky., her hometown.
Continental Shows played here
for a week under the auspices of
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Literary.
Blanchet
Memorial
Contest was held at the Saranac
Lake Study & Craft Guild. Taking top

.

RUBY RING

^T

which ups him for

meals.

months

-

.

-<t

>

WEEK

BILTMORE BOWL,

v

By Happy Benway

Y

HURLEY

'•

To Agent On Own

opening Sept. 17. Spot, which is
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 15.
planning a series of names, has
A yearly event that really gives
tapped Donn Arden to stage pro- the gang at the Variety Clubs hosAlbany 1 -Day Vaude
duction numbers.
pital a real time of it, is the anMills Bros, are set to follow Miss nual picnic by the Sisterhood of
The Colonial theatre, Albany, is
Raye.
the Jewish Community Center of slated to resume stageshows Aug.
the colony. Among patients attend- 26 on a one-day weekly basis. It’s
ing were Walter (CBS) Romanik, planned to go into three days
leases Toledo Dancery
Otto
Tillie
Hayman,
Astrow, weekly around Labor Day and a
Toledo, Aug. 15.
Mabel Burns, Genie Reed, John full week in late September or
Paul Spor, local bandleader and Rosenberg, Jack Wasserman and October.
operator of a talent school, has Ben Schaffer.
Only act set so far for the openAfter two months of observaleased the Trianon ballroom. He tion, Phillip Yagaloff (Transfilm ing show is Pansy the Horse.

JACQUELINE

•

Agents Eddie Smith and Jack
Kalcheim, who partnered early this
year, have dissolved agency part-

*

Saranac Lake

will
re-

w

Special Material

Smith, Kalcheim Dissolve,

with

spot.

The Latin Quarter, Boston,
headline Martha Raye on its

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

MILT FRANCIS

jerer.;tq.. Fischer.-

“Layout

being peddled

of the higher priced musical
aggregations that have played the

9.

HESS MAYER
The Shamrock

berngbook'^

the house will be Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis, slated for two days

SARATOGA

l

general MANAGER

City

‘,

46

P'^RIETY
request for' tax relief,
letters

COMPO Promise

Continued from page 4

Wednesday, August 16, 1950
identical
tax

COMPO

were sent by
chairman

of the excise.

“While

tine

Continued from page

drive.

the big question
mark of the meet, did not swing
behind COMPO completely until
later in the meet, there was no
doubt before the sessions ended
that the group will cooperate.
TOA-ers protested implications
.JJiatit_was/a. dissident_factioii.j_lL
presented its own plan for the creation of a separate War Activities
Committee setup, but later accepted the compromise which gives
COMPO sole authority as Govern:

ment

and a greater boxorfice
draw, to appear/ >t the Roxy.
Mittopolous, however, is sole conductor now.
Orch will do a concert of 42 to
45 minutes four times daily (five
On weekends), for -a total of 29 performances a week, the four performances having to be held within a 10 hour span. Overall cost of
the 104-man symph with conductor
is
estimated at over $25,000 a
week In addition, soprano Eileen
Farrell is booked as soloist for the
first week, with a reported fee of
$3,250 for the week.« She’s wife of
a Staten Island, N. Y„ cop, Robert
Regan, who used to sing in th.e
Police Dept. Glee Club.
Choice of selections for the
opening, concerts for .the first four
days is regarded as shrewd programming; with light, appealing
music that’s still high-bracket
longhair fare.
The program will include the
Overture to “Die Meistersinger,”
poulos,

k

'

,

,

•

Distribs pay an
equal percentage on their revenues.
Thereafter exchanges will bill exhibs monthly.
Important ’sections of the subcommittee on program and planning were adopted by the board
while others Were tabled for further study.
survey of the industry’s market was authorized.
(See
separate story.)
Depinet was requested to despatch appropriate
letters to all industryit'es.

of rentals paid.

A

Another important piank

is the
early calling of two industry seminars which may set a pattern for
a series of similar meets among ex-

hibs,
distribsand
production
forces.
First seminar will be held
in Hollywood, with A1 Rogell and

Art Arthur,

COMPO

reps for the

Motion Picture Industry Council,
acting as hosts.
Second will be
aimed at the grassroots, with no
locale yet chosen.
Date of the

— HoUywcmd-seminarisy:^t-tQ-beifixed.
COMPO’s
board will trek to the
Coast en masse to attend the first
meeting.

To push better- public relations,
board also okayed a project to include in future press books a page
or more* of general advertising designed to create industry goodwill
In Various locales.^ This recommendation was first made by the
Chicago Public., Relations Conference, It was suggested to COMPO
by Art §chmidt, Columbia’s ad-pub
exec.

Another important move

will be

the Government unless the pic
okayed by a special screening sub-committee consisting of
the five exhib orgs in COMPO. It
cannot pledge production' or distribution cuffo of any pic unless
members of MpIC,/ -Motion Picture
Assn, of America and the Society

18

Strand (W) It
Martez 8c Lucia
3 Lind Bros
Billy Vine
Toni Harper
Apollo (I) 17
Sarah Vaughan
Charlie Parker B4
Stan Getz

Symphony Sid
Timmie Rogers

Olympia (P)
Cerneys
Jack Prince

A

Brenda.

and “Un bel

di,”

YORK

;

Empire (D Y4

Jimmy Gay

Johnnie Carlton

.

Margi Morris

.

.Eddie Stacey

:

Johnnie Marsh

.

Ann Gaynor

Bertie Sellers

2 Aret

SUNDERLAND

Castro Sis

Eddie Reihdeer
3 Smith Bros
Wilson Keppel

17

Lathrop & Lee
Felix Knight
Peggy Taylor 3
Roger Ray

EAST HAMPTON
Granada"(l )14
Grafton Sis 8c J
4 Brownie Boys
Pauline 8c Eddie

Emplra(M) 14

WASHINGTON
(L)

CANADA

Sioux Dakotas
Crosbie 8c Brenan

B Kaye

ft

TovarichTp

.

‘

Bros

Duane

Claire.

BBITAH9
ASTON

BRISTOL

Hippodrome (I)
Tex McLeod
Harold Walden
Vera Cody

14

Hlppodroma

14

(S)

‘

Mlscha Auer
Peter Sellers
Harold Barnes

Horse Sc Dqg
Cherokees
Boots Gibson
Ottawa Henry
Bunkhouse Boys
Texas Cowgirls

NEW

Peggy Mortimer
Erikson

&

BeVeT

Cynthia,

-

Fields-

Gladys

8c

MacDonald

.

*

8c

Old Roumanian
Sadio Banka

‘

Len Marten.
Ken -Morris

'

Bop City
*4'

•

Marriott

8c

Wqnman

Ore
Slam Stewart 3

Louis' Jordan

Young Ore

Lester

•

14

<S)

from Puc-

'

^

•

•

1

.

.

•

.

.

WAC

cafe society
Glgi Durston
Will Jordan
Cliff Jackson

A

,

.

Handy

C;
Billy

’

Banks

Gloria

LeRoy

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
•

Tommy King

Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong
I)

Graham

Hotel Astor
^Xavler-Cugat- Of c*~Hotel Bllttnoro

,

Pennington
Arthur Johnson
Hotel Plato
Bob Grant >Ore
-

,

Mark Monte Ore

M

Bergere

Emery

Dfeutsch

HOtol Rooseveif
Teddy .Powell Ore
Sidney Kassimlr 3
Hotel fftatier

Shep Fields Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin quarter

Alan Carney
Mon$. Choppy
Matvellos
Gloria Gilbert

Ralph Young
Naaman Dors
Art Waner Oro
Penthouse

Chico

Roslta Rios

Los Gltanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D’ Alonso Ore

Taubmah

Paul

Riviera

.

.

O

Bernie CUmnUns
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B.

Farrell

Harrison 8c Kay
Peter Hanley
F. Alvaros Ore
Diamond Horieshoo
Walter Dare Wahl

W.

:

Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Edison-;

Durso Ore /
8c

Park Avo
Scotty

.

Bill Russell
Gilbert, 8c Miller

R

Scovtlle
•

Harry Ranch Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Copacananii
Betty Reilly

M

Alverda

Marsha Stevens
Joe LaPoite oro
D’Aquila Oro

Sydney Ross

Smith

Stuff

Christine

:

Gwen Weeks

..
.

3 BrahimS

Grand

-

Althea

Chas Stewart
Clartce Crawford
Hotdl Ambassador
Jules Jftnde Oro

•

Boliana' ivanko

White

Olive

Coleman Hawkins
Bon Soir
Jimmie
Daniels
Empire (S) 14
Baby Hines
Cheerful C Chester
Norene Tate
Fred Ferrari'.
Garland Wilson
Arthur HayneS
Ellis Larkin 3
Edwina Carol

CHISWICK

Hippodrome (M) 14
Norman Evans
Gray Sc Austin
F Sc P King

.

TOSS. CITY

•Irdlana
Charlie Parker
Dizzy Gillespie

••‘Graham

BIRMINGHAM

•

WAC

Crazy Comedy
Kirks

,

Charlie Cairoll
GLASGOW
a two-week basis, but the union Paul
Co
Empire (M) 14
regulations required that Miss Ar- Ernie's Sealions
Rochester
Gilbert
Houcke
thur be missing from the cast for
Freddie Bamberger
Pierre Alizes
8c Pam
10 performances before a succes- Jacques Sc Mary se
La Esterella
sor could be given a run-of-the- 7 Ashtons
Tattersall
Roberto
Chiesa
Co
of Independent Motion .Picture play contract. Miss Arthur claimed 3 Peters
Adrian 8c Spero
3 Garcias
Producers approve unanimously. A she was exhausted and insisted on Baudy’s Animals
Australian Aces
Horses
second condition on this point is a rest of at least four weeks. After 3Knie's
Rex 8c Bessie
Goetachis
that some name producer or dis- hearing details of the situation, Dorchesters
HACKNEY
“'Charter mem- the Equity council ruled that Miss Laconas
trib, or a
Empire (S) 14
Jimmy Scott
Rose
Murphy
ber must advise the committee in Arthur’s contract was cancelled.
Annettes
Canfield Smith
Circusettes
writing of its willingness to proThe actress’s sudden withdrawal Balcombes
Jay Palmer 8c D
Banner Forbutt.
duce or distrib the film without from “Peter Pan” recalled lier
Gold ,8c Cordell
cost.
somewhat similar action in the winter Garden Les Raynor 8c B
Pavilion (I) 14
Dave Park
These hedges are aimed at prer case of “Born Yesterday” several
Jimmy
Edwarda
Billy Maxam
venting the same sdrt of complaints seasons ago. In that instance, she Joy Nichols
LIVERPOOL
which harrassed the
in World Walked out of the Garson Kanin •Dick Bentley
Empire (M). 14
Costello Twins
War II. At that time, the gripe comedy during its road tryout, givr Nino
Wonder Doff Issy Bonn.
Boqn-A-Chords
was that the
acted first and ing up a reported 25% share of St Clair & Day
6 Sweet Notes
tthen secured cooperation later. the profits as well as her regular 3 .Bass!
V 8e T Elliptt
Peter Grant
Len Clifford 8c F
The condition that the liaison com- 10% of .the gross.- She was suc- Patricia Hartley
Maurice 8c May
mittee would include the nine ceeded in the “Bom” assignment Bobby Beaumont.
Patricia 8c Rudy
veepees preserves^ a possible veto by Judy Holiday, who played it for
BOSCOMftE
LONDON
by any of the veepees, thereby pre- most of the Broadway run and Will Hippodrome (I) 14
Palladium (M) 14
Donald Peers
serving TOA’s or any other bug’s repeat the stint in the screen Ver- Billy .Whitaker
Miml Lftw
Ethel' Smith
power to block ft move "which it sion..
B A M Clayton
Nicholas Bros
opposes.
Max Bygraves
Although representatives of the C Falrweathcr
Phil Lester
Stump .8c Stumpy
Before the end of the meeting, management and officials of Equity Pat Hagen
Berty Borrest 2
the board Voted “hearty recogni- refused to be quoted on Miss Ar- Sanny Hughes
Les Marchants
Elizabeth r.
Karsons
Jose Moreno.
tion and deep gratitude for the role thur’s
abrupt withdrawal from Eric Marsh
Palladium Tiller Gls
er^JE^an /L. several -.privately-ex- -JiLJDiddle Diddla
-Sky-tockets-OroHarmon ever since the conception pressed bitter indignation of the Debs
MANCHESTER
Terry’s Juveniles
of the organization.”
Palace <M) 14
Harmon, incident. One Equity leader,* in
BRADFORD
Collins 8c Elizftbeih
MPAA, veepee, has acted as secre- fact, said that in his opinion it is
Stanley Holloway
Alhambra <M) 14
tary without pay.
Jimmy James Co
about time for the union to “get Deep
Boys
Irving 8c Glrdwood
No date has been set for the next tough” with players Who irrespon- Peter.'River
Raynor
Count LeRoy
board conclave. It is subject to sibly jeopardize the employment of M Woodward Co
Bobby Breen
Bernard Miles
France^ Duncan
call by COMPO’s prez.
their fellow members and bring Gaston. Palmer
Willy Woltard
Thornburn
harm to the theatre as a whole. He Billy
Johnny Lawson 3
Bebe 8c Bella
COMPO Defers Tax Request
referred in this connection to at Eddie Gordon & N
Newcastle
Washington, Aug. 15.
least two film actresses, and one
Empire (Ml 14
BRIGHTON
8c Squires
COMPO bowed to the war situa- actor whose behavior during the Hlppodroma (M) 14 Reid
Gene Crowley
tion last week, thanked Congress current
Trlnder
Gloria 8c Splendid
strawhat
season
has Tommy
Barbara Perry
Charles Warren 8c J
for the steps taken toward reduc- brought numerous complaints
from Lois GrOen
Scott Sanders
ing or eliminating the 20% ad^- managements end criticism
Norman 8c
Roger Smith
from Hall,
Bentley Sis.
Pierre Bel
missions bite, ahd* withdrew its their fellow players.
Virginians
Dey De y 8c Dey

COMPO

Du-Roy

Senorlta Valeska
3 Mighty Mohawks

.14

W

4

:

Empire (M) 14
B)g Bill Campbell
l^ince King

•

j

Hlppodrome(l) 14
Denny. Denis
Les Ritchie St
Morecambe
Wise
2 Carlos
Helen Binnie
Flying Cromwells
Martell Sis

SHEFFIELD

Valenti

Capitol

M

8c

SCUNTHORPE

Harry Martin

De

.

WOLVERHAMPTON

.

.

The
power

is first

^

CLEVELAND
(L)

Art Christmas

John Gerrard
Noon Bros
Grldneff Co
George 8c. Lydia
Garden LovUes

Elthani 8c Sharpe
Marianne
Joan Stuart
Margit Kollar
Annettes Ladies
Merry 3
“Madama Butterfly.”
Jimmy Wheeler
Magyar Ballet
Drew.
Program will be changed second ‘Larry
Opera Housa (l)r 14 D Sc S Stephens
half of the first week, and probably .Tessle O’Shea
EDINBURGH
Nat
Jackley
twice> again thereafter. There’ll be
Empire (Ml 14
Jerry Desmonde
a new soloist the second week. Terry-Thomas
Harry Lester Cor
B 8c M Konyot
“The Black Rose’’ will be the ac- Ben Yost Guards
4 El Grahadas
5 Olapders
companying screen attraction.
Lesters Midgets
Sheila Mathews
Maureen Sims
FINSBURY PARK
Tiller Girls ...
EmpirO (M) 14
Palace (I) 14
Hal Monty
Johnny Denis. Co
Vera Lynn
Rosemary Andree
Fayne Sc Evans
Kirk Stevens
.Paul Sc Pauline
Margerite Sc
Continued from page 1
Paulette Coutts
Charles
Johnson Clarke Co
have been engaged as stand-in on Tower Circus (D 18 Flack 8c Lucas
tha,”?
cini’s

and manpower.

for,

Harry. :Carney j
Sftte

McMurrays
Edward Victor

Anton Petrov
Mildred Hammond

MIAMI

De^Falla. Miss^FaiTell^^iT'^iii,
Locke >
the arias, “The Last Rose of Sum Josef
J Radcllffe Co
mer,” from Moore-Flotow’s “Mar- Francis Sc .‘Gray

ma-

committee Will have no
to pledge- playipg time to
any informational film made by or

Verna Raymond,
Sid Gary
Leonard Sues
Jim Wong Tp
Texaco Men

MacKenzie Reid &
Dorothy
Hamilton St Vassl

Petite 4

Mme

Al Hibbler
Johnny Hodges
Chubby Kent
Marion Cox

3 Suns
Jerry Colonna
A. & D Russell
Martin & Florenz

It

Milton Berle

'

liaison.
morale fields. It would act both
barrage of publicity will go to “protect and utilize” the indusout shortly to 238,000 individuals try’s status as an important mederiving income from the industry.
dium of communication and secure

terials

Ray Nance

fill)

(I)

Bowser

8c

Joe Church
'

Eamonn Andrews

Savoy (I) 14
Dick Tubb Jr
June Scott
Les Cooper

Tables Davis
Co-ops

by Wagner: Prokofieff’s “Classical Senor Carlos
St Bil
Symphony;” Mendelssohns Scheszo Bil
3 Cordells
from
“A ; Midsummer Night’s Maple Leaf 4Dream” and dances from the bal- John .Tiller Girls
BLACKPOOL
let, “The Three-Cornered Hat,” by

-

necessary

Al Morgan

Paramount

;

Royal (M) 14

Harold Berens
Gladys Hay
Michael Moore

2 Carltons
4 Vislonaires
3 Swifts
Carl Sands Ore
Regal CP) II
Duke Ellington Ore

HoweU

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 14
Voltaires
Harry Bailey
Radio Revelleri
Blnhie Hale
Leon Corteg:

.

PORTSMOUTH

.

Nonchalants
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore

Roxy

Jayne

8c

3 Sherwoods
Carl Sands Ore
Oriental (I) 17

Jessica Haist

’Eva & LUlian
Dancettes ^
Alec Pleon
Tipsy Sc Brow

14

(1)

Bobble Burns

Yvette

1

velop a “satisfactory liaison” With
the Government. It would establish direct contacts with various
federal departments “and take all
necessary steps to protect the essential operations of the motion
picture industry as a vital medium
of communication and information
within the United States, and the
free world.”
Program to Help Govt.
Secondly, it would draw up a
comprehensive program designed
to help the Government' and United
Nations in the Informational and

industry

Chico Marx

Gray

Hlppodrbme
Chefalo
Denis 8c Joan

Spanglers
Hope. 8c Ray
Mandrinos

10

(I)

Pat Henning

1

Government/
Under the resolution, primary
functions of the committee would
First it would debe two-fold.

the

Oriental

:

•:

U. S,

for

Jack £ Leonard
Park & Clifford
Connie Haines
Music Hall (I) 17
Glenn Burrlsa
George Dyer
G 8c F: Szony

(P) 1 1
Skouras originally came up with Mills Bros
the filmhouse Symph plan a year Al Bernie
ago, there Was talk of getting Leo- Charlene Russell
Eddie Fisher
pold Stokowski, then the Phil- R & B Pickert
harmonic’s co-director with Mitro- Bobby Byitye Ore

A

Letters to all these filmites will
be circulated under Depinet’s signature.
Exhib leaders will pass
the word around through their
local bulletins and, in. many cases,
call grassroot meetings to explain
the need for COMPO.
Without waiting for Samuel Pinanski, TO A prez, to call a meeting
of the finance sub-committee of
COMPO, which he chairmans, invoices will be sent to exhibs on
Sept. 15 for the first months’ dues.
These are fixed at 1/I0th of 1%

dene Krupa Ore

(2 to

When

week

or split

NORWICH

Chicago (P) 18
BlUy Eckstlne
Martha Stewart 8b
Blackburn Twins

Capitol (L) 17

.

Mitroppulos.

below Indlcato opening day of show

CHICAOO

CITY

Derby Wilson.

conductor,

bills
whether fulj

<WR) Walter Road#

NBW YORK

Ken Whitmer
Jerry Mann Co

1

Connection with

parentheses Indicates circuit <FM) Panchon Marco; (I) Independent?
(M) MossiJP) ftframount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner!1

In

(D Loaw;

ber of the Philharmonic board, as Jan Bart
well as a compatript of the orch’s Helen Kane.

.

TO A,

Latter

In

Palace (R) 17
Virginia Lee

j

.

While

16

'

-

.

Numerals

j

.

membership and fund-raising

"
-

*

•

,

Conference of indeOwners and
Theatre
Brandt's
Theatre
Independent
Owners Assn., immediately pledged
their backing on a two-pronged

WEEK OF AUGUST

theatreowners stand

in dire need of the relief which
repeal of the admissions tax would
give them,” wrote Myers on behalf
of his committee, “they recognize
that the national defense comes
first and that Congress could hot
do otherwise than defer action on
tax; legislation pending clarifica*
tion of the war situation.”
Senator Alexander Wiley, of
Wisconsin, placed the Myers letter
in the Congressional Record together with a statement lauding
the wartime services of the film
industry.

.

pendent

.

Abram F,
Myers to all members of Congress
who had worked toward reduction

of Unity

agent to the Government' the establishment of twin libraries
for the industry
of industry information, one in
2. Solved its personnel problems New York and the other in Hollyby naming Arthur L. Mayer as wood. These libraries Will stress
exec veepee and full-time' chief of preparation and circularization of
administrative staff.
material among COMPO members
3. Approved ways-and-means of and to speakers and writers.
Adimplementing its financing, “with ditionally, a speaker’s bureau will
collections now set to start Sept. 1 be created for the propping of kits
from all exhibs, distribs and other and material aimed at both the
outfits which derive part or all of national and local level.
their income from the film biisiCOMPO will also participate in
/'"
ness.
the White House mid-century con4. Ratified a number of planks ference on youth Which President
in a public-relations program sub- Truman has called.
It has also
mitted by a special committee.
given the greenlight to the prepacreate a special ration of a training film shaped to
5. Agreed to
committee which would concen- improve the quality of service by
trate on market analysis surveys.
industry employees to the public.
6. Approved to report of Robert Allen Rivkin, MPIC-ite, will Work
J. O’Ponneirs membership , com- on this pic with NationaT Theatres
mittee, which will seek to draw; chief Charles P. Skduras.
the financial and membership supAll-important liaison resolution
port of orgs and companies allied voted by the board represented, a
to films such as Eastman Kodak, Compromise with TO A in. that
Altec, equipment manufacturers,
COMPO Will work through a cometc.
i
mittee*of-the-whole consisting of
7; Adopted a report of Harry
the officers and nine veepees inBrandt’s committee on organization
stead of through Depinet as presicreating COMPO chairmen in each
Brandt’s recommendation
dent...
exchange area.
for creation of area chairmen also
Depinet Impresses Org
to TOA’s wishes since
When the meet broke up, board deferred
regional officials will channel
members shared the feeling that these
their business through existing exthe prestige and popularity of Pehib units rather than handle it
pin et plus his hard-hitting opening
directly.
remarks proved to be the most
Depinet Was authorized as the
influential force in saving COMPO.
opening gun to send a communicaDepinet’s talk, in which he pointed
tion to the President offering him
out the weak and scattered front
cooperation of the induswhich the industry was presenting the full
try in the present crisis. He folat a time of national crisis, brought
on that request
through
lowed
on prompt pronouncements of supThe liaison comport from a number of the board within 24 hours.
members. Number of the theatre mittee (consisting of COMPO’s
nine veepees and treasorgs, spearheaded by Trpeman T, president,
Rembusch’s National Allied; Leo urer) or their alternates will be:
ComBrecher’s Metropolitan Motion Pic- designated as the COMPO
ture Theatre Assn.; Rotus Harvey’s mittee for Cooperation with the
Pacific Coast

.

committee

liaison

.

—

•

.

1

Loon A Eddlo'S
Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi ,
Jean March

Wayne Thompson

Bourbon 8c Bayne
Irma Henrlquez
Al WaUiS
Geraldine

4c

Jot

L If tie Club
Ernie Warren Oro

NO

Fifth

1

AV*

Paul Gavert
Carolyn Mayo

Jack Cole Dors
Pat Terry

Arden

'Lino:

Walter Nye Ore
Pupl Campo Ore
'

Vorsailtos

Bernice Parks
Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Oro
Village Barn

Gerry Fitzgerald

Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing
4

Christine Barrett

Hazel

Buddy Hackett

Some

David Blight

Jimmy Lee
Downey

Billy Daniels

Si PonviUe
Webster
•.

Waldorf-Astoria
Phil Spltalny Ore
Griff

Williams Oro

.

•

•

.

.

.

CHICAGO
Blackhawk
"Roaring Twenties"
Miml Kelly
Joel Friend

Ray Hyson
-Margaret—Banks—

Hbtal Stavoni
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes

4-Jack—Raffloer-

Jesse Elliot

Farrar 8c Carter..
Ray Arnett
Douglas Duffy
Bobo Lewis
Harper Flaherty
Bobby Barry
Henry Brandon Ore Hob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeara
Chat ra rat
Mary A Fitzgerald
Jackie Miles

Phyllis Miles

.

Chandra Kaly Dcrs Maxwells (2)
Frank Masters Oif
8c France
Palmer House
Stan Grover
Cee Davidson Oro
Evelyn Knight
Chico Ore
Lew Parker
Elleert O'Dare
Htlsings
De Mattiazzis (2)
Georgie Gobel
Abbott Dcrs
Jayne Walton
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Billy Chandler Oro
Vino Otrderts
H Bdgewatar Batch
D HUd Dprs
Jan Bart
Jimmy Dorsey Ore Mickey Sharp
Doran.

Jimmy Nelson

.

:

,
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D.C.

“Kiss

Washington, August 15.
Me, Kate,” under the

Musical

drama columns

list five

cir-

Fathers,”

the Paul Green historical drama
new 4, 000-seat Sesqui Amphitheatre. Debuting this week is
the 250-seat, year-round Arena,
theatre-in-the-round at the converted Hippedrome, erstwhile art
house in the Sidney Lust film
chain. New project, the brain child
of Edward Magnum, ex-George
professor of speech
Washington
and drama; and his frau, both of
whom will produce, is financed by
$10,000 subscribed by local backat the

U

.

.

.

‘Oklahoma’ to Shutter
After 3 Yrs. in London

'ANNIE-

Dallas* Aug. 15.
Final production of the current
Starlight Operetta season at the
State Fair Casino will be “Anhie
;

Get Your Gun,” which will open
(21) for a two-week run.
Carol Bruce, Earl McVeigh and
Carlson will be featured*

Monday

3%

With at least two new subscription groups npw soliciting memberships, Miss Siegler last week

understood to total' about
$35,000* which Logan has placed
in a special contingency bank account.
He has yet to receive a
ceiit

for his contribution

to

her membership lists.
The new groups, are the Hit-oMhethe Month Club;- organized by several
reopened,

brokers, with Rose Golda former SOMC employee in
charge, and the Ticket Club, which
has a sort of agency setup with a
$10 “security” fee. \
ticket
stein,

!

i

The SOMC rolls were recently
closed at nearly 6,000 members,
but additional spot applicants are
now being accepted
for not only
_
the SOMC itself but also for the
balcony subsidiary and. the Onerting Night Club. In addition. Miss
Siegler is about to launch a subscription -outfit to ^tain-tickets
for a number of shows fof out-oftown visitors over a period of a
week or so.
-

Stoll’s

to

Even

if

Bolger Vamps;

$135,000
Even

if

Profit

re-

turn to the show, “Where’s ''Charley?” will almost certainly go on
tour this fall. If the star does return, the musical may resume its
Broadway run before going on the
road.
If not, a replacement, perhaps a singer-comic, will bq sought
for the road. In any case, co-producers Cy Feuer and Ernest H.
Martin plan to reopen the Frank
Loesser-George
musical
Abbott
version of “Charley's Aunt.” They
also figure on ultimately cashing
in on .the film rights to the prop-,

It starts an extensive provincial
tour Oct. 23, playing a minimum
of three weeks in each town. Musical goes into most of Moss Empire and- Howard & Wyndham’s will mean a $1,000,000 outlay.
houses, and is booked as the ChristThe Garden Pier was seized by Harris As Ziegfeld, N.Y.,
mas attraction at the Opera House, the city when its owners were deManchester, for six weeks.
linquent in their taxes.
The big
Treas.;
*9 Other Shifts
On Oct. 24, Stoll’s opens with, building, housing a dance hall and
Lewis Harris, until recently erty.
season of ballet, starring Alicia theatre, has been leveled. The city treasurer of the Biltmore,- N. Y.,
With Bolger due to take an exoreDarine to
eet bids
imorove 1
Dias to
co get
10 improve
Markova, Anton Dolin and Natalie is preparing
frpa«nrpr nf l-hp
tended rest starting Sept. 9, the
Krassovska, who is currently ap- the property thropgh redecking ana
effecHve kept.
Sent 4.
4
suc- musical will shutter at tfie'. St.
ettectrve
He
suc
.additional;'
of
construction
*
pearing with Dolin, in the prov- the
ceeds Daniel Melnick, who has fieldi James, N. Y., with the physical
inces, during Markova’s convales- buildings.
the Ziegfeld assignment for five production going into storage. NoThere has been considerable agi- years.
cence after an appendectomy opNew assistant treasurer body from tfie supporting cast will
eration. Season is for eight weeks. tation here for some time for a will be Irving Morrison, formerly be placed under contract, as it’s
small theatre to “be owned by the
at the Lyceum, N. Y.* replacing figured that if any take other ascity and used by local dramatic
Jack Wolff; Before deciding on a signments before the show is ready
groups. It would be available for
Frisco Repertory Sets
new spot, Melnick Will take at to reopen, suitable replacements
pre-Broadway openings.
Bolger will be
least a month’s vacation at his can be engaged.
Strong Fali-Winter Plans
given at 'least a month's vacation
Newcastle (N. Y.) farm.
San Francisco, Aug. 15.
before
the
question
of his return
Numerous other boxoffice shifts
Sets
Director-producer
T. Catholic U.
Robert
are understood due Sept. 4, with will be decided. If he elects to rethe stint* he will be able to
Eley today (15) announced exten15,000-Mile Legit Tour the start of a new cbntractifal peri- sume
sive plans for the San Francisco
od in the contract between the do so pretty much at his own time.
Washington, Aug. 15.
Repertory Theatre’s winter season,
The
musical, which opened Oct.
Treasurers & Ticket Sellers union
in 1950-51.
A company of Players, Inc., in- and the League of N, Y. Theatres. 11, 1948, has thus far paid a profit
Season will open With
actor
cluding
technician
16
“Light Up the Sky,” Sept. 12, to
and
However, the. identies of those in- of $135,000, and has about $54,000
be followed by “Duet for Two graduates of Catholic U speech and volved w on’t be annGunced-_ujalilJ in
additional
assets.
It
was
epartment, wilt~nrake~nair then.
HandsT* Dalton Trumbo's “The drama department,
“financed at $200,000, plus an overBiggest Thief in Town” will follow eight-month, 15,000-mile tour of 29
call of $50,000. (which Was not acthe British import, which in turn states and Canada this season, oftually used, however), and cost just
will be followed by “Anne of a fering a repertory of “Much Ado
under $180,000 (exclusive of bonds).
Arnold at Fitchburg
About Nothing,” “Macbeth” and
Thousand Days.”
Until the recent general boxoffice
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 15
During the Christmas holidays, “Arms and the Man.” It will travel
Edward Arnold will appear in slump, the show had never grossed
wagons
truek.
in
stations
and
two
Repertory will appeal to Frisco
less than its approximate $28,000
the Guy Paimerton production of
Group, which completed a 7,000- “Apple of His Eye” at Lake operating nut.
During tfie 95school children with two weeks of
“Rumble Stiltskin,” which will be mile tour of 15 states last season Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg, for week run, Bolger has missed only
presented in daily matinee per- iwitft “Much Ado,‘” is cooperative a week, beginning Monday (21).
one performance. He gets 10% of
i
*
formances at special prices. The and non-profit. Th’e “Much Ado”
Paimerton will present “Love the"“grossr against a -guarantee of
New Year will find August Strind- production was directed by Walter, on Approval” at his Worcester $2,500. His wife, associate proberg’s “The Father,” to be followed Kerr, While Alan Schneider will playhouse for a. week stapling next ducer Gwen Rickard, shares in the
stage “Macbeth.”
(22).
show's profits.
j Tuesday
by “Happy Birthday.”

Group

|

.

,

So Far

Ray Bolger doesn’t

1

$285,000,

DALLAS FINALE

as author and

arq

.

A

gross as star.

10%

*.

•

w' ek. In the last five weeks it lost
about $13,000.
Although the meller received
favorable notices andwas a popular hit in New York, it failed
elsewhere. A touring edition starring Morris had a disappointing
engagement in Chicago and folded
a few weeks later at a loss of about
London production also
$50,000.
closed in the red after a few
weeks’ run. The film rights were

%

its

the

:

royalties of
as director

Due

boxoffice slump on Broadway last
spring,
when business steadily
dwindled. With the sale of the
Hudson recently^ to NBC, the play
was moved to the, Broadhurst, N.Y.,
where the guarantee was $4,000 a

for

three

at

theatre, Oct. 21.

Crouse production of the Sidney
Kingsley melodrama opened in the
spring of 1949 at the Hudson, N Y.
at a cost of approximately $65,000
It played to
(including bonds).
substantial profits until the general

Paramount

finishes

“Oklahoma”

is heading a company slated
to play the subway circuit.
Howard Lindsay - Russel
Tfie

to

15.

years London run

Morris

a percentage of the profits.
Kingsley received 10% of the
as dtrec“gross” as author and 2
tor, besides having a share of the
profits. Bellamy got 10% of the

London, Aug.

make good for advance orders if
patrons failed to buy a substantial
portion of tickets for bought-out
houses.
Similarly* without an insurance cushion, SOMC might' be
bankrupt if one heavily-booked
show were to be a quick flop.
If Lloyds Accepts SOMC business, it’s expected that the firm
may aiSo insure various other such
outfits.
Also, the possibility is
seen that some form of insurance
might be obtained by managers for
Broadway productions, provided
the risk were* minimized by a substantial party bookings and advance mail orders.

.

tion.

of $107,000 on its $75,000
investment, and will distribute another $33,000 from the down payment on the film rights. Because
the star, Ralph Bellamy, has a television series, the original produc-.
tlon will not tour, but Chester

way history.
Thus far, the unpaid

-

profit

soid
plus

SOMC

,

—

ojf-Variety^ Artists?—Beeaqse-tlier-e
is reportedly considerable bitterness over this show, the 4A’s board
may be unable to reach a decision
at today’s session, or if it does
settle the matter, may not have
time to settle the “Barrier” ques-

“Detective Story,” which folded
Saturday night (12) at the Broadhurst, N. Y., after a ;run of 581
performances, has thus far paid a

to insure the Show-of-

the-Month- Club against losses of
up to $10,090 on commitments of
tickets
on incoming Broadway
shows. Tfie British underwriting
firm has hot actually accepted the
business, nor even quoted a rate,
but has notified Sylvia Siegler,
president, that it is interested, in such a deal and h*is asked
for details of the proposed; setup.

As a guarantee against loss for
the backers of “Wisteria Trees,”
which reopened Monday night (14)
at the Martin Beck, N. V. authordirector Joshua Logan is taking no
royalties until the production cost
is earned back and has underwritten the operating deficit for any
As far as known,
losing weeks.
it’s the first such action in Broad-

show, including the extended preBroadway tryout tour last spring.
In addition, the author-director has
approximately
paid
reportedly
$6,700 to cover operating losses for
the show on the losing weeks prior
to its recent layoff, during the general boxoffice slump.
Helen Hayes, as star of the play,
has taken a reduction in her regular terms of 10% of the gross. Her
action, like Logan’s, was at her own
suggestion and with the undcr-Atlarititr City ; Augr l5-.- — ^standing —that'" it -"would- - not- be
The Amusement Men’s Assn., publicized. With the exception of
composed, of owners .or operators the star, the entire “Wisteria” cast
of piers, motion picture houses, has continued to receive full salaetc.* is definitely opposed to the ries. Miss Hayes Js a major backer
city using luxury tax funds to erect of tfie production, having brought
a modern legitimate theatre. They in $30,000, and Logan is also one
so advised Mayor Joseph Altman of the small number of investors.
after a meeting last week. Action
Principally because of Logan’s
was taken following publication of action, “Wisteria” stands a likely
plans for re-biulding the old Gar- chance 'of repaying its $100,000 inden Pier. The plans provide for vestment. Besides the $35,000 in
such a theatre, but are only tenta- Logan’s contingency account, there
tive.
is estimated to be about $7,000 in
Amusement men say that busi- operating profits, $25,000 in bonds
ness so far this year is dwindling, and deposits and electrical equipand they certainly aren’t in favor of ment valued at $40,000 owned by
having money they Contribute to the production. The show actually
the city through luxury and mu- cost
(including
about $110,000
nicipal taxes being used to erect a bonds and deposits) to bring to
business which will be ineompeti- Broadway.
*
tion to them. They also point out
that the plans as they stand now

formances a week for key members
ers. Tomorrow night’s (16) preem
of tfie cast.
will be revival of Goldsmith’s “She
In the- case fo “Red, White and
Stoops to Conquer.”
Another new project, now in its Blue,” the jurisdiction is being
contested by Equity, and its vaude(Continued on page 52)
nitery affiliate, the American Guild

Morris Takes to

works for Lloyds

in the

1

AGMA

‘Detective’

is

London

also be a protection for producers,
as few if any party agents would
otherwise be financially able to

‘

non-Equity

Our

Deal
of

‘

legit productions.

“Faith of

^

Englund-Sidney. Field play,
“Deep Seductive Wound,” may
have to withdraw from the deal
because of a film assignment. He
has notified co-producer Jule Styne
that he cannot bring in any financing and will not be able to take
on the directorial stint until he
completes a new screen commitment. As a result; tfie entire setup
Jurisdictional disputes, involving
for the legiter is now uncertain.
two incoming Broadway producStyne reportedly wants to firing
tions are slated for consideration in another co-producer; or go
today (Wed J at a meeting of the ahead with tfie presentation on his
international board of the Associat- own, with Leo Robin as Silent
ed Actors & Artistes of America. partner. (He and Robin have colThe shows involved are the Mi- laborated on the music and lyrics
chael Myer berg- Joel Spector pro- of several films and legit shows
duction of the musical drama, “The Englund is understood, to be anxBarrier,” and the American Legion ious to retain Preminger as stager,
revue, “Red, White and Blue.”
if not as co-producer, and may
“The Barrier,” with music by insist On delaying production of
Jan Meyerpwitz and book and the play until he is available. A
lyrics
by Langston Hughes, is decision will probably be reached
described as an opera; which may this week.
r
lead the 4A s board to rule it in
Preminger’S terms as director
the jurisdiction Of the American call for a down payment of $5,000,
Guild of Musical Artists, ais it did plus 3% of the gross* from thewith “The. Consul” and the dual- original company. He would also
bill “Medium” and “Telephone.” get $2,500 down, plus 2V£% of the
not only has higher mini- gross, of any road companies he
mums than Actors Equity, its legit might direct, and 2% of the gross
affiliate, but permits only six per- for those he did not direct.

current “One

Topping the non-professional

v

Ken

of Hildegarde, local

Underwrite

Insurance on advance ticket orBook author just got his release ders for subscription groups or on
from Albert Johnson, who had theatre party bookings \y bifid pre’Production “Brooklyn” Originally, when the sumably hypo these forms of boxlatter decided to go ahead with office sales, since the possibility of
With Financing Snarl his own musical version of heavy loss on flop shows is a limit“Huckleberry Finn *” ahead of the ing factor in SOMC show SelecHollywood, Aug. 15.
Davis show.
tions and theatre party agent deals.
Otto Preminger, who was slated
It’s figured that the covera ge wou d
to stage and co-produce the new

.

*

49

legit hit of several seasons back.

Legislator explained in his formal statement last week that he
Would also ask that Congress provide funds from time to time to
meet any deficits which the theatre
might incur.
It would be located
on Government-owned land within
the city.

.

the.

•

Harry Delmar Takes Over
fiavis’ ‘Brooklyn* Revue

.

veys, architectural plans, etc.

originally set to
a presentation of
whose success with;
outdoor opera at the Watergate in
July prompted him to book the
theatre-on-the Potomac for a later
date. Snarls between Gallo and
show’s producers resulted in the
former’s exit a few weeks ago.
The 6,000-seat amphitheatre,
scene of summer symphony concerts, is scaled from $3.60 to $1.20!
Actually, at least 1,000 side seats
are impractical for viewing. Top
potential is said to be $60,000, but
with a low rental of $500 nightly,
including all services by National
Capital Parks, which controls the
property, a comfortable profit can
be made on far less.
‘Kiss Me, Kate” brightens a
show bis horizon already seething
Olney
with
activity..
Resides
theatre, which is continuing its
as
Fortune Gallo,

biz With

v

f

was

Woman Show”

»

pared by Jack Moffitt.
Meredith Willson will conduct
the Bowl Symphony Orchestra and
Washington, Aug, 15.
Librettist Eddie Davis and proFrank
Alieh will assist him in ducer
Hep. Arthur D. Klein (D, N.Y.)
Harry Delmar will reunite
prepping the score. Production will
will shortly introduce a bill for a
with the latter’s decision to probe.
supervised
Lloyd
D. duce “So This* Is Brooklyn,” the
by
$5,000,000 Franklin * D. Roosevelt
Mitchell, with Norman Manning as
revue authored by the radio gag
Theatre to be erected at the naproduction coordinator.
writer. Dqvis was previously assotion's capital, he announced last
with Delmar in “Follow
ciated
week.. Measure will call first for
The Girls,” the Gertrude Niesen
$100,000 for pre-construction sur-

come here

is

geant-spectacle depicting the history of the Golden State, will be
presented
in
Hollywood Bowl
Sept. 8-12 by the California Centennials Commission with Val Rosing directing from a script pre-

Propping FDR
Memorial Theatre Bill

May

Lloyds of London

*

Subber and Lemuel R^p. Klein

Ayres, Opened last night (14) for
a two-week run at the Watergate,
government-owned
outtown’s
door amphitheatre. Nation&l company of the Cole Porter musical,
fresh from its recordrbreakiiig, 33week stint* at the Shubert theatre
in Chicago, is sledded for 14 performances on consecutive nightsV
with time out only for rain.

cuits

‘Cal. Story’ at Bowl
Hollywood, Aug. 15.
“yhe California Story,” a pa-

Show Biz Beehive As Kate’ Bows

aegis of Saint

boom

LEGITIMATE
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St.

The following are the comparative

figures hosed, on Variety’s
for last we*k, < the nth week 0/ the season)
'•
and the corresponding week of last season*.
'*•
This
Last
boxoffiice estimates

.

•

•

BROADWAY
Season
shows current.
15
Total weeks played so far by all - shows : 7
197
Total gross for all current shows last week
$335,200
Total season’s gross so far by all shows
$4,446,400

Number

of

.

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

Number

new productions

of

?o far;

.

Season

•

-

13
169
$342,900

;

.

.

ROAD

Assn.’s

al

fresco setup in

Forest

Park Sunday 413) with a neat b.o.
The^ expected boxoffice ^ upturn
About 60,000 people paid arrived on Broadway last week
in an estimated $42,000. Johnny arid virtually all shows shared thb
Morgan, a new face in the open-air improved .pace, . Attendancd /V as
theatre, Evelyn .Wyckoff, Virginia
lth
lent y
ac
:
Gibson,.' Edwin * SteftC,
^ ,.P
Leonard tivity indicated for
this week and
Elliott,
David Atkinson, Evans an increase of advance; buying for
Thornton and Lynn JoelsOn scored the -balance of the summer and
in lead roles, Gene Melnitchenko early fall.
Business is expected:
and Wilson' Moreili clicked in their to increase even more: this week
{« lilrAlir 4/v
fllfii
interpretative;.dance routines.
!Hln the
TY1 TM*rn7rin^fin f
and
improvement
is likely
to
A skedded appearance of. Rich- .continue through the fall period;
h Rodgers along with Oscar
^
ard
“Detective Story” folded: SaturHammerstein, 2d, for the opening day night (12) and the Festival
performance last night (Mon.) for Theatre’s "Lady from the Sea” is
the presentation of some of the hit due to shutter Saturday (19), to
tunes from their collaborations was be succeeded Monday '
(21JA by

2

3

.

‘Whoopee” Wound tip. its Obe-w^ek
in the Municipal Theatre

stand

$4,268;600

,

.7

Loo Respite Hobbles

'St'. Louis, Aug! 15.
"Plagued by a “four-day wildcat
strike of bus and streetcar operators ending ''early Monday (14) and
‘fain on three consecutive bights,

<

run; had been, generally topping
8
$25,000 gross recently
"Wisteria Trees ” Berk'm-ca nn-

record.

•

•

.

[ Excluding Stock)
Number of current touring shows reported
8
Total weeks playbd so far b|y all. shows
.
99
Total road gross reported last week V
,
$275,800
Season’s total road gross so far
$2,600,800
.

.

.

•

,

7
109
$168,000

.

.

.*

.

$2,684,000

;

|

0?hua L °6 an play, presented by
?
Logan and Leland Hayward with
Helen Hayes starred; having had a

.....

four- week vacation' relighted Monday night (14) for the 17th weekon

1

‘1

‘

•

Broadway;
had been '.t
crossing
h w/s
eon a'aa
§
around
$20, OOfiTjefore the ^cenera^
boxoffice slump
Future Dates
i_

-Jt

'

l

|

‘

1

n

>

•

Bar
J^Daphne

rier,”

,

Rnv

M,,R1P

1

.

,

«

Sept. 16,

Mans-

Laureola,” SepL 18 f

"Sni.fi.1,™

'•

.'

cancelled because of Rodgers’ ill- "Borried in T exas,” also
for a twoness. Hammerstein made a short week engagement.
n" the Sun,” Sept. 28, Cort;
4*
"Where’s CharChicago, AUg. 15.
spiel from the apron;
With the ley?” winds up Sept. 9, when Ray 2vL'".
ACFairs^of S^ate,” Oct. 2, Royale;
Unseasonably^cool weather, plus
brch augibented to; 70, the Rodgers Bolger leaves
la
conda
Smile,” Oct. 3, Lyceum;
for a rest.
"Mister <4 S
Current
the heavy influx of Weekending
Hammerstein musical festival Roberts” and "Wisteria
Shows
Trees” re- M ^ a !* Me Madam,” Oct. 9, Imperial;
teed
off a severi-night run before opened
Curious
out-of-towners for Friday night’s
Savage,”
Oct. 10,- Booth;
N
(Aug. 13-26
Monday night ( 14) after
ari openihg-night crowd of 9,200
d
Sarah,” Oct. 11, possifour-week layoffs and "Texas,. LiT •uf e
"Death of a Salesmen”
(IT) All-Star football game, helped
Biltand. a gross of approximately $4,000.
Darlin’ ” resumes next Monday bly Fulton; ""Lady’s Not for Burn-'
swell the take of Chi legiters.
8* Royale; "Guys and
night after a s five-week hiatus.
€
"Roberts” showed the biggest gain.
Nov. 9, 46th Street; "Ring
Premiering
tomorrow
3
nig li t Dolls,”
” Nov. 23, Martin
’Round
the
Moon
Two Blind Mice” bows Out of
“Lend
Ear”
Orpat N
(Thurs.J is- "Live Wire.”
Lend An Ear”-*Great
NorthBeck; "Out of This World,” Nov.
the Harris Sept. 9, and "The In- ern, Chi. (14-26).
The total gross' for all 15 shows 30, Century.
nocents” moves in Sept. 18. Other
"Lost in the Stars”
Curran,
last week was; $335,200, or 71.49%
reports have Mae West in "Dia- S, F. (14-26).
“Rose Marie’
52G, of capacity..
/The previous Week’s
mond Lil” opening at the Black"Mister Roberts”
Erlanger,
total
gross for .15 entries’^ was
stone Sept. 11. Shubert may bring Chi. (14-26).
‘Rio
Rita’
$307,100,
or
$48,000,
65.16%
of capacity.
in "The Lady From Paris” in Oc"South Pacific”— War Memorial,
Estimates for Last Week
Lo6 Angeles, Aug. 15.
tober, to keep the house busy until S. F. (14-26).
the November arrival of "South
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Biz perked last Week, rboxoffice
"Summer and Smoke”
Geary,
Pacific.”
gains being reported by each of CD .( Comedy-Drama), R ( Revue),
Si F. (14-26).
Utt
the
three
alights
houses
(Musical ), O ( Operetta )
Estimates for. Last Week
Two Blind Miee”-r-Harris; Chi.
<0
Other parenthetic, figures refer,,
Sole finalist was "Rio Rita/’
‘Lend An Ear,” Great Northern.- (14-26).
third~of the Greek-theatre attrac- respective ly, to top price, number
(20th wk) ($4.94; 1,500). Up slightSan Francisco, Aug. 15.
tions, which wound its two-week 'of seats and capacity gross.
South Pacific” continues to
Price
Stand
with
a
pleasing
$85,total
of
includes
stack
20%r amusement tax, but
lip .unprecedented biz, top"Mister Roberts,;' Erlanger (2nd Lawrence Sets Westport
000
grosses are net: i.c., exclusive of P j nS $82,000 for its second stanza
wk)
($3.71;*
1,334).
Continued'
Estimates for Last Week
heavy matinee biz plus fine WeekOpera House.
ith kii ads carrying note that
end brought in good $17,600.
"Death of a Salesman,” Biltmore
"Cbcktail Partv.” Miller (30th
es ort
onh ” A g 15
rooi
1
only
is available,
(2d
wk)
Nosed
lip
to
$3.60).
(1,636;
wk)
?
"Two Blind Mice,” Harris (14th
(C-$4.80; 940; $21 600)
? a ne
Preday andJ Saturday matinees
wk) ($3 j71; 1,000). Not too well
$29,500.
week,^ $10,700; last \\^0k
j vious
house.
record
of
for
Wfipk
<9n
.the
Westport
last
week
grossed
fed with tin
non
over
*
$20,000
"Rio Rita// Greek theatre (2d nearly $11,400;
Country Playhouse last week,
between the two.
When show
Wk) (4,400; $3.60). Up to Okay
"Death of a Salesman,” Morosco fnoves on
grossing $11,871 for eight performafter its sixth stanza,
for
an
total in two
$45,000
$85,000
79th
wk)
(D-$4.80;
914; t.
$23 » 800) it will have grossed over
ances in Arthur Macrae’s British
$1,000,Previous week, $10,600; .last week^ 000 on
comedy, ."Traveller’s Joy,” with frames at the open-air house.
combined L. A. and Frisco
"Rose Marie,” Philharmonic Aud $ 12 200
Dennis King costarred. The actress
runs. .House it scaled from $2.40
Up to a
also broke the house record the (2d wk) (2,670; $4.80).
"Detective Story,” Broadhurst to $4.80.
previous week in .the same, play at very good $52,000, exceeding ex- (73d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160; $29,212).
"Lost in the Stars,” with Todd
pectations.
the Cape Playhouse, Dennis; Mass.
Previous week; $9,500; last Week, Duncan, opened at the 1, 550-seat
The previous mark here was $11,$13,800; closed Saturday night (12) Curran (7) to fine crix reviews and
820, set last season by Helen Hayes
after 581 performances.
audience reaction* Final offering
in "Good Housekeeping.”
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
Strawhat Tryouts
„ CiY ic kight Opera season
Boston, Aug. 15.
Current bill at the Playhouse*
Ziegfeld (36th wk) (M-$6; 1,628; chalked up about $36*000 for its
THIS^WEEK
‘Kiss Me, Kate,” Wound *up an here is Lillian Gish in the R. C.
$48,244).
House is scaled to
Previous week, $41,700; initial week.
play, "Miss Mabel.” Next
eight- week stint at the 1, 700-seat Sherriif
"Angel from Hell” — Green last week, almost $ 45.200.
$4.80 and capacity, is >40,000.
.
,
-ShubertH5aturday-(T2^i^bbitt$^we®^rTn$s-Ev^Arden-in-‘^e^
MountiriTr
^rhe
playhouse,
Middlobmyr
17775-seat Geary which was
m
«
A
«
*S
«4 A*\l A A AMA AM 4
« A M 41k A in
"Happy Time,” Plymouth (29th
satisfactory $31,200 for the final 21,” a replacement for the ban- Vt. (14-20),
wk) (C-$4,80; 1,063; $29,019). Pre- to remain dark until Sept. 4, when
celled tryout of "In the Summer
week.
"Big Deal”
Wellesley (Mass.) vious week,
Maurice Evans moves in with
$15,200; last week,
House/’
Janes' BoWles play in Summer theatre (15-19).
Devil s Disciple,” reopened with
With the exception of Blub
nearly $17,700.
which Ruth Gordon was to have
"Borned In Texas”— Casino theastrawhats, town will have no legits
"Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (84th a sudden three-week hooking of^
starred under the direction of tre, Newport, R. I. (14-19) (Rethe
until September. Olsen and Johnfirst local
offering of tho
wk). (M-$6; 1,361; $38, 000)4 Previviewed in Variety this week).
son opus, "Pardon My French/’ is Garson Kanin.
ous week, $31,700; last week, $35,- Actor’s Co. with Dorothy McGuire,
"Clear
Door”
Glass
skedded to preetri at the Opera
Parkway 500.
John Ireland and. Una* Merkel in
c>.
theatre, Burnsville, N. C. (18-19),
House, Labor Day night (Sept. 4), Arden’s $12,750 Breaks
"Member of the Wedding,” Em- "Summer and Smoke.” House is
and the Ethel Merman starrer,
"Country Girl”
Lakes Region
(32d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,- scaled to $3.60.
"Call Me Madam,” is pencilled in
Boston Barn’s Record playhouse, Gilford, N. H. (14-19). Pire
000). Previous week, $12,900; last
at the Shubert for early SeptemDown Malden Bridge week, nearly
Boston, Aug. 15.
$13, 906:
^
-ber with no date set as yet.
"Peep Show,” Winter Garden Ives Sets House Record In
Eve Arden’s appearance at Bos- (N.Y.) Summer theatre (16-20).
"Golden Cuckoo”—Provincetown (7th wk) <R-$7.20; 1,519;
ton Summer Theatre in Ruth Gor$53,000).
Previous week, $37,000; last week,
don’s "Over 21” last week broke an (Mass.) playhouse (14-19).
"It’s a Living”
Greenbush the- over $38,600.
1 1-year house
record* ’vhen the
Tinocchio’ Poor $22,000 play grossed a smash $1?.^ ' At atre, Blauvelt, N. Y. (15-20).
Gilford, N. tL, Aug. jJ5.
“Peter Pan,” Imperial (16th wk)
"Little Blue Light”-^Cambridge (M-$4.80; 1,400; $34,500). previous
^ ves starring in the Maxthis intowri airawhatter.
Previous
11
(15-20),
(Mass.)
n
playhouse
rs n “^ u
cil muS cal »
In Pitt Stadium
week,
$24,900; last week, $25,900,
Originally skedded to close out
,
?
i
"Miss Mabel”—Westport (Conn.) despite about $600 in refunds for SS
Knickerbocker
Holiday,\, set
n
its summer tour here last week,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 15.
new
(14-19)
Country
playhouse
(Reviewbouse
record
ot
$5,600 last
the three performances at which
Bottom dropped out of outdoor play has been so successful that ed in Variety, July 12, ’50).
veek
the
akfe
Region
PlayJean
Arthur
was
out of the cast*
?
&
business at tfie Pitt Stadium last Miss Arden has added an extra two
“Once an Actor”
Ogunquit
Previous., inark wag
uvea. ocpi.
Sept. 19 to
io me
the ai.
St. James.
r
i
-.. . 5
co oWn mlT
week when "Pinocchio,” next to weeks tp her itinerary. She’s cur- (Me.) playhouse (14-19) (Reviewed moves.
“South Pacific,” Majestic (70th-' S’???*' 1 ???! ?*
the closing show of the season, rently appearing at the North in Variety, Aug. 2, ’50).
by V“ fford .Odets, is current here.
(M-$6;
1.659;
Shore
$50,186).
Playhouse,
filling
All
Beverly,
the
dipped to a new two-year low of
T
Last week_was the second sueStamford house will hold again; $50,700.
"OneV a Crowd”
people the spot vacated by Gertrude Law- (Conn.) Summer theatre (14-19).
$22,000.
Only
15,000
“The Consul,” Barrymore (22d cesslve one that Ives had broken a
showed up for five performances, rence, who was forced to cancel
str
®'wha.t gross mark, as he chalked
They
"See
How
Run”
West- wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28,000).
one of them having been rairied her "Travelers Joy” due to a back chester playhouse, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Previous week, $12,000; last week/ HP a > ake o£ $6,700 in the Kama
out,
The Civic Light Opera Assn, injury.
/. show the previous stanza at tha
(14-19); Theatre-by-the-Sea, Matu- $12,900.
does one .operetta annually denuck, R. L (14
‘WIDOW’ $14,900, CAPE
signed for kid appeal, and hit
Variety, July 19
some b.o. peaks oyer the past with
Hyannis, Mass., Aug. 15.
"Web and the
such items as "Wizard of Oz” and
iwai wee*, is xenia*
Top gross of the season here so mer theatre, Saratoga Springs, topped $14,000.
"Babes in Toyland.” But "Pinoc- far was pulled last week by "Merry N.Y. (14-19) (Reviewed in Variety,
£or the week of Aug. 28
"Where’s Charlev?” St James tiVely
cliio” failed to catch fire anywhere Widow” at Richard Aldrich’s Cape this week).
tke ‘Norwich (Conn.) Summer
(95th wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700).
along the line and wound up con- Cod Music Circus here. The tentPrevious week. $26;500; last week. Theatre and ii booked the week of
NEXT
siderably in the red, dropping sho w-in-the-round played to virtuSept. IX at the Bucks County Play"Angels Unaware”
Pompton bettered $30,200.
about $8,000 under the previous al capacity at all performances,
house. New Hope, Pa.
Stock
(N. JO Summer theatre (21Lakes
low for 1950.
Following a concert tour with
for receipts of nearly $14,900 for
"Lady From the Sea,” Fulton (1st
26).
his program of folk ballads, Ives
Current and final production is the six performances. With fewer
will play the Christmas-New Year
'Annie .Get Your Gun,” which press ducats for the opening of
week at the new Century theatre,
opened last night (Mon.) to a ter- "Desert Song”, last night (Mon.),
Hollywood,
in
"Knickerbocker
rific advance sale and should come this Week’s take is expected to top
!
(L
2
close to the opening week’s take $15,000, which is about the limit
Festlval The‘ Holiday,”
“X)o^t Be Upset’’™ Ivy Tower at^vthirff offlring
of $67,000 on "Kiss Me, Kate” with for the spot.
8The Cape Playhouse, at nearby playhouse. Spring Lake, N. J.
"MediMni" “tnd
"Telephone,”
any kind of a break in weather.
(22-27).
Arena (4th wk) (M-$3: 500; $10,s^Annie” cast is headed by Sandra Dennis, had a near-capacity gross
Olney, Md., Aug, 15,
Look”—
Show
"Homeward
Shop,
of $10,400 last week with Brian
600).
Previous
week,
$6,200: last
Deel,
Milton
William
Watson,
Basil Rathbone in "The Winslow
Canton, Conn. (22-2).
week, about $6,400.
O’Neal, Betty Anne Nyman, Art Aheme in "Dear Brutus.” The cur"Lightning in Decehiber”- Ford
Boy” added another sock take to
Opening
Barnett, Ruth Gillette, Truman rent bill, opening last night, is theatre, Verbank, N;Y. (23-29).
"Light Up the Sky/’ in which di"Live Wire, " Playhouse (C-$4.80; Olney theatre's record last week*
aige
Howard Malone. Burton reetor-Arthur
“Qf RogaV And Spiop”
Sircdm-has-irtsertedarson-^Ka="
Mumaw and Bettina Rosay.
Smith town Branch’ n in, presented by Michael Todd; in the 750-seat house, with some,
several musical numbers by Fay
MIWI'
L.I. (21-26). (Keyiewed in VAB lEiY, fi nsnq ed at $50,000, co*t about though not all; of the side tempoMcKenzie.
Aldrich’s third Cape strawhatter, Jan. 11, ’50.)
$60,000 (including $6,000 in bonds raries taken up for each perform*
Grist Mill and deposits) and can break even
"Once an Actor”
the Falmouth Playhouse at Coortaance.
Take was somewhat below
in Rehearsal
messett, got a satisfactory $9,000 playhouse, Andover, N. J. (21-26) at approximately $12,000; opens to- the Rathbone draw of
last season,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), last week with Stuart Erwin in (Reviewed in Variety, Aug, 2, ’50). morrow night (Thurs.).
Hildegarde’s
"One
Woman
CD Comedy-Drama),
(Revues
"Touch Not My Pocket”—School
"Harvey.” Current is ZaSu Pitts
Reopening
Show”
opens
tonight.
Burl Ives
( Musical)
O ( Operetta).
in “Post Road/’ All three opera- of the Theatre, Gloucester, Mass,
"Mister Roberts,” Alvin (CD“Knickerbocker Holiday” la due
"Call Me Madame” (M)^—Leland tions are scheduled to close Sept.- (25-26).
$4.80; 1,360! $34,276). The Thomas in
"Web and the Rock” Marble- Heggen-Joshua Logan smash, pre- next week, with Judith Evelyn in
Hayward; George Abbott, director, j 2, although the Hyannis spot may
"Angel
Street” following Aug. 29*
(21-26)
playhouse
(Replay an additional Sunday night / head (Mass.)
sented by Leland Hayward with
Hollywood
"Affairs of 'State” (C) Richard performance, Sept. 3, provided lo- viewed in Variety this week).
Henry Fonda starred, having laid Latter is a substitution for Laraint'
W. Krakeur and Fred F. Finkle- cal church representatives don’t
"You Have to Be Craiy”—-Chapel off four weeks, resumed Monday Day, who bowed out of the comhoff; Louis Verneuil, director.
playhouse, Guilford, Conn. (21^26). night (14) fop the I26th week of the mitment.
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LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, August 16, 1950

Play Out of

One
The Well and the Rock

Fool; lit

Town
Heaven

Saratoga, Aug. 14.

S5

Gallagher, as the realistic
based on novel by Hartzell Spence. Direnders^ a natural, rected by Lenore Shane>vise. Set by Scott
fribnd,
ical
McLean. At Playhouse, Pasadena, Cal.,
Richard
comedy
relief.
pleasant
Stars Kay. Francis:-, features Joel Ashley.
Aug. 14, ’50; $2.40 top.
directed by Ricftard Birr. Settings by Barr, sure on past directorial stints, Rev. Frazer Spence
.Don Holladay.
Donald Shirley, At Spa theatre,' Saratoga; misses in many spots on this one. Dr. Romer
Robert Renee
’SO.
N. Y., Au
14,
Rev. William H. Spence. Don Donaldson
would
do
re-casting
Re-writing
and
Joel Ashley
George “Monk” Webber.
..Caroline Green
Mother Spence..
John Huntington production of dr Am a
three acts (eight scenes) by Lester
Cohen, based on novel by Thomits Wolfe.

|

'
.

.

rt

.

.

,

no harm

Mrs, Esther .lack ............ .Kay Francis
.Robert Gallagher
Jim Plemmons
.

. .

.

.

.

.

Kenneth Rosen

Messerschniidt ..... Virginia Colt
Dana Kraus
Actress .........
.-. .. Roderick
Wlnchell
.Katherine Jones
Rosalind Dailey
Henry Mills Fontaine ...John Huntington
Sylvia

.

.

Young

to this basically interest-

Russ.

ing script.

...

Jewish Gentleman

•

Texas

In

.

Newport, R. I., Aug. 14.
.Sara Stamm, presentation of Festival
Frank Myers
Hatch
..
Theatre production (Sam Wanairtaker and
.Betty. Shannon
Fae Mae .Kelso
with HarRuth Savllle Terese Hayden, in. association
Mrs, Van Elstrom.
riett Ames) of comedy in three acts (four
... ...George Snowd.cn
Her Bodyguard.
Stars. Marsha
Riggs.
Gwyneth Dunn scenes) by Lynn
.......
The Girl
anaHunt, Anthony Quinn. Directed by
Foxhall Edwards. ..
,v... Clyde Waddell
Settings by Carden Bailey, from
Young Writer ...... .... .David Roykouff maker,
designs by May Callas; costumes, Paul
du'Pont. At Casino; Newport, R. I., Aug.
’
50
14
Lester Cohen deserves kudos for Pap
Rader ............ Frank Tweddcll
his courage in transferring the tur- Butty Hale *..
Clifford Carpenter
Marsha Hunt
...
bulent tumultuous career of Thomas Hannie
..... .Martin Newman
Red Ike
.....
Wolfe from the printed medium to -Black
Wright King
....
Ike
the oral one. Unfortunately, the Texas.
Quinn
.Anthony'
i, ...;
....... ..... .Joseph Boland
transfer ral of the controversial tal- Marshall,
-Dudley Sadler
....
Neb
,
of
in
an
uneven
ent
Wolfe results
Daniel Reed
........
Judge
script that will require plenty of •Mrs. Foster.
Jane- Hoffnian
/.
spade wojrk before it might he
ready for New York aisle-sitters.
With all due respect -for human
'
Too much time has elapsed since
Wolfe’s passing to find a special frailty, “Borned In Texas” should
Audience that might be interested have been allowed to lapse in
in the fidelity and reality of the Texas.
There is nothing in the
characters to their prototypes, and
which merited bringing it as
any novel-adapted play must al- piece
ways run the gauntlet of an audi- far as Newport.
ence’s preconceived ideas of the
Inconsequential in drainatic cDricharacters taken from the tome.
tent and portent, the piece, has as
The playwright has used only a it’sjsentral characters, a Samsonish
small slice of Wolfe’s Voluminous TexSn (Anthony Quinn) and a highautobiographical work as the nar- spirited, wanderlusty d i V o r c e e
rative for his play—the struggle to (Marsha Hunt). The plpt is laid in
obtain publication and recognition Oklahoma Territory early in the
and the great love of Either Jack present century, and gives the proand her bitter, humiliating strug- ducers a chance to ring in some
characters —* a
gle to gain that goal for him. The Tobacco-Roadish
play’s strength is in the audience father who likes to travel the couninterest in those scenes that lose try covered-wagon style, a Weaknone of the power and poetry of kneed farmer the gal in the case
Wolfe’s; Writing. These scenes’ have had married and divorced, and a
been capably translated by the pair of not-too-strong-in-the-haid
playwright, but unfortunately there twin boys.
are some episodes that bog down
The rootin-tootin Texan goes for
terrifically arid detract from this the gal in a big way when he runs
strength.
across her pappy’s camp after
In using the episodic format the shooting up the town and breaking
dramatist doesn’t permit himself jail.
After a hefty exchange of
the opportunity to limn out full- melodramatics, he; becomes putty
rounded characters in auxiliary^ in her hands, arid before you can
roles, which results in a lack of" say Texas, he is giving himself up
cohesion detrimental to sustained and going back to a non-existing
.
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prolog listed as scene

n ature.

The second act is iriuch livelier
than the first, and features a farcical courtroom scene in which the
judge (Dariiel Reed) has some of
Newport’s staid first-nighters guffawing.
Tex finally realizes that

.

Joel Ashley as Webber (Wolfe)
gives the top portrayal of his
career. Type-cast for several seasons as the pleasant leading man
to the distaff stars, he takes full
advantage of his opportunities in
playing the egotistical, petulant,
selfish,
childish and bewildered
novelist. .His best scene is toward
the play’s close, relating his inner
Struggles to reach, the unfathomable in life.
Kay Francis in the part of Esther
Jack, costume designer, underpl ays her role. with the result that
in several scenes of tumultuous
overtones she appears to be overacting.
Further playing will un-

i

the gal doesn’t want him weak and
-weleome$“4iim—as-a— ehange^-f-romher former “empty britches” hus-

band, arid finally takes over.
If nothing else, the piece is boisterous. Most of the roles are overplayed. Quinn at times lapses Into
a Brooklynese Texan, Miss Hunt
does fairly well in keeping in char-

Carden Bailey’s opening
and closing act set, from a design
by May Callas, is particularly ef-

acter, aria

Malo.

fective.
"

1

Echaniz has been reapconductor Of the Grand
Symphony Orchestra for
the 1950-51 season, his third year
Jose

pointe’d

Rapids

with the organization.

15.
exist-

'

:

23, 25, 26* 30, SeptT 1 arid: 2.

are under way for an
season in 1951.

.

Plans

expanded

‘Town* Poor at Princeton
Princeton, N. J., Aug. 15.

Raymond Massey in “Our Town”
proved a poor boxofflee draw at
the Princeton summer theatre (McCarter) here last week. Producerdirector Herbert Kenwith attributed the slump in attendance to
shutdown of many gasoline station's
during the gas price war here and
the vacation exodus.
Current show, “Blind

Alley,”

starring Zachary Scott, is the final
presentation of Keriwith’s season.

;

Involved

is

by no means

Current

production

great;

boasts

Capful 11 Car valla

Splendid set by Scott McLean and
more or less adequate performances by the cast under Lenore
Shanewise’s direction. Many of the
thesps are students and not yet

ish.

;

‘Fancy* $5,355, Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., Aug 15.
(“Goodbye, My Fancy,” starring
Sylvia Sidney, pooled a turnaway
$5,353 at the 436-seat Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, last week.

!

sufficiently authoritative to handle
the characterizations involved.
Kap.

Top was

.

Professor Wlnke .
.Peter Finch
Captain Carvallo . . . .....James Donald
Caspar Darde.......... Richard' Goolden
Private Gross. ....
.Thomas Heathcole
.

.

Lambertville, N.

J.,

Aug.

Kalman’s

.

Following his initial successful
roduction of “Venus Observed,”
E aurence Olivier is offering “Captain Carvallo” as his second manventure here.
agerial
Play is
patchy arid involved, dealirig with
opposing factors in a mythical
disputed territory somewhere in
Europe. Chief credit goes to the
cast and excellent direction which

$2.94.

Emmerich

sssj]

.

.

|

Contract

.

.

‘Sari* at Lambertville

Initial

10.

Laurence Olivier’s production of new 3act play by Denis Cannan. Directed by
Bernard Gillinan. At St. James’ theatre.
London. Aug. 9, *50.
Ann! ....
....... Jill Bennett
Smilja Darde
... .Diana
Wynyard
The Baron. ..
.Anthony Pelly

through ipid-September looks bulla

London, Aug.

„

jail.

one could be deleted without loss
or combined with the epilog (the
last scene) in which the playwright
conveys the possible answer to
George Webber’s (Wolfe) reaching
for .life and constant striving to
understand it and his own complex

in

,

.

interest.

Aug.

O.,

The Canfield Players,

ence for 14 years, last week (9)
opened their barri theatre pn Route
62, one mile riorth of Uarifield (near
Youngstown), offering “Love Rides
the Rails” or “On Board the Mail
Train/’ Play was presented Wednesday through Saturday, and will
reopen for three more performances Wednesday (16). The Canfield Players are directed by Har6ld R. Crites ot Youngstown Col;• •;.
lege.
“January Tha\^’ will run Aug.

.

Horned

.

.

Youngstown,

nal musical by Hal Gould, a local
boy fresh from a brief career on
the 20th lot.
Brace of strawhats which have
weathered recent seasons are the
Cross Roads, in nearby Maryland,
..Genevieve Johnson. which is currently offering the
Marla. ...
ClPrlc
»!*«»«*
Ronny
Rkiriehart chiller, “The Bat,’’ and
... .... Judie Rogers
Letty
McLean, in McLean, Va.,
....... . .Genevieve Johnson the
Beulah
Mr; Yerke* ......... .Helmuth Horinann where “Private Lives” is running.
Graydon Spalding
,
..
Bride’s Father
Latter are both amateur stock,
B.o‘. score, except for Olney, is
As its 850th main-stage production, the venerable Pasadena Play- yet to be tabulated. Question as
to
whether this town can support
house is offering this riew Irving
Phillips dramatization of Hartzell so much legit activity will be deSpence’s bestseller of a decade or cided within the next fortnight.
So back. It’s a warmly human piece
of the trials and tribulations of a
‘Harvey* Boff at Bucks
small- town parson’s family, genNew Hope, Pa., Aug. 15.
erously lapded with laughs,
Topdrawer stock production of
As a Broadway offering, of “Harvey,” starring resident, .charcourse, it has little to offer since acter man Henry James, proved to
most of the cream was skimmed be one of most profitable weeks of
off by the film version. It should, Bucks County Playhouse to date.
With a little tightening, serve ef- With Enid Markey co-starred, the
fectively as a strawbat offering Mary Chase comedy was the third
however, the one-set compensating best grosser of the season and only
somewhat for the 20-person cast.
$20 under take bf ZaSii Pitts in
Tale is told by young Rev. Frazer “Post Road.”
Faye Emerson in
Spence as part of a talk on the an- “Parisienrie” is season high to date.
new
the
of
of
opening
niversary
the
“Harvey” drew standees to seven
church which his father struggled,, put of eight performances with
and plotted to build. Actual play opening only one not requiring the
covers a gpace of about 17 months, SRO shingle. Paul Foley staged,
beginning when the elder Rev. with the company incliiding Elaine
Spence arrives in Laketon, la., to Ellis, Gene Blakeley, Harry Metake over the church inh eriting a haffey, Ruth and Carl White, Charbroken-down parsonage and Church les Mendick, Isabella Hoopes, Mary
cliques from his bachelor predeces- James and Alva Lou Harrington.
sor, who decided it was easier to
Margie Hart and Sam Levene
become a foreign missionary. opened last night (14) in “Light
Tightening is needed, especially in Up The Sky” to
9 boff advance.
the final two scenes, but the work Trade v for remainder of season
.

.Ralph Cookson
Hartzell
Penny Rader
Eileen
Mrs. Cambridge . ....... .Katherine Sims
.Betty Flint
...............
Mrs. Jelllson.
Mrs, Digby .......... .... ; Jill Taylor
Major Cooper ......... , . .Kenneth. Smith
Gail Bonftey
Mrs, Sandow < ... . ..... ,
.Patricia Tilton
. . . * ...... .
Louise. ... .
.

.Jimmy Wright ....

Biz

Continued (/rom page 49

third week, is the 400-seat Canvas Burl Ives, hit $5,800 the week betheatre in nearby. Silver Sprirfgs, fore, producer John Huntington
Financed at a reported $5,00Q by! reported.
a local realtor, tent theatre is preOhio Barn in Season Bow
senting “How On Earth,” an origi-

In

'

Show

D. C.

Pasadena, Aug. 15.
doubtedly correct this, as the role
Pasadena Playhouse production of comis one of great possibilities. Robert
edy in nine scenes by Irvlnff Phillips,
arid cyn-

.

15.

“Sari”

proved an unknown item last week
to Music Circus patrons, and deand Slack, who negotiated the deal spite a good press ended in a $2,In 500 drop over the previous week’s
in principle, will return east.
any even t, it. is exp ected they’ll be “ No, No Nanette^Lat st^Joim-T^- Jt)ring_iife_anLd-a.jnodkuiiLJol.reaIr_
ism to otherwise preposterous situback In New York for ‘tfie firiaT rell’s tent.
Starring Virginia Haskins, Robert ations.
inking, time of which will be determined by the extent of changes Smith andFlorenze Ames, “Sari”
Locale is a farmhouse where disrequired In the draft if no major mystified the hit-tune conscious tant “noises off” indicate the disMusic Circus public unfamiliar with ruption caused by opposing politsnag suddently develops.
Featured were ical forces. A swaggering captain
Holding up the deal, which in- the .1914 oldie.
George Lipton, Eileen Schauler, of the occupying army comes to arvolves something over $7,000,000
Howard
Ross
and
Rowan Tudor of range a billet and promptly atfor transfer of Hughes* 24% stock
the permanent troupe. Robert C. tempts to attach the scalp of his
interest in about 100 houses, has
Jarvis staged, with Charles Evans comely mature hostess. Unused to
been warranties required on both designing decor
for circular stage rebuff, he respects her chastity and
sides by the fact that actual switch presentation
of the operetta.
is
shocked when she suddenly
in control won’t take place until
“Brigadoon
opening tonight changes her attitude and lures him
next Jan. 1. These were worked (15) with Dorothy MaeNeil,
to an assignation.
James
out by Slack and Brandt’s attorney, Jamieson and Wilton Clary starred
He later learns she has accomMilton Weisman, and put in con- has the heftiest advance to date! plished this
to save his life, as her;<
tract form by Weisman at the end Only a few singles are left for the husband and fellow-partisan blow
entire week.
of last week.
*
up his quarters. There is a “Kermesse Heroique” touch about this

U225

Continued from page
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‘M’Lord*

4G

love passage, but Diaria Wynyard
is not a second Erancoise Rosay.
She is appealingly demure as the
drew around
virtuous iarmer’s wife, but not
formances at the Grist Mill Play- dazzling enough to attract the eye
[honse here last week. Strawhatter of a man much younger than hersuffered competition from the Sus- self, Though James Donald is comsex County Fair and Horse Show riiendably manly in this role he
which ran for five days and nights never quite Convinces with his sud0

j

at-

Nigel1

1

dov
^Bruce

'-

In

Andover

er.-N. J., Aug, '15.in “Yes M’Lord”
$4,000 in seven per-

1

;

;

lV

lA^f Ufpplr

den genuine love-making and moral
conversion in the Shavian tradi-

.

^“H"vey”

starring
Burgess
Meredith, is current, with the tryout production of Rosemary Cajsey’s “Once Art Actor” skedded to
follow.

tion.

.

The Vail *Scenic Construction Co. and the Robert
W. Bergman Studios have been consolidated into,
a single firm to

be known as

Peter Finch gives the most satisfactory performance as a professor
turned conspirator. Richard Goolden, as the complacent husband,
Meredith $9,400, Clievy Chase
displays his usual dithering charm
Chicago, Aug. 15;
and provides most of the play’s
Burgess Meredith in “Harvey”
humor. Anthony Pelly gives a fine
ftpokln a great $9,400 last week at characterization
in the minor role
the Chevy Chase strawhatter in suof ah ainorous Baron, while Jill
!

»

!

.

i

1

burban Wheeling, 111.
Bennett and Thomas Heathcote
Despite the big b.o., producer
make a delightfully human pair as
Marshall Migatz felt Meredith
seducer.
would have done better in art- the maidservant and her Clem.,
/
other play, as “Harvey” has al>
...
ready played a total of 45 weeks in
Sandra Deel, in Pittsburgh do “
Chi Loop legiters.
frig the title role in “Annie Get
.

.

j

530 West 47th

New York 19

St.,

Circle

6 7757

j
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Here, in o.ur own building-—the largest studio of its
kind in New York City— we are equipped to handle
with greater efficiency and at the lowest possible cost
all phases of scenic construction and painting for the

.

Under personal supervision

of

CHESTER RAKEMAN

i

*

.

V
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show of ; the
Pitt Stadium,
will stay over in Pitt next week
On
„
r
for a booking at Jackie Heller’s
Walkei^—
did—an—estHnAtcd-*-$67tOO' Carousel.
Nitery figures on a tree
at a $3 top at the 570-seat Spa
the- publicity ride via coverage of legit
atre at Saratoga Springs last week.
in the local dailies the last fort-

Your Gun,”

‘Town* $6,100, Saratoga

ar tpga N Y - An & 15
i? 2,
the Town,” starring Nancy
‘

*

closing

summer season

at

-

“Knickerbocker Holiday,”

with night

V

Julius Fietz v GonU Bus. Mgr.
JOSEPH DE LUCA, Art Director
LUCILLE ASHWORTH, Studio Mgr.
ANTHONY NASCA DANIEL J. VAIL

in

"ROBERTA”

NORTH SHORE MUSICAL THEATRE
EVANSTON.

ILL

WEEK OF AUO.
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celebrated his 50th anniversary in the Hearst service.
Bulletin,

Lilian Ross in

„i
McCall’s Prestige Drive
McCall’s, which currently ranks
serv“women’s*
the
.among
fourth
ice” books, will drive hard in the
coming year to rebuild some of the
prestige lost to the Ladies Home
Journal in recent years. Hence, a

mew faces have been
added to the editorial staff. But
the new campaign is full-scale arid
includes sales promotion and

variety of

•'

space-peddling as well.All of .these strands of management activity have been centered
in Otis’ Weise, who after 21 years
in the editor’s seat is now. also
enthroned as publisher. He has the
full authority and responsibility,
for putting McCall’s, over.
s*

Farmer’s Wife.” He still grinds
out two books a year and lately
has turned to a new medium, radio, to do scripts for the BBC.

With

all this activity, Phillpotts
1

Hollywood round-

ing up material for a New Yorker
profile on John Huston.
Margo Jones, director of Theatre
’50, has completed the manuscript
of a book on Theatre-in-the-Round
to he published in the autumn by
Rinehart*
Richard Carlson’s tales of his
African adventures with ‘‘King
Solomon’s Mines r” recently published in Collier’s, will be reprinted
by Reader’s Digest.
Anatole Chujoy, editor of Dance
News arid Dance Encyclopedia, to

+»+

Black Tom, N. Y., Aug. 12.
was reminded of Dr, Thomas Roy Peyton when “Lost Boundaries’ 9
’its dates, and ,his career comes to mind again with Jde Man*
kiewicz’s production of “No Way Out,” which avant gardists, who have
seen. the picture* assure me tops all others in the field.
This is good L news, but as long as picturegoers will pay for this sort
of enlightened entertainment Hollywood should keep producing it. Several studios have not tried their hand at even one’. These should volunteer, instead of grinding out interminable backstage musicals which
are becoming a bit of a bore.

-

The Surgeon Who Entertained
they fieel they don’t know anything else, perhaps the Peyton story
will help them over the hump. For his story is that of a doctor who
could play a beautiful piano routine, and every time he was blocked in
one profession found the door wide open in the other.
He playdd in nightclubs in Canada and all over Europe while; doing
post-graduate work in proctology. At the Kit Kat Club in Montreal
he followed in Texas Guirian arid used the same red piano she had used.
But he had no work permit. He had to entertain on the cuff. When
patrons found out about it they began throwing him money. He averaged $60 a week this ’way and supported his wife and two children in
New York, as well as himself, while doing post-graduate work at the
If

,

'

.

-

—

.

Spivak Sells American Mercury

Lawrence E. Spivak, owner and
publisher of the American Mercury since 1$39,. who sold the
monthly last week to a group headed by Clendenin J. Ryan, estimates
he poured over $1,500,000 into the
mag from his other' publishing
Ventures in the years he held it.
This type of magazine hasn’t been’
profitable for years, and Spivak
says he kept it going as a public
service

medium.

Now he

feels

he

can do a better pubservice -job -via
his “Meet The- Press’’ program,

which

Tome

peared.

from the

illustrated with

is

Shorts covered
are “How to Sleep, “.“The Romance
of Digestion” “Hoft to Train a
Dog,” “No News Is Good ‘News,’’
Continued from page 1
“How To Be a Detective” and1 “The
derin’,” both ofwhifch are most apCourtship of the Newt.”
Howard* Dietz has written a fore- propriate,
word in Which he gives details of
GBS| Bill Downs fell In / with
his first meeting with Benchley, local custom, trying to; raise; a
,whom he calls “the wisest ’man I mandarin-style beard, biit has come
have ever known.”
off a sophisticated version Of. Man
Mountain Dean.
New Republic’s Shift to D. C.
N.
Y. Herald Trib’s Homer
The New Republic, is moying its. Bigart, always
up to his netk in
editorial offices from, N.. Y, to
things like this, thinks little of the
Washington
in
riUd-September,
stills

pix.

•

..

1

.

*

;

.

*

•

.

countryside, He Was caught in one
Will also print in.'D. C. Bruce
Bliven and Robert L. Hatch will of his telegraphic quotes: “If I-I-I
c-could
s-save f-f-fabe, T’d g-go,
be the only two editors to remain
in #. Y.
Jack Weeks, the manag- home n-now!”.,
ing editor, has resigjried rather
N. Y. Times’ Bill Lawrence has
than make the switch .and is con- cranked up three complete and
tinuing his freelance ghor,tsto.fy two half-finished parodies on “I’m
writing pending a new contract^
LOOklhlT 7V vef“"a 4-Leaf -Glover,"
JVtag has been printed in Brook- none of which
would please the
lyn by the Steinberg, Press, which original bopyright 'holder,
but are
manager, then becoming owner also points its rival political,
quite up; jo, the subect matter,
and; publisher.
When he bought weekly j the. Nation,
which is Korea.
it, the circulation was, about 30,000.
Every time AP’S; Hal Boyle starts
He brought it up to .75,000* -with
Ideal Authors Fund
off with a comparison to Africa or
45,000 as the average. Spivak pubVery- little news about: the Aulishes a series of monthly mysEurope
of the 1942-45 era, he is
thors Fund, finds its. way into print
tery magazines, including Ellery
familiar with the prac- immediately drowned by a jeep-i
Queen’s Mystery Magazine (with .but. those*;
load chorus Of “I hate the reminis,tices of “charities”, .assert, that tjie
five foreign editions), Fantasy
\
Authors Fund is very near the censes of old men,”
Science Fiction, Mercury Mystery,
ideal for practicality, quick reNBC’s William J. Dunn is inBest Seller Mystery and Jonathan sponse and scrupulous regard for
variably
odd
man
outed into being
Press Mystery, and is starting a pride.
Writers in need of assistance the beer picker-upper for the ennew ohe. next monthr—Detective, are interviewed
a private room tire press corps.
mag of true crime, .cases.- He’ll in an Obscure N. in
Y. east side hotel
publish under title of Mercury
CBS’ Ed Mufrow, now here, is
and no one except him and; the 'in-,
Publications* and may also go into
that he once was some shakes
tgrviewing representative ev,e r.
full-length books.
He’s issued a knows that a transaction has of a miler in college Which gives
few successfully already. Charles taken, place.
him a head start during alerts.
Angoff, the Mercury’s m.e., reportThe Fund is separately set up,
AP’S Pat Morin, vet of the
edly will stay with the Spivak or- apart' from the Authors Le'ague of
-ganizat-iom-Hfr-won^-continue-with- AffteTicaTTor legal and other rea- Hollywood beat,* is deep in the
heart of Tokyo, with ear tuned to
Merc under its new setup.
sons, but derives its capital fromThe Ryan group takes over in League personages. ’Quite a number barbed-wire circuits which bring
January and is expected to* con- of name authors have remembered in tidbits from outlanders here.
tinue the monthly along similar the Fund with bequests in their
Marguerite Higgins, ‘N. Y. Herlines as at present.
Ryan is a wills. Money is- used on a revolv-. Trib’s glamourette, is* a celebrity
wealthy civic leader, onetime sec- ing basis and re-payments have hereabouts, hospital nurses reportretary to the late Mfiyor Fiorello been* excellent through the years. ing proudly she was
fora shower
H. La Guardia, who is interested Oddly enough, the beneficiaries a few nights back.
in N. Y. political reform move- who fail to reimburse the Fund’ if
Bob
Stuart,
Mutual, came up
ments;
ana when financially able to do so,
from Manila and was met by his
are usually writers not members
recording
equipment,
which was
~
of the Authors League.
State Dept, Gets .Comics
painstakingly hitchhiked to him
Fred W. Danner, Akron printer
by
MBS’
Abe
Schechter’s
friends,
and politician, is donating 1,000,000
Hobson’s Choices
making four changes of hands to
comic books to the U. S. State
“Theatre 2,” by Harold Hobson
Dept., for distribution overseas, as (Longmans, Green; 15 shillings), is get, oyer the Pacific.
a result of a suggestion by Drew a second edition, covering JanPearson. The comic books will de- uary, 1948, through July, 1949, of
scribe the American way of life, the
Sunday Times of London
and will be printed in five lan- drama critic’s (and Christian Sciguages just as soon as the State ence
correspondent’s)
Monitor
Continued from page -2
Dept, has completed the text and diary-style account of West End
art work, now under way.
legit (with what appears to be his show girls who are featured regPearson suggested in a column first visit to Broadway). Although ularly at all dances and galas.
that the U. S. bombard foreign the book offers little for the aver- They were followed by Anny Fracountries with plane loads of leaf- are American reader, the author’s ternelli of the noted
circus family.
lets telling America’s story* Dan- opinions of New York (including
Mme. Rene Faure of the Comedie
ner wrote to Pearson, suggesting his by-now-familiar, curious reacFrancaise then read a poem in
instead that the popular comic tion to several Broadway shows,
book medium be used. He offered notably “Mister Roberts”) may be tribute to the occasion. The four
Freres
Jacques, song satirists, were
to print 1,000,000 such volumes,, at of moderate interest in trade cirwell received. A minor sensation
his own expense, and donate them cles.
to the Government.
On the basis of this volume, were four Egyptian acrobats, Les
Danner said
Sarnia Garnal, a dancer
it will cost him “several thousand London critics do more hobnobbing Ramses.
dollers” to print the book and pro- backstage and in theatrical hang- of the Royal Opera in Cairo, was
vide the paper for them. The job outs than is customary in New well received. Other acts, includwill be done by the Danner Press, York.
And, slightly beneath the ing comedian Jacques Tati and
which prints comic books for sev- surface of British politeness, there ballet dancer Janine Charrat, preappears to be a blend of patroniz- ceded the star of the first half of
eral publishers.
ing ahd resentment of the Ameri- the show, Fernandel, French comic,
can stage. Nevertheless, Hobson who succeeded in putting the audiAnne Ford’s Switch
Anne Ford, for 12 years publicity has caught something of the same ence in good humor.
head of Little, Brown & Co., be- chatty theatrical flavor that makes
“Lady” Patachou, protege of
comes associate (editor in charge of Ward Morehouse’s writing of the Maurice Chevalier, made the error
public relations of Harcourt, Brace Broadway scene unique. Robe,
of thinking that she was in her
& Co. effective Oct. 1.
Montmartre cabaret, and in asking
Before entering the publishing
CHATTER
the 900 guests of this dignified sofield, she was advance agent for
Bob Sylvester penned a piece cial event to join her in singing
the Theatre Guild and prior to that about Joe Frisco for: Argosy mag.
ribald Montmartre songs, she comwas drama editor and asst, drama
Gloria Swanson’s book. “Glam _
and music critic of the Boston our After 40,” will be published by Tiritted orre“of the fanxrpas^oTthe
season. The reaction was a negaHerald.
Prentice-Hall.
,
ests wouldn’t permit/

(About $500,,000 was reportedly involved in the
Mercury’s sale to Ryan).
The 27-year-old-mag was founded by H. L.»Menckerv and George
Jean Nathan, who sold it to Paul
Palmer in 1934. Spiyak came into
the mag as Mencken’s biz manager,
stayed with it as :Palnier’s general
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Kate Cameron in Hollywood for tive coldness.
gander at the film situation for the
Bernard Bros. Sock
Eden Phillpotts, author of ^‘The N. Y; Daily News.
The triumph was the sole AmeriStanley Flink succeeded Jeanne
Orange Orchard,” current on the
can act, the Bernard Bros., who
London stage, is one of the least Stahl as the Hollywood correspon received an enthusiastic reception,
known and most unusual of writ- dent for Life mag,
and
were called back for encores.
Loewy re-designed
ing men in the world. British au- j Raymond
The ball was terminated by a disthor is now 87 and has written Omnihook’s cover effective with
play of fireworks, as inevitable a
more than 250 novels plus a great the September issue.
part of a Riviera gala as chamE. R. Coblenz, currently pub
number of stage plays including
Music for dancing was furpagne.
the much-repeated comedy, “The. Usher of the San Francisco Call
,

Shy Scripter

.

.

Roykl Victoria hospital.
His father was the first Negro policeman appointed to the force in
Brooklyn. He himself was the first Negro to graduate from Long Island
Medical/ College. From theri on he was to learn that America will
give amazing educational opportunities to almost anyone* regardless of «
race* creed or color. -But after that a hoard of bigots seem to pop up
everywhere to prevent one from succeeding in a profession he has
mastered; This is especially true of, Negroes and the medical profes-*
sion. Dr! Peyton was welcomed in far more places as a pianist than he
was as a doctor of medidind. ' Jn Canada he Was recommended to the
top men in his specialty in London and Paris.
He first went to Dr. BensaUd of the University of Paris. But he had
to earn hjs living, meanwhile, so he looked up George: Lattimore* who
had a .iiitery On the I$ue Pigalle. He met Josephine Baker at thp
Folies Bergeres and she invited him. to dinner at her chateau near Le
Yisinet. ^ She waved butlers, retainers and batmen aside and received
him at the door, jn .person. Behind her he heard a blast of le jazz hot
from a recording device.
Dinner With Josephine Baker'
“Th^dinrier was strictly in the royal/ manner, an endless variety~of^"
hors d’oeuvres, whole pheasants .garnished with- legumes variees, a.
variety, of cheeses, wines and, for dessert, fresh wild strawberries. Leav-,
ing the dining table, they strolled to a drawing room, for liqueurs and
Josephine’s husband of the moment, a count, went around
cigars.
kissing hands. It showed how easy it is for almost anybody to acquire
the routines of the haute monde given a fistful of francs and a long
run .in a good show. \
What Josephine Baker had accomplished by her singing and dancing
Dr. Peyton vowed to 'achieve as a proctologist. But instead of making
it possible for Others to sit pretty he sodrt found himself out of funds,
and hopping around for a job. He got one at the famed' Boeuf Sur Le
Toit. Then began a strange career of trying to cling desperately to his
post-graduate work and support a family at the same time from what
he could make as a nightclub entertainer. He brought his wife and
children to Paris, and together they traveled wherever he got a booking Switzerland, Italy, the south of France and, finally, Monte Carlo.
After two years of this musical-medical hegira, Dr/ Peyton finally got
to London. By then his letters of introduction to the best proctologists
,

;

which was on Mutual until recently for five years and is still on
NBC-TV, and save the coin drain.
Editing the Mercury, he adds, was
a full-time job and his other inter- and

Scully
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»» By Frank

played

a recluse; and has never been inHe lives on a farm in
Devonshire and there is record of
his having made only one public
appearance, when about 40 years
ago he unveiled a tablet honoring
another author who had -been kind lecture' on “American Dance and
to him in his youth. He has neve? .Dancers in Europe, 1950” at the
attended a theatrical performance Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, Lee,
Mass., next Monday (21).
of most of his. plays.
H
Pittsburgh -Courier, Negro newspaper with a national circulation
‘Reel Benchley’ Due fn Oct
of 300,000, has expanded to three
“The ‘Reel’ Benchley,” which sections
news, magazine and Color
A. A. Wyn will publish in October/
comics. Enlarged Courier will be
contains the narration, which the
unveiled at^a luncheon in the Amlate Robert Benchley. wrote for the
bassador hotel, N. Y., today (16).
Metro film shorts in
he apis

terviewed.
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looked a little dog-eared, but these, men Welcomed him and showed
him all their techniques.
Between these founds of hospitals he played a comedy role in Alexander Korda’s “The Ghost Goes West.’’ They put him in kilts, which
is always good for a laugh.
He next got a bit in “Red Moon, of. Cuba,’’
but nearly gpt canned because he spoke flawless English. So he switched
to, “Ah jes’ knows what you-all wants, suh,” and got back on the pay•

roll.

He

next landed a booking at The Elephant and Castle theatre, a 5,000Here his piano act was a smash success. He was offered 40
seater.
weeks in the provinces, but the surgeons under whom he was studying
couldn’t go on tour with him, so he had to stick *close to Harley street.
He made some records for Decca, put his son in an English public school
(that is, a private school) and took an engagement at the Cocoanut
Grove.
After he had completed his studies and with money in his purse, he,
his wife and two children, returned to America. He sought an appointment in the Harlem Outpatient Clinic, but his old tutor had died, and
with him had died all interest in all the added knowledge Dr. Peyton
had gained abroad; for the alleviation of human pain.
Believing he might do better on the Coast, he took his family to Los
Angeles, where the loosening of restrictive covenants against those who
are not Aryans, made him feel he might do better. He did well, too,
except that the restrictive covenants still operated in hospitals and in
the medical societies.
Too Old For New Tricks
After several years of trying to break down these barriers he made
a decision to pull up stakes and go to. Brazil, where he had been incited to address a medical convention. Among those who congratulated him on his paper at the convention was Dr. Alexander Fleming,
the discoverer of penicillin.
When he beheld a statue of a black Madonna holding a white child
in her arms, he decided that Brazil was what he was looking for all the
:

•

But he found by now that he, was too old to learn new tricks.
riiastered English, French, German, he just couldn’t take on
Portuguese, and so he returned to America to lick his wounds.
When he told me his story, I urged him to write it. I even gave him
a title, “Shadow on the SJjeet.” He has just privately printed his story
with even a better title. He has called *it “Quest For Dignity.” And
among the 50,000,000 Negroes who have been born in America since
they first were imported as slaves, none is more deserving of that dignity than Dr. Thomas Roy Peyton*
while.

,
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nished by the three orchestras of cent victims of a jewel robbery,
Aime Barelli; Louis Frosio and still came.
Among the guests were Count
Aime Lartigau. /The three-hour
floor show was produced by Henri and Countess de Polignac, Duke
Duchess d’Arenberg, Fritz
Astric, artistic
director of the and
Sporting Club, in conjunction with Mandl, Archduke Robert Habsburg,
Princess
Bourbon-Parma, Prince
FL L. Guerin .and- -Rene-Fraday.
An absence of Hollywood and Orleans-Braganza, Prince de Hesse,
Broadway names, in contrast to the Lord Willoughby de Broke, Baron
ball last year in Cannes, was evi- and Baroness James de Rothschild,
dent in the guest list.
Orson Marquis and Marquise de la FaWelles had reserved a table, but laise,. et al.
An estimated 9,000,000 francs
didn’t show up.
With thq exception of Chevalier, Sacha Guitry ($28,000) profit was realized from
and Mistinguette, the guests were the gala, two-thirds of which will
predominantly members of the in- go toward maintaining hospital
ternational set and the French beds for tubercular children in
aristocracy. Mrs* Norman Winston France, the rest for the aid of inand Madame Elsa Schiaperelli, re- digent newspapermen.
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New York over the weekend and
planed out for the Coast almost
immediately
to star in William
Harry Foster expects to visit the
Coast ‘producers Lewis & Young,
“Carrie Ames/' fllmization U.. S. on business in October*
now east, gandering shows, talent, Wyler’s
of Theodore Dreiser’s novel. Acetc.
Joan
Hyldoft set to star in
companied by his stepdaughter,
Christmas Ice pantomime at WemHarry Hershfield on his annual Susan Holman.
Thousand
the
bley
Stadium.
to
fishing
trip
,
Islands,
For first time since 1939, the
Cafe de Paris is staging cabaret
Ann Sheridan planes back to the
Vegas
las
entertainments, Kay Thompson gotonight (Wed.) after two„ Coast
By Ken Frogiey
ing in first, opening Aug. 28,
week vacation.
:
ROy Dun, of Central Press Chi Booked four weeks,
Noel Meadow due back from a
a
Earl St. John, Rank production
Saranac sabbatical in early fall, office, scouring Las Vegas for story
material.
cured.
completely
exec, sailing with his wife for a
Freddie Martin’s band making week’s stay in U. S. during which
Metro star Kathryn Grayson due
in from the Coast Friday (19) for first appearance here as headliner he will launch the American verat Last Frontier
sion of “They Were Not Divided.”
a two-week visit.
Ames Bros, at El Rancho Vegas.
Larry Adler and Paul Draper
Consuelo Flowerton; former percurrently fea-r open at the Theatre Royal, Dublin,
The
Vagabonds
former and mother of thesperNina tured in Flamingo Room,
Aug,
21, to be followed by a week
Foch, into importing business.
Benny Fields followed Jimmy at the Opera House, Belfast, startJoey Adams emcees auction this Durante into Desert Inn; after ing Aug. 28. They go to the Lonweek at Co<j Rouge to benefit Jour- smash session by Schnozzola
don, Palladium for two weeks in
nal- American sandlot ball fund.
CarltOn Young, longtime orch September.
Nick (& Arnold) Prounis, co- leader at El Rancho, has Switched
Kay Thompson is suing manageowner of the Versailles, in Flower- to similar post at Desert Inn.
ment of Les Ambassadeurs, Paris,
operation.
third
hosp
for
5th Ave,
for breach of Contract. American
.
Samuel Rosen, partnered with Si
singer was booked there for 12
Fabian, announced engagement of
weeks and only played four weeks
•daughter, Helen, to Dr. Jacob
after which the management shutByMaxlme de Beix
Yellin.
tered the place,
f33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
Tom O’Brien, M. P., general secWarren Stevens, recently signed
Bob
Snedecke
on
Perrin’s
Lisa
Aug.
Coast
the
to
retary of National Assn, of Theaby 20th-Fox, goes
trical and Kine Employees, cele21 and reports to the studio houseboat.
Comic Jack Tati acting chauffeur brates his. 50th birthday Aug. 17.
Sept. 4.
for lawyer Barbara Barb.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet does a
Disk jockey Peter Potter back to
Marthe Zenthy off to Rome for single Week at Covent Garden
the Coast today (16) after guesting
date
a
at
the
Casino
Des
Roses.
opening next Monday (21) before
on Robert Q. Lewis’ “ABC’s of
A1 Hurwitz in from London to setting but on their American tour
Music” show.
confer with agent Betty Stern.
<
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weeks, with Dizzy Gillespie slated
to follow, Aug. 28.
*

Milton Sperling laid Up with viThe Barclay hotel (Rittenhouse rus infection.
Sq. inn) is doing over its Mirage
Sam Marx vacationing at Jackand Regency Rooms, and adding a son Hole, WyO.
new cocktail lounge.
Gerard on vacation at
Barney
of

Pennsylvania State convention
Clear Lake, Cal.
the American Legion gave a spurt
Keenan Wynn opened a motorto the night club business in town cycle shop in Burbank,
last week, with the Legionnaires
Lyn Osborn recovering from
bringing action largely to the mid- emergency appendectomy.
town bars.
Irene Rich in from N. Y. guest.
-v
The Mask & Wig Club, U. of ing with the Earl C, Anthonys.'
Penn, dramatic group, will stage
Whitey Mathews elected presiits annual musical at the Academy dent of the RKO Studio' ClUb.
of Music, for the second successive
Freddie Rich hospitalized in
Performances were previ- Long Beach, following a stroke.
year.
theErianger
the
at
given
ously
Herbert Silverbergs celebrated
atre
their 20th wedding anniversary.
Jerry Colonna, Andy and Della
Benny Holzman at Malibu Beach,
the recuperating from major surgery.
at
guest-starred
Russell
“Johnny Night” benefit at Shibe
Smiling Jack Smith returned
capacity
a
drew
which
Park (10),
from a two-month four of Europe.
•

of 34;000. Proceeds werit to
the Variety Club’s summer camp
children.
handicapped
for
Bob Morton and George A.
Hamid were in town to confer with

crowd

Reginald Denny back in town
after a legit appearance in London.

Harold Hecht escaping Hollywood’s hot weather at Lake Arrow-

officials.
Shrine
Lulu Temple
Masonic group will stage HamidJose Ferrer to San Francisco to
previ- open a lecture tour covering
after
again,
Circus
Morton
2Q
ously: announcing discontinuance cities.
of show. Shrine circus will make
John Barrymore, Jr., east on a
its 11th annual appearance here at 22-city
tour to ballyhoo “High
week of Oct. 9.
Arena,
Lonesome.”
*
Fred Kohlmar, Mrs* Leo Spitz
and Dave Johnston celebrated
birthdays, Aug. 10.
Jack Martin returned from a
By Joe W. Walker
tour of England, Ireland, France,
Carson tops Steel Pier Italy and Germany.
Mindy
Sept.
5,
Messmore Kendall, prez of the
Jeanette MacDonald in Cannes
vaiide.
injured, but not
Ezio Pinza
Capitol theatre, and: Mrs. Kendall to shoot a pic, “Modes and Beauty.”
Crowd of 15,868 out as Atlantic Seriously, when thrown by a horse
off to Canada Monday (14) for a
Serge Lifar flying to Rio to catch
City track opened.
on location near Monterey.
tworweek fishing trip,
up with remainder of French Opera
Martin Cohen, producer of “CatEdward Schellhorn guest of honBy Margaret Gardner
Carlton Alsop has joined David Ballet.
> „
skill Honeymoon,” greeted patrons or at a luncheon tossed by the
Larry Adler guest soloist at at Cinema where film is playing. Foreign Press Assn, of Hollywood.
Josie Remus and Janey HamilE. Green Associates, public relations outfit.. He’s husband of screen ton sharing chantoosing honors at Monte Carlo Sporting Club gala
Jimmy Casanova into Paddock
of Aug. 4.
Honey Johnson’s nitery
actress Sylvia Sidney.
International,
Henri Salvador, star Of variety
Ludmilla Tcherina to London
Milton Berle quickied to London
Sophie Tucker not to come here
and Paris to see his twice-divorced where she will play in the ballet show at Cannes’ Theatre Aux for 500 Club stint after all. Kitty
Hoffman;”
Etoiles, Aug. 4.
“Tales
Of
pic,
he
whom
Joyce Matthews,
booked Aug. 19th and
ex’,
Kalleri
By. Florence S. Lowe-:
Jouvet
Louis
Edith Piaf in her sole Riviera
Actor-prodUcer
Squired about both capitals.
Gracie- Barrie for Aug. 22, Latter
MPAA flack Tim Clagett on va(_made -a -Commander-in- the-Legion-j appearamcer AiigrT4 "air "PalmBea'ch
was date set previously for Miss cation.
“Tlaclr Benuy, Mary Livingstone; of Honor. At the same time, Andre Casino, Cannes.
with Joe E. Lewis comPhil Harris, Alice Faye and play- Bernheim was made a Chevalier.
Ruth Hussey due in next week to
“Holiday on Ice” troupe guests Tucker,
ing in Aug. 29.
wright Michael Arlen in from Eubeat the drums for Universal’s
Actress Gina Manes awarded of honor at reception given by city
rope Sunday (13) on the Queen $3,000 damages for having been of Nice before their departure.
“Louisa.”
Mary.
Nat Pendleton’s wife, Barbara,
John Murphy, head of Loew’s
maimed by a lion during circus seout of town theatre division, in
Howard Dietz, Metro’s ad-pub quence in a picture, but only after an entrant in the Monte Carlo International Tennis matches, which
town
for a look-see.
veepee, planes to England Friday eight years of litigation.
By Les Rees
American Women’s Newspaper
“Andalousie,” Francis Lopez’ started Aug. 14.
(18) for a two-week vacation. Dietz
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
huddles
of
Duchess
Windsor
studio
Duke
and
Club tossing a party in honor of
just returned from
show, which had been at the Gaite
Romo Vincent.
Lyrique for over a year, is being witnesses at wedding of American
Hildegarde, currently strawhatting
on the Coast.
Old. Log strawhatter offering
at Olney Theatre, Md.
Manie Sacks hew hurriedly to made into a pic featuring Luis industrial exec Herman Rogers and “Torch Bearers,”
Mrs. Lucy Wann in Cannes,
Invitations
issued by Spyros
the Coast yesterday because of the Mariano.
Annual Roller Derby ensconced
Argentine actress Tilda Thamar,
Skouras for a brasshat preem of
Serge Lifar, ballet master of the
accidental death Of the late Buddy
at Auditorium.
MarFrench
film
making
a
in
now
“Farewell, to Yesterday”" at the
Clark’s 7-year-old daughter who Opera, had written and set a balTony Pastor into Prom Ballroom Statler
let on Anton Karas’ “Third Man seilles, married Aug. 10 to Spanish
Hotel tonight (16), with
was hit by an auto.
for one-nighter.
local rep Tony Muto in charge.
This
ballet was to be painter Ale jo Vidal-Quadras.
Theme.”
Some
emcee
Will
Georgie
McCall and
Will Mahoney
Ann
Mary
Thethe
Soloist
at
Line
Renaud,
at
Glittering
shown
a
“Nuit
de
Ballets”
on
preem of “Panic in
Auld into St. Paul Flame.
shows on the French liner S. S.
Streets” at Playhouse hosted
the Palais de Chaillot. At the last atre Verdure in Nice, given threeLiberte’s maiden voyage. Boat sails
Dave Apollon back to New York the
by Federal Security Administrator
they found they had just week contract to make her Ameriminute
for
Will
head
activities.
Mahoney
.TV
embark
on
and
to
Aug. 25
Oscar Ewing and Dr. Leonard A.
forgotten to ask Karas' permission, can debut at the N. Y. Waldorf“Polly With a Past” presented
London Palladium date Sept. 4.
Scheele, Surgeon General of the
and the performance couldn’t take Astoria in October.
by Edyth Bush Little Theatre.
The newlyweds, Louis (Hearst place.
U. S„ both of whom cooperated ott
Pine Beach Playhouse strawhatcolumnist) Sobol and his Peggy, getfilm’s, production.
ter at Gull Lake, Minn., holding
ting punchy from “the Hollywood
Bucks County, Pa.
over “The Drunkard.”
party circuit,” hence looking forJohn Whartons weekending at
“Death of a Salesman” set for
ward to returning Aug. 24 to N. Y.
John Roots farms.
return engagement here in midSinger Gracie Barrie in town
Publicist Joel Preston planing to
Lionel Stander and Ruth Mundy October, earliest Lyceum legit
the Coast Tuesday (22) for confabs with hubby; Milton Kafka, for in for “Born Yesterday” rehearsals booking
By Lary Solloway
so far.
with Hollywood clients. He’ll be visit.
at New Hope this week.
Leon & Eddie’s added Cliff
Good news for theatres is curDance director Wally Wanger in
there about two weeks and will reCy
Feuer at George Kaufman’s rent state employment service re- Winchell to its show.
turn to New York via Mexico City. town to spot talent for a number for confab on directorial stint on
Leo Miller, Variety mugg from
port showing that number of peofairs.
upcoming musical, “Guys and ple now working in Minneapolis, Bridgeport (Conn.) at Saxony here,
Lloyd Bridges, who returned of midwest Jeannie
joins
Bledsoe
Actress
Dolls.”
from a stint in W. Lee Wilder’s Chi “Lend An Ear” cast, taking
245,805, is at year’s peak and fac- d'ter Caribbean trip.
George KondOlf, TV producer, tory workers are getting all-time
Gus Van building a home here.
Italian locationer, “Three Steps
over for Dorothy Babbs.
down to o.o, Henry Jones in New high weekly wages.
Kirby Stone quintet set for
North,” Monday (14), made a oneTehthouse Theatre producer, Hope production of “Harvey” for
Clover
the
headed
for
Club, opening Aug. 23.
stopover,
then
day
Herb Rogers, planed to the Coast possible video spot.
Kitty Davis may close legit seaCoast.
for a week on business.
Rosemont
Whiteman
sold
Paulson after current run of “Harvey”
Publicist Mack Millar flew west
Chicago Herald- American drama acreage adjoining his farm, to
and restore spot to its former
last night after a protracted socritic, Ashton Stevens, celebrated
Charles and Edna S. Leroy.
nitery operation.
journ in Europe with Frank SiBy
Robert
F.
Hawkins
his 78th birthday last week with
Bob Jarvis and George Lipton’s
Alan Gale north on biz while his
natra and later his son, Stuart,
Andre Gide left Portofino after
new Celebrity Club is being built.
daughters made stage bow last
now a student at the Sorbonne; friends.
Vic Damone, currently at the week in Music Circus production brief, vacation.
Sam Barken, his partner, will suParis.
Italian actress Doris Duranti on
Paree, made guest appearance of “Sari.” Jarvis is director, Lippervise construction..
Ray Milland, with his wife and Chez
visit to Portofino.
at camp in McHenrey, 111., for
Lenny
ton character lead in Lambertville
two children, off to Britain on the needy
Tenor
Gino
Bechi
and producer at Five Kent joined Martha Raye
Italian youngsters..
stock.
O’clock Club. Only spot,
Nieuw Amsterdam yesterday (TuesRemigio Paone in from South incidentally,
John Forsythe, who has title
Moss Hart caught opening of his America.
day). He’ll make “Full Circle” for
doing solid biz. Marole in Chi company of “Mister “Light Up
jority
of clubs experiencing unexThe Sky” Monday at
David Rose’s Coronado Productions
Elizabeth Taylor and husband
Roberts,” joined sports announcer Playhouse.
pected drop despite plenty tourists
in England.
motored to Milan and Como after in town.
Bob Elson in. announcing TigerActress Thelma Ritter interrupta brief looksee at Genoa,
ed a Fire Island vacation to plane White Sox games last week.
Claude Marchand and his group
here
Actress
with
Ruth
Hussey,
to the Coast over the weekend for
San Francisco
of ex-Dunham dancers two-a-daypic’s
world
“Louisa”
for
cast
several days of shooting additional
By
Ted
Friend
ing
wedat Genoa’s Universale theatre.
eighth
scenes of Charles Brackett’s “Mat- preeming, celebrated
Lope de Viga’s “El Perro Del
ding anniversary with husband, tele
Arthur Fiedler in.
By Helen McGill Tubbs
ing Season” at 20th-Fox.
given an elaborate
Sherrill Corwin in for week Of Hortelano”
British actor Finlay Currie arEileen Percy joined her hus- producer Bob Longnecker, at the
Chez
Paree.
open-air
staging
in
Villa
Serra pare rived from London to play in “Quo
confabs.
band, Harry Ruby, whose songJohn Farfield up from L. A. for at Nervi. Tatiana Pavlova stars in Vadis.”
smithing career (with Bert Kalopening of “Summer and Smoke.” an allstar Italian cast.
Leo Lanya, script writer, in
mar) was filmbiogged by Metro in
The Louis B. Mayers and ClarRome for film assignment.
“Three Little Words.” They’ll remain east two more weeks;
ence
Browns
doing
the
seven
“In Our Time,” with Ida Luhills.
By Hal Cohen
Philip Gerard, Universal's eastThe Carmen Cavallaros at Anpino, is at the Fiammetta.
Mrs. Maurice Spitalny in Wis- drews Sisters opening at Fairmont
ern publicity manager, chaperonr
Andre Mattoni is new head of
By Maxwell Sweeney
ing a group of newspaper and mag consin visiting her comedian-son, hotel, before planing to Hawaii.
Campidoglio Films, in Rome.
Helen Hayes in from N. Y. on
writers to Phoenixville, Pa., today Jimmy,
Geo. A. Hickey, M-G Coast sales
Director John Wolff returned
Pat O’Brien’s nitery act practi- manager in for branch office meet- Vacation,
(Wed.) and tomorrow to oio. locale
from- Paris for film assignments in
cally: set
for
Vogue Terrace, ings;--..
Shooting of U’s “Lights Out.”
Comedian Cecil Sheridan to Rome.
Teddy Quartell replaces Don Sept. 25.
Mrs.
Maxwell Anderson and England for vaude tour.
Italian film, “Faddiji,” selected
Ernest Williams, manager of Ar- Mrs. Kurt Weil with the Rouben
Sylvio, batoneer at Bill Bertolotti’s,
Maurice O’Brien will do season for the Edinburgh Film Festival
ri ext week when Sylvio leaves for
cade theatre, in West Penn Hos- Mamoulians at “Lost in the Stars” at the Gate, Dublin, this fall.
this year.
Santa Monica to fight complica- pital for checkup.
Canadian warbler Kay Kennedy
opening at the Curran.
Arthur Walge, American wrestions arising out of his marriage to
Dick Ware, making first nitery
Mike Newman and Sam Siegel pacted for season at Theatre tler, is here with his manager;
Margaret O’Brien’s ma Gladys.
appearance here in nearly 20. years, advancing for Columbia on “711 Royal, Dublin.
Will rassle in “Quo Vadis.”
The .Fitzgeralds advance-record- held over at Copa.
Abbeyites Brian O’Higgins and
Ocean
Drive,”
with
producer
Barbara Stanwyck, in Paris, is
John Glendennjng in for lead Frank Seltzer filling heavy
ed their Monday am. stint this
sched- May Craig inked for Paul Rotha’s expected to join her husband Rob^
week in "order to be clear tor' the in “Here Comes Mr. Jordan” at ule of, interviews on radio
film,
“No
Resting
Place.”
ert Taylor here early in August.
and TV.
annual clambake at their Hay Is- White Barn theatre./
Abbeyite Walter Macken headMaria Montez due here soon to
Phil
land (Conn.) home for their TV
Mayer with Kalamazoo
ing for N. Y* soon for Broadway dub in her role in “Thief of
crew, that being the WJZ bunch’s Community Playhouse as technical
lead in M. J. Molloy’s “King of Venice,” film made in Italy last
director and bit player.
only day off on the Week,
Friday’s Men.”
winter.
By Jerry Gaghan
Film art director Leo Kerz
Fritzie
Zivic and Carnival
Metropolitan Cinemas, newlyG. W. Pabst and his assistant,
Hollywood
to
Lounge'
this
Week
to
have parted company and
planed
Singer Dick Merrick hospitalized formed company, has taken over Peter
Tomkins, off to the Island
Returns to Jimmy Ackerman’s the official for an appendectomy.
talk three pix deals.
new 1,300-seater nabe house at of Ischia to work on a forthcomGotham Friday (18) for possible manager again.
Buddy Williams orchestra will Killester, Dublin.
ing film script.
retake of “Teresa,” Metro film beJackie Heller bkck at 'his Carou- follow Woody Herman into MeadJohn Welsh bows out of Longwhere
theatre,
Arcoboleno
ing produced by foreign depart- sel after two Weeks on Cape Cod, owbrook.
ford Productions for role in Eng- American,
British
and French
ment chief Arthur- M.Loew.
and has as headliners, Mary
Jimmy McPartland and his com- lish tour of “A Streetcar Named films are shown
in the original,
Sir Laurence Olivier pulled into Hatcher and Herky Stiles.
bo at the Rendezvous for three Desire” for H. M, Tennant.
closed, for summer.
.
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MARRIAGES
W

the Sack Amus. Co., in Pallas, died
Aug. 3 in Laurel, Miss.

Lamar Trotti, Jr., 18/ son of the
20th-Fox producer-writer, was killed' Aug. 10 in a traffic accident
near San Clemente/ Cal,

alter GoAlys Mary, Truitt to
lubic/ Pittsburgh, July 26, He’s an
accordionist with Pitt bands.

*

henry clay miner

as

managing director before going

Harvey V, Myers, 47, scene
painter for film; studios, died Aug.
6 following a heart attack while
fighting a forest fire neat Castaic,

in Greenwich, Conn.,
Although in semi-retirement for the past years, he had
continued as chairman of the
board of the Century chain.
Miner was the spn of the late
Henry Clay filler, and With his
father founded the Miner Cosmetics Co. in 1900, whose main product was makeup for theatrical folk

Cal.

Aug.

died

10.

,

.

wood production was "Where Are
Your Children?” for Monogram.
That led to a number of exploita-

.

tion

films

such

as

"Are

Mother, 72, of .Dean- Turner;
These radio singer, died at Bonham, Tex.,

Your Parents?,” "Divorce/' “For- Aug.
ever
Yours,”
"Black
Market

Babies,” "Allotment Wives,”, ’‘Wife
Wanted,” "Black Gold,” and "Blue
Grass of Kentucky,” At the time
of his death he Was readying "Blue
until it later branched, put with a Blood” as a Cinecolor special for
general line of cosmetics.
“ Monogram.
Miner and his father were origSurviving are his Wife and two
inally chemists and launched their stepsons, Donald and Robert Wolf.
first pharmacy on N, Y.’s Bowery,
adjoining the People’s theatre,
JAMES H. COOPER
theatre owner was their landlord
James H. ("Genial Jim”) Cooper,
and when their lease Was about to
63, veteran radio newscaster and
expire, they purchased the theatre
former vaude performer, died Aug.
to retain their headquarters.
The 8 in Columbus, O.
People’s had played mostly legit
Cooper started out in vaudeville
melodramas, which had not been and
later toured With stock comfaring too well because of the
panies. For 20 years he operated
Bowery’s transition from a nabe
his own stock company.
At one
spot to a transient thoroughfare.
Miner figured the transients need- time he was manager of Gus Sun<s
theatre
in Springfield, O., and also
ed a change of theatrical diet and
managed W. S. Butterfield’s houses
installed burlesque in 1901.
The
younger Miner took over opera- in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo,
tions,
and in 1903 Introduced Mich.
In 1928 he went to Columbus
"Amateur Nights,” wherein those
seeking an opportunity for a stage and was on the staff of WCAH,
which later

,

i

became WBNS. He
Was newscaster on that station un-

A GREAT GUY PASSES ON
IN

MEMORY OF MY PARTNER

MORAN—
— “JOE"
DIED J0tY-2»;:l*sr“
TOMMY MILO

June.
"Genial Jim,” following an auto
accident in which he was injured
in 1940, set up a studio in his home
and continued his six- a-week news-

til last

casts

&

j

'
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Continued from pace 2

Ramsdell Clement
Ewing, Jr., -Choteau, a heated discussion Equity reps
Mont., Aug, 12. He’s sou of the walked out of the meeting. Since
then, they’ve pacted a Security
N.Y. theatrical producer.
Paula Howard to Arthur Rice, agreement and AGVA has reNew York, Aug. 8. Bride is secre- taliated.
tary to Richard Mills at Mills
• Further Disputes
Music and also niece of Eugene
In addition, further disputes are
arid the late Willie Howard.
to be settled. AGVA is divided
Yvonne Lucienne Cruder to with the rest rif the 4 A’s affiliated
Chester F. Casanave, Aug. 12, on Theatre Authority, benefit conLarchmont, N. Y. He is thg son of trol organization of that group.
Charles L. Casanave, film distrib
Variety Union has forbidden its
and exec, veepee of Fred Astaire
gratis.
Clarissa

Sherman

.

84, founder- to Hollywood in 194L All liis subof the Century Circuit, which op*’ sequent pictures, with the exceperates a chain of motion picture tion of "Jacare” in Brazil, were
theatres in; Brooklyn and Long Is- made in the U. S. His first Holly-

Henry Clay Miner,

land,

AFL Exec Board

to

from there.

Survived by Wife and daughter.

,

rriembers

Studios.

to

shows

play

it wants
Arlene Foreman to Dr. Manny Should it permit a benefit,
clearV
Stillerman, Chicago, Aug. 5. She’s the rigid; to make its own
Continued from page 2
ance.
secretary to theatre booker Charles
orthe
fight
on
In addition, the
Sp how could: we, as labor leaders, Hogan.
to
Samuel ganization of the burlesque perJennifer Howard
ask our-memberships to take cuts?
Jr.* Berkeley, Cal., Aug. formers is to be resolved. AGVA
Wage scales which in normal times Grildwyn,
Bride is daughter of the late
16.
might appear high are far below playwright Sidney Howard; he’s wants to absorb the Brother Artists
Assn, (nee Burlesque Artists Assn*)
the income needs of the average son of
the film producer.
because no contracts exist between
family today. As. in ’49, so in 1950
Sue Casey to John DUrant* Sarita major bump-and-gririd parlor opsee no necessity or excuse for Barbara,. Aug' 12. She’s an actress
the International Alliance pr any. and he’s a film editor* both at erators and the union. Plan is being
fought by Tom Phillips, BAA head.
of its members to give ground.”
Metro*
The various jurisdictional disBefore considering any slashing
putes, the AFL will be told, are
of pay rolls, Walsh asserted that
hurting performers’ livlihood. The
the local unions should have the
sub-standard pay on some teleright to examine the books, incorMr. and Mrs. Paul Shannon, son, vision stations arid networks will
poration papers ind similar docu- Pittsburgh^. Aug. 6.
Father’s a be
cited as an example. AFL conments of theatres in question. KDKA anriouncer. v
vention Will also be told that the
Books would disclose hidden profits.;
Mr. arid Mrs. Ted Erdel, daugh- increasing costs of maintaining all
and existence of non-working ter, Pittsburgh, A^^
Father is the 4A’s affiliate? puts a heavy
family members on the payroll* he vocalist, known as Ted Perry.
burden on performers. Tendency
said. It would also disclose no reMr* arid Mrs. Leo Carlin, daughincrease dues in recent
duction in realty and film rentals, ter,; Pittsburgh, Aug. 5: Father is has been to
and "that the light companies asst, treasurer of :new Nikon (for- years. In addition, establishment
Of
TVA will ultimately force
charge as much as ever for elec- mer Senator ) theatre, Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs, Budd Boetticher, actors to pay for upkeep of another
tricity and that the dealers in all
union.
sorts of supplies needed to jrnain- daughter. Van Nuys, Cal.,; Apg._8U
Another factor that indicates
tain the house have not crime Father is a film director. _
Mr.-r~and-^ Mrkr ~~Herb^ StfOck, that the AFL will put a stop to
down. Why is it that, labor, rind
Hollywood.
8.
daughter,
Aug.
the 4A’s internecine squabbling is
labor alone, is being asked to take
Father is. president of IMPPRO.
the failure of the 4A’s to do anythe rap?’’
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Bogie, thing about a resolution passed by
Walsh agreed that production
daughter, Chicago, Aug, 3. Father the AFL executive board in 1940
abroad has been only a minor
is Chi NBC-TV producer.
which recommended that the 4A’s
cause for unemployment in HollyMr, and Mrs. Don Marcotte, sort,
all
its
affiliates.
wood. He said he has been care- Chicago, Aug. 6. Father is Chi amalgamate
Around that time, the 4A’s reful
not to pressure producers NBC music librarian.
tained
Bernard Reis (o make a
"prematurely and recklessly” to
Mr. and Mrs. Dirk Courtenay,
curtail overseas filmmaking. “The son, Chicago, Aug. 5. Father is a study on possibilities of uniting
all
the
unions.
several
After
money they have spent in Eng- disk jockey.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Liederbach, months of surveying the situation,
land has been money \ earned by
Reis
recommended
immediate
American pictures at British box- daughter, Kansas City, Aug. 7.
amalgamation, citing vast econooffices and then restricted to use Father is asst, manager of the RKO
mies in operation, more effective
in that country because of Brit- Missouri Theatre* K. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Samuels, son, service for the membership and a
ain’s extreme shortage of dollars,”
greater power inherent in a, "oneNew
York,
Aug.
11.
Father
is an
Walsh conceded. "Even if it were
exec with Walt Disney Productions card” union. The Reis report was
not spent for making pictures in
in N. Y.
immediately shelved.
London, it would not necessarily
Mr. arid Mrs. Warren Low,
Battle for the television jurisdicbe available for making; those pic- daughter, Burbank* Cal.,
Aug. 9. tion is currently in the hands spt
tures in Hollywood,”
Father is executive, film editor for the
National Labor Board. Unlfess
As a matter of business judg- Hal Wallis Productions,
4A’s affiliates, other than AGVA,
ment, Walsh said he has taken
Mr. and. Mrs. Ben Norman,
take
up, active resistance at the
the position "that the state of af- daughter,
Hollywood,
Aug.
3.
fairs within the past two years did Father is a director at Geller AFL confab, passage of the resonot warrant our intruding upon Theatre Workshop arid TV pro- lution is held to be virtually certain.
the rights of free enterprise by at- ducer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Edward Paul, son,
tempting to tell the employer
Hollywood,
Aug*
7.
Father
is
muwhere he must produce his films.”
However, when the British wanted sical director for Jerry Fairbanks
an incentive and penalty clause in Productions.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred F. Corwin,
the new Ariglo-Americairi film pact
Continued from page 2
daughtei. New York, Aug. 11.
to encourage production in Bri t- Father is
N. Y.‘ publicity manager as a breach Of its contract. 2Qthain, Walsh felt it called for his pro- of Motion Picture
Assn, of AmerFox is also serving a similar notice
test. "When governments start tell- ica.
ing producers where to make picMr. and Mrs. Tomrny Riggs, son, on its contractee, Micheline Prelie,
tures, than I believe that labor-J- New York, Aug. 14. Father known
who is co-starring in the picture.
even at the risk of intruding upon for his "Betty Lou” characterizaShe is Marshall’s wife.
the rights of free enterprise—may tions, is a vaude, TV performer.
Although the Gallic film industry
be warranted in using its power to

Walsh Asks
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MRS. SIMEON FORD
career were given a showcase for
Mrs. Julia Ellsworth Ford, 91,
their wares. Winners were awarded playwright and author, died at her
prizes and subsequent dates at the home in Rye, N. Y., Aug. 14.
Sunday concerts at the theatrfc Among Mrs. Ford’s published
Losers were generally propelled works is "The Mist,” a play which
offstage via "the hook.”
Success was produced at the Little Theatre,
of the burlesque venture- prompted London, in 1913. The Julia Ellsthe Miners to establish a chain of worth Ford Foundation, with an ansuch houses. Eventually the Peor nual award of $2,000 for the best
pie’s was leased for Yiddish shows j uve book of the year, was formed by
and the burlesque shows were Mrs. Ford in 1934 to encourage bettransferred to Miner’s, new Bowery, ter books for youngsters. Color
theatre, a little further uptown. pix, for kiddie consumption, some
In addition to the Bowery spot they of them based on stories arid plays

operated Miner’s Eighth* Avenue,
N. Y., and several houses in New
Jersey. When burlesque had seemingly run its cycle, the younger
Miner disposed of the houses and
set about in the formation of the

Century Circuit.
Wife and son survive,

by Mrs, Ford, were turned out by
Foundation, "Snickerty Nick
and the Giant,” a play written by
Mrs. Ford, had two productions in
the

'

the U.S.
Surviving Mrs. Ford, the widow
of Simeon Ford, hotel owner and
humorist, are a daughter and two
sons.

SAM HELLMAN
Sam

Heilman,

screenwriter,,
author
of
magazine stories, died Aug* 11
after a heart attack in his Beverly
Hills home.
He had retired from
the writing field four years ago.
Heilman started his newspaper
career in 1906, after graduating
trom the University of Southern
California, working his way east
from Los Angeles until he settled
for a spell in St. Louis where he
became city editor of the PostDispatch.
During his stay in the

newspaperman

65,

and

WILLIAM M. MCBRIDE
William M. McBride, 70,. former
veepee of McBride Theatre Ticket
Offices, Inc., of New York, died at
his home in Pelham, N. Y., Aug.
14, following a long Illness.
McBride had been active as a theatre
ticket wbroker for about 40 years
prior to his retirement about 15
months ago. He centered most of
his business activity in org’s Broadway- outlet on 43d street.
His brother John, president and

treasurer of the ticket concern,
survives.
Also a wife and two
Missouri metropolis he functioned sisters*
as city editor of the Globe-Democrat and managing editor of the
FRANK YARDQN
Republican,
meanwhile
writing
Frank Yardon, 72, vaudeville
stories for the slick magazines,
trouper of a past generation, died
chiefly the Saturday, Evening Post.
Aug. 6 in Los Angeles. He had
His first screen 'writing was at
in retirement since 1937.
Paramount in 1927 when he been
Back in 1909, as a member of
scripted the
"Leather Pushers” the team of Vardon, Perry and
series, after which he spent three
Wilbur, he introduced American
years
touring
Europe.
While ragtime into England. Later he
abroad Heilman continued to write
entertained the army of occupation

humorous

SEP, depicting
the adventures of an imaginary
American tourist.
Returning to
Paramount, he collaborated on the
tales for

in

France

and

Germany

after

World War

I.
His wife. Vera Vardon, one-time partner in his song-

and-dance

act, survives.

.

'

;

help call a halt.”
IA’s

TV

After detailing the IA’s actions
to win the television field, Walshlabelled the coming battle as long
and hard. "But I am convinced We
will not always be battling against
odds as high as present. There is
a developing tendency for television to move more and more into
the theatres, both as a point of.
origin and a point of exhibition,
arid likewise more and more into
Hollywood. As that continues, our
position will be strengthened— uritill eventually, I feel sure, we will
come out on top.”
Walsh does not believe the legit
situation “is by any means bad/’
He sees the League, of New York
Theatres "in a tough bargaining
mood these days/’ The League’s
demand for pay cuts will be taken
up anew after the convention ends.
As for vaudeville, Walsh is ready

screenplay of "Little Miss Marker,”
the film that made a star of ShirJEANNETTE LAFFERTY
ley Temple.!
Later he moved to
Jeannette Lafferty, 25, of the,
20th-Fox where he spent eight
Lafferty Sisters, radio songsters,
years, during which he wrote or
died in Camden, N. J., Aug. 14,
collaborated, on most of the films after
shooting herself with a rifle,
starring Miss Temple and Will according
to police. A note was
Rogers, in addition to writing found in her car in
which she
chores for Metro and Warners.
wrote: "I have failed miserably.”
He was the brother of Jack HellMiss Lafferty had appeared on
man,
Daily radio shows with her sister, Beulah
of
radio
editor
to offer encouragement by keeping
Variety. Other survivors are his Lafferty.
trie demands of his locals down to
wife, Selma, and two daughters.
help its expansion.
,

T.

Jeffrey bernerd

ROBINSON DAWLEY

T. Robinson Dawley, 54, operator of the New York music and
broadcasting school bearing his
name, died in White Plains, N, Y.,

the government was lax
permitting a Yank producer to

felt that

Battle

,

On Monday, Roger M. Kennedy*

U.S. Film Short
Continued from page 2

Reds has resulted

in a strong prolodged With the Israeli., govthe
U. S. Embassy.
ernment by
Outbreak took place in the Orion
theatre, which had advertised the
short. Sortie 20 commies rushed
to the screen on its showing to
shout their opposition and distribute literature debouncing the
extension of medical, aitf to the UN
by Israel. Projectionist halted the
show.
;
Orion will riot show the film
again. It turned down an offer of
police protection by the government.
test

’

'

:

Zanuck’s Korean Short
Washington, Aug, 15.
Darryl F. Zanuck promised President Truman yesterday (14) to
turn out a quick short explaining
the Korean war to the American
people. Picture is expected to be
ready for the screen within four

iri

flout regulations, it’s

that

the

French

now revealed
administration

wasn’t fooled after all, but is fully
acquainted with the transaction,
reportedly through regularly tapping trans-Atlantic telephone and
cables. Meantime, it’s launching a
thorough investigation, and intends
to prevent recurrence of similar
situations.

Flynn, who Was contractually
obligated to report for work upon
his arrival, dares not go to the
Riviera.
He is remaining in a

Paris hotel for fear Of; involving
himself deeper.
Under a longterm contract to Warners, he may
make outside films, but only for

major release.
Not only the star of "Bargain,”
Flynn also agreed to provide some
of the production coin, including
his own salary in dollars.
Marshall, however, had a free hand, to,

On the strength of
weeks; he told newsmen. Title will make deals.
the Republic distribution arrangebe "Why Korea?”
Zanuck met Mr. Truman at the ment* the producer won a promise
from George Dorfman, Of Corona
White House.
Aug. 12.
area.”
He
plugged for the
Zanuck also conferred with Pictures, to finance the film for the.
Dawley at one time Published a your
weekly, newspaper in Wallingford, IA to take over all crafts in video. major general S. B. Akin, signal budgeted 100,000,000 francs ($350,Conn.
William Green, American Federa- corps head, on the Army’s increas- 000 ).
tion of Labor prez, also spoke, put- ing wartime film needs. The faIn an attempt to achieve some
REGINALD BLAND
tirig Iri a pitch for national price cilities of Hollywood
and other kind of order out of aU the chaos,
Reginald Bland, 72, violinist, controls. Roy Colvin, exec director commercial centers will be called attorneys for both Flynn and MarGaumont-British where he doubled died Aug. 7 in Pasadena, where he of Thearte Equipment Dealers upon to speed production of train- shall are quietly examining all
as general manager and newsreel founded the Civic Orchestra and Assn., and David Newman of De- ing films. At present these pictures phases of the situation.
So far.
served as its director for 14 years. troit Motion Picture Exhibitors are being made almost exclusively Dorfman hasn’t released much of
producer.
His next move was to Grand
at the signal corps photographic his firm’s hefty financial participaAssn,
among
gabwereMonday’s
Father, 84, of Alfred N. Sack
London
National
of
Pictures
tion.
center iri Long Island City.
bers.
where he functioned for two years 4 and Lester J, Sack, operators of

Jeffrey
Bernerd, 58, pioneer
motion picture producer and sales
executive, died Aug. 10 after a
h eart attack in his Beverly Hills
home. He had been in the film
business for 37 years, starting with
the Motion Picture Sales Agency
in London, his birthplace. He became managing director of Stoll
Film Co. in 1918, later moving to

IATSE veepee arid manager of Local 199 in Detroit* Urged members
to "go home and make a supreme
effort to organize, the TV stations in

.

Wednesday, August 16, 1950
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“SUNSET BOULEVARD’
- -

—

got the biggest non-holiday

opening gross

in

of Radio

Music Hall!”

Today we can

City

tell

the history

you:

‘“SUNSET BOULEVARD'

IS

HEADING

FOR THE BIGGEST NON-HOLIDAY
OPENING WEEK’S GROSS IN THE

HISTORY OF THE MUSIC HALL!”
Great press notices, too! But, most important— the
public has recorded

Cash

If It’s

in

on

its

this great

A Paramount

Picture,

enthusiastic acceptance.

money-attraction now!

It’s

The Best Show

In

Town!

)

f

RADIO

VIDEO

>

STAGE

222233

‘
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With Public; No Weight As on
Bankr oilers have cascaded
television so rapidly with

new

London

intof*
pro-

grams and star personalities for the
upcoming fall season that the networks and indie package producers

The

M’w’kee Exhibitor Gives

eventually
*

Milwaukee, Aug. 22.
Arnold Brumm, operator of the
shows which have Ritz theatre, North Milwaukee, has
caught on with viewers as sustain- been Successful with recently ined during the present hiatus sea- novated dignity Nights,” at
popcorn and Confectionson. This marks the first such sit- which
eating
patrons
segregated
are
uation in TV’s short history.
In previous years, the video webs from others. According to Brumm,
to
70% of his patrons prefer viewutilized the summer months
showcase new program ideas for ing the pix from “Dignity” seats,
Out where they can eat all they please.
potential clients in the fall.
also
reports
“Dignity
of this system came a number of Brumm
shows which were bought by spon- Nights/’ featured regularly Monsors for a continued ride through days, brought increased receipts
the fall and winter season. If a to the boxoffice.
Several regular patrons have reshow was still unsold at the end of
the summer but looked promising, quested an extension of the “Digthe we bs could keep it on the air nity Night” po licy t o additional
in hopes that a bankroller might weekday shows.
This year, howstill be snared.
ever, the webs have no time availare being forced to shelve prac-

,

Reopen NJ. Lab

Three CBS Shows Exiting
CBS, aecprdihg to program chief
.

Charles Underhill, has three such
shows now on the air. “Detective’s
Wife,” half-hour mystery-comedy
series starring film actress Lynn
Bari, has 13 weeks more to run before Ralph Bellamy’s “Man Against
Crime” returns to take over the
Friday night 8:30 to 9 period for
Camel cigarets. When the Bellamy
show resumes, Underhill said,
“Wife” will have to dropped. Web
will, of course, retain kinescopes

(Continued on page 22)

San Diego’s World Fair
‘1 Lb. of

Tobacco’

of what he describes
as his long-standing attempt to pro-

Because

mote free enterprise,

Billy

as little

Kelly-Ferrer to

M-G

Rose

will act as consulting director of a
world’s fair scheduled for San
Diego, Gal., in the spring of 1953.
Free enterprise and an overall
democratic theme will be the fair’s

motivating symbols.

Rose reveals that his only compensation will be “a pound of 79c.
smoking mixture” which he has already received. The compensation
Was hisjown suggestion. He plans
to direct the project from New
York, with occasional trips, at his
own expense, for a first-hand lookon the war

situation.
Site of the fair will be the ex

tensive Balboa Park, which, Rose
points out, is a beautiful, Ideal site
that already represents an investment of $30,000,000. It is expected
that another $2,000,000 would be
raised locally to amplify immediate
needs of the expo, with supplement
tary participation by state and federal governments. The exposition
would, of course, comprise not only
industrial exhibits, but show business, or “midway,” entertainment*

Tuner

group have

Hollywood, Aug.

.

22.

musical version of “Huckleberry Finn.” E. Y.
Harburg and Burton Lane are doing the tunes.
smash. Hayward returned to New
Ferrer will sing in the pic. It York several days ago after getwill be produced by Arthur Freed. ting the London production under
way.
“With the exception of Darlington (W. A. Darlington, of the Daily
Telegraph) and Hope - Wallace
(Philip Hope-Wallace, of the Manchester Guardian), the critics in
London don’t seem to like the theatre,” the producer says.
“They
write as if they hated their jobs.

Series rights by Gillette after several weeks of intensive bidding put
TV within a stone’s Hhrow of its
If Gillette, or
first $1,000,000 gate.

any other Sponsor (and Chevrolet
was reportedly willing to top the
$800,000 fee to secure the Series)
ig~Willing to payth at niuch-ttrbank^
roll a major sports event on video,

set for Metro’s

and fairness for a Wisecrack, v and
are apparently more interested in
attracting personal attention than
in
giving an unprejudiced apHollywood, Aug. 22.
Under Dore Schary’s regime at praisal of the show.
“For
that reason, criticism in
the Metro studio, the day of the
longterm contract for most pro- London is relatively unimportant.
ducers, directors and scripters is A show may get rave reviews and
in the twilight. The old guard that do little business. Or* one may get
has been on the Culver City lot panned and do little business. In
for many years is being whittled any case there appears to be little
away as their tickets expire. For relationship between the critics
the most part, those who are Stay- and the public reception Of the
ing do so on a weekrto-week basis. play. Audiences just don’t believe
Latest of the exits by oldtime the critics and pay little attention
filmmakers brought in years back to the reviews. Of course, it’s a
by production Veepee Louis B. healthy condition for the public to
Mayer is Sam Marx. He leaves make up its own mind. But when
the
studio
on completion of the critics no longer affect the box“Grounds
for
Marriage,”
the office it means they’re /out of touch
Kathryn Grayson starrer. Marx with the public.
“In New York the critics— and
Contract expired two years ago and
the vet producer has been work- I’m speaking of them as a group;
ing on a picture-to-picture basis
(Continued on page 53)
since then.
Marx had several huddles with
Schary in an effort to sell the
odd-Sylvester ‘Feud’
Metro studio chief the idea of
filming “A Handful of Dust,” novel
to Liven Dull
of Bvelyn Waugh to which Marx

then the time may^come when
sports promoters will look to video
sponsors for the real revenue.
That won’t mean, naturally, that
all events will be moved out of the
arenas and into TV studios. Competitive athletics requires a crowd
atmosphere, with the participants
needing their in-person fans to
spur them to their best efforts. But,
with so much money anticipated
(Continued on page 47)

j

The plant, empty since
when Pathe moved to N. Y.,

has been bought by Walter Futter,
Despite a paucity of vaudeville
vet indie filmite. Futter is seeking
the transfer of prints now stored in theatres, prices of talent are exGotham exchanges and, elsewhere pected to zoom considerably beto the less vulnerable Jersey locale. cause of the sharp competition of
As an added lure for storage in video shows. Agencies are expectBound Brook, Futter will build ing the return of a seller’s market
partly-undergroUnd vaults with fire this fall because of the multitude hqlds screen rights. Schary nixed
protection. While the building was of television varieties which will the proposal and Marx will make
in
direct competition with the film as his first indie producoriginally used as a film-processing be
vauders and cafes for standard and tion. He had been on the lot for
(Continued on page 55)
name turns.
the past 20 years.
According to agency spokesmen,
About a dozen vet producers, diteevee displays will be pay- rectors and scripters have already
many
SERIES
ing acts playing only, one show the
(Continued on page 53)
equivalent to a week’s salary in
IN
niteries and theatres. It’s claimed
Sally Beqpon’s New Yorker mag that it will pay an act to stay
sketches may get a three-way around New York and play one or
.and TV within one two TV shots „ a week rather than MEDICINE
spread in
BIG B.O.
year, NBC has already auditioned take to the road.
New Orleans, Aug. 22.
The large number of vaudeo dis_
for radio “Meet. Me in St. Louis,”
Nearly 20,00Q people piled into
with Peggy Ann Garner starred plays will be using a large amount
City Park stadium here last night
and Dee Englebach producing. of talent week in and week but,
Others in the cast will be Ed Beg- thus some agencies feel that New (Mon.) to see the opening show
ley and either—SelenaHRoyie or -York-wiB-have-a-preponderance-of in_Hadacol_Tonicls-jFoadshow tour
Admission to the
William Powell some of the top turns. However, of the south'.
Betty Furness.
was to have been co-starred, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that show, headlined by Mickey Rooney,
Manhattan theatres. and niteries Connee Boswell and Roy Acuff, was
bowed out.
and will be getting a break because of a Hadacol boxtop.
“Millie
Benson’s
Miss
Show will tour 15 cities in the
Madge” stories from the same mag, this situation. For example, the
which Doubleday will, publish in Capitol and Strand theatres, and south. Package is handled by the
book form, is being packaged for the Latin Quarter> will not permit Chi William ^Morris office, with
Vivienne doubling of acts into video, nor the tonic company footing the bill.
tele by Barron Polan.
Segal and Glenda Farrell will be Will they permit a performer to Others in the troupe are Minnie
play their spots if they’ve had a Pearl of the “Grand 01’ Opry” raco-starred.
“Junior Miss,” also based on recent tele engagement. It’s a rule dio show, Sharkey Bohano and his
that an act-will not dixieland Unit# Dorothy Dorben
Miss Benson’s yarns and parlayed at these spots
be available for the networks from dancers' from Chicago’s Chez Paree
into a radio, legit and film properand a number of other acts*
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 55)

SALLY BENSON

3-WAY AM-TV SPREAD
.
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SHOW

.

.
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:

6 way

contact with the public, according to Leland Hayward, whose
production of “Mister Roberts”
opened recently in the West End.
Despite a mixed press, with several
vehement pan^ the,. Thomas Bteggep-Joshua Logan comedy-drama*
the first non-musical ever to play
the huge Colisseum, is a solid

Do

‘Finn’ as

'

lost

Gene Kelly and Jose Ferrer have
been

Gotham.

Rose Taking On

For

may wind up

television
kingsize
than
studios, with promoters no longer
fearing video*s effect on their boxoffice. Predicated on Gillette Safety Razor’s acquisition this week of
the 1950 World Series TV rights
for $800,000, video may become the
major source of sports revenue,
providing “gates” far exceeding
any ever yielded by cash customers.
Final nailing down of the World

Old Pa the Laboratories plant in
BoUiid Brook, N. J., is being reopened as a haven for the billion
feet or so of film now stored in
metropolitan New York just in case
the Russians
decide to bomb
1947,

Billy

arenas

Dignity to Munch-Crunch more

tically all their

able to continue the sustainers and,
of course, no reason to pitch them
since their Class A time is sold out.

sports

nation’s

critics as a

CENTS

.

T

mg

August Days on B’way
Producer Michael Todd and
Robert Sylvester, of the N Y. News,
are apparently waging a Cold war
against each other.
Latest overt
act was a byline story in *the early
editions of last Friday morning’s
(18) News, in the form of a letter
to vacationing critic John Chapman. The piece, which was yanked
from the late editions to make room
for Sylvester’s second-string review
of Todd’s
production of “Live
Wire,” opening the preceding night
( 17)
at the Playhouse, N.Y
was a
.,

kiddipg-Qn.-:thfi=square report of a
sort of war of nerves' being carried
on by a producer indentified only as

“That Fellow.”
According to the story, “a ticket
broker, an assistant pressagent, directors, designers, delinquents, de-

generates, publishers and other
hustlers,” as well as “an authentic

friend” and a “famous saloon owner” phoned Sylvester, asking him
to go easy on “That Fellow.”
Todd and Sylvester declined to
go into details about the matter,

,

(Continued on page 55)
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By JOE LAURIE,

JR.

fit

racket:

in

Deal for

.

Have been an interested

26

closed a
Club for

television
talent members of Masquers for
directorial and acting assignments.
First film, budgeted at $40,000,
rolls in October.
Under deal, Mutual will offer
pilot film to sponsors with understanding that the Masquers Club
is to share in the profits, revenue
being earmarked for various group
funds.

,

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE
Concluded tour of North American
Continent at Bellevue Casino, -Montreal, 'Canada, where The Gazette
said— “—very popular comedy—enthusiastic
applause^— pleased
the
customers no end.” And The Montreal Standard said—“—the master

Par-Owned KTLA Seeks

Of Picture

benefit racket . .
and it
is a racket, and I can
a dozen men that made a
living from “benefits” they

still

(Continued on page 53)

juve film fans as well as adults
Kids, he
uninterested in sports.
habit of
feels, can develop the
watching pix at hdme as easily as
they developed the Saturday matinee habit at the neighborhood

LONDON;
;

theatre.

London, Aug. 22.

Lena Home, making her second

WOWS

VALLEE

postwar appearance at the Palladium, here, evoked the greatest
audience response since the Danny
Kaye and Jack Benny premieres.
MisS Horne was vociferously applauded and stopped the show after
eight numbers.
Audience let up
only after the pit band played the
national anthem.
Harvey Stone, other U.S. headliner on the show, nearly attained
showstop response.

Springfield,

’EM,

111.,

Aug.

22.

one-hour talk by the entertainer
before the local Lions Club brought
forth rave notices the following
day in the Springfield Register.
Vallee was playing the Lake City

—

—
n Springfield.
The talk saw Vallee discuss
showbiz problems and the part the
American Federation of Musicians
and the American Society of ComBill posers, Authors and Publishers
were playing in solving them.
-

1

i

:

Washington, Aug. 22.

Discussing the talk, the Register
increase taxes on in- said in part:
corporations, and
“Rudy Vallee is more than a
which also closes some loopholes serious entertainer—he is a seriin the present tax laws, was voted ous-minded, sincere, hard-working
by the Senate Finance Committee member of a great profession
last week to start through Con- the entertainment profession.
To

The

Represented by

bill to

and

gress.

its

and radio

record-

affiliates,

currently giving Judy Garland
her greatest music promotion campaign since she made “The Wizard,
of Oz.” Campaign centers about
the film, “Summer Stock ” and the
is

WMGM,

.

1

’

Garland herself.

and Orsatti

To Continue Agcy; See
levee and Wilner’s Exit
Washington, Aug. 22,
When the Circus Fans Assn, of
America convenes in Washington
next May 19 its prime item for
discussion will be how to save the
circus, according to Melvin Hildreth, prominent D. C. attorney
and past president of the associa-
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a new and different approach even
in matters which other countries
niay treat with benign liberality
or even indifference,” Kisselov
states in response to American
film company complaints.
Peculiarly* enough, in other respects censorship is more liberal
,

than

would be expected. United

Artists' “Abie’s Irish Rose,” which
was picketed at some American

by people who thought
lampooned Jews, was approved here and played without
any repercussions.
Board, moreover, is not too
strict on sex. It will only suppress
scenes “likely to. shock liberaltheatres

the, film

minded

persons.” As for social
ethics, the rules are tougher.
film cannot make a hero out of a

A

scoundrel
nor
encourage
immorality by creating sympathy for
a cheat, brigand or murderer.
.

Board
scenes

also objects to long-drawn
of cruelty. Recently, it

snipped part of the length from
the sequence In “Forever Amber”
which showed Amber strangling
the nurse* In “Yellow Sky,” board
cut off footage where one character
held the head of another under
water for an abnormally long time.

ON GUBERT-SULLIVAN
London, Aug.

New

York

IV.

N.

Y.

22.

Exclusive rights for a biopic of
Russian people, to mislead Gilbert & Sullivan have been acthem and probably to attempt to quired by Sir Alexander Korda’s
make them forget that during the London Film from the D’Oyly
war of Germany against Russia, Carte Opera Co. Project is slated
the U. S. contributed billions of to go before the cameras next year.
dollars to equip Russian forces to
Sullivan’s music becomes public
fight their enemies and on the domain next November, but copywestern front contributed enough right protection on Gilbert’s libforces in men and material to de- retti extends until 1961. D’Oyly
feat Germany.”
Carte Co. holds sole worldwide
Music, for the film was written performing rights to G. & S.
by Aram Khatchaturian, one of operettas with exception of the
'Russia’s top three composers. Pro- U.S.
duction was handled by Mikhail

Romm.

Libby Seen Inheriting

Her Son’s

Millions

Winston-Salem, Aug. 22.
As the result of her son Christopher’s, recent death
in a moun-

oilt of his home, handling a select
few people such as Greer Garson,
Franchot Tone, Walter Slezak and
a few others.
His partner, Ray

as U. S. Lure
tain-climbing accident, singer LiD*
Washington, Aug. 22.
European nations* 'in pursuit of by Holman is expected to inherit
Stark, recently left to join Charles the American tourist’s
.dollar, will the money left in trust for the boy
K. Feldman’s Famous Artists Corp. have more hotel rooms with
private by her late husband, Zachary Smith
(agency).
bath and twin beds, and more din- Reynolds, according to lawyers
George Wilder has no present ing rooms serving ice water
and here. The youth, 17-year-old tobacplans except to regain his health. club breakfasts
by this fall, reports co heir, and only son of Miss HolJHe is bedded, by a recent attack of the ECA.
man, was killed, along with his
virus pneumonia, which may take
friend, Steven Wasserman, also 17,
the drive to make things
him out of circulation for five or for the American tourist homey while both were trying to scale
is being
!isjx_.months... He’ll
e-jJielped-along by the -Ur-Sr Govern- Mt. Whitneyv-Lone-Hine^-Cal^-Rey^
after he. recuperates.
ment; which finds that our tourists nolds Was found in a crevice about
are the easiest way to export dol- 700 feet from the summit of the
lars to foreign countries
which nation’s highest peak, indicating
Cite Loretta
heed Yank currency, ECA has also that both lads had almost succeedHollywood, Aug. 22.
Sponsored and paid for three tours ed in scaling the mountain.
Loretta Young has been awarded during which 51
representatives of
The trust fund, created more
13th annual Sienna Medal, first ac- 15 European nations
came to the than 15 years ago, totaled $6>*
tress to be so honored, by Theta U, S, to study
our hotels and hotel 502 000 in 1946, according to figPhi Alpha, national Catholic soror- service. Now Clarence
K. Dwinell, ures filed in Orphan’s "Court, Baltiity.
an American hotel' executive, has more. Lawyers here noted that unShe was cited as “outstanding been added to the. Paris
staff of der the laws of N. Y. State, where
actress and woman who combines ECA to give advice
to those foreign both Miss Holman and her son
career, marriage and philanthropic hotels whioh want
to modernize the lived, coin left in trust for a minor
obligations.”
American, way.
reverts to the parents.
:

Inc.

“Trial,”

There are wide powers of discrevested in the censorship
board, which is heade<J by J.
Kisselov. Latter has recently de-r
clared that the political censorship will conform with the attitude
of the government in its non-identification with the west or the east.
Israel’s pressing problems “require

Young

Regular Subscription Rates

Danube”

obstacles.

tion

.

qq

Zone

,

the

may work

VARIETY
...

by our help should permit antiAmericans to distort Russian minds
about the U. S. The picture is just
an
anti-American
propaganda
move to deliberately misinform

!

Enclosed find check for $
Please send

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
C. Goidstone and Vic Orsatwill probably operate the Artists
Agency Corp. after its current reorganization. Blueprinted about a

Nat

ti

year ago by the merger of Goldstone-Wilner, Orsatti and LeveeStark agencies, AAC had its trial
tion.
period shortened somewhat and a
Hildfeth claims the traveling cir- reshuffle is under way.
Iciis is doomed if it doesn’t get help.
There’s a strong likelihood that
...
..
,
TT
flames M®' troubles on such M. C. (Mike) Levee, Who Went
to
/things as too many free ducats, Europe last week
to Attend his son
high cost of licenses and higher John’s wedding in Paris,
plans to
railway rates.
curtail his activities and
8/23

o

22.

score and recordings from it.
Publishing the score is Leo
Feist,
Inc.,
and Miller Music,
Metro subsids. M-G-M Records, has
an original cast album of the score.
Songpluggers of the two firms have
orders to plug the records from
Washington, Aug. 22.
the album in disk jockey contacts.
“Secret Mission,” Russian film
Recording company, of course, is
which preemed in Moscow at Gorki
pushing the album.
Metro’s N, Y. radio Park’s open-air theatre Saturday
was described yesterday
station, has orders to make songs (19),
as
the
phoney
outfrom the album programming (Mon.)
pouring
of lying propaganda by a
“musts,” on disk jockey shows.
State
Dept,
spokesman.
Pic,
a
Miss—Garland—has- -sent-nut-3,000
letters and records of one of the semi-documentary, deals with an
alleged
U. S. and British conspiracy
songs, “Friendly Star,” to disk
jockeys all oVer the country,’ the to sell the Soviets down the river
first time she’s reportedly done to Germany in the early part of
1945. Picture, skedded to hit every
such a thing.
Metro toppers, after a couple theatre in the Soviet Union, was
of trial balloons, are convinced “based on documentary evidence,”
that the general public is pro- according to Soviet reviews of the
Judy. Promotion therefore will not presentation.
“It is amazing,” said Michael J.
only have as its purpose plugging
of the picture, records and songs, McDermott, the State dept, spokesbut also a general buildup for Miss man, “that those who benefited

Measure will hit the big earners was to get one of those all too rare
show business, since increases glimpses of the true greatness of
up to 20% in personal income taxes that profession.”

I

through

studio,

ing, publishing

of

Subscription Order

Ayg.

,

hear the speech of yesterday noon

are provided; Corporations, including pix, radio, etc., will be nicked
for an additional $1,500,000,000
this year with the promise that
they likely will be faced with excess profits taxes in 1951.
Bill includes such items as a 10%
excise on television receivers similar to the tax on radio sets, elimination of tax advantages for Hollywood’s one-picture corporations,
,and the end of tax’ advantages for
such plans as moving “Duffy’s Tavern” to Puerto Rico.
There is also talk about widening
the realm of the excises and even
of stepping up. the rates of some
present excises Which might include admissions.

Paris,

In face of protests from Warners,
his home studio, Errol Flynn has
started filming “The Bargain” oh
the Riviera. Actor has outside picture privileges under his
contract, but they must be released
through a major distributor. "Bar^
gain” reportedly will be grooved
through Republic.
A William Marshall production,
the film was gunned two weeks
ago.
In rolling the pic, the producer was said to have violated
government regulations which call
for securing a permit first and ignored a requirement that a French
version be made. Micheline Prelle,
Marshall’s wife, is co-starred.

WB

Metro

film

;

the greatest.”

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP*

American

which defames the U. S., could
play in America without official

is

NEW SOVIET PICTURE

Rudy Vallee wowed ’em here
last week as a public speaker. A

Club

Riviera Rambler Prod.

vaudeville spelt

and Mahoney

,

,

was and

dividuals

letjrers

is

•

name you

By Upped Tax

in. capital

;

etc.

Showbiz Affected

Here,

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
wide-open attempt* to lure
away a definite film audience has
vidstation
by
launched
been
KTLA—-owned by Paramount.
KTLA last Saturday began an
11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Saturday operation with the first seven hours of
Stathat time nothing but films.
tion exec Klaus Landsberg frankly
believes he can attract a sizeable
segment of the Saturday afternoon

their appreciation. I have
seen all kinds of gifts handed Over
the footlights at the benefits:
furniture, dishes, silver sets, food,

STONE WINS’ ’EM, TOO

in person.

First

:

show

IN

George Murphy, current HCC
prexy, told the government: “We
have people ready and able to go.
All we ask of the Secretary’s office
is to give us something definite to
work on.”

.

who have come oh evil times,, and
also to many whom the fans wish

LENA SOCK

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Coordinating Com-

screen performers.

,

fine

Hollywood

mittee, which handled entertainment for servicemen in World War
II, has asked the Department of
Defense to appoint a military liaison as official contact on requests
for overseas tours by stage and

.

;

The

Give Service Shows

Vidfilms

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Television Productions
deal with the Masquers
a series of 26 one-hour
utilizing
productions

Mutual

listener

to the "‘Benefit Debate?* on your
program. Let me give you a bit of
history about benefits:
Benefit performances originated
in the 17th Century, during the
reign of James II of England, An
actress, a Mrs. Barry, was rewarded for her admired acting by
being given a benefit performance,
the proceeds of which were presented to hen In later years when
acting wasn’t always a profitable
profession and salaries of players
were cut (yep, they thought of it
those days too) the actors demanded a benefit performance to make,
up the difference. This evolved
into the custom of giving benefits
for worthy causes. In. the- J ewish
theatre, they still give benefit performances for various performers

to

Tel Aviv.,* Aug. 22.
company reps are
much concerned over a middle-ofthe-road attitude taken here by the
Cinematographic censorship board
which has resulted in the receni
banning of three anti-Soviet Hollywood pix. While the Israeli government has been carefully neutral
in its attitude towards the struggle
of Russia and the U. S„ it is the
feeling of Yank pix reps that the
excessive censorship is preventing
the people of this country from
judging the ideological battle on
the merits. They are urging the
government to let in both antiRussian and anti-American films as
the only democratic way.
Careful neutrality has brought
about the banning of Russia’s
“Trial of Honor,” an anti-American pic. It has recently meant the
hiking of “Behind the Iron Curtain,” (20th -Fox)} and “The Con-

'

Writing to Barry Gray, midnight disk jockey aiid commentator
over WMCA, N. Y., the latter read
over the air the following letter
from Joe Laurie, Jr., on the bene-

Film Censorship

;
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Attachment of two of United
bank accounts by David Q.

Artists’

Selznick last Friday (18) has still
further strained the company's relations with its producers. Several
of then! expressed fear this week
that the block put by DOS on
$148,000 of UA funds might leave
the distrib short on coin owed producers.
The mixing together Of UA’s
own money and that portion of
rentals due its filmmakers has long
been a point of nervousness with
the indies. In the event of trouble,
producers would become general
creditors, despite the fact coin in
the bank would be earmarked for
them on the company’s books.
UA to date has never missed a
payment due one of its producers.
The new management, which took
over July 11, has kept right up to
date on both statements and payments.
Producers, however, are
worried about the future if the
Selznick attachment sticks.
Attachment incidentally, did not
block payment on the company’s
payroll checks issued last Friday.
It is understood that UA either has
other, bank accounts or has funds
beyond the $146,000 sought by
Selznick in the accounts attached.
Stanley Kramer, whose ‘‘The
Men” is bringing top coin into UA
at the moment and who thus has
the principal sum at stake, is coming into New York in mid-September to seek an exposition from the
,

.

(Continued on page 22)

Reade Drops Ozoner

Finds

Few Takers

Walter Beade circuit has* abandoned the charge-account admission
system it tried out this spring at its
oodbridge Drive-In, Woodbridge,
N. J. Too few patrons took advan-

W

tage of the charge-it plan to merit
the headaches and expense of accounting and collections, Walter
Reade, Jr., the chain’s topper, said
this

week.

He estimated that 350 to 400 accounts were opened. He said they
were mostly by clientele in healthy
economic brackets and that there
was comparatively little difficulty
getting payments on monthly
but that the plan failed to. get
the broad support that was necessary to make it worthwhile,
Reade move was one of the few
experiments that have ever been
made in this country on a charge
system for film admissions. It attracted wide attention when it was
instituted.
Many exhibs opposed
getting the business off its traditional cash track, while others were
in

bills,

to
Leo

Spitz. Universal studio exec,

New York from the Coast
tomorrow (Thurs. ) on the first leg

arrives in

of a trip to Europe.

panied

by

He

is

accom-

wife and Robert
Goldstein, U’s eastern studio rep.
Spitz sails aboard the French
ship Liberte Friday (25) with Mrs.
Spitz

his

and Goldstein.

No Danger Of

Harry, Jack and Major Albert
triumvirate
controlling
the management of Warner Bros.,
have revised their approach to unloading their big stock holdings in
the major’s theatre chain. Splitup
of the company is virtually inevitable in the light of the U. S.
Supreme Court decision in the
Government anti-trust suit but the
staffer Frank McCarthy. He’ll also word now is that at least one of
confab in Germany with Anatole the brothers, Albert, and possibly
Litvak, now producing “Call It the others, will seek to remain in
Treason” for 20th in that country. theatre operations. It represents
Zanuck is scheduled to vacation a complete revamping of thinking
in Switzerland for several weeks by the Warners since all three
before returning to the U. S.
would have shifted to production
under the terms of a previouslysubmitted consent decree plan.
From Washington, there is now
confirmation to a report that the
Warners have broken off negotiations with the Dept, of Justice. In
doing so, the brothers advised Government legaliies that the company was preparing a new plan.
It is reported that this new pro^
posal wOuld eliminate the necessity
of the Warners throwing their
theatre stock interests on the
market.
Warner Bros, is being snowed unOld plan, now ditched, called
der a blizzard of original scripts for the issuance of some $55,000,pouring into the major’s eastern 000 in longterm debentures by the
(Continued on page 24)
and Coast offices following, the an-

Reasons behind the .marked upbeat in film grosses this summer
Zanuck, McCarthy Gab
are just as much a mystery to exParis, Aug, 22.
hibs and the industry in general as
Twentieth-Fox production veepee
causes of the decline a couple
years ago/ Suggestion has been Darryl F. Zanuck, now in Europe
made by some theatremen that on a combined business-vacation
poor quality of summer replace- trip, has left Paris for huddles in
ment shows on TV may be a factor. Munich with 20th production
...

.

While that could be a minor contributory reason, most exhib and
distribution execs are of the opinion that a whole complex of causes
is back of the hypoed interest the
public is now seeming to take in
films. Similarly, most vet film men
felt that a whole series af factors,
rather than any isolated cause,
were behind the poor biz 'through

which the industry has been

suffer-

ing.-

Improvement in product is the
most widely offered single reason
for the new happy-days era. There
is almost universal agreement that
films are stronger than during the
Despite the flock bf reserves
past couple years, although some
being called up daily by the armed
indiistryites question Whether the
forces, homeoffice staffs of the top
difference is as great as the b.o.
film companies in New York apupturn would indicate.
pear to be in no danger of being
While the improvement began to
depleted insofar as key executives
be felt about the same time as the
are concerned. Survey shows that
Korean war broke (June 25), most
only an occasional individual here
film men are dubious about assignand there is affected and a mass ing
wartime-spending fervor as a
migration
uniforms
highly

nouncement

last week that the stucause.
They are inclined to feel
that the timing of two events was dio is inviting all outsiders to send
in their stuff Appeal which is aimed
strictly coincidental.
is ad-pub head Arthur Schmidt.
There is no doubt, however, they at encouraging talent to write, is
An Annapolis grad, he served with feel,
that present upped defense now presenting certain, legal probthe Navy in World War II as a
budgets, with the resultant hypocommander. Also Navy reservists ing of production
lems to the company because of
and jobs, will be
are Dick Harper, Metro sales exec,
the tremendous response, accord(Continued on page 6)
and Nicholas Nayfack, producer
ing to Jake Wilk, WB’s eastern stu-

to
is
*
unlikely.
Eligible for recall at Columbia

with the same company. A top
prospect at 20th-Fox, of course, is
production veepee Darryl F. Zanuck, who holds a colonelcy in the
Army Signal Corps.
Perhaps the film firm with the
most known eligibles is Republic,
"with four execs listed. They are
Douglas T. Yates, assistant foreign
sales manager; Richard T. Yates,
executive assistant to sales chief
James
Grainger;
R.
Stephen
Dorsey, manager of the 16m department, and William German,
Dorsey’s assistant. Situation is less
serious at Eagle Lion Classics
where only a couple of salesmen

Directors Guild

Int’l

Hopeful of Creating

Work

Reciprocal

Deals

Screen Directors Guild of America, now trying to set up chapters
dio rep.
in foreign countries, is hopeful that
Warner management fears the the move will help ease the probimplied threat of plagiarism suits lems now confronting American
on the flock of scripts piling up vis films studios in their foreign prothe mails. Several new readers will
duction. By incorporating foreign
be put on, Wilk said, hut there will
directors into the same union which
still be a time lapse between re-

Stars’ Personals Help

For Sock B.O. Payoff;

While the major film companies
are uncertain as to reasons for the
current boxoffice rise, they believe
the better business can be traced,
at least partially to the personal
appearance tours of their stars.
Used for years in the industry as -a
sporadic publicity stunt, the p.a.s
have reached such an extent that
the majors now must route their
have been called so far.
touring stars to make certain they
ELC, with an eye to the future,
don’t step on each other’s toes in a
sent out a questionnaire to emparticular city.
And, according
(Continued on page 6)
to ad-publicity chiefs, the idea is
paying off with more and better
publicity than any tub-thumping
angle of recent years.
While it formerly was considered
J.
D.
(Continued on page 22)

ceipt of the stories and their
perusal. Those bringing in scripts
personally are asked to sign a
waiver beforehand but that procedure cannot be worked as easily

-

represents
American
directors,
execs believe, foreign gov-

SDGA

ernments and technicians will have
no legitimate squawk about the
Yanks taking away their jobs when
American companies lens pictures
with yarns mailed in.
In the latter instance, no script abroad By the same token, they
will be read until there is receipt
of a waiver in the mails.
.vever,

it should become easier for
(Continued on page 22)

claim;

H

SKOURASES MEET
OF

Warner;

ON DECREE

the time lapse still presents something of a litigation threat by those
who refuse to Cv,nply with the
waiver request.
Warner stunt is aimed at ‘‘encouraging more people to write,”
Wilk declared. Management is convinced that “the country is loaded
with talent. The people who have
it just need a break,” Warner exec

Published Weekly by VARIETY. Inc
Sid Silverman, President

said.
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Washington, Aug. 22.
Spyros and Charles P. Skouras,

prez and theatre chief, respectively, of 20th-Fox, met With Dept, of
Justice officials yesterday (Monday)
First-Run Biz Continues Upbeat; /Sunset’ Takes
in a renewal of negotiations for
(Continued on page 20)
an anti-trust consent decree. Talks
No. 1 Spot; ‘Arrow,’ ‘Louisa’ Next Best
were preliminary only. Understood
Business at the boxoffice in some weeks. *
the SkoUrases did not present a
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) will be
22 key exchange cities covered by
-U.S.
proposal, at least for the present,
Variety this week continues at seventh, while “Kiss Tomorrow
permitting them to head up sepa“Destivirtually the same high rate as last Goodbye” (WB) is eighth.
rate companies after divorcement.
session, although many spots are nation Moon” (EL) is pushing up
Industry execs met with Herbert
London, Aug. 22.
Reports into ninth spot, With “Duchess of
dotted with holdovers.
Bergson, head of the anti-trust
Time-consuming, detail of trying
show that the first eight pictures in Idaho” (M-G) taking 10th place.
division, and Philip Marcus, who
to put into practical form the
Variety’s weekly Big 10 list will Best runner-up pix are “Annie Get
is handling the film suit. They are
Anglo-U. S. pact which was recentshow
a total gross of more than Gun” (M-G), “Pretty Baby” (WB)
expected to remain in Washington
ly agreed on in principal is delay$1,095,000, which is slightly ahead and “The Furies” (Par).
until Thursday (24) when 20th is
Several new films hint possibiliing departure of Fayette W. Allport
of a week ago.
running a reception and special
for the U. S Motion picture Assn,
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par), just ties. “Desert Hawk” (U) is doing
screening of “Farewell to Yesterstarting in a few scattered spots okay on first round in L. A. “My
of America rep was supposed to
day,” feature compiled from newslast' week, is pushing ahead to na- Blue Heaven” (20th) shapes smash
have left for New York last weekreels, for Government officials.
tional leadership this stanza.
Al- on first session in Chicago, “Petty
end.
though in only five key cities in Girl” (Col), soon to be out on exAllport now expects to fly to the
Variety’s coverage, the Gloria tensive release, is doing nicely in
U. S. next week. By that time,' it
Balaban Mulls 0.0. Of
Swanson opus is big to’ terrific in N Y. “No Way Out” (20th) after
is hoped, details of the pact will
in N.Y.
all of them.
It will hit About. $165,- slow start, built
be on paper, including percentages
Abroad
Xchanges
Par’s
“Panic in Streets” (20th) looms
000 in its second frame at huge
involved in the various bonus plans
called for.
Barney Balaban, Paramount’s N. Y. Music Hall, virtually the same big in Philly. “Rock Island Trail”
ecord=breiaking-non=holida 5rfirstT(Repr)^is tuming ~in a faii^ D enver
is also awaits
week. “The Men” (UA), only okay
ing the arriva’ in London of George trek around the company’s ex- week.
Second place is being taken by in Boston, is strong in Denver.
Canty, who will replace him dur- changes in Britain and the Con“Broken
Arrow”
(20th),
with
a
“In Lonely Place” (Col), mild in
ing his vacation. Canty is MPAA tinent this fall. It would be his
of new bookings for this Cleveland, looks big in Denver.
first visit to the company offices flock
agent in Rome.
A strong “So Young, So Bad” (UA), fancy in
It is understood there is no real abroad since the end of the war. James Stewart starter;
difficulty being experienced by All- Under tentative plans, he would third is “Louisa” (U), based on six Chi, shapes sturdy in Montreal.
port and the other members of the accompany George Weltner, Par’s playdates. Fourth money is going “Colt .45” (45), solid in Toronto,
U. S'. committee working on the foreign department chief, on the to “Three Little Words” (M-G).. is socko in Montreal.
“Singing Guns” (Rep) is doing
terms of the deal with a British latter’s semi-yearly Atlantic cross- which was second last round.
“Treasure Island” (RKO), last okay in K. C.
“Sidewalk Ends”
group representing the Bank of ing.
trip
(20th)
week’s
champ*
is
finishing
in
the
same
fifth
looks good in Detroit and
slated
Balaban
England and the Board of Trade.
Delay is merely a matter of lan- last year but called it off suddenly slot, with most sessions big to big in Boston, “Stella” (20th) conguage and the handling of a large because of the pressure of divorce- smash. *“Qur Very Own,” another tinues mostly disappointing.
Quantity of statistical material on ment under his company's con- from RKO, is landing sixth posi- (Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 10-12)
which the bonus system is based. sent decree with the Government. tion, with numerous sock and great
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Venice, Aug. 15.

First of 40 films from some 21
Selznick, 20th, Tied
participating nations to be shown
at the 11th Venice Film Festival
Title
In
will be “Cinderella” (Disney-RKO).
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
is
cartoon-feature
this
Before
David
O. Selznick and 20th-Fox
Screened on Aug* 20, prizes are to are running neck-and-neqk in the
be awarded for documentaries Korean title derby with three regwhich have been run off daily istrations apiece. Selznick entries
since Aug. 8. While about 225 docu- are “Korea,” “Crisis in Korea” and
mentary subjects are entered, most “South Korea,” while Fox is sadhave been submitted by unestab- dling “Communism in Korea,”
lished producers. U. S. is repre- “War of the Koreans” and “The
sented in this field by State De- Battle of the Koreans.”
partment reels and some experiTrailing with one registration
mental
and abstract pictures each are Hal Wallis with “Korea,”
brought over by Amos Vogel of Samuel Qoidwyn with “Dateline

Korean

National Legion of Decency
stamped four films “B” last week.
20th-Fox’s “No Way Out” was
rapped for its “excessive brutality”
while Realart’s reissue of “All
Quiet on the Western Front” was
criticized for a “suggestive sequence.”
Snares 16
“The Furies” (Par) “tends to
condone immoral actions” and conPrints in Rye, N.Y.
tains “suggestive dialog and situaYonkers, N. ,Y., Aug. 22.
tions/’ Warners’ “Kiss Tomorrow
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Goodbye” was also rapped for allegedly suggestive sequences, ex- probe into unauthorized showings
Of
16m prints at a Rye, N. Y„ hotel
cessive. brutality and a tendency
has resulted in the seizure of seven
to glorify a criminal.
features from a photo shop here.
Pix recovered are “Marie Antoin-

FBI

and “Romance of Rosy
ette”
Ridge” (M-G); “Nobody Lives For“Three
Strangers”
ever”
and
(WB)); “Hellzapoppin” and “Mad
About Music” (U); and “A Bell for

;

,

i

Cinema

16.

other
“Cinderella,”
American features to be shown
(chosen jointly by the Motion Picture Assn, of America and Festival
officials) include “Caged” <WB),
“Asphalt Jungle” (M-G), “September Affair** (Par), “All King’s
Men” (Col), “Panic in Streets”
(20th) and “Once a Thief/* independently" produced by William L.
Wilder.
New David O. Selznick- Alexander Korda picture, “Gone to
Earth,” is listed as a British entry.
Other films from Britain are “Blue
Lamp” (Rank), “Morning Depar“Dancing Years” (Assoture,”
ciated British) and “State Secret,”
a Korda film starring Douglas
Fairb anks, Jr. Afo ong other subjects up for screenuig "are "Roberto
Rossellini’s recently completed pic
on St. Francis of Assisi as well as
bis original “Stromboli,” which he
claims differs greatly from the
RKO-distributed version.

Final details are being set by
David O. Selznick for announce-

tions

Jean Cocteau film,
Pic
an
Argentine
“NaSe Son”- nfuf “Herrliche
-Fnhn
“FniW:'” -FrVnep!
arzt Dr Pratorius” and “Nacht-

next year or
EffOrt of Harry Brandt’s Transto buy control of the

Lux Corp.

RKO

!

j

•

1

ul&Germanl HuSua

offered “Bara en Mer.”

,

Judges are picked from Italian
film and art crix. Rules for foreign
pix decree that they must have
been made within the last 18
months, have
not been shown at1
a

any other

J

J

.

^

•

4

festiva and not screened
1M
Ttoln Outside
fill TPlWrt
thO
in
Italy.
the

*M*AIT1 /M 1 filt»
previously

.

.

of' Exile,” “My Father’s House”
and “The Great Promise.” Sweden

i

.

'

'

•

.

.

mfa. »< •“**“
outside interests. Big problem, it
“Camille” (M-G), to honor Greta
was asserted, was not getting the
Garbo; “Hallelujah”
(M-G), to
with
honor director King Vidor, and the coin, but coming to terms
French-made “Children of Para- Hughes.
topper
at the end of last
RKO
dise” to honor, its director, Marcel
week caused the Brandt group conCarne.
siderable consternation arid annoyWinner of the first prize will.be ance by forwarding to their atpresented
David O. Selznick’s torney, Milton Weisman, a list of
Golden Laurel Award. Presenta- changes he wanted in the terms.
tion will be made on Sept. 2 by
Brandt and his associates have
American Ambassador to Italy been
AAA
an uv
at
JW
in WAA
meeting
IVVVAUg this
vAiiw week
UWVU AM
J
^
to determine what they could
55*^2*
tempt
fiS.1L!?;
President of the Italian Ministry
accept of the revisions Hughes has
is slated to extend a reception to
(Continued on page 6)

»p«ui

L.iigsAb,

«f

1

;

J_

.

.

-

'

.

!

all participants of the Festival at
the Palazzo del Reale. Festival, itself, is scheduled to wind up Sept.

10.

™

M
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Crazy” for re-release through Motion Picture Sales Corp., but it was
one-filu deal only. Plans for re-

bound

RKO, which

Washington, Aug. 22.
The Air Force is quietly preparing to purchase a film studio,
presumably in 'Hollywood, to make
its own training and indoctrination films, it was learned today
Bing Crosby and Frank Capra
for the same period of 1949. Com(Tucs.).
will hook Up again as star
diTwo Hollywood studio reps are merce Department also released rector in “You Belong toand
Me,”
dividend
figures
July,
for
June
and
in town on the qi. to offer for sale
which rolls Oct. 9, with Irving
their studios. One is a representa- showing that th 2 two months ran
Asher producing at Paramount.
tive of the Nassour Bros., who is $814,000 back of the same months
Last Crosby-Capra picture was
last
year.
offering the General Services StuCommerce reminds that the pub- “Ridin' High,” lensed last summer
dio at a price believed to be
Paramount.
for
Slightly under $2,000,000, original licly announced dividends of any
cost of the lot. The other is Hal industry generally are about 60 to
o£ aI * paid out ln the lnRoach, who Is reported <ifferi*nH*his
Europe to N. Y.
Hal Roach studios at a price of dus -‘
Diane Adrian
—Close-to-^-,000^00^-—“
Jean Bartel
Air Force used the Roach studios
Hans Bartsch
In
for training and indoctrination
Lou Costello
film production during the last war
Hermione Gingold
oh a lease basis. But now Air Force
on
William Harrigan
brass is convinced that in view of
Playwright Marc Connelly has
C. N. Hilton, Jr.
current
international
en collaborating With film prosituation
Sol Hurok
they'd be better off buying a prop- ducer Jules Levey in preparing
Earl St. John
erty outright
“Fabiola” for the American marNunnally Johnson
Air Force already has limited ket. Pic has already played in
Sidney Kingsley
production facilities at Wright Italian, French and German verJeanette La Bianca
Field, near Cleveland. The Signal sions. Levey, handling U.S. rights,
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Corps studios at Astoria, L. t, the will release the film in September.
Floyd B. Odium
old Paramount lot also do some
“Fabiola,” starring Michele MorIrene Palasty
Work for tfie Air Force. But high gan, is adapted from the Nicholas
Abe Schechter
brass feels this isn’t enough.
Wiseman novel.
Elizabeth Taylor

Cobian circuit after operating

it

several years.

Aside from company interest
has upset expecta- in Israel and a sporadic venture or
two in North Africa and Australia,
there has been no strong interest
The only
the Argentine government. Yank iii countries overseas.
distribs have been advised that locale in which any major has reArgentina "Has suddenly demanded cently displayed an appetite theaa rate of 12.50 pesos to the dollar tre-wise has been Canada, strictly
be fixed on film earnings instead speaking considered more a dothan
otherwise
scene
of the 9.02 originally proposed in mestic
Washington talks with Dr. Ramon Twentieth-Fox has made several
A. Cereijo which set the basis for fruitless attempts to interest J;
the deal. Foreign managers will Arthur Rank in the sale of part Of
meet at the Motion Picture Assn, his interest in the Odeon chain in
of America tomorrow (Thurs.) to Canada,
One big reason for the lack of
mull the latest obstacle raised by
drive is the growing nationalism
the Peron government.

New

crisis

tions of an early signing of the
proposed American film pact with

Shift

in

rate

as

demanded by

Argentine treasury officials would
materially reduce the $5,000,000
which American companies believed could be remitted to h.o.s during the next five years. The $5,000,000 figure was an estimate at

(Continued on page

6)

N. Y. to L. A.
Nate

J.

Blumberg

Alfred E. Daff
Linda Darnell
Margalo Gillmore
Paulette Goddard
Denis Green

Johnny Greenhut
Radie Harris

John Houseman
Clarence Jacobson
Henry Jaffe
David Jordan
Norman Krasna
Frank Loesser

.

i

——

the company’s longterm lease to
the realty with another 17 years to
run and seating and equipment in
the showcase owned and installed
by the major. Estimated value of
equipment alone is said to be

of

local

exhibs.

These,

foreign

theatretmen have managed in a

number

of countries to obtain regulations barring the invasion of the
Yankee dollar. Where that is not
so, local exhib orgs have threatened unofficial boycotts against
companies opening in competition.
Aside from this factor, the inge-

'FRESHMAN’

to cause in rest
has on shelf “S’
$3,000,000 IN ’SO of Harold Diddlebock” (“Mad WedWashington, Aug. 22.
nesday”), Lloyd starrer which inDespite the general pickup at cludes some early “Freshman” footboxoffice, film industry divi- age as prelude to what happened
dends for the first seven months after Lloyd ‘‘Graduated from Colof the year ran nearly $3,000,000 lege.”
back of those for that period during 1949, U, S. Department of Commerce disclosed last week.
Figure for this year was $19,Hollywood, Aug, 22.
82Q,000, compared With $22, 684,000

j

:

Latest move is that of Warner
Bros. Major is understood to have
placed on the block its Warner theatre in Havana. Up for sale is both

LLOYD SETTING UP

at

IHTV Eli

dent

the 9.02 rate since the written pact,
yet unsigned, sets the five-year
total in pesos, not dollars. On the nious ways devised by American
basis of 12.50, over $1,000,000 in distribs to extract frozen currency
from various countries via comdollars would be lost;
Some foreign managers indicate pensation deals and otherwise have
worked against permanent investreadiness
a
to
accept
the
changed
satisfactorily.
rate, albeit reluctantly, on condi- ment in a country. In view of these
tion the $5,000,000 figure is pre- deals, there just is not enough coin
served by permitting a boosted available for theatre acquisitions.
total of pesos to be converted. Pressure to get every dollar from
Other company execs, openly dis- a country, a factor particularly
REISSUE gusted
with the red tape, constant strong during the past few years
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
shifts by the Argentines and patent of dwindling corporate profits, has
Harold Lloyd is setting up delaying tactics, want to drop the blocked uncertain and longterm
“Freshman” for national re-release. pact entirely.
flings at theatre buy-ups.
Film, lensed in 1925 and hailed as
There are two official rates in
one of the comedian’s best, will get Argentina, the 12.50 pesos
to the
musical score and narration \ "ore
L. A. to n. y.
dollar and the 9.02, Former rate
going out. It was sneaked in HunLouis Allen
has
been
set by the government on
tington Park last week to gauge
Edward Arnold
audimce reaction, house bringing imported goods while the lower exJay Barney
in electric organ for background change prevails internally. PeronEddie Bracken
ists are now arguing that pix are
music.
Compton Bennett
Lloyd last year sent o .t “Movie imports, therefore subject to the

release are

FORCE PREPARING

'

majors from the Caribbean island.
Paramount some time ago sold its

will be in
to be dis-

,

represented with “Memorial
Box” while Israel submitted “Out

1 •

from Howard Hughes

.

,

is

it:

circuit

so.

dieted several years back, is continuing Its reverse process without
any signs of letup. Instead of the
acquisition of hundreds of houses
abroad and the building of showcases In the capital cities of the
world, a process of contraction and
playing-it-safe because of overseas
uncertainties is more and more evU

Warners is pulling but of Cuban
exhibition because of high operating
expenses, which have lately been
mounting further. Its exit would
mark the complete departure of all

They

English, presumably
tributed in the western hemisphere
by the producer’s Seiznick Releasing Organization.
DOS intends to have his co-producers, casts, stories, directors and

Postwar expansion of major
company theatre holdings abroad,
a growth which was widely pre*

$150,000.

will all

hit a snag this week, with Hughes
asking changes in the purchase pro•by—the-j-foudgets- all ready-before he-makes_posal-,,-forwarded—_ to
,
„
Brandt syndicate last week.
Prin- announcement of his package. Discl P a ls continued to express opti- closure of the plan will be made
mism yesterday (Tuesday) on the before the end of this week if it’s
prospects of culminating the $7,- possible to clean up Same loose
000,000 deal, although they admit- ends;
ted there seems no likelihood of an
.
Selznick is also continuing with
e ar|y finale to the long negotiations.
arrangements for production of
Another complicating factor re- “The Wall” abroad.
That’s the
P° rted in the meantime is that John Hersey bestseller, for which
‘Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Wall street he paid $100,000 last spring. Plans
banki ng outfit that was to finance aren’t
far along enough for imde ?>- * ad «“•?«»>.
^tually mediate announcement.
Kuhn, Loeb is awaiting tfurther figMeantime, the producer, now on
ures before giving a yes or no
answer on whether it will go ahead the Coast, is continuing with efforts
to
set up a number of filmmaking
on flotation of a large bond issue
He has refused to
to provide the coin for the buyout projects there.
of Hughes’ 24% interest plus the consider lensing any of the presof
ent
brace
product
in France bestock of any other holder who
wants to sell at the same price as cause of the regulation that a
simultaneous French version must
Hughes.
Brandt spokesman declared they be made. He feels that dual-language
production is not only oyertuv AXUUU
Kuhn,
were UU
concerned by
nott WUVVUAVU
WJ the
Loeb attitude . I£ u did not; want to ly-expensive, but never turns out

“Ornheus”-

•

They

with

Producer is expected to go
abroad shortly to get the series before the cameras. His intention is
to get them all made within the

new

a

prints
Stein, industry law-

be co-producvarious native filmmakers in the two countries.
Italy.

.

Entries are further rounded out

&

shortly of plans for production of eight films in England and

'

by

to Sargoy
yers.

ment

'

•

Adano” (20th).
FBI has turned over the

Korea” and Christian Productions
with “First Battalion In Korea.”

Besides

Hot

E. H. (Buddy) Morris
Robert V. Newman
Don Sharpe
Joe Shea „
Stirling

Silfiphant
Steve Slesinger
Shirley Temple

Kenneth Thomson

Wald

Jerry

i

-

N. Y. to Europe
Harry Joe Brown
Lucia Chase
Beverly Dame
Betsy Drake
Louis Hayward
Jacques Ibert
Belva Kibler
;

Efram Kurty
Irwin Marguliei

Donald Morgan
Ralph Murphy

Abraham Polansky
Samual Schneider
James Stewart
Herbert J. Yate»

Bloomingdale
Spring Byington
Eddie Cantor
Igor Cassini
Mel Dellar
Brian Donlevy
Nanette Fabray
Billy

Fred F. Finklehoffe
Hal Gary
Arnold Grant
Ira Gershwin
Kathryn Grayson
Ben Hecht
Alfred Hitchcock
Celeste

Holm

Nat Hullinger
Ruth Hussey
Richard W. Krakeur
Paul N, Lazarus, Jr.
Ella Logan
Marty May
Robert, Merrill

Barbara O’Neil
Reginald Owen
Cole Porter*
Carl Post

Gene Raymond
Thelma Ritter
Ginger Rogers
Rosalind Russell
Ted Saucier
Carl Schreuer
Nate Spingold,

Shepperd Strudwlck
David Tebet
Lionel S. B. Shapiro
Maria Van Slyke
Louis Sobol
Louis Vemeuil

Jack M. Warner
Robert Whitehead
Camille Williams

Ed Wynn
Ann Zika

,

,
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PICTURES

ALLIED TO TAG UNFAIR’
Exhib bulletins that single out specific pix as '‘horrible” examples of extortionate rentals are not nearly as effective in pouring
cold water on bookings as might be expected. That is the attitude
being taken by distrib execs when asked to comment on the
plethora of wails raised in exhib publications against high rentals
in which films and distribs are named specifically.
Distrib viewpoint is summed up by one topper with the assertion, “when they hear of a film that's grossing big, they rush
to sign up on any terms that will guarantee them a profit/’ “The
first exhibitor to sigh is generally the fellow Who sounded the
warning,” this exeO added. “All he asks is that you don’t reveal
the terms that he accepted.”
Several sales execs declared flatly that they do not care how
much of a hubbub is raised in exhib bulletins so long as these
sheets say the film is doing well.
The publicity pays off more,
than the warnings hurt, the thought goes.

Pressure of complaints from
smallfry exhibs against percentage
films and claimed exorbitant rentals is, expected to push National
Allied into a hew approach on distrib relations when the theatre
group’s board of directors meets
in Pittsburgh Oct. 1-3. A number
of top Allied strategists are currently studying the question with
the idea of working out some policy which would avoid the legallyverboten use of boycotts but still
permit reprisals against major
companies charged with refusing
to sell pix on flat terms to small

Wald SalutesWarner
Jerry Wald, in an. alumnus’
salute to the Warner Bros, lot
as a school for filmmakers,
cited this week a statement to
him by Jack L. Warner: “There
is nd such thing as a washed-

up

,

’

To Wash,

War Co-op Confab

for

committee
Entire
liaison
of*
COMPO (Council of Motion Picture Organizations) will shortly
trek to Washington for the first
big confab with the Government
on industry, cooperation in the current war crisis.
The committee
.

consists of

COMPO’s

officers

and

Vogel Backs

COMPO

Strong backing for
(Council of Motion Picture Organizations) is asked of the
Loew circuit division and ther
atre managers by Joseph Vo:

nine veepees. The plan which
now being formulated by
is
Ned E. Depinet, COMPO prez, and
Arthur L. Mayer, exec veepee, is
intended to dramatize the liaison
work which the industry will perform as its stint in the present
its-

gel,

Metro theatreveepeey-iira~

letter this week.

In

first

move

by a major circuit, Vogel informed personnel COMPO is
now a “reality’’ and “Loew as

.

.

a company policy strongly
favors objectives of COMPO
and wants to do everything
possible to further the success
of the new organization.”
“There is no doubt that
COMPO’s success or failure
depends on men in the field

critical days.

Delegation will probably meet
With President Truman in a courtesy visit and then get down to
work with Dr. John R. Steelman,
the President’s aide, who has been
named to deal with the industry.
Proposed conclave awaits initial
organizing chores Of Mayer, includ-

like

yourself,”

Vogel

stated.

requests

COMPO

makes

What

is

product in groups to
certain brackets of exhibs, William
F.
Rodgers,
company’s distribution
Again Fails To
veepee, said here today (Tues.).
Rodgers is here accompanied by
Bait Binford Into
Edward M. Saunders, assistant
general sales chief, and Charles
M. Reagan, exec aide, for meetings
New attempt by United Artists with divisional heads. He returns
to challenge the constitutionality to his h.o. tomorrow (Wed.).
Metro has been studying the
of local censorship via Hal Roach’s
“Curley” is foundering on the idea for some time, Rodgers said.
His
company knows of the desire
same rocks that sunk its previous
test suit. Apparently, UA cannot certain exhibs to take advantage
bait Lloyd K. Binford, Memphis Of such a convenience, saleS chief
censor, into ruling one way or added. Plan will take further study
and no announcement of its adopanother on the film.
UA submitted “Curley” to Bin- tion will be made at this time.
Group selling, unlike blockford some three-four months ago
for his seal or, what seemed more booking, is legal under anti-trust
likely, a ruling against the pic, decrees. It permits an exhib to
which shows a Negro boy playing buy more than one film at a time
with whites. Step was taken after although separate rentals are' set
the U. Sv Supreme Court refused on each feature. Several majors
to review the UA suit challenging are currently selling in groups.
It is believed that Rodgers is
local censorship after state courts
acting on the request of National
upheld Binford.
Basis of the high court rejection Allied. Committee, headed by Col.
of an appeal was that Binford H. A. Cole, has Urged extension
never officially ruled on the merits of flat terms to exhibs.

UA

j

!

A

technicality in the
decision which held
that
had not filed a certificate
for doing business in Tennesse
blocked the test On the merits.
In the past four months since
the film was submitted again Binford has refused to pass on the
pic.
Death last week of Bern
E. Mariner, UA’s St. Louis Ex-

|

UA

(

Joseph Bernhard, prexy of Film
moved forward last week
with plans for going into indie production. He signed a non-member
change manager, has complicated title registration agreement with
the plan all the more since the the Motion Picture Assn, of Amerfilm exec was handling the details ica. He listed his headquarters as
for the company.
his apartment at the Drake hotel,
N. Y.
Classics,

FC, which was involved, in art
abortive merger effort with Eagle
Lion, is now in the hands of an
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Laurence Olivier’s production of assignee for creditors. Bernhard
“Hamlet,” after two years as a was in indie production before
toad show, will be tossed into gen- tying up with the distribution outeral release in October by Unl- fit, having been partnered with
Milton Sperling in United States
versaUnternational.
Latter is handling U.S. distribu- Pictures, which releases through

‘Hamlet’ Into Release

tion of the picture*

Now

that exhibitors have had a
cha n ceTo dige^it 20th -F ox s “scheduled performance” plan for its upcoming “All About Eve,” their
general opinion is that it’s a good
idea. Even though some of them
questioned by Variety declined to
predict whether the modified roadshow system could work for more
than a few pictures a year, the
consensus was that the publicity
resulting from playing a picture
that way would help stimulate the
boxoffice. And, they pointed out,
anything that can boost business
these days is good for the industry.
While 20th prez Spyros P.
’

(Continued on page 22)

Skouras and other company execs
played down the possibility that
the plan might be a step towards
elimination of double features,
some exhibs believe it might form
an incentive for houses to convert

(Continued on page

Warner Bros.

6)

Herbert J. Yates, Republic Pictures prexy, sailed from New York
yesterday (Tuesday) on the S. S.
America for a five-week survey of
the Continental market. Prior to
his departure, he attended a threeday sales meet held at the home-

the lot.
Aside from the session with
Depinet, a principal purpose of
the W-K trip east is to confab
with writers of prospective pix for
their .mammoth schedule of 12-ayear for five years. Among scriveners with whom they are meeting
are Jerome Weidman and Max
to

department, which is headed
by Arthur Schmidt. He also serves

tising

as liaison between the studio and
the distribution department on the
merchandising of Col product, and,
in addition, is in the top cabinet
echelon as a^ adviser on both
coasts on the production and marketing of the company’s films. He
likewise has supervised activities,
of studio departments in the east.

Lazarus resigned two weeks ago
He had been ettec aide
to prexy Grad Sears before the

from UA.

Lazarus and Spingold planed to
Coast over the weekend for
confabs with Cohn. They will return to New York next weekend.
In another change at Col, Lawrence H, Lipskin, who had been
assistant to Spingold, . was named
assistant to Joseph H. McConville,
prez of Columbia International, He
will be in charge of foreign advertising, publicity and exploitation.

He

Seek 2-a-Day Coast Date

Rep.'s Color Switch

Shulman.
in

Spingold, as part of his chores as
v.p., supervises the publicity-adver-

fills the place left vacant by
the death of David O’Malley about
18 months ago. The shift was said
office last week.
merely to be coincidental with the
In the course of the conclave, Lazarus appointment.
Yates predicted that the film industry will face its best prospects
since 1945 in the next few months. Maurer to Eye ‘Gyrano’
To take advantage of an anticipated upsurge in attendance, comFor Broadway Booking;
pany stepped up its 1950-51 program to 32 new features.

Oil

came

ir

“as

the

HERB YATES' 5-WEEK

tive recently in general operations

also

refused to define his duties
but said he would specify them
,

to a single-feature policy.
Bros.
20th- s system of selling “Eve/’ ex-

proximate delivery dates:
Producers came east Sunday (20)
and will remain in New York for
the rest of this week. They were
accompanied by Gorlon E. Youngman, v.p. and general counsel at
the studio, who has also been ac-

They

.

change' in UA management in
which Sears was displaced. Prior
to that he was pub-ad manager of
UA and before that was with the
Under Buchanan ad agency and Warner

months of their new five-year pact.
Ihdie team will determine, in their
huddle with the RKO topper, what
pix they’ll make, the order in
Chicago, Aug. 22.
exploring the idea of which they’ll be lensed and ap-

its

Spingold, 65, and independently
wealthy, has repeatedly indicated
his desire to retire, but lias continued With the company at the
behest of prexy Harry Cohn. He
signed a new five-year contract
about a year ago. lie has the option under it, however, of going on
a consultant basis at half pay after
the first two years.

.

duction program for the initial 12

Metro

Spingold.

(21)

E. Depinet in New York today
(Wednesday) to lay out their pro-

selling

washed-up

duties

pointment on the Coast Monday

Ned

6)

a

exec nominally will be studio
rep at the Col homeoffice, with his
more or less undefined, but
it is understood he will gradually
take over the duties performed by
ists

It is believed the plan, therefore,
is for Spingold to break Lazarus
into his duties for the next year
and then continue as a consultant.
Cohn, in announcing Lazarus’ ap-

Jerry Wald and Norman Krasna
are slated to meet with RKO prez

whose cooperation is necessary for
financial and other purposes.
If arrangements can be worked

only

Boulevard.”

to

all-industry project. Meetings will
be arranged in a large number of
key cities, with the COMPO regional head in each instance handling the details.
Mayer’s talks
will be directed mainly to exhibs

of the film.
state court

houses.
Several plans are said to be under study.
One of these which
may be adopted by the board would
empower it to tag any distrib so
judged as "unfair” and thereafter
publicize this fact through regional
The
bulletins and in other ways.
board could carefully avoid the
stigma of asking for a boycott
against a company so charged but
at. the same time put its members
on notice that the distrib is considered uhetfiicaF iri its sales policies. If individual members sought
their product elsewhere it would
be on their own volition, not that
of the exhib unit.
National Allied officials now feel

be seen,” he added,
in urging cooperation between
Loew employees and COMPO’s
local committees.

“remain

ing creation of a staff and renting
space.
Mayer intends to tour the country, probably in September, in a
drive, to win exhib support for the

(Continued on page

COMPO

star;

story.”
illustrating the point, Wald
said, was the success of Joan
Crawford in a number of films
after being absent from the
screen for some years* and the
current strength of the Gloria
starrer,
“Sunset
Swanson

Appointment of Paul N, Lazarus,
a new exec post at Columbia
this week is believed a prelude to
eventual retirement of v.p. Nate
Spingold. The former United Art-

Jr., to

Hollywood, Aug.

get acpress

New York

Republic

22.

Maurice Maurer, operating chief
of Broadway’s Astor, Victoria and
Bijou theatres, heads for Chicago
next week to see a rough cut of
“Cyrano de Bergerac,” Stanley
Kramer production which recently

switching from Truthree-color process
initiation Monday (21) at a lunch- recently perfected by Consolidated
Film Industries. Understood the
(Continued on page 20)
studio will make .16 features annually under the new tinter system. finished shooting. Kramer is bringFirst to make the switch is the ing the pic east for the midpoint,
‘NO
OUT’
Canova comedy, “Honey meeting with Maurer.
/iM.nA« Judy
Theatre exec will look at the
Chile ” startin * ^rly in SeptemCHI POLICE
vlll
1 l/LILLi
ber with Sidney Picker producing Jose Ferrer starrer as a prospective
two-a-day attraction at one of
and
R.
Chicago, Aug. 22.
G. Springsteen directing.
three Broadway houses. It
his
Chi police censor yesterday (21)
would be for an opening around
banned 20th-Fox’s “No Way Out.”
’s
Inside-Pix
Christmas.
Film portrays prejudices encountGeorge Schaefer, Kramer’s sales
ered by Negro doctor serving white
chief, and Myer P, Beck, his eastpatients and was met with veheas
ern flack, will accompany Maurer
ment disapproval by Captain Harry
Rome, Aug. 15.
to Chi for the screening. Kramer
Fullmer, local censor.
Metro,
now producing “Quo
Situations in the pic, particularly Vadis” at the Cine-Citta Studios will continue east for a six-city tour
white and Negroes merging to riot, just outside Rome, is making a in connection with his latest reas well as complete futility at end, short about the making of the film. lease, “The Men,” winding up in
(Continued on page 6)
prompted Fullmer to resist “stirPic concerns two, American girls
ring up any ashes. The film would visiting Rome who are shown how
not cause trouble between normal a giant production like “Vadis” is
Goodfried Joins Corwin
whites and Negroes,” Fullmer said, really put together. They are
“but thete is always the chance it shown through the sets, meet the
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
would stir up trouble among a actors “backstage” and in general
Bob Goodfried has resigned as
more abnormal faction.”
given an academic glance at the Coast pub-ad director of Eagle
Behind Fullmer’s action is local art of making pictures. Nini Bel- Lion to join Metropolitan Theatres,
soUthside, liero and Jane Howard, two young Sherrill Corwin chain, as ad-pubupheavals
Chi’s
on
where white and Negro have been girls who live in Rome with their lic relations director. He had been
under tension over local zoning parents, are taking the principal at EL five years.
laws, with frequent “incidents” re- parts.
Previously, Goodfried was in
Fullmer's psyFilm will be shown, as a trailer charge of field exploitation for
ported to police.
chology is to leave well enough during the publicity campaign set United Artists after several years
with the Skouras theatres in N, Y.
up by the studio.
alone.

quainted with the

and

RKO

staff.

WAY

ho
BY

They got their color

to a

is

new
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I
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Mast Gets No K’wood Comment—Yet
Hollywood, Aug. 22.

4

&

Marco circuit
Blast of Fanchon
chief Harry C. Arthur, Jr., last
week that Hollywood has gone so
highbrow that it’s abandoned “real
entertainment’’ isn’t being taken
too seriously by production toppers. His complaint was sent to all
major and independent studio
heads, as well as to leading indie
and

producers

top

Still Out
appearance of* a
film thesper in television shows
or pix inevitably touches off
a chorus of high-decibel pro-

Jury

Although

t

tests

distribution,

said he had no comment
since he had not received the letMe so production chief pore
ter.
nio

immediate statement
Observations

Frank Freeman, Paramount production head, said he had
Y.

referred the letter .to an assistant.
»nd didn’t think there’d be a reply.
That “lost audience,” Arthur declared in a round-robin letter,

TV. After our experience with
Hopalong Cassidy TV
the
show, it would seem that there
is much to be. said by both fac-

reHollywood’s
from
stems
cent swing toward Ubjects which

.

to

‘

product of this type.”
Arthur’s panacea for the b.o.
dold. anjs is for studio- to concentrate upon purely escapist fare and
develop new stars to take the place
of the “venerable oldsters,” who,
“although still capable of excellent
“histrionics dally are fading in popEntertainment, he emularity.”
phasized, should be our creed instead of a policy of “education and
propaganda.”
When top-quality films such as

.

.

,

.

—

learned whether this was still an
cm of difficulty, but it is understood that the revisions sought by
Hughes are of a much broader nait

ture.

Terms provide that he receive
something over $7 a share for his
92,9,000 shares.
Actual figure is
*
based on a formula of five-year
earnings of each of the approximately
100
theatres
involved.
Brandt's plan was to merge them
With the Trans-Lux chain of 14
houses.

'

j

studied

,

paid nothing for the stock.
It
claims that RKO got the shares by
threatening to build in competition
to the Reade houses.
Reade maintains that it would
be willing to start negotiations on
an equal basis if
had acquired the interest in the theatres
by buying in equitably, but it is
not willing urder the present circumstances.
Furthermore,
the
Reade attorneys claim, it is RKO’is
fault, not Reade’s, that the present
split of the partnership has become
necessary, and it doesn’t see why

RKO

should suffer through no act of
own.
Breakup was ordered by the federal court in a decree growing out
of anti-trust charges against the
major companies.

it

its

Continued from page

.

TO A.

Maurer-'Cyrano’

Continued from page 5
features as a “scourge” of the in- New York around
mid-September,
dustry and exhibs consequently be- He’ll be accompanied by his recent
lieve 20th is thinking in that di- bride, actress Ann Pearce.
rcction even if they will not say
Schaefer will continue to Hollyso at this time.
wood with the print. He’ll show it
Exhibs pointed out that the plan to
National
Theatres’
topper,
should not be too difficult to sell Charles Skouras, in an effort to
to their customers. Key cities are arrange a two-a-day preem on the
accustomed to playing certain pic- Coast at about the same time as
tures on a roadshow basis, With New York.
on| y two or three performances
While In Chi. Kramer will alsoily
Many sma
ex ibs screen the pic with Dmitri Tiomjl
i
fun on.e -show in the after- kin, Who'll write the music for it.
-doww tor. several .hours.; The composer, how in New York,
and then reopen for two more: per- w
continue west from Chi to
formances at night. Thus, exhibs start his chore following huddles
said,
20th ’s plan of scheduling with the producer Sessions with
three or four performances daily, Maurer, Tiomkin and his staffers
with a complete break between are tentatively set for next Tuesday
each one, would not be too differ- and Wednesday '29-30)
ent from the small towners’ cur-j
Other pix being set by Maurer
rent operating policy.
for his houses include “State SeThose theatres now operating on cret,” which will follow the cura grind policy, moreover, figure rent “Our Very Own” into the Vic;
they might be able to trim their ,' Walk Softly, Stranger,” which
operating expenses* if only to a may go into the Astor after the
Slight degree, under the “sched- current
“Edge 6f Doom,” and
uled performance” plan. While “American Guerilla in the Philipsuch items as rent and exec pines,” slotted for the Astor about
salaries remain steady regardless Nov. 7.
of a house policy, most exhibs pay
“Secret” is a Columbia release
their
projectionists,
ushers, made by Sir Alexander Korda in
cashiers, etc., on an hourly basis. England and starring Douglas FairAs a result, closing the theatre banks, Jr. “Stranger” is ah RKO
between each performance will en- production starring Joseph Gotten
able the exhibs to trim the costs and Alida Valli. “Guerilla,” made’
on their employees.
by 20th-Fox, stars Tyrone Power.
'

m

;

4

;

;

i

;

4

higher rate. However, foreign managers assert that they were verbally assured during negotiations
that the lower rate would apply.

Other Developments
forms of
Other discouraging developments
midget have
occurred in the Latino counauto races, night baseball, roller
skating, etc.
Reade thinks that a try during the interim period,
according
to
from
dispatches
cycle has just passed compounded
of
many forms of amusement Buenos Aires. Argentine Entertainment
Board
has
quota
upped the
which were made all but impossiand terms on locally-produced pix,
ble by the war.
making it almost impossible for
U S. films to get good playing time.
Chi’s Upturn
Mandatory higher rentals for ArChicago, Aug. 22.
gentine films means that Yank
Theatre business here, which imports will not be able to get the
took a healthy upswin; in the last right terms since exhibs will unmonth, has local exhibs scrZtching doubtedly seek to make up their
for an explanation. Whatever cause losses on American features.
is behind the upsurge, loop houses
New taxation law lias been rushare nevertheless feeling the first
throbs of hope in a period dormant ed through Congress at Buenos
for many months. Closing of Bala- Aires under which distribs will
ban & Katz’s Garrick, on a reissue have to pay roughly 140% more
policy for the past year and a half, than in the past. It was steamas well as the shuttering of first- rolled through in 24 hours. Law
run Loop theatre, has tightened up increases Tax bite for everyone,
on downtown theatres, with loop- especially Tor
foreign capital.
going patrons necessarily Tunneled Capping the climax, distribution
a
into
smaller span of houses.
office uhion is demanding 20%
Another reason argued by ob- wage increases, plus other benefits
ularity

|

j

iiiv

who have thoroughly

dis-

Nevertheless, a number of exhibs
pledges for sup- in the NeW York area have suggestport of COMPO are rolling in from ed that poor quality of hot- weather
the field, Earl J. Hudson, head of tele shows may be driving some of
United Detroit Theatres, has ad- the TV holdouts back into theatres.
vised Depinet by wire that 500 There’s also the angle of better
Michigan exhibs are mobilized to theatre-going weather this summer
support the war effort. J. 3. Har- than last, which is cited by Oscar
vey, prez of Theatre Owners of Doob, Loew’s theatre exec. Doob,
North and South Carolina, as well incidentally, is one of those who
as W. F. Crockett, head of the holds out strongly against the idea
Virginia Theatre Assn., also report that product improvement is the
cooperation.
It Is significant in all-important factor in the upturn.
the light of previous opposition to
Walter Reade, Jr., of the Reade
COMPO ’s war role by Theatre circuit, has a theory of cycles in
Owners of America that the three the biz. He declares that films
exhib leaders are affiliated with have always run into cycles of pop-

|

Stickler in the deal during the
earlier stages was warranties that
each side asked because the actual
stock transfer wasn’t slated until
Jan. 1 or 2, the last day allowed to
Hughes by the court for divorcing
his theatre and production-distribution operation.
It could not be

discussing the up-

first

'

'

tribs

when

Most theatremen and

their markets have never attributed more than 5% of the drop in
receipts to tele competition, especially since there has been no discernible correlation between tele
areas and the biz drop.

chairman.

if

P

trend.

COMPO

,

'

Nnah
h niptrioh
in^
freaumt

there also

14th floor.
To aid Mayer in the mountain
of details on organization, personofnel and setup of the
fice, Depinet has named a threeman committee consisting of Max
A. Cohen, Robert W. Coyne and
Oscar A. Doob. Cohen, a circuit
operator in N. Y., will serve as

Lichtman have consistently gone
frame alternate sug- on record as denouncing double

h fd’ b^en

;

Video Angle
rangements made by Mayer this
week. Industry org will occupy
The TV angle, which has always
the suite on the 21st floor formerly been in the forefront of industry
tenanted by the Fabian theatre thinking regarding the slide in biz
Latter has moved to the of the past few years, naturally is
chain.

Continued from page 4

accept it more or less in toto or
not at all, since the terms set down
Were arrived at in consultation with
Slack and Hughes’ principal ad-

•

1-

Paramount prexy fuses to sell o.i that basis,
Reade contention is that there
was sbmewhat more downbeat in
assessing present strong biz than is no reason for it to pay any
more than book value, since RKO
some of his colleagues.

-

they agree to play it singly.
Such 20th toppers as veepee A1

asked and to
gestions on the other points.
VVeisman
and
Tom Slack,
Hughes' counsel, completed work
10 days ago on the terms of the
proposition to be offered to the
RKO chief. This Was forwarded to
him and it was thought he would

serv- circuit control by Harry Brandt’s

ent b.o. trends.

COMPO

Continued from page 5

Brandt-Hughes

:

j

j

COMPO

hibs will be able to buy the film

only

j

J

—

!

Skedded Showing

.

W
to*' the^Sttta?lieW
ijtgouaung^ penoa.

!

COMPO

.

will again click witn activity.”

communication

_

is

j

.

vi,nv

.

calls for military

j

Trans-Lux Corp. is consummated,
Brandt has stated that/ he wants
to hang onto only those houses
over which RKO has full operating
control,
He said he thought he
could sit down with the Reade inContinued from page 3
terests “and make a deal in five
reflected at the b.o. It’s expected minutes” to sell out RKO’s T-NB
/
to take severabmore-months before holdings, to Reade..
Nub of the dispute is the Reade
the full force is felt.
demand that .t be permitted to buy
If experience is the same as during the last war, the rise, when it out RKO’s 50% interest at book
value. That’s said to be about $300,comes, will be sudden and sharp.
Harney Balabah made that obser- 000/ compared with actual evaluation of about $1,500,000. RKO revation last week in discussing pres

.

Meanwhile

of

Partners are already tinder order of the superior court of New
Jersey to reach an agreement or
face an edictec’ dissolution of the
corporation
owning the chain.
Agreement was supposed to have
been reached by Aug. TO, but a
Motion Picture Producers Assn> postponement was obtained by muhas issued a list of questions call- tual consent. Reade and RKO are
ing for past and present informa- under compunction to either buy
tioni Idea is to determine what or sell to each other.
thesps, writers and other -studio
Situation may be changed if the
employees will be available in case current deal for takeover of RKO

service in the draft. All employees
of motion picture studios, male or
female, have been instructed to
file questionnaires, covering their
past lives, including their marital
and military experienpe.

|

.

split

12-house

will lead to the only settlement.

meaning young and active citizens
who might be called for military

of America to talk at that group’s
ljDaUas convention in October. Gael
Sullivan, TOA’s exec director, has
already “indicated that he. will inMayer
official.
vite the
Will probably also appear at the
Pittsburgh board meet of National
Allied Which is set for Oct. 1-3.
Board will reopen the
question since it originally ratified
the project for only one year.
will have its executive
offices in the Paramount building,
Times Sq. landmark, under ar-

,

,

.

its

ready to accept an invitation from the Theatre Owners
...

over the

.

all

Mayer

RKO

pute With

their partnership in the

Coast Survey
Hollywood, Aug. 22.

Continued from page 5

work.

Washington, Aug. 22.
-Heads-- of -the—five—major—n ewsreels huddled here last week with
Joseph Yoyin, chief of the pictorial
section of the U. S. Dept, of Defense, in an attempt to line up as
rapid a release schedule on Gov‘Annie Get Your Gun,” “Broken ernment film emanating from
Again,”
Sings
Arrow,” “Jolson
Korea as they had at the end of
“Samson & Delilah,” “Flame and World War II.
the Arrow,” “Sands of Two Tima,”
By the time the Japanese sur‘Francis,” “Cinderella” and “Fancy rendered in 1945, the Government
Pants” are s£ill being produced: had begun processing and developArthur pointed out, that’s an indi- ing all footage in Washington, and
cation there’s still hope for the the film was then air-expressed di“But these rectly
industry’s recovery.
to the reels’ homeoff ices in
productions,” he added, “sadly are
New York. Under the present setjiow in the minority. Were it hot up on material emanating from
so, we ’should not now be wonderKorea, however, film lensed by
ing where our former grosses have
*
Signal Corps cameramen is dewandered,”
veloped
at the corps’ photograchanve
“What brov :ht about our
of viewpoint and standards,” Air ph ic centre at Astoria L. I. then
shipped
to the Pentagon here for a
thur continued, “is not quite clear.
An influx of foreign pictures came onceover by security personnel. As
along, some of which appealed to a result, the reels must wait an
the socalled intelligentsia, induc- extra day or two before they can
ing many American producers to get the footage wrapped up into
emulate the efforts of fc reign pr > their releases,
ducers despite the fact that in the
While nothing definite came out
free film markets of the world, of the meeting, the chiefs of the
75% to 90% of the films shown newsreels are hopeful they’ll be
wer American
able to rearrange the schedule in
Arthur urged the top men of the their favor. According to Walton
industry to return to fundamentals. C< Ament, Wamer-Pathe veepee
Throw out psychiatry, propaganda, who attended the buddies, a “thorinter-racial problems, disease, sa- oughly efficient relationship bedism, viciousness and death, he ex- tween the reels and the Dept,
of
horted/ and concentrate apon pro- Defense
was established.”
ducing films which are wholly entertaining, “Give new star personalities to our patrons,” he wrote,
“along with pictures that entertain
and the boxoffices of the nation
.
.

here.” Queries at the other firms only solution to its years-long
diselicited similar responses,

said he was willing to
the necessary speaking himof sudden
However, he dislikes the idea ice.
of leaving New York until he feels
he has a strong organization behind him to carry On the required

do

self.

*

Rattle through the* courts is seen
company a. spokesman con“we don’t talk about it up by the Walter Reade circuit as the

latter
fided,

Mayer

out,

tions.”

smacked of too much ophisti cation and art. “Our patrons,” he
wrote, “by their non-attendance
,e they don’t want
strongly in /

ployees about two weeks ago. Incomplete returns show that there’s
small likelihood that any topechelon execs would be called to
the colors. Statistics were unavailable
at
Paramount, Universal,
Warners and United Artists, At the

Trenton - NeW Brunswick
chain.
While claiming to be anxious to
War and its impending influence find
another
way
out,
Reade
was on the film business has resulted feel that an out-and-out court execs
fight
in a general survey of personnel,

COMPO

situation,

%

Continued from page 3

request for elimir
nation of the admissions tax. However, he added, the industry would
renew its request as scion as the
The senators
situation improved.
and representatives assured Myers
of their, support after the war.

in

Men,”

may make some

Korean

withdrawing

a bulletin of Independent
Exhibitors, Inc<, Massachusetts
Allied group, in bringing Up
the recent entry of Gene
Autry into telepix.
Bulletin declares: “There is
a difference of opinion as to
the effects on our business by
the showing of Autry films on

,

later.

a

helps or hurts, their theatre
Question; is offib o. value.
cially raised for the first time

Stanley Kramer, who turned out
“Home of the Brave,” and “The

but

is

growing debate among theatremen themselves. on whether
TV stints by the acting clan

execs.

Schary had

from exhibs, there

Draft Depletion

Washington, Aug. 22.
Resignation of Abram F. Myers
of the taxation and
chairman
as
legislation committee of the Council of Motion Picture Organization®
was sent to COMPO prexy Ned
jDepinet last week as the committee
wound up its Work. It had concentrated on reducing or eliminating the 20% admissions bite and
had success virtually within its
grasp when the Korean war blew
4
all tax-reduction plans sky high.
Myers made public last week excerpts of letters from leading members of Congress in response to the
recent Myers letter to thdm. Myets
had written that, because of the

of

competing

amusement— miniature

golf,

servers is present hostilities in
which have not only effected an economic upswing, but
has fashioned, a more subtle demand for entertainment. Voiced
the loudest, however, is the fact
that the boxoffice increase now
comes as abnormal, rising sharply
against a steady downward trend,

Korea,

and can be explained away by

less

optimistic exhibs as either a manifestation of a dose of cool weather,
a relentless mulcting of exploitation ideas, or as a phenomohon of
a group of high-quality picts running on top of one another. Logically pointed out too is weak summer fare on video.

in the

way

of social security.

No

doubt they are influenced by the
fact -that exhibitor personnel has
gotten raises of
to July

Local

1,
..

27%,

retroactive

1949,

producers

.

are

.

maki rtg

capital out of the small group of
pix released in the last few weeks
by United Artists under a separate

agreement with the government.
They have not been able to comb.o. results of the best
Announcement of
releases.
these films as “the first of the new
U.S. pictures since 1949” has not
done the Arfierican film industry

pare with

local

any good.

—

-

4^

Tussle in which the Motion Picture Assn, of America is currently
engaged with the French government promises to get even rougher
as a result of the attitude of the
Society of Motion picture Produ-

SIMPP

cers.

.

has in effect solidly

aligned itself With the French on
one of the latter’s principal points
of issue with the MPAA.
Majors are asking that if Paris
insists on a ceiling on the number
of imports, blanket permit be isso that it may
sued to the

MPAA

own allocating of import licenses among its members. French
government wants to do its own

do

its

allocating to each of the companies

—a

ILGWU

Pic Acquired

For

Canada

Every Other Mo.

.

MPAA

—

relations.—
It was partly to that end that
SIMPP’s distribution committee
.

Arnall to
While the
be to pro-

tect the indie position in

Germany,

he’ll 'also

York

undoubtedly be heading

MPAA

French

will

be acquainted with

the SIMPP stand that licenses,
rather than being granted on a
license basis, should be handed out
picture-by-picture on a merit basis.
Leading producers in the Society
feel that it will give them a better
break on ratio of indie to major
permits. Under the Blum-Byrnes
accord, majors got 110 licenses to
11 for the independents.
An equally important reason for
SIMPP opposing blanket permits
to a group or organization .is that
it feels it has no legal right under
anti-trust laws to

make

allocations

among

its members. In any case
Such a task would lead to tremendous internal dissension—-just as it
threatens to in the MPAA.
All the same reasoning applies
to blanket allocations in other
countries, as well as France. For

among

others, SIMPP’s
new Continental rep will undoubtedly be traveling to Spain, Italy
and other countries. Arnall, incidentally. is now attempting to select a man for the job.
SIMPP execs would like to join
forces with
so as to present
a unified front in dealing with foreign governments, such as was the
case in the recent agreement hammered out in England. They maintain, however, that MPAA’s record
makes that impossible, since there
are numerous signs of lack of unity

that reason,

MPAA

among

MPAA

As

SIMPP’s

attitude is
that it must take care of itself by
continued vigilance. That is basically why it went into the project
last week of hiring its own man
in Europe.
a result,

YOUNG-LUPINO TALK

NEW DEAL WITH RKO
Hollywood, Aug,

22.

Young and Ida Lupino
talking a new pact with RKO

Collier

are

following

completion

of

current

one-year, three-picture ticket.

They

h ave
“Outrage,”
completed
“Mother of a Champiou” and will
start shortly on “Restless *Age”
They plan same general budget,
around $250,000 per film for new
deal, though they spent over $300,000 on “Mother.”
Indie will concentrate on new
faces and development of unknown
personalities*

Young

*

declared,

with format remaining the same as

problems of American
democracy.
Young pointed put
that extensive prepping has made
before,

it

possible to shoot films without

added scenes or retakes of any
kind

a*

declining

market and Gregor Piatigorsky,

a slash in profits, while a
good backlog of reasonably budgeted pix distributed during b so.
ascendancy is a sure signpost to a
.

to 300

may be achieved

pix—and

The

so.

certain, that vaults
will grow fuller, although how fast
and how much will be determined

mpre. by Moscow’s strategy than by
.Hollywood’s.
If the international
Washington,' Aug. 22.
Myers, Allied States situation continues hazardous—as
board chairman, today (Tues.) in- it seems sure to at the moment—
directly Urged exhibitors to raise both b o. and budgets are likely to
their* admission prices. Writing in climb.
That’s a surefire combo
the Allied States Bulletin, Myers for the building Of a backlog.
said that with costs increasing over
Grosses have already spurted
the past, 10 years and boxoffice de- from spring lows since the North
clining in the past three, the only Korean assault started U, S, econhope remaining to many exhibitors omy on a limited War footing. An“is increasing admission prices.”
ticipated further hypoes to war
Exhibitors, h " wrote, had hoped production and resultant shortages
for relief from their “desperate” of consumer goods are bound to
situation in elimination or .cutting, continue building boxoff ices.
Re.of federal taxes. Now, with the
(Continued on page 20)
darkening international situation,
they even face increased income
taxes on What they do earn.
While raising admission prices Budd Rogers, Unger
may cut attendance, Myers wrote,
it is the only choice many operSetting Syndicate Pix
ators have. They camt continue in
their present condition, and must
For Fall U.S. Release
try increasing admissions, even at
First two films being turned out
the risk of losing attendance.
by a tri-national syndicate of AmerF.

20%

that

year’s

program

executive re20th ’s next

Of

he

would

made

abroad. There would be two to
three made in Britain, one in
Canada, One in Australia and one

cellist.

in

Germany,

of

returns.

to

“Mudlark” and
the opposition from British techOf
the
employment
nicians over
Hollywood directors and producers
was glossed over by Zanuck:
“You'll agree when you see Miss
Dunne that she was an excellent

Queen Victoria

Tentative plans now call for a
revival of the proposal at the Theatre Owners of America’s upcoming
national convention in Dallas in
the latter part of October. At that
time most if not all of the original
sponsors, of the company will be
together and readily available for
the necessary collection of funds.
Fabian is expected to renew efforts
to get the company started because
of his conviction and that of other
exhibs that the theatres are still
ican,. British and French bankrollnot assured of a steady supply of
ed are now being set for fall re- product,
lease in the U. S. by Budd Rogers
NEFC still has subscriptions toand J. J, Unger, acting as sales talling close to $2,000,000 from va.

r

in

choice;”

Of

top

the

talent,

directing

British

he ranked with the best
none

available in Hollywood. But
of the top-flight personnel

.

REP. PUSHES PAYOFF

Hollywood

vealed

For Co-op Prod.

within the

,

Abram

believed.

Zariuck’s trip is primarily concerned with the cutting of “The
Mudlark” and the ironing out difficulties that have arisen over the
production in Germany Of “Call
It Treason.” He now has left London for the Continent, arid will
be returning three weeks later
for a final 10-day stay.
On “Mudlark,” Zanuck already
has supervised the first Cut arid
will check the final editing when
he returns from Germany. He
Perking exhib business of the denied any knowledge of the storm
past six weeks may revive the long
that is blowing up over its likely
dormant proposal of Si Fabian, selection as the Command Percircuit operator, for the creation
British
but
picture,
formance
of a cooperative film production
“would be very happy if it is seoutfit under the name of National
lected.”
Fabian
Exhibitors Finance Corp.
The 20th-Fox British outfit
practically shelved the project sevstarts filming, at Denham in the
eral months ago when he found
middle of September on “No Highexhibs to be lethargic to any proway.” After that, Zanuck hopes
posal which called for putting up
will be a more continuous
NEFC there
substantial sums of Cash.
flow of productions anchored in
was originally planned to start with Britain.
$10,000,000 in exhib subscriptions,
Answers Criticism on “Mudlark.”
but the sum was reduced to $2,000,
The criticism that followed# the
000 in the light of dwindling b. o. selection
play
Irene Dunne

big net.
Size of the stockpile now augurs
fairly well for the industry under
.current—conditions.
It would be
profitable, however, from the present outlook, to have, a much bigger

next year or
It appears

Was

available;, arid he felt justified in
first-class Hollywood

employing a

director rather than a second-rate
British one.

*

-

ON

ARREARS

reps, Second pic, which stars Rex
DIVVY
Harrison and Lilli Palmer (Mrs.
With improved profits fattening Harrison), is nearing the windup
the company’s larder, Republic is
point at Nettlefold studios in Britpushing its drive to pay off an ain, TeeOff film,
“Pardon My

French,”

is

already

in

the

rious exhibs.

v

Since the beginning of the year,
company has paid off 75c per share
on accumulated dividend requirements.
Preferred stock calls for
$1 yearly* Improved business for
Rep brought in $290,766 after taxes
during its first quarter of fiscal ’50
against a full year’s take of $486,578 in ’49.
New preferred dividend payment
will be made Oct. 1 to stockholders
of record Sept. If.
•

However, no

effort

ITALIAN FILM FINISHED

made to collect on the
pledges, which have expired, Faced
with business troubles, exhibs have
not been ready to throw their coin
into long-range operations. Brightening domestic film picture is now
effecting a change in attitude.
Number of bigtime exhibs are
still concerned with the plight, of
indie production. Fadeout of Film
Classics and uncertainties of United Artists have convinced them
that a strong new company is needed on the Coast to keep the indies
in the field.
has been

can.

Merle Ober on and Paul Henreid
co-star.

Three-ply financing involves dolby Peter Cusick Inter-

lars supplied

national Films, pounds from Five
Ocean Co Ltd., and francs from
Sagitta Films of Paris.
The Harrison-Palmer pic is being produced
,

to arrears.

selves.

on

released

means

that

accumulation of dividend arrears
on preferred stock. Rep’s board
this week ordered distribution of
another 50c per share on*the preferred issue.
Of this melon, 25c
goes for the regular quarterly
them- divvy while the other 25c is applied

members

newsmen in London last Thursday (17). That was difficult to accomplish while the film market remains depressed, attendances decline and studio costs go up* he

A

backlog—from 250

last

for France to impress on the government that the
does not
rep the entire U. S. industry.

veepee, when speaking before a
party Of 100 British and American

;j

.

voted approval in New
.week for prez Ellis G.
employ a rep in Europe.
pew man’s initial job will

London, Aug* 22.
raise the tone of Hollywood
production, while, operating on a
profit-making basis, was listed as
his immediate ambition by Darryl
F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox production

To

New

situation brought about by
the nation’s move toward a war 20th’s Concert Pkge.
U.S.,
Distrib economy is expected to add furSet for
ther to the already-Sizable industry
‘‘With These Hands,” feature
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
backlog
of
pix
in
the
and
can
editfilm recently financed by the InTwentieth-Fox will release six
Survey of 12 studios: by
ternational Ladies’ Garment Work- ing.
packages of concert films during
207
ers Union, has been acquired for Variety recently disclosed
the coming season at the rate of
UV S. and Canadian distribution by pix either on the shelf awaiting re- one package every second month,
lease or being worked over by the
Classic Pictures.
That’s the new
starting in September, First pack"
releasing outfit set up by A1 Mar- cutters.
of a violin concert
Backlog represents a slow but age will consist
golies and Max J. Rosenberg.
-by Jascha Heifetz, a piano conMargolies handled publicity on significant climb from the low cert by Artur Rubinstein, vocal
the pic during its runs > at the point of stock in the Vault reached recital by Jan Peerce and a conGotham and Little Cine Met in just about a year ago. Its size is cert by the N.Y. Philharmonic OrNew York. Plans are for further carefully Watched by top execs be- chestra.
theatrical distribution, to be fol- cause it is a very important pointSecond group: will include a conlowed by extensive 16m show- er to future industry prosperity. cert by Marian Anderson, and a
large stock of high-cost product
ings through labor organizations,
trio recital by Heifetz, Rubinstein

stand with which SIMPP is
firmly in agreement.
Indies aim to get their attitude schools, libraries, etc
Cast, headed by Sam Levcne and
on the record in Paris before
proxy Erie Johnston and Arlene Francis, includes a number
international division topper John of non-pro actors,
G. McCarthy get there in November to negotiate a revision, of the
Blum-Byrqes agreement, which cur*
rently governs Franco-U. S. film

•

I

9

by Anthony Bushell and Reginald
Beck, both tied to Five Ocean. Division of distrib rights among the
three syndicates is part of the pack-

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Roman producer
who speaks no English, completed
the first Italian film ever made in

Aide

this

titled

American-born

player
in
the
the rest consisting of
thesps Raciti rounded up
in N. Y. Picture was made in
Italian and English arid directed
by Cesare Girosi. It shows the

troupe,
Italian

;

.

changes in a young Italian immi-

Hollywood, Aug.

[

.

a

King Bros, is stepping out
program of three pictures,

22.

grant as he picks up
thoughts and ideals.

-

American

with,
cost-

SDG

ing a total of $1,000,000, without
Asks
a release outlet or any financing
from outside sources.
For
Pledge
Films will be made with the aid
Holly Wood, Aug. 22.
of coin from the company’s 900
stockholders* something different
Board of Directors of Screen
in Hollywood. Kings recently com- Directors
Guild,
at
a
meeting
pleted “Union 1-1000” for Allied chaired by Veepee Albert S. Rogell,
Artists
on the Monogram lot. passed a resolution calling for nonWhere they will shoot their new communist affidavit as a part of all

WB,

Members

Non-Commie

,

Commoa

[

|

ner Bros.’ board ordered distribution of 25c. per share on common
program is still to be determined.
Laurel's
Starter
Divvy is payable Sept. 25
stock.
Laurel Film, eastern production
to stockholders, of record Aug. 28.
TINT TV TRAILERS
unit,
“Two
roll
of
a
Kind”
will
next
Common stock .dividend of 50c
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
per share was announced by 20th- month. Casting on. the pic, which
For the first time in film history,
Fox, With stockholders of record is to be shot entirely in N.Y., will
start during August. Comedy was Walter Lantz is making half-minSept. 1 set to collect Sept. 29.
Twentieth also declared for pre- produced on Broadway by Milton ute trailers in Technicolor to plug
Berle a few years back under the his program of cartoon shorts for
Those
stockholders.
holdferred
distribution through' Universal-Ining prior preferred receive $1.12 V6 label “Same Time Next Week.”
Searle Kramer, Who scripted the ternational.
Convertible
per share Sept. 15 w
screen
treatprepping
comedy,
Lantz will turn out six “Woody
is
preferred get 3714 c. per share Sept.
29.
In each case stockholders of ment. Laurel will name the direct Woodpecker” inkies this year, with
tor next week.
a first order for 2,500 prints.
record Sept. 1 share the pie.

New

Picture,

wood.
Constance Dowling was the only

age..

written by Edgar Lustgarten. Harrison has been doubling from studio work With his appearance on
20tb Push Thru
the London stage in T. S, Eliot’s
“The Cocktail Party.” It is the first
film he has m? de in several years.
Divvies on
Rogers-Unger duo are seeking
Two of the majors this week
major
company release for “Hall”
pushed through Regular dividend
War- in the U. S.
payments to stockholders.

country.

was made on a crosscountry tour from N. Y. to Holly-

'

\
British production now winding
up is a filmization of “The Long,
Dark Hall,” screenplay by Nunnally
Johnson, with additional dialog
from W. E. C. Fairchild. Novel was

Raciti,

“Trailer,”

— ————
.

X-COUNTRY TRIP

IN U.S.

!

membership
applications.
All
members are being notified and
it’s expected most will file noncommunist affidavits to follow lead
of the board and* council directo-

who signed previously.
Rogell spoke for SDG in absence
Joseph
Mankiewicz.
proxy

rates,

of

Meanwhile, Walter Wanger accepted chairmanship of Los Angeles area drive, for “Crusade for
Freedom,” organized to fight com-

munism.

'
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FlUt REVIEWS
Mister 880

»

.

Burt Lancaster
BUchanan..,..
Winslow;.... ,..., .Dorothy McGuire
Gwenn
, .Edmund
Skipper Miller,. .> ...
Steve

. . .

Mac ...... ...
Chief.

.

.

.

.

. . . ,

.

.

Judge O’Neil.

Mitchell

Millard

....
...

. . , . . . .

..

.

.

Minor Watson

.

•

.Hotvard St. John

Hugh

Sanders
. .. . . . .. . ...
James. Millican
...
. . .. ,
Chamberlain
v . . ...... Howland
Larry Keating
.
Lee . ... .v ..*..*
Kathleen Hughes
. . , . .
Secretary. ...
Geraldine...Wall
Miss Gallagher . . . . ...

Thad

Mitchell

*:

Johnson.

©lie

Duff

.

.

. .

.

-

.

.

.

Adult

.

.

.

;

Sergeant

.

.

.

Maggie
Mousie

.

.

.

,

......

.
,

.

.

*

. . ...

* .

.

x
/.

.

.

<

.

.

.

.

,

•

Kd .Max

•

Frank Wilcox,
George Adrian

.....

;.

;

•

.

(Musical)

New

Yorker
St. Clair McKelway ’s
stories, about the counterfeiter of $1 bills who eluded the

make

tune-

.

Moon”

to

.

Meller should
big grosser both in
;

Britain and U. S.
“The Difficult Years” (ItalStrong art house entry
ian);
depicting the fall of Italian
fascism.

allegedly he incapable of bearing another.
Move^ by; the happy
plot aiihs obscured but there are
ends when the finale
[

i

comes*
Joseph

There have
added to the

in
wno

^

,

sets
seis

,

.

^

«

—

-

—

---

,

^

^

1

.

uraDie

,

;

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

*

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

Warde

.Beatrice

.

A

highly
exploitable
theme,
lending itself to thorough ballyhoo,
gives “Outrage” excellent chances
in its market.
An independent
production by Filrnakers, Inc., for
RKO releaise, it gives the company
an okay entity that will get over in
both special hypoed dates and as
a dualer for the general situation.
Rape and its effect on the victim
arid her loved ones set up the
melodramatic plot. However, handling of the theme is more interested in the events that transpire
afterwards, and tells them with a
touch that fits the film for more
general playdateS than the motiva-

,

:

tion would indicate.
ments and there are good comedy
Mala Powers impresses as the
assists from Elsa Lanchester, Mel- victim, She is a young girl, enville
e Cooper, Mary Wickes and gaged to a cleancut young man.
' i,
After working late one night; she
others.
u
violatcd while going
Production dress supplied by J s seize it.a

ei

is

.

.

Marge.

-

j

. .

.

;

causes a thrilling auto accident and
medicos.
prepares to pay his debt to society
^yhile Miss Grable and Dailey
so ne can return to imiss van*.
‘offer their capable standard brands
Cotteh is excellent and his vis-a- of song-and-danco, the real eyevis dees a sound, appealing chore catcher of the pic is a lush, brunet
*’•
*
’
’
-x ...
the cripple
as
“5 phorXVtpr^rid
attention
cailY out t e
of Robert Stevenson
smalltown values that vocalizing. Best bits in the fil
film are
l has topnotch
hel P- and casting assures good her takeoffs of TV cosmetic comtypes Among performances ratmg mercials.
credit are Spring Bymgton, as the
Wayne also scores with some
kindly landlady; Paul Stewart as novelty tunes and some novelty
a petty crook; John Mclntire, fac- lines. Latter includes his crack folfnnr
Flrilo caustic
oaiictio lowing
an
AvnlnribHori
of’
Esther Dale,
tlOW
tory foreman; T?cfhnr
explanation

;

.

‘

Henry

is

.

.

‘

hokum

.

.

.

.

ro chin - the audience the couDle Levin. By a fast pace^and expertly
find themselves with two adopted punched physical bits, he keeps the

|

.

.

.

‘

aimed at heavfly^rded

;

.

;

.

.

.

^

>

.

*

SwUchWhe

mm-e ^ecurb”

1

l

*

.

.

a burlesque
wul,Ci! lluc show
Iuyv at a private paiiy
party
^i
sides of f
of,
} form 1? leg
no
pastoiul.
y
^
V
f .
D i e ntv of Picture material in
Steering the players through the
u self p After a number of disap-

j

r

f iiw
& a

hnt v

!

•

story,
characters
along with the usual situations that
screen license can permit under the
whole
the
and
circumstances,
evolves into one of the fine entertainments of the yemr.
The pic basically concerns the
frantic search by the Secret Service for their unknown adversary.
The humor stems from the manner
in which the defenseless old man,
can elude them, though .all thy
while the Service is able to crack

.

.

Stella Garter
Rita Ltipino
Sgt. Hendrix. .. .. ...
Hal March
Mr. Harrison. . .. . . . Kenneth Patterson
Frank Marini. ..... . . . .... ... Jerry Paris
Mrs. Harrison.
Angela Clarke
Sheriff Hanlon . * . ... . V. .
Roy Engei
Mrs. Miller
....
.Lovyss Bradley
Shoeshinc Bpy
Robin Canip
Lee Wilkins
. .
.William Challee
.
.
Judge McKenzie. .
..Tristram Coffin
Mr. Denker . ....... ...... Jerry Hausner
Dr. Hpffman. ;> .
... Bernle .Marcus
Office Worker.
.. ..
.Joyce McCltiskey
Scarface ;
....... Albert Mellon
Prosecuting Attorney. ..... John Morgan
Andrew.
Victor Perrin
Fired Keith . , ..... i ......
John Peiletll

•

|

Gotten is the gambled
small
himself un
up in a smaii
mmseu
town, intent on wbpmg a crippled
^
tak<* a serious
rich girl. His plans
turn when he finds he really loves
Valli. but the suspense f^s tight
when a past mistake (robbery of
been a bigshot gambler): comes back to

.

,f

not strongly motivated, causing the
femme
finally
to be -dropped by the
-college* Determined to land ..Cumi'inirigs now, she hies to New York,

bSby^ TiS

.... .

...

.

1

«.

.

!

i

* . .

.

.

l

.

*•..

.

j

i

I

MINS.
Ann. Walton
.
Powers
Ferguson
|6d Andrews
Jim Owens.. ........ ... Robert Clarke
Mr. Walton ............ Raymond Bond
Mrs. Walton. . . .... . .. .Lilian Hamilton
:

moniker number, Harold Arlen and
Norman Wooland and Ivan
Ralph Blahe have added eight
Desny, is being released in the
other tunes* including a good
U. S. by Universal.
torcher (“Live Hard, Work Hard,
Love Hard”), a nice ballad (“The
neat
Friendly Islands”) and some
Audrey Long, a gal who likes to denovelties (“It’s Deductible,” “Hal- velop budding talent. He’s fitting
lowe’en” and “Don’t Rock the himself to such a role, forsaking
Boat, Dear”).
the glamour art at which he is best.
Yarn has the tv o stai s j ust moy- jj e picks up Miss Caulfield, vacaing over from their niche on radio fi 0 nmff orof from a staid college
to TV; They’re anxious for a baby I His fnteresf fr^one bnouch for
and are returning front a party
her back to ^chbni
celebrating Miss Grable’s preg- afSr tliev have bLn an'estert ln i
at
C
oliee
on
raid
a Bohemian nitery.
fnmk aplomb)
anlmn^f when an auto
ti'nto acci’
acci- P
frank
Amatory chase keeps up, though

(BL).

it

To the

it.

also

I

Days

(‘Seven

through—al-

trivances score against

background.
(British)

surprisingly

is
it

was

it

noted, “the story and its outcome are well-known and thus
picture lacks the added quality
David Lean’s
of suspense.”
direction was tabbed as feeing
“concise and straightforward.”
Film, which stars Ann Todd,

,

names for exploitation values.
“Shakedown” (U Fair melodrama of a heel’s rise and fall
against a newspaper photog
)

Secret Service for 10 years, has
been given an absorbing screen
treatment in “Mister 880.'* Here
is a film of gentle humor, pathos
—and entertainment. It has excellent narrative values, fine cast and
*ocluction. plus superb direction,
ft can’t miss at the boxoftice.
Above all, “Mister 880“ has Edmund Gwenn in the title role. It’s
hardly conceivable: that anyone
else could have played the part of
the gentle, little, indigent ex-sea
man Avho crudely prints his dollar
bills only when he needs funds for
bare necessities. It is a great per
formance by its underplaying.
Riskiri
Robert
Screenwriter
hasn't done a literal adaptation of
the original articles,, which were
based on a real-life character, but
there is enough of the basic framework here to give the picture its

,

Weak

(Col).

story that

following

in

However,

trial.”

Whiting
tune and have

title

occasional
the
book’s
though
mawkishness and telegraphed con-

depending upon jukebox

Ster

mag

authenticity.

apt

“Outrage” (RKO). Exploitaon rape of
young girl and afterreffects.
Salable with right ballyhoo.
Smiling”
You’re
“When

Williams

B.

.

woven a

tion feature based

•

.Robert

standard as a

drania of avaricious
Mildiy entertaining;

Outrage
Hollywood, Aug. 21.
release of ColHer Young (Filmakers) production, stars Mala Powers
Tod Andrews; features Robert Clarke'
Raymond Bond, Lilian Hamilton; Rita Ui*
ino, Hal March, Kenneth Patterson, .Jerrv
? aris. Angela Clarke. Roy Engel. Direi tod
by Ida LupinOx .Written by Collier Youna,
Malvin Wald, Ida Lupiho; camera, Archie
Stout; editor, Harvey Manger.
Tratleshoivn Aug.. 21, '50. Running time, 7a

RKO

tainment, an illicit love affair,
a mysterious death and a
stranger * than - fiction murder

Donaldson-George

ter

Be Bad” (RKO).

to

spotty b.o.

.

.Norman Field
Helen Hatch

.

.

Mr.. Beddington.
Carlos ...
/

;

Mcrvin Williams

.

.

.

;

woman.

.

;

S. Attorney . . . . . .
Bailiff ..... ... .......

U.

.

furnishes an okay physical appearance, but footage is marred by
abrupt cuts, jumping too often
from one scene to the next without
establishing time lapses.
Lensing
is good.
Brog.

stated that film “has all the
essentials for draimatic enter-

j

“Bom

.

.

,

more of her.
The Robert Sparks production

(

’

Amt

.. .. :.

.

so well that footage could use

it

Madeleine
“Madeleine” (Rank), which
is being tradeshown* in N. Y.
Friday (23), was reviewed in
Variety from London, Feb.
Dealing with the
22, 1950.
Madeleine Smith murder trial,
pic,
according to reviewer
Myro, is “worth wide showing
through America.” R e vie w

.

special effects, Fred Sersen. Previewed
at Academy of Music,. N, Y., Aug* lo»
'50.
Running time, 50 MINS. _

., . .. . , .
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top money-grabber among the
long series of 20th’s ultra-commerMiniature Reviews
cial color musicals.
tan“Mister 880” (20th).
If the film’s tele shows seem a
caster - McGuire - Gwenn in
the spectacular side to vet
bit on
smash entertainment and b.o.7
video viewers accustomed to sparse
Stranger’
Softly,
“Walk
and; chorus lines of
backgrounds
(RKO). Adult melodrama with
four gals, chalk it off to Hollywood
good romantic twist.
It’s at least a lot more on
license.
“My Blue Heaven” (Color?the natural side than those full ormusical) (20th), Betty Grablechestras that come out of nowhere
Dan ‘Dailey sing and dqnce to
and these Broadway theatre sets
surefire b.o. returns,
that wouldn’t fit on two stages the
“The Petty Girl” (Sorigssize of Radio City Music Halls.
Color) (Col), _ Fairly amusing
Scripters
Lamarr Trotti and
farce with tunes, tied in with
Claude Binyon have taken the WalPetty glamour girl creations.
a

20th-Fox releast of Julian Blaustein
production. Stars Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire, Edmund Gwenn; features
Millard Mitchell, Minor Watson, Howard
St. John, Hugh Sanders, James Millican..
Directed by Edmund Goulding. Screenplay, Robert Riskih, based on New Yorker
story by St. Clair McKelway; score, Sol
Kaplan; camera. Joseph La Shelje: editor,
Robert Frltscll; music, Lionel Newman;

.

.

;

:

.

j

'

i

:

i

.

,

^

!

*
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>

skilled

counterfeiting, rings.

The

'

^

I

;

nrenos!e?ouslv crade as to
make the Govemment bureau seem
ridiculous. But a newcomer. (Burt
Lancaster) to the case, who becomes romantically involved with
the Counterfeiter’s neighbor (Dorothy McGuire), finally cracks the
case', only to make all parties concerned with the capture sorry for
the law-breaker. And because of
his kindly, non-criminal tenden3Iy Blue
cies, the ex-skipper winds up with
(MUSICAL—COLOR)
a minimum jail term when the
zoth-Fos rtiea« Of Sol c. sieiol proprosecution— and the judge—take
duction. Stars Betty Grable, Dan Dailey;
to
scene,
touching
steps, in a very
features David Wayne, Jane Wyatt, Mitzi
ease the sentence.
Gaynqr, Una Merkel, Louise Beavers,
Lancaster, as the Secret Service Laura Pierponl. Directed by Henry KosScreenplay,
Lamarr Trotti and
otrpnt
whn
nUimatelv
snares ter
Ultimately
wno
agent
Claude Binyon, based on story by S. K.

to

:

Hollywood, Aug, 18.
release of Robtert Sparks producStars Joan Fontaine, Robert Ryan,

tion.

j

Leslie,

i

Directed

Mel 1
by

Somrrtcr;

d dialog,

_

work and

camera

Technicolor

nn tn
in general
(f^nernl
irtti an
up
to
inPVGUUCxtlOn
Kosstandard. Henry
20th _s lavish
^
..
ter has directed to equalize empliasts between Uie jplethora of musical
numbers and the involved Story.
a ( a moderate- ..trot
p a Q e j^g
Herb.
over the 96-minute run.

Robert Soderberg, George Oppenheimer;
novel. All ICneeling, by Anns Psr*
ns h ; camera.
Nicholas Musuraca; editor,
“
Frederi
ederic Knudtson, Tradeshown Aug. 17,

(
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i

.

.

.

I

j
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,

Donna
Gobby

.

.

.......

.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Airs.

Bolton ...........

Woman

Jewelry Salesman-.

‘

minister,

*

x

i

•

-.

keeping w'ith story idea,
Trouping is generally excellent,
Boyne with a natural touch plus fresh
Ryari

....Bess Flowers
....Joy Hal l ward
ITazel

.

Lawyer

. .

....

Irving Bacon

.

Exploitation possibilities of title Hamilton,
the parents; Kenneth
and story content indicate “Born to Patterson and Angela Clarke, the
Be Bad’ has a chance at okay busi- ranchers, and the numerous other
xipcc n ea o" citiviH an
Tlmitoum.

.

;

;

;

1

.

;

.

i
111 s O me Situations.
liOWOVei types ttoat make up the cast.
Overall OllilOOk, based on -enterWhile made on a tight budget,
tainment value, Is very spotty.
the production manages very good
At first glance Joan Fontaine values. Major assists to achieve
wouldcappear to have a natural set- this include Archie Stout’s camera
tip triT RU acting tOUP de force in the work and the intelligent use of real
Brog.
character
of
an
unscrupulous locations.
feirime out to win security for herself at. any 'co st;. It doesn’t come out
Smiling
that way, though, despite’ the star’s
(MUSICAL)
strong performance.
The characColumbia release of Jonle Taps producter is too. obvious, as is most Of the tion,
Features Loin Albright, Jeroin
Courtland. Jerome Cowan, Mai’go Wood*.
script’s motivation.
Collette Lyons, Robert Shayne, Don Oiis»
Script has quite a bit* of adult. Bob Crosby, Mills Bros., M'oderiiaii‘es, Kay
Starr, Billy Daniels, Directed b.v Joseph
pseudo^sophisticated
dialog
and Santley.
Screenplay, Karen DeWolfe, John.
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siderably, though

one seems hardly Pan< e

disposed—namely the audience

—

to aid in the ultimate capture. And
for good reason. Never has there
been so enchanting, so benevolent
• fraud.
Kahn.

Walk

Sttfftly,

,

SSSriffiS

pi,. ector ...
•

rrosittont,

Webb

* * ’

*

*.

'*

Du'rkee
ivtvb
Mxix^v.
Mrs.
Hibsch
Professor Lnhgton
Professor Morrison

Here’s a picture that’s going to
set thousands of people to buying
television sets. That’s ftot said dis-

«

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

'.-’.^Thn

.

Mabep Paige
Kathleen Howard
Sarah Edwards

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
RKO release of Roberts parks production. Stars Joseph Cotten, Valli; features and-Mrs

22, ’50;

Running time,

.

.'

.
*

.

Douglas

'

•

You’re

.

Everett Glass
.

Wood
'

^Edward
Ed
Sa?S
paragingly. Just the opposite. The seno?S(Shami2on^-’;\V'. Philip
Philip Van Zaiidt
tele shows that Betty Grable and
Pretty girls, color and a lot of
Dan Dailey do in the film as a Mr.-

Sti*aii^r

!

j

*

.

|

Tradeshown AUg.
81 MINS.

RyS

-

When

!

....

.

pfSfessor strafion*.*!

'

.

'.

*,

Spring Byington, Paul Stewart, .Jack Parr,
frank Puglia. Directed by Robert -Stevertson.
Screenplay, Frank Fenton; based
on story by Manny Seff and Paul Yawitz;
camera, Harry J. Wild; editor, Frederic
Knudtson; music. .Frederick Hollander.

Wolfe

ian

.

j

•
.

,

-

'

I

is

the
Lilian

Clarke,

Raymond Bond and

fiance;

1

.

Andrews

types that get over.
good. So is Robert

....Gordon Oliver

I

.

audi-

.

j

«

.

Tod Andrews. Some

ences may be disappointed that he
Virginia Farmer did not wind up with Miss Powers,
Kathleen Howard although his renunciation is in
.

Dick

Worthingt.on
Porter .........

Committee

i

-

.

i

Arthur

I

Fontaine
Robert Ryan
...Zachary Scott
..... J oah Leslie
Mel Ferrer
Harold Vermilyea
.

John Caine ....
Aunt Clara

Th« PHtv

i

mins.
-

Curtis.
;

-

i

GWenn, gives a forthright perforril- Lauren; camera (Technicolor), Arthur E.
Girl
ance, while Miss McGuire lends an Arling. Title song by Walter Donaldson
(SONGS—COLOR) able assist. Millard Mitchell, ; as Aflen^RaWi Blanc; music, Alfred NewHollywood, Aug, 18.
another SS man, and Minor Wat- man; editor, James B. Clark. Previewed
Columbia release of Nat Perrin producNew York, Aug. 17, ’50. Running time, tion..
the4 judge,
son,
Stars Robert Cummings, Joan Caul' are among others QA BA Bl C
a
m..
..
field;
features
Elsa Lanchester, Melville
of the large, able cast who give
.Betty Grable Cooper,
Audrey Long, Mai’y Wickes,
outstanding characterizations.
^ci? Moran
Dan Dailey Frank Orth,. John Ridgeley, Directed by
Direction by Edmund Goulding waiter Pringle.
Screenplay, Nat Perrin:
.David
avid Wayne Henry Levin.
Jane Wyatt based on story by Mary. McCarthy; camhas captured all the human ele- Janet Pringle
era (Technicolor), William Snyder; editor,
Mitzi
titzi Gaynor
ments so vital to a story of this ^"‘cublrt’.
Clarkj songs, Harold Arlen, John
Merkel ;A1
Una JVIerkcl
A1 Clark;
type, and there are special evi- j seima
.....
Louise Beavers (Mercer.^ Previewed Aug. 17, ’50. Running
Laura Pierpont time. 86 MINS.
dences of his craft. The admission [ Mis'. Johnson.
Man
..
Don Hicks George Petty ........ .Robert Cummings
Of the elderly counterfeiter of his ^urse8
Joan Caulfield
........ .Beulah Parkincton Victoria Braymore ......
guilt is a scepe of great poignancy; [Laura!
Elsa Lanchester
Ann Bury Dr. Crutcher,....
Pringle
Plowman, Be.'U’dsley
Melinda
...... .Bieivute
.Melville cooper
Cooper
Girls..
the courtroom scene is another.
Audrey Long
Vicld Lee Blunt. Connie.
The buildup of the chase, as the Pl ingle Brtys
Gary Pagett, Bill Professor Whitman. ....... .Mary Wickes
Old man narrowly escapes the dragFrank
McKenzie, Bobby Stevens Moody..
n
Orth
an /
v.
John RidgSy
net, heightens the suspense con- Specialty Dancers ...... t Irving FiUton, Patrolman
B. J. Manton
lanton ......... .Raymohd Largay

m

^0- Running time,

faith

people is born and
she is again ready to return. to her
family and fiance.
Ida Lupine directed from a script
written by her with; Collier Young
and Mailvin Wald, co-producers on
the picture. Her handling of the
earlier sequences packs a hefty
punch. In the latter sequences,
when Miss Powers is beginning to
find herself, the pace is deliberate,
almost idyllic, as it does into faith
and philosophy as practiced by the
arid belief in

RKQ

[

A new

fruit-rancher friends.

Be Bail

'

!

.

1

when she comes under the wing of
an 'understanding preacher and his

Brog.

Born

i

Heaven

.

numbers.

;

1

rt so

!

i.

There’s

situations.

considerable R. Roberts; camera, Vincent Farrar;

edi-

emphasis on amatory involvements tor, Edwin Bryant; music, Morris Stolon.
N. Y„ Aug. 21» ’50. Running
and a disregard for conventions, Tradeshown
time, 75 MINS.
-

!

<

.

Gerald Durham......* Jerome .Courtla rid
Frankie Laine ............ Frankie Laine
Peggy Martini ..........
>Lola Albright
Herbert Reynolds.
Jerome Cowan
Linda Reynolds .......... Margo Woods
Nan Doran
Collette Lyons
...
.....
Jack Lacey..
...Robert Shayne
.

,

.

are So
/
T

1

i

.

.

to set a

'

*

Wily iney
0 f thing at

i

!
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It’s also,

Chris llale

home

w

The Petty Girl” offers four
“Bad” (upp “RpH nf
S Don Otis.
songs, two of which back up dance Mi^^EnntainP
J« V? Steve ......
numbers; plus an hilariously staged
Dave
the engagement of Joah Leslie, to. Margie .....
tairpnff mi vanjis‘c
/xixx/»ir^..i

for free.

;

—

-

of eburse, going to send

.

.

;

,

. ,

. .

.

.

.

Don
. .

*

.... ;.

...

. . . . . , .

...
...

. .-.

. .

.

.

..

.

.

.... .Ray.

Otis
'I'cal

Jimmy Lloyd
Donna .Hamilton
.

Foster ..................... Edward Ear le
Jeweler
Frank Nelson
.
Carlo
.....
Neyle Morrow
.

. . * .

.

. . . , .

.

And Bob

.

.

Crosby, Mills Bros., Modernaircs*
Starr, Billy Dahlels

Kay

man out
of Ryari,2
1
t
m
for new twists on which to hang Free »»
She is tossed
an d “Ah Loves Ya” conie
0 6 but he won’t play.
their
terp-and-warble,
wouldn’t over miuSy.
but by Scott when he discovers
hiiss the opportunity that TV
what’s underneath the sweet, innoNat Perrin produced
fhrniatmg a backstage..-; e^,’ basing the screenplayarid script- {
“Walk Softly tells a melodrar °nt she maintains, but that
on a story
riiatic story with enough offbeat; tuner.
about the
by
extent of any
^
#1
*,-!.•
k
m A
m
m
LA _
_
1_
A
^ MaryW McCarthy. Plot uconcerns 1S Just
L
A*
Jt
angles to keep
VWV^SSA* GenThe
XS V«*,‘ J
*MV
scheme
UVAAViMV
works out nigh on to George "Petty, '’artist. Vs playe'd‘by retribution, as finale shows her
^ it interesting.
irfpptiv in “My Blue Heaven.” Robert Cummings, and
eral appeal is okay for regular dual perfectly
Joan Caul- continuing her winsome way, winrelease situations, the market in The tele theatre stage and the face field, prim college professor, and ni hg men and money,
which it will make best showing.
of the video tube provide the locale the complicated roriiance that reCharacters played by Ryan and
Script and direction are delib- .for some highly-entertaining go- suits when they meet. Dialog is Mel Ferrer, latter an artist who oberately studied, giving sense of mgs-on by Miss Grable and Dailey, not particularly bright, but the serves the byplay of life aroUnd
building tension to story of a gain- They’re
unfortunately
involved situations are broad and get across him, have a Bohemian flavor that
bier who craftily starts to build a with an overly-sticky plot, but it for chuckles.
doesnt make for reality but does
way enougji to
Cummings has turned longhair fit the plotting. Miss Leslie has
love. The deliberate Dace keeps keep this from being anything but artist at the behest of his sponsor. the substantial character and
does
a “backstreet”

Mabel

.Mario

Buy

Robert

J

Dwyer
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series of three-minute niusical.
sequences artlessly tied togethef
comprises, the bulk of the Columbia musical, “When You’re Smiling.” While the picture is actually
for the south end of a dualer. Ij
carries a lot of exploitation weignt
with names such as Frankie Lame.

Rob

Grosby,

Moderriaires,

However, films such as “When
You’re Smiling” have a degree of
longevity beyond its run as a ieature.

Picture

is

so

constructed

;

I

,

Mms-

Bros., Billy Daniels and Kay Stan
to lure the jukebox trade.

(Continued on page 20)
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East Lynne
\

Over the

Hill

T he Iron Horse
&

Seventh Heaven

The Cockeyed World
Lightnin

Cavalcade

T he Little Colonel
Les Miser ahles

A l exander's Ragtime

Si 1935
si

WITH MOTION PICTURES

Band Ik 1938

T he Crapes of Wrath

How Green Was
l\Iy

The Ox-Bow

Valley

Among
Si 1941

your most intimate memories

your

find

first

And from

Incident

you’ll

movie.

that initial

moment, the motion picture

was- to he -a- medium for yonit pleasu re, a^mirror -of you r times . . y

Laura
Song

of

1944

Bernadette
!|

Margie

Gentleman

s

1945

Si 1946

Agreement if 1947

The Snake

Come to

Pit

the Stable

a refuge from your tensions, a
faith

—a

gauge of youi\ changing

For what

lias

to your highest

tastes

dreams and

and maturing.

touched the heart of people like the motion picture?

Even more than

the magic of

technology, even

more

Si
SI 1948

lift

its

most advanced science and:

than the genius of its rarest talents

the motion picture has projected thoughts and images.

1949

>=
3=
Eg 1949

It has

taken the brave ideas of a dynamic America

and portrayed them on the screen of the world

— in strength, in growth, in action.,
12 O’clock

High

How many

Cheaper by the Dozen

on
Broken

The
Panic

A rrow

this

of the films listed

page have you

been able to forget ?

G tinfighter

They

in the Streets

all

came from 20th Century-Fox

1950

comes an Adult motion picture, which challenges

your ability
.

.

to

experience the emotions of others.

AND WATCH FOR

THESE

FORTHCOMING

20th CENTURY-FOX

ATTRACTIONS:

The Black Rose
TECHNICOLOR

My Blue Heaven
TECHNICOLOR

Mister 880

A lULbout.. Eve tfi

Two

Flags West

The Jackpot
!.i
Darryl

A meric an Guerrilla
in the Philippines
TECHNICOLOR
V

f v Zanuck

presents

STEPHEN McNALLY

SI

in

RICHARD WIDMARK

NO WAY OUT

Mildred Joanna Smith • Harry Bellaver

Produced by* DARRYL
Written by .Joseph

f.

•

»

LINDA DARNELL

with Sidney Poitier

Stanley Ridgei

ZANUCK* Directed by JOSEPH

LMinldewta and

Lesser

L

•

Dots Johnson

MANKIEWICZ

Samuel

MR. BELVEDERE RETURNS IN

For Heaven s Sake

The Mudlark

V-

Century -Fox

—

.

f
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——
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Fway

Ups

Strong; Berie

Prov.; ‘Forest’

NSH 12G

Cool Weather,

Providence, Aug. 22.
Nothing to get excited about this
week. Majestic’s “Broken Arrow"
is doing about the best biz with
sturdy session, Loew’s is mild with

“Rogues of Sherwood Forest.”
Estimates for This

With cool weather prevailing round ended last night (Tues.)
much, of the current session and six was $6,000 after fine $7,000 for
new bills being launched, Broad- third, “Madeleine" (U) to replace
way film business shapes up great Aug. 31.
this week. The few sluggish spots
Radio City Music Hall (Rockehave pix that have failed to im- fellers) (5,943; 80-$2.'40)— “Sunset
press in previous playdates over Boulevard" (Par) and stageshow
the country. The whole N. Y. first- (2d wk). Still going great guns at
run picture bears unmistakable $165,000 or over, and continues,
,

Week

;

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Back to Bataan” (RKO) and “First
Yank Into Tokyo" (RKO) (reissues). Put in for three days before
Wednesday opening of “Louisa"
(U). Fair $4,000. Last week, “Winchester" (U) and “Tabu" (Indie),
held oyer for 4 extra days for fair

Chicago, Aug.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities;, are net, i.e. t
without the 20% tax. Distributors share ofi net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however; *as 'indicated,
include the U S. amusement

-

$5,000.

0
:

44-65)—
“Broken Arrow" (EL) and “Timber
First week hit $166,-* Fury” (EL). Sturdy $13,000. Last
naturally.
000, as expected, new non-holiday week, “In Foreign Legion" (U) and
week high- This topped previous “Lonely Heart Bandits" (Rep), nifty
Majestic

(Fay)

(2,200;

signs of a general upbeat with varied enough shows to draw from,
all sectors of the city. Saturday's
heavy rain cut into matinee record for such a week established
< 19)
$16,000.o
business but fresh downpours Sun- June 23, 1948, by “Emperor Waltz,”
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44day came too early to hurt.
another Par pic. It compared with 65)-—“All Quiet Western Front"
tax.
Pacing the newcomers is ‘‘Stella," $170,000, made by “On Town"
(Indie)
and “Bayonet Charge" (InTV
onrevue
with Milton Berle’s
(M-G) last Christmas week and all- die) (reissues). Opened Monday
stage the obvious big magnet at the time'Tecord here of $176,000, made
Roxy; This combo is heading for by same film last New Year’s week, (21). Last week, “Peggy" (U) aha
“Spy Hunt" (U), fairish $5,000.
terrific $108,000, best at house in
both supported by annual Hall
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
months, after biggest non-holiday Xmas show.
That record week “Rogues Sherwood Forest" (Col).
Sunday)
through
Weekend (Friday
was helped, too, by extra shows Lean $12,000. Last week, “Three
in more than a year.
and upped scale New Year’s eve. Little Words" (M-G) (2d wk), neat
Ace straight-filmers are ‘‘Treas$11,500.
Rialto
(Mage) (594; 44-98)
ure Island" at Mayfair and “No
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Way Out" at the Rivoli. Disney’s “Murders in Rue Morgue" (FC)
“Stella" (20th) and “Home in
“Treasure Island” hit rousing $36,- and “The Raven’’ (FC) (reissues)*
St Louis, Aug. 22*
San
An tone" (Par). Opened Mon000 in first week, while “Way" got Doing very well for oldies at $6,Sharp drOp in temperature over
day
Last
“The
(21).
week,
Furies’’
(Indie)
“Bedeviled
Woman?’
500,
big,
at
$38,000, comparatively as
the weekend boosted boxoffice acthe larger Rivoli. This is biggest and “Miracle from Stratosphere" (Par), nice $10,000.
tivity at the big first-runs, and
.

.

—

'

—

figure

for latter house

weeks..,.

in

many

getting out of dolwith “Petty Girl" and stage

Capitoi, too,

open

(Indiel
(reissue)
(Thurs.).

.

tomorrow

nearly
strong

(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90drums
$1,80)— “No Way Out" (20th) (2d
bill headed by Gene Krupa band, wk).
First week ended last night
Jack E. Leonard and Connie (Tues.) soared to great $38,000,
Haines. Combo is heading for $55,- aided by favorable reviews.
Got
000 or better, solid for summer sea- fast opening, then slumped, but
son. “The Furies" With Mills Bros;, since has been holding high daily
Al Bernie, Bobby Bryne band, Ed- figure ^consistently.
In. ahead,
Toronto,. Aug. 22.
die Fisher onstage, is just fair at “Underworld Story" .(UA) (3d Wk),
Strong new product despite com$61,000 in first Paramount week. dim $6,000.
petition of fine weather, is boosting
“The Torch" is slowest of newRoxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)— business here currently. “Sunset
comers with less than $13,000 likely
“Stella" (20th) plus Milton Berie Blvd." is huge at two houses, and
at the Globe.
heading stageshow that includes ‘.‘Colt 45" at the Imperial looks
Still boxoffice cliamp is “Sunset
With hangup. “Annie Get Your Gun”
Boulevard," with stageshow,* at the Sid Gary, Leonard Sues.
Music Hall. Second stanza is run- stage, film, radio-TV rep, Berie is ’and “Our Very Own" are pacing
ning neck-and-neck with first, with pushing first week to terrific $108,- nicely in the holdover field.
Estimates for This Week
photo finish likely to show $165,000 000, biggest thing here in months.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
for current frame. Gloria Swan- Standard draw of Berie all the
State
given
(20th) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
after
brushoff
son starrer had been running more apparent
ahead of first week on some days, pic by crix. Booking is for two 33-57)— “Young Lovers" (EL) and
in “Golden Gloves Story" (EL). So-so
“Panic
In
ahead,
taking
actually
more last weeks.
in
Thursday (17) than the opening Streets" (20th) with Frances Lang- $10,500. Last week, “Iroquois Trail"
ford, iceshow topping stage bill (2d (UA) and “Lucky Losers" (Mono),
Thursday.
$14,000.
“Three Little Words" held nicely wk), okay $68,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)—
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
in second week with $30,000 at the
State. Odd feature of current up- “Three Little Words" (M-G) (3d “Colt 45" (WB). Swell $15,000. Last
week,
“Panic in Streets" (20th) (2d
swing is that the Palace is lagging wk). Initial holdover stanza ended
currently with “Beauty on Parade" last night (Tues.) was big $30,000 wk); $9,000.
Loewis (Loew) (2,096; 38r67)—
plus vaude. It will be only mild t^after sock $38,000 opener.
Con“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) (4th wk).
$17,000.
tinues indef.
Levelling
off at good $8,000 after
Estimates for This Week
Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2)—
Astor (City Inv.) <1,300; 60-$1.50) “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye" (WB) last week’s big $10,500.
University (FP) (959;
Nortowii,
—“Edge of Doom" (RKO) (3d wk). with Toni Harper, Billy Vine, Lind
slipping with only about Bros, topping stageshow (3d wk). 1,556; 38-67)— “Sunset Boulevard"
Still
Smash
(Par).
$18,000 or over. Last
$13,000 this round after okay $16,- Down to $28,000 this round but
000 last year. Stays but not long satisfactory for third week in view Meek, “Stella" (20th), $12,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 48-$1.15)
at current gait.
of competition. Holds again. Sec“Rogues Sherwood Forest" (Col)
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-' ond week was nice $36,000.
Nice $9,000 after last
(2d wk),
$2.40)— ‘Red Shoes" (EL) (96th
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)— week’s hefty $12,000.
wk). Continues amazing run with “Winslow Boy" (EL) (12th wk).
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)— “Our
nearly $5,000 in prospect after Still doing very well at $5,500,
Very Own" (RKO) (2d wk). Fine
$5,200 last week.
which topped 11th session’s $5,400. $10,000 after last week’s sock $11,Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 55-$1.5Q) Continues on until October, when
000
—“Petty Girl" (Col) plus Gene “Trio" (Par) comes irt.
Uptown. (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)—
Krupa orch, Jack E. Leonard,
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; “Johnny Eager" (M-G) (reissue).
Connie Haines topping stageshow. 74-$1.50) "Kind Hearts, Coronets"
Heading for trim $55,000 or close, (EL) (llth wk). Picking up over Poor $5,000. Last week, “In Foreign Legion’’ (U) (2d wk), $4,500.
one of brightest opening weeks previous week to great
$8,000 after
here in sometime. Holds, natch!
Holds on.
last week.
Rivoli

is

,

:

.

—

Ballyhoo including Petty Girl con- $7,400
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95test as well as personals opening
day by four girls from pic and $1.50)— “Our Very Own" (RKO)
(5th
wk). Fourth week ended- last
Janis
Columbia
Carter,
star,
helped. In ahead, “Lady Without night (Tues.) held at strong $16,000
Passport" (M-G). with stage bill after big $20,000 last frame. Stays
on indef
headed by Pearl Bailev. $23,000.
(Moss) (1,700; 50-$ 1.75)
— Criterion
“Abbot.t-Costello In Foreign Le-

gion" (U) (2d-final wk).. Holding
Well at $10,000 after fairish $14,non’ nnenw
000’
opener. “Desert Hawk" (U)
Mont’l, ‘Colt’ loud
opens next Saturday (26).
Montreal, Aug. 22.
Globe (Brandt) <1,500: 50-$1.20)
Best bets here this week are
—“The Torch" (EL). Not getting
“Our
Own,"
Very
sock at Palace,
far with less than $13,000 in sight
but bolding one week! Tp ahead. and “Colt .45," big at Imperial.
“Mutiny on Bounty" (M-G) and After almost breaking the house
“Day At Race?" OVT-C) (reissues) record establish d by “Jplson
(6th wk). okay $8,500 to round -out Story" in first week, “Annie Get
snrorisingly
big long run
for Gun" still is big in second week.
Estimates for This Week
oldies.
Palace 1C.T,) (2,625; 34-60)
Mayfair (Brandt)
(1 736;
50$1 .20)— “Treasure Island" (RKO) “Our: Very Own" (RKO).
Socko
(2d wk). Initial frame ended Mon- $15,000. Last Week, ‘.‘Stella" (20th),
day (21) night was rousing $36;000. $9,500.
and looks in for run. In ahead,
Capitol (C.T ) (2,412; 34-60)
“Destination Moon" (EL) (8th wk), “Woman on Pier 13" (RKO). Good
satisfactory $8,000 to
wind up $12,000. Last week, “Caged" (WB)
highly profitable engagement.
(2d wk), $10,000.
Palace (RKO) (1 700; 55-$1.20V—
Princess (C.T.) (2.131; 34-60)
w
“BeTruty-^on Parade1^— euh) -plus
plusT^^^SonmaSter-^ RKOV-Okayl^O^
vaude. Mild $17,000. which barely 000. Last week; “Sidewalk Ends
keeps house out of red. Last week, (20th) (2d wk), $7,000.
" (TJA
Loewis (C!T.) (2,855; 40-65)
“Story of G.J.
(reissue)
and vaude, $18,000. helow hopes. “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d wk).
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$1.50) Smash $25,000 following $30,000 in
—“The Furies" (Par) with Mills
Bros., Al Bernie,
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
Bobby Byrne
orch (2d-final wk).
Went to fair “Colt .45": (WB) arid “Hollywood
$61,000 or near in first week end- Varieties" (WB). Boff $11,000. Last
ed last night (Tues.).
“Fancy week, “Rocketship"
(Lip)
arid
Pants" (Par) set to open Aug. 30 “Everybody’s Dancing" (Lip), good
as the Par flagship’s Labor Day $ 8 000
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Indianapolis; Aug. 22.

Biz is firmer at first-run spots
here this week, with grosses running from moderate to very good.
State Legion convention may be
helping some. “Broken Arrow" is
hitting the high mark with big
week at the Indiana. “Crisis" at
Loew’s and “pretty Baby" at Circle
also are okay.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44^
•65)— “Pretty Baby"
(WB)
and
“Vicious Years" (ELC). Nice $8,500. Last week, “Captured" (RKO)
with Duke Ellington Orch onstage,
.

.

stout $19,500 at 50-90c scale.
Indiana (d-D) (3,300; 44-65)

“Broken Arrow"
for Star"

(20th) and “Reach
(Indie).
Hefty $15,000.

Last week, “A.

fc

C.

in

Foreign

Legion" (U) and “Savage Horde"
(Rep), fair $9,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; "44^65)
“Crisis" (M-G) and “Skipper Surprises His Wife" (M-G). Neat $10,000.

Last

week, “Three Little
Words" (M-G) (2d wk), good $9,-

500,

tyrie
(G-B)
(1 ,600;
44-65)—
“Quiet On Western Front" (U)
and “Bayonet Charge" (Indie) (reissues),

Claw"
Show,

Oke $4,500.
“Scarlet
(Indie) and Dr. Neff Spook
fair $1,500 at 90c on mid-

Qrpheum (C.T.) (1 ,040; 34-60)
night performances Friday and
Park Ayenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50) “So Young, So Bad" (UA) and Saturday.
Last
week*
“Great
“All Quiet on Western Front" “Destination Murder" (UA) (3d Jewel Robber" (WB)
and “Bandit
Undie) (reissue) (5th Wk). Fourth wk). Sturdy $6,000 after $7,000 last King Texas" (Indie)
oke
$5,000.
4

louisa’ Big 56G, 2d

week

new

films are headed for
“Louisa" wound up its
Fox with a sock total.
Boulevard," opening to-

all
biz.

at the

“Sunset

day, looks solid. “Broken Arrow"
reaching for hangup take at the
St. Louis. Both “Treasure Island"

is

22.

With strong new product and
(Exceptionally
tlie

cool

weather over
Weekend, downtown business

here continues bright. Racking up
first-day business unequaled so far
this year, Oriental bill 'of “My
Blue Heaven" with local fave Al
Morgan headlining stage show;
should pull lusty $62,000. Reissues
combo of “All Quiet on ‘Western
Front" and “Bayonet Charge" at

Grand is frisky $13,000; “So Young,
Bad" looms lush $12,000 at

So

United Artists.
Still
snaring huge traffic is
“Louisa" at Chicago, with Billy
Eckstine topping onstage show*
Second round is socko $56,000.
Woods holdover of “711 Ocean
Drive" shows no signs of tiring
in fourth frame with brisk $17,000.
“Underworld Story" and “Mystery Street" appears perky $10,000
at
Roosevelt in second week,
State - Lake holdover of “The
Furies” looks firm $13,000 also in
second.
Palace, with “Treasure
Island," continues fancy at $14,000 in third week, after going
great guns in first two sessions.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98)

and “711 Ocean Drive” shape well
on their second weeks.
“Louisa". _(U> plus.JBillyiJ^kstjine^
Estimates for This Week
Martha Stewart and Blackburn
For (F&M) (5,000; 60)—“Sunset Twins heading stageshow (2d wk).
Boulevard” (Par) and “Woman Socko $56,000. Last week, terrific
from Headquarters" (Rep). Opened $70,000.
today (Tues.) in fine style, hypoed
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)
by swell bally. Last week, “Louisa"
(U) and “Beware of Blondie" (Col), “All Quiet Western Front" (Indie)
and "Bayonet Charge" (U) (resock $19,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— issues). Slick $13,000. Last week,
“Lady Without Passport” (M-G) “Sudan" (U) and “Arabian Nights’*
and “No Sad Songs" (Col). Okay (U) (reissues), $10,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)
$15,000 or near. Last week, “Three
Little Words" (M-G) (2d wk), big “My Blue Heaven" (20th) and Al

—

Morgan topping stage bill. Smash
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60)—“711 $62,000. Last week, “Three Little
Ocean Drive" (Col) and “Fortunes Words"’* (M-G) with Chico Marx*
Capt. Blood" (Col) (2d wk); Fast others, onstage, (2d wk.) $44,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)
$11,000 following big $15,000 first
*
“Treasure Island" (RKO) (3d wk).
session*
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60)— Bijg $14,000 or near.
Last week,
“Broken Arrow" (20th) and “Triple great $17,000 after terrific $22,Trouble" (Mono). Bangup $14,000. 500 opener.
Last week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)
(20th) and “Cariboo Trail" (20th),
“Underworld' Story" (UA) and
“Mystery Street" (M-G) (2d wk).
$ 10 000
60-75)—
Shubert (Irid) (1.500;
Brisk $10,000. Last week, $14,000.
“Treasure Island" (RKO) (2d wk).
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
Good $7,000 after strong $10,000 —“The Furies" (Par) (2d wk). Fast
Initial stanza.
$13,000. Last week, $19,000.

$16,000.

—

—

.

,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)— “So Young, So Bad" (UA).

L’VILLE LAGS, ‘ARROW’

Crisp $12,000.

Last week, “Stella"
120th) and “If This Be Sin" (UA)
(2d wk), $11,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“711 Ocean Drive" (Col) (4th wk).
Smart $17,000. Last week, $20,000.
World Indie) (587; 80)— “Caesar"
(Indie).
Tidy $3,500. Last week,
“Marius" (Indie) (2d wk), big
$3,300.

—

Louisville, Aug. 22.
Downtown film biz appears to be
in a slump here this week. All
houses started out briskly but public is not buying current fare. “Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye" at the Mary
!

Anderson looks fairish. “Asphalt
Jungle" at the State is disappointing, while “Three Came Home" at
the Strand is so-so. “Broken Arrow," single-billed at Rialto, slow.
Estimates for This Week

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye"

45-65)

—

(WB). Modest $6,500. Last week,
“Pretty Baby” (WB), sturdy $8,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

New

D.C. Perking, ‘Moon’

High, 13G; ‘Arrow’ 20G,
‘Treasure’ Big $9,000, 2d

.

45-65)— “Broken
Arrow"
(20tli).
Not making much noise, with, slow
$9,500 likely. Last week, “Treasure
Island" (RKO.) and “Beaver Valley"
(RKO), good $11,000! and ni.o.
State .(Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“Asphalt Jungle" (M-G) and “Skipper Surprised His Wife" (M-G).
Lean $8,500. Last week, “Three
Little
Words" (M-G) (2d wk),
sprightly $11,000.

Washington, Aug. 22.
General upbeat reflected currentmid-town theatres. Biz seems
to have hit its stride, and remains
steady. However, weaker pix still
have to struggle for a showing. Of
the
-“Destination
newcomers,
Moon," at Trans-Lux, shapes to hit
ly in

a new record. ‘‘Broken Arrow" at
Palace also is big. “Pretty Baby"
shapes trim at the Warner.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—,

Strand (FA)
45-65)
(1.200;
“Night and City" (20th) jplus vaude.
“Three Came Home" (20th). Fair- Slim $l5;000, lowest in weeks. Last
ish $5,000 looks to be the figure.
week, “Peggy" (20th) plus vaude,
Last week, “Leave Her to Heaven" disappointing
$19,000.
(20th)
and “Home in Indiana"
Keith's (RKO) (1,139; 44-80)—
(20th) (reissues), wound up with
“Treasure Island" (RKO) (3d wk).
light $4,000.
Big $9,000 or near, after solid $12,non lAcf
‘Arrow* Fancy $19,500,
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 4474)—“Capture" (RKO) and “ArmPort.; ‘Treasure’ 7G, 2d ored Car Robbery’ ( RKO), Mild
$5,000,
Last week, “Congolaise
T~portland—
“Broken Arrow" at Oriental and (EL) and “Tension" (EU7$ 5 2 00*
Orpheum looks best bet here this
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)r^
week, “Crisis" at United Artists “Broken Arrow” (20th). Brisk $20,is only mild, while “Tarzan
and 000. Last week, “Where Sidewalk
Slave Girl" at Mayfair is light. Ends" (20th), $11,000.
Treasure Island" in second stanza
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—
at Paramount still is big. Biz is “Pretty Baby" (WB). Trim $13,000,
good despite the terrific neat.
with good press helping. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
“711 Ocean Drive" (Col), $12,000.
Broadway (Parker)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)*—
-- ‘Duchess of Idaho"(1,850; 50-85)
Record
(M-G) and “Destination Moon" (EL).
“Shadow on WaU" (M-G) (3d wk). breaking weekend launched this to
Fine $6,000 in 5 days- Last week, possible all-time high of $13,000,
1

'

*

terrific $11,500.

terrific for this small-seater.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)*— week, “Kind
Hearts" (EL) (5th
(Continued on page 24)
hearty $5,500.

Last
wk,)i
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BOOK THE INDUSTRY SHORT FOR’
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

— "ON

STAGE EVERYBODY"

§#:
'm*.

—

-

LA. Uneven; ‘Arrow’ Husky

'

.

.

.

Balto; ‘Louisa' Nice

Hawk”

shapes

(

fairly

Based on id

theatres.)

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

—

Crown” is
two locations.
‘‘Summer Stock” is holding up

nicely in second frame with around
‘‘Treasure
$24,000 in two sites.
Island” likewise looms sturdy with
$22,000, also in two spots, for secstanza. ‘‘Furies” is

way

200

days), $57,500.

Downtown, Wilterh

Hollywood,

(WB)

(2,756;

1,757; 2,344;

6Q-$1>—

“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB).
Good $40,000; Last week, “Pretty

Baby” (WB)

(9

days), $26,200.

—

Egyptian (UA)
State,
“Summer
1,538; 60-$l)
(M-G) (2d wk). Neat $24,-

Loew’s

(2,404;

Stock”
Last week, sock $35,300.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,“Treasure Is890; 2,812; 50-$l)
land” (RKO) and “Beaver Valley
(RKO) (2d wk). Good $22,000. Last
week, big. $33,400.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para00Q.

—

mounts (F&M)

—

—

and

“I
$18,800.

Killed

<

Four Star (UA)
“City Lights” (UA)
Under
wk).

final

Geronimo”

(900; 60-$f)—
(reissue) (8thLast
$2,000.

•

Aug.

22.

Week is moderately strong with
potent line-up of product.
“Louisa” in the Fox Midwest three
first-runs looks about tops iii coin
followed by “Our Very Own” at
Missouri and “Pretty Baby” at
Paramount. “Duchess of Idaho”
still is big in second Midland week.
Weather continues unseasonably

fairly

—

cool and rainy, theatres naturally
being helped.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire and Apollo (Fox Midwest) (820, 1,050; 45-65)—“Singing
Guns” (Rep) and; “Flame Barbary
Coast” (Rep) (reissue).
Topping
average for $8,000 with subsequent-run Apollo coupled in firstrun combo. Last week, Esquire

week, “Three
same.

Little.

Words” (M-G),

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 3570)— “Our Very Own” (RKO).
Cast registering well here. Great
$14,000. Last week, ‘‘Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col), $9,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO)
Umpire”

“Kill

35-70)—
and “David

(1,800;

(Col)

Slack $6,000.
Harding”
Island”
“Treasure
Week,
Last
(RKO) (m.o.) (2d wk), good $7,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— “50
Years Before Eyes” (WB) and
“Return Frontiersman” (WB). Some
Satisfacinterest in “50 Years.”
Last week, “Crisis”
tory $8,000.
(Col).

(.M.G),-mild_$a,0L0_0^'__._

World (Mann) (400; 50-85)—
“Happy Years” (M-G). Third kid
feature in row at this house but
good at $3,000. Last week, “Winslow Boy” (EL) (2d wk), $2,000.

Omaha Hot, ‘Words’ Loud

,

PfllflCS

$13,000.

Estimates for This Week
Allen ^(Warners) (3,000; 55-75)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th). Flying to
high $16,000, and h o. Last week,
“Convicted” (Col), $13,000.
Esquire (Comiriunity) (704; 55-

Stanley CWB) (3,800; 45-80)—
“Pretty Baby” (WB). Lightweight
comedy doing lightweight trade at
$10,500. Last week, “The Fufies”

dropped

(Par)

off

down

stretch,

—“Rocking
75)

Ohio (Loew’s)

55-75)

(1,205;

—

—

—

..

.

'

) ,

—

only, “Passionelle” and “Torment”
(Indie), strong $4,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)
“Passport Pimlico” (EL) and “Prelude to Korea” (EL) (3d wk). Good
$1,800. Last Week, $2,000.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—

—

‘Louisa’

Philadelphia, Aug, 22.
Rain over the weekend is being
blamed fpr slowing down upbeat
at first-run houses this session, but
too many holdovers, is hurting
most. Exceptions to this rather

weak

line-up of new pix are
“Panic in Streets,” hefty at the Fox,
and “Destination Moon “ terrific at
the bandbox Trans-Lux. “Pretty
Baby” is ohly fair at the Boyd,
with “Happy Years” in like category at Karlton.
Estimates for This Week
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)
,

—

‘‘Pretty Baby” (WB). Modest $15,000. Last week, “Our Very Own”

(RKO)

(2d wk), off $14,000.

—

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)
“San Quentin” (WB) and “Alcatraz Island” (WB) (reissues). Good
$14,000.
Last week, “In Lonely

Place” (Col) (2d wk), $9,500.

Fox

Sturdy $11,500

Omaha, Aug. 22.
“Three Little Words,” with a
Smash session, is leading a terrific
upsurge at the local boxoffice this

At the same time, “Our
round.
Very Own,’- also great, already has
earned a holdover at the smaller
Brandeis. Keeping up the big procession is “Louisa” at the Or.

pheum

rolling at fine figure.

Estimates for This

Week

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)— “Three Little Words” (M-G).
Smash $15,000, one of biggest
grosses ever for straight-film here.
Last week, “Broken Arrow” (20th) p
$ 12 000
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
“Our Very Own” (RKO), Great
$10,000, and holdover. Last week,
“Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d wk),
.

,

big $7,000.

Orpheum

(Tristates)

(3,000;

16-

65)— “Louisa” (U) and “Fifty Years
Before Eyes” (WB). Fine $11,500.
Last week, “ Jackie Robinson Story”
(EL) and “Boy From Indiana”
(EL), $10,000.
Omaha (Tristates (2,100; 16-65)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (m.o.) and

“Great Guns”

Very good

(20th).

$8,500,
Last week,( “Night and
City” (20th) and “Radar Secret
Service” (Lip), $9,000,
State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—

“Annie Get Your Gun” (M-G) (5th
wk) and “Fall In” (UA) (2d
Still good at $3,000 for 5 days.

’Humor’ Good $9,000 In
'

Big

—

Denver, Aug. 22.
Biggest coin is being taken this
week by “In Lonely Place” at the
Denver.
“Stars in Crown,” at
$17,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- Broadway, arid “The Men,” at
99)— “Furies” (Par) (3d wk). Neat Denham, are doing well enough to
win holdovers.
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
‘‘Good Humor”
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99) looms good in three Spots.
—“Happy Years” (M-G). Fair $5,Estimates for This Week
000; Last week, “Annie Get Gun”
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
(M-G) (2d.Wk), oke 46,500.
"Good Huriior Man” (Col) and.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— “Snoty Dog” (Mono), day-date with
Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB) Tabor, Webber. Good $3,000. Last
(2d wk) Okay $19,000. Last week, week, on reissues.
v
big $28,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- 74)—“Stars in Crown” (M-G). Big
99)— “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) $10,000; Holds. Last week, “Annie
Fine $10,000. Last week, Get Gun” (M-G) (6th wk), good
$15,000.
$ 6 000
(20th)
50-99)
(2,250;
“Panic in Streets” (20th). Big $21,000.
Last week, “Stella” (20th),

—

Idaho”

(M-G) and
Cincinnati, Aug. 22.
State Penitentiary” (Col) (2d wk).
Cinema frontline is bulging
$12,000. Last week, with winners this frame.
“Three
giant $20,000.,
Little Words,” looks socko front
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)— runner at Palace, with “Sunset
“Our Very Own” (RKO) and “Des- Boulevard” in hotsy pursuit in the
tination Murder” (RKO).
Good Albee. ‘-Louisa,” smash at Capitol,
$11,000. Last week, “Treasure Is- shapes
comparatively
as
great
land” (RKO) and “Bunco Squad” with a real money session. ”Our
(RKO) (2d wk), strong $8,500,
Very Own” is a lively moveover
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; at the Lyric.
45-65)— “Pretty Baby” (WB). SatisEshnaies for This Week
factory $10,000. Last week, “The
Alhee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
Furies” (Par), $14,000 in 9 days.
“Suriset Boulevard” (Par):
Hotsy
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox $16,000.
Last week, “Our Very
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65) Own” (RKO), same.
—“Louisa” (U). Nice $15,000 or
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55over. Last week, “Cariboo Trail” 75)—“Louisa” (U).
Sock $12,500.
(20th)
and “Love That Brute” Last week, “Broken Arrow” (20th)
(20th), okay $12,0001 over hopes.
(2d wk), good $8,500.
:

Very pleasing

—

'

.

A

Stageshow, topped by “Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Getaway
normal.
Three Suns, Jerry Colonna, Andy was a little disappointing but as
and Della Russell, is hiking “Lady sobn as the rave reviews came out,
Without Passport” to a big take word-of-mouth gave picture shot
at Loew’s State. “Broken Arrow” iri arm. Result is smash $23,000 or
at Allen is also smash but "In a hear, and sticks. Last week, “Three
Lonely Place” is not so good at Little Words” (M-G), all right

“Happy Years” (M-G) and “Please
Believe Me” (M-G). Average $5,000.
Last week; “Shadow On Wall”
(M-G) arid “Blossoms in Dust”
(M-G) (reissue), better at $6,000.
fire” (Lip).
Good $9,000.
Last
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)
week, “Admiral Was Lady” (UA). “In Lonely Place” (Col). Mild $9,and “Prelude to Korea” (EL), 500. Last Week, “Treasure Island”
$6,400.
(RKO) (2d wk); smart $13,000.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 6541.10)—
59-84
“Treasure Island” (RKO) “Lady Without Passport” (M-G)
and “Beaver Valley” (RKO)* (2d plus stageshow,
with Three Suns,
w
wk). Great $9,000 after sock $12,
Colonna, Andy and Della
000, over hopes, last week.
Russell. Stage draw pushing this
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84) combo to big $30,000. Last week,
—“Rock Island Trail” (Rep) and “Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
Avengers” (Rep). Modest $6,000. Wk lively $12 ,000.
Crown”
Last week,
“Stars
in
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-75)
(M-G) and “Trigger, Jr.” (Rep),
“Three Little Words” (M-G)
$6,900.
(m.o.).
Satisfactory $7,500. Last
Music Box (Hamrick) 850; 59-84) week, “Admiral Was Lady” (UA),
(Continued on page 24)
$7,000.
)

w.

50-70)

(1,000;

(Rep), $5,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
‘‘Sunset Boulevard** (Par). Lavishly
promoted locally and via national
plugs.
Big $18,000 or over; Last

‘

turn dates.

,

(Par)

(Par).
Lawless”
Earned
praise,
but looks light $4,500.
Last Week, “Rock Island Trail”

)

Week

:

Lyric

“The

Nice $9,000.

(U).

—

50-70)

(1,600;

“Kiss for Corliss” (UA). Has prospects of mild $4,500.
Last week,
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk).
$4,000.

•

—

llG; ‘Baby’ Pretty

o.f

.

Last week, “Going My Way’ ’(Par)
(reissue)* nsh $5,900.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 5984)— “Kid Texas” (U) and “Adam
and Evalyn” (U), (3d wk). *'Slow
$2,000. Last week, $2,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 5984)
“Convicted” (Col) and “Gun-

Best Bet; ‘Own’

“Duchess

and 204

and got only slim $12,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)—
Horse Winner” (U).
“Wake Island” (Par) and “So
“Quiet
week,
Last
Weak $2,400.
on Western Front” (Indie) (reis- Proudly We Hail” (Par) (reissues).
Healthy $7,500. Last week, “Flame
‘Iro<juois’-Hampton Hot
sue) (3d wk), oke $3,500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-75)— and Arrow” (WB) (m.o.), satisfac$13,000 in Slow Seattle “D.O.A.” (UA). Ordinary $10,000. tory $6,500.
Seattle, Aug. 22.
Last week, “Pretty Baby” ( WB
There are too many holdovers fine $15,000.
here this week, with few of new
Lower Mall (Comiriunity) (505;
•?>
entries doing well.
Combo of 55-75)— “La Traviata” (Indie) (re“Iroquois Trail” and Lionel Hamp- issue) and “Story of Tosca” (Indie).
000,
,
ton band will do solid session at Fair $3,000.
Last week, “Fallen
Palomar.
“Treasure Island” is Idol” (SRO) and “Third Man”
‘Moon’
Mellow
holding big at Fifth Avenue.
$12,000
(SRQ), disappointing $1,500 on reEstimates for This

K. C. Oke, ‘Louisa'

City,

Century (Par)

$2,693,000

cities:

Minneapolis, Aug. 22.
Biz is perking nicely this week
here but the list of newcomers
shows some weak sisters. Standout appears to be “Sunset Boulevard” sock at Radio City. It is
closely
pressed by “Our Very
Own,” great at Orpheum.
“The
Lawless” is light at Lyric.
Estimates for This Week

/

week, $2,000.
Fine Arts, Guild (FWC) (679;
968; 60-$l)— "A Royal Affair” (InThin $2*000; Last
die) (2d Wk).
week, $3,000.

Kansas

(2,240;

...

.

—

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
week, “Duchess Idaho” (M-G) and
“Jiggs, Maggie Out West” (Mono) “Three Little Words” (M-G). Big
(Orpheurii only) (2d wk), $12,300. $15,000 or over. Last week, “Annie
Ritz,
Vogue, Get Gun” (M-G) (7th wk), $5,000.
Artists,
United
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
95)— “Cariboo Trafl” (20th) and
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 1,145; 60-$l)-^
“Lucky
Losers” (Mono): Slow $7,“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Triple
Fairly okay 000. Last week, “The Torch” (EL)
Trouble” (Mono).
and
“Young
Lovers” (EL), $3*000.
$24,000. Last week, “Eye Witness”
(EL)

.

Based, on 24
theatres
(

;

Crown” (M-G). Small

(EL),

Same Week

Last Year

.-

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan) Last Week, “Flame and Arrow”
“Stars in (WB) and “50 Years Before Eyes”
1,106; 50-$l)
$14,000. Last (WB) (m.o.), $9,000.

(2,210;

Total Gross

Pittsburgh, Aug. 22.
Penn is continuing its string of
“Stella” (20th). Fairly good $11,000.
‘Sunset
with
smashes
summer
Ar“Broken
of
third
Last week,
row” (20th) held nicely at $6,900. Boulevard ” which got away a litbeen
picking
rip
has
slowly
tle
but
25-75)
Stanley (WB) (3,280;
“Pretty Baby” (WB). Dull $7,000. sharply since rave notices came
trouble
have
any
Last week, “Jewel Robber” (WB) out. Shouldn’t
and “50 Years Before Eyes” (WB), going far above the holdover figure, with sock total. “Our Very
F6x (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95) $8,400.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65) Own!’ still plenty strorig at Fulton
“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th)
“Our Very Own” (RKO). *Great in second week, and will stay a
and “Bunco Squad” (RKQ). Good
third. “Stella” is dying at Harris
$27,000. Last Week, “Treasure Is- $14,000. Last week, “Johnny Holiarid “Pretty Baby” looks only so-so
land,” fine $19,000 in second week. day” (UA), $5,800.
at Stanley.
,
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Estimates for This Week
70-95)—“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G)
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
(2d wk). Fast $16,000. Last week,
“Our Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk).
excellent $28,000.
Banging, out brightest grosses of a
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)— “711
year at this house, strbrig $9,000
Ocean Drive” (Col). Tall $23,000.
after sizzling $14,500 last week.
Last week, “The Furies” (Par) (2d
Will hold a third.
wk), $10,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70“Stella” (20th). They want rio part
95)— “Stars in Crown” (M-G). Okay
of this one, miserable $6,500. Last
Cleveland, Aug. 22.
$11,000. Last week, “Rock Island
week, “Cariboo Trail” (20th), satisTrail” (Rep) and “The Avengers”
couple of delUxers are doing factory $9,000.
S3I116
sock biz here, but others are below
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)—

(3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)
Tr> ”
‘‘Furies” (Par) and ‘Trigger, Jr.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
(Rep) t2d wk). Dim $12,000, Last “Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and
week, mild $23,900.
“Trigger, Jr.” (Rep). Slim $8,000.

—

.

.

60) — “Louisa'-

off at

...

.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

$12,000 for two houses, second
Detroit, Aug. 22.
week.
The biz tempo is brisk
Estimates for Last Week
stanza. A terrific $23,000 is being
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, racked up by “711 Ocean Drive” at
Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097; 2,- the Palms, to pace the town;
048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l)
“Where Sidewalk Ends” looks good
“Broken Arrow” (20th). Stout $55,- at the Fox. “Three Little Words”
000. Last week, “Destination Moon” shapes, big at the Adams.
(EL) and “Snow Dog” (Mono) (9
Estimates for This Week
.

.

atre s\ chiefly first runs, Including N. Y )

20-80) “711 Ocean Drive” (Col)
plus vaude. Combo looks steady
$16,000. Last week- “Woman Pier
13” (RKO) with vaude headed by
Paul Winchell and Kay Starr, $19,-

five

"‘Stars in
or less in

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$2,356,000
( Based on 23 cities, 173 the-

Little Words” (M-G)
(2d wk). Holding nicely at $9,000
after strong operier with $14,700,

spots but
small $14,000

in

$24;000

Grosses

itv

60)— “Three

.

.

‘‘Desert

.

9G

Baltimore, Aug. 22.
Trade in the downtown sector
of a dip below rebit
here took a
cent solid levels .with bad weather on the weekend plus major
sports events and Legion convention parade rated killer-dillers. Of
current list, “Our Very Own,”
shapes sock at the Town. “Louisaarid “Stella” are well spotted for
major femme response at Keith’s
and the New, respectively.
Estimates for Last Week
"Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

.

.

okay

..

‘Very Own’ Boff $14,000,

$55,

Los Angeles, Aug. 22. +*•
First-runs are inclined to be
Spotty this week with some situations fine but others just getting
by. ‘‘Broken Arrow,” off to. a big
Estimated Total Gross
start, looks to hit husky $55,000 on
This Week
$621,000
initial week in five theatres, “Kiss
Based on 18 theatres.)
Tomorrow Goodbye ” in three
...
Year
Last
$609,500
houses, also is good' at $40,000.

•

—

.
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PICTURE GROSSES

12

ond

,

Grand (RKO)

(1,400;

55-75)

—

Ur
rb t ersman " <WB) and
S
? l
This Side
of Law” (WB).
Pleasing $8,500. Last Week, “Father of
Bnde” (MrG) (4th wk), a big
•

1

/

.

(Mid-States)

Skipper

(1,542;

Surprised

55-

Wife”

Stanley

—

,

.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)
(2,950; 50-99)
Drive’ ’(Col) (2d wk). ’—“Men” (UA). Strong $13,000 or
Nice $14,000. after sock $24,500 uvetV Holds. Last week, on reopener,
issues
JLyric (RKO) (1,500; 55-75)
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
‘Our Very. Own” (RKO) (m.o.).
Deliver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
Convicted”
(Col) (2d wk). Off to "In
Chipper $8,000. Last week, “Treasand
Loriely
Place”
(Col)
ure Island” (RKO) (m.o.), $7,000. fijPnJL1 - * days. Last week, smash “Triple Trouble” (Mono).
Fast
$16,000,
$15,0Q0. Last week, “Flame and
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)
Arrow” (WB) and “50 Yehrs Before
Three
Little
Words”
(M-G). IPestination Moon” (EL).
Terrific Eyes” (WB), big $18,000.
Smash $17,500. Holds. Last week, $12,000
or near. Last week* “Kind
Esquire
35-74)
“Convicted”
(Col),
d e rate Hearts, Coronets*’ (EL), $4,500 for “Flame arid (Fox) (742;
Arrow’ ? (WB) and “50
$9,500.
fourth week.
(Continued on page 24)
F rish
„ ?i

$5,000, Last week,
Furies” (Par), oke $7,500.

—

.
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Anita Loos Ganders

London, Aug.

+

15,

The second year of the 1948
Quota Act is passing out and leav- 2

Mexican Film Distribs
To Title Pix for U. S.

Abbey

Dublin, Aug. 15.
Anita Loos who, with Michael
Grace, presents the Abbey success
"King of Friday’s Men” by M. J.
Molloy in N. Y. in November^
visited Ireland to gander Abbey
productions and talk with Ria
Mooney who .produced the play
here.

ing behind it a trail of defaults.
Play, Which recalls old-time Irish
For the year starting last October
English-titled, Shillelagh fighters, will have AbDistribution
of
to the end of September, British
Walter Macken, who created
beyite
Spanish-language films in the U.S,
theatres have to play 40% British
on a national scale has been principal role, in same part, in
product. Reliefs were granted to
N.
Y.
aunched by Azteca Films and
exhibs in competing situations with
Clasa-Mohme, Inc. Two companies
the main circuits and in a limited ong
have handled Spanish-lanexemption
totalnumber of cases,
guage pix in the. American market,
was allowed.
but seldom released features with
a
With
year;
In the first quota
accompanying captions.
percentage of 45, the three major

B way

The two

circuits fulfilled their obligations,

but many independent theatre
owners defaulted in varying degree. Question of prosecution in
the most flagrant cases, has now

firms recently
joint, special
features
headed by Harry Stern,
tate U.S. distribution of
titled Spanish product.
office

was opened

in

New

acts. In the latter group, outstanding hits are scored by the Calgary
Bros, and Renald & Rudy.;
B. A. Meyer’s presentation of the

Branch
York last

Will have the best return,
a figure approaching 36%,
will probably break even on
the second feature quota of 25%.
.

Washington, Aug.

22.

Australia will have its first television in about two years, U. S.
Department of Commerce reports;
The Aussie government has decided-to-build a black-and-white -ex-*
perimental transmitter at Sydney,
which should be ready by then. It
.

will operate under high-standard
625-line definition which is now
becoming widespread in many parts
of the world.
Although video

broadcasting is currently a governthere, Australia expects to amend its laws to permit
private enterprise to take part in
the development,
The Australians originally held
been unable to meet their obliga- up on television until color could
tions, even where they’ve been come in and *be stabilized.
Howsliced in advance by the Board of ever, it has been decided, explained
Department,
that
Trade appeals committee..
Commerce
the.
Many exhibs, including some cir- color can be introduced later on
black-andthe
making
the
make
no
secret
of
without
cuit bosses,
fact that the compulsory screening white receivers obsolete.
Meanwhile, the latest checkup in
of British pix for quota purposes is
Often a costly business. It has been Great Britain discloses that, as of
accentuated by the fact that very last May 31, there were 382,348
often independently - run opposi- video receivers in the hands of the
tion houses have been given first public. Of these, 109,852 Were loTelevision rechoice of top Hollywood product cated in London.
squeezed out of the circuits, There ceiver .production has. been increasing sharply in the United Kingare reportedly a number of in
In 1949, 211,200 sets were
stances in which an inferior Brit- dom*
ish booking needed to satisfy the produced, compared with only 91,200
during the preceding year.
quota, has been rejected in order
to cash in on a good Hollywood of
.

ment monopoly

fering.

Starting next October, with the
the bigger cir-

new quota 30%,

AFTER ARG. BRUSHOFF
Montevideo, Aug. 15.
Francisco Petrone, vet Argentine legit and screen actor, has
started on a long tour which will
take him away from his native
country for the next two or three

More rigid control over location
jaunts by independent producing
outfits is to be exercised, following
the Carnegie Films fiasco in which
a number of technicians were left
stranded in Cannes without wages,
without money to pay hotel bills
and without return passages.
To prevent a possible recurrence
of such a situation, the Assn, of
Cinematograph and Allied Technicians, together with other organizations concerned, plan to press for
a deposit scheme similar to that
operated with iridie legit managements by British Actors Equity.
Safeguards exist with the member
companies of the British Film Producers Assn,
But indies outside
the body are to be pressed to deposit with a third party sufficient
cash to cover at least two weeks’
salaries, return fares, etc.
These measures were voted at an
exec meeting of the A.C.T. when

nielle Darrieux.
AAA is putting
the finishing touches on "Romance
in Three Nights” at studios here.
This picture teams Arrielia Bence

To Exhib Banned Product

Antibes, Aug. 15.
with Alberto Closas.
type of film festival, dedicated to those films which for
Argentine Entertainment Folk who political, social, artistic or moral
participated in a parade of the reasons have been banned or limPIX
forces opposed to General Peron. ited, in their showings, will open
As a consequence, although he has Aug. 20 in the Riviera village of
IN GT. BRITAIN
often been sought by the major Antibes.
To run for one month,
London, Aug. 15.
studios, hitches, always nave in- this festival, called “The Film of
The exhibitor ban on films with
tervened to prevent, his accepting Tomorrow,” will include pictures
the work. In addition to this, from all over the world. America, which scripter Ben Hecht has been
Petrone had difficulty in obtain- England, Germany, Italy, Japan associated, enforced nearly two
ing a theatre for legit.
and China have agreed to send pix. years ago, is to be reexamined by
His present tour started in Sole basis on which pictures will the general council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, when it
Rosario, Argentina, and will take be accepted is that of sensationalhim to Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, ism, in technique, subject matter or meets here next month. The ban
was put on after protests were
Colombia, Venezuela, Puerto Rico, presentation.
made over Hecht’s "holiday in my
the Dominican Republic, Cuba,
The only restriction is that those heart” speech during
the PalesMexico
and
S.
On films which have been banned or
the
U.
the return trek, he will play in censored because of extreme moral tiriian troubles. Since that time no
Hecht.
film
has
been
screened
in
Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicarag- laxity be presented only by invitaBritain. "Love Happy,” ..which was
ua, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, tion to a limited group.
To be booked into the Associated British
Ecuador,
Colombia,
Peru and held in the Grimaldi

A new

MAfDROP HECHT

15.

BAN

>

j

|

i

|

i

.Museum, it circuit, was withdrawn after CEA
Will be preceded by an exhibition protests.
company’s repertoire in- of Cinema progress
in costumes,
Two other pix scripted by Hecht
cludes: "Death of a Salesman,”
decoration and scenery from 1900 to
are held locally by 20th-Fox, awaittranslated by Manuel Barbera. T
the present. Exhibits already have
ing- an exhibitor green light. One
been received from Comedie Franof them, "Where the Sidewalk
caise,
the National Library of
McConville Aide
Ends,” was skedded for recent
Lawrence H. Lipskin has been Vienna and Museum of Modern West End preem, but withdrawn
itiajso was arranged to be legally, named assistant to Joseph A. Mc- Art of New York.
after exhib protests, Now a second
*
This revolutionary festival, in Hecht. film, "Whirlpool,” is in
rejpresented at the meeting of Car- Copville, head of Columbia’s forthe
for the last three country and the disttib is waiting
nqgjfe. creditors, when a decision is 'eign department, Lipskin will head preparation
expected to put the, company into {the overseas wing’s ad-pub actlvi- months, intends to reveal for the f or a general council ruling before
liquidation.
ties as well as handle other foreign first time some films banned by deciding policy.
Hitler and Mussolini,
Harry Reynolds, who had been matters,
although
Popular feeling in London indiproducing the company’s first pic,
He shifts from the domestic ad- made under their regime.
cates that the ban will be dropped.
"Dangerous
Corner,”
pub
dept,,
starring;
where he served as aide
There is growing support in exhib
Michadl-’ Redgrave alia Anouk, re- to Nate Spingqld, Col's ad-pub
jcircles against its continuance on
Other .Ferei&n New*
signed from the board of Carnegie veepce, for the past five years. LipI'the grounds that the demonstration
immediately on his return to Eng- {skin has been with the company
On Page 16
against Hecht. has served its purChile.
.

{

The

;

,

t

|

,

1

j

land.

since 1937.

:

producing - distributing companies.
Rising costs and no comparable increased rentals on product has
been producing the net loss per
;

;

film.

.

During the pre-election period
of 1945, Petrone had the misfortune to be the flag-bearer for

Like Carnegie Folderoo

Stockholm, Aug. 15.
Reason for the recent decision
Swedish film production
at the end of this year, excepting
some shorts, was attributed to the
heavy loss suffered by every picture produced here. This loss has
been running between 70,000 and
100,000 kroner per production. Announcement of decision to bring
Swedish production to a Standstill
was made by Dr. Carl Anders
Dymling, head of the Assn, of
Swedish Film Producers and managing director of Svensky FilmindUstri, one of Sweden’s leading
to halt all

comedy, “They Got What
However, it is felt in the inThey Wanted,” by Louis D’Alton,
Stockholm, Aug. 15.
was moved down from its Embassy dustry that the rise in the enterAdaptations of Broadway suc- theatre tryout to the FhOenix, Aug. tainment tax, made effective early
cesses again will provide the staple 16, arid got a warm reception. Show in 1948, is the major added factor
of the legit season here, from has been tightened up and under- to blame for the huge losses. Both
present indications. Among the gone several cast changes, with Kungsfilm arid Terrafilm, two of
English language hits due for pres-, chief honors still going to Liarii tfie country’s most active film proentation ini Swedish editions are Redmond and Mark Daly. Play is ducing corporations, already have
Charley?,”
“Petrified gay
light-hearted entertain- stopped production.
"Where’s
Some companies owning their
Forest,” "Rose Marie” and "Cock- ment* and should do good holiday
Adaptations wof the trade.
own studios have been continuing
tail Party.”
operations on a small scale, but
German will include "Vienna
are now finding it necessary to
Blood” and "Der Vogelhandler.”
close down production. As a reWith the season slated to start
sult several thousand workers will
about Sept. 1, one of the notable
lose their jobs, Dr. Dmylirig stated
events is expected to be the openregret- at being forced lo: take thi s
ing “of “the Tntimatertheatrer now
step.
nearing completion. Owned and
Swedish newspapers owned, by
managed by film producer Lorens
the ruling Social Democratic party,
Marmstedt, it will premiere about
which put the entertainment tax
Oct. 1 with "Beggar’s Opera,” diBuenos Aires, Aug. 8.
into effect, ate taking the stand
rected by Ingmar Bergman, with
Argentina’s
ex-boxing
champ, that the film industry is in such
Edvin Adolphson, Gertrud Fridh,
Angel
Firpo, is being sought bad straits not because of the tax
Luis
Hjordis Pettersson and Ulf’ Johansson. Scheduled to follow is a new for a picture to be directed by but poor output.
crime melodrama, material for Augusto Cesar Vatteone, called “In
Swedish filril crix, other than
which was gathered in the U. S. Search of a Champ,” by Cadicamo. those writing for social-democratic
It was adapted to the screen by
V
by Hasse Ekman.
newspapers, generally feel that the
Emilio Villalba Welsh and AlejanThe Swedish version of T. S. dro Verbisky. Since he withdrew quality of the domestic product has
been picking up in recent years.
Eliot’s “Cocktail Party” will be
from the ring, Firpo has become a Supporting this contention is the
presented at the Dramatical thea- rancher. If the
plan to put him fact that the export of Swedish
tre, with Strindberg’s "Erik XIV”
in a picture goes through, some of
pictures has risen during the last
set to follow. "Where’s Charley?”
the sequences will be shot on the
few years.
will open the season at the SouthFirpo ranch.
ern theatre and is expected, to run
From 1936-1946 no Swedish films
Spanish actor Andres Mejuto, were
through the Christmas holidays,
sent to England. However,
with Nils Poppe and Annalisa who made such a hit in “La Dama since 1946 there have been around
Duende” with Delia Garces two^ 10-15 Swedish-made pix exported
Ericsson, starred.
years ago, has been signed by CosThe Oscar’s theatre starts with mos as male lead for its forthcom- to Britain. Other countries which
Sonja Stjernquist and Per Grun- ing film production, "Cafe Con- rate as good markets for Swedish
films
Germany,
are
France,
den in "Rose Marie.” Another cert,” with Imperio Argentina.
Belgium,
Holland,
Spain, and
musical house, the Narva, which
Emelco is blueprinting some Portugal.
switched from films last year, gets
color production before the end of
"Vienna Blood” and "Der Vogelthe year. First attempt will probhandler.” The Boulevard will play
ably be a film starring Juan Jose
British Prod. Activity
Robert E. Sherwood’s "Petrified
Miguez
and Laura Hidalgo. ComeForest” and then "Long Christmas
dian Luis Sandrini is to make a
Dinner.” The China theatre, %which
Receives Two Setbacks
picture based on a story especially
had a dfsappointing run last year
written for him by the Italian
with "Oklahoma,” reverts to pic :
writer Pitigrilli, currently in ArBut Unemployment Dips
tures.
gentina.
Daniel Tirtayre is to diLondon, Aug. 15.
The Blanche, Casino, SOala and* rect
the picture for Ihteramericana.
Odeon continue as vaude houses
The improvement in the studio
Hugo del Carril Is mulling over employment situation, which last
a plan to appear in a picture to be
month was reflected by a reduction
made in French studios with Da- of nearly 100 on the out-of-work
Antibes Film Festival
Irish

years.

Prevent Future Fiascos
London, Aug.

Crabbe’s

English-

and

To

London, Aug. 22.
"Aqua Parade

Buster

of 1950,” which opened its limited
five weeks’ season at the Empire
Pool, Wembley, last Tuesday (15)
is a pleasing water spectacle With
sufficient
big names to insure
capacity at the 8,000-seat arena
during the holiday season:

Exhibition high diving and formation swimming are effectively
blended With straight vaudeville

with

British Union Acts

Loom

.

tres,

cuits should be able to meet their
legal requirements. But for many
independents, the situation wil
continue to be acute and extensive
reliefs likely will have to be continued.

Hits

Crabbe’s ‘Aqua Parade*
Looks Big London Hit

set up a
division,
to facili-

been referred to the legal depart- week..
Among initial releases unment of the Board of Trade.
der new setup are "Don Quixote,’’
But in the second quota year a Cantinflas starrer, and "Paloma.”
even the principal circuits were
unable to meet their commitments.
The Associated British Cinema
group, with more than 400 thea-

The other two major theatre
groups, both controlled by the
Rank Organization, are not faring
as Well. The Gaurtiont-Brltish circuit looks as if it. will be 12% short
of its statutory obligation, while
the Odeon circuit will end the year
-shy -about 10%-of-the-quota rules.
The major indie groups are expected to wind the year With results comparable to those of the
majors.
Many first-run houses
have concurrent play dates with
the circuits and are rarely given
exclusive
bookings for Britishproduct.
The major defaults will come, as
last year, from, the second and
Well
over
theatres.
third-run
1,000 of these indie houses have

LONDON OFFIOI

I it. Martin's Plica, Trafali

pose.

has received a severe setback.
Notices affecting more than 125
workers have been issued at Pinewood during the last two weeks.
Until recently, Pinewood had been
working at capacity, but the new
lay-offs were necessitated by the
sudden cancellation of two pix expected to take the floor this month.
The new Pinewood axings have
nixed the hopes of labor leaders
who had been looking forward to

list,

a steadily improving situation, and
which would have been given a big

step-up

month

by

the.

of the

reopening

shuttered

next

Denham

Next month 20th-Fox starts
lerising there: on "No Highway.”
Another temporary setback will
be received next month when. Exclusive Films suspends production
lot.

;

.

until 1951.
Official statistics show 712 technicians unemployed as of July 31.
Figure; has declined around 300 in
three months* but is partly {seasonal.-

.

i

‘Out of This World’ Diie
At Palladium in Oct
The

in

London, Aug.. 15.
between show at the

the vaudeville sea*
early in October, add the
Christmas pantomime,, will be the
current George arid Alfred Black
"Out Of This World,” from the
Opera House, Blackpool.
Show is topped by Tessie O’Shea
and Nat Jackley, with Miss O'Shea

Palladium

aftfer

j

son,

s

;

against' idea .or short run of six
weeks, and Val Parnell’s intention
of including big American names
in the show*
'
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INTERNATIONAL

ft.

More Foreign Pictures
For Down Under Dates
-

Sydney, Aug. 15.
Natan Scheinwald, indie foreign
pix distrib, is building up a top for-

Sydney, Aug. 15. f
Indication here point to a disAussie Air Series
tribution change in this area by
opera1951 in a move to cut down
Sydney, Aug. 18.
comdistnb
certain
by
costs
tional
it
Australian Broadcasting CommiS:
panies. Estimated here that
.to sion is beaming a series of broadtakes at least 40% oi earnings
for discussion by listening
operate distrib branches through- casts
com- groups.
out the Aussie zone. Certain
number
Aired on Monday evenings, they
panies, with only a small
finding are “edited” by prominent educaof pix in circulation, are
overhead costs mounting in com- tors and sub-divided into .six
“Can Psychology Help
parison to actual, earnings. All groups:
in Us?,” “Building the New Austra^
U. S. distribs. have branches
and the People of
“Ourselves
states'.
jia,”
/.
the six Aussie
Approach
Distribs of the status of United Southeast Asia,” “A New
operao International Understanding,
Artists, particularly find the
and
Worlds”
Understood
New
high,
Brave
‘Sbme
tional costs very
reached in 2,000 A D.”
th at a decision may be

New

.

eign fare locally via a deal with the
jpharles Munro-Maurice Sloman pic
Holdings in Melbourne. In Sydney
he will deal with indie showman
Peter Dawson at the Savoy.

Films on Scheinwald’s lineup include “The Raven,” “Four Steps in
Clouds,” “It Happened in Europe,”
“Germany Year Zero,” “Jericho,”
Scheinwald exarid “Carmela.”
pects to release around 17 foreign
year, Foreign
this
of
pix up to end
pictures are copping fairly good
Coin in both Sydney and Melboure.
-

Buenos Aires, Aug* 15.
Spanish legit actor Pedro Lopez
Lagar, who has devoted himself
exclusively to film work in Argentine studios for. the least eight
years, opened at the Comicd theain
tre, making his reappearance
legit for the first time in many
actress
years. Teamed with screen
Fanny Navarro, he appeared in

;

to

combine

this

unit,

with another one of similar standing in order to curb costs. ?
in some
It has been suggested
quarters that a central clearing
distribs
S.
U.
house for certain
would be a good setup to cut down
overhead, with special salesmen
appointed to handle the respective
product. Recently a deal was near-

London, Aug.

With the

Rank

London, Aug.

15.

RKO More than a quarter of a million
ly consummated whereby
Would have joined 20th-Fox on visitors, including many from the
general distribution in this zone. U. S„ are expected at thp Edinr
The deal, however, finally fell burgh Festival which opens next
\
through.
Sunday (20), running until Sept. 9.
r
h s. distribs operating here
Comprehensive program of films,
Columbia,
are
so.o now
is being
Paramount, 26th-Fox. RKO, United drama, ballet and music
Artists, Universal and Warners. linedup. Many major evdrits are
Republic product is under the 20th- to be broadcast by the -BritishFox tent, Rep finding it more eco- Broadcasting Corp.
nomical to hook up with a major
As the pictures selected for the
distrib rather than use a solo
be of a semioperation. The major indie distrib Festival have to
the field
here is British Empire Films, documentary character,
from Britfeatures
BEF
full-length
for
headed by Norman B. Rydge.
The
limited.
handles the J. Arthur Rank prod- ain and U. S. is
major British entrant is to be The
uct. Through BEF also goes Eagleof
account
factual
Horse,”
Wooden
Lioii-Classics and Monogram.
an escape from a German prison
an
with
camp, while the only pic
American flavor is the Austrian‘ANNIE’
made “The Titan,” whicfi has been
re-edited by Robert Flaherty. ReIN
mainder of the film program probably will come from France and
London, Aug. 22.
'

-

;

15.

sole exception of the

Organization,

every

major

operative production undertaken
by the Assn, of Cinematograph and
The film,
Allied Technicians.
“Green Grow the Rushes,” comes
off the floor at the Associated British Elstree Studios this week. De-

Legit

In

reluctance tov attend sociallyIn the first
conscious offerings.
few years after the war every effort was made to present plays carrying social messages. Production
schedules even included plays by
American playwrights whose works
capitalism and o t h e r
criticize
phases of the American way of life*
As a result of the poor drawing
power of this sort of presentation,
the theatres have been concentrating on “neutral” plays—classics,
Austrian folk w or k s, operettas,
This policy rules out almost
etc.
lie’s

British distrib has made a bid for
the rights to handle the first co-

See

.

propaganda isn't because they
didn’t try, but stems from the pub*

Cervantes en el Neuquen.”
Lagar is known to have ambir
tions towards production later of a
translated version of a Jean Paul
Sartre play, but under local regulations he is obliged to tee off with
a work by an Argentine author.

.

.

Kew York

.Vienna, Aug. 15.
hi the Russian-controlled part of Austria is not' being
used as an instrument of Communist propaganda as would be expected. In the Russian-controlled
city theatres of Baden and St. Pelten. the twqjargest houses in Eastern Austria,' there was not a single
propaganda play (not even a Soviet
work) produced during the 1949-50
season.
The failure of tht Russians to
use the theatre as a medium of

The theatre

Theatres

Budapest, Aug. 15*
However, “Theall modem plays.
Changes will be apparent not atre,” a comedy by one of the sothe
in
stage
Budapest
Western play“decadent”
called
the
only on

cision on distribution will not be
coming theatrical season, hut in wrights, Somerset Maugham', found
taken until the Board meeting of
its way into the city theatre in St.
the auditoriums as welL In an Poelten last season* This was the
ACT Films, Ltd., Aug. 21.
to make the work- only modern play put on at either
Until British distribution is set, intensified drive
no action will be taken to effect ing people of Hungary feel more of the two theatres last season,
Offerings during4he I949=50_sea-American release. It— is- antici at home in; the-surroundings-of the
son at St. Poelten included four oppated, however, that’ the new WilCountry’s cultural institutions, the erettas by Franz Lehar and Emson-J ohnston pact will act as an
of People’s Culture has merich Kalman; Goethe’s “Faust,*’
incentive, and may be a substantial Ministry
inducement for a major U. S. deal. decided to wipe away such rem- “The Perjurer,” by Ludwig AnzeriAlthough wrapped up in the curr nants of the bourgeois world as gruber (19th century Austrian
playwright) and Maugham’s “The-,
rent controversy regarding a suit- fauteuilles, or orchestra seats.
Productions .at Baden inatre.”
able British pic to be selected for
Henceforth a seat will be called cluded three operettas by Lehar,
the Royal Commaftd Performance a seat. Also, there will be only a
Heuberger; Schiller’s
Zeller
and
Oct. 30, ACT is not proposing to trifling
between the
difference
“Maria Stewart;” Shakespeare’s
submit “Rushes” as a candidate. price of a seat in the remotest
“As You Like It;” “The Worm of
Tentative plans have been set for center on the ground floor. CheckConscience” and “Of the Sea and
the preem to benefit the benevo- room facilities will be gratis.
the Waves” by Austrian playlent funds of the six unions in the
draw
to
is
objective
The main
wrights Anzengruber and GriUindustry.
more workers to the theatre. Eight parzer, respectively/
different combinations of season
tickets Will be available, admitting
On the drama side, there will be
bearers to four or five of the Budafour plays, three of which will be
pest theatres. Only after the needs
contributed by the Glasgow CitiAID of the factories and offices have
be
will
fourth
The
Theatre*
zens’
ST.
been satisfied will tickets be
20
Washington, Aug. 22.
presented by the Old Vic. The
offered for sale to the general pubRank Organization’s annual proSwitzerland
in
producers
Film
Eric
comprise
Glasgow productions
lic. Workers enjoy a 40% reducduction program will continue to.
are turning the heat
Linklater’s “The; Atom Doctor’’; and Sweden
tion in price* The drive to sell
The on their government? for assis- group (club) tickets will be inten- vary between 15 to 20 films, tha
James Bridie’s new play,
Golden,
outfit’s production chief, Earl St.
,D.
Nathan
reports
tance,
sified, with a reduction of 20-30%,
Queen’s Comedy,” and Home’s 18th
John, declared in New York MonS. Commerce Departcentury play, “Douglas,” The Old chief of U.
and making it possible for 10 per- day (21) upon arriving on the
Ben Johsons ment’s film division.
stage
will
sons to purchase a group ticket inVic
In Switzerland, the pressure stead of the previous requirement Queen Elizabeth. Bulk of the prod“Bartholomew Fair.”
-

,

SENSATIONAL

.

Metro’s “Annie Get Your Gun”
a far more sensational start overseas than in the
U. S. Filmization of the Broadway
legit hit has just gone into its
eighth week here at the Empire,
M-G’s British showcase. It is the
longest run at the house in the
Only “Gone With
past 10 years.
the Wind”, “The Citadel” and
“F-oadway Melody” have played

is getting off to

ASK

th^t long.

.

.

tetro office also reports that the
is doing tremendous biz in

,

..

pic.

The

traditional long-hair contri-

made by the Glyndebourne Opera Co. with two new
productions, and a number of
classical concerts by international-

bution will be

1st Six Romuhis Pix

comes

principally

from

La

Praesens-Films S. A., country’s
largest producer. The drive is for
extra taxes on imported pictures
with the money so collected to be
turned over as subsidy to Swiss
studios. The Swedes are threatening to cut down production entirely unless tli ere is a reduction
of the admissions tax; however,
they would not be adverse to help
via another way.
production-distribuKungsfilm
tion firm, went into voluntary
bankruptcy on July 4, and other
producers threaten to quit unless
the government shows more interest, While foreign pictures do
well in the cities, the domestic
production is the principal draw
,

Work ly famous orchestras.
London, Aug. 22.
Of the program of 10 Britishmade films announced when John
‘Queen For Day’ in Nice
Woolf formed Romulus Films and
Nice, Aug. 15.
Independent
outfit,
his associated
in the sticks.
Popularity of the French verFilm Distributors/ six are already
on the floor. One already has been sion of Ray Morgan’s “Queen for
screened for the trade.
a Day” (“La Reine D’Un Jour”) was
Current London Shows
This is Anthony Havelock- Al- evidenced here when almost 1 ,000
”
star- were turned away from the Open
len’s “Shadow of the Eagle
(Figures show weeks of run)
Valenthe
ring Richard Greene and
air Theatre de Verdure where
London, Aug. 22.
tina Cortese. Next to be wrapped election of a local queen was held.
“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (7).
up is “Pandora and the Flying
French
of
Aft./’
“Always
Garrick (1).
(brother
Jean Nohain
Dutchman,” made in association actor Claude Dauphin) who has
“Brigddoon,” < Majesty’s (69).
f
with Dorkay Productions. It was been emceeing the program
“Capt. CarVallo,” St. Jas. (2).
ever
produced and directed by Albert
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (11 ).
since Morgan sold its European
Lewin, with James Mason and Ava
“Cocktail Party,” New (16).
has
Luxembourg/
Radio
rights to
Gardner in the leads. This will be
“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (8);
been travelling the show over
followed by the George Raft“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (43),
Nice is the 68th city on
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (46).
Co)een Gray starring* vehicle, “I’ll Europe.
tour; .The show differs little
his
asso“Golden City,” Adelphi (10).*
Get You ‘For This,” made in
from the American program. The
“Gbt What Wanted,” Phoenix (1),
ciation with Joseph Kaufman.
elected here was a Madame
queen
“His Excellency,” Princess (13).
The other three are Concannen’s
Cottalorda.
Lucrece.
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (15).
production of “She Shall Have
“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (24)
Murder,” starring Derrick de Mar“Ice-Capades,” Empress (13).
riev and Rosamund John; “Late
U.
Rejoins
Sugerman
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (48).
Edwina Black,” with David Farrar
“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal (23)
taken
been
Harold
Sugarman
has
“The
and
Fitzgerald,
and Geraldine
“Latin Quarter,” Casino (23).
Galloping Majqr,” starring Jimmy on by Universal to Serve on the
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (5).
Hanley and Jeanette Scott. Dis- executive sales staff of Harry
“Oklahoma,” Stoll (168).
chief.
Continental
U’s
Novak,
tribution in Britain is via British
“Ring Around Moon,” Gl’be (30)
Sugarman pushes off for Paris over
Finished or In

,

,

»

Lion.

Discina Obtains ‘Manon*

the weekend for his new job. 'Newly-nametl exec previously worked
for U from 1941-1949 as foreign
department rep at the studio and
head of the company’s overseas

Disdna International Films has
acquired U. S. distribution rights
“Manon,”
the French-made,
16m division.
which stars Ceeile Aubry.
For the past 18 months, he has
Picture was sold by Foremost
Films and producer. Paul De- been distributing Israeli pix in the
to

4?harme.

V.

JOHN

*

Three ballet companies will perSouth Africa, where it has opened form at Edinburgh, including the
in Durban and Capetown. In both Ballet Theatre of New York which
locales, it is racking up 200% of "will present “Fall River Legend
normal grossses.
and “Fancy Free.’ * Second week
“Annie” has proven somewhat will see performances by the
disappointing in the States, where Monte Carlo Ballet. Also there
It has been outgrossed by “Father will be Spanish dancing by Rosario
of the Bride,” a far less ambitious and Antonio.

pic

ANNUALLY:

•

.

U. S.

“Seagulls Sorrento/’ Apollo (10)
“Touch Sc Go,” Wales (14).
“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (115)
^‘Worm’s View,” Comedy (174).

CLOSED LAST WEEK

“Beau Strategem,” Lyric

(69).
(36).
ftav’le (3)
(81).

“Castle in Air,”~Savoy
“Don’t Lose Y’r He’d,”
“Heiress,” Haymarket
“Streetcar,” Aldwych (46).

of 20,
of People’s Culture
promises to raise the cultural level
of the theatre in the coming Seaof
higher ratio
with
a
son,

The Ministry

uct, he said, will be quality pictures with an international appeal.

St. John noted that although
Rank contemplates no boost in his
own filmmaking, his 'organization
Hungarian dramatists represented. has been financing a number of
The line-up for the 1950-51 season independents up to 70% of their

National theatre; Beaumarchais’ “Marriage of Figaro”
and a new play by a Hungarian,
Mihaly Foldes, “Speed Cutting”;
includes:

of
‘‘Voice
Hungarian theatre,
America” by the Soviet Lavrenyev;
new work by Eva Mandi,
Hungarian, several of whose plays
have been produced here, the last
one, “Honor;” Madach theatre,
“The Horsefly,” by Vojnics, and a

play

dealing with

peasantry

the

by Imre Sarkadi, both Hungarians;
Youth theatre, “The Youth of the
Gorbatov, Soviet; PioSoviet
theatre,
The
neer
Mihalkov’s “I Want to Gq Home;”
Gaiety theatre, two Hungarian
Operetta,
Budapest
comedies;
Army by
opereetta, about the

Fathers,”

Endre Szekely,
For the remainder of the season it is contemplated to present
further works of Hungarian and
Soviet dramatists. Also a number
of Hungarian and foreign classics
are lined up, including Shakespeare, Dickens, Mikszath, Zsig,

individual budgets*

Production Lags
London/, Aug. 15.
The standstill on production by
the Rank Organization looks to continue indefinitely. Apparently the
bait offered in the government’*
tax subsidy for British production
is not regarded as sufficient to
boost studio, activity The group
now Js completing its sole production venture, “Highly Dangerous,”
co-starring Margaret LockwoOd and
Dane Clark. Beyond, that, nothing
is planned tor the immediate fu-

Two New Foreign Films

Set
season soon getting
underway, U. S/ distributors of foreign films are casting about for
fresh product. Rembrandt Films,
headed by ex-newspapeymart William L. Snyder, has acquired “The
Emperor’s Nightingale,” while Discina International picked up Maurice

,

fall

Chevalier’s

latest

pic,

ture///'/
Instead, the group will restrict
production, activity to giving
distribution guarantees to selected

its

indies.
The
to find their

“Ma

Based upon a Hans Christian An.

v
.

fairy
" V

tale,
r

1

“Nightingale”
—
™
»

*

7

.

was made in Czechoslovakia.

It’s a
full-length color feature using puppets. “Ma Pomme,” according to
Discina, will be preemed in N. Y.

this winter.

film-makers still have
of the money,
of which frequently comes
from the Film Finance Corp., and
also the guarantee of completion.
This method serves a twofold purpose. Firstly, it insures a guarantee
itu Ul
for the
of ^/lUUUUb
product I1CCUCU
needed XVI
group to meet its quota obligations
on its two circuits. Secondly, they
get revenue from studio rentals,
and also keen the Inin wnrkinff.

own end

part

Pomme.”
derse
-

indies,

.j

mond Moricz and Chekhov.

With the

These

he added, promote the balance of
the necessary funds themselves,
with most of the money comipg
from
the
Film
government’s
Finance Corp,
Here on a brief visit, St. John
disclosed that he may negotiate a
joint
production deal with an
American company. However, he
pointed out that he didn’t come to
the U. S. expressly for that purpose.
His junket is primarily in
the nature of a vacation. Topper,
who is accompanied by his wife,
returns to Britain Aug. 30 without
journeying to Hollywood.
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FIRST DOZEN DATES OUT-OF-TOWN GREAT

OOLLARS-AND-CENTS
NEWS SINCE “SAMSON AND DELILAH”

TOO. THE BIGGEST

£3*
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%
0
0

tKIUrl VON bl KUntllvl
..

.

as

Max von Mayerling
with

NANCY OLSON
LLOYD GOUGH

•
•

FRED CLARK
JACK WEBB

and
CECIL B. DeMILLE * HEDDA HOPPER
(BUSTER KEATON • ANNA Q. NILSSON
,

H. B. WARNER >

mm

FRANKLYN FARNUM

Produced by CHARLES BRACKETT
Directed by

BILLY WILDER

Written by Charles Brackett.

Billy

and D. M. Marshman,

Wilder

Jr.

PARAMOUNT HAS THE PRODUCT PAYING OFF BIGGEST TODAY:
"Sunset Boulevard”

— Hal

Wallis'

“My

Friend Irma

Goes West”-Hal

Wallis’

“The

“
Furies”; and soon Bob Hope’s “Fancy Pants” (Technicolor)— and Union Station”
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Capitol, N. Y.
weekly opening from Fridays to
Paramount, N. Y.
balancing routines and aero spins
Initial evening show
Thursdays.
Gene Krupa Orch (17), with Joe
are sold in socko style.
Bobby Byrne Orch (15), Rollie Und*er
full house Tucker; Jack El Leonard, Connie
a
policy
saw
new
Milton Berle, Sid Gary, Verna
harclose
The Coopers, with
Bonnie Pickert Eddie Fisher, A l
attendance, plus standees;
Raymond, Lanare & Verna, Jim mony and comedy, slam over “If &
Haines, Park & Clifford; "The Petty
with Charlene Russell, Mills n
Wong Troupe (4b Leonard Sues, You Knew Susie,” “You Made Me Bemie
In the opening slot, saxer Stan Girl" (Col), reviewed in current
re(Par),
Furies"
"The
Bros.
(5);
Texaco Men C4 b Roxyettes & Es- Love You” ana medley of “A viewed. in Variety June 2$, ’50.
Getz debuts with bis new T 1-man ssue of Variety.
corts (16), Paul Ash House Orch; Good Man’* and “After You’ve
Outfit consists of three
crew.
“Stella" (20th), reviewed in Va- Gone,” coming back to do “CockThe Capitol proceedings conParamount offering leans a bit rhythm, four reed and four brass.
riety July 19, ’50.
tails For Two” a la Spike Jones, all heavily on songs, and runs a little Included in the latter group is a stitute a pleasant .session. Each act
socko. Carmen Miranda impresh longer than a four-acter should. flugelhorn, a rarity among current registers heavily, including the
Milton Berle’s return to the on. “I Want My Mama” and closer, But acts themselves range from bands. Boys start it rolling with a Gene Krupa band.
Clancy Lowered the Boom,” also okay to sock, With Mills Bros, cap- jumpy “Four Brothers,” followed
Boxy,; after nearly three years, is
Probably the strongest item on
by a smooth “Early Autumn.” The the bill is Jack E. Leonard, the
once more an occasion for SRO go over big.
turing latter category.
terpers,
femme
dusky
Tulucci’s amazing imitations of
Poms,
Three
their
comic, a funny citizen who
signs and lobby-waits in the eye-,
portly
most
of
sing
brothers
Five
“Paper Doll,” open slowly but eventually work can appeal simultaneously to the
ning. There’s little doubt that his instruments, ranging from trumpet recording hits
the
with
on
liked,
Television”
Two
well
are
bass,
routines.
to
string
energetic
tenure as “Mr.
hepsters and the ‘squares. Leonard
“Gloria,” and “Daddy’s Little Girl” into some
Texaco Star Theatre has made him the lad scoring particularly with included. Fine singing, neat ap- of the ‘"gals" provide the hoofing, makes excellent Use of his bulk in
an even more important b.o. en- a takeoff on Rose Murphy and an pearance, flashes of humor, and while the third comes through chatter and movement, and yet his
The Roxy is virtually home imitation of a jam session.
dance movements aren’t of the
tity.
complete ease of the act bring sock with some polished acrobatics.
Miss Lutcher and her two side- returns.
In the comedy spot, Timmie elphantine variety. Effectiveness
base to Berle. Arthur Knorr,
with
handily,
at
producer
the
his
show
is
top
men
house
via
of Leonard’s barbs is -seen with his
F v’ie's tsle director,
Eddie Fisher, newcomer baritone Rogers broke up the
ConBc knows his au- frequent breakup of the bandsmen,
this house* and combo serves to pianist- warbler giving the custom- who recently socked across at the wild antics.
point up the relationship of yaude ers their, favorites: "Hurry On Riviera roadhouse, again impresses. dience and gives them what they There are always lines not in the
Down,” “I Love You, Baby.” “Lov- Youthful singer carries himself want for sock results.
Some of script that knock the sidemen off
ar vai/co.
One of the more important ques- able” arid “Fine Brown Frame/* with confidence, and has a Warm, the material is old hat, blit that their decorum. Leonard, a repeater
fast
a
up
really
Wrap
on
to
the
going
with
tions being raised; even
full voice that fills the theatre. Stint didn’t seem to bother the patrons at this house, draws a heavy mitt
heavy Opening business at the “That’s A Plenty” and “Alexander's even brought put’ sc feW bobby- at show caught Among his best for maximum returns.
Another focal point to this disBoxy, is to what degree has Video Ragtime Band” for big response. soixer screams, Eddie Cantor pro- routines was Rogers’ standby of
increased his boxoffice value. At She displays showmanship and gets tege does a nice job, capturing jumping off stage into the orches- play is Connie Haines, the petite
the Carnival ($7,500 plus overages) a big hand/ with old standby, “Real some of Cantor’s intonations, on tra and dancing with one of the chirp, who hits a jackpot with
tunes that bring out her basic
he was one of the most phenom- Gone Quy,” drawing biggest ap- “Making Whoopee,’* but it’s his femme seatholders.
enal nitery draws in New York. plause.:
Charlie Parker’s string' ensemr cuteness plus the stylization that’s
Closer,
ballads that are strong.
Ray Watkins’ augmented crew “The Newspaper Song,” is a strong, ble, composed of an oboe, bass, taken her out of the mill-run of
For almost a year, there was hardIrving Berlin
lv rn avai abJe table. His previous opens with medley or
im- cello, harp, four fiddles, piano, singers. Miss Haines, charmingly
and backs dramatic bit that could, be. silly
theatre stands have also been numbers for nice start
proved with elimination of a
drum and Parker on sax, draws garbed,; gives variety to her numReed.
neatly.
acts
Band, which re- bers with change of pace, from “La
heavily patronized. So the theory
ending^
neat response.
* television as an aid to yaude boxRollre & Bonnie Pickert, youth- cently played its inaugural date at Vie en Rose,” done with sensi0
offers “Repeti- tivity, to “Choo-Choo to Idaho” and
offices is still an open question.
N.
Y.,
ful
good
deal
Birdland,
dance
team,
a
show
Capitol,Wash
Previous bookings from video,
of terping ability in their standard tion,” “April in Paris/’ “Every- the w.k. “Old Man Mose,” A beg20.
Washington,
Aug.
EmFaye
Murray,
Me”
and “What off speech was necessary at show
Ken
to
as
sr~’v
act They’re still doing their un- thing Happens
erson, Sid Caesar and Imogene
caught..
Felix Knight, Roger Ray, Peggy usual jitterbugging. on stilts.
Al Is This Thing Called Love.”
Sarah
Krupa brings to the Capitol one
Coca didn’t stampede the theatre. Taylor Trio, Lathrop & Lee; " Night Bernie, Working with his wife,
closing
spot,
the
In
Even if Berle plays to capacity and the City" (20th).
Charlene Russell, fills the comedy Vaughan delivers her tunes in of his better combinations. It’s a
at every show, the point will still
spot capably.
Turn is reviewed snappy, fashion, garnering heavy crew of mostly youngsters who
Gal, however, employs have a feeling for Krupa’s stylings.
be Open to debate.
mitting.
There’s no headline lure here, under New Acts.
This theatre stand also brings and no show-stopper, but four-act
Bobby Byrne orch opens the bill some vocal tricks that at times He offers a series of lively offerTv-' if*
head- show is well integrated.
ri'rint wh"t can a
Nevertheless ings, each highlighted by his skin
u
It adds With a good instrumental and then aren’t too becoming.
liner do to entertain paying pa- lip
evenly paced, pleasant does a capable backing job on the she’s still a solid attraction, both beatings. There’s excellent audito
trons that he hasn’t already done vaude.
show.
Byrne fronts and emcees as a looker and chirper. Backed ence values in his drumbeats, and
Judging
for free on the ikons.
Chan.
by both the Getz and Parker even the long stretches of melodic
Top honors go to Met tenor nicely.
from Berle’s appearance-—Very lit- Felix
With the exception of paradiddles are entertaining. His
crews,
Knight.
Added_to._a_JS£t_of_
Virtually every line and sittle.
Parkcrrsonigstres5“Warbles “I Low strongest numbers include ^Gallop-pipes
the
averwell
above
house
Palace,
Y.
exhibited
ing Comedians” arid “Bonaparte’s
uation has already been
Guy,” “You’re All I Need,
age, Knight has a casual, friendly,
Max & His Gang, Derby Wilson, the
in two seasons on the Texaco Star
and “Gentleman Retreat,” latter done with a small
“Tenderly”
with
the
modest
Opens
manner.
Jerry
Mann
Virginia
Lee,
Jan
Theatre and before that in his inboth orchs, in- portion of the band in excellent
“Donkey Serenade,” Bart, Ken Whitiner, Helen Kane, Friend.” Fronting
However, there’s hackneyed
person dates.
cidentally, for the stint, is Miss dixieland manner. The band VoEdwards & Diane, Don Albert Vaughan’s husband George Tread- calist, Joe Tucker, has a powerful
no diminution of audience appre and goes on to the pop revival,
ciation.
He panics the customers “Bewitched,” both of which Warm House Orch; "Beauty on Parade well.
Show finales with Miss baritone and an essentially good
reviewed in Variety July Vaughan, Getz and Parker taking voice, but he loses vocal quality
and comports himself in a manner the galleries for him. Next comes Col
David,”
negro
spiritual, 26, ’50.
“Little
and sense of diction in attempting
that not only brings credit to the
the spotlight with “Once in
original
the
Leoncavallo
to essay a style that’s apparently
B°rle brand Of entertainment, but then
While.”
...
makes every performer on the bill number, in Italian, from which
Current vaude at the Palace is
Sid, WJZ disk jock, foreign to him.
Symphony
Breaking
My
is
Heart”
“You’re
The bill is completed by Park
nicely balanced, with few weak emcees the proceeding^ leisurely
w 'h him look great.
~
harid-to-hariding
Clifford, whose
Berle uses his now familiar en- taken. Comes back with the Verdi spots.
Singer Helen Kane, the and in amiable manner.
aria, “La Donne Mobile,” all of
has set a high standard for: some
tertainment formula at the Roxy.
“boop-boop-a-doop” girl, is nextwhich
reaps
much
appreciation
are unusual
Their
tricks
years.
to-closing with a highly effective
It’s a pattern that brings the UlCasino, Toronto
They
arid have a good lustre.
timate in results. He opens with from seat-holders.
tori.
She exhibits much charm
Roger Ray has a novel comedy arid poise in contrast to her highalways manage to come up with
Toronto, Aug. 18.
the Jim Wong Troupe (4), the
audience
in
their,
act
which
xylophone
plays
retain
a
trick
new
to
a
pitched, funny voice.
Oriental aero contortionists and
Jerry Murad*s Harmonicats, Ray
Jose.
He uses
Opens with an okay “Hoop Dee English, King Bros., Albert Marson, values.
helps transform that bit from a stooge to his inanities.
straight athletic turn to a laugh the instrument as prop and as Doo,” then swings into a plaintive Bob Goodman , Charles Gregory
session. Per usual he works in and background for his gags, most of
I Wanna Be Married,” in which Girls
(18), Archie Stone House
Oriental, Chi
out of all the acts. Baritone Sid which are delivered in a “con- she uses her trademark. A brace Orch; “ Tattooed Stranger" ( RKO ),
Chicago, Aug. 17.
Gary, on hiy own in “Without a fidential” manner, leaning over of her standards (“Give Me a
Visionaires,
S
Carltons,
The
There’s a little bit of Little Kiss,” “I Wanna Be Loved
Song” and “Old Man River,” gets the xylo.
Carl Sands Ore
Morgan,
Al
Swifts,
It’s
a bouncy bill, excellently
maximum applause. Berle comes everything in the Ray routine, in- by You,” “You Belong to Me” and
"My Blue Heaven" ( 20th).
up for exit with a bit of gagging cluding some softshoe, an aero Ma, He’s Makin* Eyes at Me”) staged and lighted, that Murray
and blackface imitations.
The stunt or two, and a takeoff; a la are a solid closer.
Singer does Little has assembled for the curPresent Oriental setup is standJerry
video
reception.
Skelton,
of
alcoholic
Red
customer
an
Texaco Men, the quartet from the
some reminiscing between songs, rent neat
Payees find latter arid a few words of thanks make Murad’s harmonica players are ard family vaude.
tele show, are used for Berle’s commercial.
Al Morgan, the headliner, snares
Comic works ef- for a gracious bowoff.
the marquee draw on their diselick
intro.
Probably time didn’t per- side-splitting.
patronage and show-stopBest
Max & His Gang, one of the reputation, but every act gets over hearty
mit this group to work with him fortlessly for good returns.
Morgan, keyed-up
returns.
ping
(Jimmy Valin the song-group bit that he s ex- of all, he keeps things moving better dog acts, are good in the to rousing returns.
performer
who is never motionless,
yanked
was
cyclist,
clown
dare,
or opening slot.
breathlessness
Without
the
Max puts four terhibited for many years.
and pounds the keyboard,
New to his troupe are Verna brashness so often seen on this riers through the standard back- after two performances and re- sings
teeing off with a fast version of
Raymond, the seven-year old mop- stage.
flips,
somersaults and leapfrog, placed by Albert Marson,
“Little Girl” for nifty returns. He
pet who made her video debut
Peggy Taylor trio gets plenty of adding some humorous touches, tenor.)
leans heavily toward reminiscent
Murad and his lads, neatly ballads
with Berle. She’s a cute young- mitt action with her flashy adagio for good returns. .Colored Derby
which comprise “I’m Still
ster who can hold a tube; shows routine. Her male assistants back- Wilson, who follows, is a fine tap dressed in gray suits, wham in
A Sweetheart,” “Tell Me,”
up well in the terp dept., and ground the dashing Miss Taylor dancer, with 'neat and imagina- their “Galloping Comedians” but Without
You
Ever Been Lonely,”
“Have
banters with Berle.
Ballroomers and serve as understanders in a tive routines. A couple of an- really have the patrons palmMe To Sleep In My Old
and
“Rock
their
go
into
they
Landre & V erna similarly get top series of pyramids. Pace and style nounced impressions of Robinson pounding when
Home,” for tremendous
applause from a well-executed terp are varied and act is always good are solid/arid a takeoff df an old terrific diapason effects in “Har- Kentucky
monica Boogie" and„their “Peg 0 returns. He encores with an origThey impress with lifts, for its share of oohs and ahs.
turn.
man dancing is a good closer.
Love,”
spins and high grade of dancing
Comedian Jerry Mann has a My Heart,” two numbers that the inal “There’s No Season Onpit band
Lathrop & Lee, boy and girl
before Berle chimes in for the com- tapsters, do okay in curtain-rais- fresh personality and a pleasant disk collectors are waiting for and then for closer teams with
trumpeter
for sprint on “12th
off.
begging
have
the
lads
which
edv takeover.
ing,
Terpers are surefooted and delivery, but suffers with tired
King Bros, score on their neat Street Rag.” Morgan begs off with
Leonard Sues, who’s interchange- rhythmic; and well received.
material. (Jses standard jokes and
neat trick of playing final chorus
ab’e With harmonica player Stan
girl as a foil for couple of songs and swift balancing for terrific
Lowe
hand
catches and headstands, plus while a sheet covers the keyboard*
Fisher in Berle’s scheme of stage
Virginia
and self-effacing gags.
Opener, the Carltons, is fatherappearances, plays a flashy trumpet
Lee’s hand-to-hand work With a some exciting risley effects; Ray
Steel Pier, A. C.
youngster barely
to register with the payees. Berle’s
plant from the audience is still a English is over nicely -on his zany son aero act, the
old but besporting
Atlantic City, Aug, 17.
clowning with Sues also hits .the
Plant’s af- monolog; and Albert Marson, bulky eight years
top comedy aero act.
torso, and
rugged
stage
acumen,
a
colored tenor, has he* trouble with
applause jackpot.
Mindy Carson, Artie Dann, ‘Park- fected embarrassment and awk- his
ballads and spirituals with gymnastic ability that’s astounding.
There’s little doubt that the er Bros,, Toy & Wing, Reg Kehoe ward
bungling constitute good
Vocal quartet, the Visionaires, is
those falsetto finales*
comic dispenses in-person enter- & Marimba Queens , John McCon- acting and near-perfect timing.
Linegirls add to the in-toto gaiety comprised of three lads and brunet
tainment to the complete satisfac- nell House Orch
Jan Bart sells couple of pop
"The
(16);
brilliantly staged opening chirper
with
a
who acquit themselves
tion of the custopiers. He’s an ex- Avengers" ( Rep )•
standards solidly in a strong, clear
number on a heat wave nicely on “Ain’t Misbehavin’,”
cellent performer who knows how
tenbr. He's helped with some ex- production
travesty
in
which
do
vicethey
a
You
Havin’ Any Fun” arid
“Are
to get the most out of his own
cellent lighting that’s Worked in to
Mindy Carson/ pert songstress, fit mood of songs. His operatic mannered strip to their “Too Darn comic version of “By Jingo.” Group
brand of miming and pick up the
complete
with
Hot”
routine,
slowhas
perky,
and uses some
Artie
approach
comic
trigger-quick
level of performance from his col- and
aria closer, which he could do
timed rhythmics and then a fast cornicing for closer, doing effecleagues.
More important to the Dann co-star on bill of five acts more of, is excellent.
finish.
tap
tive takeoffs on Hildegarde, Bette
theatre is the fact that Berle looks here. Dann doubles as m.c., sets
Ken 'Whitmer’s versatility on
As singing m.c. throughout, Bob Davis, Al Jolson, and the Ink Spots
like he’ll give the theatre one of. mood for bright, peppy show by musical instruments, use of unJuggling trio*
the more profitable weeks in many kidding his big beak, then brings usual props and dry presentation Goodman gets the proceedings off for good plaudits.
months.
The Roxy staff has On Parker Bros., acrobatic pair, are good for laughs. Former Paul to a nice start, With neat femme the Swifts, employ comedy with
d’^sed up the show with a pair for well-received bit of tumbling. Whiteman sideman’s impressions vocal assists from Dini Courtney some deft clubwork.
Toy and Wing click in their of Dorsey Bros., Benny Goodrhan and Belle Guiller. Line is back for
Carl Sands orch backs nicely
of numbers by the house line and
scene finale notable for with maestro handling m.c.ing in
1^ the Paul Ash orch shpwbacks Ca- change-of-pace dance act. They and Harry James on their respec- aitsgarden
tasteful costuming and staging. good fashion.
Mel.
pably.
The ice displays are out start with quasi-Oriental dance, but tive instruments are okay.
Whole bill maintains the high enswitch to reminiscence of George
for this two-week run.
Jose,
Edwards & Diane, ballroomers,
M. Cohan days. Miss Toy tops off work smoothly in the closing slot tertainment standard the house has
(Myrnpia,
act with toe-dancing stunt, while with some fine lifts and turns, but been setting during past several
months.
Me Stay.
Miami, Ahg. 20.
Palomar, Seattle
Wing executes some difficult taps. they overrdramatize a bit;
Don
Jack
DeCastro
Sisters
(3).
Dann takes over next and pours Albert house orch does_..a. .flrie_
Seattle, Aug. 17.
Prince,
Cerneys (2
Harry
Martini
^the—gags* on without letup. He backing
Chan.
Perkins Sells Out
job, per usual.
Branl, Valenti & Pidldi, Les Rhode
(2), Johnny Tuliicci, Nellie Lutc.hr pokes fun at his schnoz, singing
House Orch; "Bright Leaf" (WB)»
St. Louis, Aug. 22.
er Co, (3), Ray Watkins House parodies of several songs kidding
Apollo,
his nasal appendage. Returns for
Orch (8); "Peggy" (VI).
Ex-performer Johnny Perkins,
Current layout is highly satisfyimpersonations of Jolson, Jessel,
Sarah Vaughan,. Charlie Parker co-owner with Roy Bruder, formering, accent being on music.
Cantor,: “and— of course Durante; Orch (11), Timmie Rogers, Stan ly of
A good show air the way.
Chicago, of the Playdium,
Topliners are the DeCastro Sisoff
heavy
Getz
Orch
to
applause.
Symphony
Bows
11
Sid,
(
3
)
Headline act, Nellie Lutcher,
East St. Louis amusement center, ters, faves in this house, who reMiss Carson, simply but impres- Poms; "Mary Ryan, Detective"
backed by string bass and drums;
last week disposed of the spot, turn with basically the same inis pushed for honors by the Coop- sively gowned, does four numbers, (Col).
with Bruder, to David Katz, St. gredients composed of Americano
er Sisters and photogenic adagio three in fast tempo/ and is called
Having undergone a four-week Louis, former owner of a trucking and Latino specials that click with
back for two more. Audience reacteam of Hudson and Sharee.
line.
Coiffed in a
the regulars here.
facelifting,
strong.
Harlem’s
tion
vaude
showwas
Johnny Tulucci emcees and
Perkins has been ill for several still too varnished fashion, and
Reg Kehoe and his Marimba case reopened last Thursday (17)
brings on Hudson and Sharee first.
style for
too-high
years
and recently underwent an coutouriered in
Besides
Young pair have a fast, expert Queens close show with four selec- with a hangup show.
acro-adagio turn that clicks from tions on a collection of marimba primping the house, the Apollo’s operation for amputation of his the comedy routines they essay,
management also switched the right leg.
(Continued on page 55)
the first spin. Girl is a looker, and instruments. Well-received.

Roxy,
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and racy adventures of a
in a jungle
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MORE CUSTOMERS
FOR YOU! .Sold through
striking full-page ads in 42,697,of national magazines !...

915

COPIES

Tyro FULL-PAGE
INSERTIONS each in LIFE,

LOOK, COLLIER’S, SATURDAY EVENING POST...
Full pages in COSMOPOLITAN, REDBOOK

and fan

magazines.

in
,\NV V.\V»V.*.

and
Produced by ROBERT SPARES
Directed By NICHOLAS RAY
Stre.npky By EDITH SOMMER
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“JT*

of a household. He’s Milquetoastat times, but bitterly speaks
mind under pressure of events..
Massimo Girotti, his Army-officer
son, also contributes a good perSex is apparently still here to stay in film advertising. Copy for
-Continued from page I
Other cast .members
formance.
Stanley Kramer’s “The Men” is being switched to contain more of
are first-rate as is the camerawork
that ingredient following experience at the Centre theatre, Salt Lake
destruction,
not for mankind’s
You’re Smiling
Gilb.
benefit.
He warns that unless of Carlo Montuori.
City, where the pic has had a great engagement and earned a holdthat various sequences can be
ceases by
production
atomic
bomb
over this week. Exhib changed the ads on the film (which is about
scissored out, edited and sold as
let(the
noon the following Sunday
paraplegic war vets) to get more sex into them. Results are so good
shorts foi* television.
ter is received on the Monday
that United Artists, the distribs, are sending photo copies of the ads
The story framework is exceed- morning), he will, himself, blow up
Big
pressbooks for other engagements.
with
It’s about a Texan all of London with a bomb he has
ingly slight.
Continued from page 1
Despite the fact “The Men” is figured to have suffered somewhat
Who comes to Hollywood to learn stolen...
because it was released just as the Korean war struck, the first 20
the music business and winds up
This leaves exactly seven days suit of that is longer runs and a
with a recording ^contract. Jerome to the crucial Sunday noon, and in slowdown on releases, with the dates which the pic has played so far have been running consistently
the
better in grosses than either of Kramer’s two previous successes,
as
at
ease
ill
Courtland looks
that time Scotland Yard, military
thus being built up.
4<
Home of the Brave” and “The Champion,” It has earned holdovers
embryo singer, while Lola Al- intelligence, and the whole of the backlog
in
a
rise
with
end,
other
the
On
the nation is involved in the ^biggest
as
nicely
and moveovers in many dates. Single exception, where run was bebright registers
femme lead. Other Parts are ably manhunt of all times-, conducted production costs in view as materi- low average, Was San Francisco. Since the city is the embarkation
essayed by Margo Woode, Jerome with all the detail of a major mili- als and labor get scarcer, Holly- point for outgoing Pacific troops and unloading point for dead and
Cowan and Collette' Lyons, Rest tary operation. The Prime Minister wood will undoubtedly take the injured returning from Korea, grim atmosphere prevails which is beof the cast comprises the record- broadcasts to the nation, total evac- prudent course of making as many lieved to have been particularly damaging to a film about the last;
ing names, who provide a degree uation is ordered and the deserted pix as possible before substantial war’s injured.
entertainment in individual city is searched house by house un- budget rises become mandatory. As
of
sequences, but unimaginative stag- til the scientist is eventually caught a matter of fact, if the b.o. picks
While 20th-Fox’s “No Way Out” has proved somewhat disappointing
ing hampers the overall effect.’
a few minutes before noon.
up measurably, the lots will be in in its current preem engagement at the Rivoli, N. Y., the company’s
Producer Jonie Taps, vet of the
The manhunt is loaded with sus- a .yery good position if they do no. previous pic on a Negro prejudice theme, “Pinky,” continues to roll
music industry, has kept the yarn pense. The incidental matter is more than stick to present sched- up surprising grosses. Last Week, its 40th in. release, it garnered
centering about the disk biz* with logically handled, providing a host ules. That’s because most studios more than $10,000 in film rental. It has about $3,900,000 in the till
He shows of opportunities for fine detailed
authentic atmosphere,
have already kicked up production now from domestic release and is expected to get a total of close to
an astuteness in coupling the juke- Characterizations,
quantity to hold down overhead $4,000,000, Which would make it by. far the top grosser of the four prebox names with appropriate numBarry Jones’ interpretation of per pic and to meet exhib demand vious Negro-themed pix—“Home of the Brave,” “Lost Boundaries r
bers, and has apparently taken the the scientist is intelligent.
His
turndver in light of “Intruder in the Dust” and “The Jackie Robinson Story.”
line that the singers who have, clearly defined portrait of the man for quicker
One of the difficulties of this type of message pic is that it does not
been luring nickels into the auto- no-one understands is a moving poor grosses registered during the
matic phonos of this country will piece of acting. Principal female past year. "Normal move by the play as many contracts as other top-grossei*s. “Pinky,” for instance,
probably be enticed into the thea- role, which is generously filled with studios, if the b.o. does show a now has played about 12,000 engagements and may get a total of
tre by these names on a marquee. comedy lines, is taken by Olive sharp lift, would be to start cut- 14,000. The same distrib’s “Mr. Belvedere Goes to College,” released
Under Joseph Santley’s direction, Sloane. She plays a former show- ting back on production to hold the somewhat longer, has 15*000 and will get a total of about 17,000.
That’s because the lighter fare gets many repeat dates that the Negro
story is subsidiary to the exhibi- girl with rare, gusto. Andre Morell backlog to a reasonable level.
J°se.
has a typical role as the Scotland
tion of the singers.
pix do not, plus the fact that some few houses in the south skip this
Difficulty, of course, is in knowYard detective, and there is a. solid
type product. On the other hand, “Pinky” is getting a liigher average
is a reasonable level. That
ing
what
piece of acting by Ronald Adam as
rental per theatre than “Belvedere” and pix of the latter ilk.
takes a combination of the Kremthe Prime Minister.
and Nostradamus. If the war
Hollywood, Aug. 1 8.
The
actors are aided by a first- lin
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers has prepared and
Universal release pf Ted Richmond pro- rate script. Dialog is consistently situation is going to cause costs to
duction. Stars Howard .Duff, Brian Donfor fwlo, three or more years is how circulating a basic text on the science of color motion, pictures.
witht few
chances
for laughs i-liike
Peggy Dow, Lawrence Tierney, pithy,
levy,
»A _
iifj.
«
_
_ . t
K1
A
f
A
T\llA' O
72-page book, titled “Principles of Color Sensitometry,” deals at
The
pile
as
Bruce_ Bennett, Anne Vernon. Directed overlooked, despite the seriqusness it’s naturally profitable to
many films into the backlog as pos- length with instruments available for use in color research and for
quality control in the practical use of the tinting processes now widely
! ing by Roy Boulting* JUld direction
sible.
linger, Don " Martin; camera,** IVving
“ GlassJ
employed in the industry. Text is a product of collaboration among
bergT editor, ^Milton Carruth. Treviewed by John
Boulting breach a good
On the other hand, if the inter- w.k.
Aug. 18. 'SO. Running time, 10 MINS.
technicians in the color pix and photographic circles, including
standard
of
craftsmanship,
’oxfiffl
Howard Duff
Jack Early
national tension slackens and the
H. E, Bragg, J. G. Frayne, A. M. Guhdelfhiger, C. R. Keith, G. C.
Nick Palmer ............. Brian Donlevy
nation’s economy reverts t<? a more
.. Peggy Dow
Ellen Bennett..,.....^.
Misener, H. W. Moyse, S. P. Solow, M. H... Sweet, J. P. Weiss^ J. A.
........ .Lawrence Tierney
Colton
normal basis, a big backlog could Widener and Ft C. Williams.
Difficult Years
David Glover............ Bruce Bennett
be disastrous. It might well mean
Anne Vernon
Nita Palmer ...........
(Ann!
Difficili)
City Editor .. ............ .Stapleton Kent
the release of swollen-budgeted
(ITALIAN)
Contrary to usual sales procedure, Metro is grooving its “Next Voice
Peter Virgo
»•
Roy.
Lopert Films release of Briguglio Films pix on a declining market.
Sam ................. .Charles Sherlock
You Hear” and “Stars .in My Crown” into a flock of, small-city dates
(FalCo Laudati) production. Stars Umberto
That’s exactly what happened in before moving the duo into the big key deluxers. It’s felt that their
Spadaro, Massimo Girotti. Directed by
..
,
Shakedown” shapes up as a Luigi Zampa. Screenplay, Sergio Amidei, 1947 and 1948-r-with the results all subject matter will benefit most by a carefhl smalltown buildup which
fa irlv interesting melodrama, with Vitaliano Brancati, Franco Evangelisti, too clearly indicated on the ma- will generate lots of word of mouth and .advance audience penetra^hignoni. from novel by Bran- jors’ profit-and-loss accounts. Pix
tn - TpIo
alonC oatx; camera.
along.
neiD it
li.
SOme action tO
tion. Sole exception to the policy was taken when “Voice” was set at
Carlo Montuori;. music.
There’s not much audience sym- Franco Casavols; narrator, John Garfield; made and ..stockpiled during the the Music Hall, N. Y., last month in a pre-release booking.
hu Mm er
re * peak cost days of ’45, ’46 and ’47
pathy for the characters, but for
*F
-}«««« n. Y., Aug. it, so. Bunmn* tin.,.
the general double bill market it
went into amortization on a market
Theatre Owners of America is keeping, its exhib members up to date
lAldo Piscitello ........ .Umberto Spadaro that would no longer support such
senses its purpose.
on significant suits brought in the industry by inaugurating a series of
a
took
Plot spins the rise of Howard. Resina..
Profits
extravagances.
....Ave Ninchi
bulletins which digest actions and break down the allegations into
Odette Bedogni tumble.
Duff from amateur photographer Elena
layman language. Bulletins are put out under the signature of Her.......... .Erwstb Aijirant*
to top of the profession and details
To add to their troubles, most man M. Levy, TOA’s general counsel. First digest circularized this
how his lack of regard for others Maria ...
;Miiby Vitale companies
during the big b.o. week takes apart anti-trust suit of several Pennsylvania .poster outfits
Baron.
-En'ao Biiiottt
leaves a string of enemies and
Son
. . .
Carletto Sposito years of 1946 and 1947 were releas- against National Screen Service and the eight majors.
eventually proves, his downfall. Barbn’a*
Fascist Minister.
Loris Glrzi ing their best product and pushing
Along the path upwards, Duff uses Pharmacist.
......
.Aldo Silvan!
Historical aspects of Warners’ “50 Years Before Your Eyes” were
..... ..
.Turi the poorer stuff into a vault behind
Peggy Dow, another fotog, to gain American
them.
By the beginning of last praised by. Sen. Edward Martin (R.-Pa.) in a recent issue of the Cona good position on her paper.
finally
caught
process
this
had
year
gressional Record *
Other enemies include Bruce BenHe termed the picture a “brilliant example of
(In Italian; English Titles)
nett, the publisher, who loves Miss
Comments of the lawmaker marks
''Difficult Years,” an Italian ini- up with them and in a necessitated visual education in Americanism.”
Dow; Brian Donlevy and Lawrence port of Lopert Films, mirrors the hurry they began dumping the the second time the film was mentioned in the Record, and reportedly
Tierney, gangsters whom he pits rise and fall of Italian fascism by skeletons' out of their closets. Thus is the first time that any picture has had commendation from both
against each other to gain his own illustrating
amortization tables began to Work houses of Congress.
‘famUy o£ modest mean* on product that, was not only made
?.!}?.?’
wife. Duff finally is killed after his Encompassing, the. decade precedat top cost, but that was generally
“The Original Sin,” German-made, which ran 105 minutes when
greedy ambition goes „too far.
ing the end of World War II, the
Result in light of reviewed in Variety from Darmstadt, Germany, passed by the U. S.
Players do Well under Joe Pev- pictorial study is of sound interest poor tu boot.
1949
conditions
was
Customs
market
and N. Y. State Board of Censors intact, thus retaining its
losses
ney’s direction of the Alfred Lewis to adult filmgoers and represents
or comparatively slim profits for original running time. Pic opened at the 55th St. Playhouse, N. Y. t
script,
Goldsmith
Levitt-Martin
equally
sound
boxoffice
art
in
Saturday (19).
most companies.
taken from a story by Nat Dallin- houses.
ger and Don Martin, His hand is
At the same time, by the begipFilm shows how blind most of ning of of 1949 the industry had
evident in the guidance* of Miss
Television has provided a windfall for members of the Screen CarDow. Duff turns in his customary Italy’s citizens were to the evils been through a- year-and-a-half of toonists Guild, approximately 100 of whom are turning out video anigood performance, and Brian Don- of fascism. The majority followed economizing and budgets had some mations for soap, soup, biscuits and whatnot. Many of the animators
levy, Bruce Bennett and Lawrence Mussolini’s fanatical exhortations
down considerably.
So while formerly worked for Walt Disney, Metro, Warners and; Walter Lantz.
Tierney are capable. Anne Vernon and promises in sheep-like obedience, the picture points out. Those shelves were being unloaded to
pleases in her film debut.
Producers of oaters and whodunits are passing up $2.50 books in
Ted Richmond’s production su- who differed did so clandestinely, their low point in a number of
favor of two-bit paperback stories as a source of film material. Filmpervision manages neat values for
Defects of fascism are admir- years, by late fall the wheels had
makers
have discovered that expensive books sell slowly while paper-,
Irving
.by
begun
to
grind
lensmg
again
and stocks
the budget, .Mid
a foi y explained by the actions of
Glassberg aids the actionful mo the. pictures characters,
Their started to build up slowly. The back tales have a quick circulation, meaning a bigger potential audiNeal.
ments.
movements and attitudes are bril- process has been accelerating ence for the screen versions.
liantly interpreted by a fine cast, through this current spring and
and the excellent direction of summer.
While stockpiles are
to
Scven
Luigi Zampa serves to heighten bound to go up, how fast and how
(BRITISH)
the players’ performances. Use of far, as has been pointed out, is. at
London, Aug. 15.
what appear to be natural back- least partially In the hands of
ish
his
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British Lion release of London FilmsWaiTVT
Features -.grounds Of SlClly 8S Well as an 0Cproduction.
Boulting
Bros,
Barry Jones, Olive. Sloan, Andre Morell. ,-CaSlonal
newsreel Clip Of WBl*
* iv « a documentary
Gilbert wTaylor; editor, Roy Boulting, At etlect.

London.

Rialto,

Running time, 94 MIMS.

Carrying the theme of the film
...
.Barry Jones
.Olive Sloane is government clerk Umberto. SpaSuperintendent Folia nd
Andre Morell daro.
He has no interest in
Ann Wiliingdon
.Sheila Manahan
Stephen Lane. ............
Hugh Cross politics but is forced, to join the
Mrs. Pecket .i ........... .Joan Hieksdn Fascist party to hold his job and
prime Minister.
Ronald Adam please hi* wife (an a^tid Fascist
supporter).
Ironically,, when the
tense
aind topical theme is the Allied Military Government moves
main ingredient of this new Brit- in after the war’s end, he is

Professor Wiliingdon.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

;

^

A

|

;

ish-made Boulting Bros, producStory values,
production
qualities and forceful charaetcrizations take precedence over star
names. The major handicaps this
film will have to overcome are
complete
names* for both the British and
American Diarkets.
markets. Powerful exploitation, however, may make this.

j

fingered

tion.

Much
on

of the pic has been lensed
in the London area.
tourist soots are

location

Manv

notable

Wail unusufl

Fascist
|

as

a

dyed-in-the-wool

by the town’s unscrupulous

mayor. *
In the eqrly stages of the pic.

j

,

•

ture,

the .Voice of John Garfield

&
^

iSSt Vart^^ih^^Ound
itttSlude? Se
the f nri? k

knheSrv

^ and
^ ie
of Gai field
Mlller al e Intended to stimulate
‘

1

and audience interest. However, this
contribute towards establishing an entrF Packs ample strength of its

done

.angle,

!

!

authentic,
dramatic atmosphere. own *
Acting of the principals as well
the plot is Van
Focal point
of
ulti*
A
A
A%.
JTJ»* 9.
matum sent to
the Prime Minister! as the supporting players falls
of ^England by an atom scientist into the familiar Italian school of
Spadaro etches a fine
who becomes mentally deranged realism.
because his work is being used for portrayal as the middle-aged head
1
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Continued from, page S
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Wald-Krasna Meet Depinet

Uncle Joe.

Reade Drops

Depinet Theatre at La Jolla, Cal., of which
he is board chairman; Each of the

acted as host yesterday (Tues. ) ) at
a luncheon to meet RKO execs.
Phil Reisman will run a foreign

players

would contribute

his

or

her services in part, With a portion
of the profits going to the- theatre.
department
cocktail
party
for
the
prepared to follow the Reade suit
Stars active in the experimental
duo. today (Wed.) preceded by a J
if it proved successful.
Coast legiter include Joan FonContinued from page 3

Young Reade himself was prep- feed for mag editors and staffs.
taine, Deborah Kerr, Gene Keliy,
Wald told luncheoners Monday Henry Fonda, Paulette Goddard,
ping extension of the scheme to
his Majestic in Perth Amboy, since that he hoped the unit’s secret of Gregory Peck, Charles Boyer and
this is near. Woodbridge and there success in turning out the expected Dorothy McGuire. Production setWas. the advantage of the promo- volume of pix would be in careful up would be somewhat similar to
tional campaign already under- timetabling of operations. Aim will that under which Sol Lesser made
taken for the ozoner. However, be to have story, director^ pro- “Stage Door Canteen” during the
some Querying proved that there ducer and stars all ready to begin last war.
was likewise too little enthusiasm shooting at the same tithe so
W-K, incidentally, is also planfor the charge idea in the standard there’d be no costly non-working ning another
along that line. It
house as there Was in the drive-in, delays.
will be about the USO-Camp Show
so it was never extended to the
Going further into his plan for tours of the war and star many
Majestic.
employing as many of his creative of the players who took part in
Reade feels the plan misfired be- people as possible on a royalty overseas troop entertainment. W-K
cause people don’t like having basis, Wald remarked: “No one have bought from the John Phillip
small amounts hanging over their can get. burnt sharing profits.” He Sousa estate the title “Stars and
heads except for absolute neces- is counting on the scheme to pro-.,' Stripes” for the pic. Label is that
sities.
He thinks that while they vide an incentive for both better of the. w.k. march written by Sousa,
have no objection to indebtlng quality ancl faster work.
Wald> during hls talk Monda jr,
themselves $350 for a television set
Producer said be aimed to get a paid tribute to his former boss,
or $2,000 for a car or $10,000 for a showmanship angle into each
Of Jack L. Warner, as an instructof
house, they don’t like to owe $3.50 his productions. He cited
as an in filmmaking. He named as othef
or $6.20 for what they consider a example a plan to iLse many of
the Warner Bros, alumni Darryl F.
luxury item.
stars participating in the Actors Zanuck and Hal
Wallis.
.
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GRACE COPPIN

CECIL CLOVELLY and introducing ANNE FRANCIS
ENID PULVER
ROSITA MORENO • ANNE JACKSON

V

Danziger
Produced by Edward J. Danziger and Harry tee
Jeio RouveroT
gutted by Bernard Vorhaua* Story and Screenplay by
Released thru United Artist*.
and Bernard Vorbaus
.'

an

exploitation natural from
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Wednesday, August 23, 1950

Leon Brandt Heads ELC

Selznick-UA Attachment
new management

funds, some indies, notably Edward
Kramer Small, have In the past tried to
cies and financial status,
will have "Cyrano,” his most ex- build a protective fence in their
pensive production to date (almost contracts. They asked that their
$1,000,000), ready for release be- coin be segregated into their own
fore Christmas and he wants to accounts.
UA has had no objechave full facts before turning it tion except the one of practical difever to the company.
ficulty, since it would involve much
Kramer Anxious
opening of dozens of special bank
Like all the other producers, accounts.
In the case of Small a few years
Kramer has been anxious ever
since the new regime came in to ago, UA said it was willing to segget a fill-in on detail. There has
regate his money at the source, but
been considerable heat aroused by
not be in apposition
refusal of the group headed by it would then
owner Mary Picklord and board to advance him coin for prints and
chairman Paul V. McNutt to impart advertising, as was customary but
Since this
merely a courtesy,
the desired info.
outlay of $100,000
Miss Pickford has contacted w ould mean an
prior to
Kramer and other producers on or more by the producer dropped
Small
the Coast and, asked them, on a release of a picture,
personal basis, to give the new the whole idea.
Selznick’s attachment was placed
ruling quadrumvirate time to get
Some have on accounts in the Guaranty and
Its house in order.
such
others,
while
Trust companies, N. Y,
far,
so
Bankers
acceded
as Harry Popkin and Joseph Just- Action was an outgrowth of the
man, have refused to deliver pic- three-year old dispute resulting
They have been awaiting from DOS’s breakaway as a UA
tures.
arrival on the Coast of McNutt, stockholder in 1947.
prexy Frank McNamee and secreClaim for $146,000 is based on an
tary Max Kravetz. Continued post- accounting made following the
ponement of the group’s departure bustup, when Vanguard, a Selznick
for California is in part back of company, claimed it was owed
Kramer’s determination to come $5Jj)00 and UA maintained the
east.
situation was reversed and VanMost of the producers have had guard owed it $60,000. Funds inther attorneys going over the fine volved were earnings and funds set
print in their releasing contracts aside for taxes in foreign countries,
in an attempt to find some justi- particularly France and India.
fication for holding back on pix or
Selznick last December offered
assessing liability in the event they
accept $50,000 in settlement of
feel their product is not being to
the money
handled satisfactorily. General feel- its claim If UA paid
of the year. Arthur
ing of attorneys is that the pacts before the end
exec
v.p. and
UA’s
then
Kelly,
W.
ere pretty much iron-bound. Posagreed, but the board
sible exception is what is known as foreign chief,
proposal. Selznick as a
•‘the best efforts clause,” in which nixed the
his
the distrib is obligated to make its result has now thrown into
list of charges, many
long
claim
a
best efforts fo release properly
A
Thought is of which he had been previously
the producers’ films.
that the current absence of a sales- willing to forget. About $90,000 of
manager and the lack of certain the coin involved is allegedly due
facilities might allow room for a in U.S. currency and the rest in
of its plans, poli-

court test of the clause, but

it

.

.

foreign.

is

not thought likely.
Milton Kramer, of Paine, Kramer
On the matter of UA’s practice of & Marx, Selznick’s counsel, filed
combining general and producers' the attachment on his behalf.
!

i

Continued from page 3
for a name player to Hussey, Charles Coburn, Spring
make a small speech from the Byington and Piper Laurie tubstage of a key city theatre in con- thumping for "Louisa.”
Group
nection with a preem of his latest started as a unit when the film
getting
are
now
picture, the majors
preemed at the Chicago theatre,
their stars out to meet the public Chi, and then split to hit 26 key
face-to-face in any way possible. cities.
Joel McCrea, Ann Blyth
In addition, while emphasis is still and six featured players are schedplaced on key-city appearances on uled to hit Denver this week in
the theory that the resultant pub- advance of the preem next Tuesday
will penetrate to smaller (29) of U’s "Saddle Tramp.”
licity
Partowns, several of the. companies amount has Charlton Heston out
are routing their stars through the to meet the public and put in a
Besides plugging pitch for his first picture, "Dark
sticks as well.
their own pictures or companies, City.”
Arlene Dahl and Harry
many of the name players are put- Ruby just returned to the Coast
ting in a general pitch for the en- after
"Three
plugging
Little
Paramount, for ex- Words” for Metro in a number of
tire industry.
follow
Wilcoxon
Henry
had
ample,
key city openings, and Miss Darthat line in connection with his nell has returned to Hollywood
tour on "Samson and Delilah,” after her stint in N. Y. for “No
while Gloria Swanson did the same Way Out.” Burt Lancaster recentfor the company’s current "Sunset ly wound a tour for Warners’
Boulevard,” in which she is starred. "Flame and the Arrow.”
Publicity payoff for the personals
Recent boost in Hollywood prosufficient

.

In the past couple of
flackery.
months, Brandt shared supervision
with Gross, who came over from
FC along with a number of other
execs.

Gross is dickering for another
He previously
spot.
industry
headed the FC ad-pub wing. Prior
to that stint, Gross handled pubtheatre,
the
Rivoli
for
licity
Broadway showcase.
With a flock of product in the
hopper for early release by ELC,
understood that the company expects to expand its pub-ad dept.

j

:

•

'Unfair' Distribs

j

in some instances has been more
than a company could get by staging the usual gala preem for. a new
Thus, 20th-Fox received
picture.
more free newspaper space in the
metropolitan New York dailies last
week for having Linda Darnell sell
tickets at the Rivoli, N. Y., boxof-

Continued from page 5

that some concrete step must be
taken, whether it be the labelling
device or something else, to satisfy the demands of the smaller
members. The claim of the latter
is that many will be 'forced out of
business unless they can win some fice for the opener, of "No Way
with mbst
relief in the way of far broader Out” than it has obtained
of its recent formalized preems.
use of flat terms.

‘

t

Star Tours Help B.O.

Flackery as Gross Exits
Dual supervision of Eagle Lion
Classic’s ad-pub department ends
early in September when Syd
Gross leaves the company. Leon
Brandt, who served as ad-pub chief
for Eagle Lion prior to its attempted merger with Film Classics,
will continue as sole head of ELC’s

Continued from pa*i

duction

incidentally,

activity,

means the majors must set their
tours in advance to make certain

the stars are available. Metro, for
example, had plans for Lana Turner to hit the road to ballyhoo her
latest film, "A Life of Her Own.”
Star, however, was forced to begin
work immediately in "Mr. Imperium,” and so M-G was forced to
According to Paramount ad-pub cancel her p.a.
It is now being widely charged
chief Max Youngstein, the personthat distribs have broken promises
with a preem pay
made to the H. A. Cole committeee als in connection
best when the opening is staged
when it systematically visited dis- off
on a territorial basis, so that it can
Sustainers
trib heads last winter in a camgrab off newspaper and magazine
paign for more flats. At that time,
Continued from page 1
space on a national level.

Summer

,

:

!

committee attempted to induce
sales heads to grant flat terms on
all theatres that pay $500 or less
rental on a feature.
While distribs refused to go for that proposition, it is maintained that prom
ises were made to extend flat sellj ng
anci
these promises have
no t been kept.
Thought now is to send the Cole
delegation around the N. Y. offices

In an attempt to get the stars as
of such programs for submission to
close to the public as possible, the clients in case any time opens up
with
tieins
usually
set
majors today
in the future.
local radio stations and newspapers
"Prize Performance,” now aired
a day or two preceding the opening
from 8:30 to 9, will
of a picture. Then the actors take Monday nights
to the stage on opening day. Ad- be forced to vacate that slot next
vance work makes it possible for week (28) when Arthur Godfrey ’i
exhibitors to effect their local ex- "Talent Scouts” resumes.
Underploitation tieins more easily, ac- hill said "Performance” will be
chiefs.
cording
the
ad-pub
to
at
night
Tuesday
again.
If the commitments are
moved into the
not then kept, Allied would publicIllustrating the number of Holly- 10 period for three weeks but will
ly brand the distrib involved as a wood players now on the road, Uni- then have to be dropped when the
backslider.
versal has Ronald Reagan, Ruth web’s wrestling pickups resume on
Switch is also
a sponsored basis.
in the works for "By Popular Demand,” now aired Sunday nights
from 7:30 to 8. Lucky Strike’s
t

•

!"

Show Business” resumes
week (27), at vVhich time
"Demand” w'ill be moved to Friday
“This Is

there this

Luk Girl

Morton Downey’s
nights at 10.
show for Nash-Kelvinator goes in
there next month, when "Demand”
too will get the necessary heave.

&

M

..

NBC is in virtually the same
position with some of its current
sustainers, with present indications
pointing to "Cameo Theatre” as the
only such program that will be continued in the fall and that one
.will move into the still unexplored
Sunday afternoon time. “Cameo”
is
now aired Wednesday nights
is prefrom 8:30 to 9 but
empting that time for its big rotating emcee vaudeo presentation.
Such other NBC sustainers as
Menasha,” starring
‘Magnificent
Menasha Skulnik, will be axed.

,

AM

—

NBC

She has

the fresh natural beauty

youth— this charming new star!
She protects her delicate skin with

of

Hollywood’s own beauty soap.
"Here’s my daily Lux Soap
says Joan Evans. "I smooth
the creamy active lather in well,
rinse, pat with a soft towel to dry.
A quick easy care, but it works!”

Int’l

facial,”

SDGA

Yes, in recent tests by skin
out of 4
complexions improved in a short
time. Try these acf/ve-lather
facials screen stars recommend!

kiewicz

Post,

Joseph

Man-

L.

slated to arrive in

New

SDGA’s

public relations coun-

on results of his trip. Mankiewicz also surveyed television in
France and Italy, in line with the
SDGA’s current attempt to line up
sel,

so fragrant, so luxurious!
im iHHn.nn.;.
f

''''

prez

huddled with directors in France
and Italy. Before heading back to
the Coast, he'll confab with Carl

Get the generous bath size
Toilet Soap, too—you’ll find

/

is

York today (Wed.), following a trip
through Europe during which he

Lux

rr

3

foreign directors to work in the
U. S.

specialists, actually 3

it’s

Guild

Continued from page
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all

video directors in the U.

S.

SDGA’s reasdning
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Hie

in striking out
on an international plane is that
making directors in all countries
members of a single union will obviate the necessity for obtaining
labor permits in various countries.
Today, for example, if an American director is sent to a foreign
country on a picture assignment,
first get permission from
the labor ministry in that country.
Guild execs also believe that any
easing of the foreign production

he must
<s

v.VwVlV

problems in

this way will also fosmore production overseas by
American companies. That in turn,
they claim, will mean more work
for foreign directors irt their own

ter

9 out

ot 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

Soap

studios.

!
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For Louisa’

i

policemen were
called to the Chicago theater Friday to handle the crowds waiting to see the world premiere of

Extra

traffic

the movie “ Louisa.'

r

The crowd extended four and
six abreast north in State

Lake
south

B

st.,

east to

almost

Wabash
to

A*

IpS^

-

J

to

st.

av.,

f

then

Randolph

st.

1

“I don't get it," John Balaban,
president, said. ‘There
&

K

isn't any sex, no violence, no
crime in the picture. It's a home
movie."

\

V

the reason, more
than 20,000 paid to see the movie
Friday.

Whatever

\
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Trade papers, film buyers, exhibitors and
movie fans all predicted that LOUISA would
year.
prove to be the top family picture of the

engagements, backing up the
tremendous record-breaking World Premiere
business at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
First fifteen test

proved these predictions 100%

correct.

THE EGG AND
THERE HAS BEEN NOTHING LIKE IT SINCE
'

I

9

*»»» » »»» » +»»
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from Film

NEW YORK
Leo Seligman now an independent distrib after selling his stock
In Favorite Films Corp. and Regal
Television Pictures Corp. He also
resigned as treasurer of both outfits.

Avenue

theatre, N. Y., recently

operated by Lopert Films, taken
over on long-term lease by Eca
Theatre, Inc., headed by Mark
Finkelstein. Outfit plans to change
name of the 600-seater. and completely refurbish. Lessor was S. R.
Jackson’s Termel Realty Corp.
Deal was consummated by Berk &
Krumgold, theatre* brokerage firm.
Previously it was reported that
Max Cohen, of Anco Theatres, expected to acquire the Avenue as a
showcase for hoss operas.
Ed Williamson, Warner branch
manager in Memphis, moves to the
company’s Dallas office effective
next Monday (28) according to distribution chief Ben Kalmenson.

Adams

Vernon

manager

Dallas

goes to Memphis.

James

Grainger, Republic’s
sales chief, planed-to Chicago MonR.

.,

Wednesday, August 23, 1950
4 + + 44-4 + 1

J.

Row

nual convention at the Hotel CharConclave origilotte Nov. 19-21.
nally was slated for Oct. 1-3, but
the date was changed in order that
the local meet would follow the
national gathering of the Theatre
Owners of America in Houston. Expected to be on the November

agenda are

television, activities of

Prior to re-

Grandview Drive-in now has a
dirt track for midget and hot-rod
auto races.
Joe Malec, boss of Peony Park,
snapped up bands for the fall season in a hurry. They are Clyde

McCoy,

Bill Snyder,

Henry Busse,

Artie Shaw, Larry Green, Stan
Kenton, Orrin Tucker and Tommy
Dorsey.
Ahamo Club of Omaha worried
about its date with Louis Prima
band. They had the outfit set at
Peony Park but the management
withdrew its consent, and the club
is now casting about for a spot
to put the Prima orch.
“Lost in Stars” penciled in at

Paramount

for Oct.

4,

he

will join

Productions.

Kramer

the Stanley

Fowler, will be ad-

vance man for Jose Ferrer, director
and star of “Cyrano de Bergerac”
on his forthcoming 20-city tour.
Marion Felix Jordan, rep of Motion Picture Export Assn, in Ger-

many

for the last three years, returned and took over lease of
Castle Theatre, Mt. Pleasant, R. I.

CHARLOTTE
Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina hold their 38th an-

ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S

4

Direct from

LtGuardla and Newark

Round
Trip Special
1

STOP
•acji

CALIFORNIA $80

way

—

Fly Now Pay Lator 1 WAY $88
Miami $35 non-stop Chicago $24
Plue Tax

NORTH AMERICAN

.

85)

—“Broken

Arrow”

“The LawltJs”

Wow

(20th) and
(Par), also Oriental.

$12,000.

Last

week,

“711

Ocean Drive” (Col) and “Armored
Car Robbery” (RKO), $8,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.400;
“Rock Island Trail” (Rep) and “Hi- 50-80)
“Treasure Island” (RKO)
Last
Jacked” (Lip). Fair $7,000.
(2d wk). Big $7,000. Last week,
(WB)
Frontiersman”
“Return
week,
$9,800,
and “Vicious Years” (FC), poor

—

$ 6 000
,

.

Tabor

(Fox)

(1,067;

35-74)

United Artists (Parker)

—

(890; 50-

85)— “Crisis” (M-G). Mild $5,500.
and Last week, “Annie Get Gun” (M-

“Good Humor Man” (Col)
“Snow Dog” (Mono), day-date .with G)
Webber. Good $4,000 Last

(3d wk), great $7,200.

Aladdin,-

His
Surprised
“Skipper
week,
Wife” (M-G) and “Crooked River”

—

(Lip), fair $3,000.

Before

Years

Eyes”

From

Briefs

Webber (Fox) 750; 35-74)
“Good Humor Man” (Col) and
“Snow Dog” (Mono), also Aladdin,
Tabor. Oke $2,000. Last week,
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and “50

Everett

the Lots

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Riskin checked in at

big Paramount to start

(W&),

work under his
contract. .Joan
producer
Bennett and Don Taylor signed by

$3,000.

new

.

Metro for “Father’s
dend”" in the same

Little

Divi-

they
played in “Father of the Bride”
moppet
Nelson's
contract
Dixie
with UI approved by superior
Continued from page 3
‘Arrow’ Not Fast at
Charles Boyer drew one of
Court.
theatre circuit pro-rated among
22.
the top roles in “The Scarlet LetAug.
Boston,
stockholders of the company. This
Major houses reflect a slight up- ter” at 20th-Fox. .Metro handed
proposal was. submitted to the U. S. swing in boxoffice activity this Sidney Sheldon a new writer conTreasury Dept, early in the year. stanza, with new product a hypo. tract as a result of his scripting on
Dick
has now been learned that “Destination Moon” at the Boston “Three Guys Named Mike”
It
Treasury refused to sanction the shapes as one of best, and will Erdman signed for main role in
inbe
Met
Heart,”
to
produced,
at
the
“Weak
Arrow”
transaction:
“Broken
gains
capital
fTiold,
plan as a
Because of this, the Warners would looms only okay. “Kiss Tomorrow dependently by W. R. Fiank and
Goodwins
Fen^Viesenthal
Les
and
Sam
Paramount
have been subject to a personal Goodbye” at
income levy on their share of the way looks nice... “Where Sidewalk moved ’Into RKO to direct “Tin
Ends” at Memorial is only disap- Horn Troubadours,” co-starring
debentures.
pointing newcomer, “Three Little Jack Kirkwood and Wally Brown
Revived interest of the Warner Words” at State and Orpheum
.Philip Dorn joined the “Gaunt
freres in the theatre end may stem looks fancy in second frame. “The Woman” cast at RKO.
from the current recovery of ex- Men” is slipping in fourth and final
Warners will release “The Glass
hibition in the past couple of week at Astor.
Menagerie” in the Latin- American
months. With the boxoffice up and
Estimates for This Week
countries as “Siempre Amanece Otra
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95)
an uneasy peace or possible shootVez,” meaning “There Is Always

‘Kiss’ Fine

Hub;

Warners’ Theatres

roles

$17,000,

.

.

19G

.

DALLAS
Joe Valenti named manager of
the Iris and Billy Miller made
skipper of Uptown and Texan in
Houston, three houses of Horwitz
Homefolks group.

Kenneth Lemke named manager
Fredreicksburg Road Drive-In
near San Antonio operated by
of

Claude Ezell & Associates.
Wade Wallace made manager of
the Gulf and Palace at Robstown,
being transferred here from Durant, Okla. Both are Robb & Rowley United Theatre houses.

LOUISVILLE

Drive-In on Crittenden Drive, near Stanford Field,
and adjacent to site of the 1951
State Fairgrounds, formally
England opehed. Anthony Kern is manager,

A1 Fowler, former New
flack for 20th-Fox and Paramount,
quit area for Los Angeles where

“The Lawless” (Ear)* day-date with
Orpheum. Hot $7,500. Last week.
“Treasure Island” (RKO), sock $5 100
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50-

.

‘Moon High $18,000 In

Cliff

ager

New Twin

BOSTON

DENVER
(Continued from page 12)
Years Before Eyes” (WB) (2d wk).
Good $2,500. Last week, $3,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
(RKO) and
Island”
“Treasure
“Beaver Valley” (RKO) (2d wk).
big $15,week,
Last
Fine $11,000.
000

cities.

lifting.

indie films.

OMAHA

10 Mos.

LOUIS

on a swinf through sev-

(21)

eral exchange areas.

1 Pic Every

Jack M. Warner, son of Warner
Bros, production veepee Jack L.
Warner, who has just completed
his first indie production venture
declared
20th-Fox release,
for
yesterday (Tues.) that he hopes to
turn out a feature every 10 months
to a year. His deal with. 20th, he
explained, is on a continuing basis
but only if it’s “mutually acceptable” to him and the, distributing
company.
..
„
Warner brought the first print
of his picture, “The Mail Who
Cheated Himself,” to N, Y. for

the Council of Motion Picture Ordiscriminatory taxaganizations;
tion and legislation; cooperation
with government agencies and
bureaus and other matters of genGeneral screening before 20th distribution
ereal exhibitor interest.
chairman of the meet will be Tom execs. Film was lensed on a 19-day
shooting schedule, he said, at a
A. Little of Charlotte.
budget of under $500,000. Comparatively short lensing time, acST.
cording to the new indie producer,
purAlbert Stetson, in charge of
Was made possible through having
chasers and maintenance for Fan- his script, cast and technicians
chon & Marco houses in St. Louis, thoroughly set before the cameras
resigned to enter another biz field. rolled.
Harry Tanner lighted his new
Warner plans to go on the road
500-car ozoner near Pana, 111.
his picture for about three
The Orpheum, Eldorado, 111., with
visiting 20th branch perowned by Tumer-Farrar theatres, months,
and exhibitors in all key
sonnel
Harrisburg, 111., getting 100% face-

Mantle, former office manand head booker for Film
turning to New York Sept. 11, he’ll Classics in St. Louis and Bill Keld,
visit San Francisco, Los Angeles Kansas City, established the Triand Denver.
angle Film Co. here to distribute

day

M. Warner Maps
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ing war in the offing, theatre prospects are considerably brighter

were six months ago
when the Warners chose producthan they

“The Men” (UA)
to $5,800
third.

after

Boston (RKO)

(4th wk).

mild

Down Another Awakening”

$7,000

(3,200;

40-85)

for

—

.

.

.

Howard

Christie’s first producer job under
his new contract at UI will be “Abbott and Costello Meet the InvisGig Young drew a
ible Man”
featured role In “Prisoner of War,”
Stevens stars at
Mark
in which

“Destination Moon” (EL) and “BeShapes
ware of Blondie” (Col).
Govt. Softening?
strong $18,000. Last week, “San
However, the big reason for the Quentin” (WB) and “Alcatraz Is- UI, with Aubrey Schenck producand one of incorporators, who ina softening
land” (WB) (reissues), $10,000.
clude Louis Arru, A. Edward change is said to be
ing and George Sherman directing
attitude
Government’s
the
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
Campbell and Josephine Kern. of
.Warners signed Stanley Roberts
the
by
ownership
divided
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB) to script “The Will Rogers Story,”
New ozoner is operated by Ameri- towards
staying
more
or
one
with
brothers,
Oke
$5,(Mono).
who
Dog”
Inc.,
Theatres,
“Snow
and
Drive-In
can
which Robert Arthur will produce
also run the Skyway. In addition in exhibition and the other stick- 000. Last week, “The Furies” (Par)
Lloyd Corrigan plays a high
to twin screen, project has 1,900- ing with production. The Warners and “Perfect Woman” (EL), nice school principal in “The Romancar capacity.
in a long course of negotiations $ 6 000
tic
Age,” Columbia’s Margaret
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)— O’Brien starrer. .Alex Nicol
with bankers and elsewhere have
(20th).
Ends”
sellSidewalk
of
“Where
demonstrated the difficulty
signed a thesp contract at UI, starting out their 24% stock interest in Not big at $14,000. Last week, ing with a role in “Prisoner of
Plans drawn for $100,000 mod- the tremendous theatre chain. Ap- “Treasure Island” (RKO) (3d wk), War.”
ernization job on the Partheon parently, there is no way of doing big $12,000,
Next producer chore for Richard
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85) Goldstone at Metro is “Inside
theatre, Hammond.
without suffering a big loss
it
“Broken Arrow” (20th) and Straight,” based on a yarn by Guy
Ben Katz and Betty Lou Thomp- either in price or in tax levies.
Only Trosper.
“Triple Trouble” (Mono).
son of Universal are on tour with
“Bedtime for Bonzo”
Fact that the Government, since $19,000. Last week, “Stella” (20th)
the “Louisa” cast. Katz is accomstarts this week at UI w ith Ronald
panying Ronald Reagan while Miss the initial offering of the old War- and “Hi-Jacked” (Lip), $15,000.
Reagan and Diana Lynn in top
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
Thompson goes with Spring Bying- ner consent decree, has permitted
Jeanne Crain and Louis
roles
Joseph P. Schenck to remain as a “Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d Jourdan will co-star at. 20th-Fox
ton.
Bob Busch, who recently retired top production exec in 20th-Fox wk). Holding to satisfactory $18,- in “Meet Me in Washington
tremendous 000 after hefty $25,000 for opener. Square,” filmusician version of
his
as manager of the Avalon here, without
selling
Paramount (NET) (1.700; 40-85) ‘^Heaven Can Wait”
feted by associates of Warner the- theatre interests is said to count in
atres last week.
favor of the "Warners.”" Schendc “Kiss Tomorrow Gooabye” (WB)
and
“Snow Dog” (Mono). Nice $12,must trustee his exhib shares and
resign as officer, but that is still a 000. Last week, “The Furies” (Par)
(ELC),
The and “Perfect Woman”
far cry from outright sale.
Warner Bros, branch continues
biggie will continue collecting $14,000.
company-owned car policy with 20th
State
(Loew)
40-85)
(3,500;
holdfrom his theatre
purchase of four new autos for dividends
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d
ings.
salesmen.
wk). Nice at $9,000 after solid $15,pernot
does
Government
If the
Northwest Variety cooking plans
000 for first.
with Minnesota U for big dedica- mit the Warners to retain their
ntmis
tion of new Variety heart hospital, interests in both companies subtion.
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Stanmi

Grand

Marais, the division of the brothers would
(Continued from page 12)
Minn,, exhib, escorting parties of still simplify the problem of unMake yeur advanoe reservations now!
—“If This Be Sin” (U). Okay
friends trout fishing in Lake Su- loading tabued stock holdings.
If
$4,000.
Last week, “Gigi” (Inperior on his cabin cruiser.
BRyant 9-6492
Albert Warner, for instance, re- die) (2d wk), $3,000.
C03 5th Ave. (at 42 St.), Suita 100
mains in exhibition, it is simpler
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59for him to exchange his production 84)— “Crisis”
Hotel St. Georg#
(M-G). Slow $5,500.
UL 5-3888
B'klyn
Majors Sue In
interests with his two brothers for Last
Frea Ticket Delivery
week, “Annie Get Gun”
Irregular Flight*
part of their theatre holdings than (M-G) and “Mystery Star” (M-G)
TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED
Chiselling be forced to seek an outside pur- (5th wk), big $5,800.
Iowa
chaser.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59Des Moines, Aug. 22.
^
. „
,
,
Because of the big sums required 84)— “Flame and Arrow” (WB)
Four percentange-chiselling suits
group
to
outside
swing
the
by
any
and
“Armored
OUTDOOR
Car
Robbery”
were filed here in the federal
Refreshment
Fine $9,000 after
REFRESHMENT.
district court by RKO, 20th-Fox, purchase of the three Warners’ the- (RKO) (2d wk),
SERVICE
Service for
Metro and Paramount against G. atre holdings, a figure in the neigh- immense $15,400 opener.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40from Coast
Theodore Allen.
Suits
charge borhood of $20,000,000, the Warner
DRIVE - IN
to Coast
52-97)
“Iroquois Trail” (UA) (2d
underreporting on percentage pix freres have been bucking a tough
THEATRES
ovor y4 Century
run) plus stageshow headed by
booked at Garden theatre, Guthrie obstacle. Two big Wall street in- Lionel
Hampton
orch.
Solid $13,vestment houses
Lehman Bros,
SPORTSERVICE CORP.
Center, la.
PAo«c
000.
Last week, “Peggy” (U) (2d
SPORfSEfl VICE BlDG
BUFFALO. N Y
WA. J506
Complaints demand damages for and Allen & Co, successively took run) plus Nellie
Lutscher topping
loss of rentals plus an accounting. on the job of finding a syndicate stage bill,
$10,600.
willing to put up that sort of coin.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
In each instance, long dickering
59-84)
“Broken
Arrow”
(20th)
ended without a sale.
and “Triple Trouble” (Par) (2d
Government has been kept up to wk). Great $9,000. Last week, big
date on these negotiations as well $12,300.
AT ONCE
as Warners* later attempt to work
out
a debenture plan satisfactory
FEATURES
1932-1940
'to the Treasury Dept.
Since the
MUSICAL SHORTS
(Continued from page 10)
Warners have demonstrated a bona
fide
attempt to unload their theatre “Tarzan and Slave Girl” (RKO) and
FOREIGN
DOMESTIC NEGATIVES
“Mysterious Desperado”
(RKO).
stock, it Is believed that Justice
Slim
Dept, may relent by granting some Fury” $3,500. Last week, “Secret
(RKO)
and
“Golden
Twenother proposal that would not call ties” (RKO),
fine $4,600.
Madison Ava..
York CWy; VAndarbilt 4-3417
for outright sale of theatre holdOriental (Evergreen) (2,000: 50ings by the three brothers.
85)
“Broken Arrow” (20th) and

Loren

Miinl.lil

f

Nlfhlly

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALl
Rockefeller Center

f

“SUNSET BOULEVARD”

4 William

HOLDEN * Gloria SWANSON
VON STROHEIM
A Paramount Picture

Erich

Spectacular Stag* Presentation

—
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starring

JOHN CARROLL ADELE MARAL» MONA
ROBERTO AIRALDI VIVIAN RAY

MARIS
introducing FERNANDO LAMAS

#

•

and

Mackenzie
Screen Plav bv Lawrence Kimble and Aeneas
Careless”
"Don
Based on Rex Beach’s Novel

M*

Associate Producer-Director

JOHN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE ttKKT

H.

AUER
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TV Ban Boon to Chi AM ers;
Following

a

is

list

hiatus, scheduled to
during the next 10 days;

Chicago, Aug. 22.

squawks
groiip

this

in

area.

AUG. 27
American Album of Familiar Music. NBC, 9:30 p.m. Bayer
Aspirin through Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample.
Ginny Simms Show. ABC, 10 p.m. Sustaining. (Botany Mills
assumes sponsorship Sept. 17, when the title will be changed to
“Botany Song Shop.”)
AUG. 28
House Party. CBS; 3:30 p.m; Pillsbury Mills through Leo
Burnett,
Cedric Adams. CBS, 4:55 p.m. Pillsbury Mills, through Leo
Burnett.
Beulah. CBS, 7 p.m. Procter & Gamble, through Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample,
Qxydol Show. CBS, 7:15 p.m. Procter & Gamble, through
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample.
Club 15.
Campbell Soup, through Ward
CBS, 7:30 p.m.

ON

But one

Washington, Aug. 22.

viewing the video squeeze-

is

To

Government

assist the

in pro-

out with considerable satisfaction. curement of $1,000,000,000 to $1,station, operaThat’s the Chi
500,000,000 of equipment from the
tors, who are set to rack up some radio-television industry in the next
hefty coin with their football air- 15 months, the National Electronics

AM

ings this

fall.

As most

Mobilization Committee was estabof the radio ‘coverage is lished here jointly recently by the

around Big Ten teams, which
With Notre Dame ate the focal
points of midwest interest in the
sport, AM’ers are well aware of
the significance of the conference
built

Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn, and
the National Security Industrial
Assn.
Committee will set up a
Washington office to maintain liaison with national defense officials
tele blackout in eliminating a po- and all agencies concerned with
tent competitor for both audience purchases of military electronic
and sponsor coin. The same ap- equipment.
plies for fclhi’s two pro teams
Chairman of NEMC is F.R.

HARRY SALTER

.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

Wheelock.

Stop the Music-^ABC

Talent Scouts. CBS, 8:30 p.m. vLipton’s Tea, through Young &
Rubicam.
Lux Radio Theatre. CBS, 9 p.m. Lever Bros., through J. Walter
Thompson.
My Friend Irma* CBS, 10 p.m. Lever Bros., through Foote,
(.

Bears and Cardinals—which under Lack, veepee of Western Electric
the ABC-National league tele con- Co. Membership includes Frank M.
tract can’t be seen in their home Folsom of RCA; Dr. W. R. G.

Cone & Belding.
Bob Hawk Show, CBS, 10:30 p.m. Camel cigarets, through Esty.
M \ AUG. 29
Cavalcade of Ainerlca.f NBC, 8 p.m. DuPont, through BBD&0.

Paul
General
Electric;
Baker,
So with video competition for V. Galvin, Motorola; Benjamin
major midwest games eliminated, Abrams, Emerson; Malcolm P.
with the exception of DuMont's Ferguson, Bendix; William BalderNotre Dame coverage, radio sta- ston, Philco; Max Balcom, Syltions encountered little difficulty
vania;
Walter Evans, Westingin peddling their lucrative foothouse; E. F. McDonald, Zenith; and
ball package this season.
Ross Siragusa, Admiral.

WIND’S Sold-out Tag
One of the first to hang up

bundle

WIND.

the

on its fall gridiron
was sportsminded indie
Its 21 - game college and
tag

sold-out
-

WWJ

Off Detroit Air

Aldrich Family.

(27) to NBC for its 20th year, the
web!s Sunday evening lineup is beginning to shape up against the
Backed by Bayer Asopposition.
pirin (via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sampie), the Frank Hummert produc-

tion

tvill

Thomas

feature

L,

wmi

Ray Eddy, Plymouth-Dpdge

dealer,
sponsoring the “Scoreboard" after
the pro contests.
.

Labor-owned WCFL has wrapped
up Atlas Brewing to bankroll its
(Continued on page 33)

CBS TO APPEAL $7,500

TV—were

WWJ — AM, FM

airer.

the

off

from

air

AM

strike not settled.

AH WWJ-TV
NBC network

programs, both of

were 0 ff the

Saturday

air

and

origin,

local

till

Monway

day. Negotiations are under
for full resumption of the
schedule.

TV

The strike came just seven and
a half hours before, a special 90minute program celebrating WWJ’s
30th birthday. The anniversary
program went on with supervisory
personnel manning the controls.

Many
Antr 22
CBS attorneyfmed notice in the
U. S. circuit court of appeals here
last week that they are appealir^
the $7,500 judgment awarded Army
Air Force Col. Frank L. O’Brien
for claimed invasion of privacy by.
a 1946 Gene Autry “Melody Ranch”
Cfriratfn

Biow.
Suspense.

^

strike resulted from a
te
ia
^°hnrl n Yer
otl S
Mahf r °N rn?r

N

£^

J

^

*?

*be

CBS, 8 p.m. Procter

&

Gamble, through

CBS, 9 p.m. Auto-Lite, through Cecil

&

Presbrey.

$1.50 a
E.

as offered

he said.
M. Sconyers, federal mediar
said: “I talked with union

leaders four or five times Saturday morning. 1 told them the station management would make a

new

wage

Monday.

offer

.

.

.

as the base station.
All programs and special features planned for Great Lakes will
originate from WSAM. Chain was
organized through cooperation of
general manMelvin Wirth,
g.m
ager; Robert Cessna,
and Milton L. Greenebaum, prez
of Saginaw Broadcasting, which
operates
and WLEW.

WOAP

WFYC

;

,

WSAM

Now

1 p.m.
Phil Harris and Alice Faye have Members of the Teamsters Union
stymied due to the team’s (AFL) refused to cross picket lines
claim on the Sunday 7:30 p.m. spot with their newspaper trucks until
it had last season before losing
its they had consulted union leaders.
Rexall sponsor. Refusal to move is The leaders instructed them, to
interfering
with the network’s cross the lines.
$30,000 90-minute “Dream Show”
.

is supposed to go into the
6:30-8 p.m. span On Sundays.
Spreads
is trying to get a firm comRichmond, Va., Aug. 22.
mercial Offer for the Harris-Faye
WLEE, Mutual affiliate, formerly
ftip..,
_
j
r Friday ev
?T operating on 250 watts, went into
?
W0U.Id S.OOO-watt operation last WetbiM(16> at 6:05 P
' StWo “
hook ofStal^OOO.OOO ‘annuMguTr! operates from
a four-tower array
antee to the husband-wife team. equipped for
and FM, latter at
In its attempt to snag a bankroller 10,000 watts.
The five-year-old

WLEE

NBC

•

m

AM

cut the Harristo

“The Midterm Battle,” predicting

this November’s
tions.

Transcriptions

Thus far they

WCFM,
WCVO,
WVUN,

Congressional elec‘

begin

Sept.

9.

will be carried over

WFDR, N. Y
Cleveland; WDET, Detroit;
Chattanooga, and KFM\,
Washington;

;

Los Angeles. Station managers are
told to contact

WCFM, which

is is-

,

—

revival of an old

has been Ordered.

KSTP

policy
in

From here on

a highly-skilled and adroit use of
transcription libraries goes into
effect. “All this, along with future
plans timed to meet the current
Out Simultaneously picture,” say station officials, will
aid KSTP
in finding its aiiWashington, Aug. 22.
dience, while its sister station
.
,
- u- - jplan foi- getting frequency KSTP-TV "continues to establish
modulation operations out of' the a loyal following in the visual
red is being advanced by consult- media.”
Meanwhile, at ABC affiliate
ing engineer Raymond M. Wilmotte through use of his invention, WTCN, which has also a television

AM

A
.

*

the Bisignal system,
This allows
for transmitting two
programs
simultaneously, one weaker than
the other.
Stronger signal is

(Continued on page 34)

FM

picked up by ordinary jiome receivers, but the weaker**program
can be heard only by special sets.

AFRA’S WIN AT

WJR

SETTING OFF DISPUTE
Detroit,

Aug.

22.

Wilmotte believes, will

The American Federation of Raregular pro- dio Artists won a collective bargram income by permitting broad- gaining election at WJR, 7-0, Nacast of secondary programs of spe- tional Labor Relations Board official and limited interest, with those cials announced. Three newscastwanting the special receivers pay- ers, John Denman, Joseph Hainlin©
ing a rental fee* Possible uses he and Jack White, announced they
suggests are background music for would seek to have the results set
restaurants and offices, programs aside because they were prevented
for military camps, control signals from voting along with special staff
to raise or lower volume of pro- announcers, singers, actors and sugrams for storecasting, facsimile pervisors.
newspapers, market and heWs reThe newscaster's Wednesday (16)
ports for special groups, etc.
tried to get a restraining order in
Wilmotte's system differs from federal court delaying the election,
the supersonic beep method of but found there was insufficient
blocking out commercials in re- time.
Bisignal,
to

add

FM

stations’

suing the. platters. Only cost is that ceivers for special locations (e.g.
of cutting and shipping the disk^ restaurants), and from
the multiplex systems, in which a portion
Matty Brescia, local of the FM station’s signal is taken
Memphis
Variety mugg, is doing a over for transmitting facsimile. He
twice-weekly sports
stint
over says that the weaker signal in
no
WMPS, local ABC affiliate. Bres- way interferes with the
stronger
cia and Hal Benson, w.k. Memphis signal.
radio spieler, handle the Stock Car
WLEE is under the general man- racing
The inventor has petitioned the
every Tuesday and Saturagement of Irvin G. Abeloff, with day night from the Riverside FCC to amend its rules to permit
Tom Tinsley of Baltimore as presi- Speedway in West Memphis, Ark. the use of Bisignal. It's expected
dent
Tab is picked up by Kaiser-Fraser the Commission will rule on the
Mike Novello, former announcer dealer and Sears-Roebuck All- petition at the same time that it
for WRNL, has joined the an- State Oil for the half-hour pack- tajees up the supersonic beep case
nouncing staff of WLEE.
ages.
How pending.

^

absorbing the difference
Itself although it may he able to
f^DOgotiate its papt to reduce its
loss*.
Jake from the time sale is
wgurpd tp adjust the; remainder.

A

NewFM

v

.

which

*

1

They

NBC

AM

AM

agreed to Wait until Monday.
ment.
Bean Disked Political
Co-defendants with CBS in the “Then they changed their minds
case are Wm. Wrigley Co., sponsor and said they would not wait.”
on Market
Series
of the program, and J. Walter
NABET pickets appeared at all
Washington, Aug. 22.
Thompson agency, handling the
facilities at noon Saturday,
Weekly series of quarter-hour
show.
Pickets aiso marched at entrances programs of political comment on
to the Detroit News Building. The this fall’s elections by Louis H.
Detroit.. News owns and operates Bean, leading expert On predicting
the station.
elections, is being offered to staHarris, Faye Sun. Time
Publication of the News pro- tions around the country. Bean,
ceeded normally except for an in- who forecast a Truman sweep in
1948, is the author of a hew book,
terruption from noon until

WWJ

fall

NBC

week by Jack D. Parker, operations director for the Saginaw
wage Broadcasting Co. Called the Great

way °* a ^ ay in(:re ase is
week under a two-year con-

tor,

$10,000,

.....

Minneapolis, Aug, 22.
picture here is
gearing for hot competition, the
Prepping Couple Of
war arid the enigma of television
radio. In short, the program
Unusual Crime Metiers vs.
men are faced, as they are in
NBG is prepping a couple of un- other parts of the country, with
usual crime mellers. Web has inked how to prevent new inroads oh
Warden Duffy of San Quentin their audiences.
prison for an audition in which
NBC affiliate KSTP is beaming
the drama will deal not with cops- its
schedule in terms of the
and-robbers stuff but the rehabili- war and television. Station
manstretch
tation of convicts.
agement comments that there Will
Steel. Following “Album” at 9;30,
Network has also made a tieup be “no cutbacks because of TV.”
RCA-Victor will back “Take It or with troopers of various states for To meet the new interest in news,
Leave It” at 10 p. m.
a show titled, “State Police.” In KSTP will be expanding local as
addition to using Cases from offi- well as national coverage. Dave
cial files, the names of the crimi- Stone, country-style
emcee, will
nals and the officers will be used. head up a cross-the-board news
State governors will appear* on slot at 12:50 with an emphasis qn
each show, with Connecticut’s Gov. rural factors. In the music departCentral
Chester Bowles featured on the au- ment a campaign to combat the
Saginaw, Mich., Aug> 22.
dition disk; It’s a Dorothy Day pro- disk jockey influence is under way.
Formation of a new regional net! *r 7.“^
QUCl on
A balanced program, musically, is
to serve central and northeastern
the aim.
Michigan was disclosed here last

be * n Lakes Network, the loop will comWOAP, Owosso;
prise
stations
WFYC, Alma; WLEW, Bad Axe,
en ine ® rs ara
last-named
WSAM,
Saginaw,
and
^

federal district court in which he
claimed a dramatization of an actual Air Force rescue depicted on
the Autry show invaded his privacy
and hindered his military advance

NBC reportedly has

31

General Foods, through Young

Trfe

^

tract effective Feb. 1,”

Faye weekly price from $18,500

AUG.
p.m.
>

Thom-

celebrities participated.

Th ^

Damages were awarded the AAF
Officer in March after suit in Chi

,

NBC, 8

& Rubicam,
FBI in Peace and War.

Wildroot will kick off the evening with “Cloak and. Dagger” at
5:30 p. m., with the possibility of
until 2 p.m. Saturday (19) as
another strong meller following in
the result of a strike by 56 enthe 6 p. m, period (at present occugineers, members of the National
pied by the “Catholic Hour,” which
Assn, of Broadcasting Engineers
NBC is trying to move into a preand Technicians (NABET). The
At 6:30 the $30,p. m. position).
strike continued after 2 p.m. but 3
000 weekly 90-minute stanza will
service on regular
and FM
channels was resumed at that hour
•'With Wildroot dropping “Sam
through the efforts of supervisory
Spade” from the 8 p. m. spot, web
personnel. Men returned to work
a vacancy still to be filled. The
Monday (21) though claiming the has
8:30-9:30
is taken by XL S.
All facilities of

and
noon

’

SaSTSSm

.

With “American Album of FaMusic” returning Sunday

miliar

as, Felix Knight, Margaret Daum,
Jean Dickenson, Bertrand Hirsch,
Arden & Arden, Daniel Lieberfeld
In Engineers Strike and Gustave Haenschen’s orch and
chorus in the 9:30 p.. m. slot.
Detroit, Aug. 22.

.

CBS

'

.

’

pro schedule, plus adjacencies,
represents billings of nearly $50,000
With Bert Wilson doing the playby-play and Howard Miller doing
the color, WIND will air the complete nine - game Northwestern
schedule for the Chi Dodge dealers. Exclusive coverage of the full
Chi Bear games will be done by
Wilson, assisted by Irv Kupcinet
on color, for fifth year for Standard Oil of Indiana.
Peter Hand
Ld Brewing
bankis
rolling
a
15 - minute
“Football
Scoreboard after the Northwestern games and 15-minute ‘‘Football Preview” before- the
Bear
games.
“Preview” preceding the

returning after a

preem on the four major networks

AUG. 26
Man on the Farm, Mutual network, 12 noon. Quaker Oats
resumes sponsorship.
A1 Heifer Sports News. Mutual, 7 p.m. Sustaining.

*t

The Big Ten ban on live telecasts of its football schedule and
the local blackout on ABC-TV’s coverage of the National pro league
games has occasioned a lot of

new or

of shows, either

summer

Scribe’s

War

Cincinnati, Aug. 22.
Nixon Denton, Times-Star sports
editor, is en route to Korea and
will do wire recordings of talks
with military chiefs and Servicemen
from the Cincy area for the paper’s affiliated WKRC.
His tapes
are expected to be received from
the war front within several days
after recordings.
Denton is a. World War I veteran

and was Times-Star correspondent
in the Pacific area in World War II.

*

*

*

Wednesday, August 23,
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*

August, 1950, is being' tagged
“the month of indecision” in radio

A

unique situation has developed
which finds the major networks,
perhaps for the first time, making
overtures 'toward the smaller stations around the country. It throws
a whole new light on the Mutual
Broadcasting System’s sphere of
influence and has had the effect of
changing that web’s concept as to

as bankrollers, agencies
circles^
arid webs hold off on commitments

Chicago, Aug. 22.
out the Korean
Red Grange, former All-Amerion the economy in
general and ad expenditures in can football player, last week
signed a five-year contract with
particular.
Typical of the suspended anima- Green Associates, radio packaging
tion policy was the top level meet- firm; to do a weekly 1 5 - minute
ing which three General Foods football show. Titled “Red Grange
agencies held Thursday (17), with Show,” it's being handled as a 13account supervisors and other brass week' package.'
" Series will be produced by Lew
of Young & Rubicam; Foote, Cone
&' Belding, arid Benton & Bowles Green and written by Bill Fay.

while

sweating

crisis'

effect

the value oL. these 2507watt satellite.

Called at the behest of
.mull a big; league stanza
which Y&R is planning (and in
which all three GF agencies will
to-

share), it developed into a
ball session on what’s

tal

for

AM

in trade.

crys-

and TV.

'
..

\

.

no

indication
definitive
made as yet as to the Government’s war production plans, price
controls, excise taxes, etc,, spoils

sors are taking a “let’s wait and
See” attitude. Normally August is
a period for evaluating purchases
already inked and picking up properties remaining available but
business today is at a greater
Standstill than ever before.

AM

Its

NBC Symphony

Orchestra under
Arturo Toscanini into a. top program and promotion project,- is
propping a j azz counterpart. Idea
is for the Web to build an NBC
Dance Orchestra comparable in the
pop music field to the Toscanini
group standing in the longhair set.
Charles (Bud) Barry, the net’s
program veepee, wants to set up
an endowment for a young arranger-conductor Who would front
the group and select outstanding
sidemen.
Besides giving regular
jazz concerts, the orch would be
sent on tour a la the recent Toscy
junket. RCA Victor would handle
the group on disking.
Project is viewed as being a
healthy hypo for the band biz.
Move also has an economy purpose.
With the NBC Symphony
members on staff, most of the
web’s house musicians are longhair; In some cases when a group

tion.

Budget for the FCC is about $7,500,000 a year.
However, only
about half of this would be applica-

...

a lot of these stations, arid the stations, for obvious reasons, are interested. It means, for One thing,
better programming and pfestige.
The big networks have suddenly
discovered that their large city
stations do not really do an effective job of penetrating these small
Problem facing the
networks
Competition for Sunday after- towns the way they should, and
---that of getting ratings on sustainnoon business has become so in* have decided -to
go out and fill the ing shows—is to be tackled by a
Tense that at least three webs—
gaps by offering betters coverage.
CBS, NBC and
are reportednew poll-taking outfit. Trendex,
That’s one way, too, they- figure, of
ly asking only 50% of their gross
Inc., formed in N. Y. by Bob Rogevening rates in order tb get the meeting: the rate demands in the ers and Ed Hynes, two former
face of present advertiser pressure.
biz.
Thus
associates of C. E. Hooper.
Factor, too, of course, is video. The
NBC; Which had its entire Sun- major markets are being blanketed the old coincidental-telephone ratday afternoon schedule open— ex- by TV. The
ing again rears its head, although
small towns, particucept for the international Harit has been absent from the nalarly those in the more remote, offvester show and Miles Labs’ “Quiz
tional statistical scene since Hooper
are
towns,
Kids,” plus the Shulton show the-beaten-TV-path
sold his network service to A. C.
(which was only on a dozen sta- strictly “radio babies” and* will Nielsen and moved into the city-bytions b found itself faced With a continue to be for a long time to city field.
dilemma when CBS made a pitch come.
Webs have been stymied in sellToday White and the Mutual
to IH and Miles at the 50% rate.
some of their sustainers beNBC decided to make a reduction boys are shifting gears. It’s a case ing
cause the A. C. Nielsen company
in rates, and although it has lost now of convincing the small stagives only a time-period figure inthe IH> billings it retains Miles; tions that their future lies in Mustead of rating the sponsor-less
gotten an expanded hookup for

ble to broadcasting, since the Commission handles many other services such as telegraph, telephone
and cables, non-commercial broadcast

Thus, an
to set

inked

Kraft

for

stanzas.

“The

NBC, which has

set

'Variety of Services*

variety of services, a substantial
number of which would lend themselves to equitable fees. The Commission processes applications and
grants permits for the construction
and operation of commercial radio

AM
7

Although Hollywood is frowning on its talent going into television, radio is benefiting from a
bevy of motion picture names getting shows in the sound medium.
NBC is grabbing off many of
the screenites. Already the web
has Charles Boyer in “Adventures
Brian Donlevy in
of Marcel,”
“Dangerous Assignment,” Ilona
Massey in “Top Secret,” Frank
Lovejoy in “Night Beat” and
Ronald Colman in “Halls of Ivy.”
In the works are shows for Cary
Grant (“Mr. Blandings Builds His
Dream House”), Harold Lloyd
(“Dear Botts,” based on the Saturday Evening Post tractor salesman

.

on
od

TV
will

as a regular service.
be similar to the old

stations,
Such an operating permit
is in effect a franchise to a segment

MethHoop-

er, with Coincidental telephone interviews in 20 cities in which there,
is four -network coverage.
(The
old network Hooper covered 36
Outfit Will
four-network cities.)
incept iheasurements the first week
in September, with results distributed by Sept. 20. Same schedule
will be followed in subsequent

(Continued on page 34)

months.

It's figured that the Trendex coincidental telephone data should be
acceptable to the trade because of
the acceptance which the old Hooperating had and because many webs
and agencies are using the Hooper
city ratings.
In order to give an
accurate picture of the AM-TV reRosalind Russell (“Boss lationship, the 20 cities will be
affiliates which don’t want to go yarns),
along with the reduced rate policy Lady,” a daytime serial), Mary selected to yield the same degree
were told they’re free not to, al- Pickford’s “Theatre of Valor” and of TV penetration as exists nathough they’ll be left out of hook- a shaper, “The Bough Breaks;” tionally.
Cummings (“Call Me
ups in the ’ jsiness inked at the Robert

needed to back a pop vocalist
or provide bridge and mood music
On some dramatic stanzas, freelance talent has to be hired. When
the new pop orch is organized, its
members will be available for this

lower

figure.

FCC

Refused Aid to Cat.

would be made
the

“The Federal Communications
up Commission renders a tremendous

rating system to cover the
sustainers, is about to sign witlf
Trendex and ABC is reportedly a
strong prospect.
Trendex will provide ratings on
sustainers and will also report

As Well as Themselves

effort

a scale of fees for

broadcasting.

own

its

up

The idea that private business
should bC required to pay for special services received from the
Government is not new, However,
early this year the Senate Committee on Expenditures in the Executive depts. went to work on the
problem, studying more than a
dozen different agencies. In its recent report, the section dealing
with radio declared:

—

Falcon,” and expects to get additional accounts.
NBC had been charging 75% of
the nighttime rate for the Sunday
afternoon stanzas, but figures that
with the increased biz it and affiliates will fare out better when the
dollar figures are tallied. ABC arid
CBS rate cards show the Sunday
time priced at 66%% of evening
rates, but NBC sources claim these
webs are getting only half "the
nighttime rates. Mutual is said to
be sticking to its quoted two-thirds
of the evening rate.
Before the cut went into effect.
NBC was getting over $8,600 for
a Sunday afternoon half-hour, with
CBS and MBS each getting about
$5,900 and ABC $6,800 before 4
p.m. and $7,700. after that.
The reductions in Sabbath afternoon charges, it’s stressed by industry toppers, is completely dissociated from the kind of axing,
vhich the Assn, of: National Advertisers has been demanding. NBC

marine radio, and

industry to cover most or all of
the share applicable to commercial

ABC—

tual,

services,

various special radio services used
by private business.

AM

has
Shulton;

NBC, which has parleyed

considered, because of the heavy
expense of running the Government, the big national debt and the
steadily Increasing costs of operais

The big networks are going after

ahead

:

With

.

co-ops. N°w. he’s discovered that
these two items are his best stock

Y&R, it’s understood, feels that
even if there is some curtailment
of tele set production there ..will
still be 10,000,000 receivers in circulation by the end of the year—
On that
or at Worst 8,500,000.
basis it figures it’s still Worthwhile
to put additional coin into the
medium. GF is not expected--tq.
make a decision until after Labor
Day.

Washington, Aug. 22.
Congress will probably consider
legislation early next year requiring radio and television stations to
Erwin, Wasey agency has re- pay fees for their construction peraligned its New York headquarters mits, and for their triennial license
personnel. Veepee C. H. Cottipg- renewals, as well as for the filing
ton takes over supervision of radio of documents with the Federal
and tele. Keith B. Shaffer, return- Communications Commission.
ing from two years at KMBC, KanIdea is to have the stations pay
sas City, becomes director of radio, for special services which benefit
with Richard L. Eastland becoming them rather than the general pubdirector of television.
lic. The FCC is only one of many
Ray Simms continues as time agencies for which this new move

When Frank White, with his CBS
background and training, first
joined Mutual as prexy -about 18 buyer.
months ago, he started to get rid
of some of the small stations and

present.

Y&R

27

Hassle which has developed over

ownership of “Juvenile Jury,**
aired Sundays at 3:30 p m. on Mutual, may have an effect, in detertitle

mining its continued sponsorship
by General Foods.
Although the show is a Jack
Barry -Dan Enright production,

after January, 1952, WOR. N. Y.
(one of Mutual's key stockholder
stations) will own the title. “Juvenile Jury.” However. Barry-Eriright
Will continue to own the package.
Duke”), Burt Lancaster (“The DocProgram was originated when pair
tor”), Claudette Colbert (“The Egg
were employees of WOR, hence the
and I”) and Gloria Swanson in a Bigelow Set to Direct
hassle. Sponsor feels that for four
dramatizing romantic and
strip
years it has put money into the
family problems.
‘Kildare’ for
stanza, building, up the title’s value,
CBS has Marie Wilson in “My
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
and that the tag should belong to
Friend Irma,” Eye Arden as “Our
Joe Bigelow, screen and radio the packagers.
^
Miss Brooks” and J. Carroll Naish
has
cx-Variety
miigg,
scripter
and
On the other hand,
as “Liiigi.” ABC has had Edward
is reAttracsigned
by
Radio
been
ported taking a firm stand against
Arnold as “Mr. President” for
tions, transcription outfit, to direct relinquishing
some years.
its
rights to
the
Pic names are also cropping up “Story of Dr. Kildare,” as well as name. Although it

Is

,

1

In Crime

MGMET’s

War, It’s

.

Washington, Aug. 22.

;

type of assignment.

Senate Grime Investigating Committee heard charges last week
that the Federal Comfriunications
Commission had refused the rewith syndicated shows, such as the
quest of California for help in
Com- Buddy Rogers stanza heard in N. Y.
fighting organized crime.
on WOR, and with the continuing
Sponsorship by Kraft of ‘.‘The plaint was made in testimony by dramatic ; shows the demand for
Falcon,” currently, the summer re- Warren Olney; who was Chief guesters, is increasing. With NBC
placement for “The Great Gilder- counsel of the defunct California bringing back the “Screen Direcsleeve.” marks the payoff on a Crime Commissipn.
tors Playhouse” (with Cecil B.
Olney said the California ‘Utili- DeMllle) and ABC expanding its
$20,000 gamble for indie packager
Bernard Schubert. LatteV had tb ties Commission forbade the trans- recently acquired “Screen Guild
*pay Mutual 20G to get his freedom mission of racing news to bookies Players” to a full hour, more studio
However, the bookies names will be on the airwaves.
via wire.
from an MBS contract
of
Ironically, the show, which was sometimes tap the leased wires
once part of Mutual’s Sunday after- Continental Press' Agency, which
CaliSo
news.
racing
distributes
noon whodunit block; will now be
Paterson, N. J.j.Augi 22.
spearheading NBC’s Sabbath, ad- fornia asked FCC for help. It filed
Don Kerr, announcer-producer:
venture lineup, which is Competing a petition Oct. 4; 1948,; asking FCC
dison
ban
of WPAT here, h'as been upped to
against the Mutual mellers. It will to order a nationwide
be aired Sundays at 4 p.m., starting semination bf racing news to program director by the station’s
general manager, D. J. Wright.
new
gamblers.
Sept. 3,
Kerr, who started in at WHK,
The petition, according to Olney,
Kraft is continuing to back
year
for
a
Cleveland,
in 1930, has announced
buried
•‘Gildersleeve” on NBC in, the “has just been
and WMCA,
Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. slot. Title and a half.” He said Continental and produced at
arid WATV,
no 'California subscribers. N. Y., arid at
role will be plajyed by Willard has
Waterman, vice Hal Peary, who is However; its wires pass through Newark. He started at WPAT
'50.
Jan.
tapped.
1,
the state and sn can be
now in his own Uiow on CBS.

V

.

New WPAT Pgm. Head

•

:

|

WOR
WAAT

'

WOR

MGM

“Hardy Family.” He has been

Could

di-

riot

use

name for a similar airer, it
feels ownership of the “Jury” tag
will insure MBS’ hold on this segment of the
billings.'
Sponsor arid packager, however,
feel that if WOR-Mutual refuses
to give up rights to the title they
will immediately start to build up
the

recting the latter since May;.
director
Raymond Katz,
of production, has been on the
Coast negotiating contract renew-'
als and handling other production
details.
He returns to
N, Y., where he is program di-

MGMRA

GF

WMGM,

rector, later this week.

a Secondary title and merely use
Carey Wilson, Metro producer, the “Jury** name in the intro.
sub for Howard Dietz as host
on the “MGM Theatre of the Air”

will

Hub Zany Team

transcriber while the latter is vacationing in England. The six series
catalog are curin the
rently entering their third 26-week

MGMRA

Boston, Aug. 22.
Announcer Tom Russell has replaced Ray Giradin as Carl Moore's
teammate on the latter’s zany early

Cycle.

Before heading back to New
York, Katz signed six guestars for
MGMRA’s hour show from N. Y.
They are Barbara Stanwyck, Brian
Donlevy, Gloria Swanson, Joan
Ellen Drew and Ruth
Leslie,
...
Hussey, Transcribed dramatics are
now airing on 225 stations.

Splits ;

-Pgm. Duties Come First

.

morning show emanating daily
from WEEI, Hub’s CBS outlet.
Giradin; longtime airwave part*
ner of .Moore’s,
Moore’s, relinquished tha
[spot to devote full time to duties
'

,

<

at program director of the station.

—

,

’

Msmft

RADIO REVIEWS
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Siegel, U*. S. With. J* Carroll Naish, Alan Reed,
Artny Rand under Capt. Hugh
Hans Conried, Jody Gilbert, Ken
Curry
/t
Peters, Mary Shipp, others
Producer-scripter: Stanley Field
Producer-Director: Cy Howard
Commentator: Maxwell Marvin
Writers: Lou Herman, Mac Senoff
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m,

with Ensign Jack

'

WRIGLEY

Sustaining

ABC, from Washington
wartime version of this
airer
Defense
has
of
been revamped and stepped up in
keeping with the times. No longer
concerned with a general interpretation of functions of the armed
services to the public, but pinned
down by events to an up-to-theminute reporting and interpreting
job, show emerges as a fast-moving,
half-hour of music, news and analyli Si

..

Show has been streamlined

into

a tighter-knit, faster-moving military presentation than it was when
The
it began; almost a year ago.
opening has been shortened and
the entire format and spirit is now
marital. Music is entirely military
:

and patriotic, with plenty of flagWaving, but kept under control by
the deft management of conductor
Capt; Hugh Gurry. Opening with an
original musical; introduction definitely keyed to the excitement and
tenseness of the on-the-spot reporting featured in the show, producer-scripter Stanley Field man-

L

format is Ensign. Jack Siegel,
sportscaster and currently. covering
the war as combat radio correspondent.: Siegel conveys the. Bayor
of the Korean background with the

EcM

cemei
company ing

^ounds'acl

their activity. There’s
an eye-witness account of the landing of the marines in South Korea,
complete with shouts and cheers
of the Leathernecks and playing of
the Marine band. There’s a pickup
from the troop train} the briefing
by a Marine Colonel; an interrogar
tion of a Red
by an intelligence officer, including the official
interpretatranslator’s
running
tion. Siegel handles his chores With
the ease of the professional.
Maxwell Marvin, acting as “de?
fense reporter,” handles the interpretative
Job
Fllr
«
Ifa Attim
K «3 AA,
straight, in keeping with the docu-

POW

commentating

4*.

mentary

t

'

flavor.

Musical selections
are cannily
T
A i1
A
chosen. Part of the revamped format calls for a systematic monthly
rotation of all four service bands,
with show originating at the
groups home base. Since the miutary bands are of uniformly high
quality, results should be even.
Subsequent programs will continue to concentrate on the Korean
scene, with Siegel and Major Wes
their
McPheron alternating fro
frontline spots.
.
Show is currently he ard on
about 200 of the web’s stations,
plus Voice of America and the
Armed Forces Radio Service, carried to U. S; troops all over the
interest
cot in the
imiiworld.
u» Natural
liavui ai uuci
uic mill
tary crisis, plus the improved, lipto-the-minute flavor of show, should
increase its circulation.
Lowe,
'
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Program stands out mosti y as a
showcase for Cavanagh’s, which received a lengthy seridoff by Barnes
Broadat the start of the show.
cast also spotted two other plugs.

discussed included the.
schools arid hospitals

Howard

number
.

in

of

all

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
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producer for Geyer, Newell & Ganger. . .
Liberty Broadcasting
System has set up N. Y, offices with sales manager Morgan Ryan
(ex-ABC) in charge, y . William Chalmers; AM-TV veepee of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, visiting Coast on “Ford Theatre” affairs. .
WINS’
Henry Milo to air from bridge of the new liner. Liberte today (Wed.),
MBS veepee Abe Schechter returns from Europe aboard the same ship.
wMCA’s Ted Steele is planning entertainment for wounded
Korea GIs at the Mitchel Field hospital. He’s already donated 500
records, with WMGM’s Ted Husing; giving 250 disks.
Doug
MacNaimee and Ed De Gray, both CBS, will represent radio in the
Pimm’s Cup Celebrity Tennis Tournament* at Forest Hills today
(Wed.).
Hal Davis back at Kenyon & Eckhardt after a siege of
.
pneumonia. ... Treva Frazee on ABC’s “Modera Romance” Friday
Peggy Lobbin featured on Armstrong “Theatre” Saturday (26).
(25). , .
Thesper Jack Lloyd on MBS’ “Family Theatre” tonight (23).
,
Ted Schneider,
operations manager, vacationing in rPoconos.
.NBC program veepee Bud Barry to Coast on -details of the newHedda Hopper 30-minute stanza, which will use film names, .. Benton & Bowles’ Walter Craig planed to Hollywood Monday <2l) due to
death of Ken Burton.
Norman Brokenshire of WJZ to give a
.
“Tea for Twp” party at Tavern-on-the-Green tomorrow (24). . . NBC’s
George Wallace to uncork fall program promotion campaign Friday
Brian Donlevy records “Thunder Afloat” f or 4 ‘MGM Theatre
(25X
of Air” Friday.
John Rich, legman for the McGraw production
“Wanted” on NBC, has just returned from a four-week trip through
eight western states gathering case data for scripts. . , . Agent Don
Sharpe left yesterday (Tues.) to. return to the Coast.
Alice Frost
& Joe Curtin return for their Original roles on CBS Tuesday night
mystery series, “Mr. & Mrs. North,” when it resumes Sept. 5.
CBS’ Abe Burrows stricken with virus pneumonia Sunday (20) night.
NBC’s “Big Town” to air “Murder Takes a Joy Ride” script Tuesday
(29) as a pre-Labor Day safety warning to motorists.
Margaret
Arlen of WCBS commended by Mayor O’Dwyer for anti-hoarding campaign!.
The Joe 'Givens (he’s with WOV and she was with the
.
indie before their marriage) have named their new son Jeffrey Joel,
.
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.
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bad,
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:

of NBC’s
Advance
Releaseprograms,
spotting initial airers of show
series likely to play soon on the
network, “It’s Higgins, Sir” shapes
up as interesting, palatable air
fare. It should do okay with network audiences. Show has the advantage of Harry McNaughton in
the vital Higgins role, as an English butler, a part that, fits him
admirably because of his long
association with Such British characterizations, both on the stage and
in radio.
.Plot for this one is fashioned
along the lines of the Mr. Belvedere experiences on the screen.
In this opus, the typical American'
family of Roberts has its regular
routine interrupted by the arrival
of Higgins, a gentleman’s gentle-

tions,

biz* tour of
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Alan Reed will be up to his old Falstaffian tricks again when he
tees up a five-minute strip over ABC for Mars candy bars. It will be
a mixture of poesy, fable arid fantasy.
C. Nicholas Priaulx, only
network v;p. hailing from the Isle of Guernsey, passing a couple of
weeks here on vacation and diversionary business talks with Frank
Samuels at ABC.
Al Jolson will give out with song and anecdote
in the Walter Winchell spot Aug. 27.
. Earl Ebi and Mannie Manheint,
partners in packaging, now have two shows making the agency
rounds. First is based on Warden Clinton Duffy’s tome on San Quentin and the other is a. comedy stanza starring Pat Patrick, otherwise
Ercil Twing of the Charlie McCarthy show. ... JBen Brady shoves off
for N. Y. next month to do some writing for Ken Murray’s TV show.
He may also revive “Brooding with Bardy” for one of the nets.
.
Wayne Steffner quit as sales manager for Columbia Pacific network,
and Frank Qxarart dittoed as ad chief of Hunt Foods, so they could
set up shop for packaging radio and TV shows.
KFAC, longhair
music station, is sold out five days a week from 3:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
proving there’s an audience for longhair. Only works of the masters
.
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.

.

.
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.
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IN THE STREET ASKS
ABOUT NEWS

on a

(24)

.

One. was the “Chiquita Banana” man, who goes with the expensive
commercial, while the other was a silver set ..inherited by Phillip
W
Da«*»a« a Roberts from a British relation.
soft-spoken, folksy-type Momenta- Will stipulates that the butler must
tor, handles the proceedings in an remain as long as the silver servGuesting on the ice does, arid when he goes, the
affable manner.
initial airer was the Mayor of silver set also is lost.
Story relates the various reacWhite Plains and his wife. Topics

MAN

O’Brien,

'

_

m

With Leo W,
Maschmeier

«

•

...

an informal NBC, from New York
Sixth in the series
chitchat session with not too broad
44
dialers,

•

•

.

is

being broadcast by WJZ,
Show
its work-withN. Y., in line with
TJ^^
a Aa
_| _
the-community slant. Idea is to
have the mayor of a different town
nea r New York guest on the show
.a
each week. It’s felt by the station
that the confabs between the visiting mayors and host Patt Barnes
can result in a useful exchange of
However, judging
c j v j c policies.
by th e preem show Friday (18), disoussions are of a routine:, nature
and too brief, thus resulting In very
little constructive material being

CITY

airing night trotting

,

among afternoon

ID

Canada and Coast, .
..WMGM now
Fred Allen vacafrom Yonkers Raceway, . ,
tioning for several weeks at Sea Girt, N. J. ... Peggy Ubbln joins
.
“Love and Learn.
Mary Irish new publicity, director at WTTM,
Trenton.
Robert Montgomery returns to his ABC gab series tomorrow (Thurs.).
cast, is
. Evelyn Varden, of “Young Dr. Malone”
featured in new film, “Stella,” and Elspeth Eric opened on Broadway
in “Live Wire.
James Van Dyke new to “The Romance of
Helen Trent.” .
Tony Rivers added to /‘Front Page Farrell.”
“Cavalcade of America” starts its. 16th year iiext Tuesday (29) with
director John Zoller coincidentally celebrating his 25th anni in show
biz.
Trendle-Campbell Enterprises, producer of the “Lone
Ranger;” has named F, T. Mincolla merchandise manager for L-R
The Howard F. Todmans* (he’s biz manager of Goodproducts,
son-Todman Productions) have named their second daughter Leslie
.
“Junior Celebrities at the Little Club” resumes on WOE
White.
Sept. 10. . . . Judy Cortada sails tomorrow (Thurs.) for two weeks in
Bermuda. , . . Tom Hicks, ex-Fletcher D. Richards, new exec AM-TV

morrow

With Harry McNaughton, Vinton

is

—

1

i 1 1

Richard S. Testut Associated Program Service veepee, leaves to-

Hayworth, Vera Allen, Pat
Writer-producer-director: Barnes
Hosley, Charles Neyil, Denise
15 Mins., Fri.; 4:45 p.m.
Alexander, Mary Michael, Ethel
Participating
Wilson
Writer - producer - director:
WJZ, from N; Y.
Paul
Harrison
Aired from the Cafe Lounge of
N. Y.’s Cavanagh’s restaurant, this 30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m*
appeal

NEW YORK

IN

the affair.

bargaining with the insurance ad- were the two Canadian lads who
described their adventures while
hitch-hiking across the country.
performers. There's an authentic P&G commercials were professionally handled by Bartlett and Frank
^eiting.pot flavor to provide rich
Gallop.
Dave,
atmosphere, with Alan Reed, Hans
COnried, Jody Gilbert, Ken Peters,
Mary Shipp and others giving val- IT’S HIGGINS, SIR
Jose
uable assists.
(‘Advance Release’)

15-minute program

»

a m.

9

GAMBLE

juster for a lower settlement,
“Luigi” has a set of capable

PATT BARNES SHOW

",

1

» 1 1

'

Mon.-thra-Fri.

:

ulti-

1

Ml

»4

George Anderson, Wally

Mins.;

•

Luigi,

1

Olson
30

.

.

1

1

Bartlett

NBC, from Chicago
(Meyerhoff)
(Blow)
remains a likeNow in its fourth season (first
able show. It's return to the spectrum Tuesday (15) indicates that two on ABC), “Welcome Travelers”
rolling along in successful
the session still is beset with the keeps
format remains
basic problem of whether to let fashion. Show’s
host
gags that have little beating on the basically unchanged, with*
travinterviewing
Bartlett
Tommy’
plot interfere with the action, or
Windy
Whether it will be moulded into elers passing through the
This City.
pure situation comedies.
cross-the-board
the
Appeal
of
frequently
fundamental confusion
heavily on the old saw
interferes with the overall effec- strip rests
there’s nothing more interesttiveness, but if the success of the that
people, provided theylre
than
ing
its
by
measured
be
stanza is to
Les
in ^advance,
laugh content, “Luigi” is making caref ully chosen
Lear and his five-man crew, covergood With its listeners.
ing the city’s railroad and bus staJ. Carroll Naish, playing the centions and airports, have developed
tral figure of the Italian immigrant
a good knack of coming up with an
Chicago,
who tries to make good in
gives a good deal of authenticity to assortment of interesting wayfarers
for
the show. And because it is
the title role. He creates a liketaped a day ahead, session has a
able, thoroughly moral character
who’s frequently forced to rUri smoothness that belies the fatt that
counter to his ethical code by the most of the interviewees are unsurround- familiar with a mike.
those
corinivings
of
Equally important attribute is
In the initial session,
ing him.
loss and the expert emceeing of Bartlett,
fire
Luigi suffered a minor
who projects a large degree of
the wise boys around him figured
friendliness and enthusiasm into
that he could cash in by exag:

first

1
-

Bob Cunningham

Four travelers were talked
mately, became so afraid of legal,
.
show under new entanglements, that he wound up show heard (16), Especially

.

„

“Star” of

t.f

“Lite, with Luigi”

ages to keep up the pace through- gerating his losses.

®U

n

Producer: Stefan Hatos
Director:
Writers:

PROCTER

CBS, from Hollywood

The

Dept,

Tommy

With.

»»»»
'

i
i

WELCOME TRAVELERS

LIFE WITH LUIGI

TIME FOR DEFENSE

.

Wednesday* AugUBt 23, 1950

.

.

1

.

the

White Roberts family members when they

come

.

.

in contact with Higgins.
Plains, traffic problems, civilian
This develops pat situations and are played.
15 Mins.; Tues.-Thurs.-Sun., 7:30 defense and religious and racial dialog, most of them geared for
Cran Chamberlain checked' out as director of program writing at
Gros .
harmony.
p.m.
certain laughs which they get.
to wrap up a few shows of his own. That Was his old trade beSustaining
Gagging wears a bit thin after fore joining CBS eight years ago.
REPORTERS
CBS has decided to call the
SAFETY
.
TRAFFIC
WPTR; Albany
about
10
minutes,
saving
but
grace
Norman Macdonnell produces
Program, answering questions of With George Selden, Tom Walsh is in the show keeping constantly Hal Peary series “Honest Harold.”
and
Jack
Meakin
carries on as music director. ;
and Harold Calkins, Guests
Willet Brown, prez
,
the man in the street on the Kormoving forward to the climax.
of
a.m.
Don
Lee
Mins.;
Sat.;
9
network,
15
is
following
in
his
father’s footsteps and will
ean situation and other World and
McNaughton is surrounded by take over the Cadillac
agency
in Beyhills when he departs the radio
national news, quickly strides into Sustaining
a capable cast that includes Vinton
scene. . . , Jack Kirkwood has finally made the rounds of all the nets
one of the top spots among area WGY, Schenectady
Program, transcribed the pre Hayworth, Vera Allen (excellent as by signing with Don Lee for a half-hour daytime strip. He’ll be
orginations; via the skillful hands
Mrs.
Roberts),
Charles
Nevil,
and authoritative voice of Leo W. vious afternoon at one of Schenect Denise Alexander and Pat Hosley. flanked, as in past years, by Billy Grey and Lillian Leigh, and the
points, brings
same wacky format will prevail.
O’Brien, veteran INS correspond- ady’s busiest traffic
.
.
David Rose supplants Jack
;
on mike announcer George Selden, Last-named really takes the laurels Kirkwood for the remaining
ent. O’Brien, whose weekly “News
five weeks' of Red Skelton’s hiatus.
mptor- of the supporting group. Ethel The redhead
passing
policemen and
From Capitol Hill” feature, won an two
will
do
Wilson
makes
the
bit
Una
five-minute
aunt a
spot on each show as* a warmup
ists.
is one of the best,...
yet simfor the new season.
award last, spring from the Ohio plest, Itsafety
shows presented in believable.
U. Radio Institute, is probably the
Paul Harrison / riot only did a
capable scripting job but deftly
waking reporter on the
. . .
8 str0ng‘ cir-pperating questions which they directed and produced. Will Loriri
Bill Slater here Sunday .(20) taping 10 segments of his quarter-hour
provided a neat scoring job for the
est straight personality.
ask drivers, men and women.
musical background.
This is a quiz sho\y package, “Share the Wealth,” which will be aired on midwest
combination of the factual, in
Selden joins in the exchanges and
terpretative
and
commentary, pops a query about the motorist’s light, frothy piece that could be statiorisDfor Kroger.
Herb Newcomb leaves
.
announcer staff
readily made into a weekly feature.
program is neither easy to classify “pet peeve.”
S
ovvn
•
•
Victor Distributor^ have picked Up
a ?
Wear,
nor to achieve. It isn’t perfect yet.
s_
Symphony
Hour”
for a year. Show, aired six times weekly,
The field of traffic safety is quite
he
no sense thoroughly explored in the ine
P ck .Winters, , ; Fran Allison helped select the twa
»
l
°n
orea bu h ls l°ng formal
Red Feather
kids to be featured in Chi Community Chest campaign.
Policemen CHILDREN’S
discussions.
i
experience m^the^news field quail- highlight the interviews with peran<*.
Nordine handling commercial duties on
With George Michaels, Others.
"
fies him to handle
*a
i
the public’s sonal observations
^ ^ Braakffist
Club * during vacations of Don Doud and Bob MurProducer: Norman Tillman
queries.
stories.
*
30
Mins.;
to be featured speaker at annual confab
Sat,
9:30
a.m;
'y*
*
Program brings listeners up-toInterviews whether by chance or
of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity SepL 4.
LEVlSON
... Paut Fry, general, manintelligent
9.n Korean developments, the screening—seem
and
ager
of
KBON,
Albany
Omaha,
iri
town on .business last we^k. . . . Chi’s
United Nations proceedings and well
informed.
Women, inci( Goldman
ql
Walter
Kanna
ge
an<
)
09
Har
rd
a
have
V
requested copies of the scripts
other news musts. It closes with dentally, insist they are not inJ®
?
Mild kids program would be im :? ?S^irrs documentary
“The Quiet Answer” for classroom Use;
global quotations”
remarks ut- ferior drivers. Selden is excellent;
ne wscaster No rm Barry named first honorary member of
tered by world leaders arid read by officers are good* although word- proved if participants were persuaded to sing numbers more ap the. 52 Assn., hospitalized vets service group,
O’Brieri. He possesses a voice and age is long in spots.
for his promotion of the
Jaco.
propriate to their age and vocal organization on. his looming
a personality of network calibre,
news show. . . > Oldtime Chi radio man
ranges.
On half-hour heard (19),
V
a
lm r^Sniastering the Sister Kqnny Polio Fund Circus bebut might modulate the former and
MacPHERSON
fe S
current ballads comprised major
Sol die rs Field. . , Dick Lewin, general manager
cut -down the twang.
Howard With Stew MacPherson
part of the offering.
George
KTKE, Lufkin/ Tex., checked into
Maschmeier, as feeder, despite two 15 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
central division offices last
Michaels, who handles, has an ;week.
. .
State Dept, has asked for a record of Fahey Flynn’s WB.BM
mild fluffs on second salvo, conies
MECHANICS
easy manner, but his New England
exclusive^Jnterview with Mrs. Herbert Lord, who barely escaped capthrough very well. His questions, WCCO, Minneapolis
accent is slightly hard.
smoothly phrased, tend to be
“Meet MacPherson,” an interHcds 111 Korea. . »
George Herro,
central division
Dick Hartigan pianos for singers.
<
a-a
c
lengthy; they sometimes include Or view show based on timely ma- Addition
initiated into Public Relations Society of America.
/Harry
of instrumentalists—they c?
.
.
terial and guests, features Stew
e,
Indicate opinions,
8 sh
s
Chi office to Radio Sales to account exec berth
have appeared on other' children’s
,
Show; cut from a rough script, MacPherson, formerly big gun of
11
N.* Y. . • ..Franklin Babcock join#
shows and may work this
staff
5announcer
is^tqb important to be transcribed; the BBC, now here with WCCO. one,
other times—would help. on temporary basis. * , .
newa editor Julian Bepitley leaves
BhOifld be live.
I
(Continued on, page 34)
Jaco,
Block is nicely titled.
Jaco.
first
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With more advertisers rushing
as a hedge against
TV’s inroads in evening AM, the

bigger networks are finding it difficult to get morning and afternoon
periods in which to try out new
programs.
While “it’s great to sell time,”
the web programmers say, it’s also
important to experiment with new
ideas. When a period opens and
the show developers ready one of
the alrers On which they’ve worked
and cut auditions, up pops a bankroller and buys out the slot from
Under them.
As an example, NBC has daytime
shows with Charles Boyer and
Claudette Colbert which it wants
to schedule, but can’t find the
room. Last open space was the 1111:30 a.m. strip, which BristolMyers bought for ‘‘Break the

Bank;” Monday,

Wednesday and

Kellogg, which was supposed to buy the 1:30 p.m.' strip
couldn’t
(in station option time )
get that period because not enough
Friday.

,

affiliates

Now NBC

would dear.

trying to put Kellogg into the
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

is

11 a.m. periods.

Armour bought pave Garroway
at 1:15 p.m. in the east (12:15 p.m.
in other zones ) and Manhattan

Soap has the

1:45 p.m. eastern
(12:45 in central zone) slot.
As a result, NBC may have to
appeal to stations for additional
network hption time. Following the
web’s last appeal for more network
time it got the right to shift the
Miles Laboratories shows from 77:30 p.m. to 7:30-8 p.im, which will
remove the island of station time
that immediately precedes the 8
network shows. However,
p.m.
-

Pure Oil Co.

will*

H; V. Kaltenborn,

have to move

who

now

is

one of the periods which Miles

in
is

slated to get.

ition

Rule

Invoked by FCC Again
In ReidsviUe, N.C., Case
Washington, Aug. 22.
could be shown that
a town could not support two
standard radio stations, the FCC
still would riot prevent a second
one from going into the business,
the agency ruled last week in turnEv.en

if it

WFRC

down the petition of
in Reidsville, N. C., fqr a rehearREV
ing on the application of
Outlet.
(FM) for an
Commission reaffirmed its decision of last March in the Cullman*
Ala., case in which it ruled Hhat
“as a matter of policy, the possible
effects of competition will be disregarded in passing upon applications for new broadcast stations.”
Commission found that Reidsville Broadcasting Co., owner of
and the Reidsville Review,
is financially qualified to build arid
ing

AM

W

.

WREV

AM

station,
operate its proposed
contrary to contentions of WFRC.
Agency said that WFRC further
failed to show facts to^support a
conclusion that injury to trie public
would result from competition of
a second
station.

20th Buys ‘Rose’ Spots

Agency

Pitt

Charles. Schlaifer.

is

5

WEDO

Airer

is

ing. The account was
Ward Wheelock Co.

placed .by

The

five-year pact, 52 Weeks
firm, calls for yearly renewal options at the rates then prevailing
on both medic. It becomes effective
Monday, Sept, ll.
The radio contract; covers a one...

AM

program

veepee

Charles (Bud ) Barry, in his first
personnel realignment since taking
over the post last spring, is tightening up and streamlining the department. Basic approach is to
clear Barry of operating details,
freeing him for more creative and
selling functions.

’

RWG

OK

PUTTERS FOR

.

•

New

*

.

.

4

FM

The

network which carries

the N. Y. Times-owned WQXR’s
longhair music and the hourly
news bulletins of the Times, will
extend to Philadelphia Sept; 1,

WFLN,

Philly, arid WTOA,
will, total 16 sta-

Trenton. Network

,

.

,

WQXR

Richard Means, an undergraduate.
The Friday quarter-hour has
Fordham
Lorraine Prus, a soprano who got
WMCA, N. Y. indie, is peddling
her diploma two months ago, accompanied by Eleanor Garroway, a package for Fordham U. grid
games on Saturday afternoons.
who finished at Tech in 1947.
Only one of the games will be
Show airs every evening at 6:15

WMCA’c

Will add live talent' on other televised, the
days shortly. Meantime, on the U. contest on

and

NBC’s

Kelley, the alternate member who
resigned after the council on July
25 tabled his resolution on a writers -olunteer groun.
James A. S' bile, who Thursday
(17) announced his resignation as
national and eastern region executive secretary arid eastern counsel,
said yesterday ( Tues. that lie Will
remain in office until completion
of certificatiori proceedings about
to be filed With the National Labor
Relations Board in conn ’tion with
the RWQ’s pact with agencies, networks and indie packagers. A' joint
statement by Stabile and Sheldon
Stark, eastern region veepee* said,
“Contrary to previous report" Stabile and the
council are in
accord on all matters.”
National council resolution said
that because writers are hieing
asked to provide ’ lerarv material
(Continued on page 35)

KOB

WTOA, Trenton Times station*
signal and
will pick up the
is almost a Carnegie Tech Music relay it to WFLN, The Outlets will
School exclusive. It’s written and carry the indie’s Shows daily and
directed by Ken Campbell, a stu- Sunday from 7:30 p.m. to 12:05
dent and station’s new assistant a.m., except from 9:30-10 p.m. The
director. Wednesdays it features J. relay/ network extends aS far north
Frederick Gentry, baritone, who as Niagara Falls via the 11 stations
just graduated, accompanied by of the Rural Radio Network.

WEDO

to
Monday
(21) when ti e RWG’s
“NerO Wolfe” detective series national council (covering N.Y.*
Will be auditioned by NBC, with Hollywood and Chi ) voted to urge
for nation of Writers, emergency
Ed Fadiman as producer.,
Ted Ashley Associates-Ira Steiner groups ’-.hilar to the Writers War
Eas'.orn
is handling sale of the Rex Stout- Board of World War II.
arithored stories.
Fadiman owns region -Ouncil endor J the resolution
and
voted
Wer
to censure
-urn
the show’s rights.

:

tions.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 22.
daily program pri

Threat of a tjlu on the eastern
region council of the Radio W~ ;ers
Guild Was appar-ntly removed

microwave hookup between here
Under the new setup Leslie Harand Frisco will link the two big- ris, now production
supervisor, begest markets west of Chicago but
comes eastern program manager as
it’ll take more than regional billBarry’s No. 2 man, Bob Womboldt
ing to put people behind all those
becomes supervisor of production,
desks.
handling directors and producers,
hour show Monday through SaturClosing of the Esty office was
arid Grant Tinker supervisor of netday from 11 p.m. to midnight, feaa blow to home pride but reasoned
turing Bob Horn, one of the city’s
work operations, handling lines;
the big wheels back east, “why
“name” disk jocks. On WFIL-TV, keep an office going with nothing studios and other facilities. Tinker
One-Sided
Politics
Vs.
Scheidt will sponsor a quarter-hour
been assistant to James Kohad
it it?” Bob Hawk, all that’s left
sports program, Monday through
here of the Camel billing, has his vach, program operations manager.
But Warns Station
Saturday, 7-7 15 p.m,, featuring
The program operations funcown cubicle in Beverly Hills, and
George Walsh, highest rated sports- with Screen Guild Players and tions will be absorbed by the proWashington,, Aug. 22.
caster in Philly TV.
gram
department,
handled
Tinkby
Federal Communications ComJimmy Durante departed, there
The programs, in both mediums, was only the help left to keep the er, who’ll report to Harris. Kovach mission last week dismissed the
are designed in content and time
takes the new post of operations complaint against station KOB,
water jug gurgling.
of presentation to snag a wide,
The lights are still burning at coordinator of TV production serv- Albuquerque, but at the same time
varied audience. The Horn show
ices,
Sullivan,
Stauffer,
Colwell
& Mitchell Benson remains in advised the station to watch its
will be titled “Valley Forge Jamstep. Dismissal came at the request
Bayles but the teletype is as silent
boree.” Horn moves to/iyFlL from as activity in the accounting de- charge of contracts and packages, Of former Rep. John J. Dempsey,
WIP, and in addition to the music partment. Last year there was' with Joel Hammill in charge of of New Mexico; he asked that his
will supplement recordings with
Jimmie Fidler for Arrid apd program submissions. Effect of the original charges, that the station
late sports results and important “Hollywood
Theatre” for change is to shorten the chain of was one-sided in political broadStar
news breaks,
casts, be withdrawn. Case has been
Anacin. Both are in the endbook command.
Sportscaster Walsh is the TV Of shows that once sported ,the
pending since late in 1949.
commentator for the Philadelphia SSC&B colors. The office is being
“Although we are at this time
Athletics.
resolving in your faVor the quesmaintained in the hope of some OKLA. STATION GETS
tions
raised in the various comfall Ty business.
plaints/’ FCC wrote to KOB, “we
Those Were The Days
are taking this occasion to urge
At the J. Walter Thompson
Washington, Aug. 22.
you to reread the Commission’s rethey, can remember when
Federal Communications Com- port in the matter of editorializing
Ui. SALE office
Standard Brands, Kellogg, Kraft,
last week gave a radio sta- by broadcast licensees.
An Australian radio station, 3DB, Lever, Ford, Nash, Old Gold, Shell mission
tion permission to go silent for. a
“You have on several occasions
is circularizing American stations and RCA had shows going full
period of 60 days while it obtained affirmed your intent to be fair
offering transcribed programs for tilt 39 weeks of the year and a few new studios, arid to refinance and
diligent
and
Sale.
The “Down Under” outlet, in the summer. Now all that’s left reorganize. In taking the unusual public trust, in discharging your
but your apparent
owned by the Melbourne Herald
step, the Commission warned that disposition to rest
(Continued on page 34)
on the KOB
and Weekly Times, is peddling the
if the station failed to come back
policy of making time available
platters which it has sold to broadon the air at the end of 60 days, its for ‘the other side’ does
not fully
casters in Canada, New Zealand,
license would be cancelled.
prove the recesses of licensee reStation is KCriE, at El Reno,
South Africa, Honolulu, Malta, Lanny Ross to Star on
sponsibility.
pointed
We
out
in our
Okla. Commission added: “In the
Trinidad. Bermuda and Singapore,
Report
that
a
the contemplated financial Editorialization
In Australia some of the airers
‘Steamboat Jamboree’ ET’s event
reorganization mentioned in your licensee’s obligation to serye the
have been backed by Shell, Lever
Lanny Ross will star on “Steam- letter of July 31, JL950,. should re- public interest cannot be met
Bros., Colgate, Atlantic Oil and
boat Jamboree,” new airer with a sult in a transfer of control, prior merely through ' adoption of a
Kraft.
approval
vaude
format, which bows on the Commission
must be gerieral policy of not refusing to
The Aussie outfit says that, bebroadcast opposing views where a
cause of the exchange situation, its World Broadcasting System’s affil- secured before station KCHE reoperation.
You
further demand is made of the station for
sumes
arc
iate stations exclusively, starting*
prices are low in dollars.

'

New

bustling town of the ’40s was fast
becoming a mere shadow of its
former self. The® old west knows
it better as a ghost town.
It doesn’t take an oldtimer to
recall the days when five or six of
the big agencies handled anywhere from 40 to 50 shows a
Week, Now any one of them is
lucky to have two or three in the
shop. And it’s much too early for
television to take up the slack although many- of _ the big commi ssion houses are holding on to their
space hopeful of better, times when
the 'cable comes through; The

Philadelphia, Aug. 22.
said to be the largest
radio-television contract ever inked
in this area, Adam Scheidt Brewing Co. (Valley Forge Beer and
Ramshead Ale) has signed a fiveyear deal with WFIL and*WFILTV. At current rates, the contract
represents-more than $500,000 bill-

In what

adding

To New

Hollywood, Aug, 22.
“It’s not like trie old days when
J.
Savin gton (Savvy) Crampton
used to pour tea every afternoon
at four. The Esty office was hopping then and so were the others.”
It was with a wistful sigh that
the oldtimer recalled radio’s halcyon days. He was sure that he saw
ghosts stalking through the halfempty Offices, the Wraith of men
who made Hollywood the radio
center of a kilocycle empire. A

Spots plugging “Black Rose” arid
the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony’s
appearance at the Roxy, N. Y.,
have been bought by 20th-Fox Over
WQXR, longhair indie. Starting
Aug. 127 for a five-day period, 20
Spots daily will be used.

.

AM

HELLMAN

By JACK

Into daytime

Games

Fordbam-New York

Saturday, Nov. 25,
days when the Tech gang isn’t on which WCBS-TV, K. Y„ Will carry,
backed by Esso*
the program, it’s transcribed.

Sept. 17. In addition to acting as
singing host, Ross will share the
emcee chores with local WBS affiliate-station announcers. Show, a
half-hour library transcription program, marks Ross’ debut into this
type of programming.
Mimi Benzell will guest on the
initial show, Which will feature
the Steamboat Grand Concert orch,
Razz-Ma-Tazz Boys, a Dixieland
crew; Harmony Four, a barbershop
quartet; and the River Boys, a male
[.chorus; Additional musical blacking
Will be supplied by Hank Sylverri’s
orch. Ross, Incidentally, also has
.a show on the Mutual network.

advised that if a transfer applica- broadcast time.
tion is found tq be necessary, it
“A licensee has an affirmative
should be filed within the 60-day duty to seek out, aid and enperiod of authorized silence,”
courage the broadcast of views on
the other side. We trust that a
>

4

«

reappraisal of station

Cfeve.

New* Sponsors

«

Cleveland. Aug. 22.
Reflecting continued demand for
news, NBC here has sold three
has sold .fivenewscast.
minute 7 a.m. show three times a
*

WTAM

Colony Wine
Week
and the 11 a.m. five-minute stanza
Monday through Friday has been
picked up by Rurkhardt Beer.
to Italian Swiss

Television-wise, WNBK‘ has sold
the 6:45 p.m. five-minqte newscast,
Monday through Friday, to Central
Cadillac.

KOB

,

policies

will result in a fuller appreciation
of the high responsibilities with

.

,

l

.

•

which you, as the controlling stockholder of a broadcast licensee,
Washington, Aug. 22,
have been entrusted.
Station KMPC asked the Federal
“Although we are resolving

Of Construction Permit

Communications Commission last these matters* in your favor, we
weekend to postpone indefinitely will continue to Withhold action on

the deadline of its construction per- the KOB
renewal application pendmit for 50kw unlimited ^operation.
ing resolution of the reservation
Station is ow 50kw daytime and
of broadcast time controversy with
lOkw nighttime. New construction
and equipment, costing between the New Mexico College of Agri$175,000 and $225,000, would be re- culture and Mechanic Arts.”
quired -for the expanded power.
Petition filed on behalf of the sta- Westinghouse Inks Boroff
tion points out that the case of G.
Philadelphia, Aug. 22.
A. Richards, its owner, has long
Edwin R, Boroff has replaced the
drawn out with no guarantee that late B.
A. McDonald as general
his big L.A. station will have its
sales
manager of Westinghouse
renewed,
license
therefore, it
“would riot be wise” to go into an Radio Stations, Inc. Boroff, who’ll
head
both
radio and TV sales at
expansion program at this time.
Meantime, Sen. Styles Bridges Westinghouse stations, will be loR., N.H. ) ) issued a statement last cated here until Westinghouse has
week questioning that procedure of completed the projected move of
the FCC staff in license renewals, its headquarters to Washington.
and charging it with being “off. the
Boroff has been associated with,
beam” in the /case .of, FMPC.
broadcasting fof the past 27 years.
.(
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SHOW FOR OTHER CITIES
Ford Movid Night” three-hourlong film block which Ford dealers
have bought on WOR-TV, N, Y., is
becoming a pattern for sponsorship by the Ford agencies in various video markets.
Through the J. Walter Thompson ad agency, Ford dealers have
set up’ film feature shows with
slight variations from the
1

Agencies don’t have to be sty- +
mied by zooming program costs,
says Emil Mogul, of the Mogul
Co., who has just bought “Mold
Due to Cal. Labor Laws
That Camera” for Esquire boot
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Agency head
polish on DuMont,
Don Otis was forced to cancel
claims that “Camera” will cost “Sugar Chile” Robinson from his
from one-third to one-half less list of guests at a KLAC-TV rethan similar shows on the air.
mote from Palladium terpery
New stanza starts sustaining on which tees off tonight (22).
7
(27
at
:30
p.
m.>
Sunday
Robinson, a minor, can't work
DuMont
with Esquire (which last season where liquor is sold without a spebacked “Blind Date” on ABC-TV) cial permit, which the state labor
picking up the tab, effective Fri- board wouldn’t grant,
day, Sept. 15, at 8:30 p. m. on
Format will
about 30 stations.
have the video camera scan the
.

'

)

studio audience;, with the home
partner
a
selecting
contestant
whorh he’ll direct in the stunts.
Music”
the
“Stop
Blaine,
Jimmy
TV singer, will emcee the show,
which will include a femme vocalIt will be
ist and a dance group.
produced by West Hooker add the
Mogul Co.
Novel arrangement is that the
agency isn’t buying the finished
package, but instead is paying for
the use of the idea and the origiAgency thereby
nator’s services.
has complete control over the
costs.
and
ingredients
airer’s
Mogul feels that he can put tothe
than
gether the show for less
price a packager or a network
Would get for the Whole works.

Washington, Aug,

>

WOR

format, on WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
WAAM, Baltimore, and WMAL-

The WOR-TV
TV, Washington,
show is beamed Mondays from 7:30In Philadelphia the
10:30 p. m,
series is aired Saturdays from 10:30

device tor speed television
c jv rage Of war news is being installed at the Pentagon, according
to Chari -s Dillon, chie* of radio for
Armed Services public infori ation.
A coaxial link to the new .torial studio shared by motion pictures a 1 video is being installed right
outside the Pentagon. Networks
will thus be able to roll up their
trucks and plug right in for transmitting direct to local studios. .Currently,
cumbersome lines are

Fitzgees’ Phoned-In

TV

CommTs While on

‘

1st

in

Ed and Pegeen

Fitzgerald* leaying Friday (25) for one week (their
longest hiatus in nine years of
broadcasting), Will be heard, on
their WJZ, N. Y. morning strip

dragged—through windows to mo- by tape next week. Pinchhitting
Since, the sponsor isn’t paying bile units parked outside the milifor the week on their Wednesday
itabli *• aent.
th j packager for the entire pro- tary
Friday evening video stanza
Radio and TV correspondents al- and
duction, most of the production
WJZ-TV will be Johnny
for
jobs will be absorbed by the agen- ready have their/ own pressroom, Thompson, one of their frequent
This plan cuts into the with individual telephones and facy’s staff.
guests, who in turn, will also haVe
agency’s commission, Mogul says, cilities rivalling those in the room
guests. The Fitzgeralds will phone
but it permits small and medium- assigned to newspaper reps. The in the commercials to Thompson,
sized accounts to stay in a “coin- broadcast studio has direct lines to
each of the major D. C. stations, as who’ll repeat them audibly. The.
happy medium.”
in Tokyo. New film Fitzgeralds’ motoring holiday will
well as to
Mogul blames the increased costs studio, complete with sets* has a make sure they’re near phone facilof tele production on some of the common audio link with the radio ities because of the TV sked.
<< t1 ,U « /tU
(SWA creating
A
M Ai /vr, ’’which
/SWAotind their
tVi oir
are
agencies,
room.
After they return Sept. 4, they'll
own Frankenstein, So long as
do the evening tele shows for one
the agencies continue to take the
week, until starting their 12 noon
to
Test Pix Of
easy way out,” he says, “merely
cross-the-board stint for WJZ-TV
buying high-priced shows from neton Sept. 11. New series will run 30
works or independent packagers,
Coast or 45 minutes daily, depending on
1-Hr.
on
mounting TV program costs will
the way options on the time work
Hollywood* Aug. 22.
continue to plague them.
Test films of three one-hour dra- but. The TV will be in addition to
“Agency production means a lot matic shows for television will be. their 5-a-week a m.
shows.
b
0f
here, by Kenyon * Eckhardt

Make

3

.Ss d

Shows

AM

!

l-ade

em$

the next few weeks. One of
And it can within
on
the subjects will be a first Hollybring into the medium advertisers
wood
filming Of “Ford Theatre,”,
Who are at present passing up net- and the other two for an undis-

program

costs.

Vaude Booker Kemp Joins

..

Wm.

Morris yid^eo Dept.

it

veepee Charles Vanda. Telecasting
day will be from 9-2 a.m. and will
be heralded by a two-week “Moll” teaser campaign pointing up
start
of the new schedule at 9
a.m. on Channel 10 Sept. H.
To handle the additional burden

TV
&

Legler agency has
optioned “Writers Theatre, package owned by top Hollywood scriptEmmett Lavery,
including
ers
Allen P vkin, John Liarkin and
has just taken
Horwin
(Who
Jerry
the story editor post With CBS-TV.)
The film scripters formed a corporation through Whi;h they’ll be

Warvick

:

station is training five

looks too big

for their budgets.*

.

j

.

\

j

:

.•

WNBQ

&

&

.

.

?

‘

.

.

.

Compton.

Fryer’s

New CBS-TV

Post

Robert Fryer, now assistant to
C7S-TV prod cer Worthington
Miner, has been named carting director for the web. He succeeds
Eleanor Kilg alien, who leaves Sept.
11 to set up her own indie casting
con ’ting service/
Fryer hag been assistant to
!

•

;

Miner

m

'Production

One,* “Goldbergs”
Magination.”

of

and

“Studio

“Mf.

I.

Suspense. CBS, 9:30 p.m. Auto-Lite, through Cecil & Presbrey.
Prize Performance. CBS, 10 p m. (New time.) Sustaining.
AUG. 31
Blind Date. ABC, 9:30 p.m. Returns as sustainer, with Gnien
assuming sponsorship Sept* 28.
Martin Kane, Private Eye. NBC, 10 p.m. U. S. Tobacco, through
;

Kudner.

SEPT. 1
Versatile Varieties.
Gibraltar.

By Popular Demand.

NBC,

9:30 p.m.

Bonaflde Mills, through

,

CBS, 10 p.m. (New

Greatest Fights of Century,
Mfg. Co., through Cayton.

crews!

By mart, Inc., this week relinA
quished its option on the ABC 8 to
9 Wednesday night slot in favor of
picking up the 9:30 to 10 period
same night on CBS. Switch in networks is believed based on the ad- backed by John Wanamaker’s and
vertiser’s desire to get out from the 12 noon slot optioned by anunder the anticipated fight; for rat- other department store. American
ings in the Wednesday night 8 to Stores Co., which had the 1:30
9 hour between Arthur Godfrey's period on Tuesday and Thursday,
CBS show and NBC’s upcoming has extended it erdss-the-board.
variety series, for which Jimmy Snelienberg’s department store is
Durante and Ed Wynn have been backing the “TV Jamboree” crosspacted as two of four rotating em- the-board from 2-3 p.m.
The Jate evening time will be
cees.
Bymart, which will plug Tintair filled at 11:15 p.m. by a western
pic
with another feature following
(a home permanent preparation for
femmes), is to present a series of until 2 a.m. or later*
half-hour adaptations of the works
>

.

leading- contemporary authors,
such as W. Somerset Maugham,
John Steinbeck, etc. Titled “Con-

of

flict,”

the series

aired

live

to

to utilize a different cast each week and will be

on

is

Daly Newscast for 5

CBS

interconnected stations available, as well
as being kinescoped for non-interconnected stations offering the
best Class A time. Show tees off
Oct. 18, With Cecil & Presbrey handling the account.
Series, incidentally, will only be
aired for
weeks in the Wednesday night period. Buick lias optioned the full 9 to 10 hour on
CBS, starting in January, for a
all

Weeks on Its Sun. Time
Goodrich Tires has decided to

H

dramatic

NBC,

time.)

10:43 p.m,

Sustaining,

Chesebrough

reclaim half of its Sunday night
10 to 10:30 slot on CBS-TV for
five weeks, prior to the start of the
new fall season, for a 15-minute
newscast featuring commentator
John Daly. Bankroller figures that,
besides taking advantage of the
heightened audience interest in
news shows because of the Korean
-

j

;

Whether

series.

situation, it will also be able to
“Conflict” will be moved at that plug its “Celebrity Time,” which
time to a different time slot or be resumes in the full half-hour slot
dropped has not been determined. starting Oct, 1.

Daly, incidentally, will abandon
his job as a permanent panelist on

NBC

—

new

editing full-length Hollywood pix
into daily episodes with the plot
brought up-to-date each day by a
narrator.
large portion of the
daytime stanzas are backed by department stores, with Lit Bros ’
“Lit’s Have Fun” at 10 a.m./followed at 10:30 by 90 minutes

onetime vaude new

Harold. Kemp,
closed Client.
William Chalmers, booker on the Old Keith-Albee cirK&E radio-video veepee, arrived cuit in vaudeville’s heyday, has
Monday (21 ) for discussions with joined the William Morris agency
Robert Wolfe agency Coast head. tele department. Kemp’s addition
Preliminary negotiations are un- brings the agency’s video sector up
to
der way for the Hal Roach studio, to par manpower-wise. Ira Steiner
where films will be made. If the two weeks ago resigned to join the
audition film is acceptable to Ford, Ted Ashley agency.
it’s likely the whole series will be
Kemp, who has been on the
made here. The undisclosed spon- Coast in recent years; was also
Chicago, Aug. 22
sor,
who has ordered audition talent booker for Warner Bros.,
few prints for two dramatic shows, had been with the N W. Ayer
In a decision revealed
hours before air time, N. Y. NBC favors a live telecast from the east agency, and packaged the Ed Wynn
scratch
decided
to
/with a kinnie for off -cable stations. show.
program chiefs
“Studs Place ” Chi-originated sustainer, after the Thursday night
(17) airing. Weekly half hour program, which has attracted considerable critical acclaim but slight
bankrolled interest, has been riding
the net sustaining cycle since April.
Following is a list of programs, either new or returning after
It had been aired locally on
a summer hiatus, scheduled to preem on the major television netfor a month prior to its web debut,
works during the next 10 days:
and a possibility remains, that it
AUG. 26
may return as a local, show.
Smilin’ Ed McConnell. NBC, 6:30 p.m.
Buster Brown Shoes
Plans now are to move a halfthrough Leo Burnett.
hour version of “Hawkins Falls”,
Paul Whiteman’s TV Teen Club. ABC, 3 p.m. American Dairy,
into the 7:30 Thursday night spot
through Campbell-Mithun assumes sponsorship of first half-hour!
vacated by “Studs place.” “Ealls,”
AUG. 27
also produced here, has been filling
Aldrich Family.
NBC, 7:30 p.m.
General Foods, through
the Saturday night 7 to ,8 period
Young
Rubicam.
as a summer sustainer. Regulars
This Is Show Business.
CBS, 7:30 p.m. American Tobacco,
on the “Studs” show have been
through BBD&O.
Studs Terkel, Beverly Younger,
Garroway at Large. NBC, 10 p.m. Congoleum-Nairn, through
Win Stracke and Chet Roble. It
McCann-rEricksbri.
was produced by Ben Park and diAUG. 28
,
rected by Dan Petrie.
Kukla, Fran
Ollie.
NBC, 7 p.m. Sponsored various days by
CA, Ford and Sealtest.
Chi trade reaction to the “Studs
Mohawk' Showroom. NBC, 7:30 p.m. (Monday, Wednesday and
Place” cancellation is that “favorFriday only). Mohawk Carpets, through George R, Nelson.
able trade; newspaper and audiTalent Scouts. GBS» 8:30 p.m. Lipton s Tea, through Young
ence response seems to be the kiss
of death for Chi originations. It
& Rubicam.
Studio One.
looks like the networks’ N. Y.
CBS, 10 p.m. Westinghouse, through McCannhomeof fices just, don’t want ChicaErickson.
go originations-— especially successAUG. 29
Fireside Theatre.
ful originations.”
NBC, 9 p.m. Procter & Gamble, through

work TV because

Scripters’

chases.

*2.

New

K&E

Top Coast

Vanda said the accent will be on
m. to midnight; in Baltimore,
local programs, not on padding or
Saturdays from 6-7:30 p. m, and in
network sustainers. “If We have an
m.
D. G. Saturdays from 10:30 p.
ale to write for the newer visual
time segment,” he said,
to after midnight.
medium and have an- equity in their available
“we aren’t going to sit hack and
Ford dealers in other video mar- product.
for
programs
wait
to come to us.
kets are also mulling similar blocks
Instead we are going to find a local
Tough problem, howof old pix.
advertiser whose needs we can fill
ever, is finding the large segments
and create a good show that will
of open' time in cities with few
sell
his products.”
gained
tele stations. One advantage
The 3-3:30 p.m, segment will be
by buying the kingsize shpws is the
in
the form of a dramatic serial, by
discount given for bulk "time purp.

GHQ

.

Philadelphia, Aiug. 22
affiliate here

WCAU-TV, CBS

will incept 17-hour-dally programming Sept./ 11, according to tele

“Celebrity”

when

the

show

starts.

He

is
also moderator on CBS’
“What’s My Line,” Stopette^sponsored show, which moves next
month from its present Wednesday
night slot into the Sunday night
10; 30 to 11 period. Since it will
thus be aired Sundays back-to-back
with “Celebrity,” Daly would be
physically unable to get from one
CBS studio to the other In time
for the show. With the newscast
going from 10 to 10:15, in fact, it’s
expected he’ll still have to rush
to make the “Line” program by

Others .Seen Following
Jumping the gun on

its

competi-

tors in the N.Y. metropolitan area,
WCBS-TV, key outlet of CBS in
N.Y.-, hiked its basic time rate to
$2,500 per hour, effective Sept. 1.
Top rate: for other stations, including NBC’s WNBT, is stiir $2,000,
but they are expected to boost their

charges by Nov. 1.
In announcing the new rates to
agencies and clients, WCBS-TV
station manager Dick Swift pointed
out that set circulation in the 10:30.
metropolitan area has increased
about 40% since the last rate card
was set six months ago. Thus, he Showboat
said, the new rate actually offers
a lower cost-pei’-thou-

advertisers
sand,

Theme

Ken Murray Reopener
Ken Murray

DuMont I^abs

rive in N. Y.

Sets Interim

scheduled to ari

of his CBS Saturday night television show, which takes over the
8 to 9 hour startihg Oct, 7. Program will be aired on a weekly
basis this year, instead of the alter-

Laboratories* board last

1

week declared an interim dividend
on Class A and B common stock of
25c per share; payable Sept. 20 to
stockholders of record Sept. 6. Directors will consider payment of
another dividend before the end of
the year, when they can gain a
more complete review of the 1950
operations.

is

from the Coast Sept.

15 to prepare for the resumption

Stock Divvy on Bullish Biz
DuMont

Set For

|

nating week schedule which it
followed last season,
Murray plans to build a big
production number around an oldtime Mississippi river showboat for
the season’s Opener as a tribute

Earnings for the 24 weeks endto St. Louis, homeoffice site of
ing June 18 totaled $2,797,000,
Anheuser-Busch, which bankroll*
equal to $1.16 per share, and operthe series. Mills Bros* are tentaations have continued at an imtively set to guest on the preem.

proved rate since then. DuMont
board also declared a regular quarterly divvy of 25c per share on

Dryer’* British Shorts
London, Aug.

outstanding preferred stock, payable Oct. 1 to stockholders of record Sept. 15.

15.

Contract for the production of
12 TV shorts is reported to have
been signed by Oldway Studios of
Cincinnati
Lou Hummel has Paignton, Devon, with Sherman
switched from the
merchan- Dryer Productions of America.
The shorts, for which it is
dising department, which he joined
two years ago, to the sales staff hoped to get British theatrical disof Crosley’s
Edward tribution, will be based on the
Brownstein, veteran time salesman, “Shadow of the Mind’* series, of
formerly with WHAS and WKLO. which a sample was recently subKy., is a newcomer at mitted for approval to the spon-

—

WLW

WLW-T.

WKKC-TV,

sors.

*

:

+

Great increase

in

.

films

result

in

the

use

Ml UUI

of

may

stations

the elimination of the

Second Round

I

Television’s battle of the
plunging neckline Will hit a

!

lower time rate for celluloid features, according to trade observers.

At present,

new mark when

with the last bejng the cheapest.

Some

TV

stations

sell

live

and

local

film

shows,

decolletage and who will
appear as a guest member of
the panel, the Lucky-Strike

outlets find their local live
production costs so high that they

are turning down orders from
sponsors Who want to put on live
programs because they prefer to
screen celluloid.
Networks are worried by the
growing public acceptance of old
pix and syndicated vidpix. For One
thing, the webs fear; if the airers
are shipped in cans rather than
by cable, the networks’ raison
d’etre is Undermined. For another
thing, if sponsors want to take advantage of the lower film rate they
may shift from live production to
vidfilm, which reduces the webs’

Income from program production.

The
;

Show

‘‘This Is

Business” tees Off its second
season via CBS-TV Sunday
(27).
In addition to Faye
Emerson, Who popularized, the

ftiost

time at different rates for network,
local

basis for the differential in

time rates

is

the lower facilities

costs for filmed shows, on which
practically all that’s needed is a
projectionist. However, with celluloid stanzas garnering large audiences,\ stations reason they have
a right to wash Out the differen-

Sponsored program will also
spotlight Denise Parcel, provocative French film actress,
as one of the participating performers Who bring their “problems’! in show biz for the panel
to solve,
Clifton Fadiman returns as
moderator, with Abe Burrows

•

and George S. Kaufman slated
to resume their chairs on the
permanent panel. Other guest
participants on the season’s
opener will be Morton Downey
Set to
and JuleS Munshin.
guest on the following week’s
program are comedian Herb
singer

Shriner,

Pearl

Bailey

and dancer Kathryn Lee.

I

ILI

Another argument in favor of
equalizing local live and film rates,
telecasters say, is the mounting
cost of film to the stations. As an
example, they *cite the fact that
the Gene Autry vidpix which
Wrigley is backing on CBS-TV has

been made available for other

sta-

tions 24 hours after the original
screening for 105% of their Class
time rate. On one N. Y. indie
station this would come to $756.

A

Ag’cies

Now Raid

Web

Jack Benny is tentatively scheduled to tee off a regular television
series for Lucky Strike in late
October but, as of this week, CBSTV has not figured where to slot
the program. Comedian hopes to
do a full hour’s Comedy-variety
show on Sunday nights one week
out of every eight. Web, however,
is
completely sold out Sunday
nights in the fall from 7 to 11 p.m.,
so that the only way it can open up
the time for Benny is to pre-empt
the hour from one /or two of its
other sponsors.
Benny declared in N. Y, last
week before returning tb the
Coast that he would prefer the TV
show to follow immediately after
his CBS radio airer, which will resume its Sunday night 7 to 7:30
period. That would put the video

no longer the need

vertiser the bonus for bankrolling
a celluloid show.

Columbia Records has dropped
sponsorship of Robert Q. Lewis’
‘‘Show Goes On” via CBS-TV, and,
as a result, the program may be
trimmed from its present full-hour
running time to a half-hour. CBS
reportedly has several clients interested in taking over the Thursday night 8:30 to 9 slot and, if it
cannot interest one of them in the
Lewis show, it will make the time
-

available otherwise.

“Show Goes On” preemed

last

spring in the Thursday night 8 to
9 period; with the CBS diskery
subsidiary coming in shortly afterwards for the second half - hour.
Web eventually sold the first halfhour to American Safety Razor,
which Was to assume sponsorship
next month when Columbia Rec-

ords also was due back after its
summer hiatus. If the show is to

ASR Will consequently be its Only bankrolled
No reason for the record firm's
decision to drop the program has
been given. It’S believed, however,
that the anticipated competition
from the Groucho Marx video
show, which tees off Thursday
nights at 8:30 starting next month,
cut to a half-hour,

might have had something
With the move.

to

Exquisite Finds ‘Nest*

do

for

Lucky Strike on the CBS-

TV web

this fall necessitated
the inking of a new! contract

,

between the comedian and net-

Reports in Wall Street Circles
RCA is allocating 85 % of its
production to civilian items arid
15% to Government contracts are
denied by the company’s officials
in Camden, N. J., headquarters.
RCA, a spokesman said/ has always
had Army and Navy orders, but no
new contracts have been received.
Cutbacks will not be made, it was
explained, until U. S. orders come
through.
RCA, through board

work. Benny reportedly has
been confronted with income
;

:

•

tax problems despite the taxsaving capital gains deal which
he signed a year-and-a-half
ago with CBS covering his
radioactivities.
Reason for Benny's dissatisfaction with his radio contract

.

reportedly is based on the
more favorable pacts signed
by NBC with such name talent

chairman David Sarnoff, had previously informed the Government
it was ready and willing to help in

as

Groucho

Marx and Bob

Hope. Fact that Benny’s current Contract with CBS covered his services for radio only
and did not include television,
incidentally, means that NBC,
if it Wanted to retaliate for

any way.

DuMont
has made

Deal

Deal for Jack Benny to
launch a new television series

picture.

that

TV

New

s

similarly denies that it
cutbacks or allocations.

however, working on developmental and experimental projects
which had been set before Korea.
Meanwhile, the set manufacturing industry is being hampered by
It is,

CBS’ talent

program from 7:30

raids,

,

gram

projected

is to

TV

pro-

be handled by his

,

regular production staff, making it nominally a Benny
package rather than a CBS
production.

Trade feels that
these, which are made by small
outfits, are. being held off the mar-

Luckies
8 slot

Benny's usurping that half-hour
once every two months. But the
8 to 9 slot is now occupied by Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town,”
sponsored
by
Lincoln-MerCury,
and it is half of that time which
CBS would have to pre-empt for
the Benny program. If this plan,

.

might have
snared Benny for video. Co-

median’s

to 8:30.

currently has the 7:30 to

sewed up for “This Is Show Business” and probably would okay

*

.

in the earliest talking stages,

still

it would mean Benny
would be directly bucking the big
Colgate show on NBC. Latter is
to have Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis and
a revue-type program produced by

goes through,

because of the war scare,
hoarding and the terrific expansion
ket

of production.

Personnel

In November, 1949, the Radio
Manufacturers Assn, estimated that
Network raiding of agency per- 1950 production would be about
in February
sonnel to take over the many new 3,700,000 tele sets,
the RMA upped the figure to 4,jobs opening up in television has
500;000, and last month it again
been reversing itself during the hiked the estimate to 5,350,000.
last several weeks, with CBS-TV
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Others in the industry feel the
being especially hard hit by agen- year’s production may hit 6,000,George Burns and Gracie Allen
cies. Latest CBS exec to make the
000.
It’s thought that this pro- will join other CBS radio stars in
switch is Hermino Traviesas, who duction speedup, even without the
bowing into television this year.
resigned as the web’s sales service Korean situation, would have reComedy team is tentatively sched-

j

outlets, there’s
to give the ad-

Benny

such as resistors.

Because this figure is higher
than most of the shows which most manager to join the BBD&O TV
local outlets do, there’s no profit department in an administrative
realized on the program. And post. Benjamin Margolis, currentsince it can draw a higher rating ly assistant to CBS controller Ed
than some local shows, it’s rea- Saxe, has been tapped by CBS
soned smart business to charge sales veepee J. L. Van Volkenburg
the same as the live rate. Addi- to replace Traviesas,
tionally, it's stressed, with time at
Other CBS-TV’ers ankling the

premium on most

Television and radio set manufacturers are starting to be hit by
shortages as a result of the Korean
crisis, but as yet Government war
materiel purchases haven’t cast a
shadow on the generally Optimistic

shortages of certain small parts,

tial.

a

I

»

by television

Max Liebman

rotate

every four

weeks.

Benny Format
,

some parts shortages, as uled to preem a half-hour video
makers scrambled for parts.
series once every two weeks, starting in New York in October. Duo
Scarcity In Tubes
expects to do six shows in the east
Scarcity has developed in tubes,
and then return to Hollywood,
with DuMont sending out some where their future programs will
sets to dealers without some types be kinescoped for transmission to
Freed Radio Corp. said the Cast and midwest.
of tubes.

Benny described the projected
format as hitting somewhere between his radio program and a
vaudeo ^presentation featuring top
(Continued on page 36)

sulted in

Sherman Inked

set

To 5-Year Pact

trading certain available tubes
Chicago, Aug. 22.
web for agency positions include
No sponsor has been set yet, but
However,
NBC wrapped up Ransom SherFranklin Schaffner, co-director of for the short items,
CBS, which has been pitching a
no
man
it
expects
to a five-year video pact last
the web’s ‘‘Studio One” last sea- Emerson Radio says
kinescoped audition of Burns &
Show built around the
son, who resigned to take over as great difficulty before the end of Allen to agencies and clients for week.
RCA, largest maker of the past several weeks, anticipates former radio and film actor is
director of ‘‘Ford Theatre” for the the year.
Kenyon & Eckhardt agency; Wil- tubes; plans on doubling its tube no trouble in selling the show. slated to bow from here either the
liam C. Patterson, a video director output this year and is further ex- While a definite time slot has not latter part of September or early
in October in the 2 to 2:30 period
at the web, who has joined Cecil & panding is facilities.
been allocated them, it is expected
On the bright side of the picture, that they’ll take over the Wednes- in NBC’s afternoon spread.
Presbrey as assistant director of
Sherman this week winds up an
TV; and Bob Simpson, formerly it's argued, even if 20% of present day night 9 to 9:30 period* Time
CBS-TV associate director, who has production is shifted into military is now occupied by “Toni Twin eight-week tele trial run in the 6
joined the Geyer, Newell & Ganger channels, the tele set production Time,” -but Toni, scheduled to buy to 6:30 spot during the “Kukla,
would still top last year’s. In the a 15-minute segment of Arthur Fran and Ollie” hiatus. Sherman
video department.
was persuaded to return to the
Margolis, who has been with first three quarters of 1949 output Godfrey’s video show the same Windy City for a crack at video
CBS since 1932, was formerly sales was only 1,800,000 sets. By con- night, is expected to drop the by Chi NBC-TV chief Jules
of a 5,000,000 set annual “Twin Time” package, which will
service manager for the web’s trast, 80%
Herbuveaux, who felt his particuRadio Sales and exec assistant to quota would yield 4,000,000 sets. open up the 9 to 9:30 slot.
lar kind of comedies would flit well
That’s it’s reasoned, is a healthy
Van Volkenburg.
in the “Chicago technique.”
higher than the RMA’s estifigure
Web reports several hot nibbles
mate of last November,
for the afternoon Sherman show
It’s also pointed out that the
which will use basically the same v
Federal Communications Commisformat of music and comedy desion is expected to go ahead with
veloped during the showcase cycle.
a decision on color video, despitb
In their first sale since they Vocalist Nancy Wright and the
Art
Korea, which indicates that no full- teamed two weeks ago, Ted Ashley
Van Damme instrumental quintet
Leo Morgan of the William Morscale shift to a war economy is and Ira Steiner have sold the aupronamed
working
the
has
been
current show are set
ris agency
planned at present. Lifting of the dience-participation show, “Take a for the fall
airing. Still to be
ducer for the NBC Bob Hope tele
freeze on new stations would, of
to Nescafe for an Oct. 1 picked
are a male singer and a
show under Frigidaire sponsorship, course, expand the market, but Chance,”
NBC-TV.
It’s a 30-minuter,
on
start
vocal group.
Sept. 14. He’ll succeed Max: Liebprobably not until the end of 1951.
Sundays, and Don Ameche
man, who will be tied up with Station construction time is esti- 10 p.m.,
will be the emcee,: Cecil & PresNBC’s Saturday night “Show of mated at from 12 to 18 months.
brey is the ad agency on the
Shows” production."
Another bugaboo is that of satu- account.
Dinah Shore has been pacted for ration.
Ashley-Steiner had taken over
The National Industrial
the Hope display, Jack Cole will Conference Board recently figured the show’s rights from Mildred
15 MIN.
Hjalmar
and
choreography
do the
NBC video network’s Upcoming
that if ’51 production runs to 6,- Fenton, and they will produce
Hermannson will design the sets.
entry into daytime programming
000,000-7,000,000 sets, “it would “Chance.”
got off to a head start this week
raise saturation by the end of 1951
when Minute Maid Corp. signed
to about 75% of the 21,000,000now
get
and
to sponsor a 15-minute segment
that
can
market
family
Shows
Porter
Cole
Sbeilak Grabatn
Right
once-weekly of the Kate Smith
afford television service.
one-third
fully
hour-long,
example,
cross^the-bpard show.
now,
for
Spark ‘Theatre’
Airer Program tees off Sept. 25 in the
With
of the families in the N.Y.C. view“Musical
Procter & Gamble’s
4 to 5 p.m. -slot, With the fruit
ing area already have TV sets.”
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
Comedy Theatre,” which will alter- However, some industry toppers
Sheilah Graham Was given a 26- juice outfit pacting for the 4:30
nate with the Robert Montgomery stress, expansion of service to addi- Week firm contract by KNBH to to 4:45 period on
Thursdays*
stanza for Lucky Strike on NBC-TV tional parts of the country would telecast a quarter-hour program Agency on the account is Ted
Mondays at 9:30 p.m., has lined up push off the saturation point.
weekly. It will mark the tele debut Bates.
two Cole Porter shows among the
NBC originally was reported
of her Hollywood comment, which
first three telecasts.
has aired for several years on Don asking $13,000 for each 15-miriuta _
Schubert
Bernard
hour-long
The
HICK0K PICKS ‘SAUDI'S*
segment on a five-times weekly
Lee-Mutual,
package will preem Oct. 2 with
Program will be slotted at noon basis. How much Minute Maid will
Hickok belts has picked up the
Porter’s “Anything Goes.” ProducNBC
station
pay
for its onee-a-week shot has
Sardi’s”
when
on
Wednesdays
the
“Dinner
at
for
tab
tions to follow will be Oscar Straus’
goes daytime next month, and may not been divulged, but it is beY.
“Chocolate Soldier,” Porter’s “Let’s WOR-TV, N,
Agency is Kastor, Farrell, Ches- bo microwaved to Frisco, and kin- lieved to represent slightly more
[Face It” and Harry Tierney and
nied east for prospective sponsors, than one-fifth of that $13,000*
ley & Clifford*
McCarthy's “Rio Rita.”
it is

—

ASHLEY-STEINER SELL

MORGAN Via LIEBMAN

‘CHANa’ TO NESCAFE

AS HOPE’S PRODUOR

.

MINUTE MAID TAKiNG

OF SMITH SHOW

.

Two

To

Exquisite .Form Brassieres is
picking up the tab for a new
stanza on ABC-TV, ’‘Robbins Nest,”
with Fred Robbins. It starts Sept.
29 in the Friday 11-11:15 p.m.. spot.
[Joseph
Agency is Brandford.

Bow

Bow

KNRH

,

|
1

* *

'ii&Etl&'OX REVIEWS
Morgan
al
GUEST BOOK
the
show

Wednesday* August 28, 1950
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ACROBAT RANCH

Ken With Jack Stillwill, Billy & Valerie
end Benedicts With Rosalind Marquis,
Alberts, Peyton Ss Raye, The
Producer-director: Bon Cook
Meeker, Irene Hawthorne, Joie
Dun Ward, anHutselt’s
orch
Sherwoods;
Robert
Mon.
pjn.
(CDT)
Rariden,
Min..
7:30
SO
nouncer
Producer-writer: Harold* Fair
WGN-TV, from Chicago
Heyne
Norm
Producer:
Title is an accurate one for this 30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p*m.
Director: Joe Byrne
half-hour session. Despite the re- FRANK FEHR BREWING CO.,

Witii Billy Chandler

cent additions of a couple of new
features, the singer-pianist is still
pretty definitely the whole show.
Morgan knows how to put over a
song, his piano gymnastics make
lively video fare and he projects
But it’s too
good showmanship.
much to expect of any entertainer
to effectively sell eight ditties in
30 minutes, as Morgan attempted
op show caught (14), This heavy
log of vocalizing dulled the pleasant job the singer did on the inThis, and the
dividual numbers.
repetitious keyboard; tricks, emphasized the weaknesses of expanding into .30 minutes a good
quartcr-liour show.

Numbers were .well chosen for
Morgan fans, with heavy reliance
Only production
on the oldies.
trick attempted was the superimv
position of his young son on screen
while Morgan sang "Little Pal.”
Moppet angle was used further
.

with the appearance of a little girl
singer who squeezed in two tunes
with fair success, bringing total

on show to 10.
The new feature-^Morgan

inter-

viewing couples celebrating their
anniversaries—failed to
come off, mostly because, the
singer seemed too anxious to get
No attempt
back to the piano.

wedding

was made to work the situation
for a ‘‘hearts and flowers” angle
which should have appeal for the
Morgan audience.
Chandler and his Benedicts, instrumental trio, had little
to do but cluster around the piano
backing the singer. Camera work
and lighting were okay for the
show which came from WGN-TV’s
Dave.
Chi Fair studios.
Billy

,

FASHIONS IN YOUR LIVING

WHAS-TV,

30 Minis., Sat.; 11:30 a.m.
ACROBAT SHOES
(LeVally)
from Chicago
ABC-TV,
Taking a leaf from the old vaude
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
notebook, “Guest Book” shapes as
‘‘Acrobat Ranch” follows a roua smartly-produced variety show.
tine formula applied to most juve
With one of the most ample talent shows.
Program features a couple
budgets pf any locally produced
acts, kiddie .participation games
show to. work with, Harold Fair, of
and some idle patter. Inaugural
WHAS and WHAS - TV program show,
which seemed to go over big
director, has put his show biz
the youngsters in the studio
knowhow to good advantage and with
audience, featured Peyton & Raye,
has come up with a hieat half-hour dog act, and the Sherwoods, aero
Fair has weekly guests, trio. Both acts drew good response,
session.
pros who are currently filling en- with the latter group playing heavy
gagements at night clubs and the with stunts that called for pyraBasically then, the show is miding.
like.
just $s good as the guests seen on
Acting as show’s host, Jack Stilleach show.
will, decked out in cowboy garb,
Rosalind Marqiiis, staff vocalist, gives a pleasant and nonchalant
performs easily before the cam- appearance. He’s ably assisted by
eras.
two youths, also in ranch dress,
*
Guest Irene Hawthorn, currently Billy and Valerie Alberts. Preem
appearing in Iroquois Amphithea- show offered a kiddie participation
tre musicals, danced one routine game that turned out to be good
Stunt revolved
from “Merry Widow,” the Feather yock material.
Dance, and a Scotch sword dance. around a bubble-gum race that
viewing. Conenjoyable
for
made
Gal registers well in the TV medium. Joie Rariden, impressionist, versation and other bits offered
for moppet
fashioned
currently working at a local nitery, were all
Guy has been tastes.
went over well.
Announcer Don Ward handles
around, and has a neat routine for
the commercials capably, though
TV.
they could stand some trimming.
Ken Meeker, staff announcer, is
Gros.
handsome and photographs well.
Louisville

]

a mite

is still

stiff.

FOTO-QUIZ
With Danny
Director: John Alexander

O’Neil, Marlene Reilly

Excel-

lent job of set building is turned in

by Allan Blankenbaker.
overall

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.

Harold Sustaining

:

AM

.

ROOM

With Leona Bender, Fred McCall
Producer: Dick Perry
Director: J R. Duncan
15 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.

WOLFF

Sc

MARX

DEFENSE PARADE
With Hill Givens, Guests
15. Mins.; Fri., 10:30 p. m.

CST

Sustaining

CO.

WRGB-TV, Schenectady

WOAI-TV, San Antonio

“Defense Parade” represents a
(Bernard M. Brooks )
solid step in the right direction, but
Spearheading the 1950-51 season it will move at a brisker, surer
over WOAI-TV is the- return of pace when Bill Givens, director of
the first live TV fashion show in promotion for WRGB and WGY
South Texas, “Fashions in Your and former Marine, gets his area
Living Room,” following a summer forces more thoroughly mobilized.
Theme of the opening Program is the first local video
vacation.
telecast was “Back to School,” with origination which takes Cognizance
fashions for those returning to of the situation created by the
schools, colleges and universities invasion of South Korea. As such,
given a prevue of up-to-date ward- it is of vital importance.
robes'for class and campus.
Givens plans to bring on the
Program brings into the home camera representatives of various
the latest fashions not only for branches of the armed services,
women, but for the entire family. state and county civilian defense
Models are well chosen, displaying organizations; Red Cross and other
the clothes against intimate* infor- groups engaged in the defense
•effort.
mal backgrounds.
Leona Bender, fashion coordinaFirst telecast presented three
Marx,
tor and stylist for Wolff Sc
Marines
Maj. Thomas Dutton,
She director of recruiting in the Albais commentator for the series.
has a pleasant speaking voice and ny district; Lieut. Lawrence Braddescribes the latest fashions, from ley, of a reserve engineering unit
head to toe, worn by the model in just activitated at Albany; and Sgt.
a minimum of words. Miss Bender, Leo Gustafson, of recruiting office.
cleverly weaves into her commen- Givens discussed with them opentary now and then the name of the ings and opportunities in the
Corps, age limits and
store which is the only commercial Marine
on the airing. Otherwise it’s fash- cognate matters. This was chiefly
expository and in one spot ran too
ions all the way through.
Show is ably lighted and directed long—importance of material isn’t
and should prove a must for worn questioned. Major Dutton, who
en viewers in this area each Mon- lived in Korea, told about it.
Jaco.
day night.
Appropriate background music is well used while
the models make their paces. Fred
BEAUTY CONTEST
McCall is program announcer and With Wally Brown, guests
turns in his usual fine job.
Producers: Maurice Morton, Buster

I

j

Collier

.

Mins.; Tues.
Sustaining

.20

LOUISVILLE BASEBALL
With Bernie BrAr.her
Producer-director: Bud Witlierbee
120 Mins., Wed. (16>: 8 p.m.

FALLS CITY BREWING CO.
WAyE-TV,

(16),

11:40 p.m.

KLAC-TV, Hollywood
Maurice Morton and Buster Colhave failed to show any degree
of Imagination or novel interpretation in the presentation of Hollywood’s latest beauty-talent layouts. This locale is suffering from
a wave of such contests all of which
are
patterned
after
the
Miss
America format: formal for talent
routine, then back in swim suit for
figure display!
.

lier

Louisville
(Prater)
Louisville Colonels, now battling
for top place in the American
Assn have been giving local fans
some good baseball. And WAVETV, with Bernie Bracher calling
the plays and color, have been
giving the home viewers some topPanel of judges is requested to
brand TV.
airings of the games
over
are delayed, so only rate contestants on talent, torso
.Show
opportunity local fans have to get and
suffers
..
.
„ personality.
„
the games at time of play are on badly because of use of professionrrTT
j wii/r
al talent now making a habit of
TV
and
radio.
Bracher has an authoritative, traveling the seven station circuit.
yet friendly approach, and doesn’t Viewer can catch the same face
overdramatize the games. Gets ex- and figure on almost all the local
This being the
cellent cooperation from the cam-: talent programs.
era crew, who follow the action in case, the competitive urge is
An alert manner. Also gets some negated leaving drab entertainUnusual .shots, both on the field ment.
Wally Brown’s ad lib emcee
And In the stands.
,

AM
WAVE

;

....

— FM —

Commercials are super impositions and film. Cut-backs to the
studio are, not too frequent, and
are well handled by Burt Blackwell, who directs at the studio end.
male quartet warbles, jingles extolling the virtues of the- sponsor’s
brew, and commercial Inserts are
strategically placed and hot too

A

Jengthy.

Wied.

chore is especially; weak. Brown
appears hurried and. ill At ease
with contestants, and at times his
dialog disolves almost into a monolog patter routine barely audible.
Luther Newby’s Cani^ra direction
stands out in striking relief! Newby
keeps camera* in position throughout, bagging utmost from each
lens.
Free.
‘

adaptation has little entertainment
content as such. But it has two
staunch audience pullers: (1) Its
“the largest jackpot in Chicago”
slogan. (2) A visual feature which
has the picture of the person being
called superimposed on the screen
during the conversation.
Pix used are either sent in by
viewers or snapped by the “FotoQui'z Camerman,” circulating about
the city.
This built-in audience
developing device seems likely to
create a sizable pool of viewers
from among the housewives and
their friends who “want to see
themselves on television.”
Chi version of the package is
strengthened by the presence of
Danny O’Neil as the man at the
phone.
Friendly without being
flip, experienced emcee gives the
impression Of really enjoying his
work.
He’s assisted by Marlene
Reilly, who posts the number being
called, leaving out one cipher for
,

'

a “it might
switch.

—

Andy

y

„ * v

V

NBC-TV’s "Masterpiece Playhouse” came through with another
fine legiter Sunday night (20) with

V&

v-

«

-w

V

v

>

»

was incorrectly interpreted.

That

decision caused a flooded switch-

board and much protest mail
However, Valentine was brought
its presentation of' Oscar Wilde’s back to the stanza and won
against
“Importance of Being Earnest.” all his opposition. He’ll continue
on
next
the
show
and
until
deExcellent cast, working under the
feated.
smooth direction of William CorThe Mark Goodson^Bill Todman
rigan and with a deft adaptation production had some fairly good
by Hugh Kemp, caught the full talent, in Addition to Valentine, in
flavor of° the Wilde farce.
Show Benair Sc Young, oriental dance
was played at the jet-propelled team; Joy a Sherrill, whilom Duke
pace usually accorded it, and while Ellington songstress, and Maurice
this ..made for fluffs on the part Wilcox, who clicked with a slick
number.
of one or two of the cast, it also baton-twirling
Robert
made for sustained interest despite Alda made a pleasant emcee, althe maze of mistaken Identities though some of his' gags were oband Wilde’s epigrams arid bon vious and his repetition of the program’s rules
got
formulamed.
mots.
Hurd Hatfield and John Buck- Production was nicely handled and
had
good
visual
a
intro and closmaster played the floppish British
gentlemen in search of the name ing.
“Ernest,” and each gave sock readUnder the dual emceeship of
ings
to
the
roles.
Margaret
Phillips, whose forte in the past Jerry Lester (who holds forth on
on video has always beAn trage- Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays)
dies, proved she can also shine in and Morey Amsterdam (top guy
Mondays and Wednesdays),
a comedy performance in the role On
of
Buckmaster’s
young ward. NBC-TV’s late evening strip,
Open House,” has
Brooke Byron was pretty and pro- “Broadway
ficient as Lady Gwendolyn. Bertha settled down into one of the most
shows
on
Belmore, as her mother, was guilty entertaining
video.
of several fluffs on some of her (NBC, incidentally, is now talking
best lines but salvaged her mis- about launching a midnight to
cross-the-board mystery
a.m.
cues with some sock work in the 1
hilarious final scene. Hazel Jones, series.)
Dayton Lunimis, Huntington Watts
“Open House,” brainchild of
and Byron Russell lent able sup- NBC, the Anchor Hocking glass
port to the leads.
firm and the Weintraub agency,
Show was given the best in pro- rates plenty of credit for pioneerduction backing by Curtis Can- ing in the 11 to midnight slot and
field, with Otis Riggs' sets being, has already hit a top rating payparticularly standout.
Since this off. Over and above that, though,
is a .sustaining series during the the show stands on it own as good,
summer, incidentally, there were simple and infectious fun that forms
no breaks for commercials or even a nifty nightcap to video' viewstation identifications, which per-: ing. Both Lester and Amsterdam,
"

"

:

•

direction is slick.
WBKB, Chicago
Commercials are smoothly in“Foto-Quiz,” video version of
tegrated, and consist of filmed inRadio Features’ successful
serts of bowling parties, home
giveaway package, “Tello-Test,”
groups, and the like, all quaffing appears destined to cut nearly
as
the sponsor’s brew.
It all looks big a
swath with the phone quiz
plenty tempting.
Wied.
fans as has the radio show. Tele
Fair’s

«•

.

He doesn't have much to do as
straight
man, and his camera
stance

ent
»

be

Show watched

[

•

!

!

i

i

!

:

your

number”

(17) was slowed
by a couple of “no answer” calls
and because only two of the seven
housewives found at home were

mitted the pace tp hold tight along with their respective cjists,
get along on a minimum of rethroughout the performance.
hearsal, ad libbing virtually the
Eddie Bracken disappointed in entire hour. But, because of the
“Toast fine work of the emcees and the
Sunday production and direction crews,
(20).
Filmster worked too slowly the frequent fluffs and technical
and his introductory material was miscues are diverted to add to the
weak.
He registered somewhat fun.
better with a routine on his buildWayne Howell, as program host,
ing a film character who stuttered, and Milton de Lugg and his fourhad asthma, hayfeyer, St. Vitus man musical combo, are the staffdance and other speech impedi- ers seen with both emcees. Lester,
ments.
for his three nights weekly, has
Ted and Flo Balet opened the Joan Lorre and the Mello-Larks,
Dagmar,
stanza with their flashy baton- a pleasant vocal group;
tall
statuesque blonde used,
twirling which included some neat a
window-dressing
but
mainly
for
aero turns, but the act was overlong.
Also in the acro vein were who can also ad lib in the skits
the Nonchalants, who socked over with good results; Ray Malone, a
a comic: segment which spoofed terrific tapster and competent funthe usual tumbling teams via some ster, and Dave Street, who handles
cute horseplay. Funnyman Tommy the solo vocals extremely well.
Hanlon, Jr., did an amusing bit Lester himself rates on this show
based on bungling a guillotine with the top. TV comedians. Forstunt, although this could have mat is perfect for some of the routines with which he faltered as
used a stronger ending.
of
Andy Williams, who with his emcee on DuMont s “Cavalcade /s
brothers used to sing in the Kay Stars.” Proof of his versatility
Thompson, ensemble, impressed in evident in the fact that, while
his video debut.
Singer has a other comics are worried about
on a
pleasant, warm voice and put over wearing out their welcome
“Sweetie Pie” and “Romantic Guy, once-a-month basis, his ratings
three-timeshave
snowballed
on
a
I.”
Estelle Sloane clicked neatly
with her exuberant tap-terp num- a-week shot,
Amsterdam, too, is at his best
bers, which included a sock Irish
jig.
Linda Lee Jones, eight-year- on the series, with his zany
also squaring neatly with
comedies
old singer-dancer, was fair chirping “Carolina in the Morning” but the relaxed, leisurely format. His

his stint on Ed Sullivan’s
of the Town” bn CBS-TV

able to get past the simple qualify?
ing query for a crack at the jackpot question, worth* some $1,000
in assorted prizes,
Momentary presence of the boom
mike and a camera barrel on the
screen was surprisingly amateurish for a
crew.
Dave.
did a little better in the tap de- cohorts are vocalists Andy Roberts
and Jane Harvey, both lookers and
partment.
WRESTLING MATCHES
Series is
sure with their songs.
With Jimmy Finnegan
“By Popular Demand” on CBS- produced by Doug Coulter, ex60 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.
TV Sunday (20) started out with CBS program chief, and Hal FriedFRANK FEHR BREWING CO.
two champ acts instead of the man, and directed by Paul MunWHAS-TV, Louisville
usual champ-vs.-contehdet.
Rea- roe. Cal Howard contributes most
Major-domo Of this town’s Tues- son was that On the previous tele- of the writing and skit ideas.
day night wrestling matches is not cast singer Paul Valentine (who
the promoter, ring announcer, nor has acted and terped on Broadway
NBC-TV’s “Believe It Or Not,”
even the wrestlers, but Jimmy Fin- and in pix) was eliminated by which has remained on the air
negan, WHAS-TV sports chief. He mistake, when the applause meter throughout the
summer under
has picked a strategic spot for himsponsorship of Ballantine’s, came
self at ringside*.
up with one of its most engrossing
To be sure, he
An
comments on the various holds of SHELTON SPORTS-TIME
stories Thursday night (17).
the grunt and groaners, but doesn’t With Jim Shelton
original by Sam Carter, claimed to
work himself into a lather about Producer-director; T« J. Maloney
be based on actual records of the
anything in the mayhem line that 20 Mins., Sun., 8:10 p.m. CST.
Hong Kong police, the yarn told of
they might commit.
a Britisher Who had murdered his
And he KEYL, San Antonio
doesn’t show partiality. Just chats
Jim Shelton, sports director for wife in Hong Kong just before the
like one spectator to another about KEYL, who is heard daily
Japanese
took over during the last
in a
the goings-on, and while the guy brief sports resume and interview war.
He was never convicted of
has an authoritative approach to the with sports personalities, has been the crime but wound up in the
bouts, based on his years as a given additional time for a new same prison camp with the inspecsportswriter on local newspapers, program to be aired each Sunday. tor who had been on his trail.
he tells the viewers about it with a Shelton has more time now for a Fantastically,
guards
Jap
his.
tongue-in-cheek
manner
that’s resume of the week’s happenings in forced him to dig a pit on the
folksy, and simple and direct for sports.
He has an easy, informal same spot where he had buried his
all ages of watchers.
style which fans will go for and he wife and/ unable psychologically
Commercials ate filmed inser- has a good background of sports to do so, he was murdered by the
guards.
tions extolling the virtues of the and personalities.
Script was given a fine producsponsors suds. One timely touch
To top off the program
came during intermission. Finne- off the latest Telenews he runs tion mounting by J. Walter ThompSports
with
gan brought three femmes to the Digest.
Good effect is obtained son staffer Harry Herrmann,
the* prison camp, more suggested
mike, who turned Cut to be, with a small projector,
with Shelthan actually depicted, being parstrangely enough, a singing trio, ton inviting the
audience to settle
for
the commercial.
Finnegan back in an easy chair, light up a ticularly impressive. Cast, under
the deft direction of J, Fielder
doesn’t hammer the product men- cigaret and
look at the films with
untions, but works ’em in occasionally him.
During the run of the films, Cooke, was fine, John Stephen
where they are most effective.
camera shows him by the projector derplayed the role of the murderer
Geofto
and
just
degree
the
right
At show caught, semi-final and in an easy chair for novel effect;
frey Lumb did a good job in the
part’ of the feature' match were
There are several public service hard-to-believe role of the inspectelevised. This is one of the most films interwoven
in the presenta- tor forcing the issue even ih the
exciting TV sessions in town, and tion, one for
recruiting and another prison camp.
Dan Morgan, Maran effective vehicle for Fehr’s for U. S. Savings
bonds which are guerite Lewis and J. J. Yen topped
Beer:
Wied.
well placed.
Andy.
the supporting cast*
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Household Finance*
Which will also sponsor a
ute
post-game roundup.
package will bring in about
for

33

Corp.,
15-min-

Whole
$25,000

to the indie.

Survey Sez; Other Factors Cited
Washington, Aug.

The

baseball,

football,

22.
son of ownership, because of the
boxing' short season and few games. However, he continued, ‘"Smaller colleges are not hurt by the television
of nearby large colleges.
Their
smaller crowds are drawn mainly

and other sports magnates who are
refusing to permit telecasting of
their contests, on the ground that
it hurts the’ boxoff ice, are wrong,
according to a survey of “The Long
Range Effect of Television and
pther Factors on Sports AttendStudy was made by Jerry
ance.”
N. Jordan, college student working toward degree in psychology
at Princeton U. and a Master’s
Degree in Psychology at the Graduate School of the U. of Pennsyl-

enter his

l'4th season as footballcaster when the Camel broadcasts
start Sept. 23. CBS station has also
sold two quarter-hour adjacencies
before and after the games, with

Tele Blamed for Poor
Gate at Atlanta Park

Atlanta, Aug. 22,
Fox taking the pte-game
Despite threat of Earl Mann;
from students, loyal alumni and show and Chi Engineers for Teleneighbors. High school attendance vision bankrolling Fahey Flynn’s president of Atlanta Baseball Club,
is not hurt by television of large post-game foundup. Entire package which owns the Crackers, local en-

Peter

try in Southern Baseball Assn., to
about $45,000.
hopping on the gridiron take games off television because
bandwagon is WAAF, which has of poor attendance, games are still
Sold its eight-game U. of Illinois being viewed over. WAG A-TV, Columbia outlet here.
schedule to CET.
Interesting aspect of the Chi AM
is
major league competition in
Crackers, in fifth place ’last year,
vania.
night games. Tele has accentuated football picture is the amount of had played to some 15,000 more
marks
money
spent.
being
It
customers last year this time than
The pro j ect was discovered by this competition. Less than 3% video
the Radio-Television Manufactur- of the minor league clubs are with- the growing use Of radio by tele they have to date. They’re in fi rst
pushing
in
set
and
distribs
makers
in
TV
range
of
any
major
place now and are almost a shoo-in
league
put
which
has
out
a
Assn,
erS
the competitive medium,
for the pennant.
printed edition of it with color city.
charts and is circulating the study
“Among the many factors affectConsensus locally seems to be
well illustrated with such charts. ing attendance at sports events,
Cracker
that after this season
It is right down the line of RTMA economic conditions, management,
games will no longer be telecast.
and the telecasters who have been performance and publicity are all
Club owners around the circuit
worried by the tendency, particu- much more y powerful than telehave refused to permit televising
Also Earmarks Coin
larly in professional sports, to bar vision. ,,
of their games and have squawked
telecasts as interfering with the
about
the reduction in gate receipts
Sales
’

'

Camels has picked up WBBM’s
LL-game coverage of top midwestern contests John Harrington Will

colleges— or of the school itself.
“Minor league baseball, on the
other hand, is hurt when very close
to the television of major league
games. The main cause of the injury

will bring in

Also

‘

‘

.

•

.

To Spur Ticket

Hollywood, Aug.

Jordan’s conclusions were these:
1. “The length of time a person
has owned a television Set directly

Football Ban

22.

Which has
inked to bankroll beaming of
Pacific Coast Conference football,
has earmarked an extra $150,000
to hypo attendance at the games
as well. Firm has set up its own
production unit under Hal Azine
to prep a series of. 15-minute shows
for telecasting in Seattle, San
Francisco, San Diego and Holly-

Hoffman

Television,

,

Continued from page 26
influences his and his family’s atexclusive coverage of the Chi Cartendance at sports events.
dinals
12-game
schedule
for
2. “When he first buys a set, attendance goes down temporarily. $14,000, exclusive of rights. Station
all
airing
Chi
outlet
will
sole
be
Later—after one season in most
10sports-— attendance returns to nor- the Notre Dame games whose
contest schedule was peddled to
malMotorola for $10,000, including
3. “After one or two years of
the
ownership, the TV owner’s attend- rights. Joe Boland will be at
mike.
ance rate is higher than that of
Portis Hats will sponsor Jimmy
non-owners. It is difficult to determine how much of this increase Evans sports show for 10 minutes,
inthe Cards’ day games.
the
greater
preceding
to
attributed
can be
terest in sports stimulated by TV, Half-hour after the Card games on
has been sold to Erie Cloth-:
Sports fans were among the first
to buy TV sets, so we would ex- iers, Robert Hall has ordered a
*
pect this group to have a somewhat half-hour Evans show after the
Notre Dame games.
higher rate of attendance.
Camel’s Pickup
4. “TV owners take other memWJJD has inked a new sponsor,
bers of their families out to games
more frequently than non-owners.” Sinclair Oil, for its 10-game “MidJordan found that different western Game of the Week” parlay,
sports were affected differently. with Bob Elson and Red Grange
duo
He said that football was hurt more making with the words* Sameshow
than baseball during the first sea- Will do a 15-minute pre-game
.

WCFL

WCFL

wood

to plug ticket sales.

Deal already has been made for

KFMB

j

in Atlanta, since it materially affects their take when they bring
their teams to town.

—

Col. W. Curtis
retired, will present a 10-

Fort Worth, Tex.

DeWare,

minute nightly War news summary
on WBAP-TV. The- summary will
follow the regular nightly news
and ’weather casts.

WCAU-TV

here has become

unofficial tub-thumper for the National League Phillies in an attempt to build the gate at Shi be
Park and root the nine into a
World Series berth. Even though

the Phils lead the League, attendance is up only 35%;
Last week the CBS affiliate’s
proxy, Don Thornburgh, took a
five-column ad in the Evening
Bulletin and used the station’s fa*
cilities to get a full crowd at the
ballpark before the first-place team

took

off

on

its

threatening

spite

Deroad trip.
weather 24,000

fans showed up for the nigHt game.
Ad also carried the note that Philadelphians who couldn’t get to
Shibe Park in person could catch
the game on WCAU-TV.
Feeling that the hoopla builds
attendance and viewing at the same
time, Thornburgh is sending a crew
with film camera and tape recorder
to Boston, from which the Phils
Staffers will fly
return Sept, 3.
back in the team’s chartered DC-4,
recording and shooting on the
Stuff will be edited for
plane.

WCAU

Boston’s

probably reflecting in a slight -drop
general economic conditions and
the threat of a new war.”

WBZ-TV

Pacts

10-Week Football Sksd

Boston, Aug. 22.
10-veek schedule of S;.i>
afternoon college football
games has been set by WBZ-TV,
Hub’s NBC outlet. In addition to
carrying all Harvard games, station
kicks off season with VirgiriiaPennsylvania fracas at Phil ’elWBNS-TV, according to the station. phia, Sept. 30, winding with the
Films will be run off on the Sun- Army-Navy tilt, Dec. 2, also at
day following the Saturday games. Philadelphia.
Official OSU film will be used,
WBZ-TV camera crews will pick
plus pre-game and half-time shots up all Harvard home games while
out-of-town
Will
feed
filmed by WBNS-TV film depart- network
ment. Series will be produced by gam^ s to Hub station. With excepEdward Kennedy for Kight adver- tion of the Army-Navy clash; which
tising agency.
is sponsored by Gillette.

OSU Game

message.

and television can work to-

gether,

Charlie Hurth, prez of Southern
Baseball Assn., told Ed Dariforth,
sports editor of Atlanta Journal, beaming on
and WCAUthat “radio has never hurt pur at- TV to trailerize the squad’s return
tendance. No one has any accurate to home grounds.
check on what TV has done,
I
think we are having a good year,

up KTTV’s signal
on USC-UCLA games and retransFilms Sold
mit in the San Diego area as it
Columbus, O., Aug. 22.
did last year, and KTTV, in addiChevrolet dealers here will spontion to the Hoffman ticket-plug
program^, will donate some $40,- sor film telecast of all Ohio State
000 worth of airtime for a similar U. football games this fall over
to pick

Philadelphia, Aug. 22.
In an attempt to show that baseball

A

solid

urday

Hear Famous Clifton Fadiman

On “Information

Please” on

this
mmmn

advertisement
.

.

.is telling

Please”
It’s

back on

It’s
.

.

WOR.

to greater

open,

it’s

and greater

ready,

it’s

that’ll

The
weekday

Maine

station

to

waiting— It’s on

WOR,

North Carolina - of any

whose average

circulation of

Write, wits or

help rocket this

heights.

the
that has the greatest audience during

night - from

“Information

listeners that

part of a massive promotion campaign

show

great

.

is

hundreds of thousands of

daily audience

any newspaper

in

the station —

day and during the

station in
is

America!

greater than the

America!

phone

WOR

NEW

that

power-full
station

the greatest shows on the
and get -at an amazing price -one of

Do.it today^

m

air!

YORK, Aug. 16— One of
greatest programs, “Information Please,” has returned
to WOR. HeaY it tonight at 9:00
o'clock. As usual, the^gifted master of ceremonies will be witty
Clifton Fadiman* He’ll be assisted
by hie “regulars” Franklin P.
Adam# and John Kieran, They
will he assisted by tonight Vfuesta;
Harold Stasis#, president of the
radio’*

and’
University of Pennsylvania,
Pulitzer
Russel Crouse, the noted
l *ht
*
Prize- Winning

P*JXXJ
u
W<kgwfc
ij
This famous WOR program
of
not only a merry-fo-round.too.

laughs, but it’s educational,
questions
You’ll be amazed at .the
Clifton Fadiman tosses his
amazed.
more
guests: you'll be
and
thinks, at their wry
clever remark#*

WOR
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Mx-riety
Fogarty

Twin City Stations

New Gen. Mgr. At

Omaha’s

WOW, Vice Gillie

With NBC staffers speculating as to the assignment John K. Herbert,
Omaha, Aug. 22.
general ad manager of Hearst magazines, will get whence moves into
Omaha
young
Fogarty,
Frank P.
the web as assistant to the president Sept. 5, it’s figured likely he’ll
operation, Charles Miller, formerly work, Outstanding feature in the
sales picture.
business executive, was named gen- move into the
of KENT, Des Moines, is develop-! fal1 program hopper will be 8 to,
Since he has a strong selling background but no- direct radio ex10 a
community appeal shows eral manager of WOW, Inc,, at a
amonfi stan
staff
nev* n^rsonalities
personalities among
ing now
bG a med at neighborhoods in the board of directors meeting Satur- perience, it’s not probable he’ll get the still vacant post of top
men. The personality promotions 500 wa tt, 960kc area. Sports news
man. However, Ed Madden*, another assistant to the prexy who came
He succeeds the late from outside the radio field, has clicked in his role handling televiday (19).
have rejuvenated what were once will receive more emphasis.
Announcement
J. Gillin, Jr.
sion
sales and operations, and it's considered probable Hiffoert will
John
rather dull voices and 'techniques,
side;
was made by Francis P. Matthews, be his counterpart on the
and it sounds as if the plan Mill
who succeeded Gillin as president
give
a new tone. To reinThose"
station breaks of WNBC, N. Y., in which individuals
trick
Corporation operates
of WOW:
Morning, Noonan and knight, and Hooky. Line arid Sinker, etc.
listening and win a hew
force
WOW, WOW-TV, and KODY at named
page 27;
C on tinned f
audience, programmer Miller is.
directors give testimonials for the outlet, are bringing responses from dialers!
O
North Platte.
Listener named Youngen wants to team with somebody named Old and
“watching and developing audio of the radio audience; The Federal named Lyle DeMoss assistant gena fan tagged Forrest wants to join with someone mpnickered stream.
features
which can stand up Government sees to it that the eral manager,
Faith Baldwin, guesting on the Mary Margaret McBride show, volFogarty resigned his vice-presidisnot
is
audience
that
right
to
unteered to be one-third of a Faith, Hope arid Charity trio.
against video.”
dency of the Paxton & Gallagher
is
thus
operator
the.,
turbed, and
Sked
Heavy
post
He assumed his
Co.
insure to purchasers of
An album, “This Is The UN,’’ produced under supervision of the
Monday (21).
Although bv no means sold Out, at)le to
United Nations Radio Division, has just been completed on tape and
time over his facilities access to
will
carry the heaviest the market addressed.
is awaiting pressing for commercial release.
Album, using actual voices
schedule of spot business in _its
from UN sessions, etc., was scripted and produced by Eleanor Gard“Construction permits constitute
a o audience standner,
and
Saul
Carson,
and
is
narrated
by
Franchot
Tone. It will have
workheaviest
Commissior.'s
the
outlook seems to
point.
a separate platter carrying an introduction and summation by Benja] oad
nY0 lvinj in an increasing
be
Continued
from
page
29
min Cohen, of Chile, asst, secretary general of the UN. Album will be
the necessity of format
mon like Cedrip Ada s.^Bpb
hearin gs so as to p royide a Sound are Lux and “junior Miss” for issued by Tribune productions, special production unit set up by Miss
Haven and Stew MacPherson, who
an
Gardner and Carson especially for educational purposes,
ant llg 0
^
yV g
Rayve, the iatter an outside packsupplement CBS network shows,
age. Only Sclilitk (“Halls of Ivy”)
Two outstanding local shows set ^PPhcation.
Station reps are riled over a new Per Inquirt (PI) deal which is
This is a costly process and one and two General Foods shows,
debut will point up
fall
for
renders “Favorite Husband.” a CBS pack- being offered by Vee-Dee Inc., of Canton, O., on behalf of Formtabs,
Government
the
which
NorthNeighbor
to
“Good
WCCP's
The product retails for $4 arid the client is offering
a reducing aid.
xvesl ” programming with George without charge. True, the applicant. age, arid Hopalong Cassidy, remain stations $1.25 for each order they get.
The unusual aspect of the deal
Mikan, star of the Minneapolis himself may be put to Some per- on the books at Young & Kubicam, is that a “bonus plan” is included, .with the station reps getting a combasketball sonal expense in the filing of his where not so many years ago eight mission arid the rep
professional
Lakers
station pull best, in each of three categories,
whose
and Stew MacPherson, application and through attendance shows were in the shop at the getting a $100 prize.
team,
former
BBC air personality, at a subsequent hearing, hut he sarne time. Through its portals': Since the rep outfits have been wagirig a consistent campaign against
passed
Boh Hope, Jack!
columnist does not defray any of the cost to have
Star-Tribune
Adams
PI setups, they Consider the Vee-Dee offer as teinpting them to desert
correspondent, will do
a which ‘the general public is put to Benny. Ed Gardner, Joan Davis, their principals
arid
for peanuts.
“People in the News” half-hour conduct a proceeding which may Ginny Simms, Dinah Shore, Fanny
[assure to the applicant a remunera- Brice, Alan Young, Eddie Cantor,
feature
Elimination
of
political programs from the air in Cuba by radio
''
Rogers, Ozzie and Harriet
OvtV in SI. Paul at WMIN, Twin u e, business under special federal Roy
and
Nelson
scads of others of stations soon is looming as result of a recent Presidential decree. This
protection.
_
proCities* oldest independent, the
gives the right to any individual, who feels he’s been slandered or
gram and sales department is hard" “This is an outstanding example lesser lustre* &*
Ryan, a power in libeled on a broadcast, to reply to the attack oil radio time that must
Ruthrauff
work building personalities. of a service for which a ,fee may.;
at:
be granted by the station on the penalty of losing its license.
its day; is down to two shows,
They, like WTCN, are shedding most appropriately be assessed.”
4
neither Of which has any producthe stilted, formal way of gabbing.
The committee went on to sug- tiori ties with the agency. Arnos
Their air stable is concentrating gest the following services for
Andy and Gene Autry are both
on merchandising and air sales- whicrli FCC could legitimately levy ’ri*
packaged away from the office.]
manship. The news of the hour feesT station construction permit;
Continued from page 28
Foote, Cone & Belding hasn’t beeri
policy here is just .tailored for the operating license and renewals; auhit too hard since the firm “re- Show
trys for headline material
present war situation.
thbrity for assignihent of license:
Horace Heidt enters video this
signed” the American Tobacco acWinnipeg
authority for transfer of control count. For the past two years the and does pretty well.
Big Job For Indies
flood,
political shenanigans, etc., fall with a TV version of his radio
only Twin Cities and over licensee; radio operator 11- company has had shows spon- have been included.
talent search program on CBS.
’Northwest 50,000 watt indepen- cense; equipment approval, and is-; sored by Lever, Armour and HallMotivation for this segment was Philip Morris cigarets, which bankdent, has a big job ahead. Pro- suance of certificates of conveni- mark. Benton & Bowles has Max- a .telegram from Ed Murrow engrain-wise
and personality-wise, cnee in some of the non-commer- well House and Assn, of American route home from Korea, asking for rolls the bandleader on AM, will
cial radio services.
Railroads, haying lost the Pruden- a “home-cooked pot of tea.” Tea also pick up the tab for the video
- the station is just starting to move
At file same time, the Senate tial business; Ted Bates remains was brewed by ex-BBC’er Mac- show, through the Milton Biow
aggressively under its new station
Result was a scoop on agency,
manager, Harry Peck. New policies Interstate Commerce Committee, pretty much in status quo with Pherson.
Heidt will take over the Monday
are being effected. The “Tune-O” headed by Colorado’s Sen. Ed Judy Canova, Dennis Day arid the Korean situation taped via
Chamberlain airport. night 9 to 9:30 slot starting next
at
strip show is preemed for two Johnson, has been informally con- “Our Miss Brooks.” Warwick &
v.
(20
released
Sunday
Program
was
sidering
the
establishment
of
limonth,
hour airing daily. A. new indepenLegler will mark time with “This
replacing
Allen
Funt’s
dent news policy is under, way cense fees in radio for some time. Is Your FBI” and “Life of Riley.” MacPherson and Murrow, both old “Candid Camera.”
Latter show,
friends, dating back to London which has also been sponsored
With expansion of coverage and Johnson points out that Canada
Batten 'Em Down, Boys
by
staff. A
big independent sports lias such a system. He predicts that
Even Batten, Barton, Durstine blitz days, got into a down-to-* PM, will be dropped.
of the current
policy is in the offing: And sta- early in the nex': Congress legisla- & Osborn, cock-of-th e-walk last earth discussion
Spontaneity and sincerity
war.
tion management is looking into tion to bring about the fee system year, has suffered shrinkage in
characterized the discussion. Show
the projected plans of the Pro- will probably be introduced for business, down to four shows froin
was a news scoop, and good re- Pix Stars in Pubservice
study by his committee and then last year’s six. Lost are Phil
gressive Broadcasting System.
porting.
KEYD, another indie, is strik- by the entire Congress,
Harris-Alice Faye; “Sam Spade,”
the
to
brings
MacPherson
ing Off into a country style and
Bob Hope, and Fran Sinatra...
microphone a good deal of
westem policy. New plans came
Dorothy Kirsten for American. To savoir fa-ire- conversationally. ExHollywood, Aug. 22.
make up part of the deficit, the perience. travel and eommunicaabout when KEYD keyed its SatHollywood stars Brian Donlevy,
Satisfies Old Gold
agency took on “Hoi ly wood Star tions skill combine with genuineurday schedule to country style
and folk and did a terrific job for
Despite a heavy pitch from Playhouse” for Emerson Drug and [ness, and pleasant intei'viewing is William Holden and Marie McDona local car dealer here.
Kamm.
ald will appear in a radio drama,
NBC, which airs the television of Dick Powell for Rexall; Dancer, the result.
Newest of the independents, Old Gold’s “Original Amateur Fitzgerald & Sample is no worse
“Boomer Jones.” to be broadcast
WPBC, run by ex-WCCO staffer Hour,” ABC Has just copped a firm off than it was, with Procter &
over the Mutua l net worR Labor
Bill Stewart, is much encouraged 52-week renewal of the
stanza, Gamble, Turns and Falstaff shows
Day eve (Sept. 3) as a public
after
one year’s operation on NBC had pitched for the biz with in the house. Ward WheelOck still
service tribute to the International
960kc. A community-appeal type the claim it could produce better has its Campbell soup shows, and
Sherman & Marquette is saved
programming has been in effect for ratings.
Assn, of Machinists.
from
blanking
With
Roy
Rogers,
12 months. On Saturdays this fall]
Show remains in the Thursday
Jack McCarthy presented an auprogram, produced by MorWPBC will air the Notre Dame: 9-9:45 p.m. period on ABC. Cunningham & Walsh will be very thoritative, accurate description risThe
Novik and written by Morton
much in the running with Hope
games via an independent net- Agency is Lennen & Mitchell.
and Crosby, a pair of fair acts to of the running in mud, of the Wishengrad, is believed the first
have on the books as running Saratoga Handicap from Saratoga of its kind attempted by a trade
It tells the story of the
mates to Arthur Godfrey.
Springs over ABC Saturday (19), union.
Despite the evil days that haVe With a semi-humorous “commen- contributions of the oldtime boomers to the building of America.
fallen on the big agencies. Coast
tary” by Joe E. Lewis, starring at
Cooperating in the production
radio is not as oad as it looks, in
Lewis usually are
the
the numerical sense. Come fall, the Piping Rock.
Screen Actors Guild.
the four networks will be sending teams with McCarthy on Saturday Screen Directors Guild, AFRA,
//*
broadcasts
from
the
Spa,
McCarthy
International Federation of Musiout a total of 63 sponsored shows
tabbing thfl comedian’s appearance, cians
across the' skeins as against 65 last
and International Ladies Garvia 230-stations, at the night club.
year. What’s happened then is tliat
ment Workers Union, which has
McCarthy will be at the Atlantic
some shows have been cancelled, City
extended
facilities of its station,
track next Saturday- (26 ).
others have been moved to smaller
in Hollywood, for rehearsagencies and a goodly batch shifted
als.
Unusual salute, given by the Fitzeast. New business hasn’t fallen
too far behind the pink-slipped geralds, who Virtually did a comon
Dorothy
Kilgallen
casualties arid jthe general tone Is mercial
riot one of defeat or. surrender to (Dorothy & Dick>, their opposition
Mr.
Mrs.
&
breakfast team
They,
TV.
Hope, as it has a habit of doing, ran into each other at the Colony,
We're proud of the successful
reviewed their common problems
is springing eternal and those who
in keeping sponsors happy, inertia
keep
will look up long enough from
abhut getting up so early, etc.
their knitting or reading, will tell
Barry Gray going overboard on
beechnut chewing 6um
you that there’s a new day coming,
CAMEO CURTAINS
the punditirig stuff.
Has gotten
manana.
DAIRY
It’s allee samee, radio or
BORDEN’S
away almost entirely from the deeCLARK CANDY
television.
CIGARETTE*
jay
KOOL
classification.
That goes also for
AMUROL TOOTHPASTE
Jack Eigen and Bee K aim us, with
O'CEDAR MOPS
BOND DREAD
result that Art Ford (WNEW) has
Courtesy of M-G-M
paint
MOTOR
carpenter
DUFFY MOTT
Now appearing with
Korea Pix a clear field for that large segDONALD O'CONNOR
BULOVA WATCHES
ment of post-rnidnight audience
GENERAL CONTROLS
Series
Pool Films that just wants records played at
in "THE MILKMAN"
$ales!
(Universal-International)
WOR-TV, N.Y., is piecing to- them .....
Those whodunits seem
Follow flies* leaden end boost your
Mat.;
tOU
gether films from the armed forces to be running out of plot material.
newsreel pool for a weekly half- Too many scripts have the culprit
WJBK-TV. a CBS
H
3 nd Dijncnl a iha e
hour series, “Camera on Korea.” exposing him(her)self by detailing
some incriminating evidence in the
It will be screened Mondays at
7
WRITER
hands of police which they “read”
p.m., starting Aug. 27.
Idea of prexy Theodore C. Strei- or “heard,” overlooking that this
one
.detail had been kept QT by the
bert is that viewers don’t get
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS 488 MADISON AVENUE
Now Frat-Lancing Stage, Screen,
Radio, TV adaptetlona-Hirlglnals
enough Korean film on 15-minute private eye or The Law. ConsiderNEW YORK 22. ELDORADO 5 24 55
ing the otherwise baffling and oftMany Credits
shows which stick to spot news,
Will consider all^scrlpting offers
tnnes shrewd machinations of the
Nationally by
Ren-'tier'.e*
THE K A T 2 AGENCY (NC
Ernest M. Pittaro will, edit and killers,
Write o/o Variety
this slight Carelessness is
script the show.
154 W. 44 St., N. Y. It
klnda naive.
Continued from pagO 26
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Urnty Restored
Following the general trend towards increased prices for television
Continued from pace 29
sets, Emerson Radio this week announced price boosts ranking from
$10 to $30 on its entire line of video receivers. Emerson preixy Ben- useful to the U.S. in su. port of UN
jamin Abrams ascribed the new. increases to scarcities of “certain military action in Korea, it urged
components which hinder production continuity and have, therefore the Authors League of America to
Washington, Aug. 22.
sive commercialization, and put It
adversely affected production costs.'"- While none of the manufac- set up a body similar to the War
Writers Board “to channel effecUnited Auto Workers told the back on the road to public service.’*
turers who have boosted, their prices have explained the reason for
tively the Voluntary efforts of writUAW ^claimed there is no justifithe scarcities, it’s generally believed they are caused by Government
FCC
yesterday (21) that its recent
ers iiwsupport of the U.S. and the
orders for radar and other electronic equipment, necessitated by the UN.” Eastern council, which had decision Jn the WCAR case means cation for permitting Pontiac’s only
•Korean war and civilian defense plans. Abrams pointed out that the been drafting a similar resoluti* \
4 station to move away. “The fatal
that the agency .is, in effect, telling
weakness in the decision.” it said,
hikes in Emerson prices would still keep the cost to consumers below backed the national one.
radio stations all over the country
“is that it allows WCAR to move
corresponding models in the company’s previous line.
Another eastern council resoluJ
“Go to the big cities, whe re you out of Pontiac without any showing
tion, explaining its original tabling
Television film deals made by such music publishers as Mills, Leeds action, said the “RWG and ALA can make the most money, and for- whatever that it will provide a program service in any way different
and Mayfair-Morris may all go by the boards, when the Music Pub- have no po' er under their consti- get about the people
ybu leave be- from that now being provided by
lishers Protective Assn, finally works out a scale for the video use of tution in any way to represent the
hind without any local .service the
five stations already serving
songs published by member firms. Most of the larger pubberies be- individual in their memberships whatever.”
Detroit. The Commission’s decision
long to MPPA. All individual publisher deals made thus far contain outside of ‘tlie promotion and proProtesting the Commission’s ac- thus allows the transfer solely bea cancellation clause effective when, as and if MPPA settles on a tection of the general* professional
It added, tion in allowing WCAR, the only cause more people Will hear the
definite scale.
It’s generally expected that the figure finally arrived interests of authors,’”
“whereas the eastern regio coun- station in Pontiac. Mich., to use its station there and totallv without
at will be based in good part on the individual deals already made.
cil is at present under public at- present 1130kc spot in Detroit with regard to the question of whether
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce is making a direct pitch to tack in calculated misrepresent^ lOkW power nighttiine and 50kvv these peonle will be getting any
tion
of its motive on July 25 in daytime, the UAW asked for a re- new and different service.”
video viewers to keep Coast football on television by assuring a cera resolution” on the new hearing on the case in order, to
tain attendance level at the field.
Such a decision, the UAW conChamber is forming a “Gridiron tabling
council “char- press its own application to estabClub,’’ composed of set-owners in the viewing area, the membership writers board, the
tended, is in “clear disregard” df
acterizes as totally false all allega- lish a station on the same frequenfee being one ticket to a football game per season for each member
the
Commission s obligation to protions of lack of patriotisn or of cy in Detroit with 2500 watts power
of the family. Based on the 650,000 sets how in the area, this Would
vide fair and equitable distribution
prejudice or bias” brought against at night and 5kw day. The union,
mean some 1,950,000 tickets sold since it’s estimated there are three it.
of radio facilities.
It reaffirmed “its long-estab- Which
operates
an FM _ outlet
people in each television family, C of C wants the “Club’’ members lished and observed policy of adThe union also questions the fact
(WDET) in Detroit, has" been that
to give the tickets away if they Can’t be used, but ho one has yet fig- herence to the constitutional limthe Commission, with ail memturned .down on its AM application
ured out. what to do in case each viewer buys his share of tickets and itatiens of its powers.”;.
bers voting, was against the WCAR
or failure to meet engineering rethen uses. them. On the basis of an eight-game season, this means
in its proposed decision, but
move
The eastern group, in another re- quirements. WCAR now operates
voted 3-2 for the move in the final
243,750 people all trying to get seated on the 50-yard line.
solution, said “when a union mem* as a day timer with lkw power.
decision three weeks ago. Two of
her invokes political or religious
In a petition filed with the agen- the members who. had voted for deGridiron spectators will have the final say on whether Coast video issues in such a way as to weaken
audiences get closeup views of U. of Southern California (USC) and or divide his union, he is subject to cy, the UAW said its proposed sta- nial were absent from the oral
U. of California (UCLA) at Los Angeles football games this season. censure.” It charged that Kelley ion would provide “a wholly new argument on the proposed decision
KTTV’s Bob Breckner has worked out a plan to get right down to the “made false charges of religious non-profit public service badly and did not participate in the final
seat of action by lashing a camera to a jeep, which would careen up prejudice and lack of patric -ism needed” in, Detroit. “We believe,” ruling.
and down the sidelines. Plan was worked out by KTTV’s chief engi- against the council,” censured him said UAW, “such a program service dedicated to improve human reneer Joe Conn and Syd Sanner and would necessitate use of four and accepted his resignation.
Lancaster, 6,
John E. Brow,
lations and the needs of the com- recently resigned - as Lancaster
men-— driver, cameraman and two linemen. Colleges have okayed the
munity would do as much as any- high school principal to become
deal with the proviso that it will be eliminated if customers in the
thing else to take radio out of its general manager of
here
box seats complain.
to Be
Ownership of
present doldrums caused by exoes- Sept. 1.
Plans to lens a stock opening for the KLAC-TV, Los Angeles,, weekly
remote from the; Palladium Were scrapped when it was discovered it
couldn’t be done without plugging rival stations.
Original idea was
One-Third Sale of Stock
to let the camera take the viewer down Vine street, turning right on
Sunset boulevard to the Palladium door. Route, however, goes right
Kansas City, Aug. 22.
by NBC, CBS and ABC and each has large signs which couldn't be
Move whereby ownership of
eliminated. KLAC-TV finally settled on slides of other subjects as an KCJMO and KCMO-FM will be
opener. Layout, incidentally, provided a free evening’s dancing for consolidated was forecast last
ed-.
some 500 people. Admission to the Don Otis layout, Which bowed nesday (16) when C. C. Payne filed
from the Palladium last night (22), was by ticket only and holders of ah application with the Federal
the tickets were permitted to remain after the teleshow for a terp Communications
Commission to
evening. Terpery was thus tossing a possible $510 in admissions out dispose of his interests in the staof the Window, but figured it worthwhile from many angles.
tions. Payne is secretary-treasurer
of the KCMO Broadcasting Co. and
New prompting device to tfid television producers and actors has holder of one-third interest. He
been .developed by fill and Cora Baird for Use on their “Life with asked the FCC for permission to
Snarky Parker’’ puppet show on CBS. Gadget, labeled the “Scripta- turn over his 2,000 shares for the
nola,” is a mechanism that permits the clay’s script to be read from a sum of $200,000. The shares Would
moving roll of paper held close to the stage, instead of from the be acquired by the company and
roughly-lettered cardboards previously used that necessarily had to be disposed of.
held in the rear of the studio. Device comprises two wooden rods
The plan would leave
which span the puppet stage lengthwise, outside of camera range. Rods Evans, Kansas City, and Lester
are attached to two sets of rollers, spaced so that two copies of the
Cox, Springfield, Mo., as equal
script, typed on long rolls of paper in a special typewriter, can be
owners in the radio properties.
unreeled synchronously, permitting all the puppeteers to follow the KCMO operates on 50,000“ watts
script.
Letters are three-eighths of an inch high, which allows the daytime, and 10,000 watts nightpuppeteers to watch the script and their puppets without shifting time, and is, ah ABC affiliate. Statheir line of vision.
tion manager is E. K. Hartenbower,
formerly an ABC sales official in

By FCC’s WCAR

Decision, Sez

UAW

,

'

WHOK

KCMO

ILIZED

W

TWO

Chi.

ON
KTTV BY LJL PACKAGER
SUITS SLAPPED

Crostey Net

News Show

In

the Times.

Press staffer in Cincy, is news coordinator and in charge of assembling scripts and building the pro-

Detroit-—For the second straight
year, the Stroh Brewing Co. will
sponsor telecasts of 35 home games
©f the Detroit Red Wings hockey

gram. Ray Shannon, under direct
wing of the ad agency, makes two

serves

Transit

Radio here.

In 3-City Organization Cox

Los Angeles, Aug. 22.
Cincinnati, Aug. 22.
KTTV last week found itself on
“Three City Final” news show,
the receiving end of two lawsuits,
week on Crosley’s
both by the same aggrieved party. which bowed last
Actions for damages aggregating TV network, has originations from
$43,600 were instituted by Pollack three stations.
It’s a 15-minute
& Rogers Productions, TV pro- telecast, Monday through Friday, at
ducers and packagers.
6 p. m., sponsored by Red Top
First complaint for $15,000 al- Brewing Co., Cincy, through the
leged that the L. A. Times-CBS Chicago office of Ruthrauff & Ryan.
station reneged on a deal for 13
Kickoff is from WLW-T with
issues of “Hollywood Television Peter Grant comment on world and
Theatre” after only one was tele- national news, Milton Chase obcast.. Breach of contract was also
servations on the Korean war and
charged on an agreement for a NBC film covering that front ana
series of 13 episodes based on Ru- Washington.
WLW-D, Dayton,
pert Hughes’ “FBI Girl,” for which cuts in with sports news and a
$28,600 is asked, Payoff was to be weather forecast by Neal Van Ellis,
at the rate of $2,250 a program, and switch from WLW-C, Columthe producers asserted.
bus, has highlights of Ohio news
Harrison Dunham, manager of by Dick Cook.
KTTV, "Is, a former attorney f of
Terry Flynn, former Associated

KCMO-FM

the same move, Evans

and

#•

FCC

of intent to
turn over part of their interests
to their sons, Richard Evans and
Lester L, Cox. If the transfer of
stock is approved, Evans will receive a voting trust to elect a
majority of the board, of directors.
He would name three persons to

|

notified the

•

W

ff'J-TV is takin g c ire ulati on Jo r
granted! The number of television sets
in the Detroit market has passed the
quarter •million mark!

the board and Cox would name
two. The two sons would then be
on the board along with Harry
Schwimmer. longtime Attorney for
Richard Evans is a
the station.
sales executive of KCMO.
Ownership change is in line with

0 0 0

Words like “experimental” ... . “test”
.
. . “pioneering”
. “infancy” and
the rest of the vocabulary of a new
medium are out. TV has come of age!.

announcement made by Evans recently when he resigned as chairman of the board of the Crown
Drug Co. and withdrew from heavy
duties there to Concentrate more
attention on the radio properties.

.

01t •

#

We will back out belief in the stability
of television with our new rate card
(#8) which will be guaranteed to advertisers for one full year!

ABC 6-Month Take 180G;

stronger position, with
business holding its own and
appearances as the Red Top bar- TV time selling out rapidly, is reIn white coat and black flected in its statement for the
tender.
bow tie he makes bis pitch from first six months of 1950 with income (after taxes) of $180,000,
behind a bar.
equal to lie a .share on the $1 par
common stock. Latter represents
a slight, rise over the first quarter
earnings, which were 5c per share.
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
The six-month report contrasts
tagged
telepix
New series of
with the *49 statement for the same
“Time Will Tell” rolled at the Hal period, which showed a Joss of
Roach lot yesterday Mon. ) under $46,141.
Web’s more favorable picture is
the banner of Space Productions,
new Bob Angus organization. Ed- also indicated by the new contract
die Norris stars in a bullfight yarn given prexy Robert E. Kintner,
as the first of 26 half-hour films whose annual pay is upped to $75,which will cost about $10,000 each. 000 from $50,000 in a new five-year
Lensing at studio is being done pact. Kintner will also get an adwith a mechanical bull, actual bull- ditional $5,000 for each $250,000
ring scenes having been shot in the web makes over $1 ,000,000,
up to a $100,000 annual maximum.
Mexico earlier.

RATES

ABC’s

AM
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.

team on WWJ-TV.

—
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1
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Wednesday, August 23, 1950

RADIO-TELEVISION
Wash., Ore. Broadcasters
In Two-Day Seattle Meet

Houston—Webb Hunt,

a

member

of the announcing staff of KNUZ
here, has been upped to chief anJohnnie Goodman has
nouncer.
been named production chief. End'ah Forester, traffic manager, has
been given the additional duties of

promotion manager.
Wichita Falls, Tex.—Doc Warren
has joined the announcing staff of
•

He

in early October.
sistant to general

manager W.

C.

the time-

consuming job of directing activities of WBZ and the rapidly expanding WBZ-TV.
St.
Louls-^-Arthur F. Rekart,
chief engineer at KXOK, will celebrate his 25th year in radio Aug.
25. A grad of the Valparaiso, Ind.,

convalescing at his
farm home south of St. Louis from
injuries suffered when his car went
out of controj near Litchfield, 111.
fell asleep
Harvey, driving alone,
*
—
at the wheel and the machine
turned over when it left the road.
in Chicago,

Seymour, Tex.—William C. Moss
has been granted license by the

FCC for a new outlet to operate
here on 1,230 kilocycles with 100
watts full time. Estimated cost is
get at $10,511. Moss is a salesman
With the Curtiss Candy Co., Dallas.

*

.

.

•

.1

«

1

.

The. FCC has
of control of
the present
stockholders to Edward C. James
*
of
$2,759.
consideration
a
for
Janies also has 76.25% Interest in
.

Austin,

granted

KCNY,

,

Tex.
transfer

Sari

.

from

Inc,,

Marcos, Tex,

.

!

WWDC

.

'

.

*

.

.

'

1

»

•

•

WWDC

•

,

.

.

.
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Cleveland—Three additions

re-

ported to the. WSRS staff, Allan;
Douglas, disker at WXEL, takes on
an additional stanza; Ray Mullins
and Bob Engel are the other two.
WJMQ has asked the FCC for a
.

KTXN,

,

H

is

.

WGN

.

.

!

Paul Harvey,

director.

.

&

WASHINGTON

j

He

here.

Continued from page 21

w
week

...

was
comes from Technical Institute, Rekart
engineer fOr WOWP, WTMV
KVWC, Hot Springs, Ark. George chief
KXOK
and KFRU before joining
Craig. program director, for KFDX,
in 1938.
has been upped to production
ABC news gabber

KFDX

From The Production Centers

for a vacation at St, Ignace in the Mackinac Straits.
.
,
Co., has ordered two daily fiver
here last Tuesday (15). Broad- Best Foods, through Earle Ludgin
Jin* Hanlon,
casters of Washington and Ore- minute newscasts on WMAQ, starting Sept. 18.
gon, comprising the 17th District, press chief, named secretary of the communications committee of the
went on record as approving the Chi Civil Defense Committee.
setting Up of a separate corpora-.
tion for the Broadcast Advertising fJV
ge
S
16
Women’s National Press Club, headed by Daily News correspondent
vig <mouS m0mt)ershfp
fag of
club^precedenL by assuming sponsorship of
drive in the association.
Mack’s ‘’Original Amateur Hour,” ABC airer, next Jan. 18, with a
Ted
Ouenton Cox general manager of KGW, Portland, was three-hour parade of. VIP's, 45 minutes of which wUhbe carried over
Tony Wakeman, ace sportscaster, ex of
arid more
elected a director from the 17th the web. .
District succeeding Harrv SDence recently WOL, switching to TV with his own two-a-day “Sports renext
week
view,”
Over
WTTG-DuMont,
starting
(28).
Lynn
Chaim,
of KRKO, Aberdeen, Wash.
Lee Hart, BAB assistant direc- ® rs assistant director of community service Of WTOP-CBS, has been
Joseph
Burton,
former promotor told the radio men how BAB made a scriptwriter at that station.
would help them get more busi- tion director of the Washington Daily News, has joined staff of local
ness in the coming year, and station WWDC-FM, the Washington Transit Radio station, as account
Manuel Mikelson shifted from job. of continuity editor of
director of exec,
Charles Batson, NAB
..i*
to account exec of WWDC-FM, with James Robertson, station
television, conducted a seminary on
librarian^
taking over as continuity ed.
music
operation.
television
Peg Eck, news editor of WMAL-ABC, off on a seven-week European
Other speakers on the two-day
schedule included Carl Haverlin, junket which Will include net broadcasts from a number of key spots.
BMI president, and Richard plus coverage for the web of the International Monetary Conference in
Joseph Riviere,
announcer* orDoherty, NAB director of em- Paris early next month.
ployer - employee relations. The dered to active duty as first lieutenant with the Air Force Reserve
Training
Center
in
Miami.
Ben
Strouse,
general
v.p. and
manager
BAB strip film, “How to Pick a j
Winner,” was shown and business of WWDC,' and Washington Transit Radio Co., has offered complete
sessions of the district was held. facilities of the 450 vehicle radio system to the District Civilian Defense Committee.
Rick La Falce, ex-Warner flack and more recently
nvinrrv I
mffrrr freelance publicist, has been named director of publicity and promotion for WTTG-DuMont.

be as-

will

who handles

Swartley,

Seattle, Aug. 22.
First of a Series of regional dismeetings of the National
trict
Assn, of Broadcasters wound up next

power increase from one
kilowatts.
First major

AM

to

.

five

store in

WMAL

.

.

;

by ai
two

splurge

downtown department

.

1

.
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was, reported when Halle
Houston—A new half-hour airer, years
Bros, bought the 11 p.m. news over
'‘Collie’s Coffee Club,” will make
from Sunday through Fr.i-.-j
its bow here on KLEE, to be aired
Jack Dooley is the newscast- i
Monday through Friday with Biff day.
Bob Russell, vet emcee-performOhio Advertising is the
and
er
Airings will origiCollie as m.c.
er, takes over as headliner-emcee
agency.
nate direct from the Coral Room
•“Versatile Varieties’’ when that
of
j
of Kelley’s restaurant here:
Zanesville, O.—-PCC last week variety show returns to NBC-TV
authorized switch in control of this |all Yor-Bonnie-Maid linoleum.
Paris, Tex. -Fred Kincaid has TXrTT 7
fMllrt ‘Motif
caq cam *c» opening
nnonm tf show
cbiAii; starts
of orfc
Southeastern Ohio
New season’s
WHIZ from CAiitVi^ociarn
been named manager for KPLT Broadcasting System to the Zanes- Friday, Sept T (9-9:30).
CBS-TV program chief Charles
here. Kincaid for the past 1 2 years
$69,000.
ville Publishing Co. for
Russell will miss the opening
Underhill and wife, actress Julie
has been on the staff of WRR, Dal- Both companies are owned by
Day
Labor
Weekthat
-the
show,
of
ansports
in
specializing
las.
Arthur S., Orville B. and Clay end, because Of a commitment to Stevens on a three-week canoeing
nouncing.
Lit tick. Publishers own the Zanes- emcee the annual “Miss America” trip through Maine
ville Signal arid Times-Recorder.
beauty pageant in Atlantic City,
Les Tremayne signed as a regular
Beaumont, Tex.—Miriam Power
which he will be handling for the cast member of NBC-TV’s “One
has joined the staff of KRIC here
Pittsburgh—Howard Lazarus, in i nth year
vpar
Man’s Family.” Producer Carleton
She charge of sales at
as a sales representative.
foT last
E. Morse also pacted Carl Kent
D. K,
comes from New York.
been named station manyear,
to a fulltime assignment as set deMaxted is the outlet’s new director ager. has
George Harton is now sole
Modernsigner for the show
.
of public relations and J im Saxon
owner of the indie, having bought Latex Launching Willis
aires -now doing three TV film
joins the. announcing staff. Maxted
but the interest of his remaining
shorts for their radio sponsor,
was formerly manager of KPBX partner, William Zeuger
Dwight
’Best’ Daytimer Campbell Soup
Rod Mitchell
while Saxon was with KTRM, both
Cappel, who has had a half-hour
CBS-TV picks up another femme named assistant program chief of
here.
“Collector’s Corner” disk show on
WCBS-TV,
to aid program director
lingerie
for
sponmanufacturer
a
for several months, has
Tidewater AssociMiami
Walter A, Callahan, been appointed head of station’s sor next month when Internatiprial Dick Doan
former general manager of WSAI, music library
girdle-makers,
launches ated Oil repacted for George F.
Ted Okon has Latex,
Cincinnati,
is
joining
WKAT, left his public relations berth with Richard Willis in “Look Your Putnam’s “Broadway to HollyMiami Miaini Beach, as vice- WDTV to become personal man- Best” in the 3:30 to 4 p. m. period wood” show Wednesday nights on
Bob Cooke, N; Y. Herin
president
charge of
sales, ager for Al Morgan, TV arid record Mondays arid Fridays. Foote, Cone DuMont
ald-Tribune’s sports editor, signed
Sept. 1.
Kendall Crane, & Belding agency Will, handle the with Roberts & Carr productions
personality
commercial plugs, but CBS, which
former program director Of
San Antonio
William P. and. more recently manager of also has Maiden-Form Bras as a as a regular panel, member for a
TV sports quiz show being readied
Smythe was named veepee and
in Rochester, Pa., has re- sponsor on Dorothy Doan’s “Vanity
Allyn Rice, who co?
for the fall
general manager of KCOR, Inc., signed to pilot
station Fair” show, reserves the right to
produced “Set My People Free”
here, succeeding Charles Harris, ori the Duquesne U. campus.
He approve or reject all commercial with
Guild two years
the
Theatre
Harris has been succeeds Rev. J.
who resigned.
A- Lauritis, who
ago on Broadway, readying a series
with the outlet since its inceptiori helped found the college broadcast- copy.
of 0 f adaptations of Dickens’ novels
inception
Will
mark
the
Show
in 1946.
er>r last fall
Joe Boley, form- CBS's daytime TV programming for TV
DuMont’s, morning
j. ^
nr t'a c
irt'Ac
^
^
0
S
It’s also to be show, “Your TV Shopper,” added a
rJXr
v
Afltr on a network basis.
Charles Brady,
San Antonio
York, chiefly
called
“See It First
j re(j Wednesday afternoons for 13
a
new
segment
engineer of
chief
AC and on matt ineatre.
weeks, with International Latex on DuMont,” which Will have
KISS-FM, called to active duty
Johnson
demongranted an option for that length femcee Margaret
with the U. S. Marine Corps.
of time to pick up the additional strate appliances, fashions, etc., for
Stan Morris, account executive
day.
If it decides against taking the first time as found for the show
with KCOR, reports this Week
the Wednesday half-hour, CBS then by a group of women shoppers
for active duty With the Navy ReT
s
Continued from page 31
serve Corps.
has the right to pitch that segment
^„ 1°^ a
’Mama, Friday
to other sponsors.
He
said
hopes
he
to
guest
stars.
night
J.
H.
(25)
Lloyd
resigned
WBAP has
*tort Worth* Tex.
as producer-director with Video
announced that plans are being do the first one Oct. 29 and will fly
rremiere
Firm
to
Va.
International
join
to
Radio-Video
completed to air meetings direct to n. y. for each o fthe programs
from the United Nations Security in order to do them live. As a reNorth Carolina Station
Council, to bring listeners in this sult, he plans to tape his radio
Jess Kimmel is rejoining Max
Greensboro, N. C., Aug! 22.
area firsthand information of UN show in advance the Sunday night
Liebmari as his assistant producer
The Commonwealth - 'Broadcast-.' on “Show .of Shows,” bowing Sept.
happenings,
in cvcAjc
eight that
hi
every cigut
uiai nc
he dHiicdis
appears uii
ori
_
n it
<h t
in ®
Norfolk, Va., will begin 9. He was with Music-in-the-Rourid
TV. He also plans to use one of
Kinston s newest ra- at the Chicago Fair all summer,
Greensboro, N. C. Smithfield’s his radio cast bn eaeh of the TV ...
a. frequency ^of
radio station* WMPM,. the first shows, With the possibility that Eddirecting four musicals.?
ac 01c
c a yS
completely local broadcasting unit, die (Rochester) Anderson* might be
Jack Laridt has been added to
t
l
c
to ? rn ^ st Linwood Scott
is expected to go on the air soon.
of the
George R. Nelson, agency
I?.® f
John S. (Jack) Townsend is man- a permanent member of the TV Kinston.
staff.
Agency’s Mohawk- show restaff.ager of the station.
ssl on was obtained last fall
Pe
sumes Monday (28>.
Danny
As recently as last year, Benny r
ha piro
oi n ed
the Mi,top
Greensboro, N. C.—James Cog- decided: definitely against entering
| C 1 Wlltlng ?taff
\ ff
Video, claiming tfie medium had
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has leased 50
ways
... KTTV
more films for its “Movie Gems”
program ... Alan Young huddling
with scripters Daye Schwartz and
Leo Solomon ori a new format ior
his fall CBS series
With the
addition of Hank Hope to the cast,
NBC-TV’s “Club Celebrity” will
.

be kinriied for the east ... Russell
Fillmore set as director of the
“Hollywood Television Theatre”
series.
Permanent cast for the
one-hour vidramas include Gladys
George, Glen Langan, Jane Harwell, Lyle Talbot, Francis Lederer,

Helen Parrish, Ann
Michael Whalen

McConnell makes

.

Starting date for pon McNeill’s
ABC hour, video show for Philco
has been moved back a week to
Sept. 13 ... International situation
hit home at
with directors
BUI Hutchings and Jim Harelsori
called up for duty
Jim Shaw*
Chi radio-TV director, for Henri,

WDUQ/FM

.

.

.

WBKB

.

—

.

i

1

where
Smith

™o

*

—

WBKB

^

|

<

:

1

™
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gins, of

j

WKPK

in

Newberry, was

elected vice president of South *ot been sufficiently developed
T act wpCIt hnu/Pv^r
Carolina Associated Press broad- ‘that timp
casters at their annual inid-sum-

mer meeting

at

Myrtle

.at
Iia

i

Sirred

Coggins succeeds

shadows radio. “Even when that
Detroit Myrtle Labbitt, women’s time eoines,” he said, “I would riot
editor of CKLW, left for Europe want to do more than a half-hour
last Wednesday (16) to represent shovv
once every two Weeks.
Michigan
.lnteiwrtion5i.CoiiHi Coim«diM'-’#lsd'- predlited. ’•
••
“*
..
ference of
Associated
Country j her of, top radio
artists eventually-:
Women
v,
Vfftw World.
of the
»» v* *V»
V*
She (IO
is U
an will head into daytime AM in order
official delegate of the Michigan to do video shows at
night. If that
division Of the Woman’s National ever happens, however,
he said, he
Farm and Garden Assn. Confer himself would prefer to give
up
—
ence -will .be held Sept. 9-23 in - dj kT ClllirC|y«
^ enti^w
pAnhin
m
CUa
G
he ia
n U n gen
t fc lg
i
^“"Sl^B^iny'TetuMied
last
week
?]??r (i?
! i?
from
y
a CKLW
recorder so ?.
th a t her wornEuro
w" efre ne
^e piayea
ptoer^reDeet
a repeat
“ /
en’s show will have an internastand
at the London Palladium and
tional flavor when she returns.
also vacationed,
Before heading
Boston— C. S. (Cy) Young, for- back to the Coast Friday U81, he
scouted
of
some
the
CBS-owned or
iherly manager
of
WBZ
r
more
and
more
_

and radi

—
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recently manager of NBC’s Port-- leased theatres in Manhattan to
land, Ore., stations
and KEX- termine which would best fit
FM, will rdturn tiHjie Hub statiott projected TV show.

KEX

i

'

.

''

Smmonw^nh
V-

Downey’s
N«sh-Ke1,Vinatoi>.

.

.

Show

‘Kid’

New Morton Downey

j
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Dick
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Show heard

:

pro bow on Goldblatts’ “Lets
Have Fun” hour-long, cross-theboard, remote ori WBKB, copped
the job after an appearance on
station’s weekly talent hunt sponby Admiral
sored
Johnny
Desmond, vocal headliner of ABC’s
“B reakfast Club” and “Tin Pan
Alley TV,” to sing as rgiiest of
honor Sunday (27) at the Sister
Kenny Polio Fund Circus held in
Soldiers Field. Also appearing at
the festival is Nick Francis, “Super
.

.

Circus” clown
George Paul has
joined
camera crew .,v
Satton & Power, singing duo,
guested on “Our Gal Toni” show

WBKB

.

.

.

on

WENR-TV ... WBKB Yacked

up

commercial sales

1,023 spot
during July.

;

fieirf

Punched next moath onCBS-TV,
on CBS-TV, xe*x
xexWiiiiams
w lilia ms rolled
roUed a nilot
phot ifilm
Wl11 have the tenor interviewing
A® a moppet videoater series With
S -for
rt.wac*
guest
celebs and in
their offspring
;

Roy Topshow on

*

.

producer

filnis.

!

ntilnvc

[

—

'

Hollywood

P
.
?
,
Jr
- have joined forces to
idfi,mR
'*
hpin " aa
make vidfilms, initialler being
pilot
film
for, Hoffman
Radio
which Bruce directed.
Latter is
the soil of the late Robert Bruce,
travelog producer
Mike Dolinsky pacted by the Paul Kohner
agency to script “Melody Inn,”
vidsliow starring the Boyd Triplets.
Reisfeld
handles
nanaies
musical
show for Bert "eisieiu
a
lla d 1
s
Ctl0nS
?
is to :bei| ?^ .v^

.

i

.

W

xauiu
^>adio

Religious

the late Scott the time might come when lie
WESCA iri Greenville. would abandon radio in favor of
President James Hicks of WCOS concenteating oh TV
exclusively.
in Columbia presided at the meeting.
The group, composed of As(
sociated Press radio members, discussed technicalities involved in
of his sponsor, and if TV over-.!
news broadcasting.

«

^

Beach.

Russell, of

irrri

^

*'“ v

.

his

.

"

‘

'

!

.

.

week.

this

.

!

,

.

afternoon “Frontbankrolled by Chi

ducer, back at his desk after a
European jaunt, working on fall
plans for daytime tele shows
Bill Savage, young singer making

^

,

Kate

Wednesday and Friday
before station’s signoff will
feature long-distance phone calls
to people in the news.
Ted Mills, Chi NBC exec projust

.

.

m

in N.Y.,

the

.

Monday,

.
.

M

.

Bank
debuted a news

per

1

i

on

Clifton Utley
gabbing duties on
.

line Camera”
First National

j

1

.

WNBQ’s Sunday

.

i

—

work
show

he’ll

tele

now handling

'

.

NBC

net Sept. 1 to join

|

,•

.

11

Benny Set

•

home

up. Saturday

setting

.

.

:

!

at

morning film show for Red Goose
shoes in seven markets
Greg
Garrison, who’s been directing
ABC's “Super Circus,” ankles the

:

i

.

McDonald, back

after

office

^

KM

&

Hurst

;

.

.

.

|

.

debut

Chicago

;

.

WWSW

—

,

Ed

Smilin’

.

*

.

and

Nagel

his video

over NBC Saturday (26) and will
be seen on alternate Saturdays.

—

WYRO

.

.

.

!!

.

London

lBud Cole and cliff Carling proPenelope Knox’s play of the
It’s aimed at KNBH
early life of Louisa M. Aleott, en1 “ at s My
ld
“Adventures of the Texas Kid,” a titled “Louisa,” well be aired on
...
.
Series is scheduled for airing 60-minute vidfilm, has been com
the children’s program Wednesday
eVcry wc « k In the Friday night" 10 pleted by John Jay Franklin Pro- (90).
Margaret Barton Mays the
t0 10:30 slot
ductions as the first in a series title role, supported by George
of video westerns. Made at a cost Manship and Nell Ballantyne ...
r v *. Mutual
.
1
of $18,000, it was directed by S. E. Reynolds is producing, same
iSucknaill E4XIC8
R
Br
evening, a “Joyce Grenfell at
Duncah Rl Buckham has re- “fth*’* Johil**^ Lorenz and i£urh Home” show*
in which Miss Gferte
signed as sales manager or Mu- Hooker in ton roles
f ell will be Interviewed by Leslie
de- tual’s eastern division.
Jimmy Stewart making video MltchOU ... Sylvie St. Claire had
his
Jack Overall has been upped to commercials at Jerrv Fairbanks the* solo spot in last Sunday’s (20)
the post.
'Productions for Southwest Air- “Sunday Serenade”
I

to

s

.

,

N

titled duicing.
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Shapiro-Bernstein has dropped
appeal of Chi federal district

V

,

its

Judge Michael Igoe’s decision in
publisher’s copyright infringement
case against Miracle Records of
Chicago, Thus, Judge Igoe’s rilling that recording of a song prior
to copyright constitutes abandonment of the copyright will stand
unchanged.
Appeal had been filed in June
in Chi federal appeals court. But
Elliot Shapiro, topper in the firm,
said this week that the appeal was
being dropped because the case is
so complicated and has so many

i

|

!

|

to Start

26th

Farbman Now Prof. Mgr.

March.
While Judge Igoe’s decision will
stand, Shapiro said he doesn’t feel
it will have a far-reaching effect.

cision last

.

4

For Newman

to Baton;

In
Mercury Records, together with
former vice-president, John

its

Hammond,

is

deal
^hereby the

negotiating

a

with Alfred Newman
conductor will record pop and
semi-classics for the diskery.
With other major diskeries using
conductors
for
pop recording,
Mercury, which has released Newman recordings through its take-over of the Majestic catalog, would
like Newman to record for them
on what they hope would be a
bigger scale than the others. It’s
understood NeWman would like to
record in the pop field top.
Hammond, who resigned from
the company as vice-president last
spring, but who has nevertheless
retained close ties with the firm,
would join in the deal in a sort of
producer Capacity. He would help
arrange sessions and select numbers. Because of the cost of the
project, Hammond would also put
up some of the coin j probably getting a return on a royalty basis.
Asidb from recording Newman
on pops, the company would also
,

,

have him record semi-classical
works. Mercury toppers specifically
h^ve their eyes on modern operettas, which they feel are right up
Newman’s alley and for which they
believe there is a great demand.

it

ment now

-

i

ins Deal

ing the score of his new Paramount’
film with Bing Crosby, “Hi, Pard-

Irving Berlin Music Corp. Appoint- ner.
In addition to owning a hunk of
centers, duties of the post
in one man. During the past cou* rtlie firm, Robbins will be sole
pie of years the job had been divid- selling agent through his Consolied among a number of staff mem- dated Music Co., which is selling
week
engagement,
will
have
agent for all firms in which he has
bers,'
racked up an approximate threeFarbman has been with the com- an interest.
month stand by the time Lombardo
Score
pany in capacity of contact man for
for
the
Crosby-Boyd
returns.
the past five years. He said therle starrer is currently in preparation,
will be no personnel changes in the with Brown writing the music.
Lyrics for two songs already comprofessional department.
“Strfngars”-— London Records
pleted were written by L. Wolfe
Lorry’s fast-rising “Strangers’' is
proof of the potency of the country’s
Gilbert, but other lyricists may
disk jockeys,. Lorry’s acceptance by
work on the rest of the score; Nacio
the d.j.’s is a Mutual Admiration
Publications will be an American
.Society,.
Society of Composers, Authors arid
These, gentlemen have given new
Publishers affiliate.
talent, new songs the kind of op-

In substance, it prevents songHollywood, Aug. 22.
writers from producing and sellLatest femme chirp to switch
ing records of their work before recording labels is Betty Hutton,
copyrighting it, under penalty of who cut her first side for RCA
putting the Work in public domain. Victor one day after ankling CapiAttorneys for Music Publishers tol. New deal is a one-year pact
She reProtective Assn, and Songwriters involving no guarantee.
Protective Assn., who had sought ceives the regular 5% of retail
to come into the case as amicus sales royalty.
This is the second time Miss
curiae, had: argued that a rigid
interpretation of the ruling would Hutton has beaten a path from
Capitol
to RCA;
She joined Cap
place all songs recorded since 1907
into public domain, since records when it was founded seven years
do not bear a copyright notice as ago, drawn in by Buddy De Sylva,
Early in
required by law. But Shapiro said one of the founders.
he disagreed entirely with this 1946, when her ‘Doctor, Lawyer,
argufnent, that the only songs that Indian Chief” was a smash hit, she
would be affected were those re- ankled the waxery because execs
refused to let her warble ballads.
corded prior to copyright.
Shapiro-Bernstein had filed suit Cap/ in retaliation, stopped pressagainst the indie diskery on a ing “Chief,” although it Was the
charge of infringing upon the copy- biggest hit It had at that time;
Miss Hutton stayed at RCA two
right
of
“Yancey Special,” a
boogie-woogie number supposedly years, then switched back to Cap.
Latest shuffle comes at a time
written by - pianist Meade Lux

’

Of Berlin Music Corp.
Abe Farbman last week was ap-.
pointed professional manager of

Guy Lombardo’s orch is stated to
return to the Hotel Roosevelt,
N. Y,, Sept. 25, for an indefinite
stay. Qate Will mark the start of
Lombardo’s 26th year ait the hotel.
Teddy Powell’s orch, which .originally went into the spot for a six-

nership

LORRY RAINE

ramifications that the appeals court
might not even rule on the copyright opinion, which came as an
obiter dictum in the original de-

Lewis. In March, Judge Igoe laid
down a three-point ruling against
the publisher. He held that Lewis
did not write the song, according
to testimony in the case; that_the
outstanding feature of the song
was the bass part, and this could
not be copyrighted because its
composition was mechanical rather
than creative; and that Lewis’ recording and selling records of the
song before copyrighting, it constituted an abandonment of the
copyright.
It was the last ruling that caused
cued
and
industry-wide
talk
Shapiro-Bernstein’s appeal of the
case. Because of the. multi-fold decision, however, Shapiro has decided that the appeals court may
not even touch upon the copyright
ruling. Hope for a modification of
the ruling, he said, was the only
reason for the appeal.

Jack Robbins has formed a new
Nacio Publications, in partwith Nacio Herb Brown
and Bill (Ilopalong Cassidy) Boyd.
Firm will publish all music to
which Boyd secures rights, include
firm,

Lombardo

portunities publicity

men

self are grateful for

.

like

Delaney,, longtime Decca
topper, last week Was appointed sales manager of London
Records. He assumed his new duMeanwhile, E.
ties Monday (21).
R. Lewis, head of British Decca,
London’s parent firm, announced
the appointment of Lee Hartstone,
London’s Boston distributor, to the
post of executive assistant to Daniel R. Berne, exec vice-president.

Joe

sales

1st

ished the

arid
first

B. A. Rolfe

Back

in

Action With Video
Boston, Aug. 22.
B. A. Rolfe, veteran bandmaster
and showman, who has been in
semi-retirement in nearby Mansfield for several years,: swings back
into action next Sunday (27) 'when
he tackles a video assignment at

WBZ-TV.
Half-hour

Sunday

afternoon

the

Cabaliers

fin-

engagements
loway and his four-man: crew completed a 10-day stand at the Gattineau Country club, Quebec, prior
to opening at the Hotel Edison,
Toronto/ Monday (21) for two
weeks. Group follows the Toronto
date With a two-week stand at the

Palomar Supper

club,

Vancouver,

B. C.* starting Sept. 11.
Unit will leave Canada around
Sept. 24, heading for the Coast,
Where it will begin a two-week appearance at the Oasis, Los Angeles,

of

Vic

Damone Seen

Set

To

0

Disk Heads
0,’iiuf N.Y.
Coast last week, Wallerstein also
Vic Damone, whom several disksigned Jo Stafford to the Columbia eries are reported wooing, is about
raster.
She comes over from to renegotiate his contract' With
Capitol.
Mercury Records. Damone, who is
Wallerstein, together with mer- currently riding a crest of hit recchandising veepee Paul Southard, ords, has been approached by a
general sales manager Jeff Wilson number of companies, with Columand ad-promotion director Ken bia reportedly hottest on his trail.
McAllister, are due back in N. Y. But William Morris office reps will
today (Wed.), following a two-week meet this week with Mercury prestour of three cities at which they ident Irv Green and ad-pub veepee
addressed
regional
distributor Art Talmadge over terms of a new
meetings.
allerstein handled liis pact.
talent negotiations on the Coast beSinger’s contract reportedly has
fore the first regional meet at San a year and a half to rum But Green
Francisco.
and Talmadge, who are in New
Diskery toppers concluded their York from Chicago honrieoffices
final regional meeting at Atlantic this week, are ready to* talk
new
City yesterday (Tues. ), after meet- terms with the Morris office, with
ing with midwest distribs in Chi- ther Morris reps reportedly equally
cago last week. Executive veepee agreeable.
Goddard Lieberson joined the fourDamone, who hadn’t had a hit
some for the Atlantic City meeting. record in months, suddenly broke
loose a couple of months ago with

W

.

a

Leo Edwards as V.P.-G.M.

Of

New Show Tunes

Firm

higher echelons, but the appoint- of Gus Edwards, has joined the
ment of Delaney came as a sur- newly-formed
publishing
firm,
prise. The London topper said Tol- Show Tunes, Inc., as vice-presinay’s resignation was completely dent and general manager; Firm,
amicable.
headed by Lou Goldberg, is an

filling in

of a trio of Canadian
Saturday (19), Cal-

It’s understood the new contract,
which hasn’t been: signed yet, will
run for five years, to take effect
when her present pact runs out a
year from now.
While on the

It

With stories and anecdotes
Sponsored by local
showbiz.
Community*
Opticians, format will
Currently being sold as an act
follow more or less standard patrather than a musical crew, Cab

Calloway

the company.

was understood that he
Leo Edwards, songwriter, former
would make a shakeup in London’s publishing executive and brother

visits.

stanza will be a talent-opportunity
show with maestro m.c.-ing and

In Trio of Canada Dates

propping a Hop-

,

-

ly a top-seller.
She gets top-bill- pee. His appointment cued the deing on the book which was mar- parture frbm London of Rudi Tolketed, with Cap’s permission, from nay, who had charge of sales.
the Metro soundtrack.
Decca, meanwhile, has decided
to change the executive setup of
its
two-year-old subsidiary.
Instead of appointing a successor to
Defense on ’Sweetheart’
Delaney’s post at Coral, it has abolished the position and set up the
In Infrmgement Suit new post of general sales manager.
Contending its tune, “Sweet- This position will be assumed by
heart O’ Mine,” is a “new work,” Norm Weinstroer, southeastern division manager of Decca. Jim McMelrose Music last week sought
Donald, N.Y. branch manager of
dismissal of an infringement Suit Decca, Will succeed Weinstroer to
brought against it in N. Y. federal the divisional post.
court by Roy J. Carew. Latter
Lewis arrived in New York two
charged in an action filed last weeks ago on one of his periodic

Calloway Finishes

is also

atong Cassidy folio, which will contain western sbhgs with scores in
large type to attract juve trade.
Publicity-Sona and Record
Doris Day is reported about to Score will also have ukelele notaExploitation
C o Hotel Roosevelt, New Y ork, N Y, pact a renewal of her contract With tions.
Publisher is also readying a
Columbia Records. Songstress was
Spike Jones souvenir folio that will
rumored leaving the firm, but be sold at Jones’ concerts. He is
proxy .Ted Wallerstein met with talking to Jones, he said, about posMarty Melcher, her manager on the sibility of setting up a publishing
Coast last week and is said to firm as an outlet for Jones’ new
product.
have ironed out whatever difficulties existed between the singer and

Lewis, who is in New York on
when Miss Hutton is represented
in the top-selling wax classification his annual trip to the U. S. to look
only as a member of the cast of the over the London operations, took
filmusical “Annie Get Your Gun,” Delaney from his post as assistant
M-G-M album of which is current- to Mike Ross, Coral Records vee-

April that “Sweetheart” Was taken
from
“Frog-I-More-Rag.”
Also
named defendants were Brunswick
Radio Corp. and Decca Records,
Carew claims renewal rights to
“Frog” from the heir of the song’s
composer, Ferdinand Morton. His
suit asked for an injunction and
damages from^the three defendants.
Melrose,
according
to
answers and counterclaims, maintains
“Sweetheart”
that
was
written with Morton’s consent.
Answers point out that Walter
Melrose authored the lyrics for
“Sweetheart” and also utilized part
of “Frog’s” miisic with permission
of the composer. Publisher notes
that it holds a 1926 copyright on
and denies that
“Sweetheart”
Carew has any rights in the tune.

Robbins

my-

.

TIM GAYLE

number

of solid selling records;:

He’s currently Mercury’s top seller.
Green and Talmadge are in New
York to look over the general talent situation a* d to confer with
eastern veepee Joe Carlton and
artists and repertoire chief Harry
Geller, who is recording here for a
couple of months before returning
to his Coast headquarters.
They
will prohablv return to Chicago by
the weekend.

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers company.
Goldberg, with Ted Mack, owns BKIl GETTING
BIG
and operates the original Amateur
Hour on radio and video.
1941
HIT
REVIVAL
Edwards, who is the president
Broadcast MusiC; Inc., is currentof
the
Charter
Members of
ly
enjoying
the
first
big
revival of
ASCAP, held his last executive
publishing post with De Sylva one of its songs. Tune is “Do I
Brown and Henderson before the Worry?” published by Melody
firm was sold to the Warners Lane in J 941 and at that time one
group; Since then, he has concen- of BMI’s first hit songs.
Record companies arc releasing
trated on writing;
Firm already has Songs in print new and old Versions of the song.
Columbia,
for example, has reby top ASCAP writers, according
to Edwards. It also has certain ties leased two versions on the same
in radio and television which will disk, one by Eddy Howard, who
enable its professional department now records for Mercury, the other
now with
to begin operations immediately, by Claude Thornhill,
Victor. Decca has cut the song With
Edwards said.
Russ Morgan, and is increasing
pressings on the Ink Spots version,
which is a standard seller for them.
Pacts Tillstrom,
Southern Music parent company
Kukla’ Show for Disks of Melody Lane, has made the tune
RCA Victor last week signed its top plug; Southern foppers reBurr Tillstrom, creator arid writer port that every major diskery is
of the “Kukla, Fran and Ollie” ready ing recordings of the song.
NBC television show, to an ex-

PLAY

ON

*

tern with five hopefuls given a
hearing during the period.
In addition to Sunday p,m. video
chore, Rolfe is screening youthful
local professional musicians with
view toward building a 25-piece
unit for .stage and vido appearances. Tabbed “Young. Bostonians,”
show figures on unearthing some clusive recording contract. Tilltalented youngsters on video series strom will use the show’s puppet
to fit into Rolf e’s new organization. characters on recordings, which
will revolve around program sub-

RCA

.

Andrews Sis Disk Sesh
Dave Kapp leaves next week for
Currently touring the south* the show, has been under contract the Coast to record Bing Crosby
Amos Milburn’s orch begins a to Victor since last spring and has and the Andrews Sisters, who are
of 40 one-night stands, on recorded a number of sides for the due to return to L. A. at that time.
string
Sept 29 . Quartet playing with
diskery. Tillstrom, who does all DeCca recording chief will stay
Calloway Includes Jonah Jones, the Coast Aug. 26, in Richmond,
jects.

MXLBURN’S COAST

1 -NITERS

Fran

Allison,

who appears on

Ethel Smith Music Corp. aftd its
arranger, Milt Page, new
the voices on the show, will begin two weeks.
Dave^Rivera, piano; pana- Cal.
of the American Society trumpet;
Kapp will return to the Coast
Band will also hit Oregon and to record after the program’s reof Composers, Author* 6s Publish- ma Francis, drums, and Milton Hinfor a longer period later this fall
sumption Aug. 28.
Washington.
ton. bass.
ers.
staff

members

ORCHESTRAS-M ITSIC
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(Week ending Aug, 12)
London, Au?.

Bewitched

Tony Martin;

Martin has two fine sides here,
either one of which or both could
His version of
become a hit.
“Music, Maestro” is warm and sentimental without being saccharine.
Bates plenty of Jock and Juke spins.
Reverse is a pretty ballad that’s
attractively packaged into a production-type number with chorus
and strings backing the singer. It's
not a commercial record, but will
get Jock spins. Henri Rene backs
both beautifully.
Bing Crosby: “The Teddy Bears’
Picnic”-“Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer” (Decca). Crosby is no
stranger to children’s times, and
usually ends up capturing more of
an adult than a children’s audience
with therm These two sides should
“Picnic” is a
be no exception.
delightful melody, set to a march
tempo. Crosby, together with fine
Jud Conlon’s
choral work by
Rhythmaires and Victor Young’s
backing, does an excellent job with
“Rudolph” looks to become a
it;
standard Christmas item, and Cros:
by turns out a fine cut of it.
Joe “Fingers” Carr-The Starlighters; “The Red We Want Is the
Red We’ve Got in the Old Red,

.

Dearie
Daddy’s Little Girl

Maestro, leased some time ago. and switchBoth sides
(Victor), ed to back “Explain.’'

‘‘Music,

Dipper”

.

.

By bob Chandler
Please”- ‘Big

Connelly
Yale

Platter Pointers

.

.

Piano Roll Blues
Leeds
Sentimental
le
Cinephonic
Your Heart, My Heart Wright
Quicksilver
Morris
.

.

Ralph Martiere has two lush,
smooth arrangements in “My Silent
Love” and “Say It Isn’t So” on
Mercury
Eddy Howard’s “Daddy’s Little Boy” doesn’t strike the
responsive chord “Daddy’s Little
.

Girl”

'

But backing

Blackbird

,

of

*

Put

.

.

.

&

Box

.

.

Cox

was weekly newsletter, was made by
Range Songs, D. M. Steinberg, head of the Guild,
Inc., and Edward B. Marks Music and secretary of the Music Operators of America, national operagainst Orange County Inn Corp.,
ators association.
operators of the Orange Inn,

If 1

trio of publishers.

Me

brought by Hill

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a Hawaiian tune
Merle
Travis and Judy Hayden have a
couple of good boy-girl novelty
duets in “Spoonin’ Moon” and
“Too Much Sugar for a Dime” on
Capitol, both written by Travis
.
Skitch Henderson’s swing in.
terpretation of “Swan Lake,” the
romantic theme from the Tchaikovsky ballet on Capitol, is smooth
Sails,”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Philadelphia, Aug. 22.

The Philadelphia Record Dealers
Assn., eight retailers and four distributors, pleaded innocent in U.S,
district court here (17) to charges
of price-fixing and anti-trust law
violations.
Judge Cullen Ganey

continued the case at the request
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

threats of litigation.

Distributors named were RayCo. (RCA-Victor),
Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
of Hollywood; Stuart F. Louchheim
Co., (Columbia); and Decca Distributing Corp., N.Y.

mond Rosen &

The

.

.

Mager Quits Hub Symph
Boston, Aug. 22.
George MagCr, for 30 years first
trumpeter of the Boston Symph,

.

Columbia Records, in a move to
strengthen its. jukebox sales, last
week signed Robert Arkin to head
a new music operators service department. Arkin resigned as head
of Decca’s music operators division the week before.
Colombia had been reported
making various surveys in the past
year of its position in the juke
Results apparently
market.
showed up diskery badly and
pointed up the need for at least
one experienced exec to handle
the firm’s juke operations.
During his Decca

.

Roger Voisin.

Guy
“The

* *

*

*

V

*

j

‘
*

•

'

*

j

*

I

WANNA BE LOVED

6.

(SupremS

(13)

“Can Anyone

HOOP-DEE-DOO

lyric.

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT

MELODY

8.

SIMPLE,

9.

MY FOOLISH HEART

10.

ni'tirri'ninn
BEWITCHED

(2)

J

(Acuff-Rose) .... ...

(5)

(Berlin) ...

.

,

.

......

.

.

.

.

,

.

Kay
Kay

J

Decca
.M-G-M

.

.

.

&

Gary Crosby

.

.

Gordofi Jenkins .....
Eckstine ... . . . . .

...... ...... *..

..

. .

.

i

M-G-M

. .

j

Gordon Jenkiiis ........ .Decca
.Tower
Bill Snyder

I

Ames

j

ft uss

j
.

.Decca
..Decca

.

.

.

,

.

. .

.

.

.

Second Croup
11
LA VIE EN ROSE
SENTIMENTAL ME (15) (Knickerbocker)
COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton) ... .......
I DON’T CARE IF THE SUN DON’T SHINE (6)
NOLA (Sam Fox) > ...
CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (Vatando)
.

fire on “Shoes” at least
commercially speaking. Slow, de-

liberate rendition loses some of
the tune’s force and punch. Reverse, a humorous item, Is better
suited to her style. Gil Evans backs
both sides well, with an unidentified

trumpeter contributing some
passages to “Shoes.”

fine

Vic Damone: “Can Anyone ExI

Love

Her”

(Mercury). Damone, currently riding on a crest of hits, has two
more solid sides here. He handles
“Explain” in a polished manner,
changing his touch from light to
spirited as music demands. “Say

Love Her” was recorded and re-

»

IT ISN’T FAIR
I
I

DIDN’T SLIP,

.

(16)

I

.

.

.

Martin ...

•»••••

1

.

.

Miss

(Columbia).

*

>

.

•

•

.

(Words-Music)

,

WASN’T PUSHED,

f

I

0

•

•

*

.

.

.

.

,

.

(Famous).

..

....

_

I

•

•

t

fc

e

Ames
>

•

#

•

•

•

»

•««••••

(Remlck) ..

. . .

•

e

ROSES

(6)

(Hill-Range)

M JIHMtt Mf

.

. , . i .

,

.

Doris Day.
1

(

.

.

trend toward a wartime economy
will cause a paucity of 10-inch disks
due to restrictions on vinylite and
shellac. This would force operators
to convert at a time when costs
would be at the highest.

I

•*

* *

*

*’

"

number

of

.

•

article warns that “we must seriously consider making the changeover.”
Article emphasizes that it will
be years before the 78 rpm record
Is obsolete.
But, it points out, advantages of the seven-inchers, plus
possible wartime curbs on material, necessitate a decision soon by
the jukebox industry.

.Coral

.Decca

. , .

. . . ,

Victor

.

. »

.

,.«• ....

....

» . . . .

.

Coral

* .

. ,

. . . . .

.Victor

Victor
• . . . .

.

(

Ralph Flamgan .......

,

.

.

.

. .

Patti JPage
Frankie Laine

*

Capitol

Columbia

(

* *

.

.Victor
Fran Warren
.
Anion Karas ......... .London
.Decca
Guy Lombardo • ....

Sammy Kaye

I •! «

...

“that Seeburg is excluding the 33
for use on equipment manufactured by them.”
General conclusion is that operators are awaiting developments
with the feeling that there is no
hurry on making a decision,, but

.Victor

.

. .

M^ ......

. .

Perry Como
Vic Damone ....

(United)

(Church)

.

.......

* 1

.

. .

[Figute* in parentheses indicate
l

.

Bros.

Sammy Kaye

r

.. ..

*

VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)
ALL MY LOVE (Mills)
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

.

...

Morgan.

Les Paul

LOVE THE GUY (Shapiro-B)
MAN THEME (19) (Chappell)
CROSS MY FINGERS

reasons for Converarticle cites better fidelity,
easier handling, and longer wear
of the sevp'-inchers.
Operators
would also ^ have to follow the
“linC” of the majors, since diskeries control top talent. Finally,

Joins Chi’s Jock

Patti Page, ........... .Mercury

.

•

FELL

Bros.

Hugo Winterhalter

...

THIRD
l

Wartime Economy Trend
Discussing

sion,

rpm

,

j Billy
•

..

major recording com-

only. “It appears,” the report says,

.

Como ............ Victor
Starr .•««•»••••* ... .Capitol
Capitol
Starr ... ... ... .

Bing

.

(i9) (Santly-Joy)

(16) (Chappell)

(Harms)

Ain’t No
Bailey

“Some Days There Just

Say

.

.

Explain”-” All

Dressed Up to Smile”
Green and the Honeydreamers
come up with a fine, relaxed rendition of “Explain” that features
some excellent piano work. One
of the best etchings of the tune
to date. Reverse is a ragtime novelty that should stir up quite a
bit of juke activity.
Pearl Bailey: “Vagabond Shoes”-

plain’’- ‘Just

.

Perry

(14) (Morris).

(Victor).

Fish”
misses

.

-

[

'7.

Regood
vocal from Kenny Gardner and a 1
Both
fine Lombardo arrangement.
sides' should see jock action.
I
Larry Green-The Honey dream-

melody and good

...Decca
Jenkins-Weavers
Joe "Fingers” Carr ..... .Capitol
Decca
Bing & Gary Crosby
Decca
J enkins-W eavers
.Columbia
Mitch Miller,
.

(

(Cromwell).

(6)

King Cole Trio .......... Capitol
V Jung ........... Decca

j

verse, a pretty ballad, gets a

1

(

1 Victor

Friendly

lilting

ers:

»»

/

5.

all

panies.”

particularly rhythm and
and western
companies,
would be frozen out of the market;
and most operators are unable to
determine which speed to choose.
Survey reports that four of the
five major jukebox manufacturers
have developed converters for
either speed. Only one, Seeburg,
has developed a converter for 45

Aug. 19
»
»»»

‘

Islands” (Decca).
Bill Flanagan and the Lombardo
Trio do a nice job with “Halloween,” a bright novelty with a

—

turers,

Week of

’

“Halloween”-

Lombardo:

Arkin

rent sales,” survey, declares, “indicate it due to availability of this

type from

blues

L MONA LISA (7) (Paramount)
2.
GOODNIGHT IRENE (3) (Cromwell)
3.
SAM’S SONG (4) (Sam Weiss)
TZENA, TZENA, TZENA

stay,

previously.

» +++

4.

major

last
is at
Pittsfield

PttRIETY

Nocturnes, a vocal group, have
what looks like a hit in “Lucky,” a
Chico
bouncy Italian number.
Messina does well by the Italian
lyric while the Nocturnes back him
Song’s a
chorally in English.
Reverse is a
natural for jukes.
rhythm version of the standard,
with the chorus chanting behind
Messina.

all

jockeyed the diskery into a top
Reasons against conversions are:
position in the jukebox market. He vibration-proof
equipment would
is succeeded there by John Scapresent confined to the
be needed because of light pickup
General hospital with a broken lini.
A member of Decca’s na- on the microgroove;
changeover on
tional sales staff for the past year, just a few
hip suffered in a fall recently.
boxes would complicate
Mager’s post will be filled by Scalint was with Capitol Records servicing; small record manufac-

announced his retirement
week because of illness. He

.

.

M.

Ragona’s Radio and Record Shop;
Porreca and Santini, Krantz Record
and Radio, and Premier Record
Shop.

'

.

Nathan

are

Fischer, who is also president of
the association; Alex A. Getlin,
Inc.; Frank T. Ryall; Bond Radio;

.

.

.

dealers

made by

manufacturers,
“are
doing
all
and ( 4) pre-war jukebox
equipment is too costly to convert,
while all post-war eauioment, in
general, can be converted.
Survey cites “a very definite
trend that the popular single tune
on 45 rpm seven-inch will be *the
type of record for juke use. Cur-

right;”

and

policing, blacklisting, boycotts

.

.

weii7”Svhtle~45$,

ord Dealers Assn. ,to eliminate
competition through a system of

.

.

Government attorneys.
The phonograph record dealers

were charged with using the Rec-

.

.

that

:

.

Anti-Trust Charges

.

.

charges

suit

’

.

and tasteful.
Lorry Raine has a fine ballad
in “Green Fields” and a good
Irish item in “Dublin Rose,” on
Universal ... Jan August departs
from his usual florid style for a
straight rendition of “Claire de
Lune” on Mercury. Reverse, with
Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats, is effective arrangement of “Scheherazade”
“Dream Awhile” gets
White and Blue’VCincihnati Danc- a pretty rendition on Capital from
Nat King Cole has
ing Pig” (Capitol. “Red, White and Frank Devol
Blue” is a George M. Cohan-styled a beautiful rendition of “Home”
Bing Crosby comnumber with a timely theme and on Capitol
lyrie that has a good chance of bines with Russ Morgan and Louanne
Hogan
for
a nice Decca slier
Carr and the Starcatching on.
lighters dress it up in a package of ing of “This Could Be Forever”.
A1
Trace
has
a
good novelty in
corn, using for backing a banjo,
tuba and blocks, while Carr pounds “Sticks and Stones,” with Nancy
a ragtime piano. Should get plenty Wright doing a fine job on vocal
Jack Berch has
Re- on Columbia
of jock and juke attention.
verse is okay rendition of “Ciiicy an okay kiddie record of “Me and
My
Teddy
Bear” and “Teddy Bear
Pig,” biit competition is strong on
Picnic” on Victor
Harry Babthis one.
bitt’s Coral cutting of “All My
Ralph Flanagan: “The Red We Love” is good, but reverse, “VagaWant Is the Red We’ve Got in the bond Shoes,” sounds too much like
Old Red, White and Blue”-Never- Vic Damone’s (Mercury)
Soft
Flanagan gives Notes, Bennie Benjamin and
theless” (Victor).
the patriotic number a fine rhythm George Weiss, do alright by their
ride, and part of the excellent own tune, “Can Anyone Explain,”
swing arrangement seemed to have on Mercury ... Billie Holiday’s
been done with tongue-in-cheek. “Them There Eyes,” on Decca, is
But this one should move fast too. solid
Bill Darnel turns out a
Reverse is smooth rendition of the topnotch rhythm side in “Blues
Bert Kalmar-Harry Ruby standard My Naughty Sweetie Gives to Me,”
with Harry Prime on a fine vocal. and backs the Coral etching with
Sammy Kaye: “Sugar Sweet”- a good “Three Little Words.”
Columbia's backed-up versions
“Harbor Lights” (Columbia). Columbia has Wasted no time in re- of “Do I Worry?” one by Eddy
cording Kaye, and both of these Howard, the other by Claude
first sides for the diskery show Thornhill, are both fine
Guy
“Sugar Sweet” is a Lombardo has two of his more
promise.
carefree
Decca
handled
sides in “Let’s Do
bouncy novelty that’s
pleasantly and lightly by Tommy It Again” and “Nola”
Kay
Alamo and the Kaydets. Should Starr’s “When You’re a Long,
Long
Way
from
Home,”
is
a
Reverse
on
Capitol,
do well on Jukes.
(Continued on page 42)
good Hawaiian, with vocal by
Alamo and Kaydets. Kaye achieves
good. Hawaiian background.
The Nocturnes: “Lucky, Lucky, »++ ff >
+ +.
Lucky Me”-“Oh, Marie” (M-G-M).

While Steirberg said operators
the should wait untU “it Is established
which
rpm wil) be the universal
Orange Inn publicly performed
general context of
two of the plaintiffs’ songs for record speed
his article indicated he favored
profit Without consent on July 3
conversion
to
rpm.
45
and various other times. Tunes
His article reported the results
involved are H & R’s “Roses” and
of a survey on the soeed situation
Marks* “Parade of the Wooden
Injunction .and dam- made by the Guild. Survey investiSoldiers.”
gated reasons for and against conages of hot less than $250 for each
version, market conditions on 33
alleged violation are asked.
and 45 rpm records, ^nd costs and
Second action was filed by Peer
progress in conversion.
International Corp. and Promdtora
Among the conclusions of the
Hispano Americana De Musica, a
survey are these: (1) “There can
Peer subsidiary, against the Zinbe
only one winner” in the battle
dorest Hotel, Monroe, N. Y. Deof speeds. It would be too comfendant is charged with unlawfulplicated to operate routes with
ly using six songs last June and
both speeds; < 2 ) cost of converInjunction and
other occasions.
damages are sought. Among the sion “would not be prohibitive;’*
(3) 33 rpm seven-inch disks, made
numbers assertedly infringed are
6nly by Columbia, “are not selling
“Amor” and “Besame Mucho.”
First

. .

.

First action

&

Goshen,- N. Y.

.

.

.

.

the head of the Music Guild of
were America, New Jersey operators as-

Catskill resort spots

hit with infringement suits filed in sociation.
Statement appearing in the MuN. Y. federal court last week by a
sic Guild Bulletin* Guild’s official

Loved You
illiamson
and Shadow
F. D. & H,
Candy & Cake
Dash
Have I Told You
Leeds
Jealous Heart 7
New World
Once in a While ...... Magna
A Load of Hay
Fields
Sam’s Song
.Sterling
Two on a Tandem
Merrin
Hey Neighbor
...... Wright
Down in Glen
Wright

the
the
Lights Out,” is an okay novelty
Ken Griffin and jerry Wayne
.
combine of Columbia for good
organ-vocal version of “Golden

“They

side.

Two

Second li

.

did.

Mercury

A

call for jukebox operators to
“accelerate theii thinking” to come
to a decision on conversion of jukeboxes to seven-inch, slower-speed
records, was made last week by

Remember Corn Ids Arcadia
Oh, You Sweet One Southern
Let’s Do It Again
.Lennox

'

are in for heavy plays,

,

15.

...Sterling
Silver Dollar
...
Pic
My Foolish Heart
Sun*

....

* .

.

Mertury
Mercury
Mercury
.

.

Latest to join Chi platter spinner ranks ic radio-tele warbler Skip
Farrell. Singer’s d.j. show debuted
(21) over
Show’s
format consists of Farrell singing
along with platters and providing

Monday

WMAQ.

background on rare laquerings and
Collector’s items. Guest shots will
also be featured, first of which
went to NBC’s Fran Allison.
Show, Which will be heard on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, is
aired from 10: 3C to 11 p.m. (CT).

Victor

....... ... .Victor

veeks song has been in the Top 10J

Ranks

Chicago, Aug. 22.

Sonny Burke, Decca musical

di-

rector on the Coast, has arrived in

.New York for several weeks. He’ll
conduct several waxing sessions
white

east*

^

OR€HESTRAS-9irSXC

40
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Rush On for Writers to Join

.

Songwriters Protective Assn, is
experiencing a sudden rush among
established writers for membership. SPA, at its last council meeting 10 days ago, admitted over 50
new members, representing application for a five-week period.
Applications for membership have
been flowing in at a rate of 10
per week since last spring.
With the addition of more than
300 members during the past year,
total membership has jumped to
1 '800.
Publishers entering into

BETA1L SHEET BEST SELLERS

“Goodnight Irene”
Retail Sheet Best Seiler

“Mona Lisa”

“Mona Lisa”
“Mona Lisa”
National
Ratine
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7

.

9

7
5
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“Bewitched” (Chappell).
“I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme)
“Count Every Star” (Paxton)
.
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.
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8
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1

2

2
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3

4

4
6

8
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.

.

.

9

1

.

“Bonaparte's Retereat” (Acuff-R)
"Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell)
“Piano Roll Blues” (Leeds)

,

«

7
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9

7
9
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“My

.

.

.

Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy)
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,

veepee Dave
Kapp, while
Grobart is responsible to Goldberg.
Grobart will continue in his sales
promotion post, while Rady con-

of Aug. 11-17
Richard Himber's new development in logging broadcast performances lists tunes in the survey based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,
^points for sustaining vocals, 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 jfor
commercial vocal, respectively in each of the ? major territories New
"Vork, -Chicago -and -CQ.ast. For example, a commercial vocal in ull three
Addded to these totals ts the listener ratings of
territories counts 12.
commercial shows. The two groups of songs are alphabetically listed.
First Group

Golf Tourney

,

.

•

.Mills

Chappell
Paxton

• t • •*>

»

Sam’s Song
Sentimental

....
...

,

.

;

. ,

.

......

.

...

.

,

.

...

.

.

.

...

,

...

,

.

.

Me

Sometime

.

.

Spencer
Chappell

,

.

.

•

•

•

•

.
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•
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<

•

.

•

.

••

•

•

.

.

,

.

•
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.

.

•
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•

Supreme
Harms
...

.

,

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

Spitzer
Berlin

:

.

&

Hill

.

.

|

*

Range

Knickerbocker

.

.

......

.

.

»

<

Chappell
fcromwell

Standards by
,

:

Paramount

.

«

REVIVALS

‘You’re a Sweetheart’

.Weiss

.

.

Witttiark

.

N. Y.

.

M
>
Miller
crashed his car into a roadbank
near St. Mary’s, Pa., to avoid col
Second Group
liding with a truck. Trumpeter was Are You Lonesome Tonight
...
.Bourneenroute from a one-niter in Ham- Can Anyone Explain
»•
••
.Valando
ilton, Ont., to another in Ocean Can’t We Talk
It Over
Remick
Mills, Pa. He lost one tooth and Cherry Stones
...... .
.
*
.Robbins
suffered cuts on the lower lip.
»
Daddy’s Little Boy
.
.
.
. . .
Beacon
Mel Lewis and Dick Nash, Down the Lane
BM1
_
....
trombonist and drummer With the Dreamy vLittle
Dream of, Me
.Words-Music
Benecke orch, respectively, were Home .Cookin'— t“Fancy
Pants” .... . . ....... . ... . ....... . .: Famous
riding with Nichols, but both es* •) •
• •
• •
Morris
v
caped uninjured.
* •••••*••• • •
. . . ..... ...... .United
1’
If I Had a Magic. Carpet
,
^
Shapiro
'^^®ani House
•»••.... . ...
Campbell
t
Architect. Sues. Astaire Lets.
Do .It. Again^..
Robbins
Los Angeles, Aug, 22.
Mambo Jambb
, .................. . .....
^ . .
Peer
George A. Heap, architect, filed |No Other Cove
^
_
. .
Disney
suit
for
$7,960
against*
wa All Things—
Fred Of
T '/
***u*©u
t ‘Duchess
A/UVUCPO U
of
1 lUAUU
Idaho” •••At ••••no 0*00000 a. a.. RilbHiTlQ
1
A
1

Inc.,

‘Exactly Like You’

Robbins
.Paramount
Leeds

.

.

,

...

NEW

Words-Music

••

......

.

Songs,

Famous
Shapiro

i

,

RANGE

ABC

,

.

HILL &

..Duchess

.

. .

Bobby ^Nichols, trumpeter with Third Man Theme— f “Third Man”
Tex Benecke’s orch, is temporarily Tzena Tzena Tzena
\
out .? f action as a result of an auto Why Fight the Feeling— t“Let’s Dance”
accident
last
W e e k.
Nichols You Wonderful You—-t “Summer Stock”

,

THE SNOWMAN

.Remick
.Famous

.....

...
*

Goday

•

Very Own”
,

For the Winter Season

.

•' •

...... Feist

—

,

and

THE MERRY
CHRISTMAS POLKA

BVC

.

Own— t“Our

For Christmas

Publishers

»

.

tinues his kid disk spot.

,

.

.

.

Our Very

m

.

Week

Beneke Trumpeter Hurt
In Pa. Auto Accident

»

i

i

•

!

.

.

(

Booked by

to.

3

.

.

!

T

!

Play a Simple Melody
Roses ......... .........

j

1

N

;

Mickey Addy.

.

•

two pops and one

Victor,

!

I

•

;

.

RENO, NEV.
Starting Aug. 24
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2
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Crisis

-
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Orchestra and Choir
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All Girl
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P
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CHARM
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L

.

country, with the Ralph Flanaganto
version already on the market.
l)lie t,0 IvOTean
Korean crisis and consequent Capitol has already released one
anti-Communist feeling has cued /-Jut with Joe “Fingers’’ Carr and
Arthur Grobart, Decca’s sales
recording activity on a new song the Starlighters, and is propping
promotion director, will head the
called “The Red We Want Is the a Country version. M-G-M is reRed We’ve Got in the Old Red, ported cutting it two ways and diskery’s new longhair department
White and Blue.” Song, which is other majors are ready to record, the Gold Label Series, in the naSong is Odette’s first. Company tional cWip« off;™
in the 1917 patriotic style, wasj
I
Written
by Bix Reichner and was formed recently by Dave Blum, was annoiinrpri i ac f
Sy?"
Jimmy Kennedy, and is published an ex-songplugger. Tune was first n ey
Goldberg
Qa S Veepee
recorded by Elliot Lawrence pn.; char^ of
by Odette Music.
Number is being recorded three Reel, new Philadelphia label.
Appointment completes the top
personnel
of
the
department.
Simon Rady, children’s records artist
and repertoire chief, is in
charge of recording. Rady reports
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“Hoop-Dee-Doo” (Morris)
“La Vie En Rose” (Harms)
“Didn't Slip, Pushed” (Remick) ...
.
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holiday last" Wednesday* (l*6\”with
most of the publishing business
spending the day at River Vale/!
N. J., attending the 16th annual
golf tourney of the Professional
Music Men, relief arm of the Music
Songs
Publishers Contact Employees.
Winner of the tourney was Bill A Little Bit Independent ,.
................
Coty, with Joe Gold in second All My Love ......
*•
place.
George Paxton won the Bewitched
driving contest, while winner of Count Every Star
Golden
Sails
the
nearest-to-pin
was
contest
........
Larry Taylor. Booby prize was Gone Fishin’
Goodnight Irene
taken by Bob Sadoff.
Didn’t
Time
Know
It
Was
What
Other winners ware Don Cherry, I
Ole Dee, Cork O’Keefe, Harry I Didn’t Slip, I_ Wasn^t Pushed, I Fell
Link, Duke Niles, Gene Schwartz, !~I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
E,
H. “Buddy” Morris, Rocco If You Were My- .QivX .v* ........
Vocco, Mac Goldman, Eddie Wol- I Hadn’t Anypne Till You .....
pin, Norm Foley, Jack Johnstone, I’ll Always Love You-rt“My Friend Irma Goes West”
Sammy Rule, Jack Lee, Solly I Love the Guy
Cohen, Bert Haber, George Furness 1 Still Get a Thrill ..........
I Wanna Be Loved ............
and Joe Linhart.
The Sammy Kaye trophy was La Vie En Rose
taken by Murray Lutli and Mickey Let’s Choo Choo to Idaho t“Duchess of Idaho”
Garlock; Event was arranged by Monp Lisa— t“'Capt. Carey, USA”
MPCE prexy Bob Miller and Old Piano Roll Blues .........

Roof
Waldorf-Astoria
New York
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Tin Pan Alley took an unofficial

Starlight
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“Mona Lisa” (Paramount) .....
“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) ...
“Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss)
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SALUTED AT

Labor Day.

r

72

publishers signed with the organization at the council meeting.
SPA officials are at a loss to exCHI
plain the rush for membership,
Chicago. Aug. 22.
during the summer
especially
Composer Egbert Van Alstyne
months. They are inclined to feel
that the success of the 1947 con- Was guest of honor at the Chi
tract, which went into effect in Tribune's 21st annual Chicagoland
midsummer of 1948 with a. retroac- Music Festival last Saturday (19).
But Before a crowd of $75,000 astivity clause, is responsible.
still
doesn't explain why sembled at Soldiers Field, Van Althat
writers waited two years to join.
styne was introduced, then four of
As for increase in publishers his some 600 tunes Were played
coninto
SPA
agreeing to enter
and sung.
tracts, they say that publishers
Day preceding, 1,600 people attwho waited to see just how the ended a testimonial luncheon at
Contract would work out have the Palmer House, at which time
finally decided it’s been success- Philip Maxwell, director of the Fesful;
tival, presented Van Alstyne. with
New members are in the main a golden apple to commemorate his
established writers, SPA officials 1905 hit, “In the Shade of the Old
say. Associate, or amateur mem- Apple Tree.”
Other speakers 'at
bers, total about 800, as compared; the luncheon were Col. Robert R,
to 1,000 established writers.
McCormick, Tribune publisher;
Mrs. Royden J. Keith, president of
the National Federation of Music
Kciyc s yvj
Clubs; Dr. Russell D. Cole, president of Cornell College, Mt. Verthe
Playing a one-niter for
American Legion, Sammy Kaye’s non, la., where Van Alstyne attendorch took in a little over $5,500, ed school, and Paul Cunningham,
including tax, in Ephrata, Pa., Sun- of ASCAP. Composer’s tunes were
day (20). About 4,900 people were played by Alec Templeton and
in attendance. Band played the sung by Evelyn Knight.
Sunset ballroom, Carrolltown, Pa.,
Cornell College spent the past
the previous night, drawing ap- two weeks lining up Iowa radio
proximately 2,350 payees.
stations to devote quarter-hours
An engagement Friday (18) at during the week to playing of Van
Idora Park, Youngstown, O., at- Alstyne’s songs, pointing out the
tracted around 2,390 paying terp- home-state-bOy angle, and plugging
sters.
the Tribune’s Music Festival.
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Seller on Coin Machines

Galveston, Tex. Joe Reichman
and his orch are being held over
In the Balinese Room here until
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Best British Seller
“Bewitched”

V
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on
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compared
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“Most Requested'* Disk
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o

E
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sales,

contracts now number 289,
to 239 a year ago. Nine

SPA
.

s

Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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hono ABE KAPLAN, 454 W. 45)h St.,
S •w York, LOngacro 5-4721 or Circle
5^114.
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dance studio.
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Plaintiff says Astaire

only

$500

when

called for $8,460.

the

When
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.

,

>

....................

paid him Stars Are the

agreement
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Filmusical.
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Heaven
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Pickwick
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This week’s
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indicates records

recognized hits
to keep

.

The trade

urged

is

ample stocks of these records

on hand, or

GUM"

which

according to actual sales, ate

to reorder

promptly when

current stocks begin to approach the
“sold-outf' stage,

(jon

designates that record is
RCA V ictor's “Certain
Seven*- — among the leading
numbers on the trade paper best sell*
ing retail sales charts.
Obviously, sure
things
.

mm mm

Release 50-31

POPULA

one of

\

.

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

Larry Green and the Honeydreamers

.

.

. ,

.

....

,

...

. . .

20-3726— (47-3726)*

.

HUGO WINTERHALTER’S ORCHESTRA
It

and CHORUS
Had To Be You

Me

You’ve Got

Crying Again
20-3858—-(47-3858) *

_

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

FRANKIE CARLE
Let’s Do It Again
Don’t Make Me Sorry 20-3899— (47-3899)+
DENNIS DAY
.

EDDIE FISHER with HUGO WINTERHALTER’S ORCHESTRA and CHORUS
Thinking Of You
If You Should Leave

Me
20-3901— (47-3901)*

THE HONEY*

with

Can Anyone Explain?
All Dressed Up To Smile.
20-3902— (47-3902)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

RALPH FLANAGAN
The Red We Want Is The Red We’ve
Nevertheless

.....

Gene Krupa

•

Q
O

a

20-3766—(47-3766)*

Count Every Star
Hugo

Winterhalter... ............. ...... ....

.

..... 20-3697"— (47-3697)*

fuddle Buggin’ Baby

.

There Will Never Be Another You
Beautiful Land Of My Dreams
20-3900— (47-3900)*

LARRY GREEN
DREAMERS

Retreat

’s

..

Got

20-3904— (47-3904)*

ERNIE BENEDICT

Eddy Arnold

0
Q
Q
Q
Q
©
©

....

.

.

....

....

...

.

.

.

. .

...... 21-0342-r-<48-0342)*

Good Night Irene
Dennis Day

.

20-3870—(47-3870)*

. .

Hoop Dee Doo
Perry
I

Cross

Como

.............

"...

......

.

20-3747— (47-3747)*

wJP

20-3846— (47-3846)*

WW

.

My

Fingers
Como

Perry

.

.

......

.

On

I’m Movin’

Hank Snow

21-0328—(48-0328)*

La Vie En Rose
m

me'

Tony Martin
Ralph Flanagan
Melachrino Strings
•

.

Mona

20-3819— (47-3819)*
20-3889— (47-3889)*
20-3739— (47-3739)*

.

.

.......................

.

. .

.

Lisa

Dennis Day

... ..

...

.20-3753— 47-3753)*

.

mm

O
•

Tzena, Tzena, Tzena
Ralnh Flanagan
Planalran
Ralph

.20-3847— (47-3847)*

..

O

BILL BOYD
Boyd Rag

Yes

I

Do, Yes

I

Do, Yes

I

fip.-

Do

21-0375— (48-0375)*

average

;

.

indicates records

.

have

enjoyed

which

better

than

consumer acceptance

initial

and stand an excellent chance of entering the top-selling hit category. The
traders advised to watch these records
carefully in order to maintain stocks

CECIL CAMPBELL’S TENNESSEE

consistent with

demand

.

RAMBLERS
Proud Papa Polka
Serenade Of The Winds
21-0376— (48-0376)*
JOHNNIE and JACK
Lonesome
21-0377—-—C48-0377)*
Poison Love

1

. .

“MUSICAL SMART SETS”

HANK SNOW
Hank Snow

•

Favorites

.

.

.

P-296

ROY ROGERS
Hymns Of

.

and

.

.

.

.

.

Favorite

— WP-285) *

P-285

Why

Vaughn Monroe. ,20-3880— (47-3880)

o

Bless This House

Perry

Como

.

.

.... 20-3850-^(47-3850)

(Billboard ^Picks, August

19 th.)

(Billboard Possibilities. August lath.)

I

Love the Guy
Fran Warren

.

.

.

..

.

TIPS: Polly Bergen’s “Oh, Them
Dudes,” “I Got Tookln’.”
20-3886— (47-3886)*

20-3848-^(47-3848)

(Disk Jockey Pick, Retailers Pick, Operators Pick. Billboard, August 19th.)

(This

— (WP-295)*

The Three Suns Present Your
.... ...

I Left On the Bar
Fight the Feeling

The Beer That

Record Now, Shipping Coast

to Coast.)

TIPS: Ralph Flanagan’s “The Red We
Want Is the Red We’ve Got (Ini
the Old Red, White and Blue),”

,

THE THREE SUNS
Hymns

o
o

Take a Letter, Miss Smith
Tony Martin -Fran Warren,

(

DALE EVANS

Faith. .....

•

.Pr286^-(WP-2&6)+

PERRY COMO
Perry Como Sings His Favorite Songs of
P-293— (WP-293)*
Worship
*43 r.p.m,- number*.

The slars

who make

‘he
are

Mis
on

RCA VICTOR Records
fiCA

r

s'

VICTOR DIVISION

.WO.V.V.*,

tit

Walking Hand In Hand
23-1171— (51-1171)*

Bill

iv.sv.*.«y

^

Time Polka

Jolly

mm

^
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

;

Jukes

Continued from page 30

melancholy and good
Bob
rhythm cuts of “Because”
and “Drink to Me Only With
Thine Eyes” on Mercury are in
is

a
o

Variety

I

Survey of

.c

best

retail disk

sellers , based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

week

last

1

NAT “KING” COLE

4

(Capitol)
...

8

(Decca)
“Play a Simple Melody” 27112..

1

“I

6

8

G.
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”

7

5

“Tzena, Tzena,

8A

7

“La Vie En Rose”—20-3819

MITCH MILLER

8B 10

KAY STARR

(Capitol)

AMES BROS.
11

12 A

“Can Anyone Explain”

12

4541PM and 78 RPM

in

D.

WHY

FIGHT
THE FEELING

.

2

•

.

.

..

3

.

.

7

..

..

13B

..

15B

.

.

•

.

.

.

..

16

.

.

17A

.

.

•

1

..

LITTLE GIRL

.

.

ALBUMS

KAYE

.

In

In

Long Play— DL 5051

45
78

RPM

—Album 9-49

RPM—Album

A-742

6

11

7

..

..

..

.

9

..

..

..

..

4

.

.

II

..

8

.

‘

......

10

10

9

•

-

-

.

.

3
9
*.

I

.

.

.

..

. .

9

..

8

.

5

.

..

4

..

.

.

..

.

,

8

..

7

.

6

.

.

5

2

SOUTH PACIFIC
Broadway Cart

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Pagan Love Song” (Capitol)
.
Shannon Grayson) “Let Me Travel
Alone” (King) ... Gene O’Quin,
.

.

.

.

HARMONY

GUN

Hollywood Cast

MM850

M-G-M

.

.

tol),

“I Think I’m Gonna Cry Again,"
Mervin Shiner, on Decca.
.
Gene Autry, “Texans Never Cry”
and “Goodnight Irene” (Columbia).
“Boogie Man’s Boogie,” Chet Atkins (Victor).
“Walking With
the Blues,” A1 Dexter (King),
“What Can I Lose” and “Eulalia,”
“Rusty” Gabbard, on M-G-M.
Frank Gallagher, “Don’t Tread on
.

.

.

the Tail of

Me

.

.

.

TIME

.

.

.

.

Coat” (King).

America's Next Big Ballad

5
DIXIE BY DORSEY

Th# Chordeftet
The

Jimmy Dorsey

Columbia

Columbia

CL6111

C196
CL6095

“ALL

Day

Columbia
C198
CL6106

E-509

Records
7

C201-

MY LOVF
French

4

Label
Coral

.

.

Mercury

.

Records

.

Pioneers Get Together

Robbins Stressing ‘Lady’

Mercury Records is
campaign by sending

1(19 Broadway

Snader
In

a

in Mills

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART’S

Deal

Hollywood, Aug. 22.
to secure a wider

move

range of suitable standards from
which to draw, Lou Snader closed
a deal with Mills Music to make

ME
YOUR HAND
GIVE

the

pubberies’, catalogs available
to his telescription firms.
He had
previously inked for the Morris
tind Leeds catalogs.
Snader, who inked a deal with
American Federation of Musicians
some time ago, recently pacted
June Christy and Jon and Sondra
Steele to long-term exclusives and
decided he needed a bigger music
backlog.
Snader will pay 1% of gross

on each “standard” tune encased
each three-minute films, and
Vz% of gross on each pop tune
aiding in the used. Deal with Leeds and May-

its

Naw York 19

9

.

Fifth annual get-together of oldfor Religioso Standard
time recording artists and recordRobbins Music is working on a
collectors is set for Saturday, Sept.
campaign to make “Our Lady of
9, in the Elks Lodge, Hempstead,
Fatima” a standard religioso item
N. Y.
Publisher is
Affair is known as “Johfi Bieling among churchmen.
Day” in memory of pioneer record- sending direct mail clippings and
John Bieling, who letters to 9,500 priests and nuns
ing
artist
started the custom in 1946 of the all over the country. Enclosed in
old-timers getting together with mail are. clippings praising the
their admirers. Tenor died in 1948, tune and the recordings made of
but a group of record collectors it.
decided to carry on the yearly
Bong, first record of which aptheir peared a couple of weeks ago, is
as
artists
meeting, with
guests. Sponsoring group has been emerging, as a pop hit, despite the
incorporated as non-profit organi- religious nature of its lyric. Cathozation, Pioneer Recording Artists lic newspapers and organizations
and Admirers, with sole purpose have already begun to plug it on
of staging annual party and keep- their own initiative..

ing artists and collectors in touch.

Points
33
20

.

Columbia

"Bol.ro"

Program Now !
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

No. of

I

M-G-M

Tltl*

Widely Recorded—

Based on Points Earned)
Points
289
138
62
38

in

recording

fair-Morris calls for

of the tune to churches and parochial schools all over the country.
Myra Kapp, daughter of the
No other diskery has up to now
Jack Kapp, is working in the na- done so, although most
have retional
sales
promotion depart- corded the song.
ment of Decca Records, which her

flat

sum

Me

EYDIE GORME TO BENEKE

Eydie Gorme has exited as songfather founded.
Teddy Phillips band has been stress with the Tommy Tucker orch
Mrs. Jack Kapp is currently on booked foV week of Sept* 8
into to join Tex Beneke’s outfit,
the Coast visiting her ailing San Antonio
She replaces Helen Lee, who left
nnd airbase
mother.
clubs.
Beneke about a week ago.

Amy

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1419 Broadway, N. Y. 19
1
fi

GREAT STANDARDS TODAY!

SEEMS LIKE
OLD TIMES

for

tunes used. Coin reportedly runs
up to $50 per song,

IN PROMOTION

COQUETTE

SNUGGLED ON
YOUR SHOULDERS

1

i

.

Swan’s Silvertone Singers, “Long
Ago” (King)
Dottie O’Brien,
“Lonesome Mamma Blues” (Capi-

6

4

ANNIE GET YOUR YOUNG MAN WITH
^ HORN

Columbia

,

.

2

5
3

MYRA KAPP

DECCA

.

.

5

Panitol
Victor

i

In

....

.

.
-

No. of

IN 3 SPEEDS!

Volume 2

12

.

(Capitol)

Label
Decca

AVAILABLE

A-741

..

(Decca)

(

GREAT ALBUMS

Ted

.

.

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

Decca 24872 (78 RPM)
and Decca 9-24872
(45 RPM)

—

13

.

.

wML4180

LIVE

RPM—Album

.

“Nola”— 1014

TO
BE A HUNDRED

78

..

2

—

coupled with

In

..

.

..

H. James-D.

In

.

.

(Coral)

—27116

.

.

.

.

,

“Stars Are.WindQws”-rr6Q209.
MARINERS (Columbia)
“Sometime” 38781
“Pigalle”

(Columbia)

“Pinball Millionaire” (Capitol)

.

.

.

FIVE TOP

1

.

“I’ll

.

.DANNY.

DADDY’S

Volume

.

(Victor)

1

Long Play-— DL 5050
45 RPM Album 9-33

,
..

6

—
“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—20-3766
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
Always Love You”—38848...
*

AMES BROS.

17B

In

6

.

.

Riley Shepard, “Words from Heaven” (London)
. Kenny Roberts,
“I
Finally Got Maggie Alone”
(Coral)
Tennessee Ernie, -What
This Country Needs” (Caprtol)
.
Spirit of Memphis Quartet, “Calvary” (King)
Hank Williams,
“They’ll Never Take Her Love
from Me” (M-G-M)
Charles
Waterford, “Time to Blow” (King)
Erline Harris, “Blues at First
Sight” (De-Luxe) ... Julia Lee,
.

.

.

.

.

5

,

DAMONE (Mercury)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” 5454

13

LES PAUL

:

.

VIC
14A

Decca 27104 (78 RPM)
and Decca 9-27104
(45 RPM)

Mills Bros.

3

.

.

.

(Decca)

11

GENE KRUPA

Famous Barber
Shop Ballads

19

(Victor)

13A

15A

NOW

•

.

.

.

Tyle, “Haystack Polka” (Coral)

..

PERRY COMO (VictorX
“I Cross My Fingers”—20-3486 ..
DENNIS DAY (Victor)

THE TUNNEL
OF LOVE

2

•

10

“Count Every Star”—27042

14B

I

•

.

ver River”
.

12B 16

coupled with

IF

•»

•

7

1

,

“Goodnight Irene”—20-3870

.

,

.

,

HAYMES-A. SHAW

.

.

.

.

“Count Every Star”—2Q-3697B

15

.

“Saxophobia” on Capitol
.
Steward and the San FranBoys have a cornball side of
“Snooky Ookums” on Coral
Jack Teter Trio’s “Take Your
Girlie to the Movies” okay on LonPerry Botkin displays
don
ukelele virtuosity in “Lover” and
“Ukey-Ukelele,” on Decca.
Standout blues, rhythm, country
and western: Dusty Walker, “Sil-

5

....

—60253...

HUGO WINTERHALTER

.

Cliff

—936.

(Coral)

.

cisco

BING CROSBY (Decca)
“I Cross My Fingers”— 27111

.

.

.

,

'(Victor)

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”

9

.

.

in

(Columbia)

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“No Other Love”— 1053

.

.

10

Tzena”— 38885 ....

TONY MARTIN

Current Favorites!
Now Available

—27077

.

,

a polished job
Gene Ammons
combo is okay on “When You’re
Gone,” on Mercury
Skeets
Herfurt has an okay rhythm side

..
Wanna Be Loved”— 10716
JENKIN S- WE AVERS (Decca)

6

.

.

—

5

10

|

on

.

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Sam’s Song”—27112
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)

2

9

f

4

“Mona Lisa”— 1010 .........

4

.

.

bX)

(Decca)

GARY-BING CROSBY

3

I

Artist, Label, Title

“Goodnight Irene”--27077

2

I

<

JENKINS-WE AVERS

.

.

en

G.
3

't

i

Aug. 19

1

a.

1

This Last
wk.
wk.
^k.

.

.

.

Week Ending

National
Rating

.

dubious taste for these oldtimers
Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats
have a good blues version, of “Willow Weep For Me” on London
*
Machito’s Latin version of “At Sundown” on Mercury is interesting,
if noisy
George Cafes and the
Heartbeats are okay on “Beloved,
Be Faithful,” on Coral .
, The
Drifters do a good job on “The
Caring Kind,” on Capitol
Owen
Bradley has a good cutting of “I’ll
Never Be Free” on Coral
.Bobby
Sherwood has a fine rhythm side
in “Cherry Bounce,” on Mercury
Capitol’s backed-up versions of
“La Vie En Rose,” one an instrumental by Paul. Weston, the other
by Jo Stafford, are both good.
Damita Jo’s Discovery side on
“Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere” is
.

parative sales rating for this

and

.

Bailey’s

LEG

fi l-T
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matched the brilliance of
the Maestro of Swing and
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broad mannerisims, but
innocuous approach negates the
blue tinge. Result is a howler,
especially with the predominant

Chez Pare©, Chi

to use the

Night Chib Reviews
ennial relief crew here*
Roof IV. Y
society mores and
in

Starli 0lit
.
,
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)

femme and (tourist
mer finds them in

studied
provides
Fran Warren, Dick Contino, Griff probably the most literate Latin
novelty dance music in town*
Williams Or ch
14), Mischa Borr and
Jose,
Orch (7); couvert $1, $2 weekdays;
$1.50, $2.50 weekends.

Riverside,

•*

maximum

unit

continue

to

Gigi Durston, Will Jordan, Stuff

clubs for the biggest

and the

best,

cops the honors with this big show.
Playing to two full houses nightly, the Schrioz keeps his show racing, and it’s as variable and un“THE MAHOGANY Kl D”
predictable as the weather. KeepNelson,
by
J iramy
Assisted
ing a constant music background
America’s
Newest .Ventriloquist
to his patter and song, he’s much
Sensation,
with
his new pal, Humbetter doing his stuff “as it comes
Billboard
phrey
Higsby.
says,
to him” than when reading a radio
“Nelson Is perfection.”;
script..
Currently
He has recruited the whole OrEdgewater Beach Hotel Chicago
chestra, the chorus, the maitre’d
Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
and the bus boys for his routines*
203 N, Wabash, Chicago
His stanza with the chorus line is
one of the best, and he is plenty
generous with the spotlight for intiro’s,
dividual bits. His takeoffs on his
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
looks, his nose, and his voice are
Mary McCarty, Sieve Condos &
best expressed in “My Girl Friends Jerry Brandow, Dick Stabile Orch
Don’t Want My Money, They Just (8), Geri Galian Rhumba Orch

DANNY O’DAY

,

response.

she delivers along classic lines,
but others, including “Take Me in
Your Arms” and the novelty* “I
Love the Guy,”- for pace-changers,
give added variety. Miss Warren
at her preem session did well
enough for a pair of encores. Her

)

whom

a large following.

comic has
Since his last

appearance here Miles’ style, although- always offhand and casual,
has become even more effortless,

more polished*
Approach is on the tragic-cbriiic
Ca$e Society Downtown’s new side, and he delivers some humordisplay is somewhat off its regular ous impressions of dialect types—

But Mert Wertheimer’s Riverside

Warren’s magnum opus is
“Over the Rainbow,”. Which

St

(4),

trons here, among
blown orch, with

Smith Orch (4); minimum

Jimmy Durante climaxes Reno’s
summer display of talent, and the
rush has been frantic among the

'

Miss

full

Cafe Society D’nt’n, N.Y.

;

imum.

Miss Warren has been one of the
more promising singers for the past
couple of years. Her diSkihgs have
made an important indentation On
the market. She gives an added
dimension of charm in her appearances. Her ballads show a great
deal of sensitivity and feeling, and
slid

small

the five doubling in brass. Lary.

'

,

•

br'ng

Linale’s

sound like a

Williams, Gil Maison,
fano;
Riverside Starlets (12) Ray Her beck Otch (12 ) ho cover, no min -

.

both.

Reno

Jimmy

Mae

cers

(

Reno, Aug. 16.
Durante , with Eddie
Jackson, Jack Roth, and Jules Bu-

Waldorf-Astoria’s
Starlight Roof has taken an unusual step with this display in spotlighting a pair of performers who
have never previously appeared in
Manhattan floorshows, Fran Warren and Dick Contino (latter New
Acts) are important boxofficewise
inasmuch as Miss Warren’s Victor
d'skings and Contino’s unusual
flood of publicity, because of a
string of successes as A Horace
Heidt auditions winner* have established pre-sold audiences for

Hotel

Chicago, Aug. 18.
Alice Tyrrell

Miles,

Doran & France, Stan
majority), who
Gower, Dorothy Dorben Dancers
yock her up all the way.
( 12 ) ,
Cee
Davidson Orch
10
Ben Yost Royal Guards, besides
working effectively in own spot in Chico Band (5); Minimum, $3.50**
those guardsmen costumes, join cover $1.
Miss Raye for that “Song of the
Return to this riitery of Jackie
Sword” finale that has become a
trade-mark, closer with her. Frank Miles sets well with perennial
pa-

is

(

The

Jackie

trade for sum- Dick Winslow, Chandra Kaly Dan*

Hollywood

performance here indicates some
earthy qualities to appeaMo mass Want Me.”
“Inka-Dinka-Doo” brings instanaudiences as well as the necessary
class to live up to the Waldorf- As- taneous response, as does his quick
reminder of his radio sponsor with
toria prestige.
Griff Williams, holding' over on his short theme song. Props are a
the podium, has maestroed class dozen misshapen hats, a cigar, and
hotels for more than a decade. His a telephone, all of which he tosses
instrumentation of fiddles, reeds, over his shoulder, at one time or
brass and rhythm provides beat another, at a bi mirror. Drummer
and melody which keep the floors is partner Jack Roth, who sits in
filled, and he gives excellent and 'front of the mirror, and always
full-bodied backing to the perform- manages to snag the missiles.
ers.. Williams has a novel opening
Eddie Jackson, another longtime
for the show. Maestro stands up Durante partner, gets great returns
on the piano and manipulates for his ragtime choruses and strutdummies in the likenesses of Paul ting, and Durante is again liberal
Whiteman, Harry James* Arturo with the time he gives to Jackson.
Toscanini,
Cab Calloway, Ted Best liked by customers are the
Lewis and finally himself conduct- Durante piano “solos,” which he
ing his crew. It’s a good sight nov- interrupts With little stories and

(5); cover, $1.50

&

$2..

A

double-bill at this Strip spot
generally means that boniface H.D.
Hover has decided to add an opening act as a warmup device. Current layout, however, doesn’t fall
into this Category; it’s a bill with
two sock acts each of which packs
a solid entertainment wallop.

$3.50.

certainly

at the racetrack, at films, and
prompts continuous snickers with
an account of the effects of video
sideries. The show comprises Gigf on the average clan.
Durston and Will Jordan (latter ~ Miles has a knack for getting
New Acts), with Stuff Smith’s com- across an at-home feeling with
bo to take care of the swingsters patrons by dimply talking to them
who generally find something to in smooth, unruffled manner,
their liking at this Village haven. which pays off to trernenduous
The well-publicized Miss Dur^ returns at close. Comic begs off
ston, who at one time was a Stork after chorus of “Shine,” interClub; N. Y Realist,- does a peat spersed with stories, to drawn-out
She takes no applause that wouldn’t relent.
job in this room.

stylings inasriiuch as it’s going
after an additional type of clientele generally found in the east-

chances with her tunes; Cataloging
beipg from the standards that arir
diences everywhere have liked;
Her ballads are given a wealth
of feeling and she creates a mood
which gives her session a rich atmosphere.
S.tuff Smith’s quartet, paced by
the maestro’s fiddle, gets an amazing amount of music out of a small
combo. Negro bowman has a good
sense of humor on the catgut and
a fine appraisal of audience values.
Cliff Jackson capably handles
the lulls at the piano.
J ose.

Folies Bergeres, Moni’I
Montreal, Aug.

19.

Headliners in their own right
are comedy singers Alice Tyrrell
and Dick. Winslow. Miss Tyrrell, a
lush blond who makes appearance
in striking blue gown, and partner,

Winslow, accompanying on piano,
deliver parodies of pop numbers
to ripe returns. Pair do hilarious
takeoff on “Baby, It’s Cold Outside.” Warbling straight on first
chorus, pair simulate drunk act,
With each succeeding chorus finding team seemingly more inebriated. Added parody of “Best Things
In Life Are Free” has songstress
taking regular lyrics, With Winslow chiming in with parody spouting opposite logic. Thrush also

Jack Wallace,
Larry Weeks, imitates Judy Garland, Deanria
Bauer Twins, Bob Dixon, Don Ar- Durbin and Lily Pons, mixing: in
a fast 15-minute turn that ranges
some good comedy; which shows
line
(7), Tommy Day orch
from some top terping to glib songs den
off excellent soprano and some onand. patter, plus a spot of miming. Frank Ravenda Trio; admission $1. the-button mimicking.
Takeoff is by Jerry Brandow and
Holding over for a second stanChandra Kaly, whose forte is
the subject is Louis Armstrong.
Close your eyes and you’re in a za, platter-impressionist Jack Wal- modern version of East Indian
terping,
is
supplemented with
smoke-filled saloon listening to lace is still a big draw with his
Batch, for BrandoW has the voice broad Comedy and flashy presenta- three lush femme dancers and
and inflection down perfectly. Boys tions. Although no newcomer to opens with some neat Oriental
elty that gets over well in this general slapstick with the orch.
fool around with some okay trum- the Montreal scene, Wallace shows terping, complete with veils and
best in this room add performer ankle bells. Dancers are light on
room and helps set off his accomDurante’s psychology on no cur- petooting and some special mategarners plaudits for liis Betty the footwork, using exotic hand
plishments to the crowd.
He rial stuff at the piano, drifting back Hutton,
tain calls is. definitely smart.
Beatrice Kay and Carmen motions and slinky body moveperwith
’wayThe Mischa Borr Orch (7).
makes his killing and leaves, and and forth to kick loose
Miranda satires together with a ments for the most part, to good
tap
stuff
that
earns
above-average
it’s never bad leaving them wanting
couple
of
specials built around an plaudits. Kaly returns for mysticOnly one
continuous applause;
more.
fixed, their de- aging opera songstress and. a Span- type solo, then unites with terpers
Gil, Maisoit with a monkey, St. thing needs to be
for harem number, with band
Bernard and a couple of chihua- parture. Opening-night bowoff was ish chirper. The latter numbers
rely chiefly on the rowdy costumes backing on boogie tempo. Tyrrell
huas, is great relief from the usual rather oh the abrupt side.
and Winslow stint is split from
In
her
first riitery date since With the gimmicked fronts..
animal act. Starring the monk, the
Backing, the Wallace effort is the Miles by Kaly, Who returns mid,click in such legattack is built' on “wrong cues” and earning a solid
iters as “Small Wonder” and “Miss juggling of Larry Weeks, who toss(Continued on page. 46)
“mistakes.”
promptly es the usual Indian Clubs, bounces
Nice contrasts to the two come- Liberty,” Mary McCarty
reveals herself a boff bistro bet. the inevitable rubber balls and
dians is Mae Williams, chanteuse,
Singing comedienne has an easy builds to a fair reception with his
who has a nice, strong, throaty manner
arid a smash delivery that clincher when he tosses a lemon,
'-voice which she turns loose for
she parlays into riotous returns in orange and apple around, eating
fine reception on “I Wanna Be
30-minute stint. the apple as he goes. The Bauer
all-too-fast
Sym- an
“Tenement
and
Loved”
Bulwarked by excellent material
phony.” And does “Old. Man River” penned by Herbie Baker (Belle Twins are a couple of lookers with
with surprising success. It wasn’t Baker’s boy), she thunders .along trim figures but' routines for the
too long ago that she was getting Without a letdown. Highlights are most part are monotonous and uninspired. Gals open with the mirher start in Reno.
her love lan^ent to Peter Loire and
The Riverside Starlets, under the a side-splitting takeoff on the old ror setup, which is okay, but hoofing needs routining arid pacing.
.direction of Moro Landis, is still Warner musicals
(“42d St.,” “GoldThe Arden line does three new
ithe smartest-looking chorus line to diggers,” etc.) that serves as a begTheir off number. In between, purveyed numbers that lift show but drive
hit town in a long time.
and
spark usually associated with
Currently:
production numbers are outstand- with a breathtaking change of pace,
this combination is missing, and
ing. Beautiful girls in beautiful cos- are such things as “Tenement Sym- girls
BARNES a CARRUTHERS
go through routines with
jtumes are already giving the River- phony” and a sockeroo selling job
FAIRS
side a unique reputation for Reno, on “Love for Sale.” She also re- hardly a smile for the patrons.
Ray Herbeck’s orch appears en- prises her “Flaming Youth” num- Singer Bob Dixon does production
Mgt.: HORRABIN, Des Moines
Direction:
sconced in this nightspot for good* ber from “Small Wonder,” for good vocal chores and handles his single
slot with plenty of savvy.
EDDIE ELKORT
Curt.
results.
Tommy
LewALeslIeGrade, Ltd., Inc.
Backing the show is the Dick show and Day’s combo backs the
shares dansapation sets
250 West 57th Stroot
Stabile crew, which also vies with
with the Frank Ravenda trio.
Now York, N. Y.
Geri Galian to keep the dancefloor
>;w.W

Condos and Brandow open with
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BOOKING

profitable v cafe operation in the
greater Miami area this summer
has been the Five O’clock Club,

thanks to draw power of Martha
Raye, with fairly good comics in
support. For final weeks’ run (Ned
Schuyler plans closing the mid‘

after Labor Day for a
month), he’s brought in Lenny
Kent, who on his own has a
considerable following, thanks to
click appearance in this spot last
fall and’ winter.
Kent returns with basically the
same idea displayed before in his
routinings, but has added a, continuity via musical accortip that
makes for tighter effect to build
his laughs more solidly. He’s also

BACK AGAIN AT THE

,
Thanks to

New York

f.

I;

DAN FRIENDLY and LARRY GENGO

*

,

oenowm."*"*

j.

Miami Beach, Aug. 20.
Probably the only consistently

Beach spot

OFFICES:

StfMt N.Y. C.
150 West 46th

i

(FOLLOWUP)

•

The Theatres of the Stars

MAH*®81

l

added a goodly measure of new
gags and twists on the familiars
he uses to keep the yocks coming
steadily.
Tops with his nowstandard “Texan” bit, the “Buddy,
Buddy” number that originally was
a bit on the blue but now is potent
with laughs without the inuendoes
being played up too strongly. Has

beg off.
Martho Raye keeps the basic
components of her standard act
in, and adds enough changes via
ad libs to keep the returnees

to
,

happy. There’s

still

the tendency

“THE GOLDEN BARITONE VOICE
OF THE AMERICAS"
Now Apptaring for 4 Wtoks at tho
ROOSEVELT HOTEL, New Orleans,
Thanks to

La.

SEYMOUR WEISS and MAY JOHNSON

I

.
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Cantor, Mills, Cugat
York (Pa.) Interstate* Fair will
shell out fancy sums for name talent this year. Already pacted are
Eddie Cantor, Sept. 13; Mills Bros,
4 The American Guild of Variety
and Xavier Cugat Orch on successive* days.
Surrounding acts arej
Artists* plan to introduce a resolustill to be signed.
tion at the American Federation
Larry Golde, with the Edward
Headliners Were, lined up by Bern
Arena Managers Assn,* organi- of Labor convention in Houston
Sherman booking office for the ny Kutchuk for Frank Wirth.
zation of arena owners, has set next month calling for immediate
past 10 years, has left that post to
John Hickey as booker of special amalgamation of ail Associated
enter independent television sellattractions.
Actors and Artistes of America afing.
Golde has been booking theHickey, vet agent and manager, filiates into a one-card union re*
atres for years.
Prior to j oining
at various times handled comedian ceived a serious setback this week,
the Sherman office in 1940, he opJoe Cook and headed the Roy Rog- George L. Meany,
secretary*
erated the William Morris Variety
ers rodeo.
He has also produced treasurer, has written AGVA’s naExchange for 12 years and before
variety shows.
AMA’s bookings tional administrative secretary,
that Was with the Keith-Albee
had been previously taken care of Henry Dunn, that such a resolution
booking office.
by Norman Frescott, organization’s must be proposed by the 4A’s
The Sherman agency will how be
London, Aug. 18.
executive secretary.
rather than a single affiliate.
Amalgamation between Fosters’
maniied by Joe Coppersmith and
Dunn may appeal the ruling on
Phil Coscia, Golde will leave Sher- agency and Hyman Zahl will take
the convention floor, but currently
place some time in late Septemman this Week.
is seeking other means of getting
ber.
the resolution to the attention of
Contracts are now being drawn
the
delegates. He declares
with Zahl becoming a director of
that it’s impossible to get the 4A’s
the new Fosters’ Agency; Ltd., of
Slice
Salary to agree to such a resolution and
Greshler in Date Which Harry Foster and Leslie
most, likely to appeal to the labor
An arbitration committee of the is
Macdonnell are the other partners.
if
American Guild of Variety Artists delegates to consider the move
The
entire
Zahl
staff
14
of
also
only to end the internecine: strife
Martin-Lewis
moves over, Cyril Berlin, present last week voted to censure agent that has been rife among 4A’s afHarry Steinman, operator of the general manager of Zahl agency, Jerry Rosen for violating, proviyear. It’s underLatin Casino. Philadelphia, has ob- becomes g.m. of Fosters’ agency.
agency fran- filiates for the past
sions of the
his belief
tained permission of the American
chise.
Rosen was charged with stood that Dunn will cite
Fosters* agency, with its longare endGuild of Variety Artists to sue. Abhaving sold several acts for more that unless the squabbles
time affiliation with the William
embarrassed
be
the
may
ed
ner C. Greshler for breach of conthan was given them and getting
Morris organization in America,
fights Within that union.
the
by
tract. It’s claimed that Greshler
commissions on top of the reduced
thus becomes one of the biggest
fee. Booking took place more than
signed for the comedy team of
agencies in, the world.
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis to play
a year ago, but until now it was
his cafe, but later Greshler preimpossible to get all parties together.
vented consummation of the pact.
Bill Feinberg, former exec of
Permission was granted by the Joe Daniels
ID
Local 802, American Federation of
union following recent arbitration
Seattle, Aug. 22.
Cafes,
Into
Musicians, ' was the-arbitrator. Al
at the Guild in which the comics
Westbrook represented
were absolved of failure to play
and
Seattle’s unique Aqua theatre,
Bill Kent the Artists Representa- seating 5,243, got its initiation
the date because Greshler signed
tives Assn. Findings were unani- Aug. 11-20 with “Aqua Follies.”,
for them. Pact was originally set'
Joe Daniels, Seattle booker, is mous.
about two years ago and called for
Sellouts for night performances
currently signing name acts for a
a two-week stand at $7,000 weekly.
were the rule, with some standees,
Circuit of theatres, cafes and club
Contract had a clause permitting
for a smash $110,000. House was
dates, which guarantees a turn
Julie Wilson's
postponement for radio and film
scaled from $3.50.
eight weeks to be played in 10,
dates. After comics played several
Key
spot of the circuit will be
other cafes, Steinman asked
Giro'
at
the Palomar theatre, Seattle, with
s,
to act on the matter and subseniteries and theatres in the northHollywood, Aug. 22.
Walters
quently lost the case. However,
and
west
bulk
comprising
Canada
When Julie Wilson opens here at
union later granted permission to of
Paris for Talent
the time/
Ciro’s on Sept. 22, she Will be getbring suit.
Lou Walters planes to Paris next
In addition, the Elks*
in
ting $2,000, or more than double week to gander acts. He’ll be gone
that area will be putting on a sehdr
pre-London
salary.
Songstress
for
He was originally
a week.
ries of entertainments that will be
recently returned from several slated to make the tour early, in
an important part of the circuit.
Agent Eddie Smith has been months abroad. She’s at the Mark the spring, but illness of his Wife

on Union’; lip to 4A’s

London, Aug.

15.

are too many foreign
acts playing in British
according to a survey just
completed by the Variety Artists’
Federation on behalf of the joint
standing committee with the manIn many
agerial organizations.
cases the existing 50-50 quota is
detailed
breakA
being exceeded.
down of the survey has been submitted by the Federation to the
other constituent bodies, and their
observations are awaited before
any policy is determined.
One of the disturbing features of
the inquiry from the point of view
of the VAF is the large number of
foreign acts who are doubling

There

cabaret

niteries,

vaudeville and nitery engagement's.
is not only a failing of American artists, but applies equally to
many continental nets,
It is appreciated by the vaudeville people, that with a few exceptions, artists are not brought in
from the continent mr America
solely for a single cabaret date.
They come in primarily for a vaude
tour and are snapped up by the
West End bonifaces. Despite this,
the VAF opposes the principle of
doubling, particularly in the case
of artists who have longrun West

This

End engagements and

accept,

odd

dates for cabaret. It is felt that
act has a set booking of
this calibre it should leave the nitery engagements to less fortunate

When an
artists.

The clubs and cafes, however, do
not accept this point of view. With
competition becoming keener each
week, and with a growing influx of
entertained, they

Yank tourists to be
want the best

artists for their cabaNaturally, they would sooner
them for a solo date, but

rets.

have

when this is not practical, do not
raise serious objections to doubling.
Reading House Into Pix
Reading, Pa., Aug. 22.
Dearth of stage shows, concerts
and other live entertainment, is
forcing the Rajah theatre here to
go back to a diet of films.

AFL

x

,

•

4

AFL

on Cut

To Sue

Bowout by

AGVA

AFL

j

Welds

JWV

Vauders

AGVA

$2,000

AGVA

Going To
Gander

Lou

dubs

named

Daniels’

New York

contact.

Jean Bartel, ex - Miss America,

now

a

professional thrush, .went

Hopkins, San Francisco, for three prevented departure.
Weeks at $1,500 and a percentage.
Walters entered a hospital yesFormer Copacabana (N.Y.) show- terday Tues. ) to correct a minor
(

abroad for two weeks and stayed Fran Warren Tops 1st
girl first came to attention at the eye ailment.
14 months, chased home chiefly by
Hotel St. Regis, N. Y.
was
It
growing war jitters.
Bill at 400 Casino, Buff
climaxed by the refusal of a SpanFran Warren has been tapped as Pierre Louis-Guerin Plans
ish working permit: at the Estoril
initial headliner at the 400 Casino,
casino, top Spanish spa.
Paris Nitery Circuit
Miss Bartel thinks that 1949 was Buffalo*, slated to open Sept. 14.
Paris, Aug. 22.
Plans
by operator Herman Halpern
the peak spending year, and that
Pierre
Louis-Guerin* operator
subsequently there became evi- call for use of names throughout
THE UTMOST IN
of
Les
Ambassadeurs,
is forming a
dences of the tightening of tourist the week and name bands Monday
nitery chain with the purchase of
ACROBATIC
spending, show biz salaries, etc. nights.
the bankrupt Baccara.
He’s also
Spot has lined up Gene Krupa,
These manifestations were almost
considering buying into the Bal
PLAYING
first but none the Sept. 25; Woody Herman, Oct.
indiscernible

RUBY RING
DANCING

at

2,

less perceptible to the trained eyes
of hoteliers and agents.

and Charlie Spivak, Oct. 9.
Jack Kalcheim will book the cafe

Tabarin.
Nitery business here, generally,

exclusively.

is

booming.

flux

Tax Lien

Louisville,

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Bronchos of Theatricals

FUN-MASTERn

GLASON'S
THE ORIGINAL
'

SHOW

BIZ

GAG

FILE

@ $1.00 each
(Sold In Soquonco Only)

• Nos.

1

•

thru 35

SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR
ONLY $25
•

3 Bks.

—all 3

PARODIES/ per book $10 •
Books for $20—
.. ... $25 •

diff.

• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS>,
—all 4

dlff.

•*.

Vols. for

bk

$25

$80—

•

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), 52.00

NO
PAULA SMITH
St.. New tork 1 1
C,O.D.'S

200

W. 54

Vs. Seltzer
Aug.

22.

U. S. Department of Internal
Revenue has slapped a tax lien
against Leo A. Seltzer Enterprises,
representing delinquent payment
of the amusement levy on admissions, covering a period from Oc-

of

NOW

Fairs

Unusually heavy in-

tourists

is

amply com-

Steve Condos and Jerry Rran- pensating for the mass exit of
dow, dance-team, inked by Music Parisians this weekend for a fourday holiday.
Corp. of America.

tober, 1945, through July, 1949.
Seltzer leased the Jefferson County Armory in 1945, andthas rented
the 10,000-capacity
structure for ice shows, trade expositions and touring attractions.
Seltzer tax difficulties came to
light after a local group proposed
purchasing the Seltzer lease.

Direction:

EDDIE SMITH
R.K.O. Bldg.,

AGENCY

New

York City

JUdson 4-3345

WALTERS

downtown

AND

.

Dept. V

Waldorf Sets Roger Price

Wally Overman
PRAVILION, MYRTLE BEACH
SO.

CAROLINA

Aug. 24-30
Thanks# GEN E BRANDT

Management:

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

Roger Brice will play his first
N. Y. hotel date, at the Wedgwood
Room of the Waldorf -Astoria,
Oct. 2. Comic Would leave his current legit assignment in “Tickets,
Please’’ shortly before the Wedg-

Opening August 25

ORPHEUM

wood engagement.
Kitty Kallen will open the room
for the season.

Omaha

MICHAEL

ISH

Thanks to

HARRY ROMM

our act to appoar with

for selecting

CHUCK FOSTER

Just Concluded

PALACE, New York
<

0RPHEUM, Omaha

Thank you DANNY FRIENDLY for a
lovoly and onjoydblo ongagomont.
Personal Management!

EDDII SMITH, RKO

-MCA-

Building,

N* Y#

,

•1

f.

;

VAUDEV1IXB
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VcAi^day, August 23, 1950
Bagatelle,

London

London, Aug.

Rhumba

Continued from page 44

Chez Paree, Chi

funny 45. minutes he’s on, they can
Latin-number, be sidestepped with ease. Begoff
which has dancer doing Afro- routine is a rib-busting photograph
Cuban vocal, then merging with in words and gestures of a Loufemmes for some lively South ella Parsons’ broadcast. Around
these parts nothing could follow it,
American stuff.
and Blake wisely saves it for the
Stan Gower continues on emcee piece de resistance.
chores, handling production vocdl
New to the bill is Robert Clary,

way

show

in

backing,

on

and Doran and Prance French singer currently getting a

spark dance routines in good fash- buildup via Capitol Records. He’s
ion. As always, Gee Davidson orch the latest in the long line of singacquits well on backing and Chico ers who can’t sing but seek to atband is effective in relief. Me l.
tract a following with a unique
style.
He may be able to develop
oS Music, L* A.
such a following via platterings but
he has little to offer* as a nitery
Los Angeles, Aug' 17.
Exaggerated gestures and
Arthur Blake, Robert Clary lure.
Felix DeCola and Benno Rubinyi, grimaces, and faulty, routining, pro*
tremendous liability. Since*
minimum
vide
a
Orch
Fidler*s
Lou
(5);
he’s no Chevalier, his best bet is
$2
to fall back on the romance the
With Arthur Blake as the lure, femmes expect a Gallic import to
film names have begun dropping in sell slickly.
Rounding out the show, the twinon this Beverly Boulevard spot to
partake of some sock entertain- piano team of Felix: DeCola and
ment. Mimic's advent has cued a Benno Rubinyi continues to please
steady business upsurge and the with solid keyboarding of everyearning
spot is holding him for a long run. thing from Liszt to licks,
neat returns. They also back the
One of the best mimes around rest of the bill, leaving Lou Fidthese days, Blake takes no chances ler’s okay quintet the sole job of
on wasting his top talent on in- pleasing terpatrons.
Kay.
He's displaying all
ferior stuff.
new material and* save for two
;

Bar

.

Larry Potter’s, H’wood

small bits, it’s highly hilarious all
the way. He doesn’t waste his time

Hollywood, Aug.

16.

Noonan & Marshall , Ada Leondetericharacterizations
letting
orate into simply a carbon of a film ard, Jaqueline Fontaine, Charleie’s
Rather, he combines Orch (5); no cover.
portrayal.
his highly mobile features and gift
Overall effect of bill at Potter’s
for exactly duplicating tonal qualimaterial that gives Supper Club is spotty. Hour-long
with
ties
show
is topped by the socko perbreadth and substance to his porformance of Jacqueline Fontaine
trayals.
while Tom Noonan and Pete MarConsequently, his Ethel .Barryhave their moments but need
more doing “Diamonds Are a Girl’s shal
a lot of work. Ada Leonard suffers

B

2 st

Friend,” or Tallulah Bankhead

from bad material.
Miss Fontaine opens the show
timing heightens with “Old Piano Roll Blues” and

doing “Some Enchanted Evening”

become devastatingly
sharp sense
the impact.

of

Weak

A

effective.

Her

“A-Razz-A-Ma-Tazz.”

spots are the

stage

“Mortimer Snerd” and Margaret presence is top drawer and perO’Brien takeoffs, and since they sonality explosive. Chirp’s voice
occupy only about four of the blends much of the throatiness of

Kay

Starr,

with the phrasing of

Beatrice Kay,
entertainment.

NAOMI

dancing

all

pleasing,

is

which

of

Miss

.

spells

Fontaine’s

more from

a

point of showmanship than actual
footwork, but remains secondary

STEVENS

to vocalizing.

Noonan and Marshall
couple

'Chants with a Chuckle'

Back Within 3 Weeks

DUNES CLUB
,

j

on a
general

click

but

effect of material leaves

i

Virginia Beach
Until September 4th

routines

of

,

much

to

Edmundo

King,
Band,

Arnold

Bailey at

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4403
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
*
J

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize; Professional

(Duplicate Prizes

Awarded

Engagement
in the

Cate of Tie)

j

K.C.

all

.

,

Room,

,

*

To

Reed.

Gatineau Club, Ot tawa
Ottawa, Aug.
Calloway's Cabaliers

for “Annie Get Youi

Cab
(5),
Conners Girls (6); Mac Horner
Orch
admission
(8 )
'75c
( $1
weekends, holidays;).

7

7

By Happy Benway
-

-

Gun”

at Pitt

Stadium, came up with idea of holding over the musical comedy an ex-:
trau half week. Heller had a con-;
tract with Sandra Deel* playing
title-role, to open at his downtown;

17.

Saranac -Lake, Aug* 22.
Big Slim” Forrest Glepn happy nitery Monday

(21) and that was all
that stood in the way of an extra
three performances of “Annie,”
When proposition was put to cafe
operator, he immediately relinquished Miss Deel for the first
half, pushing her opening back until
Thursday (24), night after
“Annie” cioSes, and tagging her to
the following full week as well. Al
observation period.
It is Calloway's show first to last,
Irving (Chandu) Altman, local fresco officials were so grateful
with the Cab hi-de-hoing, trucking magico, gave an hour’s show at the they paid salary for Miss Peel's
and screeching with the mobs as William Morris Memorial. Park.
three-night replacement at Carouhe sticks to his standards. The
Isabelle Rook, ex-NVA-Rogerite sel, gave Carousel several free ads
Cabaliers are boff backing for and pianist from Philadelphia
now
in the Stadium program and even
their white-tailed leader, and Callo- confined at the Ray brook (N.Y.)
way gaves them plenty of spot. Sanatorium, reports a marked pro- had announced over p.a. system at
Amphitheatre that continuation of
There is Dave Reperia* piano; gress from major surgery.
“Annie” run was by courtesy of
Milton
Hinton,
Panama
bass;
Pauline Fallon in from Houston the cafe.
Francis, drums, and Jonah Jones* to see her husband Joe
(IATSE)
soloing
several Fallon, who is improving
trumpet,
each
daily
times.
with the cure.
The David Romaniks here from
Mac Horner; local fave, fronts
the house band for the girls and Brooklyn to see their son, Walter
for dancing, and pinch-hitting as (CBS) Romanik, who is skedded
for a major operation;
Gorm.
m.c.

Joe

Saxe’s

suburban

golfclubnitery cashes in oh the Cab Calloway name, raftering the oversized
room every night for the two
shows, 10 and 12:30. Except for
the Conners house line, a 1950
innovation for the Gatineau, the
entire show is Calloway and his
Cabaliers.

over the bedside birthday party
tendered to him by the ailing gang
here. Biggest thrill was birthday
cake from supt. of nurses Ruth
Norman and top housekeeper
Bonnie Hawley.
Virginia Strum, staffer of Neighf
borhood Theatres, Richmond, Va„
registered in for a check-up and

.

‘

;

haven’t
Pair, .still
be desired.
achieved any degree of pin-point
timing.
This, combined with a
goodly share of ragged routining,
gives the comics a patchy appearance. Noonan romps through his
paces in a television routine that
grabs top laughs but Winds up
Eddy’s, K. C.
badly overdrawn as does much of
Kansas City, Aug. 17.
Marpair’s remaining material.
Stan Nelson Trio, Billy Williams
shall does an up-tempo rendition
Orch
(8); $1 cover Saturdays only.
of “Ole Man River” that pays off
handsomely.
Establishment of the Eddy brothMiss Leonard runs the gamut ers on the downtown Baltimore
with brief bits of dancing, singing, strip continues tp play to sock biz,
Her even on an early week night the
narration and impressions.
strongest bit is a takeoff on Gypsy room being filled for both shows.
Rose Lee which she handles Just what factors blend to keep biz
adroitly and which sits well with bullish here, when other midwest
However, her material spots find biz in and out, is someaudience.
is poor and often blue but un- thing of a question, but entertainWith the right material ment as proffered by the Billy
funny.
and a lot of work she might con- Williams orch and the Stan Nelson
ceivably work her routine into the trio is certainly doing its part.
“intimate room” bracket. Free.
The Williams crew is rounding
’

Grant’s Riviera

,

Ros showmanship,

maintains interest
times with varied selections'
comedy
and
at a level that
keeps
Swihgtet; minimum $3.
never gets in the way of their trick
Bolster Late Biz
evenly dividSolos
vocalizing.
are
American artists continue to
Kansas City, Aug. 22.
dominate the London night scene. fed, and for the local patrons boys
The latest to hit the. West End work in, a few bi-lingual tunes.
Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach
On night caught group had to hotel went into a floorshow policy
cabaret trade is vocalist Sonny
King, playing a short engagement do three encores, including “Sabre last Friday aimed at bolstering eveat this popular cafe in between Dance” for a socko reception.
ning and late biz;
First show
The Max Chamitov orch does
vaude dates.
brought in Dick Drake, pantoKing has a smart sense of com- showbacking and splits customer mimic, and Twinkle and Taylor,
edy and an easy knack Of getting! hoofing sets with the. Hal White adagio tbrp team, to combine
with
Newt.
the customers to join in his show. trio.
Gloria Petrie, thrush, and the
Instead
the
of
more familiar
Jimmy
Featherstone
orch.
Plan
method of reciting half dozen num- Georgian
Seattle
calls for shows at 9 p.mi and midbers or So, he establishes intimate
(OLYMPIC HOTEL)
nite* and is set for the fall season,
contact with his audience * and gets
Seattle, Aug. 17.
the requests rolling in.
Charles Fredericks, Hal Pruden according to Barney Joffee, who
handles entertainment for the
“Busy Line” proves to be a good Orch (8); couer $1, $1.50;
hotel.
opener. But easily his best click*
First bill will play the Grill 10
Charles Fredericks has a warm'
er's and his own interpretation of
“Donkey Serenade” as an example and pleasing baritone voice and an days, second nine days, and thereof ruining the classics. Hit Parade unaffected
manner that found after acts will be changed every
tunes like J‘My Foolish Heart” and ready acceptance here. He opens two weeks. oFcr the present the
‘‘Bewitched” are ready favorites, with “Bolero,” following with “All plan calls for booking a pair of
s
and “Oh, You Sweet On^” rounds The Things You Are” and the “Big acts In addition to the regular band
off the show as a bright participa- Movie Show in the Sky” for hefty
in the Grill. The long-established
tion number.
applause. His “Molly Malone” is pplicy of
$1 minimum
When caught, King was suffer- soft arid pleasant and a fine voicing and $1.50 Saturdays willweekdays
be coning from a facial ailment, which of “Figaro” in the robust manner
tinued.
restricted
his
expression
but pulls plenty palm-pounding.
didn’t detract from his clear and
Fredericks asks for requests arid
well modulated singing. It neces- does “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” Heller Aids ‘Annie’
sitated, however, the cancellation and “Some Enchanted Evening,”
Continue in Pitt
of his usual closing with “Pagli- bowing off with “Old Man River.”
acci.”
Hal Pruden opens the show with
Pittsburgh, Aug. 22
The Edmundo Ros orch gives a clever exhibitron of 88ing, doing
Jackie Heller, owner of Carousel,
neat support.
There is also the “I Surrender, Dear” as a honky stepped in for Civic Light
Opera
Arnold Bailey outfit as an alterna- tonk pianist. Pruden.' combo also
Assn* when summer opera comtive for dancing.
Myro.
does a nice job on terp tunes.
pany, deluged by turnaway crowds

Sonny

Njght Chib Reviews

minute session from the serious to
the sublime. Team has plenty, of

15.

William Nolan motored in from
Philadelphia to visit Dolly Gallagher and Harry Nason.
Kitty Bernard, who is flashing
0:K. cards, between, rest periods
is digging up data about her late
husband Mike Bernard, of ragtime
piano-playing fame. Material will
be used by Jerry Heermans, of
Portland, Ore., in book on ragtime
piano players of the, past.
Frank Graham, N. Y. sports
writer, took time out to see Margie
Regan, Who is currently fighting
Off some; setbacks.
Tupper Lake (N.Y.) boosting new
nitery, Mountain Room at Alta-

mont

SIOUX FALLS

ANNUAL FAIR
Always Working

Hotel.

‘Whitey’ Roberts

Lee Klimmek (Republic Pictures)
in and out of the general hospital
out its 11th week in the spot, the after a
successful broncoscophy
customers t a kin g readily to its operation; now
resting nicely at
slick dance rhythms and vocals by the Will
Rogers,
the leader. The house policy of a
(Write to those who are ill.)
punch act, with change each two
weeks, is soundly upheld by the
Nelson threesome.
Basically the Nelsons are a

JAN

PATRICI

HELENE and HOWARD

Now CumbTd,

Md., Fair

Wk. Aug.

28/ Flomlngton N, J. Fair.
Stpt. 4 to 9th, N.B.C. Tolovlslon#
Washington/ D. C.
Sept. 9 to 16/ Brockton Fair

WNBW,

mu-

sical act, but their abilities go far
beyond that. They work out on

piano, string bass, drums and
reeds, Intermixing comedy, vocals
and song parodies with plenty
personality and versatility*
Turn
includes rhythm workout on '“Lazy
River,” a memory lane of songs
,

!

Greetings from England

Cabaret,

TV and

Where He

•

Is
I

Vaudeville

;

!

week concluded season

at

BAGATELLE, Mayfair

and comedy patter, travesties on
“Shine” and “One Hour With You,”
a jam session on “C Jam Blues,”
pianology on “I Found a New
Baby,” and imitations of Lionel
Hampton, Ted Lewis, Al Jolson,
Ink Spots, Louis Armstrong, Jack
Smith and Rose Murphy* Their 35
minutes Is crammed w i t h eartickling' tunes and laughs. Quin.

Currently

ROXY
NEW YORK

Normandie Roof, Mont’l
(MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL)

Honored by King

arid

Queen

at

Montreal, Aug. 19.
Continentals (6), Max Chamitov
Orch, Hal White Trio ; $1-$1.50
cover

Command

Performance, Windsor Castle

Thanks—MILTON BERLE

.

Thariks

BERNARD DELFONT,

BILLY

Personal

tp

MARSH,

KEITH

DEVON

Management

HENRIE

GINE

J

Switching from the usual nitery
pattern of ballroom terpers, warblers, et al., which has been the
standard policy in this room, the
Normandie Roof comes up with a
big single, the Continentals* for
the current layout
With Jack Cathcart, leader and
arranger, at the piano, male singing combo whams over a hefty 40-

BEN

JANE

ROCHELLE and BEEBE
In

th7bu»lnjM"^o,Hv*V*rlS!V"

NOW—Entertaining

Troop,

* lw*y

Mgh

lu

"

,h*

•>•**

«ee.n»rl« dint. *«">

'l

Al Wilton.

I

SOI Iroadway. N.Y.C.

.

-

.

.

"

.

'

.

,

.
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Wednesday, Augu*t 23, 1950
Harper Flaherty
Boh Fitzgerald

Lew Parker

Skating Blvdeara

De

Mary A Fitzgerald
4

Phyllis Miles

week of August

Maxwells (2)
Frank Masters Oiro
Palmer House
Evetyn Knight

23

Eileen O’Dare
Mattiazzje

(2)

Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O’Neal Ore

TV’s $1,000,000 Sports liates’

Vino eardene
Jan Bart
Mickey Sharp

Continued from page 1

from

bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether -full or split week
^
parentheses Indicates circuit <FM) Fanchon Marco; <l) lrtdebendant>
Loew; (M) Moss; <P> Paramount; ^[{KOMS^Stoll; (T) Tivoli; ( f War
'

In

W

<L)

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

CITY

Chicago

Capitol (L) 24

Gene Krupa Ore
Jack E Leonard
Park & .Clifford
Connie Haines
Music Hall <|) 24
Glenn Burrlss
George Dyer
G & F Szony
Halst

Jessica

MonChalants
Corps de Ballet
Kockettes
Sym Ore

Hilton

Cuzzins

Sisters
to

23

<P)

Bros
A1 Bernie
Charlene Russell
Eddie Fisher
Mills

R & B

•

^

Lamb
MINNEAPOLIS

Gil

Page
Dave Barry
Vic Sc Adio
Patti

fill)

Paramount

,

Barclays

Radio City <P) 24
Frankie Laine

Slim Timblin Co
(3

Al Morgan
2 Carltons
4 Visionaires
3 Swifts
Carl Sands Ore

.

Freshm’n

B omano &

3
24

(1)

'

MIAMI

Palace (R) 24

&

.

-

Wayne Marlin

Olympia (P). 23
3 Welles
Walter Walters Jr
Jane Manners

Hammond's Birds
Thom's

29

(P)

Sis

Oriental

(P) 25

•

only

Asylum of Horrors
''‘NEWPORT

Plckert

Strand

24 only
of Horrors

(P)

Asylum

.

Orpheuiri <P) 24

'

Chuck Foster Ore

•

Ish Kabibble
Michael Douglas
Homer Sc Jethro
Walters Sc Priscella

Strand (W) 25
Martez 4c Lucia
3 Lind Bros
Billy Vine
Toni Harper

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (W) 25

.

Ravens
Dinah Washington
Arnett Cobb Ore
Foxx & White
Harqld King

Apollo (I) 24
Pearl Bailey

.

SIDNEY
B M Jackson Ore
Sidney (W) 2f only
Moke 4r Poke
Asylum of Horrors
Lou Wills Jr
WASHINGTON
Pigmeat Com’dy Co
Capitol

BROCKTON
Brockton

(P)

27 Only
of Horrors

Asylum

.

buffalo'

Gayety

Lynn

Howell Sc, Bowker
Ray Nance
Al Hlbbler
Johnny Hodges

Hank Browne

O’Neill

Bowers
Barr

4i Clayton
Estes

Sc

Impressions
10 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
Dutch Serenaders
Will
Jordan
has
apparently
Mayfair Debutantes
Val Sc Monte
made his bid for recognition preCastro Bros 4c Marg maturely.
A
comedy
impressionist,
v
Ross
he has still to learn cafe and stage
Ian MacLean
mores and needs a sharper knowledge of floor-demeanor and routining before he’ll qualify for more
lucrative bookings.
Jordan appears to be a skilled
mime who can adopt facial ex-

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome

14

(I)

3 Larks Bros
4 K-Foleys

Hlpppdreme

Lew Evans
Ronnie Smith
George Fairhurst
Johnnie Culshaw

Boliana Ivanko 4
Marriott <fc
5 Brahlms

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome

<M)

Lenner

Jerry Bergmann
Allen Bros Sc June
Young China T

Harvey

Si

BLACKPOOL
(I)

21

L

.

Alan King Sc Gloria
Floyd Sc B’Nay

CHISWICK
Empire (S)
Rose Murphy
Canfield Smith
Voltalres

Terry Thomas
Ben Yost Guards
5 Olanders

Overbury Sc Suzette
Les Rayner Sc Betty
Banner Forbutt

Mathews
Maureen Sims

Billy

Tiller

Girls

Palace

B

(I)

21

Palace

Felovis

Peggy Cavell
Tower Circus (1) 21
Charlie Cairoli
Paul Co
Ernie’s Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizea

Jacques 4s Maryee
*7 Ashtons
Roberto Chiesa Co
3 Peters
Bandy’s Animals
Knie’s Horses
3 Gbetachis
Dorchesters
Laconas
•

Scott

Annettes
Circusettcs

Balcombcs

GARDEN
(I)

21

Joy .Nichols
Dick Bentley
Costello Twins
Nino Wonder Dog

& Day

Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

Bobby Beaumont
Hippodrome <1)
Billy

Whitaker
Mimi Law

B

M

Clayton
C Fairweathcr
Phil Lester
Pat Hagen
Sc

A

Miller

Arthur Johnson

Farrell

Hotel

Case Sc Roberts
Paul Kafka Co
Metropolitan (I) 21
Jack Haig

Plaza

Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Ore

Diamond Horieihoo
Walter Dare Wahl

Handy
Banks
Gloria LeRoy

W.

C.
Billy

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
BiUy Banks
Harry Armstrong

M

Bergere

Emery Deutsch
Roosevelt
.Teddy Powell Ore
Sidney Kassimir 3
Hotel

Hotel Statier

Jan Garber Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter
Alan Carney
Mons< Choppy
Marvellos
.

Sonny Hughes
Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh

Hi Diddle Diddle

Debs
Terry's Juveniles

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 21
Hughie Green
Benson Dulay
3 Atlanta*

It’s

the

Jose.

AL BERNIE WITH CHARLENE
RUSSELL
Comedy
15 Mins.

Paramount, N. Y.
Al Bernie has brought his pretty
wife, Charlene Russell, into his
comedy turn, with fairly good jresults. Girl is a looker, has a good
speaking and singing voice and
shows a great deal of poise*
B.ernie opens the turn alone and
keeps up a steady stream of patter
and jokes for about a third of the
He then brings on Miss Rusact.
sell, and the two, after a few exchanges, go into an Oriental routine,
slapstick antics of which
bring okay results. For a closing
bit of business, Bernie dons an
atrocious wig and they do art opera

,

talking up the possibility of
a chain of interconnected theatres eventually being able to
outbid any network or sponsor
for top sports events in order
to obtain them on an exclusive basis.
If an advertiser
like Gillette is willing to put
Up $800,000 for the Series, the
theatres will undoubtedly be
forced to go far past that figure when they are ready to
enter the bidding.

:

London, Aug. 15.
Buster Crabbe production of
revue in two acts. Directed and
staged by Buster Crabbe assisted
by Ann Garry choreography, Donn
Arden; aqua ballet captain, Mary
de VilUers; musical director, Ed ,

ward Barnes.

,

While the wide-open pursestrings
that advertisers seem to have ready
for televised sports may enrich promoters and participants, though.
it’£

being

already

whether

it’s

a

questioned

good thing for the

TV

Chico

Roslta Rios

.

,

•

Rene Muchow,
The Maniacs, John Robinson, The
Aquaquettes The Aqua Maids; Empire Pool Orch. At Empire Pool,
Wembley, London, Aug. 15, ’50.

van, Joan Thomas,

‘

.

!

'

“Aqua Parade of 1950” is excellent entertainment. It’s an ideal
short-holiday seasonal attraction at
the mammoth Empire Pool.
It
should have

little

difficulty

pack-

,

ing the 8,000-seat Stadium for its
five- week run.
The entertainment combines the
advantages of a water spectacle,
with the best ingredients of vaude.
Formation swimming by the Aquaquettes, exhibition high diving by
.

industry. Video execs are extremely anxious over the possibility that the $800,000 price for the Olympic champions, and an amusturn, with girl taking the straight
part.

Act

It's

is

.

.

.

V

ing exposition of the evolution of

swimming by Buster Crabbe him-,
self are the highlights, of the

On

show.
liant

dry land there

is

water
a bril-

’

miming Contribution from, the

Calgary Bros., a top-ranking slow-'
motion balancing act by Renald &

Rudy, as well as

a nice guitar duet,

by the Andrini Bros: and a rhythmic dancing display by the Dior
Trio.

.

To balance

the spectacular div-

ing there is an uproarious knbekabbut exhibitibn by th^ Maniacs,
and in another part of the show,
one of them, billed as “The Olympic Chump,” displays his diving
prowess
against
the
Olympic:
champ, Buster Crabbe. The star
puts a strong comedy line into his
exhibition on the origin of swimming, extending from the original
dog paddle to the American crawl.
Production highlights are the
“Jungle
Fantasy”
and “Pirate
Ship,” numbers in both of which
Crabbe and femme star Vicki
Draves have the leading roles. But,
as in the other spectacles, the precision formation swimming pf the
Aquaquettes earns a big reception.
Lighting, effects are varied and

often

lack

sufficient

contrast

to

emphasize the spectacle. Coloring
effects are vivid and phosphorescent costumes help to achieve a
striking note.

Myro.
(

ft

;

Riley, Frank Foster
Dick
Smith, Mickey Riley, Dolly Dono-

!

TV

Series rights may make them liable
a good closer.
fine vaudeville fare, but to be held Up for staggering fees
it will have to be more sophisti- not only by other sports promoters
Susan King
Los Gitanos
but by talent, producers, directors
Chan.
cated for niteries.
3 Skating Orlandos Pilarip Tavira
Gay Enridge
Sarita Herrera
and practically air creative personRiviera
Sybil Dunn
D’Alonso Oro
Billy Daniels
RENATO ROSSINI
nel in the industry. Promoters of
J Doy Sc A Peel
Buddy Hackett
Loon 4 Eddlo's
Guitarist
Marietta Dancers
the upcoming Joe' Louis-Ezzard
Jack Cole Dcrs
FINSBURY PARK Eddie Davis
20 Mins.
Pat Terry
Charles heavyweight championship
Empire <M) 21
Nola Pardi
Arden Line
Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
fight, for example, may argue that
Mortz Sc Eugene
Jean March
Walter Nye Ore
Formerly at El Borracho, east if the World Series is worth $800,Anne Shelton
Wayne Thompson
Pupf Campo Ore
Hex A Bessie
Bourbon Sc Bayne
side N. Y. eatery, guitarist Renato 000 to TV, then their fight Should
Versailles
Max Bygraves
Irma Henri qitez
Rossini moved into the Hotel be worth a comparable amount, As
Bernice Parks
Mus Derricks Sc T Al Wallis
Emile Petti Oro
Max Wall
Roosevelt's Rough Rider Room.
Geraldine 4c Joo
a result, TV execs fear the Series
Panchito Ore
Kent Bros
This
pop-priced cocktail lounge
Llttlo Club
Caryll Si Mundy
Village Barn.
deal may eventually price them out
provides a good setting for his muBobbie Kimbcr
Fitzgerald
Gerry
Ernie Warren Ore
of business.
GLASGOW
sic which ranges from Bach and
Tex Fletcher
Gillette finally nailed down the
Empire (M) 21
No 1 Fifth A vo Freda Wing
Scarlatti to Lecuona and other
Jack Crisp Sc Jill
4 Some
rights, after a month of intensive
Paul Gavert
contemporary composers,
Ethel Smith
David Blight
Carolyn Mayo
bidding,
by matching a bid of $800,2 Valors
amplifier,
Rossini's
Aided
an
by
Waldorf-Astoria
Jimmy Lee
Bobby Breen.
Fran Warren
mellow tones furnish a suave com- 000 put. up by the DuMont web,
Christine Barrett
Kovacs
Dick Contino.
4c Fonville
Downey
presumably
with the hacking of
plement to the room’s plush decor.
Scott Sanders
Griff Williams Ore
Hazel Webster
Archie Elray Co
However, his strings would likely Chevrolet, just before the 5 p.m.
Dick Henderson
have a stronger impact if he had a deadline Saturday ( 19 ) Under the
CHICAGO
Joe Ortnes
small platform on which to per- contract held by Gillette and the
GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 21
form. His present spot among the Mutual network with Baseball ComHelstnga
Blackhawk
Jimmy Gay
Gobel
Georgie
tables isn’t much of a showcase.
missioner A. B
(Happy) Chan"Roaring Twenties" Jayne Walton:
Johnnie Carlton
Gilb.
Margi Morris
Mimi Kelly
dler's office, the razor firm could
Billy Chandler Orr
Joel Friend
Eddie Stacey
matching that
gain
the
by
rights
Ray Hyson
Johnnie Marsh
H Edgowat Or Beach
Margaret Banks
KID GUILD'S 25 OUTLETS
Ann Gaynor
offer within the next 24 hours.
Jimmy Nelson
Jesse Elliot
Bertie Sellers
Darkens
Children’s Record Guild, N. Y. Since the following day was SunRay Arnett
2 Aret
D Hild Dcrs
Bobo Lewis
HACKNEY
Jimmy Dorsey Ore kiddie diskery which entered the day, Gillette’s final bid was put
Bobby Barry
Empire (5) 21
Hotfi Stovona
field last month, has through at the start of business,
commercial
Frasers Harmonica Henry Brandon Ore
Joan Hyldoft
Chaz Pare#
up 25 distribution outlets Monday.
set
Co
Arnold Shoda
Patterson Sc J’cks’n •Jackie Miles
Big puzzler in the trade this
covering 36 states.
Chandra Kaly Dcrs Jerry Mapes
Adey Sc Dawn
Jack Raffloer
Outfit formerly operated solely Week is why Gillette, rather than
Alice Tjrrell
Les Symmetricals
Farrar 4c Carter
Dick Wilson
Tommy Truman
against DuMont to push
bidding
basis.
Da
club
Douglas DUffy
Ceo Davidson Or#
Edward Victor
El

Gloria Gilbert

Ralph Young
Naaman Dcrs
Art Waner Ore
Penthouse
Paul Taubmaii

.

Kemble Kean

John

national advertisers.
for

’

Cast:
Busier
Crabbe,
Vicki
Braves, Calgary Bros. (2), Renald
& Rudy, Lyle Draves, Andrini Bros.
(2), Don Corey, Dior Dancers (3),
Ann Garri Dancers, Betty Phillips,

have their complete take-home pay
form of subsidies from major

No Good

1950

(EMPIRE POOL, LONDON)

in the

.

:

21

,

package cost of $125,000.
That $800,000 figure, moreover, has also given theatre
television proponents some
new worries. They had been

Hollywood ballgame that

has a good potential.
strongest part of his act.

;

total

•

tion of a

Gillette was alto another network, which is believed to be NBC.
Razor outfi' is slated to huddle
with Mutual execs next week to

Aqua Parade

of

He’s got a workable
base for an act, but he drags in a
lot of extraneous matter that slows
up his pace and creates meaningless noise.
Better gauging of the
acoustics of the room could eliminate some of the. latter.
Jordan might make a better 'impression should he do his finale
at the beginning.
It’s a descriphis subjects.

.

•

characteristics

get to these reports,

AM

.

Jimmy Edwards

St Clair
3 Bassi

21

Don Amigo

Bob Andrews

Pavilion

(I)

Storr Bros

Les Valettos
Count Le Roy

WINTER

Stoyle

Tony Dalton
Maree Authie
B Sc B Bex

Don Cummings

Jimmy

Sc

EAST HAMPTON

Sc A' Pearson
Ronnie Ronalde

4c

Durso Ore
4c

.

Maxain

.

North

M

.

Harrison 4c Kay
Peter Hanley
F. Alvaros Ore

Jerry Desmonde

Sheila

Gilbert

Hotel Aator

Charlie Peterson
Rookies
•Teah Arlen
B. Pennington

Betty Reilly
Bill Russell

R

21

Graham

Chas Stewart
Clarice Crawford
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Harry Ranch Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Copacanana

Valee

21

Marsha Stevens
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Pork A vo

Xavier Cugat Ore
Hotel Biltmore
Sydney Ross
Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Edison

caro focioty
Gigl Durston
Will Jordan
Cliff Jackson
Stuff Smith

CARDIFF
New (S) 21

Scoville

Alverda

.

.

Hope Sc Ray
Bemandg Pigeons

Co

Francis & Gray
Joan Stuart
Annettes Ladies
Jimmy Wheeler
Larry Drew
Opera House (D
Tessle O'Shea
Nat Jackley

.

Karlson 3
Leslie Lester

Althfts

Christine

and

pressions

CITY

Scotty

Bop City
L Armstrong Ore
Slam Stewart 3
Lester Young Ore

Mischa Auer
Peter Sellers
Lionel King

Jbsef Locke

.

Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3

Karloffs

Stephen

Radcliffe

21

(I)

Miller

Wonder Wheelers

Roger Carne

Grand

Max

Willy Woltard
Alfred Thrlpp

Reg Dixon
Ryan St Young
Kay Cavendish
Stainless

BRIXTON
Empress

21

Gladys

Sc

21

Old Roumanian
Sadie Ranks
OUve White

Coleman Hawkinc
Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hines
Norene Tate
*

Wenman

Boganny Co

Cynthia

NEW TOSS
Blrdiano
Charlie Parker
Dizzy Gillespie

Ken Morris

Soubrette
Cyril

21

(S)

C Chester

Fred Ferrari
Arthur Haynes
Edwina Carol
Len Marten

8 Mirth Maids
Bert Draper

J

Denis Hackett
Joe Hale Band
Cheerful

Tony Toner
Joyce McGrady

(I)

Macari

& Brow

Tipsy

WILL JORDAN

YORK

Empire

A J Powers
Leon Cortez

Belvederes
Fayne & Foster
Alex Sc Galina
Will Skinner Ore
3

Kent'

Erikson
v
Jerry Sc Handy

Rudy

Chefalo

Joan Dexter

Marion Cox
Harry Carney

Sc

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21
Kizma Sc Karen
George Mitchell
Glee Club
David Poole

21

(I)

Tables Davis
Co-ops

Chubby

Patricia

CANADA
MONTREAL

to

Som^

.

'

Rlmac Rev

Ciro

Buffalo (P) 26*2f
Ellington Ore
Ella Fitzgerald

failure

determine which network, or- -stations will carry the Series on TV.
Last year the games were carried
on a pool basis and offered to any
station on the cable that wanted
them—-blit Gillette refused to Pay
the station tim-' charges. If NBC,
as has been reoorted. is already set
to, scan the Series this year, it’s
believed Gillette may request that
the web pass the time eosts on the
plea that it has already laid out
so much money for the rights. Or
Gillette could presumably line up
the pool pickup again.
Now that the bidding excitement
is over, mearwhile, TV execs assert that the actual winner emerging from the deal is Chandler him-,
self. Chandler's contract as baseball’s top man expires soon and he
must be given 13 months’ notice
Figurin’
as to whether he’ll be re-signed or
Television execs, trying to
dropped. Fact, that he can now
prove how far out of line is
the $800,000 which - -Gillette— poin t to the $800.000' derived from
the TV sale, all of which goes into
will pay for TV rights *4* this
the players' pension fund, will preyear’s World Series, noted: this
sumably give him a head start in
week that the razor firm pays
renegotiation of his pact.
only $175,500 for rights to a
Gillette, incidentally, also picked
complete schedule of 39 weeks’
up radio rights to the Series for
Friday night boxing matches at
$175,000 Games will be carried on
Madison Square Garden, N. Y.
the Mutual
web in line with
That breaks down to $4,500
Mutual’s contract with Gillette.
per week/ Should the World
Series, by comparison, wind in
four games, Gillette will be
paying $200,000 per game. It’s
also pointed out that DuMont
has picked up rights to all Saturday night events at the Garof
den this fall and winter for a

t

Nip Nelson

their

the TV cameras, the promoters
hired femme grunt ‘n’ groaners to
match their heft in a TV studio
before ;ii handful of fans who entered via cuffo tickets to provide
the crowd atmosphere. 'Lady grapplers derived theii: entire pay from
the TV station and sponsor.
If TV-subsidized events catch bn,
and sports and other exhibitions no
longer depend on the boxoffice, it
may spell a major show business
revolution*
There will no longer
be any necessity for promoters,
fight managers, etc., to rule out
TV through fear that it will wreck
their gates.
Promoters will be
freed from any worries about the
weather, the numbers of customers
willing to lay it ort the line and
other vagaries of producing events,
knowing in advance that they’ll

.

.

after

strike

more money for working out before ready committed

'

Vanderbilt Boys
Eugenie Baird

Duke

Big events like the World Series, have kept thr
price down to apcollege and professional proximately
last year’s fee. While
football games and other such Gillette
would not confirm this, it’s
events will draw paying customers reported that DuMont had offered
no matter how much TV pays to to get together several times durtelevise them.
However, when ing the course of the bidding, but
Coast wrestlers recently went on the razor firm said ho. According

major

.

24
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OMAHA

Milton: Berle

Verna ' Raymond
Sid Gary
Leonard Sues
Jim Wong Tp
Texaco Men

.

NEW BEDFORD

Olympia

Bobby Byrne. Ore
Roxy (I) 2S

DICK CONTINO
PORTSMOUTH

Accordion,. Songs
Empire <M) 21
Royal (M) 21
14 Mins.
Big Bill Campbell
Stan Jay & Joan
Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. „
Lance King
Len ..Young
Senorita Valeska
Dick Contino, who became an
Peplnos Circus
5 Mighty Mohawks
4 Doumers &
overnight
boxoffice potential by
Sioux Dakotas
Slim Rhyder
winning a series of radio contests
Crosble & Brennan Carroll Levis Oo
staged by Horace Heidt, indicates
LIVERPOOL
SHEFFIELD
that he'll do as well in class rooms
Empire (M) 21
Empire (M) 21
Douglas & Ross
as he has in theatres.
Curzon 3
Contino,
Douglas Harris
•Nicholas Bros
until recently, had been touring
Cliff Sherlock
Tony Walsh
with
a
unit
of
tyro
performers,
Deep River Boj'S
LONDON
and he’s, been .one., of the, stronger
Philippe & Matta:
Palladium (M) 21
Roy Lester
lures on the road;
Lena Horne
His draw .iri"
Joe
Church
Billy Cotton Band
the big cities was similarly potent.
Olga
Varoiip
Harvey. Stone
Having recently dropped his enSUNDERLAND
Bernard Miles
tourage to single, Contino has deStump Sc Stumpy
Empire (M) 21
Elizabeth Sc Collins Dey Dey & Dey
veloped into an excellent per-,
Les Romanos
Delta Rhythm: Boys formers
He’s an accomplished
Palladium T Girls
Allen Sc Lee
windjammer who can strike a
Skyrockets Orch
5 & M Harrison
Jackie
variety of moods on that instruCo
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 21 Gloria & Splendid
ment. More important is the fact
Tony Sc. Ruby
Harold BerenS
that he sell personality-wise.
His
Arthur Dowler
Gladys Hay
even row of ivories can be disMichael Moore
SWANSEA v
Eamonn Andrews
Empire <M) 21
cerned in the far corners of the
Harold Barnes
Linda Sc Lana
outsized Starlight Roof, and he’s
Petite 4
Allan Jones
developed some bits of business
3 MacMurrays
2 Luvas.
Christmas Sc Merry Arnley & Gloria
that should hold femme attention.
Terry Hall
Palace (M) 21
Contino does a series of tunes
Hackford & Doyle
Norman Evans
standard to the accordion, giving
Cookes Pony Rev.
Gray Sc Austin
T Sc P King
WOLVERH AMPT’N all of them color and fluidity. They
Senor Carlos
Hippodrome (I) 21 are melodic, have general appeal
Bil Sc Bil
Eltham Sc Sharpe
and, at the. same time, give evi3 Cordells
Marianne
Maple Leaf 4
dence of digital dexterity.
Margit Kollar
The
John Tiller 'Girls
Merry 3
sole mistake here is his attempt
Magyar. Ballet
NEWCASTLE
to sing ah original number.
His
D & S. Stephens
Empire (M) 21
voice isn’t so forte, but then again
Issy Bonn
WOOD GREEN
Bonn-A-Chords
he must take a chance on an oc-;
Empire (S) 21
~
fi Sweet Notes
Dr Crock & C’kpotS" casional vocal if he’s to grow as a
V Sc T Elliott
Lizbeth Webb
performer.
Len Clifford Sc F
Jose.
Fran Dowie
Maurice Sc May
Flying Comets

BobBy Van

rights, that

is

•
•

LEEDS

Victor Borge

Fontaone

ner;

—

-

TV

the price up so high (Gillette paid
coin raked through the wickets is onlv
$200 000 for the rights in
expected to represent actually a 1949),: did
not. make a deal for
by-product.
The; major boxoffice DuMont to (farry
the games. Such
would be derived from video.
a deal, it
pointed out. would

Numitrals In connection with
Latter

sale of the

}

!

t

,

'

Wednesday, August 23, 1950

Rensselaer Poly Sets
Boston Symph Concert
Troy, N. Y„ Aug. 22.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Field House, first used as a show
spot la st^ spring with a Canadian
skating show Jieacfced by Barbara
ing an extensive, rewrite job on the Ann Scott, will present the Boston
work, which Is expected to take Symphony Orchestra Oct. 17 as
two weeks.
the first in a series of cultural proPlay is currently being offered grams. A special acoustical shell,
at the Marblehead (Mass.) Sum- fashioned after that at Tanglewood,
mer theatre.
Mass., is being builL
If the attendance warrants, a
‘Mabel’ $11,200, Westport
policy of three concerts each seaWestport, Conn., Aug. 22.
son by major orchestras will be
Last* week’s tryout of “Miss adopted.
The Field House, used'
Mabel,” starring Lillian Gish at for hockey and basketball, seats
_
the Country playhouse here,
about 6,000.
grossed close to $11,200 in eight
Charles Munch, who succeeded
performances. Eve Arden in “Over
Serge Koussevitsky at leader of the
21” is this week’s bill.
will baton here.
Tryout of Arnold Schulman’s Boston Symph,
“My Fiddle Has Three Strings” Munch was not available for the
this sumFestival
Music
Berkshire
will be offered next week.
appearances
of
because
mer
abroad.
Meredith $7,400, Andover
Andover, N. J., Aug. 22,
“Harvey’
_
Burgess Meredith in
^ new record at the Grist Mill
playhouse here last week, pulling
approximately
in
$7 ,400 in seven
IN
performances. House, an 800-seatBeverly, Mass., Aug. 22.
er, installed extra . chairs for the
Mia Siayenska is to make her
weekend showings. Previous high
was scored a few weeks ago by American sumriier theatre debut
Francliot Tone in “The Second with her own ballet company preMan;” Meredith, Who finished his sented by Blake Johnson at the
summer acting stint with the An- North Shore Playhouse, Beverly,
dover engagement, starts direc- for the week beginning Monday
torial work on the Broadway pro- (28).
auction of Wolcott Gibbs’ “Season
Her program includes excerpts
In the Sun” this week.
Leo G. Carroll in “Once an Ac- from “Swan Lake” and “Sleeping
Salome and Fettler s
this week’s presentation Beauty.
,1S
“Goodbye My Fancy,” with Sunday,” a new American ballet,
heap.
Sylvia Sidney; “Voice of the Turt] e ;» with Ella Raines, and “Finian s Rainbow,” with Jerry Wayne s.r.o. advance, however, it more
and Jet MacDonald, follow in that than made up for in rave reviews,
order.
full page picture spreads, and lavish space in the society columns.
‘Divorcee’ $5,300, Stockbridge
Show built to a sock weekend and
22.
Stockbridge, Mass., Aug
a take of $6,500 for eight perform“The Gay Divorcee,” with Carpi ances in the 750-seat house.
Stone, Jack Whiting and Lenore
Hildegarde left for New York
Lonergan, grossed over $5,300, al.

4

On
Washington, £ug. 22.
Strong possibility looms that
Washington’s 6,000-seat open air
Watergate amphitheatre, on the

-

,

POtomac River, may go summer
theatre on a big scale next year.
Idea

is

being mulled because of the

successful stand of “Kiss Me Kate”
which has grossed $31,000 for its
first week, despite being washed
but Saturday night (19) by the
heaviest rainstorm of the year

.

*

,

National company of the musical
5

is

now

in its

“Kate”

is

ever to

cal

second week.
.

the first bigtinie musiplay the Watergate,

which has generally specialized in
pop concerts by the National SyvnOrcli, with Fortune Gallo
bringing in stock opera for highly
successful seasons during the past

:

1

is estimated that 10
of bookings would be reseason of outdoor
real
for
a
quired
theatre. Watergate lends itself to
musicals.. Physically, it is too open
for strai ght spoken drama.

three years. It

,

weeks

'

Question here is whether the
Shuberts might not be interested
usicals next summer if the National continues in an
reopening for
its
over
impasse
Milton Shbbert. was here
plays.
during the past week to see how
“Kate” was doing and expressed
satisfaction. There is even talk that
perennial,
Shubert
hardy
the
“Student Prince” may be dusted
off and brought to Watergate this
in a season of

<

.

:

Slrong pull of “Kate”, which was

bpoked for .14 nights and no matinees, has been watched with great
interest. Audiences built steadily
and only bad weather can hurt its
otherwise assured success./

For the first time, two major
U. S. ballet troupes Will be dancing in England next week, giving
Set added proof of the exporfabUity oi
Pitt Manager
American art and the pqpplarity of
— Pittsburgh, Aug. 22
ballet.
Ballet Theatre, now on a
Charlie Strakosch, veteran thea- five-month European tour,
will
tre man recently named manager open
two-week engagement at
of New Nixon, Pittsburgh’s hew London’s Royal
Opera
House,
legit site (formerly the Senator) to Covent
Garden, Monday (28), while
replace old Nixon, had to bow out the
N, Y. City Ballet Co. begins a
of the job after a few days. He was fquivweek
tour of British provinces
called to the Coast to straighten
in Manchester the same date.
out the estate of his late brother
N. Y. City Ballet Co. closed a
and also to look after an ailing sister-in-law. Since that may take sev- boff five-week season at Coven
Saturday (19) and is taking
Garden
eral months he told Gabe Ruth,
which will oper- a week’s rest before its English
head of syndicate
1
Ballet Theatre last Thursate New Nixon, that he’d have to tour.
day (17) finished a week of appull put.
pearances
for U. S
troops and
been
So far no successor has
named. Previous legit manager German civilians in western Ger(21)
inauguhere was Eddie Wappler, who held many, and Monday
down job at old Nixon for four rated the Edinburgh Festival in
week’s
Scotland
appearance
for
^
under
site
was
while
that
years
joint ownership of Marcus Heiman before dancing in London.
Ballet Theatre tour is being
and "Tony Conforti.
sponsored by the American Na-

,

;

,

summer.

W

Strakosch Exits Nixon

j

j

.

..

.

'

.

’
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‘Brigadoon’ Record’
iC, N. J., Aug. ~2.
Lamber
“Brigadoon” last week hit the
jackpot at St John Terrell’s box-

.

the 436-seat after the show Sunday night (20)
capacity,
at
Berkshire playhouse here last week to open in Long Beach, L. I., last
Current season’s night (Mon.), after which she does
at a $2.94 top.
success, generally without stars, final strawhaf stint at Richard Alhas prompted producer William drich’s Falmouth playhouse, at
canvas musical circuit.
Miles to add a 12th week to his Coonamessett, Mass. Immediately
seats
With standees and extra
season. Final production, “Smilin’ after Labor Day she starts a tour
augmenting the normal 1,300 capac- Through;” will be offered the week of over 60 one-night dates.
ity at all seven performances start- of Sept. 4, in meniory of the late
Burl Ives in “Knickerbocker Holing last Tues. (15) through Sun. Jane Cowl, who frequently, guested
iday” opens at Olney' tonight
the recent Broadway hit at the strawhatter. She co-aul bored
(20),
(Tues:)
and looms as a sellout desqueezed an additional 260 custom- and created the lead in the Broad“Kiss Me,
ers daily under the enlarged big- way production of the play. Resi- spite the competition of
Dorothy MacNeill, Wilton dent performers Barbara Brady, Kate” at the Watergate, Washingtop*
Smith,
ton.
William Roerick and Thomas Coley
Clary, James Jamieson, Bob
George Lipton, Howard Ross, Will have the lead roles.
“January Thaw” is current.*
Eileen Scliauler, Rowan Tudor
Odets Analyzes Staging
were featured in the burring musiGilford. N. II., Aug, 22.
Tone $10,000, Sea Cliff
cal. Bob Jarvis staged, with Charles
When Clifford Odets came here
Evans as decorator licking the disSea Cliff, L. I., Aug. 22.
'play,
appearing effect with a cutout vilFranchot Tone in “The Second for the tryout of his new
lage appearing in a large sized Man” set a new house record at “Country Girl,” at the Lakes Relast
Window display box behind the
Sea Cliff Summer " theatre last gion playhouse, he unexpectedly
row of .seats. Zachary Solov was week, taking in a little over $10,- ran into the role of director of the
in charge of the choreography.
.He. discovered that
000. House, which ends its third production.
“Hit the Deck” opens tonight season in two more weeks, is doing Peter Kass was' both directing the
(Tues.) to a goodly advance. Ann much better business this year play arid playing the leading part,
Johnny Downs. Lulu than it did last season, according so the plaj'wright decided to take
.Crowley,
Bates, Coley Worth and Paul Reed to producer Thomas G. Ratcliff e. over the staging.
are featured.
Previous record holders this sum“There are difficulties in directmer were “Finian’s Rainbow” and ing your own play,” he said. “You
‘Sky’ Tops Bucks Season
“Over 21.”
may begin directing not the play,
House is currently offering a but your own attitude toward it.
New Hope, Aug. 22.
Sam Levene arid Margie Hart tryout of John Reich’s “Barefoot at And then you have a one-dimenStarring in localite Moss Hart’s Canossa,” based on Pirandello’s sional result.”
“Light Up the Sky” proved to be “Henry IV.”
a bonanza that topped any of the
Mass. Spots Stay Open
‘Wind’ Preem at Suffern
Bucks County playhouse’s other ofWorcester, Mass., Aug. 22.
Suffern, N. Y., Apg. 22.'
ferings except Faye Emerson in
new
“The Wind Blows Free,
Other than the
Three of the seven stock com“Parisienne.”
Opening Monday (14) it was turn- musical with book by-Charlotte panies in this area plan to operate
Perry an<T Arnold
Sundgaard
and
showfor the
.
vi
all week
n
away
vv ay
trade
vnA
A
w nuv vui
v
_
w
mucin r\xr AA lhn •wr imj
.um*ii
II
nro^ into October. Theatre - in - the-

office to establish an all-time high
for the local Music Cirias with a
boff $17,000. The sum repres; ;ts
a new record for the arena under

most

j

.

;

Not

.

&

Academy (ANTA)
tional Theatre
in cooperation with the cultural relations section of the U. S. State

BOFF PARIS BALLET DUE

FOR ANOTHER

Blevins Davis; Ballet Theaand ANTA board member and
Kansas City philanthropist, is personally sheperding the tour, and
probably absorbing most of the
$125,000 deficit expected from the

Dept.

N.Y.

tre

Les Ballets de Paris, which had
a sock three-month season of 118
performances (and. a $401,000 take
at a $4.80 top) at the Winter Garden, N*. Y., last
for a four-week engagement at the
Century, N Y., starting Oct. 2,
The Messrs, Shubert and Sol Hurok, in -association with Arthur
sponsoring.
again
Lesser, . are
Founder - director - dancer Roland
Petit arid featured dancers Renee
Jeanmaire; Colette Marchand, Gordon Hamilton and Serge Perrault
will all be back.
Troupe preemed a new Petit
work, “La Croqueuse de Diarriants,” in Paris last night (Tues.L
If ballet proves a success. Petit
will feature it in his. New York
stay, above last season's sensation,
“Carmen.” Repertory will include

!

,

five-month trek. Troupe; known
for 1Q years as Ballet Theatre, has

name to American National Ballet Theatre for the tour.
and will retain the longer name on
continuing
its return, with
to sponsor.
changed

ANTA

The U S. Army is paying for the
week’s appearance in Germany.
Troupe will likely break even on
the Edinburgh visit, and no loss is
expected on the London engagement, which Is also a guaranteed
one, for about £2,000 ($5,600)
weekly. Buf troupe is expected to

a la Coque,”
“Croqueuse,” and
new work, “Les Demoi-

“Carmen” and “L’Oeuf
from

last season;

another
selles de
S.

be costly, N. Y. City Ballet Co.
British visit was a guaranteed one.
Ballet Theatre’s London engage-

la Nuit.”

French troupe
U.

lose on the Venice Festival stay,
with a low guarantee, while visits
to Holland, Belgium, Switzerland,
Egypt and elsewhere are likely to

will

tour following

do a 60-city

its

New York ment

looms more sock than the
N. Y. City Ballet Co.’s, with sellout reported 10 days before opening.
Alexander Smallens, who recently left his post as musical director of Radio City Music Hall,
N. Y went along with Ballet Theatre as conductor and musical director.
Joseph Levine is associate
conductor;
Max Goberman, musical director for maify years, left
the company recently,
Lucia Chase, co-founder and codirector of the troupe, left for Europe by plane last week, after arranging with the American Guild
basic
of Musical Artists for a
agreement for the troupe) so that
slie
could
individual
negotiate
pacts with! the dancers for the 1951
season in America. Dancers, had
only signed for the Europe engage-

run.
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comedy, which

,

i

-

staged by Sam Levene, who also
repeated his original
topnotch support from Miss Hart
as his iceskatmg Star spouse, and
Jane Middleton as the temper-

and will operate indefinitely. RobVal at the Antrim playhouse here
ert Daggett playhouse, Westboro,
for six evening performances startj^g Aiig. 30. Dale Wasserman will Mass*, and Lakeside Summer theadirect, while Hei bert Ross will do tre, Putnam, Conn., also plan authe choreography and John Ward tumn seasons.
Westboro Red Barn will also conamental star.
the scenery.
Last night (Mon,) Lionel Stander
Cast will include Frank Sherman tinue at least to the end of Sep“Born Yesterday” featuring Baker, Tom Scott, John Gregory tember;
in
Ruth Mundy, opened as the 12th and Virginia Con well.
bill of the season.
Bucks trade
‘Prostitute’ Hit in A. C
v
Fayetteville Adds Week
has perked consistently since a falAtlantic City, Aug. 22.
tering opening month in June.
Atlantic City Playhouse producSyracuse, Aug. 22.
Famous Artists Country play- tion of “The Respectful PrOsti‘Desert’ SR0 15G, HyannSs
house, Fayetteville, N. Y., is ex- tute” set a new record for the spot
tending its season A ninth week-', with- last Week, grossing about $6,000
Hyannls, Mass., Aug. 22.
Richard Aldrich’s Music Circus the presentation next Week of Paul for six performances.
Producer
here took in an SRO $15,000 last Crabtree’s “Study for a Sunday William Robbins postponed- the
week with its tent production of Evening.” The author-director is scheduled, opening of “Angel
“Desert Song,”
“The Merry a Syracuse U, grad and the piece Street” to hold the Jean-Paul
Widow” is current.
was tried out last summer at West- Sartre play over for a third week.
The tent-show operations winds
Country playhouse,
Last week’s attendance topped
( Conn. )
up its highly successful first Season
the second week.
re he was resident stager.
Matinees are
Labor Day weekend.
Cloris Leaclimaii, Edward An- held on Wednesday and Saturday
drews and Nan Martin will be in only in case of inclement weather.
J ean Pugsley, Who replaced Pathe cast for the season finale.
‘Web and Rook’ $7,500, Spa
tricia Roe after the first six perSaratoga, Aug. 22.
Ilildy^ $8,500, Olney
formances, remains dor the third
Preem at the Spa Summer theweek."
atre here last week of Lester CoOlney, Md., Aug. 22,
j1

;

;

.

6’ way Stage

Manager Hurt

In Central City, Col., Fire

,

Central City, Colo.. Aug. 22.
John T. Soper, Broadway stage
manager here with Maurice Evans
in “Devil’s Disciple,” received a
fractured leg and severe cuts of
the hand Friday night (18) in put- J
ting out a fire in the Teller House.
With his leg is a cask and his hand
bandaged, he has continued to
handle the “Disciple” production
from a wheelchair backstage, however, supervising the work.,.of his
.

.

_

two assistants.
Talking with friends in the Teller
when the blaze broke out,
Slope? ran to a second-floor room
and emptied 12 fire extinguishers
on the flames. Then, When local
firemen had arrived, looked over
the scene and left, Sloper noticed
that the ceiling in the room was
still smoking, so he got a ladder
and began chopping a hole in the
plaster.
He lost his balance and,
when he fell, slipped on the wet
floor, buckling his leg under him.
At the same time, he gashed his
hand on broken glass. It was discovered that several ligaments in
his knee were torn.

hotel bar

ment when they

‘Sheba’ Tour Opening
Sept. 18, Nixon, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Aug. 22.
Theatre Guild's “Come Back, Little Sheba,” starring Shirley Booth,

open its tour at the New Nixon
theatre here Sept. 18. That was definitely set last week, with the announcement that Shirley Booth and
Sidney Blackmer will be co-starred.
It’ll play here under subscription
auspices, of course.
“Sheba” follows another Guild

will

,

hen’s adaptation of Thomas Wolfe’s
Hildegarde’s
“One 'Woman
“The Web and the Rock,” starring Show,” although not
up to recordFrancis, rang up around $7,breaking stature in b.o., proved to
500 gross. The 570-seat playhouse
Was scaled at a $3 top. Take was be the biggest exploitation success
only exceeded this season by the yet to hit the Olney theatre. Conlittle more than $8,000 drawn by sidering this strawhat’s sock seafrail Warren in ‘-Fittian’s Rain- son, the singer** opening was on
Iww M Crthpn It's iitidArcfnod
rlo- the slow side.
What It lacked in

Kay

"

“Prostitute” won another victory last week when Atlantic City
radio stations began mentioning
the name of the production. Heretofore it had been referred to over
the air mysteriously as “Sartre’s
play,”
controversial
and
‘The
.

much-banned
tion.”

Playhouse

produc-

left.

.

“Mister
“Oklahoma.”
‘Wedding Day,” new musical Roberts” had been figured as the
set
second
being
booking,
it’s
but
vvith score and lyrics by Vernon
Duke and Ogden Nash and book
by Leonard Gerslve, has been optioned by
Clinton
Wilder for Buttitta
to Europe
Broadway presentation in January.
attraction,

I
1

,

4

-

.

On

A

director, cast arid the financing
have to be lined up.

Wilder was associated w i t ii
Cheryl Crawford last season in the
presentation
“Regina.”

Marc

of

Blitzstein’s

New Miami House
Miami, Aug.
This town’s

first real. legit

22.

house,

the Dade County Theatre Auditorium, has been completed arid
is seeking opera, musical comedy
and lecture bookings. The 2,500seat spot has a hydraulic orchestrtf
lift and the latest air-conditioning
system.

Jerry Donovan

is

manager.

Lester Scouting Trip
San Francisco, Aug. 22.
Anthony Buttitta, pressagent for
Edwin Lester’s San Francisco and
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
productions, planes to New York
next week for a few days before
flying

to

Rome

for

a

six-month

He’s due back in time to resume ballyhoo activities for the

stay.

Lester

legit

enterprises

next

spring.

Besides scouting for Italian films,
operettas and plays for two Coast
producers, Buttitta will do freelance correspondence for several
publications arid work on a partlycompletc^ novel.
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‘Pan -Arthur Rhubarb May Bring Shift

r

Aussie Streetcar’ Winds
Sydney, Aug. 22.

Named

"Streetcar

Two new moves were
.

last

week

to

t

started
re-

f

•

hypo pop-price

vivals for the road. One was a renewal. of the League of N. Y. Theatres proposal for modification of
Next Week,
Haven
Actors Equity regulations covering
The other
touring productions.
New Haven, Aug. 22.
Shubert lays aside summer mothwas producer Arthur Klein’s plan
to form a circuit of converted film balls next week when “Affairs of
houses in various cities to play $2- State," Celeste Holm starrier; plays,
top- shows booked out of New Y ork. a five-performartce pre-Broadway
The League proposition, turned stand, Aug; 30-Sept, 2,
Following Week, Sept. 4-9, will
down last season by Equity, is figured to have a better chance of ac- be adapted to filial rehearsals of
ceptance now> as the managerial “Call Me Madam," which does a
group is understood ready to guar- full-week stanza Sept. 11-16. Tickantee a certain number Of produce
tions in return for Union conces- musical have been bombarding
sions. Equity’s previous nix of the Shubert b.o. for several months,
idea stemmed considerably from and opening, ad announced SRO
the fact that the League gave no for top seats, which carried a house
assurance that the re- record scale of $5.40, for a potenspecific
quested waivers would result in tial week’s record of $40,000,
Other fall bookings include a
any specific number of additional
week of the Lunts in "I Know My
road shows.
Love,"
Oct. 2-7; Opening of D’Oyly
representatives
When League
recently suggested reopening the Carte road tour; preem of Rodgers
question of concessions. Equity and H a m m e r s t e i n "Burning

The four U.

New

,

spokesmen

reportedly

made

Bright.”

it

clear that there would be little
Chance of reversal unless the managerial group was ready to give
definite assurance of more touring
productions. Although the League’s
new proposition is believed not to

Y

include any specific guarantee on
the point, it is said to indicate that
such provision can be worked out,
Gh that basis, the Equity council
is considering the matter.
Extension of Week
The League’s program as presented last Season provided for extension of the playing week to
seven days (where Sunday performances are legal) at no increase
in pay, and modification of various
other Equity regulations covering
road employment. Although the
:

situation now is regarded as complicated by the recent increase in
the road minimum from $80 to
$100 and various other changes in
the rules, League members say the
plan is still feasible provided
Equity is cooperative.
Klein’s plan, for which he says
Wall Street financing is available,
calls for scaled-down, productions
of click Broadway straight plays
and musicals. He figures on forming a circuit of converted largecapacity film houses, which could
operate profitably at a $2 top. Details of the project aren’t revealed.

Lotsa Odd Wrinkles

With ‘Kate’ Outdoors
At Watergate, Wash.
Washington, Aug.

22.

For the presentation of "Kiss
Me, Kate" at the Watergate amphitheatre here, part of a

new

physi-

cal production had to be built,
since, the stage is ’not equipped to
fly drops;
So flat facsimiles of several of the drops and some set

pieces suitable for outdoor presentation were constructed.
Some
of these Were similar to ones built
for the show’s engagement early in
the summer at Pitt Stadium, but
the latter had been repainted and
put to other use in the meantime.
There were various problems
connected with the actual presentation of "Kate" here. For example, the Watergate is situated
on the direct air lane to the National Airpdrt only a miie-and-ahalf away. So the airport authorities as far as possible are directing
incoming planes to runways away
from the lane over Watergate.; Also, the number of private rubberneck planes has been kept at a

minimum.
About a mile behind

the Watergate stage, which is actually on a
barge on the Potomac, there is a
drawbridge for river traffic. Opening night of the show the draw was
opened twice for passing boats.
Since then, at the management’s
request, *the
bridge-master ayranged for most of the river traffic
to ayoid that part of the Potomac
between 8:30 and 11 o’clock oh
nights.

One

of the odd local angles is
the
marine gate-crasher trade.
Every night there’s a turnout of
deadheads in canoes, rowboats,

power

craft and even sailboats at
both sides of the stage. One night
a police launch even appeared,
cruising
with
gendarmes
the
around among the assembled craft
52)
page
on
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Desire," J. C.

Williamson presentation of the
Tennessee Williams drama, ends
its Australian engagement Sept. 8
at the Royal here. The show has
been a big hit Down Under,
Mpls.

Washington, Aug. 22,

Man

S. leads, Viola Keats,

Arthur Franz, Adele Longmire and
Russell Hardie, Will sail Sept; 16

on the Orontes, going to London
and possibly visiting Paris before
returning to

New

York.

Minneapolis, Aug. 22.
.

Wayne

Fish, Minneapolis busiwill take another flyer

nessman,
in show production this fall, he revealed, sending out a traveling
company of "John Loves Mary" to
play initial bookings in 12 towns.
Fish sponsored a tour of "Dracula" atres.
last fall, but the venture flopped.
Miss Arthur’s hassle with the
He also bought into* touring com- "Peter Pan" managem en t Was the
er'Sev^ worst actor-producer” rhubarb
eral years ago and dropped an- many years of Broadway history.
other chunk when that failed to It involved not only Miss Arthur
gain audiences.
and producers Peter Lawrence and
"John Loves Mary" tour bpening Roger L. Stevens, but Equity and
in September, however, has been its president, Clarence Derwent, as
preceded by a summer of spade- well as actress Betty Field, the
work and signing of sponsors in members of the "Peter Pan” comvarious towns;
If it meets with pany and Miss Arthur’s doctor, atany success, Fish plans four shows torney and agent.
a year to tour the hinterlands;
As it stands. Miss Arthur is due
to return to the cast for Friday
night’s (25) performance, just two
weeks after stepping out on two
hour’s notice on the claim of having laryngitis and with a demand
for three or four weeks’ complete
rest.
The actress now has a revised contract with a four-week
cancellation clause instead of runof-the-play, arid is required to pay
Maurice Evans will cut short his
any operating losses incurred by
"Devil’s Disciple" tour about the
the show during her absence. (It’s
end of October and return to New
'

m

Boston, Aug, 22.
Although Hub houses, with exception of strawhats, 'are currently
dark, what appears to .be a solid
legit season is in the offing, with
the lid being blown off by the
Olsen- Johnson show, "Pardon My
French,” at the Opera House,
Sept. 4. The following week, Sept;
11, the Lesley Storm play, "Black
Chiffon,” starririg Flora Robson,
will bow into the Plymouth, and
the, same night "Season in the Sun"
opens at the Wilbur. Latter play
is scripted by Wolcott Gibbs, produced by Courtney Burr, directed
by Burgess Meredith, and will star
•

Fourteen weeks of bookings are
already Set for the Gayety here as
it goes into its second season as a
legit house. The management expects to more than double, and perhaps treble that figure, since the
9th Street theatre remains Washington’s only legiter.
The 14 weeks Which the Gayety
ran last spring were all with revivals or long-run tourers, but they
took money out of the town. House
Will reopen Sept. 18 with one week
of Celeste Holm in the Broadway
bound musical, "Affairs of State,"
and "Lost, in the Stars" will run
for one week, commencing Dec. 18.

Business

Possible revision of the Actors
Equity rule? relating to missed performances and run-of-the-play contracts is seen as a result of the
Jean Arthur-'Teter Pan" episode
last week. Two Equity leaders expressed the opinion' that such a
rules change might be in order,
but indicated that the whole subject; would /. require considerable
discussion and might have to wait
until expiration of the new contract with the League of N.Y. The-

York to resume his duties as sup- figured that may involve around
$3,000).
ervisor of the winter drama season
The heavily-plugged Leiand Hay- at the
With Miss Arthur signed to reN. Y. City Center. He won’t
sume the title part in the Sir James
ward presentation of. the Irving take the Shaw revival on
the road
Berlin- Lindsay-Crouse m u sic a 1,
M.
Barrie classic, a deal for Miss
again this season.
"Call Me Madam,” starring Ethel
Field to replace her on the same
Although
he
hasn’t
definitely
seMerman, is skedded to open at the
contractual terms is cold.
The
Richard Whorf.

Shubert Sept.

19.

There

is

also lected any plays for the City Center season, Evans is understood
figuring on confining the schedule
to classic revivals, probably de-

the possibility that Hub theatregoers will see Celeste Holm in the
comedy, "Affairs of State," which
is at present pencilled in for Sept.
18, unveiling at the Majestic. The
Theatre Guild- American Theatre
Society presentation of Jphn Patrick’s "The Curious Savage," bows
into the Wilbur Sept. 24, with "Oklahoma" making its fifth visit here,
opening the same night for a threeweek stand at the Colonial.
The .October calendar is likewise
heavy with Clifford Odets’ "Coun.

possibly O’Neill.
He will again
be assisted by George Schaefer as
production head.
The winter season, starting
Christmas week, will include three
two- week bookings and the spring
season will be of similar length.
Having failed agree on terms for
“Detective
Story,”
with
Ralph
Bellamy as star, to play a popprice engagement at the City Center, the municipal spot will now
probably depend entirely on its

j

i

productions.

A

director

Will

production unit

is

still

blit

Reopen Sept 18;

to

Atlanta, Aug. 22.

head a musical comedy and operetta

ail

Penthouse, Atlanta,

.

own

to take

signed after the Equity council, at
its regular meeting Tuesday (15),
ruled that Miss Arthur’s run-of-theplay pact was cancelled.
‘Tremendous’ Pressure
When news that Miss Field was
set was reported, Miss Arthur, who
knows her only slightly, -phoned
her at her home in Stamford,
(Continued on page 51)

pending mostly on Shakespeare,
Shaw, Restoration dramatists arid

Theatre Guild has contracted for
two
weeks, but the dates are not definite. On the list are Lunt-Fontaine
in "1 Know My Love,” Katharine
Hepburn in "As You Like It,” Shir- try Girl,” produced by Dwight
the
ley Booth and Sidney Blackmer in Wiman, opening Oct, 2, and
"Come Back, Little Sheba," Mau- Rodgers-Hammerstein production
"Burning
Steinbeck’s
of
John
rice Evans in "Devil’s Disciple,”
and "Death of a Salesman.” Sixth Bright," opening the same night.
are
Others
October
skedded
for
play is to be announced later. Advance Guild applications are run- the Frank Loesser musical, "Guys
in Oct. 9 at the Shubert
Dolls,"
arid
ning. heavy, the office here reports.
and a return visit of the Lunts in
Gayety* with 1,468 seats, has "I Know My Love," at the Plymdone some dolling up .over the outh, Oct. 16. The D’Oyly Carte
summer. New seats have been in- Opera Co. moves into the Opera
stalled in the entire orchestra and House the same night. "The Lady’s
the second balcony benches have Not for Burning," with John Gielbeen removed arid seats substitut- gud and Pamela BroWri, bows Oct.
ed. In addition, a new woriien’s 23 at the Plymouth, and the John
lounge has been built on the sec- Van Druten play, "Bell, Book and
ond floor.
Candle," with Lilli Palmer, preems
Jay Hornick, of the Hirst organi- Oct. 30 at the Plymouth.
zation, which controls the house,
is doing his own booking Thus
far, it is reported, United Booking
Office has declined to set any at- Hartmans Straight-Play
six subscription plays, each for

agreement for Miss Field
over the assignment was

Penthouse
theatre,
Atlanta’s
arena-type showcase atop A ns loy
hotel in mid town, will open its
1950-51 season Sept. 18, according
to Elsbeth Hofmann, Who manages
the spot with her husband, Don
Gibson. Penthouse last year sOt a
local record for star stock by playing 16 consecutive seasons.
Gibson has been on the Coast this
summer and may operate a circular-stage playhouse in San Fran-?
cisco and possibly one. in Holly-

being

sought.

.

CRONYN TAKING TO CAB
Hume

Actor - director - writer
is planning a one-nighter
tour this winter with a program

Cronyn

readings from the classics,
somewhat similar to those done by
Charles Laughton.
Having ap- wood.
of

Gibson plans to headquarter oh
peared before college arid cultural
groups on tour with the Barter Coast, while Miss- Hof mann runs
Jerry
Theatre, as well as having done this end of the business.
tractions for the theatre. UBO, consome lecturing, Cronyn believWj Appey, publicity director for PentPreem Set With ‘Scream’ there is a huge public for the pres- house last year, will assist Misa
trolled by Marcus Heiman, is apparently still hoping for a break
Grace and Paul Hartman plan entation of good drariiatic and lit- Hofmann with her producing duv
ties.
Robert McBride is expected
which would permit reconversion to make their straight-play debut erary classics.
but
legit,
to
National
to return as business manager.
of Heiniann’s
on Broadway this season in a new
Currently
with his
v costarring
Company of some 10 members prothere is nothing here to indicate comedy, "The Perfect Scream," by actress-wife Jessica
Tandy in the
any change in the impasse.
Ted Luce and H. Smith Prince. The tryout of Edmund Wilson’? "Little vide the supporting casts.
Penthouse, located in what used
yarn concerns a national conven- Blue Light” at Brattle theatre,
to be Rainbow Roof, Ansley’s night
tion that takes over a hotel.
Cambridge, Mass., Cronyn Will
spot, has 450 seats. In its 36 shows,
The couple, currently starring next handle the staging of Samson which numbered half a dozen rein the revue, "Tickets, Please," at Raphaelson’s "Hilda Crane," to be
f
turn engagements, it grossed a
tile Coronet, N, Y., also have, under presented on Broadway early this
healthy $150,000 for the season.
straight comedy, fall by Arthur Schwartz, with Miss
option
another
Marc Blitzstein will stage Benja- ‘Red Beard," by Walter DeLeon, Tandy in the title part. .After that, Last year the Atlanta group also
man Britten’s "Let’s Make an and have been talking to Hank Cronyn is committed for about a ran a six-week test in Jacksonville,
Opera," which Peter Lawrence arid Ladd and Jean Barker about ap- month’s work on a film script. Fla., with a Penthouse iri the ballroom of the Roosevelt hotel there.
the Show-of-the-Month Club will pearing in it.
Then he will complete the selec- It was successful enough to warpresent on Broadway the week of
tion and editing of the material
rant a reopening this season, actryDec. 11, after a four-week road
for his reading dates, which will
cording to Miss Hofmann, who anout. Rehearsals are slated to start Arena Theatre Setup
probably start in February and
nounced that bpening date there
Oct. 15.
continue through the spring.
would be Sept. 25, one week' behind
Mulled for Frisco Hotel
Norman Delmar, who conducted
the Atlanta debut. The plan is to*
in
the
San Francisco, Aug. 22.
and played the narrator-lead
original British production, will
The Mark Hopkins hotel here Seaman Shifting: as Treas. move shows from the local Penthouse to Jacksonville. An innovahave a similar assignihent with the may install an arena theatre this
Playhouse Sept; tion this season may be the producbut a Broadway actor
for the presentation of in-the,

I

«

j

;

U S.

edition,
fall
will be engaged to share the as- round

To

I

ANTA

Morrie Seaman, treasurer of the tion of musicals.
Morosco, N. Y., shifts Sept. 1 to
the ANTA Playhouse, N. Y. His asas
sistant, J. Michael OnoratO, will
Hollywood, Aug. 22.
succeed as treasurer, while Charles
Preston Sturges Is writing the
Whiteman, also an assistant, will
book and Hugh Martin the score
remain in that capacity.
Lep Solomor treasurer of the for a musical adaptation of Molby

Project would be
legit,
signment with him. Ralph Alswang operated by Don Gibson, who manwill design the scenery and Aline aged a similar operation last season on the roof of the Ansley
Bernstein the costumes.
Decision on
hotel, Atlanta.
whether to go ahead With the deal
‘Laugh’ for Oct. 9
will be reached by Hart Smith,

;

Edmund (Mark Hopkins president,
and
National, N. Y., last season, takes nar’s "The Good Fairy," for posZayenda, co-stars and producers Sept. 20.
The Palace hotel was previously the same assignment Sept. 1 at the sible presentation on Broadway
of the musical comedy, "Laugh
theatre Broadway, N. Y. Incidentally, Solo- this season.'
arena
an
And Be Happy, "aresetto open considering
Collaborators have talked to
but mon was elected Sunday (20 ) priesdirection,
Gibson’s
Y. under
Oct. 9, at the Public theatrO, N.
previous
rearrange
eom- jident of the executive committee Nanette Fabray about playing the
couldn't
Music is by Sholom Secupda,
Air
Club.
in a- Dart.
Head
Hot
ballroom,
of
its
the.
mitments
for
Freiman.
the book by Louis
Fuchs

Leo

.
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The Live Wire

the 1900’s and the high-spirited
frontier girl who bewitches, bothers and bewilders him. Between
some rather arch and at times painslow passages there are
fully
scenes of laughable fooling and
occasional tender writing. But the
presentation, as well as the script,

Michael Todd presentation of comedy
fn three acts by Garson Kanin, staged by

author. Setting. Donald Oenslager; costumes, Forrest Thayer; production under
supervision of Kip Good. At Playhouse,
N: Y., Aug. 17, *50; $4.80 tpp ($0 opening).
John Tobcft Ji*. . .'. ... Peter Turgeon
Sheila Bond
Ursula Pope ............
.Douglas Chandler
. . ,
Mr. Finch .....
.

.

.

•

.

.

.

Leo Mack

....

...

McKay

Scott

..

.

•.

, .

bullish
terror,
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operating

Since

*

revue

a

“Peep Show’’ obviously

isn’t

'

tb~~c onsume^hi5r~energres,

like

l

enough

And

press department for several years. He is going into business on his
own, and the Guild will hire him to do national publicity and handle
special assignments in New York on ah annual retainer, using individual agents for its different shows. Heidt is renting office space
from the Guild at its headquarters. He’s currently doing only a few
Weeks of .“Oklahoma” until Sam Weller, who has been out ahead of
musical for six seasons, gets a little more rest before hitting the trail

5;

;

.

.

.

always
though Marsha Hunt is obviously
too ladylike for the part of the hoydenish heroine (basically the same
character she recently played in
“Devil’s Disciple’’), she gives an
engagingly boisterous, perceptive
and appealing performance. Frank
Tweddell is believable as her properly respectfut-fath^rr^iftord-Garpeiiter is amusing as her milquetoast former-husband and Daniel

.

i

quality as the Texas-born
although his enunciation
intelligible.

isn’t

.

.

extremely uneven.

Anthony Quinn has an admirably

.

.

Landon, Aug.

Great Newport Theatre Committee production of new play in three acts by
Roger MacDougall. Directed by Roy Rich.
At Arts Theatre Club, London.
J. Kennedy
Doctor Cassidy
... .E.
Henry Hewitt
John Truethom, K. C...
.Louise Hampton
MOlly Phelan.
Maureen Phelan. .... .... Maureen Pryor
Johnny Phelan ........ .Victor Maddern
Terence Sullivan ..... , . .... Robin Bailey
Harry Towb
Matt Sullivan
Golden
... . . ...... ..Michael
Shinto
.

is

Horace Lundqulst ......... Rex WiUiams
Ned ^WertlmCr
.
Mitchell Mack
Elliott Reid.
..
Granny Schenk.
Ev Brogan. ........... /.Chester Stratton
John Drew, Colt
Rip Hulett
Sam Crocker. . ... .. ... Joseph G. Sullivan
Jack Gilford
....
Sol Margolis
.Pat Harrington
Mike Shannon ......
Dorothy Parrish. .>. . .... Elspeth Eric
.Peggy Cass
..
Liz Fargo
Murvyn Vye
>
Brian Freer
Harry Holland ... .ttey wood Hale Broun
.

Joe Heldt, veteran legit p.a., revealed in Pittsburgh last week while
making the newspaper rounds ahead of “Oklahoma,” that he will no
ionger exclusively represent the Theatre Guild, where he’s headed

The Gentle Guninnin

i

-Michael
,

al-

;

.

.

.

; .

.

Burns
John Kelly

Larry

Flynn

Tim

Conoliy
Patsy McGuire .....

How

Edward Byrne

....

. .

the late Sam Shubert once invaded his “sick” room and harried
into attending a play rehearsal early in 1901 is related by Lionel
(as told to Cameron Shipp) in the second installment of
his reminiscent series currently appearing in the Saturday Evening Post.
It is an amusing anecdote, ^rhich Barrymore accents by outlining the
precarious position of the Shuberts then as contrasted now With the
established power of the surviving brothers, Lee and J. J. Even more

him

Barrymore

After 12 years of film scripting,
Roger MacDougall is now confine
ing his activities exclusively to the
theatre, this being the first of his
-five-plays to -have.: a -West—Endl
showing. As a neutral Scot, he
puckishly sits on th6 fence weighing impartially the pros and cons
of the age-old differences between
Ireland and England- "Humorous
dialog lightens the tragic theme of
the miseries attendant on this prolonged feud, and it holds the audi-

Todd has recently been bustling
about the strawhat circuit with a
straight play appropriately titled Reed is expressive as a disgruntled
v
“The Live Wire.’’ He finally got shantytown judge.
around to bringing it to Broadway
direction
Wanamaker’s
skm
regular
second
the
as
week
,L
last
seenis self-consciously antic, but
production of the new season;
the low-budget scenery of May
Another of Garson Kanin’s affec- Callas is ingeniously expressive,
tionate yams about a heel, the despite lighting that gives- the imcomedy is localed in a Quonset hut pressioij of an infant playing with
in Manhattan, where a platoon of the switchboard. Incidentally, the
insolvent but indomitable young house lights Were dimmed before!
actors live cooperatively while try- the audience had time to be seated
Hdbe. \
in g to crash show business, The after both intermissions.
play is well produced, expertly dipersuasively
generally
rected and
played. But it lacks substance and.
,

.

.

;

primarily With the star’s Stage
career, but also tells of his start in films, With such names as Mary
Pickford, the Gish sisters, Alice Joyce, etc under D. W. Griffith.

Richard Skinner, producer-manager of Olney (Md.) theatre, boasts
Instead of pictures, stars playing the
a unique “gallery Of fame.”
barn theatre are following the pattern set by Tallulah Bankhead,, who
planted a brace of “Bankhead” rose bushes to mark her fortnight stint
ence throughout.
It might make last season in “Private Lives.”
Lillian Gish added to the collection at
good screen material, but its con- end of her “Miss Mabel” rim this summer with, a birch tree; And"
troversial nature would have to be
Hildegarde ended hfer run last week leaving behind a yew tree, planted
tactfully - handled.
with the others in front of Skinner’s private cottage at Olney ’s enAction is set On the border of
trance.
Northern Ireland, where a young
Southerner returns after three
Leiand Hayward, who’s as addicted to long-distance phoning us the
years in England, during the early
days of the last war. He had aban- late Florenz Ziegfeld was to wordy telegrams, has the very latest
doned .his mission of planting type of telephone system in his Manhattan home. The elaborate setup
bombs in London, having realized involves seven extensions, switches with signal lights for holding or
its futility, 'and settled to a steady transferring calls, and facilities for intra-house Calls.
The producer
TheulSfon
job; He comes back hoping to per-^ was concerned about the cost of having the system installed, but was
Circle Theatre presentation of drama suade his young brother to desert assured that the phone company would do the job without charge.
Di- the fanatical gang of I.R.A.
in three acts by William Saroyan.
terror- “Don’t worry,” a Bell representative told Hayward’s secretary, “with
rected by Norman Hall;' settings, Walter
ists and return with him to EngL. Steinharter; lighting; Mary Gelman;
anyone who uses the phone the way he does, we’ll make plenty.”
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act, loses

after a promising first
Urgency and interest. So it seems
a dubious bet to repeat the success
of the author’s previous saga of a
coniiiver,

“Born Yesterday.”

-

stuffed with funny lines and laughable slapstick
business, but light on plot and
desperately lacking in a rooting inNot only is the principal
terest.
character “not fit for human consumption.” but the. attractive characters are all relatively 'minor. The
hero, or what serves as such, is
merely an idea, the- concept that a

“Live Wire”

is

Betty

costumes,

.

meiftbefs sacrificing their individual desires in favor of the welfare
of all. That’s a bit impersonal and
remote to hold audience sympathy,
so “Live Wire” lacks emotional

. .

. .

.

Hiram Sherman, who was sought
by Sylvia Siegler, Lou. Cooper and
Of the outstanding good male Peter Lawrence for their proposed
characterizations, Robin Bailey is production of Benjamin Britten’s
tops as the quietly convincing con- “Let’s Make an Opera,” sailed
verted gangster and Harry Towb Saturday (19) for a European vacaCameron Mitchell, until
makes an effective contrast as his tion
hot-headed brother. Michael Gold- recently the younger son, Hap, in
en, as the stern leader, makes a “Death of a Salesman,” is set for
credible fanatic and E. J. Kennedy the lead in “Southern Exposure”
Oliver Rea, formerly producerand Henry Hewitt provide much
lively humor as the sparring Irish pard of Robert Whitehead, is out of
doctor and English judge who al- the theatre and is associated in the
most agree to differ. Show owes publication of a tennis magazine.
much to the astute direction of Victor Griffin, recently back from
a two-year stint as Will Parker in
Roy Rich.
Clem ,
the London edition of “Oklahoma,”
has been signed by the Theatre
Don’t Lose Your
Guild to play the part in the tourLondon, Aug. 7.
company this season. He
Wartna Paul (in association with John & ing
Walter Donahue, who
Constance Wildberjt) presentation of farce succeeds
in three acts by E. P. Conkle and -Irving
after being in the show
withdrew
St. John; adapted by Talbot Rothwell. Disince
it
first went on the road
rected by Robert Henderson. At Saville,
London, Aug. 5, *50.
Mrs. William Fields, wife of the
as her daughter, revelling in all
the fruitless carnage.

.

.

.

...

.

.

:

.

inventive, deft staging gives dimension and pace to
the show, but the individual performances are spotty. As the ruthless double-crosser who hogs a Life
mag spread to promote himself a
Hollywood contract, Scott McKay
spems affectedly cute and too

The author’s
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.
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the
recently
formed off-Broadway group, is otSaroyan s- The
fering .William
Son.
New company, which uses
central stagiiig; handles the diffie n t intelligently,
cult a s si g n
Though .the play does have some
capitavating moments where Saro_.

bamboozle
transparent to
Quonset inhabitants or the two
girls he makes use of and then

..

.

.

.

.

:

.

the

j

.

1.

.

(

j

;

discards.
Jack Gilford scores as an irrepressible jester, Sheila Bond, is effective as a shrill, trampish Radio,:
City Rockette, Peggy Cass registers
as a sardonic Life mag photog, and
Mu rvyn Vye^ accents a -hambo talent agent. Pat Harrington, Peter
Turgeon, Rex Williams, Ned Wertimer, Elliott Reid and Chester
Stratton are satisfactory as members of the co-op.
j

second production,

its

Circle

N.

theatre,

Y.,

.

yan demonstrates his Understanding of people, -it’s an .overwritten
and complex job.
The author still expresses his
live-for-today philosophy, this time
through the character of vaudeville
hoofer, understaridingly played by
Quonset Clarke Gordon.
Oenslager’s
Donald
In “The Son”
interior is placable and atmos- Saroyan follows the vaudevillian,
pheric, the lighting is helpful and his wife, son and daughter from
Forrest Thayer’s costumes add a-| the early 1900’s through to Hitler’s
realistic touch. The customers’ air rise to power.
conditioning was skimped a bit
The playwright deals most
Ho be,
opening night.
strongly with the character of an

.
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.

Mr. Connor

Harry Green
Lana Morris
Douglas Ives

...

Maisie Tankerdine

Pop Tankerdine
Morgan'

.

.

..

i

......

. . . . ,
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Joe

Geoffrey Curtis
Nu
..... Ivan
Stdff
Mr. Tut....,
..John Bailey
Constable Higgs. .......... Charles Hill
Harry Bundy.............
Rex Garner
Liz ...
;
; ...
...... ... Valerie Forrest
»

.
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Kenneth Law

An Anglicised version of an unproduced American farce, “Don’t
Lose Your Head” is saddled with
a completely improbable theme,
transparent situations and the most
drab dialog encountered in a long
illegitimate child of rich parents. time. It is a puerile offering which
Borned in Texasf
But it’s with, the vaude unit that even the warm-hearted characteri(Sam Wanamakei’- he offers some of his best material. zation of Harry Green cannot hope
Festival
Theatre
Terese Hayden, in association with Har•

Human

frailties, the horror of war,
ambition and the need to live for
one’s self, are among the topics
treated. Also brought into focus is
a typical Saroyan-type character,
Muggeridge, an old-timer who
comes on the scene infrequently,
but manages to get across a few
sharp comments. Role is neatly
^
carried
\
by Griff Evans.
Among the others in the cast who
impress are Chris Mailo, Jarka
Burian, Bert Remsen and James
Mallon. Norman Hall turns in a
Proficient directorial job, handling
the complicated procedure of scene
changes effectively; Mary Gelman’s
ls als 0 beneficial,
Harlie
Wilson s piano accompaniment is
oka V‘ ^lay, incidentally, was presented about four months ago in
Hollywood.
Gros.

Stars Marsha Hunt, Anthony Quinn; features Frank Tweddell, Clifford Carpenter.
Staged by Sam Wanamakei:; art director,
,

Howard Bay; settings. May Callas; costumes, Paul du Pont., At Fulton,' N. Y.,
Aug. 21, '50; $3 top.

Frank Tweddell

Pop Radar
Buzzy Hale .....

.

.

.

.

/Cliff

16
:

Red Ike

•

.

: :

,

t •

iiii

Marshall

Neb

.

.

.

\

Wright
.Anthony Quinn
.Joseph Boland

Black Ike

Texas

onT Carpenter

iMJS JeS
King

1

.

.Dudley Sadler
Daniel Reed
Jane Hoffman

...

Judge-.;..

.

Mrs. Foster......

After corning up with a couple of
cl inkers in

“Parisienne’’ and “Lady
from the Sea,” the Festival Theatre

;

!

i

doing better with its third stock
offering, the old Lynn Riggs comedy, “Borned in Texas.” This play,
originally titled “»Roadside” and
first presented on Broadway about
1 9. years ago by Arthur Hopkins,
with Ralph Bellamy as lead, is a
«•
•
•
*
m* rv
lightweight, spotty show, but h as JLieius, 75, Dancing at Lee
hiomentg and generally
JVith
up to a moderately pleasant
evening.
Lee, Mass., AUg. 22.
Another
of
Riggs’
familiar
Ruth
fables
St.
xDenis, now 75, will
•"r
^ f .,
turn-of-the-century Oklahoma, maike four dance appearances this
9,
tins has more comedy, in some An- Friday-Saturday
(25-26) as guest
stances verging into farce, and less artist at
Jacob’s Pillnw TianPP Fpq
melodrama than some of his other tival nearr hprl T»T <?h,u?^
here Ted Shawn and
Ways. Also, It seems structurally a
m
?? Pany of 30 will also perform.
better than some of his others, with
Doris Humphrey is to give a
a story line that extends through
lecture
on choreography at the Festhree acts, instead of disintegrating
after a promising first act. As al- tival, Monday (28). A pbst-Tangleways, the author displays a gift of wood roundtable on Afro-American
colorful characterization and dia- music and jazz will be held at the
is

to save.

terious transatlantic visitor, acting
as agent for an Eastern headhunter
in search of a‘ perfect specimen to
be decapitated, shrunk and sent
back* The ideal head is found on
the shoulders of the publican’s

daughter.

1

,

i

.

—

1

!

ruler

and

prime

the Scotland Yard.
Plausibility is rarely the strong
point of farce, but this is little
more than an imaginative concoction, lacking in humor and sadly,
limited in entertainment appeal.

.

i

The

minister of the. Eastern state come
to England to perform the decapitatidn ceremony, but as the scimitar is raised, the mystery man goes
into, action with a. flashlight camera. He is, after all, a special agent
of the FBI, acting in concert with

hope to do much
such material, but they try
Harry
Green
uses all his
Ted
Group geniality* Jtb' bring; some
semblance
of credibility to the role, but even
his tried technique fails to yield
more than an occasional laugh.
Lana Morris, in her West End stage
debut, hardly can be 'judged on
Bu(; she gave
this performance.
the impression that her personality was more suited to the screen.
The best of the supporting characterizations was from Ivan Staff as
the Eastern potentate.
Robert
Henderson’s
direction
the fundamenMusic Inn, Lenox, Aug. 29-Sept. 4, could not surmount
log.
tal weakness of the play. Stanley
“Texas” !s a aimple folk-yam led by Dr Marshall W. Stearns, Moore’s public house setting was
about a sort of Hopalong hero of of Cornell U.
impressive.
Myro.

The

Shawn

I

!

cast cannot

“with

.

hard.

.

.
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.
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pressageht:,. has returned to
her Sheffield (Mass.) home after
recovering from illness in New
York.
Ward Morehouse, drama columnlegit

,

“Kiss Me, Kate,” flew to Hollyover the Weekend for a
month’s vacation. His part taken
over by understudy Don Mayo.

wood

The

,

Warner-owned

Montclair
dark since Albert H.
Rosen and Herbert J. Freezer
operated it as a legiter two years
ago, will be relighted next week
by William S. Levine as a rotary
stock house, with “Streetcar Named
(N.J.) theatre,

Desire”. as the initial bill. Levine,
who has been operating the Central, Passaic, N. J., and the Strand,
Rockville Centre, L. I., this summer* plans to present pre-Broadway tryouts as well as stock re-

former

vivals of

hits

.

.

.

French-

Canadian baritone David Atkinson,
not Gene Barry, sang the leading:
part of the Red Shadow in “Desert
Song” recently at the St. Louis

Muny Opera

Jack Gilford, of
of “Live Wire,” joined
Jack Keating in a TV discussion of the Garson Kanin comedy;
over WNBT, Nety York, after the
Broadway premiere
John Garrity is company manager of “ParSidney Kingsdon Our French” .
ley returned Monday (21) from
Paris, where he powwowed with
Arthur Koestler on his dramatization of the latter’s “Darkness at
the

.

.

.

cast

critic

.

.

.

.
the N. Y. World-Telegram &
Sun, left Thursday (.17) for a plane
tour of South America, his first
there since 1931. He’s due back
Sept. 1 and will write a series of
Noon” novel.
10 articles about the trip
Robert Whitehead, in Hollywood
William L. Taub, was clipped for a
$111 judgment last week by the to discuss a possible film buy of
N. Y. State Industrial Commission, his “Member of the Wedding”
for delinquent unemployment in- production and huddle with Donald
surance payments for his produc- Ogden Stewart about revisions of
tion of “People Like Us,” a road the latter’s “The Kidders,” is due
tryout flop of last season
Play back east today (Wed.)
Sponsors, Inc., has been chartered
Josephine Hull will play the lead
Albany
at
to produce plays in New in “Golden State,” new comedy by
York, and American Young Peo- Samuel Spewack, to be presented
ple’s
Theatre,
Inc.,
has
been by his wife, Bella Spewack
.
chartered to conduct a theatrical, Critical Digest reports that the
radio and television business
Government-sponsored “Faith of
Richard F. Walsh was reelected Our Fathers,” patriotic spectacle
last week president of the Inter- in Washington, misquoted Brooks
national Alliance
of
Theatrical Atkinson’s (N. Y. Times) notice, in
Stage Employees, at the union’s ads for the show’
Ballerina
convention in Detroit.
Lubov Roudenko will be in the
Helen Hoerle starts pressagent- Olsen- Johnson show, “Pardon Our
ing this week for the Russell French’ Klaus Kolmar, pressLe wis-Howard Young production of agent at the Spa Summer theatre,
John Patrick's “Curious Savage.” Saratoga Springs, N. Y., will again
Ben Kornzweig will succeed her as be advance man for the Margaret
associate to Michael Mok on “South Webster touring repertory troupe.
Irwin Shaw has withdrawn his
Pacific” and “Happy Time”
Incidentally, the Danish, Swedish “Bury the Dead” from performand Norwegian rights to “Happy ance, so that its anti-war theme
Time”, have been leased by Samuel may not be used as “peace” propTaylor, who dramatized the Robert aganda to further Soviet war aims.
Fontaine novel
Although Max Gordon will
Irene Bordoni
<
has been sighed by Franz Steinin- produce the new George S. Kaufger for a lead in . “Lady from man-Leueen MacGrath play, “Story
Paris,” his touring operetta pro- of a Woman,” he hasn’t disclosed
duction
based on Tchaikovsky whether there’s a paa’t in it for
music ... Fhahchot Tone may play Kaufman ^ .... Pierre Watkin joined
the lead in Irene M* Selznick’s the cast of “Affairs of State,”
production of John Van Druten’s succeeding Russell Hicks* Who
*
“Bell, Book and Candle”
Robert withdrew, after a heart attack
Garland, N. Y, Journal-American Harold J, Kennedy and Paul P.
drama critic, who collapsed last Schreibman plan operating the Las
Thursday (17) in his room at the Palmas, Hollywood, following the
Edison hotel, N.Y., is repotted in run of the musical, “High and
satisfactory condition at Medical Di*y,” which opens there tomorrow
Arts Center, N. Y. He is said to (Thurs.).
have suffered an embolism, but is
expected back on the job in about
Felix Knight to make several ap*
two weeks. Meanwhile, Jim pearances this fall at N. Y. hotels
O'Connor is subbing as reviewer. and clubs in between opera perDenia Green* pf the Broadway formances at at the Met.
.

ist of

.

.

With an English country public
house as the sole setting, the American star plays the role of a mys-

_

'

...

•

,

riett Ames) presentation of comedy in
three acts (four scenes) by Lynn Riggs.

.

.

.

Head

m

;

disillusioned

tjie

mother who has lost her husband
and her son who dies
from a broken back iii escaping
from the police. Maureen Pryor is
opposingly clear-cut and ruthless
to the cause

.

.

•

communal setup can work, with the

compulsion.

pressive role as

.

.

.

Louise Hampton has a small, im-

Odone

Chris Mailo
....
Douglas
Kathleen Doug. Forrester Martha Barber
.Jarka Burian
... ....
Dr. Willis Scott
Bert Remsen
Stephen Gregory
Fanchon Miller
Ann Rexford
Jesse Rexford, aged 10.... August Esprl
Mark Rexfordv. .......... .Clarke Gordon
Griff Evans
Muggeridge.
.James Mallpn
.
Policeman, ... ;.
,..
.Pauline Myers
Mary Jeffery
John Forrester ..... > .... .-.James Mallon
.Richard Coder
>
Douglas.: aged 7.. ...
Jean O’Brien
Jean Rqxford, aged 7..Jesse Rexford,. aged 17 ...John Mandola
.". , .Maxwell
Glanville
..... ...
Dewey
:
.June. Deakins
Miss Cannon...........
.... .... ... .Athan Karras
Third Base
Aly Barnes
Birmingham
Hymes
.. Phil
Uncle
Cora Louise Belford
Miss Williams...
Pauline Palmer Forrester Marilyn Moore
.James Perrone
Henry Lucas
Jean Rexford Lucas. .... .Fanchon Miller
Dean Howell
Gordon Lucas.
.
\
,
David Howell
Donald Lucas
v
,

land.

Circle,

Ardelle*
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Nemitoff.
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N. Y.. Aug. 15, *50.
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Wednesday, August £3, 1950

LEGITIMATE
ROBERTA’ SOCK $28,000
ENDS L’VILLE SEASON

The following are the comparative figures, based oti Variety's
boxoffice estimates for last week (the 12th week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:
This
Season

Season

of shows current. ...............
15
Total weeks placed so far by all shows
212
Total gross for all current shows last week
$324,200
Total season’s gross so far by all shows,
$4,770,600
Number of new' productions so far ......
3

13
182
$380,500
$4,649,100
2

BROADWAY
Number

'

'

v

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Louisville, Aug. 22.

Hampered

Jerome Kern’s “Roberta” brought

’{Excluding Stock)
9
Number of current touring shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
108
Total road gross reported last week
$261,255
Season’s ‘'total road gross so far.
$2,862,055
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

summer season

the

ROAD

:

considerably
by
of, the week,

threats of rain most

Last

7

at the. Iroquois

Amphitheatre to a close with a
bumper $28,000 gross and played
to 19,000 patrons the sixth and
final
Business held about even on
week.
With Gil Lamb
starred, “Roberta” broke the sea- Broadway last week. Attendance
son s single-week record.
was
generally off slightly the first
“Show
Boat,” however, opened the season part of the week, but some shows
for a 10-day gross of $35,000. more than overcame the difference
While final returns are not in, re- by the heavy receipts for the weeksults on the season indicate that end, when unfavorable weather
the
Louisville
Fark Theatrical kept many would-be vacationers in
Assn.
operators of the, Amphi- town. Grosses will probably maintheatre., will clear a profit on the tain the present pace until Labor
1950 series.
Plans for the 1951 Day, then start spurting.
season are still indefinite, dependThe week’s only closirig was
ing—upon—the—war- and—economic —La dy-fFem-the-Sear--w hie li-en d edSituation.
a scheduled two-week stock enOther shows comprising the sea- gagement at the Fulton, and was
son were
“Chocolate
Soldier,” succeeded Monday night (21) by
“Bloomer Girl,” “New; Moon” and. “Borned in Texas” as the third and
“Merry Widow.” Denis DuFor was semi-final bill in the Festival Thein charge of productions, with atre’s eight-Week revival "season.
John McManus as musical direc- No shutterings are set this week,
tor; Eddie Scanlon, stage director; but “Where’s Charley?” folds Sept.
Ray O'Brien, choral director; Rollo 9 and various others will follow
Wayne, technical director; Walter when the new season productions
Johnson, stage manager, and Vir- begin pushing out the lower-grosginia Johnson, choreographer.
sing holdovers. “Texas; Li’l DarNo performances were lost due lin’ ” reopened Monday night after
to weather conditions, although a summer vacation.
some shows were interrupted for a
The total gross for all 15 shows
time due to light showers.
last week was $324,200, or 71.88%

production resumed Monday night
(21) for its 35th week on Broadway; had been grossing under $20,000 before shuttering.

Future Dates

.

116
$203,700
$2,887,700

“Daphne

,

,

,

;

.

Holdover, Pitt Stadium
Pittsburgh, Aug. 22.
Next to biggest click of summer

season at Pitt Stadium was “Annie
Get Your Gun,” which* last week
drew around 42,000 people and
hung up a gross of $51,000.
It
was topped only by the Opener,
Kate,”
“Kiss
Me,
which
got

even at $17,500.
“Mister Roberts,” Erlanger (3d $67,000.
Annie” would have been
wk) ($3.71; 1,334). Registered a bnuch nearer that figure had it not
nice rise to $19,300.
been for a bad break in weather
“Two Blind Mice,” Harris 15th) over the weekend. Friday and
wk) ($3.71; 1,000). Up a trifle to Saturday (18-19) were both threat$10,300.
ening.
In fact, it did rain hard
Friday before the end of first act
and the remainder of the performance had to be called off, although
there were no refunds, inasmuch
THIS WEEK
as enough of the show had been
Pompton given.
Unaware”
Angels
Lakes (N. J.) Summer theatre (21Public
demand for “Annie”
26).
tickets was so great that for first
“Autumn Age”—Boothbay (Me.) time in five-year history pf the
playhouse (22-27).
Stadium productions, it was de“Barefoot at Canossa”— Sea Cliff cided to hold over a booking for
(1L. I.) Summer theatre (21-26).
an extra three days.
“Check and Double”—Biythe"

'*

;

wood
(

theatre, Chestertown, N. Y.

20 ).

Estimates for Last

Mass, playhouse (21-26).
“Don’t Be Upset” Ivy Tower
playhouse, Spring Lake, N. J. (22-

—

27).

.

'
•
.

.

.

“Homeward Look”—Show Shop,
Canton, Conn. (22-27).
“Lightning in December”—Ford
theatre, Verbank, N. Y. (23^-28).
“Little Blue Light”-r-Cambridge
(Re(22-27)
playhouse
(Mass.)
view in Variety this week).
“Of Sugar and Spice”— Old Town
theatre, Smithtown Branch, L. I.
(Reviewed in Variety, Jan.

(21-26)
11, ’50),

“Once

Actor”— Grist

an

Mill,

playhouse, Guilford, Conn. (21-26)
(Reviewed in Variety this week).
Stamford
“One’s a Crowd”
(Conn.) Summer theatre (23-25),
“See How They Run” Lakeside

—
—

theatre,

Putnam, Conrt. (22-27);
theatre, Chatham, Mass:
(Reviewed in Variety, July

Monomoy
(23-26)

19

*

’go).

“Touch Not

My

Pocket”

—School

of the Theatre, Gloucester, Mass.
(25-26).

“Web and the Rock”—Marblehead (Mass.) playhouse (2t-26) (Reviewed in Variety, Aug. 16, ’50),
You Have to Be Crazy”—Chapel
playhouse, Guilford, Conn. (21-26).
(Reviewed in Variety this week).

NEXT WEEK

“Barn Dance”—Millstream playhouse" Sea» Girt, N.J. (29-3).

“Box Office”—Lakeside theatre,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. (29-3).
Blythe“Check and Double”
wood theatre, Chestertown, N. Y.

—

(27),*

—Show

.

“Homeward Look”
Canton, Conn.

Shop,

(29-2).

“Man Who Grew Younger”—
Ford theatre, Verbank, N. Y. (30-4).
My Fiddle’s Got Three Strings”
(Conn.) Country playhouse (28-2).
“Nothing Serious”* John Drew
theatre, East Hampton, L. I. 28-2)
(Reviewed in Variety, Aug. 2, ’50),
“§ee How They Run” Southbury (Conn.) playhouse (29-3) (Reviewed in Variety, July 19, ’50).
“Sodom, Tennessee”>- Hayloft,

—Westport

—

—

Allentown, Pa. (26-3).
“Story for a Sunday Evening”—

Famous

Artists Country playhouse,
Fayetteville,
Y. (28-2) (Reviewed

N

Variety, July 20, ’49).
“Vicious Circle”—Pocono playhouse, Mouhtainhome, Pa. (28-2).
in

“Wind

Blows

Free”

playhouse, Suffern, N. Y.

*

— Antrim
(30-4).

Kipnis Taiist* Preem

A new abridged version of
Gounod’s. “Faust” is to be preemed
by Alexander Kipnis’ Opera Group
at White Bam Theatre, Westport,
Conn., Sunday (27).

Week

Keys: C (Comedy), B (Drama),
CD Comedy-Drama) R Revue
M ( Musical) O Operetta).
(

(

,

,

)

(

Other parenthetic figures

refer,

San Francisco, Aug.

respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price

Local

22.

with a trio of hitSs
includes 20% amusement tax, but current, hitting. the hottest pace in
grosses dre net: i.e,, exclusive of years, -'South Pacific,” in its third

Los Angeles, Aug, 22.
Town’s total legit take topped
$184,000 last week as three musicals and “Peath of a Salesman”
weathered a hot spell neatly. Top
tally went to “The Vagabond King”
in the huge Hollywood Bowl, for
a scant six-day run ending Sunday
( 20 ).
Estimates for Last Week
“Death of a Salesman,” Biltmore
(3d wk) ($3.60; 1,636). First week
off the Theatre Guild subscription

legit,

.

week at the Opera House here, hit
“Cocktail Party,” Miller (3lst a new record, but is due to take
wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Previ- in even more coin when the cur-

tax,

.

ous week, $11,400; last week, over
rent reduced-rate subscription pe$12,300.
riod

“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco

is

over.

“Summer and Smoke” bowed to
favorable reeeption at the Geary
last week, while “Lost in the Stars,’*
at the Curran, kept a steady keel

(80th wk)

(D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
Previous week, $12,200; last week,
$12,300.

Prefer Blondes,” on its second week.
wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
Estimates for Last Week
Previous week, $45^200;
“Lost In the Stars,” Curran (2d
“Rose Marie,” Philharmonic Aud last week, topped $46,100.
wk) (4.80; 1,771). Nifty $36,100,
Continued from page 49
(3d wk) ($4.80; 2,670). Up another
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (30th
“South Pacific/* Opera House
notch to nearly $52,200; nicely in
Wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). pre- (3d wk) ($4.80; 3/252). Set new recConn., and begged her not to the black.
vious
week.
wedk,
last
ord
with $83,155 in the till, but will
$17,700;
me.”
“take my part away from
“Desert Song,” Greek Theatre
top that when the San Francisco
Subsequently, Miss Arthur sent a (1st wk) ($3.60; 4,400). Okay $45,- $17,500.
Civic
Light Opera Assn, subscrip“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (85th
wire to Equity, calling Its ruling 000 for this veteran.
tion period ends.
against her “arbitrary, unjust and
“Vagabond, King,” Hollywood wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $38,000). Previous
“Summer and Smoke/* Geary
unfair,” and demanding a special Bowl (1st wk) ($3.60; 22,100). Mixed week, $35,500; last week, $35,300.
(1st wk) ($3.60; 1,351). Opened to
“Live Wire,” Playhouse (1st wk)
meeting to reconsider the matter. notices held it to a slow start, but
okay $15,500.
stronger finish (C-$4.80; 819; $18,740).
a
built
to
Garson
'President Derwent and execu- it
Simon although the $65,000 tally for six Kanin play, presented by Michael
Louis M.
tive-secretary
nights was below operating costs. Todd, opened Thursday night (17)
made- an appointment to see the
FESTIVAL
to three favorable notices (News,
actress Wednesday afternoon (16),
Mirror, Compass), three negative
but after waiting 40 minutes for
‘Dreams’ $6,200, Toronto; (Herald Tribune, Journal- Ameri$46,200, ST. L.
her, they were informed that she
can and Post) and one so-so
St. Louis, Aug. 22.
and her attorney, Morris Ernst,
(Times); first four performances
To Layoff for Recasting grossed about $6,000.
With one performance Thursday
and her agent, Jules Stein, of Music Corp. of America, were conToronto, Aug. 22,
“Member of the Wedding,” (17) cancelled because of a cloudferring with Lawrence and Stevens
In ahead of the regular season Empire (33d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; burst that soaked 11,123 payees,
and the latter’s attorney, Irving and competing with the finest, $24,000). Previous week, $13,900; the Rodgers
and Hammerstein
Cohen, of the Howard Reihheimer weather this summer, “The Devil last week, $14,200.
musical festival, featuring tunes
Also Dreams” grossed a mild $6,office.
“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (126th
1,525-seat
wk) (CD-.U4.80; 1,360; $34,276). and dances from “Allegro,” “State
At that session, Miss Arthur’s 200 last week at the
put Royal Alexandra here, at a $3 top. Reopened Aug. 14 after four-week Fair,” “South Pacific” and “Oklareportedly
representatives
homa,” wound up its seven-night
this pre-Broadway tryout, all hiatus; last week,
In
$24,40Q.
tremendous pressure on the pro- Toronto critics rapped the writstand in the Municipal Theatre
“Peep Show,” Winter Garden Assn’S alfresco playhouse in Forest
ducers to take back the star, ing, but praised Claire Luce,
threatening suit for damage to her Bela Lugosi, Francis L. Sullivan (8th Wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $53,000). Park, Sunday (20) with a hefty
reputation and mismanagement af- and' Richard Waring, ail of whom Previous week, $38,600; last week, b.o. score.
fecting her $25,000 investment in get equal star billing. - Reginald $39,000.
A new attendance record (12,“Peter Pan,” Imperial (17th wk) 123) for a single performance
the production. Lawrence is under- Denham, director, and Fritz Rotter
was
stood to have favored going ahead and Elissa Rohn, play’s authors, (M-$4.80; 1,400; $34,500). Previous hung up on the last night. It
and signing Miss Field, but was were all up here for doctoring and, week, $25,900; last week, with Jean topped the previous high (12,027)
apparently overruled by Stevens during the Toronto engagement, Arthur out of the cast* $21,300.
registered July 29 and again oh
“South Pacific,” Majestic (71st July 30 during the run of “Desert
lopped off some 20 minutes of playand Cohen.
(M-$6; 1,659; $50,186).
Has
wk)
thirda
new
Including
time,
ing
Song.” In addition to the l09t
Situation backstage at the Imnever had an empty seat or less performance, the piece was beset
act ending.
,
perial, N. Y., when Miss Arthur
“Devil Dreams” goes from here than the standee limit at any per- by cold arid threatening weather*
returns to the cast next Friday
to Ottawa and Montreal, then lays formance; almost $50,800 again.
However, a total of 66,000 customnight may be strained, as others of off for recasting of two of the
“The Consul,” Barrymore (23d [ ers laid an estimated
$46i200 on
the company are said to have sided current stars.
According to H. wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28,000). the, line*
almost unanimously with the man- Clay Blaney, producer, the piece Previous week, $12,900; last week,
With
the
orch
augmented
to
agement. in the dispute. In fact. will then go into Boston and Phila- $13,500.
the
principals,
Marguerite
“Tickets, Please,” Coronet (17th 70,
When Miss Arthur sent word delphia prior to Broadway booking.
wk) <R-$4.80; 998; $26,000). Pre- Piazza, Edwin Steffe, David Polar!
Tuesday night asking the cast to
vious week, $14,000; last week* and Winifred Heidt in the warbcome to her hotel to hear her side
ling stints and Virginia Gibson/
nearly
$14,000.
of the matter, only four members
“Where’s Charley?” St. James John Butler and Genia Melnitof the dancing ensemble accepted.
(Aug. 20-Sept t).
In
dance
specialties,
(96th wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700). chenko
Others took the position that their
Shubert,
“Affairs of State”
Previous week, $30,200; last week, copped plaudits from the crix and
union, represented by Derwent, N. H. (30-2).
payees.
Lyricist
Oscar
Hammeralmost $30,300,
Bilthad spent two hours with her the
“Death of a Salesman”
“Wisteria Trees,” Beck (17th wk) stein, II, won a solid mitt for his
spiel
previous Sunday, arid (he council more, L. A. (21-2).
from
the
apron
opening
night.
(D-$4.80; 1,214: $33,000). Reopened
“Devil’s Disciple”—Opera House, Aug. 14 afieirfour-week layoff; last Illness prevented composer Richard
had subsequently cancelled her
Rodgers from making a skedded
Central City, Col. (21-30); Lobero, week, $12,300.
contract,
, appearance.
v
Stock
According to witnesses, Boris Santa Barbara d-2).
9
Watergate
Kate”
Me,
“Kiss
Wheeling Into the final two
made
a
“Lady
From
the
Sea,'
Fulton
play,
the
of
costar
Karloff,
(21-27); Com- (2d wk) (D-$3; 976; $15,092). Pre- weeks of the season, “Carousel/*
vehement speech at the cast meet- Stadium, Washington 28-30); Lyric,
Pa.
Hershey,
munity,
another
Rodgers-Hammerstein muvious
week,
week. $6,900; last
$5,denouncing Miss Arthur’s
ing,
Allentown, Pa. (31-2).
400; closed Saturday night (19) sical, opened a two-wcek stand
“irresponsible” actions in quitting
North- after 16 performances; “Borned In last night (Mon.) before a mob Of
Eari’^Great
“Lend
Ah
and thereby
notice
short
on
ern, Chi. (21-2).
Texas” opened Monday night (21) 10,400 that braved chilling temjeopardizing the employment of
“Lost In the Stars”—Curran, as the third stock offering of Festi- perature. The gross was approxher fellow-players.
S F (21-2).*
imately $5,000. if U the first time
val Theatre.
Erlanger,
Roberts”
With Miss Arthur out of the cast
“Mister
“Medium” and “Telephone/' the piece, presented here at the
the
playing
Baxley,
Chi. (21-2).
and Barbara
Arena (5th wk) <M-$3; 500; $10,- American theatre in 1947, has been
“South Pacific”—War Memorial, 600). Previous week, $6,400; last produced by any other company
part as understudy, receipts for
•'
than the Theatre Guild. Virginia
week, about $6,200.
the Barrie fantasy dropped about S. F. (21-2),
Geary,
“Summer and Smoke”
Reopening
Haskins, a former native, Mario
$4,600 last’ week,, with the differ“Texas, Ll’l Darlln?’ Hellinger De Laval, Diane Keith, Louise
ence mostly evident at the eve- g F (21-2)
“Two Blind Mice” Harris, Chi. (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000). After a ftve- Lfirabee* Kenneth Mackenzie and
ning performances when the paiwcek layoff, the Anthony B. Farrell Dtisty Worral play the leads.
( 21 2 ).
tronage is largely adult.
list

“Crimes and Crimes”—Cohasset

'

Nov. 23, Martin Beck; “Out of This
World,” Nov, 30, Century; “Bless
You All,” Dec. 14, Hellinger.

of capacity. The previous week’s
total gross for 15 shows was $335,200, or 71.49% of capacity.

(

—

Me

theatre; “Call
Madam/*
Oct. 9, Imperial; “Curious Savage/*
Oct. 10, Booth; “Legend of Sarah/*
Oct. 11, Fulton; “The Barrier/*
Oct.
“Burning
Mansfield;
14;
Bright,” Oct. 16, unspecified theatre; ^Relapse,” Oct. 23, unspecified
theatre; “Country Girl,” Nov. 6;
“Lady’s Not for Burning/’ Nov. 8;
“Guys and Dolls,” Nov. 9, 46th
Street; “Ring ’Round the Moon,”
fied

.

‘Annie’ Bullseye $51,000

18,

:

i

Chicago, Aug. 22.
Legit business improved slightly
in Chicago last Week with the
second consecutive weekend of
cool weather, but boxoffice was
hurt some Saturday night 119) by
the Chi Tribune’s 21st annual
Music Festival, with an attendance
of around 75,000. "Mr. Roberts”
continued as the local pacemaker.
Estimates for Last Week
“Lend An Ear,” Great Northern
(21st wk) ($4.94; 1,500). Held about

Sept.

son in the Sun,” Sept, 28, Cort;
“Affairs of State,” Oct. 2, Royale;
“Giaconda Smile,” Oct. 3, Lyceum;
4<
Wuy^Tliiiigs~Go/^Oct~6 ; unspeei-

.

:

Laureola,”

Music Box; “Southern Exposure,”
Sept. 26, B iltmore; “Black Chiffon,” Sept. 27, 48th Street; “Sea-

.

“Gentlemen

registered over $21,000, profand pleasing for this drama.

Ziegfeld

itable

(37th

$48,244/.
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LITERATI
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Ar*. Seeks to Hypo Book-Club
Argentina’s once-flourishing book
publishing industry is still weighed
Sown by the gimmicks created in
the past few years as a result of
the Argentine government’s policies, which have made Argentinepublished books 40% more expensive than they were four years ago.
In 1936, as a result of the Spanish civil war* the Argentine .publishing industry took a terrific leap
ahead, and in a very short time
built up a big export trade to the
Spanish-speaking countries of the
world. Then, when the Peron government came into power, this
trade gradually took one blow after another and received no en-

couragement from its government,
until at last it was in a really precarious position due to increased
costs due tci higher wages and
prices Of raw materials, paper
restrictions,
customs
shortages,

Chaiterton’s

tome,'

Sam you

couldn’t
flop, you are the funniest comic
in show business.” “Yeh Joe, but
remember vun ding, Joe, to be
rottin for nottin* 1st no good!”
That’s all, sez
Joe Laurie,, Jr,

“Homeward

++»»»»»»»»» By Frank

Borne,” and Kyle Crichton’s biog-

raphy of “The Marx Brothers.”
Ethel Waters tome for Doubleday, originally tagged “Beating

While Frank- Scully
written by Frank Scully.)
:

the Blues,” now retitled “His Eye
Is on the Sparrow,” from the
hymn she sings in “Member of the
Wedding” on Broadway. Publication date is Oct; 31.
Joe Ravotto, former Variety
and United Press correspondent
in Europe, now with the U. S. State
Department, has returned to Washington from several years in Italy,
now assigned to the international
motion picture division of -the department’s public affairs opera-

Issss

Continued from page 1

ssJ

the time the contract is signed to
the time when the pact is concluded^

The talent situation is expected tq
especially severe away from
New York; With fewer acts taking
out-of-town dates, theatres and
be

.

niteries will

have a

difficult

time

I

(Ed.

Note:

1

on

it

rtntm ttf f

Scully

his vacation these

column* are being

Desert Springs, Aug. 16*
“Hollywood Byline” is an ABC program emanating from the Coast
on Saturday night. Several reporters interview a cinematic celebrity
most of the way arid then allow him to turn the tables on them for a
finish.
It’s a cuffo job all around and about 270 stations across, the
country take the free ride weekly.
Hank (the Night Watchman) Weaver pilots the team, lyhich usttally corisists of Darr Smith of the Daily News, Virginia MacPherson
of UP, Bob Thomas of AP and Lloyd Sloan, of the Hollywood CitizenNews. Sid Skolsky, William. Tusher, Anri Daggett and Michelle Novak have participated at various times, but the mainliners have been

getting proper bills within their
budgets.
Agencies say that the Smith, Thomas arid Sffoan.
^
bankrolls will have to be increased
While not quite as adult as “Meet The Press” or ‘'Author Meets
considerably over last season if
talent buyers want to keep lip the Critics,” Considering how intensely studio^ dislike to let their stars
calibre of talent.
sound off unchaperoned on radio. “Hollywood Byline” deserves a
especially lot of credit.
Percenters
aren’t
happy to see this situation despite'
Since it started with Robert Ryan as its first star, the program
obviously higher returns.
Datediggers for the past few years have has interviewed Charles Laughton, Jimmy Stewart, Jack Carson,

tion.

'

.

Isss

Continued from page 2

ssss!

censorship, international currency prompted, and received a high com-:
gimmicks, etc. To these were add- mission, got the acts for free, then
ed measures taken by purchasing high-pressured people for ads in
countries in blocking coin, owed to
the j oumal, for tickets, etc. It got
the Argentine publishers and proso bad that the actors finally got
tectionist policies followed by othtogether,
and we formed the Actors’
er Latin- American countries.
(Dave
Betterment Association
in turn the publishing, industry’s
Vine, I believe, was the founder
difficulties created a depression
It was an
I was first V.P.)
.
.
lor Argentine authors, who found
organization to stop the benefit
it much more difficult to get their
it finally became the
.
works published. Printing costs, rackets .
for instance, went so high that .few Actors* Federation (via politics)
as the
is
and
now
known
publish
authors could afford to
their own books, ^as was formerly (American Guild of Variety ArtCustomary for incipient authors, at ists) Which is a legitimate outleast until they had made a name. growth and a fine organization for
Moreover, foreign authors, whose the protection of vaude and nitery
books were published in translated actors.
The Theatre Authority
f oriri by Argentine publishers, were took over the policing of benefits,
also affected, in that the public and no doubt did a good job of
could buy fewer books once the stopping phoneys, but the income
cost was higher.
(which was split up among the
Lately the government has re- Theatrical
Guilds
and Actors’
alized that valuable trade was being Fund) became so big that instead
lost with other American- countries of stopping the benefit evil they
because of its neglect of the pub- encouraged it, so it could get more
lishing industry, and the latter is
money. The Guilds do a great job
being urged to boost exports, and
and the monies are very much
in return some attempt will, be
needed, but I am sure we can find
made to foster it.
a better method of getting money
to support these worthy organiza.

.

been attempting to help bonifaces
arid theatre operators by establishing What has been teriried more
reasonable prices for talent; They
feel that over-expansion of budgets

,

.

AGVA

get a better run of talent and production if they’re to compete successfully with video.
to these problems
industry isn’t readily

The answer
the

facing

One solution may
if the Korean situation unleashes £. wartime prosperity, but
it’s not regarded as good business
to count on that facet exclusively.
discernible.

come

Schary Rules Out
Continued from page

1

exited the studio because of the

v

tions.-

sources of em-

eventually closes

ployment, arid attempt to get unduly high salaries is a short-sighted
policy that will ultimately be detrimental to the industry.
At the same time, the outlets for
stage arid floorshows will have to

.

Mo. Buys ‘Sawyer* Mss.

flop!” "Oh*

;-

Mercedes McCambridge, Gloria Swanson,* Evelyn Keyes, Jimmy Durante, Mickey Rooney; Van Heflin, Ann Sotherri, Lena Home and

how tough it is to get
none of these stars is curOf producers, only Stanley Kramer and pore
rently a long-termer.
Schary have Appeared, a seeded draw if ever I saw one.
En Pantoufles—Slippers to You
In the main, the reporters have pitched their questions along kindly
lines, though stopping far short of the Farsonian treacle which feaThe stars
tures the same network’s Sunday night kaffee Matches.
are caught en pantoufles and treated more as slipper heroes than
the romantic characters they usually play. Perhaps this is the intention of those shaping the program’s policy. If so; it might be smart
to run the Van Heflin interview when briefing others.
Here is an actor who has a mind and personality riot so different
from what he portrays on the screen. He’s a serious fellow and beHe doesn’t believe Hollywood is
lieves he is in a serious business.
peopled with freaks, because obviously he isn’t one.
In his interview he told how he had been taking a course at UCLA
on motion pictures. He took the course to learn why certain shots
of, his were discarded and
others were included by directors and
cutters,. They were used, of course, to keep a motion picture moving.
At the university he was considered a freak for a couple of days but
after that other students ceased to tell him how much he looked
like himself.
He told why he quit Metro. He did so because he
didn’t like to be saddled with the mistakes of a big studio’s producers.
He preferred to make his own. A studio could bury its mistakes under
the pile of dough brought in by one hit. The making or breaking of
a single actor was not so important to them. Thus it was important
to him not to.be the victim of other people’s errors.
That, at least, was Van Heflin’s contention. Actually an actor to a
comparative degree could do just what the studios had been doing..
He might think one bad picture could ruin him but if he had two
bad ones and one good one he’d be batting .333 and would still
This

Jackie Robinson.

list

major studio cooperation.

in itself indicates
Practically'

Original manuscript of Mark
that benefits new policy. Next to go, it is underI would suggest
Twain’s “Tom Sawyer” is being should only be given for national stood, will be Jack Cummings, who
Missouri
of
the
State
by
purchased
disasters, actors’ organizations, and plans ankling soon. Roy Rowlaiid
to be placed in the capital buildone tremendous benefit a year for left the lot last week. Nat Perrin,
A joint all
ing at Jefferson City.
charities, a la the Community w.k. scripter, is another instance,
committee of the state senate and
in his case a switch was made to
house is making arrangements to Chest.
Columbia.
Greatest Benefit
purchase the manuscript, some of
be in the big league.
Schary has already slashed the
The greatest benefit ever given
it still in original handwriting of
He objected to what makes news (which he in no wise blamed on
overhead substantially by
studio’s
the author, from Frank Glenn, in my time was at the Metropolitan
newspapers though I don’t know why not, since editors differ in this,
Kansas City bookseller for $9,216. Opera House, N. Y.,' for the San his policy of a strictly limited
as
proved by the different way The New York Times arid the Los Anlongterm pacts. In
State actually is paying only Francisco Earthquake Sufferers. It number of
many cases, same policy applies geles News treat Mickey Cohen’s social and professional life). But
$7,500, however, since Glenn is started at 11 a.rii. and ran Without
in proving that he was a normal person with a family and not addicted;
contributing $1,716 toward estab-v a hitch until 12 hours and 20 min- to thespers as well as the producto nightclubs, divorce actions Or name-dropping, Van Heflin may have
lishing the memento to Samuel utes later. Harry Leonhart was the tion execs and technicians.
been exposing precisely what failed to make him news and deprived
Clemens in the capital. Included stage manager. Every star and
Schary prefers to pact proKim of being a star who could pick his own parts. He seemed to
in
the deal is a portrait of vaude act in New York City ap- ducers, directors, etc., on solo shots,
Clemens, which also will become peared. So why can’t we do it when they come in with likely lack color. At home or in a studio he could be depended on for
a part of the capital shrine to the now? A tremendous one-day bene- properties. Metro, then buys up support.
Is This The Bijou’s Opposition?
Missouri humorist.
the yarn and hires the filmmaker
fit for all worthy charities.
As Darr Smith pointed out, when a star is said to be just like the
Someone on your program re- to handle the pic. Z. Wayne
Saga of a Theatre
marked that actors love to be seen Griffith, for instance, was taken boy next door or the garage mechanic at thei comer, this is nonsense. Otherwise people would drop into the gas station for gas and
If anybody can write the history at benefits. I realize we have a lot on for '“Key to the City,” recent
of the very historical National the- of stage struck actors, but the Clark Gable vehicle. He has since tip the mechanic a buck for a nice chat, thereby passing up the pictures at the Bijou altogether*
atre, Washington, Di C., it would majority of actors play a benefit been retained for another film.
be two extra-experienced press through pressure. Managers of
Van Heflin made a good case when it came his turn, to reverse theVet producers who were fixtures
agents of almost half a century and theatres arid circuits must be “in”
He found out what the reporters had been doing in
at Culver City can still do chores questioning.
still active* like George Atkinson
their
Smith had been painting his daughter’s room, Sloan
off hours.
depts. or for the company even after leavand Victor Kiraly. They trace the with the police and fire
catching
had
been
up on his sleep. Thomas had been hunting a babytheir
perhaps risk a violation on
ing. Schary has told them that
first to the last curtain of the NaMacPherson had been weeding
sitter so he could catch more movies.
tional with fine reading and old theatres ... no standees allowed, he is willing to talk terms on any
her garden between shoving pablum in her baby’s mouth.
pictures besides a swell foreword etc. Political bigs use their in- ’likely yarn or package that they
These were just about what any actor might be doing, Heflin, conby the dean of producers, John fluence, on agents and friends, and may come up with. That goes for
tended. He had often fed his baby pablum. The reporters asked him
Marx as well as the others.
Golden. If you love the theatre, if so it goes.
you study the theatre, “A Great
But if organizations that have to
if he didn’t get tired of answering the same old questions.
Later he
Curtain Falls” (Strand Press; $3) raise funds would pay for their
countered by asking: them if they didn’t get tired of asking the same
Laurie .
is a must.
etter
old questions.
shows they would get a l
One answered, “not any more than actors get tired
of mouthing the same old dialog.” Touche.
show . Five single men wouldn’t
Critics
CHATTER
follow each other* or ix bands
He
asked
if it were t^ue he were going into politics. He denied
was
Continued from pap* 1 SSSm
John Chapman, N.Y. News drama wouldn’t go on almost Jef ore the Isss
this.
He thought an actor like any other citizen should have the right
show
The
after
but.
dies
first
one’s
music
exceptions,
critics, back from Hollywood
there are individual
to vote for whom he pleased and should express himself or keep
would be able to be laid out prop- naturally—-review a show on its quiet about his choice as he pleased. But he didn’t think an actor
a week of studio gandering.
Stanton Delaplane touring the erly, everyone would show up and merits, not on the basis of their should use a reputation he had acquired in one field of public approHollywood film lots to. round up go on the allotted time. The “re- personal prejudices. A critic may bation to influence voters in another.
material 'for his San Francisco freshments” back stage would not not like fantasy, for instance* but
This, too, has a nice ring. But it isn’t an American idea at all. Wo
Chronicle column.
be needed; the act would be paid he wouldn’t think of dismissing
Ben Hecht writing his auto- and can buy what they want to eat a play on that ground. He tries to encourage all sorts of celebrities to pitch for things outside their specialty; and pay them handsomely for the deceit.
biography, “Child of the Century,” or drink when they want it not
show on its own terms,
for publication by Simon & because it’s a free food and drink consider the
Three Cheers For jpekker
to juage how well it succeeds in
Schuster.
So, in leaning over backward politically, Van Heflin was not dowhat it atteriipts to do. That is
Cameron Shipp’s “We Barry- handout.
ing
back
the
country
any
particular
money
favor. We live in a political society.
As for giving the
why the New York critics, as a
mores” will be published in JanuIf ydu won ’f have anything to do with politics, if you insist it’s too
they receive, to the charity . .
group, are so influential.
ary by Appleton-Century-Crofts.
the actor
Cecil B. DeMille cooking up a did you ever figure that
“A critic should be a strange dirty arid you don’t want any part of it, you’re not likely to mind
weekly newspaper Column, based may have his own particular blend of childlike innocence and what type of government is running the country- where you happened
an
embarrass
why
on recollections of his 38 years in charity? And
He should to be domiciled for the mo.
penertating wisdom.
Holding ail opposite view to Van Heflui, incidentally, is Albert DekHollywood, for General Features. act that really needs the dough come to the theatre with a naive
Music teacher Miriam Spier’s into giving it back because some eagerness to be interested and ker. Ten years ago he felt that there comes a time when you must
give
might
book, “The Why and Hpw of Popu- big star, who doesn’t*
moved. He should try to appraise quit talking democracy and live it. He, too, had a wife and children.
lar Singing,” being published by his check back. I know actors, and
But he ran for the
a show on its merits and not mere- He, too, was a contracted player in Hollywood.
E. B. Marks Music Corp.
I know that the little guy won’t
ly according to his personal likes lowest office in the lowest legislature in the land, and was just lowr>
Rinehart & Co. is readying let the “big” guy out-gesture him.
enough
to
make
it.
two
in
For
years’
Service
the
California
Assembly
“Great Orchestral Music—A Treas- Actors are that way, and I love and dislikes.
he got $2,400, and lost $100,000 in parts he couldn’t take.
“The New York critics, as a
ury of Program Notes” by Julian ’em for it!
Personally I think Dekker should have got every decoration for this
Seaman, for Sept. 21 publication.
A story to close that I always whole, realize their responsibility
Introduction is by Deems Taylor. tell when they speak about bene- to their readers arid to the theatre. civil service that survivors in a war get for riiiUtary service, and; I’m
glad
at least that New York recognized this and gave him the lead of
Author
Max Shulmari sails fits, and I have played as many as I frequently disagree with individ“Death of a Salesman” As for Hollywood, he might just as well
Sept, 6 on the Queen Elizabeth for
you can mention. I once ual critics, but by and large I re- have dropped dead,
anyone
Europe to gather material and
their Opinions,
to the late Sam Bernard, one spect the honesty of
backgrounds for Cosmopolitan and said
I hppe when people see hbn on Broadway they will remember him
comics, “Sam, and I think their reactions to
Good Housekeeping yarns. Since of the greatest dutch
dozen benefits shows are generally reliable, not as a citizen who gave representative government two of the most
Jan. 1 he has sold both mags nine I have been at a
fruitful
years of his professiorial life so that free men riiight be reptheir
own
according
to
where you were billed but. didn’t merely
short stories.
“Joe, standards, but in terms of public resented by free men and not by stooges of lobbyists, party bosses
Current issue of Omnibook mag show up . . why?” Sam said,
eloquently called “malefactor of great wealth.”
or what old T.R.* so <*•**.*
laste.”
M- *
^ h +
V
/
y*
contains condensations of Ruth to tell you the truth. I’m afraid I
.
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Festival today (Wed;) under Bill
Taylor’s direction.

Broadway

Margo Jones, Tad Adoue and
Jock Lawrences bought a carManning Gurian in from N. Y. for
just for the roadhouse trade.
gander at Playhouse and Music
Falk,
Dick
Broadway press* Circus talent as possibilities for
agent, playing a role in U-I’s Dalles operation, and forthcoming
“Thundering Bails.”
“Southern Exposure.”
'Herman G. Weinberg claims to
hold the record fbr English titles*

Rome

with a total of 92 foreign, films.
Playbroker Hans Bartsch and his
wife, Irene Palasty, returning from
European trip on lie de France.
Licia Albanese, Met soprano,
and actor William Harrigan returned from European vacations
last week.
Mitchell R'awson, Metro publicist, back at his desk after three
weeks in the hospital because of a
broken ankle,
Edward O'Connor, Metro’s supervisor in the Far East, in New
York for homeoff ice huddles after
two years in the field.
Screenwriter Abraham Polansky

London
Rose Murphy opened

at the Hiplast

podronje, Bristol, for

week.

“Berlin Symphony,” for Cen*
Europe Films.
Ferenc Fricsay, conductor of the
RIAS symphony, will be guest
conductor in Brazil, U, S. and
Italy in the next four months.
New gimmick which shows previews of coming attractions on the
side of a building drawing huge
crowds every night on the Kurfurstendam.
Allied High Commission delegated responsibility for administration of the UFA firm trust
property to .the Bonn government.
Forty houses will he sold.
pic,
tral

Stoll’s

.

Bransby Williams, best known
for his Dickens’ characterizations,
celebrating his 80th birthday.
Anton Karas, the zither player,
returns from Vienna to take up a
string of dates for Stoll's circuit.
Alan Jones is set for return en-

By Helen McGill Tubbs
Nat Wachsberger off to Brussels. gagement at London Palladium,
in September for two weeks.
Mona Barrie on vacation in Aus- opeing
jack Train hospitalized for a
tria.
month following a car smash and
Maria Denis, Italian actress, sum- replaced by Sonnie Hale on the
mering in Fiuggi.
“20 Questions” fradio program.
German actress Jennie Jugo in
jessie Boyce Landis, who scored
city for film chore.
in “Larger Than Life,” is staying
The Alfred Drakes are at the on to appear in a new play by
Hassler hotel here.
James Parrish titled, “Mrs. InspecRenzo AvanZo returned from tor Jones.”
London film confabs.
Arnaut Bros., who return from
Edward Johnson, formerly of Africa late in August, open at the
N.Y. Met, was here visiting.
Empire Sept. 4 for three weeks,
after
W. Lee Wilder vacationing
in a Nat Karson show, doubling at
finishing “Three Steps North.”
the Savoy hotel for two weeks.
Renato Rascel is heading the Both, are return dates.
sailed for a European tour Saturday (19) on the De Grasse. Wife Colie Appia revue, “Quo Vadis?”
Rodney Ackland’s adaptation of
“The Outlaws,” all-Italian film, in Hugh Walpole’s novel, “The Old
and children accompanied him.
Nate Bliimberg, Universal's prez, itS second month at the Splendore. Ladies,’ 'being revived by the ComTony Bartley, Deborah Kerr’s pany of Four at the Lyric, Hamand A1 paff, head of U’s foreign

Hollywood
Eddie Foy, Jr., in from N. Y. for
a family reunion.
Mack Millar back in town after
six weeks abroad.
Tomv Dugan celebrated his 40th
anniversary as an actor.
Maureen O’Hara to Catalina for
her first vacation in 18 months.

Myma

•

.

*

for three
department, planed for the Coast husband, off for London
weeks.
Friday (18) for a two-week visit.
deserted
Williams
Tennessee
Eddie Cantor due in advance of Rome for a couple weeks in
his first TV show over NBC Sept. France.
Manning Ostroff, his. director,
10.
The George Cantys (of MPA A
preceding him to o.o. sketches, etc. in Italy) went to Venice for Film
Stirling Silliphant, 20th-F ox pro- Festival there.
Pietro Bullio4 head of N. Y.
motion manager, to the Coast to
confer with Harry Brand, studio branch of Scalera Films, here on
publicity chief, on plans for “Jack- annual trip to homeoffice.

mersmith, in October. Mary Jerrold and Jean Cadell again will
play the roles they created with
Mary Clare in the part originated
by Edith Evans.

.

pot.”

Edgar Van Blohm, manager, of

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

the Paris theatre, back for U. S.

premiere of new French picture,
“Paris Waltz,”
Nantucket.

vacation

afteij

in

week

Invitations went out this
to a flock of filmites to attend the
marriage of Eric Johnston’s daughter, Harriet, to William Carlin Fix,
in Spokane, Sept. 9.
David Bliss, 78-year-old, retired
British theatre manager, arrived
from Britain last week on the
Washington to visit his son, Theodore, in Norfolk, Va.
Efrem Kurtz, conductor of the

Symphony. Sid
jockey, turned

Isa Miranda, Italian film actress,
and director-actor Vittorio De Sica
due in the U. S. Aug. 29 via plane
for the Little Cinemet preem of
their picture, “My Widow and I."
Sol Hurok due in today (Wed.)
on the Liberte after a two-month
European concert scouting tour.
Also finalized details of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet’s fall U. S. toiir.
Arthur (Street Singer) Tracey,
Who has 14 stores, a theatre and
60-odd apartment units in Washington, D. C.-r^Meyer Davis’ bowling alleys is one of his tenants—
marking a Show biz comeback;

Ezra Stone, catching up on back
issues of Variety since nis trip to
Paris, came across the item about
“Milton Berle breaking a tooth on
a roll. It must have been his bankroll, of course,” observes Stone..
Hal Gary, after longtime run in

Australia with
toured by four

“Oklahoma,”

depix chores in

WB

Atlantic City
By Joe Grossman

meet

in

with William S. Roach,
copyright attorney formerly associated with the Margulies law office in New York.

Orleans
Metro’s

ro

after

a

16,000-mile

tour

of

Europe and Africa to round up material for “Crown of Thorns.”
Gloria Swanson will receive. an__
award for “Ageless, beauty and

By

Eric Gorrlck
National Ballet Co., native unit,
playing Perth for the Fullers.
“Cinderella” (Disney-RKO) set
for a Yule tide run over the Hoyts’

.

good taste”

at

Mid - Century Ex-

.

Cast got 10fine at the Norrebro.
day vacation in August and will

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney

By Jerry Gaghan

Miami Beach

George Olsen band featured at
By Lary Solloway
Kirby Stone Quintet heads new Rainbow Terrace, of the Old Covered Wagon Inn.
show at Clover Club.
Harry O. Bergskamp, ASCAP
Five O'clock Club, Martinique
district manager here, recalled by
Hotel
Cafe
and
Clover
Club the Navy; he's a lieutenant.
may close for month of September,
Johnny Hyland, drummer fbr
after Labor Day.
Olympia theatre cancels out Dave Stephen’s WCAU band, first
local
musician to be drafted.
vaude policy temporarily after LaSy Kaliner, former manager and
bor Day. Will play, first-run pix
of the Little Rathskeller, is
owner
while nearby Paramount theatre is
planning a new night club venture.
being refurbished.
Mort Casway, former owner of
Jerry Hirsch* on leave as head
Celebrity Room here, bought an
of AGVA office here, to run Iminterest in Club Shaguire, 600perial hotel’s Copa

Ronald Ibbs Productions inked
Kitty Kallen into 500 Club for
Caprice in
two days. Gracie Barrie replaces for three-week tour of “Hamlet” in lanta this fall. Sid Leonard, At- seat Camden Airport club.
his
Dinah Washington, the Ravens
Sophie Tucker 'there on weekly Northern Ireland.
aide, will fill in until national ofand Eddie Vincent’s orch will top
Irish Equity and British Equity fice sets new rep.
date.
the Earle stageshow starting Aug.
times
six
plan
O’Grady,
discussing
for interchangeColleen
25, first stage fare at the house
“Miss Ireland,” singing on local ability of cards between both counsince last February;
hotel programs while vacationing tries.
Louis Greenberg, local taproom
Louis Elliman, managing - direchere,
operator,’ took over the Club 421,
tor of Irish Cinemas, back from
David Souhami off on tri'n
Cootie
Negro musical showcase.
3-month tour of U. S. and AusItaly.
Pittsburgh
tralia.
Williams orch (Aug. 21) and Ivory
Jeanette
first
Director
MacDonald
Jbe
the
Hunter
John
Ford
are
expe<
28)
received
(Aug.
By Hal Cohen
Catholic Stage Guild statuette for in St. Tropez.
two. bookings of the new manageJoe (WB) Feldmans celebrated “outstanding services to motion
Nice’s Edouard VII film lu
ment.
22d wedding anni last week.
picture industry” at ceremony in first on the Coast to introc
Mikios Gafrn, former opera star, Dublin. Ford will direct
“The popcorn.
comes into Copa for week next Quiet Man,” from
Duke and Duchess of Win<
Maurice Walsh
Monday (28).
checked out of Hotel du Cat
novel, here next year.
Johnny Desmond in guest spot
Joe Heidt in town beating drums
motor to Biarritz,
at Sister Kenny Polio Fund Circus
for “Oklahoma,” which opens New
Anouk Aimee left St. Tro
next
week.
Nixon, Sept. 4.
and Prince Sandri Khan, for
Nancy Davis, star of “Next Voice
Michael Sivy summering as a
Hotel du Cap at Antibes.
You
Hear,”
By Bill Conlan
is ill in Passavant hosmember of the resident acting
Ed Seay, New York public r
pital here.
company at Elitch’s Gardens.
RKO’s Jay Bon afield in town to
managed to see mos
Screen writer Carl Foreman in
Priscilla Dodge up to Montreal discuss
documentary films with the Riviera in quick two-an
town for family visit and research
to do Helen Hayes role in “Happy State Department Officials.
half day visit. Then to Rome;
job on upcoming pic.
Birthday” with Canadian Art TheOperetta composer Emmerich
Laurel and Hardy transfer]
James Stewart and wife here on
atre.
Kalman in Munich to discuss per- their locale from Marseilles
way to England, where he will apPeggy Ann Watson planed in formance of his latest work, a cow- the film,
“Atoll K,” now at (
pear in film, “No Highway.”
from N.Y. to see her father do boy operetta.
hotel
in
Valescure,
near
Ross Englander, of the Chicago
Frank Butler in “Annie Get Your
Orson Welles to Berlin later this Raphael.
Fair’s Music-In-The-Round, left for
Gun/'
month.
He will feature a magic
Antibes
Rome to produce TV operatic films.
Matt SeVtic going to Coast as show In addition to the Duke El- from Aug. Film Festival postpo
20 to Aug. 28.
Hi
Annual Chi Orphans Picnic lured
technical advisor on WB's screen lington "Faust.”
Langlols, director of festival,
Vic Damone, Evelyn Knight and
version of his Communist expose
Paul Gordon contracted to di- Paris making- final arrangemi
comic
Willie Shore 'for entertamin Pittsburgh.
rect Germany’s biggest postwar and arranging entries.
,

as-

from DanJohn Ter-

rell’s tent a looksee.

Lionel Stander and Ruth Mundy
In from Fairhaven, Mass., to star
this week in “Born Yesterday” at
Playhouse.
Don Markley, apprentice at New
Hope, off to Deer Park Lake, to
play the piano for Vic Jory in
“The Spider.”
Bob Caldwell, New Hope stage
manager, checked out to assume
like duties for “Death of a Salesman” at Morosco, N. Y.
Lambertsville staging .its second
community shindig in as many
summers, opening five-day Liberty

loop;

•

.

St.

for

'

•

Ewell back at his Jericho

in

New

Bud Thompson shot a 73 to win
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse )
Jacques Maurer back, from ex- Paramount Studio Club’s annual
golf tournament.
tended African survey.
Lewis Milestone planed
SydHans Bartsch looking over play new, Australia, to direct for
“Kangamaterial before sailing.
roo” for 20th-Fox.
Deauville maximum stake at
Danny Kaye to Toronto for a
roulette increased to $800.
two-week stand at the Canadian
Bal Tabatin to lose its star National Exposition.
adagio act, Darvas and Julia, signed
Mary Pickford and Hal Boyd
for U S.
were guests of honor at luncheon
Former actress Lyne Clevers lost of Hollywood Ad Club.
by
jewelry,
rifled
worth
of
$45,000
Andre Previn ordered to report
.burglars here.
Sept. 1 for active duty with CaliJames A. W. Jones, formerly of fornia National Guard.
SHEAF, now branching out indePaulette Goddard in from N. Y.
pendently as a public relations op- for huddles with Howard Welsch
erator.
and Pam Blumenthal about a picHerald Trib coliimnist Art Buch- ture.
^
wald got A1 Capp to write a colDuke Wales appointed chairman
umn in his stead while he iu at the of the publicity
committee for the
Venice Festival.
film industry's 1951 United Appeal
Epidemic of jewel robberies at drive..
gatherings
on the
fashionable
Paul Goesse installed as prexy
Riviera.
Elsa Maxwell and dress- and chairman of Motion Picture
maker Schiaparelli latest robbed.
Industry Council, succeeding Roy
Brewer.
Richard Brooks returned to Met-

.

Bucks County, Pa.

*

.

*

*

also

“Annie Get Your Gun” going

City Playhouse.

UNESCO

bury, Conn, to give

.S.,

helped the cafe trade.

Alan Dalzell, Theatre Guild
publicist, in town to visit Atlantic

Paris

Mountain farm from Coast film

to

locations

mostly from

Dusty Fletcher into Globe burly,
replacing Billy Hagen.
probaby continue with the show
Molly Picon to star in benefit at most of winter season. “GentleChelsea hotel, Aug. 26.
men Prefer Blondes” will follow,
Tommy Dorsey replaces Tex
Beneke orch on Steel Pier.

.

Ben Boyar drove

tourists,

Sweden, England and U.

and Jerry Berns hosting a welcome-back brawl for both next
week.
Film attorney Irwin Margulies
planed to Europe to huddle with
producer Gabriel Pascal, whom he
also

scout

“Showboat.”

’

The

profits..

Michael
B.
Devine
Thesper
Benny Davis to m.c. “Night of
Stars” show on Convention Hall pacted by Donald Wolfit’s company in London.
Ted Husing Ballroom stage Aug. 27.

Strohl, back by train.

George Sidney

By Maxlme de Beix

.

•

signment.

name for TV is
Fjernsyn. Several newspapers are
asking their readers to find a good
name for viewers.
Tono, Danish record company,
is bringing out Mercury records in
Scandinavia, starting with Frankie
Laine’s “Mule Train.”

paintings.
to

A

.

Tom

dope trade.
The Danish

Mexico

Cod

veepee, sailed last night (Tuesday)
on the Queen Elizabeth for London and Paris to discuss the company’s current and future production plans in Britain and France.
He’ll be away a month.
Lionel S. B. Shapiro and Lyman
(Billy) Bloomingdale, who motored
west with Louis Sobol, accomped
the columnist and his bride, Peggy

He’ll

production, “The Needle,” directed
by Johan Jacobson, deals with the

filed suit in

position
of Fashion in
Dallas,
Sept. 4.
Rep’s “Sands of I wo jima” hitCapt. Lloyd Knechtel, special
ting a hefty pace at Plaza, Sydney,
effects photographer for Samuel
for Hoyts.
Goldwyn, broke his back in a fall
Syd Albright, 20th-Fox Aussie during military maneuvers at
topper, due in N. Y. next month for Camp Cooke.
Circle naber.
h o. huddles.
Tom Drake from Coast studios
Amusement parks getting ready
Boyle’s,
in
Ray
guest-starring
Svend Asmussen’s band, which to open with expectation of strong
arena^sty led production of “John
Cape
Loves Mary” at Hotel Allerton’s will tour Great Britain in the fall, summer gross.
Hildegarde due at Falmouth
is featured in Stig Lommer’s film
“Third Man” (SRO) doing smash
Ring theatre.
“Up and Down Coast.”
biz on five-a-day at Regent, Syd- Playhouse Aug. 28.
Sylvia Sidney at Cape Playhouse.
There are so many French nude ney, for Hoyts.
dancers at summer theatres and
Power restrictions in Sydney Dennis, for “Goodbye, My Fancy.’*
Minneapolis
Paul Reed, comedian and membars that one summer revue is ad- may give the redlight to all night
ber of resident company at Cape
Old Log Strawhatter playing “My vertising “No Nudes Here.”
sports; should help pix biz.
World Cinema, a circus in the
Sister Eileen.”
Gilbert-Sullivan
revivals
bow Cod Music Circus, completed his
into summer, will open in October un- into the Empire, Sydney, this season Aug. 12, and returned to
Continentals
Cathcarfs
N, Y.
Radisson hotel Flame Room.
der its new manager, Kaj Holm, month for Williamson-Tait.
Second birthday party in a week
Edyth Bush Little theatre, St. with “Forever Amber” (20th).
“Oklahoma” will probably do an
Past”
This summer’s music hits are Aussie repeat run after present tossed by cast of Cape Cod Music
Paul, offering “Polly With
for two weeks.
“Music, Music,” the tunes from New Zealand tour. Show is under Circus, Hyannis, for baritone Arthur Kent. Mrs. Kent was hostess
Jeanne Traun, singer in Schiek’s “Annie Get Your Gun” (Imudicd) Williamson-Tait banner.
cafe capsuled operettas, named and “12th Street Rag” (Mork).
Nitery biz is spotty here. Only at baked bean supper under the
After June Richmond’s hit in top club with floor show is the Big Top following the opening of
Miss Minnesota of 1950.
A1 Sheehan, “Aqua Follies” the Dagmar revue, there is big Celebrity, operated by Joe Taylor. “Desert Song.”
Gertrude Lawrence now at her
producer, due back from Seattle, demand for her old swing record- Dollar restrictions prevent imhome in Dennis, relaxing and fawhere he toured the show, to ings with Jimmy Dorsey’s band.
portation of U.S; talent for shows.
Else Skouboe and Henrik Benthandle Minnesota State Fair stage
“Annie Get Your Gun” legiter voring spine which physicians report has begun to knit. Miss Lawzon are leaving Frederiksberg The- winds
production.
up a four years’ run this
Harry French, president of Min- atre after they finish the long run month for Williamson-Tait. Evie rence suffered the spine fracture
near Falmouth Playhouse in a fall
nesota Amus. Co., to head delega- of “O, Mistress Mine” this month. Hayes returns
to the U.S. after
All summer revues in Copention of department heads to conshow closes to join hubby Will when small bridge collapsed.
United Paramount hagen are in the black this year; Mahoney.
vention
of
several have never made bigger
theatres next month.

Hollywood plus 10 video shots on
the Pinky Lee show, enroute to
Broadway in quest of a legit musical and TV chores.
Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros,

represents.

WDCK

debuting new 14-piece crew at
Marcane.
E d d i e Sindeiar augmenting
Henry George’s band at his Skyway Lounge Club with three-act
floor shows.
Amateur stageshows, plus two
pro vaude acts, installed by Manriy
Stutz every Wednesday at his

Houston Symphony, sails Friday
(25) on the Liberie for London,
where he’ll conduct the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.

Victor Skaarup

Capitol platters brought out here
by Telef unken, with Stan Kentons
music, arousing much interest.
bandmaster,
Preben Philipsen’S first Danish

Garris,

disk

By

“Francis”. (U), past its 10th week
at the Palladium, is film surprise
of year here.

Loy

City to divorce Gene Markey,
James A- Fitzpatrick checked in
at Metro after a tour of: Canada.
Richard Whorf tossed an art exhibit featuring 24 of. his own oil

1

1

/

ing chores*
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martre” was produced in London, owner of Imperial theatre, Bruns-

wity her “Ellen-Yoimg,” being
presented there four years later.
Two plays by Mrs. Enthoven,
Honeysuckle” and “The Confederates,”
were produced In the
U. S., the former in 1921 at the
Lyceum and the latter at the Ambassador in 1930.
Mrs^ Enthoven also presented
Britain with a vast collection of
playbills and theatrical documents,
which are housed in the Victoria
and Albert Museum.
She had
served as curator and cataloguer,
pf this collection.

OBITUARIES
KEN' BURTON
worked alongside his father back52, radio producer stage at the Casino.
He also is survived by his wife
&
Bowles,
Benton
died
early
for
Aug. 21 'following a heart attack and a brother, Rabbi Max Drob, of
a few hours after the final cur- New York City.
tain of the Hollywood Bowl proof
“Vagabond King,”
MRS. MAY GARCIA STOREY
duction
Mrs. May Garcia Storey, 82,
which he directed. A Philadelphia
native, he broke into show busi- former circus performer,' actress
ness as a stock company actor. and wardrobe mistress, died in
After Navy service in the first New York, Aug. 17. A member of
World War, he toured in legit, the Theatrical Wardrobe Attendseveral
in
appearing
Oliver ants’ Union, Mrs. Storey worked as
Later he a barerback ride*r with the P. T.
Morosco productions.
was composer-director of “The. Barnurn circus in the 1880’s and
Morning After” which rah 18 ’90s, After breaking a leg, she
weeks at the Hollywood Play- went on the stage and spent four
.

Ken Burton,

.

-

.

.

.

Identification

An

was made by

police.

autopsy revealed that he had
house.
years as a stock company actress. slashed his wrists in a suicide atIn 1929, he joined with Waiter Among her acting jobs: was the tempt and then jumped into the
Craig, how TV-radio vice-presi- role of Little Eva’s mother in water. Zazu Pitts and Billie Burke
dent for Benton & Bowles to create “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” She also ap- were among the actresses he had
ideas for sponsors which formed peared under the management of directed.
Mae West disclosed he was on
the basis for advertising copy Charles Frohman for one season in
the Coast to read a play, “Until
now used in radio.
"The Girl From Montmartre.”
In association with Craig, he
Mrs. Storey worked as wardrobe December,” written by her sister,
airshows
starring
built
Kate mistress for Elsie Ferguson, Gloria Beverly West. Fillmore was last
Smith, Connee Boswell, Nadine Swanson, Edith and Mabel Talia- seen by Miss West on Aug; 11., at
Conner, Siiigin’ Sam, Kitty Car- ferro and Ethel Barrymore. She which time he was planning to
lisle and Jan Peerce. He did another also was actively associated with produce the play on Broadway.
Navy- hitch in the second World the American Theatre Wing.
War and then joined Benton &
DAISY DAIX
A son survives.
Bowles as producer, going to
Daisy Daix, 30, French music
Hollywood to direct “The Railroad
hall star, was killed in the suburbs
DIXON
Hour,” and the Robert Young
Aug. 16, in
Tommy Dixon, 65, one of Pitts- of Asnieres, France,
radio
program starrer, “Father burgh’s earliest proponents
an automobile accident.
Miss
of ragKnows Best.”
had
appeared
in French
Daix,
who
tune music, died Aug. 15 in Miami,
"where he had made his home for films, in addition to her stage
her husJACK R. EDMUNDS
the last 10 years.
He had been work, was returning withDeauville.
Jack R. Edmunds, 41, program in ill health for some time. Bom band from a vacation at name was
real
Daix,
whose
Miss
director for radio station KRPC in Pittsburgh, Dixon began his
Carivenc, was bom in Beland
KRPC-TV, Houston, died musical career there, at 15, and Denise but
became a French citiAug. 19 after a heart attack. Ed- for 40 years thereafter he was ac- gium,
years ago. She appeared
two
zen
munds, who began his career with tive in the city's musical circles as
in the U. S. in 1946 at the Latin
National Broadcasting Co. about a pianist, orchestra leader and
-Quarter, -N.- Y,, and Miami Beach.
20 y ears
ago produced among- -composer.- Dixon
achieved
considerable
RAY RICE
success in the ’20’s as head of a
Ray Rice, 50, press agent, died
band known as Tommy Dixon and
New York, Alig. 18. Following a
his Sultans of Tempo.
He also in
stint at Paramount where he
toured for several seasons on the short
adapted several of George Ade’s
IN MEMORIAM
old Keith-Albee circuit.
Until
fables for the film company, he beleaving Pittsburgh to go into vircame drumbeater and personal reptual retirement, he was one of
resentative for Gloria Swanson, the
first members of Local 60.
Theatre Guild and Mrs. Osa JohnSurvived by his wife.
Following World
son, explorer.
.

:

TOMMY

—

KEN LYONS

MADELINE GREY
.

—

In his Hollywood
Police said
apartment Aug, 18.
death was from natural causes.
Caldwell had. been with the Disney company for II years. He was

was found dead

KAUFMAN

former Pathe News managing editor, was suddenly stricken with
bulbar polio Aug. 13. while vacationing at the home of her* husband's parents, and died the following day. Accompanied by her
husband, John Stoddard Connolly,
Jr., they had been bicycling on
Nantucket Island, Mass., and when
she returned to Larchmont, N. Y.,
her parent’s home, she complained
about feeling sick.
Mrs. Connolly, who was only 24,
was graduated from George Washington U, and Worked for the CenIntelligence Agency for a
while after her graduation.
She
was the mother of a 10-month-old
son.
Connolly, Sr., has been with
the motion picture division of the
State Department for some time,

tral

and her husband is an employee of
the State Department.
H. DROB
Bennie H. Drob, Pittsburgh’s
best-known property man who at
one time or another had worked
for practically every big house in
the city, legit and otherwise, died
there of a heart attack Aug. 12.
He was stricken while working
backstage at the Casino, getting
that house in shape to reopen.
Since the Stanley, where he had
worked for more than a decade,
dropped stageshows as a permanant policy more than four years
ago, Drob had been at the Casino
doing props and carpentry. Previously he was at the Nixon and
AlVin,. both, legiters.
He was an

BENNIE

intimate of hundreds of stage and
screen personalities.
One of the
two Ron's whn cnrvivA him had

Continued from page 1

lab, Futter will not operate it as

such but convert the entire 120,000

Mother of John M. Outler, Jr., square feet, into a storage city? He
manager of WSB and plans to build big vault units for
WSB-TV, died in Atlanta, last all the major companies if he can
week.
induce them to make the shift on
grounds of safety. New lab owner
Mrs. Gladys M. Pabst, 53, wife has already closed with Columbia
general

of Arthur Pabst, studio musician,
died Aug. 11 in Hollywood,

Col

for existing vault facilities.

will st6re some 50,000,000 feet of
celluloid now resting in N. Y.
,

-

Bob
week

Futter has been in huddles with
Arthur Wallander, Gotham’s for*
mer police commissioner who now
heads the city’s civilian defense.
Wallander is encouraging
the
Vanessa Brown to Dr. Robert switch of highly inflammable ni«
Franklyn, Los Angeles, Aug. 15. trate
stock outside N. Y. to cut
Bride is a film actress.
the danger of fires should a blow
Carolyn: Lockwood to Charles
fall.* In this respect, Futter points
Carts, New York, Aug. 18. He has
a cafe and theatre act; bride is a out that the British, during World
War II, ordered removal of all film
showgirl.
Pauline Solomon to Bernard from Wardour street in London beStecker, New York, Aug. 20. Bride cause of bombings. Futter, at that
is secretary to Joe Goltz, foreign time, anticipated the move by buysales
manager of Eagle Lion ing a plant outside London.
Classics.
Storage of film in N.Y. is scatLaveme Zorn to James A. Alex- tered
through various buildings and
der, Jr., in

MARRIAGES

^

Pittsburgh, July 25.
One
son of RCA distributor bonded film Warehouses:
Republic franchise- building in the center Of Harlem
houses a giant vault holding 300,holder in Pitt.
Gerry Cherri to John Adams, in 000,000 feet of old,, film.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 13. Groom is with
Futter in the past has owned
Frank* Natale Trio at Union Grill studios in N. Y., Hollywood and
there.
London. He has also been a proKathleen Bowefs to Ivan Volkducer of both features and shorts.

Groom
and

is

former

man, Yuma, Aug; 12. She is a
studio secretary; he is an assistant
film director.
Mildred Seese to Art Mercier,

I

IT

.

,

.

.

JR.
Mrs. Margaret Frances Connolly,
daughter-in-law of Jack Connolly,

I

Reopen NJ. Lab

.

Madeline Grey, 63, stage and
screen actress, died Aug. 16 in Lbs
Angeles after a long illness.
On the N. Y. stage, she appeared
in numerous plays with Blanche
r. m.
Ring, Miriam Hopkins and other
Broadway stars and in two musicals for Which her husband, Frank
Best
others, the Ed Wynn, Rudy Vallee Grey, composed the scores.
and Paul Whiteman shows for that known shows in which she played
network.
From NBC he went to are “Little Jesse James,” “Cradle
Columbia
Broadcasting
System Snatchers” and “Matinee Girl.”
Mrs. Grey toured the Orpheum
where he produced the Andre
Kostelanetz show, “Let’s Pretend,” circuit in Jesse Lasky musical rethe Sunday afternoon symphony vues before going to N. Y. legit. In
broadcasts and the “Abe Lincoln later years, she devoted her time
in
Illinois”
series,
spotlighting to screen work.
Her husband, a member of
Raymond. Massey.
During the last war, he was pro- ASCAP, and a sister survive.
gram director for American Broadcasting Co. in Washington.
FREDERICK
He
had been with KRPC since JanuFrederick Kaufman, 74, stage
ary, having gone to Houston four manager, director and actor, died
years ago, where he formerly was in New York, Aug. 16. Kaufman,
with stations KXYZ and KTHT.
A wife and daughter survive.

MRS. JACK CONNOLLY,

*

•

tired actor, committed suicide Aug.
15 in his Hollywood home. He had
been ill for several months.

odd-Sy Ivester
Chicago, Aug. 12. He’s a WBBM
announcer.
Continued from page 1
Jennifer Howard to Samuel Goldwyri, Jr., Berkeley Calif.; Aug. 16. though latter didn’t deny that Todd
He’s a film producer, she’s the is “That Fellow.” It’s understood
daughter of playwright Sidney that the Todd-Sy Ivester differences
Howard;
arose from a story in the News durAnn Katherine Gerhauser to ing the summer of 1949, instructing
Fernando Velenti, Aspen, Colo., holders
of tickets for Todd’s “As
Aug. 14. He’s a concert harpthe Girls Go" production, then laysichordist.
off,
to obtain refunds.
ing
how
Bernice Mittlacher to Walter E.
Rosenberger, Englewood, N. J.,
Chapman reportedly became inAug. 15. He’s a member of the volved in the situation when Todd
N.Y. Philharmonic
Orch complained about Sylvester. Then,
War II, he became publicity head and an instructor Symphony
at the Mamies after
"Peep
the critic panned
at N. Y. headquarters of the Ray- Musical School, N.Y.
Show” early this summer, he wrote
theon Manufacturers Co., makers
Lina Porteous to Capt. John
an irritated followup Sunday colof radar -and television.
Anderson,
New
York,
Aug.
5.
He
A brother survives. '
umn reporting how Todd had
is television casting registrar for
thanked him for the notice. When
NBC.
J. MILTON JACOBS
Dorothy Parker to Alan Camp- the second piece appeared; Todd
Milton Jacobs, 61, former bell, Hollywood,
J.
Aug. 17. Bride is reportedly remarked, “I was levelvaudevillian and film salesman, authoress; he’s
ling, It was a good boxoffice notice
a screen writer.
died in Columbus, O., Aug. 20.
Anna Joan Trapp to Claus and I was only telling him the
Jacobs and his wife Edna were Krohn Wiese
in Laconia, N.H., truth when I thanked him.”
teamed in an act that .toured the Aug. 12; bridegroom is a Swedish
Since the appearance of Sylvesmajor circuits, of the. U. S. for a radio and stage actor.
little more than 17 years. He was
Norma Hambay to John Benson, ter’s favorable review of “Live
also a salesman for Metro in SouthWire”
in the late editions of FriSanta Monica, Aug. 20. She is
ern Ohio.
screen actress; he’s a film stunt day’s (18) News, Todd is understood
His wife survives.
to have made an indirect attempt
man.
Jean Ashton to Donald Douglas, to arrange a peace powwow with
VERNE CALDWELL ..
Jr., Santa Barbara, Aug. 18. Bride Sylvester.
But apparently a getVerne Caldwell, 52, public re- is an assistant dance director at together hasn’t yet taken place,
Disney,
lations director for Walt
Metro.

,

1949)

*

Lionel Claude Dunrobln, 75, re-

RUSSELL FILLMORE
Mother, 79, of performer
Russell
Fillmore,. 55,
former Russell died in N. Y. last
Y. stage director," was found after a long illness.
dead Aug, 19, floating beneath the
pier in Ocean Park, California.
N,

’

(Aiig. 22.

wick, Md.

Sally

Rand

to

Harry Finkelstein,

Toledo, Aug. 21.
Bride is fan
dancer; he’s her manager, former
operator of N. Y. niteries and previously married to stripper Georalso a member of the directorate gia Sothern.
of the Chouinard Art School.

PHILIP LEASE

I

Philip
Lease,
motorcycle
32,
thrill-show rider, died in Spring’Avgust 30, 1934
field,
Aug. 16, of injuries sufContinued from page 18
’GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN’ fered 111.,
when he lost control of his
bike and took a spill before 300
R. H. B.
spectators at the Illinois State Fair they still hold solidly via top harthe night before his death.
mony projection. Standard with
He was appearing in an act them is “Maharajah of Magadpr,”
who served as general stage manager for E. H. Sothern and Julia called "The Wall of Death.”
sock as usual. Straight stuff also
sets
well.
A new song' bit,
Marlowe for about 16 years, diSAMUEL J.
“Blintzes,” would go better in a
rected the Jessie Bonstell stock
Samuel J. Aaron, pianist in bistro. Withal, had to take an encompany in Detroit for two years,
and was a stage manager for Albany nickelodeons and later core, then beg off.
Jack Prince and Harry Martin
Judith Anderson in “As You De- manager of the old Regent theatre,
He also stage-managed died in Albany, N. Y., Aug. 15, af- nab honors, too. Prince, rotund
sire Me.”
songster, is a familiar in this area
Morris Gest’s productions of “Chu ter an illness of three weeks.
He played in several of the city’s via appearances both in this houfee
Chin Chow” and “Mecca.”
Among the productions in, which earliest pic houses, including the and the intimeries around town.
Comique,
the Unique and the Gets them all the way with his
“Kill
he played were “Amourette,”
resounding baritone that embraces
That Story,” “Nowhere Bound,” Majestic.
comedy-lined versions (with jive
“Chalked Out,” “Lend Me Your
BERN E. MARINER
interpolations) of VOl’ Man River”
Ears,” “The Good” and “Three
< Bem E. Mariner, 41, manager of and “Chloe” as easily as his topMen. on a Horse.”
St. Louis United Artists exchange, per,
straight vocalistics on
died of heart disease on Aug* 11 "Figaro.” Though given a bit too
BOECKING
trip to Cairo, much to mugging, he garners gigbusiness
while
on
a
inventor
Boecking,
55,
Ewald
and mechanical engineer, of Staten 111. Mariner, a veteran of World gles and mitts in continuous
II, was appointed to the St, fashion.
Island, died Aug. 17 in N. Y. after War
UA post in 1946.
Emcee Harry Martin is a good
A native of West- Louis
a long illness.
His wife and son survive.
looking single who works in amiphalia, Germany, Boecking came
fashion on the introes to imable
he
1943,
In
1927.
to the U. S. in
Capt. Vivian M. Moses, Jr., press his personality and in Own
invented and patented a motion
publicist Vivian spot spoofs them in easy manner,
picture projector designed to elim- nephew of
was killed recently utilizes the ukulele to accomp himinate flicker, Then in. 1946 he. in- M- Moses,
vented ari improved driving and while in action on the Korean self oh sOngology laced with some
He
a pilot in the U. S. ffesh-sounding laugh lines.
was
front.
profor
mechanism
synchronizing
New to this area are Brani,
He was employed by the Marine Air Corps.
jectors.
Valenti and Pioldi. Excellent terpNew
of
Corp.
Projector
Century
Dwight S. Reynolds, 49, art di- ers, they do equally Well in the
York,
.
Mc- pantomime department, with the
Survived by his wife, a daughter, rector for Henri, Hurst
and four brothers, living in Ger- Donald advertising agency for the highlight a takeoff on two fan
last 11 years, died at his home in dancers. The Cemeys tee off matmany, and two sisters.
ters to a fast pace with a Latin
Highland Park, 111., Aug. 16.
Survived by wife and son.
rhythm idea and off with a slower
MRS. GABRIELLE ENTHOVEN
idea that earns plaudits.
Les
82,
Enthoven,
Gabrielle
Mrs.
Girden,
a
former
WarRhode’s house orcn handles the
Jules
51,
and theatrical hisplaywright
Bros. theatre executive, died backgrounding .assignment aptly.
torian, died in London, Aug.. 18. ner
Laryi
In 1912. her first big play, “Mont- Aug. 16 in New York. He was the

House Reviews

Olympia, Miami
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•

RKO
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Sally

j
!

Benson

Continued from page
ty, is

1

being wrapped up fpr telens-

ing after the seven-year picture
contract expires in February. Barbara Whiting, who was in the original

ly

&

show, would

legit

rolist,

the

Lever

be titlewhich backed

Bros.,

AM stanza on CBS

(it

previous-

had been Sponsored by Procter
Gamble) is reported interested

in the video version.

Gamer and

Misses

who

Whiting,

were together

in the legit original
of “Junior Miss,” will be in different airers, the former being in
the
“St. Louis” show and the
latter in the
projected “Miss”
teleseries.

NBC

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond O’Brien,
Hollywood,
Aug.
14.
Mother is actress Olga San Juan;

daughter,
father

Mr.

is

also a film actor.

and

daughter,

Mrs.

Schroeder,
Rapids, Mich.,

Bill

Grand

Aug. 13. Father is general manager of station WOOD’ in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Mannie Trauten*

1

berg, daughter, in Pittsburgh, Aug.
12,
Father is
manager in Pitt.

UA

Mr.

and Mrs,

Floyd

Klingen-

smith, son, in Pittsburgh, Aug. 4.

Father

is

a

Columbia

Pictures

salesman.

Mr; and Mrs. A1 Singer, son, in
Pittsburgh, Augi 14.
Father is

manager of the Warner theatre
here.

Mr. and Mrs. .Tommy Turk, son,
15.
Father is
trombonist with Deuces Wild at
Midway Lounge, Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Ormond, son,
Hollywood, Aug. 13. Mother is
June Carr, former actress; father
produces western films.
Mr, and Mrs. John Michael,
Hollywood, Aug. 15. Father is a
film actor.
in Pittsburgh, July

'
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... on the air for chesterfield (cbs)
since
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on three out of fonr one-nighters
ever since
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General Foods’ decision to oust
Jean Miiir from the cast of NBCTV’s “Aldrich Family,” paying her
off over $10,000 for the 18 weeks
of
commitment, is
contractual
feared to have precedent-setting
influences on the entire radio-video
industry.
Any broad allegations
which, by inuendo or otherwise
might becloud a sponsor’s commodity, could prompt the bankrollers to pay off and cancel rather
than play the talent. Miss Muir
Categorically denied any left wing

"

;

'

1

1

1

1

1

i

Real Showdown
This Fall on Fix

NBC; Young & Rubicam,
which handles the G-F account on
the show, and the William Morris

round in a talent war that prom-

A1

May Be

First

Vs. Television
to which television affects the film
boxoffice, in the opinion of many
film industry execs. With the major film companies promising to
deliver more and better product to
exhibitors between now and Christmas, and with some of the topname personalities in show business entering
for the first time
this fall, trade observers believe
that films and video for the first
time will be competing strictly on
the basis of quality.

CRISIS

In the first “self-censorship” action of the disk industry since the
start of the Korean crisis, RCA
Victor has taken its release of “Old

the market.
It’s
top RCA execs
are of the opinion that the lyric
of the tune, which decries the destructiveness of the A-bomb, is
playing into the hands of the Commie-inspired Stockholm petition
for outlawing of atomic weapons.

tertain GIs on the Korean front.
Jolson, who some time ago volunteered his services, had been held
up because of need for every available bit of transportation to carry
materiel, personnel, etc.

On World

(Continued on page 40)

off

TV

that

To Pay TV

News Comment By
WNEW
Avon
new news commentary

NEW JAP 'ATTACK’ GIVES

WNEW, N. Y.
Predicated on the news upbeat
resulting from the Korean crisis,
the station wants a novelty news
show to supplement its hourly
summaries and yet won’t depart

JITTERS TO

Orleans, Aug. 29.
residents here last
the switchboards of newspaper and radio stations after a television show had
been interrupted to announce a
Japanese attack upon Pearl Har-

policy,

from “Antony and Cleopatra”:
“Our force by land have nobly
held; our sev’rd navy too have knit

(24)

jammed

The hysteria caused by the television announcement—which was
part of a motion picture depicting
events in 1941-—was reminiscent of
that following in the wake of Or-

.

The voice of the Bard, pointing
up the comment or moral, would
be handled by Barry Thompson,
Idea was created by Betty Tevis.

jittery

bor.

”

.

K ORLEANS

New

War

Thursday

Airer will report for example, an
item on the Korean campaign and
follow it with an apropos ’’quote

again.

messett, Mass.

television will
be carried exclusively by a single
network this year, instead of on a
FLA.
pooled basis as last year. In addition, it’s believed that Gillette SafeMiami Beach, Aug. 29.
ty Razor, which copped video rights
Cornedian-boniface Alan Gale,
to the Series last week for $803,000, whose Celebrity Club, Miami
plans to pay all stations carrying Beach, is currently in process of
the games their standard rate fees. renovation, "will install a policy of
Gillette last year refused to pay the two complete shows at his cafe
station time charges, leading sev- this winter. Gale plans to appear
eral key outlets to claim they were at .the dinner show in company
being “blackjacked” into carrying with several white acts, while midthe Series.
night and late shotts will have a
While a final decision on which Negro cast.
network will get the video plum
Spot, reopening Dec. 15, will
won’t be handed down until later
have Sarah Vaughan, Berry Bros,
this week, its believed to be a toss-

WHITE-NEGRO POLICY

Disk industry is now facing the
introduction of a new-type “crawling speed” record which can play

1

(Continued on page 47)

i

editor Of the
pedia, to tea.

Dance Encyclo-

When Chujoy
Rambert

arrived, Mme.
asked, “Tea, coffee or

cocoa?”
“Tea,” he said.
“India, China or Ceylon?”
she asked.
“China,” he replied.

milk or lemon?”
asked.
“Milk,” Chqjoy said.
“Jersey, Guernsey or. Alderney?” she asked.

“Cream,

Madame

BRUSH

TO MALIK

Marie Rambert, of Mercury
Theatre and the Ballet Rambert,
and known as “the
mother of British ballet,” invited Anatole Chujoy, of N. Y.,

CAFE

FOR GALE’S

.

To

stanza on

“no commentators”

her engagement in “Angel Street”
Falmouth playhouse; CoonaHis action was in
line with an agreement reached
last' spring by the Stock Managers
Assn., of which he is a member, to
at his

Outlets

World Series on

WCAU-TV

its

to hold guest stars strict-

Series;

up to one-hour an each side. New
development, which is not expected to upset the current stabilization of the speed situation for
Major company analysts had standard commercial platters, is
hoped to determine TV’s influence expected to stimulate interest in
Tune, published by Alamo Mu- on film biz this summer. While the production of “talking albums” up between NBC and CBS, with
some observers feel the poor in compact form.
sic, was written by Vern Partlow
the possibility that the two webs
and Irving Bibo and was recorded quality of video entertainment durNew slow-speed disks, which will be bidding against each other
for Victor by the Sons of the Pio- ing the last few months might have turn at 14 rpm, have already for the privilege. Outcome of the
neers, a western combo, Disk was been partially responsible for the passed the experimental stage at bidding would be the payment of
among Victor’s top sellers in the upward boxoffice trend, the ma- the New York labs of the Wagner- a certain fee to Gillette for the
folk division before its quiet with- jority opine that’s only one of a Nichols Co., pioneers in the 33
(Continued on page 32)
multitude of factors. Better film rpm development and manufacdrawal.
biz, they point out, might be due
( Continued on page 46)
to a lack of good TV entertainment
GIVES
during the summer but^might also
Topical
be traced to more people having
'FILIBUSTER’
the
Last
Drop
more money to spend for amuseBard of
on
London, Aug. 29.
Philadelphia, Aug. 29.
because of war-created jobs.
William Shakespeare, a native of ment
During the recent visit of
Declaring the station refused, to
Stratford-on-Avon, will provide the
the N. Y. City Ballet Co.,
be “part of Malik’s filibuster,”

from

managers

ly to the terms of their contracts
Entertainer in Korea was
made last week by Richard
Washington, Aug' 29.
Aldrich in withholding 25% of
Jolson may be the first to en- Laraine Day’s stipulated fee for

Pentagon officials are now mull- penalize stars who fail to live up
ing the situation, and likelihood is to their contracts.
that, they’ll approve the flight of
Film actress, whose guarantee
Jolson and an accompanist to the
•for cowbarn dates is- understood
war area. General Douglas Mac- to be $2,000, reportedly didn’t put
Arthur is reported to be interested up any particular squawk when the
in having Jolson entertain.
quarter of the amount was withShe apparently didn’t ex-,
held.
press any intention of filing a proPinza, a longtime fixture In Cotest with Actors Equity, but if she
lumbia’s Masterworks division and
does sO, Aldrich is believed ready
star of the top-selling “South Pato make an issue of the matter, in
cific” album, was inked late last
which he w°uld presumably have
week to a five-year deal by Manie
SMA support. No claim had been
Sacks, RCA artists relations chief,
filed with Equity up to yesterday
and George Marek, company’s
afternoon (Tues.).
longhair repertory exec, oh the
Miss Day, whose contract Called
Coast. Pinza’s pact With Columbia
(Continued on page 54)

Upcoming fall and winter season
should determine the exact extent

VICTOR CENSORS DISK

script for a

in what may be an
campaign by strawhat

move

v

(Continued on page 54)

understood

turned their attention to another

,

that

Man Atom”

With the battle of the speeds
settled,
major diskeries have Jolson

Jeanette MacDonald will % do a
ises to become
far-reaching as
one-woman show at Carnegie Hall, the talent raids as
in radio and teleN. Y., during October under her vision.
And, as in these media,
own management, in association it’s RCA, with its RCA Victor diviwith her husband, Gene Raymond.
and the Columbia BroadcastThe actress-singer also plans to sion,
ing System, Columbia Records’
present the show at a Broadway
parent firm, that are the antagonlegit house for a run, starting in
ists.
January.
With radio and video offers the
Miss MacDonald, who was in
Broadway musicals before becom- teasers, the battle between Victor
and
Columbia broke out anew last
ing a Hollywood star, has made
week with a series of completed or
numerous concert appearances in
projected talent shifts. Latest to
recent seasons, generally to big
move is Ezio Pinza, whom Victor
grosses.
snagged from Columbia following
—
~
’
" T
latter’s .recent
grab of Sammy
Kaye.

tendencies or sympathies.
The grocery company, in a
formal statement, termed the
actress “a controversial person,”
adding that her cast presence might
hurt the sale of its product, in this
instance Jell-o. Miss Muir interpreted the pay-rather-than-play as
evidence that the charges against
her were untrue, otherwise G-F
could legally have cancelled her
without any payoff.
It has heen revealed, meanwhile,

DUE TO KOREAN

organized

First

One- Woman B’way Show
For Jeanette MacDonald

WCAU-TV substituted a film (25)
for the second English translation
of Jacob Malik’s speech before, the
United Nations Security Council.
The telecast from Lake Success
was interrupted by the film “The
American Heritage,” when the re-

and Timmie Rogers playing the
late displays. Buddy Allen is booking;

Tallu Would Pass Up 25G
To Air Giants for Nothing
Tallulah Bankhead has been opand WNBT, N. Y.,
to do a pre-game and post-game

tioned by

WNBC

analysis and commentary session
on each day of the World Series.
Option pickup depends on NBCTV getting a sponsor for pre- and

post-games.
games.)

The

legit

(Gillette sponsors the

actress

is

asking

$25,000 for the stint, “But if the
Giants cop the pennant,” she says,
“I’ll do it for nothing.

Miss Bankhead is also slated to
peat translation of the Russian’s make her debut as a vocalist on
wax
on the Columbia label under
speech began. A third translation
in French Was similarly ignored. a one-year deal recently inked with
the
diskery.
Actress' initial disk
A spokesman for the station said:
“WCAU refuses to help along Mr. has been delayed due to inability
to
find
suitable
second song for
a
Malikas filibuster. He insists that
his English translation be followed, the release. Top side will be “One
For
the
Road.”
by a second and thep by a French
translation.
’We are sure our
Miss Bankhead’s contract stipuviewers welcomed the film inter- lates .that Joe Bushkin, pianistpolation. At any rate, we had no composer, be in charge of the recomplaints.”
cording sessions.
•
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Chicago, Aug. 29.

.

From

m:

pARmff

Venice, Aug. 29.

show biz,
Eddie Cantbr has extracted some
his .jnauy years in

strong beliefs about future trends
in television. With his own video
debut set for Sept. 10 on NBC,
comjedian has been scanning the

new medium

Hj

closely.

Toots Shor May Bow To
Astor Realty Proposal

M-G Teams Maurice Evans
With Ethel Barrymore

,

“Scrooge,” produced in England by

Toots Shor will probably accede
shortly to the Vincent Astor realty
interests’ proposal to "purchase his
West 51st street (N. Y.) site as
part of an office {wilding planned
on that site. It’s in the Radio City
ZQne.
The Astors would give Shor a
profit besides erecting for him a
comparable class restaurant in the

Paramount

same neighborhood.

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Maurice Evans Will pass up the
to

classics

legit

doesn’t

make

Hollyr

his

he sees and predicts the wood bow as co-star With Ethel
next few years will See some major Barrymore in “Kind Lady’* at

like all

Metro.

changes.
One thing that particularly concerns Cantor is the increasing evidence that teevee is falling into the
same habits regarding studio audiences as did radio. He was quite
emphatic- on the point that the
-entertainment—youngster is showing signs of falling into the same
traps regarding studio groups as
did its older brother.
After warning that video can’t
afford “to get in the spme' groove,”
Cantor predicted that in four or
five years “TV will not have one
person in the studio who does not
belong there.”
He suggested that the presence
of large, enthusiastic beyond-thefootlights crowds too frequently
cause talent to lose sight of the
fact that teevee is basically home
He volunteered
entertainment.
that some of the current video
eventually
will
be
headliners
knocked out of the picture because
of their favoring the down-fronters
expense of the home
the
at
audience.
“Why should you jeopardize the
show for 20,000,000 viewers for the
benefit of 1,000 or so in the studio,
as too many are doing today?”
the comic asked.
To the Camera Man
His monthly tele stint for Colgate Will be done before a studio
audience; of about 1,200 at the
Center theatre in N. Y. “But I’ll be
doing the show for one guy—-the

Evans appeared in a number of
British films years ago, and once
played in an American picture,
in 1935,

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE
Au Re voir

to

Represented

“Golden

by.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Twentieth-Fox is not expected to
a formal appeal of the Chicago police censor’s ban on “No

*

make

Way

'

Out.” With public sentiment,

backed by most of the Chi newspaper editorial writers, apparently
against the ban, the company reportedly is. expecting that the Chi
citizenry: by itself Will Work up
enough agitation against the censor’s action to force

him

to rescind

it.

Dept, of Public Safety in Massachusetts this week prohibited the
showing of the film in that State
on Sundays. While the Chi censor
objected on the grounds that the
film, which has an anti-Negro discrimination theme, might incite
race riots in the city, the Massachusetts bluenoses objected that
the riot scenes in the picture were
“objectionable” and also that the
film offers no solution to the Negro
...

problem.

man,” Cantor affirmed.
be just as if he Were making a
motion picture of the same length.
It was the dry runs before film
cameras that taught comedians
(Continued on page 47)

camera

In line With that, Joseph L.
Mankiewicz, Who directed “No
Way” and co-scripted it with Lesser
Samuels, last week labeled the
Chi censor’s action as “absurd.”
“Even
Mankiewicz. commented:
Hollywood does not have the right

It’ll

offer a solution to a problem
which has baffled this country for
(Continued on page 54)

to

Adler’s Hitler Starrer
•V

to‘

Washington, Aug. 29.
huge $58,890,000 additional for
films and radio to be used in the

A

Department’s overseas pro-

State

gram was included

in the supple-

Flynn’s Pic Troubles
In France Ease Off;

’•'

Vienna public buildSeveral days were spent in
the Ronacher theatre depicting the
scenes of the then Nazi leaders on
state visits to the theatre. Narrator William L. Shirer gives the
purely fictional screen play a semidocumentary -feel.' Director Frank
Tuttle, rushed fr^m Paris after
completing “Time Running Out,”
with Dane Clark and Simone Sig
noret. He went to work on “Heil”
after Irving Reis walked.
Second lead Has been given to
Ilka Windisch, Viennese girl who
played tele roles and one Dramatic
locations in

ings.

Workshop show on Broadway,

It’s

her first English language film role,
but producer Mort Briskiri feels
she is a winner and may invite her
to the Coast for further work.
“Heil’’ should be in the can by
Sept, 30. While Briskin-Smith have
previously released through UA,
distrib deal for pic is not yet set.
It is fully financed.

mental appropriation bill which the
House passed and sent to the Senate yesterday (28).
While the program was attacked
on the floor, the House supported
the full amount recommended by
its Appropriations Committee and
okayed it without a nick. The
Senate customarily Increases such
items over what the House votes, crafts.”
so there appears little likelihood
that the figure will be cut,
Oath Required on Govt. Pix
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
State Department, which had
Loyalty
oath will be required by
asked a supplemental $11,017,000
Federal Government from
for informational motion picture the
work, was given $10,000,000. This every person associated with films
is
in addition to the $2,450,000 turned out for the preparedness
provided for the purpose in the program, members of the Motion
regular State Department budget. Picture Industry Council have been
Bill includes $41 ,288,000 for construction of additional radio broadcasting facilities and office space
fn New York, and an additional
$7 ,602 ,000 for international broad-

.
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told

Variety

this
that he had filed suit in a
court in an effort to have re-

SDGA

is ready and willing.
Mankiewicz, declaring that

clude “Caged” (WB), “September
Affair”
(Paramount),: “Asphalt
Jungle” (Metro), “Panic in the
Streets’” (20th), “All the King’s
Men” (Columbia) and William
Wilder’s independently -produced
“Once a Thief,”
Screenings are
being held in Cinema Palace, lush
auditorium erected in the 1930s
for exclusive use by the festival.
Star celebs, expected to hypo the

May
Own

Prod. ‘Romeo’ on

Tentative

Havilland to star in a Broadway
revival of

season

4

Juliet” this

Kermit

Bloomgar-

den’s management has reportedly
chilled and the actress is now un-

derstood
considering sponsoring
the presentation herself, in association with her Husband, author Marcus Goodrich, Peter Gleinville is to
direct.

now

TV

York 19. N.

made

Miss

DeHavilland,

a

Academy award winner;

two-time
Is

said to

.

have

modified her original demands for the show, which would
have given her 15% of the gross
(with a guarantee of $3,000) and
50% of the profits, without '-.committing her to bring in any of
the estimated $100,000 financing.

is

at the sanie stage in its develas Hollywood was at the

the Ingrid Bergman
starrer here for RKO, in 1949,
claims that the distrib damaged his
reputation by cutting the film in
America to such an extent that it
changed the story/
.

David O. Selznick planes out of
today ( ednesday) for
Venice to be present at the inter-

W

New Y ork

there when
Ambassador Dunn makes the

national film festival
IJ. S.

Paris, Aug. 29,
veteran actress Cecile

“Golden Laurel” award Saturday
French
(2). Award is sponsored by SelzSorel, who first appeared on the nick
for the film doing most for
Rossellini claims RKO had no
stage in 1889, and who was a leadpromotion
of amity and democracy.
right to make such extensive cuts
ing figure on the French stage for
DOS arrived in New York from
without bis authority. In addition,
30 years, has taken the cloth in the Coast
yesterday (Tuesday). He
he maintains the company subject- the
Third Order of St. Francis in is uncertain
whether he’ll return
ed
U) damaging and misleading
Bayonne.
She will be admitted to the U. S. next, week or will conpublicity and failed to observe proafter a year’s novitiate.
tinue negotiations in Italy and Engvisions of the distribution contract
It
is
becoming frequent for land on deals he now has pending
pertaining to financial statements
French actresses to retire into con- for co-production
of a series of
(Omtinued on page 53)
vents.

Y,

eight pix

4.

“Romeo and

under

Mm

*

Inc.

New
•

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
deal for Olivia De-

opment

.

One Year—>$10.00
Two Years—$18.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year

PfiRIETY

festival,

tention that Video directors logically belong with the SDGA and. de*
dared that if a fight is necessary
with the ad agencies or networks to
achieve that purpose, then the

voked RKO’s distribution rights on inception of sound, averred that
“.Stromboli” in Italy.
(Continued on page 53)
Producer,

Name)

print

(Please

ON ‘STROMBOU’

Venice, Aug. 29.
Roberto Rossellini, here for the

‘for $

Rome

,

feature picture award, the
Lion of St. Mark statuette, were
selected jointly by officials of the
Motion Pictutre Assn, of America
and festival authorities. They in-

.

Subscription

Street

American films competing for
the

informed.
MPIC previously had
Offered the Government full cooperation in making films for various branches of the service.
It’s also expected that all production personnel called to work in
military or restricted secret installations will be thoroughly screened,
as per practice followed in World fete’s tourist draw, failed to show
War II. In some cases, periodic for the documentary screenings but
checks were also made on film arrived en n.aSse last week for the
workers required to visit secret feature part of the affair. Robert
(Continued on page 46)
projects on productions.
Loyalty
oath will be a nOn-Communist affidavit stating the person involved
is not, nor ever has been, a Com- Olivia DeHavilland
munist or member of an affiliated

in
Aug. 29,
Multitude of difficulties which casting.
plagued William Marshall’s RiviWhile everybody seemed agreed
era-locatidner, “The Bargain,” now
the necessity of expanding work
appear to be easing off. Ever since on
of “Voice of America,” the service
its producer rolled the picture Aug.
was
rapped more than a little dur8 successive squabbles developed
ing the debate on the measure Satwith the government, the film’s co
urday. Rep. John Taber (R., N.Y.)
star, Errol Flynn, and the latter’s
charged “Voice” was not bold
home studio, Warner Bros.
enough in naming Russia as reAlthough a few wrinkles still responsible for the aggression of the
main to be ironed out, “The BarNorth Korea armies, although the
gain” (now re-titled “New Orleans
Russians have been loudly charg- organization.
Tavern”) will probably be salvaged, ing
that “American aggression”
Warners previously objected to was responsible
for the war. He
Flynn appearing in the venture said the
“Voice” had been slow
since Marshall was said to have set
in getting started on this, and that
a Republic release deal for the
Russia had had a terrific head
completed pic. Actor may make start.
outside films under terms of his
Rep.
Walter II
Judd
(R.,
WB pact, but they must be grooved Minn.)
claimed the “Voice” was
For Tieup With
through a major.
offending
many
people
abroad
by
in
the
lawyers
involved
However,
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, as prez of
situation now agree that until the the kind of broadcasters used. He the Screen Directors Guild of
picture is actually released, there said, for example, that broadcasts America, declared this week that
to Czechoslovakia were being, read his
is no point in Warners’ charging
organization does not plan to
Flynn with breach of contract. In by a man with a Hungarian accent. raid any existing TV directors
guild for SDGA members: He re(Continued on page 53)
iterated, however, his guild’s conParis,

S/30

Please send

Laurel” award, which
goes to the film which best promotes international understandPresentation is to be made
Action of the Screen Directors ing.
Guild of America last week in Saturday (2) by James C. Dunn,
ruling that all its members must American ambassador to
Italy.
sign a non-Communist oath may Selznick will be on hand Saturday
lead to an internal conflict within to watch the presentation.
Following a
Before the showing of feature
organization.
the
statement from SDGA prez Joseph films started, the festival devoted
L. Mankiewicz in New York that a month to screening of scientific,
he knew nothing of the ruling, documentary and children’s films.
since he was overseas at the time, Five Negro spiritual shorts proacting prez Albert S. Rogell claim- duced by Hollywood’s W. Lee
ed in Hollywood that the member- Wilder snared top prize. Anticiship is voting “nearly 100 to 1” in pated rush of tourists for the fesfavor of the resolution,
tivals failed to materialize during
Mankiewicz said he would with- the documentary showings, mostly
hold any formal comment on the because the shorts have not been
resolution until he gets back to particularly
interesting,
Film
Hollywood this weekend, but in- fete ruled that any producer could
timated he is strongly against such submit entries if he would pay his
a ,nypve. “I was not consulted nor own shipping charges.
As a reinformed of the pending action/’ sult, most of those entered came
he said, “but will have a statement from * the unestablished fringe,
to make on my arrival in Holly- with, the top Yank documentary
wood, at which time I’ll ascertain producers,
as
s u c h
Robert
what prompted the move and get Flaherty, bypassing the event coma complete picture.” Rogell, mean- pletely.
State Dept, entered a
while, claimed the SDGA has group of films and Amos Vogel,
received a number of messages head of Cinema 16, brought over
commending the action, “especially a group of experimental and abfrom members of other guilds and stract shorts;

.

Vienna, Aug. 22.
Briskin-Smith pic about Hitler,
Starring Luther Adler and formerly knpwn as “The Magic Face, is
now rolling under new title of
“Heil.” Production, which is first
U. S. feature to be made in Vienna,
is shooting in the Sievering (U. S.
Zone) studios of Wien Film and

on

Sailed Aug. 26
open Palladium,

States!

La Liberte
London Sept. 4.
via

copped

Olivia
DeHavilland
Italy’s “Silver Ribbon’’ award as
the best actress appearing in a foreign film during the last year at
the start of the Venice film festival here last week.
Actress received the award, equivalent to
Hollywood’s Oscar, for her work
in 20th-Fox’s “Snake Pit. ” Award
for the best male actor went to
Michel Simon for “La Beaute du
Diable” (French), While the Italian
Film Critics Assn.*handed the best
direction laurel to Sir Laurence
Olivier for his “Hamlet.”
Eleven countries are participating in the festival, with a total of
44 films entered for top honors.
In addition to competing for best
film prizes, the entries will also
be judged for David O. Selznick’s

'
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the two countries.
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PICTURES

HARRIED
With Howard Hughes ttnd Harry
Brandt said to have agreed last
week on sale of Hughes* interest

RKO

chain to Brandt’s
only two important hurdles are understood to
stand in the wayvbf consummation.
One is the obtaining of the Government’s okay for T-L to add the
RKO theatres to its present 14
houses and the other is the requirement that 66%% of the
shares in both T-L and RKO be
Voted in favor of the merger.
in

the

Trans-Lux

circuit,

Jarratt

EAST
Due

in U.S.

Continued postponement by UniArtists’ new exec heads to

ted

,

Texas

about three weeks, huddling with
Already in New York are Carl
Morris Helprin, Korda’s American Leserman and Sam Spiegel. Arrep, and going into deals on dis- riving
next \ week are Edward
Brandt said this week that he tribution of London Films product Small and Stanley Kramer. They
anticipated no difficulty on either in the U. S.
are all seeking data on what the
score; Likewise) he expressed oprfuture holds for their product
timism that financing would be
which is already in release by UA
obtainable from either
readily
or which is nearing the release
Ruhn, Loeb & Co. or other Wall
point.
Street banking houses and that
Leserman is a partner with
the deal will be finally consumJoseph Justman and Walter E.
mated shortly.
Heller & Co. of Chicago in a unit
Brandt and Sam Dembow, who
which has been financing UA pix.
initiated the deal and has been
It bankrolled two for I. G. Goldperforming the middleman funcsmith and one for Spiegel. These
tion, were on the Coast last Thursthree are now being held back on
the financing organization’s orders.
day (24) for a lengthy personal session with Hughes. They said they
Other producers are also delaying
straightened Out all matters which
delivery, by one means or another,
Washington, Aug. 29.
of negatives to UA until they are
had previously stood in the Way
If and when President Truman given evidence of the financial
of a deal between them and a
gentleman’s agreement was made. signs an order for allocation of all responsibility of the new manageBrandt and Dembow were in scarce materials, the man who’ll ment and get lowdown on its plans
confabs with Milton Weisman, T- probably be dishing out the raw- for employing a general salesL attorney, this week on formu- stock and other equipment for the manager and other points.
In the meantime, Mary Pickford,
lation of the changes asked by motion picture industry is expected
Hughes in the original Brandt pro- to be Nathar D. Golden, chief of who now reigns as principal stockposal worked Out several weeks the motion picture division of the holder-manager of the company,
ago.
S.
Commerce Department. has been stating on the Coast dprBrandt said no difficulty is U,
being experienced and “this is the That’s the way it looks now, al(Continued on page 16)
first time I really feel that the though there is still considerable
backstage
pulling
deal is in the bag.’;’
and hauling
New York circuit operator added among the various departments
that Weisman will shortly see Gov- and agencies about who will do
'

.

ernment attorneys to get Dept, of what.
(Continued on page 18)
The groundwork has already
been laid in Golden’s division to

De Rochemont Unit Eyes

handle the job with a minimum of
motion. The planning has been
going on for some time.
lost

During World War II, allocations
for the motion picture industry
For Indie Col Production were handled in various units of
the War Production Board. HowLouis de Rochemont’s indie unit ever. Mr, Truman favors keeping
at Columbia, on a quest for high- matters within the old-line
agenbudget story material, started nego- cies. Thus, Department of Comtiations this week to acquire screen merce would take problems of inrights to “Courtroom,” Quentin dustry, Department of Labor would
Reynolds’
of cover war manpower problems, etc.
biog
best-selling
Judge Samuel Leibowitz of New
However, Stuart Symington’s NaYork. Unit last week closed a deal tional Security Resources Board
for “The Cardinal,” best-seller by has recently been in conflict with
Henry Mortoi. Robinson. Price was the Commerce Department, insist$100,000, to be paid over a period ing that allocations of scarce mate-

Reynolds’ Leibowitz Biog.

of years, plus profit-participation rials belong to him.
Congress
by the author and Simon & Schus- favors giving this work to the Comthe publishers.
it
although
merce Department,
Number of other producers are failed to keep a provision to that
understood negotiating to obtain effect in the new war powers bill.
“Courtroom” rights. Deals are beAssuming that Commerce Deing handled by Reynolds’ agent, partment does win the right to alIrving Lazar, on the Coast, and locate scarce materials to industry,

ter,

Liebowitz’s
Schurr, in

attorney,

New

Norman

York.

De Rochernont unit would use
both “Cardinal” and “Courtroom”
under the deal by which Col furnishes financing and release for a
series of medium-budgeters, plus
several top-bracketers, all to be

made

in the
cation style

semi-documentary, lowith which de Rochemont has had considerable success.
Meantime, producer is propping
shooting Sept. 25 on his initialer
(Continued on page 16)

Allied States

Meet

Pittsburgh, Aug. 29.
Highlight of the Allied States
Assn, of Motion Picture Exhibitors’ national convention,
to be
held here Oct. 2-4, will likely be
Gene Autry’s personal explanation
of why he’s making TV shorts. In
reply to an invitation extended by
Allied toppers, the actor stated if
he’s not working he will attend the
meet.
Other guests Will include several
Hollywood stars as well as a number of sales managers of the
#
majors. Most /producers reportedly

have promised topflight talent,
but as yet have not submitted actual names of those who will ap-

Among sales chiefs who have
agreed to attend are 20th - Fox’s
Andy W. Smith, Jr., and Metro’s
Bill Rodgers.
pear.

Texas’ Green Sawdust

make a ‘promised trip to the
Sir Arthur Jarratt, managing diHolly wood, Aug. 29.
•Coast has started a trek of the
rector of British Lion, distrib afr
mountain to Mohammed.
Latest
millionaire dab-?
Comfiliate of Sir Alexander Korda's
pany’s indie producers, anxious to bjiing in films is Dan Gunn, Jr.,,
London Film Productions, is due get a line
on developments under sawmill owner of Woodville, Texin New York from England in midthe new regime, are beginning to as, who is shelling Out $25,000 for
September.
pour east to see the company a short starring his nine-year-old
He’s expected to be in the U. S. chieftains.

(Continued on page 14)

piano-playing moppet Judy.
.Short, “Fantasy for Judy,” rolls of fraud or suppressed evidence.
Exactly what WB’s legal beef
Thursday (31) at Eagle Lion.
would be is not clear in the highly
complex matter that took the former Motion Picture Assn, of America prexy more than a year to decide.
In any event, Warners is so
burned over the decision that rumbles have even been heard of its
quitting the
A, although such
action is thought highly unlikely.

He

Work,

MPA

Tells

French arbitration and some unexplained actions of the French
government following it took up a
large portion of a session of top
execs of MPAA companies with
Grad Sears has notified the new prez Eric Johnston in New York
Monday
(28).
Both the Assn, and
management of United Artists that
he “is ready to report for work” the individual distribs are now atnext Tuesday (5) morning. Sears, tempting to get some explanation
who has been ill, was recently dis- of failure Of the .French to make
placed as prexy of United Artists payments due last June under the
(Continued on page 4)
When the new managament group
headed by. Paul V. McNutt moved
in.

.

If Sears should physically present himself for work, it would

make

for an interesting

and dramas

situation.
McNutt group has
operated on the theory that he is
not coming back and certainly
would find itself highly embarrassed by his presence.

tic

Goldwyn Shoots More
Footage to Switch

•

’Doom’ During Date
Samuel Goldwyn last week went
into the unorthodox procedure of

shooting additional footage for a
film while it was in the midst of
a first-run engagement, in order to
technical move
he brought last week to force pay- change the emphasis in the pic.
ment of his salary. Despite a con- Film is “Edge of Doom,” currently
in the fourth week of its world
tract which runs actively until Dec.
preem engagement at the Astor,
31, 1951, new management has not
been paying Sears since it took N. Y.
Pic got poor reviews and is provover June 12.
ing disappointing at the b.o. CritiSears’ attorney, Abe Bienstock,
cism
has been that it is too grim.
iast week filed a summons
Actually,
notification

it

to

is

believed,

Sears’

the company is a
in the legal action

Sam Bischoff will supervise all
studio-made films at RKO, it was
learned
yesterday
and
(28).
When
inked May 30 by Howard Hughes complaint on UA, charging failure
to
live
as “a top executive producer,” it
up to the contract. ComWas announced Bischoff would be pany has 20 days in which to file
placed in a supervisory capacity an answer in N. Y. supreme court,
over “a certain portion of RKO
(Continued on page 4)
production program.” Positive
clarification of status wasn’t made
O’DONNELL IN HOSPITAL
though it was stated he wouldn’t
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
affect status of Edmund Grainger
Interstate Theatres’ Bob O’Don-,
hnd Howard Hawks, each of whom nell
entered Scrlpps clinic, La
have deals to deliver indie product.
Jolla,
for treatment of minor
Few people at studio have been attack Cal.,
of gout and general checkups
certain of full scope of Bischoff 's
Plans Carmel vacation next week
(Continued on page 4)
with wife.

Producer hopes to change that by
insertion of the new material provided by one day’j shooting last
week. He aims to give it a lift by
shifting the emphasis from the
(Continued on page

7)
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Heat Takes Biz

Own’

Chicago

Toll; ‘Sunset’ Still Strong Champ,
in Second, ‘Louisa’ Lively Third

Return

of torrid weather
spots plus the surplus

in
of

dipping to seventh.
Eighth
many
money is going to “Duchess of
Weidman to Write Pix holdovers and extended-runs is Idaho” (M-G). “711 Ocean Drive”
cutting into film theatre biz this (Col) and “Destination Moon” (EL)
week. Such factors along with the will round out the Big 10 list in
For Wald-Krasna Unit fact
that many exhibitors are mark- that order. Top runner-up films are
Deals for development of four ing time until they open hew fare “Panic in Streets” (20th). “Prettv
stories were made by Jerry Wald for Labor Day weekend are con- Baby” (WB) and “In Lonely Place”
and Norman Krasna during their tributing to the slightly offish tone. (Col).
New York visit last week. Chiefs
Despite all this, “Sunset Boule“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Black
of the new RKO indie unit also vard” (Par ) is tightening its grip Rose” (20th) loom as outstanding
disclosed in laying Out their pro- on the No. 1 spot with a long new entries on the basis of showgram with prez Ned E. Depinet string of sock to terrific sessions ings this frame. Bob Hope’s “Fancy
that they are planning 18 stories in all sections Of the country. The Pants” shapes fancy in Philly and
for the first year of their^five-year Gloria Swanson starrer looks like- smash in Chi.
“Rose,” sturdy in
pact. They count on some of them ly to hit a new high on its two- Omaha, is heading fora terrific tofailing to jell and thus will insure theatre engagement in L. A.
Al- tal in Cincy.
“Shakedown” (U), which opens
themselves of having a minimum though -third frame at the vast
of 12 properties which they are •N. Y. Music Hall, this pic continues at the N. Y. Criterion this week, is
committed* to produce during the its phenomenal gait at $162,000 Or doing good biz on initial date in
“Return of Jesse James”
12-month period.
better, only a few thousand dollars Chi.
(Lip), weak in Washington, shapes
Among the deals they made was away from initial week.
“Our Very Own” (RKO) is nice in Philly and fair in Detroit
one with radio writer- and comic
Goodman Ace to write his first pushing up to second slot, with a- and Clove. “Desert. Hawk” (U),
It is tentatively la- batch of new bookings.
It Was in lightweight in N. Y., looms fine in
screenplay.
Pitt.
They sixth last round.
beled “Best of Friends.”
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) looks
“Louisa” (U) will retain its
also signed Jerome Weidman to
script an original on the dress in- sturdy third position, With fresh sm£rt in Chi, and is stout in Montreal
tagged
and Cleve. “Rock Island
be
to
its
confirming
smash
bookings
dustry in New York,
showing in Chicago where it bet- Trail” (Rep) is doing okay in Port“Size 12.”
Max Shulman was pacted to do tered $128,000 in two weeks. land. “Colt .45” (WB) shapes neat
an original, “Behave Yourself,” Strong fouHh is “Three Little in Toronto.
“Lady Without Passport” (ivLG)
“Broken
while
(M-G)
while Jerome Robbins was inked Words”
Arrow” (20th), second last week, is sluggish this round in three keys.
to begin preparation of a musical.
“Convicted” (Col), mild in K.C. and
The producers, while east, also is winding up fifth,
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB) Louisville, is okay in Indianapolis.
concluded a script deal which will
them
gives
It
(Complete Bozo ff ice Reports on
“Treassixth
with
spot,
is capturing
tie-in radio and TV.
Rages 8-9)
ure Island” (RKO), last week in
(Continued bn page 14)
.
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;

,

Jr

Warner Bros, this Week threatened
to go to court to upset the Hays
verdict.
There is a short stretch
remaining of the 90-day period following the arbitration during which
any of the parties can ask the
courts to throw it out on the basis

,

Hollywood, Aug. 29.

‘Very
Shulman, Roberts, Ace

Dispute among the maj or companies over the Will Hays arbitration agreement on French remittances has tiimed so bitter that
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out by
foreign officials of U. S. and France

Blum-Bymes accord worked
in 1947.

Washington, Aug, 29. -f
MPAA’s internal dispute dates
Plans are already under way to
back to this agreement. Under it,
to
Europe
Crown
work out ECA convertibility agreewere permitted to recompanies
.
ments for American films to be
Alfred N. Crown, worldwide sales mit certain of their blocked funds.
in
shown in Western Germany
manager for Samuel Goldwyn Some distribs, however, had used
1951
In contrast with the nearly Productions, takes Off over the up in other ways more than they
$3,500,000 in guarantees which will weekend for three weeks in Europe. were entitled to transfer to the
go to the U. S. Studios during this He’ll split the time between Lon* U. S., while others had plenty of
current year, the film companies don and Paris.
frozen francs on hand. The latter,
“overage’’ comare said to be seeking about $4,In both cities Crown will confab referred to as the
advantage
€00,000 next year.
with execs of RKO, which distrib- panies, Wanted to take
The 1950 contracts, not all of utes the Goldwyn product. He’ll of the deficiencies of the ^underadditional
out
to
get
firms
age”
which have been clinched, provide also huddle with J. Arthur Rank
for $25,000 per picture plus out- officials in London oh circuit deals amounts equal to the “underage.”
Point was arbitrated by Hays,
©f-pocket dollar costs incurred in for “Our Very Own’’ and “Edge of
who decided that the overage; com-;
preparing the German-language Doom,” lastest Goldwyn entries.
parties—-Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warversion, generally about $12,000
ner Bros, and United Artists
more per pic.: What ECA does is
would have to turn over a portion
to give the picture companies dolof the .differential to the ^underage
lars iii exchange for frozen foreign
-Metro,
RKO, Universal
outfits—
earnings,
and Columbia. It is to this that
Albert W. Scott* who succeeded
WB is objecting.
Sidney Mellen in charge of ECA
media guarantees,, has already beCoin has been going into escrow,
inbut now the whole matter has been
gun huddles in New York with
further complicated by the French
dustry execs. The picture spokeswithholding of funds, since there’s
man have pointed out that over
no money going into the escrow
and above the pictures for which
provided,
account.
Involved is about $9,are
guarantees
they
the
600,000 which was due the Yanks
are also Shipping other pictures
Rome, Aug. 29.
as of July 1, 1947, and was to be
into Germany. These supplemental
U. S. industry, in a valiant last- paid to them in 16 installments
pix are sent in solely as revenue
producers without any particular minute battle,, is trying this week over a four-year period. Seven inyardstick of whether they pass to keep from becoming official on stallments have been received, with
ECA standards as informational Friday (1) severe restrictive meas- the companies unable to get word
media. If the government should ures laid down by the Italian gov- on the eighth, which was due at
Eugene Van the end of June and is usually reprovide guarantees for more films, ernment Aug, 19.
they would be able to control the Dee, representing the Motion Pic- ceived about a month later,
ture Assn, of America, has inGerald Mayer, MPAA’s continen.(Continued on page 16)
formed the Italians that the Yanks tal rep, has been dispatched to
will accept the restrictions as a Paris to look into the affair and
trade agreement between the na- most of the companies have had
tive and the U. S. industry, but their own managers in France on
wants the government to remain the telephone repeatedly in an efout of the matter.
fort to clear up the situation. As
Principal regulation sought by far as can be learned, the French
Italians
provides
ceiling
of
the
a
now want to reopen the whole mat42% on rental terms a distrib may ter of the installments under the
Charge an exhib. Exception is that Blum-Bymes deal. They claim, ias
Completed monetary agreement one-fourth of the distrib’s annual did the overage companies in the
between, the U. S. industry and the releases may be sold on terms up arbitration, that some companies
British government arrived in New to 50%.
have used their balance and are
York from London this week. It
Article 10 of the current law thus not entitled to any more rewas airmailed by the Motion Pic- governing international trade, un- mittances.
ture Assn. of America’s British rep, der which the government is emFayette W. Allport, ahead of his powered to make the restrictions,
own departure tomorrow (Thurs- was invoked by the Council of
day) for New York aboard the Ministers Aug. 19 and signed by
Sears
Queen Elizabeth.
Premier Alcide de Gasperi the
Continued from page 3
Allport informed MPA A prez
However, it has not
Same day.
Eric Johnston in numerous teleactually been promulgated and
phonic conversations during the Van Dee has been attempting in Company has made no move to
working out of the details that the his rear-guard action to prevent settle Seams’ pact, but Will have
either to do that or reveal more of
British negotiators were acting
its actually becoming law oil the its financial picture in court than
completely in the spirit of the deal
Sept. 1 effective date.
it has disclosed anywhere else so
that was arranged in principal by
.

.

;

.

Recent

complaint

of

&

Herbert J. Erlanger, exec in
charge pf general corporate matMotion Picture Export
Assn., has been called into the
captain in the reserve
Army,
from the; last war, he has been
ordered to report to Fort Riley,
Kan. next Sunday (3) and winds
up at the MPEA Friday ( 1 )
ters for the

A

Ralph Losso, New York attorney,
has been named to succeed ErLosso has handled film
langer.
matters for some minor indie, imErlanger is also an atporters.
torney, and was just about to get
his papers to practice in this counBefore joining the MPEA
try.
about three years ago, he was for
many years European counsel for
.

Warner

BtoS.

r

Indie producers who pulled out
of Film Classics in the course of
hat company’s merger difficulties
with Eagle Lion now face a running legal battle with Irving Kaufman, assignee for the benefit of
FC creditors. Kaufman anticipates
bringing suits in the near future
to challenge that action and raise
other claims against the film-

makers.

Harry

Arthur, Fanchpn
Marco circuit
head, that Hollywood has driven
potential filmgoers away from the
b o. by overly stressing “sophistication and art” has sparked a flood
of heated pros and cons. Theatreman’s observations were praised in
New York last week by UniversalInternational production exec Leo
Spitz anj rapped by 20th-Fox director Joseph Mankiewicz, who is
prexy of' the Screen Directors
Guild of America.
Prior to sailing for Europe on a
one-month visit to Britain and
France, Spitz declared that he
agreed with Arthur. Mass entertainment, he said, is a basic requirement of the industry and U-I
fully subscribes to that theory.
Exec pointed out that for years his
company has concentrated on
escapist fare which Arthur urged
studios to emphasize.
- On the other hand, Mankiewicz
looked "askance upon Arthur’s concepts of what makes the b.o. tick.
“If Arthur wants to go backward,”
he said, “while the rest of the
world goes forward, that’s his
privilege.” He also likened the St.
Louis circuit operator's, suggestions to something which belong in
the era of “1917 Buicks and highbutton shoes:” Director of 20thFox’s race prejudice film, “No Way
Out,” Mankiewicz just returned to
the U. S. from two months in
Europe.
Mankiewiez’s
comments drew
support from E. C. Grainger of the
Jamestown Amus. Co. (Shea circuit).
Iii a letter to Arthur last
weekr Grainger wrote that he
agreed in principal with facts the

midwestem exhib set forth, but
disagreed with some of the con-

.

.

Ready

Johnston, Ellis G. Amall, prez of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, and James A.
Mulvey, also repping SIMPP.
On the basis of Allport’s reports,
no difficulty is anticipated in winning final approval of the pact by
MPAA
the MPAA and SIMPP.
will probably meet on it in about
two weeks, following return of
Johnston from his home in Spokane, where his daughter will be

with William MacMillan^ ELC prez,
for a lump sum payment, but the
entire deal fell through when the
latter wanted the payment to take
New regulations result from in- far.
the form of longterm notes.
ability of the Italian government
Sears was originally v.p. in
MacMillen, for his part, has in(Continued on page 14)
charge of distribution and, since dicated that the possibility of a
UA now has no salesmanager, it is settlement in the future is not out
conceivable that the former prexy completely. Joseph Bernhard, FC
could assume that spot. There’s topper, as recently as last week
Earth’
such bitter feeling, however, be- renewed a request for a lump settween him and the new manage- tlement, and the proposal has not
Delays Settlement Of
ment, that that’s thought hardly
(Continued on page 54)
likely.

Selznick-Korda

Row

In addition to Sears* current contract, he has an additional pact
giving him $35,000 a year for 10
years following the first deal. Management has indicated privately
that it feels it could get out of the
active duty contract by reason of
Sears’
protracted illnesses and
might make a settlement on the
second.

Claim by attorneys for David O.
married Sept. 9. SIMPP will like- Selznick that the release given him
ly meet on the Coast next week, by British producers Emeric Presswhen Amall gets there from his burger and Michael Powell on
“Gone to Earth” is still unsatishome in Georgia.
Papers airmailed by Allport have factory is delaying settlement of
all the figures filled in the blank the long-drawn-out bout between
spaces that were left when the DOS and Sir Alexander Korda.
Yanks came to terms in principal •’Earth” was made by Powell and
with Harold Wilson, prez of the PreSsburger under Korda’s banner,
Board of Trade, last month. Most with western hemisphere rights goImportant of the figures cover ing to Selznick.
bonuses in three categories' designSelznick and Korda were ined to give the Americans up to structed by federal judge Samuel
$4,000,000 in convertibility beyond Kaufman last week to come to
the $17,000,000 annually which is terms on their dispute, and it is
guaranteed in the pact.
expected that it will be ironed out
shortly with receipt of a new release from P&P. Flock of other
papers transferring ownership and
all rights to Selznick have been
received and marked okay by Selz•

Company has taken no

attorneys
Final approval will

cut from the payroll when it took
over,
Lazarus, former contract
manager, has been ill for the past
several years and is unable to
function. He’d, been with UA for
30 years, however, and former
,

management had continued him on
the

payroll

wet,
at

mean

^

at

one-half

his

y.

y stated he’d be continued

one-ha J:"

that,

i.e.

$125 but

release now states it is taking
action pendto Korda of £100,000 ($230,000) ing decision on
policy.
his staffers from both coasts open- held in escrow in London, repreed a two-day session here today senting returns on “The Paradine
(Tues.) at which they screened a Case*” which Selznick turned over
rough-cut of “Cyrano” for Maurice to Korda in Europe in return for
Maurer, operator of the Astor, “Earth.” On receipt Of this coin,
Victoria and Bijou oh Broadway. Korda is to turn over a print Of
Continued from page 3
It is hoped t© set a deal with the “Earth” to Selznick in the U. S.
New York exhib for preem of the
Another facet of the agreement power and authoi ity. Henceforth,
Jose Ferrer-starrer, possibly on a between the two producers which his supervision will extend to all
hard-ticket basis.
has not yet come up is money to RKp-made pix, but will have no
Kramer and his wife; former; be held in escrow in London" from
authority over output of Wald
Universal starlet Ann Pierce, con- !di$trJbution~of"“Po^
4
v
Grainger, Hawks, Collier
tinue from here on an exploitation in England. That’s a DOS p)o !
*
tour for “The Men,” winding up in turned over to Korda as part of Young-jfda Lupino, or such straight
York about Sept. 8. General the ‘Third Man “-“Gone to Earth” distribution deals as those of Sam
salesmanager George J. Schaefer trade, Korda
make rfefMn Goldwyn, Wait Disney, arid Sol
Continues to the Coast, while east- changes in “Earth” before
I
Thvw high budget pix al,
erh pub-ad director Myer P. Beck will release the ef^crov/
Re* ready have gone under Blschoff’s
returns to New York.
jlation* l>etween the two
helming, “Gaunt Woman,” “Best
Also here are Kramer musical are now so ^trained farther ir<W' of Badmen” and “Macao.” Fourth,
director Dimitri Tiomkin and film ble revolving aikmt thfa
of 'Ty/o Tickets to Broadway*” rolls
editor Harry Gerstad.
their deal is seen ** *
, ttetrily.

Kramer and a group of

Kmna

New

,

mmX

;

j
I

N, Y. to Europe
Richard W. Altschuler
Claudio Arrau
Franco Autori
Peter Ballbush
Jules Dassin
Julius Epstein
Robert Goldstein
:

Frances Goodrich
Albert Hackett
Robert H, Hinckley
Will

Mahoney

David O. Selznick

Nancy Sheldon
Leo Spitz
Earl St. John
Maggie Teyte
Lou Walters
Ed Woehler

(Continued on page

A1 Capp
Chandler Cowles
Walter DOniger
Mrs. Buster Crabbe
.

Elliott

Leo Fuld
Alfredo Guarini

Uta Hagen
Jeanette Kamins

Harold Lang
Frederick Lonsdale
Arthur Lesser
Julian Lesser
Sol Lesser
Eddie Lewis
Irwin MarguUes

N. Y. to L. A.
Fred

Ahem

Alan Delynn
Charles Dreyfus
George L. George

Morey Goldstein
Herb Gordon
Edward Greenburg
Sol Hurok

Norman Krasna
Jack Lawrence
Herman Levin
Frank Love joy
Olga Lunick
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Richard Martin
Joseph Newman
Christopher O’Brien
Robert J. Rubin
George J. Schaefer

Frank Seabolt
Stuart Stern
Elizabeth Taylor

Robert Trout
Paul Valentine
Sam Weiss

Gordon R. Youngman
Fred Zinnemaii

L. A. to N. Y.
Peter Herman Adler
Steve Allen
Annabelha
Gene Austin
Lucinda Ballard
Charles (Budd) Barry

Joseph Bernhard
Harry Brandt
A- Pam Blumenthal
Beulah Bondi

.

Owen Crump
Sam Dembow,

Jr.

Robert Emmett Dolan

Edwin DuPar
Jim Franey
William Gargan
Michael Gordon
Charlotte Greenwood
Louis Heyward
Tom Helmore
Judy Holliday
Henry Jaffe
Fred Kline
Fred Kohlmar
Stanley

Kramer

Paul N. Lazarus,

Jr.

Gordon Macrae
Thomas Mitchell
Patrice Munsel
Leonard Newbaur

Cyril Ritehard
Marcia Swinburne
Valerie Taylor

David Pardoll
Rosalind Russell
Arthur Schwartz
Sol Siegel
Preston Sturges
Jerry Tierney

Irving Tishman
David Webster
John Wildberg

David Wayne
Harry Warren
Richard Whorf

Miranda
George Relph

Isa

7)

Ellen Albertini
Albert Dekker

Carmen Cavallaro

Fayette Allport
William H. Auten

Madge

“Basically,” he noted,
“exhibitors should be Interested in
clusions.

Frank Copper

Europe to N. Y.

$500

New management some

sal;.

nick’s.

Chicago, Aug. 29.

action yet

toward resuming salary payments
to Paul N. Lazarus, Sr., whom it

...

Stanley

Additionally, assignee will bring
urther actions against both Pathe
Industries, EL’s parent company,
and Eagle Lion Classics, which
Pathe also owns. One suit was filed
ast week in the New York supreme
court demanding $500,000 in aggregate damages against these companies.
The $500,000 damage action carries out Kaufman’s threat to put
the dispute to legal test if Pathe
refused a settlement satisfactory
to FC creditors. According to Kaufman, a settlement was reached

.
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is being mulled by
Lesser for sale to art theatre
on a series of
franchises
of
cxhibs
foreign pix which he would import.
Setup to some extent resembles
that of the old First National in
exhibs would commit
that the
themselves to a proportion of the
cost of buying U.S. rights to the
pix and would share in profits.
Scheme is still very much in the
vaporous stage and might take any
of a variety of turns. Lesser arrives from four months in Europe
on the Nieuw Amsterdam Friday
and the following day will be1
gin a five-day series of meetingis
with his staff in New York, at
which it is expected to hail the
franchise idea down in one form

Unique plan

Sol

(

or another.

i

[

Television, which recently
provided its first Star to film in
the person of Charlton Heston,

Wallis - Hazen - Warner Bros.
Contractee, may soon also contribute its first Scripters, Bert
Bloch, 20th-Fox’s eastern story
ed, became impressed while
eyeing his video set recently
with the work of a pair of
femme writers and called them
in.

He

)

,

Lesser figures there are 150 theatres that play art pix as an exclusive policy and. up, to about 500
which play them occasionally and
are potentials for the franchises.
They’d be encouraged to go along
by assurances of exclusive firstrun foreign product.
Producer, who has been traveling through all of western Europe
looking at pix, is understood to
have optioned about 10 of the best.
He has already set up a new corporation to engage in the domestic marketing of them. It is Principal Pictures International, which
lie will head, and Which will include on its exec staff his son,

has them at work

now on

the outline of an original film
story—their first. Studio will
hand over option money pending completion of the script if
the outline is accepted, but refuses to reveal the names of
the TV writers in the interim.
!

While 20th-Fox earnings for the
half of the current year, as

first

1949,

York.

on hand for the
meetings, in addition
controller for Sol
Productions, who came
Lesser
east last week. Julian Lesser arrives with him from Europe Friday. Lesser expects to be in New
York about 10 days.
They’ll all be.

New
to

Yjtfrk

Sam Grudin,

There's no agreement on reasons
for the b.o. dip, but there’s virtual
unanimity that a strong contributing factor to the reduction in nets
is due to higher film prices.: Distribs have been putting on a determined campaign to get better
terms from the outdoor theatres.
This has been coupled with a trend
to better: runs for the drive-ins,
which has naturally meant more
film- rental.

The

earlier clearances have not
paid Off as expected, since in. a
large number of cases they have
only been an answer to competition
from new under-the-stars
houses. This ties irt with a major
reason for the complaints about
b.o.
increased competition.,

company is figuring on coming out about even with last year’s
showing for the entire 12-month
period.
Counting large in good
prospects forecast by its financial
Crystal-haliers are film rentals for
the forthcoming October-N ovember-December quarter.
Current third quarter is said to
be “not outstanding,” but equal to
the same period last year, which
also was not one of the company’s

ing figured
quarter.

to

hypo the fourth

Tjventieh is expecting in 1950 to
Deal has been inked by Sol Les- better the approximately $4,000,000 it showed in film earnings last
ser and Erich Pommel* for co-proContinued stalling by the Arrepresented about oneduction of a film in Germany early year. This
third of its consolidated net, the gentine government and the radinext year. This is the first joint
remainder coming from its Na- cal changes it is asking in terms
production deal in more than 15
of the .pact negotiated
by its
tional Theatres subsid.
years between an American and
finance minister in New York in
Since the company this year has May has U. S. distribg asking
German producer. Pic Will be
made in English with the Ameri- lost by divestiture about 50 thea- whether it is worthwhile making
tres in which it had joint interests,
can market its primary aim.
the deal at all. Virtual abrogation
A novel in the “Lanny Budd” which is eating into its exhibition of the agreement by the Peron
series by Upton Sinclair ‘will pro- profits, film earnings are certain government has some of the Yanks
vide the story ior the Reich film. during 1950 to represent a much so incensed they’re tempted to
on page 14)
( Continued
walk away from the whole setup.
It will be tagged “Lanny Budd,
They fear, among other things,
American.”
Lesser and Pommel*
the bad example set for other
have not determined yet whether
countries if they accept the pushthey will
a- Hollywood
ing-around they consider they’re
name for the lead or will adopt a
getting from the Peronists. One of
plan now being discussed for takAVE.
the points that keeps them in neing ah unknown player and rechristening him Lanny Budd.
Universal, which has operated gotiations is the urging of Am-

READE RELEASES U
LEASE
FROM PARK

Lesser bought rights to nine of the Park Avenue theatre, N. Y.,
the novels in> the series last year. under a lease from* the Walter
The “Lanny Budd” name has be- Reade circuit for. the past four
come something of a by-word in years, is giving up the house. It
adventure fiction, the hero being a has negotiated an agreement with
Presidential envoy Who is active Reade by which it is being rein major historical events dating leased from the six years remainfrom World War I tp atomic fission. ing under its 10-year lease.
“Lanny Budd, American” will find
Reade chain will operate the dehim smashing an -international luxe 583-seater itself, it is underCounterfeit ring.
stood, although no policy, has been
Pornmer 61, and active in the set for it yet. U originally took it
picture business in this country over as a semi-art operation, planand Germany for 40 years, was at ning to use it for top British prodone time head of production for uct which it imported under its
UFA. More recently he has served deal with J. Arthur Rank.
as chief of the German film diviAside frsom the long and profitsion of the American Military Govt.
able run of “Hamlet,” the house
*
never was able to obtain strong
enough product to make profitable.
Palmer Park, Detroit,
policy has fluctuated from
Its

bassador Stanton Griffis. He feels
it will be easier to win improvement in the agreement once new
U. S. pix have been returned to
Argentine screens.. They’ve been
absent for almost 18 months;
Wolfe Cohen,
Warner Bros.
(Continued on page 18)
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Sues for $1,800,000
Detroit; Aug. 29.

stock exchange shows short
holdings in only one major film

company, Paramount.

Short

interest in Par dived sharply
in the past 30 days* since the
bears now own only 2,145
shares against 7,260 in the

month preceding,

reissues

to

British

to

foreign-

was operated
It
lapguage pix.
during the early months of its
a unique reon
1946
existence in

chairmen and committeemen via
improper organizational mechanics.
These moves; it was said by Brandt
this week, were made with the best
of intentions by groups anxious to
see COMPO at work as soon as possible, but jeopardized the internal
amity of the organization.

Likewise* the local organizations
set up purely along the lines

were

of the old
tee.

Rathvon Payoff
Tleases’ Bank So

2d Loan OK’d

War

Activities

Brandt and* exec

Mayer are anxious

much broader than

Commit-

v.p.

that

Arthur
they be

that, since co-

operation with the Government will
only be one part of activity.
So
far there is not in prospect any of
the drives or the handling of gov*
eminent films that occupied the
area groups under WAG. Instead*
GOMPO’s activity will in large
measure b£ directed toward public
relations.

What has 'occurred tp bring on
next week’s meeting was the calling of conclaves in some territories
by one or two of COMPO’s con?*
stituent

organizations.

They

in-

vited the other COMPO groups
represented in the area* but didn’t
provide them with an agenda.
(Continued bn page 16)

Metro’s Major

Fidelity-Philadelphia.
and g.s.m. Intermountain branches
Initial quartet, which proved unformerly handled by Frank C.
comprised
successful,
usually
Hensler, who died three weeks
“Destination Moon,” which cost
ago from a heart attack, will be
about $500,000 and may gross parceled out to two other
sales
$2,000,000 domestic; “The Sun- managers.

downers,” “High Lonesome ” and
“The Great Rupert.” All will show
good profits except “Rupert,”
which is expected to do little better than break even, but which
will be far more than compensated

990C AS CHI TRUST

QUICKIE STRIKE WINS

H-63 PACT WITH RATHE
Strike of 40 office workers of
Pathe Laboratories lasted exactly
morning
yesterday
hour
one
(Tues.), at which time their union,
Local H-63 Of the Motion Picture
Homeoffice Employes, reached a
settlement with the Pathe management. As a result, threatened holdup on production of this week’s
Warner-Pathe News was forestall-

W estem

sales

manager George

A. Hickey takes back Salt Lake
City under the new deal and adds
this to Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle and Portland. He has just

Rodgers.

John S. Allen, southwestern
sales manager, winds up With two
of the three branches handled by
Hensler.
With Dallas, Oklahoma
City and St. Louis already under
his wing, he, adds Kansas City and

Denver. At one time Hickey handled Denver, too, but because so
much of his time is required in
the far west, it was deemed advisable to give it up. Allen will continue to headquarter at Dallas.
Rudy Berger, southern sales
manager, becomes heir to the

Settlement granted the union
(Continued on page
most of the points for which it
has been battling since Its contract with Pathe expired Aug. 31, Goldstein to Goast
1949. Workers received a $3-per-

Chicago, Aug. 29.
week cross-the-board wage inBalaban & Katz, its subsidiary crease. automatically upping miniGreat States, and nine mum scale. Hike is retroactive to
circuit;
majors were stung Monday (28) Sept. 1, 1949. In addition, union
with an anti-trust rap asking trL succeeded in establishing a compie damages totalling $990,000*
plete union shop, covering both
Filing complaint here in Chi lab workers and those in the homeof
behalf
on
federal district court,
office.
the indie Isle theatre in suburban
Strike was called at 8 a m, yesAurora, attorneys Seymour Simon terday when union threw a picket
and Richard Orlikoff requested re- line around the labs. Since the
covery of losses reportedly suffer- settlement was reached at 9 a m,,
ed since 1937 as result of restraint- the reel was able to print and ship
of-trade actions by defendants.
its current issue following makeup
Named in the action, besides the day Monday (28). Local H-63,
meanwhile, is continuing negotiaBros.,
two circuits* are Warner
-

The Palmer Park Theatre Co.
here filed suit in federal court asking $1,800,000 damages -from film served-seat' policy with Select pix.
companies, it charged with violat- culled from all the major coming the antitrust laws. Named as panies after they had their regular
defendants were United Detroit playoff in New York;. Yearly
Theatres, Warner Bros. Pictures tickets entitling the holder to the
Circuit Manage- tions for a retroactive wage intheatres*
Distributing Cor p., Paramount same seat at the same performance WB
RKO, Loew’s, 20th, crease for Universal’s homeoffice
Film Distributing Corp., Loew’s, each week were sold in advance. ment Corp.,
with expectations -of
Artists, Paramount and Co- collarites,
United Artists Corp., RKO-Radio Results proved ^disappointing and United
reaching a settlement this week.
lumbia.
the idea was drbpped.
Pictures, 20th-Fox and Universal,

WB

Intermountain is being
eliminated as a sales unit!

by the others, particularly returned to his headquarters in
“Moon.”
L. A. after visiting Salt Lake on
If the Rathvon outfit is able to
his way back from the Chi confabs
(Continued on page 16)
with Rodgers, Charles M. Reagan
and Edward M, Saunders, aides to

for

ed.

B4K, MAJORS SUED FOR

,

•.*

in a half-dozen film company
stocks;
Latest reports of the N. Y.

bank loan was made to jMPCC
rather than to the pix since the
investment corporation has built up
Major switch in Metro’s field
considerable assets in the way of sales
setup has resulted from
residual income on its first four meetings in
New York and Chipix.
These were also financed by cago by William F,
Rodgers, v.p.

Big product coming up and
the present upturn at the b.o.,
which company execs are counting
to continue during the year, is be-

.

,

the entire film market, that coin
is being spread among a much
larger number of houses. Whereas
there were perhaps 800 to 1,000
ozoners operating last summer,
there are about 2,200 in action
Pleased at the results of its
now. In some cases they are prac- initial foray into motion picture
tically on top of each other, so it financing,
Fidelity - Philadelphia
is easy to see that biz is being Trust
Co., of Philadelphia* has
spread thin.
made a second loan to N. Peter
Novelty Off?
Rathvon’s Motion Picture Capital
That seems to be the only rea- Corp. Loan, while small, is unson for decreased grosses per- usual in that it has been made to
house on which drive-in men agree. MPCC itself, rathdr than as an
Otherwise/ they blame the slow advance on specific pix.
trade on everything from poor pix
Actually* it was to permit comto a wearing off of the drive-in pletion of two new Rathvon films
novelty.
One is
for Eagle Lion release.
Also, while some of the ozone “Sun Sets at Dawn,” which is about
owners admit that biz during the finished, and the other a prison pic
not yet definitely labeled. Philly
(Continued on page 16).

hottest.

employ

Down

biz stocks, the favorite

ground for Wall
street bears a few months
back, are no longer the target
of raids by speculators playing for a decline in prices. Improved b.o, outlook appears to
have frightened the bears Who
had substantial short holdings

A

Seymour Poe, who rep him on

New

years.

Spec* Die
Show

stamping

—

reported this week, showed more
than a $1,000,000 decline from

sales in

Drive-in operators are expressring disappointment at the earnings of their houses so far this
summer. They claim that both
gross and net earnings have failed
to come up to expectations held
out by ozone operations in past

While the drive-ins have greatly
increased their ratio of income to

Morris
Julian;
son-in-law,
his
Pfaelzer; apd Irving Lesser and

i

Committee on Organization of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has been called to meet
in New York next Wednesday (6)
by chairman Harry Brandt. Aim is
to speed as much as possible the
setting up of COMPO on a national
basis through the election of area
chairmen and committees;
A major purpose of holding the
session as quickly as possible is to
head Off any further action, such as
has already taken place in some
territories, for the selection of
•

WB Eyes TV Writers

18)

For Mono Sales Meet

Morey

Goldstein, veepee and
general sales manager of Monogram-Allied Artists, left for the
Coast yesterday (Tuesday), where
he’ll preside at a meeting of branch
managers and franchiseholders to
be held Sept, 5-7 at the Ambassador hotel in L. A. Prior to the
conclave, he’ll huddle with company prexy Steve Broidy and vee-

pee Harold Mirisch.
Three regional meets for salesmen and. bookers will follow the
L. A, gathering. First is scheduled
for Kansas City Sept, 9. Dates for
confabs in the south and east will
be set by Goldstein after his return
from K. C. He’ll preside at all the
affairs.
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FILM REVIEWS
Mr. Mnsle
release of Robert L,
Stars Bine Crosby.

Welch
Nancy

production.
©Ison, Charles Coburn. Ruth Hussey; features Groucho Marx. Dorothy Kirsten,
Peeey Dee. Merry Macs. Directed by
Arthur
Screenplay.
Richard
Haydn,
Sheekman, suggested by Samson Raphaelson play; camera, George Barnes; asst,
director, Harry Caplan; special effects,
Favciot Edouart: edited by Doane HandJohnny
son,
songs,
Everett
Douglas;
Burke
James Van. Heusen; arrangements. Van Cleave; music, Joseph J. Lilley and Troy * Sanders; dances,. Gower
Champion. Previewed N. Y. Paramount,

&

.

new numbers defied by Nicholas

Sammy Cahn, or the
In the former category
Love,” done by Miss
Grayson and Lanza and also in for
a reprise “Tina Lina,” a spirited
piece used for Lanza vocals, comedy and as a bouncy dance num-

Pleasant
sical-Color) (M-G).
musical costumer with Kathryn
Grayson, Mario Lanza.
“The Miniver Story” (British) (M-G).
Sequel, not "as^
strong as first one but star

classics.

My

are “Be

draw means nice

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

,

boxoffice.

Secrets’-

drama

.

for oater addicts.
e a r t Bandits”
“Lonely
Okay drama based on
(Rep),
current popular racket. Okay
as supporter on duals.
(Rep).
“The ' Showdown”

H

Themselves:

Darein La Mano,” “Flower Song”
from Carmen.” arid “Brindisi” from
“La Traviata.” Both Miss Grayson
and Lanza are in good voice, and
the musical direction by Georgie
Pespite a contrived story, the m- stoll and Johnny Green is smartly
......
•oiiiontc
ol-o
cimii>ionrlv
iua I
..
well
gredients
are
sufficiently
valued to sell the cleffing. David
mixed to make “Mr. Music” a box- Niven, also starred, likewise clicks
Groucho Marx
Dorothy Kirsten
Peggy Lee
The Merry Macs
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Della.........

Rocky
Jess
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Sid Hickox; music, David Buttolph; editor,
Reilly.
Tradeshown Aug. 22, ’50.
Running time, 91 MINS.
Susan Chase ........ j ... Eleanor Parker
.Patricia Neal
Phyllis Horn.
Ruth Roman
Ann Lawrence
Frank Lovejoy
Bob Duffy
I.eif Erickson
Bill Chase
......Ted de Corsia
Del' Prince..
Edmon
r.umon Ryan
Hardin
narum
Larry Keating
Mark Harrison
Katherine Warren
Ml'S. Connors....
.
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husband-partner,
Gower Cham- mitigated by the philosophic aspion lensed okay, and the same goes surance
conveyed
by
Walter
for Miss Kirsten who has been Pidgeon as the bereaved husband.
more photogcnically presented bePic rated disappointing by Britfore.
Abel.
ish but rep of stars is likely to put
it across in U. S. market.
Film
Toast of Xt»w Orleans was made with eye for American
market.
(^MUSICAL—COLOR)
Opening with a strangely pallid
Hollywood, Aug. 24.
reproduction of London on VE day,
Metro^relcase of Joe. Pasternak protfucti«m.
Stars
Kathryn Grayson, Mario Mrs. Miniver finds herself caught
Lanza, DavHl Niven; features J. Carrol in the exuberant melee following
N iush, James ^Mitchell, Richard Hageman, the news that the war is over.
She
( uitpn Sundberg.
Directed by Norman
just come from a doctor,
Taurog,
Written by Sy Gomberg and lias
f.fnnge Wells;
•' camera
realizes she has not long to live
\a«vnu«vvivi
(Technicolor).
it ir
WilRuggiero?
<>ngs. Nicholas Brodszlty, Sammy Calm; and bravely determines to keep
musical direction, Georgie Stbll, Johnny the news from, her family. Her
t»re.en;. dances,
Eugene Lorlng. Trade- husband returns from Germany,
AUB
lfi
50,
Running time. her daughter Judy from war serv6°MlNS
S'l/ette Michcline
.Kathryn Gravson ice in Egypt and her young son
.
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Eleanor

Parker represents the
respectable matron who got by her
wartime romantic error and has
since married. Patricia Neal is the
sophisticated
byline
newspaperwoman, who gave Up her son
when marriage interfered with
headline-hunting. Ruth Roman is
the chorus girl, betrayed by a
smooth producer whom she killed
when kissed off. Because of dates
and the fact all used the same
foundling home, the highly coincidental plotting has. each believing the waif on the mountain peak
is her own.
Each of the three stars has a
chance to tell her story via flashback and each sricks the distinctive
types of emotions involved. Miss
Parker’s footage is longer than her
co-stars, and she scores decisively.
The same can be said for Miss
and in love with Judy, whom he Neal, who appears to decided adoverseas, but she is infatuated vantages, and for Miss Roman,
with a iriarried man. Mrs. Miniver very colorful as the girl who meted
visits this Romeo and mutely dis- out her own revenge for a
wrong.
suades him from getting a divorce None of the femmes bows to the
and marrying her daughter bv other in racking up personal permaking him realize he still loves formances that carry along the
his mfc. Judy soon reco^rs
her first wild grief when she is
Guiding this emotional tmir
tour de
convinced by her mother s ex- force through its varied,
tangents,
perience that wartime propinquity and doing a very expert
job of it,
produces a spurious love which is Robert Wise. He earns
a decMo/
fades with inevitable parting. She credit
in
pacing and
feeling,
returns to her first love and her sharpening appeal
particularly for
.

p Tr ^ 1,ini

S VP

r»c,ra r

Mayor
Tina

——

Manueio

" .Richard

.7

.

—
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Hageman

Ilg^Aris
Rita Moreno
...Romo Vincent

This mixture of pop and classical
music against a period background
is; pleasant, easy to take.
Outside
of a few deluxe situations it should
h.ive no trouble satisfying the paying custoriiers. Settings, costumes
and players take nicely to the color
dressing, and the voices of Kathryn
Grayson and Mario Lanza lilt over
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Business Jimmy Ward
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.Sammy McKiin
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Leonard Penn
doesn’t look big but entertainment Detective Stanley.
content, is good.
McCrea does the title role. He’s
Dramatic expose of the operaa cowpoke who lives an unhamper- tions of swindlers in the
lonely
ed existence, free to roam, but heart racket forms the basis
of
this is all changed when he finds this
moderate - budget programlf the ad 0Pted uncle of four mer.
Will provide "okay* support
n
u
small boys, offspring of a friend in the dualers.
*>
It m A
If*
ft Aft V
Am PAlltr killed
1
m while
« *1* • a
who
is
accidentally
Story is tightly packaged in 60
riding McCrea’s trick horse.
minutes, and
George Blair
Circum stances force McCrea to sustains a director
good pace.
John
take a job to support the kids. He
Eldredge, suave mobster and con
stashes them in a hidden* canyon
figures there’s big coin to be
camp while punching cattle for a man,
developed in the lonely heart
rancher who is feuding with a
racket.
He marries Dorothy
neighbor
over
rustling.
The Patrick, experienced
in clipping
rancher hates kids, so McCrea
the lovelorn, and pair’s first vicspends off hours swiping food jfor
tim is a farmer, who’s murdered
his family, now grown to five by
the addition of Wanda Hertdrix, after Eldredge is discovered stealing his bankroll. Second victim is
runaway from a cruel uncle.
Despite a generally leisurely a lonely widow who contacted
via
lonely
a
heart
pace arid the accent on lightness, Eldredge
the Harold Shumate story finds pamphlet. After a mail romance,
time for several action flares which the slickers arrive in the small
Hugo Fregonese’s direction point town, posing as brother and sister.
up excellently. There’s a certain Following quick engagement, the.
amount of suspense involved in Widow is persuaded to cash her
keeping the kiddies hidden from bonds and sell her property. But
suitor (Richard
the rancher., arid McCrea’s dis- unsuccessful
covery th at the ranch foremen are Travis) becomes suspicious when
stealing the cattle and causing the the widow disappears on a shopfeud paves the way for a good:-pirig
to
-Chicago, and from
„ trip
.
{there on it’s the regulation nianaction finale.
McCrea
and
Miss
Hendrix hunt dramatics with the cops fiplease, as do John Mclntire and nally
closing
in
on the two
rival swindlers.
Antonio Moreno as the rival
ranchers. John Russell, the crooked
Eldredge delivers a topgrade
foreman; Jeanette Nolan, ranch performance as the slicker, and is
wife; Russell Simpson. Ed Begley ably, assisted by Miss Patrick and
arid the four kiddies. Jimmy Hunt, Ann Doran.
Supporting cast is
Orley Liridgren, Gordon Gebert particularly good.
.Photography
and Gregory Moffett, are among and film editing are of standard
others adding to the general home- quality.
Wnlt.
ly air that helps this one.
Very effective use is made of
“The Cry of the Wild Goose” as
the main theme of the musical
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
score directed by Joseph GcrshRepublic release of William J. O'Sulli'
enson. Tune aptly fits the McCrea van
production.
Stars William Elliott,
character. Charles P. Boyle smart- Walter Brennan. Marie Windsor; featurr®
Morgan, Rhys AVllliams. Jim
ly handles the Technicolor cam- Henry
Davis, William Ching, Nactio Galindo. U'j
eras to display the outdoor pro- fectlon
and screenplay by Dorrell and
duction Values, and editing keeps Stuart McGowan; camera. Reggie Lanninfl;
editor, Harry Keller; music. Stanley nilfootage to a tight 76 minutes;
Running
sort, Tradeshown Aug. 24, '50.
Brog.
time, IS MIN.
Shadrach Jones... ....... William Elliott
Capt. MacKetlar ...... .Walter Brenhan
1
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Nancy Crane.
Aaron Hart
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Michael Steele
Paul Fleer ni
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.Antonio Moreno
.John Ridgely
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22,

I< Uller,
Robert Rockwell, Ann Doran, Pi.
rected by George Blair. Written by Gene
Lewis: camera. Ellis W. Carter; film e«li.
Harry Keller: music. Stanley Wilson.
1
AUg 24 ’ 30 Runnin ? time!
fo MINS
Louise^ Curtis.
.... Dorothy
...
Tony Morell, alias Wade Antrim Patrick
...
John Eldredge
.
,,
Laurel, Vernon
...........
Barbra Fuller
r'““ "
Lieut. Carroll
...... .Robert Rockwell

tor,

.

i

Metro release of Sidney Franklin production.
Stars
Greer Garson, Walter
F * Rtur «" John Hodiak, Cathy
geon
^ii‘
Donnell, Leo Genn. Directed by IL C.
O
ninirc tne
Dy
ana a oanKroil, Dut PICKS
.potter .Screenplay, Ronald Millar, George
latter to make it easier for Miss Froeschel; camera, Joseph Ruttenberg;
Radiri,
Olson and the songsmith. Robert editor. Frank Clarke. At Ritz, London. .Paul
Duncan Richardson
Johnny
toning time, 104. MINS.
Ci-AhV does
rlnne ].
thri
a good routine as the
Slack
Miniver
Greer Garson
muscular college champ, and Tom] cieV Miniver
Walter Pidgeon
but not
interesting
triangle,
An
... John Hodiak
Ewell is the al fresco butler who Spike
Steve Brunswick.
Leo Genn the usual romantic kirid, is posed
doubles as Crosby’s caddy.
,
Iiniv ^ r
Cathy O'Donnell in ‘'Three Secrets.”
adult
As
The crooner-star does a good job vicar- ...
-Henry Wilcoxon
Reginald Owen drama, well done with plenty of
in a role wherein he fits in easily, Mr.. Foicy
r K a n f fcle, y
.... Anthony Bushell
exploitation angles, it seems cerand might well have been a truly £Tom
Foley
..Richard Gale tain to attract the distaff ticketconvincing characterization if not Polish Officer
......... Peter Finch
........ William Fox buyers and cut a very comfortable
snarled by the cliche demerits. By Toby Miniver
Mrs. Kaneslcy.
Cicely. Paget-Bowman boxoffice swath through most situand large, however, Crosby makes Mrs.
Foley
...... Alison Leggatt
ations.
the part breathe.
Nub of the story revolves around
The
Heusen songs
As in the literary world, a se- three
femmes, all of whom, five
arent of that at-first catchy qual- q Ut>i seldom measures up to the
lty but have greater durability and standard of the first book, so in years previously, had given up a
#
come through pleasingly under the screen productions no one serioiis- baby, son for adoption, A private
ensy-singing Crosby style of thrush- ly expected a second “Mrs Mini- plane crashes on a California
ing.
“Life Is So Peculiar,” “High ver”
when the “The Miniver mountain peak. The passengers
are a married couple and the fiveOn the List,”
"Then You’ll
Be Story” was in the
Wiv making. It is
IQ
V
,
year-old son they had adopted.
Home, H along with MilAccidents,
difficult to capture the magical
ri'f
aifintf
,
„
get cnliH
solid airing.
quality of the original, and this Only the boy lives. Each of the
'Production elements generally are will obviously trade on its pred- three femmes figure it could be
good save for the penthouse sky- ecessor’s name and the drawing their child and they sweat it out
line of N. Y. which looks too Lee- power of Greer Garson and Walter at a mountain lodge while the reslash. The camera wasn’t too kind Pidgeon. It has the tinge of sad- cuers go about their work of savto Marge Champion, although her ness, but its unhappy ending is ing the boy.

Ed Begley

...

Richard Travis
As a western that leans towards Belle
.......... Dorothy Granger
gentle humor, “Saddle Tramp” Bobby Crane.
-Eric Sinclair
»_•
Berth*.
......
.......
Kathleen
Freeman
canters pleasantly along as suitCal..
Frank Kreig
able
screen
entertainment
for Sheriff Polk
•
Harry Cheshire
family situations. Name of Joel Dave Clark
William Schallert
Elmer
Jayson
Howard J. Negley
McCrea, plus Technicolor, adds Stevedore
....
......... John Crawford
some marauee weight to help it Sheriff York.
Eddie Dunn

\

..

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Republic production and release. (Associate producer, Stephen Auer.) Feature*
Dorothy^ Patrick. John Eldredge, Barbra

;

j1

...

Gros.

Lonely Heart Baiulils

Gregory Moffett

Denver

i

,

.

Orvie

,

,

tion are standard for this type fare.

Simpson

Russell

:

!

(ANGLO-U.S.)
London, Aug.

Cooper.

Herman Schlom’s product ion
and George Archainbaud’s direc-

....
Walter Coy
Pahcbo .................. Joaquin Garay
Springer ..............
Peter Leeds

i

The Minivor Story

.

Martinez
Slim
----The Stranger.

:

Richard Haydn, who directed,
does a milquetoast character under
the nome-de-celluloid of Claude
Curdle, as vis-a-vis to Ida Moore’s
capital
“Aunt Amy.” Ruth Hussey
.
is the glam gal who can t make up
her mind between rorriarice (Cros-

1

House Peters, Jr., .hold down the
chief heavy roles capably.
Janet
Nigh adds some s.a., as does Inez

....... Jimmy Hunt
..... Orley Lindcren
..... Gordon Gcbert

.

Butch

1

,

.

battle.

Holt handles himself with assurance.
In contrast to his surefootedness, Martin, as his IrishLatino partner, gives the part the:
tumbling and native characterization it demands.
Doucette and

Jeanette Noluri

.

.

...

Johnnie.

!

j^y

.

;

Tommie .......

.

j

.

Mr, Hartnagle
Robbie

_

,

.

Ilixf'lns.'.

Higgins

Pop

V

,

and John Doucette, head of the
Pic has the usual Windun

gang.

gun

Previewed
MINS.
Joel McCrea
......Wanda Hendrix
....... John Russell
...... John Mclntlre

Chuck Conner

‘

;

i

the gang,
Film? has a couple of good
action
scenes, the best of which occurs
in a barroom fight between
Holt

P. Boyle: editor. Frank Gross.
AUfT. 23, 50. Running time, 74

•
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Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Universal -release of Leonard Goldstein
Stars Joel McCrea, Wanda

I

i

..

.

Martin.
But the crooks make a
second try for the cache and succeed
hauling it off* However it
doesn’t take Holt too much time
to
gel the treasure back to its
proper i
owner, in addition to rounding
ud!

production.:

j

'

.

culprits at snatching the loot fails
due to opposition from Holt and

Hendrix; features John Russell, John MoIntire, Jeanette Nolan.. Directed by Huso
Fregonese. Story and screenplay, Harold
Shumate; camera (Technicolor), Charles

Norman Taurog’s. direction of the mother's life.
Kongsmilli as the central figure
Chief laurels go to Greer Garson
Joe Pasternak production leavens
he is rather unconvincingly pam- the light romantic flavor with who, even with the unmistakable
pered by producer vuaiics
Charles Cobum r-hlipblpc nnH lraonc if all ntv a signs of illness arid mental stress,
01
as if Crosby where a combination
}htV*wni
«,ifh fiio makes feasible the husband’s claim
d
Porter, Kern and .Berlin, out -of
that she looks as lovely as ever.
L\, ?r
Man o’ War— it unspools pleasantly
Pidgeon shows all the
corfnf pioviciGS Walter
script
Wells
will please tne
And win
the customers
custoitiors gen
conana
comradely devotion that
n suitable framework on which to warm,
jir
proclaims the supremely happy
|!™S
,*•
utilisation: of Peggy Lee,The/
partnership, Cathy O’Donnell is ap^Tvfar^of -bayou shrimp fisherhian, is scouted
rirnnninnc
rower'
emotional , ypung
David Niven, manager ot Miss Pea>>"«
Merw StoSaSk **
daughter:
Grayson.
New
Orleans
singer,
opera
Dorothy Kirsten gives the unfoldgives
a fine clear*
Hodiak
John
jEJiooms the youn£ nidil foir ft
4 n p a nrnnpr lift in the n^ht soots
cut performance as the American
such as the Vaude versus Opera JrnnV^hel^
love
with Mrs.
falls
in
who
colonel
l
challenge in the finale, between
Miniver, and Leo Genn makes a
® hS’ /haiSj
Crosby and Miss Kirsten; with
pertemperamental
^
an<
en
eman
*
falls in love with forthright
^
“Accidents Will Happen,” or Marx’s
iVliss Grayson.
Romance has some sonality of the middle-aged wooer.
*ocl:o sequence with the crooner,
going but "finally "resolves JUcfiard Gale is a wholesome young
The heart interest is well car- into a finale clinch when Lanza lover and William Fox makes a
ried forward by Nancy Qlsoh-as. the learns to balance social graces with delightfully .Americanized young
serious- riiinded
under graduate a fisherman’s touch.
evacuee. Peter Finch, registers a
turned secretary who becomes
Sparking most, of the comedy is good character study as an excitCrosby’s creative policewoman, so J. Carrol Naish, as Lanza’s uncle able
celebrating
officer
Polish
to speak, and gets him back into and a true shrimp lover. Naish’s freedom. Minor roles are suitably
harness as a songwriter instead of scenes rate many a chuckle. * Also cast
running
off to the golf course, hobDirection by H. C. "Potter is
...
counting for laughs are Clinton
.. ,,
...
,
,
nobbing with bookies, and the like* Sundberg and Sig Amo. James highly commendable, and much of
Cobum is the vet producer who Mitchell, Richard Hageman. Rita the pic
pic’s success will be due to his
needs a comeback show, and looks Moreno and Romo Vincent are skill.
Clem.
to Crosby’s personal rehabilitation among others who assist the three
to achieve that. The fact that an principals in putting this one over,
Tlipoe Secpots
undergraduate company essays to
Technicolor hues of William
“produce” the show, as a means to Synder’s lensing dress up the sight
Hollywood, Aug. 26.
cast the angel money, and that values, and editing skillfully blends
Warners release of Milton Sperling
Richard Haydn comes through the songs and story.
The credit- (United States Pictures) production.
with a $300,000 bankroll in one able orchestrations were done by. Stars Eleanor Parker, Patricia Neal, Ruth
Roman; features Frank Lovejoy, Leif
lump sum, is one of those plot Conrad Salinger and Robert Frank-] Erickson,
Ted de Corsia, Edmon Ryan.
things that doesn’t bother the sum lyn.
Brog.
Written by
Directed by Robert Wise.
Martin Rackin and Gina Kaus; camera,
total too much.

W

..
.

'
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(COLOR)

wedding day marks the end of her

•

j

. ,. ..

Trnmp

Saddle

Strong program western.

.

winner. A variation of a
in a gently humorous role'
backstage musical, utilizing a lazy

office

.

Male casters get the short end,
only natural in a fen.me plot, but
crime out very well. Frank Lovejoy, the husband cast off by Miss
Neal; Leif Erickson, Miss Parker’s
understanding rnate; Ted de Corsia, hireling of the producer who
betrayed
Miss Roman;. Edmon
Keating, a digging reporter, and.
Larry Keating, wire service boss,
all are good. Katherine Warren
registers strongly as Miss Parker’s
mother.
A lot of technical polish has
been applied to the production by
the behind-the-camera credits. Sid
Hickox’ lensing;. music score by
David Buttolph. special effects,
editing, and others lend expert
contributions.
Brog.

<WB). Good
with trio of
femme stars arid neat b.o.
“Saddle Tramp” (Color) (U).
Humorously treated western
With Joel
fop family trade.
McCrea, Wanda Hendrix.
“Border Treasure” (RKQ).
Routine low-budget western

“Three

adult

.

:

.

feminine audiences. Production set- however, the bandits have to reckup under Milton Sperling’s super- on with Tim Holt and his sidevision also emphasizes distaff in- kick, Richard Martin, who accidenterest with tasty handling and ex- tally become involved in the
cellent casting.
ceedings.
A first attempt by protile

Miniature Reviews

ber; “I’ll Never Love You,” also
reprised; “Bayou, Lullaby,” “Boom
Aug. 23, '50. Running time, 110 MINS.
Biddy Boom Boom,” and the title
.Bing
.......
...
Crosby
Paul Merrick
.Nancy Olson tune, vocaled behind the credit
Katherine Holbrook.
Alex Conway
....... .Charles. Coburn cards.
Lorna Marvis .............. Ruth Hussey
The duet from “Madame ButterJefferson Blake ... ........ Robert Stack
.Tom Ewell fly’* has been amusingly staged
Haggerty
Aunt Amy.
.Ida Moore without sacrifice of musical qualMr. Danfort h .Charles Kemper
...
Tippy Carpenter...
Donald Woods ity, arid others in the longhair
Themselves
Marge & Gower Champion ranks include “O Luce Di Quest
Jerome Thipby
..... .Claude Curdle
Anima,” “Je Suis Titania,” “La Ci
,

.
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“Mr. Music” (Songs) (Par).
Good Bing Crosby starrer.
“Toast of New Orleans” (Mu-

Brodszky and

>

..

fftniEff

the six pop and an equal number
of classical tunes. {
Songs are advantageously spotted
and treat the ear, whether they’re

(SONGS)
Paramount

...

.

ft

1

i

,

j

|

i
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The Showdown

'

Harder Treasure

RKO release of Herbert Schlom productlon.
Stars Tim Holt; features RichMartin, Jane Nigh.
Directed by

ard

'

.

Geprxe Archalnbaud.
Norma^ Houston; camera, Screenplay,
.T,
Rov Hunt;
.

music. Paul Sawtell; editor. Desmond
.Marquette. Tradeshown New York. Aux.
23. 5°. Running time, 40 MINS

Ed Porter

Stella

.......

Tim Holt
...........

Jane Nich
John Doucette
Rod
........ ...
House Peters, Jr.
Anita
.............. Inez Cooper
Felipe
.

.

Bat

.

.

.

.'

. ; . .

,

.

.

.

.

.

.... ... *.:•••••

Sheriff

Pokey

...... . . .
....... > ......
.

.

.

Marie Windsor
Henry Morgan
.Rhys Williams
Jim Da vis
.William Ching
.Nacho Galindo

Adelaide

Rod Main.

.

.

.

....

.

..... ...

.

...

. ;

;

.

(Jokechorry

Cochran
Mike Shattay
Gonzales

.

. .

,

. .

Big Mart ............... Leif Erickson
Dutch ...
Henry Rowland
Indian Joe
.Charles Stevens

Henrip
Victor KiHad
Davis
................ Yakinia Canutt
Guy Teague
Pickney ...... v
Steele
Terry.
]. William
Jack Spa* K *
Bartender
.

Julian Rivero

.

,

.

.

,.

Ken MacDonald

Vinee Barnett
Robert Peyton

.

“Showdown”

injects

some

fresh

displaying western adventure and dramatics during a
Dimmlck
...........
MonChito Rafferty
Richard Maftin. cattle drive from Arizona to
tana. It will carry through tor
Border Treasure” is a routine satisfactory biz in the secondary
low-budget western. Format offers first-runs, but. will generate a good
a trite yarn padded out with nom- pace in the subsequent and hinter*
mal closes of shooting, fisticuffs land bookings,
and riding. Pic Is okay for oaler
William Elliott shows to exceladdicts.
lent advantage in the lead spot
ipi
Yarn centers around an outlaw with a particularly forceful panband s attempt to hijack a load of He is solidly backed up by
valuable jewels and silver, being stars Walter Brennan and Mai 1 ®
shipped privately from Arizona to Windsor, with a supporting fast
Mexico.
In pulling this caper,
(Continued on page 14)
pel

Padre

....

......

. ^

.

,

,

twists

in

Leonard
Toni Monroe

Davijl

.
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Variety
Zinneman

to

HNvood

After ^Teresa* Winds
Fred Zinneman leaves New York
for the Coast tomorrow (Thursday)
following several months of shooting in N. Y. and in Italy on Arthur
Loew’s production, “Teresa.” Direc-

9

wound up camera work Monday (28) and will be back in Newtor

Firsttrans-Canada-railway strike
this Dominion’s history, which
To Tour Rogers San
has tied up and immobilized the
Officers and directors of the
country’s rail transportation, has
Will
Rogers Memorial hospital at
created immediate chaos in all
Saranac Lake* N. Y„ together with
amusement entertainment media.
trade
press reps, have been invited
Strike has also meant all cancellaon a tour of the sanatorium Sept.
tion of telegraph communications
23
and
a weekend at the nearby
and delivery of other than first- Schroon
Lake home of Herman
class mail, with resultant pile-up
Robbins,
board member.
of magazines and newspapers, and
Invitation,
issued by prexy R. J.
the airways restmctedly deciding
what mailed matter they are pre- O’Donnell and Robbins, asks officials
trad?
press to Robbins’,
and
pared to carry.
home for weekend of Sept. 22-25.
U. S. faced a similar strike

York Oct.

in

threat

last

week when two

central points and pick up
already-run prints; but within a 50miie radius of central points, managers have been instructed to motor in with played prints and then
pick, up their new film commit-,
'merits,-. and continue rotating this
system.
These emergency pickup
spots across Canada will be maintained until the railway strike

According to James R. Nairn, director of publicity for Famous Play-

as possible commandeered
bring in their played prints to
themselves,
points and,
transport new releases to their individual situations.

points
to

film player

Airways lines are refusing to
transport prints, with the exception
of newsreels, this latter deemed to
be a necessary public service.
Meanwhile, there is a pileup at
Vancouver of Technicolor films
originating from Hollywood points.
Situation is further complicated by
fact that Caiiadiah telegraph offices will not send or accept mes-

distribution

Thursday

of

(24)

following a seventour.

films

distribs

Rank

ture, according to Mrs. Leo Spitz,
of Universal International’s
An advisor on
Studio executives.
film relations for the American
Assn, for the United Nations, she
sailed from NeW York last week to
attend the World Federation of

wife

In Schary Drive to Build

Strong Producer Stable

.

Hollywood, Aug.

able.

Metro

is

talking

new term

29.

deal

Yet proJack Cummings.
ducer’s pact with Culver lot winds
up around first of year, and studio
He
is anxious for him to stay on.
has turned out some of company’s
with

Arthur's Gripe
Continued from page 4

the six-day session, Mrs. Spitz Wijl
make a plea that the UN accord the
film industries of every country
adequate representation within the
At present none, is
organization.
/extended. Way of life of America'
as well as the customs arid qualities
of other countries, she said, can
best be presented by films, for “it’s
a universal language.”
However, Mrs. Spitz opined that
such a program of Spreading international understanding can best
be tackled by the commercial picture industry rather than governments themselves. “Qur messages:
can gain better impact,” she said,
“if they are kept within the realm
of entertainmerit instead of larding
a film with lectures and dry documentary touches.”
Also en route to Europe with
Mrs. Spitz were her husband, arid
Robert Goldstein, U-I’s eastern

including
musicals,
brightest
“Three Little Words,” now in current release.
Present dickerings are in lirie
with studio’s policy of maintaining

entertainment for the masses at
admission prices everybody could
we do believe, however,
afford
that from time to time a certain
amount of pioneering and experimentation is necessary so that our
theatres will not become stagnant S'
Posing a rhetorical question,
Grainger asked Arthur what he
thought of “Lost Weekend” before
.

i

.

.

as powerful a producer staff as
possible, and in contradiction to
report that Dore Schary regime is
whittling down the “old guard” as
their contracts expire. Cummings
has been a producer for 20 years,
coming up from Metro short subjects department, and overtures for
him to remain are being iriitiated
several months before actual date
of his ticket stoppage.
.

.

became a success, as well as his
opinion of “Pinky,” “Gentleman’s
Agreement,” “Johnny Belinda,”
it

in the Dark” and “many
pictures that weren’t produced along the formula laid down
by you.’’ He added that if studios
confined filmmaking strictly along
lines laid down by Arthur, the
market would then be ‘“glutted”
by too many pix of the same type.
Still another theatreman’s point
of view is that of M. A. Lightman,

“Lady

other

of the
Farley
pic to
in the role of the boy.
scenes were written by Ben
Hecht, since Philip Yordan, who
They’ll be abroad Sr., Memphis circuit operator who
studio rep.
did the screenplay, was not availcontrols some 55 theatres in that
abbut a month for confabs with J.
able.
Likewise, direction was by Arthur Rank, among other matters. area. Just returned from a visit
to the Coast, he said that “despite
Charles Vidor, Since Mark Robson,
all the competition that motion
the original director, was on locaWayrie Starter Goes
pictures face today an exhibitor
tion with a Universal film, “Lights
can still make money with good,
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Out,” in the east.
“Operation Pacific,” first John pictures and good Casts. I'm con“Doom” is an adaptation of the
contract
from my trip west that
vinced
new
novel by Leo Brady, Catholic U. Wayne starrer under
Hollywood is definitely feeding us
professor.
Goldwyn snapped up with Warners, rolled today (29).
in the business today/’
best
the
lead,.
screen rights for $150,000.
Patricia Neal has femme

_New

Metro Woos Cummings

product in the U.S. This is in line
with an agreement made with Bank
of England in 1946. Pact, however,
which expires next year, covers
only those countries in which Rank
distributes and will not be renew-

j

Granger

Other developments reported by
Golden are;
There is new new life in Austria's production and distribution

offices

since the second quarter of 1950.
Austria has signed an agreement
with Western Germany calling for
the annual import of 25 Austrian

ment by which EL

the

'

ception

own

in
France and Denmark; Samuel L.
Seidelman, company’s foreign sales
manager, said this week. Seidelman returned to the homeoffice
its

Nor will Canadian airways
companies accept packages of mats
or posters, because the Department
Conference, which
of Communications
has decreed United Nations
that any extra plane space must begins in Geneva, Sept. 6.
be devoted to transportation of
As one of the U. S. delegates to

It was for that reason that addifootage was shot of Dana
Andrews, who plays the priest, but
Was secondary in the original con-

acts.

Eagle Lion Classics will set up

world can be
reached by means of the motion piccountries

sages.

tional

between the

:

i

Company has been doing a bit
of producer retrenchment, Schary
states, but this is because studio is
overloaded with producers. At the
moment, there are 28 on the
roster, more than sufficient to fulfill

Allied

Germany

in

ex-

It provides that the same
number of American pictures may
be shown in the Soviet zone as
Russian pictures are shown in the

Austria.

allied zone of Austria. Heretofore,
there was no bar tp Soviet pix going into western Austria but American films were barred from the
eastern sector.
U. S. Production Activity Helps
Interest of American producers
in making pictures in Austria is
stimulating the domestic production there. With the help of some
Swiss financing, the moribund
Austrian production is coming back
to activity.
During the second
quarter of the year, five films were
begun and four others slated for
early production.
Cuba;. Two Cuban pictures were
released during the second 1950
quarter, both doing sock first-run
business in Havana where one
opened simultaneously in TO theatres and the other in 12 houses.
American films continue tops in
Havana. During the first half of
this year, 124 of U.S. features were
released in Havana and grossed
$1,183,890 on their firsbruns, which
was 78% of all first-run grosses
during the period.
Argentina: A film agreement
with France is reported imminent.
Under it, Argentine pictures would

be shown in France in exchange
for 20

|

French films screened in
Argentina. Country is also seeking
to get a large quantity of French
raw stock to ease the existing
squeeze. Dollar exchange shortage
Is limiting the amount of U. S.
stock which is being purchased.
Argentine producers are seeking to
work out a reciprocal deal for the
showing of pictures with Italy.
Under the Argentine-Spanish agreement of 1948, 50 pictures were exported to Spain, of Which 35 have
been exhibited. New exchange deal
has been made with Mexico but not
ratified.

Korda Books Pic Direct

To Up

Distrib Potential

Following a plan it has used on
other pix previously, Sir Alexander
Korda’s London Film Productions
has booked “The Happiest Days of
Your Life’’ into the Little Carnegie, N. Y., directly rather than
through a distrib. Plan is to demonstrate the film’s b.o. power, so
that a
deal,

more favorable

distribution

can be obtained for the U. S.

market than would otherwise be
possible. That’s what has happened
several times in the past.
Pic goes into the Little Carnegie
following the run of “Eye Witness.”
“Life” is a Frank Launder-Sidney
Gilliat production starring Alastair
Sim and Margaret Rutherford.

program which company Will

turn out next year.
Producers affected, and. Schary
said there undoubtedly would be a
couple of others tp follow Sam
Marx’s already - announced forthMarx’s departure in effort to get
down to a balanced figure, are
those whose records are the least
showy, according to production
head.
/

>

in

change for 75 German pix going
Austria. A deal was signed
which would permit U. S. films to
be exhibited in the Soviet zone ‘of
into

UN

central

faith.

the press agent discovered that Bridges was going to
see “The Consul,” Broadway
legiter, that evening and that
Winsten hadn’t seen it yet.
Weaver came up with a ticket
for the seat next to Bridges’
and Winsten interviewed the

RKO

processing but this does not
apply to Technicolor printing in
Canada, for which there are no
facilities. On black-and-white, there
is a fair backlog but, should the
railway strike run a further fortnight, there Will be considerable
chaos. Meanwhile, Famous Players
(Canadian) has also set up an
emergency truck shuttle service,
with theatre managers at as many

».

when

SWG

for

i

that the average Hollyis not for a mentally
adult audience. French censorship
is under a commission headed by
the president of the Council, Ministers of Justice, Foreign Affairs,
Interior, National Defense, Industry
and
Commerce;
Overseas
France, National Education and
Public Health and Population plus
nine members designated by the
minister in charge of information.

wood product

solved

V

(Canadian), which operates
some 690 houses across the Dominion, lavender prints are being
brought into Toronto and Montreal
ers

.

Charge also was made by French
censors

finally

j

Print Shortage

story of a pathological boy obsessed with the idea of getting a
fine funeral for his mother to the
success of a priest in winning a
misguided young man back to the

Problem was

RKO

ends.

runs.

years of age.

.

appointment.

being financed by Loew’s
International: and will be released
through Metro.
is

In addition to distributing 11 pix
of it's own annually, company will
probably also make a deal in
France with a French producer
who’ll turn over his pix to ELC for
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
As a way of further reducing its
distribution in that c oun try. Latter
Members of the Screen Writers will riot necessarily entail ELC dis- losses in the Churubusco studios in
Mexico,
is considering ways
Guild voted approval of a contract tribution of the French product in
bankrolling pix
of
that Would protect the rights of the U.S. French exchange is sched- and means
made on that lot
be.
which
would
authors in their dealings with tele- uled to be opened early next year,
theavision companies.
Provisions of while the Denmark office will be but aimed for the American
Major is reported ready to
the contract have not been dis- opened, in. Copenhagen next month. tres.
films
closed, but it was learned that one Company previously sold outright put up part of the coin for
turned out below the Rio Grande
clause provides that writers sell in the Scandinavian country.
for indie protheir material in terms of ohe perThe setting up of ELC’s own as an inducement Churubusco
lot.
formance over the TV circuit, An- French office isi a result of the ducers to use the
nothing
other is that writers of original termination of its pact with Gamma Company has accumulated
ink
its part ownerfrom
but
red
material retain all rights and are Films. Five-year distribution conin the studio ever sincer it acentitled to a percentage of the tract with Gamma is being ended ship
quired that slice some three years
total sale of the package to a spon- by mutual agreement after only
Understood the proposition has one year. Gamma’s been handling ago.
Financing of indie production
the full backing of the Authors distribution of EL product in Spain
League of America, the Dramatists Switzerland, France. Italy, Ger- would be the second step in
salvaging operations.
management’s
Guild and other
affiliates. It many and Austria. A contemplated
will be presented soon to TV sta- production setup between Gamma After protracted dickering, RKO
maneuvered
a merger of
recently
tions, producers and advertising and EL also never materialized.
and Azteca lots, two
agencies.
ELC is planning to work out a plan the Churubusco
Following the
largest in Mexico.
Toward the close of the meeting for direct distribution of its owri melding of ownership, Azteca studio
Fred Niblo, Jr., introduced a reso- product in the countries currently
has now been shuttered.. Operalution asking the members to vote being handled by Gamma.
Fortions have proven uneconomical
in favor of condemning Communist eign distribution of ELC product,
because there is not enough film
By that except in countries named, is activity to keep both lots working
leanings among writers,
handled
quorum
presby
not
J.
Arthur
a
Rank.
time there was
at anything, near capacity,
Seidelman also noted that possient.
The resolution will be taken
Under the merger deal, RKO
bility of ELC production abroad at
up at the next meeting.
takes
30% of the stock interest in
the present time is practically nil.
Company, he stated, doesn’t have the two studios; Emilio Azcarraga,
partner in Churubusco, gets
RKO’s
to produce abroad inasmuch it
Mrs. Leo Spitz,
owners, 30%. Redoesn’t face blocked currency sit- 30%, and Azteca
maining
10% is going tp the Nauation of Other distribs.
ELC’s
Mexican govFilm Advisor, Urges
Currency from foreign countries tional Creditp bank,
which holds bonds
can be transferred to sterlirig in ernment agency,
Pix as Best Envoy London and be immediately con- issued by Churubusco.
Better understanding between verted into dollars via the arrange-

.films to

the part of film
distributors in Canada, this has
meant use. of even taxicabs and
high costs for lengthy distance

he wanted to interview Bridges
was New York Post critic Archer Winsten. But he couldn’t
get the two together on an

tive Italy last Saturday and hopes
to be back in, New York in December for the film’s preem.

week European

With no railway express facilities available, a corps of trucks has
been assembled to distribute new

appeared in American pictures, according to the report of Nathan D.
Golden, chief of the U*S. Commerce Department film division. A
number of these films have been
prohibited for persons under 16

New York for a short stay
last week Among the people

at the hospital, group will
the grounds, hold a longrange planning meeting and attend
a testimonial luncheon for Dr.
George E. Wilson, medical director
of the hospital, who celebrates his
25th year With the institution this

graphical zones and provided for
central distributing points.

French censors are joining other
countries in objecting to the extreme violence which recently has

It

in

tour

tors of Canada, set up emergency
film depots in trans-Canada geo-

Do

Fury,” had star Lloyd Bridges

While

rail-

On

.

Film

to

Dick Weaver, flacking for
Robert Stillman’s “Sound of

Stuart Stern, who scripted the
is also going to Hollywood,
having left New York yesterday
(Tuesday).
Pier Angeli, femme
star of “Teresa,” left for her na.

pic,

road unions announced a walkout
However, tieup
for Monday (28).
was averted when the Government
took over the rails.
Hardest hit is the film exhibitor
branch of the entertainment indus- year.
try, with prints held up at all U. S.Canadian border points for lack
forwarding.
express railway
of
Foreseeing the threat of the Canaweek
ahead
tieup
a
railways
dian
of the deadline of the strike, Fred
the
director
of
executive
Dillon,
Canadian Motion Picture Distribu-

first-class mail,

Washington, Aug. 29.

One Way

for final cutting. His
plans after that are indefinite.
1

PAR’S XMAS SHORT
Paramount has wound up production of the 1950 Christmas seal
trailer for the National Tuberculosis Assn. Briefie features Ray Mil-

land and plugs tne charity group’s
annual appeal for funds.
Clip will be attalched to newsreels of all five companies for
'

showing in December.

-

Wednesday? August 30, 1950

PRriety
Omaha Unerei Bat ‘Rose’

Hope’s ‘Pants’

;

PICTURE GROSSES

Hep 1UG; ‘Owi 6G,2d
Omaha Aug.
j

Heat, Holdovers Hit B’way; ‘Sunset’

29.

Although weather is ideal, the
hoxoffice got off to a nervous start
over the weekend. Sag started the
last part of the past week when
pictures that looked terrific grossers suddenly dived. The Orpheum
Chicago, Aug. 29.
Top quality pics, together with
some very cool weather, has
boosted business at first-runs this
session, with conventioneers and
vacationers providing good uplift.
Chicago entry of “Fancy Pants,"
with Victor Borge heading vaude,
shapes tall $60,000 or better. Newcomer Peggy” at the Roosevelt,
looks great for this house, with
brisk $11,000. State-Lake's ‘‘Pretty
Baby ” appears ripe $17 ,00O^Palace

Estimates

with “The Skipper Surprised Wife”
plus Chuch Foster band onstage
will do the top gross at upped
prices but session shapes below
average for band shows at spot.
“Black Rose" looks fairly nice at

Are Net

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income*
The parenthetic admission
price s;, however, a s indicated,
include the
S. amusement

4

.

Paramount;

Paramount

1

"Quiet

"Bayonet
12d wk).

.

—

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)
$16,000.
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)— and “Snow Dog" (Mono).
Lean
My Blue Heaven” (20tli)» plus A1 $8,000. Last week, “Broken ArMorgan topping Stage bill (2d wk). row” (20th) and “Reach for Star"
Solid $49,000. Last week, $61,000. (Indie) hefty $14,900.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-96)—
Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)
"Shakedown” <U) and “Father “Convicted"
“Good
and
(Col)
Makes Good” (Mono)* Good $11,- Humor Man” (Col). Oke $10,000.
000. Last week, "Treasure Island" Last week, “Crisis"
(M-G) and
(KKOV (3d wk), $13,500.
“Skipper Surprised Wife" (M-G),
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— ?
“Peggy" <U). Fast $11,000. Last
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
week. “Underworld Story" (DA) “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Shark
$9,(M-G),
Street"
“Mystery
and
Fair $5,500.
Woman" (Indie).
5
Last week, “Quiet on Western
°State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) Front” (U) and “Bayonet Charge
—"Prettv Baby" (WB). Stout $17,- (Indie) (reissues), $4,500.
000. Last week. “The Furies” (Par)

—

—

wk), $13,000.
United Artists (B&K) $1,700; 50“So Young. So Bad" (UA) (2d
98
wk'. Smart $10,000. Last week,
$ 12 000
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
"711 Ocean Drive" (Col) (5th wk).
FI ash v $14,000. Last week, $17,000.
(2d
>

—

.

,

•-

Last week,
“Three Little Words" (M-G), $12,000
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
“Our Very Own" (RKO) (2d wk).

‘Sunset' Sparkling 21G,

Fancy 15G, ‘Baby’ 14G

(Indie) (587; 80)—‘‘Cesar’
(Indie) (2d wk). Trim $3,300. Last
week. $3,800.

World

San Francisco, Aug. 29.
Despite balmy weather, biz is
perking up here,- with holdovers
holding generally big. Pacing field
“Sunset Boulevard,” terrific at
the comparatively small St. Fran-

‘WORDS’ FAT $17,000,
SEATTLE; ‘BABY’ 71G

is

cis.

at

Seattle, Aug. 29.
this week,
with plethora of holdovers buttLittle
“Three
is
ing. Outstanding
Hall.
Words," sock at
in
solid
“Treasure Island” still is

“Our Very Own”
Golden Gate. “Pretty Baby”
Also fine

is

looms 'good at Paramount, .“Duchess of Idaho" at Warfield and “711
Ocean Drive" at Orpheum shape
“Sunset"
big in second sessions.
Music
pace is close to that of “Welcome
Stranger,” another big Par grosser.
third Fifth Avenue week.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,650; 60i—
5.9."Our Very Own” (RKO). Fine
85
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877;
Is84*
“Convicted” (Col) (2d wk). $15,000. Last week, "Treasure
Valley’
Fair $5,000 after nice $9,200 last land” (RKO) and “Beaver
to fancy
held
wk),
(2d
(RKO)
week;
'
A

Not much biz here

—

•

Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349; $14,000.
Rox (FWC) (4,651;
59-84)— “Treasure Island" (RKO)
and “Beaver- Valley" (RKO) (3d “Broken Arrow” (20th)
Fifth

-

-

—

60-95)
(2d wk).
Last
days,
Last week, Down to $14,000 in 6
\vk>.
Solid $7,000.
.
$22,500.
husky
week,
$8,900.
60-85)
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,647;
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
(M-G) (2d
—"Lady Without Passport" XM: G) —“Duchess Of Idaho"Last
week,
Fine $14,000.
wk).
(Lip).
arid “Lonely Heart Bandits”
Slow $6,000. Last week, “Rock Is- boff $25,000.
60^85)—
(2,646;
(Par)
Paramount
land Trail” (Rep) and “Avengers”
“Pretty Baby” (WB) and “Open
(Hep), $4,500 in 5 days.
$14,000. Last
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59- Secret” (EL). Good
84)— “If This Be Sin” (UA) (2d week, “The Furies” (Par) and
wki,
wk>.
Good $3,000. Last week, “Reach For A Star” (Rep) (2d
..
$4,000 in 4 days.
$4,400;
(1,400; , 60-85)—
(Par)'
Francis
St.
59Music Half (Hamrick) (2,200;
Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Wham
84 v_“Tlvree Little Words” (M-G)
“The Men
and “Savage Horde” (Rep). Socko $21 ,000. ^ Last weekf,
Jl 7.000. Last week, “Crisis”
slow $5,000.
(Col) and
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59- 85) ,"711 Ocean Drive”
84*— “Pretty Baby" (WB) and “It’s When You’re Smiling” (Col) (2d
Last
$14,500.
okay
to
Held
a Small World” (EL). So-so $7,500. wk).
Lasi week, “Flame and Arrow” week, hefty $22,000.
oi(i
<1,218;
Coast)
(No.
United Artists
(UA* and “Armored Car Robbery”
55-85)— “If This Be Si£‘ (DA)
(RKO) (2d wk), $8,300.
^The
week,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 59-84) Light $7,500. Last (UA), $9,000.
^-“Lawless” (Par) (2d run) plus Underworld Story”
- Rosener)
(Ackerman
edoor
Stas
“Gay 90’s revue, Okay $10,000.
“Rum For Money
Last week, “Iroquois” (UA) and (370; 85-$l)

first

•

j

-j

^

j

—

:

—"Broken Arrow”

(20th)

and

dandy $9,300.

wk>

(reissue), $3,300.
(Rosener) (400;

Clay

65-85)

Coronets’
Hearts,
(m.o.) (9th wk). Mild $2,700.

“Kind

week, $2,800*

Rivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092: 60$1.25)—“No Way Out" (20tli) (3d
wk),
Initial
holdover
session
ended last night (Tues.) continued
.

strong albeit down considerably
from opener, with $26,000. First
week was stout $33,000 but disappointing and below hopes.
Roxy (20th) (5.886: 80-$1.75)—
“Stella” (20th) wiflr Milton Bette
and his TV revue onstage (2'dfinal wk).
Holding with smash
probable
$90,000
teiTific
after
$1X4.000 opening stanza, considerably over expectancy.
Steady
appeal of Berle and his stage layout held the combo at persistently
high level after first four days.

smash $34,000 for second session.
Disney opus soared to $43,000
opening week.
“Three Little Booking was for two weeks only;
Plane Robbery" (UA). Modest $7 ,- Words” also is proving consist- film generally panned by crix.
Last week, “Broken Arrow” ently strong With about $25,000 on “Black Rose” (20th V with N. Y.
000.
(20th) (m.o.) and “Great Guns” tap for third State week.
Philharmonic Symphony orch on(20th), $7,500.
“No Way Out" is disappointing, stage opens Friday (1).
(Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
—Omaha
“Quicksand” (UA) and “Great

being down to about $26,000 in
second frame at the Rivoli after
giving hint of sustained strength.
It went to stout $33,000 in first

‘Sunset’ Torrid

week, good at this house in view

of current admission scale there.
“Petty Girl" with Geite Krupa
band, Connie Haines, Jack E.
Leonard topping stageshow is
down to $38,000 this week at the
Kansas City, Aug. 29.
Capitol after nice opening round.
Major situations are all par or Capitol, Strand, Criterion, Globe,
brisk
trade
Park Avenue, Roxy and Paramount
above this week with
“Sunset Boulevard” are bringing in new shows this
for summer.
Par is opening “Fancy
is sock entry at the Paramount, session.
and looks to go a second week. Fox Pants," Bob Hope's latest comedy
Midwest first-run trio is topping starrer, today (Wed.) with stage
average with “Stella” at $15,000. bill headed by Carmen Cavallaro
“Our Very Own” is holding its band.
Estimate for This Week
own for good returns on second
week at the Missouri.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60Week
$1.50—
This
for
“Edge of Doom" (RKO)
Estimates
Off to $9,000 or less
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- (4th wk).
65»—“Beasts of East” (Indie) and after just okay $11,000 for third
Stays on for while, with
“Tortured Alive” (Indie). Exploita- round.
tion specials above usual run here replacement soon to be set.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20at $4,000. Last week, coupled with
“Red Shoes” (EL) (97th
Apollo,- “Singing Guns” (Rep) and $2.40)
“Flame Barbary Coast” (Rep) (re- wk). Still very profitable at $5,000
$6,000.
moderate
or
better
after $5,200 last week,
issue),
over hopes. Holds indef.
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)
and
(Indie)
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 55-$1.50)
“Man About Town”
“Petty Girl" (Col) with Gene
“Golden Twenties” (Indie). Nice
$2,200. Last week, “Passport Pim- Krupa orch, Jack E. Leonard, ConKorea”
to
“Prelude
and
nie Haines heading stage bill (2dlico” (EL)
(EL) (3d wk), good $1,400 in 5 final wk). Down to okay $38,000
after
nice $51,000 first week.
days.
.
...
with
(M-G)
Midland (Loew’s (3,500; 45-65)— “Summer
Stock”
‘‘Convicted” (Col) and “Good Hu- Rosita Serrano, Noro Morales orch,
$12,000.
Modest
Hal Le Roy topping stageshow
mor Man” (Col).
Last week, “Duchess of Idaho” opens tomorrow (Thurs.), after
(M-G) and “State Penitentiary” three preview showings of pic to(Col) (2d wk), big $12,000.
day (Wed
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
“Desand
(RKO)
“Our Very Own”
“Desert Hawk” (U). First week
mild
(Thurs.)
tination Murder” (RKO) (2d wk). ending tomorrow
Nifty $9,000. Last week, strong $12,500.
Last week, “A & C. in
light
(U)
(2d
wk),
Foreign Legion"
$12,000.
Paramount (United Par) (1.900; $9,000.
“Shakedown" (U) opens
45-65)— “Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Saturday (2).
Off to good start with sock $14,000
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 5Q-$1.20)
or over. Holds. Last week, “Pretty —“The Torch" (EL) (2d-final wk).
Baby” (WB), $10,000.
Off to dim $7,000. after slim $9,500
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox opener. “San Quentin’’ (WB) and
45-65)
Midwest) (2.100; 2.043; 700;
“Alcatraz Island" (WB) (reissues)
—“Stella" (20th). Topping average open Saturday (2).
50at $15,000. Last week, “Louisa"
(BrandO (1.736:
Mayfair
$1.20— “Treasure Island" (RKO)
(U), same.
:

.

—

—

(EL)
Last

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (4tli
Third frame ended last ni»*ht
(Tues.) held nicely around $25,000
after big $29,000 in second week.
Probably stays,three or four weeks

wk>.

longer.

—

Strand (WB) (2.756; 55-$2)
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye" WB)
with Toni Harper, Billy Vine, Lind
Bros, heading stage bill (4th-final
wk). Continues steady with $23,000
(

or slightly less after okay $26,000
for third week.
“Tea for, Two”
(WB) with Gordon Mac Rae, Paul
Winchell, Florian Zabach heading

stageshow opens Friday (1).
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—

“Winslow Boy”

(EL)

(13th

wk).

Holding okay at $5,000 after $5,500 for preceding. round. Continues,
until October.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
74-$1.50)
“Kind Hearts, Coronets”
(EL) (12th wk). Still fancy with
$7,200 after $8,000 last week, Stays

—

on.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95“Our Very Own” (RKO)
$1.50)
(6th wk). Fifth session ended last
night (Tues;) was solid $12,500
after $14,000 last week.

—

—

—

.

—

'

(3d

Second

wk).

‘WORDS’ SOCK $13,000

Biz

is

ended

(28)

(RKO)

Pfilace

PORT; ILL
Portland, Ore., Aug. 29.

round

held to an amazingly
strong $34,000 after smash $43,000
opening week. Continues indef.

Monday

;

(1,700; 55-$l. 20)—

“Guii Crazy” (UA) with vaude.
Picking up a bit over recent weeks
with fair $18,000 likely. Last week,

perking in first-runs this “Beauty on Parade"
season. A few vaude, $17,000.

(Col)

week considering the

H.0.s Hobble D.C. Albeit

‘Kiss'

Robust at 14G

Washington, Aug. 29.
Holdovers are pulling down the
overall averager in mid-town this
week, but biz is generally steady.
.

at RKO Keith’s
is out front among the newcomers,
with “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” at
the Warner in second place. “Destination Moon” continues big in
Trans -Lux.
session
at
second
“Stella,” at Loew's Capitol, with
vjude, is slow.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)
“Stella” (20th), plus vaude. Sluggish $15,000. Last week, “Night
and City” (20th) plus vaude. little
better than expected, but still slow

“Our Very Own”

—

$16,000.

at

Dupont (Lopert)

(386; 50-85)

—

“Quiet on Western Front" (Indie)
(reissue) (3d wk). Steady $2,500 in
final 5 days after good $3,500 last

week

—

Keith's (RKO) (1,139; 44-80)
“Our Very Own" (RKQ). Torrid

and tops town. Last week,
and
“Treasure Island" (RKO) (3d wkb
$17,000,
fine

$9,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$l,50)
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,100; 44-74)
with
(Par)
Pants"
“Fancy
—
“Return Jesse James" (Lip).
Carmen Cavallaro orch, Jean
smash session. “Rock Island Trail” Carroll, Four Evans, Alan Dale Weak $4,500. Last week, “Three
Little Words" (M-G) (m.o.), big
Opens
looms okay at Broadway.
onstage.
Sapphires
with The
in third consecutive downEstimates for This Week
today (Wed,). Last week, “The $7,000
_
Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-85) Furies" (Par) with Mills Bros*, town week.
Palace (Loew's) (2, 3^70; 44-74)
W'Rock Island Trail” (Rep) and Bobby Byrne orch, others, onstage
Arrow”
“Broken
(20ih)
Okay
“Jungle Stampede” (Rep).
(2d wk). down to $52,000 with help
$7,500. Last week, “Duchess of from previews yesterday (Tues); Okay $12,000 after shek $21,000
last week.
Idaho” (M-G) and “Shadow On first week, fair $62,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485: 50-85)
Wall” (M-G) (3d wk), $5,700.
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)
(3d
“Panic in Streets” (20th
Front"
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)— —“Quiet
Westera
on
Firm $6,000 after $6,500 last
“Operation
wk).
wk).
“Quicksand” (UA) and
(6th-final
(reissue)
(Indie)

days of cool weather and top pix
picked up. “Three Little Words”
at United Artists looks best with

—

'

•

:

—

—

Slim $3,500. Last
week, “Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO)
Desperado”
“Mysterious
and
Last week,
Fair $2,500.
(EL)
(RKO), $3,800.
-Mary Of Scotland” (RKO) (2d
(Evergreen)
(2,000; 50Oriental

—

“Triple Trouble” (Par) (3d wk).
Nice $5,000 In 4 days. Last week,

ond round.

;

«

59-84)

round,

Leading straight film is “Treasweek was ure
Island” at Mayfair, with a

•

Lionel
Hampton orch onstage,
great $14,000. %
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

although

dipl
fthahiiifi
(fpicmip)
hit
$8,000, solid, and is holding sec-

—

Frisco Standout; ‘Own'

.

x

,

—

Charge” (U) (reissues) week. “Pretty Baby” (WB) and
Neat $13,500. Last Week, “Vicious Years" (ELC), $8*500.

stageshow

.

in the third week, It appears
headed for better than $162,000
after actually topping the initial
stanza with the second week’s
total. Appears in for six weeks or
maybe longer.
Milton Berle and his TV revue
is keeping “Stella” high in the
chips on the second week at the
Roxy, with smash $90,000 in prospect.
Combo hit a terrific $114,000, considerably over hopes, in

strong $11,500 looms.

sock $8,500.

and

now

(Tristates) (2,800; 16Fairly
(20th).

Still fine at $6,000; first

_

out in front with “Sunset Boule-

vard”

65)—“Black Rose"

Indianapolis, Aug. 29.
Weekend heat wave resulted in
Bad,"
filth week. “So Young, So
spotty biz at first-run houses here,
in second week at United Artists,
with most prospects, only moderate;
should pull in brisk $10,000.
“Louisa," hypoed by Charles CoEstimates for This Week
burn's personal appearances openChicago (B&K) <3,000; 50-98)— ing day, is doing socko at the
Victor
'
Circle to lead the town.
“ConFanev Pants" (Par) with
Borge’ heading stageshow. Smash victed” is fair at Loew’s but “Kiss
week, Tomorrow Goodbye/’ at Indiana,
Last
Over.
or
$90,000
"Louisa” tin with Billy Eckstine, is very dull.
Martha
and
Estimates for This Week
Twins
Blackburn
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44Stewart onstage (2d wk) $59,000.
“Louisa"
(U) and “Spy Hunt"
65
Grand (RKO) (1.200; 50-98)—
on Western Front” (U) and (U)... Socko $12,000 or over. Last

weekend.

The Music Hall continues " way

sock $6,000 despite limited capaHoldover certain, Last week/
“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) (5th wk6 days), $3,500.

m

flashy $14,000

'

(4)

city.

•

is

20-

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Playing
at sharply upped prices for house
and holdouts nightly should get

holdover of “My Blue
Heaven,” with A1 Morgan topping
stageshow, is heading for fast
“All Quiet on Western
$49,000.
Front" and companion reissue,
Bayonet Charge,” hit four-month
high at Grand, and still is nifty
$13,500 in second frame. Another
record maker, ‘‘711 Ocean Drive"
the Woods,

(3,000;

at 16-65c scale.

tax.

Oriental

at

(Tristates >

onstage^ Moderate $15,500. Last
week, “Louisa” (U) and “Fifty
Years Before- Eyesr~(-WB), $10,000

U

entrv, "Shakedown” and ‘‘Father
Makes Good," looms good $11,000.
After record-cracking first week,

Week

Estimates for This

Orpheum.

8Q)—“Skipper Surprised Wife" (MG) with Chuch Foster orch, acts

Torrid
weather starting last for second week, new non-holiday
weekend and continuing through week high. Biggest non-holiday
yesterday iTues.) is taking its toll day’s trade was registered on 13th
at Broadway firstriins this session. day of run, Aug. 22. Third round
Absence of any strong newcomers was running about even with secalso' is denting the overall total. ond until heat started to cut in a
Outdoor events and activities at- bit over weekend. Holds a fourth,
tracted thousands over the wfeek- and likely until well after Labor
end, with theatres suffering accord- Day (Sept. 4),
ingly.
Majority of larger houses
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44^-98)
are priming new strong bills to “Bedeviled Woman" (Indie) and
take advantage of the Labor Day “Miracle From Stratosphere’ (In-

Haylift” (UA),

85)^—“Kiss
(

Tomorrow

Goodbye”

final 6 week. Holds again.
Warner (WB) (2,164: 44-74)
days after nice $6,000 last week.
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB).
tomortow
“Madeleine" (U ) opens
Lively $14,000. Last week, “Pretty
(Thurs.).
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- Baby” (WB), $12,000.

—

Reaching only $4,000 in

fellers)

(5.945;

80-$2.40 )—“Sunset

Trans-Lux (T-L)

(654; 44-80*

—

“Guilty of Treason" Boulevard” and stageshow (3d wk). “Destination Moon’/ (EL> (2d wk).
day-date with Paramount. Continues phenomenal pace at Still going great at $11,000 after
better than $162,000 after $166,300 terrific $13,000. last week.
(Continued on page 18)

WB) and

(EL),

>
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GENE NELSON PATRICE WYMORE
•
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BORDEN
.

BILLY BE

WOLFE-S.Z.SAKALL

• •

Produced by

uireciea oy

•

«...

david butler

*

william iacods

Mandel. Otto Harbach,
Screen Play by Harry Clork • Suggested by the Play "No. No, Nanette." by Frank
Vincent Youmans* Irving Caesar and Emil Nyltray • Musical Direction by Ray Helndorf
•

Dances Staged and Directed by LeRoy Prlnz
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ON STAGE,

EVERYBODY,

Industry-made tor Disabled American Veterans.
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INTERNATIONAL
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LONDON OFFICR

I St. Martin's Plat*, Trafalgar

Square

Dresdel for Aussie Tour
Sydney, Aug, 22.
Sonia Dresdel, British star, has
been signed by the Fullers for an
Aussie tour next November, preeming in “A Message for Margaret.”
;
Fullers are also negotiating with
several U. S. toppers for Down Under runs early next year.
Currently, Elisabeth Bergner is
doing sock trade at the Palace for
the Fullers in “Two Mrs. Carrolls.”
Clifford Mollison will do “High
Mull Deals for ‘Hall,’
Temperature” at the King’s, MelRigby set for
‘Pardon French’ in U.S, bourne, with Arthur
“Madarne Louise” when Miss BergRogers & Unger, producers’ ner moves out here.
reps, on behalf of Cusick Internegotiating
are
national Films
U.S. distriutiori deals for the Rex

Tank’ Fancy

,

Trio’ Hefty 8G, Both in 3d

London, Aug.

22.

Boxoffice returns are holding up
fairly well primarily because of uncertain. weather which has kept
potential patrons away from outdoors entertainment. Present crop
of pics, which is above average, has
also been of great help.

•

“Annie Get Tout* Harrisori-Lilli palmer starrer, “The
and filial Long Park Hall,” and “Pardon My
Week at the Empire. Pic has done an Fx*ench,” with Merle Oberoni and
all-time record take* having beaten Paul Heriried.
previous record of “Gone With the
“French” has just been comWind” in a seven-week run by pleted in France wfiile “Hall” is
Was still great at around .before the cameras at the Nettie$5,600.
$ 1 6,500 in seventh week. Gould fold Studios in Britain. Bioth are
Outstanding

Gun,”;

now

Is

in its eighth

easily hold longer, but is disrupting the Metro schedule, with “The
Miniver story” replacing'.

projects of Cusick International in
association with Five Ocean Film
Co., London, and Sagitta Films of

Of the newcomers, the big sock

Paris.

"Sunset Boulevard;” at the Carlwhich looks terrific $11,000 in
first week* near house capacity.

Is

ton,

Xooks

in for run.

All estimates are net,

‘Hut’

and don’t

a Hit, ‘Love’

include admission tax. Admission
prices listed are inclusive of tax
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$1.60)—

'

Paris, Aug. 22.
French productions skedded for

early shooting a r e nearly all
Colette’s;
adaptations of novels.
Cheri,” Pierre Very’s “Ariciens de
Saint Lpup,”; Roger Gaillard’s
“Homme de la Jamaique,” Vicki
Baum’s “Glass Castle,” Bernados’
“Journal d’un Cure de Campagne,”
Queffalac’s “Recteur de l’lle de
Sein,” Marcel Grancher’s “Qoeur
sur Mer” and Richard Puttier’s
Meurtres,” are all either foiling
Or due to roll soon.
Despite new censorship regulations barring the use of titles that
suggest crime, “Murders” has been
;

,

London, Aug. 29.
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Opened
to smash trade, with general raves
Of the two new plays opening
and getting plenty word-of-mouth here last week, one appears to be
publicity; Looks good for six weeks a hit while the other’s chances are
Bowing on Wednesday
or longer at its present pace of remote.
about $11,000, near-capacity* arid (23) at the Lyric was “The Little
Hut,” a frivolous French comedy
huge for house.
Empire (MG) (3,099; 50-$1.60)— by Andre Roussin which Nancy
It stars Robert
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and Mitford adapted.
Has beaten several Morley as a husband who agrees
stageshow.
records, including those made by to share his Wife with her lover
such smash hits as “Goodbye, Mr. following the trio’s shipwreck.
Chips” (M-G) and “Mutiny on Joan Tetzel gives a bright perBounty,”
(M-G) in its eighth formance as the spouse while
week, but must withdraw with David Tomlinson petulantly rounds

okayed.
Adaptations from legit plays
currently blueprinted for' screen
Vehicles include. “Dame de Chez
Maxim’s,” “Maitres Nageurs,” “Don
d’Adele,” “Amant '..de Paille” and
Roger Ferdinand’s “Ils ont Vingt
Ans.”
Two color productions are scheduled, both in Gevacolor. They are
“Porte d’Orient” and “Maison du
Frintemps.”
.

Hermione Baddeley and Henry
Saddle Kendall, the play
was booed at
opening night, Aug. 24. Crix apLeicester Square Theatre (CMA) praisal was unfavorable and a
45-$1.60)
“Trio” (GFD) lengthy run is unlikely.
(1,753;
Has made the grade,
(3d wk).
Hallmark Productions revival of
helped by Somerset Maugham’s Ibsen’s
“Rosmersholm”
which
previous hit “Quartet,” and did opened at St. Martin’s, Aug. 22
hefty three weeks, with final stanza should do okay. Show is plendidly
Had to vacate directed by Michael Macowan and
touching $8,000.
because of general release situa- brought high praise for Signe
tion.
Replaced by “Destination Hasso in her first London stage
Moon” (GFD).
role.
Robert Harris and Edward
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; Chapman give excellent support in
45-$1.60)i “Rocketship X-M”. (In
main roles with George Coulouris
die) and “Baron Arizona” (Indie) outstanding in small part. First(3d wk). Held up very well, with nighters welcome indicates a sucfirst week exceeding $8,000; sec- cessful season in this small house.

Odeon*

Marble

—Arch

(CMA)

45-$1.60)
(2,200;
“Gunfighter”
(20th) (2d wk).
About $5,600 in

week, with second stanza
nearer $5,000. To be replaced by
“Broken Arrow” (20th) on Aug. 24.
first

Plaza

(Far)

(1,902;

45-$1.60)

—

“Fancy Pants” (Par) (3d wk). Has
been socko from opening, topping
$11,000 on first holiday week* but
is now nearer $8,500; still good for
more weeks, with no worry yet
about next film.

(M-G)
45 - $1.60—
(432;
(BL) (4th wk).
strong at $4,000, good for this
small- seater.
Opens at 10
morning, thus grabbing extra sesRitz

“Wooden Horse”
Still

m

sion.

way off. U. S. producers, notably
Gene Sharin’s video shorts and
Briskin-Smith’s “Heil” have Used
studio time (Wien Film’s
principal saleable commodity) than

more

all local

last

producers combined in the

year.

Long row

of flopolas

TO

I

provide 16m exhibition for
small and remote villages which
are not profitable for commercial

to

Two

exhibitors.

some seven

American

and

Italian distributors are

in the. field.

The 16m

to

THORBURN
TOP

“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (24). in New York, Leo Cohen
has
‘•Latin Quarter,” Casino (24).
stepped into production. First on
“Little Hut,” Lyric (1).
his filmmaking
;

<

Doing steady $3,800, arid everyLondon, Aug, 29.
body satisfied. Not allowed to
David Rose,, head of Coronado
open until noon.
Productions* inked Patricia Roc to
Warners (WB) (1,735; 45-$1.60)— co-star with Ray Milland in “White
“Colt ,45” ((WB) and “Night Unto Heather.”
Night” (WB) (2d wk). Did average
Formerly titled “Full Circle,”
i

[

$7,800 in first week, which war- the film is Coronado’s second pic.
ranted holdover.
“Caged” (WB) First was the Robert Montgomery
starrer, “Eye Witness,”
24.

©Dens Aug,

His film
personal
appearances in a theatre.
Another big Argentine studio,
Pampa Films, together with its distributing Unit EMPA, has gone into
liquidation.
At one time it was
thought" that Emelco could take
over Pampa, but the plan fell
through.
While sorrie of the old
companies go into liquidation, new
ones are constantly being set up.
The latest of these has been formed
in the province of Cordoba,
It has

would

contract

include

'

Orch Won’t Halt Tour;
in
Mexico

City,

Aug. 22.

Jose, Iturbi will definitely continue his contracted concerts in
Mexico asserted his booker, Samuel
Alazraki, denying reports that the
Spanish pianist had decided to quit
this country because of tilts with
One condition of ERP help, if Mexican members of the orchestra
granted, is that it remains in U. S. over
alleged indiscipline at reZone control. Wien Film’s activi- hearsals. Orch has been filling
in
ties are presently split into two
between numbers.
operations under a single name. A
Though iturbi is playing Mexico
Soviet
administrator
operates at considerable monetary loss be-

:

Rialto (LFP) (660; 45 - $1.60)—
•‘Wooden Horse” (BL) (4th wk).

.

sen, currently in Mexico.

29.

field is also, spreading Rosenhugel
and East zone activiCuracao in the Dutch West In- ties as a seized German asSet,
while
dies where two small theatres on Erban runs
rest of the show as
Bonaire Island and one small house rep of Austrian federal
governat St. Martin have begun to show ment
trusteeship!
BOOSTS
In
the substandard size flickers.
addition, a 16m house is being
AUSSIE
SPOT built on the edge of Willemstad
Mex Prez in TV Preem
United Artists has made several on the Island of Curacao.
changes in its worldwide distribution
personnel setup and also S.&K. CIRCUIT PROFIT LOWER
negotiated a release deal for its
London, Aug. 22.
Mexico City, Aug: 29.
product in western Germany, it
Profit of $356,000 is announced
Preparations are being made for
was disclosed by company foreign by the Shipman & King circuiit for the
videoing’ for the first time of
Chief A1 Lowe.
Named division the year ended last April 1. This President
Miguel Aleman delivermanager for continental Europe is represents a drop of about $15,000 ing the
traditional annual message
George H, (Bud) Ornstein, Former- over the previous year.
to the nation on the occasion of
ly UA special rep in Italy, he will
the opening Sept. 1 of the new fednow headquarter in Paris.
eral legislature. Eight screens are
Walter Thor burn, secretary of
to be used for public televisiorting
the company’s Australasian organthe event.
ization, succeeds Clive Arnott as
( Figures show weeks of run
There are now 100 video sets in
the territory’s rinanaging director
London, Aug. 29.
ily operation here.
when the latter leaves Sept. 4 to
“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (8).
The: pic industry is being lined
join Hoyts Theatres in an exec
“Brigadoon,” Majesty's (70).
up to face television at a series of
capacity. Ron Michaels, Who was
“Capt. Carvallo,” St. Jas. (3),
talks Andres Serra Rojas, prexy of
“Carousel,” Drury Larie (12).
Arnott’S assistant, becomes genthe
trade’s own bank, the: Banco
“Cocktail Party,” New (17).
eral sales manager,
National
Cinematografico* is having
“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (9).
German distribution deal calls
the top chain operators,
“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (44). with
for
Constantin
Filmverl ih
of
Manuel Espinosa Iglesias arid
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (47).
Frankfort to handle UA product
Emilio Azcarraga, who is also a big
“Golden City,” Adelphi (11).
for a three-year period effective
radio station operator and top man
“Got
What
Wanted;’’
Phoenix
(2).
immediately. Until last January,
“His Excellency;” Princess (14).
in introducing video to Mexico.
UA pix in western Germany were
“Holly, and Ivy,” Duchess (167.
[grooved through the Motion Pic“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (25).
ture Export Assn, but latter no
Leo Cohen to Foreign Prod.
“Ice-Capade$,’’ Empress (14).
longer operates there.
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (49).
Long a foreign film distributor

UA

Mario Moreno (Cantinflas) to make
a picture ih an Argentine studio
directed by Carlos Hugo Christen-

•

—

fourth week, but previous comitments caused withdrawal, with
•‘Shadow of Eagle” (BL.) replacing.
New Gallery (CMA) (1,376; 45$1.60)— “Odette” (BL) (11th West
End week). Still holding up. Good
$4,500, good going at this house.
Odeon* Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 45-$1.60)— “White Tower”
(RKO) (2d wk): Has not clicked
as expected, with first stanza near
$7,000, but staying till Sept. 7, in
hopes of pick up. Will be followed
by “Black Rose” (20th).

to

headed for spots like Munich and
Hamburg, where there is much
more actual shooting.
The 16m theatre is catching on
Soon after Erban’s prornotion, it
strongly ih Italy, with more than became known that Wien Film is
commercial harrow-gauge negotiating for ERP help in the
1,000
houses and about 300 mobile pro- amount of $500,000, mainly for
already operating modernization of sound stages, and
units
jection
there, reports Nathan D. Golden, purchase of new equipment. RUssS. Comirierce De- kis
U.
sent most of Wien Film’s
chief of the
partment’s film division.
equipment East after Vienna fell
In addition, the Italian Govern- into their hands and were hard put
ment’s Directorate General for to refurbish even the Rosenhugel
Entertain merit is studying ways studio in their own zone.
Washington, Aug.

—

$7,000, and exiting at
well over $6,000. Could have stayed

where

be completing retakes and cutting
on the; Korda film, “Wonder Child,”
which he co-produced and directed
with Gene Markey in 1949,
Austrian production activity is

300

and

ond .nearer

1

destroyed 10,000,000 schilling revolving fund set up by government
but COoled bank interest in additional financing.
Result is that capital of
$120,000.
top players and directors have

In Italy; 1,000

—

22.

.

under Hartl management not only

“The Miniver, Story” replacing out the triangle. Piece ’ooks sureAug, 28, ' Has been doing about fire.
Less promising is “For Love Or
$16,500 in recent weeks.
at the Ambassadors.
A
Gaumont (CM A) (1,500; 45-$1.60) Money”
bogus 18th century bawdry, by Jor“Cargo Capetown” (Col) and
dan Lawrence, it contains coarse
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)
dialog and strained with that seems
(2d wk).
Fair $5,800.
Staying
more suitable for a revue or sketch.
another week, ana may linger
Despite the popularity of stars
till Sept.. 7 when replaced by “The

Milkman”
(GFD)
Tramp” (GFD).

Buenos Aires, Aug.

Argentina’s entertainment czar*
Dr. Claudio Martinez Pay va* backer
First’Runs, Day-Date of protectionism for ArgentineParis, Aug, 29V
made movies, has urged local proNew departure in booking for a ducers to intensify their efforts
in
first-run has been made by RKO
Opens day-and- building markets for Argentine
for “Stromboli.”
date in the Gaumont: the Rex and films abroad* thereby helping the
Teaming up the exchange for national coffers.
the Normandie.
first two already has been nlone
No matter how much Argentine
before but adding the Champs officials iriay be on the side of
local
Elysees Normandie means adding producers, the. producer
cannot
It never has been claim having
10,000 seats.
done much to justify
tried before.
this protection.
During the past
With average admission 60e n the year, when they have had the local
combo can get grosses unprece- iriarket almost entirely to themdented here.
selves (imports of U. S. films were
blocked), they have churned out
countless Argentine
productions
which were so mediocre they can’t
hope to succeed in outside countries,
In Italy, when an attempt
Was. made to exchange 10 Argentine pictures for an equal number
Of Italian ones, the public showed
no interest in the Argentine material* much to the disgust of the
Vienna, Aug. 22.
pact negotiators,
Friedrich Erban has succeeded
The only method local producers
Karl Hartl as top man of Austrian
seem able to think up to gain some
film combo, Wien Film.
Hartl
foothold in foreign iharkets is to
reached spot as general director
under Goebbels regime but had book foreign pic stars *to play in*
Argentine
productions.
For inthe rug pulled out from under him
stance, they are now trying to sign
while in England
reported

‘Stromboli’ in 3 Paris

slate is “He and
“Love For Money,” Ambass. (1). Me,”
a French dialog pic which
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (6).
he’s now turning out in France
“Oklahoma,” Stoll (169).
“Ring Around Moon,” Gl’be (31). with Leopold Gomez.
Directed by Herve Bromberger,
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (11).
Tie and Me” stars Henri Guisol
“Touch & Co,” Wales (14).
“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (116). and Jacqueline Gauthier. Gomez
“Worm’s View,” Comedy (175). authored the story. Cohen may do
several other films in France this
CLOSED LAST WEEK
year.
“Always Aft,” Gafrick (1),
,

cause
that

better offers in the U. S.

.of

were made after he had

ac-

cepted the Mexican booking, the
pianist is keeping his word, Alazraki said. Iturbi was socko at his
opening concerts in the Palace of
Fine Arts, Where he soloed. But
he was not so big at followups in
the Ralacio Chino, frontline cinema*
where the orch played with him.
Iturbi reps blame orch trouble for
the lesser biz at the cinema.
After one-concert dates in. four
north central cities, Iturbi resumed at the film house here,
Without the orch.

Legit

Shows Feature
Edinburgh

’

Festival

Edinburgh, Aug. 22.
Edinburgh’s fourth International Festival of Music arid Drama
teed off here last week with glittering pageantry, and visitors from
Opening
England arid overseas*

concert was by the Orchestre Nade la Hadiodiffusion Fran-

tional

caise, of Paris, conducted by Roger
Desormiere. Drama, ballet, opera
and music events follow for three
weeks.

Tickets for all major events are
Top drama events promJames Bridie’s new play,
“The QUeen’s Comedy,” with Sonia
Dresdel arid Eric Linklater’s piece,
“The Atom Doctor,” with Patricia
Burke and Duncan. Macrae". - Glyndeboume Opera Co. opened with
“Ariadne auf Naxos.” Distinguished players also appeared in the
sold out.
ise to be

Old Vic production of Ben Jori“Bartholomew Fair.”
Opening film event is "The.

son’s

Wooden Horse,” adaptation of the
Eric Williams’ prison-camp escape
,
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Pictures

Wald-Krasna
%

Continued from page 3
selection

of

among any

Washington, Aug.

Bureau of internal Revenue is
quietly warning drive-in operators Disney Preps
to .keep their rates uniform, if they
don’t want to be cracked down
upon for violation of the excise tax
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
laws.
Walt Disney will put “Peter Pan-’
Some of the outdoor theatres into
production as soon as he comhave been notified that if they have
pletes “Alice in Wonderland’’ this
a per.-person rate for those arrivfall aiid will follow with “The
ing by car, they may not legally
Woodcutter’s House,’’ carrying his
have a different per-pers6n scale organization through 1952. Meanfor those who Walk in.
Some while, he has “Nature’s Half Acre,’’
ozoners have been seeking to stima True Life featurette, in work and
ulate walk-in business by. offering
will make a live action version of
lower rates for pedestrians than ‘•Robin Hood, Jr.,’’ in England next,
for those who come by machine,
summer.
J
Also in violation of the law, acin addition,: the studio will concording to the bureau, is a practice
tinue to turn out 18 cartoon shorts
whereby some drive-ins charge the a year for releasfe through RKO.
first or the first two passengers in
a car pne rate and then offer a
lower rate for all in excess of that,
or a flat price for all above two
persons.
However, it is perfectly legal;
from the U. S. viewpoint, for an
outdoor house to charge a flat perr
car rate, no matter how many persons are in the automobile. This
Chicago, Aug. 29.
is considered the established price.
After a shaky start, the 2,200V
What is more, this may be done
on a part-time basis. Thus, an car Double Drive-In finally debuted here. Reputed to be the
ozoner could offer a per-car flat
largest in the World, it is the first
rate one day a week and a perto be constructed within the Chi
perspn rate the other six days.
city limits.
That, too, is legal.

Tan’

"Ml'

*

Selected for their first the true
story of a refugee artist who settled in the south and was accused
of mUrder. Investigation by the local

newspaper uncovered evidence

that freed him.

James Stewiart-starrer, had
origin in a “Big Story” script.
Wald and Krasna also talked
With Arthur Miller, author of the
777,”.

Screen Actors Guild furthered its own industry public relations campaign this week with a plea to members to help promote films and the
industry generally % whenever opportunity arises.
SAG board, in its
Broadway legit hit, “Death ,of a “intelligence report” to members, noted that actors have a particularly
Salesman,” to make under their good chance to serve as salesmen for their profession and the business
banner' a hew screenplay he has that employs them during guest shots On other media, such as radio
recently completed.
It is called and television.
“The Hook” and requires mostly
Some actors “thoughtlessly and needlessly” at times ridicule the
location shooting on New York industry, according to the board. It added: “We object when slurs are
docksi
cast at the profession of acting and when motion picture actors as a
*Miller and director Elia Kazan group are smeared. We should ob j ect just as strongly when slurs are
have been planning to make the cast at our own industry, even though such slurs are cast in the form
pic independently, in association of ill-advised wisecracks. After all, wisecracks don’t have to be vicious.
with Kermit Bloomgarden, who Let’s all help to sell pictures and the picture industry-”

its

v

...

.

produced “Salesman”, op Broadway.
WB got every release but one to portray people mentioned in Matt
Wald and Krasna want to bring the
trio in on a profit-participation Cvetic’s (as told to Pete Martin) Satevepost expose, “I Posed as a
Communist
for the FBI.” which studio is now prepping for a picture.
basis, as will apply to all creative
people associated with the new Cevtic’s anti-Red activities centered around Pittsburgh, his home town,
and at one time, in order to throw Communists off his track about the
unit.
Latter,
Miller said this week that it was way he made a living, went to work for an insurance man.
however,
said no to Warners about using his name in the movie; others,
highly uncertain as to whether the
jumped
including
judges,
is
at
chance,
Martin
assisting
even
the
on
W-K offer would be accepted.
Kazan is now On the Coast and, the screen play of the script and as soon as shooting begins, Cvetic
Wife, from
since he has been directing for will head for Hollywood to serve as a technical adviser.
20th-iTox, it is believed that that whom he was divorced some time ago, won’t be portrayed in film version,
neither
will
their
two
sons.
Ruth
Roman,
first
and
announced
to
first
at
the
studio may get
crack
property. Miller, Kazan and Bloom- play the wife, will be his girl friend instead.
garden have pretty much given up
Twentieth-Fox will veer from its standard policy of screening all its
their original idea of financing the
pic via a limited partnership, as is top product a number of times for “influential” viewers by holding only
done with Broadway plays. That two. showings of “All About Eve” prior to the film’s opening in October
type of venture capital is now at the Roxy, N. Y. Previous system Was followed to build as much
getting difficult to find. Estimated word-of-mouth as possible on the pictures before their first playdates.
budget for “Hook” is something In thp case of “Eve,” ho.wever, according to 20th execs, the film “will
sell itself” via those two screenings, which are scheduled for the homeunder $500,000.
Wald and Krasna flew back to office projection room next Wednesday (6) and Sept. 11.

which have hamDifficulties
pered the christening include unavailability of construction material and efforts to surmount a

".

;

.

.

decree prohibiting ozoners from
operating within city boundaries.
A mandamus Writ Was issued by
Circuit J udge Harry R. Fisher, denear Eight Mile Road and Van claring the prohibition ordinance
Dyke. Fresh-airer has a specially unconstitutional, but the Chi city
:
built play area.
,
council passed a new law which
makes it virtually impossible for
Mass. Spot Finished in 3 Weeks
Double
construction.
further
Boston.
Drive-in was started before pasProbably one of the fastest consage of law, and therefore will bo
struction jobs on a local ozoner
the only ozoner within city limits.
was completed when the Wareham
The drive-in is operated by the
Drive-In at Wareham, Mass was
Skokie Amus. Co., which cur- the Coast Sunday (27) after a week
opened Aug. 19. This was three
rently has a conspiracy charge of getting acquainted with their
weeks from the time ground was
with
filed in circuit court against 21 city new associates at RKO and
broken. It accommodates 565 cars
officials of Skokie Village, 111., who the New York press and exhibs.
and is owned by Julian Rifkin, allegedly attempted to prohibit They attended glad-hand luncheons
George Markell and Dick Rubin,
outfit from Operating in that vil- a^d cocktail parties virtually every
lage. Ozoner has a $35,000 wooden day of their stay, winding up with
screen, reputed to be the largest a ‘Waldorf-Astoria feed Friday for
45 indie and affiliated circuit
Indiana Exhibs Urge
built to date.
f

A1 Lowe, recently named foreign manager of United Artists, is con-,
tinuing to serve under his old contract. Five-year pact expires, however, in less than a month and Lowe has entered into no negotiations
with the new
management yet on a new deal. Since he greatly
broadened his area of responsibility when he stepped into the foreign
post vacated by former exec v.p. Arthur W. Kelly, it is assumed that
he will seek a substantial increase over terms of his current pact.

UA

Arthur W. Kelly, former exec v.p. of United Artists, let it be known
an announcement last week that he’ll take On sales supervision of
Gordon R. Youngman, RKO v.p. via
indie pix.
Intimation was seen in the release, which stated he had
and general counsel, who came east
made
a “non-exclusive” arrangement with Charles Chaplin’s Celebrated
flew

Temporary injunction, under
which the Double Drive-In has
been permitted to operate within
onuisiriDSi the Chi city limits, has been recommended to remain in effect by
..
_
0
Indianapolis, Aug. 29.
Federal Master Manuel Cowen.

chiefs.

Formula On

with them,
back yesterday
Films Corp. to rep its “City Lights,” now in reissue.
(Tuesday) after taking care of
Kelly, currently vacationing in Bermuda, is also prepping an indie
some personal biz in New York.
production of “Half-Caste” and said he has other production plans.

'

.

popcorn.”
«
No. 2 surprise item was found in the, review of Paramount’s “Sunset
Boulevard” in the Milwaukee Journal. After a couple columns of raves
for the pic and star, Gloria Swanson, critic Walter Monfried wrote:
“Amid all the credits for the unique success, let us not overlook those
outstanding heroes, the Paramount press department; They have given
Miss Swanson the finest buildup that recent memory affords.”
•

Deal was made with Bernard J.
Prockter, who produces the shows.
It does not preclude him from producing his own films from any stories npt selected by Wald and Kras“Northside
Twentieth-Fox’s
ha.

:

First Ozonei' for Det*
Detroit.
Community Theatres, one of the
biggest indie Chains in Michigan,
Opened the city’s first drive-in, The
Bel-Air, located on a 70-acre tract

of

Story,” NBC radio and TV documentary on newspaperman adventures. About 400 such scripts are
already available and W-K have

+

29.

from
“The Big

rights

screen
scripts

Industryites were wondering this week if the pressure of international dangers had created a reverse era of the glad-hand in the picture
Two unusual items attracted their attention? Gne was a
business.
song of praise for a distrib in. an indie exhib bulletin and the other a
paean to a publicity department in a film review.
First unusual event of the week was the following paragraph from
the typewriter of secretary Pete Wood in the bulletin of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio: “Memo to Metro. Dear Leo: The last
three pictures the better-half and I, have seen were ‘Annie Get Your
Gun,’ ‘Father of the Bride’ and ‘Duchess of IdahoV^all of them honeys.
If the public wop’t buy this kind of entertainment, 'then I recommend
that the industry close up all of the studios and the executives running
them find something else to put into the theatres to go along with the

!

i

Formula for determining the top Gowen has submitted findings in
rental which an exhib should a hearing to Federal Judge Walter
Gimbels doesn’t plug Macy’s but RKO permits a United Airlines
pay for his product is being pushed J. Labuy, who is to rule within the?
plane to land in “Walk Softly, Stranger,” even though Howard Hughes
Theatre Owners of next two weeks.
Italo
Curbs
by Associated
chief of TWA.
is
1
XT_
^
A
J * CCl
mi
Indiana, National Allied affiliate
The ozoner is the first to gain
Picture was made before Hughes took over RKO, and the shot was
Continued from page 4 55=
At the same time,. ATOI is warn entrance to Chi boundaries after
left in.
ing its members on the “sleight the city ordinance, which attempted and IJ. S. industry to agree on a
of hand” which it. claims distribs to bar drive-ins, was overruled in deal following months of negotiahave used in bracketing pix. Cook County court on the grounds
Three out of four exhibs com- that ozoners are lawful enterprises. tion. This is a partial step toward
i

flat

|

j

/
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}

1 •
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.

1

1«
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•
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still further threatened restrictions
involving a ceiling on number of
ipix which may be imported. U; S.

plaining over excessive rentals attribute it to misallocating pix,

ATOI

tells its

members.

figuring
set forth by

Step-by-step

formula
follows:

is

Film Reviews

the

in

ATOI

as

Continued from page

6

1

•

Showdown

The
Determine actual amount of
weekly overhead exclusive of fea- town to find and kill the man who
ture film rental;
robbed and murdered his brother.
2. Break down weekly expense Evidence convinces him that the
Into tenths Usually these tenths! 0 f interesting and unusual charare proportioned three to Sunday, acters.
two to Saturday and one to each
Elliott arrives in the small cattle
killer is a member of Walter Brenof the week days;
.

,

3, Separately figure the average
gross of each company’s films oh
each change for a period of one
year;
4. From., the
average gross of
each company on each change deduct the proper units pf overhead:
From the balance must come film
rental and profit. Exhib must determine^ himself what is a fair

nan’s

outfit

the

driving

cattle

dividuals in the" outfit are periodi,

!

!

,

:

a^vt
after

the

s

top rental.

th

/

sub;,ect
.

a lloc at * on
P lbtu e

[

’

F

m

picture being allocated
top brackets exhibitors are

hard pressed to find reasonably
good product for their mid-week
changes where the potentialities
simply don’t exist to come out on
one and two bracket pictures. That
is probably why regular moviegoers don’t all agree that ‘movies
are better than ever.’

550-Car Edmonton (Can.) Ozoner

Edmonton, Alta.
Western Drive-In Theatres, Ltd.,
opened its second ozoner here at
a cost of $160,000. Outdoorer accommodates 550 cars. Mel Cprney
is manager.

,

split

itself

!

.

Miss Windsor, saloon-hotel oper- ihibs must pay for publicity exat ? r who joins the outfit for the penses up to 3% of a pic’s earndrive after buying an interest
mgs. Amounts spent in excess bf
the large herd, provides both that are divvied equally
eouallv between
between
glamor and suspense, to the -pro-IS
ceedings, and catches: attention
_
The rental ceiling does not apwith her portrayal. Brennan has a
which spotlights iply on “exceptional” pictures. A
typical
role
throughout the - Unreeling. All of mixed committee of exhibs and
supporting players are unusu - distribs must determine what’s
’ pu ~
>*
>'*‘ 1J
..
effective.
“exceptional.”
The law would
be
Dorreil and Stuart McGowan effective for one year and be
teamed to write the script and di- opened for review at that time.
rect. Both are topnotch contribuIt does not affect the 100% freeze
tions, neatly mixing the action and
on convertibility of lire to dollars
suspense for maximum effect. William J. O’Sullivan, as producer, which has’ applied sftnce the war.
»

.

is

;

northward, and Elliott joins up as
trail-boss. He antagonizes all the
cowpokes with his ruthless driving
of both men and cattle while he
relentlessly pursues his campaign
to discover the killer. Various in-

finally the qu i e t and friendly
Brennan is gored by a steer and
pronU Remaining amount should confesses the killing before he dies.

over feasi- greater ratio of its consolidated
net.
bility of accepting voluntary quota
The loss of the theatre interests,
rather than having one imposed
plus devaluation of foreign currenby the government.
cies last September, is What took
Paradoxical angle is that Dr. most of the bite out of 20th’s first
Renato Gualino, prez of the Pro- half profits. They amounted to
$4,683,581, as compared with $5,ducers’ Assn., is asking' for the
695,679 for same period last year.
quota restriction. He was recently That’s equivalent to $1.59 per
entertained in the U. S. for a share, as against $1.95 for the; 1949
number of weeks at the expense of period.
the MPAA and expressed great reSecond quarter earnings, regard for the American industry. ported: at the same time, were $2,He has put the import ceiling pro- 842,551, equal to 98c a share, It
posal before the consultative qomr compares with $2,677,943 (91c a
mittee to the Council of Ministers. share) for same quarter last year
In addition to the 42% ceiling and $1,841,030 for first quarter
on rental terms under Article 10, this year.
,
minimum guarantees are abolWhile the second quarter earnished. Law also, provides that ex- ings appear to be bigger than last
industry

;

1.

be_exhib

•Fox
Continued from page

|
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j

;

(
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.

.

,
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'

1

.

j
1

may still, however,
compensation and other
deals which they have used effecnumerous shots of the
tle drive. Photography by Reggie tively to thaw virtually all their
funds in Italy.
Lanning is far above par. WalU
mounted

scenic
tercut

the

film

with

eyeful

backgrounds and neatly

incat-

Companies

make

,

Interest in the 50 theatres lost
during 1950 will be’ partially compensated for during the rest of the
year by recent acquisition of 15
Northern California houses in
which the company was.; partnered
with Golden State. Company has

now broken up all of its joint interests in compliance with the antitrust decisions except for one very
minor One. Chain now stands at
about 475 houses.

v

See Golden

year’s,

actually that’s not true,
since included ;s $1,525,841 of income of prior years from countries

Continued from page

3

55

Hollywood can feel that the "head
with currency restrictions. 20th man” is one with more than a little
keeps its accounts on a basis of
Understanding of show business
taking up foreign money only as

I

1

$

siderably lower in 1950, however.
Film distribution, theatre operation
and administration expenses cost
$39,619,422, as against last year's
$44,580,041.

it i^

actually remitted.

Fiim rental receipts {or the first
half were $43,005,675; compared
with $46,134,160 last year. Theatre
income was $30,227,521, a drop

problems. Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer, a Cincinnati law-

yer,

owns substantial

interests in

an ice rink and roller
skating gardens in Ohio. Golden,
from $38,366,216 in 1949.
of course, has been in active conExpenses of film production
their
showed an increase this year after tact with industry people and
several years of gradual reduction. domestic and foreign problems for
Amortization of film costs were many years. Early in 1948, when a
listed at $28,147,059 for the six new system of licensing exports
months, as against $27,536,824 last was created by the Government,
year.
Golden handled the situation for
Operating expenses were con : the motion picture industry.
film theatres,

Wednesday, August 30, 1950
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ESTHER WILLIAMS GETS

$

from Film

Clips

Row

$2-500

NEW YORK

of putting “inferior pictures” in
the top brackets.
Gribble,
formerly
John Ludwig, former Minnesota
Eagle Lion b r a n c h -manager in Amus. Co. official, withdrew his
Dallas, joined Jaclc Schlaifer En- friendly suit against
to stop
terprises as southern territory sales it from carrying out the Pararep for all N. Peter Rathvon prod- mount consent decree agreement
uct.
and terminate bis partnership with
Two Loew '‘assistant-managers, it in the ownership and operation
Syivio Blais, Jr., of the Loew-Poli of two Jamestown, N. D., theatres.
Strand, Waterbury, Conn., and Hay
Flynn of the College, New Haven,
ST.
into the armed services on Sept, 1.
A memorial show in the Salem,
They are members of National
Guard units being federalized on Salem, 111., in honor of its founder, Robert C. Cluster, was staged
that date.
Fred Jessie, former chief of last week to raise funds for the

E,

MAC

.

*

-

LOUIS

service of Loew’s Grand, Atlanta, Marion County cancer campaign.
assigned
by John Murphy of Cluster died of cancer in 1949.
John Dickson sold his Elmo in
Loew’s as assistant manager of
St. Elmo, 111., to Charles Beninati,
Loew’s State, Memphis.
Carlyle, 111., where he owns the
Loew’s
of
Sol
Schreiber,
Ritz.

Theatres accounting department,
Fred M. Joseph, of Fanchon &
returned after illness of several
Marco’s St. Louis legal staff, electmonths.
ed chairman of St. Louis County
Edward C. Dowden, assistant ad- Democratic central committee.
vertising and publicity director of
Berutt and Wandell Theatres,
Loew’s Theatres, recuperated from Inc., lighted their new Berwan, a
heart attack and at his post after 600-seater, Sullivan, Mo.
an eight-week absence.
With hopes of reducing the
Shuffle in RKO sales personnel federal amusement tax doing, a
this week saw two company staff- fadeout, Fanchon & Marco here
.

:

ers upped from the ranks, it was
disclosed
by distribution chief
Robert Mochrie.
As of Monday
J.
Emerson, manager in
C.
(28),
Denver, became San Francisco
branch manager after J. P. Smith

announced that the 75c top scale,
eliminated for several months at
Fox, Missouri and St.. Louis, in
midtown, will be restored this

its

.

week at the three houses.
Fanchon & Marco and the St.
Louis Amus. Co., controlling four

resigned to enter another field.
Replacing Emerson in Denver is deluxers and 20 nabes in St. Louis
salesman Marvin Goldfarb. Both County withdrew all ads from the
men have been with RKO for some St. Louis Globe-Democrat, the sole
10 years.
morning daily here, no explanation
William W. Howard, assistant being given for move.
general manager of RKO Theatres, will preside at a two-day
meeting with all RKO division
Stratford Pictures, a Monogram
managers next Wednesday and
subsidiary, will release “Man on
It will be
Thursday (6 and 7).
in England.
held at the home office in New the Run/’ made
Oxford Films took over U. S.
York. Aim will be to figure ways
of “Blood and Fire,”
distribution
for garnering extra dollars in the
Swedish p r oducti o n, and two
new season.
films, “Rita” and “Her First
Attending from the field will be French

LOS ANGELES

‘

Domingo, Russ Emde, Joseph
Alexander, Jerry Shinbach, Harry
Weiss, Jay Golden, Mike Edelstein,
Sigurd Wexo, John Hearns,
Hardie
Charles
Oelreich
and
Meakin. Office contingent will include, besides Howard, Sol A.
Schwartz, executive vice-president
and general manager;. Tom O'Connor, Harry Mandel, Matty Polon,
Bob Rherman, David Canavan,
Be-n

.

Major L. E. Thompson, Lee Koken,
John Redmond, J. Yeransian, Dan
Friendly and James Roth.

MINNEAPOLIS
Charles Zinn, Minnesota Amus.
Co. Twin Cities district manager,

back from northwoods rest.
W. F. Bender, Bemidji, Minn.,
exhibitor, started move to buy
sewing machine for Lake Julia TB
sanitarium in_ which he was patient;
every exhib irt four northern Min,

quit

employ of

his

father/ Bennie Berger, and joined
Arne Ferrin in building vaude
units over the state.
North Central Allied directors
at a special meeting Sept. 6 will

be asked by prexy Bennie Berger
to call upon Department of Justice
to investigate what he describes
as a “huge swindle” to enrich distributors at independent exhibitors’ expense. Claims the “swindle”
the

is

4,

present

distributor

policy

ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Direct

Pete Gray, formerly with-Bara
mount, signed as head booker for
Monogram branch here.
Alex and Max Schreiber opened
their new $750,000 Paradise theatre, a 1,300 seater, in the Westchester district.
Motion Picture
tion,

Sales

Corpora-

headed by Neil Agnew and

obtained the
Breen office okay on “Volcano”
arid will release it in IL S. this fall.

Charles

Casanove,

KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES

Esther
illiams Will/ draw $2,500
a week, 52 weeks a year, for the!
next 10 years, a total of $1,300,000,
under her new optionless contract
with Metro. Pact also calls for a
12-week yearly vacation, with pay.
First picture under the new arrangement is “The Carnival Story,”
Actress,
to be* filmed in Spring.
meanwhile, is awaiting the birth of

(Continued from page

8)

(Metropolitan) (1,106; 840; 834; 50-

$1)— “Modern

First national convention for
Eagle Lion Classics has been set
for next month.
Dual meets are
slated, with the first taking place
in New York, Sept. 7-9, and the
second in Chicago, Sept. 14-16.

Marriage” (Mono)
and
“Mystery
at
Burlesque”
(Mono), Sour $5,000. Last week,
Besides a full turnout of ELC’s
Hawaii with Orpheum, others sec- sales staff, number of indie proond-run.
ducers releasing through the comUnited Artists, Ritz* Vogue* Stu- pany and their sales reps have
beeti
dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100; invited. Among those
asked to at1,370; 885; 1,145; 601$1 ^“Savage tend
her second child.
are N. Peter Rathvon, Jack
Hdrde” (Rep) and “County Fair”
Schlaifer, Jack Schwarz, Sid De(Mono). Slow $14,000. Last week,
“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Triple neau, Neil Agnew, Lester Cowan,
Edward
A, Golden, Budd Rogers,
Trouble” (Mono) (9 days), $25,400.
M-G’s
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)— Harry Thomas/ Irving Lesser, Sey“Since Went Away” (SRO) and “I’ll mour Poei Frank Melford and
Continued from page; 5
Be Seeing You” (SRO) (reissues). Harry Kosiner..
exchange
operations, Dull $2,200.
Memphis
Last week, “City
bulking_ this^ with Atlanta, Char- Lights” (UA) (8th wk), $1,800.
~ Fine ArtsrGuUd tFWC) (679; 968;
lotte, Jacksonville, New TXrleans
and Washington, where he quarters 60-$l )—“Beware of Pity” (Indie).
when riot enroute.
No changes Slow $2,500 or close. Last week,
Continued from page 3
in any of the other field posts are “Royal Affair” (Indie) (2d wk),
announced and none will probably $1,400.
foreign chief, is now in Buenos
be made in view of the company’s
Aires. His colleagues in the Moattitude toward definitely trying
tion Picture Assn, of America are
out group selling to avoid repetitiawaiting a report from him before
ous traveling and expense by the
determining their course. They met
sales force. Move also is* designed
on the Argentine question last
to have Sales force concentrate
week and will conclave again as
more oh big- pictures coming,’ such H«gel5G, ‘Mom’ $12,000 soon as word is received from
“King
as
Mines,”
Solomon’s
Cohen.
Cincinnati, Aug. 29.
“Kim,” “Quo Vadis,” and pictures
In addition to the changes in
This
bullish
for
round
major
like
“Ivanhoe” and “Robinson
stands is extending trade tilt that the pact negotiated by Eric JohnCaruso,” Which are on the prostarted more than a month ago. ston With Finance Minister Ramon
jected list and probably will be “Black Rose,”
shapes terrific at Cereijo almost four months ago,
made in England and Culver City Keith’s, with an edge over socko Argentines are seeking to impose
in 1951.
“Duchess of Idaho” at Grand for a number of changes in their doCompany hasn’t decided how town lead. Also new, “Destination mestic laws which would seriously
many pics, will make up the initial Moon,” has Albee in sturdy stride. hurt U. S. distribs. Principal
block to be offered exhibs in the “Three Little Words” continues change in the pact itself would
beefy in second stanza at big Switch the rate of exchange from
trial semester; Indications are the
maiden packet will include most Palace, Where holdovers are rare. 9.02 pesos to the dollar to 12.5
Estimates for This Week
pesos.
of the releases for the balance
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
of the year with the exception, of
Argentines also would change
Solid their domestic regulations to incourse, of such Jilms as “Annie “Destination Moon” (EL).
Get Your Gun,” “The Next Voice $12,000; Last week, “Sunset Bou- crease the taxes on U, S. earnings
” and “Stars in My levard” (Par), big $15,000.
You Hear
from 12% to 15%. There is likeCapitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- wise afoot
Crown,” all of which are getting
law, not entirely
75)— “Louisa” (U) (2d wk). Okay clarified yet, awhich
the plush-for-velvet treatment by
would impose
$7,000
after
pleasing
$10,000
an additional 50% tax on films,
both the pub arid ad dept, as well
preem.
books,
magazines
an other comas the sales arm.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
With Rodgers now set on his “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Socko munication media.
Also. they want to rai se the exmanpower and feleases'for the bal~ $1570007-~LaStrvveek, “Return Fronarice of the year, he’s due soon tierman” (WB) and “This Side of hibition quota outside of Buenos
Aires from two weeks out of five
to make his regular trek to the Law” (WB), all right $7,500.
Keith’s (Mid-States) <1*542; 55- for domestic product to three
golden climo for his usual limning
of Schary’s fodder to come after 75)— “Black Rose” (20th). Terrific weeks out of six in other words,
$16,000. Holds. Last week, “Skip- 50%. B. A. quota would remain
the turn of the year.
peir Surprised “Wife^M-G) fairish one week out of four.
$5,000.
Still further blow would reduce
Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 55-75)
the holdover figure in theatres, for
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (m.o.).
Argentine product to 80% of what
Bright $6,500.
Last iveek, “Our
it is for foreign pix. That would
Very Own” (RKO) (m.o.), same.
Continued from page 3
mean,
of course, enforced increases
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
Justice approval. Under RKO’s “Three Little Words” (M-G) (2d in playing time for the horn egro win
rifr*

:

.

'

,

.

.

.

—

.

—

:

—

,

—

RKO-Brandt

—

Sturdy $12,000 on heels of
Thieves; who robbed the Ritz, consent decree, the circuit is not wk).
east-side house, last week, are be- permitted to add any houses. The smash $18,000 bow.
effect
would
in
T-L
merger
with
lieved weak of mind. They lugged
Brandt maindoing that.
off the 1,200-pound theatre, safe, be
tains, however, that in no situabut got Only $600.
(Continued from page 8)
Fox Midwest holds its annual tion would melding of the T-L arid
outing and stag Wednesday (30) in RKO houses give the new Chain Years” (M-G) and “Please Believe
connection With its annual man- any undue competitive advantage Me” (M-G), ditto.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)
that might be' deemed harmful to
agers meeting.
“Panic in Streets” (20th), Average
Babe Cohn, manage!* of the Para- other exhibs.
$14,000.
Last week, “In Lonely
Certain of Two-Thirds Vote
mount, is back on job after long
Theatreman was also certain Place” (Col), $9,500.
illness following a heart attack.
State (Loew’s) <3,450; 55-75)
that the required two-thirds of
RKO shares would be voted in “A. & C. in Foreign Legion” (U).
Last week, “Lady
favor of the merger through the Mild $12,000.
process
of
buying
them up. Without Passport” (M-G) plus
Something new being added to Hughes owns 24%.
stageshow
topped
by Jerry CoAll other
town’s theatre line-up with unshut- shareholders will be
the lonna, Andy and Delia Russell,
two second-run art Same deal as Hughes,offered
tering
of
Three
Suns,
swell
$30,000.
which is
houses. The Guild in nearby Alex- about
Stillman (Loew’s) <2,700; 55-75)
$8 a share. Since stock in
andria, Virginia/ a converted nabe,
“So Young, So Bad’’ <:U). Neat
the
combined
theatre-distributionpreemed past week. Second house production organization is now $10,000. Last week, “Three Little
is the Georgetown, named for its
selling on the New York exchange Words” (M-G) (m.o.), oke $7,500
location; preems Sept. 3 with splitat only about $7.50, Brandt feels on third lap downtown.
week policy.
there should be no difficulty,
Newest link in. the Warner chain that
in getting stockholders to part
debutted in Lynchburg, Va., one- with .their
theatre stock alone at
(Continued from page 9)
tima home of the Warner Brothers, more than that figure.
The 1,000 seater was
last week.
Solid $4,000* Last week, “Broken
An
escrow
agent,
probably
a
launched by Harry Kalmine, gen- bank,
Arrow” (20th) arid “The Lawless”
will be appointed to buy up
eral manager of the chain., George
(Par), $7,500.
the RKQ shares.
Brandt arid his
A. Crouch, general manager of associates
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; SOalready control more
Washington-Virginia zone; and loBS)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th) arid
than two-thirds of T-L: Thus, if “The
celebs.
cal
Lawless” (Par) (2d wk). Fancy
the RKO stock is acquired before
$7,500 in 6 days. Last week, hot
the end of the year, by which time,
$12,200.
the anti-trust court has decreed
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
Hughes must make his divorceMr. and Mrs. Samuel Pinariski, ment good, Brandt group will be 50-85)— “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”
(WB)
and “Guilty of Treason”
prez of TOA and local ATC 66%% provision is part of Dela(EL), also Oriental. Trim $7,500.
chain, announced the engagement in position to take over.
The Last week, “Treasure Island”
of their daughter, Doris Nathalie, ware law under which both com(RKO) (2d wk), big $6,800.
to Arnold Howard Dunne of Chest- panies are incorporated.
United Artists (Parker) (890; SOnut Hill.
Coin to buy up the shares of all BS)— “Three Little
Words” (M-G).
Auditorium, Lynn/sold to Joseph holders is expected
to
come Torrid $13,000 or near. Last week,
E. Levine of Embassy Pix. House through a brind issue floated
by
was formerly owned by Morse and Kuhn, Loeb or some other Wall “Crisis” (M-G), $5,900.
Rothenberg.
Street house. It is not certain yet

pix.

Bowling Green U’s Pix Course.
Bowling Green, O., Aug. 29.
Bowling Green State U. will

CLEVELAND

—

sponsor, a riiotion picture appreciation series for students and faculty
only,
without
offering
college

—

the

.

credits*

;

nesota counties contributed.

Bob Berger

Affair.”

PARLEY FOR SEPTEMBER

WEEKLY PACT

Hollywood, Aug. '29.

W

James

ELC SETS 1ST NATIONAL

LtGuardia and Newark

Round

Limbacher,

news bureau.

WASHINGTON

New York

—

PORTLAND, ORE.

’

BOSTON

Theatres
HAU

RADIO CITY MUSIC

!

.

Trip Special

Series will be directed by James
assistant director of

.

—

Rockefeller Center

i “SUNSET BOULEVARD’’
+ William HOLDEN •
Erich

A

X

Gloria SWANSON
VON STROHEIM

Paramount Picture

Spectacular Stage Presentation

JCIENTiriCAUY Am-CONCITIONIO
7th Avt. irM SOU) Jt.« DOORS 0TU4 10,50 A.M.

.

,

ENTS^EiPiQGiyfUp!:

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,
SERVICE
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I

over

% Colftury

Refreshment
Service for

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

5PORT5ER VICE CORP.
.POHTSFHVICt

Si
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•
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Y

WA

2506

..
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BOB HOPE
-LUCILLE BALL

TORONTO

how

GREENSBORO,

v :>’;

PS .‘kaikiMi'-vivN

big this would have to be,
but talk is of its being somewhere

(Continued from page 8)
between $27,000,000 and $32,000,- (Par) (2d wk). Still
wow $15,000
C«Im by TICHNFCOlOe
Control of historic State Theatre 000. Hughes would -get something after last week’s
y** Muc* CASQT-MCK NWKWOOO
$18,000.
at Salisbury, N. C., at one time host over $7,000,000 for his 24%.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 48; $1.15)— m
:“
l3
to America’s leading actors and acReports that Kuhn, Loeb had /Happy Years”
(M-G).
tresses, changed hands.
backed down resulted from failure 500. Last week, “Rogues Light $9,Sherwood
Everett Enterprises, of Charlotte o»f Noah Dietrich, Hughes’ princi- Forest”
(Col) (2d wk), $9,000.
buying the theatre from North pal adviser and negotiator/ to get
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)— “Our
Carolina Theatres, Inc./ o^rator of a firm commitment from the bankVegOwn”
(RKO) (4th wk). Good
Capitol and Victory, Salisbury. ers. They said they’d give no ab$7 5°° after last week’s fine $10,Iredell Hutton continues as'; mana- solute commitment until they had
UUUr
ger as does other personnel of seen all the figures involved. An
.Uptotvn (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)—
house. It has been a combo house, audit is now being made to proPassport” (M-G).
using vaude and second-run pix. vide them with the statistics they Weak
$4,000, Last week, “Johnny
Planned to inake it a first-run.
desire.
Eager
(M-G) (reissue), $5,000.

N. C.

4

f

Mienlght

hb

Ni|Mly
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RADIO

1?

CBS GRID ROUNDUP
Broadcasters are finding them-+*
selves faced With a problem resulting from the cold war and- the
fighting in Korear—that of dealing

CBS

network, looking for new
arguments to prove its contention

that radio is far from dead, is close
to a clincher this week. Web is
near the inking stage, with Camel
cigarets to bankroll its three-hour
Saturday afternoon football roundups, which have “been offered for
sponsorship for the first time this
year. Deal, calling for eight Satsensationalism, characterizing
to
The web is to be a national sell- urday programs for a total of 24
hours of air time, will deposit about
the Reds as speaking with heavy ing group of smaller stations
comrecreating
practically
$300,000 in billings in the CBS
accents and
peting with larger metropolitan
coffer^.
the old concept of the bearded Bol- outlets. Advertisers will
be able to
Sale of CBS’s specially-developed
shevik carrying a bomb. Such ob- .pick the market they wish to cover
vious propaganda efforts, it’s felt, and the outlet will be made avail- football roundups, coupled with a
virtual
SRO status on its Saturday
purpose.
their
defeat
4 able for their use.
night
for the first time since
The network programmers, meanBowles
prez
of
&
Curtis
Bowles
the war, should prove that radio is
while, decry the absence of offirepresentatives,
is
national
Co.,
still
potent
selling medium, aca
such
cial Government directives,
presiding head of the new web, cording to CBS brass. Web execs
as the Office, of War Information

with Communist subject matter on
Net to Preem in Texas
dramatic shows. Some stanzas are
tailoring scripts to have the vilFort Worth, Aug. 29.
lains directly labeled as Commies,
The newly-organized Radio Sales.
What is posing a dilemma for the Network held a meeting here reWebs is that some of the airers, out cently with the target date set as
to hypo their ratings, are resorting Oct. 1 for start of its operations.

;

1

its

Not Wanted
Producers of NBC’s /‘Wanted,” documentary crime stanza
which tells the stories of men
being sought by the police, ran
into a tough problem involving
inter web diplomacy last week.
Script concerned a suspect
wanted for murder, who turned
out to be the son of the manager of a CBS affiliate.
NBC did the gentlemanly
thing and deleted all reference
to the youth’s parentage.

AM

;

and the Office of Censorship pro- which has
mulgated during World War II.
Then they had guidance On what
should and shouldn’t be said about
the Reds. Rating-seekers were kept
from being lurid by policies which

headquarters here.

think the Saturday night

SRO

WWRL,

Groucho Marx

wil 1 head up the
Milton Berle and
Bob Hope will top the next two
shows, and so on. Each bill will
be headed by a top comedidn, as
far as possible, of whom NBC has

second show.

is

particularly significant in light of
the ultra-heavy television programming scheduled for that night in
the fall.
On radio, CBS has only
the 7 to 7:30 slot still open, while
NBC
is sold Out With the exception
to
reports
Only
atrocity
restricted
of the 8 to 8:30 period.
those officially documented.
CBS’s football roundups, develThe lack of official directives is
oped by the web’s sports director
some stations
perplexing
also
Red Barber, and his associate, John
which ekpect requests from the
Derr, were initiated during the 1948
Communist Patty for air time.
season. Under the system, the web
Woodside; N.
Last month
Carries straight football' from 2:30
of
Assn,
Y., wrote the National
to 5:30 p. m., hOp-Scotching across
Broadcasters, pointing out that
Bridgeport, Aug. 29.
the
country to bring listeners parts
broadcasters must abide by Section
Refusal of WLIZ, Bridgeport day- of the top games each week, This
315 of the Communications Act,
year, with Derr as producer-direcwhich states if one candidate for time indie, to sell time to the
Party in the election tor, the web plans to air five compublic office is granted facilities, Communist
plete games via direct remote pickfaill will not put the
campaign
this
equal opportunity should be given
station in hot water with the FCC, up, plus running reports on 15
to all other candidates for the
the broadcaster has been advised others, which will be phoned into
office.
by Paul Porter, former FCC head New York by specially-selected reIssue was raised because of elecporters, collated by five editors and
and now a Washington lawyer.
tion time drawing hear.
Porter’s opinion was obtained by fed to the studio in short takes.
(Continued on page 34)
Desmond as Emcee
Connecticut U. S. Sen. William

ABC,

in the wake of increased
TV business, is readying
overall
expansion plans, which
Will mark a swing of the pendulum
from budgetary cuts which lopped

AM

WWRL

Benton (ex-Benton & Bowles) on
request of Philip Metryman; former

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Damages of $74,000 are sought

exec,

now

g.

m. of WLIZ, who

inquired whether a taboo on Commie political commercials, might
jeopardize the station’s license renewal.
“I think any commission which
undertook to penalize a licensee because he denied his facilities to a

qualified Communist would be in
by scripter Don Black, who charges plenty of hot water,” Porter told
that Ruthrauff & Ryan let a radio- Benton.
television idea die of suffocation.
In a suit brought in superior
court, Black charges his show,
•‘Spotlight on Youth,” was presented June 29, 1949, and that the
.

“In this particular period, I believe a radio station manager would
be justified in denying his facilities
to a Communist candidate for office on the grounds that such a
broadcast would intend to incite

agency let it lie dormant and reeven
fused to return the material. Pro- the community and that,
gram was premised on broadcasts though the state laws permitted
ballot,
the
to
access
Communists
nafrom high schools around the
contion.
Damage figure is based on the licensee could not thereby
was a
estimated revenue if show had clude that a Communist
candidate, but was
fide’
‘bona
been broadcast.
merely undertaking to exploit the
Communications Act and the radio
station involved for the purposes
confusion unrelated to the
DETROIT, STRIKE
Of
merits of the election issues facing
the voters.”
ON;
Sen. Benton told Merryman he
Detroit, Aug. 29.
would go to bat for WLIZ were
neAfter a week of continuous
FCC ^o question the ban on Comhas failed to mie time.
gotiations,
reach a settlement with 56 engineers Who walked out Aug. 19.
Members of the National Assn, of
Broadcasting Engineers and .Tech- Examiner
nicians called a strike in support
of wage demands. However, they
Call Richards at FCC
returned to work Aug. 21 pending
,

WWJ,

NO HOLDUP

ROLLS

WWJ

Hearing Due to Health

a truce.

Harry Bannister, WWJ general
manager, said that except for the

Hollywood, Aug. 29.

The Government suffered a sefirst three days of the strike, all
efradio and TV programs, both local rious setback last, week in its
and network, were broadcast, with forts to have G. A. Richards penalized for allegedly slanting the news
business as usual.
on his three stations. It. was a hard
blow to Benedict Cottone, FCC
When. Examiner
counsel,
chief
James Cunningham ruled that
Richards would not have to testify
Cottone had
iit Oct. for Tintair in his own defense.
bringing Richards into
Frank Sinatra has been sold by banked on
the case, but
CBS for a quarter-hour weekly the hearing to Crack
the strategy will have to be

Bows

show

.

to

be sponsored by Tintair,

.

now.
home, hair tint process. Program changed
Three heart specialists who have
from N, Y. Sundays at 5
Richards for ticker trouble
treated
p m. Tintair is a product of Byweek that their pamart Corp., headed by Carl Byoir, testified last
could not stand the ordeal of
of the public relations firm, and tient
stress or agitation; CunMartin Straus, former board chair- emotional
ningham then addressed counsel:
man of Eversharp.
“I am now thoroughly convinced
Sinatra
series starts Oct.
(Continued on page 34)
22
]
will air

AM

.

'

subsidized quite a few others, including Fred Allen, Jimmy Durante
and Eddie Cantor. However, for
the teeoff bill, both; Allen and
Durante Will be part of the show,
which Miss. Bankhead will emcee.
Mindy Carson, Tony Martin, Toni

Arden, Hedda Hopper, Kay Thompson choir, Red Foley, Jose Iturbi,
Sir Laurence Olivier and Wife
Vivien Leigh, and two permanent
bands Meredith Willson, who will
originate from New York, and
Robert Armbruster, from HollywoOd—will comprise the kickoff

and

staffers

and

expenditures

—

last

year.

As part Of the expansion, the
is
doing some efficiancy-

.

NBC

The National Broadcasting Co.'s
bid to reclaim the early Sunday
night prestige that disappeared
with the shift of Jack Benny to
CBS, may cost the network up to
$1,000,000, but NBC is all set to tee
off Oct. 15 with a IVfc hour marathon /rom 6:30-8 p.m, which will
carry a $30,000 talent bill- alone,
sans time.
The three 30-minute
segments will be available to sponsorship at $7,500, which means
NBC absorbs quite a talent-andtime deficit, not counting an additional $8,000 production charge.*
Tallulah Bankhead will emcee
(She’s being
the debut show.
s o u g h t as
permanent emcee>.

web

bill.

experting, with public affairs vee-

Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC’s propee Bob Saudek reportedly head* gram topper, is currently on the
ing up the reorganizational group. Coast, setting Qlivier-Leigh and
With the increased business ac- Others. The program content of
tivity
(reflected in earnings of
(Continued on page 32)
$180,000 for the first six months
of ’50, compared with a $46,000
loss for the same period of ’49),
Connie Desmond is to serve as, additional personnel will be hired
this
emcee for the roundups
yeart in the department-by-department
Barber, who is already committed check.
to calling the college games for
Hiring is already in evidence in
CBS video, may also take part in the television sphere, with a conthe broadcasts if he can be fitted siderable number of technicians
Present plans taken on; W,eb is going to seveninto the schedule.
call for Barber to join Desmond days-weekly operation, after havDouglas Leigh; impresario of ad
during the final hour each week ing been dark on Monday and lighting Spectaculars, is planning a
for commentary on the games Tuesday nights since early this radio and television campaign, to
played that day, their effect on year.
kick off around Nov. 1-15, for his
various conference standings, etc,
new Leigh Foods, Inc., product,
Camels reportedly is especially
Falmingo orange juice.
anxious to get Barber for at least
At present advertising for the
Sticks to Call Letter
part of the show, figuring it would
new juice concentrate brand,
represent a neat coup for them to
launched in June, has been conget the announcer who’s been idem
Rule, Denying Bid by 111. fined to point-of-sale displays,
tilled with the competing Old Gold
some newspaper linage and out*
cigarets on radio for so many
Station to
Switch door media, like Leigh’s two blimps
years.
and five spectaculars in Broadway,
CBS plans to tee off its radio
Washington, Aug. 29.
He figures these channels have imfootball coverage Sept, 30 with the
Policy Requiring use of different pressed the Flamingo brand name
single Maryland vs. Navy game. call letters for radio stations under
on the public, but as cold weather
Camels will come in the following common ownership, but located in comes he wants to follow the
week, Oct. 7, When the roundup different communities, was^ reaf- crowds indoors via
radio and tele.
take
over firmed last Week by the FCC in
and
System starts,
Spot
will be used at first,
through the final Nov. 25 date. denying a request from
in but Leigh will probably also pick
Agency for Camels is William Esty. Cicero, 111., to change its
call some daytime shows. Distribution
in Chicago from
to WHFC- at present is centered chiefly in
FM.
N. Y., Boston, Philly, Washington
CBS’
WHFC, which has auxiliary and Baltimore. Campaign is being
studios in Chicago, claimed that placed direct.
Cicero, though incorporated as a
With Curt Gowdy set to emcee separate city, is in the center of
the Chicago metropolitan district
the “Saturday Review in Sports”
and that
is duplicating its
for CBS this fall, John Derr, the
programs for 33V6 hours per week.
web’s associate sports chief, may
V.P.
By
using
the
same
basic call for
15take over as announcer on a
the
and
stations, it asDallas, Aug. 29.
miriute Saturday evening show on
serted, listeners would
gain a
Harry Wismer, veepee-general
a year-round basis locally over
clearer impression of the relation- manager of WJR, Detroit, and a diWCBS, the web’s key N. Y, Outlet. ship
stations, the pres- rector of WJR and WGAR, Clevebetween
the
program
Station is now offering the
tige of the
station would be land, has resigned after four years
for sale in the Saturday 6:30 to
enhanced and sale of time on both because of differences with princi6:45 p.m. period.
stations
would
be
promoted.
pal stockholder Gi A. Richards on
Show would be a one-man operaCommission, however, refused to “policy, operations and persontion, with Derr producing, Scripting, directing and announcing. In- budge from its adopted policy, nei.” Richards, who also is majorstead of comprising just a review Which limits use of common, call ity stockholder of KMPC, Los Anof the week’s sports .activities, it letters to stations in the same city geles, has been on the FCC carpet
Agency because of alleged “news-slanting”
is
expected to include news, and under one ownership.
comment, as well as interviews pointed out that it was to cover at the three statiofis.
a
situation
that
just
such
as
With top sports celebs. Derr will
Wismer; who is currently her*
be the first CBS network exec to its policy was invoked “to eliminate to broadcast the Redskins-Lions
confusion
and uncertainty game over the Redskin regional net
the
do a show on a local basis only.
caused by licensees employing tomorrow (Wed.), will go to New
common call letters, for stations York next Week. He expects to reFLETCHER INTO
under common ownership but lo- turn to broadcasting and public reWashington, Aug. 29.
cated in separate communities in lations in Gotham;
Frank U. Fletcher, co-owner of
general area.”
Arling- the same
-

.

FCC

.

Make

AM

WHFC
FM

WEHS

.

.

WEHS

AS RICHARDS’ WJR

AM

FM

AM

j

!

WHFC

LAW

WARL

and WARL-FM in
Use of the same basic call, FCC
ahd National Assn, of
STATION REP ADDS TWO
Broadcasters board member, and added, Would give the. licensee opportunity
to gain an unfair trading
H-R Representatives, Ine. has
to
joined
John H. Midlen have
form a radio law practice under advantage or to submerge the in- been appointed station rep fbr
dividual interests of one of the WONS, Hartford.
the name of Fletcher & Midlen.
Hep has also been appointed bf
Offices will be in the Munsey communities it was authorized to
serve.
WFBG, Altoona, Pa.
Washington.
bldg.,
ton,

Va.,
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BOB HAWK SHOW

RADIO THEATRE
PX
With Susan Hayward, Dana

Wed.,

:

|

.

1

;

!..

Felix.

30 Mins^ Sam., 9:30 p.m.

NBC, from N. Y.
(

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

Sc

Pattern was mostly music,
talk. Smith did two songs;

little
It s a

•

j

standout assets is the virtual absence of
extraneous gab between numbers,
Class nature of the music and the
restrained
production
trappings
a(j(j up to an institutional type of
programming which may not crack
into top ratings but which has
built a large and consistent audience for the bankroller.
On the preem (27), Thomas L.
Thomas’ polished baritone worked
over >a brace of numbers, including “Where Is the Song of Songs
For Me,”, “My Romance” and “With
A Song Iri My Heart.” Felix

Count Eveij
and
Miss Whiting ha^ ^0,
Star.
|
<c
Sam s
../and
You
re_Mine,
You
Song. Two combined for Chica*
Chica, Boom; Chic."
Smith sang in his usual exuberant style, while Miss Whiting delivered in polished fashion. Frank
DeVol’s backing was excellent
throughout. Smith introduced the
songs and handled the emcee
chores amiably and with dispatch.
Bob Stevenson’s commercials were Knight
Chan
short and pleasant.
“Daum

Day

Good

j

.

...

j

.

j

j

!

Thomas,

BAYER ASPIRIN

fa’ns;

.

L.

Starting its 20th year on the airSample)
lanes after an eight-week summer
Jack Smith show resumed Mori- layoff, “American Album of Faday (28) after its summer break, miliar Music" is hewing to the same
with the same format it’s carried format which has been paying off
in the past few years. Smith shares since its inception.
Program is
the spotlight with Dinah Shore still designed as a straight musical
three days a week and with Marga- presentation, featuring a roster
of
ret Whiting the other two. It’s a excellent vocalists arid instrumengood 15-minute spot for pop music talists. Among this airer’s

(Dancer, Fitzgerald

(

Thomas

Knight, Margaret Daum, Jean
Dickenson, Gustave Haenschen
orch
Producer: Frank Hummert

CBS, from Hollywood

i

.

With

(Tues.,

Whiting

PROCTOR & GAMBLE

,

(

.

Miss

Thurs.),

(Mon., Fri.); Frank DeVol orch;
Bob Stevenson, announcer
Producer-director: Bill Brennan
Writer: Glenn Wheaton
15 Mins.‘, Mon.-thru-Fri.; 7:15 p.m.

..•

.

shore- AMERICAN ALBUM OF- FAMILIAR MUSIC

MARGARET WHITING SHQW

With Smith, Miss Shore

.

i

smith-dinah

jack

15

^
Sisters
An- With Hawk, Irving Miller orch, With Bob Crosby, AndrewsStafford
announcers
(Mon., Wed., Fri), Jo
Quartet;
Lemac
drews; Rudy Schrager, .music;
Thurs.);
(Tues.,
Modernaires
Lemond,
and
Charles Lyons, Bob
John. Milton Kennedy, announcer
Jerry Gray orch; Dd Sharbatt,
George Barclay
Producer: William Keighley
announcer
Producer: Don Bernard
Director: Fred Mackaye
Diana Bourbon
Producer:
p.m.
10:30
30 Mins;, Mon.;
Writer; Sandy Barnett
Director: Ace Ochs
CAMELS
/
60 Mins.; Monday (28), 9 p.m.
Carroll, David
Carroll
Writers:
CBS, from Hollywood
LEVER BROS.
Greggory
„ _
Esty)
( William
CBS, from Hollywood
7:30 p.m.
Mon.4hru-Fri.;
Firing questions at contestants 15 Mins.;
J. Walter Thompson)
SOUPS
CAMPBELL
to
t.® 1 )rQ
P
ft®
Lux Radio Theatre" moved into has made an J nciquotient
^f“ _{ byx> the CBS, from Hollywood
<28) with entertainment
ivionaay \^or
its, 16th season Mondav
Ward-Wheelock)
„T
Lemac Man,” " otherwise Bob
all the assurance of another banThis 15-minute, cross-the-board
types
of Patjsys that
ner year. For dramatic perfection Hawk. Givenin his hands
and go segment of songs and chatter rethere are- few of its. genre, that can are pliable
after its sumgags, he’s more the sumed Mbiiday (28)
match its high quality' over the along with his than
mer hiatus; With Bob Crosby
quizmaster.
Skilled hands put it to- comedy emcee
years.
the emcee job and sharhandling
year for
10th
his
Starting
gether. and the smooth pro j ectiOn
ing vocal honors with .tj*e Andrews
of a film re-eiiiactment for 44 weeks Camels* Hawk has varied, the old Sisters thrice weekly and Jo^ Stafcascade
in
will
format so the laughs
of each year has found reward
^and>t. he Modernaires twice,
ford
the loyal millions Who hug their faster. He is a straight ad libber show stacks up well both for good
sets on Monday nights, The ratings and never resorts to notes. Nor bop music and pleasant comedy*
also reflect the show’s high accept- does he see or know about a conOpening stanza had Crosby and
ability, and if last season was an testant before the drawing while
Andrews Sisters singing two
exception it was because the Lever he’s on stage. Hawk has the happy the
songs together, Crosby soloing one
Bios, entry topped all others and knack of turning anything the conand the trio taking one. Interrode the crest down to the finish. testant says into a running gag.
spersed between songs was comedy
For the tee-.off the J. W* ThompIt was fortunate for him that with Crosby and the sisters alterson agency chose Sam Goldwyn’s the four contestants on the takeoff
as straightmen. Announcer
“My Foolish Heart," with the same Monday (28) were perfect foils for nating
Del Sharbutt joined the talk, afstarring team of Susan Hayward his fast wit. Cartons of Ciggies
fecting a deep bass voice, for
Smartly
Andrews.
Dana
and
and $5 bills are given out freely okay results.
scripted by Sanford Barnett and
for the second week
jackpot
and
Crosby and the trio are estabably directed by Fred Mackaye, the rose to $1,000; Line of questioning
and socked
reprise was. as sparkling as the follows the time-tested pattern, lished song stylists,
their numbers in fine fashoriginal. It was' a rush script job,
opening with a acrossBacking by Jerry Gray orch
words,
key
with,
the
ion.
as originally scheduled for
letter from Camels ,or “Lemac.”
was good. As for comedy, they
opener was “I Was a Male War
But it’s the gags that spark the didn’t attempt too much and whole
Bride.” This one went by the
mercy
the
at
is
Hawk
and
broadcast
show
show remained on a pleasant plane.
before
days
boards two
time when the owner of the. un- of his feeders. He smartly skirts
Commercials were handled easily
once
and.
innuendo
or
times
lines
10
blue
derlying, rights demanded
by Sharbutt. and the Andrews Sishimself without
frees
trapped,
some singing
the customary fee.
contributed
ters
William Keighley is back for the visible damage. To a woman rass- commercials that caught the amishrift.
short
app
gave
he
fan,
producer-host
llng
Chan
year
as
sixth
able mood of shovv.
lends dignity and consummate Commercials are sing-songy but not

.

.

,

1

and

soprano Margaret
dueted bn "I

effectively

Build a Dream Someday” and “Call
Me Darling," while coloratura soMEET "CORLISS ARCHER
With Janet Waldo, Sam Edwards, prano Jean Dickenson registered
Irene Tedrow, Fred Shields;! strongly on an operatic aria. Instrumentalists
featured on the
John Hiestand announcer
show include Bertrand Hirsch, vioProducer-director: Helen Mack
linist;
Arden
Arden, duo-piari&
Writers: Jerry Adelman, Michael
ists and Daniel Lieberfeld, pianist;
Cramoy
.
with
Haenschen
batoning
Gustave
30 Mins.; Sun., ft p.m.
the orchestra.
ELECTRIC LIGHT COS.
touch to the program. In his open- irritating, Irving Miller fronts the
Plugs for the aspirin product acFRIEND IRMA
CBS, from Hollywood
ing speech he may have sounded a band and Don Bernard sits at the
^
cented the trademark values.
prophetic note When he said, ‘‘The controls! The Hawk should, fly With Marie Wilson, Cathy Lewis,
(N W. Ayer)
Herm.
John Brown, Hans Conried,
curtain rises on another wonderful many more years for Camel and
"Meet Corliss Archer,” a James
Gloria Gordon, Alan, Reed; Wenseason.” His bright promise is not keep the home sets humming.
Saphier
package
frequently
tagged
announcer
regular
Niles,
Helm.
dell
Only
without precedent.
the femme version of “Henry HOUSE PARTY
Producer: Cy Howard
missing this year is Lou Silvers,
Linkletter; Jack Slattery,
Aldrich,” is pretty much standard- With Art
Directors: Howard, Lucian Davis
who gave up the baton to Rudy
announcer; guests
SHOP
commercial radio
fare.
Writers: Parke Levy, Stanley ized
Schrager, his assistant, after 15 GINN Y SIMMS SONG
Guedet
Cole
There’s the- by-now-familiar char- Writer-producer: John
Adams, Roland MacLane
years. He’s a solid ‘musician ana With Frank Graham, Buddy
25 Mins;: Mon.-Fri., 3:30 p.in.
acterizations of the light-minded
Trio
30 Mins.; Mon.* 10 p.m.
knows his way around the stands.
MILLS
PILLSBURY
teenager,
her
long - suffering
LEVER BROS.
All Lux has to fear this time Producer: Ted Toll
Hollywood
parents and the cracking-voiced, CBS, from
(CBS, from Hollywood
around is. the competition of tele- Director-writer: Betty Jones
(Leo Burnett)
bungling boy-friend Dexter. And
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
vision. It’ll still lord it over the 15 Mins., Sun., 10 p.m.
has returned to
Linkletter
Art
other dramatic shows as it has for Botany
Resuming after its summer hia- the plotting, as in many another his cross-the-board afternoon airer
so many years and the pattern is ABC, from Hollywood
tus, “My Friend Irma” stacks up as situation comedy, turns on the
hiatus
and again
summer
after
a
Silverstein-Goldsinith Lie.
as good as ever. It’s the next best
good if formularized comedy. stock idea of everyone mistaking demonstrates the jovial* sometimes
Ginny Simms marks her return Marie Wilson is amusing as the everyone else’s intentions.
thing to going to the theatre and
made him
which
has
brash
manner
Helm.
to radio with a 15-minute tune ses- malaproppish
Cathy
seeing the picture.
miss
and
On the initial Sunday (27), the a favorite with housewives throughsion, in which the quiet class of Lewis gets \varmth and sincerity moving force was Corliss’ and^ her
out the country. Linkletter’s hanr
her renditions is predominant. into the role of Irma’s wise and mother’s boredom with life in a dling of this audience participaDAVID ROSE SHOW
small town and the father’s de- tion session is done good-naturedWith Red Skelton, Arthur Lee Miss Simms is one of the more. witty roommate Jane.
this
As usual, the stanza is short on ciding to take a new job ini New ly, with everybody involved apparSimpkins; Fort Pearson, an- accomplished members of
She puts a great deal of -plot. On the series opener Mon- York. By the time they were sup- ently having a good time. Inforcraft.
nouncer
de- 'day (28), it concerned Jane’s at- posed to move, however, the entire
Her
work.
her
into
feeling
McLeod
Keith
Director:
mal interviews and stints with
livery is of the polished variety tempt to set up her own secretarial family had soured on the idea of
Producer: Jack Simpson
members of the studio audience
and her selections indicate a feei- service, with the other characters! leaving, but was going through provide the nucleus for this 2530. Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
ing for melody despite the com- trying to help, frustrating the plan. with it to satisfy the others. But minute show.
PROCTER & GAMBLE~
parative paucity of the instrumen
But the show gets some fast laughs Dexter got them all squared away
CBS, from Hollywood
During show’s current week,
Buddy Cole’s through Irma’s dumbbell cracks and happy to remain Where they
tal accompaniment.
Linkletter is running a poll to de(Russel M: Seeds
trio, supplying the musical back- and from' the insults which are are,
The
theme
should
have
aptermine
who among the daily stuIn a five-week replacement se- drop, gives a feeling of rhythm freely tossed around.
pealed to small-towners.
dio audience is the oldest old maid.
ries for the regular Red Skelton rather than any attempt to enrich
Irma’s
menage
is
the
are
Others
Much of the humor derived from The oldest single gal at the end
show, David Rose is heading a What is essentially a full and work-shirking boy friend, played
Mr. Archer’s suffering as Dexter of the week cops a television set.
tasteful segment of music 911 the flavorsome voice
by John Brown; the unconventional smashes his car, and from the It’s questionable whether the old
late summer airlanes. Keeping his
The presentation, however, has Professor Kropotkin (Hans Con- kid’s shyness and moonmess in ap- maid business might be a little too
name alive while on vacation, Skel- little
distinguish itself from ried); the landlady, Mrs. O’Reilly proaching the subject of love. personal.
to
On preem show Monton is heard on this show in fivefeaturing many other (Gloria Gordon); and Irma’s boss, There were, however, a few good day (28), however, one spinster, 78
programs
minute transcribed shots, in which
latched onto a Mr. Clyde (Alan Reed). They do a lines.
has
Show
singers;
years
old,
was willing to get up
Janet
Waldo
brand
registered
usual
he is serving up his
which good supporting job.
nicely in the 0 title role and Sam and admit she was not only unOkay as an idea to familiar type of ^production
of comedy.
for Pepsodent,
Commercial
of a
custody
in
Simms
Miss
has
Edwards was properly ridiculous attached, but that she’d never been
maintain continuity over the proThis provides a logi- based on the Millicent jingle, are as Dexter. Fred Shields was the kissed.
Linkletter, in true form,
gram lapse, the Skelton bits are at music shop. for
song bursts and catchy and reminiscent of the
odds with the prevailing dignified cal setting introduction of guests. Miriam-Irium tune of previous bewildered and blustering father remedied the latter situation.
the
for
also
Switching
jrene~ Tedrow, tii; mother"
from the usual proatmosphere of the Rose show.
^
of Inna into
walked on the initial seasons. Integration
PommeroiaiR
whioh
m.i
Commercials,
cedure familiar to shows of this
which
include
Juxtaposition of the svelte musical Curt Massey
the plugs is nicely handled and
customer
of
guise
the
in
session
some local cut-ins, plug the “busi- pattern, Linkletter roamed through
\
style and the raucous comedy anand remained long enough to de- onrthe initial stanza a teaser cam- ness-managed, tax-paying electric the audience, answering questions
tics is jarring to the air.
Bril.
Slip” and a plug paign was launched.
light and power companies.” Bril.
put to him by the seat-holders.
Rose’s glistening arrangements liver “I Didn’t
It’s essenrelease.
These interrogations included such
of current pops and. the standards for a -record
prop for Miss
items as w hat he does with his old
make a rich programming fabric tially a lacklustre talents.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
clothes, ho\v he got into radio and
for a straight musical session. Simms’ excellent
SPEAKING
pitch
a
makes
Followup
also
his age.
numsuch
Radio
An interview with five
Simms
Miss
Dressed-up versions of
Producer-director: Joe Bailey
moppets, all around seven years of
bers as “Tzena Tzena Tzena,” for mail with a plea for letters
Writer: Paul Keogh
songs
certain
age, was good for some laughs and
“Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye,” giving details of why
15 Mins.; Thurs., 9:45 p.m.
added a nice touch to the stanza.
Red Barber probably raised the LEE
“Sometime” and others were de- have a high sentimental value for
HATS
Frank Graham pro- blood-pressure of major league
Bob Crosby did a quick guest shot
livered, with Arthur Lee Simpkins individuals.
ABC,
from
New
York
conthe
of
half
Tenor
on the show.
baseball managements Friday night
handling the vocals neatly;
vides the other
(Grey)
Pillsbury Mills got a heavy play
was particularly e f f e c t i v e on versations with .Miss Simms and (25) in his play-by-play account of
Jose.
Reds
Brooklyn - Cincinnati
the
“Mona Lisa.” Skelton sketch, which holds up his end nicely;
Robert Montgomery, pic actor- on the show with Linkletter putincluded some bantering with Rose,
game, via WMGM, New York. After director who’s also represented on ting his all into some of the plugs.
noting quietly that a woman spec- NBC
was slotted midway.
television,
Thursday
last
SHOW
Commercials were delivered in CEDRIC ADAMS
tator had just been escorted out (24)
resinned
the
commentary
3:55 p.m.
a straight, hardhitting style by an- 5 Mins., Mon.-Fri.;
of the Cincinnati park after being stint he launched last fall for Lee LOWELL THOMAS TIME
PILLSBURY MILLS
nouncer Fort Peafsoh.
Hcrm.
hit in the forehead by a line-drive Hats on ABC.
He outlined his With Thomas; Nelson Case, anCBS, from N. Y.
foul, he went on With his report credo anew, that- of eschewing keynouncer
(Leo Burnett)
minutes
play.
But
few
the
a
of
hole
gossip
arid
crystal-ball pre- 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.ni.
MIRACLE OF AMERICA
This five-minute spot, though an later, having apparently weighed
dicting,
while
dedicating
the
show
PROCTER
& GAMBLE
be
readily
Gary
With Robert Young, Bing &
individual show, could
pros and cons of the situation, “to an unrelentfng search, for CBS, from New York
Crosby, Bob Crosby, Jo Stafford tagged the tail-end of Art Linklet- the
some
views
that
expressed
lost
he
truth,”
(Compton)
& Modernaires, Jack Benny, ter’s “House Party.” Latter show nothing in pertinancy and pungenHe pointed out that lie can be
Starting his fourth year on CBS
Mary Livingstone, the Ronald segues into this briefie as though
being
calmly
spoken.
by
“I’m
cy
hard-hitting, yia his references to under Procter & Gamble’s banner
Colmans, Frank Sinatra, Charles it were part of the overall format.
Laughton, Jack Smith, Dinah With this assist from the; Link- going to talk about something I’ve Frank Costello and Frank Erick- Monday (28); Lowell Thomas conShore, Lucille Norman; Dick letter stanza, in addition to his own thought, about a long time, but son, against whom he waged an in- tinued to display the assurance and
Haymes; music, Lud Gluskin, merits, Cedric Adams should draw never mentioned before,” he said, tense campaign last season.
He measured topes of authority that
Leith Stevens, Axel Stordalil, a strong following in his current “It’s this thing of injuries to fans also revealed his incisiveness by have marked his long career m
games.
that
at
It’s
something
Frank Devol
time slot; Adams, who also writes happens a lot more often than you an attack oh Defense Secretary radio. News-caster touched upon
Louis Johnson," blaming that Cabi- the latest developments in the
Producer: Sterling Tracy
a daily column for the Minneap- know anything about.
It’s
one net officer for hampering the North Korean drive toward Pohang
Writers: Bill Froug, Gil Thomas
olis Star and Tribune, exhibits a
baseball
thing
like
that
any
doesn’t
Armed Forces by an economy and lingered briefly on Formosa,
Sustaining
neighborly warmth .in his short publicity about.
But I feel that I drive. That blast at the Adminis- earthquakes in the* Himalayas, and
60 MiiiS.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
commentaries on various subjects. should say Something about
it.
tration and a plug for New York’s Congress’ activities, as w ell as on
KNX-CBS, Hollywood
On the initial show Monday (28),
“The courts have ruled that any- Republican Governor Dewey unSome time ago the Advertising he discussed summer happenings,
a couple of light, human interest
Council put out a booklet called including his hot-weather stint as one injured by a batted ball in a derline his basically conservative happenings.
baseball
park
can’t
recover
dam“The Miracle of America.” It ap- host of CBS-TV’s “Prize Perform^
approach.
*A W’orld traveler, Thomas leavens
parently didn’t move as fast as ance ” summer replacement for ages. Apparently you’re supposed
What seems to detract from the the news with his own personal
was hoped, and a stimulant was “Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts.'” to be aware of the risk when you airer’s punch is its over-generali- experiences. During liis two-montn
prescribed. CBS compounded the CaJ umhist-commentator also pre- go to the game. But the situation zation.
A large segment of the vSummer ,hiatus he visited Alaska,
formula: a sectional special; hour sented show’s format to dialers is something that basehail is quite initialer for instance, was devoted which he "termed a “northern land
about.
remiss
People
are
somewith .clips from the network's own notifying them that orice-weekly
to a manifesto answering that of of key importance.” These short
shows. It provided good, solid en- an interview with the wife of a times painfully and even seriously Communists.
A more meaty and digressions helped make his script
tertainment, its general purpose w.k. personality would be held. injured. Women and children Are less talky script would help. Mont- more listenable in contrast to dry
crowded
in
and
can’t
get
out
of
yet.
can’t be assessed
gomery's delivery is studied, but reporting of wire stuff which most
Program, like its 25-minute preRobert Young, as emcee, came decessor, is sponsored by Pillsbury the way if a ball is hit in their effective. Commercials were neat. other radio newsmen confine ^
(Continued on page 34)
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NEWUM
is a list of shows, either new or returning after a sumscheduled to preeni on the. four major networks dur-

Following

mer

hiatus,

ing the next 10 days:

Aug.

..

.

NBC, 8

Aldrich Family.

p.m.

If

3i

:

.

General Foods, through Young

Rubicam.

FBI

in

Peace and War.

CBS, 8 p.m. Procter

&

Gamble, through

'.Blow/

CBS,

Auto-Lite, through Cecil & Presbrey.
-SEPT.
,
My Favorite Husband. CBS, 9:30 p.m. General Foods/
Sept. 3
Our Miss Brooks. CBS, 6:30 p.m. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
through Ted Bates.
The Choraliers, CBS, ,2 p.m. Longines.

Suspense,

9 p.m.

.

SEPT. 4

Edward R. Murrow.

CBS,

p.m. Co-op.
SEPT. 5
CBS, 8:30 p.m. Colgate,
7:4.5

•

.

&

Mr.

Mrs. North.
*

.

SEPT. 6
NBC, 8:30
SEPT. T
.

The Great Gildersleeve.

p.m.

Hallmark Playhouse. CBS, 10 p.m.
Screen Guild Players. ABC, 8 p.m.

Kraft.

BBD&O.

Washington, Aug.

FM

FM

TV

TV with FM in the past,
although efforts have been made
to sell the industry on the idea.
National Assn, of Broadcasters
several
resolution
adopted
a
months ago calling on video manufacturers to add the FM tuners
a matter of a few dpllars/But fear
that the addition of radio reception
might involve tax complications,
since radio is under the 10% levy,
is said
to have discouraged the
producers. With both radio and TV
under the tax, the problem is simcombining

plified.

A

strong pitch is expected to be
for the TV-FM combo within
the next few weeks by the recently
formed all-industry FM committee,
which resulted from an open meet;

made

ing called
on the

by

FM

NAB

to get action

Morris Novik,
chairman of the group, met here
last week with James Secrest, gen(Continued on page 34)
front.

John K. Elwood

manager

is

of

.

Owen

MBS

of

told

Wayne

Coy,

discussions

his

FCC

and other Washington

chairman*

officials

on

establishment of a Disaster
Network to be operated on pointthe

to-point

local

levels,

A

special

band would be set aside for police
and other agencies with all stations

He briefed the
broadcasters on plans formulated
by NAB to protect stations and
transmitters against sabotage or
the spread of propaganda by the
participating.

communists.

infiltration of

3 Principles of Control

The Government has no desire
for official censorship, Miller said
he Was told at the White House*

and the broadcasters /iould accept
three principles of control; (1)
that it must be voluntary; (2) re-

(Continued on page 34)

DeMille AM’er
Playhouse”

rectors

for
in

AM

and
hour

something which we have been emphasing repeatedly in your advertising column^ since last NovemST.
ber. And second, I would like to
correct a few misstatements which
ASKS KSTP
your boys should riot have made
if they read Variety’s ads.
Minneapolis, Aug. 29.
Before I earn/ to Mutual, about
St. Paul AFL Trades and Labor
its very
assembly is sending letters to radio 18 months ago, I felt that

an
air the show
format. Cecil B. DeMille reportedly will resume his connection with
the show, from which he has been
absent since he refused to pay a
$1 assessment to the American
Federation of Radio Artists.
Although DeMille has not yet
paid his $1, it’s reported he’ll get
real strength lay in how different
back into AFRA’s good graces tg station KSTP advertisers to cancel it was from other networks. And
their contracts and refrain from
return to the directors’ program.
since its greater future quite obviNBC’s cheal is contingent on De- any more advertising on tlie sta- ously depended on how we could
arid TV until a
The di- tion’s AM,
Mille’s television plans.
put these “differences” profitably
rector has been reported set to settlement is reached in the dispute
(Continued on page 34)
do a video dramatic show for Gen- involving striking radio techni-

may

PAUL LABOR GROUP
AD BOYCOTT

FM

eral Motors (Buick)
starting in January.

on CBS-TV,

cians.

The Minneapolis Trades and

the CBS- Labor asseiribly has indicated it
on
goes through, will take similar action.
Buick-DeMille
Technicians have been out since
NBC will probably have to give up
as
show. Myron Kirk; of the last June and developriients in conthe
Kudner agency; is currently in nection with the strike have comSheet,”
a
“Broadway Form
its
Minterminate
on the situa- pelled KSTP to
Detroit talking to
series which will “handicap” upbaseball
Assn,
American
neapolis
tion.
coming legit shows in advance of
games and St. Paul professional the New York openings, will be inwrestling matches televising.
cepted shortly by WNEW, N. Y., as
Prepping Directory
KSTP officials say there have a Sunday stanza. Idea of program
contract canadvertising
no
been
Statistical Groups
director Richard Pack is that usual
cellations since the strike started.
Broadway criticism, coming on
Assn; of National Advertisers is
the day after a preem, is too late
preparing a. directory of “packto permit prospective theatregoers
aged” marketing and research
to order tickets by mail when choice
provide bankrollers
services to
Washington, Aug. 29.
locations rind dates are still availwith more complete information
announced
able.:'
America”
of
“Voice
oh the statistical groups.
Show will consist of two parts, a
Among those from the radio- over the weekend that it has exlanguage “dope sheet” reviewing Jhe' stars’,
teevee field who’ll be included panded its daily Korean
producers’ and directors’
minutes
writers’,
30
15 to
are C. E. Hooper, Jay & Graham, broadcast from
an additional 15- past performances and giving the
A. C. Nielsen, Pulse, Schwerin and has added
staffers’ forecast as to the
will minute segment in Cantonese to its
Listings
and Sindlinger,
program beamed to Communist entry’s probable success, arid tvyocover personnel, objectives, reconversations with outphone
way
search methodology, reporting and China.
of-town critics who have caught
“Voice” is now beaming 7
service, prices and terms and clihours of shows daily to the Far road tryouts.
ents subscribing.
Venture is expected to help build
Viet
ANA’S research steering com- East in Korean, Cantonese,
namese, Indonesian, Mandarin, Rus advance sales for promising promittee is chaired by R* H. Moulductions.
siari and English.
If

shW

AM

GM

ANA

On

D.

.

or-

dered XENT off the air last week
due to the numerous complaints it

WNEW

the outlet was
causing interference with broadcasts of outlets in this country as
well as in the Mexican Republic.
The outlet is located at Nuevo
Laredo and is licensed to Julio
ton, of General Foods.
Santocoy.

had

Miller

with

AM

Laredo, Tex., Aug. 29;

government

expected.

And

For U.S. Interference
Mexican

will give bankrollers

Inc.,

WOW

Govt. Nixes Station

The

A

WOW

resigning as
KNBC, the

of

*

(Tues.) in federal court of antitrust violations.
sharp opinion
by Judge E, B. Freed found Samuel
and Isadore Horvitz “guilty of attempting to establish a monopoly
by bold, relentless, predatory commercial behavior.’’

Maurice B. Mitchell, who comes
over from directing the Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau; AM sales
veepee Harry Kopf, and eastern
sales chief Walter Scott.
Idea behind the new sales con-

.

wide commendation.
a; cousin

For ‘Hogging’

with him in the big sales pitch
are exec veepee Charles Denny,
who reportedly fathered the plan;
the newly acquired assistant to the
Herbert;
president,
John
K.

it

Judge Miller assured the broad-

Lorain journal’s

hour of the NBC “Dream
Show” on Sunday; and the NBC
Symphony on Monday at 10 p.m.
The plan is being pushed with
a No. 1 priority by a powerful
selling team Captained by NBC
prexy Niles Trammell, Working
7:30

that

eventuality.

casters that the Government at the
time has no intention of taking
over their stations but that normal
operation will be disrupted should
the war move closer to our shores/
He added that in the event of the
enemy coming in on a radio beam
or the dropping of an A-bomb, the
possibility of deletion or suspen-.
siori of a station carinof be discounted. As for station personnel
being called into service, he could
offer only the promise that they
have been declared essential so far
but conditioned them to face the
loss of employees who are in officers reserve. Miller said he was told
in Washington that only 10% of
Washington, Aug. 29.
materials used in radio equipment
would
be taken for military needs
Publishers of the Lorain (Ohio)
Journal
today and a shortage in tubes is to be
were
convicred

“Screen Directors Playhouse,” expanded to an hour and skedded
probably on Saturday; the 6:30-

is

Broadcasters, with 70 delegates to
a district meeting representing 30
stations iin Southern California and
He played down the
Arizona.
‘scare” angle but warned the station men to be prepared for any

They had been charged with
conspiring to prevent Journal advertisers from buying space in the
competing Lorain Sunday News or
time on WEOL, Elyria, O. Judge
21 shake. Cost of five participations Freed said the violation couldn’t
approximately
This
ends
for weekly will be a reported $1,250,- be concealed under protection of
years of association with
The
“freedom of the press.”
Herold. He began as an engineer 000 for a 39-week ride.
brothers had previously been dein 1930. Baker, production manaOff The Hook
nied applications for two radio
ger of WOW-TV, since its openIt’s also figured that the concept stations.
ing in August, 1949, has been with will permit advertisers to buy time
organization since 1934. on a more flexible basis/ along
the
the lines of magazine insertions.
“Tandem” stanzas will probably be
permitted to accept sponsors Who
on
only want one or two spots a week
instead of all five.
'Small Stations’
The selling team has been covering the agencies and making cross- Editor. Variety:
the
pitch
to
country
hops
There are few things I dislike
“Tandem” approach as a new more than writing “Letters to the
in Editor,’’ but I am afraid “Small
means of working with
these changing times. The new Stations Loom Large,” which apsales format could also take NBC peared in last week’s Variety,
off the hook for some of its com- makes it necessary.
mitments (for example, HarrisFirst, my sincere thanks for recNBC has optioned “Screen Diognizing in your news columns
(Continued on page 34)

been in charge of the Frisco opperation for the past decade, having previously headed up the
shortwave international division
of the network in New York.
Elwood is a veteran of radio who
pioneered many of the educational
patterns in broadcasting. His education-public affairs-slanted programming in Frisco has won
is

Redd as Coast Director

bankrollers would buy participaFor Erwin
tions five nights weekly in a vaHollywood, Aug. 29/
riety of. shows, instead of latching
on to one single property.
Robert L. Redd, former hetwbrk
As the new system; is set up, and agency producer, recently freeeach sponsor would get plugs from lancing* was named by Fred JorThursday through Monday on five don, executive veepee of Erwin Waof seven different programs. The sey & C6„ as Coast radio director
airers
on which the messages of the agency., First assignment
would be inserted are, according will be to revamp the “Carnation
to reports of the plan, “Duffy’s Contented Hour,” which he will,
Tavern” and Phil Harris-Alice produce.
Faye, in an hour block on ThursRedd directed the Martin & Lewday or Friday; “Dangerous Assign- is show for NBC last seasoni.

cept

Holly wood, Aug. 29.
measures confronting
the radio industry were discussed
Thursday, (24) by Judge Justin
Miller, prexy of National Assn, of

Wartime

get their messages
and general manager a chance to
aired on, a multi-week basis in
of WOW-TV, and Russ Baker, proevening shows. PosiWOW-TV* big-league
of
duction manager
tions within the shows would be
have resigned.
rotated to give each backed a fair

WOW,

owncd-and-operated station
San Francisco.
Elwood has

He

B’casters

Omaha, Aug. 29.
Joe Her old, technical director of

NBC
in

Selling Point

Omaha

Vet

KNBC, Frisco Job
in era!

through

29.

Virtual certainty that television
sets will be taxed 10% Under the
a
new revenue bill may give
big boost. Imposition of the tax
pripe)
is
(on the manufacturers’
expected to. encourage set makers
reception, Which can
to include
be added at small cost and which
may be offered as an attraction to
overcome buyer resistance to the
receivers.
higher tag for
Only a few makers have been

going all-out for a new
method of show-selling, labeled
“Operation Tandem,” in which six
is

.

S. Steel

.

Combo Seen as New

NBC

ment” and another whodunit in an
hour block on Thursday or Friday;

Hall Bros. Inc.

SEPT; 10 V
Theatre Guild On the Air. NBC, 8:30 p.m. U;

& When Necessary; No ‘Scare’ Seen

&

received:, that

\

DX

%
;

-

Washington* Aug.

Air Force officials- are
awaiting action by Congress this
week on defense appropriations
which will determine the scope of
plans for use of radio and television for recruiting personnel for
military.
The two services
have requested an overall advertising budget of $1,591,000, but the
estimate was made, before the

the

Korean war and Army draft Calls,
which may result in reducing or increasing the. amount.
Agency handling the national
recruitment campaign is Grant
Advertising, Inc., of Chicago, which
has been given a contingent extension of its present contract / to
cover the next fiscal year. In addition, local agencies represent the
six Army headquarters areas for
recruitment advertising,
1 o c a 1
which accounts for about 20% of
'

(Continued on page 34)

PRES. TRUMAN,

J

FOLSOM

TALK
Frank M. Folsom, president of
Radio Corp. of America; was in
Washington for two days last Week,
including a

powwow

with President

Truman.
It was an exploratory session,
in which capacity of American industry to handle war production
was touched on generally.
understood there’s ample
It’s
time before any real procurement
orders will go into effect since, at
the
moment, there’s a large
amount, of stockpiling that the
Government can continue to draw
on.

*

V

-

.

.

••

29.

Army and

.•
.

i
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Matty Bell Sports B’cast
In Dallas Premiere
Dallas, Aug. 29.

Following 4s a

The Matty Bell DuMont. Sports-

Complete breakdown of negotiations among the four major television' networks on allocation of
time, on the coaxial cable may-toss
another thorny problem into the
FCC’s lap. While American Telephone St Telegraph, which owns
the networking facilities and leases
to the webs, has full authorto allocate channels, it s be-

them
ity

?

.

lieved the phone company may be
wary of putting Itself in such an
arbitrary position With the networks and so may turn the problem
for solution over to the Commission,-.

.

Spokesmen

puMont

tills

for

both

ABC

and

week denied reports

t.o
they *Dlanned to appeal
the FCC, but it is known that the
Commission learned about the hassle going on at tlie meetings and
sent an observer up from Washington. Working on an unofficial
the observer represented
basis,
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, rather
than the Commission. If the Commission Is forced to decide the is-

directly,

;

cast will debut here on WFAA-TV
tonight (29) ,and thereafter will be
heard each Friday evening. Bell
is now director of
athletics for

RCA has called off the “MP”
ballyhoo campaign on its new

all

nets

had plenty of

demanding

Oddity of the situation

to

be

too

However, even the

ABC

.

Mr.

Parts Shortage

I.

CBS,

Magination.

Stars Over Hollywood.
Foote, Cone At Belding.
Chance of a Lifetime;

Washington, Aug. 29,
Following a spot check in New
York where complaints of a TV
parts shortage have been reported
recently, Robert C. -Sprague, prexy
of the Radio-Television IVIfrs, Assn.,
announced here that there is no

SEPT. 3
m,

SEPT. 6
NBC, 10:30 p.m. Armour

ABC,

7:30 p.m.

Laird./'

Ford Theatre.

&

SEPT. 9
NBC, 7 p.m. Peter

SEPT. 10
...
The Colgate Comedy Hour. NBC, 8 p.m.

Paul, Inc., through

Colgate-Palmolive-

Peet Co.

''

r

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Columbia’s Television City, out
toward Beverly Hills, will stand the
network better than $30,000,000
when it is completed in late 1952,
Howard Meighan, v.p. in Hollywood, said last week. Disclosed for
the first time were_ the plans for a

RTMA’s

show on NBC.
Jack Cole will do the choreography and direction of the musical
numbers, Hal Keith will direct and

Lucille Ball for his

shortages.

survey in

New York

dis-

are gen-;
stocked with replaceTV requirements Leo Morgan
although they have had to allocate
certain components because of unusual demands from dealers since
the Korean war. These allocations,
RTMA found, were brought on by
a small minority of dealers and
servicemen who were trying to

closed

that distributors

erally well

is

13-story, height-limit
(150 feet)
administration building. There will
also be three other office structures to be leased to allied crafts.
Studio construction will be on
the "sandwich loaf” principle, so
stages can be cut into any size.
What now looks like three big
studios may eventuate into four
small ones and- two big ones.
"We’re feeling our way as we go
along,” said Meighan, "not knowing yet just what a television studio
will look like a few years in the

producing.

hoard some components in short
supply.
As a result, distributors in the
New York area are how allocating
TV tubes, condensers, resistors, antennas and receiving tubes.
A contributing element in the
situation, it’s understood, is that
many television sets are reaching
the point where the picture tube
Until rerequires replacement.
cently, sales of TV cathode ray
tubes for replacement purposes
have been infinitesimal since few
set owners had used their set the
1,000 hours which is the generally
expected life of the tubes.

St

AREA

KMTV
m

KMTV

1

1

'

.

j

any creative: growth in that mecompleted micro-wave relay direct
several other stations are pending
dium by perpetuating the formats sever
from primary network stations in
before the FCC.
that had won early success. If the
eastern U; S.
web ever succeeds in selling out
KMTV is alsr continuing to proCleve. Boasts 260, 188
on Sundays, consequently, these
duce locally built show's such as
Cleveland,
v ^ an «* Aug. 29.
program chiefs fear there will be
"Paramount Fenny Action,” "Shack
t
Vf Sa,6S °f
v
no opportunity to try out new ideas
Time’' and "The RCA Master Showfor TV that would keep the meroom,” all of which have received
The Greater Cleveland area now popular approval.
dium progressing.
In charge are
S

|

•

!

senttl^'“

boasts 260,185 sets.

Howard Ray, president

future.”
No trouble

KMTV

by

late 1952.

Sullivan, ..in addition, plans to
travel the Sunday night program
year for the first time. While

this

home-base will continue to be
N. Y., the show may originate from
time to time, from other key cities
on the cable, such as Philadelphia;
Chicago, Minneapolis, etc. Besides
making it possible to line up the
guest talent who might be playing
in those cities at the time, putting
Du Mont, which has probably, enthe show on the toad should also
tend to cement its popularity with countered more trouble than any
viewers in other cities. Program other network in clearing affiliate
was originated once last season station time for some of its fall
program s, put the shoe on ilsother
frorrmT^itadetpftfc^^
with a local municipal celebration. foot this week. With its schedule
of five Notre Dame, home football
Sullivan, incidentally, resigned
gurries regarded as the best in colhis producer’s berth with
CBS this lege grid play that will be offered
week to sign on in. a similar capac- Viewers
this fall, the web has bad
ity with Lincoln-Mercury,
his bank- little trouble in taking its pick of
rollers... Mario Lewis,
who con- stations. Other webs, as a result,
tinues as co-producer on
"Toast ” are being forced out of. certain
will remain on the CBS
payroll
cities for their Saturday afternoon
rrgkrng him available for
gridcasts.
CBS house packages. He has other
been
CBS, for example, will have a
set tentatively to take
over the pro- scries of eight games chosen from
duction. ..reins on the
upcoming among the top ones scheduled by
Frank Sinatra Saturday night
Esso,
se- Army, Navy and Columbia.
its

.

,

!

I

foreseen

mission by Architects Charles LuckIn the first move to stave off the man and
William Pereira* despite
competitive threat of NBC-TV’s up- concessions to be asked on -certain
coming "Colgate Comedy Theatre,” variances. Although 25 acres may
Ed Sullivan and the CBS web have eventually contain TV City, present
decided to boost considerably the blueprint calls for space to accom3,000
budget on their "Toast of the modate
workers.
Either
Town” vaudeo presentation. With bought or under option to buy are
parcels,
the NBC package scheduled to star three
one the home
such top-name personalities ns Ed- grounds of the Hollywood Stars
die Cantor, Fred Allen and Dean baseball team and under lease unMartin & Jerry Lewis, Sullivan and til 1957.
Construction starts Lite next
CBS arC convinced that the best
way to buck it is to obtain the best summer and Meighan is hopeful of
talent possible for "Toast.” Hence, the first TV show coming out of
the Beverly and Fairfax site by
the upped budget.

of the May
Broadcasting Co., Owen Saddler, ries.
for Cincy
general manager, and Howard PeCincinnati, Aug. 29.
ter son, general sales manager.
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Tele set installations in the GinPackage of western vidpix tagged
Beginning of its second year
„
,
,
Space
“The Man in Black” will tee off cy^area as^of Aug. 1 totaled 143,- brings
not only network inThe William Morris agency
has
uuo
the activity of newly-formed Bor
ter-connection but also local im- taken an additional
Don Miller, research chief of the provements such as direct connec- office space at 40 2,500 feet of
der Productions, consisting of
W.
52d
Buss Whiteman, Dorothy N. Raison Crosley Broadcasting Corp., also .tion with the Northwestern Bell
Y ‘’ because of expansion street,
in the
j
reported totals of 76,000 in the Telephone Co. by coaxial cable. video
and J. Henry Kruse.
department.
Whiteman and Gil Warren will Dayton area and 78,000 in the Co- Bell has its operating and business will be occupied in New quarters
September
star with Miss Raison and Ed Paul lunibus, O., area, served by the headquarters for fiVe> slates in
Present space in the
buildCrosley web,
Phillips scripting.
Omaha.
ing will be retained.
|

is

Meighan when the land-use plans
are submitted to the Zoning Com-

which is sponsoring, had hoped to
clear time in as many eastern cities
as it has retail outlets,
To date*
however, CBS has been able to line
UP stations for all' eight games only
in N. Y. (an owned-and-ope rated

1 43,000

,•

Co. through

Eckhardt.

The Hank McCune Show.
Maxon.

Cast for the Bob Hope tele show
increased U. S. electronics orders.
Last week Emerson began “in- for Frigidaire, Sept. 14, has been
to
Comic has pacted
completed.
formal” allocation’s of radios
distributors because Of component Dinah Shore, Bob Crosby and

ANNI ON

.

St

Bendix, through Tatiiam,
'

,

KRON

.

&

SEPT. 8
CBS, 9 p.m. Ford Motor Co. through Kenyon

New York and elsewhere,”
However, on Monday (28) General Electric announced it may cut
its TV output by 20% as a result of

KNBH

.

Nestle’s through Cecil

6:30 p.

both in

Realizing the impossibility of
it a city-wide venture, Bob
Brown of
and Bob Purcell
of KTTV went ahead with plans for
NBC television wrapped up an- the inaugural program, which will
other half-hour for its newlyemanate from KTTV studios here
opened Sunday afternoon schedule
and from
and KPIX in
this fall, selling ‘-Meet the Press”
Frisco. Northern city’s ABC outto the Revere Copper & Brass Co.
let, KGO-TV, also decided not, to
Show, in which reporters interview participate.
personalities in the news before
Art Linkletter probably Will einthe TV cameras, will take over the
4:30 to* 5 p. m. slot Sundays. It’s cee, with Pinky Lee, Tex Williams
Norman appearing
Lucille
and
package;
a Martha Rountree
Virtually sold out on its night- from here and Freddy Martin and
time schedule this fall and with Ted Fio Rito from the Bay City.
FIRST
plans almost completed for its dayOmaha, Aug. 29.
time programming during the week,
From a small beginning last SepNBC has found the Sunday aftertember, when Omaha had less than
noon hours practically the only
2,500 television receivers, KMTV,
time still available for sponsorship.
IN
150,000
newest of the local stations, will
Sale of "Press” means the web is
celebrate its first anniversary Fribooked solid from 4:30 p. m. until
St. Louis, Aug. 29.
10:30 Sunday night,
More than 1 50,000 TV sets are day (1). it has grown to be an imAs a result,
any future sales will be in the time owned by residents in the St. Louis portant link in the national telebefore 4:30, with indications point- area, according to the Union Elec- vision network picture, and a
ing to Sundays becoming as heavily tric Co. of Missouri, which head- strong factor in a market which
programmed on TV as they are on quarters here. Announcement Was now; has better than 28,000 teleradio. .•
made after a survey that ended vision receivers.
The
operational
NBC’s top program execs, inci- Aug; 1. The number represents an
pattern
of
dentally, had been counting on. the increase of 13,033 sets over the
has stressed: expansion and
open time available on Sundays to numbe r -reported -July- lT---Stat-H>nrr P rogra -excellence ~over-.its- jCltan^
continue its experimental, creative KSD, owned by the St. Louis Post- nel 3. Beginning Sept. 30
programming. Producers and di- Dispatch, is the only local station will bring in top network presentarectors had assumed that radio’s broadcasting TV programs.
tions from ABC and CBS.
These
long years of plenty had stultified
r ach
through the almost
Applications for TV channels by ^

Vidpix

Chescbrough

large anticipated military requirements for electronic components,”
Sprague asserted, “the industry by
reason of its expanded capacity
can keep its distribution outlets
adequately supplied for any normal requirements of set servicing,

making

New Cowpoke

Sustaining.

10:45 p.m.

CBS, 8 p.m. Sustaining.
DuMont, 10 p.m. Food Stores Prod, through Frank-

Star Time.
Bruck.

in

was the

,

ftBC,

lin

rival talent.

SETS

Bonafide Mills, throuah

CBS, 10 p.m. (New time.)

Sure As Fate.

No Video

general reason given by the indies,
although there were other factors,
such as an unwillingness to beam

.

-

SEPT. 5

webs are the non-participating indies hadn’t ment pa rts for
expected

1— -

Presbrey.

immediate threat of a serious
problem servicing video receivers.
"Despite heavy demands from
set manufacturers ,who are at peak
production pace and regardl ess of

Inability to clear time

.

31

9:30 p.m.

Greatest Fights of Century.

program.

MP

Television Co* is
that the
Conn.
Fairfield,
located in
One of the models in the new
RCA line, which the firm had
been pushing heavily, is labeled the "Fairfield.”

sustain-

that their primary afnot to take a feed

1

Mfg. Co., through Cayton.

is

re-

agree

NBC,

By Popular Demand.

Baugh and Bo McMillian, coach
of the Detroit Lions, will be on the
initial

SEPT.

r--

Versatile Varieties.
Gibraltar.

;

tising.

enthusiastic.
station
from any competing network. This looked the other way, first announcing
it
that
couldn’t
clear
the
with
network
would mean that the
the prime affiliate would have to time and later intimating that it
possess the cable for an entire eve- doesn’t want to join with its web
ning to provide a full program rivals, preferring tp pay for the relay with its own special program
(Continued on page 32)
later in the month.
filiates

AUG.

&

llowing a protest registered by
a television manufacturing firm
which has Used the name"MP”
RCA had
for several years.
used the initials, designating
•'million proof” (1,000,000 customers are. now using RCA
video sets), as a teaser slogan
prior to unveiling its new
models July 16 and had since
featured the tag in all adver-

ing time, it. was possible to. work
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
out equitable sharing arrangements
on the limited cable facilities. This ^Opening of the Los Angeles-toyear both NBC and CBS are close San Francisco microwave relay
to being sold but and ABC and Sept. 15 will be strictly a CBS-NBC
PuMont are tagging close oh their affair. Network outlets KTTV and
As a result, some of the KNBH will take over programming
heels.
webs are demanding full time on the twomity hookup, ABC’s KECAthe cable and, since there are. more TV and the four indie tele stations
networks than there are cable in town having backed put for varithe negotiations broke ous reasons.
facilities,
down completely.
KECA-TV had been expected to
Situation Acute
join the other web affiliates with
Situation has become so acute, in which it will use the relay, but
faet, that several of the

or returning after *
television net-

Blind Date. ABC, 9:30 p.m. Returns as sustalner, with Gruen
assuming sponsorship Sept. 28.
Martin Kane, Private Eye. NBC, 10 p.m. U. S. Tobacco, through
Kudner,

|

Go., distributors of DuMont television receivers.
Bell will comment on games for
the weekend and will use visiting
notables and stars in the vicinity
as guests.
Doak Walker, Sammy

line of television receivers, f pi-

This year’s stalemate in negotiations is based on the avalanche of
Pew sponsors that has descended
on all fdur webs during the last
several months. In previous years.

When

new

preem on the major

works during the next 10 days:

Southern Methodist U. Series is
being sponsored by the S. H. Lynch

Drops ‘MP’

v

port.

of programs, either

list

hiatus, scheduled to

'

RCA

believed that considerable

sue,: it’s

weight will be placed on his

summer

Wm. Mprns Adds

*

;

outlet),

i

'

!

Baltimore and Washington*

Single-station areas, such as Charlotte, Greensboro, Syracuse, Eric*
Norfolk and Utica, are taking trie
contests from DuMont, leaving

ND

RKO

1

|

(Continued on page 32)
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on whether

Decision

TELEVISION

television +-

be permitted to cover the Joe
Louis-Ezzard Charles heavyweight
rliainpibnsiiip fight next month is
still up in the air, but is expected
to be reached this. Weekend. Louis
*» today (Wed;), With
due in N, Y.
is UUV
J5
Charles scheduled to arrive Friday
for the
arrangements
to set final
match, scheduled for Sept a 27 at
Yankee Stadium, N. Y. According
to

By BOB STAHL

spokesmen for the International

AM-TV Bah

Pep-Saddler

Hartford, Aug. 29.

Lou Viscousi, ill
n «I a 5 c i
manager
of
Ui
featherweight champ Willie Pep,
lias explained the reason for the
ban On radio and television at the
coming Pep-Sandy Saddler championship fight in Yankee Stadium
Sept. 8. Manager of the Hartford
»

••

.

j

Boxing Club, Which is promoting
the fight, any decision on TV must pug said it would make a difference
be agreed to by the two boxers and of $100, #00 at the gate. With TV
and radio, the gate stood to be
their managers.
While each of Louis’ fights since roughly $200,000. This way it will
draw about 40,000 people and
been
covered
by
has
end
the war’s
TV, IBC execs intimated that it’s $300,000.
Viscousi pointed’ out that in the
still indefinite whether video will
be permitted in the Stadium this event of radio-TV casting, the
Final decision, consequently,

year;

fighters stood to get a cut of $2,225

might await the success of advance from those rights, as against a
ticket sales. .It’s figured that, Louis much greater amount from an inin the past was always a good creased gate. The ban Was agreed
enough draw to pull a hefty gate upon by Viscousi, Charlie Johnwliether TV was on hand or not. ston, manager of Saddler, and the
This year, however, Louis is return- promoters of the affair.
*
— ing after a long layoff for what he
hopes to be thte first match of liis
comeback and, since Charles has
f I fl
/I \||A||CAirC
failed to draw big crowds at any /
Li
I L/|IUIIOvIO
believed
It’s
U1
fight's,
recent
of his
possible that TY might loom as too

—

A

Af

much

A

of a threat to the gate.

A

gets the nod, it’s expected
that Gillette will bankroll the event
the
over
NBC web. According to
IBC. its contract with Gillette and
NBC covers only the Indoor fights
at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y., so
that the outdoor “specials” must be
They
contracted for separately.
pointed out, however, that they
busido
prefer
to
would probably

AJvvll

CBS

Squabble over the advisability of

IiIjIj
IwV

Wed. Nile Series

to

Get

FCC Nod?

Reports- that the FCC will
a color television
decision favoring CBS Friday
(1) were reflected sharply in
Wall Street yesterday ( Tues. )
Web’s Class A stock closed at
31 on the big boajrd, up $2;50,
while the Class B common
jumped two full points to close
at 30Ms.
While the FCC has thrown
an airtight security gag around
projected decision, word
its
that CBS would get the nod
spread rapidly through Washington and N. ,Y. yesterday.

staging television programs in legit
is leading to a hot
fight in the industry. Lined up in
one camp are the talent, producers
and directors, ready to square off
against the networks, agencies arid
sponsors.
Talent and creative personnel
claim they caiinot do their best
work in the spacious theatres before large studio audiences, and
that web execs are buying lip theatres only in a vain attempt to control bigtime show business.
Webs,
on the other hand, claim they are
for
desperate
space and must buy
or lease any theatre available to
meet the demand for facilities for
the heavy schedules confronting
^them.
Two factions have already begun
sparring with each other.
Eddie
Cantor, for example, has nixed
NBC’s offer to originate his Sunday night show froni the stage of
the Center theatre, N. Y. According to Cantor, he does hot want to
play to a studio audience of 3,000.
In addition, Bernard Schubert is

1THA

f

.

\OA|) \Pf lOF
1 VI

TV

If

CBS this week snared the first
sponsor to sign for a show opposite
Milton Berfe’s “Texaco Star Theatre” ori NBC Web has pacted with
the Prudential Life Insurance Co.
to bankroll a new dramatic series
in the Tuesday night 8 to 9 slot
on an alternate week basis, starting
Oct* 10. Agency for Prudential is
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClin?
ton & Smith.
,

I

will.'

hand down

and film theatres

.

'

;

New series, as yet untitled, will
tentatively star top name performers from both Broadway and Hollywood, it’s to alternate with “Sur«
As Fate,” another hour-long dramatic series Which CBS had pack-*
aged to move Into 'the Tuesday
.

night period opposite Berle on a
showcase sustaining basis. With th«
inking for the TV show, Prudential
will not return with its “Prudential Family Hour”: radio series*
which has been on a summer vacation from the CBS-AM web.
Move by Prudential into a spot
-

Commission, incidentally, will
reportedly hold off its decision
on Friday, if one is forthcoming then, until after the market closes at 3 p.m. so that the
market will react as little as
possible over the long Labor

Day weekend.

directly
opposite
the
top-rated
Berle show is regarded in the trad*
as another indication of the tremendous battle for top program
honors that wil ,be fought out on
TV screens this year. During previous seasons any show like the
Berle stanza that had become firmly entrenched among the Top 10
had been left pretty much alone
by competing webs. This year, however* some of the most promising
•

feuding with Procter & Gamble,
Which is to bankroll Schubert’s
package of operettas on NBC.
P&G wants the musicomedies to
originate from one of the Web’s
theatres, while Schubert reportedly
would have them staged in a small:

new programs will be competing
directly with some of the established video leaders.

er studio.

Washington, Aug. 29.
According to some of the top
All seven members of the FCC* are ; Last year CBF attempted to Comwas near the ink- talent scheduled to headline those
programs for which the webg are meeting every day this week in pete with Berle with an all-Negre
ing stage this week, with Frigidaire
buying theatres, the audiences that an effort to get out the color tele- variety program When the show
a n(j Motorola to come in as two of undoubtedly will jam the spacious vision decision before the Labor failed to attract much of an audiness within ‘old customs
toe f 0U1 sponsors tor the web’s auditoriums can kill the very fac- Day holiday. Chances look good
(Continued on page 32)
tor that has been most responsible for an announcement Sept. 1. But
for TV’s rapid rise its intimacy. if the Commissioners are unable
In addition, it’s pointed out, there’s to agree by that time, they expect
theatre TV. Louis* bout with Jera danger that video comedians, by to issue their ruling early next
*11
9
t
t
t*
4
^1
8
ey
playing before large studio audi- week.
'"Srilifr dir^tl? again"? the
ba^s
?
It’s understood that the agency
ences, will lend to perpetuate one
if.,
ttSg?. N.
by the
of the greatest ills of radio that has reached an agreement on cerof
*
h
b
tain
basic conclusions which have
home
his
forgetting
that
.nd the Fox theatre, PhUadeU.hu.
a
comic
of
iv.
proiraSs on TV
tne topratea programs
This year, however, large-screen
audience far outnumbers the com- been drawn from an analysis of
bankmore
two
Besides
having
video also might be construed as
paratively few people watching his the 10,000 page record of the ninerollers to line up for the show, performance in a theatre.
months hearings which ended last
a threat to the gate, and so may be ATW/1
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
wl--.
.>.1
.i-!
Baa J
i
AAn4<
still find at least
must
NBC also
May 26. Exact language of the
outlawed.
Too Confining
NBC has earmarked almost $100,
cometwo,
more
possibly
One, and
decision is still to be determined
As for the producers and direc- and is believed to involve the ac- 000 for a series of video trailers to
dians to join Ed Wynn and Jimmy
Durante under the rotating system. tors, they are afraid that a theatre tual steps by which the transition plug forthcoming fall programs.
stage
is too confining for any imagWynn is testatively set to launch
from black and white Video to Blurbs, running from 30 to 60 seconds each, are being sent to 62 out*
By staging their color shall be accomplished.
the series, with Durante bowing in inative works.
lets around the country.
Oct. 18; .As a result, the third programs in a TV studio, they conTight security has been imposed
Lensing is being done by Teletheir
camera
line
can
tend,
they
up
FI
1 1^
comedian will probably do the Oct.
on deliberations of. the Commission
film, which has already canned
to take advantage of the and
since sessions began
staff
EA1TTI1QT H Stanza; Fourth show each angles
1 ViIlICIl month will either star a fourth cameras’ mobility and, where nec- about a month ago to appraise trailers on Milton Berle, Eddie
LiAUallU
1
comic or be used to spotlight prom- essary, use the lenses as an inte- the status of color in the light of Cantor, Ed Wynn, Bob Hope and
gral
part of the .performance. the voluminous material gathered Bill Gargan, with the likelihood
ts tork Club,” CBS video show, ising new talent.
NBC also will bring in Jimmy
Web is reportedly dickering with Working in a theatre can mean only during the hearings, the findings that
originated from Sherman Billingsthat they'll be restricted to pho- of the various color proponents Durante, Fred Allen and Martin &
ley’s w k. Manhattan spot, may be Danny Thomas, Danny Kaye and
Lewis.
mainAverage cost of the trailer
show,
they
stage
tographings
(Continued on page 32)
expanded into a 30-minute or full* Spike Jones to join its Wednesday
is $1,500, some running as high as
hour format from its present 15- night parade, with Thomas liow tain.
$3,500. NBC has ordered 75 prints
Talent and creative personnel
minute setup. If that happens, CBS looming as the likeliest contender
of the trailers made thus far,
argue that there’s no truth to the
MORRIS ‘PREMIERE’ each
plans to move the show from, its for the third spot on the series,
16 on Berle, four each on Hope
that video comedians
contention
present 7:45 to 8 slot on Mondays,
and Wynn and three each on Canmust play lo a large audience to
tor and Gargan. Telefilm is han*
time their gags. Milton Berle, they
dling distribution. Hollywood Aug. 29.
Sutherland lensing
point out, is certainly video’s No. 1
M
Yet Berle,
William Morri s agency has set a
comic at this time.
;i“
.h, SJ’.
“
rather than playing in one of NBC’s deal with KECA-TV to launch its
vnii imm/iii SPOTS
ua «
41
tl ONE-MINUTE
ing up a sponsor. While it has relarge theatres, insists his show “Premiere Theatre” package over
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
ceived favorable comment in its
Prooriginate from the web's compara- the Outlet late next month.
are
beexecs
sponsors
present time period, CBS
Seven different
tively small studio 6B in Radio gram consists of a series of oneUSED AS COMMERCIALS
one-minute City, N. Y., where he finds an audi- shots featuring Moms agency
lieve it will attract more viewers bankrolling
41
the
test patterns of WOR-TV, N. Y.,
in the late evening slot. If the plan telefilms currently lensing at John ence of some 150 people adequate talent and writers,
have been sold to Peerless Radio
goes through, the Web Will prob- Sutherland studios in the most for his demands. Also; it’s claimed,
“Premiere” ran for seven weeks Qistributors, Inc., in What is beably axe its “Variety Quiz” show, ambitious television activity at the such established comics as Fred' over KNBH last year and then was
now aired cross-the-board from 11 j 0 t thus far. Pix are of various Allen have been crusading against cancelled when the agency and the lieved to be the first use of commercials on the patterns. The ads
P in. to midnight via WCBS-TV types ranging from straight .live the dangers, of; studio audiences in station disagreed on the budget.
*TN;YT) locally or else confine Thalf ac tion through combination anima- radio for years. .Such comcdiaiis However, two of the seven pro- Will be visual only, since the audio
ahow to Tuesday and Thursday tion-live action to straight anima- as Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, grams beamed, the pinky Lee and will carry the usual beep or sound.
Altomari agency decided to usn
nights;-.
they aver, have always Worked Walter Fortune shows, were sold
tion.
test
patterns
because Peerless
~
as a result of the tryout.
(Continued on page 33)
Seventeen of tlie subjects are
wants to attract servicemen and it
six for
Appliances,
in*
Crosley
*
*
for
*
t
figured the repairmen will have to
study the message as they adjust
Life ;
Time Lack Lops Life’;
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$2,220

S^sor

Sought

Shortages of open time on the
video webs has resulted in NBCTV s dropping “Life Begins at 80”
broadcast Friday (25)
Stanza, however, has been optioned
by ABC-TV and is being Offered
after

the

for a $2,220

.On

weekly nut.

the nexbto-last .show of the

tion, fact that the series was going
off was announced,
Result was

NBC got 55,000 letters supporting “80.” Bulk of mail came
viewers in the 22-40 ige
bracket.
tliat

from

“-“'-afStaSfSS'
gJg*lS8Sr*&
Q rf

the sets.

David Samoff, RCA board chairman, predicted Monday
the U. S. will have international television within five years
and hailed it as a powerful Weapon of propaganda. Speaking in Chim;.i
*
.
* .
cago at the 51st encampment of the Veterans of Foreign War§, he said
nOrSneWl lDtO 1 V 11110
international Video will make the Voice of America into the “Voice
n. ,•
Clinur and Vision of America.” If we had it now, he said, “The whole world
SfotlQn
would see what millions of American televiewers $aw—the wonder of
use the United Nations sessions at Lake Success—and the arrogant filifirst
its
in
Shoes,
Florslieim
buster of President Malik would have beert its own most effective antiof network
dote for the Russian propaganda.” Should War come, Sarnoff said, TV
Will be a vital factor in communications.
*
?
The electronics expert continued: “No matter where a battle is waged,
All-American footballer,
AUAiimiuii
loimei
.
viewed by the mili°
it can be under the eyes of television and may be
Ihe 15-mimite stanza^
tary strategists even across the seas It is within the range of possibility
n]
skedded on Thursdi
while sitting at
battlefields
on
action
the
watch
public
will
“fin*the
that
p.m, starting Sept. 21, originating
home in front of TV ^ets.”
in Chicago.
v

Kexall,
'

V

'

'

‘

Brig. Gen.

’

my

OA
4V

nj WangC MlOW
KM

W

Anne

Russell to

Have

(28) that

^

;

!

1

Anne Russell, who with Walter
Herlihy broadcasts cross-the-board
JZ-TV’S (N. Y.) “Market
on
Melodies,” is bowing out of that
stanza to put her own package on
WOR-TV. Titled “Mr, & Mrs.
Shopping,” show will feature .Mrs*
Russell and her husband Bill.
Show will start in the 11-11:30
aim. daily strip when
goe$
into full daytime programming afr
ter the baseball season.

W

WOR

Wednesday, August 30, 1950

Nancy Lewis

(above)

is

a hit with youngsters and adults. Talented Junie Keegan
(center)

is

a sensational

TV TEEN CLUB

discovery.

TV TEEN CLUB

is

a show for teen-agers, by

teen-agers!

TEEN CLUB as a public ser nee
cause

it

has

made a

show be-

real contribution to

e

Already

has a

it

intensely loyal

large,

combatting juvenile delinquency.

audience! (In answer to a recent request on

The time

the show,- Paul

both! Saturday, 8-9

Whiteman

received' 6500

is

right for teen-agers

and adults

pm.

letters!)

For the right sponsor (someone
Its

audience

is

about equally divided be-

tween teen-agers— and adults
terested

who

teen-agers!. Youngsters

in

Nancy Lewis

pert,

pretty

kick

out of the one and only

Whiteman

are in-

.

.

.

.

.

.

love

oldsters get a

everybody goes

“Pops”
for the

remarkably high caliber of talent among

who wants

to cash in on this rich, ripe, teen-age
ket) the last half hour of
is

for

mar-

TV TEEN CLUB

sale— at an attractive price. American

Dairy Association
segment. For

is

sponsoring the

full details, call

vision Sales right

now.

8—8:30

ABC

Tele-

The number

is

Circle 7-5700.

teen-age contestants.
o

Publicity in
azines

parents

has

newspapers and national magbeen sensational!

TV TEEN CLUB

Teachers,

and editors are applauding

TV

ABC

SATURDAYS 8-9

TELEVISION

m
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26
THIS IS

SHOW BUSINESS

)

)

Wednesday August

‘

KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE

HOLD THAT CAMERA

STUDIO ONE

With Clifton Fadiman, George S. With Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison, (“Zone Four”)
Kaufman, Abe Burrows; Faye
Stars Mary Sinclair, Judson Lake,
Jack Fascinato
Leslie Nielsen; - with John. LorEmerson (guest panelist), Mor- Producer: Beulah Zachary
mer,
Peggy French, Jimmy
ton
Downey, Denise Darcel, Director: Lewis Gomavitz
Goodwin, Michael Lawson, Helen
Jules Munshin; Henry Sylvern 30 Min., Mom-thru-Fri., 7 p.m.
Auerbach, Morton L. Stevens,
RCA, FORD DEALERS,
music
Richard Purdy, Jim Nolan, KathSEALTEST
Producer: Irving Mansfield
erine Hall
NBC-TV, from Chicago
30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m,
,

(
i

AMERICAN TOBACCO
CBS-TV, N. Y.

turned
season

(BBD&O)

TV

Returning to
season,

remains a

where

for its second

Show Business” Kukla,
diverting 30 minutes of sumed

“This

Is

:

programming with a different slant. The “problem” gimmick
of this, program is really no problem at all' of course, but it serves
as a different informal means with
which to introduce talent to his

variety

performance.

And

with the usually

players re- Producer-adapter: Worthington
Miner
Monday (28)»for their third
on NBC-TV, picking up Director: John Peyser
60
Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
they left Off last June;
Frail Allison and Ollie re- WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

their original entertainment
which has made them One of the
top video programs for the entire

family.
only,

A

it’s

puppet show in name

the

crew of pinheads. Puppeteer
Fadiman happy
Tillstrom,' one of the few stars
as the program’s moderator, and
video has developed on its own,
George S. Kaufman and Abe Bur- treats
the medium sympathetically.
rows returning as the regular
On this segment, Qllie was his
panelists, “Show Business" is at
usual extroverted self. But Kukla
least a pretense at a variety show
was a bit depressed because their
with some thinking behind it.
vacation had ended. So Ollie arid
The show uses as a device for Miss Allison carefully eased him
Its
guest actors any particular back into the swing of things.
“problem” of the moment. Obvi- When the show ended Kuk was
ously the. problem is not to be back on the track as a harassed
taken seriously: Denise parcel, Gal- but happy impresario.
lic actress, was the first of three
The session was less animated
erudite, polished Clifton

Since Miss Darcel
of those gowns
down to here, and the assumption
Was that her sisters were equally
as lovely, there seemed to be a
rising vote from the panel that
Miss Darcei’s sisters woulfl be very
welcome in the U. S. In fact, Burrows thought it Would be nice if
the sponsor (Luckies) were to
change the LS/MFT slogan to
the U,

S. to live.

Was wearing one

read,

“Let’s

More

See

French

Tomatoes.”
All that, and Miss Darcel sang,

The tune was “La Vie En
Rose,” which she did with a neat
personality flair that created no
further problems.
Jules Munshin, of Broadway and
Hollywood musicomedy, was the

too,

second guest, and his “problem”
was how to get good material,
which served as the intro for his
“act,” in which he went into several routines that are standard
With him. He socked across, indicating in at least one case that
Munshin could certainly do much
with casual material. The problem
elicited an important remark from
Burrows that Writers are going to
be the real stars of TV because of
the mariner in which video ex-,

from

Walt

all

&

DuMont; from New York
Jimmy Blaine, who was Bert

Director:- Bill

Disney’s

Although he started slowly, Niel-

top-notch.

sen quickly achieved, and maintained, the mood of the character
THROUGH WENDY’S WINDOW with
shading and intensity. It was
With Wendy Barrie; Carl Ravazza,
a superb performance.
Judson
guest
Laire, as the faculty dean, provided
15 Mins.; Wed., 8:15 p.m,
a
sharp
contrast
to
the
younger
Producer: Martin Goodman
man, and his performance was
Director: Warren Jacober
markedly evident at all times by
ALSCO CORP.
a commanding speaking voice and
NBC-TV, from N Y.
underplaying.
Mary Sinclair’s les( Dubin )
ser role didn’t seem to merit the
Wendy Barrie had an unfortu- first-star
billing, as the girl Nielnate start for her new series under sen had to give up, though
she gave
new sponsor via NBC - TV an able performance.
a
Wednesday night (23). During her
John Peyser, the director, caprehearsal, apparently,, everything
went wrong, leading to jangled tured the feeling of the Story early
arid kept it throughout. This is the
nerves on the part of both Miss
Barrie and her technical staff. sort of play where the performers’
Never one to mince Words, she let pace has to be high all the way,
her entire audience know she was arid the director kept it that way,
Though unbilled, actress Betty
in a nasty mood when the cameras
Furness gave a commendable readfirst faded in on her, threatening
ing of the Westinghouse commerlengthy
one

new

dance team, were pleasing in their
brief introductory turn. Connie
Russell, showcased by special light-

Vainio,

ing and camera effects, fetchingly
sold. “Cloudy
Morning.”
The

whole gang finaled with producversion of “Tzena, Tzena,
Tzena.” Backing by Joseph Galand orch was firstrate.
As entire formula strives for
subtle rather than sock impact,
comic Cliff Norton’s routine as the
do-gooder making a pitch for funds

tion

GENERALLY SPEAKING

lichio

With Marvin Alisky,

Lt. Gen. LeRoy Lutes, Lt. Gen. Charles Hall,
Naval Captain E. M. Waldron
Producers: Mort Dank, Alisky

Director: Harriette C. Robb
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m., CST

to set up an ammunition duirip for
juvenile delinquents was satirical
and funny.
Garroway’s commercials for the
rug company sponsor were as
effective as they Were casual. Bill
Hobin’s deft direction ran the in:

KEYL, San Antonio
San Antonio

surrounded by
Air Forces bases and is
is

Army arid
the home of many

retired officers.
KEYL has invited a group of officers each Week to. participate in
a panel discussion to give background on the fighting in Korea,
the global problems of Uncle Sam

tricately Informal affair without a
hitch.
Dave .

THE DON OTIS SHOW
With

Otis,
Jeffries,

1

"

Director: Don Forbes
60 Mins.; Tues., 7 p.m.
Sustaining.

KLAC-TV, Hollywood

Don

KEYL

team

AM

.

.

WRGB

1

.

WPTZ

]

•

AM

A

•

WPTZ

—

.

.

<

Otis kicked off his initial

Show from the Palladium ballroom

•

1

Jerry Gray orch, Herb
Gordon Jenkins, Prince

Mendez, Madelyn Russell, Jack
Marshall, Bob Crosby

Producer: Otis

‘

-

Aura

Russell

Probably the strongest part of
is the tie-in between the
home and studio audiences. Much
can be done to develop that idea,
but “Hold That Camera” isn’t the
vehicle.
Jose .
the show

ARTHUR

WRGB

and

the vocals.

point, duririg a
at
cials.
Kahn .
combating Communism, and
in
tirade to carry her protest directly
the mobilization here at home. It
to “a man named Trammell” (NBC
appropriately
calls
the
forum
board chairman Niles Trammell).
“Generally Speaking.”
Otherwise, the stanza patterned
Lt. Gen. LeRoy Lutes is comhausts material, with Kaufman itself after the shows Miss Barrie
manding general of the entire 4th
adding that TV was swallowing the has been doing for the last three
theatre.
years on video. ' She went into a
GODFREY’S TALENT Army with headquarters here,
which takes in Texas and adjoinMorton Downey, last of the three lengthy spiel for her bankroller
SCOUTS
guest performers, dissected the (manufacturer of aluminum storm- With Archie Bleyer’s orch, guests ing states. Lt. Gen. Charles Hall,
retired, was wartime coirimander
“Irish tenor” myth with which he doors and windows), congratulating Producer : Jack Carney.
of the 11th Army Corps, and addhas been associated (“why do peo- herself several times for being so Director: David Rich (tele)
ple call me an Irish tenor?”), lucky. She gave out with the usual 30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
ing the Navy’s viewpoint is. Naval
Captain E. M. Waldron, who rewhereupon he promptly clicked chit-chat and - interviewed heV LIPTON’S TEA
cently retired.
with a medley (self-accomped at guest, in this instance singer Carl CBS, from New York
Marvin Alisky is news editor
the piano) of non-Irish tunes, which RaVazza, who sparkled his solo bit
( Young
& Rubicam )
for
and serves as moderator
at least still allows Downey to be with a sock job on a ballad. With
CBS
is
again
making
certain
for the group.
called a tenor.
He channels the
the exception of Miss Barrie’s that
“Arthur ^Godfrey’s Talent speakers into the subject
The Burrows - Kaufman
at hand
opening* it was a relaxed 15 min- Scouts” gets the widest possible
and unobtrusively stays in the
maintained its humorous standards utes.
circulation
via simulcasting on background, letting
the
first
and Faye Emerson, as
the particiNBC, incidentally, has slotted
and TV. It’s evident that pants, who are well versed
show’s guest 'panelist, gave the her directly following the new
in the
Godfrey is the network's most
program an added touch of charm Faye Emerson show.
Since the potent salesman on any media, and background of the global conflict,
take full charge.
and s.a. Fadiman, of course, if it two of them do such similar proGood use is made of maps, showcan be told at this late date, is grams, it’s questionable as to the none of his puckishness loses its
force when deprived of video’s ing the
fighting fronts in Korea,
never at a loss for words, What- advisability of backing them up.
visual values.
and charts, Which are dramatically
ever the situation.
Both, however, will have to be
“Talent Scouts” is essentially introduced
Luckies has neatly integrated moVed to new,, time periods in a
to give a full visual picthe same show as was presented ture
as well as a verbal description
the commercials into' an “entertain- couple
of
weeks,
when NBC
*
ment” pattern with little .musical launches its new hour-long series last year and for several years of what’s going on.
before. There’s been no appreciaSettings are simple and camera
bits that sell far beter than the With rotating comedians in the
ble change in format in some angles
Catch
usual gab.
each
Kahn.
speaker
in
propWednesday night at 8 .period.
time, and Godfrey’s personable er
sequence, to give -complete covStal,
pitches haven’t lost any potency.
erage
what’s being said and
SHOPPING GUIDE
On the initial session (28), God- pointedof out
on the maps- and
STOP, LOOK, LISTEN
With Bill Mulvey, Eileen Flynn
frey lined up an excellent batch charts..
Andy.
15 Mins.; Mon.-ihru-Fri., 4:30 p.m. With Art Baker, Margaret Kerry, of talent comprising three singers
Shirley Wilson, Hal Smith, Ralph and a ban joist. However, it's apParticipating
Hodges,
panel
guest
WRGB-TV, Schnectady
parently of little import to the PUBLIC INVITED
Straight, rapid advertising for a Producer-director-writer: Charles
prbceedings whether the talent is With Roy Neal
Herbert
variety of products and stores is
of top calibre or a few notches be- Producer: Neal
all that “Shopping Guide” offers, 30 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m.
low. * Godfrey is essentially the 15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:15 p.m.
but
is reported experienc- TRANSPORT INDEMNITY CO.
draw, as was proven some years Sustaining
ing no difficulty in selling time on KECA-TV, Hollywood
ago when he essayed Some in-per- WPTZ, Phila.
Quiz, entertainment combo has son stands with
it.
In fact, from the breathless
“Talent Scout”
pace at which Bill Mulvey and the makings of topline family cir- winners. When Godfrey appeared segment
which affords
entertainment with a few with the unit, grosses were
Eileert Flynn deliver the descrip- cle
sensa- opportunity to take care of
tions and tab the tap, the station weeks of operational experience tional.
The reverse occurred on of local agencies. The 3:15 a
under
Charles
its
belt.
Packager
is pressed to encompass the availstands away from New York when spot is plotted neatly
becaus<
able sponsors Within a 15-minute Herbert has deftly Combined the he wa$ tied "down to CBS headfollows the station’s popular d
block.
Presumably, show’s chief two elements and pulled in a smart quarters.
film showing, and if the film i
appeal is to the eternal bargainirig cast to handle either end.
There’s only one major differ- overtime nothing is hurt.
Quiz concerns itself with reinstinct of women, although men
ence between Video and
as far
Program is presented* strai
may find one or two messages that nowned places arid structures as this show, is concerned. The
forwardly, simple in format, i
panel of
will hold them the filmed por- throughout the world.
deflections of the needle on the no television angles
experts
is called Upon for correct
or sets. 1
tions by a finance company, for inanswers, following photographic applause-meter isn’t made known sits in a chair and a guest, wh
stance.
and
musical
entertainment
tipoffs. to audiences on the latter medium. generally
allotted
one-third
Mulvey is a persuasive, ingratiatGodfrey indicates that he’ll hold program time, sits across
Art Baker, as moderator, handles
from j
ing ^salesman. He neatly dug himproceedings in a light, easy man- his grip on the top echelon of When the time limit draws n
self out of a mistake-hole made in
ner. Baker, with the aid of his per- Nielson ratings on both media. Neal asks for a summation wl
a vacuum cleaner spiel, on one manent performing crew, Margaret He’s a great personality whether eases
the visitor out gracefi
program viewed. Mrs. Flynn, who Kerry, Shirley Wilson, Hal Smith wired for sight or without it.
Neal, who is
news edi
appeared in a husband-wife comedy and Ralph Hodges, injects a goodly
has a good interview* style,
last fall, some- share of humor into the program.
Sketch via
knows his way around a subj
times indicates the tempo taxes
San Antonio Newcomers to th Pleasant manner puts
Packager Herbert cgpie up with
the gues
her breath. Slim and dark-haired, some well written clues performed staff of. KEYL-TV here includ
ease and makes a good public r
she is direct arid sincere. Gal and capably by Miss Kerry, Miss Wil- Larry Shelton arid Bill Kelly o
tions spot for the station, w
Mulvey alternate on messages.
son, Smith arid Hodges. Skits are sales and Bill Michaels, as floe
also fuelling its public ser
Show constitutes elementary tele- loaded with coniedy touches but re- manager,
Shelton was formerl
obligations. Program is a cate
vision, but staffers say it moves main in line with the answer to With
local
Westinghouse Sale!
and a natural for pressage
merchandise. Visual advantage Of each question.
Seymour Berns’ Kelly was senior Salesman wit
causes, women’s organizations,
medium is probably the deciding camera direction is all that is nec- KTSA here, while Michaels is
and should attract wide interc
factor.
Jaco .
essary.
Free.
grad of Trinity U. here.
an afternoon audience.

—

Hobin

Parks’

.

“Treasure Island” album.
Production by Beulah Zachary,
direction by Lewis Gomavitz and
piano backing by Jack Fascinato

were

Connie

.

puppets pantomined to recorded
excerpts

Garroway,

'

guests on the seasonal opener last than usual with only Kukla, Ollie
Sunday (27); and she had Some and Miss Allison taking part. Minor
characters did not appear. Program hit its stride when the two

sort of a problem about whether a
couple of her sisters should leave
their native France and come to

Dave

Jack Haskell, Bette
Chapel* Cliff Norton, Jimmy
Russell
Aura Vainio, The
Songsmiths;
Joseph Gallichio
and orch
Producer: Ted Mills
Russell,

;

the genius of Burr. Till-

life

With

.

strom working behind the scenes
and the understanding Miss Allison
out front that brings to

With Jimmy Blaine, Ving Merlin
orch, others
Producer-writer: Ted Kneeland.
Director: Ray Nelson
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p,m.
Sustaining

suriimer replacement on Writer: Charlie Andrews
“Stop the Music’7 on TV and is 30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. CDT
regular vocalist on that show, has CON0OLEUM NAIRN
graduated into the top spot of his NBC, from Chicago
own display, “Hold That Camera.”
( McCann-Erickson
CBS-TV; ;N. YV ...
This West Hooker package is
With the tele lanes this season
( McCann-Erickson
reminiscent of a lot of displays.
The consistent dramatic values It’s remeiribered that Dennis packed with high-powered enterand high interest one invariably at- James had a similar program some tainment, this low-pressure show
taches to a “Studio One” show years back. Obviously, “Truth or looms even brighter this frame
as
were again obvious Monday night Consequences” inspired some of
a diverting change-of-pace offer(28) with the start of rits third; the format, and parlor games, proing. Basic musical-variety ingreseason. The CBS hour-long pro- vided some additional material.
gram utilized a James Fielder Cook
Format has ari: individual on the dients -are used, but they’re given
story in an adaptation by Worthing- telephone giving directions to a a seemingly
strainless treatment
ton Miner, and the result Was a s t ud io
contestant,
who goes and are targeted directly at the
starkly dramatic package of strong through a series of antics.
Constory values, excellent production, testant
going through the home viewers for pleasant, disdirection and performance,
shenanigans in the shortest time tinctive results.
“Zone Four” was the “Studio stays on for subsequent trials.
On post-hiatus session (27),
One” opener, and it revealed itself Prize donors are rewarded by emcee Dave Garroway ambled
to be a show that in less able hands plugs,
around the studio in his characmight have suggested no little flagBlaine works valiantly arid with teristically informal manner that
waving, with its sacrificial over- a great deal of enthusiasm, which projects a lot of intimate friendtones. For here Was the yarn of a unfortunately isn’t transmitted
to liness. Blended smoothly into the
former OSS operative who forsakes the audience. The antics seem to segment with clever camera lead
professional prestige as a college be fairly puerile and there isn’t in devices was the strong supportprofessor, marriage With the girl much mental substance to
the pro- ing Cast.
he loves, and the. respect of his as- ceedings to excite any frenzy.
Musical portion was opened
sociates in seeking to establish a
There isn’t enough of a zany brightly by Bette Chapel chirping
“cover” when his country again quality
nor a sufficient amount of “May I Take Two Giant Steps?”
calls him for a dangerous assigncleverness in dreaming up the with: the Songsmiths, newly added
ment. It was a timely arid sharply
moving story that was marked by a various tricks to make this a top- male quartet, coming in for an
rater;
able assist. Baritone Jack Haskell
particularly fine performance by
There’s some fairish production took over with a fine job on “I
Leslie Nielsen among a cast that
the
on
show
with
providing
Concentrate
Blaine
On You.” Jimmy
had been expertly chosen.

Kuklapolitian

All

30, 1950

GARROWAY AT LARGE

j

displaying a hefty talent roster,
which, strung together in vaude
form, registered top entertainment.
Layout suffered usual opening
night remote jitters but overcame
the minor troubles to score heavily.
Otis picked up Motorola Television
as a sponsor following the first
show.
Otis worked easily and smoothly
as emcee, filling the bill in a
straight-forward manner.
The
KLAC disk jockey has been handling the same program, in 30minute form, from the studio, for
the past year. Jerry Gray’s crew
did a fine job of backstopping, con-*
sidering only half a day's rehearsal; Orch’s band numbers are tops.
Herb Jeffries opened the hourlong layout with three of his
standard tunes garnering strong response, .Jeffries handles himself
smoothly and came across well.
Prince Mendez followed witty a
pleasing round of sleight-of-hand
routines. Ventriloquist skit was
weak from a material standpoint
and added patter also failed to hit
its mark. Madelyn Russell went
through her paces on two ballads
arid “Deed I Do.” Chirp displayed
pleasing knowhow on “Deed” but

was spotty on ballads.
Though riot in the, comedy spotlight, Gordon Jenkins ran away
.

with the honors. Pianist paraded a
pleasant flare for off-the-c^uff humor in his presentation of “My
Foolish Heart” and “Bewitched.’
Jack Marshall’s comedy vocaling
was also rewarding. Marshall haiv
monized vocally while puckering
on the trombone and did it tellingly. Bob Crosby warbled “I Don't
Care If the Sun Don’t Shine” and
followed with a little light patter
..

that showed him off as a good bet
for a Video emcee spot of his own
layout.

Don
overall,

Forbes*

was

camera

strong.

direction,

Though he had

trouble at times keeping up with
the band, director otherwise stayed
With the action and moved his

camera deftly. Lighting on initialer
was bad.
Free*

:

.
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mohawk showroom

HOLIDAY

NBC - TV’s
house”

.

relief.

With Warren Wright
Director-producer-writer: Wright
30 Mins., Mpn.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
Sustaining

ABC-TV, from Chicago

WCAIT-TV,

Situated in a veterinarian’s office, “Animal Clinic” has enough
on the ball to please both adult
and kiddie viewers who harbor
pets at home. Show serves as a
healthy information piece on the
training and care of animals; Holding down the medicine-man chores
on the broadcast is Dr. Wesley A.
Young, whose work before the
cameras is executed naturally and
efficiently. During the run of the
show. Dr; Young takes care of the
needs of a few animals brought
into him for medication and also
answers questions sent in by pro-

television at WCAU-TV. As worked up by staffer 'Warren .Wright,
the show shapes up as Grade

A

Program features a

ized animal stories.

relates serialTo test audi-

pull, program shows drawings,
sent in by youngsters about various
activities of V Willie,” as well as
suggestions for unique ties, which
the puppet wears. Three film cartoons break up “Willie's” appearances op the video screen.
Wright, who also directs Snellengram’s f ollowers.
Show also devotes a portion of burg’s hour-long “TV Jamboree,”
does
the voice and the puppet
in
instructions
to
proceedings
the
teaching dogs obedience. This seg- manipulations. He has a pleasant,
informal
and seemingly extempoment is handled by catiine trainer
Oscar Franzen. Supposedly spot- raneous manner, fnd avoids the

ence

-

lighted for comic relief, Don Carroll, portraying a general handyman, doesn’t fare too well in the
laugh department. Adding to the
authenticity of the program, a
nurse, decked out in a standard
uniform, helps the doctor with his
various assignments.

On program

caught

Saturday

(26),
the doctor, among other
things, took care of a canary that
was having trouble grasping on to
the swing in its cage. Doctoring
consisted solely of* clipping the
bird’s nails, which proved to be a
delicate task. He also offered some,
valuable suggestions to a listener'
whose cat had sunk its feet in some
Gros.
lime.

CINCINNATI AT SUNSET
With Ann Ryan, Corky Robbins,

Gene

irritating

found on

loud* gags
sometimes:
children’s programs.

The worm puppet occupies most’
of the screeir with tall grass as a
background. Cleverly contrived,!
the puppet manages by its movements to hold visual attention
while it tells the stories. Wright's
voice is the compelling behindscenes factor. Since its inception
two months ago, “Willie” has
caught on and outrates “Howdy
Doody” locally, according to the
figures from the American Research Bureau. Recently the station postponed the program because of a lengthy United Nations
telecast, and the switchboard was
swamped with complaints. Strictly
for juves, its adult appeal is slight,
but oldsters forced to attend a
program With their toddlers won’t

Griffin, Bob Shreve, Brittle
Clooney, Bill Thall, Bob Hamilton Trio, Joe Lugar orch (13)
Producers: Bob Gilbert, Charles
Vauglian
30 Mins., Tues. (15), 8 p.m,
WLW-T, Cincinnati
This was the first of two special

find

shows

GOLDBLATTS
WBKB, Chicago

by

NBC-TV

Crosley’s*

WLW-T

feeding and Cincy’s

for
first

for a major TV netTitle, “Cincinnati at Sun-

it

hard to take.

Gagh.

LET’S HAVE FUN
With Hank Grant, emcee; Elaine
Julian
Savage,
Bill
Neblett,
Stockdale and All Americans
Director: Bill Taylor
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m.

First tele Venture by this major
Chi department store isn't off to
set,” was followed by slides and a very auspicious start. Show is a
films of scenic landmarks without casually-produced mixture of muany attempt to portray historical sic, quizzes and stunts that adds

origination

work.

;

and traditional aspects.

Program up

only fair entertainment.
the series seems unmuch audience enthusiasm, Jt’U hardly provide
with a f air-test
"sponsor
retailing
ent radio bigtimers.
of video’s m-home selling potency,
caught (23),
show.
appeared
Bright and dull spots
Entire cast, on
in the No. 1 “Sunset” edition, seemed as new to TV as the bankof rehandling,
Which did not measure up to the roller. Technical
station’s standard for regular vari- mote, which is done from stores
ety fare. Opening five-minute spot own studio, was below par. The
by the Bob Hamilton Trio, an in- most noticeable improvisation was
terpretative dance act imported the lack of an overhead mike.
from the Lookout House, nearby Enicee Hank Grant worked the enKentucky night spot, was slow. tire segment with a hand mike,
Standout numbers were Ann Ryan’s while the singers did their chirp“Black Coffee,” With her usual ing from behind a standup mike.
Commercials for the co-op prodhigh class dramatics, and “Bamboo” by Gene Griffin, baritone. ucts were well-spaced and ably deby John Dunham. Dave .
livered
Roll

permitted showcasing of some current members of the Crosley staff
which over the years has bee n a
springboard for many of the pres-

to

Because

likely to create

.

for

the

video

young

the

set;

presentation,

and succeeded in retaining the
most dramatic segments while
Bulk of the show was taken up
providing a smooth continuity.
Torch Thatcher played the tortur? by a filmed adventure story, with
ed Moor and, while his gestures Ghanga the elephant boy as cenwere a bit too accentuated for TV’S tral figure. It was a transparent
requirements, he nonetheless made yarn, dealing with an evil gardener
his characterization extremely be- Who knocked out the kid, stole a
lievable.
Alfred Ryder, on the ruby he was carrying arid left hiiti
other hand, underplayed his por- to a man-eating tigress. Elephant
trayal of Iago and, as result, scored saved the youth, who then brought
Production
with much greater impact. Olive the thief to j ustice.
Peering was fine as Desdemona. showed evidence of. a low budget
via
of
actual
fighting
avoidance
The scene in which she fought
But for the moppet
against Othello’s a 1 1 e m p t to scenes; etc.
audience
it max appeal
strangle her Was vividly presented.
McConnell registers as somewhat
George Keene made a good Cassio,
and John Seymour, Muriel Hut- condescending. Commercials were
strongly
pitched, asking the youngchinson and A1 Sheean registered
sters to wear Buster Brown, shoes
in supporting roles.
Cast and cameras Were reined back to school. The Buster Brown
deftly
by Delbert Mann, and trademark, in which Buster arid his
Donald Pike turried in a perfect dog come to life, should click with
.

only as a five-week _
filler until Goodrich’s “Celebrity's,
Time” resumes telecasting, the initial segirient of this 15-minute review of the week’s news arid spot

developments

showed

enough

strength to merit continuation as a

permanent feature.
John Daly got an astonishing
amount arid variety of information
into the short time allotted him. He
operied the show with spot War
news, using some excellent: maps..
Then he ,gave a ; review of the
Week’s news, Using newsreel shots
arid stills;
He interviewed the
weekly guest, this time Maj. George
Fielding Eliot, on whether air
power alone can win a war. He
closed With hints of developments
to watch during the coming week.
And irianaged to find time for a

commercial too.
General tone of the show is authoritative. Daly delivers his news
and analysis tersely and concisely.
Newsreels are cut for essentials
pniy,

and

stills

bearing

only

on

newsy

topics are shown. Purpose
of all pictures is not simply to snow
a scene, but to implement the

spoken word.
Commentator’s interview with
Eliot was quick and to the point,
yet got all necessary opinions and
information. It was a fine job of
interviewing. Preview of, news to
come was specific, not vague.
There Wasn’t too much for the
cameras to do, since a good part of
the show was newsreel and stills,
but they did catch Daly and Eliot

the kids.
Bril
assist as technical director. Coe’s
production mountings were standIn line with Goodrich’s intention
out, including the neatly functional THAT MCMAHON’S HERE AGAIN
sets designed, by Otis Riggs and a. With Ed McMahon, Dave Stephens of publicizing the rubber situation
Quartet,
in
the
Velveiories,
the present crisis, announcer
Richard
Special score composed and con-"
Caulk, Natalie NeViris, Marge Bill Hamilton did an excellent job
ducted by Harry Sosnik.
with a documentary Commercial
Holban
showing development and present
Producer-director: Alan Bergman
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Writers:
condition of the synthetic rubber
Bergman
Town” missed fire Sunday night 30 Mins.;McMahon,
industry and supply in the country;
Mon., 9:30 p.m.
(27) via CBS-TV mainly because of
Chan.
Sustaining
a lack of standout acts, and be- WCAU-TV, Phila.
cause the show closed with a
“That
McMahon’s
Here
Again”
straight novelty turn w h i c h not
THE REAL McKAY
only has been seen before on TV was presented as a one-shot in With Jim McKay, Mac Perrin,
v.,,*
4-v.a
WCAU-TV’s series “Do You Like
Ellen Parker; guests
hold down the curtain spot Pr °" This?” which is aimed’ at selecting Producer: jack Lescouli
gram spotted such name talent as fall programs. The McMahon show Director: Rod Mitchell
Vincent Lopez, the Berry Bros, (21) has a song and dance format. Writer: Frank Moriarity
and Metopera soprano Eleanor Instead of the emcee device, Ed 90 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 2:30 p.m.
Steber, but none of them carried McMahon acted as a travel agent Sustaining
the necessary punch which? Sulli- tb cue the sets—the Netherlands, WCBS-TV, from N. Y.
van has usually managed to get in Mexico, a fantasy World, and LonAs its initial regularly-scheduled
Songs Were obvious
* don’s Soho,
one act each week.
choices such as “Wilhelmina,” “La early afternoon program, WCBSMiss Steber did a fine job on
TV,
local CBS outlet; bowed last
“Un Bel Di” from Puccini’s “Mad- Cucaracha,” “A Little Bit of Heav- week** With “The Real McKay.”
ame Butterfly,” coming back later en” and “Limehouse Blues.”
Program, running 90-minutes daily,
Richard Caulk and Natalie Nev- has an adult and casual rnanner
in the show to strum a guitar for
an A merican folk-tune. Lop.ez ins, the boy arid girl vocalists, that should Arid favor With afterscored with a couple of his fast- showed up nicely, both vocally noon viewers. Made up of tunes
tempoed piano solos, but went into' and visually. The Velvetones* who and conversation, show sports a
too long a chat with Sullivan in- have been working clubs, were homey atmosphere that makes for
explaining how he first broke into Ignore finished and professional relaxed and piea$ant viewing.
show biz. Berry Bros, flashed little and clicked on two numbers.
Adding most to show’s effectiveof their usual terping talent, con- Dave Stephens, the pianist who
ness are the contributions made by
fining their work mostly to work- leads the
- TV band, gave
its three regulars. These are Jim
ing out individually rather than in solid back to the chirpers With his McKay, around whom the program
unison. Tom and Jerry impressed quartet. Obvious weak spots were is built; Mac Perrin, singer-pianist,
with some dazzling aero work on the tapdancing bits.
Parker,
songstress.
Ellen
and
the parallel bars,' and Allen and
’Lighting and camera work were Latter, however, should taper off
Blanche Lund registered solidly interesting, using fadeouts to ef- on responding to all lines as though
with their brace of terp routines. fect act changes, but the sets were they Were yock material. McKay,
Comic Henny Nadell drew plenty noticeably skimpy and a tipoff to the central character in this midof yocks from the studio audience the sUstainer budget. McMahon is day series, displays a pleasing perwith his routine on a nervous one of the tireless workers on the sonality. Perrin, whose keyboard
draftee, but that skit too has been WCAU-TV staff and always Can be work is tops, also demonstrates an
seen too often before on TV. Finale counted on to come with another ease that puts him alongside of
had Lenny and Margie Ross in a idea. In the present quickie* the McKay in the personality departbag-punching exhibition, which idea was okay but its working out ment. Miss Parker, except for her
might be good vaude* but wasn’t needed more originality and elab- excessive tendency towards raughgood vaudeo, especially in the im- oration.
ter, makes a nice appearance and
Gagh.
portant closing spot.
For stage
rounds out the trio in tasteful
dressing, Sullivan brought sportsfashion.
NEWS AND SPORTS
caster Mel Allen up from the studio
Localed on the porch of McKay’s
audience for a bow, following With John Wingate, Kevin Kennedy home, program, sustains a friendly
Director: Roy Meredith
Allen’s “Day” earlier in the after15 Mins.; Wed., 8:45 p.m.; Thurs.- mood throughout. Format has varinoon at Yankee Stadium, N. YV
ous guests dropping in to chat with
Sat., 8:30 p.m.
McKay. These talks usually turn
Participating
First half of the “Paul White- WOR-TV, New York
out to be interviews, with-the host
offering intelligent questions that
man TV Teen Club” on ABC-TV,
Format of this 15-minute news promote solid answers. Beside*
Saturdays, at A p.m.,: has been
picked up by the American Dairy segment is an interesting one. Confabbing with the guests, McKay,
Assn. It has good possibilities for Program is departmentalized into Perrin arid Miss Parker discuss
selling the under-20 set on drink- War news, Washington: news, local various subjects among themselves
ing milk in lieu of soda pop. Slo- bulletins arid sports. Each segment which make for light and breezy
gan, “for the lift that lasts, drink is introduced by a short trailer, conversation. Another segment of
milk,” comes over nicely and was newsreel style. Departmentaliza- the show which came over nicely
given a strong pitch via one pro- tion serves a number of good pur- was the reading of suggestions sent
clarifying the news, pre- in by the listeners and bringing
duction number. In this a vocal poses
quintet of four girls and a boy sang venting show from becoming static these forth for discussion.
giving
and
good visual effect.
the- saga of “Home-Run Harry”
About 10 musical numbers were
John Wingate handles all but offered on show caught Thursday
who went into a slump, from which
sports
With Kevin Kennedy (24). These included solo rendinews,
he emerged by taking the milk
reporting sports results briefly. tions by McKay, Perrin and Miss
Cure, Segment was amusingly done.
commentary is generally Parker, McKay displays a folksy
The half-hour is hypoed by a tal- Wingate’s
okay* but he could tighten his manner in his singing, while Perrin
ent contest in which the young perscript a bit. Since he doesn’t ana- Vocals as well as plays thri piano
radio
for
Philco
compete
formers
,
crisper arid terser presenta- in n eat styl e. Mis s Harker also
and tele-sets. As-is^to-be-expeetedT lyze,
wingale’sworlc comes though capably in the chirp
tion is. called for.
level of performance runs the
Gros.
gamut from good to indifferent, but with maps in war news department department.
excellent,
with,
newscaster
drawis
there’s a variety of acts and most
ing in lines on the near-blank map
of them are exuberant. Whiteman
Dallas
Martin B. Campbell,
makes a topflight host and his teen- to show troop concentration arid
general manager of WFAA-TV, anage daughter Nancy helps make it* drives. Voice and appearance are
nounced
that
the outlet will telepleasant:
the kids’ own show.
Camera work isn’t upi to par. At cast six high-school football games
one point on show caught, Ken- this season, with the opener set for
Edith Fellows is star of a 15- nedy turned the show over to Win- Set. 16. All games will be teleminute film made by. World Video gate, but camera stayed on Ken- vised from Dal-Hi Stadium. George
titled “Beauty and the Bistro,” Pic nedy for a moment, and latter had White, sportswrlter and comments
concerns an American girl who to force a silly smile. Maps and tor, and Carl Mann, WFAA-*
wanders alone into a Parisian scoreboard are nicely constructed sport announcer, will describe
Qhan. contests.
and easily readable.
Apache cafe.
\
.

[

“Willie
vvjuiie the
ure Worm”
wonu is an iaea
Idea of
oi
Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of

moppet; fare.

play

please

Squeaky’s working a music box
arid Midnight’s playing the" bass
fiddle coirie off as good juvenile
fantasy.;..

Stephan de Baun scripted the

BBDStO

Intended

.

Phila.

worm puppet which

should

into the action.

.

WORM

(

.

.

were on hand for comedy

BROWN

AM

*

WILLIE THE

“Masterpiece
presented a

With John Daly; Bill Hamilton, anProducer-director: Frank Ferrln
nouncer; Maj. George Fielding
Writers: Hobart Donovan, Dick
Eliot, guest
Miller
30 Mins.; alternate Sats., 6:30 p.m. Director: Ted Marvel
15 Mins.; Sun./ 10 p.m.
SHOE CO.
PlayB. F. GOODRICH CO*
NBC-TV, from New Y?rk
good,
CBS-TV, from New York

(Leo Burnett)
workmanlike adaptation of ShakesSmilin’ Ed McConnell, whose
peare’s “Othello” Sunday night
show
is heard on Saturday
(27), but the morbid drama was
enacted a trifle too flamboyantly mornings, launched a televersion
on
alternate weeks Saturday (26).
and too much in one key for best
results, While producer Fred Coe It’s a vidpic production completeutilized a unit set for the producr ly, which is required by the nature
tion, which made it possible for of McConnell’s characters, Froggy
the cameras to operate from the> the Gremlin,; Midnight the Tabby
center of the action, he seldom Cat, Squeaky the Mouse and Old
succeeded in establishing the rap- Grandie, the Talking Piano, The
port with viewers which has been animals, who came on only briefachieved with other Shakespearean ly at the end of the show, are
plays on Video. The audience, in animated by stop-motion and other
other words, was seldom drawn techniques and are the kind that

mohawk

Franzen, Don Driscoll
Producer: Gall Compton
Director: Anthony Rizzo
SO Mins., Sat.; 11a.m.
Sustaining

series

27

THE NEWS AND ITS MEANING

ed McConnell

smilin'

.

With Dr. Wesley A. Young, Oscar

)

TELEVISION

Sv S.

With Roberta Quinlan, Chieftains With Pliil Hanna, Holly Harris,
Harry Clark trio; Robert
( 3 ),
JWPh Stantley, Reginald
Beane, Minnie Jo Curtis
Alda, guest; Bob Stanton, anProducer: Bob Loewi
nouncer
Stager: Dick Rose
Producer: George R. Nelson
Directors: Doug Rodgers, Clark Director: Barnaby Smith
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Jones
15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 7:30 p.m. Sustaining
carpets
DUMONT, from N. Y.
NBC-TV, from N.Y.
With the same, cast and producR. Nelson)
( George
tion crew that is associated with
Quinlan’s
“Mohawk the hour-long. “Starlit Time;”
Roberta
Showroom” returned to" NBC-TV Mont’s new “S. S. Holiday” DuMonday night (28), after its sum- is in reality only a half-hour show
capmer hiatus, with evidence that it’s sule -version of “Time.” Show was
to get considerably more produc- reportedly cut to 30 minutes
to proit
had
last year. vide a showcase
tion backing- than
period for the reAnd, judging from the preem, maining half-hour for “Hold That
that’s all to the good. In addition Camera,”
another new DuMont
to adding the Chieftains, a male show which teed off Sunday
night
vocal trio, to the permanent cast, (27). “Camera” is to be
moved into
the bankrolled is. also apparently DuMont’s new Friday night lineup
shelling out for more ambitious in a couple
weeks, at which
As a result, Miss Quinlan time “Holiday”of will
sets.
be dropped in
gets a chance to move around the favor of the full-hour
“Time.”
studio more, instead of being anJudging
from
Sunday
night’s
chored to her piano as she has
performance, the show carried a
been in the past.
decided
amateurish
taint. It’s baPetite blonde did her usual fine
sically a variety program, with the
job on the new season’s preem,
pleasure bqat motif tossed in only
registering strongly with her peras. a gadget with Which to stage
sonality and tunes; She and announcer Bob Stanton teamed on the acts. There was nothing either
in
the dialog or the acts themsome special lyrics to welcome
selves however, to tie in with the
back the show and then she scored
boat atmosphere, In addition, the
with “I Wanna Be Loved,” backed
performers stumbled through their
by the trio. Guest Robert Alda, lines, making
it evident they har
after getting in several plugs for
been * told the general idea t>f the
bis old and new pictures, did an
show
without
having any actual
okay vocalizing job on “I Don’t
to follow. From a production
Know Why” and teamed with Miss script
viewpoint,
the
cameras for some
Quilan in a clever rendition of
reason Were dissolved slowly from
“Blind Date,” Which included prescene to scene instead of being
recorded “asides.” Harry Clark
“cut,” which served only to slow
trio backed the vocalists capably.
the program’s pace to a walk.
Stanton did his usual relaxed
Talent, for what it could do, was
sel ling pi tch for the sponsor’s prodShow is also using that adequate. Phil Hanna and Holly
uct.
from the looms of Harris sold their songs pleasantly
“Carpets
Mohawk” theme, which caught on and Marga, a Latino chanteuse, did
nicely last season as an identifier. okay with her single effort. Reginald Beane provided - a couple of
Stal.
piano-vocal interludes, while Ralph
Stantley and Minnie Jo Curtis

Animal clinic
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THIS

SHOW BUSINESS

IS
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KUKLA, FRAN

With Jimmy Blaine, Ving Merlin With

With Clifton Fadiman, Georre S. With Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison, (“Zone Four”)
Stars Mary Sinclair, Judson Lalre,
Jack Fascinato
Kaufman, Abe Burrows; Faye
Leslie Nielsen; with John LorEmerson (guest panelist), Mor- Producer: Beulah Zachary
mer,
Peggy French, Jimmy
ton Downey,
Denise Darcel, Director; Lewis Gomavitz
Goodwin,
Michael Lawson, Helen
Mon^thru-Fri.,
7 p.m.
Jules Munshin; Henry Sylvern 30 Min.,
Auerbach, Morton L. Stevens,
RCA, FORD DEALERS,
music

j
i

SEALTEST

(BBD&O)
Returning to TV for its second
season, “This Is Show Business’'
remains a diverting 30 minutes of

programming with a different slant. The “problem” gimmick
of this program is really no problem at all) of course, but it serves
as a different informal means with
which to introduce talent to his

variety

performance. Arid with the usually
erudite, polished Clifton Fadiinan
as the program’s moderator, and
.

George Si Kaufman and Abe Burrows returning as the regular
panelists) “Show Business” is at
least a pretense at a variety show
with some thinking behind it.
.

The show uses

as a device for

any

guest

actors
“problem” of the

particular

moment.

Obvinot to be
taken seriously, Denise Darcel, Gallic actress* was the first of three
guests on the seasonal opener last
Sunday (27); and she had some
sort of a problem about whether a
couple of her sisters should leave
ously the problem

their native France

is

and come

to

Since Miss Darcel
was wearing one of those gowns
down to here and the assumption
was that her sisters were equally
as lovely, there seemed to be a
rising vote from the panel that
Miss Darcel’s sisters woulff be very
welcome in the U. S. In fact, Burrows thought it would be nice if
the sponsor (Luckies) were to
change the LS/MFT. slogan to
the U. S/to

live.

,

read;

More

See

“Let’s

French

Tomatoes.”
All that, and Miss Darcel sang,
too- The tune was “La Vie En
Rose,” which she did with a neat
personality flair that created no

further problems.
Jules Munshin, of Broadway and
Hollywood musicomedy, was the

second guest* and his “problem”
was how to get good material,
which served as the intro for his
“act,” in which he went into several routines that are standard
with him. He socked across, indi-

cating

in

at

one. case that
certainly do much

least

Munshin could

with casual material. The problem
elicited an important remark from
Burrows that writers are going to
be the real stars of TV because of
the manner in which video exhausts material, with Kaufman
adding that TV was swallowing the
theatre.

Morton Downey,
guest

last of the three

performers,

dissected

the

“Irish tenor”; myth With which he
has. been, associated (“why do peoan Irish tenor?”),
ple call

me

whereupon he promptly- clicked
with a medley (self-accomped at
the piano) of non-Irish tunes, which
at least still allows
called a tenor.

Kuklapolitian

All

CBS-TV, N. Y.

its

Richard Purdy^Jiiri Nolan, Katherine Hall
players re- Producer-adapter: Worthington /
Miner
turned Monday (28) for their third
season on NBC-TV* picking up Director: John Peyser
where they left off last June. 60 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
Kukla, Fran Allison and Ollie re- WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
sumed their original entertainment CBS-TV, N. Y.
( McCann-Ericksdrt
which has made them one of the
top yideo- programs for the entire
The consistent dramatic values
family. A puppet, show in name and high interest one invariably atonly, it’s the genius of Burr, Till- taches to a “Studio One” show
strom working behind the scenes were again obvious Monday night
and the Understanding Miss Allison (28) with the start of 'its third,
out front that brings to life the season.. The CBS hour-long prohappy crew of pinheads. Puppeteer gram utilized a James Fielder Cook
Tillstrom, one of the few stars story in an adaptation by Worthingvideb has developed on its own, ton Miner, and the result was a
treats the medium sympathetically. starkly dramatic package of strong
On this segment, Ollie was his story values, excellent production,
Usual extroverted self. But Kukla direction and performance.
was a bit depressed because their,
“Zone
Four” was the “Studio
vacation had ended. So Ollie arid One” opener, and it revealed itself
Miss Allison carefully eased him to be a show that in less able hands
back into the swing of things. might have suggested no little flagWhen the show ended Kuk was waving, with its sacrificial overback on the track as a harassed tones. For here was the yarn of a
but happy impresario.
former OSS operative who forsakes
The session was less animated professional prestige as a college
than usual with only Kukla; Ollie professor, marriage with the girl
and Miss Allison taking part. Minor he loves* and the respect of his ascharacters did not appear. Pro- sociates in seeking to establish a
gram hit its stride when the two “cover” when his country again
puppets pantomined to recorded calls him for a dangerous assignfr o
excerpts
Walt Disney’s ment. It was a timely arid sharply
moving story that was marked by a
“Treasure island” album.
Production by Beulah Zachary, particularly fine performance by
direction by Lewis Gomavitz and Leslie Nielsen among a cast that
piano backing by Jack Fascinato had been expertly chosen.
were all top-notch.
-Dave.
Although he started slowly, Nielsen quickly achieved, and maintained, the mood of the character
THROUGH WENDY'S
With Wendy Barrie; Carl Ravazza, with shading and interisity. It was
a superb performance.
Judson
guest
Laire, as the faculty deari, provided
15 Mins.; Wed., 8:15 p.m.
sharp
a
contrast
to
younger
the
Producer: Martin Goodman

NBC-TV, from Chicago

AMERICAN TOBACCO

Downey

to be

The Burrows - Kaufman team
maintained its humorous standards
and Faye Emerson, as the first

:

m

Warren Jacober

ALSCO CORP.
NBC-TV, from N

Y.

(Dubin)

Wendy

Barrie had an unfortunate start for her new series under
new sponsor via NBC-TV
a
Wednesday night (23). During her
rehearsal, apparently, everything
went wrong, leading to jangled
nerves on the part of both Miss
Barrie and her technical staff.
Never one to mince Words, she let
her entire audience know she was
in a nasty mood when the cameras
first faded in on her, threatening
at one point duriiig a lengthy
tirade to carry her protest directly
to “a man named Trammell” (NBC
board chairman Niles Trammell).
Otherwise, the stanza patterned
itself after the shows Miss Barrie
has been doing for the last three
years on video. She went into a
lengthy spiel for her bankroller
(manufacturer of aluminum stormdoors arid windows), congratulating
herself several times for being so
lucky. She gave out with the usual
chit-chat
and interviewed her
guest, in this instance singer Carl
Ravazza, who sparkled his solo bit
with a sock job on a ballad. With
the exception of Miss Barrie’s
opening, it was a relaxed 15 minutes.

NBC,

incidentally, has slotted
directly following the new

questionable as to the
of backing them up.
Both, however, will have to be
moved to new time periods in a
couple
when NBC
of
weeks,
launches its new hour-long series
with rotating comedians in the
Wednesday night at 8 period.

grams,

it’s

advisability

Stal

SHOPPING GUIDE

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN
Bill Mulvey, Eileen Flynn
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:30 p.m. With Art Baker, Margaret Kerry/
Shirley Wilson, Hal Smith, Ralph
Participating
Hodges, guest panel
WRGB-TV, Schnectady
Straight, rapid advertising for a Producer-director-writer: Charles
Herbert
variety of products and stores is
all that “Shopping Guide” offers, 30 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m.
but WRGB is reported experienc- TRANSPORT INDEMNITY CO.
ing nb difficulty in selling time on KECA-TV, Hollywood
Quiz entertainment combo has
it.
In fact, from the breathless
pace at which Bill Mulvey arid the. makings of topline family cirEileen Flynn deliver the descrip- cle entertainment with a few
pons and tab the tap, the station weeks of operational experience
is pressed to encompass the avail- under its belt.
Packager Charles
able sponsors within a 15-minute Herbert has deftly combined the
block.
Presumably, show’s chief two elements and pulled in a smart
appeal is to the eternal bargaining cast to handle either end.
Quiz concerns itself with reinstinct of women, although men
may find one or two messages that nowned places and structures
will hold them— the filmed por- throughout the world. A. panel of
tions by a finance company, for in- experts is called upon for correct
answers, / following photographic
stance.
Mulvey is a persuasive, ingratiat- and musical entertainment tipoffs.
Art Baker, as moderator, handles
ing ‘salesman. He /neatly dug himproceedings in a light, easy man?
self out of a mistake-hole made in
ner. Baker, with the aid oi his pera vacuum cleaner spiel, on one manent
performing crew, Margaret
program viewed; Mrs. Flynn, who Kerry Shirley
Wilson, Hal Smith
appeared in a husband-wife comedy and. Ralph Hodges,
injects a goodly
sketch via ‘WRGB last fall, some- share of humor into
the program.
times indicates the tempo taxes
Packager Herbert c&pie up with
her breath. Slim and dark-haired, some well written clues performed
she is direct and sincere. 'Gal and capably by Miss Kerry, Miss WilMulvey alternate on messages.
son, Smith and Hodges/ Skits are
Show constitutes elementary tele- loaded with comedy touches but revision, but staffers say it moves main in line with the answer to
merchandise. Visual advantage of each question.
Seymour Berns’
medium is probably the deciding camera direction is all that is necfactor^
Jaco .
essary.
Tree,
With

fit

r
-

‘

r

Garroway,

Connie

Bert Director:- Bill Hobin
on Writer: Charlie Andrews
“Stop the Music” on TV and is 30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. CDT
regular vocalist on that show, has CONQOLEUM NAIRN
graduated into the top spot of his NBC* from Chicago
own display, “Hold That Camera.”
IMcCann-Erickson
This West Hooker package is
With the tele lanes this season
reminiscent of a lot of displays.
packed with high-powered enterIt’s
remembered
that
Dennis
James had a similar program some tainment, this low-pressure show
years back. Obviously, “Truth or looms even brighter this frame as
Consequences” inspired some of a diverting change-of-pace offerthe format, arid parlor games, proing. Basic musical-variety ingrevided some additional material.
Format has an individual on the dients -are used, but they’re given
telephone giving directions to a a seeiriingly strainless treatment
studio contestant, who goes and are targeted directly at the
through a series of antics.
Conhome viewers for pleasant, distestant
through
the
goi ng
shenanigans in the shortest time tinctive results.
stays on for subsequent trials.
On post-hiatus session (27),
Prize donors are rewarded by emcee
Dave Garroway tobled
plugs.
around the studio in his characBlaine works valiantly and With teristically informal manner that
a great deal of enthusiasm, which projects a lot of intimate friendunfortunately isn’t transmitted to liness. Blended smoothly into the
the audience. The antics seem to segment with clever camera lead
be fairly puerile and there isn’t in devices was the strong supportmuch mental substance to the pro- ing cast.
ceedings to excite ariy frenzy.
Musical portion was opened
There isn’t enough of a zany brightly by Bette Chapel chirping
quality nor a sufficient amount of “May I Take Two Giant Steps?”
cleverness in dreaming up the With the Songsmiths, newly added

summer replacement

Parks'

j

:

l

various tricks to

make

male quartet, coming in for an
able assist. Baritone Jack Haskell
took over with a fine job on “I

this a top-

rater.

There's some fairish production
on the show with Blaine providing

Jimmy
new

Concentrate

On

the vocals.

Russell

Auro

Probably the strongest part of
the show is the tie-in between the
home and studio audiences. Much
can be done to develop that idea,
but “Hold That Camera” isn’t the

dance team, were pleasing in their
brief introductory turn. Connie
RussCll, showcased by special lighting and camera effects, fetchingly
Morning.”
The
sold
“Cloudy
whole gang nnaled with produc-

Jose.

vehicle.

arid

You.”

Vainio,

version of “Tzena, Tzena,
Tzena.” Backing by Joseph Galand orch was firstrate.

tion

man, and his performance was
markedly evident at all times by GENERALLY SPEAKING
a commanding speaking Voice ana With Marvin Alisky, Lt. Gen. Leunderplaying. Mary Sinclair’s lesRoy Lutes, Lt. Gen. Charles Hall,
ser role didn’t seem to merit the
Naval Captain E. M. Waldron
first-star billing, as the girl Niel- Producers: Mort Dank, Alisky
sen had to give up, though she gave Director: Harriette C. Robb
an able performance.
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m., CST
John Peyser, the director* cap- KEYL, San Antonio
tured the feeling of the story early
San Antonio is surrounded by
and kept it throughout. This is the Army and Air Forces bases and is
sort of play where the performers* the home of many retired officers.
pace, has to be high all the way, KEYL has invited a group of ofand the director kept it that way* ficers each week to participate in

lichio

As entire formula strives for
subtle rather than sock impact,
comic Cliff Norton’s routine as the
do-gooder making a pitch for funds
to set up an ammunition dump for
juvenile delinquents was satirical

and funny.

Garroway’s commercials for the
rug company sponsor Were as
effective as they were casual. Bill
Hobin’s deft direction ran the intricately informal affair without a
Though unbilled, actress Betty a panel discussion to give back- hitch.
Dave.
Furness gave a commendable read? ground on the fighting in Korea,
ing of the Westinghouse commer- the global problems of Uncle Sam
cials.
Kahn.
combating Communism, and THE DON OTIS SHOW
in
the mobilization here at home. It With Otis, Jerry Gray orch. Herb

forum

appropriately
calls
the
“Generally Speaking.”

Simulcast Review

Jeffries,

Lt.

Gen. LeRoy Lutes

manding general

ARTHUR GODFREY’S TALENT

Gordon Jenkins, Prince

Mendez, Madelyn Russell, Jack

1

,

is

''

Marshall, Bob Crosby
Producer: Otis
Director: Don Forbes
60 Mins.; Tues., 7 p.m.
Sustaining

com-

of the entire 4th

Army

With headquarters here,
which takes in Texas arid adjoinWith Archie Bleyer’s orch, guests ing states. Lt. Gen. Charles Hall,
retired, was wartime commander KLAC-TV, Hollywood
Producer: Jack ‘'Carney,
of the 11th Army Corps, and addDirector: David Rich (tele)
Don Otis kicked off his initial
ing the Navy’s viewpoint is Naval,
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
Captain E. M. Waldron, who re- show 'from the Palladium ballroom

SCOUTS

;

UPTON'S TEA
CBS, from New York

Young & Rubicam)
CBS is again making certain
(

that

“Arthur /Godfrey’s

Talent

Scouts” gets the widest possible
circulation
via
simulcasting on
and TV* It’s evident that

AM

show’s guest panelist, gave the her
Godfrey is the network's most
program an added touch of charm Faye Emerson show.
Since the potent salesman on any media, and
and s.a. Fadiman, of course, if it two of them do such similar pro- none of his puckishness loses its

can be told at this late date, is
never at a loss for words, whatever the situation.
Luckies has neatly integrated
the commercials into an “entertainment” pattern with little musical
bits that sell far beter than the
usual gab.
Kahn.

DuMont, from New York
Jimmy Blaine, who was

WINDOW

Director:

Dave

Jaek Haskell* Bette
Chapel* Cliff Norton* Jimmy
Russell & Aura Vainio, The
Songsmiths;
Joseph Gallichio
and orch
Producer: Ted Mills
Russell*

oreh, others
Producer-writer: Ted Kneeland.
Director: Ray Nelson
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining

,

Producer: Irving Mansfield
30 Mins,; Sun., 7:30 p.m,

GARROWAY AT LARGE

HOLD THAT CAMERA

STUDIO ONE

GLLIE

force when deprived
visual values.

of

video’s

“Talent Scouts” is essentially
the same show as was presented
last year and for several years
before. There’s been no appreciable change in format in some
time, and Godfrey’s personable
pitches haven’t lost any potency.
On the initial session (28), Godfrey lined up an excellent batch
of talent comprising three singers
and a ban joist. However, it's apparently of little import to the
proceedings whether the talent is
of top calibre or a few notches below. „• Godfrey is essentially the
draw, as was proven some years
ago when he essayed some iii-person stands With “Talent Scout”
winners. When Godfrey appeared
with the unit, grosses were sensational/ The reverse occurred on
stands away from New York when
he wa$ tied ’down to CBS headquarters.

There's only one major differas far
ence between video and
The
as this show is concerned.
deflections of the needle on the
known
applause-meter isn’t made
to audiences on theJatter medium.
Godfrey indicates that he’ll hold
his grip on the top echelon of
Nielson ratings on both media,
He’s a great personality whether
wired for sight or without it.

AM

Jose.

,

San Antonio—Newcomers
staff

of

KEYL-TV

Larry Shelton and

here
Bill

to the

include
Kelly on

sales and Bill Michaels, as floor
manager.
Shelton was formerly
with local Westinghouse Sales.
Kelly was senior salesman with
KTSA here, while Michaels is a
grad of Trinity U. here..

displaying a hefty talent roster,
cently retired.
Marvin Alisky is news editor which, strung together in vaudo
arid serves as moderator
for
entertainment.
for the group.
He channels the form, registered top
speakers into the subject at hand Layout suffered usual opening
remote
jitters
night
but overcame
and unobtrusively stays in the
background, letting the partici- the minor troubles to score heavily.
pants, who are well versed in the Otis picked up Motorola Television
background of the global conflict, as a sponsor following the first
show.
take full charge.
Good use is made of maps, showOtis worked easily and smoothly
ing the fighting fronts in Korea, as emcee, filling the bill in a
and charts, which are dramatically straight-forward
The
a n n e r.
introduced to give a full visual picdisk jockey, has been hanture as well as a verbal description dling the same program, in 30.*•
of what's going on*
minute form, from the studio, for
Settings are simple and camera the past year. Jerry Gray’s crew
angles catch each speaker in prop- did a fine job of backstopping, coner sequence, to give complete cov- sidering only half a day’s rehearserage of what’s being said and al, Orch’s band numbers are tops.
pointed out on the maps arid
Herb Jeffries opened the hour-

KEYL

KLAC

charts.

Andy

/,

.

PUBLIC INVITED
With Roy Neal
Producer: Neal*

45

m

long layout with three of his
standard tunes garnering strong response.
Jeffries handles himself
smoothly and came across well.
Prince Mendez followed with a

pleasing round of sleight-of-hand
Ventriloquist skit was
weak from a material standpoint
and added patter also failed to hit
an afternoon
its mark. Madelyn Russell went

Mins*, Mon.-thru-Frl.* 3:16 p.m.

Sustaining

WPTZ,

Phila.

Roy Neal has set up
segment which affords

WPTZ an
opportunity to take care of a lot
of local agencies. The 3:15 p.m.
spot* is plotted neatly because it
follows the station’s popular dally
•film showing, and if the film runs
overtime nothing is hurt.
Program is presented* straightforwardly, simple in format, with
no television angles or sets. Neal

routines.

through her paces ori two ballads
and “Deed I Do.” Chirp displayed
pleasing knowhow ori “Deed” but
was spotty on ballads.
Though not in the, comedy spot-

Gordon Jenkins ran away
with the honors. Pianist paraded a
pleasant flare for off-the-qjuff humor in his presentation of “My
sits in a chair and a guest, who is Foolish Heart” and “Bewitched.
generally allotted one-third the Jack Marshall's comedy vocaling
program time, sits across from him/ -was-aisb-rewarding^Marshall-har=_
When the time limit draws near, monized vocally while puckering
Neal asks for a summation which on the trombone and did it tellingeases the visitor out gracefully. ly. Bob Crosby warbled “I Don’t
Neal, who is WPTZ news editor, Care If the Sun Don’t Shine” rind
has a good interview style and followed with a little light patter
knows his way around a subject. that showed him off as a good bet
Pleasant manner puts the guest at for a video emcee spot of his own
ease and makes a good public rela- layout.
tions spot for the station/ while
Don Forbes* camera direction,
also fulfilling its public service overall, was strong. Though he had
obligations. Program is a catchall trouble at times keeping up with
and a natural for pressagents, the band, director otherwise stayed
causes, women's organizations, etc., with the action and moved his
and should attract wide interest in camera deftly, Lighting on initiate*
an afternoon audience,
Gaghf
Tree*
was bad*
light,
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MOHAWK showroom

TELEVISION REVIEWS

$. ; S.

HOLIDAY

With Roberta Quinlan; Chieftains With Phil Hanna, Holly Harris,
Harry Clark trio; Robert
Marga, Ralph Stantley, Reginald
(3),
Beane, Minnie Jo Curtis
Alda, guest; Bob Stanton, announcer
Producer: Bob Loewi
Stager: Dick Rose
Producer: George R. Nelson
Directors: Doug Rodgers, Clark Director: Barnaby Smith
NBC -TV’s “Masterpiece Play30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p,m.
Jones
house” series presented a good,
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
p.m.
7:30
Mins.;
Sustaining
workmanlike
15
adaptation of ShakesDUMONT, from N. Y,
MOHAWK CARPETS
peare’s “Othello” Sunday night
NBC-TV, from N.Y.
With the same* cast and produc- (27), but the morbid drama was
R, N elson )
( George
tion crew that is associated with enacted a trifle too flamboyantly
Quinlan’s
“Mohawk the hour-long “Starlit
Roberta
Time,” Du- and too much in one key for best
Showroom” returned, to" NBC-TV Mont’s new “Si, S. Holiday” show results. While producer. Fred Coe
Monday night (28), after its sum- is in reality Only a half-hour cap- utilized a unit set lor the producmer hiatus, with evidence that it's sule version of “Time.” Show was tion, which made it possible for
to get considerably more produc- reportedly cut to 30 minutes to pro- the cameras to operate from thetion backing- than it had fast year. vide a showcase period for the re- center of the action, he seldom
And, judging from the preem, maining half-hour for “Hold That succeeded in establishing the rapthat's all to the good. In addition Camera,”
another new DuMont port with viewers which has been
to adding the Chieftains, a male show which teed off Sunday night achieved with other Shakespearean
to
permanent
trio,
the
cast,
vocal
(27). “Camera” is to be moved into plays on video. The audience, in
the bankroller is also apparently DuMont’s new Friday night lineup other words, was seldom drawn
for
more ambitious in a couple of weeks, at which into the action.
shelling out
As a result, Miss Quinlan time “Holiday” will be dropped in
sets.
Stephan de Baun scripted the
gets a chance to move around the favor of the full-hour “Time,”
ay for the video presentation,
studio more, instead of being anand succeeded in retaining the
Judging
from
Sunday
night’s
chored to her piano as She has
performance, the show carried a most .dramatic segments while
been in the past.
decided amateurish tainti It’s ba- providing a smooth continuity.
Petite blonde did her usual fine
sically a variety program, with the Toren Thatcher played the torturjob on the new season’s preem, pleasure
bqat motif tossed in only ed Moor and, while his gestures
registering strongly with her peras a gadget with which to Stage were a bit too accentuated for TV's
sonality and tunes. She and anrequirements, he nonetheless made
the acts, There
nouncer Bob Stanton teamed on in the dialog was nothing either his characterization extremely besome special lyrics to welcome selves however,or the acts them- lievable. Alfred Ryder, on the
to tie in with the
back the show and then she scored boat atmosphere. In
other hand, underplayed his poraddition, the
with “I Wanna Be Loved,” backed
performers
stumbled
through their trayal of Iago and, as result, scored
by the trjo. Guest Robert Alda, lines, making it evident they har with much greater impact. Olive
after getting in several plugs for
Deering was fine as Desdemona.
beeri* told the general idea 6f the
liis old and new pictures, did an
show without having any actual The scene in which she fought
okay vocalizing job on “I Don’t script
to follow. From a production against Othello’s a 1 1 e mpt to
Know Why” and teamed With Miss viewpoint,
strangle her was vividly presented.
tlie cameras for some
Quilan in a clever rendition of
reason were dissolved slowly from George Keene made a good Cassio,
‘ Blind Date,”
which included pre- scene to
scene instead of being and John Seymour, Muriel Hutrecorded ‘‘asides.” Harry Clark
“cut,” which served only to slow chinson and A1 Sheean registered
trio backed the vocalists capably.
in supporting roles.
the program’s pace to a walk.
Stanton did his usual relaxed
Oast and cameras were reined
Talent, for what it could do, was
selling pitch for the sponsor’s proddeftly
by Delbert Mann, and
Show is also using that adequate. Phil Hanna and Holly Donald Pike turned in a perfect
uct.
from the looms of Harris sold their songs pleasantly assist as technical director, Coe’s
“Carpets
Mohawk” theme, which caught on and; Marga, a Latino Chan teuse, did production mountings were standnicely last season as an identifier. okay with her single effort. Regin- out, including the neatly functional
ald Beane provided -a Couple of
Stal.
piano-vocal interludes, while Ralph sets designed by Otis Riggs and a
Stantley and Minnie Jo Curtis special score composed and conANIMAL CLINIC
were on hand for comedy relief. ducted by Harry Sosniki
With Dr. Wesley A. Young, Oscar

WILLIE THE

WORM

With Warren Wright

Director: Anthony Rhao
SO Mins., Sat.; 11 a.m.

Director-producer-writer: Wright
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Frl., 5 p.m.
Sustaining

Sustaining

ABCrTV, from Chicago

WCAir-TV,

Situated in a veterinarian’s of‘‘Animal Clinic” has enough
on the ball to please both" adult
and kiddie viewers who harbor
pets at home. Show serves as a
healthy information piece on the
training and care of animals. Holding down the~medicine-man chores
on the broadcast is Dr. Wesley A.
Young, Whose work before the
cameras is executed naturally and
efficiently. During the run of the
show. Dr. Young takes Care of the
needs of a few animals brought
into him for medication and also
answers questions sent in by profice,

Phlla.

Worm” is an idea of
Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of
television at WCAU-TV. As worked up by staffer'- Warren Wright,
the show shapes Up as Grade A
“Willie the

mopped fare.

Program features

worm puppet which
ized animal stories.

a
relates serialTo test audi-

ence pull* program shows drawings^
sent in by youngsters about various"
activities of “Willie,” as well as
suggestions for unique ties, which
the puppet wears. Three film cartoons break up “Willie’s” appearances op the video screen.
Wright, who also directs- Snellengram’s followers.
Show also devotes a portion of burg’s hour-long “TV Jamboree,’the voice and the puppet
does
in
the proceedings to instructions
teaching dogs obedience. This seg- manipulations. HC has a pleasant,
informal
and seemingly extempoment is handled by canine trainer
Oscar Franzen. Supposedly spot- raneous manner, find avoids the
loud* gags
sometimes
lighted for comic relief, Don Car- irritating
roll, portraying a general handy- found on children’s programs.
man, doesn’t fare too well in the
The worm puppet occupies most'
laugh department. Adding to the of the screen: with tall grass as a
Cleverly contrived,'!
authenticity of the program, a background.
nurse, decked out in a standard the puppet manages by its moveuniform, helps the doctor with his ments to hold visual attention
various assignments.
While it tells the stories. Wright's
On program caught Saturday voice is the compelling behind(26),
the doctor, among other scenes factor. Since its inception
things, took care of a canary that two
months ago, “Willie” has
was having trouble grasping on to caught on and outrates “Howdy
the swing in its Cage. Doctoring Doody” locally, according to the
consisted solely of* clipping the figures from the American Rebird’s nails, which proved to be a search Bureau.
Recently the stadelicate task. He also offered some tion postponed the program bevaluable suggestions to a listener cause of a lengthy United Nations
whose Cat had sunk its feet in some telecast, and the switchboard was
Gros.
lime.
swamped with complaints. Strictly
for juves, its adult appeal is slight,
CINCINNATI AT SUNSET
but oldsters forced to attend a
With Anil Ryan, Corky Robbins, program with their toddlers won’t
Gene Griffin, Rob Shreve, Bettie find it hard to take.
Gagh.
.

.

*

Clooney, Bill Thall, Bob Hamilton Trio, Joe Lugar orch (13)
LET’S HAVE FUN
Producers: Bob Gilbert, Charles With Hank Grant, emcee; Elaine
Vaughan
Julian
Savage;
Bill
Neblett,
30 Mins., Tues. (15), 8 p.m.
Stockdale and All Americans
WLW-T. Cincinnati
Taylor
Director: Bill
This was the first of two special 60 Mins.; Mbn.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m*
sb o ws

by

NBC-TV

Crosley’s

WLW-T
TV

feeding and Cincy’s

origination

for a

major

for
first

net-

“Cincinnati at Sunset,” was followed by slides and
films of scenic landmarks without
any attempt to portray historical

work.

Title,

and traditional

aspects.

GOLDBLATTS
WBKB, Chicago

First tele Venture by this major
Chi department store isn't off to
a very auspicious start. Show is a
casually-produced mixture of music, quizzes and stunts that adds

Program up

to

only

fair

entertainment.

permitted showcasing of some cur- Because the series seems unrent members of the Crosley staff likely to create much audience enWhich over the years has been a thusiasm, it’ll hardly provide the,
-spring-board-for-many-of--the~pres7. retailing- sponsor with a. fair test
ent radio bigtimers.
of video's in-home selling potency.
Bright and dull spots appeared
Entire cast, on show caught (23),
in the No. 1 “Sunset” edition, seemed as new to TV as the bankWhich did not measure up to the roller. Technical handling of restation’s standard- for regular vari- mote, which is done from store's
ety fare. Opening five-minute spot own studio, was below par. The
by the Bob Hamilton Trio, an in- most noticeable improvisation was
terpretative dance act imported the lack of an Overhead mike,
from the Lookout House, nearby Emcee Hank Grant worked the enKentucky night spot, Was slow. tire segment with a hand mike,
Standout numbers were Ann Ryan’s while the singers did their chirp“Black Coffee,” with her usual ing from behind a standup mike.
Commercials for the co-op prodhigh class dramatics, and “Bam**
boo” by Gene Griffin, baritone. ucts were well-spaced and ably delivered by John Dunham. Dave,
Roll.
.

THE NEWS AND ITS MEANING

smilinv ed McConnell

With John Daly; Bill Hamilton, an*
Producer-director: Frank Ferrift
nouncer; Maj. George Fielding
Writers: Hobart Donovan, pick
Eliot, guest
Miller
30 Mins.; alternate Sais., 6:30 p.m. Director: Ted Marvel
15 Mins.; Sim*, 10 p.m.
SHOE CO,
B. F. GOODRICH CO.
NBC-TV, from New Y9rk

BROWN

1

(Leo Burnett)
Ed McConnell, whose
is heard on ^Saturday
mornings, launched a televersion
on alternate weeks Saturday (26).
It’s a vidplc production completely, which is required by the nature
of McConnell’s characters, Froggy
the Gremlin, Midnight the Tabby
Cat, Squeaky the Mouse and Old
Graridie, the Talking Piano.
The
animals, who came on only briefly at the end of the show, are
animated by stop-motion and other
techniques and are the kind that
should please the young set.
Squeaky’s working a music box
and Midnight’s playing the' bass
fiddle come off as good juvenile
t

.

Smilin’

AM

.

Franzen, Don Driscoll
Producer: Gall Compton

27

show

fantasy.

Bulk of the show Was taken up
by a filmed adventure story, with
Ghanga the elephant boy as central figure.
It was 'a transparent
yarn, dealing with an evil gardener
who knocked out the kid, stole a
ruby he was carrying and left him
to a man-eating tigress.

Elephant
saved the youth, who then brought
the thief to justice.
Production
showed evidence of a low budget
via avoidance of actual fighting
scenes, etc.
But for the moppet
audience it may. appeal.

McConnell

CBS-TV, from New York
(BB.Q&O)

only as a five- week
Goodrich’s “Celebrity
telecasting, the initial segment of this 15-miqute review of the week’s news and spot

Intended

filler

until

Time” resumes

enough
developments
showed
strength to merit continuation as a
permanent feature.
John Daly got an astonishing
amount and variety of information
into the short time allotted him. He
opened the show with spot war
news, using some excellent maps.
Then he gaVe a review of the
week’s news, using newsreel shots
and stills. He interviewed the
weekly guest, this time Maj. George
4

Fielding Eliot, on whether
power alone can win a war.

air

He

closed with hints of developments
to watch during the coming week.
And managed to find: time for a

Commercial too.
General tone of the show is auDaly delivers his news
and analysis tersely and concisely.
Newsreels are cut for essentials
only, and stills bearing only on
newsy topics are shown. Purpose
of all pictures is not simply to snow
a scene, but to implement the
spoken word.
Commentator’s interview with
Eliot was quick and to the point,
thoritative.

registers as somewhat
yet got all necessary opinions and
Commercials were information. It was a fine job of
strongly pitched, asking the young- interviewing. Preview of
news to
sters to wear Buster Brown shoes come was specific, not Vague.

Condescending.

back to school. The Buster Brown
There wasn’t too much for the
trademark, in which Buster and his .cameras to do, since a good part of
dog come to life, should click with the show was newsreel and stills,
the kids.
Bril.
but they did catch Daly and Eliot

THAT McMAHON’S HERE AGAIN

well.

.

In line with Goodrich’s intention
With Ed McMahon, Dave Stephens of publicizing the rubber situation
Quartet, the Velvetones, Richard in the present crisis, announcer
Caulk, Natalie Nevins, Marge Bill Hamilton did an excellent job
with a documentary commercial
Holban
showing development and present
Producer-director: Alan Bergman
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Writers: McMahon, Bergman
condition of the synthetic rubber
Town” missed fire Sunday night 30 Mins.; Mon,, 9:30 p.m.
industry and supply in the country.
(27) via CBS-TV mainly because of
Chan,
Sustaining
a lack of standout acts, and be- WCAU-TV,
Phila.
cause the show closed with a
“That McMahon’s Here Again” THE REAL McKAY
straight novelty turn which not
only has been seen before ori TV was presented as a one-shot in With Jim McKay, Mac Perrin,
but which lacked the' strength to WCAU-TV’s series “Do You Like
Ellen Parker; guests
hold down the curtain spot. Pro- This?” which is aimed’ at selecting Producer: Jack Lescouli
gram spotted such name talent as fall programs. The McMahon show Director: Rod Mitchell
Vincent Lopez, the Berry Bros, (21) has a song and dance format. Writer: Frank Mortality
and Metopera soprano Eleanor Instead of the emcee device, Ed 90 Mins.; Mon.-thni-Fri.; 2:30 p.m.
Steber, but none of them carried McMahon acted, as a travel agent Sustaining
the necessary punch which* Sulli- tb cue the sets—the Netherlands, WCBS-TV, from N. Y.
van has usually managed to get in Mexico, a fantasy world and LonAs its initial regularly-scheduled
don’s Soho.
Songs were obvious
one act each Week.
choices such as “Wilhelmiha;” “La early afternoon program, WCBSMiss Steber did a fine job on
TV,
local CBS outlet, bowed last
“Un Bel Di” from Puccini’s “Mad- Cucaracha,” “A Little Bit of Heav- week'* with “The Real McKay.”
ame Butterfly,” coming back later en” and “Limehouse Blues.”
Program, running 90-minutes daily,
Richard Caulk and Natalie Nev- has an adult and casual manner
in the show to strum a guitar for
an
eric a n folk-tune. Lopez ins, the boy and girl Vocalists, that should find favor with afterscored with a couple Of his fast- showed up nicely, both Vocally noon viewers. Made lip of tunes
tempoed piano solos, but went into* 'and visually. The Velvetones, who and conversation, show sports a
too long a chat with Sullivan in have been working clubs, were homey atmosphere that makes for
professional relaxed and Pleasant viewing.
explaining- how he first broke into more finished and
show biz. Berry Bros, flashed little and clicked on. two numbers.
Adding most to show’s effectiveof their usual terping talent, con- Dave Stephens, the pianist who
ness are the contributions made by
fining their work mostly to work- leads the
- TV band, gave
its three regulars. These are Jim
ing out individually rather than, in solid back to the chirpers with his McKay, around
whom the program
Unison. Tom and Jerry impressed miartet. Obvious weak spots were is built; Mac Perrin, singer-pianist,
With some dazzling aero work on the tapdancing bits.
Parker,
songstress.
and
Ellen
the parallel bars, and Allen and
’Lighting and camera work were Latter, however, should taper off
Blanche Lund registered solidly interesting, using fadeouts to ef- on responding to all lines as though
with their brace of terp routines. fect act changes, but the sets were they were yock material. McKay,
Comic Henny Nadell drew plenty noticeably skimpy and a iipoff to the central character in this midof yocks from the studio audience the sustainer budget McMahon is day series, displays a pleasing perwith his r outine on a nervous one of the tireless workers on the sonality. Perrin, Whose keyboard
draftee, but that skit too has been WCAU-TV staff and always Can be" work is tops, also demonstrates an
seen too often before on TV. Finale counted on to come with another ease that puts him alongside of
had Lenny and Margie Ross in a idea. In the present quickie* the McKay in the personality departbag-punching exhibition, which idea was okay but its working out ment. Miss Parker, except for her
might be good vaude- but wasn’t needed more originality and elab- excessive tendency towards laughgood vaudeo, especially in ‘the im- oration.
ter, makes a nice appearance and
Gagh.
portant closing spot,
For stage
rounds out the trio in tasteful
dressing, Sullivan brought sportsfashion.
NEWS AND SPORTS
caster Mel Allen up from the studio
Located on the porch of McKay’s
audience for a bow, following With John Wingate, Kevin Kennedy home, program sustains a friendly
Director: Roy Meredith
Allen’s “Day” earlier in the aftermood
throughout. Format has vari15 Mins.; Wed., 8:45 p.m.; Thurs.noon at Yankee Stadium, N. Y.
ous guests dropping in to chat with
Sat., 8:30 p.m.
McKay.
These talks usually turn
Participating
First half of the “Paul White- WOR-TV, New York
out to be interviews, with- the host
man TV Teen Club” on ABC-TV,
offering intelligent questions that
Format of this 15-minute news promote solid answers. Besides
Saturdays, at 8- p.m., has been
segment
is
an
interesting
one.
picked up by the American Dairy
confabbing with the guests, McKay,
Assn. It has good possibilities for Program is departmentalized into Perrin and Miss Parker discuss
selling the under-20 set on drink- war news, Washington news, local various subjects among themselves
ing milk in lieu of soda pop. Slo- bulletins and sports, Each segment which make for light and breezy
gan; “for the lift that lasts, drink is introduced by a short trailer, conversation. Another segment of
milk,” comes over nicely and was newsreel style. Departmentaliza- the show which came over nicely
given a strong pitch via "One pro- tion serves a number of good pur- was the reading of suggestions sent
clarifying the news pre- in by the listeners
duction number. In this a Vocal poses
and bringing
quintet of four girls and a boy sang venting show from becoming static these forth for discussion.
and
giving
good visual effect.
tne saga of “Home-Run Harry”
About 10 musical numbers were
John Wingate handles all but offered on show caught Thursday
who went into a slump, from which
he emerged by taking the milk sports news, with Kevin Kennedy (24). These included solo rendireporting sports results briefly. tions by McKay, Perrin and Miss
cure. Segment was amusingly done.
commentary is generally Parker, McKay displays a folksy
The half-hour is hypoed by a tal- Wingate's
okay, but he could -tighten his manner in his singing, While Perrin
ent contest in which the young perscript
bit.
Since he doesn’t ana- vocals as Well as plays the piano
a
formers compete for Philco radio
and tele sets. As is to be expected, lyze, crisper and terser presenta- in neat style. Miss Parker also
is-ealled- for.
Wingate’s work comes though capartjlyrin ibe^ ch ir
tion
level of performance ruffs the
gamut from good to indifferent, but with maps in war news department department.
Gros,
excellent,
With
newscaster
is
drawthere’s a variety of acts and most
of them are exuberant. Whiteman ing in lines on the near-blank map
Dallas
Martin B. Campbell,
makes a topflight host and his teen- to show troop concentration and
age daughter Nancy helps make it* drives. Voice and appearance are general manager of WFAA-TV, an*
nounced that the outlet Will tele*
pleasant.
the kids’ own show.
Camera work isfft up to. par. At cast six high-school football games
one point on show caught, Ken- this Season, with the opener set foi
EdRh Fellows is star of a 15- nedy turned the show over to Win- Set, 16. All games will be teleminute film made by World Video gate, but camera stayed on Ken- vised from Dal-Hi Stadium. Georg<
titled “Beauty and the Bistro.” Pic nedy for a moment, and latter had White, sportswriter and commenta
concerns an American girl who to force a silly smile. Maps and tor, arid Carl Mann, WFAA-Tl
wanders alone into A Parisian scoreboard are nicely constructed sport announcer, will describe tin
Qian,
and easily readable.
contests.
Apache cafe.
.
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In

a recent Collier's

article,

John Crosby noted the

significant fact that Mutual gets
letters a

A

lot

more than twice as many

year as the oldest network

in

the business.

of people, including our Mister Plus, consider this

a good, tangible measure of Mutual response -ability.

And now comes another mountain

of proof.. .sky high.

During four recent weeks, one Mutual program drew
2,511,062 pieces of mail. That's right:
five

two

million,

hundred and eleven thousand, sixty-two!

The give-away? None. The inducement?

The whole

Plain altruism.

story? Simply this:

“Ladies' Fair”

broadcast over Mutual coast to coast

is
t

on weekdays, 2-2:30
adds a fresh

fillip

by offering each

p. m.,

NYT.

Tom

Moore, as host,

to the traditional housewife-participation

day's quiz winner a choice

of ten balloons to pop, with various prizes inside.

For four weeks

in

June, Moore invited listeners
„ i'

(just

once during each broadcast) to nominate friends

names

for inclusion in the balloon-popping

1

and a

crack at duplicate prizes. Listeners themselves got

nothing more than a glow at naming a possible
*

winner— but two and a

That's

A

how Mutual

half million of

them responded.

delivers the mail ...

radio program which can draw

by

air.

more than two and a

half million pieces of mail in four weeks, can

surely help sell your product, too!

Jko Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, Now York IB, N.Y.
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WERE &M.

Cleveland, Aug. 29.

Bob
of

broadcasters are griping at f
United Nations Radio, which this
month is cutting down its expenditures for feature stanzas on the

The
organization.
international
kilo watters feel that now, when
interest in the
is at its peak,
more rather than less coin should
actiyb
be spent on explaining

UN

UN

Inti Standard as Aid to World

owned by Ray T. Miller. Once an
opera singer who turned to radio

1

Some

Neal, program director of
is taking over assignment
general manager of station

WERE,

i

!

about five years ago, Neal will continue to be studio’s oports director
in addition f o personally announcing ,the Cleveland Browns' football
games find other major events,
TV-Limited Contracts
This year WERE will broadcast
Hollywood/ Aug, 29.
Nashville, Aug, 29.
play-by-play descriptions of the
Radio station
here, which
Screen Actors Guild, still operCleveland Barons’ hockey games at
is scheduled to formally open its
ating 'separately from Television
Bud Rand’s Arena here.
television outlet WSM-TV around
Authority in its dealings with teleOct, 1, may tee off its video operavision producers warned its memtion Sept. 30 with a telecast of the
bers this week to he wary of signNotre Dame-North Carolina foot*’
ing any agreements with TV film
ball game. Station currently celeproducers which do not restrict use
brating its 25th anni, marked the
of the film to video specifically.
addition of TV to its operation with
Some few indie producers, accorda
five-day Television
Carnival,
ing to the Guild, are signing actors
which began Aug. 13.
Despite
to personal service contracts for
heavy rain the first three days,
vidfilms and the danger is present
29.
Aug.
Memphis,
project drew a total attendance of
if these producers are not signaapproximately 112,000.
The Millington Naval Air Sta- tories of SAG's basic contract.
More than 20 continuous hours tion, located about 18 miles from
“Even though the producer
of video entertainment was offered downtown Memphis, is now operat- states verbally,” the Guild coni-;
by WSM-TV during the carnival, ing a full-fledged TV station for its mented, “that the film is being
which ran from 4 p. m. to 10:30 Navy personnel. The Navy outlet made only for TV, there is nothing
the
Station to prevent such a film from being
call
letters
p. m. on the opening day and from' uses
7 p. m. to 10:30 p, m. the remain- (NQA) and telecasts on Channel 8. shown; in theatres, and elsewhere
ing four days. A 64-page tele sec- WMCT, Memphis*' TV Outlet, tele- unless you insist on a special clause
tion was issued by the Nashville casts on Channel 4,
in the contract limiting the picTennessean on the opening day of
For the time being the Navy TV ture’s use to’ TV. If the producer
the carnival.
station will telecast only on Tues- has signed the Guild’s basic conday nights between 6 and 9 and tract, the actor is protected.”
covers a range of about five to
“We hppe to be on
seven miles.

WSM

WSM

>

:

.

ties.

According to UN Radio chief
Peter Aylen, the curtailment of UN
feature progranis was planned last
year as a means of stretching the
budget. Because UN gets all the
straight he wS coverage it cari handle during fall meetings of the
General Assembly, it was felt, the
coin for feature shows would best
be concentrated in the generally
less eventful January-July months.
However, some feature airers are
being continued, as planned, “UN
Story/’ 15-minute dramatic tran.

scriber,

daily

is

still

and the

available,

“UN Today” roundup

being

is

used by about 160 stations. The.
weekly “Memo From Lake Success,” Which is beamed via CBS,
will also be heard. Funds for that
•

.

are available because the UN took
the show off for the summer season.

The webs, meanwhile, feel that
they should get additional support
from UN through the cosrisharing
on feature programs which explain

UN

,

,

.

in

UN

WLW-T

.

UN

:

WBT Win

Men

To

PACKAGERS SUE

WLW-T

.

.

.

TO SIX DAYS

WGBS

MBS

WGBS

Behind

WPIX Show

tagged “The Weatherman,” will be
handled by Ray Knight and will
originate from the rotunda of the
Daily News Building twice daily at
6:30 and. 11 p.ih., seven days a
week.
Sponsor picks up the show Sept.
10 after a two- week shakedown
run, Deal is fo 52 weeks.
.

return any
lost
their discharge.” Fort Industry said

NAB '51

Sesh Set for

CW

Washington, Aug. 29.

The 1951 convention

of the Na
Assn, of Broadcasters will
be held at the Stevens hotel, in
Chicago, some time during next
April,
according to Eugene S.
tional

Thomas, WOR-TV, New York,
chairman of the NAB board committee on convention sites and

Hollywood, Aug, 29.
Team of Jack Wheeler and Jack policy.
New York was second choice.
Rourke, which has been holding
down the 10:30 p. m. to midnight Committee, in addition to Thomas,
consists
of
Harold Wheelahan,
slot on KTTV for the past year,
has been split up by the station. WSMB, New Orleans, and.. James
*

Wheeler becomes emcee

wood Studio

of “Holly-

Party,” formerly “Fun
Sun” which will air from
Country Club hotel, and Rourke
In the

D. Shouse,

WLW,

Witch

Cincinnati.

to Fly

Game Break-In

“While agreement regarding

in*

ternational

television
standards
does not mean that an international television network will be possible tomorrow or the next day,”
adds State, “it does mean that (1

countries located geographically
adjacent to brie another may exchange ‘live programs ;V (2) record-

ed television programs may be ex-*
changed internationally; (3) countries

may

plan to establish a tele-

system with no ‘fear that
they will be made obsolete in a
few years by a possible change in
standards; and (4) eventually the
dream of an international television network may be fulfilled!”
vision

<

State points out these discrepancies: U. S. uses 525 line pictures
at the rate of 30 frames per second; Britain uses 405 lines With 25
frames; and France has 819 lines,
and 25 frames per second;

The
of the

international Study Group
international Radio Con-

Committee has set up a
standard of 625 lines, 25 frames
per second, to be established in the
Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland,
sultative

Austria,

Svveden,

Denmark

and

Again

Witch’s Tale,” mysterioso which
probably will bow with a 15-minute was beamed for 10 years in the
uiz layout.
'30s, has been auditioned by NBC.
Former Wheeler-Rourke time Creator Alonzo Dean Cole will
spot goes to Bill Leyden, who has script the Ed Wolf production.
been playing disk jock, to KTTV’s
Televersion will be auditioned
•‘Soundies” program at 6 p.m.
next month.

'

it

would appeal.

Catholic Hour in Special
i-Coitimunism Series
Special

Washington, Aug. 29.
drama-documentary se-

on Communism, called ‘‘Operation Survival,” will go out over
NBC 6 to 6:30 p.m., EDT* during
the four September Sundays. It
will be presented on the Catholic
Hour by the National Council of
Catholic Men.
First, “Spectre Over Europe,”
will trace
the development of
Marxian philosophy tip to the Russian
Revolution.
Second*
“The
Giant Is Harnessed,” will show development of Communism in Russia under Stalin. Third, “Now the
World,” will show the international
spread, with the danger to the U. S.
ries

Italy,

in.

,

WOR

Bali

Memphis.”
The station Was installed primar-

seen

UN

Weather

On

Called Rigid

cept an international standard.

‘

Cincinnati, Aug. 29.

of WCPO-TV
Raiding by
ily for training purposes with the
talent has hypoed feeling between
"bulk of the talent for shows and.
two
stations.
the
news, and
money covering the
programs lifted right from gob
Mel Martin, an announcer, is the ranks, Stephens pointed out. The
should get the aid in Return.
WCPO-TV
staffers
of
three
latest
continuing its overseas
is
major parts of the Navy TV outlet
broadcast activities; webs say, ajnd signed by the Crosley station dur- are “homemade,” he said.
He had
should back up broadcasting in the ing the past fortnight.
The international organiza- been with Mort Watters* Scrippstl.- S.
tion, however, explains that it has Howard operation for only several
Fight Order
Formerly in Chautauqua,.
a specific directive to provide days.
some service to all member na- Martin started a full hour strip,'
Reinstate Nine
tions, particularly to the smaller “Breakfast With Mel,” on WLW-T
Charlotte, Aug. 29.
countries with less developed com- Monday (28).
munications, networks.
Jim Fair, emcee-announcer, who
the
Jefferson
of
Objections
conducted the “Meet the Ladies” Standard Broadcasting Co. to the
series
on WCPO-TV for eight recommendations of trial examiner
‘PRESS’
months* now has a new “Girls Will Alba B. Martin at Winston-Salem,
Be Girls” series on WLW-T. Don N. C., last Tuesday (22), that the
Meeks, an announcer on WCPO- firm rehire certain employees disMartha Rountree and Lawrence TV during its first year, also has charged because of their union activities, Will be filed within 20 'days,
Spivak, co-owners of “Meet the made the switch to WLW-T.
Another development in the com- according to Charles H. Crutchfield*
sued
(28)
on Monday
Press,”
(N, Y.) and Crowell- petitive wrangle between the two vice-president and manager of the
Mutual,
taking over company and general manager of
ColliCr (which backs “Reporters stations has
in Chicago and Friday night local wrestling shows', station WBT.
Roundup” on
which
it
originally
but
telecast,
Examiner Martin found that the
conGotham), alleging breach of
tract in the network’s cancellation which were; diverted to WCPO-TV firm discharged George B. Patterton, Jr., S. J. Sullivan, Walter S.
of “Press” and infringement of for nearly a year.
Hill, T. W. Perkins, Leonard Flowtheir stanza Jjy “Roundup.” They
ers, Robert R. Hilker* A. O. Richruns,
MBS
with
pact
said their
ardson, Allen W. Hingle and E. L.
through ’52 and are asking an inStroupe for union activity, and said
junction, accounting and $1,250,000
they should be offered reinstatedamages.
ment “without prejudice” and reThe co-owners stated that they
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
ceive back pay to Sept. 3, 1949.
are going to urge the FCC to conSix-day-weekly schedule for Don
sider the question of program pro[Lee’s KTSL goes into effect Sept.
Reinstatement
the
asking
Order
presumably
tection,
16 after a lengthy period of fiveMiami, Aug. 29.
Commission to consider claims of days-a-week lensing.
Outlet
still reRegional board examiner for the
•‘plagiarism” when station licenses
mains dark on Sundays.
NLRB disallowed the firing of two
come up for renewal.
schedule calls for a six-day local members from Miami’s staNew
reportedly canceled “Press,”
schedule for KTSL’s sign-on west- tion
one of whom
( CBS V,
A co-op show, because the proern feature with the Saturday is Paul Kingsley, president of the
ducers put the television on NBCbeaming followed by “Gigi and local Guild, who, with William H.
TV, also as a co-op, which caused Jock”
series Of 13 puppet pix Murphy, was allegedly discharged
confusion when Mutual affiliates
leased from Teevee Co. for $150 by the Fort Industry Co. affiliate
tried to sell the stanza.
per program.
Station has rights on Jan.'
5, 1949, for union activities.
to double running of package.
He recommended that the station
Purify Getting
Friday’s “Women Are Wonder“cease and desist in discouraging
ful” program shifts to Saturday
union activities among employees;
in
under the new setup, to be fol- desist from coercing employees
Purity Bakeries, through the Chi lowed by a football film series
against organizing for collective
office of Young & Rubicam, will tagged
“Touchdown.” Station will bargaining; offer to Paul Kingsley
bankroll
five-minute weather sign off with
a
a feature film after arid William H. Murphy full rein-:
show on WPIX, N. Y., which will beaming “Famous Jury Trials” and
statement without prejudice, and
be aired 14 times weekly. Show, “Inside Detective.”
losses in pay
after

MBS

FCC Rules

.

events, particuactions
larly since they believe
need further elaboration in the
situation.
international
current
Nets say they’ve spent time and

and interpret

the air five nights a week.’’ station
manager J. F. Stephens said, “and;
we also hope to have increased
power so that our programs can be

Web

Washington, Aug. 29.
Television cannot achieve its mis*
sion as a service for world-wide
exchange of information, warns the
State Dept, unless the nations ac-

New
Editor,

York.

Variety

We sympathize with your criticism of WINS, operations during

Thus, this may become the standard for most of Europe, and the
U. S. might be forced to shift or
find itself left out of worldwide
web. In an effort to narrow the
gap, a study is being made to determine whether the U* S. 525 lines
and the Continental 625 lines can
be made compatible, so that telecasts could be made across the

the Yankee baseball broadcasts,
especially your item in the Aug. 9
issue of Variety. The item criticized station operation on our required periods of station identification, during a Yankee-Cleveland Atlantic..
game when the station interrupted
an irining-end recapitulation* being
given by Mel Allen.

Section 3.187 Qf the

FCC

Rules

and Regulations* provides for announcement at definite time, as you
know. “In the case of variety show
programs, baseball game broadcasts or similar programs of longer
duration than 30 minutes, the identification announcement shall be
made within five minutes of the
hour and of the times specified
elsewhere in this section,”
A system of cues is necessary
•

1

.

whereby

FAIR
Syracuse,

Radio and

TV

Aug/ 29.

personalities again

Will brighten the New York State
Fair, which opens an eight-day stay
here Saturday (2).
Vocalist Frances Langford will

be spotlighted Saturday and Sunday nights at the horse show, with
Jessica Dragonette, air soprano,
carrying on Monday, Tuesday and

all stations participating
nights, Gil Lamb, film
FCC rules* Re- Wednesday
comic, will m.c. tl\e shows.
gardless of what action is taking
On
Thursday
and Friday nights
place in the field of play, a station
Eddy Arnold, “The Tennessee
identification must be made within
Piowboy,”
his guitar and NBC rathe required time or period. If it
dio unit Will be presented in the
is not .done at the various stadia
Coliseum.
include
Entertainers
a switch back to the studio must
Guy Willis and his Oklahoma
be made for the “break.”
Wranglers, Johnny Sullivan, Roy
Allen and Curt Go. tody have dur- Wiggins, Gabe Tucker and the
ing the entire season toith the help Sleepy Hollow Gang.
of a production man on the scene
Windup attraction, Saturday,
attempted to make these “breaks” Sept.
9, is Milton Berle and a
at the proper time. However, the
variety bill which will give two
varying situations on the field of
performances.
play, the excitement and tension
that goes along with the game of
baseball* sometimes tends to make
Area Lonehair
them forget the station’s responsibility. Neither Allen, Gowdy nor
Station
Sept 1
WINS have any intention of interfering with the game in its play.
Boston, Aug. 29.
However, it is a complicated situWXHR, a 5,000-watter in neighation and occasionally an occur- boring Woburn, operated by the
rence such as the one cited hap- Middlesex Broadcasting Corp., will
pens.
attempt to corral the area’s classiJoseph Qi Besch; WINS
cal music fans when it inaugurates
Dir of Public Relations.
its
new policy of broadcasting
strictly longhair stuff Sept. 1
Station hopes to recoup the lost audiences Of WBMS, Hph indie,
which scrapped its longhair format
Oct. last spring when listener resistance to commercials forced adverDallas, Aug. 29.
The Liberty Broadcasting Sys- tisers to drop sponsorship of time,
tem, Dallas-based national radio resulting in the station switching
web, will begin operating in all to art all-pop music format.
lihas an unlimited
48 states Oct, 2, according to Gordon McClendon, prez of the net- cense and present plans are for this
station to operate from 5 p.m. to
work.
11 p.m** with afternoon broadcasts
Now listing 237 affiliates in 34 probable
if listonership warrants.
states, LBS will have at least 300
Station execs figure the area has
when it goes nationwide, according approximately 85,000
receivers,
to McClendon. McClendon intends
and with over 400,000 video sets of
to open a netos bureau in Washingtohich
an estimated 20% are
ton and have three 15-minute
equipped with
tuning bands,
newscasts daily from the capital.
the outlook for the project shapes

can comply witli the

New Hub

Preems

.

.

WXHR

FM

FM

FM

Ted

Husing, sportscaster, has
signed a contract with LBS to
broadcast Army football games.
McClendon himself will do Louisiana State U. broadcasts Saturday
night. Sundays, he plans to broadcast Neto York Yankee professional
Last of the series* “Awake or Peri games.
When the Yanks aren't
lsh,” will explain what the indi- playing, Hiising. will air
the New
vidual can do about Communism. York Giant’s nontests.

Up mildly Successful.
John R. Thornton, formerly assistant manager of WBMS, has
been appointed WXHR manager,
and has promised longhairs a diet
of classical and operatic fare “uninterrupted* or faded, for a commercial message.”
Thornton believes the. area has a large
ment of potential listeners.

seg-
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and

CHARLES
TRENET

EDITH
PIAF

MONSEIGNEUR

SUZY

VIOLINS

SOUDOR

COMPANIONS DE LA CHANSON
WITH
Allen, Stephen
Dorofhv
1

Garrett, Meredith (Lang,

Ted Laurie, Lido Bluebell Dancers, Rex Regent,

Zimmer

Richard Vernon, Peter Walker, Lee

and

THE STEP BROTHERS #

HUGH SHANNON

•

DANNY DAUBERSON

and Many Other Variety Acts

Piaalle,

Ruede

la Paix,, MonUfuVttne,

.
P .
Produced and Directed by JOHN NASHT .
P
Music and Lyrics by .JACQUES METEHEN.
REDDING.
Garrett. Eddie Constantine and EIJWARD

Written by Mervin Dembling

ACC Films— TELEFILMS
NASHT PRODUCTIONS
•SALES REPRESENTATIVES-

INC,
NASHT PRODUCTIONS
York City
1

East 53rd Street,

New

INC.,

Tm

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
New

York, Chicago, Beverly

Hills,

Inc.

London
<.
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Two More Sponsors For

week ... Don McNeill and
crew whipped up second kine of
their pending ABC tele show for

last

benefit of Philco execs . . . StandContinued from page 23
ard Oil tossing party for Wayne
King Thursday (31 > when his pro- ence after a trial of several weeks,
gram returns for second season on
the web dropped it and returned
split NBC-TV net for oil company.
oldies in
Funnyman Cliff Norton re- to slotting feature film
.
sumes his five-minute, cross-the- the 8 to 9 period, on the assumprepresented
the
tion
that
films
board quickie for American Family
Sept. 4 ...... Tony least expensive method of proFlakes on
Nucclo and ‘Jean Connors, novelty gramming. Only other network to
singing duo, grabbed off a week’s attempt competing with Berle in
engagement at the Chicago theatre the past has been DuMont, with
as winners Of" the “Admiral Talent its “Court of Current Issues;” LatHolsum ter program, however, is a public
.
.
.
Hunt” on
Bakers, through. W. E. Long agen- service-type show and, while it
cy, spotting second-run Gene Autry probably latched onto a number of
vidpix in four southern markets/
viewers who might not have apPan Petrie set to direct “Pan- preciated the Berle comedy, it was
handle Pete” when it bows on never regarded as a threat to
next month . . . Jim
"
renewed Berle ’s rating

America” pageant in Atlantic City
week he’s off TV.
Ann Sheridan in town for a
Warren F. Redden, former film
looksee at the TV situation
director with Republic Aviation
Roily Bester will have the femme
and with the U.S. Dept, .of Agri- lead in the first anni program of
culture, named assistant to H. NBC-TV’s “The Big Story,” Sept.
Grant Thels, chief of CBS’ film 15.

New York

.

the

.

.

.

•

replaces
resigned

Hollywood

A1 Fischler ankled his tradepaper beat to become coordinator of
daytime programming for KNBH.
Irving Stair formed his own
.
,
NBC-TV
video production firm and wil 1
Moran (Courtesy Motors)
package a satirical western serial sponsorship of WENR-TV’s Thursstarring the Rita Bros., .With Lou
day nieht wrestling, through MalBreslow inked to write and direct. colm Howard agency
Studs
.
Producers Service Corp., headed by
Fd.
Terkel in N, Y. on biz
Carl Swanstrom, completing conSkotch to direct “Paddy the Pelistruction on a new rental studio
11
ABC
on
Sept.
bows
which
can”
for tele producers. Bill Dix will
The Tates, dance
Chi
manage the enterprise, arid pair from
on
team featured last season
also is planning production of a
NBC’s “Garroway at Large,” are
series of western vidshorts featur*
playing the hotel circuit this year;
Gig';
ing two trained dogs.
A1 Morgan’s Monday night DuYoung starring in a series of 26 Mont beaming is bankrolled on
“Robin Hood” telepirt for United WGN-TV by Fox Head “400” Beer,
Television Artists under Bill AshPeggy
Weiss & Geller
KLAO-TV re- throughfilling
er’s direction.
in for Joan Barton as
Taylor
vamping entire sales staff in prep- thrush on WGN-TV during latter’s
programming
fall
for
aration
Jim Shelby,
leave of absence
when, with baseball fadeout, one- McCann - Erickson Chi radio-tele
third of the station’s schedule will chief, back after a Florida fishing
have to be filled.
Don Tennant's puppet
.
KTTV leased 26 British mystery trip
strip, “Hold 'Er Newt,”' debuts on
features for local television; deal
Sept.
11.
ABC-TV
carrying with it an option on naJohn Bfaistional video rights.
lin signed for a regular Saturday
on KLAC-TV.
night stint

of

director

advertising-publicity

Films and will also act as

exec assistant to sales manager
Mary Reid signed
Jack Stewart
for a character role on CBS-TV’s
“Detective’s Wife” Friday night
(1) ... Martin Ritt and Yul Brynmfrer assigned by CBS as producer
.

.

.

.

.

j

c tv’s

TV

first.

station,

XHTV

.

,

.

store,

launching her new half-hour

s^ow

via

.

if

the

.

.

.

entitled

.

...

.

.

,

WOR-TV’s

.

‘What’s Offered?,” has started the

.

.

&

.

.

*

{.

Wagon” has inaugurated

a
dren’s quiz feature on the
radio’s

show

fit.

.

.

.

position of operations
coordinator of the TV production
... Bob Russervices department

Upped

to

.

:

sell

show
yv

misses the second

(Sept.
of “Versatile Varieties,”

^BC-TV, which resumes

8'

on

for the

season Sept. 1 for Bonnie Maid.
Russell, emcee-headliner of the
variety layout, will be emceeing
for

the

10th

the

year

“Miss

Coy

FCC Chairman Wayne

which he emphasized the
importance of “a clearcut definitive decision based on the rec*
ord.” The Senator warned against
pressure from industry influences
in

to delay Crilor because of the military emergency and pointed to

various uses of color TV in military
operations.
Soon after the color decision,
the Commission will begin its TV
allocation hearings to determine

new system the company believes
into the Big Leagues’ players fund. up as yet.
The new pix and plays will key- “superior to any other heretofore
That, it is said, is what makes it
note a showcase Tor Hollywood suggested to the Commission.”
sold
pay
stapossible
for
Gillette
to
the
been
has
Palladium ballroom
and/or Broadway new entries.
However, since the FCC closed
by KLAC-TV to Motorola for a tions for their time.
Decision against pooling the Se- Thus, Miss Hopper on the first bill the record to testimony May 26
solid 52 weeks at a flat $104,000 fee
including
her
film
chatter,
will
keyand
is on the verge of issuing its
(Tues.).
night
last
starting
ries for TV stations this year was
reportedly made by Gillette and note the new Laurence Olivier decision, it was understood the rechore
in
Hollywood; the Garson- quest was informally turned down.
the Maxdn agency, which handles
Chicago
Pidgeon pitch on. the second bill FCC previously refused to consider
its account, in a direct move to
Murvyn Vye’s telephone so-called “laboratory stystems.”
Bill Gargan, enroute to N Y. to prevent any DuMont affiliate from etc.
resume his “Martin Kane” ad- getting the games. It was DuMont, scene from “Live Wire” is mulled
ventures on NBC-TV, stopped off with the backing of Chevrolet, as the likely kickoff legit excerpt.
here to pitch some new shows to
Besides the $30, COO weekly talent
formed the bidding for
Windy City sponsors and agencies which
rights to the Series up to $800,000. nut, there will be an $8,000 producThe underlying
Thus, while Gillette will not con- tion overhead.
Continued from page 22
firm this, the razor firm is said to purpose is “to dramatize that NBC
is still a show-wise network:”
only
three
dates open for the CBSbe firmly adverse to letting any
The program calls for 30 weeks, Esso package. NBC has not yet
DuMont station come in on the Sebut
there
is an escape device at
ries honors.
announced its fall footall schedule
Interesting side angle to the rio- the 10-week mark if, for some rear
but it is expected to run into tlie
pool decision is the fact that many son, the idea doesn’t jell.
same difficulties as CBS in trying
of the stations which objected last
AV.V.V
to clear time with stations not
pm, year to carrying the games for free Texas Afternoon
Airing
listed as primary affiliates.
are willing to take them that way
Dallas, Aug. 29.
when the Series tees off in October.
Competition for time on the afAccording to representatives of
WFAA-TV begins mid-afternoon filiates, particularly in the singlethese stations, baseball fever is at programming this week, taking to station cities, has been consistenta higher pitch this year than ever the air with its first telecast at ly hot among the networks. Only
air
before, and many of their viewers 4:10 p.m. with “Pencil Previews,” solution, of Course, is the FCC’s
will be expecting to see the much- followed by a 15 minute newcast lifting of the freeze on new station
ly-publicized Series.
In Philadel- with Don Morrow.
it
construction.
Webs are hoping
phia, especially, where the National
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, recently that will be accomplished Within
League Phillies have a chance to also began mid - afternoon pro- the next month, or as soon as the
take their first pennant since 1915, gram signing on the air at 2:30 FCC hands down its anticipated deeach station would like to be fed p.m. and signing off ait midnight. cision on color video.
the games. As it is, however, the

chil-

for

Jim Kovach; NBC
program operations chief,

each Sunday

a letter to

.

.

.

dent study of the color situation.
Recently Sen. Johnson addressed

Second Lineup
channel assignments to cities and
bill, headed by MarX,
towns in the, VHF and UHF bands.
will include Phil Harris & Alice Chairman
Coy has expressed hope
Faye, Fran Warren, Mario Lanza, that the freeze can be lifted by
Greer Garson & Walter Pidgeon, the end of the year.
another hillbilly recording artist
Color Television, Inc. of San
(there will be one each week), the Francisco today (Tues.) asked the
same two bands and choir. Berle’s FCC to reopen color video hearand Hope’s shows haven’t been set ings for a few days to consider a

;

.

Senate Commerce
make an indepen-

The No*2

.

.

.

first

case and exploitation medium as
well as the NBC “defi” to CBS,
Benny
Co. Barry is due back
from his Hollywood talent huddles,
right after Labor Day.

.

Same show in Boston via WBZ-TY
commuting between N. Y. and the
Hub ... Snag Werris due in from
the Coast this week to head up the
writing staff for NBC’s Jack Carter
Gillette vs. Pool
footLarry Douglas, singer KTSL closed a deal to beam
show
Dame home
Continued from page 1 s
featured in the current Broadway age on five Notre
to be teleproduction of. “Where’s Charley.” games this year, each
rights, which would mean Gillette
is
game
the
after
days
^guesting Friday (1) on NBC's cast three
Mel Tonne and Jon would be able to recoup at least
Sheriff played.
^‘Mohawk Showroom”
telepix part of the $800,000 it is paying
Bob Dixon of CBS-TV’s “Chuck and Soridra Steele making
.

to

1

.

.

Continued from page 19

show, plus the others
listed below, indie te how this program' pattern will cuL from the*
wealth of RCA “family” talent
pools—of which RCA Victor recording artists are many. It will
be charged off, in part, as a show-

,

.-

.

“Shop, Look and Cook” Labor Day
of

.

.

<4>.

Red Benson, emcee

the

of

Committee

|

.

Ruth Bean, home economist formerly with the Kresge-Newark

WATV, Newark,

Col.)

.

.

Back, inventor of the Zoomar lens.
City this week
3 unketing to Mexico
for the official opening of the
:

RCA and Color Television,
and the report of the Condon
Committee
appointed
by
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D.,
(CBS,

Inc.),

(

’

.

,

.

.

and
“Amm-i-dent Mystery Playhouse,
Jack
which tees off Sept. 19
Pegler, prez of the F, G. Back
Video Corp., and Dr. Frank G.

FCC Decision
Continued from page 23

.

.

director, respectively, of the
.

p.m. commentary. Dolcln, via Victor Van Der Linde, is taking over
the Tuesday and Thursday segments of Edwin C. Hill’s five-minute 7 p.m, stint.

.

WBKB

Thomas Me Andrews, who
to join the Kenyon & Eckhardt
agency ... David Savage named
Official

Increased commercial interest in

news is evident at ABC with Dolcin and Serutan backing shows.
Serutan is skedding John B.
Kennedy cross-the-board in a 2:30

WNBQ

'

He

operations.

service

News Programs on ABC

CBS Snares

Lou Snader’s telescriptlon outDon Otis show from the
.

,

.

Nets Snarled

j

MM

2

Had a show n

To put on the

He had recorded
We know not where

mm

assignment can go' to one of them
alone.
Sitting in
this

»«

on the

final decision

week are Craig Smith,

Gillette

id manager, Who trained into N.Y.
from Boston Monday (28); Maxon
veepee Ed Wilhelm, arid Path
Jonas, representing Mutual, which

'.v.v.sv.vl

has a partial say in the decision
through its standing with the Big

Had a show
To put on the air

Continued from page 22
schedule to the affiliate. That, situation is marked in Boston, for ex-

He had it recorded
Well tetl you where..

I
|

NBC

has a primary affiliation pact with WBZ-TV and so is
demanding that it get one of the
two cable lines to Boston on a fulllime basis. Other station, WNAC-

ample.

|

X

TV, is shared by ABC* CBS and
DuMont, which are asking that
time on the two lines be split four

s s

y

AtAf mi
WKBO ./U«n
WRAW
m
W OR K m WEST
HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANIA

READING
PENNSYLVANIA

YORK
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ways.

-i.

a nd

|

ed
You

wilt

tried

Call or Writ* for
Spocial Rato

Today I

Card

steep easily, too, once you've

Audio & Video's Personalized

Service because

idea ...

How to

ular. Editing

it's

built

around dne

best solve your partk-

and Recording Problem.

Committee of network reps to
iron out the allocations is unofficial a nd functioned for the last two
years at the invitation of AT&T.

WDEL'TV

Committee this year has now
been permanently disbanded, which
leaves it up to the phone company
either to allocate the channels on

DELAWARE

its

own

eree.

never
the

WILMINGTON

FCC

or call in the
as refSituation,. Incidentally, will
be completely solved until

Commission

lifts

its

STEINMAN STATIONS
Clair

ban on

new TV station applications and
the phone company is able to‘equip
enough cable facilities to service
all four webs in all parts of the
country.

McCotlough, Central Manager

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Chicago

San Francisco

Haw York

-

Lor Ang.lcf

.«
.

.
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Dallas, Aug, 29.
Four TV networks will be featured on WFAA-TV beginning in
September and October, according
to an announcement by general,
manager Martin B. Campbell.
NBC, ABC, DuMont and Paraon mount Television
Will all be par-

4 4

.

.

Legit actress Mary Mason started a running part Monday (28)
.Legit-film actor Donald Buka, having finished
"Front Page Farrell”.
a strawhat torn* with Eva LeGallieiine in "Com Is Green,” has radio
spots this week on "True Story,” "Top Secret,” "Perry Mason” and
Hy Gardner, N Y. Herald Tribune columnist, to do a
"Nick Carter”
and TV programs for 24 hours on all N,Y. stamarathon pitch on
tions tonight (Wed.) on behalf of the paper’s Fresh Air Fund which
kicks off with the all-star football game Sept. 6
John R. Overall .replaced Duncan R; Buckham, who resigned as MBS’ eastern division
Harold Levey, for the second time, will lead the NBC
sales manager
.

include cable markets plus individual market ratings on each of 62 TV
market areas now in existence. In line with the extension of networking facilities scheduled for next month, Videodex plans to add to its
list of individually-reported markets, Minneapolis-St. Paul,. Atlanta*
ried by the Dallas station. Latest Kansas City,
Omaha, Salt Like City and Fort Worth-Dallas. New
count has placed TV sets in the service is to treat non-cable
markets on a composite basis, providing
Dallas-Ft. Worth area at well over clients with
a total U. S. audience index for their programs. Videodex
110,000 sets.
uses a total sample of 8,500: homes. Included in the 62-market report
will be rating information on sustainers, covering the full telecasting
radius in each market.

.

|
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.

AM

.
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Symphony

.

.

j

.

i

.

U

for

Sunday

S. Steel

Orch

(3).

will play a suite of waltzes

composed by Levey for the various U. S. Steel shows,
.Suzanne JohnNAM’s radio and TV director, currently vacationing
in New York prior to returning to her faculty spot at Alabama U.y Sept.
Gal is also harpist with the
10, where she teaches harp and piano.
Birmingham (Ala.) Civic Symphony, which has 20 concerts skedded for
Jack Eigen begins his
the forthcoming Season.
airer from
his own Madison ave. restaurant, Jack Eigen’s Guest Boom, Sept. 23,
one night after he finishes his stint at the Copacabana.
Eve Parnell
Bill Quinn new to "Our Gal Sunday”
added to "David Harum”
Beverly Roberts and James Monks are "Stella Dallas” additions,
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

WNEW

hunting a replacement for Nick Freyberg, who resigned as
sales promotion director to rest after recuping from a long illness
Al Heifer* MBS "Game of the Day” sportscaster, will commentate a
group of sports shorts for Chick Vincent
"Coast Guard on Parade”
resumes on NBC Sept. 2 with George Foley producing and Jim Lister
Dennis King, Jr„ ex-NBC-TV director, has joined Maxon
directing,
agency handling AM and TV chores ... Lanny and Ginger Grey expanding their Little Grey Gift Shop
Hank Sylvem to be a judge at
Mrs. America contest at Palisades Park next Tuesday (5)
Robert C.
.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMGM

.

Continued from page 23

better in a comparatively intimate
room like the Copacabana* N. Y.,
than on the tremendous stage of
the Capitol theatre, N. Y.
It’s inconceivable, according to
the producers and directors, that
any film studio would attempt to
lens a big musical production in a
theatre.
If that’s true, they ask,
why must they stage their shows in
a theatre?
As for. the networks’
claim that they must take space
where they can. get it, the creative
talent declares it would, be far better to lease floor space and convert it to TV use, rather than going to the expense of buying theatres and converting them for video.
In line with that, they point out
that NBC's decision to transform
its studio 8H in Radio City for TV
use in one step in the right di-

stone, daughter of

.

.

Griffith added by Frederic W. Ziv Co. as a sales rep, .VWNYC to air
a series of documentary dramas, each devoted to a city block which
.

keeps its sidewalks clean
Jlerb Gordon, exec producer for Frederick rection.
W. Ziv and World Broadcasting, went to Coast last Thursday (24) for
several weeks on bifc* headquartering in Ziv’s Coast office ... Leonard
Meyers, NBC music editor, on Vacation this week at Cape Cod.
.Bill
Grey, having returned to N. Y. after six years on the Coast in the Jack
Kirkwood show, plans to stay east and is freelancing.
Louis A. Smith, Vho had his own agency in Chi arid was formerly
with the Edward Petry Co., is now managing WOR’s office in the
Windy City... .WNEW airing driving safety spots with celebs for Labor
Day weekend .... Davidson Taylor, former CBS veepee, now hanging
liis hat in the State Dept, to work on Voice Of America .... Adelaide
Klein returning this week from Coast where she acted in film with
Humphrey Bogart for Warners', "The Enforcer”.
Basil W. Matthews,
appointed Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample veepee, will handle the Procter &
Gamble account for the agency.
Ralph Paul back from vacation to
announce "Second Honeymoon,” "Strike It Rich,” etc. .... Robert H.
Hinckley, ABC veepee and member of the ECA Public Advisory Board,
leaves for Europe Saturday (2) to make a first-hand study of measures
employed by Western Europe’s broadcasting facilities to counter the
intensified Russian propaganda campaign,
.

.

.

Videodex, indie audience rating survey for television, struck out on
a national basis this week, scheduling a new national report which will

To aid: affiliate stations, newspapers, etc., to tie in With CBS coverage of the Korean crisis, the web’s press department chief, George
Crandall, has wrapped up a special promotion kit on CBS’ completed
'
news staff, Kit includes biographical material on all CBS correspondents in this country and overseas, as well as background stories,
features and still photos of the news department staffers. Features
include bylined stories by Edmund Chester, chief of the department,
on "News Gathering in the Atomic Age,” Larry LeSueur on Communist propaganda techniques, etc.
Kit also includes special material on
CBS-TV news coverage, including a story on the web’s techniques in
making the news visual. Kit points up the growing importance of
news to both radio, and TV as a result of the Korean fracas.
•

Shell Oil’s two hews programs— Kenneth Ban gh art’s 11 p.m. strip on
N. Y., arid Don Goddard’s cross-the-board show on WNBT, N. Y.,
which started Monday (28)—-are being promoted with an unusual mailing piece. Shell’s 800 dealers in the metropolitan area are getting a
map of the world in the form of a 180<-piece jigsaw puzzle. With it
goes a note saying, "If you are puzzled by the world, let Banghart and
Goddard put the pieces together for you.”
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Rosefield Packing Co. has put "Skippy Hollywood Theatre” on notice
after nine years and commissioned Les Mitchel to shop around for a
television show.
.Van Heflin, who looks like Foote, Cone & Belding’s
Hugh Davis, kicks off the Hallmark Playhouse season Sept. 7 in "The
Life of Thomas Edison” .... Safeway Stores bought "A Memo From
Mollie,” romantic comedy series, for Columbia’s Pacific network. It
brings together again "First Nighter’s” plan Soule and Barbara Luddy
.Clark George, CBS account exec, back in the Navy due to being a
Al Kabakjsr, headman here for Dancer-Fitzgeraldreserve officer
ABC’s Frank Samuels off to Hawaii to conSample, is now a veepee
.Bob Hawk is packaging Bill Frawley in a
fer with the net’s affiliate
The imporsituation comedy piece called "For the Luvva Mike”
tance of a script girl to a show was never better demonstrated than
last week when Ken Burton, producer of Railroad Hour,, passed away
night before the broadcast. Betty Emery was told to take over and
brought in the show on the nose and without a fluff. Even the sponsor
wired congrats ... Nat Wolff and Don Quinn put together an idea by
Waiter Wanger for his wife, Joan Bennett, and it came off on the tape
as "Originals By Bennett." It has a story line with a fashion facet.
Fran van Hartesveldt was Walter Craig’s choice for successor to the
late Ken Burton as producer of "Railroad Hour” and "Father Knows
Best” for Benton & Bowles. He produced "Gildersleeve” last season.
.
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WGN

sales promotion manager berth to
has switched from
western sales rep for station’s eastern office. Charles Wilson takes
Fox Head Brewing Co, picked up nightly halfover promotion post.
hour of the Buff Cobb arid Mike Wallace "Chez Show” aired six times
Estelle Compton Model Institute appointed SchoWeekly on
enfeld, Huber & Green as its agency ... Jazz Singer Mildred Bailey
.WLSs
platter show last week.
guested on Fred Reynold’s
annual airings from the Illinois State. Fair copped space in 300 downwith
state papers .... Bill Lawrence and Janette Davis house-guested
Fran Allison last weekend? .Frankie Laine to appear on ABC. s
director,
program
Al Morey,
"Junior Junction” Saturday (2)
.New NBC sales staffer Morris Mitchell
off on a three-week vacation
here tossing ideas at Chi NBC sales execs last week > Nancy L arr
School
soprano, and Leonard Keller, prez of Chi Metropolitan
Don Painter joins ABC
of Music trekked to the altar Monday (29)..
production staff here after a hitch with web in Hollywood,
,

Don Getz

;

,
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homes

in
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of
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an average

week. And the average rural home reached
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or any combination of media.
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Education and Federal Security Agency ... Vincent
me director of radio for Treasury War Bonds, has
.

f

WQQW

to enter national defense

work ...

^

r e

B

_
JJ ak
^ < e ^ie s
asu
Charles
frrnTT._ .*
PHjS^a
u
f music-chatter platters for savings bonds radio]
g
“Faith of Our Fathers*
V McClelland has bowed out of starring role
s
esqui pageant* for contract with the '‘Ellery Queen
here
Korea
w
to
Richard Rendell, newscaster for; WMAL-ABC, en route
e will head web’s Far Eastern news bureau.

Shoreham maestro, has been inked by

•

^•JP

^

,

1

.

m

^

1

.

Sales Offices in

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

VLW

•

as
Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark will again act
ational chairman for the fourth annual Voice.
Assn, and
ponsored jointly by NAB, Radio-Television Manufacturers^
le U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce, an d

irector of

WLW.

.

WMAQ

WBBM

lotel

all

.more

reaches a greater rural audience

WLW-land — at

Of

this rich,

as simple as this—

WLW

HortV why —
dise-Able. Area,

caller

C. P. Persons* sales manager of WAPI, Birmingham, a
director, to
Judith Waller, Chi NBC public affairs and; education
Lake,
attend International Council of Religious Education at Green
Wisflack Jim Hanlon vacationing
.Chief
Wis., next week
Magaz
Family
consin
.LeVally agency grabbed off the American
_n
show
morning
cross-the-board_
account ... Jim Conway hosts new
annual AmerWBBM. Paul Visser, of NBC’s farm staff, attending
Al
ican Veterinary Assn, confab at Miami Beach
^
piomotion
and VNBQ
.... John Keys,
page captain at
week.
last
son
of
chief, popping with cigars after birth,
.

more spendable
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WGN
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day-through-Friday,
starting
in
mid-September, but has been hit by
the usual, summer slump, particularly on the Sabbath airer.
The
Kollmars met on this point with
Continued from page 19
Continued front page 29
the IVOR sales-staffers last week,
letter expressed the hope “that a
the
which
presumably
prompted
on to say that the program’s only mitting that the troubles of a lazy
Incidentally, the spoofing movement might be started in bemotive is to sell America.. That it married man in avoiding any regu- gag.
pitch drew 100 letters from listen- half of the nation’s broadcasters to
did, thanks to inspirational talks lar job and his constant bickering
ers Who offered' to “buy” the Rolls enable us to restrain the Comby Sec. of Labor Maurice Tobin, with liis mother-in-law can be
and the yacht.
munist Party from furthering their
Gov. Earl Warren of Cal., Sec. of made funny to air listeners. “Pop”
aims through the medium of broadCommerce Charles Sawyer, and was seldom genuinely humorous.
Charles Laughton. Listeners along Bulk of lauyhs stemmed from
Jacqueline Susann (Mrs. Irving
Letter drew a reply from the
the 32 stations Of the Columbia puns and virtually slapstick gags. Mansfield and Kay Armen had
Pacific network, who bargained for Program had the further handicap quite a Session on the weight re- NAB’s government relations direcRalph W, Hardy, who said that
tor,
the usual documentary, must have of being unevenly paced, swinging ducing problem on Ban*y Gray’s
the broadbeen pleasantly surprised. If they from semi-serious to the worst
(N.Y.) show Sunday night. it had been referred to
defense council wiiich the
bad heard the acts before, they sort of hokum.
It was hep show biz stuff and, as cast
reprised.
enough
to
be
good
emergency.
were
Jim Backus, as Pop, struggled the emcee later observed, “deli- NAB has set up for the
To fill out the entertainment hard to make something of an un- cately handled,” Wisely, lie stayed
quotient, highlights of past season believable character, but never out of the mikes, sirtde both gals
Congressman Queries FCC
shows were integrated from tape quite succeeded. His wife, Flor- are experts at al fresco and reWashington, Aug. 29.
and shellac into a smooth runoff. ence Lake, was the most refresh- hearsed AM-TV sessions. It was
The hot potato of the use of raHeard were Bob Crosby, Jo Staf- ing note of the show, while Jerry a friendly hassle, in exceedingly
time by the Communist Party
ford, tile Modernaires, Jack and Miclielson,
as
the young son, good taste considering her subject. dio
Mary Benny, Ronald and Benita served adequately despite sonie Earlier on that same show, Jack is Up before the FCC again. The
Jack inane situations. Sheldon Leonard, Robbins was surrounded by Fran agency has been asked by Rep.
Sinatra,
Frank
„Colmari.
Smith, Dinah Shore, Lucille Nor- per usual; was a typical con-man. Warren and Miss Armen. Both, Clarence Brown ( R. Ohio) to furand Hope Emerson thoroughly man- thrushes took him and the pub- nish him with a record of time
Crosby
Bing
add
Gary
man,
Dick Haymes. For one reason or handled the mother-in-law role. lishing clan to task on the issue sales by radio stations to the Comanother,, the American Federation Robert Afnibruster and his or- of closed-doors to the amateur or munists.
Chairman
Commission
of Radio Artists refused to clear chestra gave the program an elab- newcomer songwriter but the vet- Wayne Coy acknowledged yesterMeredith Willson and a mixed orate musical backgrounding.
with
his
own
held
eran Robbins
day (28) that lie has received a
chorus; so their “Ballad of the
Wear.
some realistic lOwdown on what request from the Congressman for
Atomic Age” was not heard almakes
the music biz tick.
data.
the
though previously broadcast. ClearWhether the Commission will
ances from other unions and guilds
has
w? re granted at once.
Joey AdamsV “Rate Your Mate” query all stations for the data
Merle Jones, manager of KNX,
has settled into what should be a not yet been determined. However,
- Continued from pate 20
made “Miracle” a station- wide
of
amount
believed
that
the
it
is
happy Sunday early evening laugh
project and all hands were as- direction; High fly bails aren’t a spot, Sunday at 6, and shapes Up time sold to, the C P. is inflnitisimal
sembled to give it a Peabody risk. The danger is line-drive as an increasingly funny show. The and is largely limited to political
Award presentation. Stuart Noyins, fouls-— sometimes you can't even nitery comedian quite obviously campaigns.
head of public events, put together see them coming.
has finally found his niche with
Commission policy provides; that
the data and turned it over to
‘The players themselves realize this formula. It’s sufficiently solid stations must sell time to any leSterling Tracy and George Allen
on
its own as to make the natural gally qualified candidate if it sells
til e danger and try to protect themto produce. The end result was a
Groucho Marx's time to one. The agency takes the
selves against it. Y on '11 notice that comparison to
happy coalition of effort and art When
a powerful hitter comes to quiz show almost negligible.
position it must adhere to such a
hour of entertainment that slaked
coaches
at first and third
the
bat
coui*se wherever the Communists
a summer thirst,
far as they can,
up
as
back
base
move
will
CBS reasons that if it
’are given voting privileges.
chance to get out
the booklets along these slopes, so they’ll have a
The policy was affirmed in a deof vicious line drives.
the rest of the country will re- of the way
cision June 30, 1948, in consider“They should put up screens or
spond with even greater fervor.
ing the renewal of the license of
Continued from page 21
So elsewhere along the network fences in the various parks to
the Port Huron ( Mich ) BroadcastOtherwise
crowds.
protect the
if there's an open hour to fill,
for advei’tisers \ our first ing Co., licehsee of WHLS, which
work
to
'‘Miracle of America” will perform there may be a tragic accident.”
ask after I came on board was was cited for refusing to sell time
station-identifithe
incidentally,
handily the chore assigned to it.
Y. Yankee o evaluate and then to *publicize to political candidates because it
If you can’t sell America in these cation cut-ins on the N.
broadcasts, via WINS, these “differences.”
considered the broadcasts libelous.
critical times, you can’t sell soap baseball
Perhaps the most important difBrown called on Coy to furnish
or cigarets. And here is a potent N.Y., are now being smoothly
weapon to do it. Jones and his handled. Until a couple of weeks erence between Mutual and the for his official use “a record of
reoperation
stathe
was
500-plus
when
networks
is
other
dux*
ago,
Columbians proved that you can
the amount of time purchased and
ions; of which 300-plus are “the used by and in the name of the
sell it without waving the flag and viewed, there was apparently no
rate the big E not alone for effort coordinating system between the only network voice in town.” In Communist Party over American
studio and the on-the-spot broad- May, 1949, we had 517 stations as
Helm.
at for excellence.
i*adio stations .
together with the
cast crew.
compared with 539 today. In May, names of such stations and the date
319
“home-town”
1949.
covered
we
bi'oadcast
THAT’S
of the
thereon between
POP
with 327 to- June 15 and Aug. 15, 1950.”
(‘Advance Release')
The Kollmars had a delightful markets as compared
day. No one had to tell us the imJVIth Jim Backus, Florence Lake, rib at the
Last week; the Congressman told
sales dept., which
Jerry Michelson, Hope Emer- sounded like kidding on the square, portance of these small stations, the House that he has received a
son, Sheldon Leonard
with carefully prepared commer- because we knew that our partner- number of complaints from citiWriters: Hugh Wedlock, Howard cials on a $10,000 Rolls Royce sta- ship with them was an asset from zens “to the effect that the ComSnyder
tion wagon. a yacht which “only which the listeners, the advei'tisers, munist Party is buying radio time
Producer-Director: Max Hutto
calls for $150,000 down and life- the stations and the network all and putting on radio programs that
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 pan.
time to pay,” and a 123-room estate would benefit.
are not in the interest of the
NBC, from New York
Sodom -By-the-Sea (n e a r b y
at
To evaluate further this very real country.”
This seventh in the series of Gomorrah) on the eastern shore of asset, we had 532;000 listeners in
NBC’s “Advance Release” shows, Maryland, which has one short- 42 states interviewed dui’ing April
testing out “first programs of series coming no stables but “in these of this year to determine how these
mulled for this fall airing, doesn’t d«^s one can get along without small stations could really stand
shape up promising. It’s a case of racing stable” anjl it was cautious- up against outside network comtrying to adapt a cartoon script ly offered as “easy to write off on
Contimief from pa*a 19
petition. The sui*vey results sui>
idea to the airwaves, with minor your income tax.” Dorothy Killhis health or life would be endanProbably there is plenty gallen and her husband, Richard passed even ou: fondest hopes
results'
stashowed
the
Mutual
that
gered by his appearance here.
of usable humor in Milt Gross’ Kollmar (Dorothy & Dick) did they
comic strip, “That’s My Pop,” but their Sunday brunch Mr. and Mrs. tions in these one-netwoi*k markets Whatever doubt I have had befoi’e
little of it got into this effort. routine deadpan, and, wisely, not have more listeners than all the is completely dispelled by the tesWhere a humorous idea may click too broadly, meantime “saluting” other networks and independent timony of the three doctoi*s. I think
sales depart- stations combined,
in such a strip, it doesn’t go so the “efficient
it is clear that Richai’ds is a vei*y
ment fox* getting us some new
As for co-ops, our first job was sick man and I am going to
well in a radio show;
relieve
Since there was to find out what type of co-op proIt was through no lack of capa- commercials.”
him of appearance heie under subble people that the program failed only one mccoy commei'cial, quite grams could best be sold by our
poena.”
to get over. Rather, it was a ques- obviously the Kollmars weren’t too affiliates. This job also was not too
Cottone played his last Iruinp
tion of proper direction and more subtle in their rib on the station. easy to accomplish and it isn’t finThe team has been sold out Mon ished yet. But we have come up card, but it didn’t take a trick when
palatable lines and situations. Adwith the biggest co-op in network Cunningham denied his motion to
histoi*y
the “Game of the Day.” have Richards examined by imparAnd we are now devoting 50% tial medicos. The examiner said he
more time to co-ops than we were would have considered the apa year ago^-de voting this time to pointment of a medical board if
co-op programs with 4,500 current he had any reason to question the
local commercial orders for Mutual integrity of the doctors who testistations. Thir happens to be triple fied.
Affirmative case for Richards
last year’s figures.

Boston, Aug. 29.

WCOP,
brated

WMCA

.

Approximately 20% of recent
video set production has included
FM reception. Should the industi'y
go all out for the TV-FM idea,
circulation would be increased by
6,000,000 lurth? next year, which
Wrould about dov ble the amount of
sets now in the hands of own-'
,

FM

FM

.

ers.

Production of FM-only and FMsets has been running at a
rate of only about 1,000,000 a year.
However, there have been signs recently of greater activity among
manufacturers in promoting FM,
with new models by Zenith, G-E
and Westinghouse arousing considerable interest More advertising
of
receivers has appeared in
newspapers hex*e the past two
weeks than in many a moon.

AM

.

.

FM

MY

WOR

Miller Girds
Continued from page 21

sponsive only to the Government,
(3) and the head of such an agency
acceptable to the media. Miller

—

—

WOR

‘

.

We'r* proud of th* successful

company we

ROYAl

CASCARA QUININE
KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTE
METRO OOLDWYN MAYER
OLSON RUG COMPANY

STOKEIV

HILL'S

-

etc.).

REMEDY

.

:

While acme agencies are enthu-

siasUc about the proposal,

BLONDEX

some ''^5 ” 'For^ne^thin^ABcS

PURITY'S TASTEf B«AD
your solos!
Follow thoso loaders and boost

WJBK-T

V. 3

other;

1

BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE

Planned ,
“drumfire in depth,” for
CBS

its

!

after- j

noon sked. In the ABC concept, ]
for the cost of one half-hour crossthe-boax’d a sponsor would get
plugs in four shows daily, five days
a 'week, The plan never got off the
ground, ABC finding no takers.
j

jnd OuTion!

atliha'e.

!

WJBK-AM « TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
Represented

NEW YORK

??.

Nationally

by

488

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO
THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

;

-

also expected that the stawill
blast
“Tandem” as another step projecting the webs into the spot busiIt’s

tion

5-2455

INC.

representatives

ness on a national basis.

will also conduct a television

seminar.

Calvin

manager and
1

6tli

KFAC

Smith,

director

NAB’*

of

district, pi’esided.

i

1

j
1

Courtesy of M-C-M
appearing with

Now

DONALD O'CONNOft
Col.:

Donald

Wilkins,

in

charge of advertising recruitment
two services, said that radio
and TV will, get a good share of
the total media budget, but that
the actual percentage will depend
oFthe
of ihe mU toy
fle
emphasised that plans must ^e
Kept
aii times, inasmuch
an
d USe
*l
a changes accordingly.
Wilkins said that the NAB and
^
have been advised on Army
®AB
^ir Force; budget distribution
or ac* io and have expressed satisf
faction with the distribution.for the

Faye, Duffy, the “Di*eam” show,
the costly Arturo Toscanini hour,

ROOM

sw ANSDOWN CAKE MIX
B. C.

Lt.

21

OitSCRTS

CARTER'S LIVER PIUS

who

21

the overall budget.
About 50%
of local advertising has gone to
radio.

NBC’s Tandem
Continued from page

j

Said he had been authorized to
appoint a Broadcast Defense Council
but that such action will be
taken later.
Carl Haverlin, px*ez of Bx'oadcast
Music, told of the organization’s 10
yeax*s of healthy operation and how
BMI opened the doors of competition by recognizing 20 new publishers.
Friday’s
(25)
Speakers
Were Lee Hart, assistant director of
Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau;
Robert Swezey, New Oi’leans station operator, and Charles Batson,

.

1

on WJBK

21

FM

f

I

unencroaching

the manufacturers and FM broadcasters is planned soon. It is hoped
that if a few of the big producers
take the lead in adding the
tuner, the others will follow, and
TV-FM will become standard in the
low-priced models.

Prexy

Frank White,

remain

Continued from pace

I

I

rates
spite of

in

eral manager of the Radio-Tele^
vision Mfrs. Assn., to explore the
situation, and a joint meeting of

;

To sum up, “White and the Mu- starts Sept. 5.
tual boys” do not have to “shift
gears.” We have been in high on
this road for a long time befoi'e
the others thought it was anything
but a cowpatli in the hills,
Continued from page

New

changed
TV.

:

—

(26),

casting;

,

.

outlet, cele*

its

Saturday

>

MBS

ABC

15th anni as a station
haying hit the ail*
(in 1935) as a 500-watt daytime
indie. Station was originally owned
by the late Joseph M. Kirby and
was housed in Hub’s Copley Plaza
hotel.
It moved
to its present
quax*ters in the New England Mu*
tual Life Insurance building about
six years ago, when Cowles took
over the opex*ation, increasing its
power, to px*esent 5,000 Watts and
hooking up with ABC.
Station operates on A daily 19hour simultaneous AM-FM sked,
and has recently released its new
i*ate card (No. 7), specifying l'ates
for simultaneous AM-FM broad-

;

1

Hub’s

«eg

^

“

“

-

.

Wilkins'
department prepares
hiatex*ial for Army and Air Fox’ce
needs for the Advertising Council,
which works through advertisers to
support the joint Armed Forces

program

In

"THE MILKMAN"

.
.

(Unlvarsal-lntarnatlonal)

LOU CLAYTON
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Headliner Medal For
Col's ‘Hear It Now’ Album

Columbia Records was awarded
1949 Headliner Medal by the
National Headliners Club for its
“I Can Hear It Now’’ album. Award
cited
Columbia for “providing
something new in recording of
news history ahd its famous
a

j

An

important catalog and man-

power merger

.Larry Spier’s

tie-

The

vet

>’s

Boogie Bagpipes

music man, who exited Chappell

Seattle,.

recently as gen. prof, mgr., after

Scot bagpiper Willie Barry
and Canadian piper Jimmy
Watt led 14 Scotch Highlander

20

years,'

merged

with

catalog!

his

ABC

Spier,

Inc.

Music Corp.,

a Bourne subsid.
Spier will operate and activate
the combined catalogs, including
two songs he .brought over with
him, titled “Just Say I Love Her”
”
and “Watchin’ the Trains Go By
Bourne Corp. catalog has Bud
Gateley as the gen. prof. mgr. This
the residual company which
is
came into being after Bourne and
Irving Berlin split up their partnership, each going into' business
Berlin reacquired his
separately.
personal copyrights and Bourne
changed the old Berlin, Inc. business into his own name, continuing ABC MUsic, which existed
heretofore as a subsid to Berlin,
,

Inc.

..

Spier, meantime, has been talking with BMI to head up a publishing unit, which he may still do,
a la the Lou Levy operations With

Leeds Music (ASCAP) and Duchess
Music (BMI).

bagpipers

-

in

Aug.

joining

Edwin R. Murrow, CBS commenand narrator and co-editor of
album, had won a previous
"award from thee Headliners Club

29.

Hollywood, Aug, 29.
Sage advice was given to
Paul Weston by Ben JSelyin,
whom Weston is succeeding as
Columbia agists and repertoire topper.
At a luncheon
tossed by 50 music pubbery

tator

the

-

in 1948 for best foreign
spot radio recording.

Lionel

on-the-

Hampton’s orchestra here at
the Palomar last week in the
first blending of modern music
and bagpiping.

Hampton

on Credits

Over ’Say

I

Love Her’

Dispute
has
arisen
between
Larry Spier, who publishes the
song. “Just Say I Love Her,” and
songwriter Martin Kalmanoff, over
assignment of credits for the song.
Melody is taken from an Italian

by R. Falvo, “Dicitencello

Vuie.”

Sheet music and record credits
five names, Falvo, Kalmanoff
and Sam Ward for the lyric and
Jimmy Dale and Jack Vat for the
music, Kalmanoff, who claims he
wrote a new middle part, adapted
the song into pop form and wrote
the entire lyric, argiie§ he should
list

get credit with Falvo alone.

Spier obtained American rights
from the Italian Book
Co. About 10 or 15 years ago. Ward,
Dale and; Val adapted the tune under the title “That Night in
Napoli,” and assigned it to Spier.
Song never elicked. Kalmanoff,
after learning that Spier controlled
the rights, came to him with his
version of the tune.
Spier agreed to take it, but
pointed out that he had two sets of
lyrics and would offer record companies a choice of either. He suggested that all four writers share
to the song

credit in whichever was accepted.
Kalmanoff claims lie agreed because he had no other choice;
Kalmanoff ’s beef is that “three
writers are taking 75% of the
credit for a hit song of which they
wrote nary a single word or a single note, while I find myself with
one-fifth of the credit for a song of
which I wrote three-quarters.”
,

Lawrence Weflk orch is scheduled to play its first New York date
in over a year when it opens -at
the Capitol theatre some time in
the middle of October. Exact date
hasn’t been set yet, but it will be
either

Oct,

12 or 19.

Band

last

played New York in June, 1949, at
the Roosevelt Grill.
Following the Capitol date, unit
will play one-nighters and possible

locations

in

couple of months.

the

east

for

a

It will also air

ABC Miller High Life Beer
half-hour Weekly shows out of N YBand is currently playing the Trianon Ballroom, Chicago.

its

AFMers’ Army Plan
To Place Tuner Draftees

Philly

Philadelphia, Aug. 29.
Local 77 of the American Federaof Musicians is planning a
program of cooperation with the
U. S. 2nd Army to place about-tobe-drafted members with Armed
Forces musical groups.
tion

Philly local feels that many of
its members will be drafted, and
since services need musicians and
members want to continue playing,
program would be useful to both.

AFM

Weston;
arranging and
“Stick to
don’t take up the oboe, see all.
the boys arid don’t grow a

plans to take the

pipers with, him for his coming stand at Bop: City in New

beard.’’

York

vin’s old one) is

Weston’s new boss (arid SelMitch Miller,

City.

Columbia recording director—
a renowned oboist who sports

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Earl Vollmer, Palladium general
manager, made a bid to Bob Crosby
and Phil Harris to form bands spe-

.

a goatee.

M|ss Pickens became ill with a
virus infection in her throat, 'Victor’s artist and repertory staffers
attempted to get Local 802’s permission to postpone the session.
Unable to contact local officials,
Victor attempted to get approval

cifically for

terpery dates late this
Winter at a 50-50 split of the gate.
An earlier pitch to Gordon Jenkins, Paul. Weston and Axel Stordahl for similar engagements failed
E. H. Morris Music Co. is begin- when the batoneers pleaded they
ning a concerted campaign to get lacked time dive to radio and war
smalltown television stations to use commitments.
Offer made to Frank DeVol apits three-minute films synchronized
to records of Morris tunes. So far pears likely to succeed, with the
the pubbery is servicing stations on leader-arranger
telling
Vollmer
a free basis, but plans are to charge he’d like to play a six-week stand
in
late
spring
for use of the films in order to
when he winds his
cover the approximate $1,000 film upcoming radio programs. It would
be at 50-50 split, same deal as
Cost for each tune.
Paul Barry, general manager of Ralph Flanagan is getting for a
the N. Y. Morris office, left Friday four-frame stand starting June 23.
(25) for a one-week visit of- four preceding Flanagan, Freddy Marcities to sell station managers on tin has been pencilled in for six
the idea. He’ll hit Dallas, Houston, weeks to follow the previously-anFort Worth and Chicago.
Upon nounced Oct. 10 engagement of
his return. Jack Lee, also of the Ray Anthony. Both Flanagan and
N, Y. office, will go out for two Anthony will be making Coast
bows.
weeks to visit 19 cities.
Pubbery has made two films already, and more are in the works.
About 35 tele Stations, a dozen of
which are in the east and the rest
on the Coast, are using the service.
Blanket Deal
Stations have been using them only
in the past three weeks. Company
figures it has a potential market of
Telepix
For
160 stations.
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Essential purpose of the films is
First blanket deal making film
to plug Morris songs.
But since music available to a television orcost of each film is about $850, plus
ganization has been signed by the
$5 a print, the pubbery will charge Warner Brothers’ Music Publishers
for use of the films.
It hasn’t yet
Lou
.

from Rex Riccardi, national AFM
Harry Ruby, after an interval of exec, but the latter refused to comnine years, is returning to music mit himself.
At a hearing last Thursday (24)
publishing with Tommy Valando,
head of Laurel Music. Ruby, Inc., before the Local 802 exec board,
will be a subsid of Laurel, but Va(Continued on page 40)
lando will operate both outfits. His
last pub venture was with his late
partner, Bert Kalmar, but eventu'

ally

Holding

fee.

Snader.

films currently in use are

Corporation

New York” which
be played by the NBC Symphony Orchestra in a simulcast
preern arid later recorded as an
album by RCA Victor.
The cleffers are Duke Ellington
whose assignment will be Harlem;
Sigmund Romberg, who will do a
tone-poem on the Great White
turn to their Bevhiils home this
Way;
Skitch Henderson, who will
weekend. Gene Mann, of the Greek
cover Gotham’s suburbs; Pon Gillis,
theatre, Hollywood, may do a play
producer of the NBC Symphony
authored by Ruby.
airers, who will take his inspiratiop
Ruby's song, “Indian on the
from
the subways; and Vladimir
Nickle” is being published by
Dukelsky
(Broadway’s
Vernon
Laurel; his “Nobody Ever Said No
Duke), who will create a harmonic
To Nora” via Ruby, Inc. Ruby ex- salute to
Central Park.
pects to take up his renewals as
Negotiations are still under way
they occur and add them to the for
.a sixth composer, .with the posRuby, Inc., catalog.
sibility of either Leonard Bernstein

with

Entire catalogs of Remick,

or Aaron Copland finding time to
accept, the commission.
Idea of WNBC general manager
Ted Cott i6 to make the project the
center of his pitch to rejuvenate

Fairway for One Year

the station
to give it its own
Music identity in and
Goday, Goday
addition to its character
prexy, will take over manageriient as NBC’s Gotham key. The “symand become sole selling agent for phonic closeup” is also part of
Fairway Music for one year. Fred WNBC’s campaign to integrate
Stryker, who heads Fairway, a itself into the metropolitan comCoast Broadcast Music, Inc., firm* munity and to dramatize its local
is taking a year’s rest in South
flavor and activities.
America and may move; there perexec veepee
Denny

Happy

FISHMAN TAKES

Web

manently.
Under terms of the deal, Goday
takes over the 524-song Fairway

Charles

enthusiastic about the venture,
and suggested a simulcast preem
from Carnegie Hall.
Unveiling,
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
He gets 50% of income
catalog.
Band booker Ed Fishman has on all new records arid a chunk with each composer conducting his
taken his battle with James C. of the performance coin on the own movement of the suite, is
skedded tentatively for November.
Petrillo to the National Labor Relasongs. No new sprigs will be added.
Mayor William O’Dwyer has
tions Board, charging AFM; czar's
promised the city administration’s
revocation of Fishman’s franchise
full
support for “Portrait,” as part
unwarranted^ deprives him of his St. Loo Hoedown Terpery
of N. Y.’s own tub-thumping camlivelihood. Reason for cancellation
Gutted by $42,000 Fire paign. WNBC will *spend a reportof the booking license was not
ed $25,000 to promote the longhair
St._Louis, Aug. 2 9..
given-byiAEM
The
Shady Valley Barn, a large composition.
bandcoast
Fishman, former
booker for William Morris; has recreational hall 20 miles south of
worked for Federal Agency, an in- St. Louis where square and hoedie outfit here, for the last several down dances were featured every Dorsey Holds Initial
Saturday night, was destroyed by
years.
fire at a $42,000 loss early Thursday (24), The building, eonstructin 1941 was the origination spot
ed
Following his moveover from
Weinstroer Wi
for a radio program “Shady Valley RCA Victor, to Decca with formal

WITH PETRILLO TO NLRB

Shulman recently
hair composer.
wrote several pieces for Artie
on the Columbia
waxed
also
Shaw,
.

-

will

to

withholding blanket okay to
Firms,
use their catalog tunes.
however*
are permitting tunes to
by
String orch recently formed
individual deal basis.
jazz pianist Joe Bushkin has been be used on
tapped by Columbia Records with
the group set to do two musical
FIGHT
compositions by Alan Shulman,

and a long-

N. Y., has commissioned
top composers to paint a mu-

sical “Portrait of

Ruby has been on a personal
appearance “route” on TV and AM
to trailerize “Three Little Words,”
the Metro biopic based on the lives
and songs of Kalmar & Ruby.
may stay
Songsmith-play wright
east another week. His wife (the
to replans
Percy)
former Eileen

still

cellist

V;

WNBC,
five

%

Col Signs Bushkin trio;

NBC Symphony

Musical ‘Portrait of N.

into Mills Music.

Witmark, Harms and subsidiaries
have been thrown open for use in
the three-minute vidpix.
Snader will pay a fiat 1% of
the gross from each film which
on a pop
uses a standard and 14
teletunepix,
A similar contract was inked
with Mills Music previously, leaving only Chappell and HobbinsFeist-Miller of the larger pubberies

stock ahd semi-animated accompaniments to “The Friendly Islands”
and “Don’t Rock the Boat,” by
Harold Arlen and Ralph Blane,
from, the Metro pic, “My Blue
Heaven.” Vidpix give authors, but
not pic, credit.

sold to

.

Tuned

Two

Ruby was

metamorphosed into Blossom Music.
In World War I days. Ruby’s
partner was a member of Kalmar
& Puck, and Kalmar, Puck & Abrahams, both companies now merged

Okay

decided on the

&

Kalmar

Loeb-Lissauer, which in turn Was
acquired by Lou Levy (Leeds) and

Warner Mberries

label.

.

any reawas recently parlayed with a new ruling banning the dubbing of vocals
atop of previously taped instrumentations, has already caused a
series of skirmishes between the
disk companies and N. Y. Local
802, which is expected to lead to a
showdown battle battle.
Latest incident involves RCA
Victor, which early this month engaged a 20-man orchestra under
Hugo Winterhalter for a recording
session with Jane Pickens. Since

looters’ performances for
clause, which
son.

reps, fhe retiring Selviri told

.

In Hassle

with

Shave-ian Advice

figures.”

,

strain

Major disk companies, faced
mounting production costs,
arp propping a stiff light to shake
off American Federation of Musicians’ regulations which bar the
cancellation or, postponement of

-

is

Saul H. Bourne.

in with

,

Bushkin’s trio, meantime, has
been held over at the Park Sheraton hotel, N. Y., for the third time.
He closes Sept. 12 after 16 weeks,
with Irving Fields’ trio opening its
regular stand at this spot Sept. 13.

is

""

Atlantic Sets Johnson
As Musical Director

r

1

Atlantic Records, N. Y., has set
a musical directorship, with

up

Johnson, saxophonist and
arranger, holding clown the post.
Atlantic previously head contracted
different musical directors when
needed- Jribnson has arranged for
BilTy Eckstine, Ivory Joe Hunter,
Earl Hines, Benny Goodman and
others. Johnson will also continue
to operate on his own.
Diskcry has also made a deal
with Blue Star Records of Paris
whereby the foreign outfit will
handle European distribution of

Budd

|

[

Folks” over

(

KWK,

St.

Louis for

inking of his new three-year pact
with latter company last week,
Tommy Dorsey held his initial waxing session for Decca last Friday

I

several years.
I

Norm

Weinstroer, Coral Records’
Fire was of undetermined origin.
new general sales manager, returned to Atlarita last week to
Lawrence
clean up Unfinished business in his
former post as southeastern diviElliot Lawrence orch has switchHe was ed agency affiliation in a move
sion manager for Decca.
accompanied by Jim MacDonald, from th^e General Artists Corp. to
New York branch manager for the Associated Booking Corp,, efsome of Atlantic's jazz platters.
Decca, who moves into Wein- fective Sept. 18.
Latter will
stroer’s Atlanta post.
Lawrence also recently shifted
take over his new position with from the Columbia label to Decca.
Weiss Returning to Coast Decca’ s subsidiary after Labor
Sam Weiss, Coast publisher, heads Day.
Louis Klaymanr will assume Mc- COLEMAN BACK TO WALDORF
back to his homeoffice this Week
After an absence of a few
Donald’s N. Y. post while Edward
after five weeks in New York. He’ll
Hurley moves’ irito Klayman’s spot months, Emil Coleman’s orch goes
stop over in Chicago to confer with
stem- as headof the Buffalo branch. Ex- back into the Wedgwood Room of
his lawyer on legal troubles
shifts* Coral, and New York’s Waldorf-Astoria, Oct. 2.
ming from infringement suit on cept for theseWill remain as beRoom, closed for the summer,
Decca setups
“Sam’s Song.”
XT
general sales chief Sid- reopens on that day with Roger
Publisher will return to New fore, under
Price
arid Kitty Kallen.
iney Goldberg,
York in a couple of months.

1

;

Williams Rejoins Decca

i

•

Mayo Williams, vet recording diDecca in the
blues and rhythm department un® er *^ oe Thomas.
Williams, formerly a Chicago
publisher in the blues field, hat
been with Decca off arid on for
the past several years.
rector, has rejoined

•

;

I

'

I

!

1

25).

Dave Kapp, Decca’s exec viceprexy, is planning to give more accent to Dorsey’s solo tromboning
in his upcoming releases than tn 27
bandleader has had in the last
couple of years.
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ORCHESTRAS-MISKC
Spike Jones Snags 12J4G
On Two Coast Bookings

Survey Week of August
.

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
Spike Jones cracked two records
over the weekend, grossing $0,7.00,
at Sacramento Auditorium Friday

18-24; 1950

of the week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks Published by the Office of
Research, Inc. Dr. John 0.- Peatman Director
Alphabetically
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Over.
Gant
Can't We Talk it Oyer..
VM*
«
Star
V/VUU Every
.....
Count
..... .......
.......
Darn It Baby That’s Love .....y..

...... .Mills
, ; . . .
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;ChappelI
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Dream A
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Dream Of Me

Little

Goodnight Irene
Home Cookin’— {“Fancy Pants”
,
Hoop-Dee-Doo
.....
.

.

.

.

<

,

.

.
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Famous
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You Were My

If

I’ll

.

.

Girl
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.
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.
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—
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.Duchess
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Famous

Cugat

Morris

.
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.

Why

Me

—
.
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.

.

Fight the Feeling

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

V,

.

Dance”

'’•“Let’s

.

,

.

.

V

, . .

.

Life Music
Undeterm’ e<!
.Paramount

.

.

.

.

You Wonderful You— {“Summer Stock”

.

Miller
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more

in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Neiworks. Published by the Office
of Research, Inc „ Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
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Independent .....
Can Anyone Explain
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Daddy From Georgia Way
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Duchess

.

of

blast

Columbus, Aug. 29.
dynamite Thursday

24) blew a 24 by 36 inch hole in
the roof of the Shaffer Music Co., Pine Top Smith, Louis Armstrong,
plant here, one of a dozen juke- and Red Nichols, Mercury’s recent
box plants in Columbus. Damage Muggsy / Spanier etchings, and
Capitol contribing Bob Hackett and
was estimated at $200.
Police linked the blast by finger- Nappy La Mar, all demand big
prints to a similair'explosion July turnover. Last* year, in contrast.
17 at the strikebound Ebco Manu- °nly a stray cultist wandered in
faeturing Co. No, explanation was to retailers for Dixieland items.
forthcoming as to the connection.
Jukebox operators, also have
Ebco makes water-coolers and is felt the upsurge; reporting that
not connected with the jukebox 10% of their current placements
industry.
are Dixieland records.
Despite the interest in most sec\y
the
vai v city,
vaiv uw/uy
|lk ja \Av and
southside
v * vj the
Hii\f
Cummins Back to New Yorker tions of

Me Out

Stable,” written by Ralph
Beittel
and published by
’’Strolling”
Dubonnet Music, and ’’Strolling,”

,

H.

* Legit musical.

I

written by Bobby Day and pubalso
TT
V UJk’V'-l
Roxy IfX
Music, were
by ilVAJ
waxed for tKe
the company by Miss
in N.Y.
Harry
Bernie Cummins 01-ch, which
r
,«e«om»med. by the Jimmy left the Ncw Xorlrtr; hotel, -N.- -TT.,
Harry Warren arrived in New
/iiirintfit
quartet,
anna
^
^y
last Thursday (24) after a stay of
f York this week for a three to foura few months, returns to the spot
week visit." Songwriter
Opera Saturday (2) for six Weeks.
Met
Patricc
Unself
Dallas, Aug. 29.
activities of his publishing film,
SO p rano[ has been inked to a new
Band is currently at the Cavalier
k!,
pn
The Dallas Symphony Orchestra Harry Warren, Inc., a Metro jongterm
nt
a
disking pact
by RCA
will go back on disks with Allegro subsid.
<
nnea ranee in hotel, Virginia Beach, Va., where
Victor following her appearance
to make recordings here in NovemIt’s his first, visit from the Coast
arie ” in San it began a w eek’s engagement Frithe operetta, ’’Rose Marie,”
r
day (25).
ber. Platter com pany-is-now-build- in about a year.
4-Erancisco -this-summer.
iug a catalogue with many leading
orchestras.
During 1945 to 1949, the Dallas
Symphony, under the direction Of
Antal Dorati, recorded for RCA;

i
I

Warren

DALLAS SYMPH ORCH
TO WAX FOR ALLEGRO

lished

fields. One of the
biggest over-ail album sellers in
this area has been pete Daily’s
“Dixieland Band” for Capitol, as
well as recently cut’ albums by Bob
Crosby and Jimmy Dorsey, also
getting big counter play. Bruns-*
wick’s reissuing of old sides "by

other platter

.

(

Of The

.

.-.

Linked to Labor Trouble
A

record-

first

‘Two new numbers, “Let

....... Harms
Jefferson
...... .

.

.

.

Morris

.

.

.

Chappell
Chappell
Hill

. .

Simple

9

ing session for the diskery. Numteamed wdth “Elmer’s
is
ber
Polka.” Both tunes are backed by
Jose Cortez’s orch.
Monica Boyar also turned out
her first sides for Admiral recentlv. Gal recorded “A Letter For My
Mother,” based on a Yiddish tune,
backed by the Spanish “Por Fin.”

.

.

.......

'
Roses
,
Say When
...
Tenderly
....
...... ......
Thinking Of You
...
Vagabond Shoes
...
.

.

.

“Play *a

Rosalind Paige; in her

.

.

f

a.

Negro
N^f°

neighborhoods
haye dittle
neiKhborhoods have
little
wU*. mxie..«dtH mostnitety s
£«*
hnnlrin cf bop
Knn and
nnH blues
hlnno ctfmbos, and
nnn
booking

.

'
•:

;

f.

•

•*

ir

j.

!
!

some disk

j

M

|

1

|

|

!

*.

.

Brunis carrying the heaviest load,
roosts at the 1111 Club. Other units

„
Juke Plant Dynamiting

w’ith a uke taking predominance in the instrumentalization. Tune was waxed recently by

.

.

has cut

Melody,”

.

.

Berlin’s

irving.

Croiriwell

.

Words-Music
I’ll Build a Dream House
Campbell
It All Begins and Ends With You
Dorsey
Let’s Choo Choo Choo Idaho— {“Duchess of Idaho” Robbins
...
.Robbins
Let’s Do It Again ...
;.
;
Peer
.....
Mambo Jambo
....
Santly-Joy
.........
Me and My Imagination
....... Disney
.......
My Destiny ....
1

Y.,

Admiral Records, N.

Goday

.

Happy Feet

Disks With Berlin ’Melody’

Feist

;

Sea Of Blue

cornetist
liodes’

Miff Mole, Zutty Singleton, and
Freddie
u
Greenleaf team at Jazz
tJ
nn„riv AivW« -.TS?
Normandy.
Johnny Lane’s
i

^
£‘

Admiral Cuts First Paige

Life Music
Beacon

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

,

On A

.

Laurel

.

.

.

.

BVC

.

arid

complement

being include Lee 4 Collins’ band at the
Promotional
campaign
worked out with Borden's is based Beehive, and the Mason-Dixon Five
on the Elsie and Elmer cow series at Club Silhouette. Louis Armwhich is currently being recorded, strong and Jimmy McPartland
Diskery has already released two move in and out of the Blue Note,
10-inch disks in the series; is re- and Max Miller’s quartet
au
bows at
cording two more, and is preparing the Apex Club next w'eek.
a Christinas package.
Current upsurge can also be
Records Will be unbreakable in traced by an almost
100% increase in disk sales over 1949.
Leading pi atter distribs report a
n klddie rccords were on demand heavy enough to rival

Cugat w^as all set for an^extenj
sive European tour, commencing
next February in Spain and Portugal, but the war uncertainties have
prompted him to defer this and,
instead, probably
orobablv reprise
reDrise a South
[instead,
American tour.
"

listed.

A

O’Brien

Ille, to

piano,

,

i

week

of the

Jimmy

!

j

The remaining 20 songs

musicianship

i

:

‘

Floyd

of

.

i

.

Tonight Be Tender To
Tzena Tzena Tzena

emphasizing

set,

and arranging, and getting spark
from the strong tailgate trombone

[

.

.

piano,
piano.

At Rupneck’s, Art Ilodes’ group
gets heavy play from the older

•

.

'

:

.

:

-

-

Y

^

..

.

"

1

.

2^5

Howard and Floyd Bean on

.

|

.

.

.

„

CN.
se«nson Sept.' 8, on a
)
Ayeek^to-.week basis until he is
called into RKO’s “Two Tickets to
London Records is tying in with
Broadway,” wherein he has lines
and is spotted in a running se- Borden’s Milk to tee off the proiquerice .with hio band at the “Casa motional campaign on its new kid
disk line. Diskery has issued occaCugat.” He has hotel dates at the [disk
Statler,
Washington; Chase, St; sional children's records in the
Louis; etc;, ^dqing only one- or two- pastTT^ut— eompany-chiefs say they
week stands until his pic and con- now are definitely in the children’s
field to stay.
cert chores.

.

.

.

.

.
1

working his way west,

is

IJoof

Lisa
“Captain Carey U. S; A.”
My Foolish Hearts— t “My Foolish Heart” ... ...
.Santly-Joy
Other Love.
....
.......
... .... .... .Disney
Play a Simple Melody ?
....... ......... Berlin
2?^a m s
Sam Weiss
meti me ....
Remick
Stars Are the Windows Of Heaven v
.Pickwick
.
.
Sweetest Words I Know ....
..... .....
Life Music;
:

suite.

following closing the Hotel Astor

.

f

,

$3,000 a night for his band, against
percentage.

1

Harms
.Paramount

...

.

.

.

... .......

.

;

.

.

.

i

Supreme

,

Always Love You

La Vie En Rose

I

j

Shapiro-B

.

.

.

.

*.^9
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

Remick
Famous

.

;

.

I

,

Cross My Fingers ....
Didn’t Know What Time
1 Didn’t Slip I Wasn’t Pushed I Fell
...
I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
.....
I Love the Guy (I Love the; Girl)
.....
;
i Wanna Be Loved
........ ... ...
......
I

'

.

...........
Morris
...
.. ........
.... United
It Was ............... Chappell

.

I

.

^

Wprds-Music
Spencer

.

,

.

!

i

.

.

...

.

.

.
•

.
•

I

|

......Advanced
... .. Paxton

...
4 ^

lOOvi

,

Chappell

....

...

.

4

...... ......

.

.

;

.

I

.1
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AS
Orch Maintenance Fund

guarangross over

at $3,000

••

.

.

*
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San Jose Satur-

Chicago, Aug. 29.
Chicago is stomping to Dixieland music once again. Not since
tee against 65% of
decades ago, when precisely
$5,000.
the same musicians enthralled twoHouston, Aug. 29.
beat cultists as they do today, has
The Houston Symphony Society jazz exploded with so fast a fuse
began a campaign Sunday (27) to and captured so heavy a following
raise $163,500 as a maintenance [n this area. Backers of the upsurge
here are primarily the youngsters,
.
tT
0
1
Houston
Symphony
^? r
buif. the older group are gradually
vs!
.?
urcnestr^.
entering the Circle and make up
_
Orchestra’s . conductor,
Efrem a sllbs ta,itin1
nnrHon
tnde
J 11 ial p01tl<
n of the tiade.
Kurtz, has left for England where
.?*.
;
;
Cornering the heaviest following
he Will conduct the London PhilSpanicj* ensemble
Xavier Cugat joins the concert harmonic Symphony, arid record 1 *
Fair. Spanier has
halls with 60 dates set up for him, two albums for Columbia, Schugathered^
first-rate
group jjeh ind
via Music Corp. of America, com- mann’s “Carriivel” and Rossini’s
mm,
including
clai*inetist
Darnell
mencing Oct. 25. He is getting “La Boutique Fantasque” ballet

'listed*

All

in

He was booked

,

i

and $5,800

<25),

day.

’.

,

at all

.

not.

retailers getting no calls
for Dixie arid the majority

even stocking two-beat plat-

ters.

^
'

r

—

’

'

'

.

Partner in B?rgc Concerts
Says He Was Jettisoned

..

St. Louis, Aug. 29.
Charging that he had been
ousted from participation in the

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Victor.

management

of the Fort Gage
barge concerts, which he*
helped launch last June, Martin
Hartman, operator of a nightclub

river

Tamburitzans Back in Pitt
After Iron Curtain Tour
'

JDuquesne
ganization,

back in
after a
slavia,

Pittsburgh, Aug. 29.

and art gallery, last week filed
suit in the St. Louis circuit court

Survey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained

|

U.’s famed musical orthe Tamburitzans, got

for $10,000 damages.

town over the weekend
two-month tour of Yugo'

but without playing a num-

of shows which had been
booked for American occupation
trips.
Soldier concerts were to
have been sponsored by the Army,

Mississippi

home.

launch the enterprise with Mrs.

Mary Ruth and Ray Schuner, and

!

[

National

|

:

Rating

.

that on July 15 last he learned
he had been replaced in the corporation by Mrs. Ruth’s husband,
Martin’s attorney
Dorsey Ruth.

'

information came from
Schuner, who had kept all copies

said this

j
|

This Last

featuring
Tamburitzans,
instruments and musical]
numbers native to the Balkan
countries, played in 12 Yugoslavian
cities, including Belgrade; where
they were honored at an Embassy
j
reception by Ambassador Allen. It
w as the first trip behind the .iron
Curtain of. any American theatrical
troupe since the war.

;

Title

of the lease.

and Publisher

:

string

“Mona Li&a” (Paramount)

1

:

.

.

.....

'“Goodnight Irene” ( Spencer)
"“Simple Melody” (Berlin) ....
"“Sam's Song” Sam Weiss). ... ...
......
'“Bewitched” (Chap pel l);.
.

'

.

.

.

.

.

Salle Into Persian

Dick La

Salle,

Room

maestro for many

years at the Hotel Blackstone, Chicago, transfers to the Persian
Room of the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,
starting on the opening show Sept.
28.

Room’s headliners

9"

(

.

"7

A

10

.

“Count Every Star” (Paxton). ......
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell)
“I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme
.

)

Xa

been well
Sunday p.m. conhas

v

I

•

The

here,

..patronized for. its
certs by oldtime jazz tooters. Hartman’s petition alleges he helped

ber

but brass arid school officials decided the international situation
was too tense at the time, arid told
director Matt Gouze to head for

.

The Eort Gage, moored on the

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative, sales
rating for this and fast week.

.

(

‘

r
4'

j
.

!

frequently in past years, but on
the guitar. Botkin has been signed
by Decca to turn out uke and other

•

^

“Tzena, Tzena/Peena” (Cromwell)^
“Bonaparte's Retreat” ( Acuff-Rose)
“La Vie E n Rose” (Har ms)

“Our Lady of Fatima” Robbins)
Are Win dows''^ Pickwic k)
“Can AmtoPc Explain” (Laurel)

Decca Iriks Uke Player
Current ukulele fad. has finally
caused a major diskery to sign a; ^
uke player. He’s Perry Botkin,
who has accompanied Bing Crosby

|

string sides.
First uke

i

i

his
disk.

.

"^Atars

.

;

|

I

‘

will

Froman and Mary Rayt

be Jane
NaldL

St

“Didn’tSllp/Pushed” (Remick)

.

release

is

orit.

this

Botkin plays “Lover” and
own “Ukey-Ukelele” on the

week.

1

——^—

.

Henry Spitzer left for -his Coast
headquarters last week.
Re re*
turns to New York in three weeks.
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NOTE;

rand

All records la this

sri listed alphabetically by sonf

title.

©

.

.

.

Indicates records which,

according to actual sales, arc

The trade is urged
ample stocks of these records

recognized hits.
to keep

on hand, or

to reorder

promptly when

current stocks begin to approach the
“sold-out” stage.

Oil

• 4 •

designates that record

Release 50-35

ing retail sales charts
things/

PERRY COMO

Gene Krupa

V

. . . .

.....

... ... , .

.

. . . .

Patricia

..... ....

. .

.

Obviously, sure

.

20-3766— (47-3786)*

.

20-3697— (47-3221)*

Go By

Watchin* the Trains

©

20-3905— (47-3905)*

Hugo Winterhalter

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

mm
*

GENE KRUPA
Cincinnati Dancing Pig
Swingin’ poors ....... 20-3906— (47-3906)*

m

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

VAUGHN MONROE
My

Country
The Great American Dream
20-3907— (47-3907)*
This

Is

BETTY HUTTO'N
Can’t Stop Talking

*..

.

.

20-3908— (47-3908)*

.25-1172— (51-1172)*

...

pill

Find You

(Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves
.21-0378— (48-0378)*
You
•

.

•

•

.

•

.

.

.

Ml
1

P

PEE WEE KING
Cincinnati Dancing Pig

We’re Gonna Go Fishin’
21-0379— (48-0379)*

ELTON BRITT
The Red We Want

Red We’ve Got

Is the

There’s a Star-Spangled Banner Waving
..... .21-0381

Somewhere

— (48-0381)*

HARMONEERS QUARTET
Song

Jordan

/JA A(141A ..
.

of Delight.

.

.

.

.

©
Q

Dennis Day

Cross

I

....

.

......

.

Fingers
Como

...

,

.

U

-Mg

.

..

Hi

.20-3846— (47-3846)*

...

.21-0328—(48-0328)*

m

©
o
©
©

Tony

Mag-tin
20-3819—(47-3819)*
Ralph Flanagan
....... ......... . a ............ 20-3889—(47-3889)*
Melachrino Strings ...... ....
(47-3739)*
20-3739—
.
.. .. ..... ......
.

.

Mona

.

.

.

,

.

.

Lisa

Dennis Day
Ralph Flanagan

...

^

...

. . .

.

—(47-3753)*
—(47-3888)*

.20-3753
20-3888

Take a

Letter, Miss Smith
Tony Martin and Fran Warren

.

.

................... .20-3874

—(47-3874)*

Tzena, Tzena, Tzena
Ralph Flanagan

...

>20-3847— (47-3847)*

......... ............. ... ......

mm
J§§§

wm

o

JW’I’XwS

,

.

.

indicates records

have

enjoyed

which

better

than

iIM.

average

pl“

and stand an excellent chance of entering the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records

llii

initial

consumer acceptance

carefully in order to maintain stocks
consistent with'

demand,

tr

/

a Medley of College
..... .P-299— (WP-299)*

Vaughn Monroe Sings

(No.

ComO

.

.

The Beer That

'

,

.

R

I

*.

.

.

.

26th—Billboard,

On the Bar
20-3880— (47-3880)

Left

Possibilities,

Flanagan and Victor.)

August
August 12th.>

TIP:

Howdy Doody’s Laughin^ciw

^

V

BETTY HUTTON

Orange Colored Sky

Y-413— (WY-413)*

BOB SMITH

—

.

(The Billboard Picks, August 26th—Flanagan throws everything but the kitchen
sink into this rousing reading of a cornbaU piece of contemporary patriotism, a
bit of flag waving that should pay off for

19th.)

(No. 6 Disc Jockeys Pick. Billboard,
:

Roy R^gefs^ Rodeo.

the Red We’ve Got
Old Red, White ahd Blue)
Ralph Flanagan. .20-3904 (47-3904)

(

August

We Want Is

(In the

20-3850— 47-3850)

Picks.

.

Black Sambo’s Jungle Band
Y-392— lWY-392)*

.

6 Retailers Pick, Billboard, August

26th— Billboard

PAUL WING

The Red

Bless This House

Perry

Pi

—(47-3870)*

!h La Vie Eri Rose

.21-0380— (48-0380)*

VAUGHN MONROE

R<

20-3870

.

.

*
aMB

Little

.

I’m Movin’ On
Hank Snow .......
A

$m

....

.....

My

Perry

SSSS

....

. .

Good Night Irene

I

Songs

. .

i

few**

On

.

.

21-0342— (48-0342)*

PW
Roll

..

•

DUTCHMEN

.

. .

Eddy Arnold

*wm
i§F

ELTON BRITT
I’ll

........ ..... ... ....

r

Enclosed One Broken Heart

I

POP SPECIALTY
Geneva Polka
Dutch Boy— Waltz

o

•

Isi

Orange Colored Sky

SIX FAT

Can’t Stop Talking

Music, Maestro, Please
,20-3883— (47-3883)
Tony Martin.
.

(No. 8 Disc
26th.)

.

20-3908— (47-3908)

.

Betty’s
to the

Jockeys Pick, Billboard, August

record since her return
Victor label.

first

RCA

..Y-415-r-(WY-415)*

imclo WiSily-

BOBBY DRISCOLL
Treasure Island

.

.

_

.

• . . .

.

— (WY-416)*

Y-416

*40 r.p.m. number!.

The

stars

who make

the hits

are on

RCA VICTOR
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

-

N

^

,Y

»

••

1$

one of RCA Victor's "Certain
Seven” — among the leading
numbers on the trade paper best sell-

'i

7&t

Records

RADIO CORPORATION Of AMFRICA, CAXDEN, NEW JERSEY

to

45

:

!'

,

c

ORCHESTR AS-MUSIC

40

*

.

Wednesday, August 30, 1950
"Top Songs on

TV

Alphabetically Listed)
Week of Aug. 18-24
( Based on copyrighted Audi(

New York

to o.o.

film scores .... George
vocalist, Betty Nor-

new

A1 Poliak, former Abe Lyman man, in town talking video deals
Art Waner* Latin Quarter

feature trumpeter and road manager joins Teddy Powell orch at
the Roosevelt Grill Sept. 5 in a
Mary Mayo,
similar capacity
,
who has been singing with choral
groups on recording dates, signed
as a single by Capitol Records ,
A1 Lewis has added a lyric to
“Brazilian Sleigh Bells/’ which
has been recorded only as an instrumental up to now . ... Irwin
Pincus, son of Shapiro-Bernstein
general manager George Pincus,
working in the William Morris office following his graduation from
Video singer Andy
college . .
Roberts set for a Columbia recordMargo Burke, coming date .
poser of “Manhattan Potpourri/’

.

,

...

.

.

.

Ira Wegard
trip for ByC.
.

.

Monday

till

.

suite,

.

Chicago

“Four Amer-

.

.

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.
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HITS

li

MOM

• BLUE CANADIAN ROCKIES ( BMI Canada, Ltd. -Golden West
Melodies)—One of Canada’s top tunes makes Its bo* in
the U. S. with a f ine disc by Gene Autry (Columbia)
and one by Clif fie Stone (Capitol), BMI’s Canadian
subsidiary is doing a great Job in building the efforts of Canada’s tunesmiths.
/* "V

*.••'*

*.

*

• SUGAR SWEET (Spitzer)— Sammy Kaye aeleoted this
tune as his f irst to be recorded under his new ColumCOLUMBIA
bia contract . The swing and sway maestro has turned
out a platter that rates with his best.
KAYE’S
FIRST FOR

MARINO

TIME OUT FOR TEARS (Republic )—-Nat •King" Cole (Capitol) will bring this item back into the limelight
after a two-year lapse. Original discs by Savannah
Churchill (Manor) and Anne Shelton (London) are being pressed again.
Time will make the grade this
time*

THE
ORADI

—

SMOOTH

M a r. t h a Tilton
(Mellin)
I SEE A MILLION PEOPLE
(Coral) brings back thi.3 early BMI hit, with a smooth,
sultry interpretation. Cas h Box rates it tops for
the op3*

NUMIER

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

French song for English adaptawith “AU My Love,” which in French
was called “Bolero.” New tune, by the same writers, is “Mademoiselle
de Paris,” Tune was on the flip side of the original French hit record
of “Bolero” by Jacqueline Francois on the Polydor label, and began to
be played almost as much as the A side. It was written by Paul Durand
arid
Henri Coritet, published by Editions Continental, which published
Continued from page 35
“Bolero,” and appeared in the same picture with the latter, “Scandale
the union decided to uphold the aux Champs Elysee.” And Mitchell Parish, who wrote the English lyric
ruling that the disk companies for “All My Love,” is working on words for this one.
must pay for all cancelled or postBig Three Music toppers are doing a slow burn over the inclusion
poned performances of musicians.
Union contends t h a t musicians of a standard from another pubbery in the Metro pic, “Summer
enr
once
Stock.” Original score in the Judy Garland starrer, written by Mack
are entitled to payment
gaged, since they are no longer Gordon and Harry Warren, is being published by Feist and Miller, but
studio execs decided to include Chappell’s “Get Happy” in the film.
available for other jobs,
“Why,” Big Three execs moan, “does the studio use somebody else’S;
$1,000 Out of Pocket
standard when we’ve got three tremendous catalogs of our own?”
Victor, meantime, is out on a
limb for about $1,000 in musicians’
Division of publication rights to the JHarold Arlen-Dorothy Fields
salaries on the postponed date. In
score for Metro's forthcoming Ezio Pinza starrer, “Mr. Irnperium,” will
a previous incident in which Perry be an unusual one.
Of the film’s three new songs, Metro will get one,
Como became ill, Victor a&r chief for assignment to one of its publishing companies, probably
Leo Feist,
Charlie Grean was able to salvage Inc., while E.
H. “Buddy” Morris will get the other two. Metro has
the date by bringing in Eddie first choice on any of the three tunes. Strange splitup
is due to Arlen’s
Fisher as a last-minute pinchhitter. contractual tiein with Morris.
Strictly brass instrumentation for
"
the Miss Pickens’ date, however,
was too unorthodox to couple with ager of the Modernaires, notified
another Vocalist. Miss Pickens ran the diskery that the quintet will
off her date a couple of weeks later leave that label on expiration of
on a pair of patriotic flumbers, the present five-year pact Dec. 11.
“God Bless America” and “Amer- Although no deal has been set as
yet, it’s likely the combo will move
ica the Beautiful.”
Mercury Records is another to Victor since Sacks has been indiskery appealing Local 802 rulings terested in the group since he
grabbed them for Columbia in
to the national AFM exec board.
Mercury has been billed for three 1945. Sacks has reportedly been
sessions dated for the waxing of making overtures to the Modemaires since he switched to RCA.
the Broadway musical, “Tickets,
,

.

Mills Music has acquired another

tion, following its initial success

.

——

;

the

clearances but the union

demanding that the agency

1

is

shell

Victor execs assert that Local
802 should make exceptions in its
application* of the non-cancellation clause in cases where diskeries have a clear and legitimate
cause, beyond anybody’s control.

Victor execs are doubly burned at
tffe union because it’s claimed that
the diskery abided strictly by the
letter of their contracts during the
recording ban.

!
1

—

Red Foley (Dacca),
SOMEBODY’S CRYING (Spitzer)
currently established as the nation’s leader in record sales, add3 another solid hit to his repertoire.

HIT

MOVING

LIKELY

I

SUCCESS

—

Climbing steadily on the
rhythm and blues best-seller lists , • . tune is headed for the top chiefly because of 14-year-old Little
Esther's (Savoy) great rendition.

CUPID’S BOOGIE (Savoy)

Uf

— Frank Yanko vie

• MARIANNE (Algonquin)
started this likely hit*

(/Columbia)

Soon to appear is a release
by the Three Suns (Victor) with other labels to follow suit*

—

SETTING • DADDY'S LITTLE BOY (Beacon
Dick Todd (Rainbow.)
)
FAST
still setting the pace, Eddy Howard (Mercury) comes
;

PACE

out with another sparkling version that should move
the song up and up.

V

runs out Nov.

1.

1

Since Pinza

is

incidentally,

Paramount

been

work out

N. Y.

radio

deal with the

basso;
Pinza’S switch to the Little Dog
banner puts a quietus on Columbia’s plans to extend his popularization via additional pop numbers.
When Columbia captured Jo Stafford from Capitol Records, among
the first waxings it planned for. the

chirper were duets with Pinza
when she becomes available Dec.
15 after exiting Cap.
Victor is
planning to put Pinza on sortie
tunes from his Metro pic, “Mr. Imperium.”
Columbia received another j olt
this

week when Tom

A*k

4

SHERATON HOTEL
ERNEST ANDERSON.

M|t.

340 E. 52 8t..

C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S
and

THE MERRY
For the Winter Season

FROSTY
THE SNOWMAN
HILL

A RANGE

NEW

Songs,

N. Y.

Inc.,

REVIVALS

(EuaaIIm

I

!L a

VA

..f

Shiels,

Tops of the Tops

re a

was screentested by

last

Maxine

week.

&

Gal

Standards by

Sullivan, Songstress, has

signed
will

by

Apollo

wax her

Records,
disks

first

next month.

Mr. Aecordion

DICK CONTINO
Currently

STARLIGHT ROOF

man-

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

RCA

Retail Disk Best Seller

New York

Victor Records

“Goodnight Irene”
Retail Sheet Best Seller

Exclusive

“Mona Lisa”

ho ™
V s

t

w

Broadcast Music, Inc
AVENUE,
5

m

80
.

f n

NEW YORK

FIFTH
o

HOll

rwOOD

lOIONro

19,

N

Y

mcn'IUi

“Mosij Requested” Disk
“Mofia Lisa”
Seller on Coin Machines
“Goodnight Irene”
Best British Seller
“Bewitched”

Management'

*

" " "

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JO£ GL.SER,

New
745 5th Ave.

York
PI.

9-4600

N V.

For Christmas

APQLLO SIGNS SULLIVAN

under contract to Metro, there’s ho
immediate likelihood of a television deal, but Sacks is aiming to
a

NBC & MBS
WIRES

Warren/Robert Merrill, Eddie
Fisher and Don Cornell. Merrill,

Disk Talent
RED FOLEY

15” airer after a

hiatus.

Victor is also reportedly dickering with Billy Eckstine, kingpin of
the M-G-M Records talent roster.
Latter company is currently attempting to negotiate a new pact
with Eckstine with the Victor offers playing a prominent part in
the bargaining.
Talent picture is
further complicated by reports
that Columbia Records is pitching
up a deal to Mercury’s ace vocalist,
Frankie Lain e, whose pact runs put
early in 1951. Dinah Shore’s moveover to Victor from Columbia has,
meantime, been virtually clinched
when her pact expires at end of
the year.
Sacks and Joseph H. McConnell, NBC prexy, have been attempting to build up a solid roster
of vocalists to buck the CBS lineup.
NBC and Victor execs, however, deny that they are attempting
to wrap up the vocalists by offering them three-way radio-TV-disk
deals.
It’s pointed out that some
of Victor’s top vocalists, such as
Perly Como, are working for CBS
radio currently.
Victor is planning a push on a vocalist lineup
that now includes Pinza, Tony
Martin, Como, Mindy Carson/Fran

out.

Continued from page

CBS “Club

summer

“Take It Or Leave It” show on
NBC, The ad agency reportedly
called off the date because of musical

—

Combo, meantime, arrived on the
Coast Monday (28) and resumed on

before the company decided to pull out of making the
disk because of difficulties with
the producers. Mercury is claiming
that the dates were postponed
with the consent of the union contractor, while Local 802 contends
that
no such permission was
granted by proper union officials.
understood Mercury is not
It’s
contesting the right of the union
to collect or postponed performances, but Joe Carlton, diskery’s
eastern exec, refused to comment.
Third current incident involves
the Biow agency, which cancelled
a musicrew’s date for the radio

Please,”

AND FORECAST OF TOMORROW'S SONG

CANADA

.

j

.

.

.

Remick
Get Happy
V.
>
Sunny Side Of St. Shapiro-B.
That Old Black Magic Famous
Southern
You My Sunshine

(28)

Natt Hale, orch flack, to Portican Moods,” for fall presentation.
Freddy Martin’s orch into the land, Ore. for two-week visit ...
Capitol, N.Y., sometime in No- Four Blazes set for Hill Hotel,
Sarah Vaughan into Omaha. Sept. 8 for -two weeks
vember
.
Tiny Hill orch slated for County
the Paramount, N. Y„ Oct. 4.
Jill vocal group Fair dates in Rantoul, 111., Sept.
Four Jacks
reorganized with ex-Claude Thorn- 1-2; Melvin, Sept. 7; LeRoy, Sept. 9
Bill Turner and Dead End Kids
hill Warbler Joe Derise and exBenny Goodman singer Terry inked for Stables, LaSalle, 111.,
MilSwope forming the nucleus. Unit Aug. 29 for three weeks
bowed at the Three Deuces, N Y. dred Bailey did guest airing on
Cor“Collector’s
into
Reynolds’
Fred
booked
Williams
Gene
Doc Evans to
Meadowbrook, ner” last week
Dailey’s
Frank
Jazz, Ltd.' Aug. 30 for a month
.
Cedar Grove, N. J., Sept. 27
Jimmy Featherstone signed
Tommy Ryan going into Old Covered Wagon in Stratford, Coiin., for Qh Henry Ballroom here Oct.
Louis Jordan
A1 Donahue orch 4 for 5 weeks
Sept. 18
opens at Mapes hotel, Reno, Sept. one-nighting in midwest through
14, for six weeks following a four- Sept., then on same deal through
Vic Duncan
Buddy South in Nov.
week one-niter tour
Breez, vocalist with Art Mooney moves in as Chi rep for Henry
Music
Tower Records
orch, leaves the band for emcee Spitzer
chores in Green’s hotel, Pleasant- here moving in to new enlarged
Art Kassel to La MarEd Wolpin, Para- quarters
dale, N. J.
.
mount and Famous Music general tinique Ballroom Sept. 12 for two
(Continued on page 42)
manager, off to Coast for a week

.

.

his annual sales

on

.

.

.

.

Chi homeoffice
.

.

.

new

finishing a

.

.

.

.

,

.

and Louis Armstrong into JSarle
theatre, Philly, week of Sept. 1
Erroll Garner Starts string of onenighters in Kansas City, Sept. 3,
before opening at Cafe Society,
Mercury ad-pub vee.
Sept. 14
pee Art Talmadge extended his
New York stay, not leaving for

.

.

.

.

.

batoneer, cutting couple of sides
Buddy
for a major diskery .
Friedlander, a freelance disk promoter, back at work after a bout
with pneumonia ... Sarah Vaughan

t

Another instance of better timing spelling better returns for a song
the case of Ben Bloom’s “Au Revoir Again” which Jean Sablon recorded three years ago, at a time when Bloom first went into business,
and which with the ensuing Petr illo-recording hassle created a stalemate for the new publisher. It was a tune which Sablon just got under
the wire oh his last RCA Victor waxing, with Toots Camarata conducting for him. For some reason the song has just caught fire, sparked
by a disk jockey who stumbled on the platter. The jock’s plugging
caused RCA to rush a new pop version by Don Cornell; Mitch Miller
ditto on Columbia, etc., With result the song bids fair to lift the mortgage for Bloom who, admittedly has had a tough struggle since he left
Advanced. Music (Warners). Number was written by Teri Josef ovits
and. Nikki Mason*
is

ence Coverage Index and. Audience Trend Index, published
by Office of Research Inc., Dt
John G. Peatman, director .)
Bewitched ........ Chappell
Morris
Hoop-Dee-Doo
Still Get Thrill Words & Music
Supreme
Wanna Be Loved,
.Robbins
Let’s Do It Again.
Top
Standards
5
Exactly Like You. .Shapiro-B.

Olsen and his

Pret.

I

Chicago

I

203 No. Wabash

Hollywood
I

9151 Sunaet Blvd

a
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"ANDREWS SISTERS
GREATEST BUSINESS
IN HISTORY
OF THE FAIRMONT
HOTEL
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TRADE
WEEKLY VARIETY
"Slick

comedies

...

o solid

hit

1

BILLBOARD
Andrews
:n

Back on the
G

air !

coo st

S>ste

r

s

crock S

r

ec ord

hotel supper c'jc Dow

1

on Campbell Soup’s "CLUB
4th consecutive year
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1 5
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+
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Band Review

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

*

JIMMY FEATHERSTONE

(10)

With Gloria Petrie
Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City
Outfit which Jimmy Featherstone

I
Survey of

retail disk

has brought into the Terrace Grill of
the Muehlebach hotel for a monthlong stand is one of the newer
bands in the area.
Formerly,
Featherstone was featured vocalist
with the Art Kassel orch for several seasons, but rounded up his
own crew a little over two years
ago.
Band began in the midwest
and has stuck pretty much to that
territory,
concentrating on Chi
dates.
Stand here is second band
has made in the Grill in the past

best

based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week,

sellers,

v/l

eg

cj

O
wj
M

U
a

T

E

1

2

JENKINS-WEAVERS

NAT “KING” COLE
”Mona Lisa”—^1010

2

SATCHMO

,

.

:

2

;

.

“Play a Simple Melody”-—27il2

1

4

4

BING-GARY CROSBY (Decca)
“Sam’s Song”— 27112 .,
G. JENKINS-WEAVERS (Decca)

7

5

6

“Tzena, Tzena,

.

AMES BROS.
6

11

7

5

•9

Tzena”— 27077

,

•

1

•

•

4

'

2

4

:

"

l'

:

.

2

1

2

5

1

2

6

*

*

4

3

•

*

9

•

.

.

6

5

.......

6

8

9

7

.

.

.

.

.

3

i

•

•

5

.

•5

•

f.

5

•4
.

.

.

(Capitol)
Retreat”-

—936.

9

PERRY COMO (Victor)
“I Cross My Fingers” —20-3486
PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
“El Mambo”— 20-3782B

-

•

.

8

•

•

:

j

...

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

3

5

9'"

4

1

1

2

3

2

94

*

.

•

•

•

. •

•

*

•

9

•

6

8

5

•

1

3

5

2

9

T

9

4

9

9

4

3

56

10

•

,

trombone, piano, drums and bass,
alternating between the bass viol
and tuba. Orchestrations favor the
reed lead, and musical output is
essentially on the sweet side. Portfolio is heavy on present day pops,

5
.

9

•

2

9

9*

9

9

9.

27

•

t

24

•

9'

9

-5

9

-

but

51
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'9

9

9

9'

'

4

•

•

i

•

•

.

•

•9

3
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‘9
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•

•

10

9

•

.

9

;

9

8

9

»

6

9
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9

9.

9

9
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9

9

9',
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»

•

*

6
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•

9

•

•

‘9

9

•

6

•
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•

9

9.

•

*

•

•

•

•'

.9

*

9

'

9

9

•

•

'’9

9

,99

'

9

.

22

6

7

8

21

'99'.

8

9

11

9

9 9

10

'9 9’

6 9

9

9

9

9

9

9

•

»

RED FOLEY
12C

“Our Lady

9

9

8

6

9

9

• «

9

»

9

4

Prof, Pingatore
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
After 20 years as guitarist with
Paul Whiteman ork, Mike Pingaftore has turned teacher.
Long
known as a topnotch string pluckier, hels now passing on the know*
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9

9

9
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•

9

9

9

9

9.

9

8

9

9

-9
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-
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(Decca)

Fatima”—^-14526

of

.

1

• '•

•

9

.

9,

‘

*.

9

10

9

10

|

MITCH MILLER

13B 10

(Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—-38885 ...
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Vagabond Shoes”— 5429 ........
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“I Cross My Fingers”—27111 .....

13C

“Tzena, Tzena,

12D

7

13 A

•

«

RALPH FLANAGAN
VIC
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to selected students.

America's Next Big Ballad!

9
'

how

“ALL
MY LOVE"

(Victor)

Tzena”—20-3847

DAMONE

!

9

9

.

9

•

9.

•

3

9

9

•

9

9..

'

2

*

•

•

-

(Mercury)

—-5454.

14A 14

“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”

14B 13

“Goodnight Irene’’— 20-3870

DENNIS DAY

.

.

.

•

•

•

9
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9
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9

4

9
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9
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(Victor)
.

9
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MARINERS

14D 15

(Columbia)
“Sometime”—38781 .............
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“I’ll Always Love You”— 38848 ..

15A

“Our Very Own”—-1142

14C 16

JO STAFFORD

Current Favorites

LA VIE
EH ROSE

•

#

—38963

15B

“Harbor Lights”
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.

.

“

FIVE TOP

9

•
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3
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ANNIE GET YOUR YOUNG

9

•
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Widely Recorded

Program Now!
MILLS MUSIC. INC,

.

1

Columbia
c

Hollywood Ca»t

MM850

M-G-M

ML4180

E-509

H. Jamos-D.

Day

'

,

WORDS
Hollywood Ca»t

...

Columbia

M-G-M

CL6111
C201

M-G-M53

(

Label

SI

BON

Decca 27113 (78

Based on Points Earned)

RPM)

and
Decca 9-271 13 (45

No. of

Records

Label

Points

Decca

6

Capitol
Victor .........

4

279
145

.......... 5
Columbia .................... 4

61
33

Records

Mercury
Coral

3

........................ 1

M-G-M

1

(with Gordon Jenkihs)

coupled with

.

.

HILL
Decca 24752 (78 RPM)

sssd

.

.

.

.

.

1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19

.

Joe Penicillin

.

Dom

Mickeyfinns
Flanagan in Lexington, Ky.
Maestro

Ralph

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

DECCA
RECORDS

(28)“ at* Bill

Recorded ^y
FRAN ALLISON—Victor

TERESA

BREWKR—London

RAY CHARLES—MGM
ROSEMARY CLOONEY—Colambio
ROBERTA 9UINLAN—Morciiry
Others to Follow

PAXTON

Music,

Inc.

.

.

From M-G-M’s Smash Musical

“SUMMER STOCK”
sforrmg Judy

Garland and Gene
UAU

Kelly
1

.

.

Green’s, following the

Henry Jerome band

Danny

Irwin Kent orch has been extended another four weeks at
Y. Band,
the unit' after being shelved for which opened in May, will close
more than two months to have an Oct. 2, with Milton Saunders orch
operation on his back,
Bill Mc- returning for the fall Oct. 3.
.

,

.

Mastri, bassist with Deuces Wild
at

:

PUNKY
PUN KIN

.

.

and
Decca 9-24752 (45 RPM)

!

STEPPING OUT FAST

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

BLUEBERRY

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.

Flanagan was
hospitalized last week in LexingChi music pubs holding
weeks
ton, Ky., following an injection of
annual picnic at Skyline Ranch,
penicillin by a local medico. After
Pianist Dodo Marmorosa
Saxie band
Lake Villa, 111., Aug. 31.
Dowell guested Ernie Simon d.j. has joined Sal LaPerch, trumpet dose had been administered, it was
show last week for Hal Kemp player, and drummer Sal LaPerch, discovered that Flanagan is allergic
Jr., in the trio at the Village Barn.
to this antibiotic.
Band vocalist
reminiscing and platters
Tommy Sherman takes over as Chi Marmorosa replaces Luke Riley, Harry Prime is conducting the
who had to leave to resume his crew during Flanagan’s absence.
rep for St. Nicholas Music
.
Frankie Laine definite for Chez old berth as conductor of the
Meanwhile Flanagan signed a
Paree, Sept. 15
Nellie Lutcher house orch at Casino, local bur- long term transcription contract
/
house
Max Tarshis, with Associated Program Service.
to Horseshoe Club, Rock Island, lesque
singing pianist, has had his op111,, Sept. 1 for 10 days. Peewee
He’ll do a series of waxings stark*
Hunt follows at spot Sept. 15 for tion picked up at the Playhouse ing next month. About
50 tunes
Mark Lane, who had a will
two weeks ... Tommy Reed orch Grill
be released during the first
Set for Rainbow Ballroom, Denver, band at the old Villa Madrid for
year.
Flanagan’s orch will' play its
Sept. 14 for a month
WAIT a long time, now has a threesome first Coa$t
;
date Jan, 23 when band
at Beverly Hills hotel, featuring
d.j., George Bradley, subbed last
week on Chez Show for vacationing Johnny Fritz, singing bassist for- goes into the Hollywood Palladium
for four weeks.
merly with Billy Catizone
Orch is also
Myron Wallace and Buff Cobb.
Sarah Vaughan opens an eight-day scheduled for Frank Dailey’s
engagement at Johnny Brown’s Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
Club Friday, Sept. 8
Jimmy from Dec. 19-31, Outfit begins a
Pittsburgh
Gamble orch into Club Belvedere five-week stand at the Hotel
Jack Fina orch opened Monday for an indefinite stay*.
Statler, N. Y., starting Sept. 11.
Continued from page 40

THAT LUCKY
OLD SUN

.

guitarist with
Trimarkie Trio at William Penn hotel,
will enroll as a freshman this fall
in the School of Music with Carnegie Tech.
Ye:.rs ago, as a kid
of 16, the Negro spent a couple
of seasons with the Shep Fields

Negri,

On the Upbeat

Points
27
27
24

IH

RPM)
Mahon subbed for him

1

ME
YOUR HAND

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
No. of

York

GIVE

£516

coupled with

C’EST

Now

Broadway

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

THREE LinLI

TIME

||,, Chordottos
Tho
Chordettos

Columbia
C198
CL6106

61 9

4

..

MAN WITH HARMONY

^ HORN

GUN

(With Sy Oliver)

10

•

..

Broadway Ca»t

albums

.

S

nvn
^vvin PACIFIC
SOUTH

•

French Titla "Bolero”
•

(Capitol)
.

and novelty

Outfit is in here for the balance
of the month, after which it returns
to date in Chi.
•
Quin.

.FRANKIE LAINE’
12B

Latins

vocals, with
leader working out frequently in
baritone range on both ballads and
rhythm tubes. In Gloria Petrie he
also has a promising young singer
of both current pops and novelties.
Blonde and cute, she adds a good
deal to the band, and she and
Featherstone Work effectively as a
vocal duo.

23

7

.

includes

numbers as Well.
Orch is long on

41

• .9.

9 9

'

:

(Mercury)
“Music, Maestro, Please”—-5458

a young one, and has

its rhythms.
Instrumentation. Is a 3-3^3 set up.
With ti'io of saxes, pair of trumpets,

102

'

1

(Victor)

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“No Other Love”— 1053.

13

11

12A

2

10

“La Vie En Rose”— 20-3819

“Bonaparte’s

2

io

8

9

4

•

8

.

.

“Can Anyone Explain’’—60253
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be Loved”— 10716

KAY STARR
10

.

.

(Coral)

TONY MARTIN
8

.

'

'*

.

.

3

3

1

9

.

(Decca)

is

good deal of pep in

(Capitol)
....

BING-GARY CROSBY

Crew

)9

(Decca)

“Goodnight Irene”—27077

INCOMPARABLE

two years.

T3

•

£

Artist, Label, Title

1

2

I

C9

G.
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§

1

Aug. 26
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wk. wk.

presenting

& i

Week Ending

National
Rating

Midway Lounge, has rejoined Tavern-on-the-Green, N.

Sierra Music Inc. chartered to
conduct a music publishing business in New York, with capital
stock of 200 shares, no par' value.
Lewis A. Dreyer is a director and
filing attorney.
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‘Minsky Burlesque*
For Alvin in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Aug. 29.
It’ll be Minsky burlesque for the
first time here when the Alvin,
local burlesque’s regular home, reopens for the fall-winter season
The dismal season at Saratoga, -f
Sept 2 after its usual summer
N. Y., Is expected to preview the
hiatus. Charlie Fox of Milwaukee
Trucks Into
again will operate the house.
fate of all luxury resorts where
N.Y.
Fox explains it will be “modified
to Rail Strike
gambling has provided important
Canadian rail strike last week Minsky” because he wouldn’t dare
Failure of N. Y. state
revenue;
let
th e gi rls undress “the way they
politicos to come through with the forced Will 'Mahoney to return to
do in Florida.” He has six Minsky
annual okay on gambling has re- New York via truck after closing
productions lined up.
sulted in a disastrous Session for at the Bellevue Casino/ Montreal,
Wednesday (23), Comedian brought
the Saratoga niteries.
one of his xylophones with him on
The most representative nitery the
vehicle while another Was
operation at the spa, Piping Rock,
shipped by plane.
did only fair with one of the most
Both Mahoney and his parapherexpensive talent lineups at the reSpot is said to have just nalia arrived ip N, Y. in Sufficient
sort.
The Brook time to sail Friday (25) on the
about broken even.
Liberte.
He opens a two-week
club, across the road from Piping
Hock, called it quits ahead of the stand at the Palladium, London*
Sept.
then
4,
tours the provinces
ending
of
formal
the season on
Saturday (26). This spot frequently for four Weeks. In all, the comic
expects
to
be abroad about three
was attended by only a handful of
people. However, Riley’s did the months.
Atlanta, Aug. 29.
portion
Of
the
major
business With
The Hadacol Caravan, one of the
a burley-type display headed by
top “medicine shows” in history,
Lilli St. Cyr. But the crowd wasn't
is being handled like a circus^ doas lavish with the bankroll as at
ing one-night stands in a threeRock.
Piping
week tour that started last week
in Now Orleans and is scheduled
The spa had Very little late busito Wind up in Dallas.
ness. Without the incentive Of the.
Troupe travels in two aircondigreen-felts, majority of the cafe attioned buses and 20 Ford and
tendants called it an evening after
automobiles. (This marks
MerCury
the dinner hour. Races, both dayChicago, Aug. 29.
time and nighttime (harness), were
Dan Goldberg and Joe Sherman first time Ford Motor Co. has gone
better attended,
are negotiating with Balaban & for b&llyhoo of this type. ) Accompanying caravan are 100 trucks,
This is the first season in many Katz theatre chain to convert the
loaded with, you guessed it, Hadayears that bonifaces had to rely shuttered Garrick theatre into an
col! These trucks deliver their hair
exclusively on cafe revenue. The 850-seat night club, the Silver Doltonic cargoes to local dealers and
prospect doesn’t cheer the opera- lar. The Garrick, a Loop house; replenish
their
supplies
from
tors.
Saratoga niteries without was closed by B&K earlier this freight cars that meet them along
gaming adjuncts don’t attract the month due to lack of suitable film the route of the show.
product.
plungers.
It’s also true that the
Dudley. J. LeBlanc, meinNew club would be in the Gay herSen.
casinos without a class show, for
of the Louisiana Upper House,
pre-gambling diversion, don’t at- ’90s tradition, even to silver dol- is along with show and makes pertract the top strata of spenders lars imbedded in the lobby floor. sonal appearances. .It is his job to
either.
Both are apparently de- Policy Of name bands and acts introduce Mickey Rooney.
Sen.
pendent upon each other for top Would Call for. initial budget rang- LeBlanc reveals that the tour is
ing upward from $3,000, on a longreturns.
costing $350,000 (he put the talent
run basis. It’d be continuous encost at $160,000), but has already
Fate of the Saratoga cafes is retertainment, with singing waiters
produced $2,000,000 in orders for
garded as a blueprint for the gentaking over when the floorsho
Hadacol and he expected to pick
eral run of Florida cafes, where
stops.
up another $500,000 in business
grosses were heavier wheii there
before the trip, is over.
was gaming in the vicinity.
Injecting show biz into his mediThe Senate Crime Investigating
cine factory was the senator’s own
Committee, chairmaned by Sen.
idea.
Estes Kefauver, has already made
CITY There are 290 people in the caraFlorida officials writhe. The hotels
(Continued on page 46)
will be without the lucrative bookAtlantic City, Aug. 29,
maker concessions, which brought
This is “Benefit Week” in Atin as much as $45,000 annually to
lantic City, Four charity affairs,
Some hotels.
involving local and out-of-town
The niteries, many feel, will not talent, have been staged here durbe getting too many of the top ing the past nine days.
spenders this season. In addition,
Last night (28) at the Brighton
the cafes face the competition of Hotel Poof and Cabana Club an
the hotels, and some hotel opera- aquacade-variety show and dance
tors will attempt to exploit the was held for the benefit of the
Indianapolis, Aug. 29;
nitery features of the inns as one Betty Bacharach Home, the LongBob Hope and Tex Beneke will
means of compensating for the loss port, N. J., institution for the free
of the bookie coin. It’s about the care and treatment of afflicted headline flock of entertainers bobkonly feature of Florida that’s com- youngsters. Joey Adams emceed, ed in bid for record 750,000 atforting to the talent agencies/
assisted by columnist Lee Morti- tendance figure at 1950 Indiana
mer. Lineup included Ilona Mas- State Fair here Aug. 31-Sept. 8.
Hope will furnish the Coliseum
sey, Tony Canzoneri, Cindy Heller,
Grade Barrie, Horace MacMahon, show With Helen Forrest, Charles
Big Advance in Detroit
Fredericks,
Bob Chester orch and
Tony
Frpos,
Sylvia
Florence Ahn,
Bari, Joe Frasetto and Joey Stern’s supporting acts first three nights
and
Sunday
(3) matinee, to be folat
Water shoW featured
orchestra.
Knapp, Esther Evans, Whitey lowed by Tex Beneke orch playing
Bob
Detroit, Aug, 29.
for horse show Sept. 3-8.
Hart, Stan Dudeck, John EdmundOther attractions will include
good advance sale for Betty son and Aqua-zanies.
the
at
appearances
Hutton’s two
Atlantic City’s Department of “State Fair Follies,” featuring 10
Michigan State Fair on opening public Safety sponsored the show, variety acts and 24-girl line, at the
day, Sept. 1, was announced by
in the Con- racetrack grandstand each night;
Sunday_ _ night . (27),
1
T
t
_
—.
.
James D. Friel, fair general man- vention Hall ballroom, Joe Moss Irish Horan’s Lucky Hell Drivers,
ager.
Reserved seats are at $1,80 presented “A Nite of Stars” for the Sept. 1-3,. and a widely bally hooed
Atomic Energy display, in addition
and general admission at $1.20.
benefit of the Community SynaHebrew to regular midway features. Grand
City)
(Atlantic
Miss Hutton, will appear in a gogue
Circuit harness racing is scheduled
matinee and evening performance School fund. Guy Marks emceed, Sept. 2-8.
with the “Hollywood Stars Revue” and talent included Gracie Barrie,
By-product will be city’s first
following a downtown parade earl- Tony Bari and the Harmonicaire’s sample
of \theatre-in-round
by
ier in the day.
Other name talent (500 Club) Evalyn Tyner and her group which Will pitch its tent
will include Sally Rand, Jerry Co- Trio (Bath and Turf Club) ; Jerry
fair
across street from
ground’s
lonna, Johnny Mack Brown and and Turk ( Cliquot Club) Marian main entrance.
Project will be
Carmen Miranda. 'Miss Miranda Bruce, George Kirby, Fontaine musical revue sponsored by HoosColonna is Bros. (Club Harlem); Jackie Small ier Promotions with Deane Carroll
will be in Sept, 3-6.
set for Sept. 7-10.
Miss Rand, and and Jimmy Cazanova ( Paddock arid Tony Donadio, holdovers from
Brown are booked for the entire Club); Lucille Russb ( Ritz-Carlton summer opera season, and finalists
10-day run.
hotel); and Teddy Hale (Ebony in Atlantic City “Miss Indiana”
Joey Stern’s Orchestra contest among entertainers so far
Room.)
provided music for this affair, too. named in quickie setup. Outfit will
On Saturday evening (26). Molly give four shows a day at $1.20 a
Pitt Penn Sets Brisson
Picon headed a benefit for the head in 500-seat arena, importing
Jewish National Fund in the Chel- equipment from Chicago.
Pittsburgh, Aug, 29.
Westminster Hall. MikWilliaVn Penn hotel’s Terrace sea hotel’s
piaRoom, shut down all summer, had los Gafni, Ray Lizer, handless
Betty -Warner,
Sept. 8 tentatively slated for its pist; and Herb and
reopening date, but switched to were on the program.
Last weekend the annual charity
29th because Carl Brisson won’t be
IN
the Betty Barachrach
available until then. Penn's man- party for
Legit actress Meg Mundy will
at the. Milton Fine
held
Was
Home
with
off
agement wanted to tee
in Buena Vista, near At- make her, supper club bow as a
Brisson because he was a hot at- residence
Cityi The comedy team of singer at the Blue Angel, N. Y.,
traction there last year, being tantic
Fisher and Marks, Tony Bari and seasonal opener. Sept, 7. Bill will
topped only by Hildegarde.
entertained. include the Weavers, song group;
Harmonlcaires
the
Danish singer had to turn down Over $10,000 was donated during Tony & Eddie, Bob Mac Arthur,
William Penn’s earlier date be- the evening.
Stuart Ross, Harold Cooke, and
cause he,’s been booked into. Copley
Eadie & Rack.
Plaza, Boston, for a 'fortnight on
Boniface Herbert Jacoby, who
Sept. 13.
Terrace Room will use
Zamira Gon, who staged the Operates this room in conjunction
Music Corp. of America bands dances for the legiter. “A Flag Is with Max Gordon; is cuireritly on
again, same as last year. Previous- Born,” will dance at the new
the Coast lining up new acts for
ly it had booked dance music lo- Israeli cafe, the Habibi, opening
subsequent shows.
in N. Y., Sept. 14.
cally.

AFLsWdl
Legality of the recently coil- issued to said organization (MVAA).
eluded peace-pact between the I regret more than words can say
American Federation of Musicians that it will be impossible for me
and the American Guild of Variety to grant your request. Those whom
Artists, which turned over juris- you, represent and whom you re*
diction of musical acts to the AFM, port have formed a new organizahas been questioned by American tion called the Musical Variety
Federation of Labor president Wil- Artists of America are recognized
liam Green, who avers that the by the American Federation of
AFL already recognizes these acts Labor as coming under the jurisdiction of the American Guild of
as belonging to AGVA.
Opinion came in a letter from Variety Artists. The constitution of
Green to Jon Carlton, a harmonica the American Federation of Labor
player, who appealed to Green to forbids me to issue a charter to a
charter the Musical Variety Art- group which may have withdrawn
ists of America, a recently formed from an organization chartered by
organization of m u s 1 cal turns the American Federation of La"
which is claiming hardship under bor,”
According to Carlton and others
the AFM-AGVA pact.
Letter from Green, in pari, in the group, the AFM-AGVA pact

Mahoney
Due

;

-

.

.

“You ask

stated:

that a charter be

AGVA

The

entering
performers
Mexico, according to Rodolfo Landa, assistant secretary -of the Actors Assn, in denying reports that
there is a ban on American troupRecent stories quoted some
ers,
U. S. people who complained about
being barred from Mexico and
against
discrimination
charged
American troupers by the Mexican
government and the Mexican actheatrical

|

:

He said the reports not only are
inaccurate but that there is proof
of that practically all the talent in
cabarets and other entertainment
centers in Mexican border towns
is

Pee Jay Ringens, 63-year-old cywho abandons his bicycle in
mid-air during a 50-foot leap into
a three-foot tan. of water, received
fractures of both legs Wednesday
(23) while performing at Pontchartrain Beach, lakeside resort
here.
Veteran stunter revealed he
failed to gain enough momentum
for the leap while careening down
the narrow ramp, and fell about
two feet short of his goal, striking
both legs on the edge of the wooden tank.
clist,

!

-m *r

.

American.

Fractured During Act
New Orleans, Aug. 29.

I

*>

;

;

.

CAFE SONG

’

an out-of-court settlement. Sub-

local to

which he belongs.

Musical acts also objected to the
AFM 1.0% travel tax, which forced
acts to

pay that amount of their

earnings in the area in which they
played. That proviso has been repealed for former AGVA members
but act will, still have to pay 2%
tax to the local in which they’re
appearing. Ban against doubling of
musical acts playing away from
home base was also repealed.

tors association.

A

_

Mexicari. government is placway of U.S.

ing no obstacles in the

FOR ATLANTIC

_ .

for-

.

4

.

had

(

'

»

suit

sequent settlement handed Over
the musical acts to AFM.
Lbs Angeles, Aug. 29.
MVAA, comprising harmonica
Petition to sell the Earl Carroll and ukelele players, musical noveltheatre-restaurant On a part-cash ties and acts which
have music as
trade deal to Frank S, Hoffues a basic part of their
turn, objects
comes up in L. A. superior court to some of' the AFL regulations,
Hoffues owns cattle which they claim hamper them
Sept. 13.
ranches in Texas and Arizona and from earning, a livelihood.
operated the Deauville and the
One of the major objections, acDel-Mar in Santa Monica.
cording to Carlton, is the provision
Mrs. Jesse I. Schuyler, executrix which forces acts to pay dues as
of the Carroll estate, has agreed to much as 27 times annually. Carla deal calling for $675,000 in cash ton explained that if an act plays
and an Arizona ranch valued at an engagement lasting for more
Meanwhile, the Carroll than one week on an out-of-town
$350,000.
theatre remains shuttered.
engagement, he must pay a quarter
year’s dues to the AFM local in
whose area he’s Working before he
can play a second week. Thus if
an act plays 26 two-week dates in
separate cities, he must pay one
quarter’s dues to 26 locals in addiMexico City, Aug. 22.
tion to the full year’s dues tb the

•

_

AGVA

.

at

:

w

fold.

merly been filed to force return of
musical acts tp AGVA, with Carlton as (one Of the plaintiffs, but
was withdraw!! in order to arrive

.

•

therefore illegal because of the
Opinion expressed by Green, arid
are asking to be returned to the

is

Billy
|

Rose Delays
Changing His Show

Billy Rose has (changed his mind
about changing his Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y., show at this time.
Under current plans, Rose will
change some acts, revise production arid increase the size of his
line.

(

Frank Ross & Anita La Pierre
return Sept. 24. Rose has put in
a chorus Call for tomorrow (Thurs.)
and plans to select a quartet of
cheesecakers to add to the present
line.

Animals Unhurt As
Columbus,

O.,

Aug. 29.

A car carrying animals on the
15-car Clyde Beatty Circus train
jumped the track here last Thursday (24) when a brake rigging
broke. The car stayed upright and
none of the animals was injured,
but six elephants, three camels,
three llamas/ five horses and a
dromedary were unloaded to graze
in a field near the tracks while the
car was replaced on the rails.
Circus train was en route from
Marion to Newark, O for an afternoon show. The delay of more
than half an hour made the circus
late for its Newark opeirtrig.
,

Colored Revue 'Slated
For Green’s in Pitt
Pittsburgh, Aug. 29.
First big floor show ever to play
Green’s, chiefly known as a
dance spot around here, will be
Larry Steele’s all-colored revue,
“Smart Affairs of 1950,'” which has
been a big hit all summer at Club
Harlem/ Atlantic City. It’s coming
in Oct. 20, shortly after winding up
seashore run end of next month.
Bill

;

In the

past Green’s

has

occa-

sionally played single name acts,
arid sometimes two or three turns
on the. same layout, but has never
before gone in for a show of this
scope.

V

in

Sinatra’s

3 Dates

Frank Sinatra Will make three
personal appearances before he
begins his weekly CBS' television

show Sept.

30/.
Singer will appear at Steel Pier,
Atlantic City, Sept. 1-4; the Style
Show in Minneapolis, Sept. A-7;
and the State Fair, Reading, Pa,,
Sept. 10-11*

Columbus, O., Aug, 29.
Burlesque returns to Columbus
the
Gayety, a Jack Kane
when
house, opens for the fall and winter season Sept 1,
Kane, a veteran iri the field, operates six theatres located in Rochester, N. Y.; Cleveland, Dayton, Canton, Youngstown and Columbus, O.
Jay McGee manages the bouse
here.

—

,

;
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J/Rriet?
Baga telle, London

Gub Reviews

Night

London, Aug.

After a succession of American
singers, the Bagatelle decided to
bring back to their home town the
three Beverley Sisters, who have
proved a lease-lend in reverse with
their U. S. engagements. Girls received such a warm reception their

j

optiop has been extended from
two to four weeks.
Simply gowned, trio sing with
a mock innocence that is refreshingly
For the
unselfconscious.

500

more sophisticated style, their
numbers mature accordingly, and

Monkey Bar*

j

S. F.

Julie Wilson has taken on stature
since her last Mark Hopkins stance.
Her chore in “Kiss Me, Kate,” in-

.

One Pony, Two Monkeys, Nine Dogs
NICE PROPS

Price,

One Thousand,

cluding the “In
offered

Two Hundred Dollars
Come See for Yourself at

|

plerfty

E.

a Little Boy” and “To
Love Alive” garner solid
kudos and show thrush’s versatility. Comedy tune, “You Can’t Burn
the Candle at Both Ends,” is an
oke breather and stepping stone to

;

PRAVILfON, MYRTLE BEACH

CAROLINA

Aug. 24-30
Thanks, GENE BRANDT

Management:

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

|
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I

I

intelli-

j

My

RUBY RING
THE UTMOST IN
ACROBATIC. DANCING

Booked

Orch; cover, $1.50, $2.50.

Cocoanut lirove* L.A.

Solid

Until Christmas

The know-how which Phil Silvers has contrived in his musicomDirection:
Patricia Morison, Fontaines (3), edy and film chores shows up diEDDIE SMITH AGENCY
mensionally
plushy
in
this
supperLeighton Noble Orch (13); cover
R.K.O. Bldg., New York City
club stint, though (and to good ef$1.50, $2.
JUdson 6-3345
fect) his appeal is slanted to click
Latest in the list of name femme with the middle-taste ringsider
thrushers to hold down the spot- rather than the hep show-wise
light at the Ambassador hotel’s trade-sampler. Sum total is that his
lobby-floor grotto is Patricia Mori- patter and song stuff are well acFollas Bergeres, Montreal
son, who has come back to Holly- cepted and drew a big hand at his
Ruby Foo’s, Montreal
wood to give the locals an earful begoff.
(Thanks Dick Henry)
Silvers’ compound of gags, mimiof what they missed when they let
New Central Housa, Provlncetown
cry
tunes
and
moves
fast
and
with
her drift out of films. Since the
drifting process carried her into a punch for nightspot consumption
(TILL SEPT. 12TH)
smash click in “Kiss Me, Kate” and sits well with 'the tonier checkSheraton-Biltmore
for more months than the standard payers, even the broad hoke such
Providence
studio pact has options, this book- as his byplay with orch leader
ing must be considered in the na- (Ernie Heckscher) in hypnosis rouRepresented now by Henry Beckman
ture of a triumphant homecoming. tine which brings big guffaws.
Columbia Entertainmant Bureau
Opener is a howdy item dubbed
Miss Morison is a singer with a
1497 Broadway/ Naw York City
fine, clear voice and she knows “You’ve Got to Meet the People,”
how to handle both the voice and which is a good ice-breaker and
PIERRE CARTIER
herself.
She probably would be sets stand for “No Biz Like Show;
79-14 147th St., Flushing, N. Y.
JAmalca 3-2143
even more effective in a room more Biz,” followed by tap stanza. Asintimate than the Grove, with its sortment of impersonations, On i
.~i
satirical
side,
such
as
Pinza,
stuffy
900-plus seating capacity, but she
encounters no difficulties in hold- sepian singer and other characteriing her audience. Her 30-minute zations, is sock laugh copy aqd is
stint is nicely gauged and routined rewarded to hilt.
Silvers is easy to listen to, wears
so that she can effectively display
RESTAURANT AND BAR
her vocal talents on a wide range well as routine emerges, shows top
of tunes from, “Granada” to “Be- concept of timing, and knows when
158 W. 44 St., New York LU 2*4488
to
quit
an
item and move on to
witched.”
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
Only weak spot appears to be next bit. Dinnerplate audience ather use of “Pigalle” in a Gallic tention was held throughout, a sure
*
test
of
his
material
and
geniality
medley, the tune being slightly unsuited to her particular style. Ar- on choosey Nob Hill, which has
rangements are kept on the inter- thumbed down some of the better
P/ixet Professional Engagiwnt
esting side, particularly one in names in recent times.
Music support by Ernie Heck(Duplicate Prizes Awarded In the Case of Tie)
which the “Third Man Theme”
scher
orch
is
tops.
Ted.
serves as an intro for a Viennese
number, and she earns a neat response with an English musichall
number. Opening night, she ofered only two “Kate” tunes, “Wunderbar” and “So in Love,” which
served as fine opening and closing
selections. More from the score of
the hit musical wouldn't be amiss.
Show opener is the Fontaines, a
Currently
ballroom balancing trio who keep
the customers on the edge of their
seats with some deft stuff.
Particularly effective are a couple of

(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
Los Angeles, Aug.

oldie “Pretty Baby,” offered with
top effect to big appreciation. An-

Wally Overman

have the same costumes and numbers. Again, Dick Hyde as m.c.
medley from “Annie Get
Your Gun.” Hyde still deserves a
spot of his own. »
Card.
sings the

Room*

Gentlemen

Want

“I

that filled in the Joaquin Garay-t
DeMarco Sisters show, and they

;

optic-tossing, dovetailing

Don’t Like Love.”

Keep

Sisters,

numbers together, like “The Cake
Walk” and the Andrews Sisters.
The chorus here is the same line

|

j

ROBERTS

3504 N. 8th Street, Philadelphia (40)
SAgmore 2*5534

SO.

much

by

is

furthered

gasp-producing,

well with opener, “Most
'•

GEO.

Fashion” tune
has given her

deep metallic bugle-bead gown;

the Pamahasika's Studio
The Oldest end Greatest Bird Trainer
in America and Still in the Same Work

My

currently,

work marked impact and maturity.
Glamor appeal, outlined by skin-

-

,

Andrews

and the topper is a drunk. Kramer’s assistants are his mother and
father, and they do three or four

got a kick out of the antics.
Josette and Walters come here
with little fanfare, but clinch a
gent approach to his material. niche for themselves on their iniThere’s much subtlety in his tunes. tial performance. At the end of
He has a polished sense of satire the opening stanza the ballroom
and a mature delivery that’s order- team was in solid. Effectively
built for eastsideries. Goes over garbed, the duo tees off with imexcellently.
pact in an imaginative routine.
Jack Arnold has been in this They net plenty of applause from
room for some years. His act is so then on, with several effective
familiar to patrons that they chime show pieces, all graceful and sureThe waiters also ly executed.
in with assists.
Liuz.
serve as comedy foils for Arnold.
His songs and stories provide an
Venetian
S* F.
entertaining session. All perfOrm(FAIRMONT HOTEL)
ers provide their own piano acJose.
Ernie
Phil
Silvers,
Heckscher
comps.

Julie
,
(10); cover » $1.50-$2.

Complete Standard Act

inson, a magician;

stretches of dialog that also hit the

San Francisco, Aug. 23.
mark.
Wilson Dick Foy Orch
George Kreisler has an

FOR SALE

cools. Band’s renditions
a judicious admixture of
pop favorites,
pulsating
Latin
rhythms, medleys and tunes in the
romantic veir Maestro leads ag-

include

gregation on sax and emcees show
The Monkey Bar is an eastside capably.
hideaway that has. been doing a
Teeing off entertainment are
consistently
good
business
for June Stuart, attractive thrush, who
years. The room has built a rep has the voice to put a song over,
on a succession of risque singers, and Frankie Lester, band vocalist.
and a performer here is placed in Lester gets an especially heavy rethe curious position of having to sponse for his warbling of “Old
top his colleagues on dissertations Man River.” The McIntyres, choral
on sex. The current combination group, net plenty of palm-pounding
impresses as being good booking in for a neat arrangement of “Dame”
this direction, since there seems from “South Pacific.”
to be en rapport amongst them
Tito Coral, Mexican baritone, has
and they seem to complement fine pipes and a cordiality that
rather than compete with each wins the customers from his walkother.
on. He builds steadily with an
The newcomer here is Weela Gal- adroit mixture of romantic and belez, making her first appearance low-the-border favorites. The darkin this room, but not locally. She’s haired singer has vocal power, feelwell-established among the triple- ing, fine shading and phrasing that
entendreers, with a sly line of ma- reveals his Concert background.
terial that never becomes offenThe Martin Bros, trot out a flock
sive. Her dissertation on a femme of fascinating puppets, all of which
drunk is an excellent bit that gets are deftly manipulated. Both ada maximum hand. She does long ults and moppets at opening show

(MARK HOPKINS HOTEL)
'

a big versatile

chow

Y*

Weela Gallez, George Kreisler
Jack Arnold; minimum $2.

j

Peacock Court,

IV.

(HOTEL ELYSEE)

takeoff of Timberg and Rooney is
socko, and Marks’ agile face during the pantomime on the Andrews
Sisters’ recording of “Massachusetts” whams the house.
Jeanette Garrett’s taps are wellreceived, and her encore, an impressionistic version of “The. Toreador Song,” closes act to fine applause.
Michaelson, as the young son,

HORRABrN, Dos Moines

The Slate
Bros, get laughs with their imitations and props, and their softshoe

rib-tickling, nevertheless.

dancing with Wheeler (Wheeler
sits down with a mike and sings
group with, plenty the accompaniment) brings down
Edmundo Ros and Arnold Bailey of zesL The rhythms are crisp and the house.
provide the subdued musical back- well defined, and the band does
Wheeler is at his best when sinthe
singers,
and not indulge in the, urge to smother gling.
ground
for
a melody* under fantastic arrangedancers, with their usual skill.
Stan Kramer Co. has a clever
ments. It attracts hoofers to the
Clem.
marionet show. He has a dozen diffloor and keeps them there while
ferent skits, Betty Hutton, Bill Robthe
is

Best Friend.”

\

Mgt.:

He comes on munching a sandwich and talks for 10 minutes in.
that confidential manner. It’s not
the rollicking laughter type, but

their delightful rendering of the Intyres; minimum, $2.50.
numbers only increases their point,
Warm-weather business in this
They ooen with “Hoop de Doo”
and slide easily into “Nice to Fall swank nocturnal rendezvous remains
on a high plane. Current
in
Love,” “Don’t Mention My
Name,” “Teasin,’ ” “Silver Dollar,” offering is diverting fare that has
appeal
for a variety of tastes and
“Once in a While,” with most popular ones being “Only for Ameri- hits for hefty returns.
The Hal McIntyre musical crew
cans” and “Diamonds Are a Giri’s

;

HYDE

Room,

latter part of their act, dressed in

,

VIC

Golden 9 Bono

Renp, Aug. 25.
Bert Wheeler, Slate Bros., Stan
Kramer & Co., Dolly Kay, Sally
Marlow Dancers ( 6 ) , Dick Hyde,
Victor Vincent’s orch (7).
is on the beam and Noble uses a
well-arranged library to maintain
the tradition of good dancing which
Sticking, to his standard routine,
Grove patrons expect. Maestro oc- Bert Wheeler gives
a slapstick
casionally steps to the mike for
some vocalizing that goes over show with all the old tricks—interruptions, big blonde, and the sandwell.
Kap.
wich he munches on throughout
the show. The little guy has lost
Blue
IV. O.
none of his naive humor, and he
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
Hal McIntyre Orch (15); Josette gets away with a lot of stuff that
Sr Walters, Tito Coral, Martin Bros., would brand any other comedian
June Stuart, Frankie Lester , Mc- as risque.

Swingtet; minimum, $3.

,

which the femme member

of the trio serves as understander*
It’s a fast five minutes and gets
the show off to a good start.
Holdover in this layout is the
Leighton Noble orch, which does a
fine all-around job. Showbacking

Beverley Sisters, Edmundo Ros
Rhumba Band, Arnold Bailey &

Mocainbo, Hollywood

Whistle” and “Will. There Be a
Ciro's in Heaven?,” latter the laHollywood, Aug. 22.
Jane Froman, with [.Adam Car- ment of a dying film queen. Each
rol l, Eddie Oliver Orch (8), Latin is deftly delivered.
In addition to Carroll’s expert
Aires (5); cove?, $1.50, $2. ( Openbacking, Miss Froman
pianistic
ing night $10.)
gets the suppor* of the combined
After years of sidestepping, Jane Eddie Oliver and Latin Aires
Froman has finally accepted a orchs. Judicious use of strings and,
Coast nitery bid. As a result, the reeds helps frame her singing efKap.
ropes are up at the Mocambo, and fectively.
even the birds in the giant glass
cage on the south wall sit in rapt
Club, A. C.
silence through a, sock half-hour
Atlantic City, Aug. 26.
show nightly.
Fisher & Marks,
Kallen,
Kitty
is
a
performer
who
Miss Froman
Harmonicaires, Jeanette Garrett
combines all the pre-requisities
Miller’s
Orch
(5), conducted
a fine voice, charm, polish and Pete
authority. She works equally well by Joe Frasetto.
at the bandstand or strolling casuKitty Kallen returns to the 500
ally about the floor with a handmike, bulwarked by nifty arrange- Cafe for her second visit this seaments defied by Adam Carroll, son, topping her first appearance’s
who also provides the keyboard biz.
accompaniment. There’s no time
Beautifully gowned, she wins the
wasted on patter, no pseudo-glib mob with “Pennies From Heaven,”
asides—it's a singing stint all the “Bewitched,” “Wish Had Daddy in
way, and the only customer com- the White House.” Recalling her
plaint is that it ends when it does. role of Sharon in “Finian’s RainHer numbers range from such bow,” she also does “Gloccamora.”
standards as “Night and Day” and For clincher, sings “No Business
“Begin the Beguine” (in answer Like Show Business,” with imperto insistent demands) to such spe- sonations of Merman. Horne and
cial stuff as “Millionaires Don’t Logan. Encores with “Honey Bun,”
and begs off.
Harmonicaires sock over, opening with “The Galloping Comethen “Twelfth Street Rag.”
dians
In this number one of ’em plays
the harmonica with his nose. “Overture to Orpheus” is next, and the
boys close with a takeoff on Spike
Jones, props ’n’ all.
Fisher and Marks, also on their
run
season,
visit
this
second
through their zany routines, includDancing
act.
in
their
audience
ing

bits In

24.

other breather, “London,” is not a
happy choice, but bridges over to
blues “Louisville Lou,” which the
patrons lap up for a big hand. Encore “In My Fashion” gives 50minute melange a sweet bowout.
*
Ted.

22.
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The Theatres of

the Stars

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 W. 46th

J.

H,

SIDNEY

ST., N. Y. C. •

LUBIN
H.

PIERMONT

JUdson 2*2000

Grant's Riviera

TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS

:

I

GENERAL MANAGER
booking manager

,

SID

KROFFT
*

NICOLLET HOTEL
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"Mary McCarty promptly

"Mary McCarty got one

of the

most sincere ovations at

Ciro's

veals herself a boff bistro bet.

A

comedienne has an
easy manner and a smash de-

.

.

.

she's

simply

great.

comedienne with sex,
dynamite as a singer."

and

L.

Singing

that

she

parlays

an

riotous return in

30-minute

A. Herald Express.

stint

•

•

•

into

she thunders

along without a letdown
attained

perfection as a performer

.

.

the most rousing success by a

newcomer

HOLLYWOOD
"Mary McCarty
Giro's— fresh,

.

.

.

terrific

and

in

using

come

Mary McCarty

is

a

hit at Ciro's."

FLORABEL MUIR,
L.

is

clever

LOUELLA PARSONS,
"Talented

ing about her."

REPORTER.

Los Angeles Examiner.

P^RIETY

has the Hollywood crowd rav-

Kay Thomp-

the brightest material to
our way in a long time."

pace."

•

since

//

all-too-fast

with a breathtaking change of

"Mary McCarty has

"Mary McCarty took over Ciro's
lock, stock and barrel to score

son.
livery

HARRISON CARROLL,

re-

EDITH

GWYNNE,

N. Y. Herald Tribune.

A. Mirror.
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Harris

Shore Hurt In

ID

R

Mishap, Cancel Date
San Francisco, Aug. 29.
Harris and Shore, comedy dance
team, Were injured in an automobile accident last week while drivFirst important spurt of vaude Cleveland and Boston are out being id Elko, Nev., where they were
activity for the fall has come with cause of circuit’s difficulty in comto appear at the Commercial hotel*
RKO’s casting of the first roadshow ing to terms with unions, but it’s
They had to cancel.
Singer Helen Kane, expected that the situation will be
Of 4he year.
Peggy Ryan & Ray McDonald, and straightened out by the time the
Lee Davis have already: been route ends. Syracuse and Roches- Ex-Contestants Booked
panted for the: show* which tees off ter, on the schedule last season,
are also out for the initial part of,
in Cincinnati, Sept. 14.
To Entertain at A.C.
Unit will have a varied cast un- the tour.
To compensate for the shorter
til it hits Minneapolis, Nov. 5, after
THiss AmericaWhich/ the show will be stabilized. route, RKO will attempt to book
currently
Atlantic City, Aug; 29.
It’s
Necessity of working with a more roadshows.
Bob Russell and Joe Frasetto
changeable Cast comes with the hoped to send out another unit to
fact that certain acts have already start as soon as the first eight- have been signed as m.c. and orchestra conductor, respectively, for
played various towns along the acter winds up*
the 1951 “Miss America” pageant,
route and RKO booker Danny
which will begin here next TuesFriendly doesn't Want to repeat.

Houses, 7 Weeks’ Time

Circuit’s 10

,

The &KO roadshow circuit
somewhat shorter than

be

will
last

year, but time may be added later
In the year.
This season route
will start with 10 houses for a total
cf seven weeks' playing time.
,

Columbus,

*r

O.,

Aug.

29.

.
.

y

Mounds

Club, Lake county gambling Casino near PairiesVille, O.,
which, for months has been the target of state officials and; liquor
agents, Friday (25) filed papers
with Attorney General Herbert S.
Duffy formally dissolving its incorporation. Duffy said this would
close his case asking ouster of the
club’s incorporation charter.
The attorney general filed the
ouster suit’ some weeks ago as a
climax to a long campaign by the
state to close down the flossy gaming club.
;

"Two Boys from Brazil"
Currently

FRANKIE LAINE

SHOW

Sept. 1st:

j

•

;

Return Engagement

;

THUNDER BIRD HOTEL,
Las Vegas

end club

Management

Exclusive

Ray

Jean

MELBACK and DAVIS

i

1303 Yale Place

COMEDY MATERIAL

of

1

thru 3$

<®

GAG

BIZ

J., will piano during the pageant
contests.
This will be the second year that
former contestants have been returned as entertainers instead of

professional acts.

dates.

1

Twenty-two

$1.00 each

-

e

—

ONLY

$25

3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10
3 diff. Books for $20—

—all

O MINSTREL BUDGET
O 4 BLACKOUT BKS.,
—all 4

diff.

oa.

Vols. for

e

$25 e
$25 e

bk

$85—

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $2.00

NO

200

C.O.D.'S

Dept. V

COMEDY ROUTINES
and BURLESQUE
Volume I

Direction!

Continued from page. 3

DDII ELKORT-

Taylor, Barbara Stanwyck, Mervyn
LeRoy, Henry Henigson and Mor-r
gan Hudgins came up from Metro's
“Quo Vadis” troupe, now shooting
in Rome. Also on hand *were Maria
Montez, Jean Simmons and a number of foreign film industry personalities and diplomatic officials.

Low A

I

SENSATIONAL OFFER ONLY
A. GUY YISK

—
—

$3

WRITING ENTERPRISES
Liberty Street, Troy, N. Y.

Fair Sets Berle,
.

Raye

Albany, Aug. 29.
Le Ruban Bleu resumes operaGov. Thomas E. Dewey has pro- tion Wednesday (6) with bill com#claimed Sept. 2-9 as “State Fair prising Michael Brown, 4 Lads*
Week,” urging New York Staters Shirl Cognway, Deuces Wild, Norto attend the exposition at Syra- man Paris Trio and Julius Monk
Jay Marshall tapped for Brown
.
cuse.
Milton Berle and Martha Raye hotel, Louisville, Sept. 8 ... Amazing
Mr. Ballantine into Roxy theawill head the entertainers.
tre following bill with the N. Y.
Philharmonic Orch
The Albins
Pacts Belaf onte
added to Michael Todd’s “Peep
Valaida Snow set for
Harry Belafonte, Negro vocalist, Show”
has been signed by Music Corp. two weeks at the Suburban resSinger was formerly taurant, Brooklyn, Sept* 6.
of America.
Marilyn Maxwell set for a week
handled by the Gale Agency.
at the Capitol, N. Y., starting Oct.
Johnny Dorelli, 3-year-old vocal- 6
Lou Holtz does a fortnighter
ist, has also been inked by MCA.
at the Bellerive Hotel, Kansas City,
Kid, incidentally, got his break via starting Friday (1) ... Billie Holithe Robert Alda tele-talent show, day opened last night (28) at the
“By Popular Demand,” where he Tops, San Diego, for one-weeker
Sugar Chile Robinson making
copped top honors four weeks run- ,
short at UI . . Hal Schaefer penning special material for Gloria
DeHaven, who opens next Tuesday.
(5) at Desert Inn, Las Vegas.
.

...

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Continued from page

PICKERT
curr

Leslie Grade# Ltd., Int.
West 57th Street

250

New

York, N. Y,
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Antibes Festival
Antibes, Aug. 29.
Festival of Films at Antibes,
Cafe Paris, London,
pageant. This is the largest num- after having been almost delayed
Resumes After 12 Years ber since the end of the war. The a week, finally was launched here
pageant ends Saturday night (9) Aug. 20 with the showing of several
London, Aug. 29.
following crowning of the new Charlie Chaplin oldies,
The Cafe De Paris last night Queen on the Convention Hall “The Kid” and “Circus.”including
Festival
(Mon.) resumed operations With stage. The current “Miss Amer- differs
from other European film
topline cafe talent after 12 years* ica,” Mrs. Jacque Mercer Woods, affairs in that
it is not competitive
Kay Thompson drew an elite ca- will be on hand to turn over her and does not attempt to
preview
pacity crowd and scored heavily.
crown, scepter and robes to the films which will be presented later
Miss Thompson probably will new winner.
on the commercial market. Instead,
hold over beyond her four-week
it is devoted to the top productions

.

.—>2 Twelver Min. Comedy Routiner
Two-Hour Gag- Packed Satire

12

FAIRS

Tourists Shun

been
readied for Tuesday’s Boardwalk
parade, the opening event of the

MCA

PAULA SMITH
W. 54 St., New York 19

—

Currently:

BARNES A CARRUTHERS

have

floats

Vaude, Cafe Dates

HIE'-

(Sold in Sequence Only)
SPECIAL' FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR

•

RAMER

Egg Harbor,

contract.

FUN-MASTER

e Nos.

REX

;

for All Branches of fheatricaU

SHOW

:

present tour. Former city will be
.played Sept. 6, while latter stand
will be played a day latter. Chico
Marx will he added for the Houston performance, while George
Burns and Gracie Allen, and Carmen Miranda w;lf replace Rooney
Negotiation are curin Dallas.
rently being carried on to get Bob
Burns to also appear on the Dallas
Talent lineup for Austin has
bill.
not yet been completed. Sid Epstein of the William Morris agencyin Chi, is lining ap the dates.

PATRICK

HELENE and

appearing

Dlfction: M.C.4.

[

;

.

1

of the silent era and more recent
pictures Which have contributed
new techniques to the industry.
Also featured are pictures which,
because of advanced ideas, have
been limited in their showings.
Thus, a group of Mack Sennett
productions held the
spotlight
Saturday (26), ranging from those
he produced in 1911 to “Long
Pants,” which starred Harry Langdon. Following day saw screenings
of “Life of Emile Zola,” “The
Dreyfus Affair” and “Exodus,”
while John Huston was honored
With screenings of several of his
features arid documentaries. Fete
Will continue through Sept.
13,
with Special “days” devoted to
works of the English industry, the
Soviets and Japanese, as well as
special tributes to D. W. Griffith
Warner Bros, and Frich. von
Stroheim. Final week will feature
documentaries of Robert Flaherty,
Paul Strand arid Eisenstein.

HOWARD

DU QUOIN
ANNUAL fair

,

Minneapolis. Minn.

GLASON'S
THC ORIGINAL

.

;

NeW York office
48 W. 48th St.

.

been
added to the itinerary and it’s possible more dates will be booked on

Montgomery,

The new beauty queen will be
“Miss America” of 1951, instead of
1950, following a change by the
pageant board of directors, who
felt that since the titleholder wears
the crown longer during the year Features are playing to full
houses
following the pageant, the 1950 at a $2.50 tab, with some scalping
Edwards felt that he didn’t want title should
be skipped “in the in- reported upping the fee to $15.
to miss the revenue of the Weekterests of progress.”

1

Sept. 14th to 27th:

Mexico,” for Eagle Lion.
Austin and Dallas have

'•

Mary Hamilton,

Eddie Edwards has given up
agenting^with Leonard Green office,
N. Y., to return to terping as part
Of the dance” team of Edwards &
Diane. Edwards who played his
first -‘comeback” theatre date at
the Palace, N* Y., last week, gave
up /ate-digging because the American Guild of Variety Artists told
him that he couldn’t do both.

|

all winners will
compete for $1,000 prize.
Show played Chattanooga Sun*
day (27) and moved to Nashville
Monday (28). In each town arrangements are made for both an
Outdoor and Indoor playing spot.
Rooney is scheduled to quit show
in Houston and go to Mexico City
to make a picture, “The Kid of

:

N.

-RIVERSIDE THEATRE,
Milwaukee

at
Cramton Bowl,
Ala,,
football
field,

Following
night (24) two more shows were
given at State Fair Grounds in
Birmingham to pair of audiences
that totalled ?6,000.
Friday (25)
day (5). It will be Russell’s '10th night rain helt the Macon, Ga„
crowd
at
Porter
Stadium
year as the pageant emcee.
down to
In addition, Lenore Slaughter, 16*000,
The admission price is one Hadaexecutive director of the annual
beauty contest, announced that a col boxtop.
A beauty show is held in each
former “Miss America’’ and three
of last year’s contestants will be town visited.
Winner gets $250
among the featured talent during and travels with troupe as far as
the four judging sessions in Convention Hall. BeBe Shopp, “Miss
America” of 1948, will return to
play her vihra-harp between the
periods of judging on the three
Tour io Nov. Via Glaser
preliminary nights and during Saturday’s, finals.
Miss Shopp was
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
similarly featured in last year’s Corp. has taken over bookings of
ShOW.
Buster Crabbe’s “Aqua Parade of
Phyllis Kessler, “Miss Wiscon- 1950.” Unit is currently touring
sin,” 1949, will be seen again in Europe and is slated
to return to
her baton-twirling s p e c i a 1 1 y; the U. S. Nov.- 18.
Shirley Hargiss, “Miss Kansas,”
Outfit may play some dates for
1949, will play piano and sing, and the Arena Managers Assn, upon
Gloria Burkhardt, “Miss Minne- its return to this country.
'

Houston, where

sota,” 1949, wfll violin.

Edwards Gives Up

Radio City Thea. t
Minneapolis

Continued from paie 43
van.
At each stop a parade, Is
staged. There are two calliopes* a
dozen clowns. The latter visit hospitals and children’s homes. So do
the performers if they can keep
their eyes open.
Show started In New Orleans,
where it played to 20,000. Next
stop was Jacksonville, Miss., where
they did two shows to separate
audiences numbering 11,000 each
ini the baseball park.
Wednesday
(23) night they played to 23,000

’

SITUATION
young man. Travelled
two years Skating Vanities. United
Enterprising

Europe, secretary to proown volition. Highly
recommended. Seeks responsible
Man Friday position, capable
stenographer.
States,

ducer; leaving

Malamut

Sid

c/o Skating Vanities
General Motors Building
1775 Broadway, New York
Suita 608

|

ALWAYS WORKING

"WHITEY" ROBERTS
Last

week Cumberland* Md.# Fair

Now Flemlngton# N. J., Fair ^
Sept. 4 to 9 N.B.C. T.V.# Wash., D. C.
Sept. 9 to 16 Brockton# Mass.# Fair
Wouldn't

me

it

laying off

be funny If they caught
and they offered me the

Palace?

:1

turers of a home recording machine* Company is gearing for the
production' of talking books, including the Bible, on
10-inch
vinylite disks which can go for two
hours apiece. Institutions for blind
persons are interested in the idea.
Production of mus|q on such disks,
however, is remote, since fidelity
falls off at such slow speeds.
WagnerrNichols settled on the
14 rpm speed because of its simple
conversion from the 33 rpm turntables,: When the Columbia microverter machine, originally designed
to bring 78 rpm turntables down
to the 33 rpm speed, is placed over
a 33 rpm turntable, the new speed
is obtained.

I

“TRICKSTERS ON THE WIRE"
JUST CONCLUDED

PALACE,
Thanks to

flew

DAN

Personal Management:

York

FRIENDLY

WILLIAM DELL

Wednesday, August 30, 1950

on TV
Continued from page 2

Hadacol Caravan
New

a n(
.

experts
L 5?? has
made

stuff that

Orleans, Aug. 26.

Connee Boswell, Mickey Rooney,
Roy Acuff & Smoky Mountain Boys,
Minnie Pearl Dorothy Dprben’s
Chez Pare e Girls, Frakson Buglin*
Sam DeKemel, Anita Martell, Marie Germaine LeBlanc, Emile Par-

,

turn

out

they could ’work effectively without the yocks of in-the-flesh audiences, he pointed out.

the

them jukebox

WEEK OF AUGUST
Numerals

Star Speaks with considerable
authority on the matter as he ad-

faves,

including “Wabash Cannon
Ball and Hillbilly Fever.”
The eye-arresting Dorothy Dort
den line fron
Chicago’s
Chez
t
Paree, in chassis-revealing cost
fumes, are spotted in several elabLarry Logan, Ann Maudele, orate production numbers, being
ra
Sharkey and His Kings of Dixie- especially fetching in “By the Sealand, Gene Meyers* Caravan Orch side” and in “Dance of the Flowers,” a really high-caliber dance
choral group.

In connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
parentheses Indicates circuit <FM) Fenchon Marco? (I) Independent?
Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (TLTIvoll; (W) Warner;
<WR) Walter Reade

Letter
(L)

mitted he was instrumental in introducing. live audiences to network radio. He told how back in
1931

30

In

NEW YORK

when he Was broadcasting on

Capitol

NBC for Chase & Sanborn, he
agreed to permit a studio audience
with the proviso it would neither
laugh
nor applaud.
Ban was.
broken shortly when the group involuntarily erupted into teehees
Frakson tosses in legerdemain,
This talent-studded show, which
during a Cantor-Jimmy Wellington
bowed before 17,000 persons here making a radio disappear in thin skit imitating two lady truck
air,
grabs cigarets out of ‘the air,
in City Park Stadium, is actually a
drivers.
bigtime medicine show. It is spon- etc. The crowd ate it up.
Such audience reaction was unBuglin’ Sam DeKemel, who plays
sored by State Senator I>udley LeLouisiana,
who
manufac- hot jazz on an old bugle, gave the heard of in those days of radio and
Blanc of
tures Hadacol hair tonic, and pres- “Hedacol” Caravan a hot sendoff Cantor said he expected to get
entation here is first stop on a tour after Mayor DeLesseps Morrison chewed out soundly by the J. Walof 15 cities in seven southern Welcomed the show to the city and ter Thompson man handling the
slates. It's a mammoth affair, with made Senator LeBlanc “an honor- show. But the agency thought it
a great variety of topflight acts ary citizen.” Anita Martell, British was
wonderful
so
the studio
headed by Connee Boswell, war- comedienne, comic juggler, clicks, audience era bowed in;
bler and showstopper (she’s a na- as does Emile Parra, who takes
Incidentally,
Cantor said the
tive of New Orleans, and making over from Rooney as show emcee.
her first appearance in years be- His singing and eccentric dancing show’s Crossley never again attained
the
same
peak.
fore the home town folks), and draw big returns. Ann Maucelle’s

CITY

Fontanno

Wayne Marlin

3
Regal (P) V

Toni Harper
Larry Darnell
Paul' ’Hucklebuck
Wilson Bd
Shorty Johnson

Phil Poster
Roslta Serrano.

Music Hall (!)
Glenn Burrlss
George Dyer
G A F Szony

31

-

LYNN

to

<2

Olympia

Cayallaro Ore
Jean Can-oil
4 Evans

Johnny Coy
Bob Eberly
J ohnny Morgan
NO. CAMBRIDGE
Harvard (P) 4 only
Asylum of Horrors

Alan Dale with
Sapphires

Roxy

.

1

(I)

30

<P)

Rfcfredy
Celia Cabot

(P) 30

C

Philharmonic-Symphony Ore

Strand

Co

Carroll Levis

SWANSEA

NORWICH
(1)
28
NOTTINGHAM

Hippodrome

PAWTUCKET

5'

A Foster
Morris A' Cowley

Barclay Sis
Shelton.
Pierre Bel

Johnny Lawson 3
Luplno

DAD
Yale A

Binnle Hale
Dick Henderson

Archie Elray
3 Jokers

Palace <0 28

Norman Thomas

PORTSMOUTH

Les Cygne 4 \
Brewster A Lotlnga

Royal (M) 28
River. Boys

Deep

1

Diane

A Cooke
King Martyn
WALTHAMSTOW

H Mooney A V

t

.

2 Cromwells

Anne

y, l

Empire (M) 21
Smith Bros

Scott

Empire <M) 28

only

(P) 30
Farrell
fast acrobatic turns get whistles
NBC’s Chi-originated “Ransom Eileen
Mickey Rooney.
Asylum of Horrors
Strand (W) 1
PHILADELPHIA
Rooney takes over as emcee for for more; Germaine LeBlanc, Cana- Sherman Show” was cited as a Anthony, Allyn A H
Earle
(W) 1
Patrice
Wymore
a time and grabs a good share of dian soprano, isn’t in her element, tele case in point. Show originally
Louis Armstrong Or
Paul Winchell
the plaudits with his singing, jokes but displays nice pipes in a couple started with no live audience per- Gordon MacRae
Sarah Vaughan
Mantan Moreland
and impersonations of pix celebri- of arias. Larry Logan, harmonica mitted iri the Studebaker theatre. Florian Zabach
'fPo
c
Apollo (I) 1
ties, and cutting up in general. He virtuoso, nabs cheers.'
soMmerville
Then, on orders from N. Y., the Billy Eckstine
Sharkey and his jazzmen have curious were invited to drop in. Dizzy Gillespie Ore
even takes ove.; as drummer with
Strand (P) 1 only
Asylum
of Horrors
Sharkey and his Dixieland crew. the huge stadium ‘jumping with But they were asked not to ap- Berry Bros
WASHINGTON
China Doll A
Mis§ Boswell’s singing is socjco, their Dixieland, highlighting such
Capitol (L) 31
Calypso Boys
plaud. Request was soon forgotten
Going Native
retting heavy palm-pounding with tunes as “High Society” and “When
Pigmeat Markham
Local Talent
such numbers as “When You’re the. Saints Go Marchin’ In.” Sup- with the result that the home audiCAMBRIDGE
Howard (I) 1
were
Central Sq. (P)
Smilin’,” “St. Louis Woman” and porting the various acts capably is ence begin writing in they
Ravens
missing
Sherrriari’s
lines*
some
of
3
only
Calvin Boze Bd
others. She plays and sings “Piano an 18-piece stage band under the
Asylum of Horrors Ruth Brown
Cantor pointed out that the soRoll Blues” as encore and has to baton of Gene Meyers.
CHELSEA
Apus St Estrellita
Everything about the show is big- called “spread” made necessary on Olympia (P) 3 only Harold King.
beg off.
Folk song fans get their share scale. Searchlights comb the sky, AM shows to make room for the Asylum of Horrors Washingtonians Ore
WOONSOCKET
CHICAGO
of entertainment, too, for Roy fireworks burst noisily, a calliope down-front applause is particularly
Stadium (P) .31 ohly
Chicago (P) 1
Acuff and his Mountain Boys and plays, and the entertainment is deadening in video for the parlor Victor Borge
Asylum of Horrors
everybody.
aimed
pleasing
“Cousin” Minnie Pearl, the rural
at
dialers. With the high costs of the
BRITAIN
Price of admission is a boxtop younger medium, home viewers
comedienne, on hand for one of
their “Grand Ole Opry” sessions. from a bottle of Hadacol, manufac*
ASTON
2 Arct
and sponsor are entitled to a full Hippodrome
_<1> II .Hippodrome ~(S) 28
Minnie Pearl’s country” humor tured by LeBlanc at Lafayette, La.
half-hour of entertainment and not Eddie Lee
Allah Jones
Liuz.
brings heavy yocks, while Acuff
Ernest Arnley A G
26 minutes of production padded Johnny Downes
Cookes Pony Rev
Joey Hopkinson
out with studio hysterics, he de^ Eddie Arnold
Hackford St Doyle
;

21

.

Horrors

of

MIAMI

fill)

Paramount

~

(P)

only

i

.

(I)

.

Paramount

Asylum

Bernie George
Ralph &. Lorraine

Savoy

Tex McLeod

.

George De Ritt
Ryan -A' R McDonald

Watson Sis
Bud A C Robinson
Wally Vernbn

.

SCUNTHORPE

Harold Walden
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome, <S) 28 Vera Cody
Rose Murphy;Cherokees
Vahcouber B6ys Bd Boots Gibson
Canfield Smith
Ottawa Henry
Max Bacon
Bunkhouse Boys
Steve Conway
Texas Cowgirls
Banner Forbutt
SUNDERLAND
Alan Kay & Gloria
Empire <M> 21
Rex A Bessie ^
Suma- Lamonte
NEWCASTLE
George Mitchell
Empire <M) 28
Patterson A Jacks’ll
Godfrey A Kerby
La Celeste
Len Young
Jack Watson
4 Doumers
Leslie Sarony
Mandos Sis
Ike Freednian.
Curzon 3
McDonald A Grah’m

Palace (R) 31
Louis Prima Ore.

Palace (R) 31
Spider Bruce

Kerr
Medlock A Marlowe
Oglo
Mary Priestman
Kizma A Karen

Skyrockets Orch

CLEVELAND

.

.

Elizabeth A Collins
Les. Romanos
Palladium T Girls

Chubby Newsome

Nonchalants
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore

•

Sid Plumnicr
Bill

Stump A Stumpy

Dusty Fletcher
T A M Conine

Jessica Halst

Leon Cortez

Palladium (M) as
Lena. Horne
Billy Cotton BdHarvey Stone
Bernard Milef

Sis

Bobby Van

(L) .31

Noro Morales Qrc
Hal Le Roy

.

CANADA

.

Grenade (I) 21
Donald B. Stuart
Harvards
Campbell A Rog’rs’n
Frank Wilson
Reading A Grarttley

'.

.

dared.

EVELYN MAROVA
Dancing
7 Mins.
Carousel, Pitt
Since ballet has liberally filtered
into the theatres, there’s no reason
why there shouldn’t be a place for
it in the cafes, too. Miss Marova
should help stress the vogue. She’s
a tall, sexy-looking brunet with a
pair of pins that are not only good
to look at but exciting to watch in
what she does on them. Her toe

he

smoothly mixing musical unusualities with pantomine. Lynn never
speaks; Margot does so only briefly, with a noticeable accent.
He
stands on a chair for several of
the comedy bits; one with a makeshift bagpipe (hot water bottle included) particularly caught the
fancy of a very responsive audi-

aren’t paying me this heavy
coin to be a straight man for some

guest star,” he argued.

,

A

class cafes, hotel
theatres, Miss Marova,

in

rooms and

Grand

Opera House (I) 21
O'Shea
Nat Jackley
.

Mathews
Maureen Sims
Sheila

son Welles’ “Men From Mars”
broadcast over a decade ago.

An

official of

Palace

Gray

MEN

(3)

8 Mins.;

Two

Palace N. Y.
Patti

Thomas and

the

Freshmen

Impress as a good dance turn for
visual situations. Team, comprising a girl and two boys, have
a series of good terps of which a
tap interpretation of the hula
gives a solid curtain,

most

Bil St Bil
3 Cordells

said that anyone who had
viewed the picture from the beginning must have been aware it was

part of the script.

Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes

.

Work has

a

and

originality,

high

degree

there’s

of

enough

Colonial,

music

effects for

the most part. She plays an xylophone or marimba, accordion and
a string instrument. He uses a
series of horn arid pipe instruments
(long and short) a bag pipe and—
at the end a tire pump.
Act works at a brisk tempo,

—

Cincy and toned down to
another catastrophe scare!.

the

have

Cuzzins

engagement.

Albany

English couple, on this side only
briefly, offer a fast-moving musical
novelty, with conriedy.
Man is dressed and works in. the
music hall style, prop mustache,
odd clothes, bizarre shoes (used in
one spot for music) and lapelpocket dusting brush. His partner
sticks to straight

&

Romano

basis of a workable turn but fail
to impress with their, potential on

Musical Novelty
9 Mins.; Full

It’s

a

However,

song and
.

I

:

•

j

i

Tight Wire
7 Mins., Full
_
Palace, N, Y.
Corey impress as havFrabell
ing been around for some time.
They are tight-wire workers essay-

A

few hours before

the

sponsor;

the.

BOSCOMBE

a turn with precision and
tricks that bring the desired quota
of applause.
The duo perform many of the
standard tricks. In addition, they
display some terping on the line
that assures them a solid sendoff.

Elizabeth parsons
Eric Marsh

Jose,

.

Palace

2 Berty Borrest

B Reid A D Squires
Jimmy James Co
•

Marchants
Roger Smith
Walter Jackson
Bartlett Sc Massey
'

BRISTOL
(I)

28

Jimmy Gay
Johnnie Carlton
Margi Morris
Eddie Stacey
Johnnie Marsh
-

Ann Gaynor
Bertie Sellers

A

Some

Dick Contino..
Griff Williams

Jackie Miles

.

Chandra Kaly Dcrs
Alice Tyre 11
Dick Winslow
Gee Davidson Oro
Harper Flaherty

Desmond Ellis
B St R ttema
LIVERPOOL
.

.

Empire <M> 28
Big Bill Campbell
Lance King

Bob Fitzgerald

.

Senorita Valeska
5 Mighty Mohawks

Sioux Dakotas
Crosbie A Brennan

'

Christine Barrett
Downey A Fonvillo
Hazel Webster

Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Henry Brandon Ore
Chez Faroe

Dixon

LONDON

Freda Wing
David Blight
Waldorf-Astoria

Ray Hyson
Margaret Banks

Moran A Elof
Nixon

Village Barn
Gerry Fitzgerald
-Tex Fletcher

Jimmy Lee

Jesse Elliot
Ray Arnett

28

(S)'

Mischa Auer
Janet Brown
Johnson Clark
Shires A Tyiee

'

4

Joel Friend-

A M

:

BRADFORD

’

Aye

Fran Warren

Blackhawk

Colombus
Madge Kent
LEICESTER

Hippodrome (M) 28

Club

.

.

"

Bernice Parks
Emile Petti Oro
Pancblto Ore

Joe

Fifth

1

Versailles

/

“Roaring Twenti es’
Mimi Kelly

2

Terry’s Juveniles

.

Ore'

N.ve

Campo Ore

PupJ

Or#

.

CHICAGO

Wise

St

Ivor B. Keys
Don Philippe

Debs

Empire

.

.

Worecambe

.

ing

•Walter

.

J Powers
Nicholas Bros.
Allen A Lee
Radio Revellers

Hi Diddle Diddle,

A

Empire (M) 28

A

Phil Lester

'

Riviera

Daniels
Buddy HaOkett
Jack Cole .Dcrs
P.at Terry
Arden Line

Paul Gavert
Carolyn Maye

LEEDS

B A M Clayton
C Fairweather

i

No

28

,

Hlppodrdome (l> 2B
Whitaker
Mimi Law

!

Little

Merry 3
Magyar Ballet
D St S Stephens

.

Taubman

'

Billy

Ernie Warren Ore

Margit Koliar

Billy

;.

(I)

Elthnm A Sharpe
Marianne

Bassi

Bobby Beaumont

Gulf,

A1 Wallis
Geraldine

A Dey

Palace

A Day

2
j

FR ABELL & COREY

a

script in toto and substituted an adoption of its video
countei'part, which was on woman's
suffrage.

A

GRIMSBY

Pat Hagen

yanked

Paul

21
Wayne Thompson
Bourbon A Bayne
Rhythm Boys Irma Henriquez

Dcy Dey

'

Twins

Sonny Hughes

this
broadcast,
comedy duo with glaring weakthe

nesses in each, department.
Duo could get by with better
impact on their singing since their
comedies impress as being of the
parlor variety, depending mainly
oh the facial grimaces of one of
Jose.
the pair,

28

(I)

Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

avoid

Ralph Young
Naamnn Dcrs
Art Waner Ore
Penthouse

Leon A Eddie’s
Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean March

Splendid
Squadronaires
Charles Warren A J
Frances Duncan

Nino Wonder Dbg

the introductory disclairiier that it
was merely a fictional portrayal.
Script was therefore altered to remove the. specific references to

Palace, N. Y.

Delta
Gloria

Dick Bentley

,3

Mar vellos
Gloria Gilbert

Chico

.

GLASGOW

Joy Nichols

St Clair

Alan Carney
Mons. Choppy

Eddie Reindeer

Jimmy Edwards
Costello

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

Los Gitahos
Pjlarin Tavlra
Sari to Herrera
D- Alonso Ore

Empire <M)

t

WINTER GARDEN

;

ROMANO & CUZZINS

Scott

Hotel Staffer

Jan Garber Ore

Rios

Roslta

Roosevelt

Sidney Kassimlr f

„

Ore

Sissle

El

Tommy Fields
P A M Honri

Circusettes

Pavilion

PARK

Bernard Miles
Elwardbs
Semprini
David Poole
Peggy Cavell
Veronica Martell

Annettes

Hotel

Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Monte Rey
'

.Balcombes

.

freshness to warrant attention of Songs, Comedy
9 Mins.; One
the well-paying situations. Jose,

LYNN & MARGOT

Jimmy

*

.Empire <M) 28
Kemble Bros

Dor chesters
Laconas

Took two bows
ever, feit that the airer might have
house Where songstresses seldom resulted in another Orson Welles’
Jaco.
draw whistles.
“Martian invasion”, panic, despite
gratiating.

FINSBURY

Jacques A Maryse
7 Ashtons
Roberto Chiesa Co
3 Peters
Baudy’s Animals
Knie’s Horses
3 Goetachls

with a fast-tempo
Cincinnati, with the wiping
slow one, both rendered with im- ing of
almost air of its 800,000 poppact. A South American number, out of
As originally planned,
used for an encore, lets the act ulation.
broadcast would have used actual
down.
poshave
streets, names Of facof
namfs
Miss Francis should
sibilities when more style is de- tories destroyed such as Procter &
VelopecL Tastefully dressed in a Gamble and other details of the
white strapless gown and matching imaginary blast/
arm gloves, she is demure and, inWeb’s program department, howa

Kirks
Windsorettes
Grace Mars
Syd Jackson

Tower Circus (I) 21
Charlie Calroli
Paul Co
Ernie’s Scalions

LcRoy

Noble

Bergere

Emery Deutsch

Chic Mor.risbn Ore
Rigolctto Bros
Jack Spoons

.

He

M

Teddy Powell Ore

Banks

Billy

Gloria

.

4

'John Tiller Girls

Miss Francis possesses a throaty

28

(I)

'

Maple Leaf

.

in

Palace

Dorothy Ward
Harry Seeombe
Fayne & Evans
Harmaniacs
Percy Rich A Eva
Krazy Komcdy

Plaza

HotoI

Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Ore

Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl
W. C Handy

EAST HAMPTON

Austin

Senor Carlos

.

PATTI THOMAS & FRESH-

A

F A P King

Cincy Escapes Scare
recently changed her name quality- that registers nicely in “I.
from Evelyn Marr for professional Want To Be Loved” and “Jealousy”
We, the People” script scheda
announces
she
Which
for
(closer,
purposes, looks like the goods.
uled for Friday (25) on NBC dealt
special arrangement). She opens
Cohen
hypothetical atom-bombselection, then a with the

Dance

21

(1)

Norman Evans

WDSU-TV, which

Farrell

Harrison A Kay
Peter Haqley
F. Alvares Ore

Charles Hague
Slim Rhyder

New Yorker

Hotel

Charlie Peterson
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

-

Miller

M Durso Ore

R A A

A M

Wyn

Freda

Tiller Girls

presented the show, said it was a
horse opera in which one sequence
called for the Pearl Harbor allusion.
1

3 LeRbys
Cottrell Bros

5 -Glanders.
1

A

Gilbert

Scott Sanders
North A. Stoyle

Graham
Ambassador
Lande Oro

Hotel Asfor
Xavier Cugat Ore
Hotel Blltmoro
Sydney Ross
Harold Nage) Oro
Hotel Edison
Harry Ranch Ore

Copacaoana
Betty Reilly
Bill Russell

Grand (S) 28
Vera Lynn

'

Desmonde
Terry Thomas
Ben Yost Guards

Scotty
Hotel
Jules.

Smith.

Stuff

DERBY

Jerry

•

Jackson

Cliff

Scoville

Alverda

Marsha Stevens
Joe LaPorte ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park AvO

care Society
Gigi DurstOn
Will Jordan

.

Ranks
White

Christine

Bop City
Gene Krupa Ore

•Rosemary Andree
Flack A Lucas
Margerita St Charles
Kirk Stevens.
Zio Angels

Joan Stuart
Annettes Ladies'

Tessie

Continued from page

Ellis Larkin. 3

CHISWICK

Venue

Jimmy Wheeler
Larry Drew

who

*

28

(I)

J Radciiffe Co
Francis A Gray

Sadie
Olive

Garland Wilson

Brahims

.Empire (S) 28
Hal 'Monty
Johnny Denis Co

Josef Locke
,

He said his first show would be|
Duo took three bows. They
should be liked in many houses, built around skits from his pix and
although sixth slotting is pretty musical comedies.

visible,

Bollana Iv.anko 4
Marriott A Wcnman
5

Parker

Coleman Hawkins
Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hine6
Norene Tate

Ken Morris

CITY

Old Roumanian

Gillespie

Chai’lie

Dizzy

Ed wina Carol.
Len Marten

BLACKPOOL

Jack Waller
3 Ivanos
Will Skinner Ore

28

(I)

Dean

NEW T0BK

Arthur Haynes

VAT

Wanda A Armand

Blrdlano

Cheerful C Chester
Fred Ferrari

BIRMINGHAM

NBC

Gayety
Shelnia

CARDIFF
New (S) 28

Bennett O’Loghlan

DeVere Lovlies

said.

Hipp'odrome (M) 31

'

cinch

Monty Marvin

Cantor also disclosed that he Issy Bonn
plans to carry his tele show pretty BonmA-Chords
Notes
much on his own shoulders, work- 6 SweetElliott
ing only with a few supporting Len Clifford St F
Maurice & May
“After all, Colgate and Patricia
players.
St Rudy

ence.

work is slick and showy, and she far down.
Jaco.
manages to give out with a slight
taste of the classic forms while still
LINDA FRANCIS
keeping the act well Within the
mass groove. Miss Marova’s pirou- Songs
9 Mins.; One
she
and
flair,
ettes are done with a
Colonial, Albany
turns out as many as 20 of them at
Attractive brunet, spotted fourth
one time, which is great audience
on a fine opening bill, alternates
stuff.
bouncies and ballads at
between
Gal does three numbers and
evening show. For a girl of
builds them smartly for pyramid- final
displays
ding returns. Only mistake she her stature, Miss Francis
she mismakes is in introducing her last a sizeable volume, which
over-loudness
two numbers. Although the Vien- takenly builds toclosely to mike.
nese accent is attractive, dancer’s through hanging
blasting. And
of
spots
causes
This
some
that
breath
so much out of
high that lower
of the illusion she has created gets mike is raised so
part of singer’s face is not always
lost.

A

Patricia

•

Kay A Aldrich
Day Dreamers

4

MONTREAL

TattersaU A Jerry
2 Valors
Eva May. Wong
Linda A Lana

Barr
Harris & Stan
Leigh

Billy

Dump

stage where
50% of the radio studio audience
doesn’t know why it’s laughing,”

reached the

“it’s

Rollmer A Darrow
Toy Yat Mar
Doryce Drew

Hampton

East

Helsings
Ore.*

H Edgewarer Beech
Jiminy Nelson
Darkens
D Hild Dcrs
Jimmy .Dorsey Ore
Hotel Stevens
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Farrar A Carter
Douglas Duffy
Lew Parker
Eileen Q'Dare

Skating Blvdearr

De.

Mary A Fitzgerald

Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Vine Gardens
Jan Bart
Mickey Sharp

Phyllis Miles
•

,

Georgie Gobel
Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler.

Maxwells (2).
Frank Masters Oge
Palmer House
Evelyn Knight

Mattlazzis

(S)

,

1

!

)

1 1

j

,
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Wednesday, August 30,1950
green costumes, follow with acrobatics and clever balancing to a
rousing reception for their swift
tumbling effects and dramatic handto-hand catches, West & Lexing,
a tall and short male team, score
on physical incongruity and their
mutual mayhem; the two Mayo
Bros,, neat in grey suits, present
nifty softshoe sliding routined and
wham over on tlieir tap routines
and challenges on a very small
platform.
Filial e has the 18-girl line on in
garden party dresses and picture
hats for a “Pretty Girl Is Like a
Melody’* finish, complete with a
prettily-precisioncd
waltz finish,
e.
with Bob Goodman, singing
throughout carrying out his customary and commendable vocal
chores. For full-stage finish; notable for beautiful costuming and
lighting, Helza Kirsch, in blue, presents a neat ballet specialty, with
Naomi Irwin, in white briefies, doing a neat toe-tap on a giant white

assignment in staging the CNE
Palaee, X* Y.
grandstand show.
Patti Thomas .& Freshman ( 2 )
his big production num- Bob Hammond’s Birds, Romano &
First
bers is a ‘-circus walkaround," com- ciiszins;. Joan Brandon, Pitchmen
piete with cut-out cages and ani- (2) until Don Juiellc, Hilton Sismals for a spectacular opening, ” ters ( 2 :)VXharlea^ << Slim ,> Timbtin
highlighted by the U, S. Air Force
3 ^ Frabett & Corey; “Gun Crazy’*
band playing "Captains of the (UAh reviewed hi Variety Nov.
«
for
line
48-girl
the
and
*49.
v Clouds”
..’of.

,

'-

(.

!

'

’

precision work and a baton-twirlrouing drill, plus a rousing
*-. drum
r
The Palace talent collection cov1 "*"
A>ose^
tab
tine and pyramid thbleair
erS aCts that hi ve been on the
is a ma e “y.
Also incorporated
board for a couple of decades on
vauu,vm^vua vaudeuic various
chorus; the
clown eiunus;
Toronto, Aug. 25.
j* 9 c <V
ac newcomers.
npwpnmprs.
eU as
th(J drcuit
as waii
n
l
e
#
oldtiincrs, the
In a spectacular and recordAJ
«?hif^ ud?b There are two such
first P.a
their
for
Sisters
Hilton
engagement,
breaking
Sa'mSv Pragt aa piano kecom^ around New j^oik in years* and the
Kaye, first single to be starred in D o«is t‘
/
repeat stand of Charles •.Slim
—
^
ainv grandstand show in the 71-w
Sccot d
L? omdo .••ProducUon.
TiJnblin. Among the newer items
the Canadian ‘Na}
*
& he
tional Exhibition, will help the
v ienna naii
pn'f gloss $390
000 for
two- a goi geously-costumedwith colorful ( 2 ) Romano & Cuzzms,. Fiabell &
ms two
tor his
Sdau.uuu
CNL
tr0(Mn seti complete
F
v
Acts,
plus standards
weu
aH
New
Co
y>
week' stand. His advance sale was
anrf
ns for
<nr a big
biff
"nd iowns
a
j oan Brandon and the
.witlv
choral and Walt2 routine, with the
v***
fairly
good bill
jt»
WWJV
suw
[s
s
a
mail ,
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expos,

“World of Mirth” midway, her*
its 15th consecutive appearance,
brought 22 shows and 32 rides i
L ansdowne Park, CCE site, and
George Hamid came with 18 acts
plus the Roxyettes and several spe-

for

i

The exhibition also featured Tex Berieke’s orch playing
for night dancing arid * early evening bandsliel.l ebneerts the bands
of both the Royal Canadian Air
cialties.

Siamese

,

Force

tion-sponsored ( CFRA, local iridic)
square
c e
demoristratibn

dan

enteSnS

•^

!

j

Exhibits and displays were ahead

kudos for the show.
Frank Bergen’s midway, “World
of Mirth,” set a precedent by starring two names, Zorita, arid Brad
Bradford, both billed as snakehandlers.
Bergen’s midway was
even cleaner and neater than; ever
before, and it has always had a

Lena Horne, Song Pedlars (4),
Billy
4l » Cotton DUKU
Band 111/,
(17), JTIOrUCV
Harvey
-nn l°
ti,» St ° ne , Brnmrd Miles, Stump k
through some clever tricks. The
2
Stumpy
Cdrsony
Bros
(3)
act is well-designed and executed Woolf Phillipi
& Sky Rockets Orch
with some .excellent tricks by the
birds, and a few touches of humor,
Woolf Phillips, the Palladium's
^ excellent hand.
The Pitchmen (2) with Don popular maestro, Will have an easy
through
run
piano,
time
for the next two weeks. With
tlie
Juille
at
is
buildup
flag-waving
This
climaxed with tt^^Jfrted^pre- their instrumental imitations to Lena Horne using her husband-conOther ductor, Lennie Ilayton, fdr 30 mincision drills of the Royal Canad an provoke laughs and applause.
Brandon, utes, and Billy Cotton’s orch occuJoan
Navy. Army and Air Force detach- standard . turn,
ments, plus the participation of the makes an excellent impression pying another 30'minutes, Phillips
U; S. Air Force band, and should .with some magic bits and the bar- has an hour to watch, and enjoy,
there. But the production is! tender act in which she dispenses the talent.
end *ii
j i
^
_ kl.^1 -.1 i.U unir AiMtilr, nomiA/1 Y\\? f Y\ A QlfHl AflPA
m
anti-climaxed by a finale hunt club any di ink named by the audience,
Show is one of the best. Val ParJose.
breakfast, against an English inn!
nell has presented in a long time,
background. In this 24 men and
both in smoot: running and diwomen riders in hunting pinks
versity of talent. After the usual
Paloviifii*. Seafil e
canter on for an eye-filling enopening of the Palladium Tiller
Seattle, Aug. 25.
trance. to be joined by the 48-girl
Lionel Hampton orch (27), with Girls, Elizabeth and Collins go
line in Highland costume for a
tlitT nnaie
finUle
sequence at tnt
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Exhibition
presenis Danny Kaye: in 10*accnc
production. Devised and staged by
Leon Leonidoff and featuring Les
Citarlwels, Polyna Stoska, The Rud 'lte, Ted and Flo Valett, the CNE

National

Canadian

|

.

reputation for cleanliness,
both physically and in its shows.
Bergen’s smallfry ^section Was larger this year, too, and got a heavy
patronage.
Freak tent probably
did biggest biz of the lot, /magnetting the customers with “tallest
man in the world, ’’and others.
Hamid’s night show, climaxed
with a 1 0-minute fireworks display
that used all the old ideas and several new ones, was bolstered by
okay lighting, props and scenery.
Gae Foster’s Roxyettes line did
four well-dressed and perfectly
trained
numbers, fronted occasionally by Erica Raird and Art
Mathews, singers. Their numbers
were titled “Show Boat,” “Southern
Belles,” “Spanish Fantasies” and
“Walking Ball,” with girls in the
last,
extending their talents to
local

I
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Symphony Orchestra dancing and
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United States
"choral-.-, ensembles,
A ir Force Band, precision units of
the Royal Canadian^ Navy, Army
and Air Force. Seen fry, Richard
Rychtarik; costuvies, Billy Livingsion ; orchestra and choral director,
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More lli; choreography ,
Antonio
Aida BrOadbent musical numbers,
William Poioers' vocals, Antonio. that has Kaye back for another Parker;
Morelli: assistant choreographer, grandstand audience sing-song.
.

Iroquoi.; Trail

(

good

.

Grant; musical consultant,
Dolores Pallet; production co-ordin at or, Sol Shapiro; stage man
doers William Johnson and Archie

Leonidoff ’s production numbers
detail
every
» ^ AJ
dramatic
UIUUVAV in
fM v
are
v*y vwa* but
(U
v Ufc
there can be too much of a. good
thing, and the whole lengthy pretightening
,
Thompson.. At CNE grandstand sentation requires
- ,Jand
^
i*.
L. 1 _.
‘XI.
(24,000 cap* , Toronto, Aug. 25, re-routining, preferably with that
military services presentation as
*50; $2.50 top.
the big patriotic finale. However,
Kaye is the show lure, and he
sought to induce singer A1 Jol- scores solidly in an engagement
has made CNE history on that
that
grandstand
on
the
son to take
•tarring role but lie had other record-breaking $390,000 gross.
railroad strike hasn’t hit the
The
Kaye then took
commitments.
Groups from
on the engagement when he came attendance as yet.
which
Rochester,
arid
Toronto to open Varie- Buffalo
lip to
came
by bus.
planned
to
train
in
ty Village, a resident school for '
last year
Crippled children, endowed by the Fair attendance is over
far.
The first two days’ patron’oronto tent of the Variety Club. so
age
than
that of
more
was
7,500
Kaye
?t was then that Hughes and
the same period last year.
.first met, with the CNE g.m. sugMcStay.
gesting and then clinching the

Gail

Hampton’s

Lionel

big,

Note.—By good
presumed that he miss-

results. /Ed.

brassy results

it's

takes over vhere witli es her.)
crew really
«
*
Stump and Stumpy, held over
a .•jiving, be-bopping^ jamboree that
70 min- from last program, are good hoofdoesn’t let down once
utes. Starting off, full band climbs ers, with inconsequential gab.
The Carsoriy Bros, arc three Conon the bop wagon for two torrid
tunes which feature a number of tinentals in neat hand-to-hand balsidemen. Betty Carter is then spot- ancing. Two are twins, and very
lighted in a vocal in the same youthful. Some very good precision
groove, followed by full band treat- work is neatly accomplished. Could
ment of “Bewitched,” with trom- fit on any bill.
bonist A1 Gray doing mellow job in
Bernard Miles, legit, radio and
feature spot.
film name, attired as a.k. farmer,
hand
big
Kitty Murray draws a
with the hay odor almost wafting
in a comedy dance and vocal, and across the footlights, delivers line
Jeannette Franklin leads off on a of gab concerning his old village
switching cronies. Offering has some humorsongs,
cavalcade
of
tempo for melodious “Sorrento.** ous situations, but does not fit Pal4««fkin Ai4
MAM
i*rvi n
chirping
Irma CurrvV restrained nb
ladium bills, where policy is speed.
of “Just Say So Long” displays
Billy Cotton band is standard
effortless mastery of the bop idiom, with radio and vaude rep, one of
and Gil Rolan joins her for socko the few outfits still drawing in the
duet of “I Only Have Eyes For days when bands are very much
Chicago*, Clii
You.”
On the decline. Vocals are by Alan
Chicago. Aug. 25.
Curley Hamper socks over a fast Breeze and Doreen Stephens, both
Wayne Marlin Trio. Bobby Van,
1
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deal.)

ahead for
Coming
rehearsals, Kaye was perturbed at
up, five days
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Other acts, afternoon and evening shows (usually different acts
with some repeating), included
.

Germaine, a riding, act; Evers and
Dolores, on the low wire; Edna and
Leon; Loof Rio high act; Cliambertys, casting; Scotty Burbank’s
musical novelty; Rossini, balancing; Sylvia’s dogs; Conchita; Bob
Parry,
bounding
bed;
Zavatta
Troupe, bareback riding; Triska
Troupe, high wire; Oldfield and
Ware; Paul and Paulette; Mack,
Russ and Owen; the Ericksons and
Watkins’ chimpanzees.
Lee Barton Evans, Hamid’s manlager,
emceed the "Grandstand
!
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Gorm.

Follies.”
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Chicago
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-Night rind Day.”

hia skat burley on “Dinah
his
•nd finishes frame with “Lovely
Bunch of Coconuts,” in which he

has the big audience joining in
for chorus accompaniment. Iri this
Session, he is on for some 30

6 :st<iol
cbiriic
pi
ies poriaDie raaio
rir o irfrir
ior hilarimiaiir
^r^rtibi^
raSri piop
ous radio-announcer takeoff, and
lias funny bit to do with “Third

niissing

Then he segues

into
Into

1

Man Theme,” on which he seemshake

V

-

f?

key travesty.
On third stanza,
there's his “Minnie the Moocher
there’s
Mhnph^r”
for further cooperation from the
grandstand audience. Programmed
tvas his “Opera in the Ruff” with
Polyna Stoska, Met singer, but this
tvas omitted at opening performance and has been/dropped for re^
mainder of engagement. It was a
tough first night, with Kaye’s
facial contortions lost; but his personality, via the p.a. system, scoring solidly on his material delivery
arid physical clowning.

the

can’t

*

off

-

-

Fontane

registers
Sisters,
redhead,
trio,
Attractive
blond arid brunet, score from
walkon.
Sisters, who sport full,
off
low -register
click
voices,
well.

“Hoop De Doo,” “Can’t
It
Over” for openers,

We
but

Talk
it’s

livelier
and
“Mississippi Mud”
novelty tune, "Cinderella Work
Song,” that go strong with patrons,

hoofer, Bobby Van,
scores heavily with some lithe
softshoeing, tossing in some buck-

Gangling

and- wings and clowning.

Hoofer

Though Kaye is the dynamic opens with fast vocal on “It’s a
namerdraw, Leon Leonidoff has Great Day,” then impreshes Jimmy
Surrounded the star with an
opulent production that is notable
-for eye-filling costuming and lighting, plus imaginative settings that
background a 300-foot stage with
an 80-foot depth. This is Leonidoff *s third annual and consecu-
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Stewart, Cary Grant, Peter Lorre,
James Cagney, on succeeding
choruses for good mitting. Van quits finale.
to good returns with impression of
With the linegirls opening in
jitterbug playing coin-box.
full-stage for a neat dance rouBacking is handled well by tine in hobble-skirt.s, the Niles Trio
Louis Basil orch.
Mel.
(two boys and a girl), in gold and

VWVVIJ

,

\

j

M pis*

ter’s

j

the first
measure. Only serious portion of
stint
is full playing of “Malaguena, ”
minutes.
which seems to be what payees
second spot, heroes Ins
to hear, judging front rieat
r
German concert singer bit; then wanted
response
1
J )0nse
into his “Begin the Beguine” offStage appearance of tele singers,
in gly

Utv,

Minneapolis, Aug. 26.
VUUVHIlVIl »» 1U1V/ Ifl'l"
Frankie Laine
3 ), Patti Page
twosome, “Everywhere You Dave Barry, Vic &. Adio,
Lewis &
~
„
cj,
and ‘Our rLove Story,”
Go
bring Van, Fred Heiseke Orch (16);
g00d results. But as a whole band “Duchess of Idaho’* (M-G).
is too corny, with some of the material more suited to suburban and
A high-powered pop singing
provincial palates.
[show, spiced with neat comedy
Second half is opened by the Pal- and top-drawer balancing and
ladium Tille- girls, well-matched dancing, has this theatre chalking
team whose rendition of dance to Up its second boff entertainment
,rimsic j3f classic Poet and Peasant
bargain in recent weeks, the other
,°5S m aI for present generation, having been the Danny Kaye inJ
‘but
has been done before.
person flesh array coupled with
Les Romanos, Continental three- the “Asphalt Jungle” film. Inassome, two gals and male, with male much as Frankie Laine, the headdoing most of the work, have added liner, is a plenty potent name, and
Casiiio. Toronto
novelty of introducing one of small- Patti Page, featured performer,
Toronto. Aug. 29.
has no little disk following, much
est cycles seen on any stage.
Four Knights, West & Lexing,] Malting
in boxoffice moolah seems assured
_ his first appearance
^
Niles Trio* Mayo Bros., Bob Good- England, Harvey. Stone sooii re- again.
man, Charles Gregory Girls 18
veals a form of humor not yet eriThis is Laine's second Minner
Archie Stone House Orch; “Tar- counteredj atA this house of* novel- apolis appearance within a year,
nished” (Rep).
ties. Grips audience from the start, the other engagement having been
topped by comedy arrangement of at a local nitery.
Miss Page is
On obviously loosened purse-, “Riders in the Sky,” then going making her local bow, In show
strings, Murray Little has whipped into his soldier monolog full of bel- caught each did five songs to thuntogether a -package that rates high lylaughs. Came near show-stopping, derous applause in a layout that
on marquee draw and is register- is cinch for England, and would un- boasts plenty of pleasing diversity.
Top. doubtedly prove an asset to any Supporting acts hit a high merit
ing solidly at the boxoffice.
strength is in the repeat engage- London Casino or Hippodrome re- level, too. Show plays in front of
vue. But it might be advisable for a good local pickup stage band
ment of the Four Knights.
Currently, they’re opening with him to slow up a little, afe he is supplemented
own
Laine’s
by
Day”
for
a rousing too fast, with gags arid business pianist, Carl Fisher, and drummer,
“It’s a Good
opening to a great audience re- falling over one another.
Stanley /Kay,
outstanding
both
Coming or to ovation, Lena musicians.
sponse, and then into “Lullaby of
the Xeaves.” What the customers Horne unloads nine numbers in her
Comedian Dave Barry enhances
are waUing for, however, is “Basin [own inimitable style for socko re- the show
by his expert emceeing
Street Blues “ notable for its dra- suits. These include “Beal Street and solo
Performance tees
stint.
matic harmonizing, and then the Blues.” “Love,” “The Lady Is a off with Lewis & Van’s fast and
beautiful bass work in “Anniver- Tramp.” “’Deed I Do,” “i Feel So skillful
stepping after a band numsary Song.” Generous with an en- Smoochic,”
“Stormy
Weather.” ber. Male pair stirs up frequent,
thusiastically palm-pounding audiRe witched. Bothered and Bewil- applause outbursts with their unence, the boys liad the payees vo- dered” and Hay ton’s special
rir- usual and difficult ensemble .and
ciferously demanding riiore after rangement of “Frankie and
John- solo routines, including prancing
their “Hucklebuck” and "Rag-Mop” nie, w’llli latter trio all show-stopsteps.
up
•

out a solo on tht traps that proves
from.
ie »g s tin a master of the skills,
summer
fare,
but
150the
that
and
customers,
Blues singer Sonny Parker shouts
the
minute show was expected to have long. Acts all pull good returns, out “I Love You, Baby,” for a big
with
headliner
Borge
Victor
rakhand, after which Hampton takes
him onstage for half this period,
a medley of tunes on the
over for _
Kaye cut this time down to a total ing in lion’s share.
Piano-playing comedian comes ytbraliarp. scoring particularly with
aOf 55 minutes. Using no new
acnied
props,
with
numerous
zany
pthree
a
Still
“Be
My Lonely Heart” and
terial, Kaye is on for
delivery and occasionally ^some /« Rag Mop.”
pearances.
-f'
After
plenty
serious
88’ing.
of
t*. w; n
Ful i band and crew join in for
^
hesitatiori he manages to get all finale with “Flying Home,” which
lhe wa
through “Liebestraum,” includes march through audience,
’“Tiptoe
his
tiered onstage?
does
8
P
interspersed w ith mugging and for a smash finish and hefty apThrough the Tuliris” travesty Iris slapstick,
.
the latter by way of bow- plause.
eirfl? from
Inspeccomedy gypsy song
and constantly
rear . wards
burlesques
General”
tor
and
car
facial gymnastics.
distraught at being so far

his

»

in both quality and quantity of any
previous year. Div W. A> Armstrong, CCE association head, and
Herb McElroy, CCE A g.m., and
their committees deserved plenty

:

^p*-*2jdto^^emohy
,n

...

tire

nightly/.

PnHa

:

and

Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, and a radio sta-

grand piano.
Whole package is
cu riosity’ turn that
with swiftly-paced and neatly- wrapped
^nie
up for its 70 minutes; and doing
^ftts " Tiinblin’s bTack- the best business in several weeks.
ie't
1
** * oolite
^L, ,
McStdy.
manv lines that
£»-« A"??’/*
eitli-Albee*cireuft "but
th ?
iiiiiR^
<1
Loniloii
'bH.-tMA
t nl* sSra^ate
P ie
h,P Q hi?ptf'Vfl^ hov
s
London, Aug. 22.
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In additioni another
on complaints of Exhibition2.000 paddock bleacher scats have S0( . rs that they missed the oldtime
been installed, and these, too are historical pageantry, Leonidoff -has
selling out for a nightly 24,000 v inserted another full-stage specgrandstand seating capacity.
tacle depicting the settlement oi
Danny Kaye should, therefore, Torotitp, but this is anachronistic
give tlie CNE an easy $390,000 for and shows lack of any knowledge
his 14 performances. He is in on of the history of Upper Canada,
riftVstage
« $50,000 guarantee, plus 50^ of 'and more resembles,
That- narration and costuming, the story
everything over $350,000.
The
Fathers.
Pilgrim
the
gives him $70,000 approximately of
attack on the tort and the
engage- spirited ---fortnight's Toronto ^igag^
for the Aortmgnrs^oromo
spectacuspectacw
is
the
town
of
mng
a
hui
lEarhcr, Elwood

performance.
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opening
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The Central Canada Exhibition
improves every year. Now in its
second quarter-century, CCE’s 1958
show stood up with the best of the
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Ottawa, Aug. 29.
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and down two

.

sets of

pers.
Songstress.,
is
in.
for two
Easily
the
most amazing
weeks, " and judging by capacity equilibrists ever seen at this theahouse ( second show Aug, 21 ) with tre, Vic & Adio perform balancing
heavy advance booking's, is easily stunts that
call for almost unbegood for four weeks*
Rcge.
(Contlnued on page 55)
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LEGITIMATE

m

with Ethel Barrymore in a
screen edition of “Kind
Lady,” apparently took completely
by surprise Russell Lewis and
Howard Young, presenters of the
"Devil’s
actor's touring revival of “Devil’s
actor’s
Producers have the reDisciple.”
through
booked
next
April,
vival
an associate of
but according to
-Am
Evans, the star had informed them
from the start that he probably
would mot be available for a tour
beyond the San Francisco arid Los
Angeles engagements.^
Evans hasjissured the managenient of the N. Y. City. Center that
he intends returning to supervise
the eight-week drama season there
starting Christmas week, as well
as the spring season. Unless Miss
Barry inore’s liealth fjgces a .postponement
the “Kind
ponoment of the
’’Kind Lady”
shooting beyond the expected Octo her start; It’s believed Evans will
still be able to get to New York
in time to head active preparations,
If
for the City Center schedule.
he isn’t present, however, his executive producer, George Schaefer,
will handle the operation With
Evans in telephone contact from
star

.
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n r,

hr
l
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Metro

The Playwrights Co. may
“The Hanging Judge,”

seot

_

J

—

Deal for Maurice Evans to co-

Massey’s ‘Hanging Judge’

tv* i t
i ,
Kinrl I onir
lYUIU LdUV

*

mond

dramatization of
the Bruce Hamilton novel, probably in association with the adapt° r
Massey; who intends to stage
the play but not appear in it,

Nnitf Hae
11UW

1C Wire
10 u Ho,

script
revisions
last
arid is now ready to go ahead
wi
the P r 0<tacU6n. ..
v assey
a »sey, a Playwrights’ stc
stock.
t i
.scored his biggest hit
a o£ u2® group’s first product!

i

^
M

Washington, Aug. 29.
Is well i'm,
is
launched K
for the coming season
with 16
weeks of booking alreadv set It Sj F
Sherwood’s “Abe
18*
reopens uvuv,
Sept.
n it in 1» ^°bert^.
vv 11/11
with
the
tiic Broad_
ri .«
i

1

way-bound “Affairs

c ln

of state ” the

Meyerowitz

for

i

ill

starting’

It is

Ariderson-kurt
Weill
"Lost in the Stars” in mid-Decem- formed
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Stuffing

^
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dependent theatre, Goldman said,
but we will be booked by the_ Shuberts, the United Booking Office
and independent producers. Lawrence and Goldman, have formed a
corporation to operate the house
and are recruiting a manager and
staff.

According to the Equity statein Legit ment. the decision that “Red. Hot
Proposed legit public relations arid Blue” is a legit revue rather
program which the Assn, of Thea- than a vaude presentation was
voted by the 4A’s board because
standing, but with assets of around trical Press Agents & Managers is
the evidence was “so clear” that
*20 000 in the form of a truck-arid- preparing for submission to the
AGVA withdrew its claim, it’s excostumes, League of N. V, Theatres probably
trailer, station wagon,
won’t be ready for about two or plained that although both Equity
edu Dment etc
AGVA members will be in the
Vhen financi'ai difficuities arose three more weeks. A plan pre- and
show, they will mostly perform
Miss Webster considered a limited pared by a special committee
sketches and numbers supplied by
e^tt'e headed by Vfolfe Kaufmam has
the management, rather than reschedule,
but subsequently de- been amended by the union’s board peat their own acts from vaude or
cided to go ahead with her original of governors. The revised draft niteries.
Principal players in the will be okayed by the board before
pi ans>
According to one 4A’s official,
CO mpany are Louisa Horton, Ken- being forwarded to the League,
dispute
has
jurisdictional
According to report, the plan the
dall Clark, David Lewis and Larry
for several months
dragged
Q a t e s. Miss Webster ultimately now outlines the results of a survey primarilyalong
because of the poltlcal
plans to refinance the project if of the ATPAM membership coverangles involved. That is, other afpossible on an endowment basis, ing such subjects as theatre prowith no direct interunioris,
filiate
then reorganize for annual grams, mailing lists, the possible
est in the matter, were reluctant
natiori wide tours and regular sum- employment of a second p.a. for
AGVA, for fear
mer seasons, possibly at Woodstock touring shows, Sunday perform- to vote against outfit
might cease
ances compared with midweek the yaude-nitery
again.
Television Auin
the
cooperating
- matinees and newspaper contracts,
thereby wreck
Also, how pressagents and company thority setup and
_ n ptT |A||Irn AIT
and house managers can be mutu- that new and vital organization.
SlkliLfcK cNJUlNbU
SlkliLkK
bNJUlNbU UN
status of
jurisdictional
With
the
__ ally helpful, promotion of student the show settled Prinz and Crump
. m
#
patronage, advertising budgets and
pi AV ftp MftNTH
I ARFI.I
ARFI
I A*/II Ut llivn iii unuuu sc n e d U les, railroading, department are reportedly ready to go ahead
with the “Red, White and Blue”
store and hotel cooperation, use of
Injunction to prevent Sylvia 'store
production and the booking of a
radio, television and other expioitaI

,

—— — — — —
•

M

product 'lagged. “We are
hoping to be able to play a straight
season of theatre, but if we have
Will book
to fill in with films, we will
along the lines I employ in my giegier president of Sliow-Of-theother first-run houses.” Goldman
a icn iminc the
Mon£h
operates the Karlton, Randolph
_
^ the Month ^
Club, has
of
Play
name
Philly,
midtown
in
arid Goldman
-all qf which play top film product,
been obtained by Helen ThompGoldman said his settlement of son, who has operated, the Play
legit ticket
the second Erlanger case with the of the Month Guild as a
affected subscription service since 194L A
filrii’ Companies in no wa.
the Month Club
his right to seek films for the listing of Play of
forthcomhouse.
He anticipates no diffi- to have appeared in theYork
phone
New
the
of
Tulties along that line arid Was ing edition
more Interested in restoring tlie directory has been withdrawn by
Eniaiigera^a^laylioUSeT^Lawrence, Miss Siegler*
he said, was scouting offerings
Miss Tlioriipson won an injuncalong the summer circuits, as well lion last week in N. Y. supreme
as other shows planned for Broad- court, claiming that a phone listing
way offering, to line tip later at- of Play of the Month Chib would
infringe on the plaintiff’s rights
tractions
and tend to confuse and mislead
and theatre patrons
subscribers
n
« w
•
it
9
nt
generally. As a result of the proRex <x Lilli
Lilli in
S iI lay
fail 5
uex
III V3n
iss Siegier agreed to
ceeaing
Rex Harrisori lias been signed Withdraw the proposed phone listfor the male lead in the Irene M. j n g a nd not otherwise use the Play
Selznick production, “Bell,- Book 0 f y ve Month Club name.
and Candle,” co-starring with his
r.
wife Lilli Palmer. John van DruRudolf Serkin is giving his servten, who authored the comedy, will ices cuffo tor a N. Y. Philharmonic
stage

,

MONTH

|

The

proposed plan reportedly
touches on but does not delve into

.

;

the basic conditions in the theatre
that affect the play going public,

There

]

.

.

:

j

1

;

|

j

i

is

mV

understood to be

“dingy” theatres, inadequate coolsystems and uncomfortable

irig

scats.

M
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Considered for 'Girr

Dallas, Aug. 29.
Quince, local actor;
theatre director and radio antioo-ncer, who has appeared with
arg0 Jone Theatre ’50 last seadirect.
....
'gbn. ha» left for N«w Ydrk tt> ©ona with
,(' lt
D
'Vl
13.
Nov.
a
N.
Hall,
Y.,
,‘*^
Rehearsals start Oct. 2,
.^}
f er w ;th Clifford Odets about a posAell
,
Now
Ncw Haven tryout
tryout seheduled for Mitropoulos _as condwtor.
lattel s new p
)

Lou is

i

—

..

1

.

Vecla

(

[

1

J

M

!

'

!

.

.

Oct. 25, and a B
slated for Nov. 14*

j

*

and

orchestra.

UL’ HOT TO TOUR, BUT

little

reference, for instance, to possible
methods of making it easier for
thepubiic to buy tickets. Similarly,
reportedly said about such
little
complaints as ticket scales, scalp“
rU ci e “
ing, misleading^^advertising,
men and managers,
boxoffice
road
inferior
"tired” casts or
^
companies, delayed curtain, noisy
and soft-drink venders,
candy

,

&

nationwide tour.

tion media.

1

.

Big-Draws Needed
According to Krantz, local theatre managements cannot survive
without booking the top grossers
locally, as well as the run-of-the-

mill shows; He explains that the
big-dfaw musicals, like “South Pacific” and “Kate,’’ enable the local
management to overcome losing
weeks on weak productions; Where
the show requires a larger-capacity

(Continued on page 52)

Tkatre-fa-dn-Roaiid;

Some Abuses

j

Hard on the heels of this announcement came the statement
from Goldman that the Erlanger
would book films if the flow of

.

Off

i

ber

brochui’es
Clevelahd
to
Playgoers subscribers, Knill knew
of that and had assured hi m of the
booking, but withheld setting a
definite date, Krantz says.
Yesterday (Tues ), however, the
Cleveland manager was notified by
Knill that “Kate” had been booked
into the rnunicipaliy-owned auditorium by Jerry Rado, a local man
said to be representing the Cleveland Concession Co.
It’s understood the terms, for the one-week
stand starting Oct. 9 call for a
rental of 25% of. the gross to
^20;000-and-20%—above-that;“with
the house paying for all stagehands
and musicians. Under those terrii.s,
which are even lower than applied
for
“South Rarific,” the show
would have to gross an estimated
$50;000 for the local management
to break even.

40,000.

be

'

,

:

nouncements of the engagement in

confer with local officials and business men and look over the scene,
Although Evans is not familiar
Jurisdiction over “Red, White
with the locale, his idea is to pre- and Blue,” the revue being present the shows outdoors if the sented by LeRoy Prinz and Owen
weather permits and a suitable spot Crump under sponsorship of the
is available.
Otherwise, he figures Airiericari Legion, has been awardon setting up an arena-style play- ed to Actors Equity. That was dehouse indoors, possibly in a hotel, cided Monday '(.28) by the internaIn any case, he prefers theatre-in- tional board of the Associated Act-,
the-rourid operation, not only to ors & Artistes of America, parent
reduce production costs but with organization
performer
all
of
the idea of meeting the limited Unions, The vaudeville-nitery affilitechnical workmanship and facili- ate, American Guild of Variety
ties available on the island,
Artists, had claimed jurisdiction.
Evans and Miss Foster are due
After the 4A‘s decision, which
back in about two weeks, after involved a face-saving formula prowhich they ’ll go to the Coast. Miss posed by Paul. Dullzell, president
Foster expects to remain there un- of the parent group, it was agreed
til the birth of her baby in Febthat a joint statement would be isruary. Then she may go abroad
sued yesterday (Tues.) by Equity
for vocal study, or she and Evans
and AGVA to the effect that the
are mulling the idea of ; film proaward had been by mutual agreeduction unit to make musicals. If
ment in the bes 4 interests of everythe Bermuda venture works out,
one concerned. However, when
Evans will return there early in Henry Dunn, AGVA president,
October,
stated late Monday night in a radio
~
~ - "
"
interview that his union had “graciously stepped aside” in the matter, Equity officials decided to issue a revised statement independ-

KAT
Will I 111
I

by

through an Independent local management.
According to Milton
Krantz, Hanna manager, Subber
Ayres are “through for life” at his
theatre, at least as long as Knill is
their manager,
Krantz explains that he had been
in negotiation with Knill for many
months and that it was tacitly
agreed that the Hanna management would book the Cole Porter
musical into the Music Hall on
somewhat similar basis as applied
in the case of “South Pacific;” He
had even sent out prelifninary an-

;

singer-director and his wife, singer
Susanna Foster, fly next "Sunday
(3) to the British possession to

her.

|
\AAlf

also slated for this season.

for the presen.

eomedy and oper^
etta in Bermuda this winter may

Maxwell

H

Margaret O’Brien is reportedly
to make her legit debut as
Hedvig in a revival of Ibsen’s
“Wild Duck,” with Anne Revere
and, possibly Walter Abel as the
set

other leads. Production, slated for
Broadway this fall, will be presented by Paul Horn, with David
T.utaev staging and Jo Mielzirier a
possibility to do the scenery.
Tutaey is also signed to direct
“Lake of Fire,” four-character
drariia by Nathan Dennis, to be
presented by Prestige Productions.

Sept. 25.
A stock com na
also has 12
12 weeks
Wiek S of
Of Theatre ytation
.
ta tlon of musma!
musi<il
Guild shows and
week of.
aud a Week
of the

LrVl/Ii

’Brien In
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musical,

fortnight,

a
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WHliam
of William
president
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n
e
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810^*01 a^Str?ng
fir’st
and
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f
“ keyy
g
in this
thi. area.
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run theatres in
Tlie Erlanger will Operate as in-

I
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with Lawrence Tibbett and Muriel

.

r«Mman
Goldman,
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re nee, former general manager for

m

;
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The return ot the JManier to
fhi- ipStrSnS'
legit ranks v av announced
the

’

Louis
Verrieu:.
comedy about
Washington, starring Celeste Holm, if
s
•
According to manager Bernie Fer- |V|||PI/io|p
ber, the house next gets “The Bar- if1
rier,” Mi6hael MyerbergJpel Spector production of the Langston

Rahn,

Management of the Hanna,
Cleveland, is burned at producers
Saint Subber & Lemuel Ayres and
their
Edwin
general, manager,
Knill; over a booking of “Kiss M®,
Kate” into the Music Hall there

:

completed

The Gayety
Gavetv here

Hughes-Jan

On Hate’ Bookings; Through for Life’

01 DOOKingS week

.

PI

I

-

the Coast.
Ilj I
.
lit
V\
In any case, it now appears that
I AI1T
most of the “Disciple” tour set by
VV
I
J,ewi s-&. Youn g^_beyon_d_ihe Co ast, '
engagements, win probably be CanMargaret Webster may cancel
Evans, it’s known, has al- the scheduled tour of her repercelled.
ways felt that the Shaw revival tory company for this fall and winWas a questionable bet for a long ter; Because o- slim business done
tour, principally because of the by the troupe this summer at the
production’s high operating cost. Woodstock IN.
Y.)
playhouse,
Having completed a profitable there may be insufficient financing
three-week stand Saturday night
the previously planned road
(26)
Central City, Col., the show tour, which .would cover a full seaopens tomorrow night (Thurs.) in son and extend from coastto-coast.
Santa Barbara and starts Its San
However, the Airiericari National
Monday, (4).
Francisco run next Monday
Theatre and Academy is trying to
7raise the necessary $15;000 coin,
And in the interim, present bookni a i
J.ings are set and plans are going
Erlanger, Phila., Back
ahead for the tour, which opens
The troupe made similar
Oct. 2.
tours the last two seasons.
Costs of doing the proposed new
productions of “Saint Joan” and
Philadelphia Aug, 29.
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” are
major factor in the situation, but
a
The Erlanger theatre, which figured in the long litigation resulting the group still has last season’s
in two sweeping court victories for “Julius Caesar” and “The Taming
William Goldman over the major of the Shrew” available, Last seafilm companies, will open as legit season’s tour, comprising mostly
house Sept. 25 with Franz Steinin- college and cultural group dates,
ger’s operetta “Lady from Paris.” just about broke even, leaving the

—

preltay-

Massey’s

V

“Diamond

Lil,”

with

Mae West

continuing, as star, will tour again
this season, opening Sept. 18 in
Chicago, for air indefinite run Jack
Small is nominal presenter, representing Lee Shubert, and Walter
Johnson, of the Shubert production
staff, is attending to the staging,
Joe Flynn will pressagent the
;

show.
Deal, involving a percentage of
the profits, was set by Albert H.
Rosen, co-producer of the revival
two seasons ago. However, his
partner in the operation, Herbert
J, Freezer, said yesterday (.Tues.)
that he had not agreed to the deal
and, in fact, hadn’t even been informed. of the proposed terms.

UnleSs some arrangement is made
pay a royalty to Charles K.

to

Freeman, who originally directed
the revival, he

may

the
halt
Freezer indicated.
tion

to

take legal acpresentation,

Washington, Aug. 29.
After

two weeks of theatre-in-the-round, Washington if
showing every sign of liking it.
Arena Stage, which debuted a
fortnight ago with “She Stoops to
Conquer,” is stretching the scheduled two-arid-a-half-week booking
for an additional week before offering its second production, Steinbeck’s “Of Mice and Men.”
The Arena Stage setup is a small
businessman venture into commercial theatre, with strong collegiate
overtones.
It has leased Sidney
Lust’s little Hippodrome, formerly
an in-town grind house for cliffhangers and horse operas, which
also went through an art cinema
phase.
It has completely rebuilt
the house with 247 seats banked
on four sides of the stage; With
two matinees and six evening performances, and a scale of $1.90
nights and $1.50 matinee, it has a
weekly capacity of $2,964, excluding tax.
Business appears to be
building.
Upwards of 30 stockholders have
invested $14,000 in the company’s
$50 shares, the smallest investments being 50 and the largest
Among the stockh olders are
1 ,000.
teachers, insurance agents, two
economists, a bricklayer, a policeman and several college students.
Managing directo. is Edward Manguni, who quit his job as assistant
professor of speech and drama at
George Washington U. to take the
job. The co-founder ‘and assistant
managing director is Zelda Fichandler, who has just gotten a degree
of Master of Arts in Theatre at the
university.
Of the dozen in the cast of ‘She
Stoops,” eight are relatively re-,
cently out Of college drama courses
and several have had stock or
ot-her professional experience. This
is no Equity troupe, but smart direction has managed to parlay the
novelty of theatre - in - the - round
and the Oliver Goldsmith period
piece into a pleasant evening at
the theatre. Whether the cast is
its first

strong enough to carry on by itself
after the novelty wears off remains
to be seen.
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New Arena House
For Pro. Stock, Houston

Build

is

at Hyannis*

Sircom Assoc. Producer
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 29.
Arthur Sircom, resident directhe. Cape playhouse here
of
tor
for the last IT seasons, has been
appointed associate producer of
the spot, which is operated by
Richard Aldrich.

He

the
The Jerome
Kern-Oscar Hammerstein, II, mu-

Which the latter recently
sical,
revised for tent-show presentation,
had its under-canvas premiere here
last night (MonO. Same production
goes to Lambcrtville, N. J., next

a

member

of the

.

Raymond

owns

which

Sylvia Sidney in “Goodbye, My
Fancy," grossed a satisfactory $9,500 last week at Aldrich's Cape
playhouse; Dennis. The strawhat
is winding up its season this week
with Francis Lederer in “Silver

,

.

property.
‘Actor* $4,400, Grist Mill

Andover, N; J„ Aug. 29.
Business fell off last week at
the Grist Mill playhouse here, with
The touring company of “South
Leo G- Carroll in Rosemary Pacific " currently playing San
Casey’s new play “Once An Actor"
Francisco,
has now been booked
drawing around $4,400 in seven
Labor solidly through the balance of the
Following
performances.
Day, the house will operate from 1950-51 seaspn and for an indefiWednesday through Sunday. Cur- nite period beyond, depending on
rent offering is Sylvia Sidney in the length of the Chicago run,
The
starting in mid-November.
“Goodbye, My Fancy.”
Next week’s bill, opening Sept 6 third compainy, for which casting
and continuing through Sept. 10, is going on, probably won’t be
will be “Voice of the'Turtle,’’ with ready before late next spring.
Ella Raines, Lenore Lonergan and
The second troupe, closing, its
George Englimd.
current run Sept. 10 at the Memorial Opera House, San Fran.‘Thaw’ $4,700, Stockbridge
cisco,
then plays the following
Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 29.
dates: Auditorium, Denver, Sept.
“January Thaw," without the 12-16; KRNT theatre, Des Moines,
aid of a name star, grossed around
91Ht700—atMrhe-432^eat'^uylTOusej-S&ptJR-^3^^i^_aud^tuuun
25-Oct. 5; State Fair
Louis,
Sept.
was
here ‘last week. Attendance
about 600 short of capacity. House auditorium, Dallas, Oct. 7-22; Orpheum, Omaha, Oct. 24-28; Muniwas scaled at a $2.94 top.
“Post Road," starring Za Su cipal auditorium, St. Paul, Oct. 30Pitts, is current.
Nov. 1; Lyceum, Minneapolis, Nov.
2-11
Shubert, Chicago, opening
Nov. 13 and, it’s predicted, runMontreal Silo Thrives
ning
at
least a year.
Montreal, Aug. 29.
Montreal’s only strawhatter, the
Run on Omaha B. O.
Canadian Art Theatre’s Mountain
playhouse, is currently scoring
Omaha, Aug. 29.
with a trim production of “Happy
Bare announcement that “South
Birthday" starring Priscilla Dodge Pacific" was booked into the OrPresent offering con- pheum starting Oct. 24 drew such
as Addie.
cludes Saturday (2) and last show a storm of applications for seats
of the season, “See How They at Tristates offices, that it was
Run," will open Sept. 4 for two
halted by an announcement that
weeks.
reservation time would be told
Success of this first season is due
,

.

week.

Sol Jacobson

Larairte Day registered a gross
of about $9,100 last week at Aldrich's third Cape Cod spot, the

Coonames-

Latter stand is also conclude
ing its season this week, finaling
with Hildegarde,
sett.

'Ardenr^tHSOO-,—WestportWestport. Conn., Aug. 29.

Playhouse, pulling a near-record
gross of almost $11,500 in Ruth
Gordon’s wartime comedy, “Over
21."
Although the show was
booked in on only 10 days’ notice,
were sold
all evening performances
"
cofnrHat; onri
h I.
b iu”
?SL
L!
after the Sunday ads appeared the
two matinees also went.
The Lawrence Langner- J ohn C.
Wilson strawhat is currently presenting a tryout of Arnold Schul-

—

.

“My

man’s

Fiddle’s

Three

Got

Strings," with J. Edward Bromberg and Maureen Stapleton. Next
week, Zachary Scott will star in
“Blind Alley" and the following
week, starting Sept. 11, the offering will be a tryout of “The Amazing Adele," Garson Kanin’s adaptation of the Paris success, “Le
don d’ Adele," by Pierre Barillet
Kanin
and Jean-Pierre Gredy.
will Stage, with Miss Gordon as
the
hold
who
Shuberts,
The
Star.
rights to the play, are considering
.

chiefly to

a Broadway production.
‘Born* So-So,

hardworking Joy Thom-

son who has directed all shows offered
and selected her plays
throughout With care. The straight
$2 top in this 200-seater has built
up a solid following and convinced
the backers that a theatre of this
type is possible on top Montreal’s
mountain in spite of the rather

New Hope

awkward

locale

and

week.
“Lost in the Stars"

is set at

New

Hope, Pa., Aug. 29.
Ryle as Washington
Bucks County playhouse took a
Washington, Aug. 29.
slight dip last week with Lionel
Lawrence Ryle, 34-year-old vet
Stander in “Bom Yesterday." Pre- of Broadway, radio and TV, takes
vious week’s “Light Up Sky" was over Friday (1) the starring role
a bonanza. Garsori Kanin comedy of George Washington in “Faith
was fifth most popular drawing of Our Fathers," the Paul Green
card so far in 13 weeks. Stander Sesquicentennial pageant. He sucand Ruth Mundy package included ceeds George F. McClelland, who
local troupers Gene Blakely, Henry bows out to accept a contract with
Jones, Carl White, Ruth White and “Ellery Queen," American BroadHarry Mehaffey in support. Robert casting Company TV show.
Myerson staged With setting by
“Faith of Our Fathers” is curDavid Reppa.
rently in its fourth week at the
Ilka Chase opened last night 4,000-seat new Rock Creek Park
(Mon.) in “Goodbye My Fancy" to Amphitheatre.
Next week brings
brisk advance.
Brian Aherne and Helen Craig in
Omaha’s First Strawhat
Jean Parker
with
“Dear Brutus,"
Omaha, Aug. 29.
in “Dream Girl" opening Sept. 11
Nebraska’s first and only strawas the season finale.
hat at Lincoln, the “Hayloft" is on

i

;

I

.

J udith Evelyn in “Angel Street"
Opens tonight (Tues.) to mild advance.

‘Deck’ Sags; Lambertville
Lambertville, N. J M Aug. 29.
No need for the extra seats of
the previous week’s “Brigadoon"’
at the Music Circus here; last week
with “Hit: The Deck;" Receipts
dropped several G’s from the previous week’s high. Vincent Youman’s oldie nevertheless turned in
a profitable seven performances
ending Sunday (23) and the advance for last three weeks of season is fine. Starred in “Hit the

.
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ON LEGITER

Helen Hayes in “Wisteria. Trees.”
Hartford, Aug. 29.
Kent
who u,dh r
Whether to accept the contro- drew to play
the leading role opright theatre
versial Frank Lloyd
Bel Geddes in
posite Barbara
will be decided Sept. 14 by the John Steinbeck’s “Burning Bright”
voters of nearby West Hartford.
John Emery Will have a princi;
They will take to the polls in a pal part in the Theatre Guild re]

W

.

,

Special

referendum

Whether

to

.

Closes Click Season
Saratoga Springs; N, Y„ Aug, 29.
Franchot Tone, registering an estimated $8,000 in “Second Man" at

,

vival of “Relapse," with Cyril Ritchard and Madge Elliott (Mrs. Rit- the 570-seat Spa
chard)
....
Michael Myerberg has at a $3 top, rang
.

R0

tr

S

fs a ga in' p lay^g
lead in “Death

j

,

,

,

j

|

.

t

Fran Warren racked in “Finian’s
Rainbow" the fourth week of an

r;

of a Salesman*"
succeeding Albert Dekker, who is
off to the Coast to assume the same
role in the touring company. He
swaps places with Thomas Mitchell, who is due to take over the
part in the Broadway edition Sept,

theatre,
curtain

described as “the most successful
season in the history of the playhouse." Screen-stage star drew virtually capacity business, even at
the Wednesday matinee. His gross
came close to the $8,100 which

y

r

\hrwn iyTmn1.

Slimmer

down the

on what producer John Huntington

leased the. Mansfield, N. Y., to CBS
for five years for use as a television
studio, at a reported annual rental
of about $90,000. As a consequence,
the forthcoming Myerberg - Joel
Spector production, “The Barrier,"
must be booked into another the-

eight-week season.

Huntington announced, in a projgram note, that he plans to repeat
-

,

,

'

next season his

new

policy of divid-

'ing the bookings “equally between;
musicals and straight plays.
in the previous three seasons^^the

“For Love of Money," which
opened last week at the Ambassa strawhat presented only two musidors, London, is by Jordan Law-. cals, a Paul and Grace Hartman
Tf
rence.
It is completely distinct revue
and a song-and-dancer starfrom F. Hugh Herbert’s similarly- ring Bert
Wheeler, the latter a
titled Broadway comedy of several
year the
1 ft

-18

]

.

Ohio State Theatre Ends
Columbus, Aug. 29.
Ohio State U. Stadium theatre,
which presented six arena-style
Deck" were Ann Crowley* Johnny productions this summer, played to
Downs, Lulu Bates and Coley 9,813 patrons and a total gross of
Worth.
$7,500.
The college’s speech deTonight (Tues.) “Chocolate Sol- partment broke about even on the
dier," starring John Tyers, Jean season, since much of the money
Nelson, Edwin Dunning, Kaye Con- that could have been counted as
nor and Paul Reed opens in next- profit was used to purchase equipto-closing spot, with “Show Boat" ment for the department's winter
in as finale for two weeks. Terrell dramatics.
Plan is to present six plays next
is staging “Chocolate Soldier" himRegular director Bob Jarvis season.
Seif.

A

.

.

.

.

^4!

seasons ago.
Arthur Miller is doing a new
adaptation* of Ibsen’s “Enemy of
the People," which Lars Nordenson
plans to present with Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge costarred and Robert Lewis staging,
Michael Todd has optioned
“Tevye’s Daughters " adapted by
Irving Elman from Sholom Aleichem’s stories. The script, formerly on the Rodgers
Hammerstein
production schedule, involves numerous
scenes
and
a
musical
score,
later.
The company to be seen here and will require an estimated
$125, 00Q budget
.
.
Backers of
will include Frances McCann, Bob
Tickets, Please" have received no
Wright, Betty George, Marc Platt accounting on the
musical since
and Benny Baker.
the original production statement,
Which; was a couple of months late,
Jose Limon left Sunday (27) with
Producer - director
George
his dance company for Mexico City, Somnes, ill in Denver, has
delayed
to begin rehearsals for a two-week his return to New York
.
.
. Gerengagement, beginning Sept. 19 at trude Lawrence, at her summer
the Palacio de Bellas Aries, under home on Cape Cod, recovered
sufsponsorship of the government- ficiently from her spine fracture
subsidized Academia de la Danza, to have her back unstrapped
and
headed by Miguel Covarrubias.
is- taking
special exercises • • .
‘

.

.

.

.

,

’

.

overrule the Town Council and
grant a zone change for the construction of the modern structure.
Last Tuesday night (22) the
Town Council of West Hartford received a petition from New Theatre, Inc., the group backing the
legiter, containing the necessary
requiring the
signatures
2,637
Council to put the theatre question
to a referendum vote. The Council
on Aug. 10 had denied a recomthe last lap of its initial season. mendation by the West Hartford
„
In a revamped barn in the state Town Plan and Zoning Commission
capital, it has been given all-pro- that a zone change asked by the
fessional,
standard dramas and theatre group be approved.
comedies since the week of June
Setting of the referendum date
auwhen Barry Conners’ “The climaxed several —
27,
months
of conPatsy" was the opener.
troversial town council meetings,
Capacity of “The Hayloft" is 250
group
headed
The
theatre
is
.by
with ‘$1.20 top and all seats reserved, The company is a resident Paton Price and is understood to
stock outfit and is all-EqUity Lead- include a couple of Broadway and
ing players are Arthur Howe, Alex- Hollywood names. The main issue
andra Jack, Judith Hunter and is apparently not the theatre per
Mary Lou Blattspieler. Proctycers se». .but whether, it .should .be loare Richard Miller and DaviaAn- cated in a residential district.
drews, with ^Lou Girard directing.
A suitable spot for a winter continuation of the group is being
‘Kate’ Set for Dallas
sought,
The organization calls itDallas* Aug. 29.
self the only real resident stock
“Kiss Me, Kate" will give its
company between Cleveland and
Denver, In six weeks of operation only performance in Texas in the
State Fair Auditorium here during
it has played to 6,500 people.
the eight days of Dec. 25 to Jan. 1,
With matinees to be announced
.

.

,

W.

—

fairs.

.

.

.

„

4

.

.

.

iVes $10,000 at Olney
Olney, Md., Aug. 29.
Burl lyes in “Knickerbocker
Holiday" racked Up a near-capacity
$10,000 last week at Olney theatre.
Interest in the. folk singer ran high
despite mixed critical reaction.
After one more week of strawhat,
Ives launches on a tour of state

optioned the Jacqueline SusanriBeatrice; Cole comedy,
-Cock of
the Walk," in which he plans to
star James Dunn
Christopher
.. .
O’Brien, Coast Equity, representative in Holly wood, returns to the.

.

.

for Oct. 3-4,

SEPT. 14

announces

.

*

[

little civic in-

Plans are already underway for a full season next year,

«

••

j

last

Omaha

.

Herd

Merrill

he is among the backers of
“The Barrier" ... Craig Kelly has

that;

.

]
r

Omahans,

of

.

.

fearing that “S. P." would not be
here, .have tickets for the Des
Deal for
Moines engagement.
local showing was not set until

terest.

.

Hundreds

later.

James

oii

Coast this week,
Eunice Healey has dropped the
Catherine Hoskins drama, “No Ark
Richard Lewine, on Ararat," but still has under oplatter’s office
who wrote the music for ‘‘Make tion the Bud Burston-AUan Shertine—-Manhattan-,- h as c o-mplet ed- mai^music^lT-^he-Golden-TouGh^Money,"
revue
the songs for “Mad
Eddie Dowling announces plans
«
V
A A
to be presented by Morton Gott- for a November production, with
his
tryout
of
With the
lieb .
•
himself as stager, of ‘‘Springboard
“Man Who Grew Younger" last tq Nowhere," by Greek dramatist
week, Norman Ford has shuttered Alexander Lidor.
The actor is
his Yerpank (N. Y.) strawhat a already set to direct and costar
week early* cancelling a break-in with Joan MfcCracken in Anthony
of his “Lightning in December" ... Brady Farrell’s presentation of A*
Backers of the Dorothy Willard- B. Shiffron’s “Angel in the PawnThomas Hammond presentation of shop"
Valerie Taylor, George
“The Liar," a $180,000 flop of last Ralph and Mercia Swinburne arseason, haven’t yet received pro- rived from London last week to
duction or closing statements
appear in “Giaconda Smile"'
Beulah Bondi will return to the David Pardoll has arrived from a
stage for a part in “Hilda Crane," Hollywood film stint to take over
Robert T. as production stage manager of
with Jessica Tandy
Tidwell, 22, tenor of the St. Louis “Live Wire," succeeding Richard
Muny Opera chorus, has been call- Martin, Who left for a similar ased for active duty at the Great signment with the Coast producLakes Naval Training Station. He tion of “Ballet Ballads." George
Was formerly a pharmacist’s mate, Hall has joined the “Wire" cast,
Steven H. Scheuer replacing Pai Harrington, who
third class
has optioned “Sunday Breakfast," withdrew for a part in “Call Me
by Emery Rubio and Miriam BalL Madam"
Charlotte Greenwood
The drama is reportedly a psycho- is due from the Coast next week
logical study of an odious family.
for a lead role in “Out of This
Russell Lewis plaited to the World," the new Cole Porter show
Circus pressagent F. Beverly
Coast this week to attend the San
Francisco Opening of his and How- Kelley will be advance man for
ard Young’s presentation of Maur- the “Lost in the Stars" tour for
the Playwrights’ Co.
ice Evans in “Devil’s Disciple"
Bruce Gordon, understudy, has
taken over the male lead opposite

;

i

associate p.a.

“Cocktail Party" this week while
pressagent Richard (A. Toxeit
Since
Worm) Maney vacations
NBC has taken possession of the
LindHoward
Hudson, N. Y., the
say-RusSel Crouse production office has been moved to the Alvin,
N. Y, Herman Bernstein, general
manager for L. & G, and Leland
Hayward, is headquartering in the

.

Eve Arden was a boxoffice smash
last week at the Westport Country

is;

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and

•

Whistle."

at

is

Moore /Foundation,

for eight showings.

Falmouth playhouse

In a campaign to make sister city St. Paul a better show town for
the legitimate, the Women’s Institute, retail merchants and newspapers
there have united forces and are using the impending engagement of
“South Pacific" as a bait to bring in transient trade. Newspapers are
running gratis large display ads addressed to “out-of-towners" with
“South Pacific" in big type. The ads state that the smash hit is “coming to St. Paul" and point out it’s the show that has broken all theatrical records for attendance and is the 1950 Pulitzer Prize musical.
“If you desire advance information on the dates, ticket prices on
a stock policy.
The theatre will have a seating ‘South Pacific’ and other big attractions coming to St. Paul, please send
this
coupon to the St. Paul Auditorium," the ads state.
capacity of 300 persons, Miss Albus says, and will employ only proFirst $1,000,000 season in its history will be chalked up this year by
fessional actors.
the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn. Civic has already presented
“Chocolate Soldier," “South Pacific" and “Rose-Marie/’ at the L. A.
Philharmonic and shutters for the year after the four-week run of “Lost
in the Stars/’ which starts next. Monday (4). Take, thus far has hit over
$962,600, with “Stars" expected to do a minimum of $180,000.
Bulwarking the record year was “South Pacific," which rolled out of L,A.
after i0 weeks with a $561,500 gross, setting a new record for one at*
traction in Los Angeles.

on Cape Cod directing a week
for Richard Aldrich’s tent-theatre

Hyannis, Mass., Aug. 29.
Richard Aldrich's Gape Cod
Music Circus here is winding up
a surefire first season. Tent theatre*
in-the-round played to absolute
capacity last week, setting a new
house record With a gross of $15,700 with “Merry Widow." Even
the Saturday matinee went clean..
The b.o. record is due to be
smashed again this week, as “Show
Boat," already a complete sellout
in advance, will have, an extra performance Sunday night (3), boosting the capacity to over $18,000

Inside Stuff-Legit

Houston, Aug. 29,
A new arena-type legit theatre
will be built here on South Main
street,
probably- opening * about
Feb. 1.
William Z. Rozan, «locaI
concert manager, and Joanna Albus, formerly assistant to Margo
Jones in Dallas, will build and
operate’ the house, which will have

&

i

.

i

.

financial fiasco.
This
schedule included “Finian’s Raiiv
bow," “On the Town," “Gay Divorce" and “Knickerbocker Holiday." On the Town" grossed approximately $6,100, “Gay Divorce"
did an estimate $4,700, and “Knickerbocker Holiday" pulled around
$4,700.
Of the other bookings,
“Light Up the Sky," the opener,
drew a reported $4,300; “The Spider," starring Victor Jory, about
$4,500, and “The Web and the
Rock," tryout starring Kay Francis, almost $7,500, The theatre reportedly didn’t have a losing week
this year.

Huntington,

who

rescaled

the

seats to hit slightly higher Weekly
grosses, is
understood to have
played to a total business of around
$44,000, which gave him a substantial profit, He leases the Spa theatre, one of the finest on the straw-

hat circuit, from the Saratoga Commission. It is situated on the State
Reservation.

.

..

.

;

'

'

Wednesday, August 30,1950

Strawhat Tryouts

Total Legit (crosses

THIS
“Barn Dance"

The .following are the comparative figures based on Variety’s
boxoffice estimates for last week (the 13th.week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:
'

This
Season

BROADWAY

Number of shows current .......
16
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
228
Total gross for all current shows last week
$361,200
Total season’s gross so far by all showr
$5,131,800
Number of new productions so far..
.

•

ROAD

1

Last

Qf current touring shows reported
Total Weeks played so far by all shows ...

Total road gross reported last Week.
Season’s total road gross so far.
.

.

...

;

.

.

i

.

9
117
$277,300
$3,139,400

‘

“Homeward Look”—Show Shop,
Canton, Conn. (29-3) (Reviewed in
Variety this week).
“My Fiddle’s Got Three Strings”
-r-Westport (Conn.) Country playhouse (28-2) (Reviewed in Variety
this week),
“Nothing Serious”
John Drew
theatre, East Hampton, L. I. (282) (Reviewed in Variety, Aug. 2,

15
197
$409,600
$5,058,700
2

—

(Excluding Stock)

Number

play-

“Box Office”— Lakeside theatre,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. (29-3).

Season

;

WEEK

—Millstream

house, Sea Girt, N. J. (29-3).

8
124
$212,800

’50).

“Once An Actor”

—

Woodstock

(N.Y.) playhouse (29-3)
in Variety; Aug. 2, ’50).

$3,100,500

(Reviewed

How They

“See

Run”-r-MiIlville
(Pa.)
Summer theatre (29-2);
Robin llopd theatre, Arden, Del.
(29-2);
South bury (Mass;) play.

house

(Reviewed in Variety;

(29-3)

July 19,

’50):

“Sodom,

Tennessee”
Hayloft,
Allentown, Pa. (28-3).
“Story for a Sunday Evening”—
Famous Artists Country playhouse,
.

4
Chicago, Aug. 29.
Conventions, cool weather and
closing notices combined to increase the legit take here last
“Mister Roberts," which
in two weeks, continued
to set the pace, but “Two Blind
t\
and “Lend an Ear” also J
and
Mice”
gained,
Estimates for East Week

I

:.|

“Lend An Ear, -'GMat Northern
<$4^.95; 1,5 00). Improved

>

;

^

^

^

..

;

—

"

1

r a h _$l 8,600.

July
.

,

to-

tre

i

!

moves out

lji9

‘Annie’

“Uproac!’— Boston Summer thea(28-2) (Reviewed in Variety,
19, ’50, Under title of “His
French Wife.”)
Pittsburgth, Aug. 29.
“Vicious Circle”
Pocono playHalf-week holdover of “Annie
Get Your Gun” at Pitt Stadium house,: Mountainhome, Pa. (28-2)
Was v disappointing. Closing show (Reviewed in Variety this week)*.
“Wind Blows Free”
Antrim
pf the season in three extra per
fprmances, ending Wednesday night playhouse, Sufferri, N. Y. (30-4).
NEXT WEEK
(23), did only around $14,000, just
got a little more than an evert
“Facade”
Woodstock, N. Y.
break. II. o. was set on strength of playhouse (5-10).
heavy demand for tickets the pre“Head of the Family”— Westport

week.

$l

Letdown $14*000,
Extra 3 Nights, Pitt

Fayetteville; N.
(28-2)
Y.
(Reviewed in Variety July 20, *49.)

—

,

CUmb of $800
wk) ($3.71; L334).. nr
$20*000.
brougnt
vious week, but apparently only a (Mass.) Summer theatre (4-9).
—^Two-^lind—Micc^i-Hainns-(-l;6th-LgnTa.2|-p^ r( .L ntagc
the applicants' “^ rHis French Wife”
Ogunquit
came back. On nine performances, (Me.) playhouse (4-9) (Reviewed in
brought the total to “Annie” drew a bit above $65,000, Variety, July
19, ’30).
$11,400.
still under what the getaway bill,
“Sodom* Tennessee”
Hayloft,
“Kiss Me, Kate,” knocked down Allentown, Pa. (4-10).
’

i

•

m

'

.

.

—

,

I

period,
regulation
six,
the
“Kate” hung up a new local alltime high for outdoor productions
with a sensational $67,000.
This will probably be the last year
operettas are done in Pitt Stadium,
Civic Light Opera ASsn, hopes to
have; its own amphitheatre, seating
located in Schenley
9,000 and
Festival Theatre, w hie h folded Park, ready lor 1951 season,
operations Saturday night (26) at
the Fulton, N. Y.. with a curtailed
presentation of “Borned in Texas,”
in

.

j

j

!

J

involved an estimated loss of about
$26,300 on an investment of $30,000. By cancelling the second Week
of “Borned" and the scheduled
presentation starting next Monday
(4) of “Crimes and Crimes ” genSam Wanamakev,
eral partners
Terese Hayden and Harriett Ames
avoided additional losses which
Would have exceeded the budget,

Actual

overcall.

art

production of the four

WITH LOTSA RECORDS
London, Aug. 25.
With the closing of “Oklahoma,”
Oct.

at

21,

after

theatre,

Stoll’s

three years at Drury Lane, it will
have played in London for three
years and five months. Figures, in
grosses and attendance, read almost like a war debt. In its three
years at the Lane, it played to
(a
luv uuu people, raked in $7,500,2.700,000
0 oo, and paid $656,000 in admisS i ons tax.
jt also created a new house recor(j 0 f 1,343 performances, break;i n g the previous mark of 492 performances held by another Oscar
Hammerstein 2d show, “Rose Ma,

,

i

“Lady from
the Sea,” “Borned” and “Crimes,”
is
understood to have totalled
about $12,000. The total gross for
five weeks’ operation was approximately $25,700, while the running
cost was around $40,000. The outfit
li as assets of about $6,000 in union"
bonds and deposits.

revivals. “Parisienne,”

;

|

i

In the five

!

!

Danbury, Conn. Aug. 29
Xui-naway audiences -iart^weelt.:
1

Ri

'',

U

ln

V? r
tent

to stoc6holders
'

f

th

„

Wh 0

Lane

have been

divi-

">«ny years.

less for

,h» nania?™
Danbury
on the
Fairgrounds here helped reduce
losses of the weak opening stanzas ‘Innocents’ Set to Tour;
of Connecticut’s first music circus.
Current and closing bill of season
Backers Get $9,000 Buck
is “Desert Song,” with sellout asTouring edition of “The InnoStarred is John Shafer,
sured.
younger brother of Robert Shafer, cents,” William Archibald dramati',

I?
Fair
Melody

,

i

.

.

j

.

has zation of the Henry James novel,
Broadway musical lead,
scored a personal success here this with Sylvia Sidney, David Cole,
summer,
Patsy Bruder and Regina- Wallace
“Rio Rita” grossed a fine $14,100 in the four speaking parts, opens
musical
at a $2.40 top, although
Sept. 11 at the Cass, Detroit, and
comedies have hot fared as well the following week goes into the
here as operettas with more spec- Harris, Chicago, for a run. Show
tacular costuming and lustier musi- is being presented by HaraJ d
cal effects. Hal LeRoy was starred, Bromlev and George Brandt, who
and Paul Gilbert, a lively new- acquired the rights from the origicomer, led the support.
nal producer, Peter Cookson, on a
Ben Boyer and James Wester- deal involving straight purchase of
are
the Jo Mielziner setting and a perfield, operators of Melody Fair,polling the audience this week for centage of the profits It is undernext year’s repertoire; Opening is stood to have an operating nut of

who

already announced to be “Show
Boat,” possibly with Dorothy Kirsten, barring film commitments,
Upwards of 100,000 have seen
Losses
the first IQ productions.
the first four weeks totaled $23,000.
producWhen an unusually moving
tion of “Bitter Sweet” consolidated public interest, the tent began
to make a weekly operating profit,
and' losses have been reduced to

about $11,000.
Backers of the original Broadway presentation have this; far received $9,000 on their $40,000 investment.
.

the
cline begins.

3,

;

,

around Thanksgivp re-Cb ristmas de-

There was one closing last week,
as “Borned in Texas” folded after
a single week at the Fulton, N. Y.,
bringing the Festival Theatre to
“Where’s
end.
premature
a
Charley?”: folds Sept. 9 at the St.”
Dartin'
Li’l
James and “Texas,
shutter. Sept. 16 at the Hellinger to go on tour. Two or three
,
j?’ Aug. 29.
R3 n
had another, caother shows may also close shortly.
pacity
last
week for its
$83,100
The total gross for all 16 shows
at the
3,252-seat
last week was $361,200, or 72.04% fourth _stanza
of capacity. The previous week's •.‘''Opera- House. Gross is expected
to
jump
next
week
when
goes
show
total gross for 15 shows was $324,off Civic Light Opera subscription
200, or>7L88% of capacity.
..

.

•

.

•

—

j
'

Estimates for Last Week
from $2.40 to $4.80.
C CConiedy), D (Drama), scaled
“Lost In The Stars,” with Todd
CD ^Cpmcdy-Drama^ R (Revue), Duncan, chalked up a strong $37,(Musical), O (Operetta).
900 for its third week at the 1,700Other parenthetic figures refer, peat. Curran. House is scaled to
respectively, to top price, number $4.80. Current week is the finale.
“Summer And Smoke,” with
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but Dorothy McGuire, John Ireland
and
Una Merkel, hit a moderate
grosses are net: i.c., exclusive of
~
$12,500 for its second week at the
\ ax
“Cftrktail
Partv ” Miller (32d 1. 600-seat Geary, where it’s set for
wkr IC-$4.B0 ”940 ; $21*600). Pre- ?10Ae b e week with, hous^ scaled
V- V?
vious week, $12,300; last week,
nearly $12,900.
Morosco
Salesman,”
“Death of a
Los Angeles, Aug. 29.
(81st wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
Legit tempo slackens here this Previous week, $12,300; last week,
week with the Philharmonic Audi- $13,300.
torium remaining dark for one
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
Washington, Aug. 29.
frame after a sock four weeks with Ziegfeld (38th wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
Smash business for “Kiss Me,
“Rose Marie ” third offering of the $48,244). Previous week, topped
” at the Watergate AmphiL. A. Civic Light Opera season. $46,100; last week, almost $47,100.
Show grossed a great $208,250
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (31st theatre here last week .bolsters
for the stand.
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Pre- prospects that the big municipal
“Desert Song” also wound up vious week, $17,500; last week, spot may be used for legit next
summer. The Cole Porter musical
last week at the Greek theatre, reached $20,000.*
ending on an SRO note, “Gentle“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (86th grossed a terrific $45,000 for its
second
and last Stanza. Added to
men Prefer Blondes,” bowed last wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $38,000). Previous
the first week’s $31,000, it brings
night (28) as the final offering of week, $35,300; last week, $37,700.
“Live Wire,” Playhouse (2d wk) the total take to $76,000 for
the Gene Mann .season, with advance sale so heavy that the open- (C-$4.80; 819; $18,740). -Previous nights . (one wag rained out) an
air house has scheduled Sunday week, around $6,000 for first four no matinees. The big amphitheatre
performances for the first time in performances; last week, about was scaled to a moderate $3.60 top
its history.
$5,800 for regular eight perfor- for the stand.
Ned Armstrong; Broadway pressmances; will probably stay long
Estimates for Last Week
enough at least for the manage- agent who came here to flack the
“Death of a Salesman,” Biltmore ment to share in a possible film “Kate” engagement, has remained
(4th wk) ($3.60; 1,636), Skidded a sale.
in town and is working on a deal
trifle, blit nearly $18:000 was still
“Member of the Wedding,” for financing a summer of big time
Albert Dekker takes Empire (34th wk) (D>-$4.80; 1,082; musicomedy next year.
profitabl e
He is
over the lead Thursday (31), with $24,000’) Previous week, $14,200; understood also to be opening a
Thomas Mitchell returning to New last week, $15,600.
theatrical pressagentry office.
York.
“Mister Roberts ” Alvin (127th
“Desert Song,” Greek (2d wk) wk) (CD-$4, 80; 1,360; $34,276). Preweek, $24,400; last week,
($3.60;. 4.4Q0). Despite cool nights, vious
the SRO sign was up during the $26,500.
final week, a great $52,000 bringPeep Show,” Winter Garden
3 Weeks, Central City
ing the total tally to $97,000 for (9th wk) (R-S7.20; 1;519; $53,000).
Central City, Col., Aug. 29.
the fortnight.
Previous week, $39,000; last week.
Maurice
Evans, starring in “Dev“Rose Marie,” Philharmonic Aud $43,400.
“Peter Pan,” Imperial (18th wk). il’s Disciple,” grossed over $20,000
(4th wk) ($4.80; 2.760). Great $53,last week in the 785-seat Opera
000 for the final week gave it (M-$4.80; $34,500). Previous week, House here, at scale of $5.70 to
$208,250 in four, highly profitable $21,300; last week, $25,900.
$3.25. That gave him a total gross
Majestic
Pacific,”
(72d
“South
for the L. A. Civic. Final offering,
of more than $70,000 for the run
“Lost In The Stars,” bows next wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Previ- of three weeks plus one performous week and every week the abMonday (4).
ance, ending Saturday night (26),
solute limit, almost $50,800.
“Texas, L’i! Darlin’,” Hellin^cr F^Uired vvith the star were John
Williams: Frances Reed and Philip
(1st wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000). ReCurrent Road Shorn
opened last week after five-week Bourneuf.
Revival is currently en route to
(Aug 28-Sept. 9)
layoff and grossed $14,900“The Consul/’ Barrymore (24th the Coast, opening Thursday night
“Affairs of State” (tryout)— Shufor four performances at the
(30)
‘
$28 000).
1.066;
bert, New Haven (30-2); Locust, Wk) (M-$4.80-$6;
*
Previous wieek, $13,500; last week, Lobero, Santa Barbara, before
Phila (4-9).
to San Francisco.
moving
$15,000.
topped
Madam” (tryout)—
“Call Me
“Tickets. Please.” Coronet (18th
Shubert, New Haven (4-9).
Wk).iR-$4.80; 998; $26,000). PreviShows in Rehearsal
rBiltSalesman”—
“Death of a
ous Week: $14,000; last week, betmore, L. A. (28-9).
tered $14,000.
Keys: C ( Comedy ), P (Drama),.
Opera “Where’s Charley?”’ St. Jamea CD ( Comedy-Drama) R (Revue),
Disciple”
“Devirs
House, Central City, Col. <28-30); (97th wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700).
(Musical), O (Operetta).
1-2)
Barbara
Previous week, almost $30,300; last
Santa
Lobero,
Richard
“Affairs of State”
week, $35,800,
Geary, San Francisco (4-9).
W. Krakeur and Fred F. Fihkle“Wisteria Trees,” Beck (18th wk) hoff; Louis Vemeuil, director.
Community,
“Kiss Me, Kate”
Hershey, Pa. (28-30); Lyric, Allen- (D-$4.80; 1,214; $33,000). Previous
“Call Me Madame” (M)^Leland
town, Pa, (31-2); Shubert, Phila week/ $12, 300; last week, $12,00Q. Hayward; George Abbott, director.
Stock
“Curious Savage” (D) Russell
(4-9).
“Borned In Texas,” Fulton (1st Lewis; Peter Glenville, director.
“Lend An Ear”— Great Northout
Eked
wk) (D-$3; 976; $15,002).
“Shep“Giaconda Smile” (D)
ern, Chi (28-9).
“Lost in the Stars”—Curran, a measly $2,800 and folded Satur- hard Traube; Traube director.
“Legend of Sarah” (D) Kermit
S. F. (28-2); Philharmonic aud., day night (26) after eight performances. Closing ended the Festival Bloomgarten; Benn W. Levy, direcL A. (4-9).
Erlanger, {Theatre operation, as the fourth tor..“Mister Roberts”
“Oklahoma” (M) Theatre Guild;
and final presentation, “Crimes and
Chi (28-2);; Forrest, Phila (4-9).
Jerry Whyte, director.
“Oklahoma* WNixon, Pitt (4-9). Crimes.” has been scratched.
“Pardon ,Our French” (R)—Ol“Medium” and ^Telephone,”
“Pardon Our French” (tryout)
Arena (6th wk) (M-$3; 500; $10,- sen & Johnson.
Opera House, Boston 4-9).
“Season In the Sun” (D)—Court“South Pacific”—Memorial aud., 600). Previous week, about $6,200;
ney Burr & Malcolm Pearson;
last week, about the same.
S. F. (28-9).
„
Meredith, director.
Burgess
Dates
Future
MetroSmoke”
“Summer and
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Montreal, Aug- 29.

The
i

It#
to

a

;

local legit season got
slow, start last week
njuu.
7*

rwn

•

Also

Dreams

away
whenj.

i

played

]

—

<

579 , se4ter carried a $3.38

—

.

“Daphne
_
“Two Blind Mice”—Harris, Chi Music Box;

politan, Seattle (5-9).
j

—

1

.

Congregational Churelr nett Friday d), with many strawhat pa
top.
irons planning to attend.

Lyceum;

6, unspecitheatre
“Call Me Madam/9
Oct. 9, Imperial; “Curious Savage/*
Oct. 10, Booth; “Legend of Sarah/*
Oct. 11 Fulton; “Burning- Bright/*
Oct. 16. Unspecified theatre; “Relapse,” Oct; 23, unspecified theatre;
“Country Girl,” Nov. 6; “Lady's!
Not for Burning,” Nov. 8; “Guys
and Dolls,” Nov. 9, 46th Street;
“Ring ’Round the Moon,” Nov. 23,
Martin Beck; “Out of This World/*
Nov, 30, Century; “Bless You All, »*
Dec. 14, HCllinger.

fied

—

ywyy

•

almost $10,000.

whe n

“Giaconda Smile,” Oct.
“Way Things Go,” Oct.

[

at: Stoll’s, it will

have played
have grossed another $140,000, and
will have been seen by 200,000
more people. Show ha* also been
responsible for the resumption of

!

until

steadily
ing,

Sept. 26, Biltmore; “Black Chiffon,” Sept. 27, 48th Street; “Season in the Sun,” Sept, 28,

;

months the musical

will

.

Smash $14,
Danbury Ends on Upbeat

produced in 1926.

r je/*

•

‘Rio Rita’

Broadway boxoffice took a
healthy jump last week, nearly all
shows benefiting from the seasonal
upturn. Attendance Monday and
Tuesday nights (21-22) was generally much better than the corresponding nights the previous weekReceipts tapered off a bit at some
shows Wednesday night (23) and
the downtrend was more marked
Thursday and Friday nights (2425), with very spotty conditions
prevailing Saturday (26).
According to the records for last
season and 1948-49, business is
due to take a pre-Labor Day dip
this week, but should bounce back
next week and thereafter climb

—

|

and required

.

.

‘Peep’ $43,400,

(28-9).

„

25, Royale;

LaureoU,” Sept. 18,
"Affairs of State/’ Sept.

(O—Margp
Manning Gurian, Ted Adoye;

“Southern Exposure”

Jones,

"Southern Exposure/’ Miss Jones, director.
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Variety
it will land up in
abandoned strawhat

dramatic plasma,

home

the

for

Dallas Operetta

This is its second tryout.
Last February, it was presented
under the tag of "Goodnight,
u v the Vancuard
scripts.

My

Fiddle’s Got Three
Strings

We moS
^

And

situations,

3

performance

Lydia
P

-from

St.

(

t|

Westport,, Cohn., Aug. 29.
passes without her bein§ tt*
•Theatlv Guild presentation of drama
In .three acts (live, scenes), by Arnold magnetic force on the stage. In a
S 'liulman. Stars .7. Edward Bromberg, long and arduous part, she is alMaureen Stapleton; features Fritzi Scheff. most everything an actress should
Lee Strasbcrg; setting and
Eldon Elder. Production under
supervision of Lawrence .Dangner and
Theresa Helburn; Phillis Anderson, associate producer. At the Westport (Conn.)
County playhouse, Aug. 28, '50; $3.60 top,
Directed, by

Millie
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, ; ;
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.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

Maureen Stapleton

,

Harry. ....... , ,J. Edward Bromberg
.Fritz! Scheff
Dutchess
.....
Betsy Blair
Helen
.....
;
>
.Lou Gilbert
V,
Molsh ..............
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

Freddie.

.

...

.

.

.

.

>.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.Steven

Hill

The Theatre Guild gives an impressive workout to this first play
by 24-year-old Arnold Schulman,
an auspices that should be highly
encouraging to any. young AmeriWriting realiscan playwright.
j

behind dead father. On his mother’s remarriage the neurotic son forms a
th ? great hotels.
Harry, a nights ide cabbie, lives hatred for the step-father that inthere in a shabby room with his creases in bitterness, until in a taut
landlady, a lonely slattern, who scene the son kills his foster-partakes a punishing existence to keep eht. Even then, the mother prohim with her. In a pitiful effort to tects the son by making the slaying
win him completely, she sends appear a suicide. But the boy
north for his son, 22, frpm Whom breaks from his mother to plane to
the cabman has been separated for: Europe with four-time- wed Lady
a decade, A cooperative waif se- Sylvia. This climax at the end does
duces this, adored but rebellious, not seem fully drawn in its charyouth to keep him in line and, with acter analysis, but may be remethe help of another tenant’s sui- died in rewrite, as can the wordi'Cide, the landlady finally engulfs ness of the script and the overlong
alleys

.

]

(

;

The
a

Guys Named Max,” has a facility
for recognizing and remembering
unhappy incidents and he care fully but rather effectively, if not
skillfully, knits them into a drama
of modest proportions. His dialog
combines the remembered conver-j
sation of real people with a sense
of characterization.
Theatre Guild: has. really put
some coin into the setting, which
is a break for this play. There are
three interiors on two levels and
much of the business takes place
on an outside stairway leading to
the second floor. This is no ordi-

la

cast

;
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itable,
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Smith,

nie Menzles.

is

a

great prestige kicker

down

act curtain

to applause.
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Mann’s season and won’t do Le Grant keeps the fifst session
any harm to hopes of reviving a from sagging completely with a
legit consciousness in the far west. take-off on a film version U-boat
With Frank Coletti here to ex- commander, but it would be betshortened.
if
ecute a duplicate of the original ter
Cast struggles but isn't able to
staging by John C. Wilson, and
handicaps of the
Evelyn Taylor to perform a similar overcome the
Often
Agnes DeMille book and Harold J. Kennedy’s
chore
on the
Skeets Galdirection.
choreography as well as to dance, awkward
lagher
is completely wasted as the
Mann’s
the role of C 1 6 r i a.
conman and there isn’t enough in
"Blondes” has the pacing of the
the tunes to let Norwood Smith
original. Aud the Coast producer
cut loose with what sounds like an
has r o u n d e d up a good cast, okay voice. Julie Van Zandt is apheaded by Gertrude Niesen, who pealing as the femme lead, but her
wallops over her role as the luxury- voice
projection.
lacks
still
loving Lorelei who, wants a big
Kap:
rock to lielp b her forget Little

Maureen Stapleton is far more Robert Ford. Features Norman Robert
successful as his mate, underscor- Ford, Martha. Drexler-. Staged by the au?
thor. At the Ford theatre, Verbank, N. V.,
ing the tragic figure with quiet Aug. 23; $1 top.
authority. Betsy Blair (Mrs- Gene Keane Latimer. ,
Richard Nielson
Kelly), on from Hollywood, is okay Vinny
............. ; Aline Greene
Martha Drexler Rock.
as the waif, and Steven Hill is Matilda Latimer.
Garrick Latimer ....^....Norman Ford
Supporting cast does a notable
credible as the son. Lou Gilbert Sophie Pilbeatn .........
Joan Fisher
Stint as Henry
does not do much with the tire- Dr. Anne Black...
Ruth Morris job of troupihg.
some role of a tout. Fritzi Scheff, Cornell Latimer. .......... Beatrice Paris marks a triumphant homecoming
Palmer,
who clicked on
Byron
for
however, brings color and zip to
Play wright-producer-directof -ac- Broadway last year in "Where’s
the part of a garrulous intruder.
Schulman, incidentally, was an tor Norman Robert Ford has offer- Charley?” He makes a solid imapprentice at the Playhouse last ed virtually a one-man show in pression. Nancy Andrews displays
summer, and. acted the Western "The Man, Who Grew Younger,” fine singing and dancing comediUnion messenger in the Guild’s but the result is disappointing, The enne talents as Lorelei’s sidekick
play’s idea has possibilities, but the and Irene Ryan hits some hilarious
hit, "Come Back, Little Sheba.”
author hasn’t developed them. The highs as Henry S mother.
John
Doul.
story deals with a playwright who Boles is okay as Gus, as is Rufus
.
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for
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theatre, presentation of comedy. ln>two acts, by Norman

landlady.

.

.

.

;

!

Aug. 23.

Y.,
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.
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>Ian Who Grew
Toiinger

Verbank, N.
Norman Robert Ford
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Shanahan Exits Pitt B.O.;
Joan Cobleigh is okay as the
Ever since "Lend an Ear” burst
mother and Edgar Hastings gets by
on
click
to
Carlin, Cardona Succeed
Palmas
Las
of
out
the
as tiie son. Other acceptable performances are given by J ack Ayers, Broadway hopeful producers have
Pittsburgh, Aug. 29.
Sylvia Huot, Stanley Cobleigh and been vainly using the house as a
Dave Shanahan, veteran legit
Eck.
Michael Case.
test-tube, for. other would-be potent treasurer here, won’t be in the boxconcoctions. Latest dud is "High office when New Nixon, formerly
and Dry,” which differs from most the Senator, tees off Sept, 4 with
of its predecessors only in that it "Oklahoma.”
Shanahan,
wh6
is a book show rather than a revue.
started 20 years ago at Old Nixon
The
book, however, is no asset.
>
as
an
usher,
worked
up to chief of
i»mitleiiieiL l refer
seryiee7--assistent—-treasurer—and-HIoimIosi
exploits of a conman who Gertinde finally treasurer, when
the late
Ederles out of Alcatraz and Vic- Arthur Low
(GREEK THEATRE, L. A.)
shifted to New York,
timizes a wealthy young man who
Los Angeles, Aug. 28.
is understood to be going into auto
Gene Mann’s faithful Coast car- wants to build a resort on a wateragency business. It’s understood
boh of this Broadway smash musi- less Government-surplus island in
Plot and dia- he would have gone back to the
cal brings to a socko close Mann’s San Francisco Bay.
fifth sea son at tlie open-air Greek log are closer to boredpm than old job had the New Nixon post
theatre in Griffith Park. It also buffooneiy and the score doesn’t been offered him when the old
Nixon closed down several months
gives what’s left of the^road on the even begin to compensate.
There are no particular stand- ago. However, the owners waited
Coast a n o t h e r of the too Tare
car”
"cable
a
although
numbers
out
The
Until late summer to talk to him
chances to see a hit show.
production, apart from being prof- routine manages to bring the first apd that’s understood to haye rufDave

,

He is physically convincing
but squirms through most of his
climaxes as if he were impatient
with the playwright and the director, as well as with the piteous

the son’s collegiate future
sured.

1
1

nary summer outlay.
Lee Strasberg’s languid staging
makes life in Collins avenue seem Peggie Campbell as the multiple
dilatory.
Edward Bromberg bride, handle tlleir roles well.
J.
Lama.
faces a tough assignment as the
cabbie.

.

.

;

[

character. William Whitman acts
brilliantly in several scenes, but
his characterization of the son,
which is a key part, lacks depth
and is not* full-drawn. Ivan Simpson, as the faithful retainer, and

;

.....

.

;

,

.

1

level-headed millionaire who mar-,
ries the mother, creates a realistic

j

,

-

•

.

.

.

Elsa Maxwell, handles what

picked. up on an Italian
assistant ......
L
beach
when he lackecT a sou, turns
in several good laughs and looks
handsome.^
„
Tony Dowling, the stuffy
but

I

;

.

.

,

•

more laugh lines to help the play
along. James MacColl, as the decorator, gives the play a needed
boost. Otis Bigelow, as the young

'

.

••

.

Maida Reade,

fine.

is

,

.

.

|

first act.

"A Thousand

nlav.

.

•••

.

.

.

\

'

new

.
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Schulman, already credited With

.

*

.

her. hero.
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reads a. book on how to grow
young, and follows out its suggestions. At the same time he authors
Mountainhome, Pa., Aug. 28.
Rowena Stevens presentation of drama a play embracing the experiment.
In three acts by Ouida Bergere (Mrs. Basil
From the moment he embarks
Rathbone). Stars Lydia St. Clair. Directed by John O’Shaughnessy; production upon the rejuvenation project, the
supervised by Baisil Rathbone;. settings, playwright-hero, Garrick Latimer,
Howard Barker. At Pocono playhouse,
grows progressively younger menMountainhome; Pa., Aug. 23, '50.
Dickie Draper
James MacColl tally. The experiment proves har.......

Smith

Tlie Vicious Circle

as Gage. Others earning at-

20’s

who

the

authentically

costumes V and Ben

roaring

.

.

.

...

A

...

.

.

.•

.

.

.

.

.

•

Wlial Kvcry

Woman

Knows

HOLLYWOOD)

Me

Homeward Look

.

Rathbone has been lucky

Mrs.

Hartford, Apg. 22.

but the newcomers were
Chosen. As a result, the
production
maintains
the
tiny
central-staging group’s high qualiclassic,

in this strawhat version to have as
Joan and Stan Cobleigh presentation of
thi’ee acts (four scenes), by
irt
her director John O’Shaughnessy; .comedy
EfTie Young and Ernest Pagano. Staged
He has pulled together a script by
Robert McBride; settings, Joe Kirby.
that is full of loose ends and static At the Show Shop, Canton, Conn., Aug.

wisely

.

ty.

22, '50.

Paul Porter
Edgar Cosgrove
.

.

.

.

I

Kay Porter

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Carrie Boone .....
Beverly- Drury

,

.

.

.

Sylvia.

,

.

. .

.

....

,

1

Enterprising young man.
Travelled
two years Skating Vanities.. United

Seeks

Mali
Friday
stenographer.

position,

Radio Announcer.

.

*

.Robert

Ludlum

"Homeward Look” is a nice
clean comedy about sophisticated

responsible
r

.

•

Europe, secretary to producer; leaving own volition. Highly
States,

recommended.
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capable

plenty
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.

Irene.
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Yvette Etievant
.Jeanne Vignon

Liliane Rose
... ..... ... .........
........... . ...... Yvonhe Devissi
Balthasar. ... ... ...... .Roland Alexandre
.

.

................... Robert

Juan.

.
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Moncade.Guy Vial
;

assistant

New Nixon doesn’t have
manager, following Charlie
resignation after one
Week when he was called to California to straighten out estate of
a recently deceased brother.
Until permanent appointment is made,
Gabe Rubin, who heads local synSo

far,

a house

Strakosch’s

Nixon,

wdll

look

Symph Prcems
Louisville,

Aug.

29.

Louisville Philharmonic Society

has commissioned Arthur Honegger, Bohuslav Martinu, Paul Nordorr, George Perle and Vincent
Persichetti to write special works
for the 1950-51 season. Continuing
its policy inaugurated two years
ago, the orchestra will present the
world premiere performance of a

commissioned work

at
fiye pairs of concerts,

each of

its

Robert Whitney, musical direcThis is the second in a series of
by unknown authors that tor, will conduct all the new works
Marcel Pagnol and Paul Achard of but one. George Perle, now on
plays

the Comedie Francaise are pre- the faculty of the U. of Louisville,
senting in their Experimental The- will conduct his own composition.
atre here. (The first, "The Magician,” was not a success.)
This
three-act drama was inspired by
"The Portuguese, Letters,” five
passionate love letters written in
1669 by a Portuguese nun, Mari- 5a'. Continued from V*ge 49
anne Alcoforada, to a young
house than the regular local legit
French captain.
Written with a sensitive under- stand, the booking should be
through
the same management, so
standing of the character of this
unhappy girl who sacrificed every- it can balance the profits Involved
thing for a hopeless love and acted against the losses on poor weeks at
with fragile delicacy and taste by the legiter.
Krantz reveals that Knill’s letJacqueline Bouvier (Mrs. Pagnol),
the play has been assured an Oc- ter announcing the Cleveland hooktober opening in Paris after its ing through another management
successful tryout in Monte Carlo. stated that the writer knew that
Jose Van den Esch, play’s author, the Hanna management would not
has made his Marianne (Mrs. Pag- meet the terms offered by the opnol V
a
sympathetic
character. position.
"But he never gave me
Forced to choose between eternal a chance to meet them,” Krantz
banishment and the realization of says, “and even
was careful to conher love, she flees with her lover. ceal
from me the fact that he was
They hate but two weeks together,
AIL
and it is the souvenirs of this brief negotiating with anyone else.
time that forms the basis of the the time he’s been dickering elselove letters which she later writes where I’ve been unable to reach
him by phone, and my wires and
him.
The play is not an adaptation Of letters have been unanswered.
"If local houses like the Hanna
these letters, but is inspired by the
events leading up to their crea- are bypassed this way for .the sake
tion. It is in reality a superb char- of a small edge in terms bn smash
acter study of a woman to whom shows,”
Krantz concludes, '“we"
love meant everything.
Vehicle won’t be able to keep bur theatres
serves as an excellent one for Mrs open, for logit. If a fe\V more key
Pagnol, who succeeds in making of stands like the Hanna go dark,
.

the ambitious, humorle.is Scotshigh school kids that would go well man. Crowding him for top honors
in the community club around the is Ruth Conte, returning to legit
corner. It has limited Broadway work after a few years absence and
possibilities and not muchs film turning in a delicately shaded job
prospects.
This
In other top roles,
three-acter'' is as Maggie.
mainly com posed Of dialog, some of Lynri Baggett, Hilda Plowright and
it clever. But it has very little acDouglas Wood register, with Edtion, and bogs dOwjn after it starts, ward Clark, Robert Sherman and
Unless "Look” gets plenty of Ben Niems contributing in sunnnrt- Marianne an extiemely
ing assignments.
»play surgery and* an injection of
Kap, thetic character.
'

i

.

"i

laughs

directorial bow with this production, and the troupihg of the principals,
Sydney Chaplin, developing into an actor of stature, delivers a fine portrayal of Hohn Shand,

.

c o Skating Vanities
General Motors Building
177S Broadway, New York

of

who makes

thegping stalwart

Joan Cobleigh

James-. Brlen
... .
Michael Case
.Prof. Albert Baker
Vincent. Rourke
Frederick Traveler.. ...Stanley Cobleigh
.

gets

through the keen pacing of WilHuot liam Schallert, long-time Circle

Jack Ayers
.Laura McClure

...

|

.

Comedy

Edward Hastings

.

,

Carlo, Aug. 1.
Marcel Pagnol and Paul Achavd production of drama by Jose Van den Esch,
Directed b.v Jean Marchat.
At BeauxArts, Monte Carlo*
Marianna.
.Jacqueline Bouvier Pagnol
Don Franciaco.
.Jean Marchat
Brite*
Madeleine Silvain

Bargas Noel

registers well in a dance with
Miss Taylor.
Like the original, "Blondes” is
more for the young in heart than
Fefi Draco...,
Otis Bigelow rowing to his actress-wife, actor- the young in years and since the
Martin
.....
l,.,Iyaii Simpson
and
Coast is the retirement haven of
son
college
student-daughter.
Belle Miller.
Maida Reade
femme doctor prescribes worry plenty of tlie former, Mann can
Marglt Foss
Margit Forssgren
Noel St.urgess.
Bill Gibberaon
as the only remedy to check Gar- look for an early return on his inKate. Dearie
.Cherry Hardie
Jim Little
Tony Dowling rick’s mental regression. So the vestment as he heads for Frisco
Ireiie Le Gros
Lydia St. Clair wife announces she will get a di- and points north after the local
Fersen
William Whitman vorce and the children threaten to stand.
Kap.
Lady Sylvia
Peggie Campbell
leave home, which brings the playwright
to
his
senses.
If Broadway can take a serious
The play is poorly organized a fid
p T ay on the silver cord theme with is Cluttered
with corny gags. Add to
a new twist, Ouida Bergere (Mrs.
(CIRCLE,
this
an inadequate supporting cast
Basil Rathbone) may have a cleanHollywood, Aug. 21.
up.
After a long, slow first act, and the total is a dull evening.
Hollywood’s
Circle Players have
do.
the authoress lets loose with a
gone outside their ranks on an
series of emotional scenes leaving
almost wholesale scale for this
the Audience teetering oh tears,
Tlie
revival of the Sir, James M. Barrie
.

Monte

tention

signed

Leo Carlin, Shanahan’s

last year, will be the Nixon’s treasurer instead and John Cardona will
be the aide. All three, Shanahan,
Carlin and Cardona, worked the
boxoffice this summer for outdoor
shows at Pitt Stadium, with Shanahan in the top berth and Carlin
his chief helper.

5 LVille

Marianna

are Arthur Gould-Porter, Mercedei
Francisca
Kate Drain Lawson (who also de- Teresa

,

fled his feelings.

dicate leasing
after the job.

I

.

1951.

til after, the

.

,

1

1

to the air-conditioned State fair auditorium in

.

.

I

:

Dallas' summei
may move indoors

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
Paul P. Schreibman and Alvin B. Barandv, in association with Paul Sperling,
presentation of musical comedy In two
acts (15 scenes), with book, by Gene Ellia
and Scott Far n worth; music, Stan Keyava; lyrics, Bernard Ide. Features Skeets
Gallagher, Norwood Smith,. Directed by
Harold J. Kennedy; musical numbers
staged by Jack Baker; nuislc and .choral
direction, Stan Keyava; settings, Thomas
Fulton McGrath and Start
E. O'Neill.
Keyava at twin pianos. At Las Palmas,
Hollywood; Aug. 24, *50; *3.60 top..

.

Collins avenue,

off

High ami Hry

.

.

Miami Beach, where he
grew up, Schulman draws a sharp,
unhappy picture of life in the grim

in 1951
Aug, 29.
musical shows

Dallas,

Decision will be made unend of the present season, which is being presented in
the alfresco Casino in the Fair
Park. According to R. L. Thornton, prez of the State Fair Of
Norwood Smith Texas, the sentiment among
Roger Hobson .....
the
Sharon Randall
Lena Zonker. .
Theda Cartwright ..... .... Kay Barkley fair board of directors is about 60...Julie .Van- Zandt
Carol Cartwright'
favor
of
staying
40
in
outdoors.
Earl Theobald Zonker ... Skeets Gallagher
"This is the rainiest season since
Dave Le Grant
...
Kay Porter, who, in an effort to Patrick
... Pat Goldin 1941,*’ Thornton says.
........
"Some of
support her literary son through Whltey
Michael Hughes
William Cartwright
started
productions haven’t had a
Schlatter bur
school, finishes a book,
... .George
Policeman.
Cherrlo Meredith chance to show what they Could
some years back. When she learns Amy Cartwright ......
Cartwright - ;Maybelle Castleman
that the boy has also written a Bertha
do. Nevertheless, we look to be in
.... Jesselyn * ax
Cass Cartwright
Dick Brown better shape, attendance wise, than
book and: that he is afraid her Mr. Dixon
.... ......
Fiumara
.. .Frank
literary rep inight hurt his chances. Herman.
Don Gordon any other operation we have heard
Melvin. ........
she hurls the completed manu- Mr. Buffenbargev
Tom Neal about. Unless we get more bad
script into a wastebasket. But a Children.,... Gayle Reed, Robert Goldie
Danny breaks from the weather we should
Brown.
Dick
Singers, dancers:
picks
the
driver
junk wagon
Roth, George. Schlatter, Ken Clark, Claire Come nearer t
finishing in the
script and sends: it to a publisher, Kent, Marilyn June, Barbara Calder,
The book is accepted, she marries Dolores Peterson* Jack Regas, Bob Street, black than at any other time since
Wlletta
Pederson.
1947.”
Jerry
Pe'tvoff.
1946
and
HamU
her newspaper publisher boss and
Joan Elnics, Malian Hdrosko, Bon-

1

tically of

Go Indoors

at

of the play is the
usage of a couple of characters,
one of whom, Carrie Boone, a beer
unwanted relative, as
guzzling
played by Laura McClure, becomes
almost a lead and steals a good
Vinnie
plaudits.
part of the
Rourke, a vet actor, polishes Off
the role of the double-talking
Prof. Albert Baker; He takes excels
lent advantage: of his limited part.
The story revolves about a Widowed small town newspaper gal,

;

This is a deep and moving drama
of the conflict of emotions between
a mother and son when they become enmeshed in a whirlpool of
suspicion and misunderstanding.
This group of people, all a vicious
circle, Walk in and out of a family
house in San Francisco,
^ a_ house
done over yearly by an imported
Continental decorator. The mother’s typically continental friends
are in and out of the house, and
seeds of mistrust between the
mother and son are soon sown.
The son, an odd sort, has been
reared on the Continent, always
With his mother hovering near* and
growing up \yith an adoration of a«

winte^sto^ company

ividfn*

I

be.

.

lighting.

ay|?s. a

May

sympa- where Will producers book their
Shows except on Broadway?”-

Card

.
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LITERATI
including; the. total directorial staffs
of three stations. During the last
week, 10 directors in New York
came voluntarily to the
for
membership.
Others have
expressed a desire to join as a group,

SCULLY’S

SDGA

53

SCRAPBOOK

ii

pageant Plays Up Scully's 'Saucers’ do the William J. O’Dwyer biog- he said, but
By Frank Scully
the SDGA is unwilling
Pageant mag is giving Frank raphy. The just-resigned Mayor to
take them in on that basis, conScully’s “Behind the Flying Sau- of N.Y. City is the new U. S. AmLittle Big Horn, Wyo., Aug. 25.
sidering
that such a move would
cers” the plush treatment in its bassador to Mexico.
So far I have not seen any reports that James Abbe has raised his
Charlie Samuels wrote a story represent “union organizing.”
October issue,; due to hit the stands
Mankiewicz arrived in N. Y. last hand above his bald pate and asked to be sworn to report the war by
Sept. 8, same day as the book about Ethel Waters for the Ladies
Wednesday (23) after an eight- word-of-mouth, but Raymond Swing and. Upton Close have come Out of
makes its bow. Magazine is Using Home Journal.
week
tour of Europe. He returns mothballs, tov be followed, I predict, if they’re still alive, by General
Pete Martin, in Hollywood for a
about 7,000 words of the book’s
screenplay job, is also writing a to the Coast today (Wed.) or to- Pierce and General Malone. Major George Fielding Elliot, of course,
70,000.
has returned to active duty and has. been doing a nice clean-cut job of
M. J. Clement, Pageant's promo- yarn about June Allyson for the morrow.
second-guessing for some time. By now he should be rated at least a
tion chief, is using truck posters, Satevepost.
Abbey actor Walter Macken has
chicken colonel.
newsstand posters, new s releases
and radio spots to plug the feature. new novel; “Rain on the Wind,”
That Walter Winchell and Drew Pearson did not voluntarily cut their
the
October
issue
skedded
addition,
will
for
publication in N. Y.
In
leaves short and rush to win the war with words surprised me. They
have a special band around each and London next moth.
must be getting old. They may find the airlanes crowded With younger
copy playing up Scully’s saucerian
Continued from page 2
y"William Joyce CoWen’s new
volunteers by now.
inside s t o r y. News release will novel, ^“Little Friend,” breaks into
Who Said Talk Is Cheap?
service 2,000* dailies.
the Woman’s Home Companion, the interim, it’s believed that WarHolt & Co. is making “Saucers” British slick magazine, before pub- ners may either be prevailed upon
Increase in the number of newscasts has been so alarming that quotas
to agree to the Republic distribu- may be the next order of biz, to keep the gabbers within bounds. One
its big book of the fall list and al- lication in book form next year.
ready has Offers for reprints for
Peggy arid J, P. McEfvoy, just tion deal, or possibly Rep prexy newscaster to every 1,000 men in uniform might not be an unfair ratio*
next year. House mailed out a 2,- back from Paris, run among three Herbert J. Yates may relinquish In New York alone,: One week showed BA newscasters breaking the same
000-word excerpt from the book to permanent homes—-an East 48th the release pact.
bad news each morning, 76 around noon and 197 at night. Thafs 357
thousands on mailing lists, book St. town hquse in N, Y„ and houses
Undecided whether to appear in for the week. The Army can’t get that many men volunteers for the
stores and other outlets.
in New City, N. Y., and in Havana,
the film in light of Warner’s beef, infantry in a week.
Cuba.
In Los Angeles the total of newscasts for the same seven-day period
Flynn joined the cast on the RiviLiberty’s New Dress
Hail Block’s article, “Life Amorig
Liberty mag returns to the the Comedians,” is being published era last week after Marshall threat- ran to 546. That most of these were telling the same story in almost
the
same words has a tendency to turn the war news into bore news.
stands Sept. 8, as a monthly, under by Collier’s next month; with an ened legal action. Until the attorTelevision, considering its youth, has been gabbing pretty freely, too.
A.
Lawrence assist frOm Collie Small, Block neys worked out a -truce, the acnew ownership.
Holmes is the new publisher, Vir- is vet comedy writer for some of tor was literally between the fry- New York had 51 such programs in one week and L, A. 45.
ing pan and the fire. Aside from
ginia Travers is editor, George the top comics.
The rest of the country wasn’t far behind. Sample ballots from radio
Becker biz mgr., Carson Grande
Collier’s is coming out with sl his contractual problems, the star listings in the Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, the Greenville (S.C.) News,
art director and Herman Wein
yarn about happy marriages in also claims that the script needs the Charleston (W.Va.j Gazette, the Illinois State Journal-Register
berg motion pie. editor.
Hollywood, including those
of a rewrite.
(Springfield), The Allentown (Pa.) Call Chronicle, and the Worcester
Publication has been slicked up Fred and Lillian MacMurray, Bob
It now develops that the film has (Mass.) Sunday
Telegram indicated that almost as many people were
to sell for 25c. Format will be and Betty Young, and John and received a French permit to be contalking
as were listening.
articles and fiction, with one of Maureen Farrow,
sidered as a co-production but
For Aug. 13, Albuquerque listed 16 newscasts, Greenville, 28 newsthe first issue’s features being
Magdalena
Partnewsgal- without a French version.
Budd Schulberg’s fiction yarn noyelist, tookMondragon,
over as editor-in- nered with Marshall on the venture casts; Charleston, 19; Springfield, 50; Allentown, 40, arid Worcester, 46,
_about t he fight ra c ket, ’’The Harder ehiel-^of- Jgrensa
Besides having their own local commentators, radio stations in all
—Grafica,_MexicoThe~y Fall,” which Jerry Waldilrese towns-carried^several-oMhe-interurbanly-known-secOnd^guessers,
City p.m. tab, She’s Latin Amer- sky)
and Corona Films* Latter
Norrnan Krasna will film for RKO ica’s first
and
only femme news- outfit, on the strength of the Re- such as Kate Smith, Eric Sevareid, Henry J. Taylor, Edwin C. Hill, Bill
as the first pic under their new
Cunningham, Lowell Thomas, George E. Sokolsky, H. V. Kaltenborn,
paper editor-in-chief.
public distribution deal, agreed Ed Murrow, Bob Trout, Gabriel Heatter, Frank Edwards, Bill Hillman,
deal With Howard Hughes. John
Hersey and Bob Cooke (N. Y.
to put up 100,000,000 francs (about H. R. Baykhage, Walter Kiernan, Fulton Lewis, Jr., Cecil BroWn, Bill
Herald Trib sports editor) are
$300,000) plus a completion bond. Henry and Elmer Davis.
Some of these are at it every day. Some
other authors represented in the
Meanwhile, the American film several times a day. Some come into the sticks transcribed. Some
initial issue.
colony is watching the case with arrive piping hot. But all carry about the same news.
interest since the government’s acContinued from page 2
Most of these have been around for a long time. Seemingly missing
Louis Armstrong’s Bio
in
okaying the Marshall in action from the last war are men like Sam- Balter, Pete de Lima/
tion
Louis Armstrong has delivered video directors as a result are in
position Rodriguez and Sutherland, Harry Flannery, Cedric Foster, William L.
represents
a
project
the first 20;000 words of his auto- the same position that film direcits
to
own policy. Shirer, Westbrook Van Voorhees, Carveth Wells, Larry Smith and K. L.
biography to Harper & Bros, for tors were 25 years ago—as “sub- contrary
Previously the government had a Flateau.
publication. It’s understood that servient to the technicians.”
When
hard and fast rule that no EnglishHas Hayes the Endurance Record?
Joe Glaser, Armstrong’s agent, has talking pictures first
developed, he language picture could be made in
been holding out for ah advance
New York has special pets like Pauline Frederick, Harry Hennessy,
explained, the sound engineer had France without an accompanying
jazz
of $5,000. Portions of the
John B. Kennedy and Arthur Van Horn, who are not heard bn the
man's reminiscences of his early full authority to direct the actors’ French version. “The Bargain”— Coast. But L. A. has Sam Hayes, Chet Huntley, Nelson Pringle, Ted
life in New Orleans will be pub- speech, relegating the film direc- at least so far—is entirely English
Meyers, Pat Bishop, Clete Roberts and Frank Hemingway (“It’s twice
tor strictly to a secondary position. dialog.
lished in True and Flair,
a day with Hemingway!”) who are not heard in New York either.
Armstrong is doing the book In TV today, he said, the directors
Hemingway sounds a lot like Henry Morgan and can do dialects. Hayes
orders
technicians.
from
must
take
completely on his own, writing
Sez All’s Jake
Flynn
used to be the “Richfield Reporter” (now in its 20th year) but has other
from his own notes in his own
“As a result,” Mankiewicz said,
Cannes, Aug. 29.
accounts now and keeps pounding it out twice a day year in and year
unorthodox idiom. As noted by one “the TV. directors don’t have the
Denying that “New Orleans Tav- out. He passed his 6,440th broadcast Aug. 23.
critic, when Armstrong can’t find authority they should have. They
Errol
started,
irregularly
ern”
was
Some of these commentators are very learned fellows, but that counts
a word to suit him, he makes one won’t gain that authority Until the
Flynn is burned at Andre des Fon- as nothing against a well-rounded delivery. Some rush into their radio
up.
general concept of TV is changed taines, who heads the Union Genstations, grab whatever has been pasted together by the rewrite crews
to mean what the audience sees on erate Cinematographique.
Actor and read the material for the first time while on the air. Some have
9
Industrial ’Film Book
its screen at home
-the finished
in- been actors, soldiers, engineers, photographers, lawyers, ranchers,
The Film Book (Prentice-Hall; product—and not what takes place claims the UGC topper spread
informamisleading
and
accurate
teachers and seamen. Some have even been reporters.
$4.65), by William H. Wilson arid in the TV studio. What we have to
tion in regard to the project, which
The ones who seem most profound aren’t necessarily so. Flannery,
Dr. Kenneth B. Hass, completely
offer the television director is 25 is now before the cameras at the for instance*
Came to radio equipped with more scholarship than
covers the field of the applications
years’ experience in gaining their Victorine studios on the Riviera,
Swing and a more rounded newspaper background,; but “it don’t mean
of sound and slide films for use inAll government licensing formal- a thing if you ain’t got that Swing.” I found Flannery recently paired
dustrially at sales meetings and in
the school. It gives television hisities are now in order, Flynn em- with Sam Balter over L.A.’s KLAC on TV.
tory, terminology and technique.
SDG’s Exchange Plan phasized. Statement was confirmed Both of them are several cuts in scholarship above “Honest Gabe/*
It covers motion picture producby the star’s French attorney, Jean but the Heatter uses up an awful lot of gas and seems to get paid by
International exchange of
tion, techniques, costs, sound recRapoport. In further amplification the mile. Remember, he’s the guy who gabbed for 52 minutes while
ideas and information in both
ording, etc. All done with many
of the film’s status, the thesper awaiting the simple announcement that Hauptman had been electrofilms and television will be set
illustrations and easy reading that
added that the pic is now running cuted.
up by the Screen Directors
a tyro can understand without
Maybe They Meant Walt Mason
smoothly and will be completed on
Guild of America with film and
looking up technical terms. It’s a
schedule.
Mutual used to refer to him in phrases that will long live in hysteria.
video directors in France, Italy
book that should be on the desk
early I recall their telling us one time that “his straight-forward analysis
solution
of
Flynn,
credited
and England, it was revealed
of anyone in business, industry,
production difficulties to his U. S. and colorful, dynamic expressions are as fine and as truly American as
education or anyone that uses or
last week by Joseph L. Manlegalite, Melvin M. Belli of San Walt Whitman.”
(Whoops!)
is studying film in any form,
kiewicz, SDGA prez. MankieFrancisco, who huddled with him
In a similar panegyric vein Mutual used to refer, and possibly still
wicz just returned from an
negotiations
all
during
in
France
does, to Fulton Lewis, Jr., “as the greatest reporter alive today.” That
Weiner On
eight-week junket in Europe
for the film. As further proof that takes care of Floyd Gibbons at any rate, since he’s been dead for some
Ed Weiner, Broadway publicist
where he launched the plan
no more snags remain, he said that years. Mutual, incidentally, was quoting, not creating, when it billed
and author of “The Damon Runyon
With the foreign directors.
Belli left Friday (25) for Tokyo, Junior as “the g. r. a. t.”
Story”, has probed one facet of
Move is being taken, he exwhere
he’s associated in a filmmakWalter Wincnell’s newspaper car
Pearson, to name only one of the Washington gabbers, Is a far betplained, to thwart any attempts
reer in the Sept. 1 issue of See
ing venture tagged “Tokyo File ter reporter than Lewis, but he has a Voice, in comparison to Lewis's,
at nationalism in film-making.
mag, in which Weiner writes of
212.”
No.
The same goes for Cecil
that only a tone-deaf sponsor could love.
He scouted reports, however,
as one of the great crime reBrown, Elmer Davis, Baukhage and Hillman.
that the SDGA is attempting
porters in journalism history,
Swing and Sokolsky
like
Sevareid,
Smoothies
Bill
Henry,
Hill,
Ed
to line up foreign directors as
Weiner reports on Winchell’s
Close has a fairly velvet delivery
ruri from mellifluous to schmaltzy.
full members of the organizaprediction of Vincent (Mad Dog)
know
a lot about the
too,
quel
however,
to
but
content! He happens,
Rossellini Suit
Most European countion.
Coil’s assassination, the columnist’s
Far East, as do Sokolsky and Forman, haying been adviser to the
Continued from page 2
tries, he said, cannot offer the
exclusive interview with Al CaChinese revolutionists and aide to Dictator Wu-Pei-f u, back in 1919. In
pone, the tip to the public on the
same “open-door” policy as the
and revenues, which were fact Close was In Army- Intelligence in World War I.
arrest of Bruno Hauptman for the
US. in the exchange of direc- of costs
Many of these are old pals of mine, ndtably Ed Hill, Sok and Forhim.
not furnished to
kidnapping of Charles Lindbergh’s
tors because of existing labor
man, but being an old conservative at heart I wouldn’t cross a babbling
son, etc.
laws.
Senate’s Anti-Rossellini Resolution brook under their guidance without having a lariat tied to me and a
Weiner has for years been close
tree before wading in. This goes double for most of the, others*
Washington, Aug. 29.
to Wirichell, as a legman and confidant.
Gab With Jam
The Senate last week gave its
that
over
authorities
and
rights
full
blessing to Senator Edwin C. JohnIf you want to get a more terrifying idea of what all this sound and
finished product.”
“anti-Rossellini resolution.” fury signifies, if anything, take a small radio into the Mojave Desert,
son’s
Doubleday Tonic on N; Y.-er
Mankiewicz stressed his belief
Dale Cramer, who authored
There wasn’t a dissenting voice.
or the Gobi Desert might serve even better, and listen to the commendirector, sa me as a film
“Heywood Broun—A Biographical that the TV a “creative person.”
Designed primarily to land an- tators from competing kilocycles riding herd over each other. They
is
director,
director heave at you from all directions, and fade in and out as others grow
Portrait,” is profiling the New
Italian
on
wallop
other
considers itr
Yorker mag and its editor, Harold SDGA, he! said, thus
Roberto Rossellini, it opposes the louder or fainter.
self a guild, rather than a union.
Ross, for Doubleday.
The cost of living has climbed 3% since that little argument broke
have interstate shipment of films prodirectors
that
Tome, to be published in ’51, will It believes
or directed by Fascists, Nazis loose in Korea. AH matter of louts have been blamed for the rise,
duced
tell the mag’s story through per- varied and individual talents and
legal
has
no
It
Communists.
or
from
hoarders to black marketeers. But I have a theory that the in**
sonalities of its writers and artists. are not interchangeable, so that the
force since it is a one-chamber crease in commentators has been largely responsible for the spiral’s
Guild operation does not include
exdoes
it
however,
resolution;
upward climb. In. Los Angeles alone, between Monday, June 9, and
the protection of jobs, which is the
Fielding’s Junket
press the Opinion of the Senate Monday, Aug. 23, newscasts increased from 89 for the- day to 120. That’s
Temple Fielding sailed last basic function of a union. Instead,
veiled threat. more than 30% increase.
out
a
hold
does
arid
the
“protect
world
Friday (25) on a three-month
its chief purpose is to
Resolution was. introduced last
All this could not be laid at the Korean dugouts of Bill Downs of
jaunt to update his. Fielding’s gains already made in the direcTravel Guide to Europe. His wife, tor’s control of the film on which month by the Colorado solon. It CBS, Bill Dunn of NBC and Bob Stuart of Mutual. But it all costs
with
a
floor
Senate
the
money,
and the only thing that sponsors and networks can do is to pass
accomreached
Parker,
lit.
agent Nancy
he is working and to increase thosp
panied him. Fielding is prez of gains,” Mankiewicz explained, Ex- report which described Rossellini the cost on to us consuming peasants.
fornotorious
Frankly, I’d rather have less talk and cheaper lambchops. I realize
the Society of Mag Writers,
of the most
TV directors’ organizations, as “one
During his absence, v.p. Jack isting
eign directors” and said his record that freedom of expression seems to be involved here, but couldn’t the
such as the Radio and Television
Fascist
over one newscast an hour be piped into jukeboxes, so that
surplus
Harrison Pollack will preside.
Italian
the
of
member
“as
a
those
Directors Guild, don’t have
Party and an active Nazi collabora-r those who never tire of hearing the same thing over and over could;
purposes and functions; he said*
coins
to the recorded commentaries? Either that or mix the surfeed
knowlof common
CHATTER
According to Mankiewicz, 47 tor is a matter
recordings with fertilizer and increase the rice crop which haa
Gerie Fowler, currently working
the Coast have edge to American intelligence and plus
on
directors
video
on the Clayton J acksori & Durante
been all but ruined in Korea, once the jdee. bfiwl PM.be Orient.
themselves yvith Jthe SDGA,, police officers.”
story for Viking Press*, jaay next allied
’
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Wednesday, August 30, 1950
East Africa, and planed out the
following day for the Coast.

Broadway
Bill Bertolotti’s village boite has

undergone redecoration.

Bed Skelton, his family and
radio staff in New York for a brief
*

stay.

in

Eddie (“Rochester”) Anderson
from Europe Monday (28) On

the Queen Mary,
Agent Sol Tepper in Beth David
hospital with a heart attack, but
coming along nicely.
Sol Hurok, who went to the
Coast last Friday (25) on biz, due
back end Of the week.
Ken Murray due here Sept. 15
from the Coast for preparations
to
resume
Oct. 7.

CBS-TV

his

series

casualties at Walter Reed Military
Hospital.
Secretary of Commerce Charles

London

Hollywood

Joseph Hazen to Suh, Valley on
AL Burnett’s new Stork club,
appointed Ambassa- vacation.
ger of the Capitol, retired after formerly the Dove room, opens Sawyer, newly
SenaPeurifoy,
dor to Greece John
Bill Bloecher recuperating from
31 years with the theatre. He was Sept. 7.
Island and
chief doorman when the theatre
Ivor Novello out of cast of tor Green of Rhode
among the heart attack.
opened in 1919; six months later “King’s Rhapsody” for surgical Sen. Wiley of Wisconsin^
-Louella O, Parsons laid up with
top drawer, government reps at
he was made house manager, and treatment.
“Farewell to Yes-: a heavy cold.
Larry Adler -doing series of re- 20th’s preview of
remained in that spot since. He
Andre Chariot, recovering from
Tony
tossed
by
party
terday” and
intends to spend his time at his corded broadcasts for BBC, one
major surgery.
Muto.
being “Mood Indigo.”
farm in Colesville, N, J.
Elsa Lanchester opens a nightDonald Peers, is asking for $19,?
club tour Oct. 4 in Toronto.
600 per picture and imposes Condi?
Bob O’Donnell to La Jolla for a
tioii that pic must riot cost less
check-up at the Scripps Clinic.
than $210,000.
Jean Muir
James R. Grainger in from N, Y.
Discussion on wages between
to gander new Republic product.
Continued from page 1
Society of Cinema Managers and
Peter Lawford’s father, Sir SidContinued from page 1
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, office, whose subsidiary, Stellar En- ney, injured by a fall in his garden.
for her to be at the strawhat early set for Sept. 13.
had
Rosalind Russell helped dedi“Aldrich,”
terprises, packages
Jack PoWell, after playing the
enough on Sunday (20) for press
Miss Muir, cate .polio hospital at Del Morite.
Stockholm, the attempted to back up
theatre,
interviews, China
recorded-radio
and
Brian Donlevy elected prexy of
quick return hoping that G-F would permit her
failed to arrive Until 6 p.m. Monday month of July, makes
.re- the Malibu Beach Home Owners’
for first two weeks in September, to continue in the show. They
Assn.
(21), As a result, there was no
V
tfie
situathat
recognized
John Firman, managing director portedly
Joan CraWford home from hostime for a dress rehearsal and the
of Bert Feldman Music Cprp., sails tion in which an actor can have his pital to recover frorii
ain appendecVarious interviews didn’t appear
for America on the Queen Mary or her entire career ruined by tomy.
until Thursday (24), too late ,to Sept,
5; expects to be away five charges to which he had no opporWalter
Wanger
named Los Anhave much bokoff ice effect. More- weeks.
tunity to answer can boomerang geles chairman of Crusade
for
over, in the interviews themselves,
Departure of Margot Moser from against them. It’s pointed out, for Freedom.
the actress was quoted as saying cast of “Carousel” makes the third
that some top NBC and
example,
Gale
Storm
guest
speaker
at
she doesn’t like acting or the thea- in past month, Iva Withers and
CBS contractees and execs are Pasadena Women’s Club’s monthly
tre, but does strawhat appearances Bambi Linn having already been
brothe
Red
Channels,
listed in
luncheon. V
replaced
purely for the money involved.
CommuJeanette MacDonald in from
“The Dish Ran Away” transfers chure listing purported
It was reported that MisS Day
arid N. Y, where she arranged 2 lVcity
radio
in
sympathizers
nist
the Whitehall to Vaudeville
made a television appearance Mon- from
Concert tour.
fall
theatre Sept. "4; will be replaced by video, which included Miss Muir’s
day afternoon in New York with “The Reluctant Heroes,” a new narrie;
Jimmy Durante on siesta at Del
Mar after two weeks of nitery enher husband, N. Y, Giants manager comedy, by Colin Morris starring
According to Miss Mu ir, a
Leo Durocher, before that day’s Wally Patch and Dermont Walsh. spokesman for General Foods, tertaining in Reno.
P. Skpuras to Washingbaseball game, taking a plane imLew Grade to New York in which bankrolls the show through tonCharles
for conference with Departmediately afterward for Cape Cod. October and will await arrival of
at the dress re- ment of Justice officials.
Y&R,
appeared
perreceived
She was said to have
David M. Martin, managing di- hearsal for the scheduled preem
Loretta Young awarded the 1950
mission by phone from a represen- rector of Tivolis, Australia, whom
at noon Sunday tc tell the cast that Siena
Medal,
as
outstanding
tative of the management to re- the Grades represent in Europe.
had
performance
that
evening’s
Catholic
woman of the year.
main in New York with her hus- Then he goes to Chicago and Calicancelled, but to report back
Barry
been
Sullivan
suffered
a cut
promised
fornia.
but
band Sunday night,
for rehearsal Wed. (30). She Quoted over' his left eye during a fight
to-be—aL-Cnonamessett at 10 a.m.
him
as giving no reason fbr the ^cene in Metro’s"
Monday.
cancellation and as requesting that Named Mike.’
Snarl At Olney
Paramount hosted a group of
no questions be asked by the cast.
Peggy Ann Gamer weekending Show was scheduled for the 7*30 Israeli officials headed by Moshe
Miss Day was also involved in a
Rosette, secretary of Parliament
Richard here.
Situation recently with
to 8 p,m. Sunday night slot,
Rosemary Clooney and Grade
in Jerusalem.
Skinner, manager of the Olney
Jaffe Reps AFRA
Brighton.
Lindsley Parsons returned from
Barrie
guests
at
the
case
that
in
theatre,
but
(Md.)
Miss
conduct
Joe Frasetto to
Miss ,Muir is the wife of Henry Ottawa where he huddled with
producer’s complaint against her
Sept. 4-9 in Jaffe, legal counsel for the Ameri- Canadian officials about a film to
orch
Pageant
Ainerica
was disallowed by the union on the Convention 'Hall.
can Federation of Radio Artists. be shot there.
ground that she was technically
Ronald Reagan in from his
Biller Bros, three ring wild aniwithin her rights in ducking a ten- irial circus due in for one day stand He denied that the actress had home town, Dixon, 111., where he
tative guest date in “Angel Street” today (30), sponsored by suburban ever been a iriember of any of the was guest of honor at the city’s
associations to which she had been
It was volunteer fire company.
at his strawhat this week.
*
annual festival.
in Red Channels with the
explained that although Miss Day
Phillip Keneally left cast of “The linked
Agnes Moorhead lined up a
had verbally accepted the booking, Boor” at the Playhouse to join exception of the Congress of coast-to-cOast
“reading”
tour,
According to something like Charles Laughton’s
she had not actually signed a con- “Streetcar” company in N.Y.; re- American Woihen.
organjoined
the
Muir
Miss
Jaffe,
but with a femme approach.
tract, so she was riot Officially com- placed by Enrico Malmoli.

Herman Landwehr, house mana-

:

:

'

Newlyweds Peggy and Louis
Sobol partyed last night (Tries.)
at 21 by Jerry Berns and Ted
Husing.
Pe/sonal mgr. Gloria Safter to
the Coast oh deals for Mary
McCarty, currently at the Holly.

:

wood Ciro’s.
Ben Henry,
tional's

Universal-Internachief

sales

in

Britain,

scheduled to arrive in the U.

S.

in October.

Pier Angeli, Italian actress who
has the title role in Arthur Loew’s
just-completed “Teresa,” returned
to Italy Saturday (26).
Pressagent Herb Kadison recalled for active duty in the Navy,
while Jack Gray, of Dave CharAllied

nay’s

Army

call.

Syndicates,

got

his

•

Gerard named account
. Julian
executive with the _ showbiz ad
agency of Buchanan & Co. Gerard
formerly conducted his own publicity

business.

Ben

<

Grauman

Kohn, former
Hollywood scripter and cousin of
the late $id Grauman, has been

Wam-

doing public relations for
sutta Mills, since the war.

Decca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
to Miami Beach for a* week’s holiday. Incidentally, more northerners
are “discovering” Florida as both
a summer and winter resort.
Jean

Jordan,

sister of

,

singing

pianist

comedienne Kate Murtah

(“Texas Li’l Darlin”'), opens tonight (Wednesday) at The Orchid,
new nitery in Jackson Heights.
Franco Autori, associate conductor of the N. Y. PhilharmonicSymphony, flew to London last
Saturday (26) to make a series of
recordings for the Bartok Studios.
Marlene Rackmil, daughter of
Decca prexy Milton Rackmil, engaged to Philip Salkin, graduate
of N, Y. State Maritime College
and now working in a N. Y. realty

'

•

...

:

;

...

.

.

.

Ed

mitted.

,

Columbia’s
cation-shooting
for
“Dick Turpin’s Ride,” which Harry
Brown
producing.
Joe
is

Tom

Hudson,

flies

Houston to

to

estate.

He

is

on

announcer
over

ABC,

settle father’s

now co-owner

of a
in

transfer warehouse business
addition to announcing duties.

Peppi Dallolio, maitre d’ at the
Lombardo’s seafoodery at
Freeport, was formerly of Pepino
& Rhoda, when dancing at the old
Central Park Casino tp Eddy
Duchin and Basil Fomeen’s bands.
Boris Kaplan, Paramount’s eastern talent head, gabbing about his

Guy

Rosemary

original Broadway production, but ton, Cont' med at Atlantic City
she is figured to have less boxof- Playhouse on Million Dollar Pier
fice draw than Miss pay, and ad- for fifth Week.
vance sales for the current engage-

Julian Lesser, head of Thalia
Film Productions, slated to arrive ment apparently confirmed that esin New York Friday (1) on the timate.
So the substitution is ex?
Nieuw Amsterdam after a 10-week pected to be costly to Skinner.
tour of England, Europe and
Criticism of Miss Day’s alleged
Palestine,
cooperation on press and
Film attorney Robert J. Rubin lack of
radio publicity was also voiced
driving to the Coast in time for
membership meeting next week of earlier in the season by Herbert
Society of Independent Motion Ken with, operator of the Princeton
In addition,
Picture producers, with which he Summer Theatre.
other members of the “Angel
is associated.
reported to
David Webster, Co vent Garden Street” company have
head, is due in from London Fri- Equity that, during matinees and
day (1), with Sadler’s Wells Ballet evening shows wb en Giant games
principals following on Monday have been broadcast, the actress
Dance troupe opens at the has sometimes paid so much atten(4).
tion tp the radio set in her dressing
Met Sept. 10.
Louis Hayward in from the room that her performance has sufCoast Sunday (27) enroute to fered and she has occasionally
Britain, where he’ll appear in lo- even missed entrances.

Modern Romances”

Wallerstein,

here
However, on the assumption that Clooney and Jimmy Dickins
for Columbia Records sales conthe agreement was valid, Skinner
ference
at Ambassador hotel.
had meanwhile signed contracts
Frank Sinatra replacing Sylvia
with the other members of the cast, Froos on Steel Pier stage Sept. 1;
so he was on an expensive limb Tony Pastor took over bandstand
unless he could obtain an alternate from Tommy Dorsey Friday (25).
He finally signed Judith
star.
“The Respectful Prostitute,” with
Evelyn, who played the part in the Karen Linagren and Robert Hor-

office.

*<

;

By Jerry Gaghan
Frank Palumbo will be a consult1953
San Diego World's Fair.
at
ant

WDTZ

Benn

proSquires, the
ducer, on leave of absence due to
ill health.
Powelton Cafe returns to name
policy, bringing in Pearl Bailey on

ization “six Or eight years ago” but
resigned after several weeks When
she learned that some of its members apparently had Communist

Westport, Conn.

:

By Humphrey Doulens

leanings.

NBC replaced the program Sunday night With a report on the
Korean war and some travel films.
Declaring that “I am not and
never have been a member of the
Communist party,” Miss Muir told
Variety yesterday (Tues.) that she
has received a number of phone
calls from people both in and but
of show business expressing sympathy and asking what they could
do to help rectify the situation. She
emphasized that she does not want
to become the “centre of a campaign,” however,
“All I want,”
she said, J'is to be permitted to
work
way I

Helen

Traubel

weekending

at

Ridgefield.

Mrs. William Anthony McGuire
visiting the Peppy D’Albrews.
Helena Bliss due back this week
from Pacific coast music dates.
The George S. Kaufmans (Leueen
MacGrath) visiting Edna Ferber.
Locals cheered by Dorothy Gish’s
recovery from serious operation at
Doctors’ Hospital in N. Y.
Leo and Florrie Miller back

from Miami Beach holiday; he

is

Variety’s Bridgeport mugg.
Queena Mario, former Met star
now teaching here, recuperating
profession the best from illness with friends on Long
;

in my
can.” \

Labor Day.

Actress who is marking her
Sheraton Hotel will open its new
Persian Room on Sept. 4, with Milt 20th year in show business, expressed
herself as being “heartMyers at the console.
Harry Abbott, president of mo- sick” over the entire situation. She
tion picture operators union Local said she had written a letter to
307, back from Detroit where he the cast of “Aldrich,” apologizing
was reelected vice president of for having been the “unwitting and
IATSE.
undeserved” cause for the show
Frasetto having been cancelled
Joe
maestro
Local
Sunday
(currently at Atlantic City’s 500 night. NBC and
Y&R, meariwhile,
Club signed to conduct for Kitty held auditions
for
a
replacement
Kallen when she opens at Waldorf
for her as “Mother Aldrich” yesAstoria, N. Y., in October.
Indies
Paul Harron, president of WIBG terday (Tues.). Show will be staged
and veepee of Muzart here, planed as scheduled Sunday night (3) but
Continued from page 4
to England to spend several weeks as of late yesterday afternoon, the
been turned down. Bernhard, ap- inspecting wired music installa- replacement had not been selected.
in plants and bomb shelters,
tions
parently, was acting as a freelance
peace agent without the direct col- type used during the last war.

FC

Island.

Richard Berger inspecting Melody Fair in a music tent swing before starting his new TV operetta
series.

James Gardiner auditioning

his

new musical, “Song of Texas,” at
home of local socialite Mrs. Hamilton Pell tonight (Wed.).

Theresa Helburn, Raymond MasChristie MacDonald, Eleanor.
French, Cheryl Crawford, Francine
Larrimore, Lueile Lortel, Armina
Marshall, Katharine Bard at premiere Monday night (28) of “My
Fiddle Has Two Strings” at Country playhouse.
sey,

laboration of Kaufman. FC prez intends to push settlement talks on
his return from the Coast, where

Bucks County, Pa.

Ben Washer, Paul Dupont, Elizabeth Mears here for weekend.
Continued from page 2
By Margaret Gardner
he trekked last week.
Don Walker to New York from
Pinder Circus troupe in Nice for
Large number of FC producers
175 years.”
Twentieth-Fox sales his NeW Hope, home to orchestrate
have switched their product to four days.
Maxime de Beix, head of Va- veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., mean- “Call Me Madam.”
ELC, thereby depriving the former
in Cannes for while, revealed that the company
Lawrence Schwab in yesterday
current search for child actors to company of its potential distribu- riety’s Paris office,
of “Chocolate
stock Bing Crosby’s new pic, “You tion fees. They did so under cer- a quick in-between-planes visit.
has not yet attempted to obtain (Tues.) for preem
Errol
Flynn
arrived
in
from
Soldier”
at Lambertvifle.
Nice
Belong to Me,” over Margaret Ar- tain escape clauses in their conplaydates of “No Way” in the
Paris for filming of his picture,
Jean Parker in “Dream Girl’J
len radio program on WCBS Fri- tracts with FC.
south, the area which is expected
Kaufman, how.

“The Bargain.” Flynn has living
ever, intends raising every claim quarters
iri a suite at the Negresco
appeared possible against producers as well and also on his yacht.
In Warners’ “Three Secrets,” iri as Pathe and ELC. He asserts that
Somerset Maugham and Mrs.
town for interviews and bally in these questions are already raised Blanche Knopf, guests of honor at a
connection with the film. He re- indirectly by the first $500,000 suit. cocktail party given by Mr. and
turns to the Coast Friday (1) to
Merger of EL and FC fell Mrs. Bourdel, noted Parisian bookstart “Goodbye, My Fancy” at WB
through when Bernhard Was un- seller at their Cap D’Ail villa.
with Joan Crawford.
able to win the consent of certain
Something unusual in talent producers bn important product
ballyhoo is the Douglas Leigh
involved in the deal. ELC was creblimp’s .cruising around N. Y., beBy Florence S. Lowe
ginning tonight (Wed.), to advertise ated as the new distrib outfit, with
Porter Van.Zandt joined cast of
Billy Eckstine’s opening at the all the stock going to EL because Maurice Evans’ “Devil’s Disciple”
Apollo tomorrow. Blimp’s sign Will of the default on FC’s part. Kauf- in Denver,
man, Who came into the picture
Apollo.”
flash “Mr. B
Eric Johnston off to Spokane,
Fred Ahern, unit production later, contends that FC should still Wash., home to prep for daughter
collect a substantial proportion of Harriet’s wedding
arrived
Lesser,
Sol
for
manager
Sept. 9.
Ruth Hussey, in town to beat the
Sunday (27) from eight weeks of the distribution fees on product,
“Tarzan’s originally slotted for FC, which drums for “Louisa,” heralded as
shooting on
location
Paril»» in Kativa Colony. British ELC now handles.
first Holly woodite to visit Korean
'

.

day

(1).

Frank Love joy, who

‘

—

v

to offer the most trouble because
of the picture’s theme and the territory’s rejection of other antiNegro discrimination films in the
past. According to Smith, nO prints
have been shipped to the south yet.

Chicago Sun-Times Monday (28)

set

11

.

final

by Theron Bainberger as

bill of
;

season at Playhouse, Sept.
.

Harry Mulherri to Philadelphia
manage Shubert after
to. again
season with St. John Terrell s
Music Circus.
Bob Jaryis, director for St. John
Terrell, back from Hyarinis, Mass,
where he staged “Show Boat” for
Cape Cod Music Circus.
Sara Seegar (Mrs. Ezra Stone)
commuting from Newtown farm to

blasted the local authorities who
had imposed the ban, claiming in
a long editorial that the Chi censors, should “call in experts when
it doubts the advisability of allowing a movie or play to run.” Ac- New Hope this week to play in
cording to the editorial, “confer- “Goodbye My Faricy” at Playhouse,
ences with specialists in human
Phyliis Perlman, flack for New
relations,
including the clergy, Hope, off to Boston with Marian
ought to be routine before ariy play Byram to boat drums ahead of
or movie is banned completely “Season In The New,” new Wolcott
from Chicago for any reason.”
Gibbs play.
•*

Wednesday, August 30, 1950
on instruments/ voices and radio
personalities is fast-rhoving and
well sustained. There’s a volley of
material In Nelson’s routine, and
he tosses I; out so fast that everything clicks; Sifted down, however,
his forte is still imitation of musi-

House Reviews
Continued from page 48

Ka«lio City, Mpls.

hers

“Don't Have to Ride

is

No

muscular More,” although the more convenstaged, tionally styled “Count Every Star”
with the utmost smoothness and and “Who’s Sorry Now,” both of
apparent ease, is featured by such which have clocked up recording
displays as one performer balanc- successes, go over solidly with the
fans out front.
ing the other on one leg while in
Two acts break up the recital
a reclining position and turning
completely over while supporting fare, Harold King,; with a flashy
skating-taps
routine, and Foxx and
It keeps
the partner On his feet.
customers exercising *their White, who add topical comedy to
the
some amusing stepping. Following
palms,,
Extremely good to look* at as the Ravens’ turn, the curtain blocks
lievable
control.

and

strength

The

exhibition,

!
1

*

as

well

to

listed

to,

of the hard-driving school of tenor
men, and his six-piece combo run

through three neatly varied nufflr
bers, the last pf which is a manychorused “Flying Home,” in the
style made famous by Hampton,
Jacquet, et al. Always an audience
rouser, the finale (during which the
curtains swing back and reveal the
rest of the cast on stage) finds the
Cobb outfit and the Vinson band
blasting away while the customers
jitterbug in the aisles and the
^ ""
.

Own Back Yard,” “My Eyes Wide

Open and Dreaming” and “I Don't
Care If the Sun Don’t Shine.”
Barry scores easily with his
gags, stories, songs and travesties,
;

copping heavy laughter.

It’s

the stage while Arnett Cobb,

off

luscioys,

blonde Miss Page with her great
eye and ear appeal makes every
number a treat. Perfectly suited
to her style are “Love Letters,”
“All My Love,” “Back in your

good

and ^adeptly handled.
material
Then for a closer Laine weaves
orchestra
his magic spell of song, relying
mostly on numbers that he has
helped
to
or
popularize.
introduced
;

As rendered by him with
tinctive dramatic fervor;
Her on the Rivet* SL
“Lucky Old Sun;” “Cry
Wild Goose,” “That’s My
and “Mule Train” sound

v

his dis“I Left

the

(

Dfsire”

as good
as ever, and that’s plenty good.
of
course,
eats it up.
The audience,
•

Orplieam, L. A.

GIUSEPPE DE LUCA
:

|

Big house very well populated
first of four shows ooening
ReeSi

and Lily Pons.
FLORENCE STONE
De Luca made a world-wide conFlorence Stone, 70, retired accert tour in 1935, and in 1940 re- tress, died Aug, 25 in Los Angeles.
turned briefly to the Met for a few Shortly after the turn of the cenroles,
tury she was well known fas a
His Second wife, a daughter, a stage player and originated the
granddaughter and a brother sun* role of Mary Magdalen in the first

.

.

.

played on the upbeat, leaving in
wake nought -but utter exhaus-

Omaha

•

'

;

vive.

NICHOLAS

Omaha, Aug.

tion.

30.

Coury

Sc

Lee Shearin ;

Pris-

Milly
“The Skip-

per Surprised His Wife” (M-G).

•

For a little over an hour' this
show kept opening-day crowds applauding in good humor. Ish Kabibble and Michael Douglas made
a good comedy team with Douglas
proving a top straight man and
Kabibble does mostly his familiar
type of confused conversation, and
the audience eats it up.
Douglas’
best moment, and probably the
top spot- of the show, is the singing of “La Vie Bn Hose,” which
he does exceptionally well.
Homer and Jethro appear in red
and yellow suits, respectively, carrying guitar and mandolin. Their
routine, snatches of familiar tunes
punctuated with gags at well-timed
moments, gives the crowd a lot
to laugh about.
Good for an encore.

Lewis and

.

clarinetist

m

,

.

.

|

1

with his fatnous “Cherry Blues.” pace in program is from comedian.
Free,
Vinson’s band remains on stage
through the rest of the proceedings
to back up the acts and vocalists.
Capitol* D.
Dinah Washington, obviously sufWashington, Aug. 25.
fering from laryngitis (she had to
Vanderbilt Boys (2), Eugenie
cut down to two numbers during
Nelson, Ciro Rimac
Nip
Baird,
the earlier shows), gets a terrific
reception -and runs through five (4); “Stella” (20th),
tunes, getting her best results with
There’s plenty of good entertain“It Isn’t Fair” and “I Want to Be
ment in current Capitol bill, but
Loved.”
format as
In the stellar spot are the pace is not as steady nor
Ravens, who make a dignified ap- tight as usuaL Audience reaction
organization,
pearance and work in current quar- reflects looseness of
from complete intet fashion, three at one mike, and running gamut
enthusiasm. _
one man at the other. The most difference to all-out;
Headliner Nip Nelson's takeoff
effective and novel of theifr hum-

CY

;

|

.

JULES GRANT
Jules, Grant, 80, oldtime Aussie
legit showman, died here recently.

Grant was associated With Bert
popularity shortly Bailey in a longtime partnership
I.
Others in- in the presentation of Aussiecluded “Shiney Nose,” “I Want the scripted
plays
including
“The
World to Know I Love You” and Squatter’s Daughter” and “On Our
“Any Boy Could Love a Girl Like Selection,” the latter earning the
You.”
two a small fortune.
Survived by Wife, a son and
daughter.
MRS. GERRY MURRELL
Mrs, Gerry Murrell, 48, top performer in the Gainesville CottimuHENRY L. (HANK)
the height of
after

its

.

World War

—
Henry—
manager

LOWRY

4i7-—4Haink-)--

iars,.

theatre,! died Aug. 19 in a Gainesville, TexSkouras
Hempstead, L. I., died in New as hospital. She Was one of the
York Aug. 23. He was stricken on five remaining members of the cirthe stage of the Rivoli. Hempstead, cus since its start in 1930, She had

of

.

|
!

!

IN

MEMORIAM

Marcus Loew
September

where he was emceeing a stage given her horse act at rodeos, fairs
and other events for yearri.
presentation.
After a vaudeville and musical
comedy career, Lowry joined the
Mrs. Gussie Cohen Harris, 75,
Skouras interests in St. Louis widow of theatre manager Harry
some 25 years ago. Later he came Harris, died in Yonkers Aug. 21*
to N. Y.
At one time her husband manSurviving are his wile, a son aged the Second Ave. theatre,
N. Y., and the National theatre
and three brothers.
:

.

on Houston

NAT GATES

I
'

daughters.

Earl E. Barlow, 49, film carnera[

|

!

from “Manhattan Tow- with Bruce Morgan and worked the
Orpheum and other circuits as
ers.”
Morgan and Gates.
Ventro act of Walter Walters,
His wife, four brothers and a
Jr., |s standard and satisfactory.
sister survive.
Tops with the two dummies on a
vocal bit. Three Wells* acro-tumMRS. ADELLA HUGHES
bling tees off matters to fast pace.
Mrs. Adella Prentiss Hughes, 80,
Lory,
founder of Cleveland Symphony

Hollywood, Aug.

Father

26.

is

a

screen actor.
Mr. and. Mrs.

Roy Rogers, daughHollywood, Aug. 26. Mother 4s
Dale Evans, screen actress. Father
is Republic western star.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Morean, son,
Hollywood, Aug. 19. Father produces religious films.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Laurie* 3d,
Father
daughter, Yonkers, N. Y.
is son of vet comedian-author Joe
ter,

man, died of a heart ailment Aug.
26 in Aurora, 111. Four sisters and
two brothers, survive.
f

i

John

technician

for

studio
years at

56,

many

Paramount, died Aug. 21 in Hollywood.

Mother

Loew

of

division

man-

ager Jack Harris, died in N. Y.
Aug. 22.

;
1

She sponsored Cleveland
for such artists as

MARRIAGES

recitals

Mary Garden

and the late Mme.
Schumann-Heink.

Ernestine

JUSTICE WILLIAM

POWERS

T,

Louise Platt to Stanley Gbuld,
North Guilford, Conn., Aug. 25.
Bride is a legit actress and former
!

New York

wife of director Jed Harris; he’s a
stage director.

Supreine Court JusEdith. Simmons to Lee Millar,
tice William T. Powers, 53, oneLos Angeles, Aug. 25. Bride and
time general counsel for 20th-Fox, groom are legit players.
died in Patterson, N. Y., of a heart
Margaret Marcus to Robert SoJustice Powers worked
attack.
kol, in Washington, D. C:, Aug. 27.
with 20th-Fox prior to being electmanages Loew’s Ritz theGroom
ed to the bench in 1946. He served
!

j

atre in Pittsburgh.
with the company in the position ,
Jean Ashton to Donald Douglas,
held by (Otto Koegel.
Santa Barbara, Aug. 25. She’s a
His Wife, a daughter arid a son dance director at. Metro; he’s an
;

.

•

I

and Mrs. David Hopkins,
Aug. 23; survive.
daughter* Hollywood,
father is an Emerson Radio execuMr.

McGlone,

J.

Cleveland
in
died
Orchestra,
Heights, Aug. 23. She was promiMother of Steve Hannagan, pubnent in Cleveland concert circles. licist, died Aug. 27, in Lafayette,
Mrs. Hughes studied piano abroad’ Ind.
and was a concert manager on her
return to the U. S.

now

Laurie, Jr.

N. Y.

|

My Home”

births

St.,

Mrs. Julia Dietz, 85, mother of
60, former vaudevilpublicity veepee Howard
lian, died in New York, Aug. 27, Metro
Gates Dietz, died in New York Aug. 25
following a heart attack.
was active in vaudeville until after a long illness. Also survivHe had ing are another son; Charles, a
about eight years ago.
worked with his wife Fay Gordon Metro Cxec in Detroit; and two

Nat Gates,

in the talk-and-gag idea. Some in a comedy act labeled “Much Ado
of the lines utilized to cover the About Nothing” for about 23 years,
During that pedeficiencies in the voice depart- starting in 1907.
ment could stand sapolioing for a riod he went under the name of
Franklyn
Gates,
vauder. Withal, got them finally
About 15 years ago he teamed
with her version of “New, York’s

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McGuirk, a
daughter, San Francisco, Aug. 20.
Father is KCBS writer-producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Don De Fore, son,

1927

5th,

Buddy De- and

Walters and Priscilla have work- Franco, each of whom plays to
ed out a neat ventriloquist gag hefty returns; Lewis snaps strings
with double dummies.
Best mo- for a solid six minutes, displaying
ment is Priscilla's handling of the a deftness few can claim. Bass
dummy in a baby bottle-feeding solo kicks off with an original,
“Foolish,” arid finales with “Huckstunt.
Milly Coury and Lee Shearin, elbuck.” DeFranco improvises on
warblers with the band, do their the clarinet, flaunting his marveltops with a duet arrangement of ous tone quality and finger dexter‘Goodnight, Irene.” As for the ity.A poor opener, “Mississippi”
band, Chuck Foster boys work hard
and incessantly, coming up with mars the otherwise well turned
a medley of hits from “Annie Get performance of vocalist Damita Jo.
Your Gun,” using Shearin and Chirp fails to sock across on
Coury for the vocal interludes. A “Mississippi,” occasionally falling
big arrangement of Glenn Miller’s fiat and generally lacking presentaHowever, the folbest pieces make for a cavalcade tion. on tune.
lowing, “Almost Like Being In
honor of the late maestro.
stylized
beautifully
is
Love,”
a
Rack.
piece of material of which chirp
makes the most. Wonderful Smith’s
comedy relief is mild and unnecesEarle* Philly
The Ravens (4) Dinah Washing- sarily blue for theatre presentaComedian opens with a“few
tion.
ton, Arnett Cobb Orch. Eddie Vinson Orch, Foxx Sc White, Harold quick quips, then falls into, a tele:
“Tattooed Stranger” ( RKO ) phone monolog routine which has
high spots but is generally
its
team of Paris and
After seven months pf darkness, weak. Dance
work hard from intro to
Neeley
the Earle footlights were turned
them strong apwith
taking
finale,
on Friday (25) and a crowd that
Pair tap their way
jammed every bit of seating space plause hbnors; packaged
routines;
nicely
through,
and standing room greeted the reof aero steps
turn of variety to the town’s major tossing in a touch
strongly.
play
vauder. The opening bill was strict- that
Only break in an up-tempo is. a
ly for the hot music afficionados,
with Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson, 90-second band rendition of Duke
Dinah Washington, the Ravens and Ellington’s “Mood Indigo.” Basie
Arnett Cobb’s combo putting on shoves off on his organ solo in
ballad style but moves right into
the concert;.
Maestro Vinson, whose clean- a double beat. Miss Jo’s chirping
styled in the same manner; as
i$
shaved, shiny walifUt pate has
earned him the soubriquet “Clean- is the tapping of Parish and
Only actual change Of
Neeley.
bead,” kicks off the entertainment
.

tor,.-'

known of his tunes was -‘I’m Sorry
I Made You Cry,” which reached

27.

.

Vocalist,

CLESI

1

Robinson’s 88-cavorting is an exGil Lamb, Jayne Manners, Barkhibition of sharp showmanship. ley Family, 3 Wells, Walter WalJuve pianist, almost resting his ters, Jr.; Les Rhode House Orch;
chin on the keys", puts to use his “My Friend Irma Goes West”
elbows, arms, fists and, on occasion, (Pax),
even his fingers in the handling
»of lour tunes.
Young Robinson
There’s fair vaiide on tap this
registers pleasing response with his week with topliner Gil Lamb ratVocaling of “Sugar Chile Boogie” ing the mitt honors. The Barkley
and “After School Blues.”
Family are strong rungers-up.
Count Basie has gathered a nineLamb is a regular here and
man crew that comes forth with a scores again with his eccentric
powerful array of music.
The hoofery, easily achieved buffoonCount, however, is certain to disap- ery and his harmonica-swallowing
point. his fans as he merely backs bit.
Special stuff is strong and
his crew at the piano.
Obviously, gets the yocks coming in steady
Basie steers clear of the piano for fashion.
fear of conflict with Robinson, but,
The Barkleys are nifty for this
as Robinson closes the show, Basie family
house. Three generations of
could easily have been spotted in hoofers sets solidly
with all facets
its opening quarter without interin audience appeal, to result in a
fering with the juve’s act. Maes- terp act
that comboes nostalgia and
tro does, step to the organ for a
moderne for a zingy reception,
brief interlude, but effect is not
.Jayne Mariners is a tall, handstrong as Basie’s not at home besome lass who depends more on
fore three rows of keys.
eye appeal than on her Vocal abilBasie singles out baseman Jimmy ity. Most of her stuff is special,

Kabibble & Michael Douglas,

isli

Homer Sc Jethro, Walters &
Chuck Foster Orch with

cilla ,

Miami, Aug.

•

J.

production of the Pilgrimage Play
30 years ago. Surviving is her husband, Jack Richardson, former ac-

Nicholas J. Clesi, 71, who composed many popular songs, died
Aug. 26 at Tburo Infirmary in New
Orleans after a brief illness,; Best

Olympia, Miami

its

THOMPSON

|
1

*

Orplicum,

T.

.

:

for

GEORGE

Giuseppe* De Luca, 74, former f
George T. Thompson, 78, scenic
of the Metropolitan Opera artist find stage director, died in
Co., died in New York, Aug. 26. Washington, D. C., Aug. 21. Some
De Luca, who made his Metropoli- 40 years ago he was stage and
tan debut in 1915 as Figaro in “The scenery
designer
for - Chase’s
Barber of Seville,” remained with vaudeville theatre, Washington,
the N. Y.; opera company until While with the house he was
1935. He sang in more than 800 credited with devising ramps arid
performances, At the Metropolitan other means whereby elephants
he appeared with such top names and other heavy animals could be
as Caruso, Chaliapin arid Martin- used more readily in spectacles.
elli. He also sang-there with Rosa
Surviving are three daughters.
Ponselle, Marion T&iley, Ezio Pinza

member

Los Angeles, Aug. 24.
“Sugar Chile ” Robinson, Count
Basie Orch iO), Damita Jo, Parish 8c Neeley, Jimmy Lewis, Won- cold when caught
derful Smith
Buddy DeFranco;
Vanderbilt Boys do Well as pace“It's a Small World” (EL),
setters. Open with a straight tap
number and then go into their bellPoorly presented arid badly riiiging aero routine. Their balance
paced, this layout fails to sock it- stunts have novelty and brightness.
self over despite a heavyweight
Lowe,

Marie.”
of

pit,

j

cal instruments and of pop singers.
His humor if; too obvious and not
sharp enough to fill the comic slot,
as he does on this show. However,
P^yce reaction is good and he walks
on to much mitt action. His satire
on. the Spike Jones technique, teemg off with a tuneful fiute number, sans instrument, of course, is
particularly hep Also good is the
“Blue Tail Fly,” a la Burl Ives.
The Ciro Rimac Latin .American
revue, with team of two gals and
two guys batting it out in song,
dance, and on tie inevitable maracas and drums, is a hodgepodge
of all the conventional soyth-of-thePorder tricks. Payees go wild over
the Rimac version of the tango, and
sit on their hands for the warbling
of Rubita, chancoosey, who doesn’t
quite make it. If combo concentrated on its native dances, such
as the Brazilian samba, which they
do with life and color, act would
emerge topnocch. Rimac’s ehiceeing, too, needs streamlining and
meaning.
Eugenie. Baird lacks the voice
arid
projection needed for the
large Capi tol Except for a fairly
creditable blues version of “Summer Time;” gallery reaction was

aircraft executive.

Carol Lynn Gilmer to Dave YelNew York, Aug. 27. Bride is a
Morris Fishman, 70. retired film Reader’s Digest staffer and coMr. and Mrs, Johnny Monroe,
Philadelphia,
salesman, died in
founder
of “The Cliche Club,”
daughter, in Pittsburgh, Aug. 18;
Aug. 25 following a heart attack. ABC sustainer; he’s “Cliche’s”
with Everett Neill orch.

MORRIS FISHMAN

tive.

father is

Mr. and Mrs, Eddie Maxwell,
daughter, Santa Monica, Aug. 23.
Father, is a writer for Spike Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Maschmeieri daughter, Albany, N. Y.,
Aug.
at

25.

Father

director of

is

WPTR.

WHAS

films for a

number

and WHAS-TV,

of in-

sold
producer.
dependent exchanges in the old.
Mrs. Ivy Larric to James C. KevLubin Studio days.
New York, Aug. 24. Bride is
Surviving are his wife and two lin,
widow
of Jack Larric, newspapersons, William and George. Latter
!

;

is Warner Bros, field rep
news Philadelphia territory.

Mr. and Mrs. Victor A. Sholis,
Aug. 19. Father is

son, Louisville,
director of
Louisville.

He

lin,

in the

man

arid

playwright

1941; he’s an artist.

who

died in

.

Dita Loewenstein to Hans Pasch,
New York, Aug. 27. Bride is in
ALICE MINOT
foreign
dept, of William Morris
Mrs. Alice Hastings Minot, one-,
time actress who appeared in a Agency.
Cline to Whitney HanMargaret
number of Broadway plays some
Aug. 26. She’s
25 years ago, died in New York; sen, La Canada, Cal.,
cameraman WilAug. 23. Among the productions daughter of
musician.
a
Cline.
He’s
fred
in which she Was seen was” “Turn
Marjorie Jane Olman to Barry
to the Right.”
;

Mr. and Mrs. Leopold, Stokowski
son, New York, Aug. 22. Father is
the orchestra conductor; mother
the former Gloria Vanderbilt

is

WB

.

Born in Quebec, Mrs. Minot Sturmer, Aug. 27, New York. Brids
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reader,
daughter of Abe Olman,
is the
son, Aug. 28. New York. Mother came to the U. S. while a girl. Her
Sedgwick Minot, sur- g.m, of the Robbins.-Feist-Miller
is Patricia Windsor, musicomedy husband,
Corps.
Music
vives.
soprano; father is bandleader.
H
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